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EVERY DESCRIPTION OP

FANCY AND LETTER-PRESS PRINTING,
Neatly executed

OS KW AND BEAUTIFUL TYPE, JUST RECEIVED.

JOHN HENRY PESTALOZZI.

This personage, one of the most distinguished

men of modern times for his efforts in the cause of

education, was horn January 12, 1746, at Zurich, in

Switzerland, and was educated by pious relations,

after the deatli of his father, who had been a physi-

cian. Even when very young, he manifested strong

religious feeling, a quick sense of right, compassion

towards the poor, and a fondness for young children.

He had a great inclination for the study of the lan-

guages and theology ; but, after an unsuccessful at-

tempt to preach, he studied law. Some treatises of

his, on preparation for a profession, and on Spartan

legislation, and the translation of some speeches of

Demosthenes, which he published, were proofs of

his diligence and talents. But Rousseau's Emile

filled him with a dislike for the habits of a learned

life, and for the general system of education in Eu-

rope j and a dangerous illness, occasioned by exces-

sive study, induced him immediately after his recov-

ery, to burn the greater part of the extracts and col-

lections which he had made during his study of the

history of his country and of law, and to become a

farmer. He studied agriculture with a farmer near

Berne, and then bought a piece of land in the neigh-

borhood, built a house which he called Ncuhof, and

began tho life of n fnrmpr when he was twenty-two

years old. He was soon married, and became con-

cerned through his wife in a cotton manufactory. In

these situations, he became acquainted with the mor-

al wretchedness of the lowest classes ; and in 1775,

began his career of instruction, by the admission of

the children of paupers into his house. He soon

saw himself surrounded by more than fifty children,

to which he was a teacher and father. He had no

aid from others ; and though he worked with the

children when he was not employed in teaching them

or in his private affairs, he had not the practical tal-

ent necessary to turn the labor of his little workmen
to account. His philanthropic. and noble self-denial

was derided, his confidence was abused, his own af-

fairs declined, and he was generally considered as a

well-meaning enthusiast. But he had formed his

purpose, and was not to be diverted from it; and a-

midst straitened circumstances, he collected that

knowledge of the lower classes which is set forth so

admirably in his novel Lienhardt und Gcrtrud (1781,

4 vols.)—a work which has exerted a remarkable in-

fluence.

The description in this work of the school at Ban-

nal, contains many characteristic traits of Pestalozzi's

life at that time at Neuhof. To illustrate this novel,

he wrote in 1782 Chrisloph and Else, besides Abend-

stunden cincs Einsicdlers in Iselin's Ephc7ncriden, in

which he gives the first account of his method ; a

Schwcidzcrblatt jar das Volk, in 1782 and 1783 ; a

Treatise on Legislation and Infanticide, and Inqui-

ries into the Course of Nature in the Developement

of Mankind, in 1797 : which are full of thought, (all

in German.) The latter work was written at a time

when Pestalozzi had suffered many vexations and

misfortunes. The want of all support at last obliged

hirn to give up an undertaking which was too great

for the means of an individual. In 1798 the discov-

ery of Switzerland invited him to establish a house

of education at Stanz for poor children. He became

here the teacher, father, and—we must add—ser-

vant, to eighty children of the lowest classes. But

war, and the efforts of a party unfriendly to his

scheme, destroyed this establishment after a year.

—

Pestalozzi now took charge of a school at Burgdorf,

where he also received pupils, who paid for their in-

struction, so that he was enabled to employ able as-

sistance. A publication on the application of his

method by mothers, which appeared in 1801, under

the title—How Gertrude teached her children, (in

German,) and the elementary books—Book of Moth-

ers (in German) and the Anschaungstchre dcr Zahlcn-

verhallnissa, (the Doctrine of Numerical Relations

conveyed by Perceptions of Form*) found well dis-

posed readers. But Pestalozzi brought new vexa-

tions upon himself by mingling in politics. He was

a decided democrat, and man of the people, who in

1802 sent him as their delegate to the first council ;

and in 1802, he published his " Views on subjects to
-

which the legislature of Helvetia should chiefly di-

rect its attention," which made the higher classes

unfriendly to him. His institution in the mean time

flourished. In 1804 he removed with his schooL,to

Munchen Buchsee, where he entered into a nearer

connection with Fellenburg ; and in the same year

to Yverdud, (q. v.) where he occupied the castle giv-

en to him by government. Pestalozzi's method has

become the subject of animated discussion since the

beginning of the nineteenth century
;
partly owing

to the opposition which new schemes always meet

with, and partly to the extravagance of his admir-

ers. Pestalozzi was a man of great genius and depth

of feeling, full of the spirit of self-sacrifice, devoted

to the noble purpose of aiding mankind in the most

effectual way, by the instruction of the poor and a-

bandoned, in which he was warmly engaged until

his death. He loved liberty, and believed that its

cause would be most promoted by the education of

the most neglected. His genius, moreover, enabled

him to devise the most effectual plans for obtaining

this end. But he was not sufficiently practical, pro-

perly to divest the economy of a large eotablishment

for instruction, and to employ to the most advantage

the talents of many teachers. He was void of world-

ly prudence ; and this want was an abundant source

of vexation to him and others, throughout his life.

The idea of communicating all instruction by imme-

diate address to the sensations or conceptions, and

* Not an ckact translation, but as near as we can give ;

without a long paraphrase.
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effecting the formation of the child by constantly

calling all its powerr into . instead of mak-
ing it a mere passive recipient, selecting the subj< <t>

of study in such a way that each Btep shall !

the further progress of the pupil, is original with

him. It is not the acquisition of skill, in reckoning,

reading, writing, drawing, singing, &c., but the ex-

ercise of the powers of the child by means of these

subjects, which Pcstalozzi makes the object^ of ele-

mentary education. The principles of his method

are clearly developed in his Wochencschrift furMen-
schenbildung, 3d and 1th vols. (1S10 and 1812.)

—

This publication, with the reply of his assailant

N'icderer, to the Report on Pestalozzi's institution at

Vverdon, (addressed to the diet in 1840,) Gruner's
letters from Burgdorf, (in German, in 1806,) and Jo-

hannsen's Criticism of Pestalozzi's Method, (in Ger-
man, 1804,) affords a satisfactory view of his sys-

tem. He himself did not consider his system en-

tirely complete.

From Spain, France, Prussia, and many other

countries, testimonials of honor and regard were
sent to him from the governments ; and his pupils

have spread as far as European civilization extends.

His exterior was extremely simple: his negligent

black dress, his broad Swiss dialect, and blunt man-
ners without any ceremony, showed the honest

Swiss. In 1818, he undertook anew edition of his

complete works, the proceeds of which he d<

for a new school for poor children. He died Febru-
ary 17, 1827, at Brugg, in Aargan : see his autobi-

ography—The Scenes of my Life while at the Head
of my Institution of Education at BurgdorfYferdun

;

(Leipsic, 1820;) also, Ed. Biber's memoirs on Pes-

talozzi, and his plan of education, (London, 1834.)

Teacher's Advocate.

THE WOULD OF THOUGHT.

Bf 11 KS. A. B. HYDE.

A world of wonders is this world in which we live.

—

The .spirit which characterized a city of ancient renown,

inhabitants spent their time in nothing else than

to hear or to tell smuc new thing, may expatiate m cease-

less activity all the allotted term of human life, ifdi-

quire out and rehearse the marvels crowded

into our narrow dwelling place, our comparatively atom

globe, and never exhaust its aliment. The lime would

fail, if such were our purpose, to particularize one of a

Hid of the paths in which these wonderful things

may be searched for and founds We have hut to look

with an attentive and inlelli and they meet us

i tin- innumerable forms of vegetable

nimal life, of mini ral organization, of atmospheric

hip with

ith the

that walk the < artb, with tie- insect tubes, or those

with the joy of life ; have

not only materials for

life-long labor, but a rich and ever-growing reward.

—

I
bey would !<' too

Mi' examination of those works of our Cre*

' ml from the

ligation of which, none need return empty. Shame

I r's day is a wi

I inguish in

•!]> is inviting them

u' we would say, ' ipccially to the

nl tivatc your intellect

and your taste, and pleasure will come at your call

wheresoever you may turn your steps ; accustom your-

self to observe and enjoy the unnumbered objects

around you fitted to excite and gratify a rational curios-

ity, and you will thus be preserved not only from the

miseiy of a vacant mind, but from many moral evils,

yet our present design is to introduce you to a world

more wonderful than this upon which you look, so full

of beauty to your eye and music to your ear; a world

with which you are intimately connected, and to which.

it may lie, you are too much a stranger— the world of

thought.

But at what point shall we approach our subject?

—

Consider for a moment, the thoughts which have been
passing through your own mind to-duy. You will re-

collect them hut imperfectly, and they may have been

on trilling topics, such you deem net worth recalling.

—

Perhaps you are scarcely willing to encounter the snrrv

figure the fugitives would make if gathered into a pha-

lanx ; but whatever their character, they have been nu-

merous this day, and every day that you have lived.

—

Suppose now that every thought you have ever had,

were distinctly drawn out in writing—how long would
be the scroll ! But there are other minds around you.

as busy as your own ; that amazing process, the opera-

tion of the wonderful instrument which God has con-

structed with such exquisite skill, is constantly goinir

on. What an incalculable multitude of thoughts are

now stirring, more or less strongly, the breasts of the

human race Though in some individuals, intellect ap-

pears listless and almost dormant, in others it works
with a restless and even fearful energy.

We take up a volume. It is the record of an indi-

vidual mind, a sketch of a few of the thoughts, with

some of their results in action, of a single person. But
suppose the record were complete, covering the whole
period of life, and expressing every thought in lan-

gaage : such a biography would he a formidable affair

We look over the historic page ; the hook sometimes

appears forbidding from its magnitude; for instance,

that which Macaulcy describes as containing two thou-

sand closely printed pages, occupying fifteen hundred

inches, cubic measure, and weighing sixty pounds avoir-

dupois. The school girl has been heard to complain

over her compends, that history was so tedious,— the

riper student to lament amid his tomes, that life was so

short. But. if the entire history of mankind were to

he delineated, the whole course of human events and

their connexions, the remote as well as the proximate.

covering of course the secret workings of mind, 08 they

have actually existed, were set forth '. we might indeed

say that the world itself Could not contain the books
which should he written.

But these thoughts—the thoughts of the thousands of

million of minds that have been upon I li is earth and that

are vet to be ; these thoughts that have been the mov-

ing springs of all the grr>at exploits that have been en-

acted upon the theatre of time ; those thoughts that

have wrought out weal or wo, life or death, to each of

lie human family ; for " as a man thinketh in his heart

so is he ;" these thoughts, what becomes of the in ?

—

Have those which have passed through OUI own vanish-

ed as a vapor ? It may be that they have escaped our

lion ; tin
;

never been.

But the morning extinct ; the

dew drop exhaled t.but garnered with God'a

treasures. And think you that the scintillations of im-

moital mind go out. and perish ? No, it is not so. their

i.ie. graven as with a pen of iron and the

point of a diamond, indestructible as the living soul.

—

Ai 1 how do we know hut the spiritual nature of man is

that hook of God, from which this amazing record is to

be read to more worlds than this, in the great and terri-

ble day of the Lord ? How do wc know but that every

thought it originates, remains impressed upon the soul,

to be made manifest by the circumstances of its future

being; like characters traced in sympathetic ink, antl

invisible till brought into contact with the revealing
heat ?

What a depth of import may we hereafter see in the

great lesson of the scriptures, " whatsoever a nun
eth that shall be also reap, " when the results of our pro-

bation become the endless realities of our being, when
the thoughts we have cherished here, are i

ipanions and the arbiters, the comforters or the

tormentors of our unchanging state.

There aie persens, and their number is not small, win.

bave a great aversion to familiarity with that inner

world at which we have been taking a glance. Any
tiling and every thing is welcome to occupy their lime

and attention, if they can thus avoid self-acquaint

and shut out the unwelcome thought of God and ac-

countability. They find many facilities for keeping

these topics from intruding upon their minds, and greed-

ily avail themselves of all that offer. But a period is

coming when their condition in this respect will bo

greatly changed. The outward and visible, that which
-is itself to the senses, will be excluded ; and the

soul driven hack upon itself; for it will live only in the

world of thought. Sad then must be the state of such

as in this life have shunned or neglected the serious

consideration of those things in which they were most

of all concerned.

There are in the universe other intelligent minds than

those which dwell in these tabernacles of clay—minds

of immeasurably greater activity and compass; but

how numerous, or of how many grades, we may not

even conjecture. To Him who sits upon the throne,

every thought of every one of these minds lies open as

in a perfect transparency, and it is over mind especial-

ly that his government is exercised. All the magnifi-

cence of His wide creation, overpowering to thought,

unspeakably above and beyond our comprehension, the

whole vast frame-work of the material and invisible, is

in His sight of less value than one of these undying

minds. What a world, then, is the world of thought !

Over what a domain does the Almighty extend his

sceptre !

It is but a little that we, creatures of yesterday, can

know of this world of surpassing wonder, this great and

heaving sea of intellect. But is it not a most worthy

and inviting theme of contemplation ? Will it not lead

i views of the objects and destinies of our being ?

May it not awaken reflections tending to quiet the agi-

tations of passion, to ennoble our own characters, and to

elevate our conceptions of the Infinite Mind?

The vestibule of this inner sanctuary of the great tem-

ple of the universe, is no other than our own minds ; to

know ourselves is the first step in discovering the grand

and solemn marvels it enfolds, anil in cherishing the

spirit appropriate to the worship of its Divine Architect.

In these pages we have but touched our theme; to do

even this seems almost temerity in beings so lit

Yet through the mercy of our Father in heaven, we may

hope, when the veil of flesh is removed to look into this

sanctuary with purified and Btron . and with

enlarged capacity, and holier devotion, lor ever to ad-

mire and adore the Great King in His supremacy ofun-

wisdom and infinite love, as illustrated by the

astonishing developments in the empire of mind

—

tht

world of thought—-[Ladies' Wreath.

•w working in the manu-
brated Parisian musical instrument

journeyman, Jfl the hope of being able to

. violin that shall equal the those

made bj the celebrated Sum! tnona ,

and for this purpose he has brought from Norway
wood more than two hundred years old.
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AMUSING SCENE.

One day last week, as we were coming to our

sanctum early in the morning, we saw two farmers

from the back country, one on the side-walk, the

other in a wagon, coming toward us. When oppo-

site to Madame S's, the well-known vocalist and pi-

anist, the farmer on the pavement suddenly halted,

and looking up to the Madame's neat little dwelling,

observed all the windows closed, the shutters fast,

no person, of course, in sight, he gave a country

tragic start, showing evident surprise, at the same

time crying out lustily to his neighbor in the wagon

to "Stop! stop!! stop!!!" The man halted in-

stantly, when the other made a motion towaid the

house, as though inviting aid in an undertaking, say-

ing, " Let's break in—there's distress here—proba-

bly murder," and both rushed toward the door.

—

When the humane farmers had reached the door-

,
step, Madame S had turned the highest pitch of her

voice, where she kept it, (t/t-ah-a/t-ah-a/i-ah-h-h, on

the very uppermost range of half-notes for a minute

or so, to a most delightful, quick, melodious move-

ment, in which the tones of the piano joined. The
countryman perceiving he had made a slight mistake

in taking an exercise of the most difficult part of

music for a cry of distress, looked very much cha-

grinned, and both hastily continued on their way.

—

The unsophiscated countryman, be it known, has no

conception of scientific music ; the most difficult pas-

sages—those on which years of labor have been

spent, fall without a pleasing effect upon his ear, his

conception of " good music" being satisfied with a

hoe-down.— Cincinnati Com.

Talents always worth a Price. No men are

more justly entitled to fair prices, than truly qualifi-

ed and competent teachers. And this, not barely

because of the value of what they give in return,

but because of the great outlay of time and money

necessary to prepare for their profession. Some

teachers have spent a dozen years in preparation,

and have laid out many thousand dollars ; a capital

of time and money, sufficient to have made them

rich in merchandise or at any mechanical art. Few

persons can estimate the value of things, where re-

sults are produced with ease and in a moment ; they

must see the labor performed. Most can readily be-

lieve, that a railroad, a canal, or a ship, is worth all

the money asked for it ; but they cannot understand,

why a painting or a statue should be held at many

thousand dollars. Nor can they but be amazed, that

Paganini should expect twenty guineas for a single

" tune" performed on the violin.

A plain, but frank-hearted and sensible farmer,

once called at the office of a celebrated chief justice

in the South, and asked him a very important ques-

tion, that could be answered in an instant, categori-

cally—Yes or No. " No," was promptly returned.

The farmer was well satisfied ; the decision was

worth to him many thousand dollars. And now the

client, about to retire, asked the lawyer the charge

for the information. " Ten dollars," replied he.

—

•' Ten dollars," ejaculated the honest farmer, " ten

dollars for saying No?" " Do you see those rows of

book9, my friend?" rejoined the chief justice ; "I

have spent many years in reading them and studying

their contents, to answer ' No.' " "Right! right!"

responded the honest farmer, " right ! I cheerfully

pay the ten dollars."

—

Mass. Observer.

Elementary Music Books—Designed for the use

of public and private schools, by Benjamin F.

Baker.

While there is so much doing to gratify the lovers

of music, and to cultivate a taste for the best per-

formances and the most finished compositions, it is

pleasing to find that able professors are preparingthe

way for more thorough instruction in the rudimental

department of a delightful art which is fast becom-
ing popular in our country.

In teaching, and in learning music, there has been

heretofore, and is still, too little attention given to

the elementary part. Too many young persons are

taught, or permitted to play and sing by ear—by
rote. Few learn to read music well, and fewer still

to comprehend the rules under which it is written,

or by which it should be performed. Yet children

can be brought to understand the rudimental princi-

ples of music, and apply them to practice as readily

as they can those of any other branch of knowledge.
To effect this, however, a good class-book is hardly

less important than a competent teacher.

Mr Baker, the well known teacher of singing in

a part of our public schools, has felt the want of

such a book, and has most worthily employed a part

of his time and talent to furnish the little work above
named. It appears to be thoroughly fitted to pro-

mote the object which the author had in view, and

which Mr B. has published, and is much more per-

fect than the first. He has evidently taken great

pains to make it a work worthy the attention of

teachers and parents. By his brief, yet clear and

comprehensive explanations—his simple but full il-

lustrations of each rule, he has brought a large a-

mount of instruction within the compass of a few

small pages ; but the largest part of the book con-

tains a pleasing collection of well arranged songs,

glees, chants, and hymn tunes, adapted to the age,

and capacity of the pupils for whose use and benefit

they have been thus prosented.

It is such a finished manuel of instruction as all

who are engaged in teaching the rudiments of music

to children will find to be a valuable addition to their

means for facilitating and perfecting their labor.

G. G.
Boston Daily Adv. Feb. 9

ence of music. The songs are for the most part

lively and interesting, containing just and moral sen-

timents
; and the music is admirably adapted to

them.

The study of music in our schools is no longer an

experiment. Nearly ten years have elapsed since

its introduction, and no one would now think of aban-

doning it. All the expectations of those who labor-

ed to introduce it have been more than realized.

—

Singing is not only an elegant accomplishment, but

it tends to soften and improve the heart. All will

admit that the discipline of our schools has been
greatly improved

; the relation between teacher and

pupil is kindlier and happier ; and who can say to

what all this change shall be attributed ? We be-

lieve that much of it has been effected by the study

and practice of music ; and we therefore welcome
this little book as an important aid in this valuable

branch of instruction. We commend it to the at

tention of all those interested in school education.

Boston Atlas.

Elementary Music Book : designed for the use of

Public and Private Schools. By Benjamin F. Ba-

ker, Teacher of Music. Boston : B. B. Mussey

& Co.—1848.

This little work is designed for children, as its ti-

tle indicates. Mr Baker is an accomplished and suc-

cessful teacher of Music in our Public Schools ; and

his experience in teaching children to sing has ena-

bled him to prepare a work adapted to their wants.

The introductory part is simple and comprehensive
;

and, in the hands of a good teacher, cannot fail to

lead the learner to a thorough knowledge of the sci-

From the Boston Olive Branch.

LINES,

SUGGRSTED BY THE RETURN OI' THE MASSACHUSETTS
REGIMENT OF VOLUNTEERS.

Return, return,

—

Come from the southern plains of burninor sand.

Come to the green hills of thy native land
;

Linger not longer where bright blood is poured,

Lay down the gleaming sword !

Return, return

—

Come to the hearth and Lome that long have been
Lonely without thv presence. _Come a<jaia

Over their country's dead !

Return, return

—

Yet leave behind, the warrior stain ye wore,

Come with thy banner to thy native shore,

Bring not a cloud or shadow on thy name,

Bring but a patriot's fame.

They come, they come,

But not as when they left; with flashing eye,

With strength and vigor, and with bearing high :

Toil-worn and weary, darkened by the sun,

IVius is their errand done !

They come, tbey come,

But oh, not all that left their fatherland !

Why come they not^with the returning band '

They have departed hence. VVe look in vain

—

The dead come not again !

They have departed hence !

Not as the soldier counts it joy to die,

Where shouts of victory blend with battle-cry,

But worn with toil and wasted day by day

—

Thus have they passed away.

They have departed hence,

Without the mother who their childhood nursed.

To fan the brow or cool the fever's thirst

;

Without the loved one near, upon whose breast.

The dying head might rest.

Spirit of baneful war !

Full long thy presence vile hath cursed the earth

—

Depart, depart, that peace of heavenly birth

May spread her wings and with our Eagle rise,

Lifting our country to her native skies.

BrookliHC
J
Mass. [h. w.
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PHILHARMONIC JOURNAL.
THE "PHIIHARMOH1C INSTTTOTB,"

Composed of the teachers and friends of music,

FREMONT. TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 6, 1848. L ^^ held iu annual session at the Melo-

=
j jeon" in Boston, commencing on the 8th of August

ti,» World of Music is among the things that are d ending on the I8ih.

and left the Geld, not in
,

Duri the session much interest wa- manifested

in its prosperity, and various subjects were present

ed before the Institute which were discussed in an

able and interesting manner.

A. Mead, Esq. of Lowell, Mass., delivered an

past—it has run its race,

htpossession of a foe, nor a S one that toiled all ay

and obtained no reward, but as one who retired to

rite place to another, a more able champion in the

blessed cause in which it was engaged.

We little thought thrft under this arrangement the

World of Music would cease to exist, but such is the

fret, and we now appear under a new name, and oc-

i „< n A nncitinn in the musical plW-i.unncuiw, I'""- u-"— -
,

cupy a more eleveted smon .« ^ *
|ft| of the In8tltute acquitted themselves ,n a

lanx ; one not a little embatrassin 1 ^^ ^^ evjnced by (hc mark.

at home m »'"*™™™™^
t respects to Id attention and applause of the auditory

disposed to make a low now ,
ana |.dv « v

\ _ _ .„ „„„„rnt.il:ite the P!

them in our usually rough style, with feelings of the

For the Phil: Journal.

The Teachers' Class connected with the Philharmon
:

ic Institute, assembled at the Melodeon, m Boston on

Tuesday, Aug. 8, at 10 oclock, A. M. In nnmbc i

class did not vary much from that of last year, but

were more "new faces," and 1 at first felt somewhat

1

like standing upon strange gtound. This reeling, how-

ever, was of short duration, as several members el for-

me, classes soon made their appearance. A short lime

passed in the exchange of friendly salutations, and the

Lti-il chit-chat of these annual gatherings, during

A. Mead, Esq. ofLoweH ^•J'JJSf^7.,cmed pleMed to meet their fellovv-Uborers

able and interesting address, for w hich the M

^^^^ of musiC( ;im, wimng to extend the hand

passed a unanimous vote of thanks. l
f friendghj to welcome his brother or his sister home

Among the exercises of the session were three
|j^ ^^ ^ ^ ^ calM toord, r , )V ,

Concerts" one sacred and two secular, in which the

warmest and most sincere friendship, hoping that our

teeble efforts to do good in time past were appreciat-

ed and that we shall receive the continued patronage

of all who are friendly to musical refoim. We

shall look to our friends for a continuance of the fa-

vors so bountifully bestowed upon us while conduct-

ing our late paper. Although we have changed our

name, and made other important alterations, we are

laboring to advance the same glorious cause in winch

we have so long been engaged, and with the assist-

ance of the talent that we have already secured we

allium"" «••-- -ri .,,

We have reason to congratulate the Philharmonic

Institute on the success and respectable standing to

which it has attained, and it is most sincerely to be

boded that its members will continue to pursue that

honorable and dignified course of conduct which has

thus far characterised all their proceedings.

At the next session of the Institute several lec-

tures as well as interesting discussions, will form a

part of the exercises ; the subjects and speakers will

probably be announced previous to next session.

The Institute have the fullest confidence in the

talents and skill of Messrs. Baker and Woodbury,

• the^^ZuZ^ZZ:* he nd believe that none can sit under their instructions

J0„„d„nt that the»nn«^
has ever without being signally benefitted.

,h. most valuable *£££Lm ^ ^^ ^ „^^^ ^

'TnThollav^tronLd fte World of Music will
||
i88ued by Messrs. Baker and Woodbury, the Insti-

be considered subscribers to the Philharmonic Jour-

Ml1 i n d .u~„ , rĉ ^^iiMv.^(\\^mi^!>M'\m^

have taken in the World of Music. Our columns

will be open for contributions of letter press and

music, which our subscribers may wish to furnish, if

found worthy after all necessary corrections are made;.

Wc shall not say as a worthy brother editor once

said, that be did not want the effusions of his sub-

scribers unless they were possessed of" real merit."

•Wc only say, send us your best, and allow us to dis-

pose of them as we in our humble opinion think best,

antl wc will endeavor to do justice in the premises.

It is necessary that our readers bear in mind that

while we are laboring for them, we must have the

wherewith to support the editor and pay the printer.

rery subscriber is respectfully requested to secure

at least one subscriber for this paper who shall pay

in advance. You will now receive UG numbers to a

rolume, and each number will contain about one-

sixth more matter than the World of Music contain-

ed.

With these remarks we present you with the first

number of the Philharmonic Journal, and with it the

wish that it may meet the approbation of an enlight-

d public.

Since we issued the last World of Music we have

concluded to publi h the Philharmonic Journal <m

Tuesday instead of Saturday. By making this al-

,n we shall be able to get the Journal ready for

circulation and send it out in time for our subscribl rS

to receive it on the day of publication. This will

doubllcsas be a much more satisfactory arrangement.

tute passed the following :

liacTtufl opportuhi't'y^to examine, during our course

of exercises, is, in view of the variety, character and.

stylo of music therein contained, admirably calcula-

ted to fill a vacancy long existing in our choirs in

the country.

With reference to the feelings of the institute to-

wards Messrs. Baker and Woodbury, they are fully

portrayed in the following :

Resolved, That for the instruction we have receiv-

ed during the session (now about to close,) from

Messrs. Baker and Woodbury, accompanied as thev

have been with the manifestation of a strong and

anxious desire that they may prove beneficial, we

hereby tender our hearty thanks—and for their

friendliness and frankness of manner, and their for-

bearance and perseverance under all attendant diffi-

culties and perplexities, we ask thein to accept the

assurance of our esteem and affection.

The Institute closed its session, which has been

one of great harmony, on the 18th of August, 1848,

The following is a list of its board of govern-

ment :

President—T. M. Dewey, of Orford, N H.

Vice Presidents—E. D. Hancroft, of Shirley, Mass.,

W. N. Dunham, of Quechee, Vt.

—Warren Hopkins, of Boston, Mass..

l'\ Hitchcock, of Melrose, M

StcVncHng Committet—Hoswell Foster, of li-

ver, N. II., Wm. Dickinson, of Amherst, Ma

M. Knight, of Lebanon, Ct, Leonard Marshall and

Geo. Stone, of Boston, Mass.

Committeefoi the Recess—TS. F. Baker, Dr. E.G.

Barms, and Hev. I). S. King, of Boston, Mast

S. Silsby, of Claremont, N. II. A. Bond, of Low-

ell, Mass.

its Directors, Mr B. F. Baker, who greeted the a

bly with a friendly salutation and a smiling counte-

nance, and after a few introductory remarks, touching

the object of our assembling each year at that pace,

and the duties or each and all concerned, addressed the

class as follows : „

The time has arrived lor the Sixth Annual Ses-

sion of the Philharmonic Institute, organized in Au-

gust, 1843.

It then bore the name of the " National M.

Convention." In August, 1847, it received its pre-

sent name, by which it will continue to be known.

This organization was designed for improvement

in the knowledge and practice of vocal and instru-

mental music.

Its projectors were actuated by those feelings of

disinterestedness which should govern all lovers of

art, and of the concord of sweet sounds, and they

were stimulated by the wish which they with hun-

dreds of others share, to place their loved prof

, .
u;.u it ic jii-itly entitled.

irkdge and its proper application are the only

means for permanent success, this is the constant

teaching of life, and to doubt which would be to dis-

trust nature, and the very principles which sustain

life.

In the study of the sciences, and the cultivation of

the arts, much depends upon the circumstances by

which the first impulse is given. If received under

favorable circumstances, a happy tone is given to all

after study, and success is sure to reward persever-

ing effort.

Assenting to these propositions, it becomes ua to

advocate a thorough knowledge of the sciem

music ; and to acquire ihe arts of singing and play-

ing, application to rigid and methodical practice.

To remove some of the obstacles in the way nf ob-

taining a proper knowledge of musical notation, wc

have employed our leisure moments in carefully ar-

ranging a system at once cleat and i and in

language appropriate and comprehensive.

In this effort our labor cannot prove fmil

since we ourselves have been amply compensated

through the study necessary to complete the work.

The Artvf Teaching demands careful considera-

tion. It cannot be admitted that the only requisite

on the part of the teacher is that he should under-

stand the principles of the science which he profoss-

es to teach. Something more is necessary : he

should study to select language and illustrations well

adapted to the capacity of the pupils, that a degree

of importance may be attached to his teachings, and
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an interest be created by the impressions made upon
the minds of the learners.

To dilute the principles of a science, however, be-

low the capacity of the pupils, but enfeebles the in-

fluence of the teaclter, and soon renders the subject

distasteful to the learners.

The schoolmaster occupies the most important and

the most responsible position in society. Our sphere,

though less comprehensive, nevertheless involves a

degree of responsibility as high in iis ostont.

Vocal training should begin with the first elemen-

tary study, and the teacher should be able to give an

example in vocalising, and such an one too, as will

please the ear of the learner, thereby awakening on

his part, a desire to imitate.

It is not important that the teacher should have a

loud or a strong voice; but it is essential that he

should have a good voice, since this results from the

exercise of one of the most important principles,

without a knowledge of which one cannct justly

claim to be a teacher of music.

The tendencies of mankind, whether innate, or

the result of education, predispose them to look dis-

paragingly upon propositions and measures which

seem to conflict with present pecuniary interests, or

which may not accord with preconceived notions

;

still less are they disposed to look with favor upon

the nao, when it refutes what they themselves have

previously advocated. We should guard against

such tendencies, acting with honesty of purpose, -and

gladly receiving what may be good, let it come from

what, source it may.

The province of each generation is to take up the

study of the sciences and the cultivation of the arts,

where preceding generations have left them. Our

facilities are augmented, and our means are multipli-

ed, by the many discoveries and observations which

have grown out of their practical experience. We
have not to go through the tedious details which

have led to these improvements, but only to adopt

them, made as they are to our hand. We are to car-

ry on the work of improvement committed to our

charge, and while we are grateful for the legacy, we

must not be content with leaving things £fs we find

them. We may dote upon the treasures of the past,

but our duty lies in exercising them to wise and pro-

fitable ends.

At the conclusiou of this address the membors were

invited to be seated, according to the arrangement here-

tofore made, and the time was occupied in glee-singing

until the hour of the assembling of the members of the

business session of the Institute, viz. 12 o'clock, M. As
you have the account of the proceedings, the organiza-

tion of its government, &c, I will pass it, and confine

myself to the operations of the class. On account of

the inability of the publishers, the " Timbrel" could not

be obtained till Wednesday, consequently the order of

exercises was not established till that time On Wed-
nesday, and continuing through the session, the order of

exercises was as follows : At 8 o'clock, A. M. the Class

under Mr Keller, on Stringed Instruments. We cannot

too highly appreciate the benefits ot the exercises of

this class. I was indeed surprised to see those boys

—

hardly tall enough to reach the strings of the violoncel-

lo—deal out the base tones in such a clear, distinct and

masterly manner. I knew not before what might be ac-

complished by good teaching. Mr K. has been eminent-

ly successful in his efforts to shape his method of ...

struction in this department, so that boys of from 8 to
12 years can clearly comprehend it, and thus advance
With as much certainty and regularity as those of ma-
turer age. Let all who wish a thorough mastership of
the viohn or violoncello, place themselves under his in-
struction, and their wishes will be speedily gratified —
The performance of that young orchestra was the most
interesting part of the Concerts.

^441 °
C '0Ck Mr Baker '

S Iecture on the ™e«wd of

alterations
h
?h

e
|fie
n^l5b8f(fl

,,^k-...% BL has made some

treatment of musical terms—and has brought out, I

think, the best mode of explaining the several features

in rudimental teaching, which heretofore have tended

somewhat to mystify the learner—of any that I have

ever seen. But instead of writing it out in full here, I

would refer your readers to the new Sacred Music book

called the "Timbrel,"' by Messrs. Baker & Woodbury.

At 10, exercises in singing, from the Timbrel—re-

marks on style—answering questions, &c. This book

contains a good variety of tunes for the services of the

church, a good selection of Anthems, extracts from Or-

atorios and Masses, and a suitable variety of Chants.

—

This last, by the way, is fast growing into favor. I cal-

culate now, much moie on chanting in my choir than

formerly, and scarcely a Sabbath passes that 1 do not find

it necessary to make use of the hymn chant—the in-

stances are so frequent when a change in the sentiment

or manner of expression, of the hymn, requires it.

—

Among the pieces of music contained in this book,

which at once attract the attention of the musical stu-

dent, may be named, " Tho' the Sinner Bloom at Morn-

ing," from the Oratorio of " Moses in Egypt"

—

1: The

Marvellous Work, from Hayden's Creation—" De Mon-

ti's Mass"—" The Vale of Rest," and the tunes of An-

dover, Woodvale, Stevens, Boston Man, Cleveland,

Beethoven, &.c. &c. 1 should place it first in my list of

books for church music, and hope that the leaders of

choirs will give it a fair trial.

At 11 o'clock, M. Lecture on Harmony, by Mr Wood-

bury. A sketch of these lectures will not be as inter-

esting to the mass of your readers as that of some oth-

er subject. Suffice it to say, Mr W. gives evidence, in

his mode of treating the subject, that he is at work in a

field whose bounds and landmarks are all familiar—that

he is piloting through a channel where every rock,

sand-bar or sawyer, has been carefully noticed, and the

true method ascertained of guiding the vessel of thought

safely into and through the deep, clear waters. It is a

branch of musical education that requires a good share

of perseverance on the part of the student, and I think

no one can pursue it without having his ideas of musi-

cal science enlarged, and his affections towards it

strengthened.

At. 12 o clock, the " business session" of the Institute

commences, continuing 'one hour. To this assembly

any person can have access by simply signing his name
to the Constitution. After disposing of business mat-

ters pertaining to the Institute, some question for discus-

sion is reported by the Standing Committee, and in this

way an interest is awakened which promises well for the

coming sessions of this body. But my sheet is full, and

for your next number I hope to be able to write another

chapter on the same subject. T. M. D.

Orford,Aug. 28, 1848.''

We learn by our exchanges that the " American

Musical Times" has been discontinued for want of

prtronage. This is the third Musical publication

that has been started in New York city within the

last two yeais and gone down in a few months.

The Soutlibridgc Musical Union,

Will meet on Tuesday, the 26th inst., at Wood-
stock, Ct., and continue in session four days. All
who are interested in the cultivation of Music, par-
ticularly sacred music, are respectfully invited to at-
tend and participate in the exercises.
The services of Mr. B. F. Baker have been se-

cured for the occasion, and an interesting meeting
may be expected. T> e " Timbrel," a new Singing
book bv Messrs. Ralfer & Wna^km^^au^.^,
cinity, that this association is doing much to carrv

forward the cause of musical information, and bids

fair to increase in usefulness and be the means of ac-

complishing more for the cause of music in that re-

gion than its most sanguine friends anticipated.

NOTICES OF NEW SINGING BOOKS.
The National Psalmist, is a new book by Messrs.

Mason & Webb. It contains a great variety of old

and new music. A large number of the old stand-

ard tunes appear as old and tried friends—some of

them in a new dress, but the majority of them the

same as they have appeared before the public from

time to time for the last ten or fifteen years. Much
of the music seems to be entirely new and original,

and must be pleasing to every lover of good music.

Published by Tappan, Whittemore & Mason, of

Boston.

Woodbury's Youth's Song Book, for the use of

schools, classes and the social circle. This book

contains about one hundred pages of popular songs

arranged in two three and four parts. Published bv
W. J. Reynolds & Co. See advertisement on the

last page.

The National Psalmist.

BY MASON & WEBB.
NOW ready for delivery, " The National Psalmist

.

a new collection of Church Music, &c. By
Lowell Mason and George James Webb."

This work, upon which more than three years of
labor have been expended, is now presented to Chor-
isters, Teachers of Music and others, as a most com-
plete Manual of Psalmody, adapted to the use of
Choirs, Congregations, Singing Schools, and Musi-
cal Societies.

In addition to a large variety of entirely new mu-
sic, furnished by distinguished foreign and native
contributors, the " National Psalmist" is believed to
contain a larger proportion than any other collection,
of the rich and standard tunes which the church have
used for ages, but many of which are nevertheless
new to this country.

It contains most of the popular English Chants,
and its Anthems, mostly new. are well adapted both
for church worship and choir practice.

Its indexes .are very complete ; embracing, besides
the usual alphabetical and metrical indexes, an index
to first lines of hymns, &c, " Descriptive Tables,"
in which the tunes are classified according to their
style and character.

"The National Psalmist contains 119 tunes in

Long Meter ; 137 in Common Metre ; 77 in Short
Metre ; and 99 of various Particular Metres, embra-
cing all the varieties in use ; also, 37 Anthems and
Set Pieces, many of them furnished expressly for

the work by distinguished English Composers ; and
107 Chants, including the Canticles of the Protestant
Episcopal Church.

Teachers and others interested are invited to call

and examine this work.

Published by TAPPAN, WHITTEMORE &
MASON, No 114, Washington-street, Boston. 1
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A CARD.
THE Subscriber would take this opportunitj-to give

I nonce to his friends and pupils, that he
_
11 now P«

manently settled in the City ot New York BtadenU

who may w.sl. to pursue their musical studies With Mr

Woodbury, wilt find him located under Rutger Street

^Instruction given in all the brandies that pertain to a

good musical education.

1
1. B. WOODBURY.

MANUFACTURER AND DEALER IN

Musical Instruments, Musical Merchandize, Umbrel-

las. Parasols. Bon-Shades, Walking Canes, fee.

153 Washington Street,

OPPOSITE THE OLD SOUTH CHURCH,
BOSTON.

The Choir Chorus Book,

*S£&SSEffl33S

GEORGE V. WXELEY,
Teacher of Vocal Music.

Lawrenu h

Choirs: Selected Iron, the

aart, Mendelssohn
celebrated Composers.

anmber of the most popular

5S33 tSsrafSail
leader of a choir has

A liberal discount made to Dealers, Teachers, Societies, &c.

To Purchasers of Carmiiia Sacra.

JUST PUBLISHED, Prnrt Nine Select Psalm and
" Hymn Tcnf.s for public and private worship, issued by
the publishers of Cabmira Sacra, for gratuitous distnbu-
Uou to all who may purchase that work, copy for copy;
'hereby furnishing lo choirs, singing schools and congrcga*

idditional variety in their Sacred Musk, without ex-
tra expense
The pamphlet may he obtained as above staled, of the

publishers or any of their agents.
The publishers would particularly stale that the selection

and preparation of these tunes has heeen made entirely

without the aid of the editors of Carmiiia Sacra, who arc
consequently in no way whatever responsible for the pro-
duction.

WILKINS. GARTER, & CO.,
l:tf No. 16 State Street, Boston.

PIANO FORTES.
AriTjKINS &. NEWHALL have remove.! their
'* Warerooms to the new Granite Block, No. 844, Wash-
ington.street, corner of Ilayward Place.

\Y. & N. have received a Gold Medal for Piano Fortes

from the Mechanics' Fair, and would invite the public lo

call and examine the instruments before purchasing else-

where.
Boston, Aug. 1, 1843.

t

other works of the gteaynas

reference to choir proeffie. Even - mu
doubtless e^neuced th '^"J^fSS ,„ ch„rch music
sic of a h«hcrorde than «•

i" u
rs of ., ,

l/( lnei:ooir ior practice. The Choir ( horns Book ismtend-

ed to supply this want. The choruses contained in it have
lected with particular reference to the capacities <•!

choirs, and are of that character which will never fail to

interest and please, however much they may he practiced.

Those who are familiar with the choruses of the ^reat mas-
ters, know that they never lose their interest by repetition.

It is thus believed that this work contains a sufficient num-
ber and variety of choruses, to form a never failing source oi

interest. Although it contains nearly or quite as much as

is contained in the most expensive chorus hooks published
in this country, the price will not exceed that of common
church music hooks.

Published by GEO. P. REED, No. 17, Tremont Row,
Boston. 1—Cm.

J. B. PARKER,
Teacher of Vocal Husie, and the Organ,

Respectfully tenders hi
: " the Com-

munity at la. "«,: .&«;.
,

,uned
.

W
i'„

care and precision. ornish Flat, N.H. IO-3m

PIANO FORTES FOR SALE.
rpHE Subscriber has been appointed Agent for the sale of
L Wii.kins &, Nkwhall's Piano PoBTBS,and has received

;• first rate Piano, which is now offered for sale at the iiianu-

. lacturer's price. Any person who wishes to pun
.Mini instrument, is requested to call an. I see it hefo ic pur-

ig. Purchasers can be accommodated with instru-

,iy price or quality by giving a short notice.

Inquire at this office, or at his residence, first door east

i f J. P, Brewer's store.

S. SILSBV.
Clarcmont, Aug. .", 1343.

New Book for Church Choirs.

rpHE CHOIR CHORUS BOOK, a collection of Chorus-
1 from the works of the most distinguished com posers.

Compiled, adapted lo English words and arranged with

I'Aii ricCLAii SKFBBBKCB TO Chois PBACTICE, and for the
ibs, by A. ,\. Johnson, anthor of

'Instructions in Thorough Bass,' 'The Musical
ir of the ' Boston Musical Gazette,' Organist at

ll, &.O. &.C.

: us work will he highly appreciated by
. i.y lenders of choirs, who have felt

rig the interest and attendance up-
i who properly estimate

nprovement of the taste and the power of
. omposi-

iried collection v. hicn the
.hi. thirteen
•lssoim, nnd

i, Kiiin-

K ing, Sleymann, &c.
!ns work i than the

which have been published

i i ihi* country, it will be sold at than that ol

. 9mm I
' ok«.

> WILKINS, CARTER
.It sellers and

illy.
, 1, 1848.

o. OIcCOIJUBSTEB,
Ttiitliirnf Vot'al nnd Instrumental Mnste,

WINCHENDON, MASS.

L. MASSBALL,
Teaeher of Vocal Music.

No. 4, Derby Range, Court, neai "iidhnry St.

BOSTON. MS.

<*.

Recti Organs.

nnilE subscriber would inform
-*• the public that he makes
tEED ORGANS, for church or

parlor use. They differ in their

general construction, and in the application of the

air, from the serapliino, and will admit of the execu-
tion of rapid passages of music. The tone is not

confined to one variety, as in the seraphine, but has
as much difference in its character as have the pipes

in common organs, by the process of voicing The
maker has used much exertion to procure the variety

which he introduces in his organs; and he hopes to

receive the patronage of such men as have mind e-

nough to know that a thing may be but newly intro-
j

duced, and yet have merit. He assures those vih.nl

wish to buy, that they may depend upon having a]

durable and good-toned instrument if they buy of

him. He warrants every particular of the construe-

1

tion of his organs. His prices vary from 50 to 300
dollars. Please to call. M.O.NICHOLS,

18: 1

y

393 Washington Bt. Boston.

IF. m:ititiriELn,
DBA LBS IN

School and Wsnllaiicons Hooks, Stationery, kt„ kt.

SHEET MUSIC, AND SINGING BOCKS
OF ALL KINDS.

V I Dickinson's Block, Tremont v

CLAREMONT, N. H.
COUNTRY MERCHANTS SlTPI.tED AT EOSTON I

23:ly

DAVID TAYLOR, JR.
DEALER IN

PIANO FORTES,
Srrapliiiiis, .leolians, Melodeons, Instruction I

SHEET JVTTJSIC, &.C., &.C.,

CLAREMONT, N. H.

O" The dbore Instruments irill be sold m Bustou Prices

SACRED MUSIC.

lioston Handel ami Haydn Society

of Mnsic~L. Bason—6. J. Webb-

-Boston Academy

-C. Zcniicr.

PIANOS TO LET,

OLITEH DITSON,
DEALER IN

GUITARS, SERAPH1NES, PIANOS,

SHEET MUSIC,
115 7

UASlIIXCTON STREET,—BOSTON, HS,

Just Published.

T?OR Sale by WILKINS, CARTER, & CO., If. Water St.

1 Boston, on the most reasonable terms:

—

l. THE BOSTON ACADEMY'S COLLECTION, Ed-

ited by L. Mason.
3. CARMINA sack A, or Boston Collection of Church

Music by L. Mason—a work in almost universal use ami

greatly admired for its beauty, chasteness and sterling char-

aeter of i

t

^ music.

:i. Til E PSALTERY, being the late collection ofChurch
Music b] I. .Mason and Q. J. Webb, has received ihe

sanction ol the Boston Handel and Haydn Society and the

Boston Academy ofMusic. It contains many fine new tunrs

by Mr. Charles Zeuner, and is one of the most complete

works aflhe kind ever published. It makes a valuable ad-

dition to the Boston Academy's Collection and Carmiiia
and ought to he in everv rhoir.

1. The"BOOK OP CHANTS," consisting of chanting

music, adapted to resular hymns and to selections from the

scriptures. By I. Mason, •

5. THEBOSTON ANTHEM BOOK, being a collection

nthems and other set pieces, for societies and

choirs. By I. Ms
6. tiik'iidston ACADEMY'S COLLECTION OF

CHORUS1

JOHN WOODBURY,
Manufacturer «f

Bass and Double Ilass Viols and Violins,

AND DE U.r.ll IN

MlKirAL INSTB1 MEATS, SHEET MUSIC, &c,
IIIIATTLEIIORO, \T.

WOODBURY'S YOUTH'S SONG BOOK, designed for

'• Schools, Classes, and the Social Circle; containing a-

hout inn Songs selected from the best foreign and Ameri-
can Authors, to which are prefixed a progressive course ol

Elementary instruction in music, bj I. I! Woodbury.
Price $2,00 per doz. Teachers furnished with copies tor

examination, without Charge.
AT,so, in press, a new Sacred Music Book, i

j B. P. Ba-

iter, tMid I. H. Woodbury
W.I. REYNOLDS, & CO .

SaCornhill,
r>:—ct Bos

The Boston Glee Book.
'PUIS c\r-.-,vl!n':h

I at the lowest price, at O. Oilsou'a Music Store. Bo
Orders from country Societies answered promptly.

COCIAL GLEE BOOK. This day published,^ the Social Glee Book, selection of tilecs and
Part Songs, by distinguished German composers, never be-

fore published in tins country : together with Original

Pieces; bj William Mason and Silas A. Bancroft.

The music iii tlii-^ collection is of a rare and select diar-

ncter ; the selections being chiefly the compositions ofMen-
hn, Krenuer, F. Kucken, Weber, &c

"li is almost needless to say that the book contains some
verj fine music, and that it is' a valuable addition to th«

music of the .lay."-- [Boston Post.

"The selection shows a good deal of Musical taste rtn.1

,
will be popular,"—[Evening Transcript.

Published by WILKINS, CARTEBTji CO., 16 Water
. itreet, I' I for sale by the Booksellers generally.
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Con Duolo. THE DYING CHRISTIAN. 8s & 7s,
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2. What if death with icy fingers , All the fount of life congeals? 'Tis not there thy brother lingers; 'Tis not death his
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spirit feels.

QUARTETT, Forget me not, Himmel.
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1. Go at moonligh's fairy hour, Where the-silvery ripples shine ; Mark a little lovely flower, Be that lovely flow'ret thine, Be that lovely flow'ret thine.
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2. Mild as heaven's own blue, it beameth, Like a clear and cloudless sky; Image of truth and love it seemeth To the heart sweet words to say, To the heart, &c.
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3. And methinks its blue eyes glisten, Full oflove and tender thought, While from far it whispers, listen, ' O, forget, forget me not !' O, &c.
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WESTERN, C. M. Requested—Author unknown.
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RELIANCE. 8s, 7s, & 4.^ss^^s^^ssss
Guide me, O thou great Je - ho - vah, Pilgrim thro' this barren
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Hold mc with thy pow'rful hand : Bread of heaven> Bread of heaven,
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Words by Capt. G. W. Patten. U. S. A.
ADAGIO.
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I EVER DREAM OF THEE. Trio. Mnsic by J. B. Parker,
Cordially dedicated to a beloved friend.
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1. I dream of thee, my Mary own, When near and far away— When stars arc on ihcir midnight throne, And in the noon of

dream of thee when Autumn sings The death-dirge of the flowers; When Spring returns on balmy wings To join the laughing hours.
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3. I dream of thee when sickness strews My fever'd couch with pain ; Still— still of thee when health renews My wasting strength again;

AD MBITl'M.

The gentle image from my heart, Whatever change may be, Nor time may steal, nor absence part, I ever dream of thee.

Though wintry tempests rudely rise Along the frozen lea, Or smiling summer decks the skies, I ever dream of thee.

—

*
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Alike in chambers sad and lone, And in the halls of glee, My visions are dissolved in one ; I ever dream of thee.
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EVERY description of

FANCY AND LETTER-PRESS PRINTING,
Neatly executed

OS HEW AND BEAUTIFUL TYPE, JUST RECEIVED.

From the Christian Mirror.

PIBLIC AVORSIIIP.--SINGING.

Il remains that we consider the exercise of singing

as a pail of public worship. Music has ever been con-

nected with the praise of Jehovah, since "the morn-

ing stars sang together, and all the sons of God shout-

ed for joy," at the birth of our world ; and it will not

cease to be thus employed, while the ransomed ones

shall continue to sing the "new song," unto him

who " was slain, and has redeemed us to God by his

blood."

Singing is the natural expression of deep emotions,

particularly those of a joyful character; and is not

only appropriate to the outpouring of emotions al-

ready existing in the heart, but also adapted to awa-

ken and enkindle devotion where it is wanting.

This method of addressing worship to the Deity is

specially adapted to the public assembly, from the

fact that in it all can unite, with voice as well as

heart. Such is the influence of the physical upon

the spiritual, that the employment of our own tongues

in repeating the language of devotion, necessarily

tends to deepen the interest of the mind, and, awa-

ken the feelings of the heart. While in the public

prayer, which is framed for the occasion and the cir-

cumstances, only one voice can be employed,—in

singing, every tongue may be unloosed and made
vocal with its creator's praise. It is not, then, with

the hethenish idea of propitiating the Deity with the

sweet sounds of music, nor for the not less reprehen-

sible purpose of amusing and gratifying our own
ears, or attracting to the house of God a crowd of

thoughtless pleasure-seekers,—that this " divine art"

should be cultivated and practiced in the worship of

our religious assemblies ; but simply because it is,

in the nature of things, peculiarly adapted to the

purposes of that worship, and an effective means of

divine grace the to human hear*.

It is however to be deplored, that this part of wor-

ship, even to a greater degree than is true of public

prayer, is performed without due regard to the dic-

tates of propriety, and the requirements of true de-

votion. Indeed, it is no uncommon thing to witness

its performance in a manner that can scarcely be

recognized as an act of icorship, either in spirit or in

form.

That I am not chargeable here with either exag-

geration or undue severity, I think will be evident

on a comparison of what is appropriate to this exer-

cise with practices which are prevalent within the

cognizance of every one.

First, as regards matter. Poelry is the language

of emotion
; consequently the first and most appro-

priate use of its recitation in the worship of God,

would seem to be—for the expression of deep reli-

gious emotions, or the rehearsal of those truths which

tend to excite such emotions in the heart.

I find what I wish to say on this point so admirably

expressed in the preface to the " Church Psalmody,''

that I beg leave to call attention to the following pas-
sages :

—

" The church secures human sanctilication by two

means ; teaching or preaching, and the worship of

God. In bolh these exercises, the intellect ami

heart are employed, and act together, but not equal-

ly. Preaching is chiefly designed to enlighten the

understanding; while the principal aim of worship

is to purify the heart, and express its emotions.

—

Though these divisions should be kept distinct, yet

it very often happens that exhortation or preaching

occupies a large place in the prayers and hymns.

—

Modern hymns only preach in rhyme ; and thus

they reach the head but not the heart. If, now, the

sermon preaches, and the singing preaches, and the

prayer preaches,—the monotony of ihe service will

occasion weariness; but if the sermon preaches, ami

the hymn sings, and the prayer prays,—there will

be a beautiful variety, to exercise and interest all the

faculties of Ihe soul."

As singing is the natural expression of joyful feel-

ings, it is specialy adapted to the more exalted as-

criptions of thanksgiving and adoration. It seems
particularly appropriate that the first exercises of

public worship should be of this character. The
first impulse of one who with a devout heart goes up
to the house of God. under ordinary circumstances

is

—

'Let us enter his gates wilh thanksgiving,

And into his courts wilh praise
;

Let us make a joyful noise unto him with psalms."

And his experience will coincide with that of the

psalmist, who declares

—

"It is good to sing praises unto our God :

It is pleasant, and praise is comA- ."

How abundant are such sentiments in the psalmo-
dy of the ancient church ! and were the same spirit

infused into the devotions of our worshiping assem-
blies, how would they resemble that in the upper !

temple : But, alas ! too often is the earnest worship-

er disappointed, and his ardor extinguished, by an
utter neglect of appropriateness in this respect. Too
often are cogregations called upon to " worship God
infheuseof" hymns which contain not a single

sentiment of worship from beginning to end.

Secondly, as to manna . Singing, as an act of di-

vine worship, should be a rational, devout, earnest,

and unostentatious address to Jehovah, by the united

voices of the worshiping assembly.

It should be rational and intelligible, embracing
words which convey ideas that can be understood and
appreciated. Nothing can be more out of place,

than the performance by choirs of new and difficult

compositions merely tor musical effect. These are

generally unintelligible to the mass of the worship-

ers; and howevey much they may minister to the

gratification of the cultivated ear. such "uncertain

sounds" can never promote the edification of the

church, nor be a channel for the offering of its ration-

al worship. ^
Sfhging should be devout and earnest. What

would be thought of the individual, who, while of-
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-In uld gaze listlessly about him, or

assume an air of indifference or levity '. Such an

priety would be considered an outrage on com-

in-daring mockery. But

wherein differs this from what is commonly obs

i,i co:. - and choirs during the performance

of tin- - - only another mode of

addressing the Deity : ami should it In* any the less

devout than prayer! [s its thoughtless and irrever-

ent r> any the less a mocker*, '. Even

when the \ oice cannot be employed, the heart should

silently but earnestly go out in the sentiments of the

• making melody unto the Lord."

The practice of employing foi a compensation,

in this part ol worship, without re-

gard to their religious character, cannot be too deep-

plored. Think of it a moment, /firmgan un-

believer (sometimes an avowed infidel] to mock Je-

hovah by heartless praises! to extol that Redeemer

whose blood they daily trample under foot ! could

anything be more inconsistent—more ffensive to

Ilea. en ! What Stronger evidence could be given to

rs at Christianity, that its professors are insin-

and their worship a formality '. Better that

cercise be omitted altogether, than that it be

i led by such questionable means.

The habit of regarding singing as an unimportant

part of public worship, or as a mere entertainment.

though so nearly universal in this section ol country,

is most obviousl) wrong and pernicious. And the

same i- true of all customs w Inch tend to perpetuate

ss a perversion : as silling listlessly through the

exercise, or standing wilh laces turned towards the

performers—as in an opera concert—the use ofa

book just enough to know when the exercise is end-

ed, and closing itjustasthe last Hue is commenced;

(which seems to be an eeseutial part of church en-

queue in Borne ions ;) all of which, though

ma) be deemed -mall matters in themselves,

dial the heart is not-engag-

ed. A devon-Bmd christian earnestness in praising

God. it is believed, would permit none ol these prac-

Standing is the natural posture for the ex-

pression of joy and praise; and indeed for an ad-

ol any kind, except where humiliation and

self-abasement are the burden ol the heart. God is

addressed in tliia exercise, else it is not worship.

—

And it we address him, we should rise villi the choir:

not to gaze at them, a- it their performance B ware the

i 01 attention; this practice cannot be defended,

pt upon the admission that music is employed

in the house ol God onlj for the same purposi

ipera house or in the < cert room— viz. for a-

musement and recreation ; who will admit tlii-' I

then let no 6ne conduct as if it were

tiue. O that our worship were in the fervent and

beautiful hymn, c -

mencing

—

Slnnd up and hies? ibc I.oul,

Ye people ol hi- choice :

I up and bless tin- Lord your God,

With In Hi/ null sunt Hull VOiCt

\ famous musician, who had made his fortune by

, |ng requested to sing to the company,

• |)«-rmit me,' said he, to imitate the nightingale, who

r he has made his nest.'

EXTRACT

From Hip Preface to the National Psalmist.

Church Music may be divided into two Cla

Congregational and Choral. By congregational mu-

sic, we mean such as is designed to he sung congre-

gationally ; and by choral music, we mean such as

depends tor its performance upon a properly organ-

id trained choir. Congregational music, which

should always he within the vocal capacity of all

classes of people, must necessarily be mostly con-

lined to ihe plainest and easiest tunes and chants ;

while choral music, which may be comparatively

complicated and dillicult, may include more elaborate

Hymn Tunes, Sri Pieces, ServiceB and Anthems.

—

Both of these classes of music may. according to cir-

cumstances, be employed with propriety in public

worship ; both have been thus employed from the be-

ginning, or certainly from the time when " sang Mo-

ses and the children of Israel" their triumphal res-

ponsive chorus on the shores of the Red Sea.

When the church has been apparently weak and

feeble, the congregational style has prevailed ; while

in times of greater outward prosperity, choirs have

been trained to lead the people in the service ofsong,

carrying the music of the church to a degree of ex-

cellence that it could otherwise never attain. When,

just before the crucifixion, our Lord and his disciples

closed their last most solemn and interesting inter-

view by singing a hymn, it is to be supposed that

they all took a part, and the voice of the Savior him-

self, which had doubtless often been heard in chant-

ing the psalms of the Jewish service, mingled with

the voices of his disciples in their closing acl of wor-

ship. The singing on that occasion was congrega-

tional. J Jut when, a short time afterwards, the A-

postles went out on their high and successful mission

and the gospel spread into all the world, reaching

the thrones of kings and emperors, and causing them

with the rich, the great, the honorable, to do hom-

age to the " King of kings," learning, science and

art were among the offerings that were brought and

consecrated to the service of religion. The talent in

music that God had given was brought back to him

I holy gratitude and joy.

At the early dawn of the reformation Metrical

Psalmody made its appearance in the form of unison-

ous congregational singing. The singing of psalms

was ;m exercise for the people, one in which they

were accustomed to lake a part, not only in spirit,

but also in its outward form, with miir making mel-

ody unto the Lord. This Btyle of singing appears

then to have received a direction and an impulse

which have, influenced it ever since, for even now it

generally prevails in the Protestant churches of

France, Switzerland, Germany and Scotland. In

England early provision was made, not only for con-

gregational singing in the plain psalmody of the pa-

r icliial church, but also for a choral seivice. in cathe-

dral worship. Both styles were earned to gn at per-

fection in the reign of Elisabeth, and "so aptly ar-

I," says an English writer, " as to furnish a

model for after ages." In the choral music of the

(dd English masters " there is somewhat," says Rev.

Mr. Havargal, " so spiritually majestic, so serenely

noble, and so warmly devout, that few composers of

the present day can produce a tolerable imitation."

' The Elizabethan composers were men ol profound,

erudition and and excellent judgment. They clearly

discerned the requisites of diviue worship, and self-

denyingly aimed to fulfil them. Instead of indulging

in a wanton fancy, or allowing their genus such

scope as would fire pas : li'ate imago aliens

or turn auditors into cpplatulers, they confined them-

selves to a style, winch of all styles contains the

the most art wilh the least ostentation ;" one which

accords wilh the solemnities of religions worship,

and tends to inspire feelings of"awe, reverence, ten-

derni ss and devotion." The parochial tunes too, of

that age, contained in the early I'.-alters, and collect-

ed, " Composed into parts," and published by Ra-

venscroft in his " Whole Book of Psalms," in 1021,

(a work which has with great truth been called the

fount and standard" id' English psalmody,) have

certainly not been excelled, if they have been equal-

led, by modern composers. " Simple and easy as

(hey are," says the writer above quoted, " they are

never vulgar, insipid, or boisleious. Grave, but

cheerful, dignified and chaste, they are admirably

adapted to meet a great variety of language, and to

luster a calm and earnest devotion."

The first settlers of .New England brought with

them the style of singing to which they had been ac-

customed in their native land, and which had proba-

bly been improved during their residence in Holland.

Their singing manual was "Ainsworth's Psalms,"

pnblished in Amsterdam m 1012; a hook containing

a translation of the Psalms, with a commentary ; and

also a versification of the Psalms, with tunes. Of

the. latter the author says in his preface, " Tunes for

the Psalmes, I find none set of God : so that ech

people is to use the most grave, decent, and comfort-

able manner of singing that they know, according to

the general rule. 1 Cor. 14 : 26, 40. ' Let all

things be done unto edyfying.' 'Let all things be

done decently, and in order.' The singing notes,

therefore, I have most taken fro our former Englished

Psalmes, when they wil fit the measure of the verse:

and for the other long verses, 1 have also taken (for

the most part) the gravest and easiest of the French

and Dutch Tsalnis (tunes.)"

For nearly a hundred years there seems to have

been no material change in the tunes. Other versi-

fications of the Psalms took the place of Ainsw orth,

hut the tunes remained the.same. They were hand-

ed down from parents to children traditionally, with

but little aid from a written notation. Without the

means of preserving purity of style, or identity of

melody, it is not surprising errors crept in, that, by

such crude attempts at embellishment as uncultivated

singers always delight in, the melodies received in-

terpolations, and the proper style of singing waa lost,

so that the voice of praise had well nigh ceased in

the land. At the beginning of the eighteenth centu-

ry, the singing in the churches had so much depreci-

ated that this part of worship could be sustained with

difficulty, and about 1720, when the evil bad become

too great to be borne any longer, several clergymen

and others set themselves seriously about the work

of reform. One of the first results of their efforts,

was the publication, in 1721, of the first singing

book of any considerable importance in New 1'
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land by Rev. Thomas Waller, of Ro'xbury, Massa-

chusetts * The tunes contained in Walter's collec-!

tion are in part from Ainsworth's psalms, with others

mostly from Ravenscroffs collection. The work

contains twenty four tunes; 16 in C. M , 4 in L. M.

2 in S. M., 1 in L. P. M ,
and 1 in H. M. They

are in three parts, Cantos, Medius, and Bass. Four

tunes are in triple measure, but sylabic ; the others

are in common or equal time. Something of the

state ol church singing- at that time may be gathered

from the following extracts from the preface to this

work. "Our tunes are, for want of a standard to

appeal to in all our singing, left to the mercy of e.v-

unskilful throat to chop and alter, twist and change,

according to their infinitely diverse, and. no less odd,

humors and fancies." "I have observed in many

places, one man is upon this note, while another is

a note before him, which produces something so hid-

eous and disorderly, as is beyond expression bad."

" I myself have twice in one note paused to take

breath." Again, of! the advantages' of keeping to-

gether in"singing, the editor says, "The even, un-

affected, and smooth-sounding of the notes, and the

omission of those unnatural quavering? and turnings,

will serve to prevent all that discoid and lengthy te-

diousness, which is so much in fault in singing of

psalms. For much time is taken up in shaking out

these turns and quavers ; and besides, no two men in

the congregation quaver 'alike, or together, which

sounds in the ears of a good judge, like five hundred

different tunes roared out all at the same time."

The efforts which were now made, seem to have

been successful in the promotion of musical knowl-

edge and taste, and especially the publication of

Walter's book, which, as it was in parts, led to the

formation- of choirs, by which only those parts could

be sustained. But all these efforts at improvement

soon took an unfavorable direction, by the introduc-

tion of an inferior style of tune". Church music had

gradually declined in England, and particularly so

among those denominations of Christians whose in-

fluence was pincipally felt in this country, and many

books of comparatively poor tunes had been publish-

ed. The works of William Tansur seem to have

had a greater influence in this country than any

others. In 1734, he published in England his "Com-

plete Melody," a book of original tunes: and about

twenty years after, he prepared another work inferi-

or to the " Complete Melody," designed especially

for New England, called "The American Harmony,"

and published it in Newburyport, Massachusetts.

—

In this work we find some of the earliest attempts at

tliat imitative or fugal style in psalmody, which af-

terwards became so popular. The tunes St. Martin,

Barby, and Rothwell, date as far back as the "Auier-

ican Harmony."

* Three small works had been previosly published,

but they seem not to have had much influence. For an

inlerestinu' history of psalmody in this country , the rea-

der is referred to "A History of Music in New England,"

by Rev. George Hood. Boston. Wilkins & Carter, 1846.

>» This is a useful and instructive book, and it should be in

the hands of every one interested in the cause of psalmo-

dy, or public wosbip.

(2b be Continued.)

THE OLDEST ORGAN IS THE UNITED STATES.

In an article in the Boston Transcript reference is

, , r < r • •
. i i-.T|i judgment' gives a lasting and happvl vin'_' effect. So

made to the first foreign organ introduced into lios- > e.'. . ? °.

piece extant. The peculiar arrangement of tins mu-

sic, designed as it was by the author to aflcct the

ton. The history of that organ is of some interest.

It was imported in August, 1713, and presented to

the Queen's Chapel, in Boston, by Thomas Brattle,

Esq. So great were the public prejudices then ex-

isting that it remained seven months in the porch of

it might be said of his other numerous compositions,

both sacred and secular. The same thing is discov-

erable in the music of Mr. Woodbury. In the sim-

ple and touchingly beautiful piece, " He doeth all

things well," we see a plain manifestation of this

important design of the author. This tune can nev-

the church before it was unpacked. At length,
|j
er die Why? Because the music is rightly adapt-

however, it was put up, and was regularly used in l e(j , a high order of poetical sentiment. If there is

that church (which after the close of the reign of

Queen Anne took the name of King's Chapel) until

1750, when it was sold to St. Paul's Church, New-
buryport. There it remained in use 80 years. In

1830 this aged organ was purchased foi the beautiful

chapel of St. John's Church in this town, for about

450 dollars, was put up in a new case, and has been

in use ever since. The original pipes and wind chest

remain in perfect order ; and this time-honored in-

strument, which was certainly the first introduced in-

to New England, and probably the first erected in

the colonies, bids fair to last another century.

Could it speak its history and describe the scenes

with which it has been surrounded, in as sweet, as

harmonious and as audible tones as it sends forth in

obedience to the touch, how full of interest would be
its narrative.

It could tell of its requiem for Queen Anne, and of

the interesting events in the reigns of five kings on

the British throne, before Victoria ascended. It

could tell you that when it commenced its notes in

Boston but one newspaper was published in the colo-

nies to proclaim its arrival ; it could tell you of a lit-

tle boy who came to listen to the wonder—thatsame

individual who afterwards harnessed the lightning.

It could tell you of all the stirring events of the rev-

olution, and of its mournful duly, at the age of 84,

to sound the dirge for Washington. Sacred, howev-

er, to the holy purpose for which ii was erected, it

has been a looker on rather than a participator in the

secular events of the world.

—

Portsmouth Journal.

From the Sali in Gazelle.

Musical Convention for the County of Essex.

On Wednesday last, a Musical Convention was

held at Wenham, which consisted of three perform-

ances. The forenoon and afternoon were occupied

in singing from Messrs. Baker and Woodbury's new

Collection of Church Music, intersperced with ap-

propriate remarks. A large proportion of the tunes

in this book are original ; the style is somewhat pe

culiar, being of that kind which the Church, univers-

ally demands. The selections are from the best

European and American composers. The anthems,

sentences, quartetts, chants, etc., are all very fine

consisting of nearly every kind and shade of music

now wanted. The harmony, especially in the orig-

inal pieces, is quite above the common level, and as

it rose from the multitude who had assembled, from

the different parts of the county, in the neat and beau-

tiful church, the effect was truly sublime. The mu-

sic of these authors is destined to live and flourish.—
Take one piece of secular music, alone, of each, and

you have a sample of the popularity ol their compo-

sitions. The " Pirate's Glee," one of the very ear-

liest effusions of Mr. Baker, dedicated to that old

and popular body, the Salem Glee Club, has been

sung at more concerts, probably, than any other

fine sentiments, especially that of the highest moral

kind, there will be a foundation on which to build a

splendid and enduring fabric. This idea, these au-

thors have always acted upon ; and throughout the

"Timbrel" the influence of this principle is fully

manifest. The piece " Where are thy Bowers,"

sung at the concert in the evening, is of this charac-

ter, and illustrates, at least, in a degree, the princi-

ple advocated. That piece alone, is nearly worth

the price of the book. The solo peees sung by

Messrs Baker and Wrodbury during the day and eve-

ning of the convention, showed the wonderful power

and fine tone of their voices ; and their remarks and

suggestions in connection with the tunes which were

sung from the "Timbrel," exhibited iheir minute

and thorough acquaintance with the theory and prac-

tice of music. Mr. W.'s Lecture on music, in the

evening, was pointed, pithy, and of great practical

importance. All the performances on the occasion

were interesting, and gave universal satisfaction.

—

The thanks of the convention, are due to the people

of Wenham for their kind and liberal hospitality.

—

This meeting was intended as the commencement of

a series of Musical Conventions in Essex County,

and we doubt not that much good will result from

this auspicious beginning.

Jenny Lind Facts.

She was born at Stockholm, on the 0th of October,

1821, so she is just 20 now. Her parents kept a

school, and Jenny displayed a very precocious mind

and feelings when young, and she was gifted with a

most mellifluous voice. When only nine years of age,

an actress of the name of Landberg heard her sing,

and was so pleased with her that she recommended her

parents to devote her for the stage ; and she intro-

duced her to Her Croelius, a music master, who soon

became enthusiastic in the abilities of his pupil. In

a short time, she appeared at the Court Theatre, in

children's parts, and was considered a perfect prodi-

gy. She became the pupil of Herr Berg, a profound

musician, who grounded her well in the science.

—

At twelve years of age her voice quite deserted her,

and continued useless for four years. A concert was

given at Stockholm, in the course of which the fourth

act of Meyerbeer's Robert le Diable was to be intro-

duced ; a singer for Alice, who had a short spell, in

that act was wanting, and Ilerr Berg, thought of his

poor pupil, little Jenny, who received the music with

a palpitating heart. The evening before the concert

her voice returned, as if by a miracle, and she ac-

quitted herself most admirably the following day,

and her reception was a most enthusiastic, one. Hot

master was so do delighted that he laught her to

sing all the music in the part of Agutke, and she soon

'appeared, and a glorious triumph was the result,
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I LABEMONT, TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 19. 1848.

All persons who are indebted I" us for the World
requested to make immediate pay-

ment. It is important ibat all ihe debts due Sflsby

• should !<e settled a.s soon ;y possible.

, 19. 1- S. SILSBYJ
S.T.SILSBY.

Subscribers who have paid for the 5th volume of

the World of .Music, are entitled to the Philharmonic

Journal six months.

Boston Handel and Haydn Society.

This old, and favorite Institution, held its first re-

al tor the present season, on Sunday Evening,

Sept. 3d, when a goodly number of its members

were present. The social interchange ot kind words,

and the shaking ot hands, alter their temporary sep-

eration, indicated the continuance of that unity which

er been a peculiar characteristic of this ancient

Institution. Our old favorites still continue with the

iation, laboring to support its interests, and to

add to it> influence. Amongst those familiar faces

we noticed our esteemed friend, Benj. F. Baker,

who. since hi, connexion with the society, has la-

bored zealously to promote its interests.

.Mi~- Anna Stone still continues the prima donna,

ami is certainly a great acquisition to its ranks.

Mr Thus. Ball, although he has but very recently

come beCure the public a< a singer, (the last season,

new. being his first appearance.) has obtained

a reputation among the concert goers as possessing

:< verv line voice, and will ultimately distinguish

himself as a vocalist.

The Oratorio season will soon commence, and we

learn that it is the intention of the societj to present

a series of oratorios, compositions of the tirst masters

which will be every way worthy the notice of the

music-loving portion of the community.

Mr. Hayter, Ihe younger, (Geo. F.) has been en-

gaged as the organist for the season, and all who

know him, also know that he will acquit himself in

a creditable manner.

We trust that the community will feel that it re-

quires ftioney to carry on such an institution as the

Handel and Haydy Society, and in order that it may

be sustained, the public must give it a liberal patron-

age. We hope that the lovers of music will bear

this in mind and when they announce a public con-

cert, lot the Society know by the well Idled house.

that their services are duly appreciated h\ a discern-

ing public. 11. G. B.

Prisoner's Friend Society,

During the hist week, tins Society has held a fair

In Funnel Hall, the old ' radio, of Liberty, and it was

closed on Saturday Eve, Sept 2, by a miscellaneous

Concert of Vocal and Instrumental music.

Mr. Canterbiec performed upon the Violin,*

*olos of the best composers, while Madame Canter-

biec performed upon Ihe Harp, and Dr. liarrus pre-

sided at the Piano Forte. The vocal pari wa

euicd by a quartette choir, and by M i . Bernard Cu-

i-rt, and Mr. (formerly Master) Barton.

The C fit, taken as a whole, was a very good

thing, and t lie performers elicited repeated commen-

dations from the auditory. [I. G 11

Piano Fortr Tuners.

This useful class of persons oftentimes fall under

unjust censures passed upon them by those who.

though they play upon the Piano, are entirely igno-

rant of many Ot its peculiarity

It should be remembered ihe Piano Forte i-

ceptible of the changes of temperature, and when

timed in one temperature will be out of tunc in an-

other.

Mr. A proposes to have a party of friends: he

wishes to have his instrument in order and sends for

a tuner who spends an hour over the instrument and

puts it in fine tune. Alter leaving it. the serving

maid goes Jnto the parlor, throws up the windows.

exercises the duster, and concludes by closing the

room tight, to await (he arrival of the evening visitors.

The party arrive, the room becomes comparatively

crowded, the breaths and lamps change materially

the atmosphere of the room ;—by and by the song is

proposed -^the beautiful instrument is thrown open

and the daughter commences to play,—but lo, the

instrument is out of tune. " It is too bad," exclaims

the daughter or the husband, or the wife, " that man

did not half time this Piano." Thus the tuner's repu-

tation Buffers, and he loses his customer. By and

by another tuner is sent, the same scene is gone
1

through with, and, as a natural result, the same con-

sequences ensue, and the husband finally concludes

in his ignorance of the facts, that the tuners are all

alike dishonest, and none of them perform the work

which they are paid to accomplish.

This is but one circumstance out of many that we

might enumerate.

Good and well made Piano Fortes will stand in

tune if they are tuned at proper periods. Many
people as they think to avoid expense, will let their

instruments remain loner out of tune, which is a meat

detriment to them, as they are less likely to stand

well after having been so left.

We will offer a few hints in reference to the mat-

ter. A Piano Forte Ought justly to be tuned tvice o

year, at least. First, when you commence with a

lire in the room, and second, when a fire is discon-

tinued. By following this course you have the best

guaranty that the instrument will remain in tune for

the longest period of time.

Again, Ihe instrument should not be suffered to re-

main below cona rt pitch : if it is for years tuned below.

it will never after stand up to the pitch without a great

deal of labor, if indeed it ever stand at all.

Many otherwise beautiful instruments are nearly

or quite ruined, foi want of attention to these simple

facts. Vet it will not answer for a professional tuner

to recommend these things, if he does, the people

will suspect him immediately ofselfish motives and

«ay that he is planning for his own advantage.

—

Owners of Piano Fortes who are not acquainted with

the nature of ihe instrument, OUght to bear these

facts in mind, when by B \e:nlv outlay of a trilling

sum, they may save to themselves infinitely more

than lliey expend, by the preservation of their iu-

slrument in which they have invested so much.

• II (i B.

For the Pktlhut , ul.

Mr. Editor: Dear Sir

—

Allow me to notice though the columns of vnur

paper, UA m v and pi ' on tin met

ism of Violin Playing, divided into four orris, a- 1 b

the requisite Explanatory Remarks, and

of 132 Progressive Lessons for two Violins, and US
Studies for one violin, by B. Caiupagooli, Member
of the Royal Academy of Sweden, translated from

the original by John Bishop." Published by W. 11.

Oakes of this cily. I have not time to do justice to

a notice of this work, but I cannot refrain from sav-

ing, wihout disparagement to other works. thai oW,

of all others, should be in the hands of every

who designs to attain proficiency in the art of play-

ing the violin.

There are many persons in New England who
have devoted time to practice on the violin, sufficient

to overcome the difficulties in the way of su.

and to secure to themselves an eminence in the de-

lightful art, ye,t \w\\ fur have acquired much celeb-

rity. What is the cause of the limited progress on

the part of those who thus devote time to practice?

is it not to a great extent through the want of a pro-

gressive, systematic, and practical method, such an one

as is found in Campagnoli's?

1 cannot but feel encouraged in the hope that we will

soon have artisis grow up from among us, when I

see such books used by students in the practice of

the violin.

Much commendation is due to Mr. Oakes for the

exercise of a discriminating judgement io the selec-

tion, as well as for ihe neat and workmanlike man-

ner in which he has executed the mechanical part of

this book, to winch all who claim to be players on

the violin, and musicians generally, will most cheer-

fully assent. Yours Respectfully,

ORMONDE.

Epitaph}

On a Fiddler named Stephen :

—

" Stephen and time are now both cvrn.

Stephen heat time, now time't heat Stephen."

For the Philluirmonic Journal.

Lowell, Mass., Sept. 5.

Mr. Editor :— I had the good fortune to at-

tend a concert given last evening at Wentworth's
Hall, by Professor Dervvert, his three daughters, and

son, (which four latter are between the ages of six

and fourteen years,) assisted by Miss C. M. Hill,

and Mr. James Harrison of this city.

The concert was one of the most satisfactory en-

tertainments, (tnusicale,) that I have had the pleasure

to attend of late. The three daughters performed on

the violtni, with tempic precision, accuracy of into-

nation, and skill of execution which were truly sur-

prising.

The eldest daughter in performing an obligaio ivi-

olino) gave some specimens of purity, and fulness of

lone, which are characteristic only, of the genuine

artist.

The hoy (six years of age) also performed on the

violincello, in a manner that could not but astonish,

as well as delight the ears of the listeners.

With regard to the Professor, his performances on

the Piano forte, Guitar, and Violin, were uniformly

good ; his arrangement*, and harmonies were unex-

ceptionable, all indicating scholarship in his profes-

sion.

Hill merits much commendation for the pro-
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press which she has inade in vocalising. Her songs

were given in modern style, and in good taste, and

in some respects with a degree of eloquence which is

rarely .heard.

Mr. Harrison did well, as he is wont to do on eve-

ry occasion. Yours with respect,

ORMONDE.

Enfield, Sept. 5th, 1848.

Mr. Editor : Dear Sir—
A Convention of singers was holden in Wenham,

Mass., Aug. -23d, under th direction of Messrs. Ba-

ker and Woodbury, and as it was an occasion of in-

terest and profit, I deem it worth a notice in your

paper. The attendance was large and the singing

highly creditable to those present from the neighbor-

ing choirs. In the evening we listened to singing as

sweet and soul subduing as any we ever heard.

—

Sexeral quartetts were called out at different times,

to which the audience listened with delight and full

satisfaction. During the convention, a committee

was appointed to make pro.per arrangements for hold-

ing a yearly convention in the county ofEssex. We
were highly pleased with the interest shown on the

part of the singers in this object. It is gratifying at

all times to the lovers of good music to meet with"

those who are doing their part to improve the taste of

the public in their choice of singing. One thing

more I must notice ; the people of Wenham opened

their doors and kindly entertained all who were pres-

ent. And also, they had but a day"s previous notice

of the convention, yet they made ample provision for

all. F.

Scraps from our Musical Folio.

Music is the only one of the fine arts in which not

only man but all other animals have a common pro-

perty—mice and elephants, spiders and birds.

The human ear is so extremely sensible, that it

can hear a sound that lasts only the twenty-four thou-

sandth part of a second.

In water sound passes 4708 feet in a second :—in

air from 1130 feel tg 1142 feet in the same space of

time.

In the Arctic regions persons can converse at more

than a mile distant, when the thermometer is below

zero.

Hummel.

This great musician and composer died at Weimar

on the 17th October. He had nearly completed his

sixtieth year having, been born at Presburgh on the

14th of November 1788. When a child he was re-

markable for the precocity of his genius, and his fa-

ther was induced, by the exraordinary progress he

had made on the Piano Forte, to place him when he

was seven years old, under the care of Mozart, in

whose house he lived for two years. He then, along

with his father, travelled through various parts of

Europe, and came to England, where his public per-

formances were heard with admiration and delight.

In 1820 he became maestro di capella to the Duke of

Weimar where he resided until his death making

brilliant and profitable tours in Germany, Russia and

England.

Memorial of Haydn.

The celebrated Haydn composed from his eigh-

teenth to his seventy-third year, one hundred and

thirteen overtures, one hundred and sixty-three pieces

for the viola di Gamba, twenty divertimentos for va-

rious instruments, three marches, twenty-four trios,

six violin solos, fifteen concertos for different instru-

ments, thirty services, eighty-three quartetts, sixty-

six sonatas, forty-two duetts, five German puppet

operas, (a performance which the Empress Maria

Theresa was much attached to,) five oratorios, three

hundred and sixty-six Scotch airs, and four hundred

minuets and waltzes. He was born in 1730, and

died in 1808.

For the Phillyirmonic Journal.

A SONG.

The Land of My Dreams.

I cannot tell of the golden dreams

That visit my slumbering hours,

Of the lovely spots, where Pleasure seems

To guide me; "mid ruins and towers,

From " ivyed domes" where the raven screams,

To gardens of budding flowers,

From Castle-halls, to cottage scenes

—

And to all her enchanting bowers.

I do not know of a fairer place,

Than the Land of Dreams is to me,

Through all its wild changes, I love to trace

Pleasure's fleety meanderings free,

Its sylvan dells, I ever could pace,

Its beauties, so winning to see,

And list to the songs of the feathered race,

So laden with rapturous glee.

Ah ! yes, I could sing from morn 'till night,

Of the beautified visions there,

While resting in sleep, their beacon bright

Beckons me forth, on " wings of air."

Oh, Somnus! thou reign'st, with power and might,

As Lord o'er the dreamland so fair,

Thou bless'st my eyes with its happy sight,

While sleeping : Oh ! I would be there.

In midnight dreams, I well can forget

The trials which waking hours bring ;

If there I might stay, I should not regret

—

As subject of Somnus the King,

Then, away I'll haste, to the dream-land far,

To which I with fondness cling,

There is nothing there, with grief to mar

My hours: of dreams I would fain sing.

Chester, Vt. augusta.

S.ullivan County Teachers' Institute.

FALL TERM.
The undersigned Committee of " the Sullivan Coun-

ty Common School Association" give notice that the sec-

ond term of'the Teacher's Institute will be holden at

the Town H*ll in Claremont, commencing on Tues-
day the third day of October next, at 9 o'clock A. M.,
and continue two weeks
The committee have the pleasure to state, that Prof.

Eaton, of the State Normal School at Albany, N ,Y.

has been engaged again to take charge of this important
organ of reform and improvement for our Common
Schools. After a term of eminent success and interest,

under the immediate and constant inspection ot several

of the committee, we feel prepared to assure our constit-

uents and fellow citizens, that as respects qualifications

for cenducliug such an institution among us, that gen-
tleman has established a character of'the highest order.

By an arrangement with the people of the Village, la-

dies and gentleman, who attend the Institnte, will be ac-

commodated with board at prices varying from $1^5 to.

$1,50 per week.

We would respectfully urge upon Town Superinten-
ding Committees and the friends ofeducation generally,

to take early and effectual measures for spreading this

notice, and for ensuring the prompt attendance of all

who desiirn to act as Teachers. And from the members
of such Committees and from Prudential committees
generally, we respectfully invite a visit to the Institute

during its progress.

To persons residing in the County there will be no
charge for instruction,—to all others there will be char-

ged one dollar for the course..

As text books there will be needed " Porter's Rhetor-
ical Reader" and " Colburns Mental Arithmetic.''

In Grammar and Geography the books in common use

will answer the purpose.
Application for board may be made by mail, post-paid,

or personally to J. S. Fisk or Simeon Ide,—or to the cit-

izens directly by such as have acquaintances in the vil-

lage of Claremont.
CARLTON CHASE, Claremont,
SIMEON IDE
J. WOOD, Langdon,
J. S, FISK, Claremont,

ALPHONSO WOOD, Meriden,
ALVAH SMITH, Lempster,
JOHN WOODS, Newport.

Claremont, Aug. 10, 1643.

^PHE Subscriber hns just received a lot of 'Timbrels,'

A a new Singino- Book by B. F. Baker and I. RWood-
bury, which he offers by the doz., or single copies, at

prices which cannot fail io suit purchasers.

Also, the " Philharmonic,'' a new Glee Book by B.
F. Baker. Please call and examine specimen copies at

G. W.Merrifield's Bookstore.
S. SILSBY.

The Soutlibridge Musicnl Union,

Will meet on Tuesday, the 2Gth inst., at Wood-
stock, Ct., and continue in session four days. All
who are interested in the cultivation of Music, par-

ticularly sacred music, are respectfully invited to at-

tend and participate in the exercises.

The services of Mr. B. F. Baker have been se-

cured for the occasion, and an interesting meeting
may be expected. The " Timbrel," a new Singing
book by Messrs. Baker & Woodbury, will be used.

The National Psalmist.
BIT MASON & WEBB.

OW ready for delivery, " The National Psalmist

:

J.! a new collection of Church Music, &c. By
Lowell Mason and George James Webb."

This work, upon which more than three years of
labor have been expended, is now presented to Chor-
isters, Teachers of Music and others, as a most com-
plete Manual of Psalmody, adapted to the use of
Choirs, Congregations, Singing Schools, and Musi-
cal Societies.

In addition to a large variety of entirely new mu-
sic, furnished by distinguished foreign and native
contributors, the " National Psalmist" is believed to

contain a larger proportion than any other collection,

of the rich and standard tunes which the church have
used for ages, but many of which are nevertheless
new to this country.

It contains most of the popular English Chants,
and its Anthems, mostly new. are well adapted both
for church worship and choir practice.

Its indexes are very complete ; embracing, besides

the usual alphabetical and metrical indexes, an index
to first lines of hymns, &c, " Descriptive Tables,"
in which the tunes are classified according to their

style and character.

"The National Psalmist contains 119 tunes in

Long Meter ; 137 in Common Metre ; 77 in Short
Metre ; and 99 of various Particular Metres, embra-
cing all the varieties in use ; also, 37 Anthems and
Set Pieces, many of them furnished expressly for

the work by distinguished English Composers ; and
107 Chants, including the Canticles of the Protestant
Episcopal Church.
Teachers and others interested are invited to call

and examine this work.

Published by TAPPAN, WH1TTEMORE &
MASON, No 114, Washington-street, Boston. 1
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Now ud Popular Music Book.

By B. F. Baker, Director of Music at Rev. Dr. Gannet's

Church, Boston, ami I. B. Woodbury, Organist at

Rev. Dr. Kreb's Church, New fork.

'THIS dav published, Haker and Woodbury's new

1 book oFChurcb Music—The Timbrel. Tins

work has been prepared with great can", and contains a

ttnount of music, selected from the best European

I obtained by one of the authors, who visited

Europe expressly fqi this object It lias also peat v a-

inal melodies), and a large and judicious se-

lection of tin- old standard tunes. Its collection ol

i, A nth. -ins and select pieces is superior to any

if Church music published in this country. An
unusually large variety of metres have been prepared.

adapted to the hymns of the different denominational

hymn books. The music will be found to be eminently

devotional, and appropriate to the services of the Sanc-

tuary. The style is «gnified ; the harmony simple alid

pleasing and the whole woik is believed to be of a high

order of merit. By C H. PIERCE, 3 Cornhill Bos-

ton.

HENRY TOLMAN,
PUBLISHER OF MUSIC,

MASrr.U Tl'P.Kr. AND DEALER IN
-

Hasieal lustrum nts, Musical Merchandize, Umbrel-

las, Piinisok Siili-Slnnles, WnlkillL' liiiics, U.

153 Wash Street,

OPPOSITE TI1K OLD SOUTH CHURCH,
BOSTON.

A liberal discount made to Dealers, Teachers, Societies, &c.

New Book for Church Choirs.

TIM'. CHOIR CHORUS HOOK, a collection of Chorus-

rom the works of the most distinguished composers.

Compiled, adapted to English words sud arranged with

PARTICl'LAB BBFBBSNCI To" ChOIS PRACTICE, Blld for the

ibs, by A. N. Johnson, anthor of

Instructions m Thorough Bass,' 'The Musical Class

Book,' editor of the ' Boston Musical Gazette,' Organist ut

Park Street Church, &<•. &c
The merits of this work will be highly appreciated by

members and especially hy leaders of choirs, who have fell

the difficulty of sustaining the interest and attendance up-

on their meetings for practice, and who properly estimate

•i in the improvement of the taste and the power of

execution, which the study and practice of .these composi-

tions produce. In the large and varied collection which the

book contaias five of the Choruses are hy Haudel. thirteen

hy Haydn, seventeen by Mozart, six hy Mendelssohn, and

.lie remainder by Chinil mi, Neutcomm, Zingaselli, Rom-
berg, Wehbe, Neumann, Spohr, King, Steynmnn, &c,

Although this work contains more vocal music than the

I
most expensive Chorus Books which have been published

in ibis country, it will be sold a^a pure less than that of

common Church Music Books.
Just published hy WILKINS, CARTER & CO v

16, Water street, Boston, and for sale by booksellers and

music dealers generally. Aug. 1,1-t--.

GEORGE F. VflLLEY,
Teacher of Focal Basic*

Lawrence, Ma

3. B. PARKER,
Traclier of Vocal ..liisir. and Ilic Orpin,

etfullv tenders his professin

munity at large Organs. Piano Fortes, &<
, tuned unh

care and precision. Address Cornish Flat, .V II. -

O. RIcCOLLESTEB,
Teaener of Vocal mid Instrumental Husle,

WINCHENDON, MASS.

To Purchasers of Carolina Sacra,

JUST PUBLISHED, Fifty Nikb Bblbct Psalm am,
II, ms Tim.- for pnl. he and private worship, issued by

ih^ publishers of Cabmina Sacra, (or gratuitous distribu-

tion lo all who may purchase that work, copy for copy;
tie rehv furnishing In choirs, singing schi o'.s sud congrega-

tions, additional variety in t lu-ir Sacred .Music, without ex-

tra expense
The pamphlet may be obtained as above staled, of the

publishers ur any of tin ir BgCUtS.

The publishers would particularly stale that the selection

and preparation of these tunes has heeen made entirely

without the aid of the editors of Carolina Sacra, who are

juently in no way whatever responsible for the pro-

duction.
WILKINS. CAKTRR, &CO.,

l:lf No. 16 St;ite Street, Boston.

IMA NO FORTES,
ll'ILKINS & NEV7HAT.L have removed their
" Wsreroomi i<> the new < Iranite Block, Noa 344, Wash-
ington.street, comer of Hsyward Place.

W. & N. have received u Gold Medal for Piano.Fortes

from the Mechanics' Pair, and would invite the public to

ind exavine the instruments before purchasii

The Choir Chorus Book,

A Collection of Choruses, adapted to the capacities of

Choirs': Selected from the works of Handel, Haydn, Mo-
zart. Mendelssohn, Spohr, Rossini, Romberg, and other

rated Composers.
THIS work contains a large number of ihe most popular

Choruses which are found iu the Oratorios, Masses, and
other works of the great masters, arranged with particular

referreuce to choir practice. Every leader of a choir has

doubtless experienced i !,e wanl ,,t' a species of sacred mu-
sic of a higher order than is to l,e found in church music
I ks, winch wiil at once interest the members of n Choir,

improve their tastes and ability for performance, and lie to

them an inducement to attend with punctuality the meetings
noir for practice. ThcChoii Chorus Book is intend-

ed to SUpoly this want. The choruses contained ill it have

been selected with particular reference to the capacities of
choirs, and are of thai character which will never fail to

interest and please, however much they may be practiced.

Those who are familiar with the choruses of the meat mas.
ters, know that they never lose their interest l<\ r, petition,

h is thus believed that this work contains a sufficient num-
ber and variety of (lionises, to form a never (ailing 9

interest. Although it contains nearly or quite as much as
is contained in the most expensive chorus books published
in tins country, the price will not exceed that ol common
church music honks.

Published by GEO. P. REED, No. 17, Tremonl Row,
Boston. 1— ('"in.

L. HARSHAlfi,
Teacher vf Vocal M

No, I, Derby Range, Court, near "udbury St.

BOSTON, MS.

JOHN WOODBURY,
Manufacturer of

Bass and Doublr Bass Viols ami Violins,

A>[> DEALER IN

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS,-SHEET Ml Sir, kt.
t

BKATTLEKOKO, VT.

PIANOS TO LET,

Reed Organs.

-BY-

OLITER DITS01T,
DEALEB IN

GUITARS, SEMPMNES, PIANOS,
—AND—

SHEET MUSIC
116 )

W-ISIIIMITIIX STREET,—BOSTON, MS.

PIANO FORTES FOR SALE.
Mil", Sul -'Tiber has been appointed A (Ten I for the sale ol

I W i .
. • PlAlfO PoRTI and has received

ite Pi iii", w Inch is now otferc I lor sale at the maun-
\ny person who wishes to purchase a

trument, is requested to call and see it befoie pur

Purchasers can be acei nodated with instru-

ijf price ,,r qualit] hj giving a short notice.

Inquire at this office, or at his residence, first door east

! J. P lore.

s. SILSBY.
moat, A,,

Jusl Published.

'OODBl Ri i"i hi in BOOK,
' Si i, ontaiuing a
it \ i

\- i pri Sxed a progre i\ s. ,,i

, -Inn lion in lliusil , by 1. I, W nodi ui \

irnisbed with i oj

in. hi. without ch
tLSO, in press, a new sacred Musii Book.bj B I B

I i; Woodburv
w. j. nr.i voLDi, &. co.,

j.i t '.p.nhill,

Ct I : i

;

1

>jJ

HPHE subscriber would inform

IjW" '' u ' I'"' 1 '' ,nat he makes
HF.KU ORGANS, for ehurch or

parlor use. They differ in Iheir

! construction, and in Ihe application of the
air, from the Beraphine, and will admit of the execu-
tion of rapid passages of music. The lone is not

confined to our variety, as in the seraphine, hut has
as much difference in its character as have the pipes

in <• ion organs, by the process of voicing The
maker has used much exertion to procure the variety

which he introduces in Ins organs; and he hopes to

the patronage of such nun as have mind e-

nough to know that a thing may be but newly intro-

duced, and Vet have merit. lie assures those who
wish to boy, thai they may depend upon having B

durable and good-toned instrument if ihey buy of

bun. He warrants every particular of the construc-

tion of Ins organs. 1 1 is prices vary from 50 to 300
dollars. Please to c M.jO MCIIOLS,

ly 303 Washington et. Bpston.

The Boston Glee Book.
'pills excel dingly popular collection of Glees may I e bad
L at the lowest price, at O. Dilsou's Music Store. Boston.
Orders from counlrj societies promptly.

SACRED JMUSIC.

Boston Handel find Haydn Society—Boston Academy
of Music—L, Mason—G. J. Webb—C. Zenner.

POR Sale by WILKINS, CARTER, & CO., 16 Water St.
1- Boston, on the most reosu -:

—

t. THE BOSTON ACADEMY'S COLLECTION, Ed-
ited bv L. Mason.

UtMINA SACRA, or Boston Collection of Church
Music by I.. .Mason —a Work in almost universal use and
greatly admired for us beauty, chasteness and sterlinj

acter of its music.
3. THE PSALTERY, beiog the late collection t>fChurch

Music bj L. .Mason and (J. .1. Webb, has received the
sanction ol the Boston Handel and liny 1 ltd the
linsion Aeudemj of Music. It contains many fine new nines
by Mr. Charles /eiiner, and is one of the most complete
works ai'ihe kind ever published. It makes a valuable ad-
dition to the Boston Ac "ii and Carmine
Sacra, and on^bi lo he m every choir.

i. The "BOOK OP CHANTS," consisting of chanting
music, adapted lo resular hymns and to selections from the
scriptures. By L. Mason,

5. THEBOSTON ANTHEM BOOK, being a collection

of the best Anthems and other set pieces, for societies and
choirs. l!v L. .Mason.

6. THEBOSTON AC IDEMY'S COLLECTION OF
CHOR1 SI

O. \\. .iii:iti<iiii:i.l>,
DBA I

School and Miscellaneous Books, Stationery, kt* kt.

3H2ET MuSIC, /.NDSINGINC BOOKS
Of A 1 ' I, 1

-

\ l Dickinson's Hind;, Tremont Square.

CLAREMONT, N ii.

i Ot N I II \ Ml Kl H i PLIBD A t HUSTON PI

COCIAIj GLEE HOOK. This dav published.
^ ' the Social Glee Hook, a selection of Glees and
Pari Songs, bj distinguished German composers, never be-
fore pnMislie I in this counlrj ; together with Orujina.1

Pieces; b\ William Mason nnri 9 roft,

The music in ibis collection is of a rare and Select I I :ir-

aeter : i be selections h, in/ el, ii liy i be compositions of Men-
delssohn, Krentzer, K. Kucken Weber,

"II is almo-t i dless in .say thai lie. book rontaini
ver\ One music, and that ii is a valuable addition to the
music of Ihe day." | Boston Post.

"The selection shows a good deal of Musical tnste and
will be popular. " [Evening Transcript.

Published l.y WILKINS, CARTER & CO., 16 Water
Boston, ami for sale by the i"" ks< Hers generally.
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SONS OF SORROW 8S & 7S. A. Doty.

Ha>l ! ye sighing sons of sorrow, Learn from me your certain doom : Learn from me your fate tomorrow, Dead—perhaps laid in the tomb.
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While shepherds watched their flocks by night, All seated on the ground, The angel of the Lord came down, And glory shone around.
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WASHINGTON'S GRAVE.
Respectfully [ascribed to J. Gri^, Jr., teacher of Music, Alexandria, Va.,by A. Dotv.
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Disturb not his

d3333=-•-•
slumber, let Washington sleep, 'Neath the boughs of the willow that over him weep, His

ppi^^^i^gj -1"*
1 h rV

arm is un-

ee
Oh ! wake not the

5* &
hero, his battles are o'er, Let him rest undisturbed on Potomac's fair shore, On the river's green
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nerved, but his deeds remain
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border so flowery

bright, As the stars in the dark vaulted Heaven at night, As the stars in the dark vaulted Heaven at night

•_±g
drest, "With the hearts he loved fondly, let Washington resl, With the hearts he loved fondly, let Washington

«», IS •*

«• '

• •__EiZ.-r g
rest
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Awake not his slumber, tread lightly around,
' lis the grave of a Freeman, 'tis Liberty's mound;
Thy name is immortal, our freedom ye won,

Brave sire of Columbia, our own Washington.

Oh ! wake not the hero, his battles are o'er,

Let him rest, calmly rest, on his dear native^ shore,

While the stars and the stripes of our country shall wave
O'er the Land that can boast of a Washington's Grave.

ADVENT. 10s & Us.
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Brightest and best of the sons of the morning, Dawn on our darkness and lend us thine aid :
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Star of the east, the ho - rizon adorning, Guide where our Infant Re - deemer is laid.
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MUSIC AND MUSICIANS OF EUROPE.

The Great Leipsic Fair.

Leipsic, May, 1848.

Who has not heard of the great fairs at Leipsic,

and who, that has not himself resided here during

these three weeks of excitement, business and frol-

icing, has the remotest idea of what they are, unless

perchance, from the minute desciiption of some kind

friend or traveller'?

I have frequently tried to compare these fairs to

something in America, but as frequently failed in

the attempt. Sometimes it has seemed to me they

slightly resemble, (the frolicking part of them, I

mean,) a protracted American fourth of July, or

New England "general training;" but then they

lack the cannon, pistols and fire-crackers, the drunk-

enness and fighting, that seem to form a necessary

part of these our great national "festivities." Our
annual fairs give not the most distant notion of them,

for they are merely exhibitions of our best specimens

of goods, fruits, machinery, agricultural implements,

&c, &c, and the fairs that American ladies somer

times give " to help support the minister," '-'pay. oft"

the church debt." or "educate young men," it

would be very unfair to make mention of at all in

this connection.

But I must try to give seme idea of it—faint and
weak though it may be—as we are now in the midst

of the greatest, and usually most splendid, the " Os-

ter Messe." Easter fair. [There are three during

the year.] These fairs are composed of the mer-

chants and traders from all parts of Europe, ami al-

so from America, who meet here fror the purpose' of

" buying, selling, and getting gain." Every hotel

and lodging house is filled to overflowing, the streets

are thronged with strange faces and costumes; Jews
from Poland, Tyrolese, Americans, and even Persians

from Telfis, Armenians, Turks and Greeks, are here

mingled as in a masquerade, and most of the coun-

tries of Europe send representatives hither with their

produce. Three or four hundred guests sit down
daily at the tables d'hote of the principal hotels; the

gardens and coffeehouses are also thronged. To all

who love to study character from human counten-

ances, the Leipsic fair will afford constant and inter-

esting employment. Within the last fourteen days

the arrivals have amounted to about 25,000 souls,

and this is a very small number indeed for the Eas-

ter fairs; but the great pressure in the money mar-

ket, together with the unsettled political state of the

country, have made the_ present one of the dullest

seasons ever known, and you can hear of nothing

but " Freiheit Versamlungs "—freedom meetings
and hard times.

As to the "amusements." Under this head I

shall not include the music, (properly so called,) tho'

it is the most refined of the amusements, but make
that the subject of another letter.

' It requires the " great men," it is true, to give the

fair weight and character, but it equally needs the

small ones to iiive it that peculiar life and vivacity,

at no other season or place to be found. The 1 usi-

ness—which must take its turn after the amusements

and music— is done in the heart of the city proper.

The fun is chiefly outside. Long rows of booths and

temporary houses are erected on the " horse market."

a wide open space of that name, with a moderately

good thoroughfare between them. About half of the

buildings are occupied for all kinds of puppet shows

and mechanisms, wonders of nature and art, cows

with two heads, and goats with half a dozen horns,

circular railroads, for the little children, and popgun
shooting alleys for those of larger growth, The oth-

er half of the booths are fitted up as refreshment

rooms. -And I may as well add here that although

immense quantities of Ihis. German beer is drank.

(for it is a universal beverage,) and even much
stronger liquor also, yet I have scarcely seen an in-

toxicated person during the whole of these first ten

days of the fair ; and I do not recollect of having seen

more than five or six such during my whole resi-

dence in Leipsic.

All things being ready, the fair opens—to the

shame and disgrace of the land of Martin Luther and

of the Reformation be it said—on Sunday, and thai

is the greatest day of the seven for all kinds of busi-

ness and pleasure. Eating and drinking, frolicking,

swinging, dancing and singing, merry making ol

every imaginable kind, puppet shows, menagerie!

and museums are now under full sail. Little band;

are playing, hand organs are grinding, guitars arc

thumbing, itinerant blind fiddlers are sawing, flutei

are blowing, and bass drums are pounding, all at tht

same time, and within a few feet of each other, and

each, of course, playing on his own account, and foi

his own ospecial benefit. Add to this the squealing

of monkeys and screeching of parrots, with the occa

sional roar of wild beasts, the rongh voices of the vo

cal advertisers or criers, each at the door of his own
tent, straining his leathern lungs to their utmost ten-

sion, in order to out-thunder his next neighbor, who.

in his humbler sphere, is endeavoring with all his

might and main to entice the bystanders into his owe
den, the sights of which he extols with all the super

latives he has learned in his own language, borrow

ing occasionally from his French neighbor, aliogeih

er make up a scene so indiscribably odd. ludicrotl!

and confused that one is completely bewildered.—

This scene is kept up incessantly for three weeks

and were it not the Sabbath is here regarded raon

as a holiday than a day of retirement, prayer anc

meditation, the Government would undoubtebly pti

a stop to such doings on that day. W. B. E.

Grcat'minds are charitable to their bitterest enc

mies, and can sympathize with the failings of thei

fellow-creatures. It is only the narrow-minded wh
make no allowance for the faults of others.

It is self-conceit that makes opinion obstinato.
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From the Preface lo t lie National Psalmist.

[ Continue'!.]

The stylo derived from Tansur and oilier inferior

English composers spread widely, superseding in a

great measure the admirable old " Church Tunes,"

and preparing the WSJ fur I lie still lower character

of tunes which came up at about the lime of the Amer-

ican revolution, and which even now are heard in

some parts of the country. In 1770, was published

" The New England Psalm Singer," by William

Billings, a book consisting of origins) nines in a style

of melody and of harmony quite below any thing that

had yei appeared. The author, if we may judge by

his books, was quite ignorant of the principles of

harmony and composition ; indeed he professes to be

governed by no laws but those o' his own fancy, and

he rejects all those rules to which good taste and ex-

perience had led the best composers, and in the ob-

servance of which they had been successful. Other

works Followed, in which the peculiar style of which

Billings has sometimes been called the American fa-

ther, was more fully developed. This consists in

an easy and popular (though often low and vulgar)

flow of melody for Tenor voices, with harmony parts

for a Treble and Alto above, and a Bass below. In

many of these tunes most indeed of those that be-

came favorites, imitative or ftigal points were taken

up, by the different parts, and treated often with in-

genuity of conlivance, but usually without reference

to proportion, symmetry, or analogy, and always

without legard lo the commonly received laws of

harmony, canon and fugue. But as these laws were

unknown, and musical science wholly uncultivated,

no one's taste was offended by the lawless and awk-

ward progression of chords, or by the incongruous

convolutions of the parts; and the tunes were admired

in proportion to the popular taking character of the

melodies, or to the wonderment with which the dif-

ferent parts were introduced, twisted about, entan-

gled, bewildered, evolved, and at length biought out

in safety. As this style gained the ascendency, and

amusement took the place of edification and worship,

the "Old Hundredths," •'Windsors," " Yorks"
and " Dundees," were, like the ejected ministers in

English and Scotch history, driven away into the

wilderness. Congregational singing, of course,

went with them ; the voices of the people were hush-

ed, and their harps were hanged upon the willows.

Devotion, appalled, fled from the presence of such

unhallowed strains, and her place was occupied OJ

admiration, wonder and curiosity. The worship of

God seems no longer to have been regarded as the

object of psalmody, which had now become & matter

of men eutertainment. Our author says in justifi-

cation of his tunes, " It is well known there is more
tj in one piece of fuging music, than in twenty

,
of plain song ;" and in describing the effects

of Ins music he adds, " While each pan is straining

for mattery, and sweetly contending for victory, the

audience are n luxuriouily entertained and exceed

delighted ; in the mean time (heir minds are sur-

d, and extremelyfluctuated, sometimes

irt, and sometimes another.

ilieir attention, now
the manly tenor, now the lofty counter, now the

volatile lieblc—now bore, now there, now here a-

gain. O enchanting! O ecstatic! Rush on, ye

sons of harmony." Billings was followed by a host

of composers, most of whom were as ignorant as

himself, while many of them were far inferior in

originality and genius; and the most silly and con-

temptible trash imaginable in the form of psalm

tunes, preposterous and profane, overspread the land

like the locusts of Egypt. The very height of the

absurd seems to have been reached about the close

of the last century, when the abuses of psalmody,

again (though under very different circumst

loudly called for reformation, and intelligent men

were induced lo put forth efforts for improvement.

Several comparatively good books of tunes soon made

their appearance ; among them we may mention as

a leading one, " The Salem Collection of Clessic.al

Music." In the preface to this work the editors say

" It cannot be denied, that most of our modern psalm-

ody is not less offensive to a correct musical taste,

than it is disgusting to the sincere friends of public

devotion ;" and in explanation of their object they

add, " With the view of promoting a just taste in

psalmody, as well as lo further ihe purpose of pub-

lic devotion, it has been thought advisable lo publish

such a collection of psalm tunes as are believed to

be most conducive to these two objects."

" In 17C9," says an English writer, " the Rev.

M. Madan published the Lock Collection of Tunes.

Then followed the Magdalen and Foundling Collec-

tions, and that of the amiable Dr. Miller, of Doncas-

ter. These Collections were not destitute of merit,

but the first, and the next two especially, gave an

unhappy impetus lo that laste for ballad-like hymn-
tune which has since pervaded choirs and eongrega

tions."* These works fell into the hands of the ed

itorsofthe Salem Collection, and unhappily for the

cause of good taste and a pure church style, were to

a considerable degree, made the standard of taste in

the compilation of a collection of classical music.

—

43ut, nevertheless, the Salem Collection was, at the

time, an excellent book, such a one as very few men
then had the taste or ability to prepare; and although

it did but little towards the revival of the pure church

style, or of congregational singing, it did as much
as any one work, perhaps, towards the restoration of

common sense and religious propriety in church

choirs. It contained a few of the best tunes, and

others, from Tansur's and similar collections, which
although inferior to the old tunes, were far indeed

above the prevailing style at the lime of its publica-

tion.

The "Salem Collection" was followed by the

" Middlesex Collection," "The Norfolk Collection"

By Amos Alhee, and other hooks, by which the work
of reform was advanced and strengthened. We need

not attempt further to trace the progress of improve-

mint
; sure it is thai not only church music, but mu-

sic ii. general, has advanced with rapid strides.—
Mu ic baa recently been introduced into many of

our larger towns as a school study, so that now it

is hardly too much to say, that the children gencral-

tanghtthe elements of singing. Instrumental

has also made some progress, and in the

• The Lock Hospital Collection, which acquired great
eelebrity in this country, is often secular snd pztrava-
pant in its melodies, snd meagre, stiff, snd moaotonoui
in its harmonies. It contains not a single one of the

troh Tuhch."

churches of almost all denominations, the organ has

been extensively introduced, and purity of melody,

correctness of hsrmony, and tasiefullnesa and pro-

priety of performance, (though this comes later and

with mote difficulty.) have all made no little advance.

Bat while improvement has been made in mi

knowledge and science generally, and particularly ill

church music, it cannot be denied that there has

been a strong tendency in the latler to depart from

the true ecclesiastical style, and to substitute for it

music of a secular character, tasteful aid elegant, it

may be, but yet too often feeble, without dignity, and

without religious associations, and which, though it

may musically interest at d ilt h^ hi a people, is quite

unable to awaken or sustain a spirit of worship.

—

Choral music too, or music depending upon choir

performance, has been almost exclusively cultivated,

and the original form of metrical psalmody has been

so long neglected that the practical knowledge of

it has been quite lost, nothing remaining of it but its

name in history.

(To be Continued.)

A GOOD ANECDOTE.
A correspondent of the Troy Budget tells the fol-

lowing good story :

" II seems the person who Mows the bellows of

the organ al St. Luke's Church also attends to the

e for wanning the building, and having occa-

sion (luring service to
' ; mind the fires," he left the

bellows in charge of a coachman lately imported,

and •• green" as the Emerald [she of his nalvity before

the appearance of the potatoe rot. During his ab-

sence, the " Gloria in Exaelsis" came, in the order

of the exercises, to be chanted, and Patrick was di-

rected to furnish the organic element. A short time

elapsed, but no music followed the touch of her who
presided at the instrument. " Blow,'" whispered the

fair organist. " Blow !" repeated the loader ; and,

" blow ! blast you, blow !" echoed the entire choir,

but not a puff found its way into the vacant pipes to

wake the slumbering harmony. An investigation

now look place, and Patrick was found behind the or-

gan, with both his hands clenched around the bellows

handle, (a stick of some five feel long and two inches

thick,) tin! end stuck in bis mouth, his cheeks swell-

ed to the inmost expansion, his eyes distended and the

perspiration streaming from his face, engaged in the

vigorous but vain attempt to force his breath through

the pores of the wood into ihe body ofthe instrument.

"It is, perhaps, unnecessary to say that some lit-

tle time passed before the choir was able to screw
Iheir mouths into that seiious pucker requisite to the

proper performance of the musical exercises."

Music.

' Music,' said Luther, ' is one of the fairest and

most glorious gifts of God, to which Satan is a bitter

enemy ; for it removes from the heart the weight of

sorrow, and the fascination of evil thoughts. I al-

ways loved music,' he adds, ' and would not, for a

great matter, he without the little skill which [ pos-

D this art.

Milton was fond of music, and recommends play-

ing on some instrument after dinner, or to listen to

another playing, aa helping digestion.
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From the Boston Musical Gazette.

Teacheas' Class of the Boston Academy of Music.

The class for 1818 assembled on the 8ih ofAugust

at 10 o'clock, under favorable auspices, the number

present at the opening session exceeding that of any

preceding year. In our report of the lectures we

shall take the liberty to follow the plan adopted on

a former occasion ; i. e. we shall give prominent

points, without entering into details Mr. Mason's

lectures on, the inducive method of teaching cannot

easily be transferred to paper, as they are inter-

spersed with numerous illustrations which must be

heard and seen to be understood.—The same thing

may be said of the lectures on other subjects.

Mr. Mason commenced his course by giving a

general history of the commencement and growth of

the institute, which meets this summer for the 15th

time. It was inteTided at first merely to diffuse a

knowledge of the new, or inductive mode of teaching.

Lectures on this subject were afterwards coupled

with the practice of church music, and to this have

been added, a! various times, practice and instruction

in harmony, in the singing of glees, of choruses, and

in the art of cultivating the voice. For several years

past, there has been a general desire to prepare mu-

sic for pblic exhibitions accordingly, last year, three

concerts were given, one with orchestral accompani-

ment:

Mr. Mason wished it perfectly understood that per-

sons cannot go through a complete course in a few

weeks. The conductors of the classes have never

pretended this. Those who attend, it is believed,

receive many useful hints, and find the practice they

obtain very beneficial ; but if any. on returning home

pretend that they have become, in ten days, good

and complete teachers, they are either deceived them-

selves, or intentionally commit fraud upon others.

Not every one can become a good teacher. The
gift of teaching comes from God. Good players

may be very poor teacher? ; excellent composers

may not be able to communicate a thorough knowl-

edge of harmony. The best of singers may be the

poorest of instructors. Teaching is an art by itself,

and not often coupled with extraordinary talent in

execution It is not easy to teach. We wonder at

the triumphs of the painter and c culptor. The lat-

ter sits down, alone, in his study, and with a model

in his mind, fashions a block of marble to imilate it.

But one who conducts a class or choir must control a

number of rational creatures to do a certain thing in

the same time.

The inductive method of teaching is not the most

rapid, nor the easiest to the teacher : but is the most

interesting to the learner, and also the most thorough.

Suppose one should try to teach grammar by the

common or didactic method. He would say, perhaps

in one lesson, " There are several parts of speech ;

as for instance, the substantives or nouns, the names

of things; and adjectives, referring to the qualities

of things." Suppose another person, pursuing the

iuductive plan, should endeavor to illustrate the same

•cience. He would at the commencement ask,

"What is this?" "A stick." "And this?" "A
table." "And this?" "Aboard." "And this?"

"A piano." After putting questions respecting the

names of a number of things, he would say, " What

are all these words?" The pupils would all an-

swer, "Names." "Yes, names, or we may call

them nouns. But are all sticks alike?"' "No;
some are long, some short, some hard, soft, some

limber, some brittle, some black, some white.''—
" Are all lables alike!" "No; some are wide,

some narrow, some soft, some hard, some high,

some low, some elegant, some ugly." " Here we.

have another class of words." Thus the teacher

proceeds— persuading, or rather allowing, the learn-

ers to discover every thing, except, perhaps, a few

technical terms.

Mr. Mason now proceeded to apply the inductive

method to music, proceeding as if those before him

were learners instead of teachers, and requiring them

to give prompt answers to all questions proposed.

At about 12 o'clock, Mr. Root commenced his re-

marks on the best means of refining and strengthen-

ing the voice. He described the structure of those

orga is by which we sing, and the way in which they

should operate to produce good tones. He illustra-

ted, in numerous examples, the best and the worst

ways of producing tones

—

imitating, with great ac-

curacy, the voices of some who vocalize with the

throat, instead of through it, and comparing these

with others who produce perfect intonations.

That these lectures have been of great benefit is

evident to all who compare the pure and full harmo-

nies brought- forth from the present choir, to those

uncouth noises which used, in 1839, '40 in the hail-

stone choi us, to "run along the ground" not without

danger to all who encountered their jagged protuber-

ances.

There are, however, a few persons in the choir

who adhere to the old style, and carry it out in style,

too, judging from the handsome solos which occa-

sionally run through small note passages in the base,

and " out at the end" of the long notes which finish

tunes.

In the afternoon, a couple of hours were very

pleasantly spent in singing glees from Mr. William

Mason.*s " Firesid Harmony" and the " Social Glee

Books," under the direction of Mr. Webb.
In the evening some six hundred singer filled the

side galleries of the Temple, and brought out, with

tremendous power, choruses from several of the

great masters, closing at nine o'clock, with Old Hun-

dred in unison.

Farinclli.

When Farinclli was at Venice, he was honored

with the most marked attention from the emper,.r

Charles ; but of all the favors he received from that

monarch, he used to say, that he valued none more

than an admonition which he received from him on

his style of singing. His imperial majesty conde-

scended to tell him one day, wiih great mildness and

affability, that his singing was, indeed, supernatural,

that he neither moved nor stood still like any other

mortal ; but " these gigantic strides," continued'his

majesty, " these never-ending notes and passages,

only surprise, and it is now time for you to please
,

you are too lavish of the gifts with which nature has

endowed you ; if you wish to reach the heart, you

must take a more plain and simple road." These

few words brought about an entire change in Fari-

nelli's singing ; from this lime he mixed ihe pathetic

with the spirited, the simple with the sublime, and,

by these means, delighted as well as astonished every

hearer.

Expiring in Song.

A singular incident, showing the -effect of music

upon a Canary bird, occurred in Roxbury within the

last few clays. A lady of rare musical attainments

was playing on the piano, when all at once her bird,

which seemed to have been listening very intently,

burst forth into a strain of song so loud, shrill and

powerful as at once to arrest her attention. Nothing

like it had been heard before. The little creature's

breast seemed actually swelling and heaving with

its efforts to give vent to the conceptions with which

his tiny heart was beating. All at once, at the very

full tide of his melody, he was silent. His mistress

took him from the cage, and he turned over in her

hand and died ! On dissection, it was found that he

had completely split his wind-pipe from top to bot-

tom !

—

Boston Eve. Trans.

Moses a Musician and Singer.

Father Menetrias says, that the song which Moses

and his followers sung, after crossing the Red Sea,

was the first musical composition ; for it appeared

300 years before the birth of Linus and Orpheus,

jvhnm the Greeks made the father of poetry. This

song is a mere narrative ; but that which we have

in the 32d chapter of Deuteronomy has all the beau-

ties of poetry and great elegance. God commanded

Moses to write this song the day before hi? death to

serve for the condemnation of the Jews, whose in-

gratitude was exceedingly great. This faithful min-

ister of the will of God, did not only write but sing

it. It is thought by some that God wrought a mir-

acle in reference to the first of these songs, having

inspired all the people to sing it with a just harmo-

ny and a regular consort of so many voices without

any confusion. So is it also supposed that in refer-

ence to the last song God also wrought a miracle,

by giving Moses a voice so strong and extensive as

to be heard by all the people composing that great

assemblage.

The first lesson in Music.

An Irish gentleman called on an eminent singing-

master to inquire his terms ; the maestro said, that

he charged two guineas for the first lesson, but only

one guinea for as many as he pleased afterward —
" Oh, bother the Jirst lesson," said the applicant,

" let us commence with the second.'''

A musical doc.—An amateur flute-player had a

terrier dog. that would sit listening to his master's

performance for an hour together; but if he played
" Drops of Brandy" rather rapidly, the animal

would jump upon his knees, and push the flute frora

his mouth ! The temperance society ought to hav

presented this sober dog with a silver collar.
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mthorized to Btate thai the Teachers' l

Bder the direction of Messrs Bakei ft Woodbury.

-ill be hoKleu in Claremont, commencing the Tues-

ay before the AnuiKil Thanksgiving in Mass. A

ill noiiee will be given a.s soon as his Excellency

amee the day.

From Ox Boston Daily Journal of Sept. 11, 1848.

We understand that It. II G. Barrus, of C'hel-

ea, whose, musical talents are well known and high-

1 appreciated by a large circle of friends, has be-

Bme a ditw of the Philharmonic Journal,

paper derbted exclusively to music, published in

llaremont, N. II. Br. H.irrus is not altogether un-

nown to the public as an agreeable writer, and we

ust Ins future career as an editor will be as pleas-

ut to himself as it will undoubtedly be to his readers.

For the Philharmonic Journal.

eview of ExereUu of t lit- Philharmonic Institute,

[Continued.]

The main question that came up for discussion at

he bu- ion of this body, was one reported

t a former session, and on winch Messrs. Emerson

f Salem, and Knight of Ct. were appointed dispul-

nis.

I do not recollect the precise wording of the ques-

on. but it was ua the Expediency of the election

if five or more whose duty it should

bad been invited tn masse, to attend, but no tickets' school hours, and thinking as did one Mr. Falstaff,

of admission had been given to private individuals; that "discretion wss the belter part of valor"

we should rest satisfied in the consciousness that we ted the premises, using the " contrary motion" "ab-

were equal in spirit and true zeal, if not in numbers.

;

rupt modulation" " I "long measure" and

I say this not in the spirit of fault finding, because allegro movement. But ihe nexl chapter must tell

others can afford, in view of their well filled coffers the story. Adieu. T. M. D.

to give to those who may not feel willing to buy,

for I go for the greatest good of the greatest number;

but I speak of it to show that an apparent paucity of

numbers should not be used, as it sometimes is, as

an argument against the worth and worthiness of urn, as usual, lias drawn its crowds of admireis

—

Amusements.

The National andBo 'res have been in full

tide of operation the past week. The Boston Musr-

this Institute. Mr. B. then spoke of the propriety

of appointing lecturers, and of determining the sub-

jects to be lectured upon; and having the whole plan

published forthwith together with the lime of the

next session, and whatever might be thought proper

to communicate, touching the exercises ol the class

&c. &c. The subjects which he then submitted

were, first, the one heretofore considered,—2d, the

best method of teaching music to a class or school,

3d, best method of choir management, duly oforgan-

ist, director, singers and congregation, and the 1th

has escaped my memory. And it was left for the

Committee for the recess to ascertain the names of

those who would deliver these lectures, and publish

the same, together with the way set apart for each,

and all other matter necessary to be published in

this connection. Of this Committee, I believe Mr.

B. F. Maker of Boston is chaiiman, and I hope to see

the whole matter published as soon as their various

duties will admit.

Considerable alteration was made during the Bes-

The musical play of " Guy Mannering," and the

wonderful Belgian Giant. Mons. Bihin, have been

the great, attractions. Mr. Hamilton opens his place

of amusement in Beach street, next wick. Mr.

Bland opens his dramatic Lyceum in Sndbory street

about the same nine.

The " Hutchinson Family" gave a concert at thn

Melodeon last week, but not being present we are

unable to speak of the patronage. We are informed

that they had a good house. The " Steyermarkieche

Family," a splendid troup of instrumental perform-

ers, advertised a concert for Saturday ev ening, (16th)

which we learn was attended by a very respectable

audience. The " Handel and Haydn Society'' ad-

vertise a rehearsal for Sunday ev< ning ( 17th) when

they are, we believe, to rehearse Moses, winch is iu

course of preparation Cora public presentment.

II. G. B.

e to hold a session at some convenient time and

lace, for the purpose of Examining persons pro-

losing to become teachers ol Music, and award cer-

i if) those in their opinion qualified. 1 sup-

ooutemplates having the applicant give exam-

»les of Ins black-board exercises, his manner ofman-

Lgmg the voice, his system of government, his lan-

• .r, and finally, his whole plan of

ichool operations. As neither of the disputants

ivere present, and much other matter appearing for

deration of the Institute,

postponed from lay to day, and af-

IBsion, in which Messrs. Foster of

Hanover, Cook ol I vim , Baldwin of Amherst, Ms.,

ii. d Waterbury of Hanover bote a part, it was deci-

ded thai the subject mailer in question, should be

: a lecture, to be prepared by some com-

i

member ol the Institute, and delivered at the

ion.

commended by H. G. Barrus,

Esq., who addressed tin- assembly at length, touch-

ing the duue.B of members the i ol determin-

ta well as in every other department

irked upon the present appear-

and standing ul ibis Institution ; that although

its number of incur apparently than

thai ol the Academy, still « I en W6 la'.- into consid-

eration the fact, il at all who were to be seen here,

were those who bad C I with a si

a full determination to pursue the subject ofmusic as

lied by our Din d to profit by it, and

:id the. full pri' ton, which is five dol-

. 1 1 that not only no ehuns belonging lo the city

jV sion, of the Constitution and by-laws, all, probably

that will be necessary for along time. In a similar

manner the Business Session, of each day pi

each member manifestly desiring to cultivate a high

tone of feeling and sentiment with his fellow mem-

ber. At one o'clock this session is adjourned to

twelve the succeeding day. At two o'clock P. M.,

Prof. Bond meets his class in one of the side rooms

for the practice of instrumental music. This class

uses wind instruments only, and has always acquit-

ted itself nobly. Mr. B. is well known through the

Stales of Mass , N. il. and Vt., as a very success-

ful teacher in this department, and for his devoted

ness lo his calling, his perseverance with those who

have too little music, in their souls and too little wind

in thcii bodies, and bis thorough manner with his

, he richly merits a generous patronage,

—

From three to four o'clock, lecture on elements by

Mr. Baker, during winch time, members of the

class who have been experienced in teaching are oc

caaionally invited to give their views in regard lo

gover cut of schools—or the best way t<> keep up

an interest in the rudiment il lessons—or their meth-

od of transposition— introduction eT minor scale, &c,

calls were responded to, at ibis session, by

i, Bancroft ol Shirley, Foster of Hanover,

of Orford, and perhaps Others when I was

absent. Mr. Baker gave us quite an interesting ac-

count of the. manner in winch be quelled an insurrec-

tion, in one of bis schools not an hundred miles from

B< verly. The S< hool bad been in operation awhile

previously under another teacher, who, finding ap-

ple-seeds and tams rather "thickly Hying'' during

For the Philharmonii Journal.

tft w York, Sept. 22, 1

J

The concert season has commenced in good ear-

nest, and we have more or less of them every even-

ing—from the •Negro Minstrels." up lo lliose of the

very highest order. Last Eve ihe Musical Institute

gave at Castle Can leu "The Desert," music bj Da-

vid, (he great French musician. The orchestra

numbered about thirty, and considering the size of

the house, the effect was good, although at times

indistinct. The*Choruses are composed ex-

clusively for male voices. The music is of a high

order, and bespeaks "the master" both in its vocal

land instrumental construction. It commences pp ,

iwell representing the pajnful and almost eternal n-

oi the desert; after a lime the car is relieved by

a line and dignified chorus calling on Alia. Other

recitatives and choruses succeed as Ihe caravan ap-

' preaches, Bime of which are quite wild and novel in

in their composition Bui soon night approaches,

and all is gradually hushed in peace,—one of the

liuest songs of the piece is then sum', accompanied

by the full orchestra, after which ihe sun slowly ris-

es, and the caravan awake from iheir slumbers, and

the hurry and bustle af life again are heard, The
winds up in a spirited (horns, stamping ihe

composer as at the bead of [he modern instrumental

school. In early life, M. David met with much dis-

couragement, and here we may see what talent will

do in spite of opposition. He struggled long in pov-

erty and want, with no One lo help him on Ins way;

his friends being averse lo bis pursuing music as a

profession, but talent and industry will succeed, and

lie now In es lo enjoy his well earned fame. At a

future time, I may enter more into detail, respecting

this line composition. Yours, in haste,

I B W
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Troy,N. Y. Sept. 11, 1848.

Messks. Sii.sbv and Barrus:

Gentlemen :— If a man speak not for himself,

wherein is the harm for a friend or neighbor to speak

lor him ?

I have learned From a few days experience among

the Trojans, thai they area musical people, and that

whoever ran appreciate its copious flow, may here

drink largely at the fountains of pure song. Yes-

i

terday A. M., I attended service at Dr. Beman's

.church. The choir consists of twenty-six ladies

and gentlemen, directed by Mr. E. W. Reed, who

possesses a commanding and well trained tenor voice,

and, also, a gentlemanly deportment, the latter hard-

ly less requisite to secure the success of music in an

enlightened congregation. Singing is one of those

peculiar arts which, from its delicate texture, is

much liable to abuse, and is easily marred by the

touch of rude hands. It is therefore, with the great-

er pleasure that I learn that Mr. Reed is extensively

engaged in teaching classes to sing, as I think his

adaptation to that department is singularly good.—
The organist at this church, Mr. S. B. Saxton, is an

amateur. His accompaniments weie well directed,

his interludes happily chosen, and appropriate to the

church a-«d the sentiments of the hymns. In the af-

ternoon I attended at the Second Presbyterian (Rev.

I'. Wadsworth's) church. The choir at this church

consists of thirty-five persons ladies and gentlemen,

under the direction of Mr. J. W. Kinnicutt; he also

performs on the organ. This choir is managed with

a good degree of skill, and their performances are

highly creditable. On hearing them sing, one can-

not- but be impressed with the idea that they had

been under judicious training. I did observe but one

prominent voice, the gentleman who sang tenor (his

name 1 have forgotten.) It was a very fine voice,

presented with an appropriate demeanor, which to-

gether made his performances elFective.

The same afternoon 1 stept in to the Episcopal

Church (Rev. R. B Van Kleck's.) The choir con-

sisted of sixteen, including the chorus singers.

—

There were four principal voices. Mr. Jonathan

Ramsay is the leader and organist. I was well

pleased with the selections of hymn tunes, and the

performance of them, more particularly the former,

lor a noble thought though crudely expressed is more

acceptable than a meagre idea clothed in the most

polished language. I would say to leaders of choirs

select music of a high order ever, if it is hard to over-

come the obstacles in the way of a just performance

of it ; the object of practice is to overcome difficulties,

and not to evade them—lofty aims beget high en-

deavors. In connection with this choir, 1 must speak

of the lady who sang the principal alto, Mrs. Laithe.

She possesses a most perfect organ, and a compass of

voice from the first G below cleff G, to the second C
above—two octaves and a fourth, of uniform quality

and tone of the finest texture.

I did not hear Mr. W. Tillinghusts choir at the

first Baptist church, but I had the honor to make his

acquaintance, which served to heighten the desire

which I previously had to hear them perform.

Mr. John C. Andrews, organist and leader at

Christ Church, has a high reputation as a musician.

In such a musical atmosphere one could not maintain

such an eminence without possessing much merit.

My opinion is that Troy is especially favored with

respect to teachers of music, and I hope that the

citizens appreciate them as they should, it is a hap-

py feature in church service to have an efficient choir

to lead in this important branch of public worship.

A TEACHER OF MUSIC.

, N. Y., Sept. 25. 1848.

Mr. Editor—The two first No.'s of the " Philhar-

monic Journal" have been received. I am pleased

with the work and wish it full success. I have long

desired to see Sacred Music take its stand ; where it

must eventualy stand, at the head of the Moral Sci-

ences, lor the improvement and happiness of the hu-

man family for such is its design. I say " Science"

for such it is, and so it must be taught and understood.

In this section of the country music is being taught

in many of our common Schools; the subject is be-

coming daily more and more interesting. I see no

good reason why a musical periodical should not be

as well sustained as other works ofa moral character.

In order to secure a wide circulation it may be ne-

cessary to encourage the musical talent that is for

the most part, unknown ; in so doing you will doubt-

less revive much that has little or no merit, some that

needs correcting, and some that has real merit. If

the general structure and sentiment of a piece is good

its grammatical errors, you can correct; il its harmo-

ny is too close or too much dispersed, its consonants too

monotonous, or its dissonants too hard, by having at

hand a keyed instrument, you can the more easily

detect, and the more readily correct, faults, of every

kind; but if a piece lack both soul and body, you

will of course throw it under the table.

lam playing a Quick Step, as the lady said as she

held her baby so that it could dance on the Piano

Forte keys.

NOTICES OF NEW MUSIC.
The Choir Chorus Book.

This work contains nearly 300 pages of Choruses,
selected principally from the works of the great Ger-
man masters v whose names arc so well known and
whose works are so universally admired, and arrang-
ed for Choirs and Chorus Societies. Most of the
Choruses can be performed with, or without the or-

gan or Piano accompaniment, and all of thpm with
the aid of a'small orchestra. Published by Wilkins,
Carter, & Co.

Instructions and Progressive Exercises in the art

of Singing, by D. Crivelli. This is an excellent
book for persons who wish to acquire a good style of
singing, with, or without the aid of a teacher.

—

Published by O. Dilson.

" Fifty-nine Select Psalm and Hymn Tunes," is

the title of a pamphlet filled with excellent music in

most of the different metres, intended to accompany
the Carmini Sacra or Boston Collection of Church
Music. A copy of this will be given to all who may
purchase the above named collection.

" The Death of Osceola," is a beautiful Quartett
by B. F. Baker. Price 25 cents. Published by
Henry Tolman, 153 Washington Stceet.

" To the Chase," is a fine Glee by B F. Baker.
Price 25 cents. Published by H. Tolman.
" The National Hymn of Independence of Buenos

.\yres," Translated from the Spanish by H. Ware :

arranged for the Piano Forte by T. Comer; price
38 cts. Published by II. Tolman^

" My Childhood's Song," by I. B. Woodbury,
Published by II. Tolman.
" Lament of the Irish Lover." This is a fine

song by H. G. Barrus. Published by H. Tolman.

" Speak not against thy Fellow Man," is a pretty

song by B. F. Baker. Published by H. Tolman.
" The Cornet Quick Step, as played by the Bos-

ton Concert Band, in which is introduced the beau-
tiful Air ' The Rose of Alandale,' " by Geo. W.
Lyon. Published by Henry Tolman.

Purchaser, call at Mr- Tolman's and you will find

an assortment of good music, and fine instruments,

at prices that cannot fail to suit.

EIGHTS OF GENIUS.
BY MISS ALICE CAREY.

Upheaving pillars, on whose tops

The white stars rest like capitals,

Whence every living spark that drops

Kindles and blazes-as it lulls !

And if the arch-fiend rise to pluck,

Or stoop to crush their beauty down,

A thousand other sparks are struck,

That Glory settles in her crown !

The huge ship, with its brassy share,

Ploughs the blue sea to speed their course,

And veins of iron cleave the air.

To waft them from their burning source !

All, from the insect's tiny wings,

And the small drop of morning dew,

To the wide universe of things,

The light is shining, burning through.

Too deep for our poor thoughts to gauge

Lie their clear sources, bright as truth,

Whence flows upon the locks of age

The beauty of eternal youth.

Think, my faltering brother, think,

If thou wilt try, if thou hast tried,

By all the lights thou hast, to sink

The shaft of an immortal tide !

National Era.

,4 LL persons who are indebted to us for the World
xl. of Music, are requested to make immediate pay-

ment. It is important that all the debts due Silsby

& Co. should be settled as soon as possible.

Sept. 19, 1848. S. SILSBY,
S. T. SILSBY.

THE Subscriber has just received a lot of 'Timbrels,'

a new Singine Book by B. F. Baker and I. B.Wood-
bury, which he offers by the doz , or single copies, at

prices which cannot fail to suit purchasers.

Also, the " Philharmonic,'' a new Glee Book by B.

F. Baker. Please call and examine specimen copies at

G. W. Merrifield's Bookstore.
S. SILSBY.

The Boston Glee Book.
THIS exceedingly popular collection of Glees may be bad

at llie lowest price, at O. Dilson's Music Store, Boston.

Orders from country Societies answered promptly.

^CIAL GLEE BOOK. This day published,
l^-' the Social Glee Book, a selection of Glees and

Part Snags, by distinguished German composers, never be-

fore published in this country; together with Original

Pieces
; by William Mason and Silas A. Bancroft.

The music in this collection is of a rare and select char-

acter ; the selections being chiefly the compositions of Men-
delssohn, Kreutzer, F. Kucken VVeber, 8tc.

"It is almost needless lo say that the hook conta-ns sorre

very fine music, and that it is" a valuable addition to the

music of the day."— f Bostou Post.

"The selection shows a good deal of Musical taste and

will he popular."— [Evening Transcript.

Published by WILKINS, CARTER & CO., 16 Warn
treet, Boston, and for sale by the Booksellers generally.
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New and Popular Music Book.

By B. F Baker, Director of Music ut Rev. Dr (Jannet's

Church, Huston, ami 1. H Woodbury, Organist at

Rev. Dr Kreb s Church, New York.

THIS day published, Baker and Woodbury's new

book of Church Music—The Timbrel. This

work has been prepared with irreat care, and contains a

large amount ol 'music, selected from the beat European

Composer*, obtained by one of the autliors, wlio visited

Europe expressly for tins object. It has also a great va-

riety of original melodies, and a large and judicin

lection of the old standard tunes. Its collection of

Chants, Anthems and select pieces is superior to any

book of Church music published in this country. An
unusually larva variety of metres have been prepared,

adapted to the hymns of the different denominational

hymn books. The music will be found to be eminently
devotional, and appropriate to the services of the Sanc-

tuary The style is dignified ,
the harmony simple and

pleasing and the whole work is believed to be ofa high

order of merit. By C. 11. PIERCE, 3 Cornhill Bos-

ton.

To Purchasers of Carmina Sacrn.

JUST PUBLISHED, Fiftv Nine Select Psalm and
Hvms Tun Be for public and private worship, issued by

the publishers uI'C.uimina Sacra, lor gratuitous distribu-

tion to all who may purchase that work, copy lor copy;
thereby furnishing to choirs, singing scbcols and congrcga
Uons. additional variety in their Sacred Music, without ex-
tra expense

The pamphlet may be obtained as above stated, of the
publishers or any of their agents.

VV1LKINS, CARTER, & CO.,
I:tf No. 16 State Street, Boston.

New Book lor Church Choi is.

THE CHOIR CHORUS HOOK, a collection of ('bonis

.mi the works of the most distinguished composers
Compiled, adapted to English words and arranged with

PABTICILAR REFERENCE TO ChoIR PRACTICE, and for the

\1 ||( \ ;
So. n ri«8, bj A .V Johnson, author of

'Instructions in Thorough Bass,' 'The .Musical Class

Book, 1 editor of the ' Boston Musical Gazette,' Organist at

Park street Church, &c. &c
The merits of this work will be highly appreciated by

members and especially by leaders of choirs, who nave fell

the difficulty of sustaining the interest and attendance up-

on their meetings for practice, and who properly estimate

Bel 111 the improvement of the taste and the power of

execution, which the study and practice of these composi-
tions produce. In the large and varied collection which the

book contaias five of the Choruses are l.y Handel, thirteen

by Haydn, seventeen by Mozart, six by Mendelssohn, and
.he remainder by Cherubim, Neukomm, Zingaselli, Rom-
berg, Wcl.i.e. Naumann, Spohr, King, Sleymann, &c.
Although this work contains more vocal music than the

most expensive Chorus Bonks which have been published

in this country, il willhesoldat a price less than that of

common Church Music Books.

Just published by WILKINS, CARTER & CO.. No.
16. VVater street, Boston, and for sale by booksellers and
music dealers generally. Aug. I, 18

HENRY TOLKAN,
I'l III.IMIIIB OF music,

MAStFACTLItKR AND DEALER IN

Musical lnsl riim;ii!s. logical Herehandize, Umbrel-

las, Parasols. Suo-Shades, Walking Canes, ic.

153 Jl'.rv

OPP0S1TE Till! OLD BOUTH CHURCH,
BOSTON.

A liberal discount made to Dealers, Teat ics, &c.

Itcrd Organs,

T 1

«. w. i!i,i:isi a Ji;rt>,
OB A l K ll IN

School anil Miscellaneous Hooks, Stationery, fcc, Ax.

SHEET MUSIC, AND SINGING BOOKS
OF ALL KINDS,

No. 1 Dickinson's Block. Tremont Sayan.
CLAREMONT, N II.

COUNTRY MERCHANTS SUPPLIED AT BOSTON TRICES.
23:15

The National Psalmist
B V MASON & WEBB.

NOW ready for delivery, " The National Psalmist

:

a new collection of Church Music, &c. By
Lowell Mason and George James Webb."

This work, upon which more than three years of
labor have been expended, is now presented to Chor-
isters, Teachers of Music and others, as a most com-
plete Manual of Psalmody, adapted lo the use of
Choirs, Congregations, .Singing Schools, and Musi-
oal Societies.

In addition to a large variety of entirely new mu-
«ic, furnished by distinguished foreign and native

contributors, the " National Psalmist" is believed lo

contain a larger proportion than any other collection,

of the neb and standard tunes which the church have
used for ages, hut many of which arc nevertheless
aew to this country.

1 contains most of the popular English Chants,
and its Anthems, mosily new are well adapted both
for church worship and < Imir pracl

lis index, s are very complete ; embracing, bi

tin. usual alphabetical and metrical indexes, an index
to first lines of hymns, &c ' Di cripiivi rabies,"
IB which the tune.-, are classified according lo llieit

Style and eh meter.
"The National Psalmist contains 119 tun

Long Meier, i;<7 in Common Metre; 77 m Short
Uetre , and 99 of various Particular Metres, embra-
cing all tlv in use; also, 37 Anthems and
Bel I' ces, many of them furnished expressly for

tinguished English Composers ; and
107 Chanis, including the Canticles of the Protestant
Episcopal Chun h.

and others interested are invited to call
a. id examine this « m k

Published by TAPPAN, WHIT! EMORE &
ON, No III. Washington-street, Boston. 1

HE subscriber would inform

the public lliat lie makes
REED ORGANS, for church or

L parlor use. They differ in their

'general construction, and in the application of the

air, from the seraphine, and will admit of the execu-
tion of rapid passages of music. The tone is not

confined to one variety, as in the seraphine, but has

as much difference in its character as have the pipes

in common organs! by the process of voicing The
maker lias used much exertion to procure the variety

which he introduces in his organs; and he hopes to

receive the patronage ofsudi men as have mind e-

[nough to know that B thing may he but newly intro-

duced, and yet have merit, lie assures I hose who
\\ isii in buy, that they may depend upon having v.

durable and good-toned instrument if ihcy buy of

him. He warrants every particular of the construc-

tion of his orsans. His prices vary from 50 to 300
dollars. Please to call. M.O.NICHOLS,

18:ly 393 Washington st. Boston.

DAVID TAILOR, JR.,

PIANOFORTES,
iSeraphincs, Aeoliafls, Nclodeons, Instruction Eooks,

sheet xtrrjsic, &c, &c,
CLAREMONT, V II.

Qj
1* The, abort Instruments irill he sold m Boston Privet

SACRED MUSIC.

Boston Ilnndcl and Haydn Society—Boston icademy
of Music---,., Hason—G. J. Webb—C. Zenner,

PIANO FORTES,
n7II,TCIN0 & NEWHAU have removed Ihei

' vVarero
inston.street, i orner ol I lay ward P

,
W«*

' ll lor Piano Porto
r' Uni ,l "" M(

I 'lie public l<

c.dl nnd exainiue the inairuincm iiiu else

m, Au-;. I, His.

|70K Sale by WILKIN6, CARTER, &. CO., 16 Water St.
I Boston, on the most reasonable lernif

l. THE BOSTON ACADEMY'S COLLECTION Ed
iied l.v L. Mason.

CARMINA SACB \. or Boston Collection of Church
Music by I.. Mason a work in almost universal use and
greatl] admired for its beaut] ng char-
acter of ils music.

3. THE PSALTERY, being the late collection ofChun I.

Music by L. Mason and (;. .1. Webb, has received the
sanction of the Boston Handel and Haydn Society and the

Boston Academy of Music. It contains man] Sne new tunes
bj Mr. Charles Zeuner, and is one of the most complete
works af ib- Kind ever published. Ii makes a valuable ad-
dition to the Boston Academy's Collection and Carmina
Sacra, and might to he in every i hoir.

i. The "BOOK OP CH iM's: consisting of chanting
music, adapted to resular hymns and to selections from lb*
scriptui i By L Ma

HE BOSTON ANTHEM BOOK, being a collection
ol the besl Anthems and other M't pieees, |,ir soi ietieS and
choirs Bv I. Mason.

r, THE BOSTON ACADEMY'S COLLECTION OF
CHORUSES

John woiiDiii i; i

.

Manufacturer of

Br.ss and Double llnss Viols and Violins,

AND HF.A1.EH IN

MCSIFAL INSTRUMENTS. SHEET HUSIC, be.,

BRATTLEBORO, VT.

GEORGE r. WILLEY, -

Teacher of Vocal ITIusic.

La

J. B. FAHK2R,
Teacher of Vocal music, and the Orsan,

is. Piano
Respectfully tenders bis prol tvees 10 1 lie Com

muiiity at large Organs. Piano Pones, &c , tuned with
care and precision. >h flat. ,\ . II

.lnsl Published
IITOODBURV'S VOUTH'S SONG BOOK, designed for

-s,
:ind the Social Cii ning a-

I -ui in.
i Songi aelecied from the heal foreign and An eri-

enn Author*, to which are prefixed a progressive, couraeof
ISIemen'ary instruction in musii i\ I B Woodbury

Price $2,00 per doz. Tcai bera furnished with copiea (or

examination, n ithool rb -

ILSO, in |ir-ss, a new sacred Music Book, by I!. F. lia
.id I. B. Wood: ury

w.j. REYNOLDS,* CO.,
20 Cornhill,

S:— 6t Boston.

O. COLLESTER,
Teaeher of Focal ami Instrumenial Music,

WINCHENDON, M \ss.

L. MARSHALL,
Teacher of Vpcal Mus

No. 1, Derb) Ka Sudbury St.

BOSTON, MS.

PIANOS TO LET,

0LITEH DITSON,
DEALEB in

GUITARS, SEBAPHINES, PIANOS,

SHEET MUSIC,
116 7

WASHINGTON STREET,—BOSTON, MS.

PIANO FORTES FOR SALE.
THE Subscriber lias been appointed Agenl lor the sale of

WilkinbA New ii \ 1 1 v I'i \so i-'.u.i i and bus received
a firsi rale Piano, which is now i. tiered for sal- at the manu-
facturer's price. Any person who wishes lo purchase a
good instrument, is requested to call and see it nefoia pur-

chasing. Purchaaers can be accommodated with inatra-

inents of any price or quality h\ giving a ahorl notice.

Iii(|inreat ibis office, or ai his residence, first door east

of J. I\ Brewor'a store.

S. SILSBT.
Clarcmonl, Aug. 5, tf>48.
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EVERY DESCRIPTION OP

FANCY AND LETTER-PRESS PRINTING,
Neatly exec uted

OS NEW AND BEAUTIFUL TYPE, JUST RECEIVED.

From the New York Evangelist.

MUSIC AND MUSICIANS OF EUROPE.

The Great Lcipsic Fair.

Leipsic, July, 1848.

As the first and best of the musical entertainments

which occur during the great fair, I shall place the

Garden Concerts. There are many public gardens

just upon the outskirts of the city, but the most beau-

tiful is the " Rosenthal," literally valley of roses.—
This is a large open meadow, of about fifty or sixty

acres, in oblong form, perfectly level, and intersect-

ed by travel walks, with a pool of water in its cen-

tre. With the exception of the entrance from Leip-

sic, it is completely surrounded by a thick forrest of

trees. This forest is also cut up by walks, leading

to adjoining little villages and country seats. In

different parts of this forest are placed these pleasure

gardens. The largest of them will accommodate

seven or eight hundred persons at a time. They

cover a space of about two or three acres of ground,

and in the centre is erected a very neat arbor for the

orchestra, open on all sides, and elevated about three

feet, and will accommodate a band of thirty or forty

musieiansr The guests are seated at tables sur-

rounding the musicians in companies of four, six,

eight, or ten each, and crowds of people as thick,

and aluost as varied as you meet in Broadway on a

fine afternoon, form immense columns of " moving

humanity
-
' to and from the gardens on all public or

concert afternoons

In some of these gardens, concerts are generally

given two or three times per week, many of which

are by the best musicians, and yon can enjoy for one

and a half new groschen (about sixpeece,) a deli-

cious musical treat in the open air, under the thick

shade of maple and sycamore trees. Besides the

light music, such as waltzes, gallopes, etc. overtures,

and even symphonies from the great masters are

frequently here given. There is now a famous band

here under the direction of Lumley, which plays

exquisitely. Strauss, the renowned and everywhere

admired waltz composer, is leader of a similar, tho'

much more celebrated band in Vienna. It is said to

afford him great pleasure and amusement to witness

the effect of his own beautiful waltzes upon the vasl

crowds of children and common people v\ ho flock a-

round him during bis periormances. The Strauss

waltzes are popular everywhere, and he is constantly

composing ar.d playing new ones. I shall take par-

ticular pains to hear him when I visit Vienna, and in

my " Sketches of Musicians" will try to give some

idea of the man whose lively stiains have delighted

me so often.

As second rate in the fair, I should mention the

bands of wandering musicians, though many of them

would bear to be classed among the first. Indeed,

they are excellent musicians. • It is interesting to

see these men and hear them play. Many of them

are laborers from some of the mining districts of

Germany, who have the privilege of visiting the

fairs once or twice a year, as a sort of perquisite

from their employers. They are honest, hardy, far-

mer-like-looking men and boys, and make their mo-
ney by playing in the streets,, under the windows,
and also in the yards of dwelling-houses. A band

is playing under my window while I am now writing.

They receive but a very small pitance from each ten-

ant of a large dwelling-house. It is astonishing,

considering their limited means and opportunies, that

they play so well. I have really heard such perform-

ances by them as would delight any audience at a

fashionable concert, whether American or German.
The music is generally of a simple and pleasing

character, consisting chiefly of popular airs, which
they themselves arrange, serenades, gallopes, waltzes

etc. You would be more than delighted to see their

honest, sunburnt faces turned up to your windows
while warbling forth from their horns, clarionets,

trombones and bugles, a sweet melody, richly and

delicately harmonized, and played with a taste true
to nature and nature's music.

The third and last class of musical performances I

shall speak of, given during the fair, is by female

musicians. They are usually harp and guitar play-

ers, but not unfrequently violinists also, ar.d very

rarely a female flutist may be seen. I believe, how-
ever, that, since the time that Minerva—observing

that she was laughed at by_ Juno and Venus when-
ever she played the flute in their presence—exam-
ined herself in a fountain, (looking-glasses, probably

had not yet come in fashion,) and seeing how much
her beauty was marred by the wry faces she must
necessarily make up in blowing, discarded that beau-

tiful instrument, and it has never been a favorite

with tfie sex. There are, generally, three or four

of these'" lady musicians " together, and they are

also, for the most part, not residents of the place.

—

Many are from Bohemia, and sing and play very

sweetly. Some are Italians, and some Swiss and

Tyrolese. Many, also, are from the immediate

neighborhood of Leipsic. I have been informed that

they are, generally, well educated and respectable,

being many of them daughters of country school

teachers, who are permitted to visit the fairs in order

to earn a little spending money, and they often obtain

more for their singing during these three weeks than

their fathers and brothers can earn at home in as~

many months. There is generally a company of

thern in each refreshment room or booth. Some-

times they visit from one booth to another, but the

best are permanent during the fair. Those proprie-

tors who succeed in ohtamiug the best are sure to

have the greatest run of custom. After performing

a number of pieces, one of the party takes a sheet

of music,'either written or printed, and passing around

the room with this singular but characteristic contri-

bution box in her hand, receives in it or on it the

contributions of the guests; and as all give something,

and generally not less than half a new groschen, and
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frequenilv much more, she obtains quite a handsome !

Bic « whi,e il is '" your P°*et l0 do 80 : sow your ,0°—a :

'
a «•»''

sum. This done, she returns to her place and re- secd faithfully and not sparingly, and though you evening is nottoolohg while they lalk of plans

sumes the duties of her vocation with a cheerful smile m*J "'" ,ive to w»"ess the results, you shall hive happiness, and the quiel meal is still pleasant wi h

the blessed satisfaction of knowing that you have the delightful novelty of mutual reliance and atten-

added your might io make the world happier and lion. There comes soon, however, a time when per-

bctter. And when you have gone to your rest, oth- sonal to

while the merry guests continue to enjoy their

" Bairisehes bier" and cigars, witli their " Swartz-

brodword-kase," or whatever else they may fancy.

Line operation is repeated many times during

the day and evening, perhaps once in half an hour,

or at any rale as often a? the company changes.

As to personal appearance, these lady performers

are neat and simple in their attire, and modest in

their behavior. They are also, many of them, good

looking ; but as to beauty. 1 cannot say much in fa-

vor of the German woman generally, at least of such

as I have nut with. Indeed, it is so long 6

roen any truly handsome ladies, that 1 have al-

lien how such beings look ; and as for the

cbildn n, though they appear active and intelligent,

I cannot make them look like the the American chil-

dren. Occasionally I fancy lean discover some one

of my little singers, with sparkling eyes, cheerful

bound and tneery laugh ; but unfortunately 1 am

ghted, and upon a closer inspection invariably

on with a feeling of disappointment. 1 have

spoken of some of the principal and most rational a-

meuta ol the fair, and of this great and joyous

country. In all their amusements, good music al-

predominates. At your hotel, in the booth,

the restaurant, the garden, or the street, it is always

ne, and mets everywhere with smiles and

friends. How many times I have been led to ex-

, that Aerican mothers, with all their other

innM excellent accomplishments and qualifications,

not singers also ; and like the mother of the

M stlhn, could give their own children

their first lessons in music. Were ibis the case, we

should not be so far behind our German neighbors.

All would love, honor, and encourage good music, be-

all would know how to appreciate, it, and it

would occupy an honorable position in our institutions

rning. It would find its place as well at the

family altar and domestic fireside, as at the concert-

room and ihe sanctuary. Parents would love and

cherish it, because they would sec that -by it their

fanu! ther with cords Yini

sundered. The people would find it a never-failing

source ol happiness, pure and ever sacred. Yes,

and we should have our own native "Swedish nigllt-

aud " birds of Italy," with our Handels,

and Mendelssohns. But we must

wail and bave patience. Teachers must be

willing to labor hard, and often without much remu-

neration, thanks, even. But whatever you do, or

neglect to in this matter, w hatever trials and discour-

agement "ir way in your efforts to create a

love and ta-i ic, by all manner of means do

not forgl i the children. Keep them singing in their

ibbath schools, at home, and

with their playmates; for the church, and for the

concert or school exhibition, let them always have

music appropriate to ti Io as their

own nature, and as sweet as vou would have their

own tempers and dispositions ; music that will both

interest and instruct them, combined withaentin

of virtue, morality and religion, that will tend to

make them happier and more useful to their fellow-

creatures. Create thus a love, a true taste for mit-

ers shall reap the fruits of your faithfulness.

W. B. IS.

WOMEN AND MARRIAGE.
BY W. IKVIM:.

I have speculated a great ileal upon matrimony.

I have seen voting and beautiful women, the pride

ofthe gay circles, married—as the world says—well

!

have moved into costlj houses, and their

friends have come and looked at their splendid ar-

rangements for happiness, and they have gone away
and committed them to the sunny hopes, cheerfully

and without fear. It is natural to be sanguine for the

young, and at such tunes I am carried away by sim-

ilar feelings. I love to gel unobserved into a corner.

and watch the bride in her white attire, and with

her smiling face and her soft eyes moving before me
in their pride of life, weave a waking dream of her

future happiness, and persuade myself that it will be

true I think how they will sit on the luxurious sofa

twilight falls, and build gay hopes, and mur-

mur in low tones the now unforbidden tenderness,

and thrillingly the allowed kisses and the beautiful

endearments of wedded life, will make their parting

joyous, and how gladly they will come back from

the crowd and empty miith ofthe gay, to each others

auiet company. I picture to myself that youn
tore, who blushes even now at bis hesitating Cares-

ses, listening eagerly for his footsteps as the night

Steals on, and wishing that he would come : and

when he enters at last, and with an affection as un-

dying as his pulse, folds her to his bosom, I can feel

the vet) tide that goes flowing through his heart, and

gaze with him on her graceful form, as she moves a-

bout him for the kind offices of attention, smoothing

all his unquiet cares, and make him forget even him
i her young and unshadowing beauty.

I go forward for years, and see her luxuriant hair

put slowly away lioni her brow, and her girlil

ees ripened into dignity, and her bright loveliness

chastened into affection. Her husband looks on her

with a proud eye. and shows her the same fervent love

and the dedicate attentions which first won her; and

fair children are grown up about them, and lit

on full of honor and untroubled years, and are re-

membered when they die! I say I love to dream

thus when I go to giveihe young bride joy. It is the

natural tendency of feeling touched by loveliness,

that fears nothing for itself; if lever yield to darkey

feelings, it is because the liuht ofthe picture is chang-

ed. I am not loud of dwelling upon such chat

and will not minutely now. 1 allude to it onh !><-

cause I trust that my simple page will be read l>\

some of the young and beautiful beings who move

daily across my path, and I would whisper to them,

as they glide by, joyously and confidently, the

of an unclouded future. The picture I have drawn

above is do) peculiar. It is colored like the fannies

ol the bride, and many, oh! many an hour will she

sit, with the rich jewels 1) iug loose in her lingers, and

dream such dreams as these. She believes them

attentions will not alone keep up the social e:

raent. There are intervals of silence, and dett

symptoms ol weariness, and (he husband first in the

manhood, bieaks in upon the hours they Wi

spend together. I cannot follow it circumstantially.

There come long bonis ol unhappy restlessness, and

terrible misgivings of each other's worth and affec-

tion, till by and by. they can conceal llieir

no longer, and go out separately to seek reliel

lean upon a hollow world for support, which one who
was their friend and lover could not give them!

Heed this, ye who are winning byyoui iuui

beauty the affections of high-minded and thinking

Remember that he will give up the broth-

er of his heart with whom he has had ever a fellow-

ship of mind—the society ofhis cotempora

in the race'of fame, who have held with him astern

companionship—and frequently, in his passionate

love, he will break away from the arena of his burn-

inir ambition, to come and listen to the voice of the

charmer. It will bewilder him at first, but it will

not be long; and then think vou that an idle blan-

dishment will claim the mind that ha- been used for

to an equal communion ! Think you he will

give up for a weak dalliance, the animated themes

of men, and search into the mysteries ol know l<

Oh! no, lady ! believe me—no! Trust not your in-

fluence to such light letters ! Credit not the old fash-

ioned absurdity that woman's is a secondary lot

—

ministering to the necessities oi her lord and mi

It is a higher destiny I would award you. It your

immortality is as complete, and your gift of mind as

capable as ours, I would charge you to water the un-

bud, ami give it a healthy culture, and open its

beauty to the sun. and then yon may hope, that

when your life is bound up with another, you will

goj on equally, and with a fellowship that shall

sweeten every earthly interest

!

EXTRACT

From the Preface Io the National Tsalinist.

[ Continued.]

Among the multitude of books of tunes which

have been in quick succession issuing from the press,

we know not a single one that has been prepared

with any intelligent view either to the preservation

of the church style in choral music, or to furnish

available congregational tunes; they arc filled al-

most entirely not merely with choir tunes, but

with choir tunes which in melody or in harmo-

ny, or both, arc of a secular character ; and if,

peradventure, a genuine people's tune, is occa-

sionally found, it is very probably spoiled by transpo-

sition, or by a modern or secular harmony, without

suitableness or consistency. The old wine has been

put into new bottles. " The Old Hundredth," for

example, has been usually printed in A, (quite be-

yond the compass of men's voices) and sometimes

as high as B\j, or C. "Let the Old Hundredth,"

says Dr. Gaunllett, " be sung in the key of F when

the highest tone is C, or in the key of G, when the
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highest tone is D, and the men will be able to sing

the melody with the women and children ; but change

the key to A, or B(j, and one half of the male con-

gregation present are foundered, and compelled to

remain silent unless they force their voices upon the

E or F tones in a way winch is not very solemn in

effect
;
and not often practicable. " Most of the old

tunes that have been published have been similarly

transposed * Add to this, that it has been supposed

that the air of a tune should always be the upper

part, and be sung by females or boys, and the direc-

tion has often been given, "The air must be invari-

ably sung by treble voices." Now while tins is

generally true in choral music, it is by no means so

" in reference to congregational singing. Both the

melody and the harmony of a congregational tune

should be so constructed" as to admit male voices on

the air; the melody should be within their compass,

and the harmony should be free from such progress-

ions as produce forbidden consecutives by inversion.

Indeed we are fully of the opinion that congregational

singing can never succeed unless it be mostly unison-

ous; the parts may and ought to be sustained by a choir

but the singing of ihe people must be mostly confined

to the leading air, or melody, in unison or in octaves.

This is also, so far as we know, the opinion ofthemost

experienced musicians and others who have exam-

ined the subject. " Surely," says Dr. Gauntlet,

" it is not to be tolerated tha't this most primitive

order ol hymning the praises of the Eternal shall be

denounced and overturned ; and that before being fit-

ted for singing hymns, we must become half instruct-

ed in the waitings of a contra-tenor part, or the mys-

terious grumblings of the bass." But yet it has

been supposed by some who do not know the difficul-

ty of choral music, that it is not only practicable to

sing cougregationally in parts, but also in the use of

difficult choir tunes ; such a slate of musical culti

vation has been urged on congregations as would en-

able them to do this ; and some congregations, driven

by the abuses which unhappily so often find their

way into choral associations, have made the attempt.

It is hardly necessary to add, that a failure in such

cases has sooner or later been the result, and then,

congregational singing has been condemned as im-

practicable. With almost as much propriety might

a man be condemned for not flying when he has only

the ability to walk.. On the other band, members

of choirs and such persons as have made soome pro-

gress in mnsical cultivation, but who are not aware

that there is such a thing as a distinct and available

congregational style, say, in view of the difficulties

of choral performances, that it is quite impossible

for a congregation to sing with tolerable decency,

and that any attempt at this style of psalmody is

barbarous and horrid. But these two parties are no

less at variance with one another, than with the

truth ; they are equally in error ; for, while congre-

gational singing can never succeed in the use of

choir tunes, it is certainly quite practicable and com-

paratively easy, if it be confined to the right kind of

tunes, and these, for the most part, in unison. We

*"The Old Hundredth" in A insWortft's Psalms is in

the key of F, hut Walter, no doubt with reference to
choral effect, transposed it to A.

add with confidence, that it is not merely practicable

and easy, but is also eminently useful ; it is a most

delightful, appropriate and effective form of the ser-

vice of song in prayer and praise ; it may be sublime

and devotional in the highest degree, enkindling or

awakening in the soul holy emotions of love, grati-

itude and joy, Which can neither be reached or

drawn out in any other way. Such the congrega-

tional singing described by the poet :

—

The multitude ol angels with a shout

Loud as from numbers without number,

uttering joy
;

Heaven rang with jubilee, and

Loud hosanas filled th' eternal regions
;

and such the singing of the "ten thousand times

ten thousand, and thousands of thousands" described

in the Apocalypse of John.

It may be thoughj^that we are disposed to attach

an undue importance to congregational singing; but

let it be remembered that while we would urge this

as an essential form of church music, we would urge

with equal earnestness the importance of choirs and

of the choral style. Choirs are not only necessary

to sustain congregational singing, but the higher

style or forms of musical expression can never be

reached without them. We feel certain that delight

and edification may unitedly result from a well direct-

ed choral performance in religious service. To re-

ject the beauty and truth of musical art ; it is to re-

ject the means of spiritual progress and happiness;

it is to reject one of the most effective means of mu-

sic's influence, to clip its wings, and limit its power

over the heart. While, therefore, we are decidedly

friendly to congregational singing, we are equally so

io choir singing ; they are both legitimate forms of

musical truth, derived from the nature of the art,

and sanctioned by common experience and by the

word of God.

The history of psalmody in New England certain-

ly proves the two following things : 1st. If congre-

gational singing be left to itself, it will not only de-

cline, lose its interest and its power, but become in-

tolerable, a hioderanee and not a help to devotion.*

Such was the state of things in New England at

about the beginning of the eighteenth century. See

extracts from preface to Walter's collection, p. 2.

—

If choir music be exclnsively cultivated, und congre-

gational be neglected, the singing is in great danger

of degenerating to a mere matter of musical exhibi-

tion or amusement. So it was in the time of Billings,

as is clearly evinced by the extracts from him on p.

3, and so, ifwe mistake not, it has continued to be,

and is now, to a great extent, in the American
churches. We may add, also, as another lesson

derived from the same source, that the cultivation of

church music in any form leads naturally to the for-

mation of choirs, and to the choral style. These two
forms of church music are both necessary lothe high-

est ends contemplated ; they are interwoven with

each other, and are mutually dependent. Choral

music, if it does not kindle the fire of its devotions at

* The fact, too. that the singing is almost universally
so wretched in th" parochial churches in England,
seems to prove that the congregational style cannot be
sustained without the aid a choir.

the altar of the great congregational offering, may
soon cease to burn, at least with a heavenly flame

;

and to leave congregational singing unaided by the

ministrations of a well regulated choir, is " to leave

it to be moulded in to any shape that the passions of

a changing world may please to impress upon it— is

but to resign it to decrepitude and imbecility."

But that we may not be misunderstood, we will a-

gain state what is meant by congregational singing,and

also, what are the proper o dices of a choir in public

worship. By congregational singing is not meant

the singing of here and there an individual who hap-

pens to know the the tune, and who therefore joins in

it, though it be a choir tune, depending for its pro-

per effect upon choral performance. This, though a

very great annoyance, is no uncommon thing. No
knowledge or love of music, or ability to sing, or de-

sire for edification, or to unite vocally in God's

praises, can justify this ; for we have no right to hin-

der or interrupt the devotions of others. But by con-

gregational singing is meant the united voices of the

whole people in a well known and appropriate tune,

and this mostly in unison, each one sintjing the mel-

ody. This last idea we think highly important, for

the voice of une who is musically weak and feeble,

may be completely thrown off the track and disabled,

by coming in collision with a bass or tenor part.

—

This, aifd this only, deserves the name of congrega-

tional singing. In connection with this, a choir has

three important offices to sustain: 1st. To lead along,

guide and carefully sustain the people in their song.*

2d. To sustain the harmony parts. These parts,

which add mnsical beauty and strength, and, of

course, moral power, can only be properly sung by

trained voices. 3d. To bring out, independently of

the congregation, the higher forms of musical expres-

sion. As the minister may lead the devotions of a

congregation, while they join mentally, but not vo-

cally, in the form of words which he utters, so may
the choir perform the same office in a musical service.

In this way a choir may bring out a power and influ-

ence of music that can never be obtained by congre-

gational singing ; we do not say a greater, or rnbie

devotional effect may be produced in this way, but

it is a form of church music having important advan-

tages— it is another manner of drawing out the feel-

ings, or of giving them musical utterance ; and

sometimes one form, and sometimes the other may
he the best. We may here remark also, that

there are many didactic or descriptive hymns (bet-

ter indeed said than sung) which, if sung, seem
much better adapted to choral declamation, or choir

recitation, than to a congregational chorus.

There is, then, on the one hand, a style of psalm-

ody within the capabilities of the people, and in

which all may engage ; and there is also an artistic

* We may here remark that an organ is of the great-
est importance to the full success ofcongregational sing-
ing. The organ well played lias great powei to sustain,
concentrate, and strengthen the people in vocal music
It fills the house with a musically oxygenized atqios.
phere, giving life and impulse to the voice. It creates
an ocean of sound, on the rising waves of which the
hearts and voices of the peopge may float heavenwards;
In both styles of music the importance of a

accompaniment can hardly be over-e'stiinati
tainly most essential to the full success of lin

gational,
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music, equally appropriate to religious worship,

which can only be properly perform.nl by educated

Yocalists, or by a well trained and disciplined choir.

The Church of England has, as we have before re-

marked, made provision for both. To her caihedral

worship a choir is indispensable, while the singing

is congregational "' ,l,e metrical psalmody and plain

diamine of her parochial churches. But in our own

country where there is no provision for the higher or

more solemn style of service contemplated in cathe-

dral worship, and even in those denominations of

Christians who adhere to the s.mple religious forms

derived from the Puritan Fathers of New England,

there is abundant room for both, and a congr.

where the habits of the people have been trained

aright, may have their religious affections awakened

and quickened now by the tasteful and appropriate

performance of a select choir, and again while uniting

in the grand chorus of universal song. Both these

styles have their advantages; the congregational,

under right influences, leads to the choraL and the

choral, properly controlled, sustains and guides the

congregational. Helps meet for each other, these

two forms of church music seem to have been intend-

ed lor mutual companions. " What God has joined

together, lei no man put asunder."

l; No sir 1 have other music, no doubt, but it is

sweet, rich, and beautifully varied « says a writer No- I ht e * ^^ ^ ^
describing the orator ; when he raised his vo.ee to

.
•

rf ^ &^ hfl ^
ihc highest Pitch, the house was completely filed

^ ^ "^ ^^ „,. who pr(molmced his

with the volume of sound ;
and the effect was awful, ^^ ^ music-seller, whose vexation rei

except when he wished to cheer or animate, and then ^ ^ ^^ ^^ mmi ^ ^
die had spirit-stirring notes, which were perfecll;

. „,„,„„,.,„ „.)„, afttn*11v does not like that

resistible. The terrible, however, was his peculiar
here is a gentleman who actually does not like that

Then the house sunk before him ;
still he

great man's music. The mistake was of course

power, i nen tne nouse buuk ociuio 1..... , - -
soon cleared up, and the person wye known who a-

was dignified, and wonderful as was his eloquence
]on̂ , im ,j,, proM„ue to object to Haydn's music,

•it was attended with this important effect, that it

possessed every one with a conviction that there was

something in him finer even than his words
;

that

the man was greater, infinitely greater than the ora-

tor.— Cot

PlllLllAKMOMC JOURNAL.
CLAREMONT, TUESDAY, OCTOBER 17

Hints to Pnblir Speakers.

It is a curious fact in the history of sound that the

Jways perish on the s] ot where they

are produced, whereas musical notes will be heard

at a great distance. Thus, if we approach w ilhm a

mile or two of a town or village in which a fair is

held, we may hear very faintly the clamor of the

multitude, but more distinctly the organs and other

cal instruments which are played for their a-

,,,,,,. [fa Cremona violin, a real Amati, be

,! by the side of a modern fiddle, the latter will

sound much louder of the two; but the Bweet, bril-

liant tone of the Amati will be beard at a distance

the other cannot reach. Dr. Young, on the author

ity of Derham, states that, at Gibralter, the human

may be beard at a greater distance than that of

any Other animal. Thus, when the cottager in the

woods, or in the open plain, wishes to call her hus-

band who is working at a distance, she docs not

about but pitches her voice to a musical key, from

habit, and by that mean- reach I I his ear. The. lond-

; roar of the lion could not penetrate so far. Tins

property ol music in the human voice, (says the au-

thor,) i* Ktrikingly shown in the Cathedrals abroad:

H r, the in iss is entirely performed in musical sounds

ami becomes audible to every devotee, hov.

placed in the remotest part of the church; whereas

if the same mass had been read, the sounds would

not have travelled beyond the precincts of the choir.

Those orators who are heard in I mblies

most distinctly, and at the greatest distance, are

those, who, by modulating the voice, render it more

musical Loud speakers are seldom heard to advan-

tage. Burke's voice is said to have been a sort of

lofty cry, which tended, as much as the formality of

Lis discourse in the house of Commons, to send the

members to their dinner. Chatham's lowest whis-

per m distinctly heard, " his middle tones were

Larsc Bells.

fells. Bays Weever, were formerly baptised, an-

corcised, and ble 'lie bishop, and

wire then imagined to have the power of calming

rms. causing fair weather, re-creating the dead,

and driving the devils out of the air. The great

bells of Lincoln and Orford were baptised by the

name of Thomas, in honor of Thomas a' Be'cket,

Archbishop of Canterbury, hence they are called

eat or mighty Tom. Croyland Abbey had the

first ring oi bells in England ; they were siv in num-

ber, and put up in Edgar's reign. The Jews made

use ol irumpets to assemble the people to worship,

and sounding boards are used for the same purpose

at the present day by the monks of Egypt, and also

in Greece, where they strike upon them with a mal-

let.

The following are the largest bells extant:

in Philadelphia, in America, with the

following inscription,—"Proclaim liberty

Ihroughout all the land to the inhabitants

then

The great bell or St. Paul's. London,

|',„ n . ol Lincoln, which hold

dred and twenty gallons, ale measure

One m the Cathedral at Antwerp, founded

in M 10,

Christ Chinch bell at Oxford,

The bell ol Si. Ambrose, in Milan, seven

feel in diameter.

One in Rouen, in Normandy, called George

1 1 Ambrose, thirteen feet high,

The great bell at Pekin, in China,

reatbell at Moscow, in Russia, which

measures nineteen feet everity

leel in circumference, and two feet in

thickness, and requires one hundred men

to rai&e it,

T.TSs.

2 080

9,408

16.000

17,920

30,000

40.000

l go. 000

3CC000

[ Cabinet of <

Anecdote of Haydn,

While llydn was in England, he adopted the cus-

tom of shopping and frequently wandered from

to house of the music-eellers. He used to

mention his dialogue with one nfthose persons. I le

had inquired for an) particular good music: "Yon

me exactly at the righl time," was the Bhop-

ot 1 Have joel printed ofl Haydn's

sublime music." <
: <>' as lor that, I will have noth-

ing to do with it."
<: H"«'. sir, nothing

1

to do with

Haydn ' what fault is to be found with it I"
'

()l

fault enorigb : but lb is bo use in speaking about

,t now ; it does not please me. .how me something

,.1„. The music-seller, who was an enthusiast

about Haydn's compositions, looked at the inquirer.

TO TIIE PATRONS OF 01 If SHEET.

Friends, Countrymen, and Lovers, (of Music;)

lend me your ears ! !

We have started the "Philharmonic Journal." for

the purpose of filling what we believed le be, a va-

cuum not yet filled by any musical publication, and

to sustain us in our noble enterprise we look to our

friends, and to the friends of music, and in this we

trust we shall not be disappointed. From the known

reputation of our gentlemanly associate, S, Silsby,

Esq., in conducting a musical sheet, it would be a

mark of supererogation to say aught of his qualifica-

tions, as they are already familiar to the public
;
and

from our own connection for a long lime past with

the Boston Press, we (latter ourself that we have a

few friends who are ready to back us up in our pres-

ent enterprise. To you then, ladies and gentlemen,

w« offer our humble services as caterers to the pub-

lic musical taste.

Our paper is devoted to music and the fine arts,

and from our numerous coirespnndents we are con-

tinually receiving intelligence of all that is transpiring

which would be of interest to our readers.

Our paper is 7iot devoted to the service of any

clique, body, or association, but will aim to render

Strict justice to all, speaking as fearlessly and affec-

tionately of the/auto as of the virtues of those whose

efforts we witness, and whose labors we review.

We have the presumption to believe that there is

no independent musical paper in the country, hence

we shall study to make the Journal entirely so, and

completely tree from all foreign influence and unfair

bias.

The public press have given us favorable notices

of our paper, for which we thank them, and trust

that they will continue to notice us according to our

w^ft meant endeavors. With the large amount oi

oading matter in our Journal, we issue with every

number a certain amount of original music, which

at the end ol the year, will make quite a book, and

at a very low price.

We would now respectfully solicit Teachers,

Leadei 's,B>
Pianists, Amateurs,

and all who are devoted, either partially or entirely,

to the science o\ music, to lend us their aid and in-

fluence in Circulating our Journal. The terms,

which may be found on our outside, are so exi

|0W, thus bringing it within the reach of all,

that there can be no hesitation in that re v
We should consider it a favor if the persons above

referred to would send wren occasional CGnmuuica-

lion on any musical subject which they think would

be of interest to the general leader.
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As money is the all important auxiliary in carry-

ing forward such a publication, we trust our friends

will send the money with every name they may ob-

tain, in order lhat we may experience no pecuniary

difficulty in the management of our sheet. If our

friends will labor to circulate our Journal, we will

promise on our part to give you a paper worthy of

your perusal.

.Once more, friends, listen to our appeal and lend

us your aid in right good earnest.

H. G. BARRUS.

Editorial Notice.

All persons having business with the Boston Ed-

itor of the Journal, can address us personally, or by

letter, at the Piano Forte Warerooms of Messrs.

Hallet, Davis, & Co., 417 Washington St., or at

our residence, 72 Pleasant Street, Boston.

We "ive our personal attention to the selection of

all kinds of musical instruments, and of the various

and popular musical publications of the day. All

orders addressed to us as above, post paid, will re-

ceive our prompt attention. '

II. G. BARRUS.

Our subscription list has increased to such an ex-

tent that we venture to republish a few short articles

that appeared in the World of Music, some time

since. They will be found worth a second perusal,

and surely those who who have not seen them will

be pleased with them. The way that subscribers

have come in for two months past, is really worthy

of notice. The fact is. people know where they get

their " money's worth ;" and when they pay it out,

they are sure to get an equivalent.

Should our circulation continue to increase in the

same ratio for six months to come, we shall be glad

to get rid of some of our non-paying subscribers, who

think it a great condescension on their part to take a

paper even without paying for it, or if they have paid

for one volume and taken three or four since, and

are called upon to pay for them, they say that there

is some mistake about it, "Why, we never expected

to pay for more than one volume, and if you have

charged more than one, you must lose it ; we shall

not pay it." Such persons think that an'editor should

feel himself highly honorecf if he can have the priv-

ilege of sending them his paper with their consent,

and without being charged a fee. We will gladly

relinquish the names of 40 or 50 such persons if

they will walk up and pay their bills. To them we

eay, grant us this favor and then we can bid you

farewell with the calmness and fortitude that the

occasion may require.

For the Philharmonic Journal.

Lebanon. Oct. 6, 1848.

Mr. Silsby—Dear Sir :— The Singers in this town

and some from the adjacent towns came together on

Tuesday the 3d inst., at 2 o'clock, P. M. Notwith-

standing the severe easterly storm, the rain pouring

down in torrents, about 25 singers assembled at the

Town Hall, in this village, and commenced singing

from the National Psalmist, under the direction of

Mr. A.N. Johnson, from Boston.

In the evening Mr. Johnson introduced his Choir

Chorus Book, which is just published. We eung

several pieces hom that in a spirited manner. Mr.

Johnson presided at the Piano Forte, and played in

his usual elegant style, which inspired the singers

to sing with energy and precision.

We feel under great obligations to Mr. Johnson

for his able instruction, and also the two yonug ladies

who came with him, and rendered us so much as-

sistance in singing the solos, &c., to many of the

Choruses that were performed on that occasion. On
Wednesday, the weather was a little more favorable,

and more singers came in, and increased our num-
bers to about 50, in the evening, we gave a public

performance to a crowded house.

Mr. Johnson deserves much credit for the arduous

labor which he has bestowed upon his Choir Chorus

Book. I consider this work a very valuable collec-

tion of music. It is so arranged that our country

Choirs can perform the music without the aid of

instruments which are so difficult to be obtained.

I do not know of any book that is so well calculated

to meet the wants of church choirs as this. There-

fore I do not hesitate to recommend to our church

choirs or singing Soccieties the Choir Chorus Book
it costs but little, only $7,50 per dozen. The ben.

efit that will be derived from practicing such music,

will doubly repay the expense.

Those who wouM like to purchase these books

can have them at short notice, by sending an order

to me at this place as I have them on hand.

In haste,

E. K. PROUTY.

I admire the bass, as the mouse said when he

built his nest in a bass-viol.

From the National Era.

" THAT LITTLE CURL."
BY MARY IRVING.

Ay ! press it to your lips again,

My darling little Belle

—

Unroll it in the sunshine then,

And mark its lustre well.

That little curl bloomed on a brow

That bends among the seraphs now.

I kissed that lovely brow in death,

Cold as the winter's clay,

Ere the murmur of the parting breath

Passed from the lips away
;

And that sweet golden curl I shred

From the bright tresses of the dead.

That little curl—my hand had brushed

Its ruffled gloss full oft,

As the sweet prattler's cries I hushed,

With carol low and soft

;

And as he sunk to smiling rest,

That curl lay gleaming on my breast.

I watched its growth with careful eye,

Ere one short month had rolled,

And still, as week by week went by,

Lengthened its wavy gold
;

And, like a diamond, 'neath its shade

That small, pure infant brow was laid.

My brother ! 'twas no lightsome thing

To bid thy soul " Good night"

—

To watch its struggling ushering

To Heaven's own world of light

—

We bowed our trembling heads to pray,

As angels bore our babe away.

But Time came with a gentle balm,

To heal our wounded breasts
j

And mild Religion shed a calm,

Blest radiance where he rests;

And now with tearful smiles we kiss

The little curl that once was his.

I could not leave that lock to mould
Within the lonely tomb

—

That quenchless spark of living gold

To light so drear a gloom

—

But when the earth gives up her dead,

That curl shall grace a cherub's head.

From the Boston Saturday Rambler.

THE VESPER BELL.

FROM THE POEMS OF THE LATE MISS HARRIET (.BILL.

'Tisthe softened flush of twilight,

All the feathered choir is still

;

Not a note is in the valley,

Not an echo on the hill

;

Every starry bloom is shrouded

In its fragfant robe of green,

There to slumber till the day-spring

Wakes it from its fairy dream.

Hark ! 'tis not the fountain's murmur
Stealeth on the wavy breeze

;

Hark ! 'tis not the gush of music

'Mid the dark and leafy trees,

No,—it is the bell's soft pealing,

Floateth on the silent air,

'Tis the vesper's distant chiming,

Calls to gratitude and prayer.

Kneel, and pour the grateful feeling,

Pour it from thy bosom's fount

;

Let thy thanks for every blessing

Up, on evening's breezes mount,
For it is the bell's soft pealing

Floateth on the silent air

;

'Tis the vesper's distant chiming
Calls to gratitude and prayer.

We are authorized to state that the Teachers' Class
under the direction of Messrs. Baker & Woodbury,
will be holden in Claremont, commencing the Tues^
day before the Annual Thanksgiving in Mass. A
full notice will be given as soon as his Excellency-
names the day.

ALL persons who are indebted to us for the World
of Music, are requested to make immediate pay-

ment. It is important that all the debts due Silsb'y
& Co. should be settled as soon as possible

Sept. 19, 1848.
r
s. SILSBY,
S. T. SILSBY.

THE Subscriber has just received a lot of 'Timbrels,'
a new Singing Book by B. F Baker and I. B.Wood-

bury, which he offers by the doz., or single copies, at
prices which cannot fail to suit purchasers.

Also, the " Philharmonic," a new Glee Book by B.
F. Baker. Please call and examine specimen copies at
G. W.Merrifield's Bookstore.

S. SILSBY.

The Boston Glee Book.
rpHIS exceedingly popular collection of Glees may be >, j
J- at the lowest price, at O. Ditson's Mn*ic Store n„it,°
Orders from country Societies answered promptly

DO'I0B«
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New and Popular Music Book.

By B. F. Baker, Director of Music at Rev. Dr. Gannet's

Church, Boston, and 1. B Woodbury, Organist at

Rev. Dr Kreb's Church, New !

rT\HI8 day published, Baker and Woodbury's new

Net* Hook for Church Choirs,

THK ('HOIK CIIOKI & BOOK, a collection

from the works of the iin>st distinguished corrrp

Compiled, adapted to l-'.nn li^li words and arranged with

PARTICULAR REFERENCE To ClIOlR PRACTICE, Utltt lor llie

, l!lC f \. Johnson, author of

.. lions in 'I'll". .' ' The Musical

J. book of Chun h Mimic—The Tiinlnel. Una
]?, u ,u,' oilit..r <>f cal Gazette,' Organist al

work has been prepared with great care, and contains a i>ark street Church, &.c. &c.

large amount of music, selected from the best European The merits of this work will he highly appreciated by

Composers obtained by one of the authors, wlio visited members and especially by leaders of choirs, whoh

Europe expressly for this object. It has also a great va- the difficulty of sustaining the interest and attendan

riety of original melodic and a large and judicious ee- on their meetings lor practice, and who properly esUmaie

, V r.u \a . ..aI.a ,.,.,„.. ft- ..^lloniinn of the effect in lie improvement <i| the taste and the power nl

lection of the old standard tunes. lu collection o
execution, which the study and practice oi these compost-

Chants, Anthems and select pieces is superior to any ^ ^ , uce _ In (h(, ,
' ,

J||(| N
!aried cUecion which the

book of Church music published in this country. An
boflk (

. (jnl
.u .^ gve „,- ,.„. Choruses are by Haudel. I

unusually large variety of metres have been prepared, DV Haydn, seventeen by Mozart, sis l.y'Mcndelssnhn, and

adapted to the livuins of the different denominational ],,. riiiminder hy C:iunihini, Neukomm, Zingaselli, Ktiin-

hymn books. The music will he found to be eminently |,, nann,Spohr, King, Steyman

HENRY TOLMAN,
1» D B L I S II E It OF misic,

MAM'FA' : IN

Hruieal Instruments. Miisic.il Merchandize, Cmbrcl-

las, Parasols, Sun-Shades, Walking Canes, &c
153 n "<

;
s

OPPOSITE TH1 II,

ISTON.

A liheral discount made

devotional, and appropriate to the services of the Sanc-

tuary. The style is dignified ; the harmony simple and

pleasing and the whole work is believed to be of a high

order of merit. By C. 11. PIERCE, I! Cornhill Bos-

ton.

To Purchasers of Cannula Sacra.

JUST PUBLISHED, Fifty Nike Select Psalm and
Hv r public and private worship, issued by

the publishers of Carmisa Sacra, for uraiuiious distribu-

tion to all who may purchase thar work, copy for cc p :

thereby furnishing to choirs, singing schcols and congrcga-

tions^additional variety in liieir Sacred Music, without ex-

tra expense.

The pamphlet may be obtained as above stated, of the
publishers or any of their agents.

WILKINS: CARTER, & CO.,
l:tf No. 1C Stale Street, Boston.

Although this work contains more vocal music than the

most expensive ('horns Books which have lien published

in this country, it will be sold at a price less than thai of

common Church Music Books.
Juat published hy WILKINS, CARTER & CO., No.

16, Water street, Boston, and lor sale hy booksellers and

music <!• rully. Aug, I . I

o. w. iTiEititiriELi),

School and Miscellaneous Books, Stationery, te., fee.

SHEET MUSIC, AIID SINGING BOOKS
OF A

No. 1 Dickinson's Block art,

CLAREMONT, N 1".

COUNTRY MERCHANTS supplied at boston pricks.

N

The National Psalmist.

BY »ASO» & WEBB.
OW ready for delivery, " The National Psalmist

:

a new collection of Church Music, &c. 13y
Lowell Mason and Geofge James Webb."

This work, upon which more than three years of
labor have been expended, is now presented to Chor-
isters, Teachers of Music and others, as a most com-
plete Manual of Psalmody, adapted to the use of
Choirs, Congregations, Singing Schools, and Musi
cal Societies.

In addition to a large variety of entirely new mu
8tc, furnished hy distinguished foreign and native

contributors, the " National Psalmist" is believed to

contain a larger proportion than any other collection,

of the rich and standard tunes which the church have
for ages, but many of which arc nevertheless

new to this country.

I contains most of the popular English Brrants,

and its Anthems, mostly new. are well adapted both
for church worship and choir practice.

Its indexes arc very complete ; embracing, besides
the usual alphabetical and metrical indexes, an index
to iir-t lines of hymns, 8$c., " DescriptiveTables,"
in which the tunes are classified according to their

eler.

"The National Psalmist contains 119 tunes in

137 in Common Metre
; 77 in Short

Bietrt . and 99 of various Particular Metres, embra-
cing all the n use ; also, :I7 Anthems and

many of them v for
the work bj i bed English Composers ; and

Hants, including the Canticles oftl.

I Church.
and others interested arc invited to call

and examine tins w

Published by TAPPAN, WIHTTKMOKE &
MASON, No 1 1 1, Wa hinj ii Boston. 1

PIANO FORTES!
yriliKIJNTS & WBWHALl

I

Reed Organs.

HE subscriber would inform

the public that lie makes
' REED ORGANS, for church or

' lor use. They differ in their

general construction, and in the application of the

air, from the seraphtne, and will admit of the execu-

tion of rapid passages of music. The tone is not

confined to one variety, as in the seraphine, but has

as much difference in its character as have the pipes

in common organs', by the process of voicing The
maker has used much exertion to procure the variety

which he introduces in his organs; and he hopes to

e the patronage of such men as have mind e-

jnougli to know that a thing may be but newly intro-

duced, and yet have merit. He assures those who
'wish to buy, that they may depend upon having v

durable and good-toned instrument if they buy of

him. He warrants every particular of the construc-

tion of his organs. His prices vary from 50 to 300
jdollars. Please to call. M. O. NT( 1 10LS,

18: ly 393 Washington St. Boston.

JOHN WOODBURY,
Manufacturer of

liiiss and Double liuss Viols and Violin,

AND PljALEll IN

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, SHEET MUSIC, fee.,

BRATTXKI'.OKO, VT.

GEORGE F. WILLEY,
Teacher of Vocal lUusic.

Lawrence. .!.'•

J. B. FA.Xl3r.EB,

Teacher of Vocal Music, and Ihc Onran,

Respectfully tenders hi- professional seivces to the Com-
munity at large. Organs, Piano four-. &c, tuned with

care and precision. Address Cornish Flat, N. H. 10-8m

O. COLLESTEK,
Teacher of Vocal and Instrumental Music,

WINCHENDON, MASS.

SACRED MUSIC.

Boston Handel and Haydn Society-Boston Academy

of Music-L. Mason-G. J. iVcbb-C. Zcuner.

red their

Wa»h

i
lie 0.

where"
,V '" ""• | " sl "'

•11,'Aug. 1,

DOH Sale by WILKINS, CARTER,*. CO., 16 Water St
1 Boston, on the most reasonable terms:

—

t. THK BOSTON ACADEMY'S COLLECTION, Ed-
ited by L. Mi

2. CARMIIN \ SACRA, or Boston Collection of Church
y L. Mason —a work in almost universal use and

greatly admired for its beauty, chasteness and sterling char-

acter of it« music.
3. THE PSALTERY, neing the late collection ofChurch

Music hy Li Mason and Q. J. Wehb, has reeeived Un-
sanction of the ISoston Handel and Haydn Society and the

Boston .Academy of Music. It contains many fine new tunes

by Mr. Charles Zeoner, and is one oi the riiosl complete
works id'tlie Kind ever published. It makes a valual
clilion to the Boston Academy's Collection and Carmiiia
Sacra, and ought to he in every choir.

1. Tl BOOK OP CHANTS," consisting of rhanting
music, adapted to regular hymns and to selections from the
scriptures. By L, Mason!

HE BOSTON ANTHEM BOOK, being a collection

of the best Anthems and other set pieces, for bocu
choirs. By L. Mason,

6. I III'. BOSTON ACADEMY'S <'<>!. I.KCTION OF
CHOR1 SES,

L. MARSHALL,
Teacher of A' oral Mas

No. 4, Derby IJanse. Court, near Sudbury St.

BOSTON, MS.

PIANOS TO LET,

OLITBSp DITSOIT,
DEALER IN

GUITARS, SERAPH INES, PIANOS,
—AND—

SHEET MUSIC,
WASHINGTON STJIEET,—BOSTON,

Jiisl Published.
'c (II TH'SSONti BOOK, designed lor

"Schools, i ontotning n-
1 in 1 00 Scm','- (elei led from I

to whic Ii are prefixed a u/o ursc of
lemarj inatructioi < B \\ II ory

Price (2,00 i"'i ith copies for
c xnminntinn, without ch;

\ LS< >, in pn• . i new Sacred Music Book,n] B. F. Ba
ind I. 11. W

w.j. u\:\ mm

6;—Ct

dllll,

PIANO FORTES FOR SALE.
fpiIF. Subscriber has been appointed Agent for the snle of
-L Wilkik8& [Vewhali received
a Brsl rate Piano, which is no« offered foi manu-
facturer'a price. Any person who wishes to nun
good instrument, is requested to cab

1

and •
ic pur-

chasing. Purchasers can be accommodated with instru-
ments of any price or quality bt gi lice.

Inquire at tin- office, or at hi c, first door cast
of J. P.

Claremoi

0C1AL GLEE
11 Social t llee linotl

BOOK. This day published.

- etion or Glees arid

ed German 1
r I e-

fore published In tlo- 1 v ith Original
Pieeo*

| bj '1

The music in ilii-- 1 ullei 1 hoc i; char-
acter : the sel

, Men-
ihn, Kretii

verj line music, and thai

"ii shows D : Inst.; and
will be pci|iii 1 erint.

Published bj WILKINS, C A RTKII S CO IC Watw
I
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Sostenuto. DARTMOUTH S. M. J. 11. w.
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The Lord my shepherd is, I shall be well supplied:
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Since he is mine, and I am his, What can I want bes
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SUNRISE. L, M.

sport on angels' wings, While morning gilds the eastern sky; While feathered songsters matins sing, And float through air on pinions high.
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The Lord is good, supremely good ; His mercy is for - ev -er sure ; His truth, which always firmly stood, To endless ages shall en - dure.
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J. Clnrk, niion Mills, M.T.
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1. Our Father, God Supreme ! Before whom angels how, Thy love shall be our highest theme; Accept our feeble vow
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f. No firstling from the fold, Nor herd, dost thou require ; Nor forms, nor Jewish riles of old, Nor
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Neatly executed
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ON NEW AND BEAUTIFUL TYPE, JUST RECEIVED.

From the New York Evangelist.

MUSIC AND MUSICIANS OF EUROPE.

Leipsic, July, 1848.

We have been favored with an unexpected musical

entertainment by the united talent of the city, for the

benefit of the poor workingmen and mechanics who

have been lone out of employment. Of the whole

series of twenty concerts given the past winter,

which it seemed as if nothing could possibly surpass,

this has been incomparably the best. It was project-

ed by Madame Frage, conductor Rietz, leader F.

David, and Mr. Henry Behr. The first .of the above

named, Madame Frage, is a private lady of fortune,

and a most beautiful soprano singer. She was one

of Mendelssohn's mo:t intimate friends, and was

generally honored with the first sight of his latest

compositions. She was standing by his side, sing-

ing, I think, his last composition, he sitting at the

piano, accompanying her, when be received the first

of the three fatal shocks which removed him from

the scene of his earthly labors.

I will not go through the programme of this con-

cert, as all the pieces are known in our country only

by the musical few. The whole of the first part

consisted of miscellaneous pieces, and selections from

standard composers, old and new. Among the most

fascinating must be mentioned a "Rondo Brilliant"

for the piano forte, composed by Mendelssohn, and

played by Prof. Moschelles, ofwhom you have heard

much in America. It was a great treat to hear and

see this, the most celebrated living teacher of teach-

ers at the piano forte. Professor M. has of late

years altogether declined playing in public ; but on

this occasion he most cheerfuliy tendered his services

in aid of the cause of humanity. Beautiful songs

and voice pieces were sung by Madame Frage, Frau-

leins Schwartzback and Stark, and Herm Behr,

Wideman and Sturmer. But the crowning glory of

the evening, and what a German audience rarely has

the pleasure of listening to, was Beethoven's great

Symphony No. 9, composed to Schiller's eelebrated

" Ode to Joy." This constituted the last part of the

evening's entertainment. This wonderful work is

considered Beethoven's master-piece, and it is very

rarely that an orchestra can be found sufficiently well

trained to do it anything like justice. It had been

partly promised during the subscription concerts, but

the directors did not seem to think it judicious to un-

dertake it. Private enterprise, however, accom-

plished what the deliberative body shrunk from ; and

most splendidly did they carry it through, to the sat-

isfaction and delight of one of the largest audiences

ever assembled in the " Gewand House." Its per-

formance occupied one hour and twenty minutes.

—

This is the only symphony lever heard with a vocal

chorus. This was performed by the "Thomas
Schule," the " Ling Academie," and the "Manner-

sangverins." The " Rignale far die Musikalische

Welt" a weekly paper, says of the above :
" The

performance was in all points most exquisite, and all

engaged in this praiseworthy work deserve and re-

ceive the most heartfelt thanks. The achievement

of such a splendid effort merits the most extraordina-

ry acknowledgments." I must give yon a list of the

orchestra. There were fourteen first violins, twelve

second ditto, eight tenors, six violoncellos, five dou-

ble-basses, two flutes, two hautboys, two clarinets,

two bassoons, four horns, two trumpets, three trom-

bones, three drums, one orphoclide, cymbals, trian-

gle, one piccolo flute, and a piano forte. The con-
cert was ably conducted by Prof. Riclz.

The summer having commenced in good earnest,

1 frequently seek shelter in the cool church, which I

visit some three or four times per week for organ

study. And sucii organs as you see here ! In size,

a country meeting house is scarcely a comparison to

them. It seems as if it must require the organist's

principal attention during the whole week to decide

what stops to use for the coming Sunday, so great

is the variety. The organ in the "Pauline Kirche,"

which I have the privilege of working— for it would

be a contradiction of facts to call it playing—has a-

bout sixty active stops, and two and a half octaves

of pedals; and the space occupied by the bellows

alone, which here is always used outside of the or-

gan, is as large as that occupied by our large class

organs in America. It requires two men to blow ;

and he who, working at the keys for half an hour,

does not not feel the need of an " extra hand"—not

at the bellows, but to assist him in keeping the keys

down—must have fingers " all thumbs." How
these Germans can endure such a shocking hard

touch, is to me quite inexplicable. The dip of the

keys is about three quarters of an inch ; and when,

by summoning all the physical force at your command

you do succeed in getting down one good handful

of harmony, you feel that you have accomplished

something really praiseworthy. But if required iu

keep it there for any considerable length of time, you

instinctively look around for something heavy to

hang on the keys while you are gelling rested for

the next chord. With the exception of one " Sil-

berman," I have not yet heard the most celebrated

organs of Germany ; but those I have heard do not

seem to me to excel in point of tone many of Apple-

ten's, Erben's, or Firth & Hall's best. The organ

at Pauline Kirche is the largest in Leipsic. gilbi r-

man, many years since deceased, was the great or-

gan builder of Germany, and to see a " real Silber-

man," is considered here worth making a long jour-

ney. Me built forty six organs during his life. The

one in Freiburg, Saxony, (nut Friburg, Switzerland

—that boasts quite another kind of notoriety, and t

hope to be able to write a few words about it when

I see it,) and one in the king's church at Dresden,

are 6elebrated. The latter cost about fourteen thou-

sand dollars, W. B. B,
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noting Boys of Wrsiminste

It may not, perhaps, be known to all ofmy young

friends, thai in the largest and most splendid of the

;>al churches m Europe— lhatis, the cathedrals

—Lhecbuii is composed entirely of males. Noi a

femali sn. J!ut, do you ask, have

- or treble, at all ! Sea, they have,

and u very rich and beautiful soprano ii is, too : bill

sung entirely by boys. Now i

d, and noi quite according

to the course thai nature has seemed to lay down

—

to dispense entirely with the beautiful voices of the

hi hardly wish to be found

ing such a practice ; but here n seems to have

been an old and long established custom, the propri-

ety or impropriety of which is not my business now
—my object, at present, being merely 16

record facte of interest and the effects produced.

•• lads, whose ages vary from nine to fourteen

or fin . are regularly educated to thi

vice of the church. They are chosen when very

young, and frequently from families in the humbler

Walks of life. Auprightly, intelligent lad, with a

sometimes obtain a situation for

i musical education, with a

salary proportionate to their services, and this be-

oomes their profession. When of age, they g

ly bee ot musical professors, and ma-

ny have risen to influence and rjistinctioni Some of

the g i nposere that the world ever owned,

were once poor " cathedrad boys." Among the

most distinguished of such may be mentioned the

immortal Handel and J. Sebastian Bach.

When ih> Hrsl enter the church, at the be-

ginning ol the bi u hardly h

a smile at the astonishing uonttast there is between
their d ! their countenances. The former,

a hint.', white robe, buttoned close around Ihci

like a shirt, ami reaching down to their feel—n-ive

you an idea of a .solemn psocession of miniature

ring the church : while the hater,

any thing but solemnity, make you think

old proverb about the improbability there is of

finding ' old heads on young shoulders;' for it

roguish lads, in their

habiliments evi n, to hiob serious, at it would

be lor the older and m e ones to

boyhood.

Hut their ed wonderful; and I should

nued to wonder until now at what I heard

to ^ had i not since heard bo

much ol tli in Germany. The
peculi irly 8W( el and (in. ,, but

euder them perfectly

enchanting. In
, when we speak of hoy's

variably a with it the

b, or noisy performani i

far fi an( | BWeet , | ,

i [hade erheard by our most beautiful supra*
no singers, wi i formed with still

m " ,; '

• the in ble

and alio
; the men, the tenor and ba ; and with

such a perfect blending of all tbe to on •

grand whole, that the Ii tenei
i v. Inch most

.ire—Ihe rich, full, and Tvlldm-
Iflg volume of harmony, or the beautiful, (lowing,
and peaceful melody.— Youth's Cabinet.

m ike Boston Olive Branch.

KINDNESS.

How many thousands of essays and homilies

been written since this world began its ponderous

whirling, in praise of kindness! How much of the

it poetry has been dedicated to it, while the

heart of the poet has been wrapt m its inspiring con-

templation I How- much is said about it in the pul-

pit, by the press, and in our holi-day proclamai

How- often is it inculcated in the sabbath school, in

the day school, and even by dignified professors, be-

fore the college class ! Gray-h smen, too,

in the national halls of debate, will indulge in an oc-

casional epissode,—especially whin death has strick-

en one of their number from the living,—depicting

in the most heaven-wrought lai ie gracious-

ness of this virtue ! Parents, also, teach it to their

children, when in Ihe cradle of infancy, so that there

is not one, however young, who has not been taught

to treat even pussy, with kindness? And who of

our pupils, in their teen hood, have not written at

• lie sheet of "composition" on this delightful

subject t Never, perhaps, was there a topic so thor-

oughly canvassed or comprehended, intellectually as

this. Each one, too, thinks thai he possesses and

practices it. Even those at hitter hostility, "full of

all uncharitableness," towards each otner, indulge

in mutual criminations of a want of it.

Now, the simple truth is, that kindness is a mat-

ter very easily understood, theoretically, as a princi-

ple in the science of ethics or moral philosophy.

reat difficulty consists in its practical applica-

tion to the every day intercourse of life. It happens

unfortunately, that when most needed,—when its

exercise would go far towards rounding oil' many of

pillar comers of life,— it is then the hardest

lime to make drafts on this quality of the moral na-

n. re. and if made, they are more likely to be pro-

lested. Those most eloquent in its praise, are pow-

erless in iis exercise, when golden opportunities,

sin h as angels would covet, present themselves, In-

juries and affronts must be resented : so the heart,

in its lolly, is apt to think. Scarcely one in a liun-

the heart's promptings to avenge

wrong and insi.lt ;—scarcely one in a thousand has

so much moral magnanimity as to he able to over-

ihe temptation to retaliate— to hearken, obe-

diently, to the "still small voice" which whispers

"Forbear— Behind!" Hate rankles in the bosom,

pride lifts op the head .scornfully, and ihe soul dis-

dains to bow to the genile, uiihrilliant offices oflove,

kindness, foibea i

H»W much inorecireiimslai.ee is there, in sending

a challenge written in blood, or in the spirit of blood,

inciting to mortal combat, than ll

in weeping ovei
I

,— in overlook

ing, burying and forgetting the injuries done . and

when you come m contact with the offender, not to

becloud and knit your brow with at heart

palpitating with vim! . bul meet him with a

countenance auroral with benignity and fqi

this the way of ihe world,—did this spirit live

in and animate ihe hreasl,— ihe whole human family

would he friends. Hut what phantasy, what fools

lip language is this

—

all mankind friend ' \ world

so full of unkinduess, in its Protean forma, separating

orhoods, and churches, and household

<

:— a World s > full ol' the wrong! of uokiltd-

lative a figure in the

u !

Jim though thi. be true, there may yet he an ap-

proximation in each indii spirit

foundation of all ihe \

. is love to (.'oil and line io all

.lures. So, t: l,,\e he in the

its fruits will he '

oid to

ii.ee add
.

and io brotherly kindness; and to hi

ly kindu ty : he that lacketh these thi

in w Inch these \ist in

the extent Io « Inch ihe spirit

of kindness governs ihe lifi

We are almost tempted to indulge in a moral rev-

erie, as our in. n. I recurs, in i onn< ction with this sub-

ject, to the will -e on earth, good will to

• the most significant

and beautiful ever uUered by the founder of Cbris-

v u character and the

beauty. I aili lent Or

modern eras. Nearly two thousand years have

elapsed since these divine words wire spoken, and,

alas ! it is noi saying loo much againsl hope, that ihe

world is even now removed two thousand year, from

that great moral climacteric, when all men shall he

linked together, heart to heart, in one golden band

of kindness, sympathy, reciprocity ; "when nations

shall beat their swords into plough-shares, and their

into pruning- hoc. ks. neither learn war any

mote ; when mercy and truth shall meet together,

righteousness and peace kiss each oilier ;" when the

children of the earth "shall go out with joy, and be

led forth with peace, the mountains and the hills

break forth into singing, and all the trees of the field

clap their hands ; when instead of the thorn shall

come up the fir-tree, and instead of the brier shall

come op the myrtle-tree," and when, throughout

all the habitations, and highways, and hill-tops of

the earth, shall resound the ascription of "Holiness

to the Lotd ' Glory to God in the highest; on earth

peace, good will to men.

<n tin Saturday Rambler.

r.fftTls of .Music on Martin Lather.

D'Anhiiie, in his history of the Reformation, gives

ihe following narration concerning ihe effects of mu-
sic upoif Luther. The incident look place while he

was in a convent. He was himself a good musician,

and exceedingly fond of the ai 1.

"One da; tie with sadness', he shut him-

self in Ins e, II, and, lor several days and nights, Buf-

fered no one to approach him. One of Ins ft.

y about him, took with

him some young boys' choral sii .! went and

I at the door of his cell. .\,. ned or

red. Ederobergor brake open the door, and

found Luther stretched on the floor, u ithout an .

ol hie. Ihs friend tried in vain to recall his .^,

Then the young eh. sweet

hymn. Tht acted like a charm on the

poor monk, to whom music had always been a soureo
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of delight, and by deg

The salul is of music upon the sick h we

oi'i. mi been observed. Plairitive airs, well perforate !,

whethi voice or- instruments, will nol nnfre-

queiitly sootlie and quiet the in rvous system,

all ordinary means fail. Raving maniai i have beeti

subdued in this way. Ch leTful music is. often' good

in cases of melancholj and low spirits. It should he

taught in every family., ami in ail of our school

ii is gi thai there is in our country at the

lit time a fast-growing love for this heaven-born

art.

The Orphean .Family.

A company consisting of two gentlemen and two

ladies, who claim a high rank as vocalists, com-

menced a series of Concerts at Minervian Hall,

No. 330 Washington Street, on Saturday evening

last. We had tin- pleasure'of attending the private

exhibition held on Thursday evening, and wecannot

withhold the expression of our delight in listening to

the different pii •

> i e d . Quartetts and du-

etts were executed with most accurate accord, and

solo's of rich melody. The selections were varied and

tasteful. While all of the pieces were of an anima-

ted character, some were exceedingly humorous.

—

No intelligent audience could fail to be gratified

• with the music of the Orphean Family.— Odd Fel-

low,

Donizetti, the Composer.

This eminent man, who, as our readers arc doubt-

less aware, has been for a considerable time past af-

flicted with mental derangement, is at present resid-

ing under the care of his nephew, in an asylum near

Paris. ' The following particulars, related by a

friend who recently visited him, will doubtless, In-

read with interest :
' The other evening we went

to pay a visit to poor Donizetti. His nephew, An-

drea, an amiable young man, devotedly attached to

his uncle, is unremitting in his attendance on the in-

teresting invalid. When we arrived, Donizetti was

in the garden, seated in a large arm-chair. He held

in his hand a bunch of flowers. His head was in-

clined downward ; but his countenance was inani-

mate. He seemed, as it were, to be dreaming

awake. In the garden a little parterre o'f verdure

and flowers is reserved for his use ; and on one side

there is a marquee, into which he occasionally re-

hires to shelter himself against the chilling hreeze

or the scorching rays of the sun. When we spoke

to him, he gazed on us with an expression of inter

est. It would appear that the sight of his friends'

created in his mind a feeling of sadness, for I ob-

served a tear glistening in his eye. M. Ricordi

spoke to him of Italy ; of his native city Milan.

—

Donizetti then half closed his eyes, and an expres-

sion of deep melancholy overspread his countenance.

He seemed to say within himself, ' Pity me ! I am

very miserable!' A few moments afterwards he

rose from his chair, and we conducted him into the

--house. His nephew sat down to the piano and

sounded a few chords. Donizetti then became more

cheerful, and whilst his nephew continued to play he

marked the tune with his foot. This fact led me to

hope that bis case is not so desperate as at first ap-

prehended. Walking, or any kind of motion, has a

favorable effect upon htm. Riding in a carriage

seems to lie the smt of movement which agrees with

him best. He has been taken out for carriage drives

about ten times within the last month, and on none

of the occasions did he manifest the least fatigue or

impatience ; on the contrary, the excursions evident-

ly afforded him pleasure. His mental malady does

not appear to have affected his bodilv health genei

ally. His color is fresh, and his countenance has no

trace of feebleness. Ill's right arm is almost paral-

yzed ; but bis leers, though exceedingly weak, have

not lost all their muscular power. The seat of the

disease is in the back of the head, and the dorsal

spine is alTteted. Medical science daily accomplish-

es so tnanv miracles, that, even though Donizetti

should never he perfectly cured, we may still hope

to see his present sad condition greatly ameliorated.'

THE RIVER OF EIFE.

Gliding down life's rapid river,

Hurrying onward, onward, ever,

Tarrving for a moment never

;

See the years fly last.

O for a charm or spell to stay them !

But one moment to delay them,

Just while memory might, array them

Round the shadowy past.

Sure they stay !— Bright eddies dasbing,

In the glorious sunlight flasbing,

Silver circles, crossing, crashing,

Light, and fresh, and free.

See ! tbc very skies above them,

Bending, bless, caress and love them
;

Onward still : no smiles can move them
From their goal, the sea.

Stealing on the wave before ns,

Fall night shadows dimly o'er us,

And an echo rinos sonorous,

From the sounding sea.

Speaks a voice that is not mortal,

Who is this by Deaths dim portal,

Under angel's bright escortal,

Near the solemn sea ?

And the waters, answering never,

Still keep hurryinir onward ever,

And in silence Life's deep river,

Meets the silent sea.

Cleaveland Herald.

Origin of tnc Marseillaise Hymn.
The following account of this National Hymn, of

jhe French, is from Larnartine's History of the Gi

rondins :

" The Marseillaise retains the echo ofa song of vic-

tory"; and also a cry of death : it is glorious as one.

dismal as the other. Here is its origin:

There was at that time (1797) a young artillery of-

ficer in garrison at Strasbourg. His name was Ron-

jet de Lisle. He .was horn at Louis-le-Saulnier, in

the Jura, a country of meditation and energy, as are

all mountain districts. Tins young man loved war

as a soldier, and the Revolution as a thinker ; he be-

guiled by verses and music the weary impatience of

the garrison. Much sought alter for his double talent

ol a masieian l familiarly the

and a pat-

riol \i atian, Dietrich's v, ife and daughters pt

m for patriot ism and I ution.

They loved the y< inspiration

to his heart, his poetry, his muei . weie the

first v, bo pet formed hj an I thoughts,

full of confidence in the earlj

nins.

It was the winter of 1798. Famine raged at Stras-

bourg. Dietrich' e hu-

gal, but hospitably opi i to oujel de Lisle. The

j buns officer seate'd himself there at night and mor-

like a son or brother pf the family. One night

there was only garrison bread and a few slices of

smoked ham on the table; Dietrech, looking at Des

Lisle with a melancholy serenity, -aid,

'There is a lack of abupdan.ee at our meals; but

what matters it if then- be no lack of' enthusiasm at

our civic festivals, or of courage in the hearts of our

soldiers'! I have still a last bottle ol wine in mycel-

ial-. Let it bo brought,' said he to one of his daugh:

ters, ' and let us drink it to liberty and our country.

Strasbourg will -
I locelebrateia patriotic cer-

emony, arid De Lisle must find in its last drop

of thoi e hymns \\ hich carry into the soul of the peo-

ple that intoxication from which if lias sprung!'

The young girl applauded his words, brought the

wine, and filled the glasses of their old father and

the young officer until ihe liquor was exhausted. It

was midnight ; the night was cold. De Lisle wasa
dreamer: his heart was affected, hi- bend was heat-

ed. The eold seized upon him; with unsteady steps

he entered his solitary chamber. He slowly sought

inspiration, now in the beating of hi- citizen heart,

now on the keys ofhis piano; now composing the air

before the words, now the wordsbefore the air; and

in such a manner associating (hem in his thought,

that he could not himself say which was created first

music or verse, and until it was impossible to sepa-

rate the poetry from the music, and the sentiment

from expression.. He aarfg all, wrote nothing.

Overpowered by this sublime inspiration, he fell

asleep with his head on the piano, arid did not awake
till day. The song of the night relurued to his mem-
ory with difficulty, like the impression of some

dream. He wrote down woids and rnusie, and has-

tened to Dietrech. lie found him in his gardendigi

gingup winter lettuce.,. i I ..Id patriot's wife and

daughters had not yet risen. Dietrech awoke the:'.',

and sent for some friends like himself passionately

fond of music, and capable ofpe

sang, Dielrech's eldest daughter panied him.

At the first stanza, all their counl ..pah.-;

at the second, tears flowed ;
at the last stanza, the

wildness of enthusiasm burst forth. Dielrech's wife

and daughters, the old man liiinself, iiis friends, tin;

young officer, threw lh< m ele into each

other's nuns. The hymn of the i was found!

But, alas! it was al-o destined to be the hymn of ter-

ror. Unfortunate Dietrech, a ' v m uhs

walked to tin- scaffold, to the sound oi those very

notes which had u b at his hearth from the

heart of his friend and the voices of his -

:

The new - • d - et wanta

at Strasbourg, flew from "wn to town, to all the pop-

ular orchestras. Marseilles adopted it to be sung at

the commencement and close of the sitting.-, of its
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clubs. The Marsejllais spread it through France

by singing it on their way U) Pans. From tin.-

came the name of MarsoiU

The old mother ol' 1)'- LUIe, a royalist, terrified ai

the echo of her son's voice, wrote to him. 'What is

this revolutionary hymn which is rang by a horde

of brigands travelling through France, and with

which thy nma is teeoeialejdt
1 l)e Lisle himself,

MOeeritM .1 as a royalist, shuddered as he heard it re-

•omul in his ears as a menace of death, when flying

along the peib-wsyi of the high Al|>s.

•What do ih.y call this hymn '" demanded he of

Ins guide

tiUaue," replied the peasant.

It was thus that be learned the name of his own

work*. He waa pursued by the enthusiasm which he

had sown behind him. He escaped death with diffi-

culty. The weapon turns against the hand which

has forged it. The revolution in its madness no lon-

ger recognised her own voice.

.iiiisirnl Compoun.

GLUO— In order to warm his imagination, and trans-

port himself to Aulia, <>r Sparta, was accustomed to

place himself in the middle of a beautiful meadow. In

this situation, with a Piano before him, and a bottle of

Champaigne by bis side, he wrote bistwo"Iphigeniaa,"

his "Orpheus," and other works.

SAIITI—On the contrary, required a spacious, dark

room, dimly illuminated by a lamp suspended from the

ceiling' and it was only in the most silent hours of

night he could summon musical ideas

CIM AKOSA—Was fond of noise; he liked to have

his friends about him when he composed. Frequently

in the course of a single night be wrote the subjects

of ei<'ht or ten charming airs, winch he afterwards fin-

ished in the rnidst of his friends.

CHERUBIN1—Was in the habit of composing when

surrounded by company. If Ins ideas did flow very

freely, he would borrow a pack of playing cards, and

fill up the pijis with faces caricatured, and all kinds of

humorous devices, for he was as ready with his pencil

as his pen, though not equally great with both.

SACCI1LN1—Could not write a passge except when

his wile was at his side, and unless his cats, whose

playfulness lie admired, were gamboling about him.

PA881ELLO—Composed in bed. It was between

heels that lie planned -'111 Barbiere di Siviglia," "La

Molinara," and other chtfd' ueuvres of ease and grace-

fulness.

ZINGARELLI—Would dictate his music after read-

ing passage in one of the fathers of the church, or in

some Latin classic.

HAYDN—Solitary and sober as Newton, putting1 on

his finger, the rinc sent him by Frederic 1 1, and which

he sod was necessary to inspire his imagination, sal

down to his Piano] audio a very few moments soared

imonir the choir. Nothing disturbed bun at Bisenatadt,

the seal of Prince Ksleihizy; he lived wholly for his

tempi from worldly cares and olten said that he

slways enjoyed himselfmost when he was at work.

—

I In i iiiiiim nn.
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Dr. H G. Barrus, one of our former assistants, is

associated in the editorship o! the World of Music" at

Claremont N. H. The Doctor is an excellent judge of

musical matters, and a good writer on the whole sub-

ect. He will contribute much to the popularity of the

Journal. The Doctor is much esteemed by those who

know him best, and none more esteem hiin than our-

sv\C~~ Boston Olive Branch.

•Philharmonic Journal.

the miser have his gold, and the man of

honor hi* emblem of renown, hut let mv portion

be tbe boon of friendship*, secured within some

faithful heart, in which pence, contentment, and

v virtue, reign perpetually supreme.

For the Philharmonic Journal.

Bangor, Me.
t

Oct. lrjffc. 1848.

Messrs. Editors : — We presume the friends of

music generally will he glad to learn that we are do-

ing something for its improvement, and to increase

an interest in the subject in this part of the state.

A few individuals in th ; s city, wishing to brinrr the

henfits of a musical Convention within the reach of

lovers of the art in ibis vicinity, concluded to invite

IB. F. Baker Esq., of Boston, well known to the

public as a successful teacher of music, to come to

this place in October and give a short course of lec-

tures to the class that should assemble, hoping in

this wav to give an impulse to the matter that would

be lasting.

Accordingly, on the tenth inst. Mr. Baker ar-

rived, accompanied by two young ladies and a gen-

tleman assistant, and the class commenced its ses-

sion. On the eleventh the Convention organized un-

der the name of The Penobscot Musical Association,

and made choice of the following officers :— Win.

H. Mills, President; Sidney K. Howard, Vice Pres-

ident; E. F. Duren, Secretary and Treasurer ; Jo-

seph Forbes, A. P. Guild, Wm, Arnold, of Bangor;

A. S. French, of Dex»er ; Lysander Hartwell, of

Milo; James Cobiim, of Orono ; Ora Oakman, of

Corinth, Directors.

As was expected, the class was small at first, but

increased as the lectures progressed. The session

lasted three days, during which time the class was

exercised in singing sacred music with critical re-

marks from Mr. Baker, tending to improve the style

of singing church music, and make it conform to the

most improved manner of peiformance. He also

made such remarks as the briefness of the time

would allow on the subject of Elementary teaching,

and other matters connected with a musical educa-

tion. On Thursday night the meeting closed with

a concert, mostly of Sacred Music, consisting of So-

los, Duetts, Quartetts and Choruses, which was ve-

ry acceptable to the audience. Especially would

w e notice the solos of Miss Hill and Mr. Baker, and

the duett "Adam and Eve," from the Creation,

Bung by them. Miss Hill's star is in the ascendant,

and promises to shine with a brilliancy that shall at-

tract the admiration of all lovers of the beautiful :

at least this is our prediction.

The Association separated mutually pleased, hop-

ing for a longer and larger meeting the coming sea.

son. * • •

Effects of Music on Elephants.

Of all animals, man alone excepted, tbe Elephant

is the most susceptible of musical sounds. Pliny,

Plutarch, Suetonius, and Buflbn, record singular an-

ecdotes of ihe fondness of this half reasoning quad-

ruped for music, and we present an account of a con-

cert which was given to two elephants in Paiisit

1800 or 7. The orchestra was placed above in a

gallery, with a trap door in tbe floor to permit the

sound to escape downward. This took place in the

Botanic Gardens and excited great curiosity. All

ihe influence and wealth of Paris were present.

On the first sounds of the music, the elephants,

which were male and female, walked around the en-

closure—then direcied their trunks to the trap door,

raiding themselves on their hind legs They now

appeared alarmed, but after a few seconds resumed

their usual calmness, and abandoned themselves to

the delights winch the music afforded them.

The air was then changed, and one of a savage

and rude nature was sudstiluted, and that music pos-

sessed influence over them was immediately evident.

They approached the bars of the cage, twisted them

with their trunks, and pushed agnir.st them vi,,

lently with their bodies ; ihev exhibited symptoms

[of pain and rage,—-they seemed to be acting under

the influence of some agent over which they had no

control. On the air being changed, and a soft and

languishing measure played, the female elephant

seemed to suffer most. She exhibited every sign of

strong and passionate fondness for the male. But

the most striking and astonishing effects were pro-

duced by Marseilles Hymn. As soon as the orches-

traslruck up, they uttered sounds of joy, and then

melancholly intonations. They appeared to be un-

der the fe.ar of soirre expected calamity, and were

preparing to meet it with fortitude. The tune was

again changed, and the plaintive pensive notes pro-

duced corresponding effects. We think it can not

be doubted that dumb beasts are more or less affect-

ed by musical tones. H. G. B.

The Mrndflssohn Society.

A society with the above name was organized some

two or three months since in Orford, composed of the

prominent singers belonging to eight or ten towns in

this State and Vermont. It is designed to take the lead

in the improvement of Sacred Music by introducing a

higher order of music, selected from the standard works

of Handel, Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, and others uf

as high order.

We congratulate them in their successful organization

of the society, and hope that the expectations of its

friends will be more than realized. Its officers are as

follows :

—

R. S. Howard, ofThetford Vt., President; A. P.

Gould, of Picrmont N. II., and M. Belcher, of Brad-

ford, Vt. Vice Presidents; Solon G Smith, of Thetford

Vt., Secretary; Thomas Perkins, of Lyme N. M. Treas-

urer; T. M. Dewey, ol Orford, N. H. Music Director;

and a Standing Committee of six.

We decline publishing "Stubb's" communication.

It is not written in good style, and of course it fails

to meet our approval. His name is a necessary ap-

pendage.
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Mr. E, F. Duren of Bangor, Me. is agent for the

Philharmonic Journal, and is authorised to receive

suhscriptions and money for the same.

"Bay State" is informed that his article can not

be published until he gives his real name and pays

his postage.

We learn by our exchanges that Messrs. Board-

man & Gray of Albany, Piano Forte Manufacturers,

have invented an Attachment which they have

named Dolce Campana, that altogether surpasses in

beauty and richness of tone, the celebrated Attach-

ment invented by Coleman.

It is our duty to apologise to our readers this

week for not getting the Journal out on the day

of publication. Our printer was taken sick soon

after the last number was issued, and it put. us

two days behind in our work, and, to avoid los-

ing more time, we laid aside several valuable ar-

ticles and communications for the next, and inser-

ted more advertisements than usual. For the fu-

ture, we shall limit our advertising department to

one page and less if it is advisable ; and our lii>t

of agents will be inserted only once in three months.

Beethoven's Sinfonia Eroiea.

It is not generally known that Beethoven intended

to have dedicated his "Sinfonia Eroiea" to Bonaparte,

entitling it the "Sinfonia Napoleon." When the

news, however, arrived, that the first consul was

about to assume the title of emperor, the bluff musi-

cian exclaimed :
—'-'0 Oh ! he is making an emperor

of himself, is he? then he is no better than the rest

of them. He shall not have my symphony!" Shock-

ing old radical / No wonder he died poor.

Our thoughts, like the waters ofthe sea, when ex-

haled towards Heaven, will lose all their bitterness

and saltness, and sweeten into gentle showers of

love and kindness upon our fellow-men.

AMUSEMENTS.

The Dramatic Museum, just opened in Beach St.,

Boston, under the direction of Messrs. Hamilton and

Stone, is a beautiful building, and the exhibitions are

well patronized.

Hutchinc.s' Panorama of the Mediterranean is

well patronized, and will shortly leave the city. It is

on exhibition at the Masonic Temple, Tremont St.

The Styerm'arkische Family, are taking the town

by storm, and perform to delighted assemblies.

The Orphan Family have been doing the musical

to select, and report says also, enraptured audiences.

The Boston Museum has presented the "Vennoizc

Children" every afternoon for a fortnight, and multi-

tudes left the building because they could not obtain

seats.

- The City is crowded with amusements, all of a very

respectable character, and each sharing in the attend-

ance of very respectable audiences. H. G. B.

Musical Clock.

Mr. Tymme, of Brooklyn, has constructed a clock

which can play twenty-four tunes, commencing a

new one every hour. It is six feet in height, and oc-

cupies a space eighteen inches wide. The dial is

ten inches in diameter, and it has the twelve signs of

the zodiac painted on it. The face is cased with el-

egant and beautiful chased work, and the whole cost

is one hundred and thirty dollars.

—

N. Y. Organ.

Luther's Estimate of Music.

" Whoever, despises music, I am displeased with

him. Next to theology, I give a place to music ; for

thereby all anger is forgotten, the devil is driven a-

way, and melancholy and many tribulations, and

evil thoughts are expelled. It is the solace of a des-

ponding mind."

Please to send in your orders for the Journal.

Liszt, the Pianist, is about to be Married to the

Princess Wittgenstein, a young widow., with an im-

mense fortune.

Perform a good deed—speak a kind word—bestow

a pleasant smile—and you will receive the same in

return. The happiness you bestow upon others is

reflected back to your own bosom.

" Pa, is the President fond of music?" "Why,
my son?" " Because, one of the papers said Mr.

Ritchie conducted his organ

A Musical Convention has been in session in Roch-

ester, N. Y., for some time past, under the direction

of Mr. Lowell Mason. The discussion, addresses,

\

&c, are said to have awakened quite an interest up-

on the subject.

Henri Hertz, the celebrated pianist, has determined

upon opening a school for musical instruction in New
York, on the European plan.

TEACHER'S CLASS,.

BY B. F. BA£ER & I. B. WOODBURY.
The second annual meeting of the Teacher's Class

will be held at Cliremont on Tuesday the 2Sth, of No-

vember next at ten o'clock A. M., to continue four

days, at which time a course of lectures will be given

on the following branches -

1. Lecture on the best method of teaching the Ele-

ments of Vocal Music to Singing Schools and Classes.

2. Practice of Church Music, in which the different

styles of Psalmody, such as Chants, Psalm Tunes, An-

thems, &c, will be illustrated.

3. Lectures on Harmony, as taught in the best schools

in Europe.

* 4. Practice of Glees, Madrigals, Quartetts, &c, ac-

companied by remarks on the peculiar style of Glee

Singing.

5. Lectures on the developement and cultivation of

the Voice.

The Singing of Solfeggios will be accompanied by

such remarks and criticisms as will be thought most

useful to those engaged in teaching music.

All Clergymen are invited to attend free of charge.

Likewise ladies who are singers.

Tickets to admit a Gentleman. $> 3,00.

Any individual who is a member of this Class, or

their class in boston will be entitled to a free ticket.

Oct. 25, 1848. B.F.Baker,

I. B. Woodbury.

FOR SALE,
A superior toned French Horn : has been but little used,

and is as (rood as new. Price fifteen dollars.

Also a fine toned Alto Trombone with ivory mouthpiece;
this instrument has been hut little used, and is also as
good as new. Price eight dollars.

For further particulars address the Boston Editor of tbii

paper at 417 Washington Street, care of Hallet, Davis

& Co.

All persons having business with the Boston Ed-

itor of the Journal, can address us personally, or by

letter, at the Piano Forte Warerooms of Messrs.

Hallet, Davis, & Co., 417 Washington St., or at

our residence, 72 Pleasant Street, Boston.

We give our personal attention to the selection of

all kinds of musical instruments, and of the various

and popular musical publications of the day. All

orders addressed to us as above, post paid, will re-

ceive our prompt attention.

H. G. BARRUS.

T. B. PARKER,
Teacher of Vocal Music, and the Orirnn,

Respectfully tenders his professional seivees to the Com-
munity at large. Organs. Piano Fortes, &c , tuned with
care and precision. Address Cornish Flat, N. H. 10-3m

G. W. MEBBIFIELD,

School and Miscellaneous Hooks, Stationery, kt,., kt.

SHEET MUSIC, ATTI?' Sr?TCrING BOOKS
OF All. KINDS.

-No. 1 Dirl-ivsrw's Blnrl;. Trenton t Square.

CLAREMONT, N. H.
COUNTRY MERCHANTS SUPPLIED AT BOSTON PRICES.

23:1 V

Just Published.
WOODRURV'S YOUTH'S SONG ROOK, designed for
"' Schools, Classes, and the Social Circle ; containing a-

liout 100 Sonars selected from the best foreign and Ameri-
can Authors, to which are prefixed a progressive course of
Elememary instruction in music, by I. B. -Woodbury.

Price $2,00 per doz. Teachers furnished with copies for
examination, without charge.
ALSO, in press, a new Sacred Music Book, by B. F. Ba-

ser, and I. B. Woodbury
W. J. REYNOLDS, & CO.,

20 Cornhill.
5:— Gt Boston

'L-TfV-'"' «*J3

DAVID TAYLOR, JR.,
DEALER IN

PIANO FOUTES,
Seraphincs, Aeolians, Melodeons, Instruction Books,

SHEET MUSIC, &C, &C,
CLAREMONT, N. H.

s The above Instruments will be sold at Boston Prios

A LL persons who are indebted to us for the World
i:V of Music, are requested to make immediate pa y-

ment. It is important that all Ihe debts due Silsby
& Co. should be settled as soon as possible.

Sept. 19, 1848. S. SILSBY.
S. T. SILSBY.

THE Subscriber has just received a lot of 'Timbrels.

'

a new Sino-in<r Book by B. F.Baker and I.B.Wood-
bury, which he offers by the doz , or single copies, at
prices which cannot fail to suit purchasers.

Also, the " Philharmonic," a new Glee Book by B.
F. Baker. Please call and examine specimen copies at

G. W. Merrificld's Bookstore.

S. SILSBY.
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ANTHEM AND CHANT,
Suitable for commencement of Public services, Dedication, &c.
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Chapter u.

The month of September 1848 will doubtless be

remembered by the weather docters of New Eng-

land as one of the most rainy, uncomfortable Sep-

tembers that it has been their lot to record for along

ruu of years, The change from summer to mature

embrownd autumn was strangely sudden, from which

the contemplatative mind may draw a rich lesson of

instruction. Yet although the weather which pro-

duced this sudden transformation, has been of a na-

• ture to create melancholy feelings, still the varied

and beautiful garniture of the forest, field and grove

should make ample amends, to every lover of the

beautiful.

As I sit here in my music room I seem to imagine

myself surrounded by thelites and royalty of old

Spain ; as every tree, save the ever-greei^ from the

hardy oak, to the softlier linwood, comes forth on

each returning morn, with dress and aspect changed

but changed only for the day, to be forthwith suc-

ceeded by another of deeper hue. Our forest trees

never looked so beautiful as now ; and I w-ould not

forego ihe pleasure of viewing the rich coloring of

their foliage, thus graduated their every variety of

shade, from the deep scarlet of the maple, to the

pale green and yellow of the birch and walnut nicely

relieved with the ever green pine and hemlock

—

for a whole year of city life with all its facilities for

improvement—its stately edifices—its amusements

—

its noise, commotion, mangling and strife.

But let ns not forget, that, while surrounded by

this gorgeous draper of nature, another change, and

yet another, awaits the whole vegetable kingdom.

That " leaves have their time to fall, and fall they

surely will, however unwilling we may be for the

sacrifice, into the quiet bosom of the earth, to quick-

en anew the blooming flower of spring—mysterious

Incomprehensible. Who can fathom the wisdom,

power and goodness of God?

The teaming earth, the rolling flower,

The lightning's flash and blooming flower,

The growing fruit, the swelling bud,

Bespeak His wisdom, love and power.

As I view this pleasant valley stretching away to

the southward, with its borders clad in this lovely re-

galia, with the beautiful Connecticut gently travers-

ing its centre, dividing it in twain and faithful mir-

roring the beauties on either side, even the slip litest

shade and coloring ; I am in imagination, transform-

ed to an inhabitant of an oriental clime, or to the val

ley of the Arno, and anon fancying myself among
the sacred mountains with all their softening and

sanctifying influences, or it may be quietly reposing

in the festooned verandah of an India island chief,

wooing the sea breeze from the ocean, or the delight-

ful land zephyr from the groves of the nutmegs and

the palms.

But I am suddenly called home from this dream-

land by the rumbling of the engine that is just heav-

ing in sight, upon our new Passurnpsic R. R.—her-

alded by the shrill steam whistle— and the capering

of the cows and colts, at sight of this strange animal,

the like of which they never saw before, and am
also reminded that my letter should have been de-

scriptive of musical teaching, rather than of fores!

scenery.

I was speaking in my last chapter, of the manner
or mode adopted by Mr. B. in subduing an assem-

blage of unquiet spirits, calling themselves pupils of

a common singing school. After detailing the cir-

cumstances of his engagement, previous character of

he school, &c. Mr. B. said " I went into the school

room as I usually do in cases where no such troubles

existed, and found all quiet. This state of things

continued some time after opening the school, during-

the time I was remarking upon the subject of music

teaching—our mutual dependence on each other, in

order to assure success, &c, but this quiet, was not

of long duration. The evils ofbad parentabmanage-

ment, soon began to show themselves, which increas-

ing to an extent which rendered the idea of remain-

ing, entirely out of the question.- I closed the school

for the evening. At the next regular school I met

them in a similar quiet manner, as though nothing

had occurred aside from the ordinary course of things

in other schools. The same result appeared—and

more immediate, and as before I announced the ex-

ercises closed ; and appointed the time of next school

—this course continued for several evenings, till

signs of reform were apparent—but each time at the

first appearance of disorder I elosed the school, as at

first. Finally a decision was formed, that they were

not getting the worth of their money, and '' 'twould-

'nt do" &c.—the result was, a talk, with the leading

spirits of the rebellion, wherein I told them I came
ionly to teach music r but it could not be taught in such

confusion, hence my course of dismissing &e. They
all with " one accord," saw this matter in its true

light, reformed and a profitable school was the re-

sult. T. M. D.

Orford, Oct. 25, 1848.

MUSICAL ANECDOTES.
From the Musical Review.

Mrs Hemans's praise of music —"Mrs. Ileman?
spoke with enthusiasm of many admirable descrip-

tions of its effects to be found in the works of our

great writers, themselves not remarkable for any ex-
oraordinary attachment to the art ; in particular, of

one possagein Valerius, which I had long treasured

—that which describes the Roman soldiers, at the

door of the prison where the christian captives arc
confined, listening to their evening hymn, and speak-
ing of the music which they had heard played mapy
a night, with hautboy, and clarion, and dulcimer,
upon the high wall of Jerusalem, while the whole
city was beleaguered.' She repeated the rest of that
fine passage : 'I never heard any music like the mu-
sic of the Jews. Why, when they came down to

join the battle, their trumpets sounded so glorious-
ly, that we wondered how it was posible for iheru

ever to be driven back. And then, when 'heir g&«q
were closed, and they sent' out their dead, thev
would play such solemn, awful notes of lamentation,
that the plunderers stood still to listen, and their

warriors were, delivered to them, with their ma;!
as they had fallen." There is tip free- masonry so
intimate and immediate, I believe, as that which ex-
ists among the lovers of musick :' and though when
we parted I could not tell the colour of her eyes and
hair, I felt that a confidence and a good understand-
ing had arisen between ns, which the discussion of
no subject less fascinating could have excited."

Chorley's Life of Mrs Ilemans.
•r

The Choice of Music—In regard 'to the choice
of proper music for a lady to sing, it nop d only be ob-
served, how many most delightful airs are to' be found
in the compositions of the old master, of so simple
and exquisite construction, as to excite every degree
of pleasure and delight, the mind is capable of receiv-

ing. If we examine the music of the last century,
or even farther back, we shall have good' reason to

believe that the ladies were better musicians than
onrs of the present, notwithstanding our boasted im-
provements and refined laste. It was (hen deemed a

necessary part of education to be able to sing their
part at sight, and from the beautiful simplicity ot
their compositions, I have no doubt but the effect wa«
equal to what could be wished for, and that their
manners also were as unaffected a>the siyle of their
music. Let our daughters then be taught music so
as to understand what they perform, and prrfonn h

more than what fella within the eomposs of their ex-
ecution.
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From the Unionist.

MYSTERIOUS MUSIC.
My letters hitherto have consisted of plain prosaic

details, and may perhaps have led to the conclusion
that this southern country is entirely destitute of le-

gendary interest and romantic incidents ; but, when
I tell you I write in sight of an island once the resort
of Pirates, that their " look out" tree, with evident
traces of their presence still upon it, and men even
now digging for their buried treasures, you will won-
der why these matters have been withheld from your
readers—but even these matters are tame and com-
common-place, when compared with a phenomenon
known on the Coast by the name of the mysterious
music. This music consists of a sound of singular
weelness, which is frequently heard at different

places on the sea shore— it begins about night fall

and continues until morning. What is most singular

13, that the hearer is unable to locate the sound ; at
(Mie moment it is heard« a distance, like the low
Haintive wailing of the wind-harp, at the next it

seems over your head, and anon it is under your feet,

now in the air, then in the water, uniil you are so

completely perplexed as almost to doubt the evidence

of your own senses, and led to conclude that the

trains which strike upon your ear are but an illusion

called up by your fancy. But it is no fancy skecth
;

it has been heard by the fisherman when night has

overtaken him on the waters—under his keel the

voice has been heard like the song of an imprisoned

spirit; wandering landsmen, alone and in groups,
have heard the same strain fall upon their ears, and
your correspondent has purposely declined allusion

lo this strange mysterious music, until he has been
an ear witness of its unearthly melody.

In common with all who have heard it, I am una-
ble to account for it. It is not common to any parti-

cular spot, though some times it may be heard a
the same place for weeks in succession, and may no
revisit the same place for years. The old inhabitants

of this region have a legend which satisfies them as
to th.: origin of this music, and it is sufiicienlly nov-
el I trust, to deserve a place in your pages :

' A lone tune ago, the Pascagoulas and the Biloxes
were the most piomincnt tribes oil our Southern
coast; great rivalry existed between them, and the

Biloxes, having suffered much in several encounters,
were greatly roduced in number. Elated by then
«')<•<-,•><, Ike Paecagoulaa resolved to reduce the rem-
nant ol their lues to servitude, and for this purpose
assembled every warrior ef the tribe. The Hiloxes

beard «fthe storm which waa about to burst upon
them, a council was called, and, although their spirits

were unbroken, when they beheld the small band
winch remained of their 01108 powerful tribe, they

felt that it would be vain to struggle against the

(;r«;iily superior numbers of their foe-,, sod U they

pud in each other faces by the light of llieir last

council lire, they felt that the hour of their doom
was at hand—not however a doom of little servitude

for the fixed sterness of their laces told that ihey

knew how to die. Suddenly a young Chief arose
and said, ' Why sit we here to die like the panther
at bajl why .should our scalp-locks grace the wig-

wains of our foes! The murmuring waters of the

Gulf call us to rest beneath their waves, the Biloxes
can live no longer without dishonor, our only re-
source is to nobly die.'

' A murmur of approbation went round the assem-
bly—and soon the fragments of a once great and pow-
erful tribe were standing in the shade of a grove of
pines which skirted the waters of the Bay, which
slept in the moonlight )n sight of that devoted band.
The stillness of the night was soon broken ; for,

singing their death songs to the plaintive melody of
the Indian flute, the whole band marched into the
Bay. Not a.single note of fear was heard, the wa-
ters closed over them, and they had escaped the de.
gradation meditated by their foes.'

Such is the tale, substantially, as related to me,
and there are many now living who, when they hear
the mysterious music at night-fall stealing over the
waters, think it is the wail of the last remnant of that

tribe, who prefered death to submission. B.
Biloxi Bay, June 16, 1848.

From the Olive Branch.

MAKE PEACE.

BY D. C. COLESWORTHV.
Study to makepeace. If a person is offended with

a course you have pursued, or some act of yours, do
not widen the breach between you by being offish in

his presence, or utter only monosylables when head-
dresses you. If you have reason to behove that hard
feelings exist, be more mild, pleasant and pliable.—
Meet the offender more than half way if necessary to

secure peace and good feelings. Do not wait for

him to come and make concessions, but he willing to

go to him and secure the desirable object. There is

no good reason why all men should not live in peace.

Because you and I have sinned once—erred in judg-
ment, or in any way—it is no reason that we should

not forgive and be forgiven. Let us then study to

make peace, and to keep peace between us forever.

It is a shame that we should quarrel, while we are

children of our Father and are seeking the same
home above.

if you do not make money as fast as some of y..ir

acquaintances, you will have the pleasure of knowing
that none have been made poorer by you. or been lud

to question your integrity. Ol one thing you may
rely

; you will have peace of mind and can sleep
quietly at night.

Those who are not perfectly honest, are often ex-
ceedingly troubled, kat some transaction of which
they have been guilty should come to light. They
feel suspected when no one has the least iniimaiiou

of their characters. The menial suffering which
they experience, you would not pass through fur all

their gold ten times counted.

So thenif merit is not always successful, as it ro-

gards rank or wealth, it brings lo the possessor what
is infinitely better: peace of mind and a good consci-

ence. These are more to be desired than aught else

in this world. We pray you then be virtuous and
you will be rich in the sight of God and angels.

MERIT.

Merit is
%
not always successful. The case is not

rare where a man of loose morals far outstrips his

neighbor in point of rank and wealth. We cannot

tell what a man is by his position in society, or by

the acres of land which he possesses. It is frequent-

ly the case that the slave is a better man than his

master. He may be despised, crushed and degrad-

ed, --still the fire of loveaud truth grows in his bosom.
He is a meek follower of the precepts of the gospel.

I here is a wide difference between the two in this

world ; but not so wide as it may be in the future.

Because merit is so often poorly rewarded in this

lile.let none persevere in a course of vice and decep-

iion. If we could penetrate the vale that hides the

future, we should see the mighty difference between

a life ofgoodness and a life of profligacy and nothing

would tempt us to turn our feet one moment aside

from the narrow path of integrity.

In commencing life, young men should ever have
hi \ iew their accountability to Heaven and let no con-

sideration prompt them to a course of vice. In all

your business transactions, deal justly by others and

BASIC

Every woman who has an aptitude for music or
for singing should bless God for the gift, and culti-

vate it with dilligence; not that she may dazzle
stangers, or win applause from a crowd, but that she
may bring gladness to her own fireside. The influ-

ence of music in strengthening the affections is far

from being perceived by many of its admirers: a
sweet melody binds all hearts together, as it were,
with a golden cord ; it makes the pulses beat in uni-

son, and the heart thrill with sympathy. But the

music of the fireside must be simple and unpretend-
ing

; it does not require brilliancy of execution, but

tenderness of feeling—a merry tune for the young
—a more subdued strain for the aged, but none of
the noisy clap-trap which is so popular in public.

—

It is a mistake to suppose that to enjoy music re-

quires great cultivation; the degree of enjoyment
will, of course, vary with our power of appreciation,

but like all other great iufluences, it is able to attract

even the ignorant ; and this is what the poets taught

when they made Orpheus and his brethren thecivil-

izers of the earth. In cases wheae musical instru-

ments are not within reach, we may modulate our
own voices, and make them give forth sweet sounds;

we may sing those simple strains which require

neither teaching nor skill, but which, if they come
from one heart, are sure, of finding their wny to an-

other.

From the Rambler.

A Chapter on the Fickleness of Human Friendships,

The world is full of mysteries. We are, indeed,

ourselves mysteries, which we cannot solve to our

satisfaction. And some of the most ordinary affairs

within the circle of every-day observation puzzle us

exceedingly with the knotty problems which they

present. We reflect upon them, as presented in a

certain light
; then turn them over in our minds, and

gaze upon them from another point. But all obser-

vation and reflection are alike unsatisfactory. Still

the mysterious cloud settles down upon them and
leaves us as much in gloom and darkness as ever.

Such have been my own feelings, a thousand times,
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when trying to account for the fickleness and instabil-

tv of human attachments. And, judging from the

little observation I have made in the world, human

friendships and human attachments are not, necessa

rily, of long duration How frequently is the sad

truth of this remark verified in the every day walks

of life ! I have seen persons form an acquaintance

with each other, and shortly become the most inti-

mate friends, revealing to each other, as it were, the

most confidential secrets of their own hearts. The

bond of union between them would become so strong

that it would seem nothing could separate it but the

unyeilding power of death. And yet, after all their

professions of constancy and love, I have seen these

same persons first become cold in their civilities, and

finally be the most bitter and unrelenting enemies.

—

Yes, I have seen attachments as ardent and confi-

ding as the human heart is capable of making them,

broken, forever, by the most trivial and unimportant

circumstance, and, apparently, with little regret by

either party. From the most trusting friends, they

at once become the bitterest enemies.

I know not why it is, but attachments surely seem

to be but for a day, so brief is their existence. I am

well aware that this is not always the case; and,

perhaps, never when attachments have their com-

mencement on the true basis. Bui we form many of

our attachments, in this jostling world, without be-

ini* able to assign an adequate reason ;
and it is pos-

sible that these are the ones which are so easily de-

stroyed. Perhaps if we should shun the aeqaintance

and friendship of all except such as are known to

possess intellectual and moral worth, and amiable dis-

positions, we should then become disgusted with but

few of our friends, or forfeit their esteem. This,

perhaps, were the better way, and should be adopted

where it is practicable.

Having said thus much upon the mysteries of bro-

ken friendships, I will add a few remarks, showing

how it is that many attachments are unnecessarily

lost, and may be again renewed, if desirable to the

parties interested

Friendships are frequently ruptured by quick out-

bursts of passionate feeling.'or by a misapprehension

of terms employed in conversation. And all explan-

ations and apologies are afterwards prevented by the

wilful stubbornness of the parties coucerned. Neith-

er will make advances, nor listen to concessions.

—

With them, a thing once said, or done, be it never so

ihoughtlessly, is said or done forever. There is no

more change than in the laws of the Medes and Per-

sians. Now this is always a wrong course—one

that has no shadow of justification, since " to err is

human." Friends should meet, and consult togeth-

er in the spirit of kindness and love, in relation to

any difficulty or misunderstanding that may have ar-

isen between them. In this way difficulties may be

adjusted to the satisfaction of all, and a friendly in-

tercourse prolonged. How much better, for the world,

could this course be adopted !

But another cause of ruptures in long-continued in-

timacies is the supreme selfishness which fills some

persons' breasts, and only needs the occasion, to dis-

play itself in all its horrid deformities. Rather than

sacrifice one cent of this world's riches, many persons

will submit to the loss of their best friends. And

here for the suite of illustration, I feel justified in in-

troducing a personal affair. I once had a warm-

hearted friend, (I hope I have many now,) a young

man of fair natural endowments, and unimpeachable

morals. For years we had been intimate, and had

passed many useful and pleasant hours together.

—

By a chain of^ents not necessary to relate here, I

was accidenily thrown into circumstances where the

payment of the paltry sum of twenty cents, on his

part, would have saved me the liability to pay many

dollars. These circumstances he very well knew,

and likewise my exposedness. He had the money,

and could have paid this small amount without any

abridgement of honor, or compromise of principle, on

his part, whatever. Neither was there any risk, nor,

in the nature of the case, could there be any. Yet

he refused to cancel this little claim for a friend who
knew nothing of the affair at the time. Good fortune,

however, saved me a great bill of expense, though I

felt under no obligations to the young man. On

learning these facts, I addressed him a note, remark-

ing that if he esteemed my friendship of less value

than the miserable pittance of twenty cents, the soon-

er we cut acquaintance the better. And thus ended

our friendship, which had been so protracted and har-

monious. And this is by no means a solitary in-

stance where selfishness, or absolute meanness on

the part of the individual, has been the means of de-

stroying fervent attachments.

There is another and common cause of frendship

breaking. It arises from coldness, occasioned by

neglect, which changes to indifference and final dis-

like. Examples of this kind are numerous on

every side. But I have noticed them more particu-

larly among schoolmates than any other class of soci-

ety. School-fellows, pursuing the same great

studies, and pressing forward to the same great noble

objects, deeply sympathise with each other, and are

like, as observation and experience both attest, to

become ardently attached. These seem to be some

of the natural effects of study. But a few months

or years, at most, of separation, will work wonder-

fully changes in the human breast. At first a brisk

correspondence is opened of esteem and love. The
mail seems too slow in conveying its host of senti-

mental letters. But in a short time these little wing-

ed-messengers of love are less frequent in their

flights. At length communications are forgotten,

and their friendships are brought to an end. This

is no fancy-picture, but a sad reality. Friends,

dear, heart-loved friends, pass from the thoughts,

aud are forgotten forever. How strangely mysteri-

ous ! I am led again to ask, why is it? I cannot

solve this mystery of forgotton love. How can love

that essence of the divinity entity, grow cold, and turn

to hate] How can those who have been heart and

soul to each other, cease to regard each other with

the same partiality of feeling ? Can any one give

us light? i. K .

Homedale, Nov. 1848.

There is such a thing as a practical conundrum
which is not amiss.

" Look-a-hea, Sam," said a western negro one

day to a field hand over the fence in an adjoininsr lot

" look-a-hea, d'yon see dat tall tree down dar?"

"Yes, Jim, I does."

" Wall, I got up dat tree day 'fore to-morrow."

" What was you arter, Jim?"
" I was arter a coon ; and when I'd chased him

clear out to todder end ob dat longest lim, I hearn

something drop. What you guess 'twas, Sam?"
" De coon, ob course."

" No you don't ; 'twas dis here nigga !—E. yah !

Like to broke him neck ; been limpin bout eber

since !"

From the Olive Branch.

BEAUTY.

Oh, what is beauty ? 'tis a flower

As blooming as the rose,

But, ah, beneath its gaudy leaves,

The thorn of vice oft grows.

Oh, what is beauty ? 'Wt the man,
Who, once ia former days,

Was led to bow to beauty's shrine,

And feast upon its gaze.

In accents loud he'll say, " Beware,

Beauty hath magic power,

'Twill captivate, perchance destroy,

In one short, fatal hour.

The form to which I once did kneel

As Eden's queen was fair,

Nature, with fairy hands had set

Beauty's own witchery there.

But oh, that heart was foul within,

To vice and folly, given,

Early she fill'd a maniac's grave,

Scarce fit for earth or heaven."

Go, ask the maiden, as she bends

Over yon grassy mound,

Why thus she's sad, and whence this spoil

With which her heart seems bound.

She'll point to you the marble slab,

Saying, " Stranger, there you'll read

The name of him I loved too well,

Now slumbering with the dead :

That manly form in triumph moved
Among the admiring crowd,

I was the favored one of all.

To beauty's charms I bowed.

With sparkling eye and winning smile=,

He told ot future bliss,

And drew from me a full consent,

A promise to be his.

That happy day at length arrived,

The bridal hour had come,

But with it came not him I loved,

Bright sunshine changed to gloom.

Alas ! too soon the cause I learned,

Too soon my fate I read,

Oh, false and treacherous he had proved,

Another he had wed."

Thus, beauty hides all base deceit,

And trifles with our love,

Then flee the tempter's withering gr^sp.

Lest fatal it may prove. [m. w. f.

Incorrect knowledge, like counterfeit money, is

worth nothing,
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ton. We should bs pleased to aire an account of I! Indeed sir, there seetueil to be bul one opinion in rc-

WATBB CELBBRAT10N.

That dav of days has come and pone! Boston

-aw the like before, noreverwill again. Thou-

sands noon thousands ponred into the city from all

quarters both the night before, and the morning ol

the celebration, until the city seemed to overflow

with visiters. The morning was ushered in by the

discharge of cannon and the ringing of bells which

betokened that a great and memorable day was break-

ing upon our happy city. We should be happy to

give the particulars of the procession but cur columns

will only admit of an outline. The procession con-

1 of the following bodies viz :

i rtojfid^if Boston, Chelsea, Char-

lestown, Cambridge, Roxbury, Salem, New Bedford,

how ell and YVoVeeuter, and also Fire Companies from

the States of Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont,

Rhode Island, and Connecticut. The Engines,

Hook and Ladder Carriages, drawn by two horses

each, wen- splendidly decorated. Then came all

the officers of the ci:y governments, together with

the governments of the neighboring slates.

Then followed the various literary societies of this

and of neighboring cities.

Then came the Grand Lodge and subordinate

ludgi^, the Grand Chapters and Subordinate chapters

of the Masonic Fraternity, escorted by the Encamp-

ment of Knight Templars of the city of Boston.

—

Then came the Odd Fellows.

11 followed the various Irish charitable and

Temperaoi '8, and the various Temperance

- of Boston. Then came the clergy, foreign

oil, consols and distinguished gentlemen in

vinous services. It was a grand sight to see the va-

• divisions marching on to the Common to lake

the place assigned them ; liny looked like a sea of

rthe rarious divisions bad arrived, and the

i ity government bad repaired to their station which

was upon a stand erected iu the middle of the " frog

pond' near the fount am, the exercisi s of the occasion

wf Jed with in the following order ; singing

various other matters connected with the celebration

bill want of si are must bi Ut apology for

not doing so. H. G. B.

Musical. ^
The Steyermark Company are still in our city.

—

We attended a sacred concert given by tliein on

Sunday eve. Oct. 22, at the Masonic, and was high-

ly delighted with their excelled and masterly per-

formances. Every man of the company is a solo per-

former and consequently master of his instrument.

—

They cannot fail to please wherever they go.

Mr. Hatchings the well known proprietor of the

"Panorama of the Mediterranean," has combined

with bisexcellcct exhibition, the additional attraction

of the " Orpheans" a company of excellent ballad

singers, With this double attraction Mr. H. deserves

greatly of the public.

Mr. Halton, a celebrated Pianist and sinner from

England, delighted a selecl and discriminating audi-

ence at the Melodeon on Friday evening the 27lh.

—

He is an original comic and sentimental singer and

cannrjt fail to please whenever he announces a con-

cert. H. G. B.

New Mrsic.—We have received from J. Orfrway.

Esq., the pubrisher a fine ballad entitled "Friend-

ships' Year." The words are by Mr. George

Babcock, and the music composed by J. Ordw ay
.

It

is a pretty and expressive melody, and the mechani-

cal execution is of the first order. The song we

would particularly recommend to the ladies, as an

essential addition to their folio of music.

II. G. B.

latiou to the ol which 1 am uou t-pcal

aud it, of unqualified commyndatioii uftLe m
skill and precision of the pt-rforoian

Believing the well-merited compliment wi

fail to gratify the honi i you ami yi»ur aseo-

eiates, 1 tiansinii it with much pleasure, ai.d sill

Sir, respectfully,

Your obt. servt,

JOHN K.ULEN, Secretary.

Hcdson's Panorama. Of the various places of

amusement in our city, none offers a more, pleasing

and rational entertainim nt than Mr. Hudson's fine

painting. Here the spectator is regaled with the

CambridgepoTt, Mass., Nov. I. l-

Dbab Sii.shy,—A iter an absence ofseveral hum

among the wilds of the famed copper region of the

west,—among the mafiuificenl Bceuefy of lake Si pr-
ior, it is no small pleasure to he again within the

reach and hearing of good music. No one knows
how the want of music is fell by one who has had the

opportunity of cultivating his taste —who is in the

habit of devoting time and money to the enjoyment of

this delightful art,— until lie finds himself far away
in the wills of the west, and weak alter week and

month after month passes away, without even a good

psalm tune to keep his ear in order. Yet I cannot

say that 'the summer has been lost, even as regards

music. When wandering on the pebbly beaches of

the Lake, or in the majestic forests which cover its

shores, 1 have found music in the whisperings of the

breeze through the pines, in the roar of the tempest,

in the ceaseless anthem of the waters. I never grew

weary of the music of that vast sheet of water.

—

Whether listening to it, as I lay on my bed of

boughs, rolled in my blanket, and protected from the

night wind by the tent,—or wandering upon the

shore by the light of sun or moon, or sitting upon

the bank beneath the shade of the old trees, it always

had an irresistable charm. At such moments what

vivid recollections arose of the mighty harmonies of

Beethoven, Handel and Mendelssohu ! The fifth

and seventh symphonies of the former of these great

composers would seem to come up from the «

and the tide of emotion which they had in former

del and Haydn Society. Prayer by Rev. thoughtful, still the ar.is.tc finish is prominent

delightful scenery of the banks of the Mississippi and ]mu , s u,,,^ would again fill the soul. Memo,-.

( Ihio Rivers, and while it is a meritorious work ol

art, yet the painting is not executed nt the expense

of the subject. The various scenic illustrations are

Dr. Sharp—Ode by the children of the school, under

the supcrint and direction of B. F.Baker,

throughout. This fine panorama has; been, aud still

ited by large numbers of persons, who from

Hie -uiis" lOOOin number, accom- their applauses and satisfied-countenances, say plain

tde the welkm ly that their expectations are met. We am
irument, m

•lied forth a sweet hymn, composed

for the i i by J. li. Lowell, Esq. The water

rommi then made their report through Hon

Nathan Hale, and then followed an add rest by the

Mayor of Boston—ami i/ini.-and tiii'N.—and Tl I EJN

Ihe water was lei on '
! I

and a mon
;

, as many said, to I —then

the multitude led offby the

ll ( 100 ii to bomb, and the

• merri-

ly. ] most of the
| ub-

< ,. |,,, 'In r w iih a

I fire works on the common by our

. in/en J. C IIu endt d a day lung lo be re-

ery man, woman, and child

hope that Mr. Hudson may reap a golden harvest as

the fruits of Ins faithful labors. H. G. B.

Boston, Oct. 10, 1848.

imin F. Baker, Baq.—Dear Si.-,— Previous

in the dissolution of the M. ritable Mechanic

Committee •of Arrnngementa," for

their late Triennial festival, 1 was charged, In my

official capacity, to tender to you, Sir, ami to the

Ladies and Gentleman associated with you in the

Singing Choiri <m the occasion above named, their

sincere am! > thanks (or the brilliant and ef-

fective manner in which they performed the musical

portion of the services of the Festival, at the si

Church, in Hanover Street, on the 6th of Oct. 1818.

would recall the mighty choruses. of Handel, the

heavenly music of Haydn's Creation and the wild

almost awful combination's in Mendelssiia's Elijah.

All that music had made me experience of deep.

powerful ami heartfelt emotion set med to live again.

Do yon ask, if, when 1 Bpeak of hearing ihi* mu-

sic in the natural sounds which met my ear. 1 mean

that I heard aught resembling the peculiar intona-

tions of the compositions of the Musician ' i^' course

not, But 1 do mean that the great masters ol art do

so catch their inspiration from nature, that the same

current id' feeling,— the same internal sensations, as

to speak, which their works arouse in ihe concert

room some gathering up in ihe soul, as one listens te

the Wildes and bar lies ol Nature's music. 1

sometimes as I loitered along lbe»pebbly beachee (I

[vewonaw point— which extends, some 75 bj 25

miles from the South shore of the lake far in'.O Us

bosom—i-carcliing for agates and cornelians

—

thought

of a discussion 1 once had with a gentleman olllo--

ton concerning Haydn's imitations, in creation.—
Those of your readers, who are familiar with lhat

sublime work, will recoiled that he hi;
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as lo e"r.de*vui t.- <
;

i t
;
<-t

; r iinitvl intonations the!

moiionsofthe serpfnt, the t aver, the liger, &c. I

contended that in this Haydn *ent beyond the legiti-

mate sphere of music, and therefore failed. I'nis

seems now more than eycr to me to be the fact.

—

Where he went not out of music's true sphere, and

Bought only to raise the emotion, which under cer-,

tain circumstances a sensitive mind would feel-

therein was he indeed the great master. What more

intense expression of the admiration which the creat-

ed should feci for the creator than that magnificent

chorus " the Heavens are telling !'" Yes, music is

the language of emotion, and simple facts can he ex-

pressed only in words, hi the use of tones as the

languageof the feelings lies-the success of all great

masters. Thus did Ole Bull describe Niagara. Thus

did Mendelssohn describe Fingal's cave. Thus did

Beethoven in his pastoral s)muhony, describe his

pleasant walks in the rural districts near Vienna.

Does all this sound like a rhapsody ? Let me give

you a short description of the way we lived when

coasting in our open boat, along the shores of Kew-

eenaw point, and judge whether the music of nature

was heard under unfavorable circumstances.

On a certain occasion after some weeks voyaging,

I was left in charge of the boat with directions to

make my way along the shore, having a crew of four

men, and bring the boat to our original starting place

some eighty miles distant. The prevalence of high

seas and head winds made this a task ofseveral days.

Thus I was in its truest sense alone, for none ofthe

men oy education or station, though good men, were

companions, yet was I never lonely. The beauty of

the lake and its shores was enough to keep the im-

agination in play, and the thousand little incidents of

voyaging were sufficient to keep the mind active.

—

But to the voyage, with plenty of salt pork, some

hard bread, a quantity of 'flour, butter, tea, coffee,

&c, for provisions, which may perhaps he varied by

a duck or fish, or so,—for each man, his blanket,

tents and camp equipage, we push off. The men

row merrily along, when there is no wind to aid us,

now and then bursting into a snatch of some fre rich

or indian song, laughing, talking and joking with

each other—and thus we pass from point to point

and from cove to cove, until the setting sun warns

us it is time to draw to the shore and prepare for the

night. Sometimes when the waves roll high and

heavy upon the hard beach, the landing is difficult

and of course at times dangerous. Thus, one plea-

sant evening in September, we come round a point

and draw naer the beach, which lines the bottom of

the bay, " Where shall we land, Charles'?" " yonder

by that fallen tree !" " all ready, boys, Charles, be

ready, to leap when she touches." now heading.her

directly lo the, shore, we pull the boat swifly upon

the top of the breakers, and, as the first touch upon

the sand is felt, out leap the men, water or no water,

and with a " heave, ho" or two, she rises upon the

shore, and the waves dash themselves forward in vain.

A place for an encampment, among the lofty trees is

t-oo'.i found. The underbrush is cut away, a few

young trees arc removed, the tent is pilched, a fire

made, the baggage and provisions removed

from the boat to tents, and then the men set to. fry

our pork, make our bread and prepare the tea for

supper. The ground in the tent is covered with a

Ihich layer of soft spruce and fragrant arbor vitae

houghs, over which are spread our thick Mackinaw

blankets for beds, whereon we sleep with our coats

or a carpet bag for pillows. Delicious sleeping /

How pleasant were those nights spent upon the

Lake shore! Through the opening in the tent the

soft moon and gentle stars peeped in, as if from among

the blanches of the tall trees, while the pleasant light

of the fire threw a cheerful glow around, and with in

our pro tempore dwelling. Then itwasso plea-

sant to hear the soft crackling of the burning

brands—the wind sighing in the surrounding pines,

and the deep anthem of the lake, sometimes soothing

sometimes awful,—always grand. The cool, fresh

air was never denied admittance, and therefore we

slept not heavily, but with such a sense of rost and

refreshment. It was so pleasant to lie awake that

one almost regretted necessity of sleep. Sometimes

the storm cloud passed over us, and ihe woods wav-

ed like wands beneath its power. The wind would

roar, and the lake literally lash a sound shore. The
fire would leap and play with fitful flashes, reveal-

ing for a moment the deep recesses of the forest, and

again leaving all in darkness and gloom. Yet secure

beneath our canvass house, it did but add to our

sense of enjoyment to listen to the wrath of the ele-

ments. Miles and miles from other human beings,

with the necessaries of life in plenty, we enjoyed the

conflict and waited with patience for it to cease.

—

When the lake was calm, and you could see,

thorough the crystal waters, each little pebble and

bit of sand stone, then would its voice be soft and low

like that of the indian girl upon its bank ; but when
the winds arose and swept along the vast expanse,

rolling immense billows upon the rock walled shores,

its voice was like that of Niagara, mighty and sub-

lime. At such times came up, oh, how vividly ! this

chorus from " Elijah," with its astonishingly wild

and terrible instrumental accompaniment. Jf anv of

your readers have heard this great Oratoio, they will

remember how like " a rushing mighty wind"—how
like the " sound of many waters" this chorus moves
along.

" Behold, God the Lord passed by! And a migh-
ty wind rent the mountains around, brake in pieces

the rocks, brake them before the Lord ; but yet the

Lord was not it the tempest.

Behold, God the Lord passed by ! And the sea

was upheaved, and the earth was shaken ; but yet

the Lord was not in the earthquake." When next

I hear it, I think I shall feel its full force as never

before. Do any of your friends, or do you yourself,

play Mendellssohn's " Sieder ohne worte" (songs
without words?) To think that he, who could

produce those most delicate and etherial composi-

tions, was also the auther of that stupendous chorus!

I have written at random, for the sake of giving

vent to the thoughts and feelings which have been

accumulating for four months past. If aught is ridi-

culous exchange it ; but I remember when from dis-

gust I left a lecture on music, which very lecture I

have since purchased and read with delight. Perhaps

some of your readers may sympathize with me, bow-

ever extravagant this letter may appear to others.

Yours, A. W. T.

For the Philharmonic Journal.

Boston, Oct. 19, 1818.

Dear Ed.—I notice in the last number of your

Journal a letter purporting to be dated at Lebanon-

and signed E. K. Prouty. It is a very clever little

letter, and was, no doubt, inlended to be a puff for

Mr. Johnson and his Choir Chorus Book. Every

one is glad for his sake that he has, at last, found a

place where he and his arduous labor " are suffici-

ently appreciated ; and whatever musical merit his

book possesses it is,indeed, very fortunate for him that

he found one in the person of Mr. Prouty, pensioned

or otherwise, to announce to the world that " he de-

serves much credit for the arduous labor which he

has bestowed upon his Choir Chorus Book." Mr.

Prouty considers this " a valuable collection of Mu-

sic," not (he does not state) because it contains any

intrinsic musical merit, not that it has any graceful

flights, beautiful transit-ions or sublime passages, nor

that it has anything of the beaatiful and the Infe, the

pathetic or the sublime. He does not pretend that

there is any thing elegant or exquisite in it nor does he

pronounce it good. Contenting himself with the

truth in relation to the matter he does declare that it

is " # arranged it can be performed without the aid

of an instrument." well ! so can any lullaby. True

he recommends it, it costs but little, and he has it on

hand to sell. Therefore the fiat goes forth, the

world may appreciate, and obtain from him this " val-

uable collection." Omnibus.

TEACHER'S CLASS,
BY B. F. BAKER & I. B. WOODBURY.

The second annual meeting of the Teacher's Class

will be held at Claremont on Tuesday the 2?th, of No-

vember neSt at ten o'clock A. M., to continue four

days, at which time a course of lectures will be given

on the following branches-

1. Lecture on the best method of teaching the Ele-

ments of Vocal Music to Singing- Schools and Classes.

2. Practice of Church Music, in which the different

sty Its of Psalmody, such as Chants, Psalm Tunes, An-

thems, &c, will be illustrated.

3. Lectures on Harmony , as taught in the best schools

in Europe.

4. Practice of Glees, Madrigals, Quartctts, &c, ac-

companied by remarks on the peculiar style of Glee

Singing.

5. Lectures on the developement and cnltivation of

the Voice.

The Singing of Solfeggios will be accompanied by

such remarks and criticisms as will be thought most

useful to those engaged in leaching music.

All Clergymen are invited to attend free of charge.

Likewise ladies who are singers.

Tickets to admit a Gentleman, $ 3,00.

Any individual who is a member of this Class, or

their class in Boston will be entitled to a free ticket.

Oct. 25, 1848. B.F.Baker,

I. B. Woodbury.

4 FINE toned Seraphine is offered for sale very
-^ low. Enquire at the Philharmonic Journal Of-
fice, over Haskall's Furlture Rooms

Nov. 13. Comer of Broad and Washington St.

Manhattan Collection of Sacred Music,

WANTED at this office, for which a liberal
* * price will be paid. Nov . J3,
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Pill* I l. 11 IU8IG IIIMIks, !

MORE UNIVERSALLY USED THAN
ALL OTHERS COMBINED.

HARMINi SACRA, or Boston Collection of Church Mu-
vv sic. By L. M isoo i grealjy admired Ibr its beauty,
chasteness, and sterling character ulih music. Published
under the recommendation of the Boston Academy of Mil-
ate, with a pamphlet supplement of 80 select tunes added
in 1848 by another author, increasing the variety -and excel-

• if the Collection without extra charge.
THK BOSTON ACADEMY'S COLLECTION. Ed-

ited by L. .Mason. Tins standard work is so well known
and used as to preclude the necessity of any recommenda-
tion.

THE PSALTERY. By L. Mason and G. J. Webb.
One of the most complete works of the kind ever published.
It has reeeivel the sanction ol the Boston Handel 4.Haydn
Society and the Boston Academy ol Ausic. In style there

is a great diversity, it being suited to every variety of SUh-

iston and is especially adapted to congregation-

al use. The Psaltery will make a valuable addition lo the

Boston Academy's Collection and Carmina Sacra, and ought
to he in every choir.

>uw ready, a .V\v Choree Untie Dook for the Present

Season, namely:
THK NATIONAL LYRE; A new collection of psalm

and hymn tunes, comprising the best ancient and modern;
lious of established merit, with a choice selection of

chants, &c. designed for the use of choirs, congregations,

singing sell. mi's an I societies throughout the United States,

Parkman Tockermao, Silas A. Bancroft, and H. K.
Oliver. It is uelieveddWs will be one of the most beautiful'

collections ever published. It consists of old, newand onig-
nal music, nil of which is of a strictly devotional character.

The ol t tunes hare simple arrangements, and are v. is||n the

capacity of all performers. The new ones have been select-

ed with great care from classic compositions, while it is

hope. I that the original may he found of sufficient variety to

please all tastes All needless difficulties in the construc-

tion of the Vocal parts have been avoided ; an I as far as pos-

sible each separate part has been made interesting an 1 easy

to the performer. Another important feature of this hook
is the substitution of small notes for figures in the organ
score. As comparatively few persons have the opportunity

to perfect Iheunclves in Thorough Bass sufficiently to

ren piam psalmody correctly from figures, n is hoped
is arrangement will meet the cordial approbation of

all. The hook being somewhat less in size than the others

the price wjll not exceed six dollars per dozen, thus placing

it wilhin the reach not only of choirs in special want of new
, hut ol Ihose which are already supplied.

New Choriii Book, specially adapted to the Die of

Choirs;
THECHOIRCHORUS BOOK By A.N. Johnson,

lemy of Music. A collection

of Choruses, from the works of Handel, Haydn, Mozart,
lasohn, and other distinguished composers. This

work embraces « larger collection of choruses than has been
before published arranged in a form for the use ami improve-

ment of choirs : and it is believed that, besides the addi-

tional interest which its use imparls to choir meetings, the

Mu ly of the pure compositions it contains, will greatly im-

prove the taste and facilitate the power of execution. Al-

though only published in the summer, several editions have

already sold. Price $r.."ni per dozen.
' SCHOOL Ml sic BOOKS.

THK PRIMARY SCHOOL SONG BOOK, in two parts.

By L. Mason and CJ J. Webb, Professor in the Boston

It is supposed thai any mother, or pri-

mary - lier. who i an herself Sing, although she

may know so little of musical characters as not to l.e able

muso herself, may by the help of this hook, be ena-

ble I to teach her pupils with good success, and ihus prepare

the way for a more thorough and extensive course in higher

THE SON I B HE SCHOOL ROOM : Con
listing of s great varietj hymns, and scriptural se-

lections, with appropriate music, arranged to he sung in

one, two, or three parts ; conts thi elementarj

principles of vocal music, prepared with reference lo the in

ductive or Psstalnssian method ol leaching, designed as a

complete musical manual for common or grammar schools

sell Mason and G Webb This work
pared with reference lo the wants of com

and is designe I lo follow the above

work .

ALSO FTJBLirHID AS ABOVE,
THE BOSTON CHORUS BOOK: Consisting nl i m

most popularchnnwst from the worksofHan
i

mil other eminent composers, arranged in lull

e.ompaiiimenl for the piano forte or

i < Inmpilnl by Ma and Wehh.
THE BUTTON ANTHEM BOOK, hem;- a polled

I . t other set pieces, for bom U

choirs By I. M
THE "BO >K OK CHANTS," consisting of chanting

, i.ip.d i" ri /ulxr hymns und to selections from I he

»crip'.

u

ilioual u>e. I!; I. .M.

Ar11 INDEL'S ORATORIO OF THE MESSIAH
ranged by John Bishop, of Cheltenham, England.
THK ODEON ; a collection of secular melodies; arrang-

ed and harmonized for four voices. Designed for adult
singing schools and social music parlies. By (!. J. \\ .

I

and Lowell .Mason. As the title pajre sets forth, this work
is designed for singing schools.

THE VOCALIST; consisting of short and easy glees,
or songs in parts; arranged lor soprano, alto, tenor and
bass v.. nes. By Lowell Mason and George James I

Professor m the Boston Academy of Music.
THK SOCIAL GLEE BOOK ; a selection of Glees and

Part Son»s, by distinguished German composers, never l.e-

fore published in ilns counlr) ; togetbei with Original
Pieces; by William Mason and Silas A. Bancroft.

GENTLEMEN'S GLEE BOOK; selected from the
most admired German composers By L. Mason.
Teachers and others are invited to call and examine these

and other musical works, al No. 10 Water street, Boston.
Oct 31. .'.;

New and Popular Music Book.

By B. F. Baker, Director of Music at Rev. Dr. Gannet's
Church, Boston, and 1. B Woodbury, Organist at

Rev. Dr. Kreb's Church, New York.

r|MIIS day published, Baker and Woodbury's new
J book of Church Music—The Timbrel. This
work has been prepared with great care, and contains a

large amount of music, selected from the best European
Composers, obtained by one of the authors, who visited

Europe expressly for this object. It has also a great va-

riety of original melodies, and a large and judicious se-

lection of the old standard tunes. Its collection of
Chants, A atheme and select pieces is superior to any
book of Church music published in this country. An

1
unusually large variety of metres have been prepared.

I adapted to the hymns of the different denominational
by urn books. The music will he found to be eminently
devotional, and appropriate to the services of the Sanc-
tuary. The style is dignified ; the harmony simple and

\

pleasing and the whole work is believed to be of a high
order of merit. By C. H. PIERCE, 3 Cornhill Bos-
ton.

To Purchasers of Carmina Sacra.

TUST PUBLISHED', Firrv Nine Select Psalm and
" Hvms TlTHBS for public and private worship, issued by
the publishers of Carmina Sack *, for gratuitous distnbu
lion to all who may purchase that work, copy for copy.
thereby furnishing to choirs, singing schools and congrega-

tions, additional variety in their Sacred Music, without ex
tra expense.

The pamphlet may he obtained as above stated, of the

publishers or any of their agents.
WILKINS, CARTER, & CO.,

l:tf No. II, State Street, Boston.

PIANO FORTES.
WILKINS & NEWHALL have removed their

Warer i^ lo the new Granite Block, No. 344, Wash-
ington.street, corner of Hayward Place.

' W. & N.have received a Gold Medal for Piano Fortes
from the Mechanics' Fair, and would unite the puhlie lo

call and examine the instruments before purchasing else-

where.
Boston, Aug. 1, 1848.

The National Psalmist.
BY MASON & WEBB.

VOW ready for delivery, "The National Psalmist :

il a new collection of Church Mi. sic, gic. J5v
Lowell Mason and GSeoTfffl James Webb."
This work, upon which more than three years nf

labor have been expended, is now prt settled lo Chor-
isters, Teachers of Music and others, as a most com-
plete Manual of P.salmoihj, adapted to the use of
Choirs. Congregaliuiis^tfingiiig Schools, and Musi-
cal Societies.

In addition to a large variety of entirely new mu-
sic, furnished by distinguished foreign and native
contributors, the " National Psalmist' 1

is believed to

contain a larger proportion than any other collection,

of the rich and standard tunes which the church have
used for ages, but many of which are nevertheless
new to tliis country.

I contains must of the popular English Cbanteh
and lis Anthems, mostly new. are well adapted bot,

for church worship and choir practice.

Its indexes are very complete ; embracing, besides
the usual alphabetical and metrical indexes, an index
to first linesof hymns, &e .

" Descriptive Tables,"
in which the tunes are classified according to their

style and character.

"The National Psalmist contains 110 times in

Long Meter ; 137 in Common Metre ; 77 in Short
Metre ; and 90 of various Particular Metres, embra-
cing all the varieties in use ; also, :)7 Anthems and
Set Pieces, many of them furnished expressly for

the work by distinguished English Composers ; and
107 Chants, including the Canticles of the Protestant

Episcopal Church.

Teachers and others interested are invited to call

and examine this work.

Published by TAPPAN, WH1TTEMORE tt

MASON, No 114, Washington-street, Boston. I

HBNRY TOLIyIAJST,

P U III; I § II E It O F ITI U S I C ,

MANUFACTURER AND DEALER IN

lliisintl lnstriiiiiriils, Musical Merchandise, l'mlircl-

lai, Parasols. Sun-Shades, Walking Canes, kr.

153 Washington Street,

OPPOSITE Tin: in. I) soi in CHURCH,
BOSTON.

FOR SALE,
A superior toned French Horn ; has been but little used
and is as good as new. Price fifteen dollars.

Also a fine loned Alto Trombone with ivory mouthpiece
;

this instrument has been but little used, and is also as
-rood as new. Price eight dollars.

1'or further particulars address the Boston Editor of thii

paper at 417 Washington Street, care of Hullct, Davis

& Co.

PIANOS TO LET,

0LITER. DITSON,
DEALER IN

GUITARS, SERAPHINES, PIANOS,

SHEE~f MUSIC,
115 7

WASHINGTON 8TBBET,—BOSTON, H.

A liberal discount mads lo Dsaltfs, Teachers, Societies. &c

IMA.\0 FORTES FOR SALE,
rpHE Subscriber has been appointed Agent lor thesaloof
' \\ ii kin- Si \ i: a o \

i
i

'
. Pi \ mi Ports*, and haa n

a'lir^l rate Piano, which is now offered lor sale at the manu-
facturer'! price. Any person win. wishes lo purchase
good instrument, is requested lo (till ami see it befois pur*

chasing Purchaser* can be ccommodated with instru-

ments of any price or quality hv giving; a short notice.

Inquire al this office, or al Ins residence, first door east
ol .1. P. Brewer's store.

S. SILSBV.
I monl, \u_; 9, I

G. W. RIBBBIFlEjLD,
DB I LIS in

School mill Miscellaneous Hooks, Slntioncry, if., .Vr.

SHEET MUSIC, AMD SINGING BOOKS
or A i i k i

•

1 Dickinson's Block, Tremont Sqyart,

CLAREMONT, N II.

COUNTRY MERCHANTS SUPPLIED AT BOSTON PRICES.
M:l]

DAVID TAYLOK, JK.,
M.I It IN

PIANO FORTES,
Srrnpliiiics, \niliiuis, leltdeoit, liislrurtion Book*,

SHEET IVTUSIC, &C, &C,
CLAKSMONT, N H.

I he iil/ore Instruments tcill be told at Doston Prices /
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Where sliall we make her grave ?

Oh ! where the wild flowers wave,

In the free air !

Where shower and singing bird'

Midst the young leaves are heard

—

There—lay her there !

Harsh was the world to her

!

Now may sleep minister

Balm for each ill,

Look on sweet nature's breast,

Let the meek heart find rest,

Deep, deep and still !

Murmur glad waters by !

Faint gales with happy sigh

Come wandering o :er

That green and mossy bed,

Where, on a gentle head,

Storms beat no more !

What though for her in vain

Falls now the bright spring rain,

Plays the soft wind ?

Yet still from where she lies

Should blessed breathings rise,

Gracious and kind.

Therefore let song and dew
Thence in the heart renew

Life's vernal glow !

And o'er that holy earth

Scents of the violet's birth,

Still come and go.

Oh! then where wild flowers wave,

Make ye her mossy grave,

Iu the free air ?

Where shower and singing bird

Midst the young leaves are heard—

There—lay her there !

]Blackwood's Magazine.

'CHURCH MUSIC.

The subject of sacred praise is so important to our

churches generally, that we feel too much cannot be

said on the matter, to enlighten the public mind. We
propose, in a few short essays, to point out some of

the more prominent faults that have fallen under our

observation, both in choir and congregational singing;

and also some of the remedies that reason and ex-

perience have proved useful, in purging this delight-

ful part of divine worship from all that is wrong, or

in any way unfitting the sanctuary of God.

We take it for granted, that in this enlightened

asje there will be found few, if any, who will ques-

tion the importance of having good music in our

churches. The time, we believe, has gone by, when

harsh and discordant sounds will pass for music ; and

thankful are we, that the public mind has become so

improved by cultivation, that it appreciates, and re-

quires a higher order of performance than formerlv.

We feel encouraged when we contrast the present

time with that in which the organ , the best adopted of

all instruments to promote devotional feeling, was ex-

cluded from our houses of worship, as something vile

and polluting to the sanctuary. But as we intend to

touch on this point at some future time, we pass on

to the question which naturally presents itself first,

viz. Where shall be our starting point, in order to

make church music what it should be? We know

that the elements of any science must be well en-

grafted on the mind of the student, as all after excel-

lence, in a measure, depends upon it ; not that one

may not become a connoisseur by observation, but

we must have practical performers. The would-be

connoisseur and critic are found in abundance in our

churches, as well as concert rooms, and we hesitate

not to express our contempt of such persons, by say-

ing that they are a source of much trouble in every

congregation where they abound, creating distrust

and ill-feeling in the choir and church by their 111-

timed, and perhaps unjust, remarks, acquired, per

haps, from the scriblings of some newspaper's ' great

man,' who has obtained his knowledge, seldom

amounting to much, by attending the opera and other

places of amsement, where the mustachioed gentry

from the old world hold forth, in poor imitation of a

Lalache, Mario, or Jenny Lind. But we are wander-

ing from our subject.

Reason and experience combine to show that every

church should provide a chorister, to take charge of

and select the music, in such a manner as to make
the congregation feel that he is second only to the

minister, when in the exercise of his important call-

ing, in leading the praise of the Most High iu the

house of God.

Some of the most essential requisites to a good

leader, are, first of all, a high Christian character ;

for it is next to impossible that any one can sing the

praises of Jehovah in an acceptable manner, if the

heart does not respond to the sentiment expressed by

the tongue. Next, we would rank a good musical

education as indispensable 10 success. By this, we

would not be understood to mean that one should Le

able to play an instrument perfectly ; neither is it ab-

solutely necessary that he should read difficult music

at sight—although both of these, and particularly the

latter, are desirable ; but we would have him to be

one who has heard and performed the compositions

of the best masters in a thoughtful and reflecting

manner—for unless he has learned to comprehend ike

music, as well as the poetry, we can hardly expect

him to be qualified to select compositions suited to the

sentiment of the words.

Good taste and proper discernment are even more

to be desired than fine vocal powers
;
yet, we would

add, a fine voice cannot be to highly valued.

We scarcely need mention the next desirable qual-

ification in a leader—education ; for we suppose that

no one, possessing the other attributes of a chorister,

of which we have spoken, will rest, until he has ob-

tained some literary acquirements, whatever difficul-

ties he may have to contend with in early, or even la-

ter life, so essential is it in our daily intercourse with

each other. Yet there is too much reason to fear

that the musical profession suffers from want of atten-

tion to proper literary qualifications in its teachers.

We will not enlarge upon any other requisite. Of
course, dignity of character without haughtiness, sell"

respect without egotism, and kindness of manner,

without lowering one's self so much as to become
" a hale fellow, well met," with those who have

hardly sufficient self-respect to elevate themselves

above the brutes, must, and will follow what we have

touched upon above.

If a leader possess these qualifications, he is in-

deed a pearl of price, whatever station he may be

called to occupy as director of the praises of the sanc-

tuary.

Happy are the church and pastor in the thought

that they have secured one se well able to aid them

in winning erring man to the fold of the good Shep-

herd; for if such attainments and motives are bltndrd

and made subservient to the worship of King of kings

we should suppose " e'en listening angels would

lean from heaven to hear." 1. B. W.

" Doctor," said a lisping, fashionable belle, who

had graduated at half a dozen boarding schools, to a

friend of ours who had just been introduced to her at

an evening parly—"Doctor, which do you prefer,

tholidity of intellecth, or brillianthy ? Thum ad-

mirths brillianthy, and others admirths tholodity
;

but ath for me; as Thakspeare thays, in hith Bride

of Abydoth, I prefer tholidity and brillianthy combin-

ed."

The Doctor sank into the nearest chair, and faint-

ed away as dead as a log.
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sir," when the teacher said " Now we'll have some-

thin" lively i" for it is natural to children and youth

to love that music most which is most like their own

natures, light, joyous, and free. Now they sing

briskly, merrily, heartily, because naturally. Like

the little mill-stream that has long been damned up

that it might accumulate strength to drive the heavy

wheel, hot when it does get through, goes leaping

and dancing, singiii gand pratlinp, along its sparkling

way, rejoicing in the freedom of its nature, so these

little singers pass from the useful and heavy, but not

dull, choral practice and elementary confinement, to

the merry " Song of the Cookoo" and " the Lark;"

to the. " Singer's Song" and the " Song of Father's

Birth-day ;" to the Songs of Spring, Summer, Au-

tumn, and Winter ; to the Songs ofthe Sun, and the

Stars, and of the beautiful world, and the '-Blessed

Giver, God," with the ever dear and welcome song

of " Vaterland."

" The next lower classes which I listened to are

beginners, and sing entirely by ear. [These in the

classes first mentioned sing partly by ear, and partly

by note.] These, also, like the others, have their

little music-books, and some of the musical charac-

ters are generally explained to them during the les-

son. No children are allowed to study the elemen-

tary principles of music until they can sing well by

ear, and readily distinguish musical intervals.

This thorough musical educational system being

supported and enforced by government, no wonder

that the ''whole congregation" can and v\ ill sing

and love the employment. No wonder that good

music- is always acceptable, always attractive to the

German, and that it is, in thousands of instances,

made to usurp the place of demoralizing and exciting

amusements No wonder that every German fami-

ly is a Utile choir, and that the evenings arr spent

go much at home in this delightful recreation, or in

little parties with neighbors and friends, in musical

rehearsals and social soirees. No wonder that Ger-

many contains so many superior musicians.

Leipsic, August 24, 1848. w. b. b.

From the Presbyterian.

SINGING IN PUBLIC WORSHIP.

Singing, forms so prominent and important a part of

the services of the sanctuary, and is, withall, so

much neglected, that we trust we shall he indulged

in a few remarks upon the subject. We fear that

too many look upon singing in the house of God as

a mere interlude—a pause in the midst of more sol-

emn services, by which the mind may be rested, re-

galed, and prepared for what is yet to follow—as oc-

cupying a similar position with the music which is

introduced into public meetings of a secular charac-

ter, to allay the weariness, or contribute to the occa-

sion. The music of the sanctuary is not intended

solely, nor mainly, to charm the ear by the harmo-

ny of sweet sounds, but to elevate and to enliven the

devotional feelings of the heart. The words which

are sung are intended as the language of the whole

Assembly, uniting in the praise of God, or giving ut-

terauce to those emotions which befit the songs of

Zion. It is needful, therefore, that those words

•hould rise responsively from every heart, and that,

as the genuine language of the emotions, which they

betoken. Those who conduct this branch of worship

do not act as substitutes for the people, b.-.t as their

leaders and helpers. The hymns are expressions of

devotion, in which all should unite, each for himself.

As each line is sung, the sentiment which it contains

should he appropriated by every individual ; or, if

this demands an attachment in spirituality beyond

what he has yet reached, the earnest prayer should

rise silently from his heart, that God would work in

him such feelings as are there expressed.

In addition to this inward hearty joining of every

worshiper in this branch of the public service, there

are, likewise, external acts, which are incumbent

upon him, as indicative of his uniting in it. It seems

to us that every one ought to have before him a

book, opened at the hymn or psalm that is sung, to

which his eyes should be directed as the service pro-

ceeds ; otherwise it looks as though he had no part

nor share in what is going forward. To sit idly and

unoccupied during that part of the worship, both has

the appearance of listlessness, and induces it. We
heartily wish that every one would make it a rule, al-

ways to bring his Bible and hymn book with him,

whenever he comes to the house of God ; and open

the former when the chapter is read, or the text an-

nounced, and the latter when the hymns are read or

sung. The hymn book, especially, seems to be ne-

cessary, andshould be in the hands of every wor-

shipper, who would enter as he ought, into the spirit

of our public devotions, or derive proper benfit from

them. A little previous recollection and forethought

is necessary, to have everyone come thus provid-

ed. When this thing can be so easily attended to,

and would manifestly add so much to the impressive-

ness of the service, it should not be neglected. We
can see no reason why a person should omit to bring

with him to the sanctuary any thing that is neeessar

ry to his entering into all its services with profit, any

more than a workman should go to his daily toil

without taking the requisite tools. We would have

it so rare for a person to be seen at public worship

without his hymn book, that such a thing should be

noticed by others as a strange oversight, and felt by

himself to be a serious inconvenience. Even when

a person is unable to sing correctly, that need not pre-

vent him from having the hymn before him, and join-

ing in it mentally. And this leads us, in conclusion,

to add a word about the importance of all paying that

attention to the cultivation of their voices, which

would prepare them for joining acceptably and pro-

fitably in the singing of the house of God. As this

is a service in which all should unite, all should feel

it to be a sacred duty to qualify themselves, as far as

they have the means and opportunity, in- order that

they may unite. How much it would add to the in-

terest and impressiveness of our sacred songs, if

every voice were audibly and harmoniously engaged

in their utterance! • W. H.

Very Appropriate. At a market town in Rut-

landshire, the following placard is affixed to the shut-

ters of a watchmaker, who has decamped, leaving

his creditors «tuinus :
" Wound up and the main-

spring broke."

If you wish to have a clear conscience,pay the printer.

From the Lowell Courier.

I LOVE TO LOVE.

Mk3. H. Marion Stevens.

" 1 love to love," said a darling pet,

(Whose soul looked out through her eyes of jet,

As she nestled down like a fondling dove,

And lisped, "Dear ma'ma, howl love to love."'

" I love to love," said a maiden bright

;

And her w-ords gushed forth like a stream of

light,

And thrilled to the heart of a suppliant there,

With a ripple soft as an angel's prayer

!

" I love to love," said a new-made bride,

As she gazed on the fond one by her side
;

As she clung to his arm in the star-lit grove,

And breathed on his lips, " How I love to love."

" I love to love," said a mother blest,

As her first-born lay like a rose on her breast;

And she thought, as she smoothed down it silk-

en hair,
,

That nothing on earth could behalf so fair.

And thus, as we sail o'er the ocean of life,

Love pours out its oil on the tempest of strife,

And swiftly our bark nears the haven above,

While we've something to hope for, and some-

thing to love !

Questions for the longest day.

1. If 20 grains make a scruple, how many will

make a doubt?

2. If 7 days make a week, how many will make

one strong ?

3. If 5 1-2 yards make a pole, how many will make

a Turk?

4. If 3 miles make a league, how many will make

a confederacy ?

5. If one pine tree can make pitch, how many w ill

make a pitcher ?

6. If one twing of pain will make an ache, how

many will make an acre ?

A phvsician passing by a stone mason's, bawled

out to him, .3" Good morning, Mr. , hard at

work, I see ;
you finish your gravestones as far as

'In memory of.' and then you wait, I suppose, to

see who wants a monument next?' ' Why, yes,' re-

plied the old man, resting for a moment upon his

mallet, " unless somebody is sick and you are doc-

tering him, and then I keep right on."

God hath two dwellings—one in heaven, and the

other in a meek and quiet heart.

Albany city has voted for water, 4199 to 69

The Difference.

When a poor loafer is keeled up, with an empty

rum bottle by his sido, the papers say,—" Another

victim of intemperance." When a respectable citi-

zen eats a dinner that kills him in a few hours, with

or without the help of the doctors, the same papers

head his obituary notice, " Mysterious Prow.

deuce."
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SCOTCHIEN 1M) BCOTCI IUUC.

Tlie following instance shows that Scotch music

will make a Scotchman do anything hen out of his

own country :

A gentleman who was a first rate performer of

Scotch. music on the violin, spent a winter in Exeter

and of course soon became acquainted with the iimim-

Bal dilletanli of the place. Dining one day with a

professor, the conversation turned upon Scotch mu-

sic, and a strong argument arose as to its bearing

coin petition with foreigu music ; the Scotchman,

whom we shall for the present designate the Fiddler,

insisting that, when properly played, nothing could

Died it ; the Professor, on the other hand, insisting

that it was only fit for the barn-yard.

" 1*11 tell you what," says the Fiddler, " I'll lay

you a wager of £5 that if a party of Scotchmen can

be got togeiher, 111 make them shed tears one min-

ute, sing the next, and dance the third."

" Dono," says the Professor; "and ifyosr music

is capable of that, I will not only pay you the jC5

with pleasure, but will be convinced that it is the

most enlivening, pathetic, and best music in the

world"

The difficulty arose as to getting an opportunity

(nr a trial. But this was soon obviated, by a third

party informing them that a number ofyoung Scotch

men dined annually at the Old London Hotel, on the

anniversary of Bums' birth-day. This was a capi-

tal opportunity for the Fiddler ; for these young men

being principally rawboned, over-grown Scotch lads,

who had recently left their own country to carry tea

hi the neighborhood, were the very ones upon whom

he was sure to make a hit.

All being now arranged, and the utmost secrecy

being agreed upon, the eventful day was anxiously

looked for. At length it came; and the Fiddler and

Professor, by an introduction to one of the party, got

Wl invitation to the dinner. There were twelve al-

together sal down ; and a right merry party they

•eon became, lor the whiskey toddy was not spared

when i lie memory of any of Scotia's bards was

toasted.The Fiddler was not long in perceiving that

he had got among a right musical set, and he wait-

.1 patiently till they were fit for anything. At

a wink to the Professor, who at once

proposed thai his friend should favor them with a

Scuii h tans on the violin.

•• Capital, capital !*' cried the whole party.

The violin was brought, and all were in breathless

The Fiddler chose for his first, '"Here's

,< health lo them that's awa," and played it in the

tulema and pathetic manner.

"That's n waefol' tune," said a great, big, raw-

1 youth to bis next neighbor.

'
It ia that, Sandy. There's meikle in that tune,

i -.in. It reminds me o'ane that's gone," Jamie at

ime time giving deep sigh, and drawing his

hand orer his long, gsnnl Tare to hide the tears which

were tricklingdown his cheeks.

Tie- Piddlei with Ins keen eye soon perceived, that

b fore be got through the senood part of the tune,

aid have them all in the same mood. Ha there-

brew his whole -mil into ihe instrument, play-

ed the tune as he had neverdone before, and as the

last four bars of the tune died away like a distant

echo, there was not a dry cheek amongst ihe com] a-

ny. Now is the time, thought the Fiddler ; and

without stopping a moment si ruck up, in a bold, vig-

orous style, " Willie Brew'd a Peek o' Maut." Out

went the handkerchiefs, away went the tears.

'• Chorus /" cried the Fiddler, and in an instant all

struck up,

" For we are nae fou,' we're nathat fou',

But just a drappie in our e'e

;

The cock may craw, the day may daw,

But aye we'll taste the barley bree !"

The song ended, up struck the Fiddler in his best

style, the reel of " Jenny dang the Weaver."
" Hey, ye devils !" cried Sandy.

"Scotland forever!" cried Jamie ; and in an in-

stant tables, chairs, and glass were scattered in all

directions, and the whole party dancing and jumping

like madmen.

Out ran the affrighted Professor, (for he did not

know what might come next,) up came the landlady

with her terrified train of inmates But none durst

enter the room, the hurras and thumps on the floor

being so boisterous, and it was only upon the entry

of a Scotch traveller, who had just arrived, and who

cried to the Fiddler for any sake lo stop, that order

was restored.

It is needless to say that the Professor paid his bet

cheerfully, and was fully convinced of the effect of

Scotch music when played ; and that the landlady

took care that the Fiddler never came into her house

again on Burns' anniversary dinner.

Making Wounds Worse. A man strikes me
with a sword and inflicts a wound. Suppose, in-

stead of binding up the wound, I am showing it to

everybody ; and after it has been bound up, 1 am
taking olTthe bandage continually, and examining

the depth of the wouud, and making it to fester till

my limb becomes greatly inflamed, and my general

health is materially affected ; is there a person in the

world who would not call me a fool? Now such a

fool is he, who by dwelling upon little injuries, or

insults or provocations, causes them to agitate or in-

flame the mind. How much better were it to put a

bandage over the wound and never look at it again.

RELIGION.

The great Earl of Chatham thus bears testimony

to the Christian's hope :

Hold fast, therefore, by this sheet anchor of hap-

piness—religion. You will often want it in the times

of most danger, the storm and tempests of life.

Cherish true religion as preciously as if you will fly

with abhorrence and contempt from superstition and

enthusiasm. The first is Ihe perfection and glory of

human nature; the two last, the deprivation and dis-

grace of it. Itcmcmher the essence of religion is a

heart void of offence towards Cod and towards man
;

not subtle, speculative opinions, but an active, vital

principle of faith,

There is music in the water fall.

Takiii- the Papm.

Some yeareego, a lady, noticing n jieighbor of

bers was not ia her seal at church, one S:.!b.vh,

called, on her return home, io enquire wbai should

detain so punctual an attendant. On PiXerim+the

house, she found the family busily al ttotk. She
was surprised when her friend addressed hei—
" Why, la ! where have you been to-day, dp

up in your Sabbath clothes!"
" To meeting."

" Why, what day is it?"

" Sabbath day."

" Sal, stop washing in a minute ! Sabbath da\ !

Well, I didn't know ; for my husband has got so

plaguy stingy, he won't lake the papers now, and

we know nothing. Well, who preached ?

" Mr. JIod„'kinsnivery."

" What did he preach about?"

" It was on the destructien of the world, and tho

day ofjudgement."

" What ! is the world destroyed ? Well, well, it

might be destroyed a dozen times, and we know-

nothing about it ! It won't do. we must have tho

newspapers again, for every thing goes wrong

without the paper. Bill has almost lost his reading

and Polly has got quite mopish again, because she

has got no poetry or stories to read. If we have to

take a cart load of potatoes and onions to market. I

am resolved to have a newspaper."

CAFFARELLI.

Caffarelli was not only a very great singer, but he

possessed a corresponding noble mind, with a highly

cultivated taste in the fine arts. The following an-

ecdote is every way characteristick of high talent,

devoid of envy. When Gizziello first appeared at

Rome, he produced so great a sensation, that Caffar-

elli, then in the zenith of his reputation, set off to

hear him. He entered the pit muffled up in a cloak

unknown to any one present. After Gizziello had

sung his first sola, he shouted, at the top of his voice

" Bravo! bravissimo ? Gizziello, e Caffarelli che ti lo

dice," it is Caffarelli who tells you so—and instant-

ly leaving the theatre, returned to Naples.

Modesty of John Sebastian UarJi.

John Sebastian Bach united with his distinguished

talents and science as singular and praise-worthy a
modesty. Being one day asked how he had contriv-

ed to make himselfso great an organist, he answered
" I was industrious ; whoever is equally sedulous,

will be equally successful." And one of his pupils

complaining that the exercise he had set him was
too difficult,, he smiled and said, " Only piactice it

diligently, and you will play it extremely well : you
have. five as good fingers on each hand as I have

;

and nature has given mo no endowments that she has

not as freely bestowed upon you. Judging by myself
application is everything."

Anker.—To be angry about trifles is mean and

childish : to rage and he furious is brutish, and to

maintain perpetual wrath is akin to the practice and

lemper of devils. But to prevent or suppress rising

resentment, is wise and glorious— is manly and

div'ne.
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Lempsifir, Oct. 25, 1848.

Mr. Silsby—Sir : While reeding no) Ion? since

1 chanced to find the following piece—which if you

have not seen— I thought perhaps you would like to

insert in your paper. H. B.

«' Music had its origin in heaven, it was designed

to celebrate the praises of God, and to give to the de-

votion of Cherubim and Seraphim, its most lofty ex-

pression as it sounded long since, and is sounding

still, through the courts of his temple on high. So,

no doubt, in the garden of Eden—our first parents

worshipped the great Creator with songs oi sacred

melody.

The fall which spoiled every thing, has caused this

heavenly artlo be too often ever since perverted from

its high and proper character.

How often has the power of music, in every age

been employed on earth to turn away the soul from

all that is holy, and to promote the darkest interest of

hell ! Musical instruments were first invented by

Jnbal the son of Lamech. Among the Jews, music

was always cultivated with much care, and was em-

ployed not only about the tabernable and the temple,

but also in the common scenes of domestic and soci-

al life.

Marriages, birth-days and other festival seasons

were enlivened with its sound ; it was heard from the

shepherd as he reclimed at ease near the steps of his

flock, and from the fields of the farmer as his harvest

or his vintage was gathered with joy ; it rose from

the chamber of piety, in gratitude and adoration to

God ; it poured its more melancholy strain on the

wind, from the funeral march, as it moved with the

dead to the house appointed for all."

If any subscriber who does not file his papers,

and has No. 7 of vol. 4 on hand, he will confer a

favor by sending it to this office, and shall be suitably

rewarded. »

Correction. In the last No. page 45 near the

bottom of the first column, the sentence which reads,

" We come round a point and draw near the beach"

should read " we came round a point and drew near

the beach, &c."

There are many other mistakes which we hope the

reader will correct. Our only apology is, an unusual

amount of business, caused us to read and correct the

proof in a hurry.

Slow to Speak.—" I highly approve," says

Lord Chatham, " the end and intent of Pythagoras'

injunction, which is, to dedicate the first part of life

more to hear and learn, in order to collect materials

out of which to form opinions founded on proper

lights and well-examined sound principles, than to be

presuming, prompt and flippant in hazarding one's

own slight, crude notions of things, and thus'expos-

ing the nakedness and emptiness of the mind, like a

house opened to receive company, before it is fitted

either with necessaries or any ornament for their re-

ception and entertainment."

" Swift to hear—slow to speak," comes from high

authority indeed. Let all young dominies read this

sentence, least they become presuming, prompt, flip-

pant, and finally open shop too soon, before they are

furnished with any ornaments, or even with necessa

ries for so doinsr.

TURNIPS AND PHRENOLOGY.

The following is to be found among the racy an-

ecdotes in the Phrenological and Physiological Al-

manac for 1849, published by Fowler & Wells, New
York, and sold by White and Potter, Chronoiype

office, 15 State-street, Boston :

" In April, 1821, a medical gentleman in Eden-

burgh, aided by a landscape painter, fashioned a

turnip into the nearest resemblance toa human skull,

which their combined skill and ingenuity could pro-

duce. They had a cast made from it, and sent it to

Mr. G. Combe, requesting his observations on the

mental talents and dispositions which it indicated :

adding, that it was a cast from the skull of a person

of uncommon character. Mr. C. instantly de-

tected the trick, and returned the cast, with the

following parody of "The Man of Thessaly," past-

on the surface :

There was a man in Edenhurgh,

And he was wond'rous wise
;

He went into a turnip field,

And cast about his eyes.

And when he cast his eyes about,

He saw the turnips fine
;

' How many heads are there,' says he,

' That likeness bears to mine V

' So very like they are indeed,

No sage, I'm sure, could know
This turnip head that I have on,

From those that there do grow.'

He pull'd a turnip from the ground
;

A cast from it was thrown
;

He sent it to a Spurzheimite,

And passed it for his own.

And so, indeed, it truly was

His own in every sense
;

For Cast and Joke alike were made

AH at his own expense.

The medical gentleman called on Mr. Combe next

day, and assured him that he meant no offence and

intended only a joke, Mr. C. replied that he treat-

ed the matter as such ; and that if the author of it

was satisfied with his share of the wit : no feeling of

uneasiness remained on the other side."

Man is happy only when employed. Laziness be-

gets vice—vice begets crime, and crime involves

death—death inflicts infamy on his memory, and

bows down the heads of his parents, sisters, brothers

wife and offspring. Who will not avoid laziness.

The rose is sweetest when it first opens, and the

spikenard root when it dies. Beauty belongs to

youth and dies with it ; but the odor of piety survives

death and perfumes the tomb.

ARRANGEMENT
FOR THE

MUSIC LESSONS
Of the Grammar Schools of the

CITY OF BOSTON,
Under the Superintendence ofB. F. Baker,

OCTOBER, 1, 1848.

QUINCY SCHOOL, on Wednesday and Satur.

day, at 10 o'clock, by Sup't.

BOYLSTON SCHOOL, 1st. & 2d. classes, on

Tuesday and Friday, at 12 o'clock, by Sup't. And
3d and 4th on Tuesday and Friday, at 12 o'clock, by

J. A. Adams.
DWIGHT SCHOOL, Tuesday and Friday 9

o'clock, J. E. Gould.
END1COTT SCHOOL, Monday and Thursday,

at 11 1-4, by Sup't.

FRANKLIN SCHOOL, 1st and 2d classes, on

Wednesday and Saturday, at 11 1-2 o'clock, by
Sup't. 3d and 4th, on Wednesday and Saturday, at

12 o'clock, by Miss. F. A - Hardon.
HANCOCK SCHOOL, on Monday and Thurs-

day, at 9 o'clock, by Sup't,

LYMAN SCHCOL, on Monday and Thursday,
at 9 o'clock, by J- W. Adams.
PHILLIPS SCHOOL, 1st and 2d classes, on Mon-

day and Thursday, at 2 o'clock, by S. Swan., anil

the 3d and 4th, on Monday and Thursday, at 2
o'clock, byAmphion Gates.

MAtfhEW SCHOOL, on Tuesday and Friday,

at 9 o'clock, by Sup't.

SMITH SCHOOL, on Tuesday and Friday, at Jl

o'clock, by Sup't.

A CARD.
II"

N. STONE, has an office at No. 4 Derby
*--•• Range (above stairs) where he will be happy
to receive pupils in the study of the Piano Forte.

Boston, Nov. 22, 1848.

A Seraphine for Sale.

A FINE toned Seraphine is offered for sale very
-^*- low. Enquire at the Philharmonic Journal Of-

fice, over Haskall's Funture Rooms.
Nov. 13. Corner of Broad and Washington St.

Manhattan Collection of Sacred Music,

XM7"ANTED at this office, for which a liberal
*" price will be paid. Nov. 13.

MUSIC AND JOB
PRINTING

Neatly Exected at this Office.

Comer of Broad and Washington Street.

ALL persons who are debted to us for the Worl
of Music, are reque ed to mak e immediate pay-

ment. It is important that all the debts due Silsby

& Co. should be settled as soon as possible.

Sept. 19, 1848. S. SILSBY.
S. T. SILSBY.

Just Published
WOODBURY'S YOUTH'S SONG BOOK, designed for

Schools, Classes, and the Social Circle ; containing a-

bout 100 Songs selected from the ties! foreign and Ameri-
can Authors, to which are prefixed a progressive course of
Elementary instruction in music, by I. B Woodbury.
Price $2*00 per doz. Teachers tumished with copies for

examination, without charge.

ALSO,' in press, a new Sacred Music Book, by B. F. Ba-
ser, end I. B. Wooduury

W.J. REYNOLDS, & CO.,
20 Cornnill,

5:—6t Bosroa.
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WILKINS, CAItTER &, CO.'s
PIII'I I. \R Ml SIC HllllhS,

MORE UNIVEHSALLYUSED THAN
AL'jOTHEHS COMBINED.

/URMI.V V SACK V or Boston Col aurch Mu-
l!

: I- ulv admired for its hosmi \

,

ir.i.uT of if; music. Published
u " ll' r lh .1:111.111 of the Boston Academy of Mu-

arith a pamphlet supplement of o9 select tunk* added,
1,1 ' lihor, increasing ilie variety ami oj

ii without extra chars.
BOSTJM 1CADBU7-S COLLECTION. Ed-'

I by L. Hason. Tom standard work i- so well known
nn I u>,' 1 as to preclude the necessity of any recommenda-
tion.

THE PSALTERY. By L. Mason and O. J. Webb.
-i complete works of thekind ever published.

It the sao. tion oftbe Boston Handel& II

• ty and the Boston Academy ofMusic. In style there
.! being sailed to every variety of sub-

jo : i. an I i- especially adapted to congregation-
al us . The Psaltery will make a valuable addition to the
I'

'
BV*» Collection and Carmma .Sacra, and ought

to he in every choir.

Bow ready, a New Church )Iusir Book for the Present

Si'iison, iminely

:

T1IK NATIONAL LYREj A new collection of psalm
nprising the host ancient and modern

compositio is of established merit, with a ch lion of
elm us, &e. designed for the use of choirs, congregal

an 1 societies throughout the United 9li

I'ackerman, Silas A. Bancroft, and 11. K.
Oliver. It is believed tins will beoneof the most beautiful
collections ever published. It consists ofold, new and Ortig-
nil masic, all ol which is of a strictly devotional character.

les have simple arrangements, and arc within the
capacity of all performers. The new ones have been select-
ed with <.rreai care from classic compositions, while 'it is

w I that the original may be foend of sufficient variety to
please all tastes All needless difficulties

i <>truc-
lion of the vocal parts hive l>een avoided

;
and as far as pos-

sib i irate part has been made interestingand easy
to the performer. Another important feature of this hook
is the substitution of small notes for figures in the organ
score. As comrmratively few persons have the opportunity
to perfect themselves in Thorough Bass sufficiently to
play even plain psalm ulv earrectly from figures, it is hoped
tint this arrangement will meet the cordial at probation of
nil. The book being somewhat less in size than the others

price will not exceed six dollars per dozen, thus placing
it within the reach not only of choirs in special want o! now

inch are already suppli

i 'horns Hook, specially adapted to toe use of
Choir's;

Til'-: CHOIR CHORUS BOOK. By A.N. Johnson
Professor in t Icademyof Music A coll<
of Choruses, from ths works of Handel, Haydn. Mozart

1 ' tobn, and other dtstingoished composer's. This
wo i a larger collection of choruses than- hat
before published arranged in a form for tbe use and improve-
ment of choirs: and u is believed that, besides the addi-
ti o i il iot.-r.-st which its u-" Imparts to choir meetings the
stu ly of the pure compositions it contains, will greatly im-

1 1, in an I facilitate the power of execution. Al-
o ilv publishe 1 in the si „,.,. several editions have

v sol i Price $T,60 per dozen
' SCHOOL MUSIC HOOKS

T I : PRIMARY" SCHOOL SONG BOOK, in two parts
Bj 1. S. Webb, Professor in the Boston

ipnosed that any mother, orpri-
• in herself sin?, although she

•
-r, little of musical characters as not to l7e able

01 iy by the help of ibis
pupils with good success, and thus prepare

iy fata- more thorough audi in higher

•N I ROOK OP THE SCHOOL ROOM
ofsongs, hymns, sn I scriptural se-

n, with appropriate mil be sum; in

c, prepared with referi nee to the ir>
' ''

led as a
'"

'•' '" ""
si hools.

|

nee io the wants ol common
ow the above

VtiBUBHrD ASABDVE,
T HE BOSTON CHORUS BOOK ' ,,..,.,

forte oi
; l«on ni.H VYV|,|,

lUection

rintioo

i
ir hymns t .

'i •••. Ji
; I. y.

HANDEL'S ORATORIO OK THE MESSIAH: Ar
ranged In John Bishop, of Cheltenham, England.
THE ODEON : a collection oi secular melodies; arrang-

ed and harmonized for four voices. Designed for adult
Kinging schools and social music parties. Uv G. .1

and Lowell Mason. .\s the title page sets forth, this work
is designed n.r singing scho<
THE VOCALIST; consisting of short and easy glees,

-in parts; arranged for soprano, alto, tenor and
bass voices. By Lowell Mason and George James Webb
Professor m the B em\ of .Music.
THE social GLEE BOOK; a selection of Glees and

I art Songs, t.y dislimn.
lore published in this counlrj ; together with Original
Pieces: by Willi Mason and Silas A. Bancroft
GENTLEMEN'S GLEE BOOK; selected from the

most admired German composers ByL. Mason.
Teachers and others are invited to call and examine these

and other musical works, at No. 10 Water street, Boston
Oct 31.

New and Popular Music Book.
By B. F. Baker, Director of Music at Rev. Dr. Gannet's
Church, Boston, and I. B Woodbury, Organist at
Rev. Dr Kreb's Church, New York.

THHIS day published, Baker and Woodbury's new
1 book of Church Music—The Timbrel. This
work has been prepared with (Treat care, and contains a
large amount of inns. • selected from the best European
Composers, obtained by one of the authors, who visited
Europe expressly for this object. It has also a great va-

! original melodies, and a large and judicious se-
lection of the old standard t,mes. lts co ]iectJon of
Chants, Anthems and select pieces is superior to any
book ol Church music published in this country. An
unusually large variety of metres have been prepared.
adapted to the hymns of the different denominational
hymn books. The music will be found tobeeminently
devotional, and appropriate to the services of the Sine-
luary The style is dignified ; the harmony simple and
pleasing and the whole work is believed to be of a hn>h
order of merit. By C. H. PIERCE, 3 Cornhill Bos-
ton.

To Purchasers of Carolina Sacra.
JUST PUBLISHED, El.MV X.NE Ski.f.CT PBAtM ,v„
•' II. mm Tones for puhlic and private worship, issued by
the publishers of Cabmik \ Sack \. lor grattmous distribu,
lion to all who may purchase that work, copy foi
thereby furnishing to choirs, singing schrols and congrega-
tions, additional variety in then- Sacred Masic, without ex
tra expense.

The pamphlet may be obtained as above stated, of the
publishers or any oi their agents.

WILKINS, CARTER, & CO.,
1:11 No. 10 State Street, Boston.

The National Psalmist,
i

BY MASON & WXBB.
\TOW ready for delivery, •• The N.Uonal Paalmis.

:11 Mew collection ol Church Music, &c M»Lowell Mason and George .lames Webb " "
This w,„k, upon wind, more than three years oflabor have beeo expended, is now presented to Chorwe», reachera of Muaic and others, as TmSuZZZ

plete Mmmi o/Psalnwiy, adapted to the use of

S SiS?e?
re8*UOn8

'.
S,Deing Sd,ools

>

a " d "•*

j .
InL^jHon to a large variety of entirely now mB.

bjc, furi.iahed by drntioguished foreign and nativeeon rtbutore, the '« National Palmist'' is believed to .

eontain a larger proportion than any other collection
|Ol the rich and standard tunes which the church haveused for ages, but many of which arc neverthelessnew to this country.

Ulsl

|

I contains most of the popular English ChanUnand its Anthems, mostly new. are well adapted hot,
lot .lunch worship and choir practice

lis indexes are very com ,e ; embracing, beside.
,

he usual alphabetical and metrical inddtesfan index
to first hneeof hymns, &c., •'Descriptive Table*,"m winch the tunes are classified according to their
style and character. 6

"The National Psalmist contains 119 tunes inLong Meter
; 137 i„ Common Metre

; 77 in Slio

"

Metre; and !)<) of varidos Particular Metres?emKctngall the vaneUes in use; also. 37 Anthems andSet Pieces many of them furnished expressly forhe work by distinguished English Composers \ and
;>< < hants, including the Canticles of the ProtestantEpiscopal ( hurch.

Teachers and others interested are invited to calland examine this work.

I'ubbshrd by TAPPAX, WIHTTFMOKE &MASON.No 111, Waehington-etreet, Boston. 1

G. W. ITIERRfFIELD,

|jScho»l and BUetllaaeous Books, stationrry, Lr.Ar.

SHEET 3VITJSIC, AND SINGING BOCKS
or AI.l ki m -.

1 Dickinson's Work, Trcm'ord Smart
CLAREMONT, N II

'

COOHTRTf MERCHANTS StrrL.ED AT BOSTOM T

PIANO FORTES.
lEItKINS & NEWHALL have removed their

Warerooins to the new Granite Bio. k, Vo. 344 VVash-
incton. street, corner of Hnyward Place.

VV.di N have received a Grold Medal for Piano Fortes
Irom the Mechanics' fair, and would invite the public io
call and examine the instruments before purchasin
where.

Ilnstnn, Aug. I. 1848.

DAVIDT.iYLOK,JK„
DEALER IN

HENRY TOr-JVIAISr,
PUBLISHER or in i; sic,

M\SI FACTURER AND 1 « J: Ml i: in

Husiciil 1 nst riimriilN. Musical Herrhiindize, Iinhrol-

Ins, I'urusols. Sini-siiiuh's, Walking Caaea, &t.
1 53 Washington Street,

OPPOSITE THI 111 ( HURCH,
BOSTON.

A liberal discount made to Dealers Societies, &c

PJANO FORTES FOR SALE.
THR Snibscnher has been appointed Atrenl lor the sale oi

•ii m.i.'s Pit
i i, and has n

jnrvl whicb is nowofiexed tor sale at tbi
facturcr's price. Any person who wishes io purchase a

itrutnent, is roqucKtcd all and see il before pur-
chasing, Purchasers can b. odeted with instru-
ments ol any price or quality l.v (thing a short notice.

Inquire at this. office, or at Itia ;
! ,rst door east

of J. I*. Brewer's store.

_, S. SILSBT.
I, Aug "., I <H.

PIANO PONTES,
Sernphines, leollnna, JTclodeoog, Inslrurlion Hooks,

SHEET I.TTJSIC, &C, &C,
CLAREMONT, N. If.

u abort Iiulrumtnti wilt be Wrf „t Boston Prwsa

PIANOS TO LET,
BV

0LITE3. DITSOIT,

GUITARS, SeTtUPHINES, PIANOS,

SHEET MUSIC,
U\sillM,T()\ STREET,—BOSTCIN, WS.

FOR SALE,
\ superior toned French Ilnm

; has been but little used
Bd as new. Price Fifteen dollars

\lsoa |„,e tonc-d Alto Trombone with ivorj .nouthpiere-
this tnstminent has heen but little used, and i> nk
good „s new, Price eight dollars.
For further particulars address the Boston Fditorof this

paper nt 117 Washington Street, cure of Ilallet, Davi,
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Praise to God
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the great Creator !
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Bounteous source of every joy, He whose hand upholds all nature, He whose word can all de--stroy.
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2. Light (if those whose dreary dwelling, Bordered on the shades of death ; He, in Christ rich grace revealing, Scattered all the clouds beneath.

3. Father, source of all compassion, Pure, unbounded love thou art . Hail the God of our salvation; Praise him every thankful heart
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Saints with pious zeal at- tending, Now the grateful trib - ute raise ; Solemn songs, to heaven ascending, Join the u -ni - versal praise.
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Lo ! th'e - ter-nal page be - fore" us, Bears the cov' - nant of his love, Full of mercy to restore us, Mercy beaming from above.

Joy • f ul - ly on earth a dore him, Till in heaven our songs we raise ; There enraptured fall before him, Lost in wonder, love, and praise.
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In sweet ex - al - ted strains, The king of glo - ry praise , O'er heaven and earth he reigns, Through ev-er - las-ting days;
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Requested.

CALVARY.
Read.

1

My thoughts that of
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- ten mount the
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skies, Go search the world be - nealh,
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thoughts that of - ten mount the skies, Go search, go search the world be - nealh,
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My thoughts that of - ten mount the skies, Go search the world, go search the world be - neath, Where
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Where nature all in

ru - in lies, Where nature all in

ru in lies, And owns, - -

ru - in lies, And owns, - •
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Where nature all in ru • in lies, And owns her sovereign death,
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nature all in ru - in lies, where nature all in ru - in lies, in ru - in lies, And owns and
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and owns his sove - - - reign death. death.
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HYMN CHANT.

O S^EH^I
1. Lord, I approach the mercy seat, Where thou dost answer prayer ; There humbly fall before thy feet, For none can per - ish there.

\ < » iSffiEi <X > PJlteli^B
[2. Thy promise is my only plea, With this I venture nigh ; Thou callest burdened souls to thee, And such, Lord, am 1.
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WHERE SHALL MY GRAVE BE MADE

!

BY JOSEPH B. HOaG.

O ! where shal' be my resting- place

When life's dull scenes are o'er t

Will it be 'neath the willow tree,

Or mid old ocean's roar?

Will this frail form at last reposo

Beneath the crested wave?

Or shall I, by a sylvan bower,

Rest in the quiet grave ?

Will friends stand rouud rny dying bed.

The last farewell to give ?

Or shall I die in unknown lands,

Where none my fate shall grieve !

M list I alone unpitied die ?

My eyes will strangers close '

And in the lonely churchyard lie,

In gloomiest repose ?

If but at last the portal gates

Of Heaven shall open to me,

And glory's crown rest on by brow,

When death shall set me free ;

It matters not where'er at last

This mouldering form shall lie ;

If but my spirit may be borne

To realms beyond the sky:

Liberty, N. Y.

The man whom 1 call deserving the name is one

whose thoughts and exertions are for others rather

than himself.—Sir Walter Scott.

Cool. The editor of a newspaper in Perth, being

challenged recently, coolly replied that any fool

wight give a challenge, but that two fools were need-

id to fight.

A Musical Prodigy.

A girl aged seven years, an orphan of lowest rank,

residing in the house of a farmer, by whom she was

employed in tending cattle, was accustomed to sleep

in an apartment separated by a very thin partition

from one which was frequently occupied by an itin-

erant fiddler. This person was a musician of very

considerable skill, and often spent apart of the night

in performing pieces of a refined description, but his

performance was not taken notice of by the child ex-

cept as a disagreeable noise. After a residence of six

months in this family, she fell into bad health, and

was removed to the house of a benevolent ladv,

where, after a protracted illness, she was employed

as a servant. Some years after she came to reside

with this lady, the most beautiful music was often

heard in the house during the night, which excited

no small interest and wonder in the family ; and ma-

ny a waking hour was spent in endeavors to discover

the invisible iniuistel, At length, the sound was

traced to the sleeping room of the girl, who was

found fast a sleep, but uttered from her lips a sound

exactly resembling the sweetest tones of a small vi-

olin. On further observation it was found that after

being about two hours in bed, she became restless

and began to mutter to herself. She then uttered

sounds precisely resembling the tuning of a violin,and

at length, after some prelude, dashed off into elabor-

ate pieces of music, which she performed in a clear

and accurate manner, and with a sound exactly Te-

sembling the most delicate modulations of that instru-

ment. During the performance she sometimes stop-

ped, made the sound of returning her instrument,

and then began exactly where she had stopped, in

the most correct manner. These paroxysms occur-

red at irregular intervals, varying from one to four-

teen, or even twenty nights, and they were general-

ly followed by a degree of fever and pains over vari-

ous parts of her body.

After a year or two, her music was not confined to

the imitation of the violin, but was often exchanged

for that of a piano of a very old description, which

she was accustomed to hear in the house where she

now lived, and she then also began to sing, imitating

exactly the voices of several ladies of the family.

—

In another year from this time, she began to talk a

great deal in her sleep, in which she seemed to fancy

herself instructing a younger companion. She often

descanted with the utmost fluency and correctness on

a variety of topics, both political and religious, the

news of the day, the historical parts of scripture, pub-

lic characters, and particularly the character of mem-
bers of the family and their visitors. In these discus-

sions she showed the most wonderful discrimination,

often combined with sarcasm, and astonishing powers

of mimicry. Her language through the whole was
fluent and correct, and her illustrations often forcible

and even eloquent. She was fond of illustrating her

subject by what she called a fable, and in these her

imagery was both appropriate and elegant.

BEAUTIFUL ALLEGORY.

Night kissed the young rose, and it bent softly to

sleep. And the stars shone, and pure drops lump

upon its blushing bosom, and watched its gentle

slumbers. Morning came with dancing breezes, and

they whispered to the young rose, and it awoke, joy-

ous and smiling, Lightly it danced to and fro iu

all the loveliness of health and youthful innocence.

Then came the ardent sun, sweeping from the

East, and he smote the young rose with the gnldrd

shaft, and it fainted. Deserted and almost heart-

broken, it dropped to the dust in its loveliness and

despair.

Now ihe gentle breeze, which had been gamboling

over the sea. pushing on the light bark, sweeping

over hill and dale, by the neat cottage and the still

brook, fanning the fevered brow of disease, and los*--

ing the curls of innocent child-hood, came trip-

ping along on the errands of mercy and love :

and when she hastened to kiss it, and fondly

bathed its foiehead in cool refreshing show-

ers, the young rose revived, looked up and

smiled, flung it ruddy arms as if in gratitude to em-

brace the kind breeze ; but she hurried quickly awav

when her generous work was performed ; yet not

without regard, for she soon perceived that a delici-

ous fragrance had been poured on her wings by the

grateful rose, and the kind breeze was glad in her

heart, and went away singing through the trees.

Thus, true charity, like the breeze which gathers

asit refreshes, unconsciously reaps a reward in the

performance of its offices of kindness and love, which

steals through the heart like a rich perfume, to bless

and cheer.

• If good people,' said Archbishop Usher, ' would

but make their goodness agreeable, and smile instead

of frowning in their virtue, how many would they

win to the cause."

A good conscience is to the soul what health is to

'he body. It preserves a constant ease and Serenity

within us, and more than countervails all the calam-

ities and afflictions that can befall us.

We complain of all, yet ought to complain of none

but ourselves. We impute our calamities to mis-

fortune; nay, even those vices that are of our own
nursing up, we lay all the blame on occasions and

imergent accidents.

To a man who possesses a good heart, there can Le

nothing more pleasing that the consciousness of giv-

ing pleasure to others. The luxnry of doing gooJ

is most exquisite as well as innocent.

Scandal, like the Nile, is fed by innumerable

streams ; but it is extremely difficult to trace it to

its source.
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REPORT OK THE COMMITTEE 0.1 THE TEACHER'S

DSTITUTE.

The Committee appointed by the Common School

Association of Sullivan County, to take measures

r the forming ami conducting ofaTeachers 1
Insti-

tute for that County, respectfully report:

—

They under a high sense of the importance of the

matter committed to them, and fully determined that

no efforts should be wanting on their pait, which

might be necessary to carry out the views and wishes

of the Association, or to Bel before the community a

fair and well adjusted experiment of an Institute for

the special instruction and (raining of Teachers for

our Common Schools, they proceeded soon after the

last annual meeting to give their attention to the ob-

iroposed in their appointment.

The first thing 10 he done obviously, was to secure

the pecuniary means, which would be needed in the

undertaking contemplated. For this purpose the

Committee, judgi.ig that a benefit to theCounty gen-

erally, should in reason he at the cost of the people

of the County, addressed a circular to the Selectmen

in the several Towns, requesting the insertion of an

article in the warrants for the March meeting to see

if they would make a small appropriation for the sup-

port of a Teachers' Institute. Such appropriations

were accordingly made in six of the fifteen nuns
constituting the County, and the sums forwarded to

the Committee, as follows :

Claremont, $50.00

Newport. 25.00

Unity, 10,20

Lempster, l.'i,50

Lengaon, 10.00

Charlestown, 50,00

Acworth, 10,00 by private

subscription.

With these means the Committee felt encouraged

and prepared to proceed in this work with decision

and vigor. Accordingly they met the next question

which was, to fix the time when the Institute shouhl

beheld. And here our conclusion was, after due

consideration, that the sooner our Schools could re-

ceive that specific beneficial impression, which is sup-

posed to be produced by this means, the better it

would be for them. Hence it was decided to have

a term or session in the Spring before the commence-
ment ot Summer Schools.

The question then came up, Who shall be the

onductoi of our Institute' And here the Commit-
tee, in an undertaking to thcin quite novel, felt the

necessity of soliciting the counsel of gentlemen of ex-

perience and skill in the senmr of education and the

art of teaching. After a correspondence somewhat
oxtensivc, our attention became fixed on Prof. Dar-

win G. Baton, a teacher in the Stale Normal School

at Albany, with whom we made an engagement to

conduct the first term of our Institute. On Wed-
nesday , the I !)lh day of April last, the term com-
menced at the Town Hall in Claremont, under the

immediate direction and instruction ofthat gentleman
aM continued two weeks— a istanct uder-

•d la aome departments by several gentlemen be-

longing in the town, who volunteered lo help onward
too good undertaking.

W, think it proper to give here a brief statement

of the daily exercises of the Institute.

The exercises of each day commenced with read-|

ing a portion of the sacred Scriptures and prayer.

—

Then followed a Lecture from Pro!. Eaton on some

subject connected with the practical duties of the

teacher of a School. After this was the call to Read-

ing, with familiar instructions and illustrative exam-

ples. Aftera recess came Arithmetic, with opera-

tions on the slate,—then Descriptive Geography.

—

In the afternoon, Perspective Drawing— Mental

Arithmetic—and Mathematical Geography. A re-

cess.— Spelling—Exercises in the elementary sounds

of the English language—and Grammar. In the

evening, instruction Was given in the science and art

of Music, by Mr. Solon Silsby, who consented, for a

very small compensation to conduct this department.

Ii may be here remarked, that singing was intersper-

sed among the exercises of the Institute, as occasion

seemed to requre or justify, in order that the mind

might not be overstrained w ith silent thought, and

intense application.—The labors of the day ended

with a Lecture.

The Roll for this term, numbered thirteen gentle-

men and ninety-three ladies; in all 106,—coming

from all parts of the County, as may be seen by the

Catalogue herewith presented. To persons residing 1

in the County no charge was made for instruction

—

to those not residing in the County was charged the

small sum of one dollar for the course.

By. an arrangement with a number of individuals

in the village of Claremont, who were desirous to en-

courage our undertaking, we were enabled to obtain

board for ladies and gentleman, at a price so low as

to be within the means of the most straitened.

Such, in brief, were the arrangements made, and

such the course pursued. The Committee were re-

solved, that nothing should be wanting on their part,

to insure a well-ordered and satisfactory experiment.

Not a half a day passed by without one or more of us

being present. The Institute was under our inspec-

tion and scrutiny, constantly, from the morning of its

opening to the evening of its close. And at the

close, we were ready to say, that our most sanguine

hopes had been exceeded ; and that Prof. Eaton had

conducted our experiment in a manner entitling him

to the warmest terms of acknowledgment. We
were not able to see, that it could in any particular,

have been more satisfactorily managed.

After this trial, and with these impressions, the

Committee were prepared to decide at once, on hold-

ing a fall term ; and it was their w ish to engage Prot.

Eaton as its conductor—which indue time they hap-

pily succeeded in effecting.

On Tuesday the third day of October the Fall term

Commenced; and its studies and exercises were ar-

ranged and conducted iii the same manner, Mbatantl-

j

ally, as those of the Spring term, and need not be

recapitulated. In their making acknowledgments
for assistance rendered by several gentlemen in the

ididascalic labors of the Institute, the Committee wish
in mention the able service gratuitous! v rendered in

the department of Grammas, by James M. G
Esq., of Claremont, Tor an interesting and useful

Lecture on Botany, we w ere indebted to Prol V

ofMeriden. Mr Greeley of Clarenioui had charge
of the department or Reading, and gave
faction.

The whole number teachers and candidate* fin-

teaching, in constant attendance on tin exer< •

|

the Institute, was n::—of whom Si were ladies, and
5'J gentlemen.

The increased number of ladies ant) gent l< men in

attendance, with other circumstances not needing lo

be particularly stated, rendered this term ol the In-

stitute, one of great and absorbing interest

And here the feelings of the Committee do not per-

mit them to conclude their report, wilhont acknowl-
edging, that they are much indebted for the happy

|

success, which has crowned their anxieties apd labors

to the cheerful and ever ready acquiescence and co-

operation of the assembled teachers. From first to

J

last, thoughout each term, no one thing occurred, so

j

far as we know or believe, tending to disturb harmo-

,
ny, or to interrupt that vigorous and v. ell-applied at-

tention, which the nature of the course pursued by

Prol. Eaton, Tendered indispensably necessary to im-

provement. One spirit pervaded the whole; and all

seemed resolved to make the most of lime and advan-

tages. The Committee, take pleasure in offering to

this Association, and to the friends of education in

the County, generally, their congratulations on the

possession amongst themselves of a force in the la-

bors of teaching, so intelligent, so refined in manners
so enlightened in principle, so thirsty for knowledge,
and, in short, so well qualified in general character
for eminent usefulness. No one could witness the

untiring and most skillfully directed labors of the Con
ductor, and the intense converging of so many eager
and aspiring minds, towards each point indicated by
him, and the ardent zeal to garner up in the note
book, the valuable thoughts as they fell from his lips

without bejng convinced, that Teachers Institutes

are destined to a place of the very first importance,

among the means for advancing the character and
interests of our Common Shools.

An esprit du corps, or spirit of the profession, is

generated and strengthened, while it is regulated by
the moat wholesome discipline to the mind aud the

heart.

In bringing this report to a close, the Committee
beg leave to direct the attention of the Association to

certain resolutions adopted by the assembled teachers

during the last term of the Institute—a copy of

which is herewith presented. They were drawn up
by a Committee of very intelligent, judicious, and

experienced teachers, and after discussion and delib-

eration, were adopted with unanimity.

All of which is respectfully submitted.

CARL ION CHASE,
SIMEON IDE,
J. WOOD,
J. S. FISKE,
ALl'lloNSO WOOD,
ALVA 11 SMITH,
JOHN WOODS,

Commitee, &«.

Every man can guide an ill wife, but he that hath her.
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THE YEAR'S DECLINE.

BY JOHN siv US,

Come, and the J
ear's decline behold ;

O'er grove and garden wood and world,

Chased are the leaves by wild winds cold.

Wasted and worn, away, away,

Vanish the graceful, fly the fray,

As before valor flies dismay.

Win ye who will, and when won, claim

This world's best good",—wealth, pleasure, fame :

But hold,—Is there no nobler aim ?

If not, then man is made to mourn
;

And springs are but to moek us born

;

And summers they but smile in scorn.

For pleasure—bright as blushing spring
;

And fame—like songs would warbler's sing;

And riches fly like birds on wing.

But man was never made to mourn,

Never was spring to mock us born
;

Never did summer smile in scorn.

They come that man may live—they go

That he may learn—may learn to know

His heart's best home is not below.

The blessed days that visit earth,

Awaking beauty, gladness, mirth,

Speak of the sky their place of birth.

For there's a better world than this,

Where the true good immortal is
;

Klse whence our light, and love and bliss.

And now, amid the year's decline,

A thousand monitors combine,

To bid us seek the land divine.

Editors' Perquisites.

The editor of the New London Democrat was pre-

sented with a one dollar bill, (not a counterfeit,

either,) a short time ago, for the insertion of an ac-

companying marriage notice : whereupon the almost

frantic man speaks of it as decidedly the most cents-

ible marriage that he ever heard of!

We are always glad to record these kind attentions

to the editorial fraternity, for they are a good natur-

ed, hard-working, but, unfortunately, penniless race

of beings, who love the dear public and are willing

to cater for their gratification. But editors must be

fed, and cannot live on air or "faith," though they

be good and "just." The public owe them a living

and should not fail always to pay their subscriptions

promptly without being dunned, for that is a grevi-

ous tax on the time, patience and pockets of the craft.

What's more, they should never let him go without

a good Thanksgiving dinner, nor withoutsome little

token of remembrance on Christmas and New Year's

days.

The Christian— for such he must be, who sent our

brother of the Democrat so signal a proof of his at-

tachment, deserves the notice of the press, that

others rmy go and do likewise. Pollard is his name

—pass him around.

It is easier to praise people into virtue than to rail

them out of vice.

Selected for the Philharmonic Journal.

I Lowell Mason, Esq,—Dear Sir : Just sirictures

on the several specimens of musical style which were

given under your conduct at the first Presbyterian

Church in this city on last Wednesday evening, con-

sidering the circumstances in which you were placed

would seem too severe. For the singular, character

of your remarks, however, before such an audience

as honored you on that occasion, you can claim no

such indulgence. They were entirely and solely your

own, public, and designed especially for the edifica-

tion of your numerous, refined and intelligent hear.

ers. In such imposing circumstances, therefore, rffey

should have been worthy of the high estimation in

which sryne hold you, both as a scholar and musician.

Instead of this, however, they were generally vague,

and calculated to mislead the minds ofyour attentive

auditors in regard to several important facts in the

character and history of church music.

You said that congregational singing must neces-

sarily be in one part. How did this statement cor-

respond with your next remark, that, after all, this

style of church music is the best and most legitimate

and especially with the universally known fact, that

a pleasure in concordant sounds is common to man?

Though you have visited Europe are you still ignor

ant of the facts that the music in the Scotch and Ger-

man churches is strictly congregational, and that their

tunes are arranged and usually performed in full har-

mony'! Congregational singing, also, prevails in the

Moravian and German churches in this country, and

nowhere is harmony more sweet and full, ft is not

necessary then, to confine congregational singing in

its strictest sense, to one part, and your remarks and

illustrations on that point were neither just nor phil-

osophical. A little pedantic, too, was ihe wide dis-

tinction which you made between what you call

choral and congregational tunes. The old tune of

York, is as well adopted to congregational singing

as Old Hundred. In this, therefore, you made a dis-

tinction where there was no difference. What but

choral music is sung in the German churches?

You stated also, that congregational singing is in-

capable of expression, and consequently of exciting

emotion, and then in almost the next breath you de-

scribed the lofty, glowing, and heavenly effects of

this kind of church music. Could anything sir, but

the best and most appropriate expression of congre-

gational singing have produced the grand and legiti-

mate effects which you so eloquently attributed to

this style of singing 1

True, sir, in congregational singing, there is no

opportunity for the display of musical freaks and

flourishes and artistical skill, if that is what you meant

by expression. Such a kind uf musical expression,

however, though in the language of Rev. Mr. Kirk.

it may be " loud and soft, quick and slow," can pro-

duce none of the sublime effects of congregational

singing, but is frigid and ineffective.

By the noise of a stick or some other instrument

upon the front of the gallery, and other mechanical

means to direct the movements of your choir, as you

would have done the motions of a mere machine, you

succeeded in giving us a specimen of this kind of ex-

pression, though r.s to any thing we could learn from

I lie words we knew not why you sung loud or soft,

Iquick or slow.

It has long been known to many of the most intel-

ligent teachers of music in this country that the pages

of your numerous publications contained scraps, frag-

ments, and selections from secular music, but, sir, 1

was not prepared to hear you acknowledge the fact

before such a large and intelligent audience, or thai

the National Psalmist contains: tunes which are dan-

gerous to the character and proper effects of church

music.

You desired us to regard the grand Hallelujah

Chorus from that wonderful Oratorio, the Messiah,

as strictly secular, and yet what theme so sublime

—

what strains so grand, solemn, and impressive.—

" Hallelujah, for the Lord, God Omnipotent reign-

eth ;" and yet this sublimest of all earthly choruse?

should be regarded as concert music for mere display

!

it is not strange however, that the man, who had the

vanity to suppose that he could improve the wonder-

ful productions of the immortal Handel, by alterations

omissions, &c, should so regard his sublime and

heavenly strains.

But what makes music sacred 1 Certainly nof ii'

original use, nor its mechanical construction. Nor

does its connection with inspired language or senti-

ments ; lor these, as they often have been, may be

perverted to mere amusement The power of oratory

may touch the heart, whether on the stage, or in jhe

pulpit. As a medium through which Divine truth

becomes more forcible it is sacred. Oratory, then,

becomes sacred by appropriation. So in music-

—

when consecrated to the service of the church, ami

made the medium through which our religious emo-
tions flow, it is sacred whatever may be the form ot

its notation. Music, then, when performed as an ac:

of divine praise is sacred, otherwise, secular, no mat-

ter who composed it, or from what book it was taken.

The use in Divine praise of such tunes as Auld Lau;.-

Syne, &c, never have been objected to on the groom!

that when thus appropriated they were not sacred,

but because they were associated with scenes which

should not be remembered, especially in Divine praise.

If however, music depefids on other circumstanccs

for its sacred character, why did you place in a col-

lection of music, intended for the use of Divine

praise, tunes which you knew to be secular and dan-

gerous to church music ? To me your motive in this

is plain. You could not have supposed that those,

who should use your books would proper! v discrim-

inate between these dangerous tunes, and those

which you intended for the use of the church, in their

selection for Diibhc worship.

You said that the origin of the Gregorian Chant

was as far back as the time of our Savior. This

was several hundred years before the birth of its

founder. Either Gregory, of Non-Cesar'ea, who di

ed in 389, or the Roman Pontiff by that name, who
died in 604, wasthe founder of that celebrated Chant

which makes its origin some centuries later than you
dated it.

James the 1st, King of Scotland, who was assassin

ated in 1 137, composed several peculiar melodies,

which together with all imitations of them have ever

since been called " Scotch Airs," in d stinction fcon-.

all other kinds music. Now to dato the origin of
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these jusily celebrated melodies prior to the birth of make ihe exercises not only pleasing, but instructive

their Royal author, would betray in any persona to the class. The same order of exercises was observ-

'real ignorance of their history. ed throughout the four days and closed on Friday

Equally chemical was your remark in regard to evening Dec. 1st. with a public concert ofMiscella-

"ur Savior and liis Disciples. The ncous Music, given to a respectable audience who

New T. Mamcnt contains not the slightest allusion evinced the highest satisfaction with the perform-

whatever, to life style or manner of their singing.

—

auces. Mr. Baker gave several songs in his usually

< hir Saviour and his Disciples inculcated the duty of pleasing and dignified style. All who heard him w ere

»inging Divine praise, by their example ; and so did delighted with his singing, and desired to bear him

1'aul and Silas, but in what kind of tunes or style, again. Ills labors weie appreciated by every mem-
tiiey have not informed us. The whole subject of her of the class and the instruction which he impart*

singing divine praise is incidentally alluded to but ed will have a salutary influence w Inch cannot be lost

three times in the New Testament. 10 4ns community. It will not be amiss to speak of

One remark more, sir, and I will close. In all some of the prominent members of the class, particu-

\onr Institutes, Conventions. &c, what have you larly those who song solos, Mr. Dunham sung ' How
••ne to make bailers and teachers of church music (|,y Boat lightly' in good taste, also the parts' he bus-

better readers of sacred poetry, and more acquainted tained in the quartette in which he participated.

—

m ith lis consiniit.nl and distinctive principles, upon Among the ladies who sung Solos and prominent

a thorough knowledge of which, depends the most parts, with much credit to themselves, and saiisfae-

important qualifications of a competent teacher and tion to the hearers, were Mrs. Porter, Mrs. Brewer,

conductor of church music. .Miss Clark, Miss Blodgett, Miss Boothe, Mrs. Mel-

Piano are characterized by purity of conception. ;.nd

grace in execution, and may well rank as one of the

first pianists of the age.

Mr. DemPSTEB has been likewise regaling h is

friends with his choice ballads, fthich, though " lift

repeated seem not to tire,'' His style has a great

many admirers.

Mr. Wilson, of the Queen's concert Rooms, Lon-

don, has given a pleasing entertainment entitled,

!*' Songs of Scotland," which was attended by some
of our most popular amateur vocalists as well as by u

'goodly number of the lovers of music. Mr. Wibon
is bound lo be popular.

With respect, &c,
G. W LUCAS.

Cleveland, Sep. 15.
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len. We have neither time nor space lo enter into

particulars respecting the performances suffice it to

say that the whole affair gave good satisfaction, from

the opening of the class to the close of the concert.

ASSOCIATION.

A voluntary association has recently been formed

The following persons are indebted lo Silsby & ,,'" Boston, for the purpose of improvement in vocal

Co. for the World of Music. Any information con- an<l instrumental music. It holds weekly meeting)

and the members enter into its objects with oommen-cerning ihem will be thankfully received.

II. FT Oilman, T. G. U. Fisk, S. O. Dickey, dablezeal 11. F. Baker, Esq., is the director of the

William Olmstead Geo. F. Miller, Amaziah Bailey, v °cal department, and Mr. Keller leads the Orches-

A. Jackson, William T. Farr, Charles Oakes, E. II. »ra»

Oliver, James H. Parmele, Franklin Ripley, Frank- ,

We are glad that such an association is formed,

lin Stone, A. Pepper, W. W. Sawyer, T. S. Par-

ker, Willitm Anderson.

and we trust that it will he well sustained. Of Mr.

Bakers' qualifications to discharge the duties which

We have a large list of names which will be serv- he has undertaken, all who know him must be well

e4 up soon If the needful is not forthcoming. All convinced.

who stop their papers without paying arrearages must Mr. Keller is well known to the members of the

espeet lo appear m print. Philharmonic Institute, as the accomplished violinist,

and able teacher of that and other instruments.

On looking over our books we see that rrfany of our Mr. K. is a thorough musician and is fully com-

.ul. aIio pay regularly for their papers have petent to discharge every trust reposed in him.

Hot .-Hi the money for the present year which will We certainly wish the association abundant sne-

end on the lib of next March. We hope they will cess. H. C. B.

i to this duly soon. These are the persons on '

whom we depend for funds to carry on our business. Tiik MirsicAi. Education Society, is making

preparations, as we understand, for a series ol brill i-

MESSRS. BAKED fe WOODBURY'S antooncerta. We doubt not they will meet with a

i, met in this village on the 28th ult., liberal abate of patronage,

eably lo notice and continued its session 4 days.

I Maker waa pr.smt and took charge of the exer- The Mr/SICAI Fnam Society is making similar

cises. The meeting opened w ith a few appropriate preparation*, and announce a series of concerts lo

kl from Mr. Maker, after which he commenced >
il1"' P'** *"«"'• Boston is full of concerts and must-

htb lectures on the element* of Music interspersed ''al entertainments, and superadded to ihcse the vari-

with occasional Singtag. The morning ol cad, day. """ Panorama, Uone can complain of a want ol relax

rupied in lecturing on the Elements, and the alion
<

r,,r il is '" (,ur " ll(lsl ; * ki,l<ls :irc »«*"•

aw method of teaching them io daesea and schools. :"" 1 •>"• !"'«•« l " "'l lll «' l'"
rs, ' s "'' iherich and the

i be afternoon, was devoted to the. cultivation of the 'e88 affluent.

uging of Psalmody from the Timbrel.

with occasional roinaik.i and rriticibms calculated lo HUSICflL I.MLRT.UNMLMS.

improve the style aodtaateof all present. In the Maobjci Strako8c«, Pianist of the Emperor at

••Tcning, chorus and Glee singing were each taken Russia, bis given several concerts to select and ap-

;p in its turn and practiced in such a manner a- to predating audiences. His performances upon the

The Hanoil and Haydn Society, having given

three or more representations of Rossini's "Moms
in Egypt"' which have called out respectable audi-

ences who have seemed to appreciate the efforts of

•ty. Mr K'eissman, the principal lenor, has

some very fine notes in his voice, but the higher

tones in the passages which he is required to sing aro

evidently beyond Ins vocal compass. He is not what

we should call strictly speaking a tenor singer.

li is useless In speak in praise of Anna Stone, as

it would be to repeal w hat we have often said before.

She can always be depended upon for correctness in

time and text.

Mi. Ball, improves every time he sings, and his

manner of singing coupled with Me correct deport-

ment before the public will long give him assurance

that he is appreciated.

Miss Prevosi has a sweet voire and sings v i<h

good taste, and is fast becoming a public lavorite.

Mr. Horn is considered a very pood leader, or direc-

tor and Mr. Geo. F. Hsjter in his performsurea r\-

on the Organ fully answers the expectations of his

friends.

Mai.ose Raymond and family have been giving

concerts during the month, but not having heard them

cannot speak as to the merits of their entertain-

ments. II. G, B.
• ___^^.

Friend Silshy :—The busy season is now over

especially with the farming community and now

seems lobe a favorable nine 10 attend to music.

1 hope that e\ :-rv town and village, throughout this

country will avail themselves of a good singing

school this winter. There are young people enough

to attend, and material and ability sufficient 10 make

this a musical country like Germany, it all our

churches, and good people would awake to this im-

portant subject. There is no school from which aa

much benefit can be derived, as a w ell conducted

ing school, in propotion to the time devoted to it. 1

have noticed, in the vicinity w here I am teaching that

there is more inn ust manifested in singing schools,

than 1 have ever know n. Parents begin to lake uu

interest in having their children learn losing.

There are a gnat many young men now preparing

themselves, for teachers of music, so thai there is

every encouragement in this country fortheoause ol

music to advance, with rapid strides.

My schools are mostly located along the beautiful
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valley of the Connecticut River, some of them are

on the line of the railroad where 1 can step into ihe

oars and go 30 or 40 miles which makes my labors

much easier, but I suppose you will ask me what

books 1 use in my schools; in some of them, the Na-

tional Psalmest, some the Psaltery and in one the

New York Choralist. If you should tsk me which

1 consider the best book now before the public, I

should say the National Psalmest, for the following

reasons,—it contains a great variety of church tunes,

composed expressly for the work, from the best mas-

ters in Europe, and also in this country. The tunes

are so arranged into classes, that it is very conveni-

ent to make a suitable selection on all occasions.

—

There is one class, designed for devotional purposes,

which are truly dignified, and devotional in their

character.

There is another class, which I call singing school

tunes, such as—Majesty, page 296 ; Lenox, 164;

Victory, 314 ; Weld, 94 ; Moland, 93 ; Fawcett, 60 ;

The breaking waves dash high 301; Dent, 136, &C.

which are well calculated to please and keep up a

great interest in singing Schools.

Finally it is just such a book as every good judge

of music will like, if they will examine it carefully. I

have used it in my choir ever since it was first pub-

lished and it continues to please better and better.

The authors of this work, have labored hard for

three years, in making a suitable selection of the

right kind of church music such as would meet the

wants of our churchss in this country.

I think, they have succeeded, and it must be ad-

mited by all good judges, that it is a choice collection

of church music. It will stand, on its own merit,

and I think it w ill be the standard work for church

music in this country. Many of the tunes were coin-

posed by some of the most pious men that have ever

lived, and sung, by our forefathers; such tunes as

—

Iosco page 66 ; Nicholas, page 106 : Worms, page

71 and many others, can not fail to cheer the hearts

•f christians.

The Anthems and select pieces, in the last part, of

the book are very fine. It al.«o jcontains a great va-

riety of chants.

There is another feature about this work, which

I think is an improvement upon previous works,

there is more variety in the harmony, and more mel-

ody in the basses and tenors, &c. In conclusion I

will say, it is in my opinion, just such a book as will

give satisfaction whenever it is known.

P. K. E.

Our schools sometimes give evidence of very pre-

cocious genius, in some of those whose ideas are in

rapid progress of " shooting."

" Thomas, what is the appearance and structure of

human brains?''

" Which sort, sirV
" Which sort! Why, there is but one "

" Yes sir, there are two."

" How is that?"

" Why, there are the skull brains and the mem-
branes, ain't there !"

The querist stood dumb with puzzled surprise, and

the class was ordered to lake seats.

MUSIC BOOKS,
B. B. Musscy & Co's. Topnlar Music Books.

More deserving of being universally used than all

others combined.

The Modern Harp : or, Boston Sacred Melodist.

A COLLECTION of church music, comprising, in

"*- addition to many of the most Popular Tunes in

common use, a great variety of new and original

Tunes, Sentences, Chants, Motets, and Anthems, ad-

apted to Social and Religious Worship Singing

Schools, &c., by E. L. White and J. E. Gould.

This book has already passed through more than

twenty editions, and is now used in all the best choirs

and societies in New England, and is universally con-

sidered as one of the best books of Church Music

now in use.

" The whole collection is judiciously arranged, and

will undoubtedly take a rank second to none of the

nutnmerous publications of Church Music now in

use."—[Atlas.

" This Book is composed mostly of Music new to

the American public, and embracing everj variety of

metre now in use, with numerous sentences, chants,

motets and anthems, suited to particular occasions."

[Salem Observer.

OPERA CHORUS BOOK.—Consisting of trios,

quartettes, solos, and choruses, selected and arrang-

ed from the most popular Operas of Von Weber,
Rossini, Meyerbeer, Bellini, Benedict, Donizetti,

Mercadante, Auber, Balfe, Verdi and Bishop. By
E. L, White and J. E. Gould.

We select the following from numerous notices of

this work:
" Salem, Nov. 1, 1847.

" Mr. B. B. Mussey—Dear Sir— I have examin-
ed the new publication which has lately come from

your press, called the " Opera Chorus Book," and
do not hesitare to commend its design and execution.

The selections are well madeand well arranged, and
are almost all of them, gems of high musical value.

The field from which they were gathered, has not

until now, been explored. It is rich in fruits, .and
it is to be hoped, that such success may attend this

first gathering, as to induce the reapers again to try

the sickle," Your friend, &c.
H. K. Oliver.

" The work abounds in' those delicious gems of the
Opera, any one of which is beautiful,enough to tempt
our readers to the purchase of the whole collection."

[Boston Daily Whig
(l Whatever motive »f ambition or interest suggest-

ed the idea of this collection, the Book is exactly

what is wanted at this time : and it will be taken as

a favor to the musical public, inasmuch as it cannot
fail to be a great acquisition for practice, and a means
for creating a better taste. A book got at with such
good properties, cannot fail to be well received."

Respectfully youTs, &c.
Thomas Powers.

THE TYROLIEN LYRE.—A Glee Book, con-
sisting of easy pieces, arranged mostly for Soprano
Alto, Tenor, and Bass Voices, with and without
Piano Forte Accompaniments, comprising a complete
collection of solos, duets, trios, quartettes. Choruses,
&c , for the use of societies, schools, clubs, choirs,

and the social circle. By Edward L. White and
John E. Gould.
The work will not only be a pleasant social, com-

panion, hut will be found extremely useful for choirs,

schools, &c.
" It is a large and well executed volume of two

hundred and thirty pages, containing easy pieces, ar-

ranged mostly for Soprano, Alto, Tenor, and Bass
Voices, with and without Piano Forte Accompani-
ments ; comprising a complete Collection of solos,

duets, trios, quartetts, quintettes, choruses, &c.

—

The names of Edward L. White and John E. Gould
by whom the Music is composed, selected, and ar-

ranged, is a sufficient recommendation of its excel-

lence."—[Olive Branch.

THE BOSTON MELODEON, VOL. I. A Col-

lection of Secular Melodies, consisting of mm>
glees, rounds, catches, &c, including many ol the

most popular pieces of the day ; arranged and har-

monized for Four Voices. By Edward L White.

THE BOSTON MF-LODEON, VOL. II \

collection of secular melodies, consisting of sunt.'
,

glees, rounds, catches, &c, including many of the

most popular pieces of the day, arranged and harmon-

ized for four voices, vol. 2, by E. L. White.

The above Books have been before the public some
two years, during which time, more than 30,000 of

them have been sold, and their reputation is too well

known to require any commendation.

THE WREATH OF SONGS.—Consisting of

songs, hymns, and chants, with appropriate music,

designed for the use of Common schools, Seminar;:

&c. To which are added the Elements of Vocal

Music, arranged according to the Pestalozzian

tern of Instruction ; with numerous Exeicise*. .

tended to supercede (in part) the necessity of the

Black-board. By Edward L. White and Joi.

Gould.
" This work is just the thing for Schools, Juvenile

Concerts, &c; consisting of songs, hymns and chants

with appropriate Music designed for the use of Corn

mon Schools, Seminaries, &o , to which is piefixed

the elements of Vocal Music. For such purpi

we have seen no better work than the " Wreath of

School Songs."— [Olive Branch.

" It is a charming' little volnmn, and we recom-

mend it to all who have families."—[Signal.

BAKF.R'S ELEMENTARY MUSIC BOOK —
Comprising a variety of songs, hymns, and chants.

Designed for the use of public and private Schools

By Benjamin F. Baker.

The songs are for the most part lively and inter-

esting, containing just and moral sentiments ; and
the Music is admirably adopted to them. We com-
mend it to the attention of all those interested in

school education."—[Atlas.

" The book is prepared with knowledge and juij.i-

ment, and is admirably adapted to the purpose tor

which it is designed ; and our Committee, wisr

garding the interests ofour Children, have authoriz-

ed its use ip those Schools of which Mr. Baker I

-

the care."—[Mercantile Journal.

' We have examined this w:ork and do not hesitate lo

recommend it to all who are desirous oi obtains

useful book."—[World of Music.

THE SABBATH SCHOOL LUTE.—A selec-

tion ofhymns and appropriate Melodies adopted to

the wants of Sabbath School and Social Meetings.—
By E. L. White and J. E. Gould, authors of the
" Modern Harp," " Tyrolien Lyre." " Wreath of
School Songs," " Opera Chorus Book," &o. fit

A CARD.
XT N. STONE, has an office at No. 4 Derbj
*--• Range (above stairs) where he will be hap| y
to receive pupils in the study of tbe Piano Fortfi

Boston, Nov. 22, 1848.

A Seraphiue for Sale.

A FINE toned Seraphine is offered for sale very™ low\ Enquire at the Philharmonic Joi-riuil Ot

fice, over Haskall's Furniture Rooms.
Nov. 13. Corner of Broad and Washington St

MUSIC AND JOB

PRINTING
Neatly Executed at this Office.

Corner of Broad and Washington Street.

Manhattan Collection of Sacred Mnsic,

T17"ANTED at this office, for which a liberal
"" price willbepaid. Nov. 1'3.
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run i. ik >i i sir nooks,
MORE UNIVERSALLY USED THAN

ALL OTHERS COMBINED.
pARMIN \ sack \. or Boston Collection ..t church Mu
*-> mi'. By Li, Mason: greatly admired fur us beauty
ohaalelMM, and Merlin; character of it* iniiMC. Published

the recommendation of the Boston Academy: ol Mu-
sic, with a pamphlet supplement offiSazLxcT tomss added
in 1848 by another author, increasing the variety and excel-

lence of the Collection without extra charge,

THE BOSTON AC \DK.\1V s COLLECTION l-'.d-

iied by L. Masoo. This standard work is so well known
ami used as to preclude the necessity of any rccouiincnda-

THR PSU.TP.RY. By L. Mason and G. J. Weld..
One of the most complete works ofthe kind ever ptfblished.

It lias received the sanction of the Boston liandel & Haydn
ity and the Boston Academy of Music. In style there

is a great diversity, it being suited to every variety of sub- ,

,

ject and occasion, and is especially adapted lo eon^rcu'alion-

al use. The Psaltery will make a valuable addition to the

Boston Aca lets, 's ( 'olleclioa and Carmina Sacra, and ought
to be in every choir.

Mow ready, a New I'linrrh llusir liook for Ik Present
j

Season, namely

:

THE NATIONAL LYRE; A new collection ofpsalm
and hymn nines, comprising the best ancient and modern
compositions of established merit, with a choice selection of
chants, &c. designed far the use of choirs, congregations,
singin? schools and societies throughout the United Slates,

Parkmau Tucltcrman, Silas A. Bancroft, and H. K.
Oliver. It is believed this will he one id' the most beautiful

collections ever published. It consists of old, new and origi-

nal music, all ol wttioh is of a strictly devotional character.
The old tanas have simple arrangements, and arc within ihe

•y id' all performers. The new ones have been select-

ed with £jreat care from classic compositions, while it is

hoped that the original may he found of 'sufficient variety to

all lastcs All needless difficulties in the construc-

tion of the voi nl parts have he< n avoided
;
and as far as pos-

sible each separate nan has been made interesting aud easy
la the performer. Another importan I feature of this booh
is the substitution of small -notes for figures in the organ
score. As comparatively few persons have the opportunity
to perfect themselves in Thorough Bass sufficiently to

play even plain psalmodv correctly from figures, il is hoped
that this arrangement will meet the cordial ai probation of
all. The book being snmewbai lea* in si/,, than il there
the price will not exceed six dollars per do/en, thus placing
it within the reach not only of choirs in special want of new
books, but of those which are already supplied.

,\cw Chorus Book, specially adapted to the use of

Choirs;

THE CHOIR CHORUS BOOK. ByA.N. Johnson,
Professor in the Boston Academy ol Music. A collection

of Choruses, from tie- works of Handel, Haydn, Mozart,
Issohn, and other distinguished composers. This

work embraces a larger collection of choruses than has been
before published arranged in form for the use and improve-
ment of choirs: and u is believed that, besides the addi-
tional interest which us use imparls to choir meetings, the

ol the pure competitions il contains, will greatly im-
prove the taste and facilitate the power of execution. Al-
though only published in the summer, several editions have
bean already sold. Price $?..">n per do/en.

' school MUSIC HOOKS.
THE PRIM \KY SCHOOL SONG BOOK.iri two parts.

By L, Mason and ( i .1. Webb, Professor in the liosion

Academy ol Music It is apposed that any mother, or pri-

mary school teai her. who can herself sing, although she

may know so little ofmusical characters as not to be able

to rend music herself, may by the help of this book, beena-
d teach her pupils with good success, and thus prepare
iy fur a more thorough and extensivemane in higher

KG BOOK OP THE school BOOM : Con-
. inety of songs, hymns, and scriplural se-

ins, with appiii it late music, arranged to be sung in

i nniaining, sno, the elementary
in il music, prepared with reference to tho in

Poalaloezian method of toachi ned as a

manual (or common or grammar schools.

I; ,
Lowell Mason and George James Webb. Tins work

- ipared with reference to the wauts of common
and is designed to follow thi

work
ALBO PUBLISHED AS ABOVE,

T HE BOSTON CHORUS BOOK Consisting ol se

sot uses from the works nl I Ian

ibd
p
Haydn, nnd other eminent composers, nrrnnyed in full

.eyre, with inimeol lor tin: pi.nm fbrtl 01

.

, Compiled by Mason and W<
! BOSTON CNTHEM BOOK, bring s collection

I i id other set pieces, b.r societies an I

ch •"* By '• M
I [B "BO »« OF CHANTS," consisting ofchanting

mutic, adapted to regular hymns nnd to selections from the
itioual us,-. By L. Mason.

II INDEL'S ORATORIO OF THE MESSIAH: Ar
ranged hj John Bishop, of Cheltenham, England.
THE ODEON ; a collection of secular melodies; arauig-

ed and harinonized for four voices. Designed for aduil

singing schools and social music parties. By G. J Wei
and Lowell Mason. As the title pa;,'e sets forth, this work
is designed for singing schools.

THE VOCALIST; consisting of short and easj

or songs in parts; arranged for soprano, nlto, ten

hass voices. Bj Lowell Mason and George James Webb,
tsor in the Boston Academy of Music.

Till: social GLEE liook; a selection of Glees and
Part Sonus, hj distinguished German composers, never be-

fore published in this country ; together with Original

Pieces: bj William .Mason and Silas A. Bancroft.

GENTLEMEN'S GLEE BOOK; selected from the

most admired German composers Bj L. Mason.
Teachers and others arc invited to call and examine these

and other musical works, at No. in Water street, Boston.
Oct. 31. 6:

New and Popular Music Book.

By B. F. Baker, Director of Music at Rev. Dr. Gannet's
Church, Boston, and 1. B Woodbury, Organist at

Rev. Dr. Kreb's Church, New York.

rIMIIS day published, Baker and Woodbury's new
1 book of Church Music—Tin* Tiinbroi. This
work has been prepared with great care, and contains a

large amount of music, selected from the best European
Composers, obtained by one of the authors, who visited

Europe expressly for tlii3 object. It lias also a great va-

riety of original melodies, and a large and judicious se-

lection of the old standard tunes. Its collection of
('bants. Anthems and select pieces is superior to any
book of Church music published in this country. An
unusually large variety of metres have been prepared,
adapted to the hymns of the different denominational
hymn books. The music will be found to be eminently
devotional, and appropriate to the services of the Sanc-
tuary The style is dignified ; the harmony simple and
pleasing and the whole work is believed to be of is high
order of merit. By C. H. PIERCE, 3 Cornhill Bos-
ton.

To Purchasers of Carmina Sacra.

fUST PUBLISHED, Fifty Ninx Sblect Psalm »rf»
•' Hymn Tones for public and private worship, issued by
the publishers of Cadmis a Sacs \, [or gratuitous distribu.

lion to all who may purchase thai work, copy for copy-
thereby furnishing to choirs, singing schcols and congrega-
tions, additional variety in their Sacred Music, without ex
tra expense.

The pamphlet may be obtained as above stated, of the
publishers or any of llicir agents.

WILKIN'S, CARTER, &('().,

l:tf No. 16 Slate Street, Boston.

The National Psalmist
BY MASON- & "WEBB.

VTOW ready for delivery, •The National Psalutin :

il a new collection nl Church Mi.sir, &c. By
LoweM Mason and George .Limes Webb."

'I bus work, upon which more than llirec years of
labor have been expended, is now presented tu Chor-
isters, Teachers of Music and others, as a most com-
plete fffamud nf Psalmody, adapted to the i

Choirs, Congregations, Singing Schools, and Musi-
cal Societies.

In addition to a large variety of entirely new mu-
sic, furnished by distinguished foreign and native
contributors, the " National Psalmist" is believed t„
contain a larger proportion than nnv other collection,
of the rich and standard tunes which the church have
used for ages, but many of which are nevertheless
new to this country.

I contains most of the popular English Chants,
and its Anthems, mostly new. are well adapted both
lor church worship and choir practice.

(

Its indexes ate very complete ; embracing, besides
the usual alphabetical and metrical indexes, an index
to first linesol' hymns, &c., •' Descriptive Tables,"
in which the tunes are classified according to their
style and character.

"The National Psalmist contains 110 tunes in
Long Metre; 137 in Common Metre ; 77 in Short
More

; and 99 of various Particular M< ins. embra-
cing all the varieties in use ; also. 87 Anthems and
Set Pieces, many of lhem furnished expressly for
the work by distinguished English Composers; and
107 Chants, including the Canticles of the Protestant
Episcopal Church.

"eachere and others interested are invited In call
and examine tins work.

Published by TAPPAN, WHITTEMdRE <fc

MASON, No 114, Washington-street, Boston. I

PIANO FORTES,
WILKINS&NEWHALL have removed then

vYarerooms to the new Granite Mock, No. :nt, Wash-
ington Btreet, corner of Wayward Place.

W. & N ler.e recciveda Gold Medal for Piano Fortes
from the Mechanics' l-'air, and would invite the public to

call and examine the instruments before purchasing else-

where.
Boston, Aug. I, 1848.

HENRY TOLMAN,
PUB L. IS il k it O r n i s i < ,

M \\ I! \N!l Hi: \I.KU IN

Unsii'iil Instruments, Musical Merchandize, Umbrel-

las, I'arasols. Sun-Shades, Walking Cane*, &c.

1 i3 Washington Sired.

OPrOSITK THE OLD SOUTH CHURCH,
BOSTON.

A liberal discount made to Deah rs, Ti bi hers, Societies, &<

PIANO FORTES FOR SALE,
rpHE Subscriber has bean appointed Ifrcnt for the sale ol

I \\ 1
1

: vhai.l'sPiano Kortm, and has received

a'firsl rote Piano, whi< b is now offered for sale at the mans
factlircr's price. Any person who wishes to pun base a

good instrument, is requested to call nnd see it nefote pur
chasing, Purchasers can be accommodated with instru-

ments ol any price r,r quality by giving a short notice.

Inquin nt this office, or nt bis residence, first door cast

of J. P. Brewer's store.

S. SII.SBY.
rt, Aug. 5, ISIS.

G. W. fflnERRIFIELD,
I

'
i: \ LER I N

School iiiitl liseellaneous Hooks, Slnlionrry, &r.,„r.

SHEET MUSIC, AND SINGING BOOKS
Ol' All. K ISIM,

No. l Dickinson's Block. Tremont St.varr

CLAREMONT, N. II.

COUNTRY MERCHANTS Sirn.lEn AT BOSTON PIU( M.
t*

" r

DAVID It VI.OK, JR.,
DEALER IN

PIANO FORTES,
Seraphines, .Indians. Mcloilcons, Inslrnriiou Butt,

SHEET MUSIC, &.C., &.C.,

CLAREMONT, N. 11

O* The abort liixtrtimrnts irill hr s'/ld at Ti 'Stun Print

PIANOS TO LET,
BY

OLITER. DITSOH,

GUITARS, SeTapIInES, P1AN08,

SHEET MUSIC,
ISA115

\visiiim;tii\ stim;i-:t,—hostok, ms.

FOR SALE,
| sup. nor toned I'rciuli Horn: has been but little ased
and is as good as new. Price fifteen dollars.

Alio a fine toned Alto Trombone with irory mouthpiece
j

this instrument has been but little used, and is ai»o at
good as new. Price eighl dollars.

For further particulars address the Boslon Fdilnr of tnn
paper {at 417 Washiugtou Street, care of HalUt, l>»Ti«
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see thee, Golden evening How I love to see thee, When the day is done.
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2. Sweetly thou re call - est Childhoods joyous days,
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Hours when I so fond - - ly Watched thy evening blaze.

RATHBONE. C. M. T. Wood.
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Dr. A nip.
THOU SOFT-FLOWING AVON.
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Thou soft-flowing Avon, by thy silver stream Of things more than mortal thy Shakspeare would dream, would dream, would dreai
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Shakspeare would dream : Tlie fairies by moonlight dance round his green bed, For hallowed the turf is that pil - low'd his
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head, The fairies by moonlight dance round his green bed, For hallowed the turf is that pil - - low'd his head.

ROMAH. C. M. Dr. Barrus.
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Alas what "hourly dangers rise,What snares beset my way: To heaven oh let meliftmino eyes, And hourly watch and prayafl^PM^^r^^^r^g
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I LOVE A LAIG'I.

T lovp a laugh, a wild gav laugh,

Fresh from the fount of feeling-

,

That speaks a heart enshrined within,

Its joy revealing.

I love a laugh—a wild gay laugh,

Oh ! who would always sorrow,

And wear a sad and mournful face,

And fear the morrow !

I love a laugh ; it cheers the heart

Of age. howed down by sadness;

To hear the music in the tones

Of childhood's gladness.

I love a laugh ; this world would be

At best a dreary dwelling,

If heart could never speak to heart,

Its pleasures telling.

Then frown not at a wild gay laugh,

Or chide the merry hearted

—

A cheerful heart and smilling face

Can ne'er be parted.

MATCHLESS FANNY.

Fanny had oft in youth been told,

She was a ' matchless maid ;'

Fanny is now, good lack ! grown old,

Yel matchless still 'tis said.

Deatli on a Railroad.

An essence pedlar was run over Monday morning
by tho freight train on the Fitchbuig Railroad, a

little this side of Porter's, and instantly killed.

—

The train did not stop, and the succeeding trains

passed on also with increased speed, as they discov-

ered the body of the unfortunate pedlar. It is per-

haps proper to say, that the essence pedlar was both

black and white, and that any person who will bury

the body, will receive his remaining stock of am-
brosia.—Mail.

Medical effects of Music.

Amongst barbarous or half civilized nations, dis-

eases have been very generally attributed to the in-

fluence of evil spirits. The depression of mind which

is commonly attendant on sickness, and the delirium

accompanying certain stages of disease, seem to have

been considered as especially denoting the immediate

influence of some demon. The eflects of music in

elevating and depressing the excitement or energies

of the mind, nr what is popularly called the animal

spirits, were obvious to early observation. Its power

of attracting strong attention, may in some cases

have appeared to affect beneficially even those who

labored under a considerable degree of mental disor

der. The accompanying depression of mind, or in

difference to ordinary excitements, was considered,

and with great propriety, to be a principal symptom

of the disease ; and music was piescribed as a reme-

dy to remove it, wheu experience had not ascertain-

ed its actual cause.

Homer, whose heroes exhibit high passions, but

not very refined manners, represents the Grecian

army as employing music to stay the raging of the

plague. The Jewish nation, in the time of king

David, appears not to have been much further ad-

vanced in civilization—accordingly we find David em-

ployed in his youth to remove the mental derange-

ment of Saul by his harp. Pindar, with poetic li-

cense, speaks of ./Esculapius healing acute disorders

by means of soothing songs,—hut yEseulapius,

whether man or pagan deity, or partly both, is a phy-

sician of the days of barbarism and fable. Pliny

scouts the idea that music should have any influence

upon real bodily injuries ; but quotes Homer on the

subject, mentions Theophrastus as suggesting a tune

for the cure of sciatica, and Cato, as entertaining a

fancy that it had a good effect when limbs were out

of joint ; and that Varro thought it good for the gout.

Aulius Gellius cites a work by Theophrastus, in

which music is recommended as a specific for the

bite of a viper ; while Kircher's ' Misurgia' and

Swineburn's Travels, in common with works of a

still more modern date, attest the beneficial effects of

music on those who are bitten by Tarantula. Jac-

chinus a very old writer, calls music a ' most forci-

ble medicine.' Cassidorns recommends it as a pow-

erful narcotic ' lulling the senses into sweet oblivion

in the lap of sleep. Bodine speaks of its efficacy in

the cure of St. Vitus' dance, and other ancient writ-

ers, as well philosophers as physicians, pronounce it

an infallible remedy for epilepsy. The ancient

writers and those of the middle ages record, indeed,

miracles in reference to the medical powers of music

—a fever they tell us can be removed by a song, the

pestilence driven away by the sweetness of an har-

monious lyre, convulsions appeased by the harp, and

deafness cured by the sound of the drum.

In proof of its powers in all the diseases of the

mind a host of authorities might be adduced. Pra-

tensis affirms that it is ' ments medicina,' the medi-

cine of the mind ; and Scaliger explains its effects by

the trembling and dancing sound ii produces becom-

ing mixed up with the animal spirits. Ismenias, the

Theban, and Cintron the Cenaur, are said to have

cured despair and melancholy by music alone ; and

Asclepaides we are assured, 'helped many frantic

persons by this means ;
' the same is also asserted

ofCIinias and Enipedocles. Shakespeare and most

of the. early English poets allude to the power of

music ' helping mad men to their wits.'—and even

the philosophic Armstrong admits its efficacy to ex-

pel disease. Sir William Temple seems to have giv-

en entire credit to the stories told of the pow er of inu -

sic over the diseases of both mind an J body—but in

this we are not to be surprised when we recollect (,( til

the idea of a ghost could make Johnson tremble.

that the great Bacon reposed the utmost confidence

in amulets, and that the celebrated Boyle gravely ad-

vises the (high bone of an executed criminal as a pa-

tent remedy in dysentery.

\/
A MI'SICAL HOUSE.

A correspondent of the Providence Journal far-

nishes ihe following interesting account of a musical

horse :

" A physician called daily to visit a patient oppo-

site to my place of residence. We had a piano in

the room on the street, on which a young lady dailv

practiced for several hours in the morning. The
weather was warm, and the windows were open, and

the moment the horse caught the sound of the piano,

he would deliberately wheel about, cross the street,

place himself as near the window as possible, and

there, with ears erect, and eyes dilating, would he

quietly stand and listen till his owner came for him.

This was his daily practice. Sometimes the young

lady would stop playing when the doctor drove pp.

The horse would then remain quietly in his place,

but the first stroke of a key would arrest his atten-

tion, and half a dozen notes would invariably call

him across the street. I witnessed the effect sever;.

1

times. One other remarkable cir•urnstaiic e was,

that the Doctor was a very worthy and prominent

member of the Society of Friends."

'

A NEW DEBUTANTE.

The New York Day Book lias the following extra-

ordinary announcement :

—

' At Grace Church yesterday , a young lady made
her first appearance as one of the choir, and was re-

ceived with the most distinguished approbation. She
is a native of this city, and a pupil of the American
Musical Institute.'

The Rochester Advertiser asks whether the young
lady was encored, or whether the 'distinguished ap-

probation' was confined to clapping ?
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We copy the following scrap of Musical history About 40 years ago the late Mt Harry Khuabon.

from the Euterpeiad, of Sept. 10, HS'20, which may and his spn, used lo perform Handel's chcruBCs to his

not be uninteresting lo our readers.

liifirnt Britons.

Majesty, oa two Welch Harps in a masterly manner;

but the Welsh Harpers, ("peaking generally) are

very deficient in music : they are taught by ear in

in most parts, and yet it is truly astonishing to hear
Tbeir mode of Singing with the Harp, in the

Eleventh CentorT. &c.'•
, _ .

< some ol them (who arc blind) perform their native
Whether the Welsh, the Scoich, or ihe Irish first ., ... .

„ . ., . , airs with variations. II thev do not learn the proper
made use of the Harp, is not easilv lobe determined , . . .

. ,' ' bass wlien the melon v is acquired, woe to the rules
for each country claims the honor, and each adduces ,. r ,, ,/••' '

. . . a _ and laws ol music. Heive their inferiority in per-
uianv strong reasons in support of its claim, Suffice ,-,,,-,,.J

,, , , ,
forming any thing but W elsh airs. A society was

it to say, that the Ancient Britons cultivated and \ . " ;'
. _ , , . ,

established in I/Ondon, about 50 years ago, for the
used it more than either the Scotch or Irish, and ev- .

. . ,. , ...
,

promotion of Welsh music, poctrv. and history. An-
en to this day the natives of the principality of « ales

. . , . , '
. i ti ni| al premiums and medals are Given for the best

adhere to the custom of their forelathers, and a liar- .. m -

,
poems, kc. on various subjects. 1 be one lor the

iier is an indispensable appendage to a gentleman s . „,•,,.
1 f ir b present vear is of considerable interest, The Emi-
establishment. 1 . ... , „, ,.„. ..,,,,.,.. ,,, gration of Madog to America. 1 he noblemen and

Besides the deeds of noble chieftains, the bards
. . ,. , ,

, , , , i L c gentlemen of the principality have lately formed
used to sing or recite the laws, and also the history of , , . , . , ,..; themselves into a society for promoting the literature
their native land ; the bard (whose person was held I ,-...„ ,

. ,

of l,ambna. rroper persons have been appointed to
sacred) was also the messenger of peace, and one

examine the numerous MSS. which have own pied

the oaken chests of many an old mansion for several

centuries. Let ns hope that much valuable informa-

tion may thus be acquired. PKNOEKDD.

hostile camp to another, and it was considered abso-

lutely necessary that every prince and nobleman

should be a performer on the Harp.

A congress of bards was often held in various

parts n f the country, for the encouragement of music

poetry ; rewards were given to the successful candi-

dates, and marks of distinction bestowed on them by

their sovereigns.

The mode of singing with the Harp in Wales

which has been handed down from father to son) is

a very peculiar one, totally different from any other

national performance. The Harper is surrounded by

twenty or thirty singers. Heplaysanair through ;

then one of the party will sing as may stanzas (or

Penillion) as the length of the tune will admit, com-

mencing: not v. ith the first or second bar, but just

at a part which will allow him sufficient time to finish

ely with the melody, which is by no means

sung regularly.

Another, and then another, (till it goes quite

round) follow after the same manner; and he who

e in sing the greatest number of stanzas, to the various

airs played by the Harper, is always considered the

inger, provided he keep good time. It is truly

Mteurshing lo hear men, totally unacquainted with

c, commencing often in the middle of a bar, and .

riireeot four stanzas, without any intermission, Vi-lcamty of Life.—Man is so inclined to give

While the Harper is performing variations on an air, himself up , common pursu i ts, the mind becomes
, finish with the greatest precision with the so easily dulled to impressions of the beautiful and

ifthe tune. They will also sing the same pPr fect) that one should take all possible means to

WIIEX WEARIED WRETCHES.

When wearied wretches sink to sleep,

How soft their slumbers lie,

How sweet to those who weep,

Who weep and long to die.

Raw you the soft and grassy bed,

Where flower's deck the green earths breast,

'Tis there I wish to lay my head,

'Tis there I wish to sleep at rest,

Lo now methiuks in tones sublime,

As viewless o'er our heads they bend,

They whisper,

Thus we steal you time, weak mortals,

'Till your days shall end.

Then wake the dance and wake the song,

Resound the festive mirth and glee,

Alas ! the clays have pass'd along.

The days we never more shall see.

/ i.i to a dozen different hums and keys.

The popular air ' A I hvd y nos' is only considered

a pity-thing ; but it often affords much amusement

when extempore veises are sung to it. This is fre-

quently done , one person will eoiiiuienee a ludicrous

•abject; the next answers him, while a third, throws

a new light on it. fee. ; this is very common even .it

ibis iiino. The Welch pi mgly grand

ndei foil of energy and beautiful imagery.

Th : li irda indulge very much in alliteration, and the

not only jingle at the end, but also rhyme lo

the middle, v iz

ir Cambria mourns the happy
When bardie lavs ioapir'd ;

i minstrels struck the trembling strings.

Ami noble kings admir'd."

awaken one's perceptive faculty to such objects; for

one can entirely dispense with these pleasures ; and

it is only the being i mccustorred to the enjoyment of

anything good that causes many men to find pleasure

in tasteless and trival objects; which have no recom-

mendation but that of novelty. One ought every

day, to hear a little song, to read a little poetry,

see a good picture, and, if it is possible, to say a

few reasonable words.—[Goethe.

There are echoes in the air, but few in the hearts

of our fellow-creatures when the reverberation would

'ell of distress.

Where is the Musical Gazette ?

The first Pianio in Northern Illinois.

During the summer following the termination of

the Black Hawk war—being among the first of the

down -east emigrants to the country then barely eva-

cuated by the red men of the forest—Dr. A., from

Baltimore, removed lo what has since become a

small town near the Illinois river, by the name of P
. The doctor's family was composed of three

young ladies and his wife, all of w horn were perform-

ers on the piano, and one of them the possessor of

the instrument in question.

As is usually the case in all newly settled placee

when a new comer makes his appearance, the neigh-

bors (that were to be had,) collected together for the

purpose of seeing the doctor's ' plunder' unpacked,

and making the acquaintance of its possessor.

Dr. A. 's ' household' was stowed away in seven

large wagons—being first packed into pine boxes, on

which were painted in large letters, the contents,

address, &c.

One wagon after another unloaded without much
much sensation on the part of the little crowd of look-

ers-on, except an occasional exclamation similar to

the following from those who had ' never seen the

like before :'

' (Mass / This side up with care ! Why I thought

this here feller was a doctor. What on yearth, is

he going to do with that box full of wonders ?'

' This side up with care !' exclaimed one. He's

got his paragoric and lie of spike fixens in that.

—

Won't he fizic them agur fellers, down on the

river !'

In the last wagon there was but one large box, and

on it was printed the words ' Piano Forte—Keep

dry and handle carefully.' It required the assistance

of all the bystanders lu unload this box, and the cu-

riosity excited in the crowd upon reading the fore-

going words, and heating the musical sounds emited

as it struck the ground, can only be gathered by

giving a few of the expressions that dropped from the

speetaiors.

' Pine fort!' said a tall, yellow-haired, fever-and

-ague looking youth ; wender if he's afeered of the

Injuns? He can't scare them with a pine fort.'

Kee-p d-r-y,' was spelled by a large, raw boned

man, who was evidently a liberal patron of old bald

face,' and who broke at the letter ' y' with ' D n

your temperance karacturs—you need'nt come

around here with tracts !'

lie was interrupted at this point by a stout built

personage, who cried out :

1 He's got his skeletons in thar. and he's afeered to

gin them licker, for they'll break eff he does ! Poor

fellow '—they must suffer powerfully.'

' Handle carefully !' said a man in a red hunting

shirt, and the size of whose list as he doubled it up

was twice that of an ordinary man. ' Thar's some

live criflcr in thar. Don't you hear him groan 1 '

—

This was said as the box struck the ground and the

concussion caused a vibration of the strings.

No sooner had all hands let go of the box, than

|)r A. was besieged by his neighbors, all of whom
were determined to know all its contents and what

were the meaning of the words*' Piano Forte.' On

his telling them that it was a musical instrument,
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some ' reckoned that it would take a tarnal sight of

wind to blow it :' others that ' it would take a lot of

men to make it go !' &c. The doctor explained its

operations as well as he could, but still his descrip-

tion was anything but satisfactory, and he only got

rid of his inquisitive neighbors by promising a sight

at an early day.

Three days—days that seemed like weeks to the

persons above-mentioned—elapsed before the prem-

ises of Djr. A. were arranged for the reception of

visitors ; and various and curious were the surmises

among the settlers during this time. Dr. A. and

his ' plunder' were the only topics of conversation

for miles round.

The doctor's house had but one lower room, but

this was one of double the ordinary size, and the oar-

pets were all too small to cover the entire floor ;

hence a stripe of bare floor appeared at each side of

the room. Opposite to, and fating the door, was

placed the ' Piano Forte.' All was ready for the ad-

mission of visitors, and Miss. E. was to act as (he

first performei. The doctor had but to open the door

and half a score of men were ready to enter. Miss

E. took her seat, and at the first sounding of the

instrument, the whole party present rushed in.

—

Some went directly up to the ' crittur,' as it had been !

called on account of its having four legs—some more

shy remained close to the door, where, if necesssry,

they would more easily make their escape ; while

others, who had never seen a carpet, were observed

walking round on the strip of bare floor, lest by tread-

ing on the 'handsome kaliker' they might spoil it

!

The first tune seemed to put the whole company

in ectaoies. The raw-bone man, who was so much

opposed to temperance tiacts, pulled out a flask of

whiskey, and insisted that the ' gal,' as he called

Miss E , should drink. Another of the company

laid down a dime, and wanted ' that's worth' more of

the ' Forty Pains,' as the name of the instrument

had come to him after travelling through some five or

six pronunciations. Another, with a broad grin on

his face, declared lhat ' he would give his claim and

all the truck on it, if his darter could have such a

cupboard !' The ' pine-fort' man suggested that if

that sort of music had been in the Black Hawk War,
' that it would have skeerd the Injuns, like all hol-

ler!'

It is needless to say that it was late at night before

Miss E. and the other ladies of the house could satis-

fy their delighted hearers that they were 'tired out.'

The whole country for twenty miles around rang

with the praise of Dr. A.'s ' concern' and the ' musi-

kelkubburd!' The doctor immediately had any

quantity of patients—all of whom, however, would

come in person for advice, or for a few ' agur pills,
1

but none of whom would leave w ithout the ' forty

pains.' -

With an easy way, and a good natured disposition

Dr. A. soon formed an extensive acquaintance, ob-

tained a good practice and became a popular man.

He was elevated to some of the most responsible offi-

ces in the gift of the people—one of which he held

at the time of of his death. So much for the charms

t>f a Piano Forte.

Wasted !—A remedy for delinquent subscribers.

From the Olive Branch.

BEAUTY.

Oh, what is beauty ? 'tis a flower

As blooming as the rose,

But, ah, beneath its gaudy leaves,

The thorn of vice oft grows.

Oh, what is beauty ? ask the man,

Who, once in former days,

Was led to bow to beauty's shrine,

And feast upon its gaze.

In accents loud he'll say, ' Beware,

Beauty hath magic power

'Twill captivate, perchance destroy,

In one short, fatal hour.

The form to which I once did kneel

As Eden's queen was fair,

Nature, with fairy hand had set

Beauty's own witchery there.

But oh, that heart was foul within,

To vice and folly, given,

Earlv she fill*d a maniac's grave,

Scarce fit for eanh or heaven.'

Go, ask the maiden, as she bends

Over you grassy mound,

Why thus she's sad, and whence this spell

With which her heart seems bound.

She'll point to you the marble slab,

Saying, ' Stranger, there you'll read

The name of him I loved too well,

Now slumbering with the dead ;

That manly form in triumph moved

Among the admiring crowd,

I was the favored one of all,

To beauty's charms I bowed.

With sparkling eye and winning smiles,

He told of future bliss,

And drew from me a full consent,

A promise to be his,

That happy day at length arrived,

The bridal hour had come,

But with it came not him I loved,

Bright sunshine changed to gloom

Alas ! too soon the cause I learned,

Too soon my fate I read,

Oh, false and treacherous he had proved,

Another he had wed.'

Thus, beauty hides all base deceit,

And trifles with our love,

Then flee the tempter's withering grasp,

Lest fatal it may prove. [n. w.

Death of a (lunkcr Lady.

There is a beautiful story told of a pious old Qua-
ker lady who was much addicted to smoking tobacco.

She hdd indulged herself in this habit until it increas-

ed so much upon her that she not only smoked her

pipe a" large portion of the day, but frequently sat up
in bed for this purpose in the night. After one of

these nocturnal entertainments she fell asleep, and
dreamed that she died and approached heaven.

Meeting an angel, she asked him if her name was

written in the book of life. He disappeared, but re-

plied upon returning, that he could not find it.

' Oh,' said she, ' do look again ; it must be

there.'

He examined again but returned with a sorrowful

face, saying ' it is not there.'

' Oh,' said she in agony, ' itAmust be there ; I havt

the assurance it is there ! Do look again !'

The angel was moved to tears by her entreatie*

and again left her to renew his search. After a long

absence, he came back, his face radient with jov.

and exclaimed :

' We have found it, but it was so clouded with to-

bacco smoke that we could hardly see it
!'

The woman upon waking, immediately threw

her pipe away, and never indulged in smoking

again.

Quack Medicines.

The advertisement of various quack medicine*

which are now in vogue, are well hit off in the fol-

lowing extract from a puffin a late Cincinnati pa-

per.

One single pill in each pocket, will instantly give

ease and elasticity to the tightest pantalocns. A like

quantity will create an appetite in the most delicate

stomach, or physic a horse. They will also be found

to give a rich flavor to apple dumplings, and a parti-

cularzest to pickled oysters ; they will thicken soup

reduce corpulent persons, and are excellent bait for

mouse traps. One pill dissolved in a bucket of rain

water will be found a perfectly water proof lining for

canal embankments ; placed in steam-boat boilers,

they will effectually prevent their bursting and great

ly increased the speed of the boats. As for theiT

medical qualities they are justly entitled to be called

Medicamer.tum Gracia Prohatum,' id est, a remedy

approved of by grace— for they effectually cool St.

Anthony's Fire, and stop St. Vilus's dance ; ihev

purify the pimples in the small pox, and eradicate the

red gum in teething ; they reduce white swellings,

and cure the black jaundice, blue devils, yellow scar-

let, or any other colored fevers ; they cure also the

thrush in children, and the pipe in hens, the stagger*

in horses, and the nightmare in owls. But further

enumeration is unnecessary ; suffice it to say that

this medicine is a combination upon new principles,

discovered by the present proprietor's immortal grand

mother, and are an exception to all the rules of sci-

ence, common sense and experience, so while they

are the most powerful agent in nature, revolutioniz-

ing the whole animal economy, and eradicating the

most incurable diseases, they are at the same time a

perfectly innocent preparation and may betaken will

entire safely by the nursing infant— all powerful, all

harmless !'

It was once observed to Lord Chesterfield, in the

course of conversation, that man is the only creature

that is endowed with the power of laughter. 'True'

said the earl ;
' and you may add, perhaps, he is the

only creature that deserves to be laughed at
!'

Leisure is a very pleasant garment to look at, bo;

it is a verv bad one to wear.
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The following persons an indebted to Sflsbj &

Co. for the World of Music. Any information con-

cerning them will be Uiankfully received.

II. F. Oilman, T. G. U. Fisk, S. O. Dickey,

William Olmsiead Geo. F. Miller, Amaaiah Bailey,

A. Jackson, William T. Farr, Charles Oakea, E.H.

Uhver, James H. Parnule, Franklin Ripley, Frank-

lin Stone, A. Pepper, W. W. Sawyer, T. S. Par-

ker, Wilhiui Anderson.

We have a large list of names which will be serv-

ed up soon if the needful is not forth coming. All

who stop their papers without paying arrearages must

eixpeet to appear in print.

in Boston, and i> ly patronized by all cl

In the dramatic representations everything is left out

of the play which is calculated to grate the ear. or

to shock the feelings of the most fastidious. The au-

diences are extremely orderly, and on the part of the

management the strictest supervision is preserved in

order that nothing shall occur which shall do violence

to good taste, or offend the eye.

The Orchestra, under the direction of Thos. Com-

er Esci, is well balanced, and each performer seems

to he master of his instrument.

Mr. Kimball, the enterprising proprietor, is reap-

ing a rich harvest as the fruits of his care, and judi-

cious supervision, and the crowded audiences which

are nightly witnessed within the halls of the Museum

will manifest how well that establishment is appreci-

ated. 11. G. B.

BOSTON IPSICAI ITM1 SOCIETY.

This noble chanty last year was allowed to suffer

for want of sufficient patronage, but this year mat-

ters augur more favorably. Several gentlemen, not

members of the society, have taken hold of it, and

brought upon themselves a degree of responsibility

*> far as to advise with the members, and suggest

plans, aud assist in carry forward such suggestions

as shall best subserve the interests of the society.—

The object of the institution is to establish a fund for

U.e relief of its members when disahled by sickness,

loss of property, or any such misfortune, and who

will say that this is not a good object?

I! musicians do not look out for themselves no one

ol*e will, for the remunerations of the profession are

^,,1 to be' now reduced to the mere prices of day la-

borers ; aud if professed musicians, after spending so

much time and money to acquire this information,

MB to be no better paid than they now are, it is quite

„„„., we think, that they should institute some kind

„! a reserve fund that they can fall back upon when

ickand needy. We look upon the auspi-

.,, ,|„, -Musical Fund Society,' this season,

as being most favorable, and such a concert as was

toil first, which was given on Saturday evening,

was in every way worthy of the talented

ho were engaged in it.

i consisted of 7 first Violins :—8 so-

,.,„„, _:i \ iolaa ;— 8 V ioloncellos ;— 3 Dou-

2 flutes;— 2 Clarinets;—8 Oboes;—

2

— :» Horns .—8 Trumpets;—8 Trombones;

II ; an Opheclide . a side drum ; the

Tympeni, and ike Grand Piano Forte,

|| not allow us to speak of the several per-

formers on* these Instruments, but suffice it to say

that ihev were masters <>f their instrument*, and the

• performers that the city can produce.

Mr Helton the English Ballad singer, lent his \al-

eahle aid, which added interest to the occasion.

\\\. certainly with the ' Musical fund Society'

abundant success in their worthy undertaking, and

yhupe that the cilia illy will appre-

,,,. ilicir iibiecl,and crowd their hall at every future

, did at then first. II. O- 11.

—

—

talon Museum.

This is ih" best conducted dramatic establishment

From the Boston Museum.

Itilily of Music

The universal disposition of human beings, from

the cradle to the death-bed, to express their feelings

in measured cadences of sound and action, proves

that our bodies are constructed on musical principles

and that the harmonious working of ther machinery

depends on the movements of the several parts being

timed to each other, and that the destruction of health

as regards both body and mind may be well describ-

ed as being put out of time. Our intellectual aud

moral vigor would be better sustained if we mors

practically studied the propriety of keeping the soul

in harmony, by regulating the movements of the bo-

dy ; for we should thus see and feel that every affec-

tion which is not connected with social enjoyments,

is also destructive of individual comfort, and that

whatever tends to harmonize, also lends to promote

Lawrence, Dec. Oth. 1848. i happiness and health There is every probability

Dear Sir:—I enclose one dollar, the subscription ihat a general improvement in our taste for music

for your paper. It is well worth twice the amount

required -particularly for leaders of choirs, and teach-

ers of music. During the short period 1 have had

the pleasure of perusing its columns, 1 have d. rived

very many valuable ideas—not only of interest to

me, but to my classes.

Music is at a low ebb in this place and vicinity.—
But there is an increasing interest manifesting itself

which will shortly raise the standard of Music, very

much above what it now is.

In this place there are eight relipious societies.

each maintaining public worship on the Sabbath

Two or three of these societies are favored with as

good singing, as could be expected in a ' new city
'

There are two singing schools the present winter

one tanghi by L. M. Folsnm—the other under my

instruction. Both of our schools are very interest-

ing, and we hope they will prove profitable to pupils

as well as teachers.

B. F. Bakers and I. B. Woodbury's collections

of sacred and secular music are very extensively used

in this part of the Slate Their latest collection of

church music—

'

: The Timbrel" sustains m my esti-

mation the highest rank among the numerous publi-

cations now before the public. It has been introduc-

ed in a number of choirs of different denominations

in this vicinity.

1 wish you good success in your undertaking and

hope all imereS'ed in the advancement of Music

throughout the country will feel it their duly, to

sustain you by forwarding the dollar

Yours, O. F. W.

would really improve our morals. We should be

mere apt to detect discords, but then we should also

be more ready to avoid their causes, and should not

fail to perceive that those feelings which admit not of

cheerful, chaste and melodious expression, are at war

with both soul aud body. A wholesome musical edu-

cation is perhaps a necessary part of high religious

cultivation, and it will be far more valuable to chil-

dren than the oatechistic familiarity with great truths

which being committed to memory as a task are, al-

as ! too apt for ever alter to be associated with dark

ideas, instead of directing the soul to the Maker of

illuminated worlds.

Musical Spil.

The must singular spit in the world is that ofCaa-

1, I Maria, one of the most opulent lords ofTteviso.

Tins spit turns cue hundred and thirty different roasts

at once, and plays twenty-four tunes, and whatever

ii playe corresponds to • certain degree of cooking,

which is perlectly understood by tho cook. Thus a

mutton a i." AttObiXtE, will be excellent at

Ibe twelfth air ; a fowl, a la Flamandi. will be

full of gravity at the eighteenth, and so on. It

would be difficult, perhaps, to carry further the love

of music and gormandizing.

Editorial Proverbs.

We find the following in one of our exchanges.

It contains wholesome advice, applicable to ;,11 lati-

tudes—and the last two paragraphs, we commend es-

pecially to the notice of our correspondents, some of

whom may derive both advantage and consolation

from the perusal.

When ihoii gocst to a printing office, talk not to

the compositors, nor meddle with anything which

thou mayest see there.

It thou bringest a writing for publication, withhold

not from the editor the name of the author thereof,

lest thou seemest to deal fraudulently, nor ask of him

who hath written a certain piece, lest lie may not

w ish to tell thee.

Let the writing which thou mayt st bring ht legi-

ble, lest much time be lost in decyphcring it, and be

not too long, else no one will read it ; hut see to it

that thy Btyle is clear and thy words simple, that all

may understand thee.

And lake no offence if thy piece be not published

for it might have injured thee or dishonored thy frieuds

and it may he that the editor hath other pieces tet-

ter than thine.

A Coon Toast. The Temperance A i my ; the

only army ever known where each volunteer is a re-

gular, and every private an ordeily. May it 6oon

become the ' army of occupaiiou' throughout the

world.
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From the N. Y. Tribune.

The Absent One.

We think of you at Morning's dawn—we think of

you at Noon

—

We think of you 'mid Summer's heat, and 'mid the

Winter's gloom ;

Each season is appropriate for that one cherished

thought

;

How hard it were to name the time wheti you're re-

membered not.

We gather round the social hearth to hear some fa-

vorite page,

Whose simple, touching truthfulness might every

thought engage ;

The page will lose the power to charm the auditors,

though few,

We cannot keep our minds to it—we'd rather think

of you.

The hours steal by us unobserved, night cometh un-

aware ;

Still by the fire we sit and build our castle in the

air

;

Then, growing superstitious, our last night's dreams

we tell,

And puzzle out a meaning that pleaseth us full well.

We wander by the lonely shore—around rise moun-

tains high,

Before th' horr/.on, indistinct, is mingling with the

sky ;

Now high, now low, on rapid wing the sea birds

sweep along,

And mellowed by the water comes from boats the

sound or Song.

And are we, then, in that lone spot, to Nature's in-

fluence true?

No, no—we do not think of her, we think or speak

of you :

That is the theme that never tires, the thought that's

present still,

Keeping possession of the mind through favor of the

will.

We walk along the rural roads near by the hawthorn

hedge
;

The pleasant primrose peepeth out over the bank's

low edge
;

The sky above is deeply blue, the earth beneath is

green,

Birds sing, streams flow : 'tis beautiful, and felt but

scarcely seen.

Strangely familiar with the land where now you

dwell we've grown,

The land that in our heart of hearts ranked ever next

our own.

How ardently we long to gaze on that free, favored

spot,

And say what now we can but write : Forget, forget

us not

!

Dublin, 1848. M. M.

The gold mania, now raging, ie aptly called ' the

yellow fever.'

MUSIC BOOK 8.

B. B. Musscy & fo's, Popular Music Books.

More deserving of being universally used than all

others combined.

The Modern Harp : or, Boston Sacred Melodist

\ COLLECTION of church music, comprising, in

"'-*- addition to many of the most Popular Tunes in

common use, a great variety of new and original

Tunes, Sentences, Chants, Motets, and Anthems, ad-

apted to Social and Religious Worship Singing

Schools, &c, by E. L. White and J. E. Gould.

This book has already passed through more than

twenty editions, and is now used in all the best choirs

and societies in New England, and is universally con

sidered as one of the best books of Church Music
now in use.

" The whole collection is judiciously arranged, and

will undoubtedly take a rank second to none of the

numerous publications of Church Music now in

use."—[Atlas.

" This book is composed mostly of Music new to

the American public, and embracing every variety of

metre now in use, with numerous sentences, chants

motets and anthems, suited to particular occasions."

[Salem Observer.

OPERA CHORUS BOOK.—Consisting of trios,

quartettes, solos, and choruses, selected and arrang-

ed from the most popular Operas of Von Weber,
Rossini, Meyerbeer, Hellini, Benedict, Donizetti

Mercadante, Auber, Balfe, Verdi and Bishop. By
E. L, White and J. E. Gould.

We select the following from numerous notices of

this work:
" Salem, Nov. 1, 1847.

" Mr. B. B. Mussey—Dear Sir—I have examin-
ed the new publication which has lately come from
your press, called the " Opera Chorus Book," and

do not hesitate to commend Us design and execution.

The selections are well made and well arranged, and
are almost all of them, gems of high musical value.

The field from which they were gathered, has not

until now, been explored. It is rich in fruits, and
it is to be hoped, that such success may attend this

first gathering, as to induce the reapers again to try

the sickle," Your friend, &c.
H. K. Oliver.

u The work abounds in those delicious gems of the
Opera, any one of which is beautiful enough to tempt
our readers to the purchase of the whole collection."

[Boston Daily Whig.
<l Whatever motive uf ambition or interest suggest-

ed the idea of this collection, the Book is exactly
what is wanted at this time : and it. will be taken as

a favor to the musical public, inasmuch as it cannot
fail to be a great acquisition for practice, and a means
for creating a better taste. A book got at with such
good properties, cannot fail to he well received."

Respectfully yours, &c.
Thomas Powers.

THE TYROLTEN LYRE.—A Glee Book, con-
sisting of easy pieces arranged mostly for Soprano
Alto, Tenor, and Bass Voices, with and without
Piano Forte Accompaniments, comprising a complete
collection of solos, duels, trios, quartettes, Choruses,
&c , for the use of societies, schools, clubs, choirs,
and the social circle. By Edward L. White and
John E. Gould.
The work will not only be a pleasant social, com-

panion, but will be found extremely useful for choirs,
schools, &c.
" It is a large and well executed volume of two

hundred and thirty pages, containing easy pieces, ar-
ranged mostly for Soprano, Alto, Tenor, and Bass
Voices, with and without Piano Forte Accompani-
ments ; comprising a complete Collection of solos,
duets, trios, quartetts, quintettes, choruses, &c.
The names of Edward L. White and John E. Gould
by whom the Music is composed, selected, and ar-
ranged, is a sufficient recommendation of its excel-
lence."—[Olive Branch.

TDK BOSTON MELODEoX, VOL. I. A Col"

lection of Secular Melodies, consisting of si

glees, rounds, catches, &c, including many oi (Ie

most popular pieces of the day ; arranged and har-

monized for Four Voices. By Edward L.White.

THE BOSTON MELODEON, VOL. II. A
collection of secular melodies, consisting of song',

glees, rounds, catches, &c, including many of tl e

most popular pieces of the day, arranged and harmon-
ized for four voices, vol. 2, by E. L. White.

The above Books have been before the public some
two years, during which time, more than 30,000 of

them have been sold, and their reputation is too well

known to require any commendation.

THE WREATH OF SONtiS.—Consisting of

songs, hymns, and chants, with appropriate music,
designed for the use of Common schools, Seminaries
&c. To which are added the Elements of Voeal
Music, arranged according to the Pestalozzian Sys-
tem of Instruction ; with numerous Exercises, in-

tended to supercede (in part) the necessity of the

Black-board. By Edward L. White and John E.
Gould.

" This work is just the thing for Schools, Juvenile
Concerts, &c; consisting of songs, hymns and chants
with appropriate Music designed for the use of Com-
mon Schools-, Seminaries, &c , to which is piefixed

the elements of Vocal Music. For such purposes,
we have seen no better work than the " Wreath of

School Songs."— [Olive Branch.

" It is a charming little volume, and we recom-
mend it to all who have families."— [Signal.

BAKER'S ELEMENTARY MUSIC BOOK.—
Comprising a variety of songs, hymns, and chants.

Designed for the use of public and private Schools.
By Benjamin F. Baker.

The songs are for the most part lively and inter-

esting, containing just and moral sentiments ; and
the Music is admirably adapted to them. We com-
mend it to the attention of all those interested in

school education."—[Atlas.

" The book is prepared with knowledge and jugd-
ment, and is admirably adapted to the purpose f»T

which it is designed ; and our Committee, wisely re-

garding the interests of our Children, have authoris-
ed its use in those Schools of w hich Mr. Baker has
the care."— [Mercantile Journal.

' We have examined this work and do not hesitate to
recommend it to all who are desirgus of obtaining a
useful book."—[World of Music.

THE SABBATH SCHOOL LUTE.—A selec-
tion of hymns and appropriate Melodies adopted to
the wants of Sabbath School and Social Meetings.

—

By E. L. White and J. E. Gould, authors of the
" Modem Harp," " Tyrolien Lyre," " Wreath of
School Songs," " Opera Chorus Book," &c. fit.

A CARD.
JT N. STONE, has an office at No. 4 Derby

• Range (above stairs) where he will be happy
to receive pupils in the study of t^e Piano Forte.

Boston, Nov. 22, 1848.

A Seraphine fo? Sale.

A FINE toned Seraphine is offered for sa!e very
'f* low. Enquire at the Philharmonic Journal Of-
fice, over Haskall's Furniture Rooms.
Nov. 13. Corner of Broad and Washington St.

MUSIC AND JOB
PRINTING

Neatly Executed at this Office.

Corner of Broad and Washington Street.

Manhattan Collection of Sacred Mnsie,

Yl/'ANTED at this office, for which a liberal
** price will be paid. Nov. 13.
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WILKINS, CARTER & CO.'s

POM LAI IU8IC BOOKS,
MORE UNIVERSALLY USED THAN

ALL OTHERS COMBINED.
CVVIIMI.N V s\ .:il V or li i-in.i Collection of Church Mu.

By L. Mason: irreatly admired tor its beauty
ohasteness, and sterling character of it* music. Published
under the recommendation of ihe Boston Academy of Mu-
sic, with a pamphlet supplement of ">'.t select Tsun added
11 1848 by another author, increasingthe variety and excel-

lence of the Collection willinut extra charge.

TtfB BOSTON AC \DSMV "S COLLECTION. Ed-
ited by L. Mason. This standard work is so well known
an I used as to preclude the necessity of any recommenda-
tion.

THE PSALTERY. By L. Mason and G. J. Webb.
One of the most complete works of the kind ever published.

It has reeeived ihe sanction of the Boston Handel& Haydn
Society and the Boston Academy of.VluSic, In Style tilers

is a great diversity, it being suited to every variety of sub-

ject and occasion, and is especially adapted to congregation-

al u<e. The Psaltery will make a valuable addition to the

Boston Academy's Collection and Carmina Sacra, and ought
to he in every choir.

flow ready, a flew Church Music Book for the Present

Seated, niniely:
THE NATIONAL LYRE; A new collection of psalm

and hymn tunes, comprising rhe best ancient and modern
isitions nf established merit, with a choice selection of

chants, etc. designed for the use of choirs, congregations,

Singing schools and societies throughout the United States,

By S. Parkman Tnckerman, Silas A. Bancroft, and H. K".

Oliver. It is believed this will he one of the most heauiiful

collections everpnhlished. It consists ofold, new and origi-

nal mnste, all ot which is of a strictly devotional character.

Thi old tunes nave simple arrangements, and are within the

capacity of all performers. The new ones have Keen select-

el with greal care from classic compositions, while it is

hope 1 that the original may he found of sufficient variety to

please all tastes All needless difficulties in the construc-

tion of the vocal parts have been avoided
;
and as far as pos-

sible each separate part has been male interestingand easy

10 the performer. Another important feature of this hook
is the Substitution of small note* for figures in the oriran

score. As comparatively few persons have the opportunity
tt perfect t\ • „«i»lv»s in Thorough Ba»s sufficiently to

play even plain psalmody correctly from figures, it is hoped
tn.u tnis i. , i i,'>-:ii -.a wui in et tie cordial approbation ot

all. The hook being somewhat less in size than the ..ihers

the price will not exceed six dollars per dozen, thus placing
it within the reach not only of choirs in special want of new
hooks hut of those which are already supplied.

flew thorns Book, specially adapted to the use of

Choir's:

THE CHOIR CHORUS BOOK. By A. N. Johnson,
Professor in I he Boston Academy of Music. A collection

of Choruses, from the works of Handel, Haydn, Mozart.
Mendelssohn, and other distinguished composers. This
work embrace* a larger collection of choruses than has been
hefore published arranged in a form for the use and improve-
ment of choirs : an I u is believed that. Iiesidea the addi-

tional interest which Its use imparts to choir meetings, the

hlu ly of the pure compositions it contains, will greatly im-
prove the laste and facilitate the power of execution. Al-

though only published in the summer, several editions have
been ulready sold. Price $7.50 per dozen.

' SCHOOL MUSIC BOOKS,
THE PRIMARY SCHOOL SONG BOOK, in two parts.

)' t I. Mason and O.J. Webb, Professor in the Boston
Acalemyo! Music It is supposed that any mother, or pri-

mary school teacher, who ran herself sing, although she

iiny know so little ol musti :il charaalers as not to he aide

to real music herself may hy the help of this I k, he ena-

bled t" pupils wnh good success, and ihus prepare

the way for u more thorough and extensive course in higher

THE > >v. BOOK OP THE SCHOOL ROOM : Con-
. of songs, hymns, and scriptural se-

is, with appropriate music, arranged to he sung in

oae, two, or three parts ; containing, also, the elementary
il music, prepared with reference to the in-

dutnive or Pest ilozzi in method ol leaching, designed as s

complete musical manual for common or grammar schools.

By Lowell Mason and I les Webb. This work
• ,n< been preparer! with refe enoe to ihe wants of common

. ( a, i-l academies, and is designed to follow the above
wwrk

also rtTBi-z u:rr> afaecve,
T RB BOS PON CHORUS IV >OK i

Consisting of a so-

i s-n-vi fifths mo i popularohora«ee from the works ofHan
del, H iy In, nn I other eminent composers, acranged in full

Tical tc»re, wiih nn accompaniment for the piano forte or

• a Compiled by Mason and Webb.
. B ISTON W'TUKM BOOK, hem- a collcclion

of thi besi Anthems and other s*l pieces, for societies and
choirs. By I.. Mason.

THE "BOOK OE CHANTS," consisting of chanting

i lapted to regular hymns and In selections from the

»cj-ip!*iros, for congregational u-e. Bj L. Mason.

HANDEL'S ORATORIO OE THE MESSIAH: Ar
ranged by John Bishop, of Cheltenham, England.
THE ODEON ; a colle :lion of secular melodies; arrang-

ed and harmonized for lour voices. Designed for adult

singing schools and social music parlies. By <«• J- Webb
and Lowell Mason. As the title page sets forth, this work
is designed for singt.ig schools.

THE VOCALIST; consisting of short and easy glees,

or songs in parts; arranged for soprano, alto, tenor and
bans voices B\ Lowell Mason nod George James Webb,
Professor in the Boston Academy of Music.
THE SOCIAL GLEE BOOK; a selection of Glees and

Part Songs, by distinguished German composers, never be-

fore published in this country ; together with Original

Pieces; by William Mason and Silas a. Bancroft.

GENTLEMEN'S GLEE BOOK; selected from the

most admired German composers By L. Mason.
Teachers and others are invited tocall and examine these

and other musical works, at Xu. 10 Water street, Boston.
Oct 31. 6:

New and Popular Music Book.

By B. F. Baker, Director nf Music at Rev. Dr. Gannet's
Church, Boston, and 1. B Woodbury, Organist at

llev. Dr Kreb's Church, New York.

''PIUS day published, Baker and Woodbury's new
!

J book of Church Music—The Tiinbr.'I. This
work lias been prepared with great care, and contains a

large amount of music selected from the best European
Composers, obtained by one of the authors, who visited

Europe expressly tor this object. It has also a great va-

riety of original melodies, and a large and judicious se-

lection of the old standard tunes. Its collection of

Chants, Anthems and select pieces is superior to any-

book of Church music published in this country. An
unusually large variety of metres have been prepared.

adapted to the hymns of the different denominational
hymn books. The music will be found in he eminently
devotional, and appropriate to the services of the Sanc-
tuary The style is dignified ; the harmony simple and
pleasing and the whole work is believed to he of a high
order of merit. By C. II. PIERCE, 3 Cornhtll Bos-

ton.

To Purchasers of Cannula Sacra.

TUST PUBLISHED, Fifty Nik* Ssltct Psalm anb
" Hymn Tunes for public and private worship, issued hy
the publishers of CasmiNa Sach \. lor gratuitous distnbu.
tion to all who may purchase thai work, copy lor copy-
thereby furnishing to choirs, singing schi ols and congrega-
tions, additional variety in their Sacred Music, without ex-
tra expense.

The pamphlet may he obtained as above stated, of the
publishers or any of their agents.

WILKINS, GARTER, & CO,
l:lf No. tfi State Street, Boston.

The National Psalmist.
BV MASON & -WEBB.

VOW ready for delivery, " The National Psalmist

:

11 a new collection of Church Music, &c. By
[Lowell Mason and George James Webb."

This work, upon which more than three years of
labor have been expended, is now presented to Chor-
iisters, Teachers of Music and others, as a most com-
plete Manual of Psalmody, adapted to ihe use of
Choirs, Congregations, Singing Schools, and Musi-
cal Societies.

In addition to a large variety of entirely new ma-
isic, furnished by distinguished foreign and native
contributors, the " National Psalmist" is believed te
contain a larger proportion than any other collection,

of the rich and standard tunes which the church have
used for ages, but many of which are nevertheless
new to this country.

I contains most of the popular English Chants,
and its Anthems, mostly new. are well adapted both
lor church worship and choir practice.

Its indexes are very complete ; embracing, besides
the usual alphabetical and metrical indexes, an index
to first lines of hymns, &c, ' Descriptive Tables,"
in which the tunes are classified according to their
style and character.

"The National Psalmist contains 110 tunes in

Long Metre ; 137 in Common Metre ; 77 in Short
Mitre ; and 99 of various Particular Metres, embra-
cing all the varieties in use ; also. 37 Anthems and
S,i Pieces, many of them furnished expressly for
tin' work by distinguished English Composers; and
H>7 Chants, including the Canticles of the Protestant
Episcopal Church.

Teachers and others interested are invited In c*H
and examine this work.

Published by TAPPAX, WHTTTEMQKE *
MASON, No 114, Washington-street, Bostoo. I

PIANO FORTES.
WltiKINS & NEWHALL have removed their
*' Warerooms to the new Granite Block. No. HI, Wash-
ington. street, corner ol Hayward Place.

W. & N.have received a Cold "Medal for Piano Fortes
from the Mechanics' fair, and would invite the public lo

call and examine the instruments before purchasing else-

where.
Boston, Aug. 1, 1848.

HENRY TOLMAN,
PUBLISHER or ITIUSIC,

MANUFACTURER AM) DEALER IN

Musical Instruments, IRinrftal Merchandize, I'morcl-

las, Parasols. Sun-Shades, Walking Canes, kc.

153 Washington Street,

OITOSITK TllK OLD SOUTH < Illlti n,

BOSTON.

A liberal discount made lo Dealers, Teachers,'Societies, &C

IMAM) FORTES FOR SALE.
THK Suhscrilier has been appointed Agenl lor the rale nf
W ii kins & Nr.w 1 1 m.i.V l*i a no Fortes, and has receivi d

a'lirsi rate Piano, which is now offered lor sale at the manu-
facturer's price. Any person who wishes to purchase a
nod instrument, is requested to call and see il nefoie pnr-

Purchasers can be accommodated with instru-
ments of any price nr quality by giving a short notice.

Inquire at inis office, or at his residence, iirsl door cast
of J. P. Brewer's slore.

S. SILSBT.
Claremonl, Aug. 5, 1348.

G. W. RIERBIFIELD,
OF. \ I. Ell IN

Sehool and Miscellaneous Cooks, Stationery. ic, ii.

SHEET MUSIC, AKDSIKGIKO BOCKS
OP All KIN DS,

No. 1 Dickinson's Blotk, Tremmi S< vare,

CLARKMONT, N H.
COUNTRY MERCHANTS SUPPLIED AT BOSTON PRiole.

J3:lr

DAVID TAILOR, J IC,

DEAI.IH IN

PIANO FCHTES,
Sera phi lies, letilians, Helodeons, Instrurtion Boost,

SHEET 1YCTJSIC, &.C., &C,
CLAREMONT, N. H.

Qj" Thf. abort Instruments will br s>Ul at Huston Fruti

PIANOS TO LET,

OLITER. DITS0H,
DE W.KR IN

IIIITARS, SERAPIIINES, PIANOS,

SHEET MUSIC,
115 7

WtSIUXhTON STREET,—BOSTON, MS.

FOR SALE,
A superiorton edPrench Horn: has been but little aked
and is as good as new. Price fifteen dollars.
Also line toned Alto Tromhoiie with ivory mouthpiece;
this instrument has been hut little used, and is also et
good as new. Price eir>ht dollars.

For further particulars address the Boston Fditor of this
paper |al 417 Washington Street, care of Hallet, Davie
iiCo.
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POLLARD. S. M. 6. a***.

On restless wing to roam ;

T~
my wandering soul,

~3

All this wide world to either pole, Has not

r ~r=^ r t~m n—i—n—i—r zrC
-

!—rr~i—i—>—

i

Behold

•- -g -©
the ark 'of God ! Behold the open door; Oh, haste to gain that dear abode,

TT~T

for thee a home.

-©- g- -©-

my soul no more.And rove

_^jo:__fl-
t liiglillll§illi|t ^gi^SiiillE

WILDER, L. M. O. Collester.

'^=^^=^^kJf^^=^^^FF^=^^^=^=^^^
!—^— 5 •^*^JL-Q__tEirg,_j_iJ:i_5_g_o_rnj1,_j_jj:^_p_pj?jio_rgj:e_ jej:-i_5_n_gjr| :

Jtt
Asleep in Jesus ! blessed sleep, From which none ever wake to weep ; A calm and undisturbed repose, Un-brok-en by the last of foes.

I

•-r»-p-C»~—«—^-Cl-t—tlffre- --r-r-r—r—r
©-

HYMN CHANT.

-©
-©--

1. Star of peace to wand'rers weary, Bright the beams lhat

2. Star of hope, gleam on the billow, Bless the soul that

-©-

@i

smile on
s'ghs for

-(©- -©-

— I

—

me,
thee

;

SiiH
Cheer the pilot's vision dreary,

Bless the sailor's lonely pillow,

iiS^l
©-
-©--

Far,
Far,

r©

—

3
far

far

WJEEr
o1-t:© :

at sea.

at eea.

3. Star of faith, when winds are mocking All his toil, he
4. Star divine, safely guide htm, Bring the wand'rer

i^S
flies to

home to

thee;

thee

:

Save him on the billows rocking, Far, far at
Sore temptations long have tried him, Far, far at

sea.

sea.

CORNISH. S. M.

its:—mfiz
C. T. Florence.

B^^^JEg^^^^^^^^^^g^
fe^?^^PSg^SMS

Is this the kind return ? Are these the thanks we owe? Thus to abuse e - ter - nal love, Whence all our blessings flow.

5i^J^M^^^gaB^ai^B^
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3

NOW WE ARE MET. WVl.be.

Now we are met

:±=zj—#—*—Tr~z=~~H—-^
_g bfczrz^zrgzzij,

-_^ -pr\"4—*

—

±=r
mirth a - - bound, Now we are met let mirlh a - - bound,

tr*
-*—•—•—_

"- "^—i —f—
i
—

i —s ft.
---

*
-

"i o—r5l

i
And let the catch and let the catch

'i r

and toast go round,

—I—«r

and let the catch arid toast go round.

t=U-
and toast go round, let the catch and toast go round.

BOSCOE. S. M. Dr, Barrus.

ri— i—•

—

i—h
1 • I

* * r ~r~~l •— — ri

—

i

—

«

rri—h—*-•—#~ rg.

b i r 1—s~i

—

frz. i~r~nr~rz3 ^

—

rt—r—rT~ ~i

—

A—

s

_
r—j—ri~Trn—i—^

—

*r\ n

Tlie Lord my shep - herd is

.

I shall be well supplied ; Since he is mine and I am his, What can I want be -side'

?g-
Bj:i^=i=i-g=|:g r-i=|-a.-|^=ai=«—#z4:F:|:{z:^==F

-
F
-
T^=iz:^|^c^p- F-[:a--lr

Andante, Caotabile. PETUNIA. L. M. A. M. Knight.

There calm for those who weep, rest for wea - ry pil - grims found ;
'

—y-\>-$-4?—

r

h-i h-i g—ho »—r~rr.=±'^L=zzbp=rg±c:zz:a"r o— I i ~t

fi-b ^m^^m^m^m^^^m^m^m^

lie and eweet - ly sleep, Low in the ground, Low in the ground.

EL£

Thef •oft - ly
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A poor fellow being told by his acquaintance that

he should always find him a ready friend, " Sir,"

eaid he, " if it is the same to you, I would much!

rather find you a friend with the ready."

[From the Christian Register and Observer.]

The Wanderers Song.

Give hack my quiet home !

'Tie far away amid the green hills lying;

There the rude billows dasiiing cannot come;

No sound save thai of evening breeze* sighing,

And the low streams replying

To the sweet music of the summer bird,

Is ever there amid its stillness heard.

Give back my quiet home !

My spirit for its gentle shadow pine til,

Weary and faint in stranger lands I roam,

While my fond heart its wreath of memory
twineih,

But on my pathway shipeth

No ray of love to light my mazy track,

Or guide me from my mystic wandering back.

Give me back my quiet home !

Its twilight hymn upon my mine ear is stealing.

The treasures of that holy .spot revealing,

Each pure and gladsome feeling

Lingers entranced around its sunlit way,

And robes in beauty its elysian day.

Give back my quiet home !

The moun'.ain air is on its trellis breathing,

And peace is resting on its mossy dome,

The sword of discord in oblivion sheathing.

Bright forms are gaily wreathing

The hopes of youth to bind around them now,

While net a native breeze doih fan my brow.

Give back my quiet home !

The battle spear upon my sight is glancing.

And starry banners on my vision come,

Their gilded folds in the soft moonlight dancing,

Contending hosts advancing,

Sound the shrill trumpet, and to combat call,

While ranks on ranks in the conflict fall.

Yes, give me back my home !

Its quiet breath my fevered pulses stilling,

Methiuks with magic power would o'er me come,

Mv weary heart with holy calmness filling,

And the low, gentle thrilling,

That hears on high a mother's hallowed prayer,

Should lure mv soul away from earthly care.

Oh, give me back my home !

Around it still my heart is fondly clinging,

Though far away, beyond the billow's roam,

To the clear day its mountain paths arc spring-

ing ;

Yet there my spirit, flinging

Its mantle to the wandering breeze of even,

Should rest, till wafied to my home in heaven.

L B. T.

Piscatory Musif.

Aquatic animals are generally supposed to be des-

titute ofthe means of making themslves heard; an.!

if they communicate with each other, it is usually

supposed that ^it must be otherwise than by som,.!.

The seal has, it is believed, a peculiar distinct crv ;

and the grampus snorts as it attains the surface.

Frogs and other amphibeous animals croak long and
loud enough, but in all these cases the sounds an-

emitted not under, but above the water, and hy cr» :-

tures rarely more than half aquatic. The catae.oi -

races have warm bleod. and suckle their young ;

and fishes, properly so called, are considered, a a

we shall presently show; erroneously, a silent ran
The long-eared Balaamite is justly reckoned the

strangest ass mentioned in history, and a scaly err a-

tureemiiting sounds may truly be reckoned a v< ,

j

odd fish indeed. A party lately crossing from ti.e

promontory in Salsette
( near Bombay ) called tl <

Neat's Tongue, to near Sewree, where, about sui -

set, struct by distinct sounds, like the protraclc-

:

booming of a distant bell, the dying cadence of a..

iEulian harp, the note of a pitchpipe or piichfoii.
.

or any long-drawn-out musical note. It wa» at fir.^

supposed to be music from Parell. floating at int.-

valsonthe breeze: then it was perceived to cor.
from all directions almost in equal strength, and ti

arise from the surface of the water all around the \c

sel. The boatmen at once intimated that the sound .

were produced by a fish abounding in the muddv
creeks and shoals around Bombay and Salsette

they were perfectly well known, and very ofier

heard. Accordingly, on inclining the ear toward

the surface of the water—or, better still, by placing
it close to the planks ofihe vessel— ihe notes appeal
ed loud and distinct and followed each other in con
slant succession. The boatmen next day produced
specimens of the fish—a creature closely resembling
in size and shape the fresh-water perch of the norll

of Europe, and spoke of them as plentiful, and per
fectly well known. It is hoped that they may be
procured alive, and the means afforded of determiti
ing how the musical sounds are produced : nd en
ilted, wiih other particulars of interest suppose'
new in ichthyology. We shall he glad to receive
from our readers any information they can give us h.

regard to a phenomenon) which does not appear to

have been hitherto noticed, and which cannot fail te

attract the attention of the naturalist. Of the pet

feet accuracy with which the singular facts afcov,

related have been given, no doubt will be entertaii c '.

when it is maintained that the wrinr ua* one of *

party of five intelligent persons, brail of who,,,

they were most carefully observed, and the irrrpref

sons of all of whom in regard to them were nuiforu;

It is supposed that the fish are confined to particu-

lar localities—shallows, estuaries, and muddy creeks
rarely visited by Europeans ; and that this is the
reason why hitherto no mention, so faras we know
has been made of the peculiarity in any work on nat-
ural history.—Musical Works.
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Ishly useful I.eriurr.

le Rev. HtsitT Ward Bbecheb, of Brooklyn,

'. haa recently delivered a Lecture at tlie Tre-

luont Temple, Boston, before the Mercantile Library

Association, upon ihe subject of " Amusements,"
• Inch was listened to by a numerous, discriminating

i ud highly intelligent audience, with ibe most in-

mtcrest and satisfaction. Tiiere are few sub-

more worthy of deep consideration and reflec-

in than this, and the able Lecturer,'** ho thorough-

ly understands poor human nature, presents a clear

Hid varied picture, which all may view with profit

ind pleasure.

The following sketch of the Lecture, is derived

I the reports in the Traveller and Mercantile

Journal :

The Rev. gentlemen commenced by defining with

considerable exactness what was intended in the use

of the terms relaxation and rest. The former was

«.iily a modification of the latter— or hut a lower de-

cree of absolute rest. He wished the distinction to

lie observed, as he was firmly of opinion that much
• vil arose in the community from the confounding ol

the two terms. Absolute rest under certain conili-

: 'His is by no means a propel relaxation from labor.

The terrible Monday of the clergyman is made so

illy, inasmuch as he makes it a day of absolute rest,

id of a day of relaxation.

sements were defined to be all those processes

hi which social or physical enjoyment was sought

;

—pleasure is amusement carried to excess, and the

•mi ennui has been devised to express the result of

Miper-simuliis—pleasure. There were two

"h in the ci unity, 10 whom he might address

If—Those who live only for pleasure—and

founding amusement with pleasure,

not only fiirolous, but absolutely

! To the first, who are sunk in pleasure, hut

i lie need I"- said, as they fondly cling to their sinful

—•ind any word of approval from them, would

trouble htm moie than the most severe criticism- of

h'r class, lint to those w ho dissent on con-

•n'litmus grounds, he would address himself, and

upon iheui the m cvs&ity of amusement as aids

• morals, lie thought a reform was much needed

•Hid be hoped to see it soon accomplished.

views are so ascetic, ami

lunus, met us on every

gazed on the thousand

gated colors, and sweet

hand. And when he ha

U. .Hititul flowers, of every shape and hue, winch a-

' domed a vast prairie, and had drunk in the music of

birds which smng and talked around him. he had

found it impossible to keep silence, and yet impossi-

ble to give utterance to his sense of the goodness of

that lbing who bad thus profusely spread beauty

around his path ; and he bad been ready to exclaim,

If the Footstool be thus embroidered, what must be

his Throne ?

There were, in the mind of man, faculties an-

swering to the lines of beauty, the colors, the flow-

ers, and the sweet sounds, which adorned the natur-

al world. Such were mirtbfulness and ideality, &c.

It was impossible to repress and destroy these facul-

ties without doing wrong. Mirthfulness was as im-

portant to the perfection of the mind as conscienti-

ousness li might not be as great a loss to be de-

prived of an ear as a right hand ; but by the loss ol

either, a man was Rtaimed. Conscientiousness was

as important to the perfection of character, as the

bones were to the perfeeiion of the face ; but that

mind in which conscientiousness waB cultivated, to

! the neglect of all the other faculties, would be like

the face stripped of its beiiu'itiil covering a frightful

mask of grinning bonos.

Amusements wore necessary to health. F.ven the

lowest kinds, in tiiis view, were better than none.

—

The hard aud grinding toil to which the masses in a

great city were habitually subjected, rendered some

kind of amusement indispensable. No man under-

stood, better than did Napoleon, what was neccessa-

ry to men, in the city or the camp, and be had said :

The French people, need amusements. He might

with equal truth have said, all people need amuse-

ments.

What better than a beast would the slave, or even

the poor artisan be, without amusement ' Hut what

is right for one may not be so for all. It might be

right in the savage to ascend to amuse, but if would

be immoral in the civilized man to descend to seek

amusement in the same way. But what excuse is

there for noisy, dissipated forms of amusi men) in a

poli-hed community ' For the effective action of the

mind in the performance of the duties of life, amuse-

ment is demanded. A machine, though it may not

break will one day wear out. Anxiety, by some, has

—

.aliiyis so energetic, that they reject ,„,,.,, |ir()n „ uiir ,. ( | a better ,.„t-watrr ihanhope. hut tb.

tits altogether. Others again tolerate them ,

. i a quiet, dignified way— while others say that one

luld find a semen I in Ins daily vocations. 'I u

! It ma j !»• replied, thai i -h depend- upon

• ril the vocation |s. The phi-maker can find lil-

imiiseiiieut iii working twelve or fourteen hours

in- Jay, :.i making the twetuih part of a pin ; or

• mud-digger, who stands all day hall-leg deep in

ink oi olasa aiusi not ranks rules lor

:• 1 1 other ranks or classes. Labor t duty

be eradicated by pic

Mao 3 ofihe powers of the mind appeared in be

My designed and adapted 10 promote tl

i man. The w hole arrangement of the natural

hibuion of tasii in the Builder and

rouble is, it cuts the man more than the water.

The effective action of the mind, also, required

amusement. Brightness and elasticity were the at-

mosphere in which the mind acted most freely and

effectually. Amusementa were lo Ihe mind what

the bath was to the body; the means ofclcansing and

invigorating it. Amusements were indispensable to

sound morals, also. If the young were net prbvid-

ed with harmless and virtuous amusements, they

would have vicious and corrupt ing amusements. A
judicious management should be adopted at home ;

not loo much restraint nor too much freedom. The

hciurer did not belii vi . and it certainly did not he-

come him lo say, that ministers' sons w<

ily the devil's grandsons The period between l">

thereof, aud was adapted to promote pleasure and 25 yean "l dangerous period

L and forms of beauty , neb and van of a young man's life ; here were the rapids in life's

current. During this period be was in his ttansiii...

state, from being governed to governing hum-ill

and a most perilous state it was.

The Rev. gentleman urged bis young fiii i
,1-

honor bade a man to his miii in business, or to ihe

jail, to scrupulously follow her lead, for he di dan d

" the hurdle of a man to be belter than the chariot of

a villni... ' He pronounced amusement to be necis-

sary to the full development and richness of charac-

ter, and then passed to review the New England
character, and ascribed its strength and Integrity lo

the hardy circurnstaBces in which it was nurtured.

The Reverend gentleman declared that he would

have more religion in his business, aud more business

in religion. He hoped the time would arrive when
the Bible woutd no longer be interpreted by the as-

cetic.

The dangers of the young arose chiefly from tw»
sources; re-action and over-excitement. If the young
were duly restrained in the family, ihe reaction, on
becoming their own masters, was almost certain.—
Some parents were so much afraid that their children

would do wrong, that they would not let them do
anything. But when they obtained their liberty.

with none to control their pleasures—never having

learned to act aright—they were quite sure to riot in

self-indulgence.

The danger from over-excitement was no less im-

minent. When the young were over-worked, were
shut up to hard toil, and had very little time for

amusement, they were anxious to compact and con-

centrate as much pleasure as possible in Ihe shortest

time ; and accordingly, went into amusements with

a concentration of soul, which indicated their deter-

mination to extract the most pleasure that it wa»

possible to get, from the smallest amount of amuse-

ment.

Amusements were necessary to develope original-

ity of character. The developement of man was as

yet exceedingly imperfect, and we did not know
what man's capabilities were. We have never yet

seen asymmetrical mind among men. They are all

one-sided. We have seen all the good qualities of

mind in a high slate ofperfection, separately— in se-

parate individuals ; but never have we seen them nil

together, combined in one person. When perfect,

the mind of man would exhibit lustre as well as Mih-

stance. The elements of mind devi loped by the fath-

ers of New England were the best the world had

ever seen : but in (heir circumstances it Was impossi-

ble to cultivate all ihe qualities of the mind. Th«
sterner and stronger ones w eie the most essential to

them, and liny weie cultivated ;—but the softer and

finer ones

—

the graces of the mind

—

their circi.m

stances- forbade them to cultivate.

Thesouiccs.nl' amusement were various, 'i'hc

physical powers were an impoi lanl source, fiom tin

cultivation of which pleasure might be deprived.

—

The gymuasiam, loot- race rowing, riding, and such

nploytnents, openi d, in out; direction, abundant

source- of amusi iiu lit.

(< oncluded in our next.)

A man who had lived much in BOcicly, said that

his acquaintances would fill a cathedral, but tl.t j ul-

pit would bold all of h's friends.
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From the Journal and Courier.

CUPIDS ARROWS.

From the Greek of Anacreou.

Once, when Cupid chanced to linger

'Mid the flowers thoughtlessly,

There pounced upon his dimpled finger

A cruel little honey bee.

'• Oh, mother, mother; I am dying."

Little wounded Cupid cried,

As he hastened, running, flying,

Up to lovely Venus" side

'• 'Twas a little serpent killed me,

Flying on a tiny wing,

And with cruel pain he filled me,

By the venom of his sting."

" If you die, dear," said the mother,

" Wounded by a honey bee,

How shall fare that hapless lover,

Whose poor heart is pierced by thee ?"

Bi-XVIt'EKi:.

A Beautiful Hymn.

The following beautiful hymn was written by the

la i \-Presideut Adams :

How swtft, alar. ! the moments By !

How rush the years along !

Scarce Tiere, vol pone already by

—

The burden ot a song-

See childhood, youth, ami manhood pass,

Ami age, with furrowed brow ;

Time was—time shall In—but alas !

Where, where in time is now ?

Time is the measure but of change ;

No present hour is found
;

The past, the future, fill the range

Of time's unceasing round.

Where then is now ? In realms above,

With Cod's atoning Lamb,

In regions of eternal love.

Where sits enthroned 1 am.

Then, pilgrim let thy joys and fears,

On lime no longer lean
;

But henceforth all thy hopes and fears

From earth's affections wean.

To God let grateful accents rise.

With truth, with virtue, lne
;

So all the bliss that lime denies,

Eternity shall give.

Vincent Wallace.

Reports now are generally circulated that Mr Bunn

;

has taken Covent Garden for the winter season for

English opera. The company—instrumental and vo-

cal—it is affirmed, will comprise all the available

'talent in the country. Among the vocalists already

mentioned we find the names of Mr. Sims Reeves,

Mi«s Wallace, Miss Birch, and MissMiran

Among the first original productions of the new

company will be Mr. Vincent Wallace's opera, Lur-

]jne—just completed. Thiswork has been publish-

ed by Messrs. Cramer and Beale, and the foreign

copyright sold to the house of Diabelli and Co., Vi-

enna.

Report speaks in the highest terms of Mr. Wal-

lace's new composition. The story upon which the

: libretto is founded is a German legend of exciting in-

jterest, and Mr. Fitzball, we learn, has worked out

the plot with great dramatic skill and finesse.

With respect to the conductor of the operatic corps

• at Covent Garden rumor is altogether silent. Mr.

Costa will not undertake the musical directorship of

the English opera, and Mr. Balfe, we know, from

stringent causes, cannot
;
but Mr. Vincent Wallace

has been suggested as a gentleman, who from his

talents and great experience in the orchestra is fitted

tooccupy the situation. Mr. Wallace, from his ear-

liest years, has been accustomed to preside over an

operatic banfi. At sixteen years of age he was lead-

er of ihe orchestra in the Theatre Royal, Dublin,

and filled the post for nnny years with the highest

credit. He is an admirable vocalist, and indeed

plays on every instrument in the orchestra. This of

itself is no small recommendation for the office, asthe

conductor should be Ultimately acquainted with the

properties and powers of every individual instrument

which he can only know by playing on them. Mr.

Wallace has siill further recommendations for the

musical eonductorship of the new English Opera —
lie is affable and conciliating in manners—a great de-

sideratum, when it is remembered that the conductor

i has to rule over such conflicting elements as consti-

tute the materials of an operatic band.

London Musical World.

ius, I do embrace it ; for even that vulgar and ta\eru

music, which makes one man merry, another mad.

strikes in me a deep fit of devotion, and profound

contemplation of the first composer ; there ia anM<

thing in it of divinity more than the ear discover- —
[From Sir Edward Lytton Bulwer's " Harold.

'

JKXNY LIU).

Much has been written about this celebrated vo-

calist, but one of the best descriptions wc have seen

is from the pen of our distinguished literary towns-

woman, Mrs. Maude, who thus discourses on the

personnel of the inimitable Swede :
—" Her arms ai.d

hands, legs and feet, are not well turned, and she is

too short in statute to be impressive in the perform-

ance of heroric character. The general expression

of her countenance is agreeable and nmirable ; but

her command of countenance is loo limited for the

highly wrought and varied purposes of the tragic or

melo-dramatic siage. Madlle. Liud, however, never

sins against taste, never deviates from propriety, and

if she does not equal the expectation, she never of-

fends against the judgment. #lt is the want of pow-

er, not the misuse of it, which leads the amateur to

feel occasional disappointment, ller voice is of great

sweetness, sometimes thin, and more suitable for the

concert room than the opera-house. The execution

of her shake, which has been so much and so de-

servedly extolled, is admirable ; the clearness and

precision, the duration and warbling have been equal-

led by other singers : but the vanishing part, or di-

minuendo, is singularly beautiful, and produces a

capital effect. The audience strain every listening

faculty to ascertain the instant when the Syren shall

cease to prolong the cadence. As a time-keeper.

Madlle. Lind is faultless."—Liverpool Chronicle.

M. Oi.e Bill, the celebrated Norwegian violinist,

is now working as a journeyman, in the manufacto-

ry of M. Vuillaume, a Parisian musical instrument

maker, in the hope of being enabled to make a violin

that shall equal the tones of those made by the cele-

brated Stradivarius. of Cremona ; and for this pur-

pose he has brought from Norway, wood more than

two hundred years old.—[London Musical World.

Further Reduction ok Postage. The Wash-

ington correspondent of the Journal of Commerce

says :

' The Post roster General, in his forthcoming re-

port, will recommend a reduction of letter postage to

three cents. Congress is now quite prepared to ad-

opt that suggestion."

How to oet a Lift. " Pray," said Mr ,

to a gentleman he overtook on the road, " will you

have the complaisance to take my great coat in your

carriage to town ?"

''• With pleasure, sir; but how will you gel it

again !" " Oh, very easy," replied the modest ap-

plicant, " I shall remain in it."

A gentleman seeing a number of coW6 in a field

grafting, observed, " he did not wonder that the

grass didn't gel high, as it was cow'd down."

—

Again—seeing a cellar nearly finished, he remarked,

" it was an excellent foundation for a story."

It is said that Jenny Lind and her partners Messrs

Luudey and Knowles, netted jL' 10,000 in a fortnight

hi poor distressed Ireland /

The Harmonics of the Universe.

There is music wherever there is harmony, order

or proportion ; and thus far we may maintain the

music of the spheres ; for those well ordered motions

and regular paces, though they give no sound unto

the ear, yet to the understanding they strike a note

;
most full of harmonv. Who ever is harmonically

(

composed, delights in the harmony of sounds, which
j

|

makes me much distrust the symmetry of those heads

which declaim against all church music. For myself

not only from my obedience, but very particular gen-

A wedding took place at Albany a few evening1
?

since, and just as the marriage services was ec nelu.l-

ed by the benediction, the floor gave way and pre-

cipitated lite entire party in one mass into the peHai

.

The distance was not great and the pleasure of the

evening was not at all marred by it.

They sell boots and shoes in California by the

piece and not the pair. A man w iih one boot is re-

spectable in his appearance, but a man with lu«

boots is aristocratic.
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following persons are indebted to Silebj &
ihe World of Music. Any information con-

was well known to be at variance with the truth t

members of the Institute, and to citizens of Cleveland,

t could do us no possible injury, and advising tha

no attention whatever should be taken of it. No re-

plv was made, nor should 1 now notice it, but for the

importance which has been given to it by its appear-

and • in vour paper. Hut knowing full well thatg llicm will be thankfully received.

J II. Clifford, H W. Coe, Levi H.-uthon, Daniel ,„,,,.. nk , y readers who are not only my friends

I i. Harvey Mills. Charles Morrill, A. L. Ilovi,
| (l| , ^i^ , friends to the cause of Church Music, some

in Foster, E. L. Plumb. A, Jackson. 11. II. D f whom may possibly be led to suppose there is truth

.( i. Dai 1, in;, Clark H. Slason, Thomas, „ i|,e remarks of Mr. L. 1 hope you will allow me
Martin Hariletl, R. W, Galttfba. 1

1() mik(,.A hi itf statement . The letter misrepresents

We have a large list of nanus which will be nrv- me ,„ almost all its assertions ; I will refer to some

ed in- soon if the needful is not forth earning. All f the piiucipal statements

who slop their papers without paying arrearages must

expect to appear in print.

Mr Mason will excuse us lor not inserting the re-

solutions to which he refeied in his Communication.

Fur w;-.iit of room we are obliged to lay them over.

W -have rut hand several coiiununieatioiis which

v • are obliged lo lay over for the next number.

One nf its first assertions is as follows :
" You said

that congregational singing must necessarily be in

unison.'' Now, my reply to this is, 1 did not say

any such thing. I have often said, did then say, and

now say, that congregational singing will be best,

most successful, when all ilie people are encouraged

io sing one part, or that unisonous singing is most

favorable to the union of all the peoples voices in

this exeieise. Rut at I he same lime, I have always

advocated the singing of the harmony pans by a

Choir. Indeed I have never expressed myself un-A happy new year to all who have paid for the

'outnal in advance, and all who will pay lorn before favorable to the parts in the Congregation except on

ic volume c hi ' the ground of ihe incapacity of those to sustain them

We would wish ill indiscriminately, a hippy new II who have not had opportunity for musical improve

these two tunes, and the whole class to which th.y

belong, are strictly Congregational, and among Ibe

very best Congregational tunes, they may al

sung with charming effect even by small clioir>, if

they be taken in the right time.

In the next paragraph of Mr. L.'s letter it is a--

serted that I stated " that Congregational singing is

incapable of expression and consequently of exciting

emotion." I teply, I did not say any such thing, and

although 1 do not charge Mr. L. with intentional

misrepresentation, 1 do say that this is untrue ; and

I think it is proved to be so by that which immedi-

ately follows which is indeed true viz: that 1 "de-

scribed (i e. attempted to describe) the laity, glow-

ing and heavenly effects of this kind of church ma-

sic." Now, may 1 not appeal to any one who

knows me, and ask if it is possible that 1 should he

so inexpressibly silly as to say in the same breath

that congregational music while it is incapable of

expression is most lofty, sublime and effective in ex-

pression ; yet so Mr L. would make me to speak.

But what did I say ? In substance thus : that Con.

gregational singing is not favorable to that style of

performance which musicians technically know by

the term " con espressione," or "con affetto," re-

lating mostly to the tender and pathetic. Not that

the tender, penitential or pathetic may not be appro-

priately expressed congregationally in a congrega-

te it a mipo.-sible lor :. man to be happy, and ,,„,„. The German method of congregational sing- j

li»'ial wa
-
v

>
for tl,at w0,,ld be far i,,dec ' 1 from llie

lOltahW to wish him so. while his hill for his

npi id

We hive a lew subscribers, and thank fortune

ing, .. e. unisonous is in my opinion the true one, lTUln -
t,ll « tha < a Congregation cannot express these

and that winch w,ll most promote the true end in I

and similar emotions choir-like, or after the manner

view, so far as the external act is concerned, which is

• i.-H ii'imbei • i- increasing, who regularly pay their the unison oT all the people in the song, everyone

i. men are ibe salt of the earth. We taking an active or vocal pan in the exercise. As

. , u ld wish fe i" a score of happy years. my views on this matter are more fully expressed in

——

—

preface to the " National Psalmist," 1 will not

To the Editor of the Philharmonic Journal.
' enlarge here, but merely' refer your readers to that

j)eAR Sir :—In your paper of the 12th inet., 1 ob- work. The assertion df.Mr. L. thai the congrega-

voii have republished fiom a Cleveland nonal singing in Germany is in lull harmony is an

. a littler addressed to me in September error. The singing there is in unison, or in octaves,

... Lucas, relative lo a performance of and not in part, unless organ and choir (if there be

. hnr-b music, under ihe direction of Was. \Vel>l> a choir) one included, then, indeed, the harmony

wiih winch we closed ihe excereises of parts am added ; but these parts are not sustained

resellers' Insiitiiu in Cleveland al that line. As generally by the people. The singing in iheCerman

ice may ' "i.v . lo '-nine ol l mr reader*, who < 'liurches in thi« country loo, so far as 1 have heard

: r
• uni'-'i'i linted with ihe parlies, i We impressions it is unisonous, I recently visited a large Congrega-

in relation to my opinions ot several points on the II linn in Cincinnati ; every man, woman and child

pi of church music, I beg leave through yot ned to unite in the stuping, hul they were all

- to make some few remarks in regard to it. singing in unison the leading melody, and ihe har-

•II held a Music1,Teachers' In- mony" parts were heard only as proceeding from ibe

. m Cleveland (ax we had done lor ihe two pipes of the organ Mr L. seems lo think that

last. On our arrival at iher- :- no jnsi ground for the distinction which I

nlng that Mr. Lucas was made between Choral and Congregational music.—
ll City, we consulted together, and also wilh

other lesdi '-. ' i the Institute on ihe pros-

..I inviting: di L, In nttond It was thought

. ,i in a-.U Inm and iCCOrdil>gl\ he »;n not invit-

ed, He did IIOl alH-nd an\ no cling nl the Institute

i.ulil I be last, when b I M inv ila

llm this distinction is certainly made l>v the best

writers on church music, and here again 1 beg leave

to refer lo the preface to ibe " National Psalmist"

an explanation of these two styles will be

found, li is intimated that 1 mule a distinction be-

tween "The old Hundredth' and •• York" classing

ivcn through tin- p i| lerally the l.umer among the congregational, and ths latter

md was present. A day or twniii.iw.il- the letter || among the Choral or I'hotr tones. No seoh dis-

ced for Ihe Philharmonic Journal' waspublish- linction did I ever make ; both of these are Bmong

,,w of the Cleveland p»i-
'> a'" 1 'be best Connregatitinal twres. Either 1 must have

id lefi Cleveland, but at Uotheau-r. ft 1 n«*i unhsspv in ih»s*oiee»fmy words, or mj

papi , w, i

in which a well trained choir would express them.

Dynamic expression which would be applied to a

well trained choir, cannot be expected in Congrega-

tional singing, nor are we sure that it is to be de-

sired.

An unkind reference, to say the least
z
is made in

the next paragraph of the letter to one of our most

esteemed clergyman who had once the misfortune to

offend Mr L. in an address on Church Music ; this

is not the fust time Mr. L has grossly miarepresent*

him, hut he needs no vindication or defence from the

writer of this article.

The remark relating to the indication of time or

movement by a stick is hardly worthy of notice, and

yet it may not he amiss to ask whether n is belter for

a conductor to indicate the movement by the baton,

or to sing out aloud and thus to lead oil' a chorus

by the power of his ov?u voice !

The paragraph relating to the " dangerous char.

acter" of tunes IS wanting in truth. Who could bs

so silly as to make such a remark under such ci-.

cuinslances. Again, the remark on Handel's Halle-

lujah ( horns is a misrepresentation The distinction

lie! ween Sacred and Secular in ( 'hureh mosicis brief-

ly explained on p. ;">. National Psalmist. Mr Lucas'

ignorance of this distinction Ins probably been the

cause nf his erior in llns case. Many of your read-

ers have heard me quote tin Messiah as standing al

the head of all Sacred music in the Oratorio cla»s,

and by universal consent the " Hallelujah" is the

chorus of choruses in the Messiah. Would that

choir might perform it, and that ull the world

might pattnke ol its spirit.

it mpt at ex| lana-

\\
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pass for wh»t tats worth, I do not myself see that it

has any value.

The writer next remarks on the Gregorian Chant.

Here Mr. L. expresses his ignorance by supposing

that this ancient music took its name from Pope Gre-

1

gory as its author. Every one who is a little ac-

quainted in the musical history knows, that it took

Ms name from Gregory not because he was its au-

thor, but simply because he was its compiler. The

nines themselves had from the beginning been in use

in the Church, hut were compiled, arranged, or pub-

lished by Gregory. All that I said as to the tunes

sung in the primitive church, or by one Lanir and

his disciples, is that it is highly probable that they

sung the Gregorian Chants. This will not be denied

by those who are acquainted with the history ofthese

celebrated ecclesiastical tunes. Padre Martini says

on this subject " it would seem that the chants now

used in the Roman Catholic Chnrch were introduced

by the Apostles, and came originally from David;

and the chant of the psalmody, called by the fathers

of the first century unisonous or consonant, was the

same as that called by us Canto Ferrno, or Gregor-

ian." Thus we have the celebrated historian Padre

Martini versus George VV. Lucas.

I have thus noticed some of the things in which

I have been misrepresnted in Mr L's. letter.

I will now explain the manner in which Mr. L.

got his letter inserted in a respectable paper in Cleve-

land He called on the Editor and asked him if he

would publish remarks or criticisms on the perform-

ance. The editor not being acquainted with Mr. L.

and supposing as a matter of course, that he meant a

fair honest criticism, replied in the affirmative. The

Editor then went immediately out of the city, l«av-

ing word with his foreman to insert Mr. L's article,

and it was inserted without having been read by tire

Editor. On his return to Cleveland in ^subsequent

number of his paper the Editor explained this mailer

regretting that the piece had thus found its way into

his columns, since he wa assured .by 'hose on vvlum

he could d-Jpqad, that L.'ie remarks it contained were

not founded in truth. This explanation of the editor

appears in a subsequent number of the same paper.

and I cannot believe that the worthy Editor of the

'• Philharmonic Journal' would have published the

letter, had he seen also the number containing the

Editors explanation, since this is a complete nul-

lifier of the letter itself.

I take the liberty to .send you a copy of remarks on

the same performance that appeared in a Cleveland

paper at about the same time, with the request that

you will be so kind as to give it an insertion in the

Journal'. I also send a copy of resolutions passed by

the Gentleman of the Class at its close, asking for

them also a place i.i your valuable paper.

I will merely add, what has been indeed already

intimated, that 1 consider the letter in question itself,

(88 I have always regarded the vituperative produc-

tions of the same writer) as quite unworthy of my re-

y\y or notice ; but it is the widely extended influence

n{' the Philharmonic Journal that has called forth

these few remarks, from, Mr. Editor,

Vour friend and servant.

He

MUSIC BOOKS.
!

B. B. Musscy & (Vs. Popular Music Books.

More deserting of being universally used than all

others combined.

The Modern Harp : or, Boston Sacred Melodist.

A COLLECTION of church music, comprising, in

addition to many of the most Popular Tunes in

common use, a great variety of new and original

Tunes, Sentences, Chants, Motets, and Anthems, ad-

apted to Social and Religious Worship Singing

Schools, &c., by E. L. White and J. E. Gould.

This book has already passed through more lhan

twenty editions, and is now used in all the best choirs

and societies in New England, and is universally con-

sidered as one of the best books of Church Music

now in use.

" The whole collection is judiciously arranged, and

will undoubtedly take a rank second to none of the

numerous publications of Church Music now in

use."—[Atlas.

" This Book is composed mostly of Music new to

the American public, and embracing every variety of

metre now in use, with numerous sentences, chants,

motets and anthems, suited to particular occasions."

[Salem Observer.

OPERA CHORUS BOOK.—Consisting of trios,

quartettes, solos, and choruses, selected and arrang-

ed from the most popular Operas of Von Weber,

Rossini, Meyerbeer, Bellini, Benedict, Donizetti,

Mereadaute, Auber, Balfe, Verdi and Bishop. Bv
E. L/ White and J. E. Gould.

We select the following from numerous notices of

this work:
" Salem, Nov. I, 1847.

" Mr. B. B. Mussey—Dear Sir— I have examin-

ed the new publication which has lately come from

your press, called the " Opera Chorus Book," and

do not hesitate to commend its design and execution.

The selections are well madeand well arranged, and

are. almost all of them, gems of high musical value.

The field horn whhh they were gathered, has not

uiitil now, been explored. It is rich in fruits, and

ii is to he hoped, that such success may attend this

first gathering, ns to induce the reapers again to try

the sickle." Your friend, &c.
H. K. Oliver.

: ' The work aboundsin those delicious gems of the

Opeia, any one of which is beautiful enough to tempt

our readers to the purchase of the whole collection."

[Boston Daily Whig.
<l Whatever motive ..f ambition or interest suggest-

ed the idea of this collection, the Book is exactly

what is wanted at this time : and it will be taken as

a favor to the musical public, inasmuch as it cannot

fail to be a great acquisition for practice, and a mean6
for creating a better taste. A hook got at with such

good properties, cannot fail to be well received "

Respectfully yours, &c.
Thomas Powers.

THE TYROL1EN LYRE.—A Glee Book, con-

sisting of easy pieces arranged mostly for Soprano
Alto, Tenor, and Bass Voices, with and without

Piano Forte Accompaniments, comprising a complete

collection of stdos, duets, trios, quartettes, Choruses,

&c for the use of societies, schools, clubs, choirs,

and the social circle. By Edward L. White and
John E. Gould.
The work will not only be. a pleasant social, com-

panion, but will be found extremely useful for choirs,

schools, &c. -

" It is a lar^e and well executed volume of two
hundred and thirty pages, containing easy pieces, ar-

ranged mostly tor Soprano, Alto, Tenor, and Bass
Voices, with and without Piano Forte Accompani'
ments ; comprising a complete Collection of solos,

duets, trios, q uaftetts, quintettes, choruses. &c.

—

rd L White and John E. Gould
: - compost i

:

,-er.orrinm

THE BOSTON MELODEON, VOL. I. A Col-

lection of Secular Melodies, consisting of songs,

glees, rounds, catches, &c, including many of the

most popular pieces of the day ; arranged and har-

monized for Four Voices. By Edward L. White.

THE BOSTON MELODEON, VOL. II. A
collection of secular melodies, consisting of song;-,

glees, rounds, catches, &c, including many of the

most popular pieces of the day, arranged and harmon-
ized for four voices, vol. 2, by E. L. White.

The above Books have been before the public some
two years, during which time, more than 30,000 of

them have been sold, and their reputation is too well

known to require any commendation.

THE WREATH OF SONGS.—Consisting of
"

songs, hymns, and chants, with appropriate music,

designed for the use of Common schools, Seminaries

&c. To which are added the Elements of Vocal

Music, arranged according to the Pestalozzian Sys-

tem of Instruction ; with numerous Exercises, in-

tended to supercede (in part) the necessity of the

Black-board. By Edward L. White and John E.
Gould.
"This work is just the thing for Schools, Juvenile

Concerts, &c; consisting of songs, hymns and chants

with appropriate Music designed for ihe use of Com-
mon Schools, Seminaries, &c , to which is piefixed

the elements of Vocal Music. For such purposes,

we have seen no better work than the " Wreath of

School Songs."— [Olive Branch.

" It is a charming little volume, and we recom-
mend it to all who have families."— [Signal.

BAKER'S ELEMENTARY MUSIC BOOK.—
Comprising a variety of songs, hymns, and chants.

Designed for the use of public and private Schools.

By Benjamin F. Baker.

The songs are for the most part lively and inter-

esting, containing just and moral seniimciiis ; and
the Music is admirably adapted to them. We coin-

mend it to the attention ot all those interested in

school education."—[Atlas.

" The book is prepared with knowledge and jugd-

ment, and is admirably adapted to Ihe purpose for

which it is designed ; and our Committee, wisely re-

garding the mleresis ofour Children, have authoris-

ed its use in those Schools of which Mr. Baker has
the care."—[Mercantile Journal.

' We have examined this work and do not hesitate to

recommend it to all who are desirous of obtaining

useful book."—[World of Music.

THE SABBATH SCHOOL LUTE.—A seleo

tion of hymns and appropriate Melodies adopted tu

the wants of Sabbath School and Social Meetings.

—

By E. L. White and J. E. Gould, authors ot the
" Modern Harp," " Tyrolien Lyre," "Wreath of

School Songs," " Opera Chorus Book," &c. fit.

A CARD.
TT N. STONE, has an office at No. 4 Derby
*--*• Range (above stairs) where he will be happy
to receive pupils in the study of t^e Piano Forte.

Boston, Nov. 22, 1848.

A Seraphine for Sale.

A FINE toned Seraphine is offered for sale vety
*•* low. Enquire at the Philharmonic Journal Of-

fice, over Haskall's Furniture Rooms.
Nov. 13. Corner of Broad and Washington St.

MUSIC AJVD JOB

PRINTING
Neatly Excruted al this Office.

Corner of Broad and Washington Street.

. ch a
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WILKINS, CARTER & CO.'s
I'll, I I. tit M I SIC ISIMIhS.

MOHE UNIVEHSATJ.y TTS :nT) THAN
ALL OTHERS COMBINED.

JWIOIIN \ SACK.A, ni Boston Collection of Chard) Mu
^ sic By L. M ujon : greatly admired for its beaut)
oawateaess, and sterling character ol ii- music. Published
un lt-r the recommendation of the Boston Academy ol Mu-
aio, wiili u pamphlet supplement of 69 mlii t tin k- added
in Ish br another author, increasing ihe variety and eccal-
lence of the Collection without extra charge.
THE BOSTON At: W>K\IV s COLLECTION. Ed-

ited hy L. Mason. This standard work is so well known
and Med as io preclude the necessity ol any recoinmende-
tion.

THE P9ALTERT. By F.. Mason and (i. J. Webb.
One of i he mosl complete works of the kind ever puldished.
Il has receive.! the sanction of the Boston Handel& Haydn
Society and the Boston Academy of.Vlusic. In style these
is a great diversity, it being suited to even variety of sub-
ject and occasion, and is especially adapted to congregation-
al as*>. The Psaltery will make a valuable addition to the
Button Academy's < Collection and Carolina Sacra, and naght
lo be in every choir.

Jow ready, u Sew Cliiircli lliisif- Book for the Present

Sriisnn. iiuiiit- 1 v

:

THE NATIONAL LYRE ; A new collection of psalm
and hymn tunes, comprising the beat ancient and modern
compositions of established merit, with a choice selection of
chants, &c. designed for the use of choirs, congregations,
•ingtng schools and societies throughout the United Slates,
Bv S. I'arUman Tuckennan, Silas A. Bant roll, and H. K.
Oliver. Il is believed tliis will be one of the most beautiful

•ollections ever published. It consists ofold, new and origi-

nal music, all ol which is of a strictly devotional character.
The old tunes have simple arrangements, and an- within the
capacity of all performers. The new ones have been select-

ed with great care from classic compositions, while il is

hoped that ihe original may he found of sufficient variety to

ill tastes All needless difficulties in the construc-
tion of the vo. al parts have beea avoided ; and as far as pos-
sildc each separate part has I,, an made intereslingnnd easy
to the performer. Another important feature of this boot
i* the substitution of small notes for figures in the organ
score. As.roiiiparalivelv 0-w persons have the opportunity

j

to perfect themselves m Thorough Base suffieieutly to I

play even plain psalmody correctly from figures, it is hoped
that this arrangement will meet the cordial at probation ol

all. The hook being somewhat less in size than (he others
the price will not exceed six dollars per dozen, ihus placing
it within the reach not only of ohoj IS m special want ofnew
hooks, but of those which are already supplied*.

New (horns Book, specially adapted to the use of

Choirs;
THE CHOIU CHORUS BOOK. ByA.N. Johnson,

Professor in the Boston Academy of Music. A collection
of Choruses, from the works of Handel. Haydn, Mozart,
Mendelssohn and other distinguished composers. This
work einbrai m a larger collection of choruses than has been
before published arranged in a form for the use and improve.
ment of choirs t and it is believed that, besides the addi-lj
tional interest which its use imparl) to choir clings, Ihe
study of the pure compositions it contains, will greatly im-
prove the taste and facilitate the power of execution. Al-
though only puldished in the summer, several editions have
U'xu already sold Price $17,50 per dozen.

SCHOOL Ml sic Hooks.
THE 1MUM IRV SCHOOL SONG BOOK.in two parts. 1

1

By I.. Mas iii.l <;. J. Webb, Professor in the Boston
.Academy ot Music It is supposed thai any mother, or pri

insry school tea, her, who can herself sing, although she
may know so luile of musical characters as not to lie able
lo r«a I music herself may bj the help of this hook, he ens
lied lo icach her pupils wiih good success, and ihus prepare
the wny for a more thorough and cxtcnsivecoursein higher
schools,
THESOXO BOOK OP THE school ROOM: Con-

i groat variety ofsongs, hy , and scriptural
rations, with appropriate music, arranged lo be sung

two, or ihree parls ; containing, also, ihe element
principle* ot rocal iinisie, prepared with reference to the in-

ductive or Pestaloszian method ol teaching, designed as a

•.trnplete musical manual (or common or grammnr scho
By Lowell Mason and Oeor?e James Webb. This workl
bt« bom prepared with reference to ihe wants of common

tots lid aoadoosise. and is designed to follow the al

ALSO PUBLISHED AS ABOVE,
THE BOSTON CHORUS BOOM Consisting

o

hi of i he most popular i lionises from the works of Han
dot, Haydn, sod other eminent cooiposert arranged in full

r.xjii se»re, wnb an accompaniment l«r the piano forte op

implied hv Mason and Webb.
THE BOSTON Wl'HKM BOOK, being a col lootion!

, i ihr hesi Inthems and other set pieces, for societies and
j

By I. M
THE BOOK OP CHANTS," consisting ofchanting I

m».ir. a Upted to regular hymns and to selections from tic

•cripturo*., for cuu^rcgaliuiial Use. By L. Mason.

HANDEL 'BIO OF THE MESS I III: lr

ranged by John Bishop, ot Cheltenham, England.
Till". ODKOV ; a collection of secular irrang-

ed an. I harmoni/.ed for four voices. Designed tin

singing s,h,.., u ties. Bv < 1. .1

and l.ow.d Mas. ,ii ,\s toe title page sets forth, this work
is designed lor singing schools.

THE VOCALIST; consisting of shdrt and casj

oi songs in parts : arranged b>r soprano, • alto, ten

bass voices. Bv Lowell Mason Hint George James \\ »|,l,,

Professor in tlie Boston icndeinj of'Mnslc.

THE SOC1 W, (1LP.E BOOK ; n sclci linn of Ob
Part Songs, hy distinguished German composers, never be-

fore puldished in this country ; together wiih Original
-

; by William Mason and Silas A. Bancroft.

GENTLEMEN'S GLEE BOOK; selected from the

most admired German composers By L. Mason.
Teachers and others are invited to en 1 1 and examine these

and other musical works, al No. IG Water Street, Boston.
Oct. Ul.

New and Popular Music Book.

Bv B. F. Baker, Director of Music at Rev Dr. Oannot's
Church, Boston, and |. |i Woodbury, Organist at

Rev. Dr. Kreb's Church. .New York.

r |MIIS day published, Baker and Woodbury's new
1 book of Church Music—The Timbrel. This
work has been prepared with wrest car.-, and contains a

large amount of music, selected fjoin the best European
Composers, obtained by one oftlie authors, who visited

Europe expressly for this object. It has also a great va-

riety of original melodies and a large and judicious se-

lection of the old stand ml tunes. Its collection of

Chants, Anthems and select pieces is superior to any
book ofChurch music puldished in this country. An
unusually large variety of metres have been prepared.
adapted io the hymns ,,f the different denominational
hymn books. The music' will be found to be eminently
devotional, and appropriate to the services oftlie Sanc-
tuary. The style is dignified . the harmony simple and
pleasing and the whole work is believed to be of a high
order of merit. By C. II. TIERCE, 3 Cornlnll Bos
ton.

JU

To Purchasers of Carmina Sacra,
1ITST PUBLISHED, Fine Nink Select Psalm ash
" Hv.ms Tores for public and private worship, issued by
the publishers of Cabmina Ba.i ii a. lor gralHlUnis distribu.

lion to all who may purchase that work, copy lor copy,
thereby furnishing to choirs, singing schi o!s and congrrgii-
tions, additional variety iu their Sacred Music, without ex-

tra expense.

The pamphlet may be obtained as above staled, of the
publishers or any of their ngeuts.

WILKIN'S, CARTER, & CO.,
l:tf No. 16 State Street, Boston.

Tli<> Nii1ioii;il i'siiliiiisf.

BY MASON & WEBB.
NOW ready for delivery ,

" Tim National Psalmist
a new collection ol Church Musir, &C

Lowell Mason and Georjja James Webb."
1'lii* work, ii

i
m tn which more than three vears of

In'mr have been expended, is now presented to Chor-
ister*, Teacher's or Music and others, as a most roni-

l/oz/oo/ of Paaloioriy, adapted in (ha use ul
choirs. Congregations, Singing Schools, and Musi-
cal Surieiij

In addition to a large variety of entirely new mu-
sic, furnished by distinguished foreign and naiivc
contributors, the M National Psalmist"' is believed lo

eont. un a l.iroei proportion than any other collection.
nf ihe rich and standard tunes which the church hare
used for ages, but many of which arc nevertheless
new iii tins country.

1 contains most of the popular l-'nojisti Phant*.
and its Anthems, mostly new. are well adapted both
lor church worship and choir practice.

Its indexes are very complete ; embracing, \><

I lie usual alphabetical and metrical indexes, an index
Ui first lincsof liymns, &c, *' Descriptive 'fables.'"

to winch the tunes are classified according lo their

style and chained r.

"The National Psalmist contains 119 tunes in

[.ouo Metre ; H7 in Common Metre ; 77 in Shorl
Metre : and 90 of various Particular Metres, embra-
cino all the varieties in use ; also. 37 Anthems and
Set Pieces, manv of lliem furnished expressly lor

iii vrork by distinguished English Composers; and
l()7 Omits, including the Canticles of the Protestant
episcopal ( 'Ktirr.h.

Teachers and others interested arc inviied to o^H
and examine ibis v» ork.

Published by T \1>PAN, WUI'f'fKMOPK .V

MASON, N« 111, W'asbingion-street, llosion. 1

PIANO FORTES.
iritKIKSStNEWHALL have removed their

I

" vVnferooms lo the new Granite Block,No. 314, vVash-
ineton.street, corner ol Hnyw
W, & N.have received a Bold Medal for Piano Porles

from the Mechanics' Fair, anil would invite the public to

call and examine the instruments before purchasing else-

where.
Uoslon, Aug. 1, ISIS.

HENRY TOT-MAN,
PUBLISH i : is or m mi .

m \n i r u i r nni and DG ILEB in

Musical Inxtriiiiipiits, Musical Merchandize, l'inbrrl-

Ins. I'arusols. Siiii-Sliiiilrs, Walking Canet, ^r.

158 Washington S/n 1 1.

oprosriK rut old snrrit church,
BOSTON

o i: v i

Siliool mill Hisccllaneoiis Books, Slntionrry, It., If!
VC-O,

SIIE2T X4XUSIC, AND SINGING BOCKS
III' A 1.1. KIM .

V i Dickinson's hhek, Trnnfi'nt Si-vare.

CLARKMONT, N II.

i:v MKItCHANTS Sl'PPLIKD AT tins I ON ri|.»».

J :;\\

DAVID TA1 I.OU, J It.,

DK.M.IMt IN

PIANO FORTES,
Srranliiiirs, \rnliuiis, Mrlodeonm Instriirtion Bookt,

SHEET IVTTJSIC, &.C., &.C.,

CLAHEMONT N 11.

" Tlif uliorr Instruments fill lir s </</ (it fi isC.m Prmt

PIANOS TO LET,

OUTER DITSON,

(il'ITARS, SERAPHINES, PIANOS,
—AND—

A liberal discount made lo Dealers, Teachers, Societies, fcc

IMAM) FORTES FOR SALE.
1'HE Subscriber has lean appointed (gent for the sale nf

WiLKiN8& Nbwh all's I'i ash Kohte-, and has receivi d
I lirsi rntc Piano, which is now off rotl lor sale at the iiianu-

faclurer's price. Any person who wishes to purchase a
..'ood instrument, is requested to call und see it hefoie pnr-
chasiug. 1'urchasers can he aeeoinmodated with inslru-
inenis ot any price or quality by Irvine a short notice.

Inquire at this office, or at bin resiaencs, arstdoorsasl
of J. 1». Uresrar'i store.

S SILSBT.
Clarcmont, Aa|{ i, HH.

SHEET MUSIC,
115 7

\\ lsll!\h'T(l\ 8TBEET,—BOSTON, MS.

FOR SALE,
A MiperiortonedFreiieh Horn : has hern but little »i»d
and is as good as new. I'rice fifteen dollar*.

Also a tine toned Alio Trombone with ivory mnuthpi*t<
;

tins Instrument bus been but little used, and i» alio aa
good 'as new Price eight dollars.

For further particulars address the Boston Editor of tbm
paper at 417 Washington Street, enre of Hulltt, Dans
4i('o.
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To the soil where af- fee - tion is in bloom.

liope in thy heart, And a smile in thine eye, look a -loft and dc - part, And a smile in tine eye, look a - loft and de - part.
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OREGON. L. M. A. Dotv.
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In Mend) time.
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Triumphant tion lift thy head, From dust, and darkness and the dead! Tho' humbled long awake at length, And gird thee with the Savior's strength.
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From the Orphan's Advocate.

The Poor have Few Friends,

BY DR. H. C. BARRUS.

Alas, how many poor there are,

Anyhow few friends have they !

Amid their wretchedness how few,

To cheer their rugged way.

How many thousands roll in wealth,

With all their comforts sure,

Who, though by health and plenty crown"d,

Ne'er think upon the poor.

Their children, dress'd with taste and care,

Can winter's blasts endure ;

But not so guarded 'gainst the cold.

The children of the poor.

If they be sick, 'tis but a chance,

Their sickness may be known
;

More oft they're left, in want and woe,

To suffer on alone.

O may the rich ones of this world,

Whom wealth has made secure,

Turn, now and then, a passing thought,

Upon the virtuous poor.

He that clothes the poor, clothes his own soul.

—

He that sweetens the cup of affliction, sweetens his

«wn heart. He that feeds the hungry, spreads out

a banquet more sweet and refreshing than luxury

can bestow. •

Henry Russell.

The following is an extract from a letter written

by Mr. Russell, in 1840 :—
" When I first came to this country, I located

myself in the beautiful city of Rochester, in New
York. My success was not commensurate with my

expectations, until the occurrence of a fortunate in-

cident, which determined rny fortune, and gave rise

to my peculiar style of singing and composition. I

was one evening a guest at a party which was grac-

ed by the presence of the great western statesman

and orator, Henry Clay. The first tones of his

voice attracted my attention, and I listened to him.

whenever I could without an appearance of intru-

siveness, until the breaking up of the party. His

discourse was most, eloquent music, and his voice

sonorous, majestic, and full of melody. 1 went to

rny house, and retired to rest. It was a stormy

night, in the winter time, and the sound of the keen

north wind came to my ear mingled with the recol-

lection of the rich tones of the great orator. I could

not sleep—I could not rest—and recollecting that I

had in my possession a beautiful poem descriptive of

such a warfare of the elements as was then raging.

I arose and endeavored to wed it to a melody which

should be true to nature, and admit of that clearness

and distinctness which had been suggested to me as

so necessary to successful musical execution, by the

conversation of Mr. Clay. Before the dawn of day

I had completed the music to 'The Wind of the

Winter Night,' which was the basis of my Ameri-

can reputation. Its style, I think, was then pecu^
liar

; if it was an imitation, it was one of nature, iw
the mood in which she then appeared to me ; if ii

was suggested by aught I had heard, it was what

I have mentioned above, the eloquent and melodious

voice of the senator. The great peculiarity of my
singing, it will be conceded, is its distinctness, and

for this style and peculiarity, if I may so term it, I

am solely indebted to the great Kentuckian."

From the Orphan's Advocate, Boston.

The " Philharmonic Journal,'' a new musical

paper, published at Chremont, N. H., and edited by

Solon Silsby and H. G. Barrus. is a very delightful

periodical. It is issued every other Tuesday, price

one dollar per year.

Origin of the Violin. The violin had its origin

in Italy, about the year 1600 ; but those which are

esteemed of the greatest value were made at a later

period, about 1650, at Cremona, by the family of A.
and J. Amati, and their cotemporary Stradvarins,

of the same place. These instruments are found to

be very much superior to any made since that time
which acknowledged excellence is chiefly attributed

to their age. The Amati is somewhat smaller in

size than the violins of the present day, and is easily

Tecognized by its peculiar sweetness of tone

The Boston Musical Fund Society,

—In preparing for their Second series of Concert-,

would respectfully submit for your consideration (he

following views in explanation of the intention of its

Members in regard to its musical performances the

ensuing season. They intend to give Six Concert?,

commencing about the middle of November. The
Orchestra will consist of nearly fifty members, and

the leading characteristic of the performances will

be classical instrumental music of the highest order.

It is also intended, so far as is practicable, within

the means of the Society, to avail themselves of such

distinguished talent, both vocal and instrumental ?.*

occasion may offer. In order to carry oat these ic-

tent'ons it is necessary that the Society should re

ceive a libera] support from the public. To be ena-

bled to meet the permanent and incidental expenses

of the society it is thought expedient to open a sub-

scription list.

The two leading objects as provided in the Con-

stitution of the Society, are, " the advancement (

'

the science of Music, and the establishment of a

charitable fund," for the benefit of invalid Musicians

and their Families.

The Society is organized as follows :

—

OFFICERS.

Thomas Comer, President ; Charles Harbord'.

.

Vice President; Jos N. Peirce, Secretary; S. 8.

Pearce, Treasurer; Isaac Moorhouse, Librarian:

B. A. Burditt, E Lehmann, Assistants; George J.

Webb, Director ; Jonas Chickering, Geo. T. Bige-

low, J. P. Bradlee, S. E. Guild, John Bigelov.
,

Trustees.

About Keys. ' There are various keys,' said a

young man to another, ' such as sulkey and bullce.
.

but the only key to your heart is Sukey.' ' It may
be so,, replied the other, 'but I defy anything !u

reach your heart but whisKEY. 1

Rather Significant. One of the signs of tie

times is exhibited by the choice which the volunteers

have made of bounty lands. Volunteers in the Mex-

ican war are allowed »o select their bounty lands from

twelve states, six of which are slave, and six free

states ; and of the warrants thus far issued, 1,500 •

000 acres have been se'ected in the free stales—anJ

only 200,000 in the slave states. When it is reco

lected that a large proportion of the volunteers v\eit;

from the South, this choice of land speaks rmssl

emphatically in favor of free territory.

Incredulity. Of all the weaknesses which little

men rail against, there is none that they are more
apt to ridicule than the tendency to believe; and o(

all the signs of a corrupt heart and a feeble head, the

tendency of incredulity is the worst. Real philosi.-

by seeks rather to solve than to deny.
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iuhre»ling aud highly useful Lecture.

(Concluded
)

In speaking upon his fundamental laws, he declar-

ed the game of ten pins a most excellent exercise,

hut that it could not he recommended, owing to the

demoralizing associations connected with it. The

~:i in" might be said of other games— and it was time

that the moral portion of the community wrested

amusements from the hands of those who were bent

upon using them only for selfish purposes.

He lamented that clergymen were so strictly de-

barred from exercise, that too of a healthful and in-

vigorating character, without which there cannot be

that full development of body as well as mind, which

a clergyman should present—instead of which we

too often see a pale, sickly, cadaverous countenance.

Since the use of anthracite had become so common,

many had lost the benefits of the saw and axe, which

formerly enjoyed.

The social emotions, also, contained large sources

of amusement. Society was essential to the enjoy-

ment of life. The well regulated intercourse of the

ncxes was a most important source of amusement.

It was said that when the Lotnhardy poplar was in-

troduced into this country, unfortunately, only one

wtn of the tree was bronchi ; aud that this account-

tor the defective development of this species of tree

in the United Slates. However this might be, cer-

tain it was, that this tree, winch died soonest at its

top, and gradually developed its scraggy limbs all

the way down, was a fit emblem of the bachelor.

The family circle was a source of amusement.

—

Music was another. And there was no one of the

srta which furnished such a pure, and uniformly

pure, sou ice of amusement as this. The canvas

.might blush, and cause others to blush, and the mar-

ble might be prostituted to the. encouragement of

• ice; but music, however employed, could not. in

The theatre, the opera, the circus, may gather

around them the treasures of art and the ornaments

of literature and taste; hut if the key note—the

moral lone and tendency of these amusements—is

bad; if they act in the line of the inferior faculties,

so much are ihey the worse—the more dangerous

aud corrupting—for their employment of literature,

art aud taste.

Don Juan might abound in poetical beauties of un-

surpassed lustre ; but what was the general tone,

ihe key-note of this poem' It was low, base and

•vile. All the resources of the poet's mind were

brought to bear in this one direction—in the line of

the inferior faculties—to promote a base and vile

purpose. It was therefore a vile poem, despite of

all its poetical beauties. It was far otheiwise with

Milton's great poem. Scenes of love and beauty-

were there revealed, as full and as rich as the imag-

ination could conceive; but the key note was pure

and holy, the tone was good ; the design and ten-

dency of the whole was to improve and elevate the

soul.

He had been induced to adopt this subject as the

theme of his lecture, not because it was fertile in

thought, but because, in looking out from his stand-

point as a minister of religion, his heart had been

made sad by seeing how bad men had the control of

the amusements of society—how much selfishness

had done to furnish amusements, and how little re-

ligion had done towards this object. Wicked men

were shrewd and sure in their plans and operations.

They understood human nature, and they formed

their plans with reference to the end designed ; and

they were almost certain to succeed. When con-

templating the movements of the selfish and wicked

and their success, he was impressed with the truth,

that the children of this world were, in their genera-

tion, wiser than the children of light. His object

in this lecture was, to arrest the attention of the re-

itself. ever be Other than pure. Music might be on-«,
ec , ing Rlld serious-mi..ded citizen, and to urge on

without fear

There were three fundamental laws by which our

menla should be regulated. First, amuse-

ments must agree with the natural laws of health.

—

thing (hat served to strain one part, to the in-

jury of another part, was contrary to the laws of

health, and should be avoided. Secondly, the effect

of amusements, to be lawful and proper,' most be

iieuelici.il— promotive of vigor of body, mind and

morals And of I his, every one must be his own

judge. What might be good for one, might be poi-l

ton to Mother. There must be a variety; and

adaptation to character, pursuits and circumstances

•I. If any amusement was found to

unfit us, in mind or body, for the better discharge of

iliu dalK s of life, however it might be regarded by

SJihers, are are hound to abandon il at on'

i|m I law for tho regulation of amusements, was,

that 1 1
•

• v should set la the line of the superior f:ic-

and not of the interior. The great question

10 be asked, in deciding on the lawfulness and pro-

priety ol » given amusement, was. what is the tone

—the key uoic of this amusement '— what is iis ten-

dency ' to elevate snd ennoble, to refine and improve '

—or i> ii in corrupt and debase ' Dues it set in the

tor faculties, or of thu inferior '

—

him the importance of taking some active measures

to furnish society with safe and profnable amuse-

ments.

The Journal adds—" The language employed by

the lecturer was strongly characteristic, and his illus-

trations were pointed and eminently calculated to

impress upon the minds of his auditors the views

which he holds upon the subject of amusements.

—

We cannot doubt that the lecture will be the means

of effecting some good in this community. It is not

often that a clergyman takes so clear aud practical

a view of life in the city."

The Handel and Haydn Society.

This time-honored and solid institution, which has

done more than anything else to introduce the know-

ledge of the great composers in New England, has

commenced the mason vigorously with Rossini's

Moses in Egypt. In this selection the society labors

under the double disadvantage, first, of presenting as

an oratorio what was intended for the stage, and

secondly, in placing the solo singing of native ama-

teurs in such close contrast With ihat of the accom-

plished Italians, whoso superior voices have become

associated with this music since it was first brought

out by the Handel and Haydn Society a few

ago. But to offset these disadvantages, ihey have

now a chorus fuller and more nearly balanced il an

of late years, numbering from 150 to 200 -

powerful orchestra, and also this fact in their favor

—

that the melodies and concerted pieces of Mures, at d

its rich instrumental illustrations, are decidedly pop-

ular, and impart fresh pleasure whenever iliev kto

reproduced ; and here we have the music and the ani-

mus of the opera somewhat iu their purity, divested

of the ludicrous theatrical machinery connected with

the Red Sea and the miracles.

The performance of last Sunday evening, which

was the third of the season, though, of course, open

to criticism in many of the details, was, as a whole,

impressive. The orchestra, if it fell far short of the

precision and the delicacy required by accompani-

ments so rich., so warm, so graphic, ami swarming

with such wealth of imagery, was yet quite effective,

and made out a very vivid, fascinating tone-picture.

The chorus voices moved on well together.

Miss Anna Stone, the clarion-voiced, sustained one

of the principal soprano paris—namely, that of the

Queen of Egypt. We observed no alteration in her

manner—the same throatiness of the lower tones,

struggling through the obstacle of teeth half closed

rendering the syllables so inarticulate: the same

glorious bursts from the upper part of her voice,

flooding all things like the sudden entrance of the

sun's light; the same rude, ill-proportioned splendor

of execution; the same failure in passages which

should be subdued, refined, and tender, with the

same surprising success wherever the full power

could be let out, with all the forces of orchestra and

chorus struggling in vain to drown her. The part

of the daughter of Moses is taken hv Miss Prevos', a

young ladv of decided merit, who now for ibe first

time appears thus in public. Her voice is a very

liquid, sweet, and pure soprano, and she executes

the delicate, and often very florid melodies of the

part, with taste, expression, and a great-degree of

ease and finish. The principal tenor part (Pharaoh's

son,) exceeds the vocal ability of Mr. Kreisman.

—

He is not wanting in style, appears to conceive the

part well, and fully appreciates its beauties, and his

voice has some tones which are musical and of good

volume ; but it thins away most lamentably in tho

highest tones. Mr Hall, with a bass voice full and

round, -but not so metallic and so resonant in its qual-

ity as we could wish, gave a chaste and faithful ren-

dering of the part of Pharaoh. His style is always

dignified. The gentleman who sang the part of

Moses has a more powerful and frt slit r bass, with

execution enough to tell well, but as yet imperfectly

subdued by the refining sentiment of art. The sub-

lime invocation (" Eternal, Almighty, Unsearcha-

ble," &c.,) which Novelli made so impressive, wan

got through too mechanically, and conveyed no thrill

to the hearer's breast.

The audience was good, and doubtless, thus en-

couraged, the performance will improve with every

repetition. When will the Handel and Haydn socie-

ty take Elijah from the shelf? That noble oratorio,

whose grandeur was but indicated last w inter, should

be newly studied, and brougnt out in its true power

this time. We believe the Society is capable of
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doing it souk; justice, and that a goodly audience

has boeu already somewhat prepared to appreciate

it.

Piano Fortes.

Formerly, the Piano, owing to its high cost, was

deemed an article of luxury in furnishing even the

residence of the wealthy portion of the community;

and to play even tolerahly upon the instrument was

judged a rare accomplishment, which .conferred upon

its possessor the stamp of distinction. Most if not

all the instruments in use, a few years ago, were im-

ported, and the cost of a decent piano was so high

as to absolutely exclude them from general use. At

the present time, thanks to the skill of our own arti-

sans, pianos far superior to the imported are now

offered at a modicum of the former price, and it is

now as rare to meet with an imported piano as form-

erly to rind one. of the domestic manufacture. The
result of this, in connection with a general diffusion

of musical taste, is, that hardly a family is to be

found, removed a degree above want, that has not

its piano to beguile the evening hours and enhance

the attractions of the domestic circle. It is therefore

evident, that all improvements in this instrument,

now in so general use. whether contributing to les-

sen its cost or iioprove its quality, are deserving of

attention ; and for this reason it is with pleasure that

we find in the report just issued by the " Worcester

County Mechanics Association"—for the promotion

of the useful arts—a long article devoted to the Piano

Forte ; and among the flattering notices of our Bos-

ton manufacturers, a special encomium, accompanied

with a Silver Medal, bestowed upon Mr Geo. Hewes
of this city, for a very valuable improvement in the

manufacture of the instrument, set forth as follows :

One Piano, six octaves, by George Hewes, Bos-

ton. This was an instrument, claiming a decided

improvement iu regard lo certainty, and elasticity of

touch. By a suggestion made in the report of the

Committee on musical instruments last year, Mr.
Hewes has been incited to give special attention to

this point That committee said, " They desire to

direct the attention of manufacturers of the Piano

Forte to the attainment of greaterlightnessand elas-

ticity of touch. It is in this respect that the great-

est difficulty now exists. The object is worthy of

much study, and its attainment must, in a most im-
portant degree, aid in the acquisition of skill in the

use of the instrumeut. In fact, an elastic and light

touch is indispensable to the finished player."

—

Stimulated by this suggestion, Mr Hewes has so

simplified and perfected the machinery on which the

action of the hammers depend, that the object speci-

fied by the Boston Committee as so desirable, is very

nearly, if not entirely accomplished. By this ar-

rangement the liability of the hammars to get out of

order is greatly diminished
; the strength of tone is

much increased at the performer's pleasure ; the

touch is exceedingly elastic, light and certain
; and

the hammers may easily be adapted to the elliptical

scale without any increase of friction. The Com-
mittee were particularly pleased with this instru-

ment, and think the manufacturer deserves great
credit for his improvement in respect to the action of

the hammers, while in all other respects, this instru-

ment of his easily takes its place in the first class —-

Silver Medal.

New Music Book —The National Lyn—A new
Collection of Sacred Music, consisting of Psalm
and Hymn Tunes, with a choice selection of Sen-

tences, Anthems and Chants; designed for the

use of Choirs, Congregations, and Sinking
Schools. By S. P. Tuckerman, S. A. Bancroft,
and H. K. Oliver. Boston: Wilkins, Carter &
Co.

This is the handsomest and most valuable of the

recent Collections of Sacred Music. It bespeaks the

refined taste of its editors, and the liberal arrange-

ments of its publishers—qualities in which similar

books are lamentably deficient. The materials of

which it is composed have been drawn from approv-

ed sources. Besides the old tunes which have be-

come popular from immemorial use, the editors have

inserted compositions of their own, and of numerous

contributors; among whose names we recognize

those of Dr. Hodges, Organist at Trinity Church,

JNew York, and Charles Zeuner, Esq. formerly of

Boston. Of the last named gentleman's hook, 'The
American Harp,' published ill 1832, it is not too

much to say, that for harmonies in the true church

style, and beautiful melodies, and in fine for every

quality requisite for a classical manual of psalmody,
j

it has not been surpassed by any subsequent publica-

tion of a similar character. The compositions of

these gentlemen are among the finest in the book.

The first tune, ' Benevolence." composed by Dr.

Hodges, is the best tune of the kind we have ever

seen. It is written in triple time, and for solid de-

votional harmony and chaste melody, it is unsurpass-

able. The tune ' Habakkuh,' page 115, by the

same author, is similar in its style and equal in ex-

cellence. A few tunes of this character are suffi-

cient to establish the reputation of any book. On
page 120 is a tune named 'Rest,' composed by

Mr Zeuner, which is a perfect gem. It is of the

style of ' Utica,' and ' Kckhardsteim ;' tunes

which first appeared in " The Ancient Lyre," and

which have been sung and admired since. On page

128 is a ' Gloria Patri,' a beautiful composition of
this author.

Many of Mr Tuckerman 's pieces are written in a

pure and beautiful style. ' Evening Prayer,' p. 136
is a magnificent composition. It was first published
on a sheet by Mr. G. P. Reed, some years since, and
was much used and admired. Although the harmo-
ny is complicated yet it is beautiful in the highest

degree. On p. 150 is a 'Gloria in Excelsis' which
is the best adaptation of music to this celebrated
chant ever published. We have listened to its per-
formance by the choir at St. Paul's and have admir-
ed it for its beauty.

Many tunes arranged by Mr. Bancroft, partake of

the highest order of excellence. On p. 9 is a fine

arrangement from Dr Elvey's Oratorio of ' The As-
cension,'—a work almost entirely unknown here.

—

On p 17 is a tune of ornate harmony and melody ar-

ranged from Beethoven. Some of Gen. Oliver's

pieces have been published in former Collections.—

They have acquired a degree of popularity seldom
attained. We are pleased to see the popular tune,

Federal Street,' restored to its original key of A
'at. In any other key it loses much of its original

sweetness.

The lovers of the old tunes, will find in this booh

a large selection of them ; such as ' A ngel's Hymrr
—

' Atlantic'— ' Barly'— ' Blendon'— ' Mear'— ' Sv;

Martin's' — ' Old Hundred' etc. To many of the

tunes of a complicated structure the editors have

prefixed an asterisk with these remarks in the pie-

face. ' Certain tunes in the Collection are not in-

tended to be introduced into the public service of th«

Church. They are for practice in the Singing

School, and in the Family and Social Circle.' We
take the liberty to entertain a different notion on the

subject. The tunes thus designated we regard as

among the finest in the book. By tha performance

of them the public taste will he refined and elevated

and music of the highest order diffused. In tbot

speaking of this class of tunes we a>e not to be un-

derstood as disparaging the rest of the book. W«
wish to urge the idea that, although these pieces are

complicated in the harmonica! structure, yet they are

well fitted for the purposes of worship.

Our space will not admit that we should point out

all the excellencies of this book. We recommend

to those who are interested in works of this class, to

examine it for themselves. Unhesitatingly, we pro-

nounce it to be the book of the season. After using

the Collections in common use, it is truly refreshing

to meet with a book of this character. The ear is

not offended by consecutive fifths and octaves, and

other violations of musical Syntax In perusing

some of the recent Collections, we have had serious

doubts whether their editors had ever read a page of

any treatise on Musical Composition. Besides a

gross neglect of the rules of harmony, there is u

want of taste and judgment. If we. had noi been

previously informed by the title-page, we should haw

been tempted to suppose that they were edited by

some of the South Sea Islanders.

We regard " the National Lyre" as an important

means of elevating the popular taste. On this score

the editors are entitled t,o the highest share of praise,

They have presented to the public, music of the very

highest order, in a cheap and easily attainable form

We predict a ready and extensive sale for the book,

since it combines all the requisites for a complete

and useful manual of Sacred Music. r. e. u.

A young lady of eighteen, Miss B., was engaged

to be married to a gentleman of thirty-six. Her

mother having noticed her low spirited for sorn#

time, enquired the reason.

" Oh, dear, mamma !" replied the young lady

—

"I was thinking about my husband being twice ir\

age." " That's true, but he's only thirty-six "—

" He's only thirty-six now, mamma, but—but—

when 1 am sixty"'—" Well"—" Oh ! dear ! then La

will be a hundred and twenty."

A cat of extraordinary intelligence was recently

seen feeding a kitten with starch to make it stand

upright.

This reminds us of the house maid who drank s.

pint of yeast to make her rise early.
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The following persons are indebted to Silsby &
("o. lor ilie World of Music. Any information con-

corning them will be ihankfully received.

J. II. Clifford. H. W. i Herthon, Daniel

' olver, Harvey Mills, Charles Morrill, A. L. Hoyt,

b Foster, E. L. Plumb, A. Jackson, II. II.

Harriett, <". G. Darling, Clark II. Slason, Thomas
s. MoGinnis, Martin Harriett, R. W, Galusha.

We have a large list of names which willbeaerv-

id up soon if the needful is no) forth coming. All

\> ho stop their papers without paying arrearages

must expect to appear in print.

ainust'innHs.

Since our last we havi had a continuation of our

former amusements, together with some important

additions. Boston it would seem never before offer-

ed so great a variety.

The ' National' and • Boston 1
theatres,—'Beach

Street' and ' Boston' Museums,— ' Howard Athene-

i'ui." where the people have had an opportunity of

the Lion, by witnessing the performances of

Herr Driesbich and his wild animals,—-Bland's

Dramatic Lyceum.' Then we have ' Aims' picture

of Pope, Pius IX,"— a new panorama entitled a

• Whaling voyage round the World,— the ' Fakir of

Ava,' a magician who astonishes all creation, and

completely puzzle^ the other half.— ' Chainpney's

(Treat Panorama of the Rhine/— ' Donnovan'e Pan-

orama of Mexico,'— ' Hutchings' Panorama of the

Mediterranean.' Added to these we have had Mad-

am Bishop's Concerts.—Mr J. L. Hatton in his rich

H.id unique musical festivals,—the Handel and Haydn

Society,—the Philharmonic Conceits,—the Musical

I'und Concerts,—and last though not least of all,

the inimitable 0. iv Dodge, the comique, with his

company, composed of two members of the

Hutchinson family, and two young ladies, the Misses

», form a superior company of ringers, who
rinning golden opinions, and we bespeak for

ibe kind attention ol our Bro Silsby should

visit the region where he dwells.

It the foregoing does no) afford ft Bofficlent variety

foe the inhabitants of tin- city of " notions,'' then

must we dispair of ever being gratified or amused.

P. S. The Italian Opera Troupe, under the

iot Fry, consisting bf Mons.

and Madame L <•.. who open on Monday

he '" Howard A ihcncmii."

II. G. B

The orchestra of the " Beach St. Museum,"
ton, is composed of many excellent players. Most

ol them are solo players, li is led by Sig De Ribaa

whose fame is world wide as a performer of the first

(lass on tin "Oboe" and the " Corno Anglaise."

—

We have heard him execute on Loth these instru-

ments, and have always listened with pleasure.

—

Among the members of this orchestra we notice Mr
iSchuapp, a violinist in this orchesia, and an admira-

ble player on the Trombone, Trumpet, &c. Mr
veil who is a fine violinist, ami several other

pel formers w ith w hose names We are not arqua

make up a small orchestra of some fifteen per-

formers, all of wliom are good players, and con-

stitute as good and well balanced an orchestra of its

size as can be found in Boston. Added to this the

generally good dramatic performers of this establtsh-

render it a pleasant place of resort, which is

visited by many of our first citizens who are in quest

of amusement.

es were then suspended until 6 o'clock, in the even-

The members of the Society met according lo

previous arrangement. The ch data
former meeting were then performed in the presence

of a good audience, and the evening was s
j
cut in a

ng and profitable manner, after which tl.c

society adjourned to meet at Bradford on ti

Tuesday in January, at 2 o'clock, P. M.

The friends of the Society received much encour-

agement both from the interest manifested, and the

ral hospitality of the inhabitants.

GEO. L. BUTLER, President.

S. G. Smith, Secretary.

The Gnng'l Band," a hand of performers recent-

ly arrived in our city, have been giving concerts with

rood success ; they are excellent perforti

but we do not think them superior to the S;

marks.

.New HllSk.

! 1 ni \ Tolman . 1 33 'A treet, Bos-

ued two Qni< l. playi d by

1 ... at i Baod." < fne is o tiled the " Foun«

i mi (J
" aud the other " The Cornet Quick-

In one is introduced " The Rn e of Allan-

ami in the olhcr " The Bont ' both

oi which are very sweet melodies, and the two

Qaicksteps are arranged, for the Piano Forte, with

12
.id tn^iM and skill, ami they will doubtless become

v. ry popular,

Madame Bishop has been giving concerts at the

Melodeon ; she has been abundantly patronized, and

her singing is of the first quality. Appearing, how-

ever, in the concert room in costume, as she did in

singing several songs extracted from operas, wecon-

suler out of place and in very bad taste It is an

innovation of the rules of the concert room which

would not be tolerated in anv one else.

For the Philharmonic Journal.

Tlir Iffeodelshon Society,

The members of the Mendelshon Society met

pursuant to adjournment, at Bradford, \ t , on Satur-

day, Dec. 21st, ISIS, at S o'clock, P. M Although

the inclemency of the weather prevented a full at-

tendance of the society, the meeting was well sus-

tained and full of interest A few pieces having

been sung from the Timbrel, Vice President Belcher

took the chair.

After remarks from-T. M. Dewey the following

officers were c lioscn.

President. Geo. L. Butler, of Bradford.

Vice Preeidt nts, W. C. Belcher, Bradford, J. D.

F. Moms. Orford, V H.

Secretary and Treasurer. S. G. Smith, Thetford.

T. M. Dewey. Orford, N. II.

Standing Committee, II. II. Conant, Orford, N.

II ; David Mori lee A 0. Dickey, M. D.

I, vine, N. II.; Mosea Hibbard, Piermont, N. 11. ;

I). Clarke. Bradford ; David S. ( 'onant, Thet-

ford.

The society ihen voted, That ihe Secretaty M
led to publish the | feedings of this meeting

as will insert the same free of ex-

•i, voted, Thai when this society adjourns, it

shall adjourn to meet at Bradford, on the last Tues-

day in Jan. 1819, at 2 o'clock, P. M. The exercis-

For the Philharmonic Journal.

Dear Sir: The last number of the Philharmonic

Journal is just received, and a welcome visitor it is

too. Since your removal to Claremont the Journal

has made its appearance punctually and promptly at

id • tune expected, and I have learned to love it and

feel a lively interest in its welfare and prosperity.

—

! am fully convinced that all proper exertions are

made that can be, t« make it what it is, a journal for

ihe people, a paper aiming to improve and enlighten

the public mind upon the subject to which it is de-

. and striving to accomplish the " gr.

for the greatest whole.'' Improvement in tl

and science of both instrumental and vocal music,

sacred and secular, has many warm hearted and de-

voted advocates, and the number seems to be 6!l :o!i-

ly increasing and will increase as the importance of

the subject, and its immediate connection with out

sacred feelings and social life, is made hum appa-

rent. The necessity ol action upon tins subject all

will admit, and although there may be difference of

opinion as to some of the means best adapted to

bring about a desirable slate of feeling and just ap-

preciation of the subject
;
yet, 1 think that all will

agree in saying that one of the means in. -

is a candid, straight-forward, efficient Journal,

an one as is afforded by you.

Hut to my purpose. I have, been long waiting an

opportunity to say a gooil word for old Connecticut,

aud more particularly for that part of the Stale in

which I reside. The people in this vicinity love to

hear good singing, and within a short time have

i to take a more lively interest in the subject

of music, and have manifested a mon desire

to have it duly appreciated, and the art properly aud

thoroughly taught than formerly.

The schools which I have in charge thief winter

are uncommonly interesting. One numbering si

fifty pupils, is composed entirely of what are termed

new beginners, varying in age from 15 years down

to 15 years of age. The progress is of course slow.

and the labor fatiguing
;

yet the eager interest man-

ifested, and the " I'll fry" spun is so apparent and

practically illustrated, that we have our fondest hopes

and expectations as to the result.

In another school of about the same number and

age, we have ihe same apparent interest and punctu-

al attend nice, and manifest disposition to improve

upon the knowledge previously acquired.

There i* a m r\ re.-|" ctable amount of talent i*

this vicinity ; indeed, I have in my mind many that
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would not be far behind the " choice ones," had they

the same advantages. Our book is the Timbrel, and

1 must say that its moiit and worth exceed any pub-

lication with which I am acquainted.

[n my weekly rounds I find many things to amuse

and some that disgust the finer feelings of nature

—

incidents connected with my calling.

I intended to have written you relative to the meet-

ing of the Union Association which convened at

U oodstock in September last, ere this ; but the press

of other things, to me of greater importance, has de-

rated me from it until now. You may be assured

that it was a fine affair, and passed off with uni

ly good effect. Our friend B. F. Baker acquitted

himself with his usual ability and success as con-

ductor of the exercises, and his efforts were prompt-

ly responded to by the class. Miss H. from "Lowell,

Mass., was there, and captivated all who heard her.

Our friend VV. formerly of Lowell, butnow I under-

stand of Worcester, Mass., was present, and sustain-

ed the tenor in several Quartet ts most admirably in-

deed. I think we have much to expect from him in

future time. Others participated in Solos, Duets,

<\:c., of whom I should be pleased to tell you, but

their names are gone from me, although the rich

tones to which they gave utterance are still ringing

in my ears. I have other things to say to you about,

the subject of vosal music, but have not time now
;

if you wish I will address you again ere long. 1

will close this hasty letter by relating a conversation

which occurred in a part of Conn. I called upon a

worthy citizen not long since, and in conversing

with his lady who prides herself not a little in her

knowledge of the art and practice of music, she ask-

ed me if I attended the lectures at Boston last fall.

1 replied, no. " Well" says she, "I used to sing

a good deal of Mr. Mozart's and Mr. Haydn's music,

and liked it very much. I suppose that they are as

well as usual and live in Boston still, do they not?"

As I was taken with a violent fit of sneezing about

that time, I made for the door and evaded giving any

answer at all. I hope I shall be able to answer her

the next time I see her.

Truly yours, Scott.

Lebanon, Ct.

For the Philharmonic Journal.

Bo>lon Musical Fund Society.

This popular and excellent Society- gave their

second concert on Saturday evening. 30th Dec. to a

full house. The performance was of a very high

order, Madame Bishop was an attraction, and she

sang several songs in her highly finished style ; but

the leading feature in these concerts is the Sympho-
nies of Beethoven. On this occasion the splendid

C. Minor Symphony No. 5, was performed in a man-

ner at once satisfactory to an attentive audience, and

highly creditable to an orchestra of upwards of forty

musicians. It is only a few years since these mag-

nificent compositions have been attempted in Boston,

bat already there seem to be many who appreciate

them, though it cannot be expected that they will be

so popular with the multitude as Waltzes, Polkas,

&c. Still, however, there is great encouragement

for those who labor to correct and elevate public

taste, to move forward. B. A.

MUSIC BOOKS.
B. B. ffiBBsey & Co's. Popular Music Books.

' More deserving of being universally used than all

others combined.

I

The Modern Harp : or, Boston Sacred Melodist.

' A COLLECTION of church music, comprising, in

i

-^*- addition to many of the most Popular Tunes in

common use, a great variety of new and original

i

Tunes, Sentences, Chants, Motets, and Anthems, ad-

apted to Social and Religious Worship Singing

Schools, &c, by E. L. White and J. E. Gould.

Tins book has already passed through more than'

twenty editions, and is now used in all the best choirs

and societies in New England, and is universally con-

sidered as one 'of the best books of Church Music
now in use.

" The whole collection is judiciously arranged, and

will undoubtedly take a Tank second to none of the

numerous publications of Church Music now in

use."— [Atlas.

" This Book is composed mostly of Music new to

the American public, and embracing every variety of

metre now in use, with numerous sentences, chants,

motets and anthems, suited to particular occasions."

[Salem Observer.

OPERA CHORUS BOOK.—Consisting of trios,

quartettes, soIt*s, and chwtlses, selected and arrang-

ed from the most popular Operas of Von Weber,
Rossini, Meyerbeer, Bellini, Benedict, Donizetti,

Mercadante, Anber, Balfe, Verdi and Bishop. By
E. L, White and J. E. Gould.

We select thd- following from numerous notices of

this work:
" Salem, Nov. I, 1847.

" Mr. B. B. Mussey—Dear Sir—I have examin-
ed the new publication which has lately come from
your press, called the " Opera Chorus Book," and
do not hesitate to commend its design and execution.

The selections are well madeand well arranged, and
are almost all of them, gems of high musical value.

The field from which they were gathered, has not

until now, been explored. It is rich in fruits, and
it is to be hoped, that such success may attend this

6rsl leathering, as to induce the reapers again to try

the sickle," Your friend, &c.
H. K. Oliver.

:
' The work abounds in those delicious gems of the

Opera, any one of which is beautiful enough to tempt
our leaders to the purchase of the whole collection."

[Boston Daily Whig.
'' Whatever motive of ambition or interest suggest-

ed the idea of this 'collection, the Book is exactly

what is wanted at this time : and it will tie taken as

a favor to the musical public, inasmuch as it cannot
fail to be a great acquisition for practice, and a means
for creating a be\ier taste. A book got at with such
good properties, cannot fail to be well received."

Respectfully yours, &c.
Thomas Powers.

THE TYROLTEN LYRE.—A Glee Book, con-
sisting of easy pieces arranged mostly for Soprano
Alto, Tenor, and Bass Voices, with and without
Piano Forte Accompaniments, comprising a complete
collection of solos, duets, trios, quartettes, Choruses,
&c. for the use of societies, schools, clubs, choirs,

and the social circle. By Edward L. White and
John E. Gould.
The work will not only be a pleasant social, com-

panion, hut will be found extremely useful lor choirs,

schools. &c.
" It is a large and well executed volume of two

hundred and thirty pages, containing easy pieces, ar-

ranged mostly for Soprano, Alto, Tenor, and Bass
Voices, with and without Piano Forte Accompani-
ments ; comprising a complete Collection of solos,

duets, trios, qnartetts, quintettes, choruses, &c.

—

The names of Edward L. White and John E. Gould
by whom the Music is composed, selected, and ar-

ranged, is a sufficient recommendation of its excel-
lence."—[Olive Branch.

THE BOSTON MELODEON, VOL. I. A Col-

lection ofSecular Melodies, consisting of songs,

glees, rounds, catches, &C, including many of the

most popular pieces of the day ; arranged and har-

monized for Four Voices. By Edward L. White.

THE BOSTON MELODEON, VOL. II. A
collection of secular melodies, consisting of songf.

glees, rounds, catches, &c, including many of the

most popular pieces of the day, arranged and harmon-
ized for four voices, vol. 2, by E. L. White.

The above Books have been before the public some
two years, during which time, more than 30,000 of

them have been sold, and their reputation is too well

known to require any commendation.

THE WREATH OF SONGS.—Consisting of

songs, hymns, and chants, with appropriate music,
designed for the use of Common schools, Seminaries
&c. To which are addedthe Elements of Vocal
Music, arranged according to the Pestalozzian Sys-
tem of Instruction ; with numerous Exercises, in-

tended to supercede (in part) the necessity of the

Black-board. By Edward L. White and John E.
Gould.

'' This work is just the thing for Schools, Juvenile

Concerts, &c; consisting of songs, hymns and chants
with appropriate Music designed for the use of Com-
mon Schools, Seminaries, &c.,to which is piefixed

the elements of Vocal Music. For such purposes,

we have seen no better work than the " Wreath of

School Songs."— [Olive Branch.

" It is a charming little volume, and we recom-
mend it to all who have families."— [Signal.

BAKER'S ELEMENTARY MUSIC BOOK.—
Comprising a variety of songs, hymns, and chants.

Designed for the. use of public and private Schools.

By Benjamin F. Baker.

The songs are for the most part lively and inter-

esting, containing just and moral sentiments ; and
the Music is admirably adapted to them. We com-
mend it to the attention of all those interested in

school education."—[Atlas.

" The book is prepared with knowledge and jugd-
ment. and is admirably adapted to the purpose for

which it is designed ; and our Committee, wisely re-

garding the interests of our Children, have authoriz-

ed its use in those Schools of which Mr. Baker has
the care."—[Mercantile Journal.

' We have examined this work and do not hesitate to

recommend it to all who are desirous of obtaining
useful hook."—[World of Music.

THE SABBATH SCHOOL LUTE.—A seles
tion of hymns and appropriate Melodies adopted to

the wants of Sabbath School and Social Meetings.

—

By E. L. White and J. E. Gould, authors of the
" Modern Harp," " Tyrolien Lyre," " Wreath of
School Songs," " Opera Chorus Book," &c. fit.

A CARD.
XT N. STONE, has an office at No. 4 Derby

Range (above stairs) where he will he happy
to receive pupils in the study of tbe Piano Forte.

Boston, Nov. 22, 1848.

A Seraphine for Sale.

A FINE toned Seraphine is offered for sale very
^* low. Enquire at the Philharmonic Journal Of-

fice, over HaskalTs Furniture Rooms
Nov. 13. Corner of Broad and Washington St.

MUSIC A1VD JOB

PRINTING,
Neatly Executed at this Office.

Corner of Broad and Washington Street.

Manhattan Collection of Sacred Music,

ANTED at this offiee, for which a liheral

price will be paid. Nov. 13.
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L A 11 >I I Sit BOOKS,
OXORE UNIVERSALLY USED THAN

AJL OTHERS COMBINED.
CARMINA SACRA, or Boston Coll; ! hurchMu
sic. By l.. M him greatly admired for ita beauty,

ahaalnm n, and sterling character of it* music. Puhlished
immeodation oi" the Boston Academy ofMu-

in, with a pamphlet supplement of fit idded

in isis i.y another author, increasing the variety and excel-

lence .ii the Collection without extra charge.
nil: BOSTON u IDEMY'S COLLECTION. Ed-

tte.l by L. Mason. This standard work is so well known
and need as to preclude the necessity of any recommenda-
tion.

THE PSALTERY. H> L. Mason and G. J. \Ve!.l>.

One of the most complete works of the kind ever puhlished.

It lias received tlie sanction of the Boston Handel& Haydn
Society ami the Boaton Academy of .Music. In style there

is a great diversity, it being suited to every variety of sub-

ject and occasion, and is especially adapted to congregation-

The Psalter] will make a valuable addition to the

\. ulemy's Collection and Carmina Sacra, and ought
to be in cver\ choir.

How ready, u New Chord Music Book for the Present

Season, nuiiii'ly:

THE NATIONAL LYRE; A new collection of psalm

nod hymn tunes, comprising the best ancient and modern
coin]) aitions nl established merit, with a choiceselcction of

chants. &c designed for the use of choirs, congregations,

singing schools and societies throughout the United States.

!

Br S. Parltman Tudcerman, Silas A. Bancroft, and II. K.

Oliver. It is believed tins will be one of the most beautiful

collections i ver puhlished. It consists ofold,new and origi-

nal music, all oi which is of a strictly devotional character.

The old tunes have simple arrangements, and are within the

capacity of all perforaaers. The new ones have been select-

ed with great care Irom classic compositions, while it it

hoped thai the original may be found of sufficient variety to

please all tastes All needless difficulties in the construc-

tion of the voial parts have been avoided ; and us far as pos-

1

aible each separate nan has been made interestingand easy

to the performer. Another important feature of tins hooka

is the substitution of small notes for figures in the organ

score. As comparatively few persons have the opportunity

to perfect themselves in Thorough Bass sufficiently to

play even plain psalmody correctly from ligures. it is hoped
that this arrangement will meet the cordial approbation of

all. The book being somewhat less in size than the others

the price will not exceed sii dollars per dozen, thou placing

it within the reach not only of choirs in special want of new
books. hot oftboae which are al cadv supplied.

New Chorus Book, specially adapted to the use of

Choirs;

TUB CHOIR CHORUS BOOK By A. N. Johnson,

Professor in the Boston Academy of Music. A collection

of Choruses, from the works of Handel, Haydn, Mozart,
Meiidel-solni. and other distinguished composers. This
work embraces a larger collet tion of dhpruses than has been
before puhlished arranged in a form lor the us,- ami improve

meat of choirs i and ii is believed the I besides the addi-

tional interest which its use imparts to choir meetings, the

study ol the pure compositions it contains, will greatly im-

arore the taste and facilitate the power of exe< ution. Al-

though only pill liahed in the snmmer. several editions have

been already sold. Pi - per dozen
' SCHOOL MUSIC BOOKS.

THE BRIM \RY SCHOOL SONG BOOK, in two parts.

f!r I. Mason and G. J Wel.b, Professor in the Boston
Kill Music It is supposed that any mother, or 6ri-

inary school teacher, who can herself sing, although she

msv know so little ol musical characters as not to be able
i music herself, may by the help of this book, beena-
leach ber pupils with good success, and i bus prepare

the way for a more thorough utui extensive course in higher

Schools. •

THE SONG BOOK OP THE SCHOOL BOOM
: Con-

sist! 'g of a great variety of songs, h) inns and scriptural -e-

.. with sppropriate music, arranged lo be snug in

nne, two or three parts ; containing, also, tl lementar]

if vocal music, prepared with reference tolhe in-

'Zimii inel'i • d as „

!." ma i' al iii mtial for common or grammar schools

By Low II Mason and George James Webb. This work
mii.is ni common

and academies, and is designed to toilow the above

work
A" SO TPTTBTilSHED AS ABOVE,

THE BOSTON I BOOK i Consisting ofa sr

'-r«ion of t is mosf pop - from the worU o

Id, Hay la, and other eminent compos, rs arranged in lull

v-al »c*i» * i an accompaniment for the piano forte or I

i v Mason an I Webb.
:t tsfoW W'THKM BOOK, heing a col]

,i lhj> i
n and other set pieces, for societies and

rb«sir«. Bv L. Mason
i )'C Oh' fMIXNTH." consisting ofchanting

tlnp'O'l to regular hymns and to selections from the

s-wustufi*, titr cuii(jr«»{oUottal u>o. By L. Mason.

HANDEL'S ORATORIO OF THE MElsSlAHx Ar
! bj John Bishop, oi Cheltenham, England.

THE ODEON ; a collection ol secular sjrrang-

ed and harmonized for four voices. Designed foi

kinging schools and social music parties. B\ «. .' Wi
and Lowell Mason. As the title page sets forth, tins work
Is designed lor singing Bcboo
THE VOCALIST; consisting of short and easy glees,

Or songs in parts; arranged lor soprano, alto, tenor ami
bass roicea B] Lowell Mason and George James Webb,
Professor in the Boston \- ol Music.

Till-: soil \|, (,|.i , tion of Glees and
Bart Songs, by distinguished CSerman composers, never be

fore published in this country; together with Original
1'ieees; |jj William Mason and Silas A. Bancroft.

GENTLEMEN'S GLEE BOOK; selected from the

most admired German i By L. Mason.
Tea. hers and others are invited to call and examine these

and other musical works, al No. Id Water street, Boston

Oct 31. 5:

New and Popular Music Book.

By B. F. Baker, Director of Music at Rev. Dr. Cannet's

Church. Boston, and I. B Woodbury, Organist at

Rev. Dr. Kreb's Church, New \ ork.

'PHIS day published, Baker and Woodbury's new
[ book of Church Music—The Timbrel. This

work has been prepared with great care, and contains a

lan'e amount of music selected from the best European

Composers, obtained by one of the authors, who visited

Europe expressly for this object. It has also a great va-

riety of original melodies and a large and judicious se-

lection of the old standard tunes. Its collection of

('hauls, Anthems and select pieces is superior to any-

book of Church music published in this country. An
unusually large variety of metres have been prepared,

adapted to the hymns of the different denominational

hymn books. The music will be found to be eminently

devotional, and appropriate to the services of the Sanc-

tuary The style is dignified , the harmony simple and

pleasing and the whole work is believed to be ofa high

order of merit. By C. H FIERCE, 3 Coruhill Bos-

ton.

To Purchasers of farmina Sacra.

TUST PUBLISHED. FtPTY Nine SblBcT Psalm asd
HyMN TuHBS for public and private worship, issued by

the publishers of Caumisa Sack a, for gratuitous dlstribu.

tion to all whfl may purchase that work, copy for copy-

thereby furnishing to choirs, singing schi ola and congrega-

tions, additional variety in their Sacred Music, without ex-

t ra expense

The pamphlet may be obtained as above stated, of the

publishers or any of their agents.
Wll.klN-s. CARTER, & CO.,

l:lf No. 1G Stale Street, Boston.

PIANO FORTES.
\UIIjKINS & NEWHATjTj have removed their

'' Warerooins lo the new (iranite Block, No. :)I4, Wash
ington.street, corner of Hayward Place.

W. & N.have received a' Gold Medal for Piano Eortes

from the Mechanics' Pair, and would invUe the public to

call and examine the instruments before purchasing else-

where.
Boston, Aug. 1, 1343.

E£NR7 TOIiMAN,
iMBLisiiRii or nursic,

MANUFACTURER ASI) DIALER IN

Musical liisiriiini'iiis, Mimical Merrhandiae. I'mlircl

las, Parasols. Siin-Nlndrs. Walking Canes, &c.

i iS Washington Street,

OPPOSITE THE OI.I) SOUTH CHURCH,
BOSTON.

A liberal discount mnnV to Dealers. Teachers, Societies, be

PIANO FORTE&FOB SALE.
THE Subscriber has been nppointed A gen I for the sale of

\Vn vh all's Piano Fortes, and haa received

n lirsl rale Pi i no, winch is now olfered for sale at the manu
faclurer s price, Any person who wishes to purchase a

good instrument, is requested to call ami see it before pur

Purchasers can be accommodated with instru-

ments of any price or ipiality by giving a slmrt notice-.

Impure al this office, or si his residence, first door east

of J. 1* Brewer's store.

S. 81LSBT.
Clsremont, Aug. t, 1 849.

The National Lyre:

ANEW Church Music Book, by S. P Tucke-man -

Bancroft and H K Oliver. 11ns. it is believed., uiil
be one of ihe most beautiful I O'leclioiu ever published. Ii

Consists ol old, new am, sic, all ol which is of a
strictly devotional cliara - have simple

ments, and are within I ij of all pe form-
t rs ; th. new one* have he. n selected wil re Iroin

s. v. lule ii is hoped thai the original m >y
be loimd of wiflici. ni merit and vare r, to phase all I

All needless difficult es in the construction of the vocal parts'
have keen carefully avoided, and as fat as possible, each
separate purl has been made interesting and east to the
performer. Another important feature of tins hook] is the
substitution of small notes lor figures in the organ score.
As comparatively few persons Imre the Opportunity to per-
feet themselves in Thorough Bass sufficient!) to pli

plain psalmody correctly from figures, it is hoped that this
arrangement will meet the cordial approbation of all.

This booK beinji somewhat less in size lliaii some
other collections, the price will not exceed six dollars
per dozen ; thus placing it within the roach not only
of choirs and sinking schools in special want of new
books, but of Ihose which are already well supplied.

Teachers and all persona interested are requested
10 call and examine ibis work, and a variety ol other
Church Music Books. Glee Books, &c

WILKINS, CARTER & CO.,
Pt BL1SHERS,

No. lfi Water street, Boston.
11.

N

The National Psalmist.

BY MASON & WEBB.
[OW ready for delivery, " The National Psalmist :

-i.^ a new collection of Church Mi. sir, &C. By
Lowell Mason and George James Webb."
Tins work, upon which more than three vears of

labor have been expended, is now presented to Chor-
.isters, Teachers of Music and others, as a most com-
plete Manual of Psalmody, adapted to the use of
Choirs, Congregations, Singing Schools, and Musi-
cal Societies.

In addition lo a large variety of entirely new ma-
! sic, furnished by distinguished foreign and native

contributors, the " National Psalmist"" is believed to

contain a larger proportion than any other colleetioi ,

of the rich and standard lanes which the Church have
used for ages, but many of which are nevcriheleaw
new to this country.

I contains most of the popular English Chants,
and its Anthems, mostly new. are well adapted both
lor church worship and choir practice.

Its indexes are very complete : embracing, besides

the usual alphabetical and metrical ind< xes, an index

to first lines of hymns, &c, " Descriptive Tables,M

in which the t ii tics ate classified according to their

style and character.

"The National Psalmist contains lift tunes ia

Long Metre; K<7 in Common Metre ; 77 in Short
Metre ; and !)9 of various Particular Metres, embra-
cing all the varieties in use ; also, :i7 Anthems and
Set Pieces, many of them furnished expressly for

the work by distinguished English Composers; and
107 Chants, including the Canticles of the Protestant

Episcopal t 'liurcli.

Teachers and others interested arc invited to ostl

and examine tins work.

Published by TAPPAN, WHITTEMORE dt

MASON, No 111, Washington-street, Boston. I

PIANOS TO LET,

OLIYEB. DITSON,

GUltARS, SeTaPHJNES, CTANOS.

SHEET MUSIC,
115 7

WASHINGTON STREET,—BOSTON, HS.
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Affctuoso. Her heart was bow'd with care. Dr. Barrus,
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Oh there were smiles a - round her, And rmisic fill'd the air, With snow - y wreaths they bound her, But her heart was bow'd with
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care; And loud they laugh'd unheeding, The cloud upon her brow, For her heart the while was bleeding, And breaking with its woe.
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And glad sounds were ascending
To the Heaven's lofty dome ;

But her thoughts were deeply wending,
Within a silenttomb,

Where one she lov'd, departed,

Was sleeping coldly there.

And tho' she seem'd light hearted,

Her heart was bow'd with care.
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GOSPEL GRACE. L. M.
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How sweet - ly flowed the gos - pel's Bound, From lips of gen - - tie - ness and grace,
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Bv cool Siloam's sha-dv rill, How sweet the lil - y grows; How sweet the brealh beneath the hill, Of Sharon's dew -j- rose.
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boa thai lian^' dst upon the tree, Our curse and Bufferings to remove. Pity the souls that look to thee, And save us by thy dying love.
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From Neal's Saturday Gazette.

Early Recollections.

EV I. D. J. S.

Tlie dreamy shadows of the past

Come flitting o'er my brain,

In hues too beautiful to last,

Entwined by memory's chain.

Each fond-remembered, well-known face,

Seems smiling as of yore,

And midnight dreams call up each place

That I shall see no more.

How oft. as evening's mantle gray

Has shrouded hills afar,

I've gazed upon each fading ray,

And on each glittering star.

And then has busy fancy wrought

Associations wild,

Which mirrored forth each early thought,

When 1 was but a child.

My early home—can I forget?

So beautiful and wild ;

I see your mountain scenery yet,

As when I was a child.

The same bright, silver brook still glides

In ripples soft and clear ;

Along its sunny, laughing sides,

The well-known flowers appear.

And beetling rocks that used to frown,

Crowned with the bright green brake,

Seemed calmly, coldly gazing down
Upon the placid lake.

A doting mother seems to bend

Around my couch again,

And fairy visions once more blend,

But oh ! how short their reign !

I wake, and each fond, melting note

She used to sing, is still,

Or else in gentle echoes float

Like night-winds on the hill.

Father of light, erant but this pray'r,

That I may be forgiv'n,

And meet, at last, rny mother there,

At thy right hand—in heaven.

Albany, Sept. 1848.

From the Olive Branch.

LOVE.

BY D. C. COLESWORTHV.

You say you love every body. If so, why do you

indulge revengeful feelings?—why do you get an-

gry?—why do you turn away from a poor brother or

a fallen friend ? There is no love in revenge or an-

ger ; none in selfishness or pride. You but deceive

yourself, and are made to believe a lie, when you

speak of your love to every body. If you had the

true spirit of love within you, you-would be an en-

tirely different person. Never should we behold the

glow of anger on your cheek—hear a passionate re-

mark, and witness the least unkindness to the poor

or distressed. With love in your bosom, you could

not do a selfish act—you could not turn a deaf ear to

the cry of distress—you could not speak against a

neighbor—you could not return an injury—you could

not hate those who despitefully use you. There are

but few hearts imbued with the true spirit of love.

But when it lives in the heart, you will behold the

true Christian and the real friend.

Let them Alone.

How much wiser and better it is, to move on

smoothly with the world, than to be forever in hot

water—wrangling with this person, and disputing

with the other ! What if you are vilified and traduc-

ed ? Quit dealing with the men who have so little

regard for themselves as to attempt to injure you.

—

What if you are cheated ? Have nothing to do with

cheats again. If you get your fingers in the fire,

don't keep them there. If you are slandered, in-

stead of retaliating, turn from the slanderer, and

have nothing to do with him. Let every body alone

who is not willing to live in peace with you. There

is but one life, which at the longest, is short indeed.

Should that life be spent in quarreling and fretting ?

Be aloof from petty strife, and live to do good and be

happy—making all around you to partake of the

same disposition. Again we say, let alone all those

who would quarrel with you. Do not get into a

controversy with them. Hear them through—treat

them civilly and let them pass. In ninety-nine cases

in a hundred, it will be the wisest course.

Anecdote of Himmel —The celebrated German

composer Himmel, used frequently to visit the fami-

ly of a nobleman near Dresden. Here the conversa-

tion once turned to a certain schoolmaster, who lived

in a village not many miles distant, and who enjoyed

the deserved fame of being an excellent organ-player.

Himmel expressed his desire to hear the man, and

on the following Sunday, a gTand company visited

the church of R . The worthy schoolmaster,

who always played con amore, even when he had

but peasants for listeners, was this time spurred to

still greater energy by the presence of the noble vis-

itors, and played so well, that even the great Him-

mel was not only satisfied, but surprised. The lat-

ter made the proposal to repair to the organ after the

service, in order to express his esteem and gratitude

to the brave musician. Now the schoolmaster had

often expressed a wish to see the great Himmel and

hear him play. How would his musical heart with-

in him have beaten if he had known that it was Him-

mel who now familiarly touched his arm and said

'' Bravo ! you are a true organ-master ;
please favor

us with another fugue." The rural virtuoso again

struck and accomplished his task with such genius,

that Himmel expressed his greatest satisfaction.

—

Enchanted by tiie praise of the latter, the school-

master asked him whether he was also musical.

—

Himmel answered ' a little,' seated himself before

the organ, and played in such a style, that the poor

schoolmaster almost lost his senses, aod at last ex-

claimed, "Oh, my God ! it is as if one were in

heaven"—" Not exactly, but very near by it" said

the great player smiling,—" my name is Himmel

(Himmel, is the German word for heaven.) Yo-i

may judge of the astonishment of the worthy school-

master.

Domestic Bliss. Pater families—" I cannotcon-

ceive, my love, what is the matter with my watch
;

1 think it must want cleaning."

Pet child.
—" Oh no, papa dear. I dont think it

wants cleaning, because baby and I had it washing

in the basin for ever so long this morning !"

Laughter.

" Laugh and grow fat," is an old adage, and

Sterne tells us that every time a man laughs he adds

something to his life. An eccentric philosopher ot

the last century used to say that he liked not only to

laugh himself, but to see laughter and hear langhtr r.

Laughter is good for health ; it is a prevocative to

the appetite, and a friend to digestion. Dr Syden-

ham said the arrival of a merry-andrew in a town

was more beneficial to the health of the inhabitants

than twenty asses loaded with medicine.

Why is a poor old decrepit old man like music?

—

Because his wants are sharp, his energies are flat,

his shake is natural, he is often slur'd and obliged to

rest, time bids him pause, he rises and falls,, and the

grave is his finale.

An Aweul Pause. After the clergyman had

united a happy pair, an awful silence ensued, which

was broken by an impatient youth, exclaiming,

" Don't be unspeakably happy !"
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llnsir at liditght.

It is related of the saintly George Herbert, the

luaint old English church poet, that once in a walk

to Salisbury to join a musical party, he " saw a poor

roan with a poorer horse that was fallen tinder his

load. They were both in distress, and needed pres-

ent help ; which Mr Herbert perceiving, put oil' his

caflbnical coat, and helped the poor man to unload,

and after to load his horse. The poor man blessed

kim for it, and he blessed the poor man ; and was so

like the good Samaritan that he gave him money to

refresh both himself and horse. Thus he left the

poor tnan ; and at his coming to his musical friends

at Salisbury, they began to wonder that Mr George

Herbert, who used to be so trim and clean, came into

that company so soiled and discomposed. But he

told them the occasion ; and when one of the com-

pany told him ' he had disparaged himself by so dir-

ty an employment,' his answer was, ' that the

thought of what he had done, would prore music to

him at midnight ; and that the omission of it would

have upbraided and made discord in his conscience

whensoever he should pass by that place ; for if I

be bound to pray for all that be in distress, lam sure

that I am bound, so far as it is in my power, to prac-

tise what I pray for , and let me tell you, I would

not willingly pass one day of my life without com-

forting a sad soul, or showing mercy; and I praise

God for this occasion." O, how many might have

the anxious thoughts which infest often their mid-

night hours, changed into sweet music, if they would

only be more frequently seen, with full hands and

friendly words, it) the abodes of poverty and suffer-

ing ! These are the places in which to attune one's

conscience to midnight harmonies!

lot has been cast, I have endeavored to cultivate a eommonly has fifty-four boxes and every one is o<-

taste for sacred music among my people, and have eupied. The upper case, containing the large and

never had occasion to regret i\ but the contrary — small capitals, and numerous marks and~ characters

And just at this time, whenthl Presbyterian Church which are in common use, has ninety-eight l, B \,s

.

is about developing her musical resources to furnish
,

and b,lt lwo or three of them are uno -eupied. Thus

a collection of tunes for public and social worship, it
" Beenw lhe 'vpe-fou.uler, in order to supply n corn-

appears especially seasonable to waken up whatever in0 " font of R°tn*n letters, has to have constructed

of latent talent her sons and daughters may have <>"e hundred and fifty matrices—and the italics are

towards perfecting praise in Zion. I suggest then

the plan of holding meetings when convenient, from

house to house for this purpose, wherever they arc

invited, and spending the early hours of the evenyip

in chanting solemn lays. " Chanting/' 1 say ; not

to exclude all other styles of singing, yet to recom-

mend this style, as at once perhaps the primitive and

grandest. But every variety of the solemn, slow,

not included here, which will make over one hundred

more—just to manufacture letters, &c, of size and

corresponding faces. Here then, theie must ho

about two hundred and fifty characters mode, and

some of them a good many times over, just to prim

the plain matter of a newspaper. To give the unin-

itiated the number and proportions uf type used— for

printers have no secrets that we know of— it may

and soft, as well as of the spirit-stirring, bold, and answer just to state that we use, say for a common

grand, should be employed, and if the heart accom-

j

pany the voice and make melody to the Lord, will

he not be glorified] And will he not honor such a

meeting with his presence and rich blessing ? Let

pastors and elders try it, and let all who have music

in their voices try it ; till whole congregations as-

I semble weekly to sing praise to God. " Let both

young men and maidens, old men and children,

praise the name of the Lord." J. M.

From the Presbyterian.

Winlcr Nijilils for Sacred Music.

In this chilly season, when the nights are so very

long, and the frost so congeals us, it strikes me that

there is no way of spending an evening socially and

religiously, next to a prayer-meeting, or one held for

a public discourse, more pleasant and proper, than

to ting it away, in the performance of sacred music

and in the praise of God. As an admirer and lover

of such music, above all other sorts of melody, I

could wish that musical instruments, such as are

approved by correct taMe, urn consecialed lo it.

—

The voice excels all, when well tuned ; yet may be

aided bv wind and stringed instruments, for bass and

ir accompauioient, in practising Uines.

weekly assembly with tbepastoi or elder

to preside, open and close the meeting with prayer,

end direct the whole, can be made serviceable to tin-

cause of ("hrist, and is as innocent an associatii

a community could Jesire, under pi udenl n

with the observance of discreet behaviour on the part

of all in attendance,

A meeting for praise is called fur, no less than a

eeling fot prayer, and is capable of being m.o

weans ni grace, as well as of social enjoyment and

-mutual improvement, in many ways, and if it he not,

(he fault is in the disposition of the persons in al

tendance. Often, and in various places where my

Printers and Newspapers.

But few readers are aware of the labor and care,

attending Newspaper publishing. We find in one

of our exchanges, without credit, an article which

will furnish some insight into the art and mystery of

i
printing, and will give to the uninitiated some idea

of the unavoidable cares to which we refer.

Says the article we quote from, common or letter

press printing, such as books, newspapers, &c, is

carried on by a large number of tools or type, every

one of which costs money, labor and ingenuity to fit

for use. A type of small pica size, although it is

but eleven twelfths of an inch long, one seventh

broad, and one fourteenth thick, on an average, still

it costs something. It is said that there are but two

or three men in the United .States who can make

matrices in which type are cast, so peculiar, com-

plete, proportioned, uniform and exact must the work

he done. The letters are made principally of lead

mixed with other materials in order to harden it suf-

ficiently when cool, while at the same time those

other ingredients eausc-tho fused compositions to fill

the most tenuous crevice of the matrix completely.

For every sized type and different shaped type

—

and there are more than three hundred shapes and

sizes of each letter of our alphabet now in ust—new

matrices have lo he made, and each with the MM
i xactnesa, or the font is defective. In Roman, each

letter must be made three times— large and small

capitals, lower case ; saying nothing of points, lig-

iiid other indispensable characters. To give

some idea of the number of characters and letters,

which go to form a font of type it may answer to

state that there are two cases, as the printers term

them, the lower case, containing all the common or

small letters, with the figures and points for punctu-

ation, double letters, spaces and quadrats; this case

average font :

a 8,500

b 1,600

c 3,000

d 4,400

e 12,000

f 2,000

S 1,700

h 6,100

i 8.000

j 400

k 800

1 2,000

m 3,000

n

o

P

l
I

r

s

t

ti

v

w

X

y

z

8.000

8,000

1,700

500

(i.OOO

8,000

9,000

4,800

1,200

1,000

roe

2,000

200

Nothing here is said of points, figures, double let-

ters, and other characters, which would swell tin list

amazingly. All this makes hut one item in a eoni-

mon country newspaper office.

Nor is any thing said of the numerous pictures,

flowers, ornamental shaded, condensed, extended

type, &c., used in job and newspaper printing, all

of which is necessary to make up the stock of an

ordinary newspaper establishment. These type,

that is the plain, costs from thirty cents up to three

dollars a pound. A common newspaper requires or

ought to be supplied with from eight to fifteen hun-

dred pounds of type. These, with some two hun-

dred and fifty dollars for a press, a good many more

dollars for brass rule, and still more for iron materi-

als, piper, ink, &c, will make a very huge subtrac-

traciioii from fifteen hundred dollars.

When all these items arc paid for by the printer,

be is just about ready to go to work—if he has a

roller made and has sit his type. The usual width

of newspaper columns is seventeen ems. An em is

the thickness of a line. On an average, nearly three

type will go into an em, cotintii Cor ev-

ery thousand ems a printer sets he handles near three

thousand type, and if he si ts five thousand emu,

which is a days work, with correcting the same, and

distributing enough for the next day, he handles no*

far from thirty thousand type.

The remark is often made, that there, are so many

errors in the- papers, and it is too true, hut let nine-

ty-nine out of every hundred who make the obser-

vation try the experiment and make fewer errors— il

they can. All the printers ought to be good spell-

ers, but not a very few are deficient in this qualifica-
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timi, while others are very careless—just like some

oilier folks.

There are but few things—and but very few

—

concerning the most important and useful business

of printing, and if printers read them mid find errors,

as very possibly they will, let them go to work and

correct if they think it worth while—for if printers

don't correct each other, who will ?

Will any conscientious man. after knowing these

facts, refuse to pay the printer? If so, we will ad-

vertise his conscience to let, for nothing. It is in

,
view of these things that printers write so freely of

those delinquents who wont

PAY THE PRINTER.

/ SacmU Music.

Of all the fine arts, music exerts by far the great-

est <nrluen.ce over the human race, not merely be-

cause it acts upon greater masses, but because in its

inherent power for good or for ill, vastly transcends

any one of these others. Rarely will you find an

individual, who is incapable of being moved by it

—

and he who is unsusceptible of impression, from the

strains of music, is customarily regarded as peculiar-

ly unfortunate. We meet with music among all

nations, even among those which are totally ignorant

of every other art. Music is probably the most an-

cient, as well as the most influential of the fine arts.

Certainly it is earlier spoken of in the records of

history, than any other, and is more immediately a

work of nature. Accordingly, it has ever occupied

the highest place, in the esteem of all nations,

whether civilized or uncivilized. The Chinese of the

present day, speak of music as the science of scien-

ces ; the means of acquiring every species of know-

ledge. It was a remarkable observation of the great

reformer, Martin Luther, "I verily think and am

not ashamed to say, that next to Theology, no art is

comparable to music !"

Among the ancients, music was held to be an es-

sential part of general education. Plato, strict as he

was with. youth, in regard to the improvement of

their time, allowed those who were acquiring an ed-

ucation, no less than three years, for learning the

rudiments of this delightful art. It is true, that

among the ancient Greeks, the term music was em-

ployed in a much more comprehensive sense, than it

is by us. They include under the term, music in the

modern sense of the word, poetry and oratory. And
it must be confessed, that the connection between

these three branches of knowledge, is more intimate

than might at first be supposed. Music and elo-

quence, are not only nearly related to each other,

they are in their ends and aim identical. What is

the aim of eloquence? Is it not to move, to pur-

•uade, to exert an influence upon the moral feelings

and sensibilities of an auditory ! And what is the

aim of music? Is it not also to move? Indeed, I

think it is by no means an extravagant assertion, that

music is adapted to exert an influence over the pas-

sions and moral feelings of most men, as great and

as permanent as is eloquence.

Again—poetry is the language of emotion, as well

as of sentiment and thought. Music is also the lan-

guage of emotion—they both are presumed to be the

offspring of excited feeling, and are both adapted in

their turn to create excitement of feeling. The
power of each in producing emotion, is great; when

united, it is almost irresistible. Hence they have

been associated, from the remotest period of anti-

quity.

The bards of ancient times, Lyric, Elegiac, and

even Epic, were all musicians, and chanted their po-

etical productions, in simple but appropriate melodies,

of their own composition. Music is a direct expres-

sion of the feelings of the heart, and consequently

is more quickly and easily understood than the

words. Words are arbitrary signs of ideas, differing

essentially in different languages, and requiring to

be learned, before they convey any meaning to the

mind of the reader or hearer; their true import also,

we often fail to perceive, in consequence of the in-

trinsic ambiguity of language. Not so is it with

music. In its simpler elements of melody, it is un-

derstood and felt by all nations on the face of the

earth ; and in the more artificial and complicated ar-

rangements of harmony, musical ideas, like algebra-

ic signs, are comprehended by all enlightened na

tions.—[Western Episcopalian.

A Pianoforte from Philadelphia.

•Our friends across the Atlantic are much further

[Advanced in the art of manufacturing pianofortes

Ujan is generally supposed in Europe. We have

recently had occasion to judge of the state of perfec-

tion to which they have arrived, and are happy tore-

cord our impressions, and to congratulate Brother

Jonathan on his progress in a very difficult matter.

Mr. E. N. Scherr. of Philadelphia—who, from

his affability and liberality to artists, no less than for

his great skill and ingenuity as a manufacturer, may
be appropriately styled " the American Broadwood"
—has been passing a few days in London on his way
to the capital of Denmark, his native country. The
object of Mr Scherr's expedition is to present to Her
Majesty the Queen of Denmark, as a token of his

loyalty, a square pianoforte, the last that has pro-

ceeded from his manufactory. Natutally desirous

that some of our London artists should hear and

judge of his instrument, Mr Scherr placed it, during

his stay here, in a room belonging to the Cosmorama,

in Regent-street, and several professors and amateurs

visited him during that period.

Among others who saw and played upon the pi-

anoforte was the celebrated Thalberg, who perform-

ed some of his own compositions before a select au-

ditory, and expressed his good opinion of Mr Scherr's

instrument in the highest terms, not only by word,

but in a letter addressed to Mr Scherr, which we
have seen and read.

On Monday we paid a visit ourselves, for the pur-

pose of hearing the pianoforte. The audience took

place under favorable circumstances, Mr T. M. Mu-
die, one of the most accomplished musicians in this

country, and a pianist of the most classical taste,

being the exponent on this occasion. Mr Mudie per-

formed several of his last compositions in such a

manner as to develope the quality of the instrument

to the best advantage ; in one or two morceaux de

bravoure he showed its power, brilliancy and clear-

ness, and in some more quiet and graceful pieces, in

which the legato andcantabile were the prime ingre-

dients, he brought out a sweetness, roundness, and

purity of tone, of which no European maker need

be ashamed. The instrument is as large as a grand

square, the compass of the key-board being seven

octaves, from A to A. It is very handsome -in ap-

pearance, and the mechanism offers some new and

commendable features to the consideration of scien-

tific observers (especially in the arrangement of the

dampers), which prove Mr Scherr to be a successful

explorer in the field of acoustics. Mr Mudie ex-

pressed his approval of the pianoforte in the warm-

est terms, and Mr Scherr may thus feel assured that

he has obtained the sincere commendation of two of

the most competent judges on this side of the chan-

nel.

Our own opinion of Mr Scherr's square pianoforte

coincides entirely with that expressed by M. Thal-

berg and Mr Mudie, and leads us to place implicit

fdith in the words which Leopold de Meyer address-

ed to us personally during. his short stay in London,

after his return from' the United Slates last summer :

" Of all the pianos I have tried in America, those by-

Mr Scheer, of Philadelphia, are by far the best in

every respect, and the only ones fitted for concert

performances."

Mr Scherr left for Copenhagen last night with his

pianoforte. Her Majesty of Denmark may be felic-

itated on the magnificent cadeau she is going to re-

ceive from her loyal and devoted servant.

[London Musical World.

The value to be attached to De Meyer's recom-

mendation will be inferred from the fact that he gave

unqualified praise of Mr. Chickering's grand pianos,

when in Boston, and subsequently to another maker

in Philadelphia, (Conrad Meyer) between whom and

Scheer ensued a newspaper war, and De Meyer left

the country after (probably) pocketing a nice sum

from each of the latter two makers, for his recom-

mendations. We believe that Mr C. Meyer receiv-

ed a medal for his square pianos at the last exhibi-

tion of the Mechanics Association in this city. Mr

Scherr's pianos are not known in New-England. «.

Goldsmith in Conversation. The poet of the

" Pleasures of Memory,'' interested in all that con-

cerned the elder poet, whose style he made the mod-

el for his own finished writings, knew Cooke well in

the latter days of his life, and gives a curious illus-

tration of the habit he then had fallen into when he

spoke of his celebrated friend. " Sir," he said, on

Mr Rogers asking him what Goldsmith really was

in conversation, " he was a fool. The right word

never came to him. If you gave him back a bad

shilling, he'd say, " Why, it is as good a shilling as

ever was born." You know he ought to have said

coined. Coined, sir, never entered his head. He

was a fool sir."—[Forster's Life, and Adventures of

Oliver Goldsmith.

Francois Cramer. This eminent violinist and

highly esteemed gentleman died on Tuesday week,

at his residence in Westborne Grove, aged 76. Mr

Cramer was leader of the Concerts of Ancient Mu-

sic for forty years, -and of the Philharmonic for a
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long period, he also lead the principal musical festi-

vals in the provinces for a considerable time ; and he

had been a member of the Royal Society of Musi-

cians for fifty-four years. Mr Francois Cramer was

brother of the celebrated, composer J. B. Cramer,

formerly associate in the great time of Cramer,

Beale & Co., Regent Stieet.

From the Presbyterian.

CHURCH Ml SIC.

CHANTING.

The practice of chanting the praises of Jehovah

does not receive that degree of attention which it

deserves. Various influences have operated on the

mind of the Protesiant churches, excepting, perhaps,

Episcopalians, which have had a tendency to prevent

the introduction of chanting into their service.

—

We have the strongest reasons for supposing that

some of the Gregorian chants which are now used,

were sung by the early Christians, not with the har-

monies with which they are now clothed perhaps,

although, even on this point, there may be some rea-

sonable question. We hesitate not to say the sim-

plicity, dignity, and sweetness of the chant, place it

in point of character and usefulness, quite as high as

other species of our church music ; and further,

should any of us live to see fifty years hence, we
shall find that chanting will form a prominent part of

the choral service of the different sects of Chris-

tians. It needs only to become known, in order that

it may be desired ; for wherever it has been introduc-

ed, it has seldom failed to please, and when a fair

trial has been given, it has always been retained.

Some of the objections that have been urged

against chanting as a part of the church service are,

1st. That it is used bv the Roman Catholics. 2d.

It is difficult to keep together, as the rhythm is not

marked by bars and notes, and, therefore, it cannot

be performed by large bodies of singers. Those

who make the first objection, must remember that

Roninn Catholics also use many of the same metri-

cal tunes ; hence, if the objections holds good in re-

gard to diluting, we must give up all our singing or

choral service. With respect to the second objec-

tion . expei ience has proved that it is quite as easy to

unite perfectly in a chant, as in a common tune, when
ilie habil is fixed by proper practice, his no more

It to chant together than to read together
;

' rhapa not so much so.

U'• have frequently heard five or six hundred in-

dividuals chant together in perfect time and tune, and

• teach any body of singers, howev-

er large, providing they have some slight knowledge

"f music, in the course of a verv few lessons, if they

enter into the project wnh that hearty good-will so

necessary to success in whatever we undertake.

We arc aware that wherever strong prejudil

ma, it i* a difficult matter to overcome it ; but on

this point, all we desire is, an impartial trial cither

by the congregation or choir, and in our humble

opinion, experience will prove thai those who object

•banting are in fault, and we will repeat, in eon

elusion, the more it is practised, the more it will he

approved. I. B \V.

F.MBOSSKI) Magic FOR THE Blind. Mr Hughes,

of Great Portland-street, who is himself blind, has

published a system of embossed music for the blind.

The volume contains all the music*] signs, including

fingering and every variety of chords, also foot

sacred tunes for the organ in general use at onr^

churches. The system is not only admirably adapt-

ed for teaching those who are deprived of sight, hut

for enabling such of them as have a talent for com-

position to perpetuate their ideas by means of intelli-

gible signs. .It thus supplies to a very considerable

extent the loss of sight. Mr Hughes' system, both

for music and writing, makes use of raised dots,

which are read hy the fingers. Mr Hughes has also

invented a wriiing machine which embosses letters

on writing paper, by means of which the blind may

correspond by post with one another, without the

intervention of a third party to read the letters. Mr
Hughes' inventions are both ingenius and useful.

—

They serve to amuse and instruct the blind, and to

develope many natural faculties which would other-

wise be latent.

of Nichan, the insignia of which is a collar of bril-

liants worn round the neck. Mens. Vieoxrvati i has

left Constantinople and will reach St. Petersburgh

by the beginning of September, having to attend the

Imperial concerts in his office of first viol.nibt lo his

Majesty the Emperor of all the Hussias.

[London Musical World.

Shallow characters are very common , so are shal-

low streams. Small fish* abound in the latter, and

small thoughts in the former. One earnest man is

worth a world full of such organized farce.
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Prizes for Musical Compositions. The com-

mission appointed this spring in Paris, to award

bronze medals to the best composers of national

songs, has terminated its labors and sent in its report

Upwards of eight hundred pieces were forwarded

for its inspection betwixt the 27th of March, and the

1st of May ; thirty-three of which are pronounced

as worthy of " the decoration." Amongst others.

' L'harmonie des Peuples,' by that clever Alsatian,

M. Ambroise Thomas, ' Chant de la Blouse,' by M.
Varney. (whose Girondin Hymn from the ' La Chev-

alier de Maison Rouge' has been the tune of the last

French Revolution), and ' La Jeune Republique,'

set by none other than the Valentine of ouj ' Les

Huguenots'—Madame Viardot.—[Athenaeum.

Vieuxtemps. This celebrated violinist has been

making a glorious tour in the East since he left this

country. At Constantinople he became the wonder

of the day, was feted by the Sultan himself, and

numbered among his many admirers pachas with dif-

ferent lails, Turkish dignitaries, Transylvanian mili-

tants, with Russian, Prussian, and other ambassa-

dors. The public concerts Vieuxtemps gave at Con-

stantinople were crowded with the rank and fashion

of the city of mosques and minarets. Before his

Sublime Highness the Sultan of all the Turkeys, he

played a March Miliiaire which he had composed in

honor of his coming to Constantinople. The Sultan

was in raptures with the Marche Miliiaire of Mons.

Vieuxtemps, but was still more entranced by the

performance of Mons. Vieuxtemps, which certainly

must have opened his orient eves and ears with won-

der and amaze. The Marche Militaire has become

ihe musical popularity of Constantinople. The By-

zanlian youth sing it in the streets, and the very

•horesofthe BospborM are made vocal with its

echoes. The Turks aver ihat the great violinist has

infused the very soul and essence of the national

melody into his Mirche Miliiaire. The .Sultan has

presented Mons. Vieuxtemps with sterling tokens of

his favor, and has honored him with the decoration

The following persons are indebted to Silsby &,

Co. for the World of Music. Any information con-

cerning them will be thankfully received.

J. H. Clifford, H. W. Cos, Levi llarthon, Daniel

Colver, Harvey Mills, Charles Morrill, A. L. Hint,

Joseph Foster, E. L. Plumb, A. Jackson, 11. II.

Bartlett, C. G. Darling, ('lark II. Slason, Thomas
S. McGinnis, Martin Bartlett, R. W. Galusha.

We have a large list of names which will be m iv-

ed up soon if the needful is not forth coming. All

who stop their papers without paying arrearages

must expect to appear in print.

Carlos Mann, of Orford, N. H., orders hit paper

discontinued without offering to pay for v. hat num-

bers he has received.

Nt:w Music.

We have just received and examined the follow-

ing Pieces of new music, just published hy Oliver

Ditson, 115 Washington street, Boston;—'Elese

Annette false,' by Paul J. Bishop ;
' Sweet Ladies'

Polka.' by F. W. Fuller; 'Impromptu Waltz.'

Louis Strack ;
' O Sadly, ye dark rolling waves,'

Song ot the Exile, poetry by Charles Mackay, music

by Henry Russell ;
' Farewell my sweet Mother,"

music by the Orphean Family as sung by them' at

their principal concerts, with the lithograph portraits,

of the four persons who compose this family— price

25 cents, nett ;
' O mother dear,' a Ballad by Alex-

ander Lee ;
' O tell me where is Father gone,' by

F. L. Hinie.

veland's song ' Love wakes and weeps," from

Sir Waller Scott's novel of the Pirate, Music by

Mr Wilson; ' Walterand Florence,' the subject from

Mi Charles Dickens' tale of Dombey and Son, words

by Joanna Chandler, the music by Stephen Glover,

— price 25 cents, net—Vignette, Waller and Flor-

ence silling on the deck of the ship at sea, watching

the moonlight on the water. ' The place I called

my home,' Martin Farquhar Topper, music by T.

Bissell; 'I'll be gay, while I may," by Edward J.

Lo.ler ;
' The Sisters Prayer,' a Ballad by F. Nich-

ols Crouch ;
' Come lo the South, ' words by J. E.

Carpenter, music by James Pernng ;
' Take these

Flowers,' Duett by L. Dcvereaux.

Mr Ditson is very careful in making choice of mu-

sic for publication, and seldom publishes a poor
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piece. The above music is got up in good style and

is possessed of rare merit. Every piece almost

without exception is of a high order, and only needs

to be known to insure popularity.

Handel and Haydn Society.

This celebrated -society brought out on Sunday

evening, (29th) Rossini's beautiful composition,

" Stabat Mater"' assisted by Signor Perelli (Princi-

pal Tenor,) Sig. Kosi (Primo Basso,) and Signora

Biscaccianti (Principal Soprano.) and Miss Anna

Stone, the Prima Donna of the Society. The ora

torio was given in excellent style, and Miss Stone

we never heard sing better ; she did not suffer in the

least in the opinions of the people, by having at her

side so great a cantatrice as Biscaccianti. The

choruses were given with power, and great effect,

and the performances of the orchestra were highly

creditable

We observed that the rule of the house, 'the au-

dience are requested to abstain from any applause,'

was broken over, and the performers were not only

applauded but encored. We haye no objections to

applause from the audience, but we see no reason

why they should be given to foreign talent, and with-

held from our own Boston singers, when they are

truly deserving. But aside from this, although we
have no aversion to plaudits on Sunday evenings,

y§i for the sake of those whoSe consciences are more

tender, we think it better to dispense with them al-

together. H. G. B.

For the Philharmonic Journal.

Mr Silsby,—Noticing an article in your last paper

in reference to the late Fair at Worcester, my atten-

tion was called to an examination of the report, and

J. find that among the Pianos on exhibition, were two

from the manufactory of Messrs Hallet, Davis &
Co., 417 Washington street, Boston. Of the first

' a seven octave Piano,' the committee say, ' in all

essential particulars' it is 'a very fine instrument.'

' It was distinguished for the evenness of its tone

throughout, and for the ease and certainty of its

touch.' They not only say, ' that it does great cred-

it to the manufacturers,' but pronounce it ' No. 1.'

Of the other, 'a six octave Piano,' they say, 'it

must be regarded as a superior instrument.' The
* excellence of the harp pedal,' they consider a pe-

culiarity, and say ' that its name is really indicative

of its qualiiy. The committee do not remember to

have heard one that surpasses this. They awarded

a SILVER MEDAL.

QUAVER.

A CARD.
Messrs. Nathaniel Booth & Co.

HAIR DRESSERS AND BARBERS,
No. I Dutton Street, Mechanic's Building, near the Merri-

mack House.

LOWELL, MASS.,

Are prepared at their commodious Saloon to serve up
the faces and heads of gentlemen in the

neatest and most fashionable style.

Jan. 23. 11.

MUSIC BOOKS.
B. B. Mussey & (Vs. Popular Music Books.

More deserving of being universally used than all

others combined.

The Modern Harp : or, Boston Sacred Melodist.

A COLLECTION of church music, comprising, in
•*-*- addition to many of the most Popular Tunes in

common use, a great variety of new and original

Tunes, Sentences, Chants, Motets, and Anthems, ad-

apted to Social and Religious Worship Singing
Schools, &c, by E. L. White and J. E. Gould.
This book has already passed through more than

twenty editions, and is now used in all the best choirs

and societies in New England, and is universally con-

sidered as one of the best books of Church Music
now in use.

" The whole collection is judiciously arranged, and
will undoubtedly take a rank second to none of the

numerous publications of Church Music now in

use."—[Atlas.

" This book is composed mostly of Music new to

the American public, and embracing every variety of

metre now in use, with numerous sentences, chants,

motets and anthems, suited to particular occasions."

[Salem Observer.

OPERA CHORUS BOOK.—Consisting of trios,

quartettes, solos, and choruses, selected and arrang-

ed from the most popular Operas of Von Weber,
Rossini, Meyerbeer, Bellini, Benedict, Donizetti,

Mercadante, Aubev, Balfe, Verdi and Bishop. By
E. L, White and J. E. Godd.

We select the following from numerous notices of

this work:
"Salem, Nov. I, 1847.

" Mr. B. B. Mussey—Dear Sir—I have examin-
ed the new publication which has lately come from
your press, called the " Opera Chorus Book," and
do not hesitate tocommend itsdesign and execution.

The selections are well made and well arranged, and
are almost all of them, gems of high musical value.

The field from which they were gathered, has not

until now, been explored. It is rich in fruits, and
it is to be hoped, that such success may attend this

first gathering, as to induce the reapers again to try

the sickle," Your friend, &c.
H. K. Oliver.

u The work aboundsin those delicious gems of the

Opera, any one of which is beautiful enough to tempt
our readers to the purchase of the whole collection."

[Boston Daily Whig.
'' Whatever motive uf ambition or interest suggest-

ed the idea of this collection, the Book is exactly
what is wanted at this time : and it will be taken as

a favor to the musical public, inasmuch as it cannot
fail to be a great acquisition for practice, and a means
for creating abetter taste. A book got at with such
good properties, cannot fail to he well received."

Respectfully yours, &c.
Thomas Powers.

THE TYROLIEN LYRE.—A Glee Book, con-

sisting of easy pieces arranged mostly for Soprano
Alto, Tenor, and Bass Voices, with and without
Piano Forte Accompaniments, comprising a complete
collection of solos, duets, trios, quartettes, Choruses,
&c., for the use of societies, schools, club?, choirs,

and the social circle. By Edward L. White and
John E. Gould.
The work will not only be a pleasant social, com-

panion, but will be found extremely useful for choirs,

schools, &c.
" It is a large and well executed volume of two

hundred and thirty pages, containing easy pieces, ar-

ranged mostly for Soprano, Alto, Tenor, and Bass
Voices, with and without Piano Forte Accompani-
ments ; comprising a complete Collection of solos,

duets, trios, quartetts, quintettes, choruses, &c.

—

The names of Edward L. White and John E. Gould
by whom the Music is composed, selected, and ar-

ranged, is a sufficient recommendation of its excel-
lence."—[Olive Branch.

THE BOSTON MELODEON, VOL. I. A Cot-
lection of Secular Melodies, consisting of songs,

glees, rounds, catches, &c, including many of the

most popular pieces of the day ; .arranged and har-

monized for Four Voices. By Edward L.White.

THE BOSTON MELODEON, VOL. II. A
collection of secular melodies, consisting of songs,

glees, rounds, catches, &c, including many of the

most popular pieces of the day, arranged and harmon-
ized for four voices, vol. 2, by E. L. White.

The above Books have been before the public some
two years, during whicb time, more than 30,000 of
them have been sold, and their reputation is loo well

known to require any commendation.

THE WREATH OF SONGS.—Consisting of
songs, hymns, and chants, with appropriate music,
designed for the use of Common schools, Seminaries
&c. To which are added the Elements of Vocal
Music, arranged according to the Pestalozzian Sys-
tem of Instruction ; with numerous Exercises, in-

tended to supercede (in part) the necessity of the

Black-board. By Edward L. White and John E.
Gould.

" This work is just the thing for Schools, Juvenile

Concerts, &c; consisting of songs, hymns and chants
with appiopriate Music designed for the use of Com-
mon Schools, Seminaries, &c.,to which is piefixed

the elements of Vocal Music. For such purposes,

we have seen no better work than the " Wreath of

School Songs."— [Olive Branch.

" It is a charming little volume, and we recom-
mend it to all who have families."

—

[Signal.

BAKER'S ELEMENTARY MUSIC BOOK.—
Comprising a variety of songs, hymns, and chants.

Designed for the use of public and private Schools.

By Benjamin F. Baker.

The songs are for the most part lively and inter-

esting, containing just and moral 'sentiments ; and
the Music is admirably adapted to them. We com-
mend it to the attention of all those interested in

school education."—[Atlas.

" The book is prepared with knowledge and jugd-
ment. and is admirably adapted to the purpose for

which it is designed ; and our Committee, wisely re-

garding the interests of our Children, have authoriz-

ed its use in those Schools of which Mr. Baker has
the care."—[Mercantile Journal.

1 We have examined this work and do not hesitate to

recommend it to all who are desirous of obtaining

useful book."—[World of Music.

THE SABBATH SCHOOL LUTE.—A selee

tion of hymns and appropriate Melodies adopted t<#

the wants of Sabbath School and Social Meetings.

—

By E. L. White and J. E. Gould, authors of the

" Modern Harp," " Tyrolien Lyre," " Wreath of

School Songs," " Opera Chorus Book," &c. fit.

A CARD.
TT N. STONE, has an office at No. 4 Derby

• Range (ahove stairs) where he will be happy
to receive pupils in the study of t^e Piano Forte.

Boston, Nov. 22, 1848. —
' --^

A Seraphine for Sale.

e is offered for sale very

rmonic Journal Of-
A FINE toned Seraphin
-** low. Enquire at the Philha

fice, over Haskall's Furniture Rooms
Nov. 13. Corner of Broad and Washi ngton Sl^

MUSIC AND JOB

PRINTING,
Neatly Executed at this Office.

Corner of Broad and Washington Street.

Manhattan Collection of Sacred Mnsle,

WANTED at this office, for which a liberal

price will be paid. Nov. IS.
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WILKINS, CARTER & CO.'s

POPL'LAK HI SIC BOOKS,
MORE UNIVERSALLY USED THAN

ALL OTHEHSCOMBINID.
CARMIN'A SACRA, or Boston Collodion of Church Mu
tic. By L. Mason: greatly admired for its beauty,
shasteness. and sterling character of it* music. Published
•oder the recommendation of the Boston Academy of Mu-
sic, with a pamphlet supplement of 69 select tombs added

- Ijv another author, increasing the variety aud excel-
lence of the Collection without extra charge.
THK BOSTON AC \DKMV\s COI.LKCTION. Ed-

ited by L. Mason. This standard work is so well known
and used as to preclude the necessity of any recommenda-
tion.

THE PSALTERY. Bv L. Mason and G. J. Webb

The National Lyres
HANDEL'S ORATORIO OF THK MESSIAH: Ai

ranged hj Johu Bishop. ofCheltenham, England.
THE ODEON ; a collection of secular melodies: arra

ed and harmonized for four voices. Designed for adult A NEW ( nurch Music Book, bj & P. Tuckermar
li\ (i J Weld. Hancrolt and H.K.Oliver. This, it ip believed, «,,]singing schools and social music parties.

and Lowell Mason. As the title page sets forth, this work
is designed for singing schools.

THE VOCALIST; consisting of short and easy i»lecs.

or songs in parts; aris>nged lor soprano, alto, tenor and
ices. By Lowell Mason and George James Webb.

Professor in the Boston Acndeui] of Music.
THK SOCIAL GLEE BOOK; a selection ol Glees and

Part Songs, by distinguished German composers, never be-
fore published in this country ; together with Original

: by William Mason and Silas A. Bancroft.

GENTLEMEN'S GLEE BOOK: selected from the

most admired German composers. ByL. Mason.
Teachers and others are invited to call anil examine these

One of the most complete worksiof the kind ever published. Bnd other musical works, at No. iti Water street, Boston.
It has reeeived the sanction ol the Uoston H;indcl& Haydn ^

t̂i .^ gj g.
Society and the Boston Academy ofMusic. In style there *

is a great diversity, it being suited to every variety of sub-

ject and occasion ami is especially adapted to congregation-
al use. The Bsalt'-ry will make a valuable addition to the

Boston Academj 's Collection and Carmiua Sacra, aud ought
to be in every choir.

5ow ready, a \c\v Clinrrli Music Book for the Present

Si'iisnn. naiii.lv :

THE NATIONAL LYRE ;
A new collection of psalm

New and Popular Mosic Book.

be one of the most beautiful collections ever published, it

consists of old, new and original music, all ol which .v ,,| a
strictly devotional character The old tunes have pimple
arrangements, sod are within the capaciij uf all pei form-
ers ; the new ones have been selected with gr< at care In ni
cl ussic compos t s, while n is hoped that Uip original in ly
be found ol sufficient nieril and variety In |>li ase all

All Dcedlets difficult es in the consiructionol ih
have keen carefully avoided, and as far as possil li

separate part has been made interesting and easy m the
performer. Another important feature ol this look] is the
substitution of small note- for figures in the organ

oarativelv few persons have li pp >rliinily to pi r-

fect themselves in Thorough Bass sufficiently to plaj r\,n
plain psalmody correctly from figures, it is hoped thai litis

arrangement will meet the cordial approbation of all.

1 hta boon being somewhat less in size than some
oilier collections, the price will not exceed six dollar*
per dozen

;
tlms placing it within tin- reach not onlyBy B. F. Baker, Director of Music at Rev. Dr. Gannet s ...• _i.., _- ,

1 /-i u u . i i n \> <> . °' c"ons ano sinking schools hi -penal want ol newChurch, Boston, and I. B Woodbury, Organist at
i

i,
, . .., , , ,

'
,

' ..7
li books, but of hose which arc already we suppliedRev. I)r Kreb's ("liiircb. New York.

fpHIS day published, Baker and Woodbury's new
I book of Church Music—The Timbrel. This

and hymn tunes, comprising the best ancient and modern w „ rk ,,. ls „,,,,„ prepMed with .rival care, and contains a
eompositionsinfests dished merit, With a clioiceselcclion ol

, of music selected Iron, the beat European
chants, ate. designed lor the use of choirs, congregations _, &

. . ,.' .'

singing schools and societies throughoul the United States. Composer*, obtained by one ol the authors, who visited

By S.Parkman Tuckerman, Silas A. Bancroft, and H. K. Lurope expressly fortius object. It has also a great va-

Oliver. It is believed this will be one of the most beautiful

sollections ever published, [t consists ol old, new and orig-

aal music, all ol which is of a strictly devotional character.

riety of original melodies, and a large and judicious se

lection of the old standard tunes. Its collection of

Chants, Anthems and select pieces is superior to any
Th» old tunes have simple arrangements, and are within the II book of Church music published in this country. An
capacity of all performers. The new • • have been select- unusually large variety of metres have been prepared.
ed with great care from classic compositions, while it it adapted tolhe hvmns of the different denominational
hoped that the original may be found of sufficient variety to „

,,ooks f, music .„ b f d , (.„ lill(
. IltIv

please a tastes All needless diflieu lies in the construe- j' „,• „_! . „j „„ . , , ,i e.i o
tion of the vocal parts have been avoided; and as far as pos-

devotional an I appropriale lo the services of the banc-

sible each separate „ar t has been made interestingand easy taal7- ' '"', s
|-
vk" ' minified

;
the harmony simple and

to the performer. Another important feature of this book's pleasing and the whole work is believed to be ol a high

is the substitution of small notes lor lignres in the organ order of merit. By C. II. PIERCE, 3 Cornhill Bos-
As comparatively few persons nave the opportunity ton.

to perfect themselves in Thorough Bass sufficiently to —
5
—

play even plain psalmody correctlj from lignres. il is hoped
that tins arrangement will meet the cordial ai probation ol

all. The hook being somewhat less in size tlian the others
ihc price will not exceed six dollars ]icr dozen t"

it within the reach not only of choirs in specie
hooks, hoi of those which are al ea.lv supplied.

Sew Chorus Hook, sprniilly adapted to llic nsr of

Choirs;
THE CHOIR CHORUS HOOK. By A.N. Johnson,

Professor in the Boston Academy of Music. A collection

of Choruses, from the works of Handel, Haydn, Mozart. I

sohn, and other distinguished composers, Tins
work end rai es a larger collet tion of choruses than has been
before published arranged in a form for the use and improve-
uieul of choirs: and ii is believed thai besides the addi-

tional interest which its use imparts to choir meetings, ihe
study of lbs pure compositions it contains, will greatly im-
prove the taste and facilitate the power of execution. Al-
though only published in the summer, several editions have
liven already sold. Price fJ7 SO per dozen.

' SCHOOL MUSIC HOOKS.
THK PRIMARY SCHOOL SONG BOOK, in two_pert

To Purchasers of Carolina Sacra.

litis phicin.' JUST PUBLISHED, Fifty Nine Select PsalM and

wanto'l new
•' Hvmn Tones for public and private worship, issued by
the publishers of Carmina Sacs \. lor gratuitous distnbu.
lion lo all who may pure base that work, copy lor copy-

thereby furnishing lo choirs, singing scIk ols ami congrega-
tions, additional variety in their Sacred Music, without ex
tra expense.

The pamphlet may be obtained as above slated, of the

publishers or any of their agents,
YY 1 1. KINS. CARTER. & CO.,

l:tf No. 16 Stale Street. Iloston.

PIANO FORTES.
YTIIiXINS & NEWHALTj have removed their
'* Wan-rooms to the new Granite Block, No. 344, Wash-
ington.street, comer of Hay ward Place.

VV. & N.have received a Gold Medal for Piano Fortes

from the Mechanics' Fair, and would invite the public to

ByL Masotnind O. J. Welih, Professor in the l!usi,„, ..^i | and examine the instruments before purchasing else-

where.
Boston, Aug. l, lsvn.

HBNRV TOLMAN,
JM IS MS II I, K OF Ml SIC,

M ANITA! -I IT. Kit AND DEALER IH

Musical Instruments, Miuieal Merchandize, Imbrrl-

las, Parasols, siin-sinidcs, Walking Canes, iv.r.

153 Washington Shirt.

oprosriK Tin: OLD sin in ' HI Rl 11,

ISOSTON.

i A liberal discount made to Dealers. Teachers, Societies, &c

PIANO FORTES EOR S.ALE
1R Subscriber has I n appointed K gent for the I

I Wit his . ft. \cu ii m i v Piano FoaTBs.and has i

al

a n

ii hi

Academy ol Muse. It is supposed thai anj mother, orpri
uiary school teacher, who can h.-rsell" sing, although she
ma) know so little ef musical characters as not to he able

in read music herself, may hj the help of ilns hook, be ens
bled lo teach lor pupils with good success and i bus prepare

the way for a more thorough and e.\ tensive course in higher
k ho.

THE SONG BOOK OF THE SCHOOL ROOM i Con-
sisting of a great variety ol songs, hymns, and scriptural se.

., with spprnpriutc music, arranged lo be snug in

o or three parts ; containing, also, the elementary
priii'i'plcs of vocal music, prepared wnh reference totbe in-

ductive or Peslaloxsian method of teaching, designed as a

domplete musical manual Ipi common or grammar schools

By Lowell Mason and Ocorge Ja s Wi lib. Tins work
, p, .pared wnh referenei tolhe wants of common
and MtaWnies. ami is designed lo fellow the above '

woik.
ALSO PTJBLISHrD AS ABOVE,

T HR BOSTON CHORUS BOOK Consintlng of a se THE Suliscriher has I n appointed K gent for the sale ol

irusi ^1 the worksol Han ' WitKn 8t Mewiiai i.'s Piano Fortes, and has ,.

,le| 1

1

.!,.-, eminent < posers, arran ;e.l in loll a hrst rate Piano, winch is now offered h.r sale al the menu
• wi an accompai nl for the piano forte or facturers price. Anj o-rson who wishes to purchase i

bv Mason and Webb. B I Instrument, is requested to call and see it lietoie pur

iN WTIIF.M BOOK idsmg. Purchasers can be accommodated with mstru

Teachers and all persons interested are requested
to call and examine this work, and a variety ol other
Church Music Books, Glee Bonks, &c

WILKINS, CARTER & CO.,
PvBLlSHI

No. 16 Water street, Boston.
11.

- and oth ll< « and

THK "BOOK OF OHVNTS ' i!oo»i«ting of chanting
«nd to seleettonsj from the

> Lures, Tor eongregdiioual use I'.vl. Itasoau

on nis of an; price or quality by giving a short notice.

Inquire at this office, or ut his residence, first door east

of J I' i . tors
8 SILSB1

Cl 'fin ,
\u!{. *, I J48.

The National Psalmist.

BY K A S O N & "WEBB.
VTOW ready for delivery, "The National Psalmist :

iA a new collection of Church Music, &c. Uy
Low ill Mason and Georpe James Wehb."
This work, upon which more than three veatuif

labor have been expended, is now presented to Chor-
Teachers of Music and others, as a mosl com-

plete Manual uf Psalmody, adapted lo ihe use of
Choirs. Congregations, Singing Schools, and Mimi-
cal Societies.

In addition to a large variety of entirely new mu-
sic, furnished by distinguished foreign and Dative
contributors, the " National Poalraiet" is believed to

contain a larger proportion than any other collection,
of the rich and standard lunes winch the church have
used for ages, but many of which are nevertheless
new to this countrv.

I contains most of the popular English Chants,
and its Anthems, mostly new. are well adapted both
lor church worship and choir practice.

Its indexes are very complete ; embracing, besides
the usual alphabetical and metrical indexes, an index
to first lines of hymns, &c, •' Descriptive Tables,'-*

m which the tunes ate classified according to thsic
style and character.

"The National Psalmist contains 119 tune* in

Long Metre ; 137 in Common Metre ; 77 in Short
Metre ; and 90 of various I'arlieular Metres; embra-
cing all the varieties in use

;
also. :'7 Anthems and

Set Pieces, many of them furnished expressly for

the work by distinguished English Composers ; and
107 Chants, including the Canticles of the Protestant

Episcopal ( 'lunch.

chera and others interested are invited to sail

and examine this work.

Published by TAPPAN, WHITTEMORE &.

MASON, No 111, Washington-street. Boston. 1

PIANOS TO LET.

OLITES. DITSOH,

GUITARS, SlilUNIINES, PIANOS,

SHEET MUSIC,
115 • '

WASHINGTON STREET,—BOSTON, MS.
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Lento. DEWEY'S HYMN. C. M.
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From the Washington Era.

or Homestead.

BY MISS rilCF.BE CAREY.

Our old brown homestead reared its walls,

From the wayside dust aloof,

Where the apple boughs could almost cast

Their fruitage on its roof.

And the cherry tree so near it grew,

That when awake Eve lain,

In the lonesome nights I've heard the limbs,

As they croaked against the pane ;

And those orchard irees. 0. those orchard trees!

I have seen my liitle brothers rocked

In their tops by the summer breeze.

The sweet briar under the window sill,

Which the early birds made glad,

And the damask rose by the garden fence,

Were all the flowers we had.

I've looked at many a flower since then,

Exotics rich and rare,

That to other eyes were lovelier,

But not to Mie so fair ;

For those roses bright, O. those roses bright !

I have twined them with my sister's locks,

That are lain in the dust from sight !

We had a well, a deep old well,

Where the spring was never dry,

And the coo] drops down from the mossy stones

Were falling constantly :

And there never was water half so sweet
As that in my little cup.

Drawn up to the curb by the rude old sweep.
Which my father's hand set up :

And that deep old well. O. that deep old well !

I remember yet the plashing sound

Of the bucket as it. fell.

Our homestead had an ample hearth,

Where at night we loved to meet ;

There my mother's voice was always kind,

And her smile was always sweet :

And there I've sat on my father's knee,

And watched his thoughtful brow,

With my childish head in his raven hair

—

That hair is silver now !

But that broad hearth's light, 0, that broad hearth's

light '

And my father's look, and my mother's smile,

They are in my heart to-night.

/ From the N. Y. Evangelist.

Music 'ii Hie Alps

—

TIip Alpine Horn.

And what, think yon. was the first mosiel heard ?

When 1 tell you 'twas nether the Alpine horn, the

Alpine Maids, nor the " Swiss Mountain Boys,'' vou

will, I think, be at a loss to guess, and, to tell the

truth, it was some time before I could make out

what it really was. But it was beautiful, and evi-

dently came from a great distance, for the liquid

sweetness of the tones as they fell upon the ear. told

that they had been tuned by the pure atmosphere of

heaven through which thev had traveled. Believe

me in earnest—and. if von are accustomed to laugh

at the ridiculous, don't forget that the finest effects

an> sometimes produced by the m- st insignificant

causes—this beautiful music was the " natural pro-

duction''* of cow-hells!—genuine cow-hells,' I menu
in their " native element,'' dangling on the necks of

the animals themselves, and not in the hands of skill-

fill performers, as we have sometimes heard in New-

York. At a distance of perhaps five miles from us.

was a large herd of entile, each one with a bell on

its neck. Whether these bells were teally tuned so

as to play in unison, thirds fiflhs, octaves, &c. &c.
or whether nature herself so despises jargon and

loves harmony, that in the passage of the sounds

through the atmosphere such a distance, the tones

are changed and made to blend harmoniously togeth-

er, is a question I shall not attempt, to decide, but

the effect was certainly fine. Not a dissonant sound
could be heard, and the changes produced by, at one

moment, the deeper sounds predominating, at the

next the medium, and then the extreme hi- h tones

of the little bells, swelling forth their merry notes as

the different portions of the herd were more or less

engaged in grazing, or as the wind changed, or blew
stronger or lighter, was novel enough. The cresen-

do and diminuendo, the piano, and forte, pianissimo,

and fortissimo, were all well given, and one could

frequently trace quite a little strain of wild melody,
with its accompaniments, by listening a few moments..
The guides both remarked that it was quite unusual
to hear any thing of the kind so perfect.

I bad heard much about the Alpine horn, but had
no just idea of its enchanting effect. It. is a rough
tube of about six feet in length, and two inches in

diameter at the smallest end, and four or five at the

largest—the latter curving a little, in the shape of a

powder-horn. Whether the tone of this rough in-

strument is of itself pine, or, rather, w briber it

would be pure and clear down among the dismal in-

habimnts ol earth, it is difficult to judge, on account

of the rarity of the atmosphere at this height ; here,

however, it is very sweet and full. But the sounds

as they are caught, up, repeated and re-repeated by-

echo for the sixth. and seventh time even, from moun-

tain to valley and from valley to mountain, keeping

up a continued and increased succession of the notes

played, produce the most beautiful effects perhaps

ever listened to^n the music of nature. The peasant

who blows the horn, if he understands his business,

generally plays a variety of little musical phrases,

beginning on the dominant, and passing through the

notes of the chord to the seventh, sometimes leaving

echo in suspense, as it were, and at others resolving

to the tonic. (Excuse me for using musical phrases.

but I cannot well explain these effects without.)—
Echo now takes up his succession of sounds, fust in

tones nearly as long as those given out by the instru-

ment, then repealed at a little distance, and purer

and quicker; then still farther off and still more
rapid and refined, at each time aecellerated. and

|
0-

rificd, until, at last, so rapid is the succession that

the sounds all blend together, and you hear a full,

perfect arpeggio accord in the heavens, as if the an-

gels were tuning their harps, or were striking the

chord to some heavenly song. You can hardly re-

alize for the moment that the original sounds made
close to your feet—those earthly sounds—have any-

thing whatever to do with the heavenly tones you

now hear in the air. We cannot know how sweet

the angels sing, but if they can produce tones more

pure than these, what must be the music of heaven

One's heart seems almost ready to jump out of hW
mouth in his ecstaey of enthusiasm, and he will sing,

holloa, and dance, (as if echo would mock that land

all his coarse sounds he hears caught up, purified,

and repeated, nil, filled with wonder and admiration,

he sits down completely exhausted. It seems like

nature mocking art, for the purest tones man cat.

make are so inferior to those sent back to him b)

echo, that he feels quite ashamed of the original.

The next Alpine music I heard was by a couple o,

Swiss girls. They commenced | ng the

" Swiss Boy,'' and others of their standard «ld

odies, till 1 finally told them I had heard all of these

songs, they were good, but I should like to hear

something new. They immediately complied wni.

my request, by singing a very pretty melody that

had not before heard. Wc gave thena a " bar/.,'

and passed on, till, getting tired, 1 sat down upon u

rock and wrote off the new melody sung by the gjrls.

which, when I had sung and showed to ihe guide.

filled him with so much admiration, for my nn.sa.-L.

powers, that he declared I must lie a musician,

w. e. iMiAoprny,

3.
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From the Saturday Rambler.

Suiiiliiv Hemline.
same yesterday, to-day, and forever'

*' BB SLOW TO ANGER."
These are solemn considerations for the individual

The possession of a hasty temper is an evil calling , . . . , ,, , ,,r soul. Art thou a parent, and is thy child a witm BS

loudly for constant watchfulness, lest the unfortunate ' r ..-
, , T ^ ,

*
, <-. .

of thine ungoverned temper; Is lie learning of thee

this awful lesson tending to despair and spiritual

death '

ages of the storm that had devastated his seal fcr sad sweetness and a sweet sadness experienced at the

half a century, before the great 1 Am, who is the graves of those who " sleep in Jesus."

[Olive Branch.

possessor be betrayed into wild excesses, terminating

m remorse and perhaps despair. We have read of

those who, impelled by sudden anger, have taken

life. Less guilty, indeed, are they than those, who,

after mature deliberation strike the fatal blow ; but

what a lame excuse were it for one to say, " I slew

my brother in a passion." And what right has any

one to indulge passion where there is a possibility of

.inch a terrible result' If the aggressor's own life

pav not the forfeit, who shall whisper peace to Ins

troubled conscience through ihe long after days of

repentance and remorse ? The image of the murder-

ed man would seem to bar his very prayers from

heaven, and by night and by day, the one dreadful

idea would take possession of his soul.

This is an extreme case, and one which, thank

Heaven, is litile likely to occur; but daily and hour-

ly, in the quiet discharge of life's various duties,

there come occasions when the admonitions were well-

limed, and should be religiously obeyed. A dispo-

sition quick to lake otl'ence, easily excited into anger,

embitters existence to all within the circle ol its

buuelul influence. Such a disposition cherished,

does to its possessor incalculable harm, by restrict-

ing lbs free expression of opinion among his associ-

ates ; for who cares to subject himself to a perfect

whirlwind of tempestuous passions, which opposition

is sure to excite ? 1 have heard it remarked, " he

is so hasty in his temper, that 1 get along with him

as easily as I can, and say nothing to him that I can

avoid." How much such a person must lose in his

intercourse with friends by thus restricting the judi-

cious freedom of speech ! Such people, too, are al-

ways MMpicioilt, looking for hidden meanings be-

ueath the fair surface. Aside then from Christian

duty, it is most unwise to cherish passions that are

their own terrible bane. It is dreadful Ui he feared

instead of loved by our friends ami relatives ; and, to

turn to a religious view of the subject, it is very

dreadful to rear a bulwark of angry outbreaks of

temper between ibe soul and n> Maker.

•Mate man he a Christian, a follower

of Christ, imitating Him in doing good to bis fellow-

travellers in the paths of lifel Are not the effects

of Ins teachings h>»t in his had example 7 Must he

not first conquer his ovwi spirit before he can influ-

ence the charaoters of ethers 1 The first then ol

Christian duties points to self-control,

Happy are ihose who are naturally slow- to anger.

They know not how hard the struggle is with others

I tppil* const 1 1 ii led. Their duly the u Is obvious

— io i large patience and ample Christian

charity, and so help to win the i rj one from his

perilous position
;

perilous, for he is not worthy of

the '• panionship of the good of earth, not

didate for the joys of Heaven. What wooldlheun-

piiei spm do amid the peace of the celestial band '

How weuld the st r:i ins of hi^ harp vviih iwrv si I iioj

danl, blend w nli the music of the seraph host I

lio v would he appear, all marred by the fearful rav-

To all the solemn admonition comes, "be slow

to anger." Art thou templed 1 Temptations right-

fully improved will show thy strength and increase

The effect of one Word.

BY A SLTFKKER.

I lately lead an instance, to me almost incredible,

of two individuals who had lived on terms of the

fondest intimacy for years, but who, in consequence

of a solitary word, thoughtlessly dropped by one in

hearing of the other, caused a rupture of friendship
it until thou canst at all t.messay to the angry flood, whldl llme coul(i never Te^n Slrange, sadly
" peace, be still," and it will obey you. Mra(lge> and yet how Uue js l(m m (he case ()f many

"• J
'
L

* others, who thought to live for life with the cords of
"~

love and friendship unriven ! (Io, reader, to your

TllC Craves Of Beloved OlUS. own P" vate history, and there ask, whom have I, in

T . , , . ,
, ,

..an hour, of thoughtless gavetv, wounded with a
It is hard indeed to pait with our dearest earthly . . ,,',,, r>

' wound such as can never be healed? Co, meditate
friends, bull " separation is needful, and we must

, , . „
, ,

over the deeds or the past ; there is one you once
obey. Death is steady to his purpose, and in his , ,, , . ,. ,

,
, , , ,

... . ,, .
,

esteemed. lou thought you could never be the
game of bowls, he throws his balls with unerring ,. „ , . .

, . „ , ,
•. . , „ .

cause of any offence to him—you thought that in
aim, and is ever successful, knocking down all ranks ,,,•».,

trial and difficulty you would mutually relieve and
and conditions. Every "family is thinned by his ex-

ploits, and every heart is wrung by his doings. But

while the very soul is sick at the loss of a beloved

one, there is some redeeming sweetness which min-

assist each other—you thought that he would indeed

prove a friend to you—you put your trust in him, and

he in you ; and the thought never startled you that

in years to come you might be foes to each other.

—

gles with the bitter cup, on visiting the spot where ,
,'

, , , ,r1 Alas! liow different ! Mow enemies who once were
reposes the precious dust of the object once so dear ,- , »t ., , • r i . ,

1
'

J
,

friends. JNow thinking of each other only to con-
•'A mother's grave," for instance, what a .charm.

,,,.,„„ and de8pise , Now turning to lhe past, butto
there is ,n the fond recollections that cluster around K

,|OW mad ,y j 0|)Ce acled , N(JW narbofing gen .

it ! So must ever be dear to the parental heart, .he
timeiMs ()f ha(re() and re ,en „ e< wh( , 0|1Pe col| | d ncv .

sweet enclosure where sleeps the form of the belov-
Q{ t|n , :un |ha| S| ,ch ^ ou|d be lhe fasc ,

ed babe, cut down like the opening bud by an i,„- And a„ „ lis funn a 8olkarv word_a slijjht mo8 .

But no place among the slumbering |! ing and compression of the lips ! All this from some

trivial circumstance, which none would ever think
dead can be as dear to the surviving friend, as thai

where is deposited the remains of a husband or wile

—a divider of sorrows, a sharer of joys. There it

would seem that one's own self lies buried. Willi

what indescribable emotions does the late-made wid-

ow go to the sacred resting place of the father of

her children, there to commune in spirit with one

she can never forget

!

lint in visiting these points of attraction, how-

sweet is the thought, 1 hat while there rests lhe once

loved form, the spirit that animated it, is free from

care, pain and sorrow, and partaking of uninterrupt-

ed bliss ! Such visits, then, may be either sadden-

ing, or comforting, as the case may be. Nature in-

deed, may do much towards making the favorable,

or the unfavorable impression. This is beautifully

expressed in the dying advice of Professor Caldwell,

to his wife a few. days before his death. Said he,

"when you visit the spot where I lie, do not choose

a sad and mournful tune ; do nol go in the shade of

i lie evening;, or the dark night. These are no limes

to visil the grave of a Christian ; but go in the morn-

ing, in the bright sunshine, when the birds arc sing-

log "

What smiles of joy would animate the tearful

countenance of that lone widow, in visiting such a

grave, at such a lime. We knew Professor Cald-

well, well; and we should like to accompany thai

bl leaved wife lo the hallowed spot that would bring

back paal interesting scenes in whish we have min-

gled with him whom she thcie seeks. There is a

could produce such disastrous results. You pretend

to delicacy of sentiment and sensibility of feeling,

it may be. But what of this 1 Have not others

sensibility, too? Cannot others feel the stings of

outrage and wrong? Beware how you shield your-

self when you strike the innocent with lhe arrow of

poison. Beware of giving utterance to words and

feelings, which, if evinced by another toward yon,

would rankle as vipers in your breast. Speak not

that wordjto another which if spoken to you, would

!M> like a dagger, or sink like lead upon your heart.

O, learn kindness ! Speak in soothing ace cuts to an

erring friend, and know that the hour may come

when you may be overtaken in a fault, w hich, if

widely revealed, would ruin your character for ever.

Learn of Him who never < ned. Breathe, the spirit

ol Jesus. If vou have Binned, ask your Father's

forgiveness. If another has offended you, bowdown
wiih him upon vour knees and ask (!od to pardon

the offender. He that tiirneth a sinner from the er-

ror of his ways, shall save a soul and hide a "multi-

tude of sin^. Nothing will so endear you to your

friends as the spirit of constant love and forgiveness.

I lierish it, then, as a certain passport to your success

and happiness here and for ever hereafter.

A Mother. Alas! how little do we appreciate

another's tenderness while living. How heedless

we are in youth, of all her anxiety and kindness.

—

Hut when she is dead and gone—when the cares
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and coldness of the world come withering to our

hearts—when we find how hard it is to find true sym-

pathy—how few will befriend us in our misfortunes

—then it is that we think of the mother we have lost.

Vessel saved by a Dolphin.

Mr Colstone, an eminent merchant of Bristol, who

lived a century ago, was remarkable for his-liberali-

ty to the poor, and equally distinguished for his suc-

cess in commerce. The providence of God seemed

to smile, in a peculiar manner, on the concerns of

one who made so good a use of his affluence. It

»has been said that he has never insured, nor ever lost

a ship. Once indeed, a vessel belonging to him, on

her voyage home, struck on a rock, and immediately

sprang a leak, by which so much water was admit-

ted, as to threaten speedy destruction. Means were

instantly adopted to save the vessel, but all seemed

ineffectual, as the water rose rapidly.. In a short

time, however, the leak stopped without any appar-

ent cause, and the vessel reached Bristol in safety.

On examining her bottom, a fish, said to be a Dol-

phin, was found fast wedged in the fracture made

by the rock when she struck ; which had prevented

any water from entering during the remainder of the

voyage. As a memorial of this singular event, the

figure of a Dolphin is carved on the staves which

are carried in procession, on public occasions, by the

children who are educated at the charity schools

founded by Mr Colstone.

New Hutchinson Family.

To the lovers of sweet sounds, the words " Hutch-

inson Family'' carry a peculiar charm. So frequent-

ly has the litile band of singers that bore that name
delighted the ears of our citizens, that an announce-

ment of a concert by a " Hutchinson Family" will

call together a full house, on short notice. The new
" family" who have lately given two concerts in this

city, is composed of two or the Hutchinson brothers

—Joshua and Caleb—two sisters by the name of

Kogers—Ellen and Caroline—and Ossian E.Dodge.
These are all charming singers, and their harmony
is of the sweetest kind. And in the comic line

Dodge is certainly " a whole team." No one can

spend an evening in listening to these fine vocalists

without feeling that, they receive in pleasure, twice

"the amount of the money paid.—[Olive Branch.

/ New Musical Instrument.

An extraordinary musical instrument has just been

erected in the Cyclorama, Albany street, London, a

new exhibition of moving panoramas, about to be

opened. This noble instrument contains 4 distinct

organs—3 manual and 1 pedal ; it has 9 composi-
tion with 3 coupling movements, great drum, side

drum cymbals, and triangles. It has 53 stops, 16

pedal movements, and 2107 pipes, and will produce
all the effects of several bands. It possesses more
power than the Apollonican of former days, and, in

the present advanced taste for music, will doubtless

excite a corresponding interest.

[Scientific American.

From the Euterpeiad of Sept. 2d, 1820.

* The Musical Swindler.

The following coup de main (says an English pa-

per) was played off at a shop in Oxford-street, Lon-

don, a short time since. A well dressed man, ap-

parently a foreigner, went into a woolen-draper's

ishop in the afternoon ; he had a green bag in his

hand, which he laid on the counter with great care

and asked for some kerseymere for a waist-coat and

bieeches; he affected great hurry, and had a hoy,

like a servant or errand-lad, with him. The kersey-

mere being cut off, he gave it to the boy, saying,

" bid the taylor lose no time ; I must have it to-

morrow night for my lord's concert; I cannct go

without it's done, if I do I shall lose twenty guin-

eas." The boy went off in a hurry with the pur-

chase ;—the diaper asked the gentleman if he did

not want lining, and trimmings, &c. The answer

was " yes, I forgot that ; God hlcss me ! I must go

to the taylor now myself with them"—He then talk-

ed of the concert he was engaged for ; mentioned

the violin in his green bag, for which my lord had

offered him forty guineas, and which he refused.

—

He then felt for his purse, in order to pay the dra-

per's bill : affected great surprise, but recollected he

must have left it at the music shop where he had

been to buy a sonata ! it was certainly safe ; he had

been no where else ; and if the gentleman (the dra-

per) would give him leave to hang his violin on the

vacant nail he saw in a niteh behind the counter, he

would leave it till he returned with the money ; but

may be that he might not come till next morning, as

it was probable he might stay late at my lord's,

where he was going. to rehearse with some amateurs.

The draper consented ; a splendid violin was

drawn out of the bag and hung up with great care,

the musical gentleman observing that it was lucky

he had another at home for which he should want

the bag, which he look with him. About two hours

after another person came for some small article and

cheapened a piece of cloth for a coat, but did not

buy it ; seeing the violin, he asked if it was to be

sold ; the answer was, " no : the owner would not

sell it for forty guineas ;" " It must be a good one,"

said the stranger, " permit me to see it." He took

it, tried it, and was in raptures. " It's a charming

instrument, sir ; I'll give you twenty guineas."

—

'• Sir, it is not mine ; I cannot sell it." " I'll give

thirty, sir ; do let me have it ;" and he took out his

purse. " I cannot" said the draper again. " Let

ine finger it a little more ; Sir you must contrive to

get it for me— thirty-five guineas, sir; Oh, that's a

divine tone ; I'll give you forty guineas, and a small

commission for buying it ; and I'll call to-morrow

morning." " I shall do my endeavors, sir."

The draper now thought he should make a hit, the

commission probably on both sides was not to be neg-

lected. Early next morning came the owner of the

violin, to pay for his kerseymere and take his instru-

ment. " Will you sell your violin sir?', ,l No, sir

—do you play ?" " No, but I have a mind to make
a present, and you say this is a good one. Will you
take twenty guineas for it?" " I tell you. sir, I have

refused forty." " Come, I'll give you thirty."—
ryNo, sir, I should affront my lord, if any body else

was to get it." " Come, come, you say you have

another." " Aye, that is true, and as like this one,

as can be." " Well, I will give you thirty-four

guineas and no more." " Why to be sure, I should

not like to let iny lord know that I wanted money, if

I did even want it ; so as you seem to like it, if you

give mc the kerseymere into the bargain, you may

have it ; my lord docs not know one from the other."

The thirty-four guineas were paid. The draper has

got a violin which the pretended purchaser will most

assuredly never call for. Such are the kind of hits

which avarice sometimes makes; for the divine toned

instrument proves to be a Dutch one of half a guinea

price !

Beautiful Extract. The following finely

expressed sentiment, we find astray in the papers.

—

It will be read with general interest :

—

The man that doth no paper take,

Grudging two dollars once a year,

Will never a good husband make,

Because his wife can never know what is

going on in the world, and his children will very ig-

norant appear.

Doctors Painted by one of Themselves.—One
of the cleverest of England's medical writers thus

frankly expresses his opinion of his own craft, and

medicine-taking generally :

—

" I declare," says Dr .Tames Johnson, " my con-

scientious opinion, founded on long experience and

reflection, that if there was not a single physician,

surgeon, apothecary, man-midwife, chemist, drug-

gist, nor drug on the face of the earth, there would

be less sickness, and less mortality than now prevail.

When we reflect that physic is a ' conjectural art,'

that the best physicians make mistakes, medicine is

administered by hosts of quacks, that it is swallow-

ed by multitudes of people without any professional

advice at all, and the world would be infinitely more
careful of themselves if they were conscious that

they had no Temedy from drugs—these and many
other acts will show that the proposition I havo

made is more startling than untrue. But as it is,

drugs will be swallowed by all classes, rich and poor,

willi the hope of regaining health and prolonging

life, and also with the expectation of being able to

counteract the culpable indulgence of the appetites

and passions !"

Adjusting the Mouth— Attention Ladies!—
The London Gazette contains some important infor-

mation for the ladies, in regard to the manner of

placing their lips when they desire to look amiable,

dignified, &c. It says when a lady would compose

her mouth to a bland and serene character, she

should just before entering the Toom, say Besom,

and keep the expression into which the mouth sub-

sides, until the desired effect upon the company is

evident. If, on the other hand, she wishes to as-

sume a distinguished and somewhat noble bearing

not suggestive of sweetness, she should say Brush,

the result of which is infallible. If she would make
her mouth small and pretty, she must say FLir ;

—

but if the mouth be already small, and needs enlarg.
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iog, she must say Cabbage. Ladn > when having

their daguerreotypes taken, may observe these rules

wiili some advantai

Fidelity.

friend. When enemies gather

around—when Bickoesa falls upOD llie heart— when

the world is dark and cheerless,— is the Mine to try

trie friendship. The heart that has been touched

with true gold will redouble us efforts when the

friend is sad and in trouble. Adversity trii

friendship. They who run from the scene o! dia-

betray their hypocrisy, and prove that interest

only moves them. If you have a friend who loves

you—who has studied your interest and happiness,

—

he sure to sustain him in adversity. Let him leel

that his Former kindness is appreciated—and tual his

love was not thrown away Real fidelity may be

lire, but it exists III the In-art. Who has not seen

and felt its power' They only deny its worth and

power, who have never loved a friend or labored to

make a friend happy. The good and the kind—the

onate and the virtuous,—see and feel the heav-

enly principle. They would sacrifice wealth and

honor to promote the happiness of others ; and in

return they receive the reward of their love by sym-

pathising hearts and countless favors, when they

have been brought lew by disease or adversity.

[Boston Museum and Lit. I'ort-iolio.

ived the homage of both genius a ud science, feel a more lively interest in the cause of mi

Until the time of Oorelti, instrumental music in improvement. Our terms are in advance. At the

general was luile cultivated. For a long period it end of the year we shall ofcarge one dollar filiv

was confined to ihe or^an and harpsichord hut ibe. cents for the Journal according to our advertized

composer wliorri we have just mentioned was also an terms. Many |» rsons who are indebted for the past

eiiiuient violin player, and was the founder of a year, are owing lor two and three years, and a few

school of violin performance and composition. Le- for four and five j me of the hardest see-

clair'and Tartini, and their pupils prosecuted iheim- "imers have been advertized, and others will appear

proveuienls in instrumental music which Corelli had i:l print soon if they neglect to forward the needful

begun. Gemiani, also a great performer on thevto- much longer. We are determined thai tin public

lin, founded a third school. In more modem times, shall know who are guillf of eheatifig the pruuer.

\ iolli, the founder of the latest violin school, aslon-

.shed and delighted Europe by his powers on that in-
' The tun,> ««'««'>•'* 1J

>
" l "- " l " lh appeared in the

strument, and by h, s energetic and beautiful compo
:

lasl " uml 'cr

sitions: Haydn, Mozart and Bocchenni, completed

the labors of many powerful and ingenious predeces-

Ba

sors, and, in perfecting the style of instrumental

music, have produced works which promise, as truly

as any human works can promise, to transmit their

names to the respect and admiration of ihe most ie^ signed to comey is, that m order to correct the fol-

niote posterity.

CboptAf IV.

The moral which Mr Baker's treatment of his

school at , spoken of in Chapter 3d, is

/

Perseverance

A brirf liislnry of Music, from Hip earliest Iges.

In 1274 Marchetto of Padua finished a work, in

which he introduced a new di gr< e of subdivision in

measured melody, and also ihe first eliminate

. Inch bad been practiced

John de Maris, a doctor uf Sobonne, wrote in the

fourteenth
i celebrated wc rk on the " Art

of Counterpoint," in winch we find the use of con-

trary motion of parts, and the avoiding cdfisecutive

tilihs and eights strongly enforced. Tins am!, or

complained bitterly ol the corruptions of the art in

Ins lime, and indeed. s (( great do these seem to have

thai m 1332 they suffered excommunication

from ihe chnroh by a bull of Pope John 22d.

The fall of the Roman Empire reduced music to

chants lor the i bureh, and the national inch

the northern barbarians, who bad taken possession

of Italy. This circumstance presents to m the first

germ of the distinction of musical atyles into

ami ideal. ;,u! ihe Troubadours may illus-

"i the lati • of composition

'1 be invention of Canons

in ihe l .".ili century, led to fugue writing, and a long

I and elaborate c position*, and lie-

musical revolution at oni ind ex-

We cannoi dwell upon the long list of oomposers
who flu at this period in England, France,

uj ami the Netherlanda, almost all of whom
hi of tha be:, ions of melody, in

ny through all the mates ol eompli-

. el the di

I great use to iheii

lime w b> i, ihe charms ol

A swallow in the spring

into our granary and 'neath the eaves

Essayed to make her nest, and there did bring

Wet earth, and straw, and leaves.

Pay after day she toiled,

Wiifi patient heart ; but ere her work was crowned.

Some mad mishap the liny fabric spoiled,

And dashed it to the ground.

She found the ruin wrought,

But, not cast down, forth from the place she flew,

And, with her mate, fresh earth and grasses brought,

And built her nest anew.

Jlnt scarcely had she placed

The lasi soft feather on its ample floor,

Wli' n wicked hand, »r chance, again laid waste,

And wrought the ruin o'er.

But still her heart she kept,

And toiled again ; and last night, hearing calls,

1 looked, and lo! three little swallows slept

Within the earth-made w alls.

\\ bat truth is here, man !

Hath hope been smiuen in its early dawn?

Have clouds o'ereasl thy purpose, trust or plan ?

Have faith, and struggle on !

llIiUlARMNIC JOURNAL.
<'!.\i;i'..\Ii)\T, TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 30, 1849.

Those ol our subscribers who commenced wiih

volume IJ of the World of Music, are reminded that

'hen- vear's subscription closes wiih ibis number,

ami all who have not paid aie requested to forward

the dollar immediately, and with it another to pay for

ihe next yeat in advance. We have trusted between

three and lour hundred persons the past year, now

il ile h Bend us two dollars we will ej\ u-

1 hi-ui credit for one, and lor the other send them the

Philharmonic Journal one year from Ibis time, and

promise ih it all concerned will be belter bbij lied and

SI TUr 1^", it i,. V,*I|T13J |9, iii.il ill HUH I Hi IIIIHT1 IIIK |U|-

V lies of our pupiht we must maintain thai dignity of

/^ character, which in ihe end, seldom fails lo insure

respect and esteem. Had Mr 11 hesitated or stayed

to chaffer with them, they would at once conclude

that it was an admission that I here were Iv.e

to the question, and the moral force w hicti he brought

io hear against them, would have been neutralised.

But there is a particular way to do thews things

;

and had he left tbit school in an undignified manner,

or manifested any considerable degree of irritability,

a failure would probably have been the con

We cannot lay down any precise rules for she man-

agement of schools—a difference in the manm r<

customs of society, prevents this. But if a person

has been an attentive observer ol' men and ih

and has earefuUv noticed ihe Varying phases of so-

ciety and of individual character, he will be likely,

with a proper degree oi dignity, to sin i imself at

once to the requirements and rapacities of his pu-

pils, so tha' he may have hut lo speak, :. nd he is

heard, and the heart of his school will beat health-

fully and qui* tly,

Mr Foster of Dartmouth College, was next called

on to speak upon ihe subject ol teaching, and to re-

late something of Ins experience in the musical life,

lie mounted the rostrum, a straight well-formed

Vanl.ce. in height about six feet, and with rather a

humorous phiz, told us that we

Could scarce expect one ol his B|

" To speak in public on the si

— that rather than lecture on music leaching, lie

would prefer to sing a sone— but he would rather do

nciiber.— and resumed Ins seal. 1 believe, bowevei

we were promised a lecture at our next session by-

Mr Poster, and I hope we '-hall not he disappointed.

The next person called upon, was one w bom on

account of the length of his name, and its- resem-

blance lo my own, I shall call Mr .Tone:.. This was

a man m height equal to Mr Foster, but not so good

looking, with a similar amount of humor in his coun-

tenance, and a knack of doing things, peculiar to

himself. Mt Jones apologized for presuming. to ap-

pear before an assemblage of teachers in the char-

acter of a teacher or lecturer— the same kind ofapol-

ogy that every one make-., when called liefoi e a pub-

lie audience, I suppose, from our gre;it political ora-
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tors down tu the quiet singing-master. Indeed, it

seems quite necessary lo throw in a little modesty or

distrust of one's abilities at the outset, to open the

eves of the audience to the splendor of the achieve-"

went. Mr J. has contracted a habit of talking con-

siderable, (] hope he will pardon the plainness, for I

must speak by the book) and although it must be

confessed he says many things that are good and

true, still he says much that might be left unsaid.

—

But I deal with him as with a sermon—receive the

good and cast the bad away. He gave us quite an

amusing account of the way he cured a bit of rowdy

ism at one of his scnools. in Lynn. "I had been

apprised," said he, ' of the operations of some of

the rowdy gentry, upon former schools in that place

b'it it gave me no uneasiness. My school at the

time in question numbered eighty pupils, aiivi we

were at about the middle of lhe term, when in the

midst of one of our evening exercises, I heard what

seemed to be divers slicks and clubs ascending the

steps that led to the old Town Hall. I wailed but

a moment, then, as I supposed, some demonstration

would be macie of ' forcible entry,' opened the door

and politely bane the ' craft' welcome to a seat in

the hall, saying to them we have plenty of room and

should esteem it a favor to have you step in and sit

with us awhile. Before they were aware of it, seme

four of them had followed me in, and too far to re-

treat. I remarked upon the state of the weather,

etc. and soon got them well seated, and at home.

—

1 then gave them a description of the operations of

he school, my method of teaching, transposition of

the scale—told them that I found but very lew ladies

;i;id gentlemen in the school who manifested a dispo-

sition to treat the subject of music with indifference,

or to disregard our school regulations ; but if any

misconduct should appear during their visit, they

would have the, kindness to regard it as the result of

habit, rather than a design to injure the school, or

offend those who may call. This was a mode of

treatment wholly unexpected by our worthy rowdies

—and took them aback. From this we ' proceeded

to commence' a few tunes, making such remarks,

occasionally as would tend to give our visitors a

good opinion of their own musical taste and judg-

ment, and speaking of indistinct articulation, as

though they would not of course, fail to notice it.

—

One lady had occasion to whisper, whereupon I im-

mediately turned and apologized for the misdemean-

or ; and thus we continued through the evening's

exercises, and I really believe, those fellows never

thought half so much of themselves before, nor ever

left that hall so quietly. It was the last rowdyism I

had occasion to deal with at singing school in that

phtee." Mr Jones here gave it as his opinion that

the mode he adopted was the only one that would

have silenced the disturbance ; nor would that, if all

had not been in a kind and friendlv manner. lie

also spoke of a method of managing large schools,

which may appear hereafter. t. m. d.

Orford, Dec. G, 1848.

The Springfield Republican says that there was

once a man in that town who was so polite as to say,

as he passed a hen on her nest, ' don't rise, ma'am.'

MUSIC BOOKS.
B. B, MnSsey & Co'S. Popular Music Books.

More deserving of being universally used than all

others combined.

The Modara Harp: or, Boston Sacred Melodist,
j

A COLLECTION of church music, comprising, in
x

.
addition to many of the most Popular Tunes in

common use, a great variety of new and original

Tunes, Sentences, Chants, Motets, and Anthems, ad-

apted to Social and Religious Worship SingTllg

Schools, &c, by E. L White and J E. Gould.

This book has already passed Through more than

twenty editions, and is now used mall the best choirs

and societies in New England, and is universally con-

sidered as one of the best books of Church Music
now in use.

" The whole collection is judiciously arranged, and
will undoubtedly take a rank second to none of the

numerous publications of Church Music now in

use."—[Atlas.

" This Look is composed mostly of Music new to

the American public, and embracing every variety of

metre now in use, with numerous sentences, chants,

motets and anthems, suited to particular occasions."

[Salem Observer.

OPERA CHORUS BOOK.—Consisting of trios,

quartettes, solos, and choruses, selected and arrang-

ed from the most popular Operas of Von Weber,
Rossini, Meyerbeer, helliui, Benedict. Doni/.tUi.

Men-adanie, Ayher, Balfe, Verdi and Bishop. By
E. L, White and J E. Gould.

We select the following from numerous notices of

this work:
" Salem, Nov. I, 1847.

" Mr. B. B. Mussey—Dear Sir— I have examin-
ed the new publication which has lately come from
your press, called the " Opera Chorus Book," and
do not hesitate to commend Ifsdiesigii and execution.

The selections are well madeand well arranged, and
are almost all ol'them. gems of high musical value.

The field from which thev were gathered, has not

until now, been explored. It is rich in fruits, and
it is to be hoped, that such success may attend this

first gathering, as to induce lhe reapers again to try

the sickle." Your friend, &c.
H. K. Oliver.

'•' The work abounds in those delicious gems of the
Opera, any one of which is beautiful enough to tempt
our readers to the purchase of the whole collection.

"

[Boston Daily Whig.
'• Whatever motive «f ambition or interest suggest-

ed the idea of this collection, the Book is exactly
what is wanted at this time : and it will be taken as
a favor to the musical 'public, inasmuch as it cannot
fail to be a great acquisition lor practice, and a rrieans

for creating a better taste. A book got at with such
good properties, cannot fail to he well received "

Respectfully yours, &c.
TribMAS Powers.

THE TYROLIEN LYRE.—A Glee Book, con-
sisting of easy pieres arranged mostly for Soprano
Alio, Tenor, and Bass Voices, with and without
Piano Forte Accompaniments. comprising a complete
collection of solos duels, trios, quartettes. Choruses,
&c for the use of societies, schools, clubs, choirs,
and the social circle. By Edward L. White and
John E. Gould.
The work will not only be a Dleasant social, com-

panion, but will be found extremely useful for choirs,
schools, &c.

" It is a large and well executed volume of two
hundred and thirty pages, containing easy pieces, ar-
ranged mostly for Soprano, Alto, Tenor, and Bass
Voices, with and without Piano Forte Accompani-
ments ; comprising a complete Collection of solos,
duets, trios, quartetts, quintettes, choruses, &c.

—

The names of Edward L. White and John E. Gould
by whom the Music is composed, selected , and ar-
ranged, is a sufficient recommendation of its excel-
lence."—[Olive Branch.

THE BOSTON MLI.oDEo.V VCL. I. A < M-
lection of Secular Melodies, consisting of ei

lounds, latches. &C, including nanv ol lhe

most po| ular pieces of the day ; arranged aid har-

monized lor Four Voices By Edward L. \\ lute.

Till: BOSTON MKI.ODEON, VOL. II. A
collection of secular melodies, consisting of songt,

glees, rounds, catches, &c, including mail) nf the

mosi popular pieces of the day, arranged and harmon-
ized for four voices, vol. 2, by E. L. \\ lute

The above Books have been hefoie the public some
two years, during which time, more than 30,000 of

them have been sold, and their reputation is loo well

known to require any commendation.

THE WREATH OF SON*. S.—Consisting of

songs, hy mil's, and chants. with appropriate i.

designed for the use ol Common schools, Seminarfi i

&e. To which are added the Elements ol \ ucal

.Music, arranged according to the Pestalozzian
tem of Instruction ; with numerous Exercises, in-

tended to supercede (in pari) the necessity of the

Black-boaru. By Edward L. White and John E
Gould

" This work is just the thing for Schools. Juvenile

Concerts, &c; consisting of songs, hymns and chants
with appiopriate Music desisned for the use ol ( oni-

iiiiin Schools, Seminaries. &c , to which is piefxed
the elements of Vocal Music. For such purposes*
we have seen no better work than the " Wreath of

School Songs."

—

[Olive Branch.

" It is a charming little volume, and we recom-
mend it to all who have families."— [Signal.

BAKI R'S ELEMENTARY MUSIC LOCK.—
Comprising a variety of songs, hymns, and chains.

Designed for the use of public and private Schools.

By Benjamin F. Baker.

The songs are for the most part lively and inter-

esting, containing just and moral sentimei is ; and
the Music is admirably adapted lo them. We com-
mend ii to ihe attention ol all those interested in

school education."—(Atlas.

" The book is prepared with knowledge and jugd-
ment. and is admirably adapted to the pur| use lor

which ii is designed ; and our Committee, wisely re-

garding the interests of our Children, have authoris-

ed iis use in those Schools of 'which Mr. Baker has
the care."— [Mercantile Journal.

' We have examined this work and do not hesitate to

recommend it to all who are desirous of obtaining
useful hook."— [World of Music.

THE SABBATH SCHOOL LUTE.—A sele*

tioti of hymns and appropriate Melodies add| led (o

the wants of Sabbath School and Social Meetings.—
By E. L. White and J. E Gould, authors of the
" Modem Harp," '• Tyrolien Lyre," " W reaih of
School Songs," "Opera Chorus Book," <xc. fit.

A CARD.
XT N. STONE, has an office at No 4 Derby
*--*• Range (above stairs) where he will bi happy
to receive pupils in the study of t^e Piano Forte*

Boston. Nov. 22, 1848.

A ScTitphine for Sale,

A FINE toned Seraphine is offered for sale very^ low. Enquire at the Philharmonic Journal Of-

fice, over Haskall's Furniture Rooms.
Nov. 13. Corner of Broad and Washington St.

MUSIC AJVD JOB

F R I N T I N G
,

Neatly Executed at this Office.

Corner of Broad and Washington Street.

Manhattan Collection of Sacred Wnsic,

ANTED at this office, for which a liberal

price will be paid. Nov. 13.
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AVILKINS, CARTER &, CO.'s
I' II IT LA It Ml SIC IlllllhS,

KOBE UNIVERSALLY USED THAN
AJL OTHEHSCCME1MD.

I'AUMIN \ sacra, or Boston Co)l« lion of Church Ma
sic. By i,. Rfasoa: greatly admired for ns beauty,

nest, and sterling character ol ib music. Published
umler the recommendation of the Boston Academy of Mu-
sts, with a pamphlet supplement ol'.v.i -ki.i.i t l null added

• by amitlier author, increasing the variety and excel-
uon without extra chaise.

THE BOSTON ACADEM1 S COLLECTION. Ed-
ited by L. Mason. This standard work is so well known

nl use. I as 1. 1 preclude the necessity of any recommenda-
tion.

THE PSALTERY. Bj I.. Mason and G. J. Wei, I..

One of the most complete works of the kind ever published.
It has rceeivc.i the sanction of the Boston Handel &. Haydn
Society and the Boston Academj ofMusic, In style there

at diversity, it being suited to every variety of sul>-

and is especially adapted to congregation-
al use. The Psaltery will make valuable addition to the

- Collection and Carniina Sacra, and ought
to be in every choir.

Now naif, I \r\v Churcli Music Book for the Present

Srason, iiiini'lv:

THF. NATIONAL LYREj A new collection of psalm
and hymn tunes, comprising the best ancient and modern
compositions of established merit, with a choice-selection of
• hauls, &c. designed for the use of choirs, congregations,
s> 1 1 1

_>
1 1

1

it schools and societies throughout the tallied Stales.

Parkman Tuckerman, Silas A. Ham roft, and H. K.
Oliver. Il is believed this will be one ofthe most beautiful

col let I ions ever published. 1 1 consists ofold, new andorig-
nal mnsic, all of winch is of a strictlj devotional character.

The oil tunes have simple arrangements, and are w ilhin the

capacity of all performers. The new ones have been select-

erf with great rare from classic compositions, while il il

hoped that the original may be found <>l sufficient variety to

all tastes All needless difficulties in the construc-

tion of the vik al parts have been avoided and as far as pos-

sible each separate nart has been made interestingand easy

to the performer. Another important feature of this hooks
is the substitution of small notes for figures in tie

score. As c< moaratively few persons have the opportunity

to perfect themselves in Thorough Uass sufficiently to 1

play even plain psalmody correctly from figures, it is hoped
thai this arrangement will meet ihe cordial aj probation ol

all. The boob being somewhat less in size than the others

the price will not exceed six dollars per do/en, lliu- placing

it within the reach not only of choirs in special want ofnew
books. I, nt of those which are al cady supplied.

New Chorus Hook, specially adapted to the use of

flinirs;

THE CHOIR CHORUS BOOK. IlyA.N'. Johnson
Boston Academy of Music. A sol lection

of Choruses, from the works of Handel. Haydn, Mozart,
Mendelssohn, and other distinguished composer*. This
wi»rk erabrai es larger collection of chorti es than has been
before published arranged in a form for the use and improve
meat of choirs: and it is believed that lesnbs the addi-

tional interest which its use imparts to choir meetings, the

stuily ol tin- pure compositions it contains, will greatly im-

prove the lasts and facilitate the power ol execution. Al-

though only published in ihe summer, several editions have
l |y sold. Price *7 ,60 per do/en

' SCHOOL MUSIC BOOKS.
THE PRIM VRV SCHOOL SONG BOOK, in two parts.

|
'.lasnii and G. J. Well. Professor in the Boston
ovol Music li is supposed that any mother, or pri-

mary school t< ai her, who can herself sint;, although slie

may knew »o little of musical characters a* not to he able

II. maj by the help of this book, be e.ira-

,, ad to i'- u h her pupils will, good success, and 'bus prepare

the way for a more thorough ami extensivei nurse in higher

achrx
IOK OF THE SCHOOL BOOM : Con-
rariety of songs, hymns and scriptural se-

ll music, arrangi d to 1 1 sung in

on*, two, or three parts ; containing, also, ihe elementary
music, prepared with reference to the in-

method of leai 1 1 1 1

>

l' . designed as n

io ii nn
I

bo nmmon or gt smmar schools
This w.ilk

spared with reference to the want* ol common
- hools and acaiUsiies and i to follow thi

'also published as above,
Xir OK: Consisting ol i te

from the works "i Han
,,i imI compot pi dm lull

th* piano tori "i

''. '-lib

i Bl »OK, hi ing n i n

othci s. i pici

1

'

ii i \ \ y< in imp nt chanting

i .on.

HANDEL'S ORATORIO OF T1IK MESSIAH: Ai
ranged bj John Hishop, of Cheltenham, England.
THE ODEON ; a collection "I secular melodies; arrang-

ed and harmonized for four voices. Designed t"r adult

singiog schools and social music parties. Bj G. J. Webb
and Lowell Mason. As the title page sels forth, this work

I is designed for singing si hools.

THE VOCALIST; consisting of short and easy glees,

or songs in parts; arranged for sour.mo, alio, tenor ami

boas voices. By Lowell Mason and George James Webb.
Professor in the Boston Icndemy of Music.

THE SOCIAL GLEE BOOK ; a selection of Glees and
Part Songs, by distinguished t ierman composers, never be-

fore published m this country; together with Original

Pieces ; by W illiam Mason end Silas A. Bancroft.

GENTLEMEN'S GLEE HOOK; selected from the

most admired German composers. HyL. Mason.
Teachers and others are invited to call and examine these

and oilier musical works, at Xo. 16 Water street, Boston,
Oct 31. 5:

New and Popular Music Book.

By B. F. Baker, Director of Music at Rev. I)r Gannet's
Church, Boston, and I. B Woodbury, Organist at

Rev. Dr Kreb's Church, New fork.

'PHIS day published, Baker and Woodbury's new
J book of Churcli Music—The TlHtlMPel. This
work has been prepared with great care, and contains a

large amount of music selected from the best European
Composers, obtained by one of the authors, who visited

Europe expressly for this object. It has als., a great va-

riety of original melodies and a large and judicious se-

lection of the old standard tunes. Its collection of
Chants, Anthems and sell el pieces is superior to any
book of Church music published in this country. An
Unusually large variety of metres have been prepared,
adapted to the hymns of the different denominational
hymn books. The music will be found to be eminently
devotional, and appropriate to the services of the Sanc-
tuary The style is dignified : the harmony simple and
pleasing and the whole work is believed to be ol" a high
order of merit. By C. H.PIERCE, ;i Cornliill Bos-
ton.

The National La re

:

To Purchasers of Cannina Sacra.
jl'sp PUBLISHED', Imctv Aim: SELECT 1'sw.m as-i.

" Hv.mn Tombs for public and private worship, issued by
the publishers of GAOMIN a Sacra, for gratuitous distril.u.

tion to all who maj purchase thai work, copy b/r cop)
thereby furnishing in choirs, singing vein ols and congrega-
tions, ad litionoj variety in their Sacred Music, without ex
ira expense

The pamphli t may he obtained as above slated, of ilie

publishers or any of ihcir agents.
\VlLKI.\s. CARTER, A CO.,

l:tf - stale Street, Boston.

PL\X0 FORTES.
U'lLKINS&NEWHALI. have removed their
'• Warerooins to the new Granite Block, No. .'it l, Wash-
ington.street, cot ner of HayWard i

'

W. & N.have received a Gold MedaTfor Piano-Fortes

from the Mechanics' Pair, and would invite the public to

call and examine the instruments before purchase.

where.
Boston, Aug. i , 1R48.

IICNRTT TOLMAN,
prRLisnn: op misic,

MAM KACTI'IM 11 \NI' DEALER IN

Hnsinil lnstriiiiiriils, iliisirnl tferrhandize, Umbrel-

las, Parasols. siim-sIlhIcs. Walking runes, U.
1 53 Washington S/i ect,

OPPOSITK Tin: OLD SOUTH CHURCH,
BOSTON.

A liberal discount made to Dealers Teachers. Societies, Sir

PIANO FORTES EOR S.ALE
THE Subscriber has In en appointed Agent for the sale of

Witt - inii'-l'nv.i I', i in eh, and has received

a brst rate Piano, which is now offered icr sab- ai the manu-
facturer s price. Anj peis. 111 who wishes io purchase a

pind instrument, is requested to call I see ii hernia pur-

Purchasers can ha sccommodsted with instru-

iii' nts ..I an] price »r quality by giving n short notice.

Inquire nl this office, or ai Ins residence, first door cast

of J. P. Brewer's store.
S. SILSBY.

m.uil, Aug. 5, IMS,

t NEW Church Music Hook, bj S. P. Tuckerman. S. A.
+* Bancroft and EL K.Oliver. Tins, it is believed, will
be one of the most beautiful collections ever published. It
consists ol eld, new and original music, all of which is' of a
strictly devotional character The old tunes have simple
arrangements, and are within ihe capacity of all peiform-
• is ; the new one.- have been selected with great tare from

onions lions, Me it is hoped thai the original may
be found of sufficient merii and variety to phase all tastes,
Ail needless difficult es in the construction ol the vocal parts

n carefnll) avoided, and as tar as possible, each
separate part has been made interesting and easy to the
performer. Another important feature ot this book, is th«
substitution of small notes rorigures in the organ score.
As comparatively few persons have the opportunity to per-
il .1 themselves in Thorough Bass sufficiently to play even
plain psalmody correctly from li'^uies, it is hoped thai this
arrangement will meet "the cordial approbation of all.

This book being somewhat less in size than some
oilier collections, the price will not exceed six dollars
per dozen : tlu.s placing H within the reach not only
ol choirs and singing schools in special want of new
books, but of those which are already well supplied.

Teachers and all persons interested are requested
to call and examine this work, and a varan ol oilier

Church Music Books, Glee Books, &c
W1LKINS, CARTER & CO.,

Pi BLISHERS,
No. 10 Water street, Boston.

11.

The National Psalmist
BY HASON & WEBB.

V'()\Y ready fur delivery. " The National Psalmist :

il a new collection of Church Mi. sic. &c. By
Lowell Mason and George Jamee Webb."
This work, upon which more than three vears of

labor have been expended, is now presented lo Chor-
isters, Teachers of Music and others, as a most com-
plete Ma,mid of Psalmody, adapted to the use of
Choirs, Congregations, Singing Schools, and Musi-
cal Societies.

In addition lo a larce variety of entirely new mu-
sic, furnished by distinguished foreign and native

contributor*, the " National Psalmist" is believed to

contain a 1. truer proportion than any other collection,

of the neb and standard tunes w hich the church have
used forages, but many of which are nevertheless
new to tins country.

I contains roost of the popular English Chants,
and its Anthems, mostly new. are will adapted both

lot church worship and choir practice.

lis indexes are very complete ; embracing, besides

the osoal alphabetical and metrical indexes, an index

to first linesof bviiins, iVc. •• Descriptive Tables,"
to winch (he tunes are classified according to their

style and character.

"The National Psalmist contains 1 10 tunes in

Long Metre; 13J in Common Metre : 77 in Short
Metre ; and 99 of various Particular Mi In s, embra-
cing all the varieties in use: also, ;>7 Anthems and
Sei Pieces, many of them furnished expressly for

the work by distinguished English Composers ; and
Ki7 Chants, including the < 'antioli a of the Protestant

Episcopal i linn h.

tors ami others interested are invited to call

and examine ibis work.

Published by TAPPAN, WHITTEMORE *
MASON, No 111, Washington-street, Boston. 1

PIANOS TO LET,

OLITEB. DITSOIT,

GUITARS, SERAPflmES, PIANOS,

sheeTmusic,
\\ LSH1NGT0S STRLET,—BOSTOM, MS.
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Rise, my soul, and stretch thy wings, Thy better portion trace
;

Rise from transitory things, Towards heaven thy native place :
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Sun, and moon, and stars de - cay ; Time shall soon this earth re - move : Rise, my soul, and haste away, To seats prepared above.

Composed and newly arranged for the Philharmonic Journal.
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Awake, my soul, in joy - ful lays, And sing the great Redeemer's praise ; He just ly claims a song from thee, His lov - ing
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O ! how free.
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Andante.
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B. P. Baker.
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Lerd, on thee our souls depend ; In com - pas-sion now de - scend ; Fill our hearts with thy rich grace ; Time our lips to sing thy praise

AGAWAM. P. M. Dr. Austin.
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l**i > r lie is good— the Lord is good, And kind are all his ways
; With songs and lienors sounding loud, The Lord Jehovah praise:
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While thn rocks and the rill the vales and the hills, A ploriogs anthem raise : Lei each prolong tin- grateful nong. Ami the God of our father's pra
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A Meditation.

How oft some little artless song

Will move the stoutest heart,

When lofty words and thundering tongue

Could not such truth impart.

The fairest flowers that deck the earth

Untimely frosts cut down,

And so the purest, noblest thought

Is killed by envy's frown.

'Tis ignorance and grovelling thought

To sin the senses bind,

But Genius will yet take flight,

And soar on " wiiigs of wind."

The lightest word will often fall

The heaviest on the heart,

And though the lips are forced to smile,

We feel the keenest smart

;

A nd oft a lowly country cot

Will shield some noble mind

That 'neath the city's highest dome

Would find itself confined
;

How many a warm, poetic fire

Is quenchqd by cankering care
;

How many a richly freighted bark

Oblivion "s dark waves bear ;

What frightful tempests sweep that tide,

Unseen by mortal eye

Save those who brave the long night's blast,

That night—eternity.

Eternity ! ah, no indeed,

That cannot, cannot be,

For Hope stands watching at the helm

To guide across the sea.

The night is long—ah—very long,

If day can be no more,

The sea is broad—yes, quite too broad

That hath no other shore

—

So though despair may rule our craft,

And every wish o'erwhelin,

We yet shall find some guiding star

Jf Hope stands at the helm
;

A light, a dim and flickering light

Is seen through haze and gloom,

Far off across this murky tide,

To guide the wanderer home.

And is that light the beacon light

Of some good harbor there,

Or some accursed will-o'-wisp

Of ruin and despair !

'Tis Christ, -the light of all the earth,

And he alone can save ;

We need no other chart than this

To sa ;
l oblivion's wave,

Then fearless launch upon this sea,

While Hope stands at the helm

With steady eye upon that light,

And we shall land in Heaven.

Al—

Biography of La Maupin.

La Maupin, the successor of La Rochois, was the

most extraordinary personage of all this Syren troop.

She fought like a man, and resisted and fell like a

woman. Her adventures are of a very romantic de-

scription.

Married to a young husband, who was soon com-

pelled to absent himself from hei, to enter on an of-

fice he had obtained in Provence, she ran away with

a fencing master, of whom she learned the use of

the small sword, and became an excellent fencer,

which was afterwards serviceable to her on several

occasions. The lovers first retreated to Marseilles,

where necessity constrained them to solicit employ-

ment at the opera ; and as both had by nature good

voices, they were received without difficulty. She
afterwards went to Paris, and made her first appear-

ance on the opera stage, in 1695, where she per-

formed the part of Pallas, iu Cadmus, with the great-

est success. The applause was so violent, that she

was obliged to take off" her casque, to salute and

thank the public, which redoubled their marks of ap-

probation. From that time her success was unin-

terrupted.

Dumeni, the singer, having affronted her, she put

on men's clothes, waited for him in the Place des

Victoires, and insisted on his drawing his sword, and

fighting her; which he refusing, she caned him,

and took from him his watch and snuff-box. Next
day, Dumeni having boasted at the opera-house,

that he had defended himself against three men, who
attempted to rob liim, she related the whole story,

and produced his watch and snuff-box in proof of her

having caned him for his cowardice. Thevenard,

another singer, was nearly treated in the same man-
ner, and had no other way of escaping chastisement,

than by publicly asking her pardon, after having con-

cealed himself three weeks in the Palais Royal —

j

At a ball given by Monsieur, the brother of Louis

the Fourteenth, she again dressed herself in men'sl

clothes, and having behaved impertinently to a lady,

three of her friends supposing La Maupin to be a

man, called her out. She might easily have avoid-

ed the combat by discovering her sex, but on the con-

trary, she instantly drew and killed them all three.

Afterwards returning very coolly to the ball, she re-

lated the story to Monsieur, who obtained her par-

don. After various other adventures, she went to

Brussels, and there became the mistress of the Elec-

tor of Bavaria. This Prince quitting her for the

Countess of Arcos, sent her by the Count, husband

of that lady, a purse of 40,000 livres, with an order

to quit Brussels. This extraordinary heroine, threw

the purse at the Count's head, telling him, it was a

recompence worthy of such a scoundrel as himself.

After this, she returned to the opera stage, which

she quitted in 1705. Being at length seized with a

fit of devotion, she recalled her husband, who had

remained in Provence, and passed with him the last

years of her life, in a veiy pious manner, dying in

1707, at the age of thirty-four.

The Retort Discourteous. At a convention of

clergymen, not long since, it was proposed by one of

the members, after they had dined, that each one

should entertain the company with some interesting

remarks. Among the rest, one drew upon his fancy,

and related a dream. In his dream he went to heav-

en, and he described the golden streets, the river ot

life, ect. ect. As he concluded, one of the divines,

who was somewhat noted for his penurious and

money-saving habits, stepped up to the narrator, and

jocosely inquired :

' Well did you see any thing of me in your dream'

'

'Yes, I did.'

' Indeed ! what was I doing ?'

'You were on your knees.'

' Praying, was I V
' No—scraping up the gold !'

Leisure hours. It was a beautiful observation of

the late William Hazlitt, that " there is room enough

in human life to crowd almost every art and science

in it. If we pass no day wilhout a line—visit no

place without the company of a book—we may with

ease fill libraries or empty them of their contents.

—

The more we do the more we can do ; the more bu.sy

we are, the more leisure we have."

Never fix your liking on any man who has not

those good qualities for which you have labored

yourself, and who is not likely to be a friend to vir-

tue.

Gravity. Some one writing against gravity,

says the gravest beast is an ass ; the gravest bird ia

an owl ; the gravest fish is an oyster ; and the grav,

est man is a fool. .
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Draw ins it Wife by Lot.

Tlie Moravians are accustomed to resort to the lot,

I iv the settlement of certain difficult questions which

sometimes occur among them. It is always done,

however, in a solemn manner, and accompanied with

prayer. The Uev. Mr. , who was for many

year* the highly esteemed pastor of the Moravian

• hurch in New York city, when a young man, was

I quaimed with die couple, and has repeatedly heard Time.

them relate the circumstances of their marriage with J There is no word used more familiarly than
great good humor.—[Reflector and Watchman. .. lime .» everv body uses itj a{)(] every body &Qeiui

to understand ii, and yet who can tell us what it is '

Hon \ II StcnllCllS.
How shall we define it? One writer, in attempting

to explain it, represents eternity by a mighty, ever-
A correspondent of the Journal of Commerce tells flowing river, and time as a shoot of that river, en-

an excellent anecdote of Mr Stephens. M. C. of Geor- circling a small island. Another says "time is a
gia, who addressed a meeting for the benefit of the rr,„„„,„, „r _.„,„;,., u. i, <r . i .l i

••

:.,uoned among the tribes of Indians at the far
Alexailuria0rp,ian Asvlum on the 23d ult. : !,,„."«; "

ft V J" ZWest as a missionary. After laboring there for wo '

; ',. ,
And similar were the views of Dr. \ouug, when he

" Mr Stephens is a man of delicate frame, pale says:

—

several years in a state of " single blessedness/' he,

like other missionaries, desired a companion. But

he was attached to no one, and could fix his mind

upon no one to be his "better half." Still some
|

one he must have, for he experienced a painful sense

of loneliness, issolated as he was from all civilized

society. He therefore left, for a few weeks, his

rude, untamed charge, and went on a journey, in

i of a wife. He directed his course, as men do

at the present day when engaged in the same pur-

suit, to a female seminary. He went to Bethlehem

in Pennsylvania, where was a female academy, un-

der the direction of his own denomination. It is

frequently, though improperly, termed the Moravian

nunnery. He here made known his errand to those

who had the oversight of the institution—to those

who were the proper ones to address upon the sub-

ject. They informed him that there were in the

s. -miliary several young ladies of suitable age, char-

acter, literary and religious attainments, to be the

companion of a missionary. But he knew them

II was attached to none of them, and had no

[articular choice. What was to be done? It was

>*>ed, therefore, that the interesting, though dif-

ficult question, be settled according to their custom,

'• in like cases made and provided," by lot. Ac-

l.'Iv the names of all the fair candidates for the

mplated honor and happiness, were placed in

some appropriate vessel, and then with great gravity

as drawn out. The. name written upon the

--fill ticket was Bcthiah L . The young

inary was satisfied. But will the voting lady

consent 1 Aye, "that's the question." When
Bethiah was informed of the liberty which had been

. with her name, and of the result, she was up

r elbows in suds—a pretty plight for a young

to be in to receive a matrimonial offer ! How
L'ot through with her washing, considered

the question, gare an affirmative answer, was mar-

aud relumed with liim to his rustic home,

- the untutored Indians of the West. The

;i proved eminently happy. It was made in

en.

I; •lhiih was a very tall girl When jesting with

ompanions, she had Frequently said that she

would never marry a man who was not as tall as

|| A ftor hi i ut llie j.'irls wi

to know wIi.iIkt She v»M about t" adhere to

Dlution. ThevwiTc both accordingly mea

" From old eternity's mysterisus orb,

Was time cut off" and cast beneath the skit

But the words of another will probably he as near

what we want as any we can find. He says " time

countenance, and a very serious air, sufficiently so

for a preacher. His person is small, but evidently

animated by a mind of spirit and energy. In his

manner of speech there is an air of great sincerity.

He advocated the cause of the orphans with deep .

, ,. , , r , is finite, and successive duration, distinguished bv
feeling and earnestness ; he drew pictures of domes-

, .

. , , , , ,
' past, present, and future ; and measured by the revo-

tic comfort, happiness and abundance, with a master . . . , , , ,. , . , -..... ,
Unions of the heavenly bodies, which God had ap-

hand,—rendering the impression more strong to the I .... ,

r

.
' '

. , . ,
,

pointed for that end."
mind by the contrast of the wandering, homeless

|
„ , ,

' ... , . ,, , c . ,,
But whether we can tell what time is, or not,

child, thrown out on the coltl chanties of the world. ., •.

,, . , . . j- .. ,• ... 'there are some things in relation to time that wo veryHe now proceeded to individualize, staling some in- _. J

well know. Time is all important, having o«r intcF-
teresting facts that came within his own observation,

of a poor boy, who, on a cold January night, with no

home to shelter him, no maternal or paternal guar-

dian or guide to protect or direct him in his wander-

ings, reached at nightfall the house of a wealthy

planter, who kindly took him in, fed, lodged, and

sent him on his way with his blessing. Those little

kind attentions cheered his heart, and inspired him

with fresh courage to battle with the ills and obsta-

cles of life. Years rolled round; providence led

him along ; he had reached the legal profession ; his

hospitable host had died ; the cormorants that prey

on the substance of man formed a conspiracy to get;

away from the widow her estates. She sent for the

;
nearest counsel, to commit her cause to him, and

that counsel proved to be the orphan boy, years be-

fore welcomed and entertained by her and her de-

ceased husband. The stimulus of a warm and tena-

cious gratitude was now added to that of the ordi-

nary motives connected with the profession. He un-

dertook her cause with a will not easy to be resisted;

he gained it ; the widow's estates were secured to

her in perpetuity ; and Mr Stephens added with cm-

'phasis of emotion, that sent its electric thrill through-

oat the house,—"that orphan boy stands before

von !
!" That kind of eloqnence which in a natural

and striking way lakes hold of the present, the visi-

ble the tangible, falls with the gteatest power on the

human mind. A burst of applause followed this an-

nouncement, which probably took most of the audi-

ence by surprise, though there were some who could

not help anticipating the very conclusion to which he

came."

A Spiritho Youno Lady. A gentleman being in

company with a sprightly young damsel of about

fourteen, was somewhat annoyed by her ]

trickery. A l length he exclaimed. " Now my <leai

I, and he was found to be B few inches the tall- ^ ( , () ,)e Mlll
• q- )lis woofaed a chord of feminine

In the eour.se of a few years sn interesting

family was seen in that rustic home, than

n very few have risen higher on tlie earth.

I liom an aged mem-

ivian church, wlio was intiu a i

vanity which is sure to vibrate. Assuming an air of

importance, and retiring a pace or two. she- drew

herself up into a posture of self-defence, and re-

sponded

—

Girl, indeed ! I am as niut h of a woman

u are!"

ests for time and eternily resting on its proper use.

It is quite uncertain, as we know not what even a

day may bring forth. And it is fleeting in the ex-

treme. All is properly past or future. We have

but an instant dealt out to us at once, as the most in-

valuable treasure, which is gone as soon as it arm
Time, too, is short, and yet how recklessly it is

spent. Thousands take no note of it, but treat it

just as if it could never end. But what is equallv

surprising, is, that those who know time to be short,

should wish it still shorter. How slowly and heavi-

ly pass the hours to one who is expecting a day of

pleasure, or a time that is to accomplish some favor-

ite object. What youth is there that does not desire

to be a man, and would dispense with his five or ten

years if he could be a man to-day. And what man

is there who would not do the same, if the time could

now come that would bring him riches, honors, or

pleasures? He may be expecting them, but they

can only arrive after long years or toilsome days.

—

These he would strike out of life at once, if the

wished-for day could now be realized. And so it

would go on ; and as short as time is, as we are ever

wishing something ahead for which we would dis-

pense with all intervening time, )apw soon time with

us would end if man had his own way. Time is too

precious to be wasted. And if it hangs heavy on

our hands there is doubtless some work we are omit-

ting which should make it pass pleasantly and prof-

itably.—[Kanibler.

Variety. Tlie taste of some people is so fastid-

ious that there is no possibility of pleasing it. Do

von oiler them poetry, they wish prose ; do you give

them entertaining literature, they can bear nothing

that is trifling ; science they consider as dull

fiction as levity—having no standard of U te, they

have no determinate ideas of excellence ; they blame

the author when themselves arc in fault, and attrib-

ute to his want of understanding what should be

carried to the account of their own folly.

" These arc the fall fashions," said the drunken

toper, when he tumbled into the gutter.
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Be Courteous.

Some persons seem to suppose that Christianity

requires its votaries not only to be plain and simple

in their appearance, but rough and uncouth in their

manners, and they appear to take pleasure in obey-

ing such a requirement. This, however, is a grand

mistake; Christianity, as well as good sense, teach-

es every man to respect the feelings of his fellows,

and to exert himself to make them happy ; in fact,

to be courteous, according to the instruction of an

apostle. No man can be a real gentleman who is

not kind and affable in his manners. The outward

appearance, to which so many look for evidence of a

gentleman, goes very little way towards making one.

Some of the most perfect gentlemen the world ever

saw, presented a very plain outside appearance; but

ibeir hearts were in the right place, and they had a

smile and a kind word for every one. When you

see a man of distinction treating others with respect

and attention; even the poor and outcast, you may

set that man down as a gentleman, if not a real

Christian.

The following remarks, which we think are those

of Count D"Orsay, in his " Guide to the Usages of

Society." are well worthy of consideration. " Noth-

ing"' says he, " more clearly indicates the true gen-

tleman than a desire evinced to oblige or accommo-

date, whenever it is possible or reasonable ; it forms

the broad distinction between the well-bred man of

T tie world and the coarse and brutal crowd—the 11-

ieclaimably vulgar,—vulgar, not from their inferior-

ity of station, but because they are coarse and bru-

tal. Nevertheless, we often find persons so selfishly

supercilious, and of so equivocal an importance, that

they fancy any compliance with the wishes of the

many would tend to lessen their dignity in the eyes

of their companions, and who foolishly imagine

that a good coat places them above the necessity of

conciliating the feelings of the multitude by the per-

formance of an act of courtesy. That persons should

be found weak enough to believe themselves above

control, is lamentable, and such silliness can only ex-

pose "them to the ridicule of their equals, and the

co. 1 tempt of their superiors.".

What a happy world this would be if every one

was courteous to his fellow-men. But vulgarity and

clownishness, hard words and unkind actions, keep

men at a distance from each other, and often make
society a burden or a curse. Happiness is in the

union of spirits, and not in sundering friends by sel-

fishness. A courteous man not only makes all

around him happy, but he is happy himself in so do-

ing.—[Rambler.

The Tower of Habit.

The custom of sending " notes" into the church

asking prayers for deliverance from evil or rendering

thanks for " blessings received," used to be more
common than it is now in this irreverent generation.

For every child born, or other more unfortunate dis-

pensation, a " note" must be sent in ; it was just as

necessary as to send for a doctor. An old banker

and note shaver was very sick, and hope was gone
of his recovery. " Father,"' said his son by his bed-

side, " shall wc ^tnd in a note for you to day."

—

"Yes," feebly responded the old man, while a gleam

of 'change kindled up for an instant his glazing eye :

" yes, my son, and ask Parson Jones if he will en-

dorse the note ; he knows I'm good for it." Wc
never heard if lie was any better for it.—[Boston

Post.

Music without Price.

How fortunate for us that we have an ear for mu-

sic, otherwise we should be very unhappy in the

heart of the musical neighborhood in which we live.

As it is*; we are surrounded with unwritten and un-

bidden music. A little girl of our acquaintance is

practising music on a Loud piano under our direc-

tion. We have a next door neighbor who blows the

trombone, en aamteur, with a patience and pertinac-

ity worthy of a. disciple of science. We have two
boys and a near relation who are learning to whistle.

Cats are manifold in our vicinity and give us a night-

ly serenade. Opposite there is a young gentleman

with i; mildlungs" who " howls his sorrows through

the German flute." There is a little hollow space of

ground within stone's throw (weguaged the distance

by a stone) 'which, on pleasant evenings, is the resort

of a couple of young gentlemen, one of whom is

practising on the fife, and the other on a tenor drum.
The street is a small one, but it contains a band of

musicians, and sixteen young ladies with sixteen

pianos. In summer weather, a tide of mingled har-

monies rushes into our parlor-windows, resolving

themselves info a Dead March in Saul—Yankee
Doodle—Dearest Mae—Fountain Quickstep—Jim
along Josey—Marble Halls—Ditanti palpiti extract

of music that is perfectly indescribable :—so that we
have nothing to complain of and are in all respects

as comfortable as could be expected.—Olive Branch.

Peculiarities of Distinguished Public Men.

A Washington letter writer, in describing the pe-

culiarities of some distinguished public men, says:

" It is interesting sometimes to see the different

ways in which different individuals get out of the

same dilemma. Mr Calhoun is not often at a loss

for a. word, but occasionally one sticks in his throat,

in the pronunciations, like Mackbeth's' " Amen."
In such a case he gives a petulent twitch or two at

his shirt collar and runs his bony fingers through his

long gray hair till it fairly bristles again. Webster,
when bothered for a word, or snarled up in [a sen-

tence, almost invariably scratches the inner comer of
his left eye carefully with the third finger of his

right hand. Failing in this, he rubs his nose quite

fiercely with the bent knuckle of his thumb. As a

dernier ressort, he springs his knees apart until his

legs resemble an eclipse, then plunges his hands
deep in his pockets, he throws the upper section of

his body smartly forward, and the word is " bound
to come." Gen. Cass, in a similar predicament,

passes his hand along the lower edge of his vest.

Mr Benton sinks his voice so that the remainder of

his sentence is unintelligible. Mr Mangum is vio-

lent, and the obdurate word is supplied by Ocek hock
sho ! Mr Johnson, of Maryland, Crittenden and Mr
Hannegan, are never bothered ; they " r.peak right

on," and their drafts upon the President's English

are never dishonored."

Anecdote of the origin of the Ox Minuet.

Haydn saw with surprise a butcher call upon bun.

who being full of sensibility as much as any othci

person, to the charms of his works, said freely to

him, " Sir, I know you are both good and obliging,

therefore I address myself to you, with full confi-

dence : you excel in all kinds of compositions, you

are the first of composers ; but I am particularly fond

of your minuets, 1 stand in need of one that is pretty

and quite new, for my daughter's wedding which is

to take place in a few days, I cannot address myself

better than to the famous Haydn." Haydn always

full of kindness, and smiling at this new homage,

promised it him for the following day. The ama-

teur returned at the appointed time, and received

with joyful gratitude the precious gift, shortly after

the sound of instruments struck Haydn's ears, he

listened and thought be recognized his new minuet,

he went to his window, from which he saw a superb

Ox with gilded horns, adorned with festoons and

garlands, and surrounded by an ambulating orchestra,

stop under his balcony. The butcher went up to

Haydn's apartment, expressed again to him his sen-

timents of admiration, jind ended his speech by say-

ing, " Dear sir, I thought that a butcher could not

express his gratitude for so beautiful a minuet, bet-

ter than bv offering you the finest ox in his posses-

sion." He insisted till Haydn affected at his frank

generosity, accepted it; from that moment the min-

uet was known throughout Vienna by the name of

the Ox Minuet.

Think. Thought engenders thought. Place out1

idea upon paper ; another will follow, still another,

till you have written a page. You cannot fathom

your mind. There is a well of thought there which

has no bottom. The more you draw from it. the

more clear and fruitful it will be. Learn to think,

and you will soon learn to write ; and the more you

think, the better you wilj express your ideas.

The City of Boston. Boston and its environs

within a radius of five miles, contains 210,000* in-

habitants. The city proper has 130,000, with an as-

sessed valuation of property of 107,000,000.
—

'

There are 183 schools in the city, sustained at the

public charge, having 10,091 scholars in attendance.

During the last year there were expended for schools

the sum of $361,572.

A Veteran Editor. John II. Prentiss, whohfs
conducted the Cooperstown (N. Y.) Journal for !!

years, has sold that establishment and retired from

newspaper life. He was formerly a member of Con-

gress, but he rapidly rose until he attained a respect-

able position as an Editor,—a noble example of per-

severance under depressing circumstances.

A Tough Custom™. A Canadian bought a pat-

riarch of a turkey that had frightened everv olhei

purchaser from the idea of making a Jaw-AiI feast

off him ; he said afterwards—"I take him home

—

My wife bile him tree hours, and den be crow. Mv
wife put him in de pot wid de taters, and he kick em
all (Jut."
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>lozarl's Requiem.

Mozart was very partial to the Zauber Flole,

thuughjie was not quite satisfied with some parts ol

it, to which the public had taken a fancy, and which

were incessantly applauded. The opera was per-

formed several times, but the weak state in which

lie then was, did not permit him to direct the orches-

tra, except during nine or ten ol the first represen-

tation*. When he was DO longer able to attend the

theatre, he used to place his watch by his side, and

seemed to follow the orchestra in his thoughts —
•• Now tfie first :i( t is over," he would say—" HOW

re -iugin2 sues an air," Ate. ; then, t he idea

would strike him afresh, that he must soon bid adieu

to all this forever.

The effect of this fatal tendency of mind was ac-

t i tented by a very singular circumstance. I beg

to he permitted to relate it in detail, because

we are indebted to it for the famous Requiem, which

;s justly considered one of Mozart's best produc-

tions.*

One day, when he was plunged in a profound rev-

erie, he heard a carriage stop at his door. A strang-

er was announced, who requested to speak to him.

A person was introduced handsomely dressed, of

dignified, and impressive manners. "I have been

eommissioned, .Sir. by a man of considerable impor-

tance, to call upon you.'' "Who is he '" inter-

rupted Mozart. " lie does not wish to be known."
•• Well what does he want!" "He has just lost a

friend whom he tenderly loved, and whose memory

will he eternally clear to him. He is desirous of ftfl-

memoraling this mournful event by a sol-

emn service, for which he requests you to compose a

Requiem," Mo/an was forcibly struck by this dis-

course, by the gt*se manner in which it was uttered,
'

'
believe to be well atleeted to us. and we are ci

and by the air of mystery in which the whole was exposed to commit error when they are so perfidious

involved. He engaged to Write the Requiem, The as to deceive us. It is rare to see people cornet

stranger continued. " Employ all yeur genius on this themselves of their own defects : the reason is per-

woik ; it is destined for a connoisseur " " So much haps, that they do not consider them as such, and

the better." " What time do you require?" " A are therefore insensible of them, and thus take no

month." " Very well : in a month's time I shall pains to get rid of them.

return. What price do vou set on your work'"

—

" A bundled ducats." The stranger counted them

on the table, and disappeared.
T,l!lt PlJ,n0,

Mozart remained lost in thought for some lime ;
One time an Arkansas man, a genuine charactt t

he then suddenly called for pen, ink. and paper, and, wno had been born and bred in the back-woods, hap-

in spite of his wile's entreaties, began to write.

—

Tbis rage for composition continued several days;

be wrote day and night, with an ardour which seem-

pened to be in a river town on the banks of the ' Fa-

ther of Waters,' when one of its largest and magni-

ficent steamboats was lying at the pier. Our hero

ed continually to increase : but his constitution, al-
WaS mag»i"ccntlv clad in a wolf-skin cap, and blue

ready in a state of great debility, was unable rnsup-ll
home-8Pun troW8ere lhru8t intn llis enormous cow-

port this enthusiasm : one morning, he fell senseles?,

and was obliged to suspend his work. Twoorthree

'hide boots. His huge red hands were adorned with

brass rings, and several warts as large as nutroi

.. . ,
which gave notice of his approach as he walked.

days after, when tils wife sought to divert Ins mind ... , ,r_.._i i- . , -. i • i
like the rattle of a reptile. Attracted by the sound

trom t tie gloomy presages which occupied it. hesaid „ , . ...

to her abruptly : " It is certain that I am writing this

Requiem for myself ; it will serve for my funeral

service." Nothing could remove this impression

from his mind.

As he went on, he felt his strength diminish frrm

* Tin*, gr< al work is a solemn mass in D minor for

•.rial of the dead hung round with the funeral

pomp and imagery which the forbodinga of the au-

thor, inspired, At as opening, the ear is accosted by

lournful notes of the Coruidi bassetto, ming-

ling with the bassoons in a strain of bewailing har-

mony, which streams with impressive effect amidol

orrowful noleB ol the accompany

; ra

.

The Dies irae follows in a movement full of terror

imay. The Tuba minim, is opened by the

sonorous iromhoni, in awaken the sleeping deed.

—

.
i acquainted with the powers of this inslru-

aoknowlei uperioriiy of its tones for

ion of tins sublime idea.

'is, is a magnificent dis-

randeur, of which none but a Mozart

: l have dared to sketch ihe outline. It is fo]

I bi the beautiful movement Rccordare, which

supplicates in th The persuasive

f the Corni di bassetto is again introduced with

ii vident where the pen of our am hoi w ;is

! . aie I this wondetful performance is very ab-

fimsiied by repeating some uf Ihe early parts

woii, to words "i :i vei • import.

—

I lie Lui Klerna, is a subject worthy uf the pen ol

tu In: hoped he w ill yet finish

ii v\ ml,, m a tt) le worth] of il

i .

.

day to day, and the score advanced slowly. The

month which he had fixed, being expired, the strang-

er again made his appearance. "I have found it

impossible,'' said Mozart, " to keep my word"

—

" Do not give yourself any uneasiness," replied the

stranger; " what further time do you require 1 "

—

" Another month. The work has interested me

more than I expected, and 1 have extended it much

beyond what I at first designed." " In that case it

is but just to increase the premium ; here are fifty

ducats more." " Sir," said Mozart, with increas-

ing astonishment, " who, then, are yon V "That

is nothing to the purpose ; in a month's time I shall

return."

Mozart immediately called one of his servants,

and ordered him to follow this extraordinary person*

age, and find out who he was
; but the man failed

for want of skill, and returned without being able to

(rare him.

Poor Mozart was then persuaded that he was no

ordinary being : that he had a connexion with the

other world, and was sent to announce to him his

approaching end. lleapplied himself with the more

ardor to his Requiem, which he regarded as the most

durable monument of his genius. While thus em-

ployed, he was seized with the most alarming faint-

iliL' fits, but the work was al length completed be-

fore the expiration of the mouth. At the time ap-

pointed, the stranger returned, but Mozart was no

more.

His career was as brilliant as it was short. He

died before he bad completed Ins thirty-sixth

but in this short space of lime he acquired a name

w Ineli w ill never perish, so long as feeling hearts arc

to be found.— [ Boaabi i

DECEIT. A deceitful friend is tin- most danger-

ous thing in nature : we mistrust an enemy and stand

upon our guard against any wicked designs be may

have upon us ; but we place confidence in those we

of music, the genius strolled on board the boat and

accosted the captain. .

' Mornin, stranger. Pretty pert music hereabouts.

what mought it come out of
' A Piano-forte, sir.'

' A what''

' Piano-forte.'

' Never heern of one of them 'ere things afore —
Where tnoughl il be Strang

' In the lower cabin, sir.'

' Mought I take a look at the thing ''

' l ertainly, walk dow n.'

The Arkansas man needed no further invitation.

He went down stairs into the cabin, where two t.i-

hles were laid out for dinner. Walking up the nar-

row passage between them, be swept off the knives

and forks by the swinging of bis coat flaps, but so

intent was he upon the music and the piano at the

farthest end of the cabin, that he heeded not the ru-

in he created. Approaching the instrument, he lit-

erally devoured it with bis eyes. The young lady

who was seated at it continued playing, and the

Stranger was wrapped in silent wonder. Al length

when the sound ceased he raised his cap respectful-

ly, and addressed the audience :

' Ladies. 1 am inueb obliged to you ror the kind-

"11 have done me. 1 never he.irn one of them

afore, and never 'sped to again."

'You appear to he very much pleased with it,"

d a lady.

• Why, yes ma'am, I am—somewhat—and per-

haps 1 should like it belter if I had an ear for music,

like my brother. Yes, 1 like it well enough.

Make Ho.mi'. IntcrKSTINO. Let parents make the

hearthstone more alluring than the bowling-alley,

and their children will be found at home, instead ol

wandering about, seekini entertainments,

which their natures demand, bet which is not to be

found under the paternal roof. Interesting, enter-

taining and useful books and newspapers arc the best

means of giving employment to the youthful mind.

Let children and youth be supplied with instructive

reading, and the instances are rare, indeed, where

ihev will not avail themselves offl^.
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The proud man is a fool in fermentation that

swells and boils over like a porridge- pot. He sets

out his feathers like an owl, to swell and seem big-

ger than he really is. He is troubled with a tumour

and inflammation of self conceit, that renders all

parts unea_sy. A little flood will make a shallow

torrent swell and foam, and break its banks, and yield

a roarina; noise ; while the deep current rolls silent-

ly along.

" Shallow streams their noisy courses keep,

Smooth runs the water where the brook is deep."

The insolent, vain-glorious and proud man swells

in his own precious self-estimation, flounces about

with astonishing pomposity and overflows his bounds;

and when he sinks, leaves nothing but mud, dirt and

rubbish behind him.

PHILHARMONIC JOURNAL.
CLAREMONT, TUESDAY, MARCH 6, 1849.

Our correspondent " Pro Mnsique," thinks "that

it would be a good plan for some of our Boston or

New York Professors" to establish a musical con-

vention in one of his neighboring towns. We can

assure hiin lb at the object is a good one and worthy

of consideration, and as he sees the importance of

establishing an associations of the kind, we would

Suggest to hi in the propriety of taking measures to

bring about so desirable an object. A little labor on

his part to awaken an interest in the singing com-

munity on this subject, and secure the assistance of

some of the most infhu ntial m< tubers of society,

will so far advance the enterprise, that one of our

professors may be engnged to meet them at some

convenient time when his expectations and wishes

may be more than realized. If we should be allow-

ed to advise in this matter, (which is a matter of great

importance) we should advise him to engage a Pio-

fessor from Boston for several reasons, one of which

it may not be improper to name, which is this : they

are more enterprising and indefatigable in their ef-

forts to promote the cause in which they are engag-

ed. Musical conventions if rightly conducted tend

to advance the cause of music more than all other

means that can be employed excepting the circulation

of musical papers.

ally displayed in what is called musical review, is ! fall, for the purpose of accomplishing what we all

disgusting to every man of science, and is the chief no doubt would be happy to realize
;
that is, an im

cause of this country being inundated with so much

trash. I cannot say that such reviews are for the

defence of the science : quite the contrary. An im-

partial paper devoted to the general diffusion of mu-

sical information is what has long been wanted in this

country, and I hope the Journal will prove itself in

every particular worthy of being so esteemed.

—

Wishing you success, I am, sir.

Respectfully yotars, &c.

D. S.

A , Feb. 10. 1819.

We are glad to have an opportunity to say that we
have had an amicable settlement with T. G. U. Fisk,

whose name appeared in our paper a few weeks since

in the list of delinquents, and that we cheerfully ex-

onerate him from all blame. We now consider him

a good paying subscriber, and should be happy to ex-

tend to him our right HZT-

To the Editor of the Phil. Journal :

Dear Sir :—I was much gratified when I first saw

the Philharmonic Journal, and resolved not only to

become a subscriber myself, but also to recommend

it among my friends.

The plan which you have adopted seems to be the

right one, and must give general satisfaction ; and

the manner of its execution and arrangement is

praiseworthy; it will, no doubt, become a useful

source of musical information. The flattery gener-

[For the Philharmonic Journal.]

Susquehanna, Feb. J2th, 1849.

Mr Silsby—Dear Sir : I have long contemplated

giving you an account of musical matters in this vi-

cinity, but for various reasons 1 have been obliged to

defer it until the present. My business for the year

past has not given me so good an opportunity to ob

tain as extensive knowledge as I otherwise might

have had ; still I bave had opportunity to see and

learn somelhing in relation to musical matters in

this, as well as other parts of the State. My resi-

dence at present is four miles from Harrisburg, so

that I have an opportunity of attending Church, and

frequently meeting with different singing societies

and choirs in our capitol. Church music is, as a

general thing, in most of their churches well per-

formed ; that is, they sing in a style and taste adapt-

ed to the present advanced stage of music in our

country. There are some very excellent choirs,

which, if I was disposed to particularize, I could

mention ; and some voices, which, for compass and

srrength, are not to be easily surpassed in any city.

It is true that a vocalist here does not have the ad-

vantage of such societies as the Boston Handel and

Haydn, and other societies of similar character in

Boston and New York, still comparing their singing

with their advantages, they are not behind any of our

larger cities. The Harrisburg Glee Club meets eve

ery Monday evening, and is composed of excellent

material. I must do them the justice to say that

they perform the most difficult music with an ease

and taste which does them much credit. There have

been several companies here giving concerts, among

which are the Hauser and Eddy families, and their

concerts were extremely well attended, which, not

only gives deserving credit to the performers, hut

shows that the people of Harrisburg are interested

and have a taste for the science of music.

And now while this subject is in mind, I would say

that I have often thought that it would be an excel-

lent plan for some of our Boston or New York

Profs, who go out and hold, or meet conventions in

different parts of the country, to come out by the

way of Lancaster and Harrisburg, Pa., and make a

gathering of our musical men at one or both of the

above places, and thus give a new impetus tothein-

terest already existing. I would propose the idea to

our musical men in the vicinity, and think it would

be of the greatest advantage to all who might inter-

est themselves in a thing of this kind, for I am sure

if it could once be put in operation, that they would

not miss of having regular yearly conventions every

provement in one of the most pleasing, useful and

heavenly sciences, namely, music.

As to music in our country towns and villages,

1 would say that as far as I have been able to inform

mvself, there appears. to be a deficiency in the sup-

ply of good teachers. There are some who are am-

ply qualified for their employment, yet there are

many others who are more fit for other business.

—

Indeed there are not enough good teachers to supply

the demand, which will in part account for their em-

ploying poor teachers. For this and other reasons,

the singing in many of our country churches, is not

as good as could be desired. The old practice of

giving out the lines from the pulpit, is still in use in

many churches"; but in most instances of the kind,

they do not have any regular choirs but sing all over

the church. However, the interest for better music

is every whereon the advance, which gives good en-

couragement to those whose greatest desire is to see

its prosperity. I fear I have already been too lengthy

in my communication, certainly much more so than

1 anticipated when 1 commenced, therefore J must

close by wishing you every success worthy of your

exalted profession, and subscribe myself

Your most ob't serv't,

Pro Musique.

A volatile young man, whose conquests in the fe-

male world were numberless, at last married.

—

' Now, my dear,' said his spouse, 'I hope you'll

mend.' ' Madam,' savs he, ' you may depend on it,

this is my last folly.'

MUSIC AND JOB
3 HINTING,

Neatly Executed at tlifs Office.

Corner of Broad and Washington Street.

Manhattan Collection of Sacred Music,

ANTED at this office, for which a liberal

price will be paid. Nov. 13.

A CARD.

Messrs. Nathaniel Booth & Co.

HAIR DRESSEHS AND BABSSBS,
No. 1 Dutton Street, Mechanic's Building, near the Merri-

mack House.

LOWELL, MASS.,

Are prepared at their commodious Saloon to serve up
the faces and heads of gentlemen in the

neatest and most fashionable style.

Jan. 23. 11.

A CARD.
*

11" N. STONE, has an office at No. 4 Derby
*--"-• Range (above stairs) where he will be happy
to receive pupils in the study of the Piano Forte.

Boston, Nov. 22, 1848.

A Seraphine for Sale.

4 FINE toned Seraphine is offered for sale very
** low. Enquire at the Philharmonic Journal Of-
fice, over Haskall's Furniture Rooms.
Nov. 13. Comer of Broad and Washington St.
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WILKINS, CARTER & CO.'s
POP l L.IK MI SIC llOOhS,

MORE UNIVERSALLY USED THAN
ALL OTHERSCOMBIMED.

C VRML'S a SACB lectiouof Church V"-
By L. M isno i greatly admired for its beauty,

•haateuess, mid sterling character olUs music. Published
umler the recommendation of the Boston Academy of llu-

•rith a pamphlet supplement of 59 iselect tcne<= added
in i->is liv another author, increasing the variety and excel-
lence »f the Collection without extra charge,
THE BOSTON AC IDBMY'S COLLECTION

ilad bj L. Mason. Tins standard work is so well known
preclude the necessity of any recommenda-

tion.

THE PSALTERY. By L. Mason and G. J. Weld..
One of the most complete works of the kind ever published,

h , the sanction of the Boston Handel& Haydn
tou Icademy ofMusic. In style there

u a great diversity, it being soiled to every variety of su!>-

>u, and i- especially adapted to oupgregaiion-
al u v will make a valuable addition to the

lollection and Cnrmina Sacra, andotnjht
t'» be iu every choir.

Nov ready, a Sen Cliurcli Musi c Book for the Present

Season, namely:
THE NATIONAL LYRE ; A new collection of psalm

and hymn turns, comprising the beat ancient and modern
compositions of established merit, with a choice selection of

! for the use of choirs, congregations,

liools and societies throughout the United Slates.

rkraan Tuclccrrnau, Silas A. Bancroft, and 11. K.
Oliver. It is believed this will be one ofthe most beautiful

evir ^published, [t«anajat8ofokj,newandi
usic, all oi which is of a strictly devotional character.

Tli- '.hi tunes have simple arrangements, and arc within the

capacity of all performers. The new ones have been select-

'h <freat care from classic compositions, while it it

that the original may he found of sufficient variety to

All needless difficulties in the construc-

• tion of the vocal pun* have been avoided ; and as far as pos-

sible each separate part has been made interesting and easy

to the performer. Another important feature of this boohs
siibslitulion of small notes for fiirnres in th<

score. As qpmpttralively few persons have the opportunity

rfect themselves in Thorough Bass sufficiently to

play even plain psalmody correctly from figures, it is hoped

that this arrangement will meet the cordial approbation of

all. The hook being somewhat less in size than the ethers

the price will not exceed six dollars per dozen, thus placing

it within the reach not only of choirs in special want of new
books, but of those which are al eady supplied.

New Chorus Book, specially adapted to the use of

Choirs;
THE CHOIR OH0RU3 HOOK. By A.N. Johnson.

Boston Academy of Music. A collection

j, from ll.e works of Handel, Haydn, Mozart.
in, and other distinguished composers. This

work embraces a larger collection of choruses than,haa been
published arranged in a form for t he use and improve-
il choirs: snd it is believed that, besides the addi-

i --i which it- use imparts to choir meetings, the

of the pure compositions it contain-, will greatly im-
prove the taste aiel facilitate the power of execution. Al-

ii the summer, several editions have
i. Price ,*7.."><> per dozen.

' SCHOOL Mi'sic BOOKS.
THE PRIM \RV SCHOOL SDMI BOOK, in two pari-.

By L. G.J. VVehh, Professor in the Boston
Music, It is supposed that any mother, orpri-

n herself sing, although -he

ausical characters a- not to be able

j the help of ihis hook, be ena-
i her pupils with good success, and thus prepare

, for a mora thorough aud extensive co

SONG BOOK OF THE SCHOOL ROOM
: Con

hymns, and scriptural se-

,. with appropriate music, arranged to I e sung in

,>irt-: containing, also, the elementary
il music, prepared with reference tothe in-

ductive or Peslalozzian method ol I lesigned a- a

nuaical manual for eomm imar schools

By Lowell Mason and George James Webb. This work
1 with reference to ihe wani- of common
amies, and i- designed to Callow the above

work.
ALSO PUBLISHED AS ABOVE,

Till". BOSTON CHORUS Book < ,f, lfl

loruset Im'ni the woi Ki

itln r eminent composers, arranged iu full

tnimeni for the piano forte nr

I I Vi ebb.

["ON V N'T 1 1 KM Bi I

lias and

/
"•

I \ \ rs," consisting ofchanting
<r hymns Bud to selections from the

uie, I'.) I. Mason.

HANDEL S ORATORIO OF '111 ft ESSUB: Ai
ranged by John Bishop, of Cheltenham, England.
THE ODEON ; a collection "I secular melodise; arrang-

ed and harmonized for four voices. Designed for adult
singing schools and social music parties. By G. J

and Lowell .Mason. As the utle page sets forth, this work
l- designed lor singing schools.

THE VOCALIST; consisting of short and easy glees,
or songs is part-; arranged lor soprano, alto, tenor and
baas voices. Bj Lowell Mason and George James Webb,
Professor in the Boston Academy ol Music.
THE SOCIAL GLEE BOOK; a selection of Glees and

Pan Songs, by distinguished German composers, never be-
fore published in this country ; together with Original
Pieces; by William Mason and Silas A. Bancroft.
GENTLEMEN'S GLEE BOOK: selected from the

most admired German composers. By L. Mason.
liers and others are invited to call and examine these

and other musical works, al No. 16 Water street, Boston.
Oct. 31.

New and Popular Music Book.

ByB.F. Baker, Director of Music at Rev. Dr. Gnnnet's
Church, Boston, and I. B Woodbury, Orgunist at

Rev. Dr. Kreb's Church, New York.

'PHIS day published. Baker anil Woodbury's new
1 book of Church Music—The Timbrel. This
work has been prepared with great care, and contains a

large amount of music, selected from the best European
Composers, obtained by one of the authors, who visited

Europe expressly for this object. It has also a jjroat va-

riety or original melodies, and a large and judicious se

lection of the old standard tunes. Its collection of

Chants, Anthems and select pieces is superior to any
hook of Church music published in this country. An
unusually large variety of metres have been prepared,
adapted to the hymns of the different denominational

hymn books. The music will be lound to be eminently
devotional, and appropriate to the services of the Sanc-
tuary. The style is dignified ; the harmony simple and
pleasing and the whole work is believed to be of a high

order of merit. By C. H.PIERCE, 3 Cornbill Bos-
ton.

To Purchasers of Caniiina Sacra,

[TJST PUBLISHED, Vnr\- Nine Select Psalm and
" IIvms Tcnks for public and private worship, i- ued by
the publishers of Cabmina Sacra, lor gratuitous tiistnhu.

lion to all who may purchase that work, copy lor copy-
i hereby furnishing to choirs, singing sch< ol- and con

I liiional variety in their Sacred Music, witl

tra expense.

The pamphlet may be obtained as above staled, of the

publishers or anv ol their agents.
\\ ILK INS. CARTER. & CO.,

l:tf No. 16 State Street. Boston.

mXO FORTES.
lritKINS & NEWHALL have removed their
'' Ware mom- to the new (J rami'' Block, No. 344, Wash-

! [aj ward Place.

W. & N.have received a Gold Medal for Piano Tories

from the Mechanics' Fair, and would invite the public to

call and examine the instruments before purchasing else-

where.
Boston, Aug. I , I

HESRY TOIMAN,
PUBLISH Fit OF WIU SIC,

MANUFACTURER AND DEALER IN

Magical Instruments, Musical Merchandize, I'mlircl-

las, I'arusols. Sun-Shades, Walking Canes, fc,

153 Washington Sheet.

OPPOSITE THE OLD SOI Til I IllliClt,

BOSTON.

A liberal discount made to 1 feelers, Ti achers, Societies, &c

PIANO FORTES FOR SALE,
THE Subscriber has been appointed "tgenl for the sale of

Win and ha- received

, its Piano, which is now offered for -ale at the maim
fact reprice An\ person who wishes to purchase *
food Instrument, isTcquested to call and see it befoie pur-

chasing, Purchasers can ha accommodated with instru-

uieni- nf any price or quality by giving a short notice.

Inquire at thlsofhVe.or ai bis residence, lirsi door east

of J. 1' i itore.
S. SIL3BT.

Claremont, \u^ i. I84t.

The National Lyre i

t NEW Church Music Book, by S. P. Tuckcrman. S I

-» Bancroft and H. K. Oliver. " This, it is believed. Wllj
he one of ihe most beautiful collections ever publish,
consists of old, new and original music, all of which i- ol a
strictly devotional character. The old tunes have simple

uiems.a«d are within the capacity of all perform-
ers : the new ones have been selected with great < are (rem
clsssic compos nous, while it is hoped that the original may
be found of sufficient merit and vanetv to phase all tastes,

I
All needless ditlieult es in the construction of the vocal parts
have keen carefully avoided, and a- far as possihh
separate part has been made interesting and easi
performer. Another important feature ol this hook", is the
substitution of small notes for figures in the organ score.
As comparatively few persons have the opportunity to p, r-

fecl themselves m Thorough Bass sufficiently to play even
plain psalmody correctly from figures, it is hoped that this
arrangement will meet the cordial approbation of all.

'I his ImoK being somewhat less, in size than some
other collections, the price will not exceed six dollars
per dozen

;
thus placing it within the reach not only

ol choirs and ringing schools m special want of new
ibooks, but of those which are already well supplied.

Teachers and all persons interested are reqqi
to call and examine this work, and a variety ofother
Church Music Books, Glee Hook.-. &c.

W1LBUNS, CARTEB & CO.,
I'l BLISHERS,

No. 1G Water street, Boston.
11.

The National Psalmist.

BY KASON & WEBB.
VOW ready for delivery, " The National Psalmist :

j.i a new collection of Church Music, See. By
Lowell Mason and George James Webbs,"
This work, upon which more than three years of

labor have been expended, is now presented to Clior-

Teachers of Music and others, as a most com-
plete Manual of Psalmody, adapted lo the use of
Choirs, Congregations, Singing Schools, and Musi-
cal Societies.

In addition to„a large variety of entirely new mu-
sic, furnished by distinguished foreign and native
contributors, the " National Psalmist'* is believed to

contain a larger proportion than any other collection.

of the rich and standard tunes which the church have
used for ages, but many ol" which ate nevertheless
new to this country.

I contains most of the popular English Chants,
and its Anthems, mostly new are well adapted both
lor church worship and choir practice.

It- indexes are very complete ; embracing, 1"

lal alphabetical and metrical ini

to first lines of hymns, &cT, " Descriptive Tables,*"

in winch the tunes are classified according lo lliuir

style and character.

"The National Psalmist contains 1 10 tunes in

Metre ; L'<7 iu Common Metre : 77 in Short
Metre ; and ("j of various Particular Metres, embra-
cing till the varieties iu use

;
also. 37 Anthems and

Set Pieces, many of them furnished expie-slv for

the work by distinguished English Composers ; and
107 Chants, including the Canticles of the Protestant
I'.piseopal < 'hurt h.

Teachers and others interested are invited to call

and examine Ibis work.

Poblished by TAPPAN, WHrTTEMORE ft

MASON, No mi, Washington-street, Boston. I

PIANOS TO LET,

0LIYE3. DITSON,

GUITARS, SEBAPfllNES, PIANOS,

SHEET MUSIC.
115

W.lSlII\hTO\ STREET,—MS-MH, MS.
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KENAZ. 7s & 8s. Music by J. K. And«rson.
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Let ho - ly love fill eve - ry mind, And eve - ry voice be praise.
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ies ; Man is a tender transient flower, That in the bloom - ing die«Life is a span, a fleet - ing hour, How soon the va - pour flies ; Man is a tender transient flower, That in the bloom - ine dies

A ndante—Sosteuuto.
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THAYER'S HYMN. L. M.
Dr. H. (J. Barms.
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S. M. Dr. H. 05. Barrus.

(>, for the death of those, Who slumber in the Lord; O, be like their's my last re - pose, Like their's my last re--- ward.
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There's room enough for All.

What need of all this fuss and strife,

Each warring with his brother?

Why should we in the crowd of life,

Keep trampling down each other ?

Is there no goal that can be won,'

Without a squeeze to gain it

—

No other way of getting on,

But scrambling to obtain it
'

Oh, Fellow-men, hear wisdom, then,

In friendly warning call

—

'• Your claims divide—the world is w ; de-

There's room enough for all
!"

What if the swarthy peasant find

No fields for honest labor ;

-

,

lie need not idly stop behind,

To thrust aside his neighbor.

There is land with sunny skies,

Which gold for toil is giving,

Where every brawny hand that tries

Its strength, can gain a living.

Oh, fellow-men, remember then,

Whatever chance befall,

The world is wide—where those abide,

There's room enough for all

!

From poisoned air ye breathe in courts,

And typhus-tainted alleys,

Co forth and dwell where health resorts,

In fertile hills and valleys
;

Where every arm that clears a bough

Finds plenty in attendance,

And every furrow of the plough

A step to independence.

Oh, hasten, then, from fevered den,

And lodging cramped and small
;

The world is wide—in land beside,

There's room enough for all !

In this fair region far away,

Will labor have employment,

—

A fair day's work, a fair day's pay,

And toil will earn enjoyment.

What need, (hen, of this daily strife,

Where each wars w: ith his brother?

Why need we through the crowd of life,

Keep trampling down each other?

From rags and crime that distant clime

Will free the pauper's thrall
;

Take fortune's tide—the world so wide

—

Has room enough for all

!

From the Massachusetts Ploughman.

S#me rasseges in the Life of Dea. Goodman.

WHEREIN IS SHOWN THE INCONVENIENCE OF NOT HAV-

ING THE "MUSICAL EAR."

Deacon Goodman was extensively known, not

merely in his own parish, but through several miles

of the surrounding country, for his amiable disposi-

tion, active benevolence, and unquestionable piety.

—

So thoroughly was the Deacon's character estab-

lished, that when the people of the neighboring

towns saw him passing by, they would say—that

man was rightly named, for if there ever was a good

man, he is one.' And from this there was no dis-

senting voice. Nay ; I am wrong in saying that

;

for there are some who never hear any body praised

without an interposing and qualifying 'but;' 'He

may be well enough on the whole,' they will say,

' but,' &c. &c. ; and then they will go on and make

him out ' any think but a clever fellow.'

The qualifying ' but' must be interposed even in

the case of Deacon Goodman. He had a fault ; He

would sing in meeting. ' Call you that a fault?'

sailh the reader. Well then, kintl reader, call it a

misfortune. ' But why a misfortune?'

I will tell thee, Nature has so formed us, that

some have the ' musical ear,' and others not. Now
this ' musical ear' has nothing to do with real char-

aster, moral or intellectual ; but yet the persons who

have not the ' musical ear' ought never to sing in

meeting. If they do, they will be sure to annoy oth-

ers, and make themselves ridiculous. Deacon Good-

man had not the ' musical ear.' Whether it were

the 'Mesiah,' or the ' Creation,' or Jim Crow and

Zip Coon, it was all the same to him, so far as music

was concerned ; it was just so much singing.

—

Whether the artist were Sivori, or Ole Bull, or poor

old John Casco, it was just so much fiddling. He

had not the ' musical ear,' and still less, if possible,

the musical voice ; but yet he would sing in meet-

ing. And the gentle and respectful remonstrances

of the choir leader were met vtfith the unvaried re-

ply, ' Singing is praying ; you might as well ask

me not to pray ; I shall sing in meeting.'

It is now proper for the Biographer to hint at

another trait in the good Deacon's character. He
was rather ' set in his way ,' or in othor words, he

i was dreadfully obstinate in what he thought a good

cause ; and he was generally correct in appreciating

the merits of the cause.

We all know that musical people are apt to be

sensitive and somewhat a little capricious; and who
has ever known a theatrical Orchestra, or even a vil-

lage choir, that had not a regular 'blow up' at least

once a year? Beyond all doubt, Dea. Goodman's
singing was a very serious grievance to the choir,

and no small annoyance to the congregation. Yet in

consideration of his great merits he was indulged ;

and his regular Sunday performance, often drew

forth the remark, that if music murder was a sin,

Deacon Goodman would have much to answer for.

But there is a point beyond which forbearance is no

longer a virtue. Great pains had been taken by the

choir in getting up a new Anthem, (selected from

Mozart) for Thanksgiving day, and the very gem of

the piece was a solo which had been assigned to the

sweetest voice, and the prettiest little girl in Ihe vil-

lage. All who attended the rehearsals were perfect-

ly delighted with the solo as sung by ' little Mary.'

It was very difficult. It was marked from beginning

to end, ' Andantino,' 'Dolce,' 'Affetuoso,' 'Cres-

cendo,' 'Piano,' ' Pianissimo,' with changing keys,

and flats and sharps springing out from unexpected

places ; butshe had conquered it all. Three or four

accomplished singers who had come from Boston to

pass Thanksgiving in the country, and who attended

the last rehearsal, were in raptures with little Mary's

singing. They had heard Tedesco, and Biscaccian-

ti, and Madam Bishop ; and yet they say, ' for a

country girl, she is a prodigy.'

In due time, Thanksgiving day arrived ; and while

the ' second bell' was ringing, news came to the vil-

lage that a very setious accident had happened to

the Universalist minister. His horse had thrown

him, and either his neck or leg was broken ; the boy

who had brought the news had forgotten which. ' I

hope it is not his neck,' said the rich and charitable

old church member. When Deacon Goodman heard

that remark, he held up his hands and exclaimed ' 1

never.'

Now the Deacon loved good preaching, and the

meeting-house to him was a " house of feasting."

But his religion was of a very practinal kind, and,

although he thought hut precious little of his good

works, he took care to do a good many of them, and

was far from believing with Amsdorf, that " G001I

works are an impediment to salvation." So, said

he to Mrs. Goodman, J do you go to the house of

feasting, and get all the good you can, and I will go

to the house of mourning, and do all I can.' And

away he went to see, and if possible relieve the Uni-

versalist minister.

In the meantime the congregation assembled, and

the worship proceeded in the usual way. At length

came the Anthem. It even went beyond expecta-

tion. A long ' rest' immediately preceded the solo.

It was no rest for poor ' little Mary,' It was tde

most anxious minute she had ever passed- She

. arose, blushing and trembling, ller agitation gav^
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a tremor to her voice, which added to the pathos of

the music. It was beautiful.

Now Deacon Goodman always made it a rule,

when an)' accident had detained him until after wor-

ship had commenced, to come in very softly. How

differept from the fashionable flourish ! All were

intent on the solo. None heard, but few saw Dea-

con Goodman enter his pew, and take up the sheet

on which the words of the anthem were printed.

Unlike that of many singers, the articulation of

' little Mary' was perfect. The Deacon soon found

the place ; and to the astonishment of the congrega-

tion, indignation of the choir, and the perfect horror

of ' little Mary,' he 'struck in,' and accompanied

her through the whole solo. Accompanied ! ! 'Oft

in the stilly night,' accompanied by Capt. Brag's

battery, would give some notion of it. Poor little

Mary was sick a fortnight. ' Why don't you cut

that old fellow's tongue off?' said one of the Boston

singers. ' What good would it do?' said the choir

leader, ' he would howl through his nose.' They

were all very cross. As for the Deacon, he looked

around as innocent as a lamb, and thought he had

fung as well as any of them.

Immediately after meeting, the choir leader called

on the minister. ' Sir,' said he, • this must stop. If

Deacon Goodmam sings again, I do not.'

' Oh, I know it,' said the minister ;
' I have long

felt the difficulty; but what can we do? Deacon

< Goodman is a most excellent man, and his only faults

are, that he is rather set in his way, and will sing in

meeting."

' But Deacon Goodman is a reasonable man,' said

the choir leader.

' On most occasions,' replied the minister.

' Do go and see him, sir, for my mind is made up;

if he sings in meeting, I do not.'

'Deacon Goodman,' said the minister, 'I have

come on a delicate errand ; I have come to present

the respectful reqifest of the ciioir that you would

not sing in meeting.'

The Deacon was thunderstruck : but he soon re

covered. ' Singing is praying, said he ;
' they may

just as well ask me not to pray : I shall sing in meet-

ing.' And on the next Sunday, sure enough, he
did : louder, and, if possible, more inharmonious than

ever. The men singers looked daggers at him ; the

girls kid their smiles behind their music books.

Little Mary was not there.

' This shall stop,' said the choir leader. ' I will

go and see him myself
'Deacon Goodman, we all most highly respect

yon, as you must well know
; but you have not the

musical ear nor the musical voice, and it is the ear-

nest wish of the choir, and many of the congrega-
tion, that you do not again ting in meeting.'

The Deacon was again thunderstruck, hut soon
recovered. ' Singing is praying,

1

said ho, • and they
might as well tell me not to pray. I shall sing in

meeting.'

The good Deacon was dreadfully set in hit way,
and so it went on again week after week, in the

same old way.

But an imident occurred, which contributed much
to bring this singular ease to a crisis. About two
miles from the Deacon's comfortable dwelling there

was a wretched hovel, which imperfectly sheltered

the wretched wife and children of astillmorc wretch-

ed drunkard.

On one of the most inclement evenings of a New
England January, the Deacon and his family were

cheerfully and thankfully enjoying a glorious fire ;

Mrs Goodman was sew ing tor the family, and daugh-

ters for the Missionary Society. His son was read-

ing the Massachusetts Ploughman, and the good

man himself was finishing off a sermon by a distin-

guished divine of his own denomination, when bang

went the front door, and in came his good neighbor

and own beloved and respected Minister. ' Why ! I

never." said Deacon Goodman, ' what has brought

you along in such a night as this T' Now, this Min-

ister had his peculiarities as well as the Deacon.

—

Among others, he was very close-mouthed about his

own good deeds. He merely answered, ' 1 have

been about my duty, I hope.' The fact was, he had

been to visit, and to talk, and to pray, with a poor

dying negro.

' Seems to me you are rather crusty,' said the

Deacon, ' but I suppose you are half frozen, and so

sit down and thaw yourself.'

'I thank you,' said the Minister, ' but I merely

called to tell you that I have just left a scene of mis-

ery ; and I want you to go there as early as you can

in the morning. On my way here and home, I pass-

ed that wretched hovel which we all know so well.

I felt it my duty to stop and learn the cause of the

terrible uproar within. I found the wretch healing

his wife; and her screams, and his horrid oaths,

made my blood run cold. I knocked the rascal

down; ('served him right,' said the Deacon,) and

think he will be quiet until morning ; but do go as

early as you can.'

' Od rabbit the varmint,' said Deacon Goodman,
' and od rabbit the eternal blasted rum shop.' That

was the nearest to swearing that the Deacon was

ever known to come.

' Put old Mag in the wagon,' said he to his son.

' Deacon, don't go to-night,' said Mrs. Goodman.

—

' Do wait till morning,' said all his daughters. 'Let

me go,' said the son. ' Mind your own business,'

said the Deacon to all of them, ' I shall go to-night.'

When it came to that, they knew there was no

more to be said. He was dreadfully 'set in his

way. 1 He took a bag and a basket, and went down
cellar. He filled the bag with potatoes. He took a

piece of pork from one barrel, and a piece of beef

from another, and put them in the basket. He went

to the closet, and took a brown loaf and a white one.

He went to the wood-pile, and took an armful of

wood, and told his son to take another. All was put

in the wagon ; he not forgetting six candles and a

paper of matches. Deacon Goodman needed no

secondary motive to Christian duty ; yet historical

truth demands the concession, that the wife of the

poor drunkard was his firstlove. She jilted him ; or,

as wo Yankees say, ' gave him the mitten,' in favor

of the abject wretch who was now become her ty-

rant. And this was the why he ' fed fat the ancient

grudge he owed her !' The truth is, Deacon Good-
man knew nothing about grudges, ancient er modern.

The old Adam would occasionally flare up, but he

always got him under before sun-down.

All was ready, and in five minutes 1 he Deacon was

exposed to the pclimgs of the pitiless storm. li.it

'what did he care for the storm? '1 am going on

God's errand,' said he to himself. ' 1 am going to

visit the worse than widow and fatherless.' The

next thing that he said was, 'Oh, get out.' That

he rheant for the promptings of his own pioud heart.

Misery, misery indeed did he find in that most

miserable dwelling. The poor wretch himself was

dead drunk on the floor. The poor woman was sob-

bing her very heart out. The children were clam-

orous—and but few were the words of their clamor.

'I am cold,'—'I am huugry,'—and that was all —
The Deacon brought in the wood, made up a fire,

lighted the candle, and emptied the bag and basket.

The poor pale woman wept and sobbed her thanks.

' Oh, you varmint,' said the Deacon, as he looked at

the husband and father, and broke off a piece of

bread for each of the children. The general com-

motion aroused the poor wretch from his drunken

stupor. He looked up and recognized the Deacon.
' Hallo, old music,' said he, ' are you here ?—give

us a stave, old nightingale. Sing as you do in meet-

ing. Sing, and scare the rats away.'

' Why, what on earth does the crittur mean ?' sflid

the Deacon. The poor, pale, grateful woman smil-.

ed through her tears. She could not help it. She

had been a singer in her better days—she had heard

the Deacon sing.

I do not record these incidents merely because they

are honorable to Deacon Goodman, but because they

are particularly connected with my story. In this

errand of mercy, the good Deacon caught a very se-

rious cold—it affected bin threat and his nose, and

even his lungs,—and gave his voice a tone not lift-

like to that of the lowest note of a cracked bass-viol,

alternating with the shriek of a clarionet powerfully

but unskilfully blown. On Saturday evening he

soaked his feet in hot water, drank copiously of hot

balm tea, went to bed, and said he felt comfortable.

' Now, Deacon,' said Mrs. Goodman, ' you are

dreadlul hoarse
;

you won't sing to-morrow, will

you?' 'Singing is praying—and
—

'—he dropped

asleep. And sure enough, he did sing to-morrow
,

and it surpassed all that had gone before, ' This is

the last of it,' s"aid the choir leader,— ' I have done/

In the afternoon the choir was vacant, some of the

singers absent, and others seattered about in the

pews. -The minister read three verses of a psalm,

and then observed, ' The choir being absent, singing

mqst necessarily be omitted.' But Deacon Goodman
saw no such necessity, lie arose and sung the thiee

verses himself. He stopped six times to sneeze ;

and blew his nose between the verses bv way of

symphony! The next day he was sick abed. A
parish meeting was called, and a resolution was

unanimously passed, that ' Whereas the solemnity

and decorum of public worship depend much on the

character of the music : resolved, that hereafter no

person shall sing in meeting, in this parish, without

the approbation .of the choir. Rather a stringent

measure, but what could they do? The Minister

called on Deacon Goodman, and handed him the re-

solution. He read it over three times. He then

calmly folded up the paper, and handed it back to thr
1 Minister. ' This is a free country yet, I hope. I
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shall sing in meeting.' He said those very words !

He was dreadfully 'set in liis way.'

' Then Deacon,' said the Minister, ' I have a pain-

ful duly to perform : I am instructed to tell you that

•your connection with the society must cease.' The

Deacon here started from his seat. Had the full

moon split into four pieces, and danced a quadrille in

the heavens—Orion singing, and the Northern Bear

growling hass, he could not have been more astound-

ed. He was silent. Emotion after emotion rolled

over his heaving spirit. 'At length tears came to his

relief,' as they say in the novels. He spoke, but al-

most inarticulately. ' I know I am a poor unworthy

creature, but I hope they will take me in somewhere.'

The Minister wept himself. How could he help it ?

The Deacon's cold was nearly cured : and about an

hour after the interview, he was seen mounted on old

Mag, heading due North. Four miles in that direc-

tion lived the worthy Minister of another parish.

—

The Deacon found him in his study, where also was

his daughter, copying music. She was a proficient

in the art, and played the organ in her father's

church. She had heard of the Deacon's musical

troubles, and had also heard him sing. ' Sir,' said

he to the Minister, ' there has been a fittle difficulty

in our parish, which makes me feel it my duty to

withdraw ; anJ I have come to ask the privilege of

uniting with yours.' (At that moment the young

lady vanished from the room.)

' I much regret the difficulty in your parish,' said

the minister, 'and hope it will be amicably settled.

35 ii t if you finally conclude to withdraw, we shall be

most happy to receive you ; and when it shall please

the Lord to take good old Deacon Grimes to himself,

(and a very few days must now give him his dismis-

sion,) we shall expect you to sit in his seat. After

half an hour's pleasant conversation, the Deacon

arose to take his departure. At that moment a boy

came in and handed a billet to the Minister. He
glanced at the billet and — ' Deacon, sit down one

moment,' said he. He read (he billet, and after some

hesitation, said, ' I have received a singular commu-

nication from one, our choir leader; he has somehow

or other heard of your intentions to join our society,

and has heard of it with very great pleasure ; but.
j

he adds that it is the earnest and unanimou9 wish of

the choir that you will not sing in meeting.' The I

Deacon was again electrified, but had got used to the

shock ;
' Singing is praying ; and I join no church

where I cannot sing in the meeting. Good day, sir.'

He was ' very set in his way.'

Five miles West of his own dwelling, lived the

good Pastor of another flock. The Deacon found

him shelling corn in his crib. This Minister, al-

though eminently pious, thought it no harm to be a

little waggish in a good cause, and for a worthy ob-

ject. He also had heard of the Deacon's musical

troubles, and shrewdly suspected the object of his

visit. ' Deacon Goodman, I am glad to see you,'

said he, ' this is not exactly ministerial labor, is it?'

' I am of a diffierent opinion,' said the Deacon, ' any

honest and useful labor is ministerial labor ; I hate

all Dandies—the Lord forgive me, 1 don't like them ;

and I like a dandy Minister least of any.' 'You

and I are agreed there,' said the Minister ; 'come

walk into the house and see my wife ; she says she

is in love with you for your honesty and your oddi-

ties.' *T never!' said the Deacon ' but Ithank you,

I am in something of a hurry ; and have a little busi-

ness which we can just as well settle here.'

' There has been a little difficulty in our Parish,

which makes me feel it my duty to withdraw, and

T have come to ask the privilege of joining yours.'

At, this the Reverned gentleman looked as if he was
very much surprised. 'Is it possible,' said he;
' well, Deacon, though an ill wind for them, it is a

good one for us ; for it has blown you hither. We
shall be most happy to receive you, aspecially as our

choir leader has followed the multitude and gone

West. We have been looking about for a compe-

tent man to take his place. Our singers are all

young and diffident, each one is loth to take the

lead. We hear that you sing the most difficult mu-
sic and '

'Why, mercy upon you,' said the Deacon, 'I

don't know one note from another. I know that

singing is praying ; and I sing in meeting as I pray

in meeting.'

' Excuse me. my friend,' replied the Minister, 'it

is your modesty that now speaks ; you do under-

stand music, or you could never sing Mozart with

proper expression ; and did you not sing that most

beautiful solo, which is worthy of an angel's ear and

voice?' Now this was all Greek to the Deacon, and

like a sensible man as he was, he always said noth-

ing when he had nothing to say. ' You say truly,'

continued the Minister, ' that singing is praying.'

—

But to those who know nothing of music, it is pray-

ing in an unknown ^ongue, and I am sure you are

not Papist enough to approve of that : music is a

language, and like other languages must be learned

before it can be spoken. When the deaf and dumb
attempt to speak our common language they make
strange noises, and still worse noises do we make
when without the musical ear or the musical voice,

we attempt to sing.'

Thus sensibly did that good Minister speak. The
Deacon was a good deal ' stuck up,' though set in

his way, he was not a fool ; and enly needed to be

touched in the right place. ' It never appeared to

me in that light before,' said the Deacon thought-

fully.

' And yet, my friend, it is the true light,' said the

Minister. * And now do let me give you a word of

advice. Go home and take your old seat on Sunday,

and never again attempt to sing in meeting. For if

your heart is right, your ear is untuned, and your

voice, though kind, is any thing but musical.'

The Deacon ' said nothing, but thought the more.'

He mounted old Mag. The Angel of reflection

came down and sat on her mane, and looked him

full in the face. Reader does that seem incongru-

ous? Is the old mare's mane an improper seat foi

an Angel? I am afraid you are proud. Who once

rode an Ass?

The Deacon passed a point in the road where, on

one side, was a sturdy oak that had been blown over

by a recent whirlwind, and, on the other, a flourish-

ing willow, gracefully bending before the passing

breeze. ' Od rabbit it' said the Deacon to himself

;

it was the first word he had spoken, ' to think that

I should be such an obstinate old fool.'

He approached his own village. The reason for

his errand abroad had been strongly snspected, and

they were all on the look-out for his return. There
stood the choir leader. '. Welcome home, Deacon,'

said he, ' hope we have not lost you yet.' ' Get
out,' said the Deacon, with a good-natured but rath-

er sheepish look; and on he went. There stood the

Minister, ' Welcome home, Deacon, I hope we have

not lost you yet.' ' Get ,' he was just going

to say get out, but habitual reverence for the Minis-

ter cut him short. He looked at the Minister, and

the Minister looked at him, and both burst into a fit

of laughter.

The choir leader came up and took the Deacon's

hand, and joined in the merriment. ' Od rabbit you

are,' said he ; and on he went. At the front door

and windows of his own house, were his wife and

daughters, and two or three of the singing girls, ' all

of a titter.' They had seen and heard his interview

with the Minister and knew that all was well. ' Od

rabbit the whole bunch of you,' said he, and went to

put old Mag in the stable.

Deacon Goodman took his old seat on Sunday, but

since that day's adventure, he has never sung in

meeting. Once, and but once, did he attempt to

raise a psalm on his owji private account. He was

in his barn putting some hay in the cow's manger.

Now, the neighbors were always ready to do a good

turn for Deacon Goodman : and before he had finish-

ed the first verse, two of them rushed in and asked

him if his cow was choked ! He never sung again.

A Beautiful Legend,

We find in a late sermon of Thomas Parker, the

following story. The subject of the discourse is

"rest."

" They tell a story that one day Rabbi Judah and

his brethren, the seven pillars of wisdom, sat in the

Court of the temple on feast-day disputing about rest.

One said that it was to have attained sufficient

wealth, yet without sin. The second, that it was

fame and praise of all men. The third, that it was

the possession of power to rule the state. The

fourth that it consisted only in a happy home. The

fifth, that it must be only in the old age of one who

is rich, powerful, famous, surrounded by children.

The sixth said that all were vain unless a man keep

all the ritual law of Moses. And Rabbi Judah, the

venerable, the tallest of the brothers, said: "Ye
have spoken wisely, but one thing more is necessa-

ry, he only can find rest, who to all of these things

addeth this, that he keepeth the tradition of the el-

ders."

"There sat in the Court a fair-haired boy, play-

ing with his lilies in his lap, and hearing the talk,

dropped them in astonishment from his hands and

looked up—that boy of twelve—and said :—" Nay

fathers, he only loveth rest, who Ioveth his brother

as himself, and God with his whole heart and soul.

He is greater than fame and wealth and power, hap-

pier than a happy home, happy without it, better

than honored age, he is a law to himself and above

all tradition." The doctors were astonished. They

said when Christ cometh shall he tell us greater

things ! And they thanked God, for they said, the
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did men are not always wise, yet God lie praised that

out of the mouth of this young suckling, has his

praise become perfect."

Worthless is love that tires by lengthening years ly receiving from the public. Our city, and i

which lessens with the decay of youth and beauty, cia'.ly our country friends, ought i<> sic it. and out

and which can be extinguished by the changes which word for it, they will consider their tune and money

age produces, even on the fairest forms. profitably spent.

The Chaff ok a Congregation. When the cel-

ebrated Dr. Irwing had once exceeded by the length

of his sermon, the patience of a modern congrega-

tion, seeing persons quietly stealing out of the chap-

el, he sat down in the pulpit, saying " I shall now

wait until the chaff has been blown off." The re-

proof had the desired effect, and shamed the people

into remaining quiet.

Same Fix. A domestic newly engaged presented

his master one morning a pair of boots, the leg of

one of which was much longer than the other.

—

,: How comes it that these boots are not of the same

length'" "I really don't know, sir, but what

bothers me most is that the pair down stairs arc in

the same fix."'

PHILHARMONIC JOURNAL. Fund's fornt't Bum!.

;,

This is a company of deserving men, and of food

musicians, and are fully appreciated by the commun-

ity, for we learn that they have few idle days. Mr.

Bond, the leader, is an excellent musician, and skil-

ful arranger of band music, and never brings anv
ed comic singer, will gi\e a concert in the Tow n Hall, ,, , ... r , ,1 „ . . i i; . .1 • 1 .. .1 /thing out lor the public ear which is not worthy 01

I'hrcniont, Tuesday, March 20, 1849.

CONCERT.—Mr Ossian E. Dodge, the celebrat-

in this village, on Friday evening of this week.
skilful teacher. Many w ho read this article will call

It is hoped that our citizens will attend en masse, i.
1 to mind the efficient sen ices which he has rendered

If you wish to hear good singing, and enjoy a rich , ., .,, ,, T ... ... r •.1 oe j j lne .1 J'bilharrnonic Institute at some of its recent
treat of fun and frolick, don't fail to be present.

—

Read the following :

" He is a host in himself. His " Niagara Falls"

An ungrateful man is detested by all ; every one

feels hnrt by his conduct, because it operates to

lhrow a damp upon generosity, and he is regarded as

the common injurerof all those who stand in need of

assistance.—[Cicero.

alone is worth die price of a ticket. His accompan-

iment on the Cuitar is very fine, the instrument ic

said to be equal to any one in the country."— [Salem

Advertiser.

sessions, and will concur with ns in awarding to him

the deserved appellatious of a gentleman and a mu-

sician.

The Philharmonic Journal, is a spirited semi-

monthly, published in Claremont, N. II., edited by

S. Silsby and Dr. H. G. Barrus of Hnston. We
like the bold and independent tone of the Journal.

One of the best things we have noticed in any paper

i- the plan adopted by the publishers of the Philhar-

monic Journal, of publishing a list of their subscrib-

ers who have been receiving the paper for a long

time, without forking over the dimes. This is a

good plan, and one that ought to be adopted by*all.

If it is right to publish the names of those who pay,

why not, publish the names of those, who possess

such contemptible picayune souls, as to take a paper

never pay for it.—[The Musician.

Benefit Concert.

Great preparations are making for Rosa Gaicia's

annual benefit concert, whichja to come off the pres-

The " Musical Primer and Juvenile Instructor," lent month in" Boston. Several professionals pf the

'is a neat little book of songs and easy lessons, got
^t talents have volunteered, and wc expect the con-

!
up by Henry Smith of Chambersburg, Pa. designed cert wiU be one of lhe fi

![

st
?
rder

:

R(,sa is an ainia -

for the use of the small children in common ble young ladj, and is not only a favorite w ith the

I schools. Mr Smith has exhibited a good degree of l"llj l'c . b " 1 » always ready to sing on all benevolent

skill and ingenuity, in the arrangement of his book, i
occasions where' her services are solicited, and she

to make it interesting to the juvenile singer.

His letter was received in company with the hook,

and all is right. We cannot say that we have or.

hand such music as would answer his purpose.

He what you Serin.

• He what you seem'—and seem what you should be,

The child of truth, from all dishonor free
;

Brave and humane, and generous, just and wise;

Revere what ' good—the bad thou wilt despise.

Me what you seem—let virtue grace thy train
;

Court her fair hand, nor court her hand in vain
;

Disdaining vice, whatever form bhe bears,

Or tyrant king, or prelate at his prayers.

He what you seem—let virtue mould each thought,

And form thy heart with every goodness fraught

:

TUv tongue persuasive, to enforce them all ;

Thy limbs obedient to her honored call.

He what you seem—the public good thy care,

The unshaken patriot's part with justice share ,

I thv country's weal to ambitious viewj

i >l all her font—e'en Ciesar in thy shoes.

what you seem—benevolence ope thine eye,

And teach thee how her object to descry ;

Befriend the poor—dry op the briny tear,

—

cease thy bounty each revolving y<

The " Christian Psalmist" is the title of a book

of 381 pages of hymns and tunes in numerals,

edited by S. W. Leonard and A. D. Fillmore, of

Cincinnati, Ohio. The following is an extract from,

the preface of the sixth edition :

" The Christian Psalmist has been before the pub-

lic eleven months, and for every month there have

been a thousand copies called for. Heing, at once,'

a Church Hook, a School Hook, a Hvmn Book, and

a Note Bonk, it has found purchasers among various

denominations in nearly every State in onr Union, in

New Brunswick, and in the Canades both East and

West. Heing free from every thing of a sectarian

nature, it is adopted by various Churches, and cir-

culated by Preachers, Colporteurn, and Music Mas-

ters, of different denominations ; and, wherever it

goes, is found to promote musical improverqent and

( luistian anion
"

Mr. E. P. Duren of Bangor, Me., has ordered

his paper discontinued without paying arrearages.

Sarred Dioramas.

Among the various amusements of our city, none

holds a more exalted rank than the " Sacred Diora-

mas" now cm exhibition at Boylslon Hall. The
paintings arc all of the first order, and so arranged

in regard to positions and strong lights, as to pro-

duoe the most beautiful effects. The^ubjccls are

the " Creation" and the "Deluge." This is no

oatch penny exhibition, but one of real merit, and as

such deserves the liberal patronage which it is night-

deserves well at the hands of the public, and we

doubt not she will receive a handsome sum as the

proceeds of her concert. n. <;. B.

musical Ion vent inns

There is nothing we have mine at heart than the

multiplication and improvement of annual meetings

of the friends of music, not only in cities, but in all

the larger towns of the country. Even as they arc

now conducted, they must exert a vast influence for

good; but there is a great deficiency, which anv one

familiar with the higher forms of music, continually

feels. The professors, who arc at the head, an;

generally competent to the task, and engage in it

with the right spirit ; their lectures are valuable,

and the information they imparl of gieat importance)

in the gradual elevation of lhe public taste, and much

is done toward the gradual improvement of the com-

munity- Where then is the fault ! It is in tho.-.

who attend as pupils. Perhaps we should r.ot sav

fault, but misfortune. Our singers, mostly living in

small towns, seldom singing aught but psalmodv,

and an occasional anthem ; or at best not often any-

thing beyond the easier glees of the Boston Glee

Hook, the Vocalist, or the Philharmonic, come to

the convention unfitted to take up any thing more

difficult ; while the few days devoted to the music

meeting, give not sufficient time to study, rehearse

and perform music of a more ditlicult character.

Again, of the vast number, scattered all over New
England, who play the violin, violoncello, and othci

orchestral instruments, very few arc oapable of sus-

taining a part in the accompaniment of a chorus or

solo from an oratorio;—not because they have not

capacity, but simply from the fact of Wanting oppor-

tunity to practice, and models to follow.

Thus the principal advantages of Musical Con-
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veiirious are lest. The lectures of the professors,

and the practice of psalmody, should be varied by

the performance of a pari or the whole of some mas-

terpiece. The study of some great work should be

the grand object of the meeting r the improvement

of taste and the attainment of skill should besought

in the performance of Handel, Haydn, Mozart and

Beethoven's music.

How can ibis be done? it is asked. What! set

our country choirs to singing oratorios 1 Yes, we

reply, and the sooner the better. Our country sing-

ers are as capable as city singers of singing the most

difficult passages of the Messiah and Creation, as

those of Boston or New York, if they will study and

practice as much. The time will come when we

bhall hear the grandest music ever written in the

green vallies of New England, we fully believe;

that it will be long first, we fear; that it may be

soon, we think we can show.

Our plan is this :—First, let. a sufficient number of

choirs agree unon some work, say the first part of

' Creation,' or of ' Samson,' either of which beside

being exceedingly beautiful, is comparatively easy,

and subscribe for such a number of copies of the

choruses as will pay the expenses of printing and

forwarding them to the subscribers. Printing them

in the style, form and size of this paper, will be a

small expense compared with what is paid for cop-

perplate music, and would hardly be felt by any lov-

er of music.

Secondly, let each choir or family take hold in

earnest and study them ; good mifsic like good poe-

try requires study and much practice, but pays well

when once appreciated. It is of but small impor-

tance, if in style, the result should hardly be equal

to the performance of a trained oratorio choir; a

short period of practice under a proper leader, would

make all right.

Thirdly, let those who play upon orchestral instru-

ments, obtain the proper accompaniments from New

York or Boston, and learn them thoroughly.

Fourthly, appoint a time and place of meeting, and

raise a small sum sufficient to defray the expenses of

obtaining a practised conductor and a skilful leader

of the orchestra, with two or three persons familiar

with the solo parts, and when the appointed time

arrives, let all be on hand, ready to avail themselves

of the corrections, hints and instructions of him who

is there as conductor.

This is the way things are managed in Germany,

and not unfrequcntly in some little village of that

glorious country, the noblest strains of Mendelssohn

and Beethoven may be haard, with a splendor of ef-

fect which has hardly, if ever, been attained in the

United States.

This plan would require a tmall outly of money,

and a good deal of patient practice at first, but then,

think what a glorious consummation would finally

crown our labors ! a. w. t.

held in this place. The science of music has been

greatly benefited by its circulation, small as it has

been, and I exceedingly regret that it is so limited,

but with the assistance of the few who are interested

in music, I hope it will be greatly augmented. Do

me the kindness to continue my paper after the pres-

ent year is out. Yours respectfully,

J. l. M.

L , Pa., March 2, 1849.

Dear Sir: Enclosed you will find $1,00, the

amount of one year's subscription to your valuable

Journal.

I cannot let this opportunity pass without express-

ing the high estimation in which your Journal is

For the Philharmonic Journal.

The claims of Music as a branch of study in our

Schools.

Every art has its own appropriate place in the

economy of life, and demands a decree of attention

corresponding with its power to influence, and the

facility witli which it may be acquired. There are

arts of a nature so refined, that the mind must have

i

reached a high stage of improvement, and the per-

ception have gained an uncommon degree of acute-

ness, ere their beauty shall be realized or their teach-

ings understood. There are arts so simple that the

'mind, by nature least endowed, can enter their inner

siMctuary and pluck as sweei a flower as man on

earth may gather. Of the former arts we view the

j

product in the living glow that follows the painter's

pencil, and smiles beneath the sculptor's chisel.

—

The product of ihe latter, are the inspiring influ-

ence of the orator's appeal, and the thrill of music's

i voice.

The last mentioned art claims our attention for

several reasons. It has an influence over every state

of the human mind. Amid the troubles and termoils

of life, it soothes and guides; in the hour of doubt

and fear, it opens a brighter prospect ; and in the

hour of hope and high anticipation, it is a chastening

spirit, telling us that there are elements of ruin yet

\
slumbering in the fair sky above, and that a watchful

eye must detect the danger, and a cautious spirit

save from overweening confidence in continued good

fortune. All this is the harmony which every where

falls on the ear, arresling our attention—speaking a

language of love and truth that fires the soul with

warm emotions—that calms the spirit amid the gid-

dy whirl of excitement from business and pleasure,

and acts as a balance to the mind against the thou-

sand contrary impulses to which we are daily liable

to yield. And all may call in this spirit at pleasure.

None are devoid of those susceptibilities to the

charms of music which qualify for a refined taste,

and which may enable every one to acquire a fair

execution, both' in instrumental and vocal music.

—

And yet how few possess the power to please them-

selves even, in this delightful ait. Not that nature

nas not done her duty ; but that parents and teach-

ers have not understood the true object of education :

which is to develope a symmetrical character by cul-

tivating all the various principles of our nature, and

by watching over the impressions and associations

which the mind receives in early life ; securing it

against the influence of prevailing errors, and lead-

ing it to the adoption of truth. This is peculiarly

the province of the teacher of youth, and every prin-

ciple in our nature which may be so developed as to

aid in securing these ends, should be carefully and

judidiciously cultivated. Especially should this be

the case with those principles which are the founda-

tion of arts, which may be carried to a high degree

of perfection by all ; arts fitted to instruct and to

please, while attention to them does not distract the

mind, and withdraw the attention from the pursuits

of life.

Now there is no principle in the mind which can

be cultivated with more beneficial results in the for-

mation of right associations, than the sensibility to

beauty ; and no art founded on this principle, is so

easily attained, or produces an impression so pro-

found, as the art of Music.

We look for the day when a more comprehensive

spirit shall dictate to parents and teachers. Then

shall we as rarely meet with a person who has not a

knowledge of the rules and practice of music, as

now a person that cannot read. F.

Lines for Music.

The winds are hush'd—the summer sky

Is cloudless and serene ;

Each twinkling star its vigil keeps

Around night's fairy Queen ;

The sound of music, soft and clear,

Steals o'er yon silver lake

—

Such strains of sweetest melody,

Can ne'er of earth partake,

O, yes, 'tis Zurich's sweetest song,

That wakes the evening air,

The Monks at yonder convent chant

In solemn strains their prayer ;

Their mingling voices seem to vie

With the Eolian lyre
;

Such strains would surely well compare

With the angelic choir.

L. B. B.

MUSIC A1VD JOB

PRINTING
Neatly Executed at this Office.

CorneT of Broad and Washington Street.

Manhattan Collection of Sacred Music,

"^&7"ANTED at this office, for which a liberal

price will be paid. Nov. 13.

A CARD.

Messrs. Nathaniel Booth & Co.

EAIR DRESSERS AND BARBERS.
No. 1 Dutton Street, Mechanic's Building, near the Merri-

mack House.

LOWELL, MASS.,

Are prepared at their commodious Saloon to serve up

the faces and heads of gentlemen in the

neatest and most fashionable style.

Jan. 23. 11 .

H
A CARD.

N. STONE, has an office at No. 4 Derby

Range (above stairs) where he will be happy

to receive pupils in the study of the Piano Forte.

Boston, Nov. 22, 1848.

A Seraphine for Sale.

A FINE toned Seraphine is offered for sale very

low. Enquire at the Philharmonic Journal Of-

fice, over Haskall's Furniture Rooms.
Nov. 13. Corner of Broad and Washington St.
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WILKINS, CARTER & CO.'s

POPULAR IVI1C NOOKS,
MORE UNIVERSALLY USED THAN

ALL OTHERS COMBINED.
CARMIN'A SACRA, or Boston Collection of Chord) Mu
tie. By L. Mason ; greatly admired for its beauty,

•hasteness, and sterling character of it* music. Published
under the recommendation of the Boston Academy of Mu-
sic, with a pamphlet supplement of60ssl*cttvnbs added
m t -i 13 by another author, increasing the variety and excel-

J«nce of the Collection without extra charge.

THK BOSTON ACADEMY'S COLLECTION. Ed-
ited by L. Mason. This standard work is so well known
and used as to preclude the necessity of any recommenda-
tion.

THE PSALTERY. By L. Mason and G. J. Webb.
One of the most complete works of the kind ever published.
It has reeeired the sanction of the Boston Handel & Haydn
Society and the Boston Academy ofMuaic. In style there

U a great diversity, it being suited to every variety of sub-

ject and occasion, ami is especially adapted lo congregation-

al use. The Psaltery will make a valuable addition to the
Boston Academy's Collection and Curniina Sacra, and ought
lo be in every choir.

.\ow ready, a New Church Music iTook for the Present

Season, namely

:

THE NATIONAL LYRE; A new collection of psalm
and hymn tunes, comprising the best ancient and modern
compositions of established merit, with a choice selection of
chants, &c. designed for the use of choirs, congregations,
tinging schools and societies throughout the United States.

By S. Parkman Tuckcrman, Silas A. Bancroft, and H. K.
OliTer. It is believed this will be one of the most beautiful

collections ever published. It consists of old, new andorig-
aal music, all of which is of a strictly devotional character.

The old tunes have simple arrangements, and are within the

capacity of all performers. The new ones have been select-

ed with great care from classic compositions, while it it

hoped that the original mav be found of sufficient variety to

please all tastes. All needless difficulties in the construc-

tion of the vocal parts have been avoided ; and as far as pos-

sible each separate part has been made interestingand easy
to the performer. Another important feature of this books
it the substitution of small notes for figures in the organ
tcore. As comparatively few persons have the opportunity
to perfect themselves In Thorough Bass sufficiently to

play even plain psalmody correctly from figures, it is hoped
that this arrangement will meet the cordial approbation of
all. The book being somewhat less in size than the others
the price will not exceed six dollars per dozen, thus placing
it within the reach not only of choirs in special want of new
books, but of those which are al eady supplied.

Mew Chorus Book, specially adapted to the use of

Choirs;
THE CHOIR CHORUS BOOK. By A.N. Johnson.

Professor in the Boston Academy of Music. A collection

of Choruses, from the works of Handel, Haydn, Mozart,
Mendelssohn, and other distinguished composers. This
work embraces a larger collection of choruses than has I een
before published arranged in a form for the use and improve-
ment of choirs : and it is believed that, besides the addi-
tional interest which us on imparts to choir meetings, the
study of the pure compositions it contains, will ereally im-
prore the taste and facilitate the power of execution. Al-
though only published in the summer, several editions have
seen alreadv sold. Price S>"..'>n per dozen.

' SCHOOL MUSIC HOOKS.
THK PRIMARY SCHOOL SONG BOOK, in twopart;.

By L. Mason and G. J. Webb, Professor in the Boston
Academy of Music. It is supposed that any mother, or pri-

mary school teacher, who can herself sing, although she
nny know so little of musical characters as not to be able
lo read music herself, may by the help of this book, be ena-
bled to leach he* pupils with good success, and thus prepare
the way for a more thorough and extensive course in higher
schools

THE song BOOK OF THE SCHOOL ROOM : Con-
sisting of a great variety of songs, hymns and scriptural se-

SCtionS, with appropriate music, arranged to I e sung in

one, two, or three parti ; containing, also, the elementary
principles of vocal unisir, prepared Willi reference to I he in-

dilative or Peslslozzi.in (hod of teaching, designeil lis a

complete musical manasl lor common or grammar schools

By Lowell Mason and Oeorge James Webb. This work
hts been prepared with r. !• re,,. •• to iho wants of common
leitOoU and academic*, and is designed to follow the above
work.

ALSO PUBLISHED AS ABOVE,
THE BOSTON CHORDS BOOK Consisting of M

g<*io« of the most popolsrchorusei I rot 1 1 the works ol Han
let, Haydn, and Other eminent composers, arranged iii lull

vooal tcwrc, will an accompaniment for the piano forte or

jr<ran Compiled by Mason and W
THE BOSTON ANTHEM BOOK, llection

mi the bctt Anthems and other let pieces, for tocietiet and
• lioirs By I. Mmon.
THK "BOOK OP CHANTS," eontitring ofchanting

ssiMK, adapted lo regular bfOMS end to seleoUOBS from the
tenpture*, for congregational u«e. By L. Maton.

HANDEL'S ORYTOIWO OF THE MESSIAH: Ar-
ranged by John Bishop, ot Cheltenham, England.

THK ODKO.N ; a collection ol secular melodies; arrang-

ed and harmonized for lour voices. Designed ior adult

Ringing schools and social iniiMC parties. By Q. J. Webb
and Lowell KaaOO, As the title page sets forth, this work
is designed lor siugiog schools.

THE VOCALIST; consisting of short and easy glees,

or soul's in parts j» arranged lor soprano, alio, tenor and
bass voices. By Lowell .Mason and George James Webb,
Professor in the 'Boston A< adeiny ol .Music.

THE SOCIAL QLEE BOOK., a selection of Glees and
Part Songs, by distinguished German composers, never be-

fore published in this country ; together with Original

Pieces; by William Mason and Silas A. Bancrolt.

GENTLEMEN'S GLEE BOOK; selected from the

most admired Gasman composers. By L. Mason.

Teachers and others are invited to call and examine these

and other musical works, at No. 16 Water street, Boston.

Oct. 31. 5:

New and Popular Music Book.

By B. F. Baker, Director of Music at Rev. Dr. Gannet's

Church, Boston, and I. B Woodbury, Organist at

Rev. Dr. Kreb's Church, New York.

'PIUS day published, Baker and Woodbury's new

I book of Church Music—The Timbrel. This

work has been prepared with great care, and contains a

large amount of music, selected from the best European

Composers, obtained by one of the authors, who visited

Europe expressly for this object. It has also a great va-

riety of original melodies, and a large and judicious se-

lection of the old standard tunes. Its collection- of

Chant9, Anthems and select pieces is superior to any

book of Church music published in this country. An
unusually large variety of metres have been prepared.

adapted to the hvmns of the different denominational

hymn books. The music will be found to be eminently
devotional, and appropriate to the services of the Sanc-

tuary, ^'he style is dignified ; the harmony simple and

pleasing and the whole work is believed to be of a high

order of merit. By C. II. PIERCE, 3 Cornhill Bos-

ton. •

The National Lyre i

K NEW Church Music Took, by S. P. Tuckerman, S \
^t- Bancroft and H.K.Oliver. "

J lis, it is believed, wili
be one of the most beautiful coTectious ever puUuhed. It
consists of old w and original music, all of which is ol a
strictly devotional character. The old tunes here simple
a itsngwaants, and are within the capacity of all p«i form-
era

;
the new a have been selected wnli L-icai care lioni

.1 issic compos. tions, while it is hoped that the original may
he found ol sufficient merit and variety lo please all bastes.
All needless difficult es in the construction of the vocal parts
have V.een carefully avoided, and as far as poser! le, each
separate part has been made interesting and easy to the
performer. Another important feature ol this book, is the
substitution of small notes for hVures in the organ score.
As comparatively few persons have the opportunity to per-
fect themselves in Thorough Bass sufficiently to p'lny even
plain psalmody correctly from figures, it is hoped that this
arrangement will meet the cordial approbation of all.

This Look being somewhat less in size than some
other collections, the price will not exceed six dollars
per ilozen ; thus placing n yvithin the reach not only
of choirs and sinking schools in .special want of new

I

books, but of those which are already well supplied.

Teachers and all persons interested are requesied
to call and examine this work, and a variety of other
Church Music Hooks. Glee Hooks. \:c

WILKINS, CARTER & CO.,
Pi liLlSllEKS.

No. 16 Water street, Boston.
11.

To Purchasers of Canuiua Sacra,

JUST PUBLISHED, I'iitv Nine Select Psalm and
*' Hvms Tones for public and private worship, issued by

the publishers of Cabmina Sacra, lor gratuitous distnhu.

tion to all who may purchase that work, copy for copy-
thereby furnishing to choirs, singing schools and conqrega-

lions, additional variety in their Sacred Music, without ex
tra expense.

The pamphlet may be obtained as above staled, of the

publishers or any of their agents.

WILKINS. CARTER, & CO.,
l:tf No. 16 Stale Street, Boston.

PIANO FORTES.
WILKINS & NEWHAT.L have removed their

Warerooms to the new Granite Block, No. 344, Wash-
ington, street, comer of Hayward Place.

W. & N.have received a Gold Medal for Piano Fortes
from the Mechanics' Fair, and would invite the public In

call and examine the instruments before purchasing else-

where.
Boston, Aug. 1, 1843.

HJENRY TOLMAN,
IM BI.IMIIK (II 1VIUSIC,

MANt'KAfTlltKR AND HEM, Kit IN

llusirnl 1 list rmiit-nts, Mnsiral Mcnliiiiiili/p, 1'inlircl-

las, Parasols. Suii-Sliailrs, Walking Canes, kt.

153 Washington Street,

OPPOSITE THE OLD SOUTH CHURCH,
BOSTON.

A liberal discount made to Dealers, Teachers, Societies, &c

PIANO FORTES FOR SALE.
THE Subscriber has been appointed Agent for ihe sale of

Wii.kinh & New ii all's Pi a mo Fortes, and has received
a hrsi rate Piano, which is now offered for sale at the manu-
facturer's price. Any person who wishes to purchase a

food instrument, is requested to oatl and see it barbie pur-

chasing Purchaser! can be accommodated with instru-
ments of any price or quality by giving a short notice.

Inquire al this office, or at hi* residence, first door east
of J. P. lirewcr's store.

S. SILSBT.
ClarsmoDt, Aag. 5, 1S43.

The National Psalmist,

BY MASON & WEBB.
VJTJW ready for delivery, " The National Psalmist :

il a new collection of Church Music, eve. Jly

Lowell Mason and George James Webb."
This work, upon winch more than three years of

labor have been expended, is now presented lo Chor-
isters, Teachers of Music and others. :is most com-
plete Manual of Psalmody, adapted to the use of
Choirs, Congregations, Singing Schools, and Mimi-
cal Societies.

In addition to a large variety of entirely new mu-
sic, furnished by distinguished foreign and native

contributors, the " National Psalmist" is believed to

contain a larger proportion than any other collection,

of the rich and standard tunes which the church have
used for ages, but many of which ne nevertheless
new to this country.

I contains most of the popular English Chants,
and its Anthems, mostly new. are well adapted both
for church worship and choir practice.

Its indexes are very complete ; embracing, besides

the usual alphabetical and metrical indexes, an index
to first lincsof hymns, &c, " Descriptive Tables,
in which the tunes are classified according lo their

style and character.

"The National Psalmist contains 11!) tunes in

Long Metre ; 137 in Common Metre ; 77 in Short
Metre ; and !)u of various Particular Metres, embra-
cing all the varieties in use ; also, 37 Anthems and
Set Pieces, many of them furnished expressly for

the work by distinguished English Composers; and
1(17 Chants, including the Canticles of the Protestant

Episcopal Church.

Teachers and others interested are invited to oil I

ami examine tins work.

Published by TAPPAN, WHlTTEfcORE &
MASON, No 111, Washington-street, Hosion. 1

PIANOS TO LET,

OLIYER, DITSOIT,
Dl'.ALER IN

GUITARS, SERAPH1NES, PIANOS,
—AND—

SHEET MUSIC,
116 '

WASHINGTON STREET,—BOSTON, MS.
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KNIGHT'S HYMN. L. M. Dr. H. G. Barrus.
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FLORESTINA, C. M. BUmi -
Dr. H. G. Burrm.
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Composed for the Philharmonic Journal. DART. C. P. M. Howe.
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A young lady who was rebuked by her-mother for

kissing her intended, justified herself by quoting the

passage—" Whatsoever ye would that men should

do ut io ye even so to them."

From the Olive Branch.

The Unwritten Music of Nature.

BY SARAH W. G*****.

There are times oft methinks, when this spirit drinks

deep

Of the strains of rich music which o'er it sweep,

'Tis the music of nature, unwritten but felt,

With a power that the will, and the passions doth

melt.

Breathes there a being, in a world so replete with

melody, whose vpry soul hath not thrilled at the tones

of Nature's music—who hath not felt his passions

subdued, his might and power made weakness, his

heart humbled and softened like a child before it?

Go forth into the open air, where the blue is arch-

ed above you, and life jovous and bright, is around

von ; go into the deep old woods, where wave the

tress of a century, wander into the shady dells of

summer, the groves of the winged ones,—go. and

bear within your bosom no thought of pain or woe,

no care or weariness,—take the spirit from its prison

house, unloose its chains, and bid it soar fr£3 and

fetterless; go thus into the temple of Nature, and

giving your heart to the influences around you, listen

to her music Oh. with what gushing sweetness,

rloes note r.fter note fall upon your ear!—you hear

the bubbling rill, leaping and dancing from rock to

rock with its merry song, the tall trees with their

ever moving arms of green, and mingled in, and keep-

ing time with the rich melody, yon hear the forest

songsters, and feel that a new life of poetry and

beauty hath been roused within you ; that you could

live forever mid these glories of Nature, and praise

the Giver in his own sacred temple.

Is it morning, when the earth wakes smiling from

her soft repose ? Look at the sun as he looms up

with his red light behind the towering hills, leaving

huge rolls of gold and purple, heaped in masses and

moving through the azure vault! Ah! with what

music does the dew drop glitter in its first red light,

studding the earth as if its foliage were hung with

diamonds; there is music in the very air of such a

morn

.

But has the light of day vanished, and night drop-

ped her shadows o'er the habitations of mankind?

—

There is no want of beauty in the scene, though the

light of day be faded, for in her purer, softer light,

the moon moves on, while bright stars without num-
ber gather around her, like children round a faithful

friend. There is a beautiful stillness in the scene, a

solemnity, as if even Nature were pausing in her

course, to think and to reflect. And feelings, alike

solemn and tender, are awakened in the breast of

man—he too doth pause, and turn his thoughts with-

in ; then doth he feel the deep mysteries of his own
existence, beautiful in his outward form, and infi-

nitely more beautiful and glorious in the wondetful

mechanism of his own spirit : then doth his mind

grasp those great truths which lie within the reach

of mortality ; his heart feels the goodness of God.

and the lessons of life are pressed home upon him

There can be very few who have not felt these in-

fluences; when the silence of the night hour hath

been around you, and all save yourself were wrapt

in the embrace of sleep, you have stood perhaps by

the. open casement, gazing on the moon, and have

fancied there was something in her light which look-

ed into your soul, into its very depths—placing be-

fore you your past life like a picture, old thought -

long since forgotten, the most sacred, the dearef.;,

tears perhaps that have been shed o'er the grave of

some earthly idol, or mourned some bright tiling

faded ! Ah ! thou hast heard voices speaking !>

thee in that hour; they have come from the trer--.

the winds, the birds, the flowers, and their tone-

though sad, were purifying and elevating.

Hast thou ever gazed for the last time on a der.

fiiend of thy heart? Has it been thy sad Id to se-

a fond mother laid away in her last cold resting

place ! Oh ! if thou hast, the very tenderest of a' :

human chords has been struck within thee, and tho

hast heard a music which a stranger to thv sorro-

doth not know. Go to the place where thine ov- i

mother sleeps with the unnumbered dead!—sit by

the grave of her who bore thee, learned thy young

feet to walk, and smoothed the path that thou might -

est not stumble,—she who listened to thy wants a-

none other will, and daily blessed thee with thatlov.

which doth not falter. Alas! alas poor child ! yoa

cup seems very hitter, and you feel as if yon won!

give worlds could you but lay your aching head br-

side that of your mother; the pleasures of this woi\

have now no fliusic for you, but there is a mi;;<

which steals in upon your spirit in this hour n

mourning and bereavement, and you listen, for yo

fee! that it is holy; softly it comes, and gently lead-

log thy thoughts away from the darkness of this lii"«

to gaze on the light of the spirit land, teaching the

that the soul which is here so tempest-tossed am:

weary, is immortal ; these earthly fetters will son-

cease to bind it, and it v. ill soar away to a pure

home. You awaken to a sense of a spiritual exist-

ence, and if you listen humbly and with a chaste

ed spirit, to the music which flows in upon your

heart, it will lead you to its Author; you will walk

wisely through life, and hear in death the melody

and harmony of days well spent, and deeds well

done.

Modest. " My dear, don't say talc, say narra-

tive," said a modest lady to her little son, who was

relating a very interesting "talc," be had just read

in the newspaper. While the little fellitvi wasihink-

ing of his mistake, the old house dug W al In,

shaking his tail and looking quite familiar at ll >) .

when he exclaimed :
—" Ma, make Sanclw quit 1-

ing his narrative,"
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SfendetssoU,

Fortunately for the fame of Mendelssohn, snatch-

ed away in the plenitude of his career, like Mozart,

we possess numerous models of the happiest atti-

tudes of his invention. I lis compositions form an

era in the music of the nineteenth century ; they

have gained for him a permanent and honorable po-

sition in the history of the art. In his symphonies,

lus oratorios, and his piano-forte music, lie has suffi-

ciently Stamped his own character and individuality ;

and it is merely a question whether, had it been per-

mitted him to multiply these productions in the

course of a long life, we should have had that com-

plete transformation in the physiognomy of his works

w Inch is essential in a genius of the first class.

Variety, like that which distinguishes the compo-

sitions of Beethoven and Mozart, as a series of cre-

ations, is a divine attribute of invention. The long-

er an artist's cour?e, the more severely is he tested

by this rigorous necessity, which neither himself nor

h;s hearers can for an instant remove. As age ad-

vances, and his animal spirits subside—in fact, when

ho most requires repose—he is constantly required to

be more unlike himself and all that have gone be-

fore him. This is the formidable difficulty which

interposes, at every stage, a barrier between genius

and pretension ; to pass it during a life, in a regular

progression of arduous labors at any time, consum-

mates the fame of a composer. The increasing pres-

sure of these trying conditions in the race of fame,

i- so great to the aged composer and artist, that he

often either lays by his pen, or labors jn vain, by

deliberate efforts, to contend against himself. The

calamity which we now deplore, abstracted from its

personal considerat'ons, possesses at least one ele-

ment of consolation, and brings to Mendelssohn fa-

vorable prepossession of what he might have done.

11 as a tribute to what he has admirably ac-

complished.

Hut the personal influence of Mendelssohn on the

progress of music, especially in England, cannot be

replaced ; and that we shall never see him, hear

biro, or again partake in the enthusiasm, which he

i xcited, is our deepest subject of regret, lie was

the adopted son of England ; he repaid our hospital-

ity and friendship by Lr <"><l offices abroad, and was

probably the first who opened a regular musical in-

Mmuhioation between Germany and England.

—

lie introduced many of our best singers into thecon-

ci-rt moms of the continent. lie understood the

genius of our nld church composers, as well as the

merits of our rising musicians ; and. through him,

England and Germany were fast amalgamating, and

losing, in their music, the traces of national distinc-

Jhs personal finalities ami accomplishments

gained him that ascendency in the English musical

v, winch he employed, iu tin: largest sen

rood nf music.

In his playing and extemporizing, he combined all

ihe readin artist <>( Bach or liandel'i day,

with the accumulated wonders of ezecutioi

ury. His training from infai

der Berger, <>r Berlin, and under Zelter, of lb*

hool, bad rendered marvels of execution ami

invention so familiar to him, that he w ileat-l

traction of every musical society into which he en-

tered. In public concerts he put down all the show

players; he triumphed over Thalberg and his fol-

lowers with the utmost bonhotnmic, by the mere

force of good music. Never shall we forget the tri-

umphant cadence with which he concluded Bach's

concerto for three harpsichords, following Moscheles

and Thalberg. He alone knew the style : it was

the pedal solo of an organ fugue in double octaves.

What gigantic power he put into things ! The

beauty of the exhibition, and. indeed, of the numer-

ous demonstrations made by Mendelssohn, in honor

of Bach, was that he announced himself the disci-

ple of a master contemned by ignorance and preju-

dice. But, with Mendelssohn in the opposition, who
would venture to speak against Bach even at the

Philharmonic? Here was no uncouth, obscure man

—no vulgar enthusiast from the plow, opposing the

opinions of elegant society—but a gentleman, as cul-

tivated in mind, as polished in manners, as fashion-

ably caressed, and fortunate as could be desired.

—

And yet, this man placed all his advantages in one

stake for the truth, and whenever propriety and the

zeal of judicious advocacy permitted, declared him-

self for Sebastian Bach. We are rilled with affec

tionate respect for his memory while we record these

things. A popular master, who sets public opinion

at hazard upon a sentiment, and who throws all his

trophies at the feet of the composer who realizes his

ideal, and has led him to the sublime, has great in-

fluence. Romance like this sways the destiny of the

art.

We lament more that Mendelssohn's presence,ex-

ample, opinion, and delightful execution, will now

be withdrawn, than at the silence of his muse,

charming as that was and is. There was a warmth,

a gusto, a geniality, in his extemporaneous effusions,

which we may not soon hope to reach. In his ex-

tempore cadences, his countenance flushed with the

passion of the moment, and the powers of his hands

redoubled with every great occasion. Never, since

Beethoven took the piano-forte under his protection,

have such cadences been heard. It was said by a

great composer in our hearing, that Mendelssohn

was compounded of Beethoven and Bach ; and ad-

milting a due coloring of his own, the description is

just. We could have wished from him more orato

rjos, more symphonies, more of his delightful cho-

ruses to the Greek drama; but most we regret the

musical head and prompt fingers that dealt unpre-

meditated delights on any genial opportunity. First

and chiefest. we estimate his piano forte playing,

with its amazing elasticity of touch, rapadity and

power ; next, his scientific and vigorous organ play-

Log. He was the first to disabuse the public, of the

notion that the arts of playing the organ and piano-

forte were incompatible, lie himself was a living

instance of the perfection of both. His triumphs on

instruments arc fresh in public recollection.

—

In private society he displayed more varied powers

he extemporized canons with the learned, he played

the tenor with quartette players, or combined thi-

ol ladies at a party in an effective piano-forte

fantasia—often making t lie two go together. The

spectacle of such readiness as this, is absolutely ne-

\ from lime lo tune, to support the idea of

genius which languishes under constantly pre]

composition,! The poetic fire struck out by collision

in an unpremeditated effort, has magical power, aid

no musical performance equals the effect of impro-

visation, which is at once enthusiastic and regular.

\\ i cannot trust ourselves to speak of the memory
of the master which retained the stores of an un-

dent and modern library, a'»d pursued a symphony
or an opera, on the instant, through its minutest de-

tails. The elaborate concertos he had played in

public, give but a faint picture of his faculty of mem-
ory. No musician of the present century has equal-

led Mendelssohn in the variety and perfection of his

personal endowments as an artist. This was the ac-

tive principle of his influence on music, and render-

ed httn, in some sort, the soul of the art. The re-

spect inspired by such acquirements, by such devo-

tion to an ideal, such intellectual power and modes-

ty of demeanor, elevated the standard of music, and

was a constant lesson to the young. " Who being

dead yet speaketh," may certainly be affirmed of

Mendelssohn during the present generation. What
the futurity of music may be, it were rash to pre-

dict; the want of an idol wtll not, however, dispose

our public hastily to adopt the vagaries of the so-

called romantic school. We are secured against that

we trust, ky a memorable example of fancy, subser-

vient lo the strict canons of scieifce.

Mendelssohn's private viitues and friendly quali-

ties are now but too well appreciated in England.

—

He was an earnest lover of nature, and drew inspi-

rations from her scenes. The Hebrides afforded him

an overture, and probably the Mer de Glace at Charn-

ouni, for in that solitude we found his name inscrib-

ed. From the excitement of perpetual applause and

the tumult of congratulation, we can now imagine

how grateful to him must have been an occasional

retreat into the silent scenes of nature. Great suc-

cess has its dangers, and it appears that Mendels-

sohn, during his late summer residence at Interla-

chen, in Switzerland, had omens of his impending

fate. The sudden decease of a sister, through an

attack of paralysis of the brain, deeply affected him.

He returned to Leipsic, and expired on the fourth of

November, of a similar attack. Both the brother

and the sister shared the same happy endowments ;

and in this calamity for art we may, perhaps, recog-

nize less an hereditary predisposition to disease, than

the effect of constant excitement on the fine organi-

zation of genius.—[London Atlas.

After an Instrument,

On Wednesday morning, about two o'clock, one

of our most extensive piano makers was awakened

out of a comlortable and refreshing snooze by the

violent ringing of his door bell. Instantly he sprang

to a front window to inquire what was wanting. In

reply, the person below stated that he wished to pur-

chase an instrument.

'Can't you come to-morrow''

'No I must have one to-night. 1 am from the

country.'

Unwilling lo lose the sale of a piano, the maker

hastily slipped on his overcoat and slippers and came

down When he opened the deer, a dozen young

men somewhat ' how com'd-you-so-indeed,' stepped
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in. A half dozen lights were produced to give bril-

liancy to the scene, and a half dozen of the party be-

gnn to try Ihe different pianos. For an hour they

kept up a great deal of conversation, and considera-

bly more of music. Watchmen (awakened by what

thev at first believed to be a serenade) gathered

about the door—windows in the neighborhood flew

up, and lighted candles were sagely thrust out, with

the view of lighting up the darkness. During all

this time, not a word had been said about the pur-

chase of an instrument. Indeed the noise of the

music prevented all conversation. At the first gap

in the grand medley, however, the astonished and

bewildered maker was heard to say that he ' hoped

his instruments gave entire satisfaction.'

' Are these all you have on hand V inquired one of

the party.

' All except two at the factory.'

' Can't we see them V

A wiser, if not a better man, the maker replied,

that he 'never opened his factory after nightfall.'

'These instruments, sir,' said the spokesman,

are all too large for our purpose, and we might as

well retire. Permit us to express our regret at hav-

ing disturbed you at so unreasonable an hour.'

The music instantly caased, and the party walked

into the street. As they were moving off the maker

inquired what kind of instrument they wanted.

' A hand-organ, sir,' replied one, ' the sort of in

strnment facetiously denominated a hurdy-gurdy.'

At this unlooked for announcement, the rage of

the maker knew no bounds.

' The idea,' said he, ' of waking up a regular

piano maker at two o'clock in the morning, and then

asking him for a hurdy gurdy ! Insult to injury !

—

Impudence without a parallel!' And he slammed

the door and went to bed.— [Phil. City Item.

From the Church and State Gazette, London.

Church Psalmody in America.

To the editor of the Gazette":

Sir— It may interest some of your readers to hear

of the progress of Church psalmody in America.

With your permission I will furnish a few details,

confining my remarks, however, chiefly to Boston

and its neighboring districts. Were I to undertake

to describe the progress of cathedral music, I should

refer to New York ; where, under the superinten

dence of our talented and estimable countryman, Dr
E. Hodges, formerly of Bristol, such music has

made unwonted advance.

At Boston, the most commendable efforts have

been steadily and perseveringly pursued for the grad-

ual .introduction of a better style of psalmody than

that which had so long prevailed. English Church-

men are little aware of the prodigious difficulties

which meet a reformer of psalmody in America.

—

For generations, it has till lately been not only mis-

erably low, but even barbarous and almost ludicrous.

Strange as it may appear to us, the American
Churches either confined their singing to two or three

tunes, or sung at random without any tune at all

!

" The cultivation of Music was so neglected (says

an American writer) that, at the beginning of the

eighteenth century, the congregations throughout

New England were rarely able to sing more than

three or four tunes. The knowledge and use of

notes too, had so long been neglected that the few

melodies sung became corrupted, until no two indi-

viduals sang them alike. Every melody was tortur-

ed and twisted as every unskilful throat saw fit, until

their psalms were uttered in a melody of confusion

and disorderly noises. The Rev. Mr Walter says of

their singing that it sounded like five hundred differ-

ent tunes roared out at the same time ; and so little

attention was paid to time that they were often one

or two words apart, producing noises so hideous and

disorderly as to be beyond descrption. The manner

of singing had also become so tedious and drawling

that the same author says, ' I myself have twice in

one note paused to take breath.' Some of the best

men of the day, seeing the need of reform, resolved

to set about it. The pulpit also lent its aid. One

would have thought' that a duty so obvious would

find none hut friends ; but it was not so. The cry
j

for reform was most virulently opposed by a large

party in almost every church. Objections were urg-

ed by even sensible and serious persons, which, how-

ever pitiful to us, were solemn and important to

them. To sing by note, or to sing a melody correct-

ly, had something in it little less fearful than witch-

craft and its scenes through which they had just pass-

ed."— (Hood's "History of Music")

Tn a discourse by the Rev. Thomas Symmcs, M.

A., published in 1722, it is said :

—

" Their singing was past all endurance. A part

of two or three different tunes would be sung to the

same stanza ; and- sometimes they would be singing

different tunes at the same time. The introduction <

of a new tune was an event which half centuries

saw not—an event that called for the grave decision

of the whole church, and sometimes for the paiish

vote."

To remedy this state of things was the task of

many years, and employed the energies of the best

and greatest men of the American Church. When
the spirit of a change for the better came over some
parts of the land, it took a not uncommon course.

—

It ran into a contrary extreme. Instead of the stiff

and dry old melodies of Ainsworth's " Psalter."

made still more grotesque by self-willed singers,

melodies of a ballad-cast came into vogue. Tunes

were patched together from all sorts of fabrics and

from various countries, and then sung with " right

merrie speede."

Within, however, the last few years, Boston has

taken the lead in endeavoring to place congregation-

al psalmody on a proper footing. In these endeav-

ors no individual has more distinguished himself than

Mr Lowell Mason, a leading member of the Boston
Academy of Music. This gentleman in conjunction

with Mr David Greene, compiled, nearly twenty
years ago, an excellent Psalm and Hymn Book—so

excellent that the Rev. Canon Hartvvell Home says

of it—

" The best and most copious of all the collections

which I have seen is that by Messrs. Lowell Mason '

and David Greene. This well-printed volume has

^een compiled upon the most rigorous principles of

selection, as well with regard to the subject matter!

i as to the structure of the Psalms and Hvmns. h

may well form the basis of a Church Hymn Book

for ourselves."

In 1945, Mr. Mason, aided by Mr. G. J. Webb,

published " The Psaltery ; A New Collection el

Psalm and Hyin» Tunes, Chants and Anthems."

—

Like our earlier English Tune Books, it contains

" Elements of Vocal Music." The extent, liowcv-

ever, of the remarks is far greater than those books

were wont to give. In these " Elements," the tyro

is furnished with a rather elaborate and well selected

set of rules and examples, both for gaining a knowl-

edge of vocal music and for singing it with proprie-

ty. The tunes are numerous, beside " pieces," like

Madan's "Denmark," and other compositions.

—

Here is great variety, certainly ; for, while many of

the tunes are adaptations from songs, ballads, con-

certos, and other secular compositions, of every land

in Christendom almost, there are not wanting arti-

cles of a much better quality. Palestrina, Tallis,

Byrd, Farrant, Playford, and composers of their

school, find a place in the volume. An English eye

is instantly struck with two or three peculiarities, the

most remarkable of which are the frequent introduc-

tion of unison passages in the tunes, and the great

pains to secure attention to the mode of singing

them. Marks of crescendo and diminuendo, and

such like variations, are plentifully set up througn

the volume. Indeed, they equally abound in the

collection of words themselves ; so that the congre-

gation, as well as the choir, may be aware of the

wished-for changes. The unison-passages are said

to produce a striking effect—no less than the fre-

quent throwing in of light and shade, which seems

jto be agreeable to our transatlantic friends. Our-

iselves, perhaps, may take an useful hint on this •-(>•

|ic. A fondness also for giving a smart, and brisk

character to the melodies or the tunes is discernible

I
in many instances. Some of our English tunes ami

i German chorals are made to trip along at a speeds r

irate in some bars than we are accustomed to witness.

I This it must be allowed is not altogether a novel: v .

'.for the principle is as old as any of the early Conti-

nental or English Psalters. Not the least observ;.-
1

. . .

ble peculiarity in* this American Psaltery is the ore

ness of some of the names by which the tunes art:

distinguished. Whether they are real or fictitim-

names it is not always easy to divine. An Engli>.;
:

ear is tickled by such cognomioa as Boggs, Eo, Hoo-

sick, Mix, Shawmut, Sod us, Uton, &c.

This Psaltery, howevor, carried with it a sonnci

dissatisfaction on the part of the editors theinsclve-.

It was just the production which was to be expecn .

from men who were much in advance of the com-

munity around them. Their own good likings w< o

evidently struggling with popular bad taste. Tit

surmise was correct ; for. less than six months ag< .

thev published an entirely new volume of tunes.

which they call "The National Psalmist,'*—a titi.

by the bye, which Mr C. D. Hackett adopted for i !-

volume of tunes, some half-score years ago, in Eng-

land. However, the new volume, though like i • ^

predecessor, " The Psaltery," as to variety of style-,

is, in every respect, a great improvement upon it.

—

[The preface is elaborate and interesting; and tl.e

" Elements of Vocal Music" have been well revise.!

ai.d usefully enlarged. Tlie amount, too, of real'.y
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one »f the most munificent patrons of music. " He

professed," says Mr Butler, " to be fund of music,

and musicians flocked to him ; lie was the sou) of

the catch-club, and of the directors of the concerts

for ancient music; but (which is the case with more

than one noble, and more than one penile amateur)

he had not the least real ear for music, and was

equally insensible of harmony and melody."

The higher class of Italian music appeals princi-

pally to science, and rarely awakens vibrations of the

heart-strings. A very considerable knowledge ot

the art of music is therefore requisite to appreciate

it ; few possess the requisite cultivation, and hence

its support cannot be reliable and must be capricious.

We cannot say that we have witnessed the many

failures of attempts to establish the Italian Opera

among us with very keen regret. f. a. d.

I Iuom is most gratifyingly increased, ami the with a smile and said, " Funny enough !" Halftbe

character of their arrangement is indicative of a rap- opera-goers are even worse off* than this gentleman
;

id advance in the best direction. The chants also they are not only ignorant of the language but are

•jithems are either decidedly good, or of a sort guiltless of any ear lot music, and merely aflect It

. 1 to good. While the peculiarities which have possess it. Such a faineant was Lord Sandwich,

noticed in " The Psaltery" are retained in

•The Psalmist" (and who will condemn them ')

is throughout the volume a pleasant and re-

freshing effort to excite interest and communicate in-

t rotation. Would that dozens of psalraodic publi-

cations, which glut our English shelves, exhibited

half the pains-taking, and desire of excellency, which

this volume presents !

'Die editors very candidly acknowledge their obli-

gations to certaian English writers and compilers.

—

Indeed, the spirit of candor and modesty which per-

vades the preface, rather unlike what we are apt to

. t to the credit of " Brother Jonathan," is most ex-

emplary, and attests the existence of good and great

inindedness in its author or authors. Among the

few native composers mentioned in the volume it is

but justice to remark that Mr W. Mason gives prom-

ise of no common tact for composing metrical tunes.

There are instances of ingenious construction in

some of his tunes which may fairly encourage him

to proceed.

The organ at which Mr Lowell Mason presi

Huston is a large and noble instrument, superior to

many of our cathedral organs. Such, indeed, there

is need for it to be, since he has a choir of sixty

voices to command and sustain by it. From all ac-

counts, the singing and chanting of this choir is re-

markably effective, interesting, and devotional.

—

Judging from Mr. Mason's " Book of Chants," a

mere observer must say that their chanting cannot

fail ol being highly and devoutly gratifying ; for the

hook contains not only selections from the prose ver-

sions of the Psalms, but selections from other scrip-

tures and poetical paraphrases of certain passages of

Scripture. Hymns, too, or Spiritual Odes, of a

longer sort, are arranged for chanting, much after

the method which was suggested some ten or twelve

years ago !>y an English clergyman, i i Worcester-

shire, for using longer portions of our own old or

new version. Hearty good wishes attend all that

Mr L. Mason is doing in his quarter of the Mew

and to contrive an extemporaneous bass Ii

odus, when pei formed by another person Ottilia

same instrument. From that time to the present he

has continued to advance in reputation ; and is now

considered as the most scientific musician that Great

Britain can boast.— [Blackwood, 1S20.

c him
>' If we examin

. , / we shall find th:
ides in

. .

World ! M. Y. L.

Prom the Olive Branch.

Italian Opera,

The Italian Opera docs not seem to flourish very

well in this country, notwithstanding the inereaaing

cultivation of musical taste and knowledge. In Eu-

rope, out of Italy, it is only sustained by the united

patronage of government and a Wealthy nobility :

" By ringing peers upheld on either hand."'

a is very ragai . and requires a literal inter-

pretation to be understood Hence, if Ihe auditors

are noi reraed in the language of an Opera, they fail

to fathom its intent, and often fall mlo the most In

dicrous misunderstandings. A gentleman in John-

ion'a lime, who was present ai the Opera, when

ipeared m be in great agony at the thought

of killing her children, turned to his next neighbor extraneous and difficult keys, whatever he played,

CRUTCH, Musician.

e the musical taste in any individual,

at a relish for simple melody has been

the first step in its attainment ; and that a perception

of the pleasure of harmony has been generally a

slow and gradual acquirement. In a few instance*.

however, where an extraordinary taste for music has

been early manifested, the power of discriminating

harmony has so rapidly followed alastc for melody.

as almost to have appeared coeval with it. This

was remarkably the case, with a gentleman at this

day, of great and deserved celebrity, whose early

history, distinguished by a wonderful prematurity ol

musical taste and skill, has fortunately been preserv-

ed by Dr. Barney.

At the age of only eighteen months, mastcrCrotch

shewed a decided preference for the pleasures of mu-

sic, by deserting his playthings, and even his food to

listen to it, and when only two years old, and unable

to speak, in order to induce his father, whose skill in

music seems to have been very limited, to play his

favorite tunes, the child would touch the key note

on the organ, or if that was not enough, would play

two 01 three of the first notes of the air. At the age

[of two years and three weeks, he had taught him-

self to play the first part of "God save the King''

on the organ. In the course of a few days he had

made himself master of the treble of the second part,

and the day after he attempted the bass, which he

performed concctly, with the exception of a single

In about two months after this period, he was

aide to play several passages from voluntaries, w Inch

bad only once been performed in his presence by the

organist of the Cathedral at Norwich. About the

same time, he was capable of making a bass to any

onlo.lv which he had recently caughl by bis ear.

—

At the age of only two years and ahalf he was able

to distinguish, at a distance ami out of sight ef the

instrument, any note that was struck upon it within

half a note Another wonderful premature attain-

ment was, his being able to Iran- pose into lie i I

From the Olive Branch

Tin- 1 tinner's Life.

•

11V II. n. WHITE.

1 love the fanner's quiet life

—

His peaceful home, devoid of strife.

With tweet contentment blessed :

I love the virtues of his heart,

Which love, and peace, and joy impart,

Around his tranquil rest.

I love the blooming hills and dales,

Their healthful winds and odorous gales,

Untainted with disease:

—

I love the tales and legends old,

15y white-haired sires at twilight told,

'Mid scei.es of shadowy ease.

I love the labor and the toil

Which clothe with beauty Freedom's soil,

Where tyrant never Irod !

And where each task from turmoil free.

Great God ! is sanctified by thee,

And consecrates the sod.

I love the scenes of social mirth

Which cheer his quiet evening hearth

With joy, unmixed, replete ;

—

Where friendship's smile, and love's sly leer.

Are seen thro' hope's transparent tear.

And true friends only meet.

I love wbat'er the seasons bring— t

The flow'rs that blush—the birds that sing

—

Eve's low Eolian breeze,

—

The spring's soft smiles—the summer's charms-

The autumn's fruits—the winter's storms,

All charm in their degrees.

Irish Wit and Gallantry. When the Blreets

of Indianapolis were a petfeot glare of ice, a lady

pedestrian lost her balance and tell. A gciietouu

son of the Green Isle, on assisting to raise the lady,

exclaimed, " Faith, ye must be a lovely good lady .

for don't the Blessed Book teach us that it is the

wicked that stand on slippery places!"

" Charles," said a father to a son while they were

working in a saw-mill, " what possesses you to as

sociate with bucI* girls as you do? " When 1 was

of your age 1 could go with the first cut." " Bat"

said Charles " the first cut is always a slab—did

y.,u know that '" " Help ate turn this log, Charles

quick
'"

somy. The man who chews fourteen dollars

worth of tobacco annually, and stops his ne.w*pspt

because he cannot afford to take it.
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Newspaper Case

The following case, decided in the Supreme Court

at Bristol, R. I., is reported in the Bristol Phoenix :

"Jasper Harding vs. Henry D'Wolf, action of

assumpsit for the recovery of nine years subscription

to the Pennsylvania Inquirer, a newspaper published

at Philadelphia.

It was proved on the part of the. plaintiff, that the

name of the defendant was on his subscription books

from 1835 to 1844 ; that the paper was regularly

enclosed in a wrapper directed to the defendant and

deposited in the Post Office in that city. Bills for

the paper had also been forwarded.

The defendant denied ever having ordered the

paper.

The court ruled that the regular mailing of a

newspaper for a length of time was at least prima

favie evidence of its reception, and that receiving a

paper for a certain time and not ordering 1he same

discontinued was sufficient to hold a person liable for

l he subscription price, notwithstanding he may never

have oidered the paper sent. Verdict for plaintiff."

" It is very curious," said an old gentleman a few

days since to his friend, "that a watch should be

perfectly dry, when it has a running spring inside.

'

;

PHILHARMONIC JOURNAL.

Clareraont, Tuesday, April % 1849.

Mr. A. Bumap, of Cornish Flat, has ordered his

paper discontinued without paying arrearages.

Concert.

Mr. O E. Dodge'gave one of his comic entertain-

ments in the Town Hall, in this village, on Friday

evening, the 23d ult., and repeated it on Monday
evening the2fith. He had the pleasure ofsinging to a

crowded house, there being over 400 people present.

He is truly a comical genius, and every body was

delighted with his comicalities. Plis ' Unfortunate

Man,' ' Magnetie Lecture,' and ' Trip to Niagara

Falls,' called forth unbounded applause.

The tune Kenaz, which appeared in No. 14, was
furnished by a Mr. Coffin, who supposed it to be

composed by Mr. Anderson Mr. Anderson writes

that Mr. Coffin wished to have two of his pieces

published, and made the mistake above alluded to.

—

It was composed by Mr Thomas Hastings, of N. Y.

We have received several letters from Boston
stating that our subscribers do not get their papers.

C. Henderson, Jr., G. Wellington, J. Cary, A. G.
Barker, and E Haskell, have informed us that they

have received the first number of the Journal and
none since. Now the fact is their papers have been

Tegularly sent, and the fault is undoubtedly in the

Post Office Department. The P. M. has a wonder-
ful faculty to order papers discontinued when the

subscribers really wantlhein, and have paid for them
in advance.

The Post Master at Lowell has ordered the Journ-

als directed to J. W. Smith, and Charles Maynard,

discontinued.

What he means in so doing, we do not know.

—

They paid their subscriptions in advance, and their

year will not be out until next September. We
have lost a great many subscribers by Post Master's

ordering' papers stopped without being authorized so

to do. We should be very glad to have a stop put

to this kind of business. One of these important

functionaries has been recently discharged, who was

continually ordering papers discontinued. We live

in the hope that others will receive the same reward

for their evil doings.

Concert.

The complimentary concert of Senora A. L. De

Ribas, formerly Miss Rosa Garcia, came off at the

Melodeon, Boston, on Saturday evening, March 24,

and, as every one expected, was well attended.

This talented young lady was assisted by the

Misses C. J. and E. Garcia, her sisters; Mr J. R
Garcia, her father ; Senor De Ribas, her husband

;

and Messrs. Rooch, Groenvelt, and Webb,— all -ar-

tists of the first order. With such an array of mu-

sical talent, no less was expected than what the au-

dience received, a selection of music from the first

composers, given in fine style, and with good taste,

by accomplished and skilful performers.

To attempt a synopsis of the entertainments of the

evening, would perhaps be useless, as all performed

the several parts allotted to them with skill and pre-

cision.

Rosa, or now perhaps we ought to say, Senora De

Ribas, is a fine singer, and an amiable young lady,

and we exceedingly regret that the Handel and

Haydn society do not avail themselves of her musi-

cal talent, as she has always been, and still is, a

great favorite with our musical public. As for Senor

De Ribas, as a performer on the Oboe and Corno

-Anglaise, he stands unrivalled in our city, and per-

haps iu the country. We trust the proceeds of the

concert bore some just relation to the talents of the

performers. u. c. b.

strange inconsistences. But while these are not

your own, and are not anonymous, and especially

while the writers are men of standing, you will not

be censured. I have sometimes thought of replying

to certain things which have appeared the year past.

But the truth is, that the correction of errors requires

far more time and labor, than the commission of

them. Generally speaking, in matters of taste, the

good sense of the people will ultimately come to the

right decisions. New Englandeis especially will

claim the right of thinking for themselves ; and as I

atn by birth, one of that happy number, it is not won-

derful that I should now and then dissent from doc-

trines and statements which are gaining currency —
But I must not detain you longer, and will only add

my kindest wishes for the success of your undertak-

ing as a musical Journalist.

Yours with sentiments of regard,

Thos. Hastings.

P. S. Some of your readers may be pleased m
learn that Mr. W. B. Bradbury is on the eve of re-

turning from Europe, and that lie has procured rich

materials for a new collection of psalmody, which is

soon to appear. We are sparing no pains to rendor

it worthy of extensive patronage.

For the Philharmonic Journal.

New-York, March 22d, '49.

Mr. Silsby,—Dear Sir : I perceive in your Journ-

al of the 0th instant, a mistake which you will doubt-

less be pleased to rectify. The tune Kenaz, attrib-

uted to J. K. Anderson, is one that came from my
own pen some twenty years ago, and which I lately

re-arranged for the Psalmodist, when from some pru-

dential considerations, it was inserted without cred-

it. If some one has imposed upon you, he deserves

severe censure ; but if the mistake is merely edito-

rial, it is of little consequence. I have myself been

editor long enough to know that such inadvertences

are no strange things.

I am glad to see that your Journal is open to dif-

ferent views on subjects of discussion, without re-

ference to party interests or sectional prejudices.

—

This I think is the only course which will be attend

ed with ultimate success. True, you may some-

times in this way, be the means of putting forth

Patrick Henry's Legacy.—The following is the

closing paragraph of the will of Patrick Henry :—
" I have now disposed of all my property to my fam-

ily ; there is one thing more I wish I could give

them, -and that is the Christian religion. If they

had this, and I had not given them one shilling, they

would be rich ; and if they had not that, and I ha i

given them all the world, they would be poor."

MUSIC AND JOB

PRINTING,
Neatly Executed at this Office.

Corner of Broad and Washington Street.

Manhattan Collection of Sacred Music,

TM/"ANTED at this office, for which a libera!
"* price will be paid. Nov. 13.

A CARD.
Messrs. Nathaniel Booth & Co.

HAIR DRESSERS AND BARBERS.
No. I Duttou Street, Mechanic's Building, near the Merrj-

mack House.

LOWELL, MASS.,

Are prepared at their commodious Saloon to serve op
the faces and heads of gentlemen in the

neatest and most fashionable style.

Jan. 23. 11.

A CARD.
XT N. STONE, has an office at No. 4 DerU

• Range (above stairs) where he will be hapj v

to receive pupils in the study of the Piano Forte.
Boston, Nov. 22. 1P48.

A Seraphine for Sale.

4 FINE toned Seraphine is offered for sale ve>>
-^*- low. Enquire at the Philharmonic Journal Of
fice, over Haskall's Furniture Rooms.
Nov. 13. Corner of Broad and Washington St.
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WILKINS, CARTER & CO.'s

POPULAR Ml Sir BOOKS,
MORE UNIVERSALLY USED THAN

ALL OTHERS COMBINED.
CAR.MIN'A SACRA, »r Boston Collection of Church Mu-
nc By L. Mason : greatly admired for its beauty,

:ifS5, Bud sterling character of in music. Published
the recommendation of the Boston Academy of Mu

sic, with a pamphlet supplement of 59 select tuxes added
:u I -.is by another author, increasing llie variety and excel

lection without extra charge.
THF. BOSTON ACADEMY'S COLLECTION. Ed-

tet !)• L. Mason. This standard work is so well known
and ti>oil as to preclude the necessity oi' any recommenda-
tion.

THE PSALTERT. By I.. Mason and G. J. Webb.
One of the most complete works of the kind ever published.
It has received the sanction of the Boston Handel S Haydn
Society and the Boston Academy ol Music. In style there

eat diversity, it being suited t" every variety of sub-
id occasion, and is especially adapted to congregation-

al use. The Psaltery will make a valuable addition to the
I >ost on Academy's Collection and Carmine Sacra, andou^ht
to be in every choir.

.Now ready, a .New Church Music Book forllic Present

Snison, namely:
THF. NATIONAL LYRE; A new collection of psalm

and hymn tunes, comprising the lest ancient and modern
compositions of established merit, with a choice selection of
[•hunt*, &c. designed for the use of choirs, congregations,
sui^inj schools and societies throughout the United Slates.

Parkman Tuckerman, Silas A. Bancroft, and H. K.
Oliver. It is believed this will beoneof the most beautiful
collections ever published. It consists ofold, new and orig-
nal music, all of which is of a strictly devotional character.
Th<- old tunes have simple arrangements, and are w itlun the
capacity of all performers. The new ones have been select-

ed with great care from classic compositions, while it it

hoped thnt the original mav he found if sufficient variety to

all tastes All needless difficulties in the construc-
tion ofthe vocal parts have been avoided; and as far as pos-
sible each separate part has been made interestingand easy
i.i the performer. Another important feature of this

it the substitution of small notes for figures in the organ
eote. As comparatively few persons have the opportunity
to perfect themselves in Thorough llass sufficiently to

play even plain psalmodv correctly from figures, it is hoped
thai this arrangement will meet the cordial SI probation ol

all. The book being somewhat less in size than the others
the price will not exceed six dollars per dozen, thus placing
it within the reach not only of choirs m special want ol new-
books, but of those which arc al ca.lv Supplied.

New Chorus Book, specially adapted lo Hie use of

Choirs

;

THEOHOIRCHORUa BOOK. BfA.NL Johnson,
-or in the Boston Academy of Music. A collection

of Choruses, from the works of Handel, Haydn, Mozart,
Mendelssohn, and other distinguished composers. This
work embraces a larger collection of choruses than h

published arranged it) a form for the use and improve-
ment of choirs: and it is believed lhat. besides the addi-

llOlial interest which its use imparts to choir meetings, the
of the pure compositions it contains, will urcaily im-

prove the taste and facilitate the power of execution. Al-

ii ouly published m the summer, several editions have
been already sold. Price .S-'.'o per dozen.

' school MUSIC I300KS.
TH E PRIM ARY SCHOOL SO \'< I BOOK, in I wo pan -

.

By L CI. J. Webb, Professor in the Boston
Music. It is supposed that an) mother, or pri

her, who can herself sing, although she
lUMCul characters as not to be able

nay by the hi Ip of this book, be epa-
, her pupils with good success, pud thus prepare

the way for a more i borough ami extensive course ill

•Is

THE SONG BOOK or Till'. SCHOOL ROOMrCon-
lij mns. and scriptural >e

, with appropriate music, arranged lo be sun,' in

p uts ; containing, also, i hi

pared with reference loth, in

. i live or Pesulnzzi nrlhod of teaching, designi
Hi. il f,r common or grammar

Ity Lowell Mason and (Jeorge James Webb. This work
-

1 prepared with reference lo ihe wants o| common
, a i I academies, and is designed lo follow ihi

ALSO PUBLISHED AS ABOVE,
TIC. . CHORUS BOOK Con i til

. .f iii.. most n.ipiihiri horu-es from the works ol I l..n

•••I, H lydn, mi I other .
| in full

••oral srure, wi i II for I he piano I

1)1) (HI I Webb.
\ N I'll KM BOOK, being a collection

mi ibr
|

tv md othei sei pieces, f.r societies and
i.il. M

II \ \ P3," r. in,

i

wiins of « lianting

i
is n.cl I,, selections from the

I!;. I. Ml

HANDEL'S ORATORIO Of THE MESSIAHt Ar-
ranged by John Bishop, ol Cheltenham, England.
THE ODEON ; a collection of secular melodies; arrang-

ed, and harmonized for lour voices. Designed lor adult

singing schools and social music parties, By G. J. Webb
well Mason. As the title page sets forth, this work

is designed for singing schools.

THE VOCALIST; consisting of short and easy glees,

or songs in parts; arranged for soprano, alio, tenor and
Bl Lowell .Mason and George James Webb,

1 Professor in the Boston Academy ol Music.
THE SOCIAL GLBE HOOK ;ji selection of Glees and

Part Songs, by distinguished German composers, never be-

fore published in this country; together with Original

Pieces; by William Mason and Silas A. Bancroft.

GENTLEMEN'S GI.EE BOOK; selected from the
most admired German composers. By L. Mason.

Tea, hers ami others are invited to call and examine these

and other musical works, at Xo. I f> Water street, Boston.
Oct. 31. 5:

The National Lvre:

V

New and Popular Music Book.

|
By B. F. Baker, Director of Music at Rev. Dr Gannet's
Church, Boston, and I. B. Woodbury, Organist at

Ki v. Dr. Kreb's Church, New York.

'PHIS day published, Baker and Woodbury's new
I book of Church Music—The Timbrel. This
work has been prepared with great care, and contains a

large amount of music, selected from the best European
Composers, obtained by one of the authors, who visited

[
Europe expressly for this object. It has also a great va-

riety of original melodies, and a large and judicious se-

lection of the old standard tunes. Its collection of
Chants, Anthems and select pieces is superior lo any
book of Church music published in this country An

' unusually laro-e variety of metres have been prepared.

adapted to the hymns of the different denominational
hymn hooks. The music will be found to he eminently
devotional, and appropriate to the services of the Sanc-

j
luary. The style is dignified ; the harmony simple and
pleasing and the whole work is believed to be ofa high

order of merit. By C. II. PIERCE. 3 Cornhill Bos-
ton.

To Purchasers of Carolina Sacra,

1TJST PUBLISHED, Fin* Nine Select Psalm ano
" HvMN TffHES for public and private worship, issued by
the publishers of Carmina Sack a, lor gratuitous distnbn.
lion to all who may purchase that work, copy for copy-

thereby furnishing lo choirs, Singing sch.nls and congrega-
tions, addil ional variety in their Sacred Music, without ex-
tra expense.

The pamphlet may be obtained as above staled, of the
publishers .,r anj of then' agents.

wii.ki.ns. Carter, & co.,
l:tf No. 16 Stale Street, Boston.

PIANO FORTES;
ITIIiKMTS & XTEWHAJiX.

'
' \\ :n i rooms i" t be new Granite I!

have removed their

Block, No. :ui, Wash-
ington.street, comer of HaJWard Place.

W. & N.havc received a Bold Medal for Piano Fortes
from the Mechanics' Fair, and would invite the public to

call a. id examine the instruments before purchasing else-

where.
Boston, Aug. 1, 1843. .

HENRY TOLMAI!,
PUBLISHER OF MUSIC,

MANUFACTURES VND DEALER IN

Hmieftl Instruments, Mnsiriil Itirhnndize, I'mlirrl-

las, l'arusnk Siiii-Sliiith's, Walking Canes, be.

l ">:t Washington Street,

OPl'OSI I E THE OLD SO! I II CHURCH,
BOSTON.

A liberal discount made to Dealers, Teachers, Societies, oie

PIANOFORTES FOR SALE.
rpHE Subscriber has been appointed Igenl for tlu.- sale of

I W||K|SJ»& New il mi'- I'l A M. I'.oiTi-.s.aud has rcci ived

n Mi -i rule Piano, winch is nOW olfrreH for ante at the manu-

facturer s price. Vny person who wishes lo pur. base a

•....,,,1 lu.iniineni. is requested to call and see it befoie pur-

chasing. Purchaser* can be accommodated With instru-

ment i.f an
j

pri. c or quality by giving n short notice.

Inquire at this office, or at hit residcucc, first door caul

8.SIL9BY.
Claremont, \ug j, \*\*.

NEW Church Musi, Book, by S. I>. Tuckerman, S
Bancroft and II. K. Oliver. Tins, il is believed, will

of the roost lieautiful co'leciiona ever published. Ii

consists ,,i old, new and original music, all of which is of n
strictly devotional character The old tunes have -

arrangements, and tin- within tie capacity of all,pei form-
ers ; the new ones have !••• ii si lected v.- nn greal care from
el issic compos lions, wjnle it is. hoped that the original mav
be found oi sufficient meril and variety to please all taste*,
All needless difficult es in the construction of the vocal parts
have been careful!] avoided, and as lar as possible, each
separate part has been made interesting and ea.-\ to the
performer. Another important feature ol this book, is the
substitution of small notes lor figures in the organ score.

iparativelv few persons have the opportunity to per-
fect themselves in Thorough Bass sufficiently to play even

slmody correctly from figures, it is hoped that this
arrangement will meet 'the cordial approbation of all.

This book being- somewhat less in size than seme
other collections, the price will not exceed six dollars
per dozen ; thus placing it within the reach not only
of choirs and singing schools in special want of new
books, but of those which are already well supplied.

Teachers and all persons interested are requested
to call and examine this work, and a variety ol other
Church Music Bonks. Glee Books, c<c.

WILKINS. GARTER & CO.,
Pi BLISBERS,

Xo. 16 Water street, Boston.
11.

The National Psalmist.

BY MASON & WEBB.
Vj"OW ready for delivery, " The National Psalmist
il a new collection of Church Music, cVc. By
Lowell Mason and George James Wehb."
This work, upon which more than three years of

labor have been expended, is now presented to Chor-
isters, Teachers of Music and others, as a most com-
plete Mamml qf Psalmody, adapted to the use of
Choirs, Congregations, Singing Schools, and Musi-
cal Societies.

In addition to a large variety of entirely new mu-
sic, furnished by distinguished foreign and native
contributors, the " National Psalmist" is believed to

contain a larger proportion than any other collection,
of the rich and standards tines which the church have
used for ages, but many of which are nevertheless
new to this country.

I contains most of the popular English Chants,
ami its Anthems, mostly new. are well adapted both
lor church worship and choir practice.

Its indexes are very complete ; embracing, besides
I'll alphabetical and metrical indexes, an index

to first lines of hymns, &c., " Descriptive Tables,"
in which the tunes ate classified according to their

style and character.

"The National Psalmist contains 110 tunes in

Long Metre ; 137 in Common Metre ; 77 in Short
Mi in

; and 98 of various Particular Metres, einbra-
cino :>11 the varieties in use ; also, 37 Anthems and
Set Pieces, many of them furnished expressly for

the work by distinguished English Composers ; and
107 Chants, including the Canticles of the Protestant

.opal Church.

Teachers and others interested are invited to gall

ami examine this <* ork.

Published by TAPPAN, WHITTEMORE A
MASON, \o III, Washington-street, Huston. 1

PIANOS TO LET,

OLIVER. DITSOIT,
DEALEH IN

id Ti'AllS. SEBAPHINES, PIANOS,

SHEET MUSIC,
us

WISHIXfiTOX STREET,—B0ST05, KS.
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DAWN. C. M. A. Doty.
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MERIDE.V L. M. A. Doiy.
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From the Saturday Rambler.

A Welcome to Spring.

Welcome, thrice welcome, gentle spring,

To fair New England's shore
;

Ten thousand pleasures on thy wing,

Now greet us, as of yore.

With joy we hail thy glad return,

And bid thee welcome here,

For dreary winter's long sojourn

Hath made thee doubly dear.

Thy breath will cause the flowers to bloom

On every hill and plain,

Where winter's robe, in sullen gloom,

Hath long tiiumphant lain.

Thoa'It clothe in living green the trees
;

The fettered rills unchain
;

And to»us, on thy balmy breeze,

Bring back the birds again.

And 0, who does not love the birds

That sing around our homes,

In sweeter strains than e'er were heard,

'Neath lofty palace domes !

Then welcome, spring, thrice welcome, thou,

To this bright land of ours,

For the fresh garlands on thy brow
E'er speak of birds and flowers !

Woburn, March, 1849. E ,

cy, he looks to see a crash, when the object of his

spleen shall cease to be. Poor fool, he has only hit

his own toe against a world that does not perceptibly

feel the shock, and injures, to no extent, any one

but himsidf.

Stopping Newspapers. A certain man hit his

;oe against a pebble-stone and fell headlong to the

ground. He was vexed, and under the influence of

anger and active self-sufficiency, he kicked old moth-

er earth right saucily. With imperturble gravity he
looked to see "the great globe itself dissolved" and
come to nought. But the earth remained, and only

his poor foot was injured in the encounter. This is

the way of man. An article in the newspaper
touches him in a weak place, and straitway he sends

word to stop his paper. With great self-complacen-

From the Musician.

Musical Phenomena.

BY HAJ. HARRINGTON.
The musical faculties of the human soul some-

times exhibit most singular and curious manifesta-

tions. Not only in the hours of wakefulness are

they exercised, but even when the senses are locked

up in sleep, the unconscious subject may receive the

most vivid impressions—nay, may even compose and

execute extemporaneous music with the most perfect

facility and correctness !

On these points we have an incident or two to re-

late, the strict truthfulness of which we are ready to

vouch for.

The first case we will instance, is that of a minis-

ter, with whom the writer is well acquainted, and

received the statement directly from him.

He has been known to sit up in his bed, when all

'was wrapped in the silence of midnight, and execute

a religious composition, with moving effect—both

the music and poetry of which were the momentary
offspring of his most singularly somnambulizing

brain ! His wife, who bears witness to the phenom-
enon, testifies as to the entire correctness with which

he would adhere to his tune through successive stan-

zas. These things may be accounted for only on the

hypothesis, which is probably a true one, that men-
tal manifestations are most wonderful when concen-

trated to a single channel.

A rather different kind of phenomena which re-

mains to be mentioned, are somewhat less easily ac-

counted for. Two young ladies, who possess much
celebrity ir. their vicinity for their power as vocalists,

informed me that they had heard, in their dreams,

music which tfiey were perfectly certain they had

never before heard, but which made such an impres-

sion on them, that they could in a day or two after-

ward, sing it almost entirely. What was their as-

tonishment on afterward ascertaining that these same
airs of their dreams were known and extensively

performed ! One of the pieces may be familiar to

many readers of the Musician,—" Temperance
Flag." The other was not a whole tune, but a

strain of a well-known piece, the name of which I do

not recollect.

A very interesting query here arises, as to the

medium through which the mind receives communi-
cations of this singular order. To say those fair

dreamers had heard the pieces before,would seem al-

most a direct impeachment of their veraoity, than

which nothing is more unquestionable. We can only

say, that if there is a theory that will otherwise elu-

cidate the matter, we would be greatly pleased to see

it. Perhaps those, whose calling it is to ana' i.e.

the human soul, and pry into its hidden myste'ies

and occult media of operation, could enlighten us —
Who will do so?

PAGANINI.

At Milan, during one visit, he gave nineteen eon-

certs in succession, and without tiring his audience.

In Germany where many obstacles were raised to op-

pose him, he enjoyed the same triumphs. At Vien-

na the poorer professors sold their clothes to je pres-

ent at Paganiui's concerts ; the rooms were not large

enough to contain the multitude. The people as-

sembled beforehand and at the first few bars, in

which the power of the virtuoso is always discover-

ed, every one was enchanted,' and listened with the.

silence of the grave. At Berlin, where the opposi-

tion is still greater, the same circumstances were re-

peated, and the farewell that he received at his eigh-

teenth concert, consisted in an invitation to remain

there forever. Berlin is the stronghold of the anti-

Rossinian cabal, and they were aware that Paganini

was a Rossinist ; he was besides one of the support-

ers of that school of singing, which was held in aver-

sion by the same party ; his destruction was deter-

mined
. ,pon. 'lis adversaries went en ra .-*e to the

concert ; at his appearance Paganini was received

with marked coldness : he began a solo maestoso ;

scarcely had he played a half a dozen bars, when all

dispositions were changed ; a sudden revolution was
effected ; the universal furor, and endless applause

were only restrained by universal stamping ; the men
jumped on the benches, the ladies threw their bou-

quets from the boxes upon the stage. At last tin:

explosion became general ; it was like the effect of

a spark of fire falling into a magazine of powder.

—

At Dresden, Frankfort, Leipsic, Breslau, Prague and

Stutgard, he turned the heads of the cold inhabitants

«f the north with the same success. As for the Ital-

ians, Paganini is with them king of past, present and

future violinists: the Germans, whom he drove into

absolute delirium, improved upon this expression ;

Paganini is not a king with them—he is a god. The
German papers called Peganini " The god of the

Violin." At Warsaw, the Polish dilettanti, on the

day of his departure, assembled to the number <

;

eighty in a villa about half a league from the tows,

and, when Paganini passed, they stopped his car-

riage, and entreated him to grant them a few min-

utes of his time. Tbey were carousing at a ban-

quet ; they proposed many toasts to the honor of the

incomparable artist : and at the moment of separa-

tion, Eisner, the director of the conservatory,
[ r-. .

sented him in the name of the party, with a gold

snuff-box, bearing the following inscription: "Al
Cavalicre Micolo Paganini, gli ammiratori del suu

lalento. Varsavia 19 Luglio. 1829.'-' Paganini was

so much affected that he could not utter ;\ single

word to express his gratitude : he contented him- <
|

with pressing his box to his lips,
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\ Turkey Srrape.

The late Doctor Maxcey, some time pre.-idcnt of

nttfa Carolina College, and a man of great

PniTjil \s, l'rartirf.

Dr. Charming had a brother, a physician, and at

ClliuTSO Sfllliols.

Owing to the number who annually try their for-

UfT, was remarkable for the ingenious ways in ln searcll ()f Uie divine, knocked at the doctors door.

The following dialogue ensued

—

' Does Dr. Channing live here!'

' Yes sir.'

1 Can I see him V
' T am he.'

'Who' you?'

' Yes sir.'

' Vou must have altered considerably since I heard

one lime they both lived in Boston. A countryman, tunes at the literary examinations, and fail to attain

which he contiived to rebuke the misconduct of the

students. One night, as lie was about retiring to

rest, after late studies, he heard a noise in his yard,

and found, upon examination, that some one was

Mealing his turkies, which were accustomed to roost

in a large shade tree. Proceeding very cautiously

inwards the tree, he discovered that there were two

of the College students, who entirely unsuspicious

of danger, called each other by narne, and thus re- ,,ou preach.'

veiled themselves to the president. The letter than

made a Somewhat abrupt appearance to the one who

was under the tree, and he disappeared so suddenly, preac |u. s a j n
-

t Vou 1

' Heard me preaeh ''

' Certainly. You arc the Dr. Channing that

(hat his companion in the tree was quite ignorant of

i lie fact, and, hearing the doctor moving about below,

he hailed him as follows :
" Now, Sam, look out for

the old doctor," and, ringing the neck of a fine gob-

bler, he tumbled hull down, as he supposed, into his

< nmrade*8 hands. The doctor, in a feigned voice,

acknowledged the safe receipt, and our hero again

addressed him : "Hurrah, Sam! now for the old

'Oh! I see you are mistaken. It's my brother

who preaches, I'm the doctor who practices!'

The Doctor's Welcome. In a town " way

down east," there resided a certain M. D., who nev-

er had any particular desire to be disturbed after he

had yielded to the influences of the "drowsy god."

One very cold night last winter, he was aroused from
- and forthwith a fine hen was struggling on

, |js peaPeful siumbers by aloud knocking at his door.
the ground. Seizing her with one hand, and the

gobbler with the other, the president now raised an

.-ilarm, and immediately ran for his house. The Stu-

dent was out of the tree in an instant, and off in an

opposite direction, without staying to ascertain the

of the alarm. The next morning, he enquir-

ed of his comrade after the spoils of the night, but,

ol' course he knew nothing of them. While they

ere pondering the cause of their discomfiture, they :

were agreeably surprised to receive a flattering invi-

Atter some hesitation he arose, went to the window,

and yelled

—

" Who's there ?"

" Friend," was the answer.

" What do you want V was the next inquiry.

" Want to stay here all night."

" Stay there then, and be hanged !" was the be-

nevolent leplv.

Appealing to the Inward Nature of Children,

degrees, teachers are plenty ; and although respect-

ed according to their attainments, theii pay ia

erally small, not ordinarily exceeding ten or fifteen

dollars per month in the common schools, bat in pri-

lablish meats it is much more. In the high

schools or colleges, the number of pupils sometimes

rises to hundreds ; in the common schools it varies

from ten to forty. The pupils assemble at sunrise,

and remain till ten o'clock, when an hour is allowed

for breakfast, after which their studies are resumed,

and continue till four or five o'clock ; they are ihen

dismissed, generally, to* reassemble at early lamp

! lighting, to pore over their books again until nine

(o'clock. The master occupies an elevated seat, and

'the boys sit facing him at separate tables ; there are

no classes, each pupil reciting his lesson separately
;

all study aloud to enable the master to discover when

they are engaged with their lessons, and raising their

voices to a high key, make a noise which can be

heard in the streets for some distance. " Severity."

observes a writer in the Chinese Repository, " is

highly esteemed by parents who seem to feel only

that the boys will not receive their full due ; and

punishments are often and severely inflicted." Neg-

lect in arriving punctually at school, or in acquiring

his lesson at a given time, together with any kind of

misbehavior, renders the pupil liable to punishment,

by reproof, chastisement, or expulsion.

John R. Peters.

tatioti to dine that day, at the house of the president,
, Writers on education now-a-days, in treating of the

a ith a select company. The honor was such, that government of children, have much to say about

ihey fell themselves greatly elated, and at the usual << appealing to their inward nature." The doctrine

hour they appeared at the presidential mansion,

where they were received very cordially by Doctor!

Maxcey. Assembled at the dinner table were the

Doctor's family, and some guests from the town—

'

was "practically illustrated in School street on Sun-

day, a lady finding some difficulty in making a cou-

ple of children walk home from church in a becom-

ing manner, said to them

—

fi If you behave so, see

| then two or three belles. While our heroes
i( v ,„, (]()n

-

t 1)ave l0 lake 80|ne caslor oi i as 80on as

of the turky expedition were congratulating them-

's on the fovor shown them. Doctor Maxcey ad-

dressed one of them as follows :
" Mr. , shall I

Kelp you to a piece of the turkey V (There wi

I Sue ones standing, one at the head, and the nth-

. .itthe foot ,,l the table )
" If you please, sir,"

replied Sam. " Will you have a piece of ' the old

or," oi apiece of " the old lady!*" Questioned

the host with great suavity. If a bomb-shell had

struck poor Sam, he could not have been more terri-

bly crestfallen. He turned red and pale by turns,

and stammered out something i nintelligible (6 the

fly, The doctor took pily on hiln, and, lielp-

,: _' hrm i" generoas plateful, turned in hie < irade,

•

I id which will you have, Mr.
,

nim of ' the old doctor,' or some of ' ihe old lady V

•oth fine birds— l»ilh d only last uigli

infusion of both ihe guests maj !>•• imaj

not di Tiny passed a purgatorial hour at

that dinner table, and afterwards \»wed that tlioy

w.iul I rather ha i c a do/,-

I'lie doctoi never made further all u ion

you get home. Now, take my word for it, just as

sure as you are alive." The children immediately

drew up demurely by her side, and moved along as

gravely as mutes at a funeral.—[Post.

i National Skcvritv. The London Chris-

tian Times, in contrasting the quietof Great Britain

with ihe slate of the Continent says :

—

Our people are largely under the inlluence of the

Bible, millions reverence the Sabbath and assemble

for worship. Forty thousand Protestant pastors are

Sabbath. Hundreds of thousands of

Sabbath school teachers go forth to their work
;

Scripture readers ai.d benevolent visitors in endless

variety of ways, are pressing on the religious move-

The religious aspect of the ooantry is such,

ilie religious elements at work are so effective, ac-

ceptable, and growing in the midst of us, that we do

not look forward tivllie future with alarm.

A lady on being asked what bird her birds-nest

pudding was the work of, said ' 'twas the cuckoo

^c iok « ho) made it
!"

From the Casket.

Music.

Happv, for the most part, are those families where

Aoide holds a place among their household deities.

and has an altar on the domestic hearth. It is to be

regretted that music and singing, especially the lat-

ter, should be so little cultivated in the homes of our

poor, where it could scarcely fail to shed a gentle

and humanizing influence, besides formjjig a fresh

link to bind its inmates together. Attention has,

however, been already drawn to ibis subject, and

Harmony now forms a prominent branch of educa-

tion in most of our principal schools. Throughout

flic urealer part of thc"Conlinent, the cultivation of

music and singing prevails more or less among all

classes, and is a source of pure delight to the poor as

well as to the rich. And. also in Bohemia, and other

districts of Germany, Professor Robson mention?

that he has frequently heard pleasant vocal music

even among the Russian boors.

The celebrated Dr. Rush advocates singing

fresh ground from any we have yet touched upon,

considering it as a powerful corrective of the too

common tendency to pulmonic complaints; and re

cords his entire conviction, that the true cause why

the Germans are seldom allhctcd with consumption,

is the strength which their lungs acquire by being

constantly exercised in vocal music. He considers

no education complete in w Inch singing is not includ-

ed ; learned not as an accomplishment, hut ::

and untiring source id' enjoyment for oursclv

others ; and thus lessening the tempiulion to wander
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out of the charmed circle of home in search of

-amusement.

The utilitarian spirit of the present age, so far

from destrov ing, as some murmurers assert, keeps

guard over the Beautiful ! not as a thing apart, to be

worshipped by the few, but a feeling and an influ-

ence to be shed abroad among the common things of

every-day life, to gladden and to bless the many.

—

Nothing can be too highly prized which (ends to

cherish and keep alive the flame of domestic love and

sympathy. The spirits of that lamp, whose gentle

radiance makes our happiness here below, are many ;

liut. Aoide is the blithest and busiest of them all!

—

Her sweet voice lures back the wanderer, and cheers

the weary exile with visions of his lost home. A
welcome guest in palace or bower ; or sitting with

the home-loving, by the quiet hearth, making the

long hours pass pleasantly away.—she hushes to sleep

the cradled child—makes melody for the young—and

soothes the aged with a world of bye-gone memo-

ries. While enjoying the present she forgets not to

lay up a previous store of sweet thoughts for the fu-

ture ; and, like an enchantress, as she is, weaves

many a tuneful spell, which winds itself irresistibly

about the heart for evermore ! $. blessing on Aoide !

A blessing upon Old Songs!

Jenny Lind.

It is now understood that this great singer, who!

nas lately expressed a determination to leave the

stage, is giving her attention almost exclusively to
j

the higher school of Oratorio music. The triumphs!

*die has already achieved in the Elijah, her exquisite

appreciation and illustration of the author's mean-

ing, and the clear manner of her pronunciation of

The English language, are already familiar to the fa-

vored few, in the provincial towns of England, as

^well as london. How truly would Mendelssohn's

regretful Jerusalem be rendered by one who has

shown so thorough an appreciation of the require-

ments of the noble oratorio school ! Great as Miss

Lind"s fame has already become, her present resolu-

tion will even increase the honor and estimation in

which she is held. [Novello's Musical Times of

March l.j

Labitzky, the celebrated composer of waltzes, is

expected in London with the performers who have
been in tiie habit of playing his dance music in Carls-

bad. After remaining some time in England, he
will visit the United States.

What effect did Gain's murder of bis brother have
on Abel's wife? Ans. Made her miserable (rniss

her Abel.)

From the Olive Branch.

Mnsie of Spring.

Nature joins its pleasant voices,

In the many tones of spviflc
;

And those voices seem as holy

As the notes the angels sing :

Mild, entrancing is the music,

Rising round this earthy sod
;

For with tones both deep and thrilling

Nature spcaketh of its God.

From the New York Evangelist.

Congregational Singing.

BY LOWELL MASON.

Some time sinee,~a short piece, purporting to be a

report of an address delivered by myself on congre-

gational singing, appeared in several papers, and

among others, 1 believe, in the Evangelist, which I

think has been to some extent misunderstood. 1

have been represented in some places as in favor of

congregational singing in public worship exclusive-

ly, as opposed to a choir, and to an organ, and even

as recommending the disbanding of choirs, and the

disuse of the noble instrument, without which church

music in its best form cannot exist. Now surely I

have never advanced any opinions like these, and if

I had, I ought not to be believed to be sincere, since

so much of my time is, and has been for many years,

devoted to the building up and improvement of choir

music.

In a large collection of singers and others, recent-

ly assembled in Rochester, New York, where Mr.

Webb and myself were attending a Music Teacher's

Institute, the subject was brought up, and I was re-

quested to present my views upon it. I did this in

part by reading to the Institute an extract from an

address which was originally written for the New
Yoik Lyceum, and delivered before it in 1811. The
explanation thus given seemed to give general satis-

faction, and I was requested by an unanimous vote of

the Institute to furnish a copy of the extract read on

that occasion for publication in some of the religious

papers. As it was impossible for me to comply with

the request of the Institute at that time, I promised

I would embrace the earliest opportunity to do so,

after my return home. Will you be so kind, under

these circumstances, as to give the following a place
in your paper? It exhibits the views I have lon«

entertained on the subject
; and on this point, at

least, I think I have been enabled to maintain a tol-

erable consistency for many years.

Extract from an Address delivered before the New-

York Lyrcum in 1841.

The third and last form of church music which we
shall notice, is that of the psalm or hymn tunc ; and

this perhaps, is at present the most important de-

partment, since metrical psalmody is in use by al-

most all denominations of christians. This form of

church music had its origin at the time of the re-

formation, when psalms and hymns, in connection

with the plainest tunes, in notes of equal length, and

in one part only, were introduced and sung by all the

people. The Old Hundredth is one of these refor-

mation tunes, and almost the only one now in com-
mon use. In adopting this style of psalmody the

reformers were undoubtedly influenced by the con-

sideration that all the people could unite in the sink-

ing. In some parts of Germany, and other coun-

tries, this custom has always been continued ; but
'

while we continue the form of metrical psalmody,!

congregational singing has been, U> a great extent, I

exchanged for that of a select, choir. It would be
easy to bring arguments in favor of the oi%3 or the

other. The great advantage of congregational sing-

1

ing appears to be this ; it is quite sure to prevent tin:

church from becoming a concert-room, and to keep

the music subordinate III devotion. Its principal dis-

advantage seems to be that it affords no opportunity

for musical expression. On the other hand the prin-

cipal advantage of singing by a choir is that it affords

an opportunity for an adaptation of sense to sound,

and an appropriate performance of music and wotfds.

A principal disadvantage of singing by a choir is tin t

there is a constant tendency to introduce the concert

principle, and make the whole matter of singing a

mere musical show.

If we must be confined to the one or the other ex-

clusively, it might, perhaps, be difficult to decide

which to choose. The question would probably be

determined according to habits, customs, circumstan-

ces, &c. But there seems to be no good reason

why both congregational and choir singing should

not be united. Let there be, then, in every congre-

gation, a well-trained and well-regulated choir, l.t (

it be under the direction of a man of sufficient moral

and religious character to command the respect and

confidence of the people, and let it be so conducted

that parents shall feel it a privilege to have their

sons and daughters become members of it, and re

ceive their musical education with reference to it.

—

In such a choir there is great moral influence, gone

feeling is promoted, and the members may often be

prepared to give early attention to the things of re-

ligion. But if there are great advantages resulting

from a well-regulated choir, there are also great dis-

advantages resulting from the want of proper it

struction and good regulations in these associations.

But this side of the pictuie I need not ex-hibit. Eve-

ry one has seen it, and experience is a school-master

from whom clergymen, singing-committees, and con-

gregations have received many lessons not to be for-

gotten.

Where congregations arc furnished with

choirs, the principal responsibility of the singji <

may rest upon them. They should be able to i
it

in solo, anti-phonally, and in chorus, according to t:,-

subject, occasion and circumstances. But K

choir be ever so well trained, there are occa

and certain psalms and hymns, in which the want"-,

the full chorus of* the whole congregation cannot i e

compensated for by any degree of perfection which

the choir may have attained. If, on these occasion.

we could only prevail on the whole people to ui>;:>

every one with heart and voice, and sing aloud to the

»lory ami praise of God, what scenes of the powt r

and efficacy of music should we not witness. U

would come to pass " that the house of the Lent

would he filled with a cloud, even the house of the

Lord ; so that the priests could not stand I o minister

by reason of the cloud; for the glory of the Lord

would fill the house of God.*'

There is a vastness and grandeur about eongi

tional singing that a thousand times compensate

for the absence of many other qualities. 'A« ..

mighty rock, rising from the waves andbravinj

fury, is a inure noble object than the most rhiisjied

p^cc of statuary ; so the grand chorus of congrega-

tional singing may often fill the imagination and melt

the heart, more than the aceona
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select few.' Congregational singing lias also a ten- an attempt to mingle his own dissonant voice with selected the music for a paper, and was laid aside for

dencj to bind the whole people together with the the mellow and appropriate tones of the performers. 'he next time, hut from some eauae it was overlook-

silken cords of love ; for however the heads of a With a proper altention to this subject, ihere ftd. We thank him for his penile hint, also for pay-

congregation may differ, their hearts will all unite seems to be no good reason why we should not have '"R hie postage. His music is on file for the next

he moment they truly engage in the general song of the advantages of a choir on the one har.d, and of number.

congregational singing on the other ; and avoid the
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

disadvantages and dangers of both. To such a re-

praise.

Let me, however, guard against being misunder

stood, By congregational singing is meant literally suit a proper attention to the cultivation of music

that all and every one shall join, and not merely, as would ultimately lead, nor need there be any diflicul-

,- often the case, that there should be here and there tv in determining when the choir should sing exelu-

almut the house an individual singing— for this, while

it is not congregational singing on the one hand, is

-ure to spoil the singing of the choir, on the other.

Let it be understood whether the congregation are

to join or not ; if they are, let every one do h>8 part,

and let no one excuse himself on the ground of in-

capacity ; and let the tunes be of the plainest kind,

and such as are well known. But if it is understood

that the performance for the time being depends up-

on the choir, or is to be a choir exercise, let it be

confined to the choir, and not be marred by here and

sively, and when the congregation should unite with

them."

To this extract I will add a few remarks bearing

on the subject, next week.

PHILHARMONIC JOURNAL.

Claremont, Tuesday, April 17. 1319.

A large majority of our readers will be much grat-

For the Philharmonic Journal.

Mi'siral t'oiivwlioiis. .Uiiin.

It is unfortunate for our friends of music that so

few ever have the opportunity of attaining to a high

standard of taste. Music as the language of the

heart is very little known among us ; and any at-

lempl to give in words an utterance to the emotions

which throng upon one as he listens loan instrumen-

tal quartette by Mozart, Beethoven, or Mendelssohn,

would, by most of your readers, be considered ex-

travagant if not ridiculous.

Consider the difference of effect when some beau-

tiful little lyric is read, and when it is sung by a per-

son of feeling to appropriate music ; or take that

sublime stanza, beginning

" Great God, what do I see and hear"

—

i here a straggling voice about the congregntion, nsu- jfied to learn that Messrs. Mason & Webb are about

ally out of time and tune, and always out of place. to become permanent contributors lo the Journal.—
When the whole congregation sing we may expect These gentlemen have for a long series of years o»-

hear it read by one of the few (alas !) clergymen who

the effects of the sublime in music; but when the copied an eminent position as professors and teach- can read a n
J'
mn

.
and compare it with the solemn,

choir sing without the congregation, we look for no-
1 ers f music, and are so universally known that it is

allllosl awful, effect, produced when a trained choir

almost useless to speak of their talents and abilities.
si "^ il to Luther's Judgment Hymn. What causes

Their musical productions are numerous and exten- the difference? Simply the combining together in

sively used, and very much admired. Their literary
onc utterance, the deep emotions of the poet and the

works are not so numerous, but are considered of a''
musician

-

Nuw
'

l vcnlure t0 sav
'

lhal 1,mvevcr

thing higher than the beautiful. The success of

i-ongregational singing depends upon power, vast-

ticss, greatness—but the success of choir singing de-

pends upon unity, varied and appropriate expres-

sion, adapted to the words and to the circumstances.

A seat in the choir is, therefore, absolutely indispen-

sable to any one who would so join as to add to the

true excellence of the performance. The sweetest

nice and the most accomplished singer will mar the

performance if seated at a distance.

' I saw,' says the author of the Young Christian,

• the picture of Christ rejected, at the gallery of the

Athenaeum at Boston. The gallery is a long and

lofty apartment, lighted by windows above, and con-

taining seats for hundreds. As I came up the stairs

which lead into the room, and stepped from them

upon the floor of the apartment, I found a large

•ompany assembled. The picture, which was, as I

-hould suppose, ten or fifteen feet long, stood against

tine side of the apartment, and before it arranged,

upon the seats, were the assembled spectators, who

were gazing with intense interest, and almost in per-

ilence, upon the scene. As we came forward

before the canvass, we felt the solemn impression

which had silenced the others, and it was interesting

nd affecting to observe, as party afier party came

n pane stairs, talking with usual freedom, that their

gradually died away, and lliey stood silent

and subdued before the picture of the S;iviour.'

Suppose, now, that amidst the silence of this in-

teresting and impressive scen«, some one, from ade-

i showing his fckill. or for the purpose of iiu-

ing the picture, or if you please, for his owned-

raid advance towards it aodc mence

thing it with bis unskilful hand' He would re*

ii di the man who, during the successful perform-

me of s crhoir, and when ibe deep and leu lei feel-

: the congregation was abundantly manifestos'

lencc nf the bouse, should inter-

high order, and we flatter ourselves that with this
slight is the knowledge of anyone (who has musical

taste) of instrumental effects, that let him hear this
addition to our present list of contributors, we shall

'

, , , . . . , • _ . ,. T piece performed bv instruments alone, his emotions
be able to make essential improvements in the Journ- K i

'

, .P , , . n .• urn. ' would hardly be less than when combined with
al. lhey have at all times been friendly to our en- J

, ,
. . „ , , , words. Is the effect of the " Dead March" in Saul,

terprise, and their influence has been such as to gain
, .. , ... i Many less when performed by a band, than when suns

many subscribers to our paper, and we trust that the ' *

. . . . . . ,. , i ii to the beautiful hymn,
relation which thev now sustain to the Journal will '

increase our circulation, and add lo our means of do- " Ulivcil lh >' bosom
-
faill,ful tomb ''

ing good in the cause of music. Is " Pleyel's Hymn" less plaintive when played,

We also state in this connection that we have en- than when sung? These are both originally instru-

gaged several correspondents who are about starling mental compositions, and to my mind more effective

for Germany. We shall expect to hear from them as such.

often after they arrive at their place of destination. Handel's highest flights are in the region of vocal

and receive intelligence of all matters of interest to music, but when you search for the loftiest, the most

our readers, from the land where music seems to be sublime and soul subduing strains of Haydn, Mozart

a spontaneous production. and Beethoven you must look into their compositions

One of our regular contributors informed us in a Tor instruments; and ii makes linle difference, w helh-

private letter a few days since, that he should soon er you turn to their scores for full orchestra, or to

visit Germany, and that he would continue his con- their trios, quartettes or quintettes—m other w

trilmtions during his stay in the music-land. 'heir " chamber music." I know, that to the listen-

We have often wished that we could visit that er, who hears this kind of music for the first time.

country, and spend some two or three year3 there, it is like the Gospel to the Jews and Greeks, "a

but that is a luxury that we shall never enjoy. Mumbling block and foolishness" But, as it re-

quires no small degree of cultivation lo be able to

We learn from Mr Durcn that he did not subscribe read Shakspeare and Milton for the love of them, SO

for the Journal, hut was willing to art as agent for

it. and only wished to have a few numbers for spe

does it require familiarity and study to appreciate this

highest kind of instrumental music. But as those

cimens. His name came to us as a subscriber in who cannot read Shakspeare and Milton, can never

connexion with three others, who have paid, and we too* the highefj pleasures of literature, so those

mi, .posed thai we were pisllv entitled to the pay for who cannot enjoy Beethoven can never know the

his paper. Since this is not the case we exonerate highest Musical delight. Lot out Musical Conven-

I.iiii, and feel snnv that there should be any niisun

mding about it.

Perhaps we owe Mi V . ail apology for not pub-

liminisli ll by lulling hit music. It wss received just after we had mraieation, of dispersing the variooe parts of an ora

tions then have for a principal object the cultivation

ol talent in the direction of the Orchestra as well as

of the choir. And herein 1 find a new argument in

favor of the plan proposed before, in another com-
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lurio among our choirs and musicians, for study,

because the oratorio combines the highest orchestral

effects, with vocal. How inexpressibly rich, nay al-

most appalling are passages of instrumentation in

.Mendelssohn's Elijah ! How beautiful, how deli-

cious, how exquisitely fine, the symphonies and ac-

companiments to Haydn's Creation! The overture

to Handel's Messiah, how sad and heart rending !

—

1 have heard the Dead March in Samson played some

iwenty times to large audiences, and never knew it

fail to produce almost death-like stillness, and that

too, after the audience had become restless and weary

with listening for more than two hours.

Is there no way of convincing those, who have no

opportunity of judging for themselves, that there is

a higher musical enjoyment, than can be obtained

from common band and choir performances ? Is

there no way of convincing the many really talented

young* musicians in our New England villages, that

the labor and study necessary for the performance of

their parts in an oratoiio will be repaid a thousand

fold ?

How well do I remember the vague, indistinct im-

pressions, produced upon my mind by the first ora-

torio and symphony which it was my fortune to hear.

Had I stopped there, doubtless the writings of such

a critic asDwight, would have seemed but nonsense

—his exclamations of delight would have struck me
as affectation,—his rhapsodies as foolishness. But

those vague, indistinct impressions have Ions since

passed away. Music has meaning. It expresses

depths of emotion and sentiment beyond the reach of

written language. In its noblest flights, as heard in

Beethoven's symphonies, it comes from the deepest

fountains of. that great heart, and finding its way deep

into the heartof the hearer, sends him forth from the

concert room prepared to become a wiser and better

For the Philharmonic Journal.

Dartmouth, April 9, 1819.

Mr. Editor:—The general coldness and heartless-

ness which prevails in most country choirs, (are the

city choirs exempt?) and the complaints which di-

vines make to the lack of true devotion in the com-
positions of the present day, are very ungrateful to

me. I have anxiously delayed, hoping some one

more experienced would take up this branch of music,

so important to the elevation of music in general

;

but as further negligence serves only to sink us deep-
er into the " slough of despond" and worldliness, I

have been induced to enlist my humble but I trust

sincere efforts. I propone in a series of articles to

suggest hindrances and remedies to the promotion of

church music.

Music never would have attained its present high
state of cultivation- had it not been connected with

ihe devotions of the church. Let us foraseason en-
ter the vista of the past.

Horace calls music " a friend to the temple ; Syr-

ius " the companion of sacrifices." Pliny the

younger accused christians of chanting hymns to

Christ as a God, and Justin Martyr as early as A D.
163, gives indisputable testimony to the style of wor-
ship by the primitive christians, " approving our-

selves grateful to God by celebrating His praises

with hymns and other solemnities."

It is probably well known to almost every intelli-

gent musician or person acquainted with the history

of music, that the first song ever sung was attuned

to the God who delights day and night in the music

of the holy angels about His throne.

I wish not to see music deteriorate from its present

situation, but should delight to see more of primitive

Christianity blended with it. Indeed, I sincerely be-

lieve it will advance but little farther, unless we have

more regard for Him who gave us such talents, and

engage in more earnest supplications for his blessing

upon our efforts.

It is not marvellous that the mania for antique mu-

sic is disseminating itself throughout this Puritanic

land. Modern musicians who love nothing but a

succession of sweet chords oppose this innovation on

the plea of "imperfect harmony." We grant the

rules of counterpoint are violated. But which must

we sacrifice the music of the heart or that of the

voice? It is obviously better to unite them if we
would have God smile on us. We shall then as the

apostle says "sing with the spirit and with the un-

derstanding also."

Singers are usually more desirous of display than

to make the religious impressions lasting, for which

they have the power. They should seek to lead the

congregation to adore by the art, religion, and not by

religion to admire the art. If their hearts have not

been bought by His grace to the light and ineffable

beauties of our Holy religion, let them study the

style of execution that the subject matter may be in-

fused into the music, endeavoring to render the latter

subordinate and only assistant to the former. But if

in addition to the essential " style and execution"

the hearts of the choir are led by the meek and lowly

Jesus in their songs of praise, how sublime and im-

pressive the effect. This stirs up the mind and the

soul with a certain pleasure and ardent desire for that

which is celebrated in the song ; it appeases the de-

sires and affections of the flesh ; it drives away the

evil thoughts of our enemies that invisibly and se-

cretly arise ; it makes the mind irriguousand apt to

bring forth holy fruits ; it makes the generous con-

tenders in piety valient and strong in adversity ; and

it brings a remedy to all the ev^l accidents of our

life. God introduced the blessed science of music

into the world as a means of converting it. If not,

why does His inspired apostle call it " the sword of

the spirit" ?

Let us then buckle on this garment of our salva-

tion, and by faith go out to fight the adversary of

souls.

No. 1. j. h. w.

For the Philharmonic Journal.

Mr. Silsby,—Dear Sir: Being interested in the

advancement of Sacred Music, I take the liberty to

send you, for publication in your valuable Journal, a

description of a magnificent Organ just finished by

Mr. Geo. Stevens of East Cambridge, and set up in

the new Gothic Church in Charleston, Mass., built

by the Winthrop Society.

It has three full Banks of Keys, 40 draw Stops,

1715 Pipes, arranged as follows :

Great Organ.— 1. 1st Open Diapason, 59 ; 2. 2d

Open Diapason, 59 ; 3. Stop'd Diapason Treble,—4.

Stop'd Diapason Bass, 59; 5. Principal, 59; 6.

Twelfth, 59 ; 7. Fifteenth, 59 ; 8. Sesquialtra, 177
;

Or Mixture, 118; 10. -Trumpet Treble,— 11. Trum-

pet Bass, 59 ; 12. Clarabella, 35 ; 13. Horn, 37—
780.

Choir Organ.— 1. Open Diapason, 59 ; 2. Stop'd

Diapason Treble,—3. Stop'd Diapason Bass, 59 ; 4.

Principal, 59 ; 5. Flute, 59 ; f>. Dulciana, 59 ; 7.

Fifteenth, 59; 8. Oremona, 35—389.

Swell Orcan.— 1. Double Diapason, 42 ; 2. Open

Diapason, 42 ; 3. Stop'd Diapason, 42 ; 4. Principal,

42 ; 5. "Viol De Gamba, 42 ; 6. Violina, 42 ; 7. Pic-

ola, 42 ; 8. Cornet, 3 ranks, 126 ; 9. Trumpet, 42

;

10. Hautboy, 42 ; 11. Bass, 17—521.

Tremulant, Bellows Alarm, Pedal Check.

CourLERS.—Great Organ and Swell, Choir and

Swell, Great and Choir at octaves, Pedals and Choir,

Pedals and Great Organ, Pedals, two full octaves ;

two Shifting Pedals, Sub Bass to C C C—25 pipes.

The Swell runs down to 4 foot C. The Bass to

the Swell is independent of the other banks, which

is unusual in organs of 3 rows of keys.

The first Open Diapason in the Great Organ is

truly a magnificent stop, running through in metal,

the largest pipe weighing 120 lbs. The Sub Bass

deserves a particular notice, being not only grand,

but pleasant to hear, differing from Sub Bass in gen-

eral, mere noise. The Solo stops, Clarabella, Horn,

Flute and Cremona, are very beautiful.

The external appearance of this noble instrument

is chaste and grand, purely Gothic in style, beautiful

in its properties, and is a fine specimen of correct

taste and mechanical skill. Its dimensions are,

width 17 feet, highth 29 feet, depth 12 feet. Stain-

ed in immitation of Black Walnut. Price $3500.

By publishing the above you will much oblige a

subscriber.

MUSIC AIVD JOB
PRINTING

Neatly Executed at this Office.

Corner of Broad and Washington Street.

Manhattan Collection of Sacred Music,

ANTED at this office, for which a liberal

price will be paid. Nov. 13.

A CARD.

Messrs. Nathaniel Booth & Co.

KAIE SRESSEES AND BARBERS,
No. 1 Dutton Street, Mechanic's Building, near the Men i

mack House.

LOWELL, MASS.,

Are prepared at their commodious Saloon to serve up
the faces and heads of gentlemen in the

neatest and most fashionable style.

Jan. 23. 11.

A Scraphine for Sale.

A FINE toned Seraphine is offered for sale very
-*-*- low. Enquire at the Philharmonic Journal Of-
fice, over Haskall's Furniture Rooms.
Nov. 13. Corner of Broad and Washington St.
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WILKINS, CARTER &, CO.'s
POP I I. IK II! SIC IlllllhS,

SHORE UNIVEnSALLY USED THAN
ALL OTHERS COMBINED.

II\\ SACRA Collection of ChurchMu
really admired for its beauty,

chaatciras, ami sterling character of its music, Published
uu.ler the recommendation of ihc Boston Academy "l Ma-
lic, with a pamphlet supplement of .j9select tines added
in id is by another author, increasing the variety and excel-

lence of the Collection without extra charge.

THJB BOSTON ACADEMY'S COLLECTION. Ed-
iled by L. Mason. This standard work is so well known
and used as to preclude the necessity of any recommenda-
tion.

THE PSALTERY. By L. Mason and G. J. Webb.
One of the most complete works of the kind ever published.
It has received the sanction of the Boston'Hundcl&lIuydn

y and the Boston Academy ofMusic. In style there

is a gcaat diversity, it being sailed to every variety of su5>-

id occasion, and is especially adapted to congregation-

al ns.-. The Psaltery will make a valuable addition to the

Boston bcOou and Cafmjna Snera.andougbt
to lie in every choir.

Now ready, a .\'nv Cliurrh Musi r Book for the Present

Season, nanii'lv :

THE NATIONAL I.VIIK; A new collection of psalm"

and hymn tunes, comprising I lie host ancient and modern
I .in,)) ,\itiri;is of established merit, with a choice selection of

hauls, file, designed for the use of choirs, congregations,

Ringing schools and societies throughout the United Suites.

I'.y 3. Parkmnn Tockerrrmn, Silas A. Bancroft, and II. K.

Oliver. Ii is believed this will be one ofthe most beautiful

collections ever publish, d. It consists ofold, new andorig-
nal music, all ol which is of a strictly devotional character.

The old tnte-s hive simple arrangements, and arc within the

capacity of all performers. The new ones have been select-

eil with gri n i lassie compositions, while it it

hoped thai the original mav be found of sufficient variel) to

[dease all tastes All needless difficulties in the construc-

tion of the voral parts have been avoided ; and as far as pos-

sible each separate nart has been made intercslingand easy
to the performer. Another important feature of this looks
is the substitution of small notes for figures in thi

score. As comparatively few persons have the opportunity
to perfect themselves in Thofom.li Bass Hrrficiently to

play even plain psalmody correctly from li^urcs. it is lie;;, ,1

thai this arrangement will meet the cordial at probation ol

all. The book being somewhat less in size than the others

tbe price will not exceed six dollars per dozen, thus placing

it within the reach not only of choirs in special want ofnew
liooks, but of those which are al eadv supplied.

Vw Chorus P.ook, specially adapted to the use of

(.noil's;

THE CHOIR CHORUS BOOK. ByA.N. Johnson,
I'rofessor in the Boston Academy of Music. A collection

ff Choruses, from the works of Handel. Haydn, Mozart,
: sobn, and other distinguished composers. This

work embraces a larger collection of choruses than h

before published nrianfjcd in a form for t lie use and improve-
ment of choi ' is believd that besides the addi-

tional interest which its use imparts to chmr meetings, the

ktudy ot the pure compositions it contains, will greatly im-
prove the tasto and facilitate the power of execution. Al-

onlv publish id in the summer, several editions have

already sold. Price >t;.."iii per dozen.
' SCHOOL MUSIC BOOKS.

THF. PRIMARY SCHOOL SONG HOOK, in two parts.

By L. '• •'• Webb, Professor in lbs

Academy of Music I'
i

: that arrj mother^ or pri-

mary - m herself sin',', although she

may" know so little of musical characters as uol to lie able

I i rca I music herself, may by the help of this honk.
I

her pupils wilhgood success, and thus prepare

the way for a more thorough ami extensivecotrrse in higher

THE SONG BOOR OFTI1K SCHOOL ROOM Con-
•

, ii-^s, hj mus, and scriptural le-

,
with appi tic, arranged to be '•tin;' in

una, tw containing, a ••, the elementary
music, prepared with reference to the in-

/./.i in method ofteaching, designer! as a

HANDEL'S ORATORIO 01<" THK MESSIAH: Ar-
ranged by John Bis%op, of Cheltenham, England.
THE ODEON ; a collection of secular melodies; arrang-

ed and harmonized for four voices. I 1
it adult

singing sej Is and social music parties. My O. .1. \\ ebb
and Lowell Mason. As the title page sets forth, this work

inging schools.

THE VOCALIST; consisting of short and easy glees.
I or sonars in parts; arranged for sourano, alto, tenor and
bass voices. By Lowell .Mason and George James Webb.
Professor in the Boston Academy of Music.

THE SOCIAL OLEE BOOK; a 'selection of Glees and
Part Songs, by distinguished German composers, never be-

fore published in this country ; together with Original

Pieces: by William Mason and Silas A. Bancroft,

GENTLEMEN'S GLEE BOOKi selected from the
most admired German composers. By L. .Mason.

Teachers and others are invited to call and examine these
and other musical works, at No. 16 Water strict. Boston.

Oct. 31. 5:

New and Popular Music Book.

By B. F. Baker, Director of Music at Rev. Dr. Cannet's
Church, Boston, and 1. B. Woodbury, Organist at

Rev. Dr. Kreb's Church. New York.

'PIUS day published, Baker and Woodbury's new
J book of Church'Music—The TimbrCI. This
work has been prepared with (Treat care, and contains a

large amount of music, selected from the host European
Composers, obtained by one of the authors, who visited

Europe expressly for this object. It has also a great va-

riety of original melodies, and a large and judicious se-

lection of the old standard tunes. Its collection of

Chants, Anthems and select pieces is superior to any
book of Church music published in this country. An
unusually large variety of metres have been prepared,

adapted to the hymns of the different denominational
hymn books. The music will be found to be eminently
devotional, and appropriate to the services of the Sanc-
tuary. The style is dignified ; the harmony simple and

pleasing and the whole work is believed to be of a high
order of merit. By C. II. PIERCE, 3 Cornliill Bos-
ton.

To Purchasers of Carmiiia Sacra.

TUST PUBLISHEP, Fiptv \im-. Select Psalm akd
•I ii -..-.- Tones for public and private worship, issued by

the publishers of Carmina Sacra, lor gratuitous dislctbu.

lion to all who may purchase that work, copy for copy-

thereby furnishing to choirs, singing sch< ols and congrt ga-

llons, additioual variel) in their .Sacred Music, without ex-

tra expense.

The pamphlet may be obtained as above stated, of the

publisher or anv of their agents.

WILKINS, CARTER, & CO,,
i:tf Stn < i. Boston.

PIANO FORTES.

The National Lyre

:

\ \F.W Church Music Book, by S. P. Tuckennan
-t llamroft and H.K.Oliver. This, It in helrrverl
be one of the most beautiful collections ever publisbei
consists ol old, new and original music, all of which
strictly devotional charaoter The old tones bare shnpl.

mi nis. and are wilbiu the capacity of all pet farm-
ers ; the new ones have been selected with gn at i an
i lassie compos lions, while it is hoped that the original m.i)
be found ol sufficient merit ami variety to please all la»te«
All needless difficult es in thi construction of ihc vocal parts
have been carefully avoided, and as far as possible, each
separate pari has been made interesting and easy to the
performer, Another important feature ol ibis honk, is if'

substitution of small notes lor figures in the organ
As eomparativelv few persons have the opportunity '

feet themselves in Thorough Fiass sufficiently to pis
plain psalmody correctly from figures, it is hoped il

arrangement will meet the cordial approl aliou of all.

This booK being somewhat less in size than sonic
other collections, the price will not exceed six dollars
per dozen ; thus placing it within the reach not only
of choirs and Binding schools in special want of new
books, but of those which are already well supplied.

Teachers and all persons interested arc requested
to call and examine this work, and a variety of other
Church Music Books. Glee Books, ^e.

WILKINS, CARTER & CO.,
Publishers,

No. 16 Water street, Boston.
11.

X

The National Psalmist.

BY MASON & WEBB.
TOW ready for delivery, " The National Psalmist

le miiticnl manual for common oi grammar n
ebb. This work

« nh rrfen e in tbe want - of common
md is desi

AXiS3 PUBLISHED AS ABOVE,
Til \ i:;!.)Kl'S HOOK Consisting of a se-

, the works ol Han.
II nt e.niii I in lull

i
inime.nl to the

|

I

: i! i j po.N W'THKM B IrtK,

lies md

' IT \ V rs," con lu'ing
linn- I

WIt.KIITS & I7EWHAT.Ii have removed their

Warerooins to the in-w ( iranile Block, No. :t 1 1, Wash-
ington. street, corner of Hay
W. & N.have received'a Gold Medal for Pianofortes

from the Mechanics' Fair, and would invite the public to

call ami examine the instruments before purchasing else-

where.
l!oston, Aug. I, 1843.

HENRY TOLMAN,
P I It I. I S II K R OF MISIC,

MANUFACTURES: AM) DEALER IN

ilusif.il Instruments, SImical Slcrchaidizi}, linlircl-

! is, Parasols, Suii-Shiybs, Walking Canes, \c
1 ,:', Washington Si

OP J'OS II E Till OLD SOI I It i llllti II,

BOSTON.

il discount lies.&c

PIANO FORTES FOR SALE.

T|
1

1
." "t for lie

Wilkin* & IN and has <

a lirei i He Piano, whii Ii is now offered fm .ale at thi

factor* Ni)^ person who wishi s m pur.

.,,,.,11 ;1M ,i »,.,. il hi foie pur-

, tccommodati d with instru-

iving a short notice.

Inquin at tie- ol

of J. P tore.

a new collection of Church Music, cVc. Bv
Lowell Mason and George James Webb."
This work, upon which more than three years of

labor have been expended, is now presented to Chor-
isters, Teachers of .Music and others, as a most com-
plete manual of Psalmody, adapted to the use of

Choirs, Congregations, Singing Schools, and Musi-
cal Societies.

In addition to a large variety oC entirely new mu-
sic, furnished by distinguished foreign .and native)

contributors, the " National Psalmist'" is believed to

contain a larger proportion than any other collection,

of the rich and standard tunes which the church have
used for ages, but many of which are nevertheless

new to this country.

I contains most of the popular English Chants,
and us Anthems, mostly new. are, well adapted both

lor church worship and choir practice.

Its indexes are very complete ; embracing, beside*

the; usual alphabetical and metrical indexes, an index

to first linesof hyinns, &c, "
"Descriptive Tab

in which the tunes are classified according to their

style and character.

II The National Psalmist contains 119 tunes in

Long Metre ; 137 in Common Metre ; 77 in Short

Metre ; and 99 of various Particular Metres, embra-

cing all the varieties in use ; also; 37 Anthems and

Set Pieces, many o£ litem furnished i piaaaly for

the work by distinguished English Composers ; and
107 I hants, including il"' • 'amides of the Protestant

opal * 'bun h.

nrrs and others interested are invited to call

and examine this work.

Published by TAPPAN, WII1TTEM0KE It

MASON, No 111. Washington-street, Boston. I

PIANOS TO LET,

OLIVER DITSON,

(il'lTAKS, SI^!\r'lllNE8, PIANOS,

SHEET MUSIC.
1J6 7

WASHINGTON STllLLT,—BOSTON, MS.
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Alegro. BENTON. H. M. Composed for the Phil. Journal E. C. Hour.
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The Wandering Wind.

BY MRS. HKMANS.

The wind, the wandering wind

Of the golden summer eves

—

Whence is the thrilling magic

Of its tones among the leaves?

Oh ! is it from the waters,

Or from the tall grass ?

Or is it from the hollow rocks

Through which its breathings pass I

Or is it from the voices

Of all in one combined,

That it wins the tone of mastery ?

The wind, the wandering wind !

No, no, the strange, sweet accents

That with it come and go.

They are not from the osiers,

Nor the fir trees whispering low.

They are not of the waters,

Or of the caverned hill,

'Tis the human love within us

That gives them power to thrill.

They touch the links of memory

Around our spirits twined,

And we start, and weep, and tremble !

To the wind the wandering wind.

Over a watering place in Vermont, a gentleman

foand inscribed the following spirited verse, which

he transcribed while watering his horse :

"Temperance fountain, good as can he,

Better far than rum or brandy,

If this truth excite your fury,

Let your horse be judge and jury."

[Vt. Gazette.

This can hardly be claimed by any of the Green

Mountain muses as original, for the same appears as

an inscription over an ancient watering place in this

county, on the road leading from Worcester to Fitch-

burg.—[Barre, (Mass.) Pat.

Vocal Music a proper branch of Public Education.

The elements of vocal music should be taught in

our common schools for several reasons.

1. God has generally endowed men with organs

for singing. As well might men neglect to use

their hands, as their natural organs of music. Did

God create men with these wonderful powers of

song without imposing on them an obligation to cul-

tivate them? " Awake up, my glory ; awake psal-

try and harp."

" Awake my tongue to sound his praise :

' My tongue, the glory of my frame."

2. Music is a science, and the study of it is fitted

to improve the mind, as much as the study of some

other sciences. Do we see method, order, harmo-

ny, beauty and fitness in other studies? We see the

same in music.

3. Music is a source of pleasure. Why do men
labor for property? Is it not to enjoy it? The
pleasures of some are indeed brutish, in calculation,

at least. They calculate to be warm, to have enough

to eat, as long as they live, and a home to dwell in.

If they enjoy true pleasure, it is not so much be-

cause they calculate on it, but because it happens to

their lot, without their calculating on it. Hence the

fundamentals of common school education are these :

to read, write and cipher, just to do ordinary worldly

business. O, where is the soul ? Where is man's

capacity of enjoying intellectual and spiritual happi-

ness ? Where is that wonderful faculty of making

music for himself, and enjoying that music? If he

has the capacity of singing and enjoying music, who

can estimate the pleasure he may find in even four or

five tunes only, through a whole life.

4. Music gives pleasure'to others. Why should

not music, that is pleasant to the car, be truly worth

as much as honey which is pleasant to the taste?

—

Half of the expense of families for food is to make it

pleasant. But how transient is the pleasure of eat-

ing compared with that of hearing good music !

—

Why, then, are people willing to be at so much ex-

pense for what is pleasant in food, when they are

willing to pay little or nothing for what is pleasant

in sounds? Surely it is not yet known that music

gives pleasure.

5. Music is a very cheap gratification. Suppose

that a musical instrument will last fifty years with-

out repair, and will afford entertainment, profit and

pleasure, an hour a day, on an average, for all that

time, not to one person only, but to a whole family
;

who could estimate its value in comparison with some

other things ? Will a splendid dress compare with

it? Will a few rich and fashionable articles of fur-

niture compare with it ? how many of these things

are costly, unsatisfying and unprofitable !

" Let me be dressed fine as 1 will,

Flies, worms and flowers exceed me still."

6. Music is to be employed in' the service of

God. The will of God is repeatedly and distinct

ly declared.—" Make a joyful noise unto the Lord,

all the earth." " Let every ihing that hath breath

praise the Lord." Some may think that this very

fact, that music is to be employed in the service of

God is a reason why it should not be taught in com-

mon schools. Now I affirm that the true and prin-

cipal reason why all the youth in our country are to

be taught to read is, that they may read the bihle

for themselves. I aflirm that the reading of no oth-

er book can enable a people to maintain republican

institutions. I affirm, moreover, that, without the

public worship of God according to the scriptures,

the scriptures themselves will not be read, and re-

publican principles of government cannot be happily

carried out into practice. I am not extravagant,

therefore, in affirming that the first and most impor-

tant object in the education of the young, is to fit

them for the rational, skillful and true worship of

God, by a knowledge of his revealed word, and an

ability to sing his praise with the spirit and with the

understanding. We are educating the young. To

educate is to draw out. We are drawing out, then,

the faculties of the young. What faculties are we

drawing out ? Why, we are drawing out their men-

tal and not their moral faculties. Hence it is that

we see at the present day the young possessed of

bright intellects, but very dull consciences. Thcv

can see minute objects with the microscope ; and

they can penetrate far, far off into starry space with

the telescope; but God is not in all their thoughts.

Their education is not based enough on the bible.

—

Their faculties are not drawn out to know, fear,

serve, and praise God. And, so facias an evil spir-

it prevailed in our country, that in the middle States

some of our presbyterian brethren seem to be giving

up the idea of having a christian common school ed-

ucation ; that each denomination or church maysrp-

port a christian school of its own. Have we not as-

sented to the idea that the bible and christirnity are

too denominational for our schools?—[Chr. Mirror.

Orchestral Practical Jokes.—It was directed

at the commemoration in Westminster Abbey, that,

during the choruses, no one should desist from play-

ing, or sit down. An Italian, of the name of Tumi,

disobeyed this command ; and one of those precioi.*-

youths the Ashleys, in a loud chorns, nailed do» n

his coat to the seat; and on his getting up he tore eft"

the lap. Pachiorotti was singing at the time ;
when

the Italian in a great rage called out " Got dem, Grt

dem," so loud, that it rang through the abbey, and

attracted the attention of the king, who dispatched

Lord Sandwich into the orchestra to learn the cau^e

of the disturbance; but no one dared to hint at the

offender. The next day, these lawless gentlemen

put twenty pennyworth of halfpence into the iti6im>

of his fiddle, the rattle of which at first enraged him ,

but he contentedly sat down and pocketed the affront.

[Gardiner's Music and Friends.
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Another College Serapc.

The following capital story is told by " one who

Knows" of Doctor Maxcey, and cannot fail to amuse

iuir readers. On one occasion, several of thestu-,

of South Carolina College resolved to drag the

Doctor's carriage into the woods* and fixed upon a

night for the performance of the exploit. One of,

their number, however, was troubled with some com-]

punctious visitings, and managed to convey to the

:

worthy President a hint that it would be well for him

lire the door of his carriage-house. Instead of

paying any heed to this suggestions, the Doctor pro-

ceeded, on the appointed night, to the carriage-

Ionise, and ensconced his portly person inside the

* -hide. In less than an hour, sumo half a dozen

I
gentlemen came to his retreat, and cautiously

withdrew the cartiage into the road. When they

were fairly out of the college precincts, they forgot

their reserve, and began to joke freely with eachoth-

er by name. One of them complained of the weight

o| the carriage, and another replied, by swearing

thai it " was heavy enough to have the old fellow in

It."* For nearly a mile they proceeded along the

highway and then struck into the woods, to a cover

which lhey~concluded would effectually coneeal the

vehicle. Making themselves infinitely merry at the

Doctors expense, and conjecturing how and when
he would find his carriage, they at length reached

the spot where they had resolved to leave it. Just

h they were about to depart—having once more

agreed that ,: the carriage was heavy enough to have

me old Doctor and all his tribe in it,"—they were

startled by the sudden dropping of one of the glass-

i por panels, and by the well known voice of the

Doctor himself, who thus addressed them :

'•' So, so,

voting gentlemen, you are going to leave mc in the

woods, are you ' Surely, as you have brought me
i.ither for your own gratification, you will hot refuse

hi take me back fur mine ! Come, Messrs. , and

, and ^jnckle to, and let us return ; it's

getting late "'^Thcre was no appeal ; for the win-

dow was raised, and the Doctor resumed his seat.

—

Almost without a word, the discomfited young gen-

-men took their places at the pole, and at the hack

f the vehicle, and quite as expeditiously, if with less

did they retrace their course. In silence they

JTragged the carriage into its wonted place, and then

itad precipitately to their rooms, to dream of

the account tficy must render on the morrow. When
I lej ha.

I goae, the Doctor quietly vacated the car-

nage, and went to his house, where he related the

to his family wnli great glee. lie never call-

heroes of that nocturnal expedition to an ac-

mil
.
nor was his carnage ever afterwards dragged

the wood*!—[Southern Lit. Caz.

with all its complicatedvibrations perceptible were of such a character as cr °' the mighty structure,

could not by any possibility be supposed to be pro- machinery and couplings.

duced bv atmospheric influence, and from their anal- We have obtained from the builders an acci

ogy to those produced by the passage of electric cur- account of the contents of this organ, which we

rents through conducting substances, I wns still fur- here give to our readers. We observe that the

ther confirmed in the opinion which I have already orders speak of 4 rows of keys' and not ' hanks id

stated. Who will be the first inventor of an eleclri- keys' The latter expression has obtained* in this

cal piano-forte !" community, but is not warranted, wc believe, by

The Scientific American savs such an invention
&°°d aM«* We fi,,d ln ,he "^crip.ion of Kiiropt-

has already been produced. Mr. A. Bain took out a
an or- a " s

'
the expression ' key bounds,' • rows ol

patent la-t year in London for plaving musical in-
ke >V a,,d

' se,s of k '".vs ' '° l'*l>"'-* the B»me thing,

strumenis by electro-magnetic apparatus. The Lon-
1) "' we J " n,)l fmd ' ,,anks ,,f kp

.
vs ' *»idi seems to

don Patent Journal calls it an exceedingly ingenious ,,e a slra "rre ana" rather inappropriate expression.—

invention. One part of the invention consists in ar- [Boston Recorder.

ranging the aparatus, so that by playing on one in- Contents of Organ for "St. Pail's Church,"

strument, another or several instruments will be ac-

Tflr»rn"hic Wualf.

A person recently travelling on a highway, along

• hich telegraph \rircs were mounted on poMs, thus

H hat he heard :
—

"1 ill these musical sounds in the

jrhway, at least thi l) feci from the

id, M hen there was not a

•ireitii ol an blirriug; and upon applying nij

upporlifl ;-;i" :'|»li w ires, the

tuated to produce similar sounds.

Magnificent Oman.

We were invited on Friday to attend nn exhibition

of a very fine and extensive organ built by Messrs.

Simmons and Mclntire, of this city, for ! St. Paul's

Church,' Philadelphia. We do not profess to have

any extensive or critical knowledge of the noble and

chiirchhke instrument, but we were certainly much

delighted with its smooth and beautiful tones, the

extensive variety of combinations, and the powerful

and rich chimes of this organ. Our own impressions

in relation to it, were also much confirmed, by hear-

ing several distinguished musical men present on the

occasion, speak of it in terms of the highest appro-

bation. We were told, and we doubt not the fact,

that even Appleton has not produced a belter instru-

ment, and this is surely saying much in its praise.- Compass of Pedal Organ from CCC to C 25 No.es

It has 10 Registers and three rows nf K
Great Organ, contents as follows :

Compass from GG, to F. 59 Note*,

Eolina, from CC, (16 feet) to F, 54 Pi| I

-

1st Open Diapason, from GG, to F, 59

2d Open Diapason, from "

Clarabella, Middle C,

Stop Diapason liass. f

Stop Diapason Treble, J

Horn from G, to F,

Principals from C, to F,

Twelfths,

Fifteenth,

Sesquialtra, (3 ranks)

Mixture, (9 ranks)

Trumpet Treble, J

Trumpet Baas,
j|

Clarion,

59

3Q

59

42

59

59

59

117

1 IT

59

Double Open Diapason

Double Dulciana,

Compass of Choir from GG to F,

Open Diapason from GG to F,

Slop Diapason Pass, ^

Stop Diapason Ticble,
J

Dulciana,

Principal,

Fifteenth,

Flute,

Cremona from Tenor F, to F.

Dassoon from GG to Tenor F,

25 Pipes

25

59 Tone*

59 V

59

59

59

59

Si

37

22

Swell Organ from the upper G to C, 2d space in

I

This organ excels in the excellence or purity of its

! tones, while the peculiar quality which characterizes

I the different stops is most happily preserved. It is

!a creat defect in many organs that much wind passes

through the pipes without being converted into tone
;

in this respect Messrs. Simmons & Mclntire seem to

have been more than ordinarily successful, as but

little of the husky qualify is heard. The purity of

tone seems to equal the organs of the late William

Goodrich, while there is all the stability, firmness

and character of Appleton 's, and this especially in

the diapasons. The chorus is' magnificent, the dif-

ferent stops blending so as to produce union and

strength In a very high degree. The most striking

peculiarities of this organ, and which as we are in-

formed exi.-t in no other in this city, are the Eolina' < 1|C 1!ass
- «a Notes, and continued to GG upon the

and the Double Dulciana. The Eolina is a stop of Choir organ.

wood, of most delicate and solemn tones, an octave Swell, Double Stay Diapaaoa Baaa ) JO p.

, , , ,, ,. , , „. Double Stop Diapason Treble <
below the Diapasons. It may be used most eflei

lively as a solo stop, and adds greatly to the elfec-

s of tin- instrument. The Doublo Dulciana

being the same pitch m Sub Bees, or Double Diapa-

son, forms a deep but Milt and delicate llase for the

softer stops, and for this purpose it is of the greatest

value.

The organ was played on this occasion by Mr.

William Mason, who brought out the different styles

of which the instrument is capable, with admirable

effect, from the trn!-. stical to the operatic

and secular, and from the most soft, tender and pa-

Ibetao, to the lofty fugue, employ. n; the whole pow-

Open Diapason, 42

Stop Diapason, 12

Vial de Garaba, 12

Principal,

Flute, 12

Piccula, 42

Cornet, 15th, 42

Cornet, 12th and 17th, M
Trumpet, 19

Hautboy, 42

Clarion, 42

Couplers, &c. as follows:—Great nnd 8
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ran, Great and Swell, Octaves, Great and Choir,

Choir and Swell, Pedals and Great Unison, Pedals

and Great Derive, Pedals and Choir, Signal, Pedal

Check, Tremulant.

1 Composition Pedals, which produce the follow-

ing combinations :—No. 1. For Positive Organ ; No.

2. For Trumpets : No. 3. Full organ, without

reeds; No. I. Full Swell, without reeds.

Price of-the above Organ, six thousand dollars.

Congregational Singing.

BY LOWELL MASON.

" In addition to the sentiments on the subject of

congregational singing, which I re-produced last

week, I beg leave to add a few remarks.

1. Choir Singing. If the exercise of singing be

confined to the choir, then the choir should be so

trained as to be able to produce the appropriate re-

ligious effect of church music. They should sing,

not so as to call attention to themselves, their beauti-

ful tune, or their admirable performance of it, but so

as to present to the hearers the subject of their song,

impressing it upon the heart, and drawing out the

feelings in view of it. They should sing not to the

mere gratification of the musical ear, but to the spir-

itual and religious edification of the people ; or so

that the devout and pious mind may find the feelings,

drawn out, and the spirit of prayer and praise quick-

ened by the exercise. Unless this is done, some-

thing is wrong, for this is the very end and design of

music in worship. To be lible to do this, requires a

dagree of cultivation much higher than is generally

supposed to be necessary in dioir members. What
is the singing by which such effects can be produc-

ed, but a high species of musical elocution'! And
can this be acquired with less attention and effort

than a public speaker finds it necessary to bestow

upon the art of speaking and reading ? By no means.

Not only is as much time and attention necessary,

but the same general cultivation is as necessary to

sT.-ness in one case as in the other. Our choirs

must aim high, then, very high, if they would be

successful.

Again, as to the number of persons necessary to

constitute a church choir. Choir singing supposes,

of course, chorus effect, that is, a proper blending of

the voices, so that no individual voice is heard, but

all individuality is lost in the perfect union and com-
bination of the whole. Now the least number of

voices by which this effect can be produced, is three

on each part or twelve in the choir. But three

voices on a part cannot produce this effect, unless

they are about equal, and have been well tiained —
Chorus effect, therefore, cannot be reached with less

Uian three veiees on a part, and can but seldom be

reached if there are not more than that number. If

there be six voices on each part, it will be found

comparatively easy to attain the proper blending of

voices; but still, even with this number, there must
be care and watchfulness, or single voices will stand

out to mar the picture. A less number than about

twenty-four cannot constitute a well-balanced church
clioir. If the number be increased to fortv-eiglit. all

the better, for in such case it will he much easier io

produce the proper chorus effect than with a smaller

number. It seems hardly proper, then, to call some

six or eight voices a choir; the only effect they can

produce is that of solo singing ; chorus effect is be-

yond their reach. Every choir will of course have

its solo singers, and will be able to present the strong

and effective contrast of solo and chorus passages;

but the effect of four or eight voices is not, cannot

be church-like, but it rather belongs to the parlor, or

the concert-room.

To sustain a proper church choir is no small task.

The people must be willing to give more money, and

the singers must be willing to devote more time, be-

fore any high degree of choir singing can be attain-

ed.

2. Congregational Singing. As this depends

upon the simple element of power, a* we look for

scarcely any thing like expression when all the peo-

ple sing—the ability merely to open the mouth and

speak out the words is almost the only musical qual-

ification required. It is not to be supposed that in

congregational singing the four parts will be sustain-

ed with any thing like proper halance or proportion,

but rather that the people generally, men, women,

and children, will sing the principal melody (canto

fermo) of the tune. The keeping of the time, so

difficult in choir singing, here becomes easy, since it

consists in merely keeping together, and one cannot

very easily get away from the current of sound pro-

duced by the union of a multitude of voices. It is

not supposed that true congregational effect can be

generally reached for some generations to come, i

since old habits have got to be broken up and new

ones formed. To our children's children we can on-

ly look for that magnificent effect of a great congre-

gational chorus. But it does not depend so much on

musical cultivation, as upon the will, or an inclina-

tion to engage in the exereise according to one's best

ability.

2. TfNEs. The tunes used for congregational!

purposes should be very simple, that all may be ex- 1

peeled to join. Even ' The Old Hundredth' can he
;

but with difficulty reached by all voices when sung,'

as it usually is, in the key of A or G. The key of

F (its old key) seems to be as high as it can be sung

by the multitude. When sung in this key, it may
;

be regarded as one of the best specimens of congre-i

gational tunes. Canterbury, in the key of F, (as it

appears in the Psaltery), is Alill better, requiring less i

compass of voice, and being quite within the reach
j

of all. Congregational singing must always fail,

and be really frightful, if difficult, or even compara-

tively easy choir tunes, are attempted. St. Martin's,

for example, is too difficult for a congregational tune,

because of the compass of voice required, and because

three or more notes are often required to be sung to a

single syllable of the poetry. Modern singing books

contain but few tunes sufliciently simple and easy

for successful congregational performance. In gen-

eral, the rhythmic form of such tunes should bacon-

fined to equal length, or all except the first and last

notes of each line should "be of equal length. The
rhythmic form of Boylston, or Hebron, may perhaps

be admitted, provided the tunes be not sung too fast,

and especially if the first two notes in each measure

be made as long as the time v. ill permit. But we
must not expect an exact division of the time in con-

gregational singers, but only that all may keep to-

gether.

4. Organ Accompaniment. This is highly <!i

sirable in congregational singing. An organ accom-

paniment sufficiently loud, steady, and firm, to coi

trol the whole body of sound, is, if possible, more

needed in cnngregational than in choir singing. The
organ should be played with so much fullness, stead-

iness, and firmness, as to produce an ocean of sound

on which each individual may feel it quite safe to

launch the little barque of his own voice. Nor

should the organist, bv putting in his registers and

changing his stops, lead the people into water so

shallow as to- disturb their confidence ot cause fear

of grounding.

5. Psalms and Hymns. Such psalms and hymn-

as imply a direct act of worship, as prayer or praise,

may be considered as, in general, best adapted tc,

congregational singing ; and such as do not imply

an act of worship, or such as are descriptive, horta-

tory, didactic, &c, may be best adapted to choir

singing. This rule, however, is liable to frequent

exceptions.

6. In some congregations' the plan has been

adopted, of singing the first, or the first and second

hymn, by the choir, and the last by the whole peo-

ple ; in which case the last tune must always be ol

the easiest kind, and one that is generally known.

—

Some such regulation seems to be important when-

there is a desire to introduce, in part, congregational

singing.

7. Although it is fully implied in whai has bet •;

already said, I beg leave to say again, that Onlee?

congregations are fully prepared to give up all musi-

cal excellence in itself considered, unless they are.

willing to give up all mere musical pleasure or musi-

cal entertainment in public worship, they had better

not adopt the congregational mode of singing ; for

they may be assured that ordinarily there will !»•

nothing musically or artistically excellent in such

performances.

8. Finally to carry out these principles so as I
•

realize the greatest benefit from church music, .

much greater attention must be given to musical ed-

ucation. Music must be taught in common school* ;

this, indeed, seems to be the great means of improve-

ment, so far as the art of music is concerned. Com-

mon singing schools, or adult singing schools, niu-v

be more thoroughly taught ; the terms must be Long-

er and more frequent ; teachers must receive such .

compensation as will enable them to qualify them-

selves for the work, and devote themselves to it.

—

Such teachers must be employed as are qualified to

teach, who understand not only music and mu

effects, but who enter into the spirit of church wv.

sic, and who will train their pupils for it.

who attend singing schools must go there for the

purpose of learning music, and not from moi;

mere playfulness, or social amusement. And, rs-

pecially, the people composing our worships

semblics must be taught that music is introduced i .

to the church for the purpose of quickening r< li

affections— that our psalms and hymns aco formulas

of worship— that in their use, each individual should

adopt the langnaga as his own, and seek for t!.;:t
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«pirilml intercourse with his Maker which they im-

Who shall teach the people these things!"

In a German country church, where the organist

heretofore had had only a small organ without pedals

to play, a large organ with full complement a f pe-

dals was procured. The organist was totally unac-

i| Minted with the use of pedals; but, after a deal of

tiouble, he managed to play them after a fashion.

with his left foot. Having acquired this ability, he

addressed a note to the church authorities, request-

ing a sufficient addition to his small salary, to buy

annually a pair of boots and a pair of pantaloons, on

the ground that, as he now had to play the pedals,

he would wear out at least that additional amount of

cluthing per annum. The church officers took the

matter into grave consideration, and finally voted to

pay for one left boot, and the left leg of a pair of

pantaloons, per annum ; at the same time informing

the petitioner, that if he ever learned to use the oth-

er fool, his whole petition would be granted.

A country clergyman being opposed to the use of

the violin in the church service, was, however, over-

ruled by his congregation, who determined on hav-

ing one. On the following Sunday, the parson com-

menced the service bv exclaiming, in drawn accents,

''you may f-i-d-d-I-e and s-i-n-gthe 40th psalm."

Svwunat. If you want the milk of human kind-

ness thickened into the cream of benevolence, or the

•:ream of benevolence transferred into the butter of

I ude, all you have to do is to fly around and

i!o good. As Dobbs very justly says, there is more

nine in one act of kindness, than in all July.

A Little Miss-taken. A gentleman of our ac-

" .;.intance being in conversation with a remarkably

:ty young lady, said to her that he had a friend

vo'ild be a suitable match. " If he gets me, I

will be a little mistaken," said the young lady. " I

effect); agree with you," replied the gentleman,

Lhat in such a case, you will be a little Miss-tak-

en!"

" Hallo, there," said a farmer to an Irishman bosi-

, engaged at ofie of his cherry trees, "by what

i flit do you take those cherries?" "In faith, my
. lend," said he, "by my right hand, sure."

Horn Tooke, being asked by George III whether

he played cards, replied, " I cannot, your Majesty

tell a KINO from a knave."

Newspaper Case.

The following case, decided in the Supreme Court

at Bristol, It. I., is reported in the Bristol Phoenix :

" Jasper Harding vs. Henry J)" Wolf, action of

assumpsit for the recovery of nine years subscription

to the Pennsylvania Inquirer, a newspaper published

at Philadelphia.

It was proved on the part of the plaintiff, that the

name of the defendant was on his subscription books

Some of our music contributors must study iht-ir

pieces more thoroughly before forwarding Ihem tor

publication, or give us liberty to correct the error*

that we sometimes discover in ihem. We have late-

ly published several tunes in which the most simple

rules of harmony were disregarded, either bv mis-

take or otherwise. Now it would seem lhat no man
would be willing that his name should be attached to

a tune which contained palpable errors. We have

at all times been ready and even desirous in aid

younsr persons in the study of Musical Composition

and Thorough Bass, and publish their production*

when the harmony was correct, or when we could be

allowed to correct it. and we have sometimes correct-

ed bad harmony without permisson, and have re-

ceived a severe reprimand for doing what we consid-

ered a favoi to the author.

We have a pamphlet containing the order of ex-

ercises and Rev Mr. Whiting's address delivered at

from 1835 to 1814; that the paper was regularly Mr. Willey's Musical Concert, given on the 00th of

enclosed in a wrapper directed to the defendant and February last, in Lawrence, Mass. The following

deposited in the Post Office in that city. Bills for is the order of performance :

the paper had also been forwarded.

The defendant denied ever having~ordered the

paper.

The court ruled that the regolar mailing of a

newspaper for a length of time was at least prima

facie evidence of its reception, and that receiving a

paper for a certain time and not ordering the same
discontinued was suflicient to hold a person liable for

the subscription price, notwithstanding he may never

have ordered the paper stoped. Verdict for plaintiff."
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Pride, ill-nature, and want of sense, are the great

ce of ill-manners.

D-metrius speaks of some friends, who never came
o in bis prosperity till he first had sent for

•.hem : but who always visited him in his adversity,

without waiting for an imitation. A severe criticism

modern friendships

!

An Original Anecdote. A negro woman hav-

g occasion lo visit an acquaintance 'living in a

.Soring town, took a seat in a railroad car going

that place. Surprised at the short time in which
' 8 journey was accomplished, on getting out, she

lied, lhat ifshe had known she could have got

.: po quickly, the would have wslkl

We have heard a ureal deal of the leanni

Job's turkey, hot never knew till receutlv how poor

•fie critter was. They have a saying in Maryland,

(the land of ham and turkev) that Job's bird was SO

• iinr " that noine one having thrown him up in the

ir, he never came down again."

(lamnont, Tuesday, May 1, 1849.

~
.» r -

The Boston P. M. has a curious way to deliver

papers. Just before our last number went to press

he returned a large bundle of papers with the follow-

ing sentence written on the wrapper :

" These papers have all been carried to their di-

rections and have been refused. Boston, Apr. II."

Among the returned was the bundle directed to

our worthy associate, Dr. II. G. Barrus, from whom
we soon after received a private communication, and

take the liberty to publish the following extract:

—

" By some strange fatality or other cause, I am
not able to say what, I do not get my papers. The
last number 1 have not received. Will you fry to

tain if the fault be in your post office. It would

be well for you to insert an article about it in the

Journal. Will you please forward a bundle to my
address, and oblige. Yours,

II G. II."

Ofl the bundle sent to Dr. 11. G. B., was written

with a pencil, 'Refused,' on another 'Don't want

it.' another ' Won't have it,' &c. &c.

we had occasion to speak on this subject a few

ago, we will let it rest here, and let the public

decide whore the fault lies, hoping that government

will administer the remedy.

j

Chorus—Hail, all hail the joyful morn.

Prayer—By Rev. Mr. Monioe of Bradford.

, Chorus—How sweet the melting lay.

Chorus—Awake my soul to sound his praise.

Select—From every stormy wind that blows—By
Misses Abby Hutchinson, Elizabeth Smith. Lydia

Baldwin, Mary Jane Richardson, Messrs. J. L.

Blaisdell, Virgil Dow, Oren Hook, and Charles

Richardson.

Chorus—Soft be the gently breathing notes.

Chorus—Jesus shall reign where'er the sun.

Duett—Fading, still fading ; by Misses Sarah Tyler

and Jane Kimball.

Chorus—Hark ! what mean those holy voices.

Chorus—By cool Siloam's shady rill.

Trio—The call to prayer, by Misses Arabella A nnis,

Arelluisa Russell, and Mr. George E. Davi6.

Chorus—My soul how lovely is the place.

Chorus— Lord our heavenly King.

Quartette—The Night Song ; by Misses Lydia Har-

low, Elizabeth Tewksbury and Messrs. Samuel

Ilobbs ami George E. Davis.

Chorus— ! could we speak the matchless worth

Address'—by Rev. Mr. Whiting.

Chorus—Now for a tunc of lofty praise.

Quartette—The Family Bible, by Misses Eliza Pea-

body, Rebecca Barker, and Messrs. J. L. Blaisdell

and George F Willey.

Chorus— See. my Shepherd gently guide.

Quartette—There's nothing true but heaven ; by

Miss Mary Marsh, Mrs. Nathan Bailey, and

Messrs. Harrison Douglass, and Geo. I!. Davis*

Chorus—Wake the song of Jubilee.

Qnarictu—The Lord's Prayer ; by Misses Sarah

Kimball, Mary .1. Richardson, and Messrs J. I.

Blaisdell and George F. Willey.

Chorus—Lord of my Salvation.

Quartette—The Orphan's Prayer ; by Miss Martha

A. Barnard. Mrs. Nathan Bailey, and Messrs. J.

L. Blaisdell and George F. Willey.

Chorus—See the conquering hero comes,

liction—By Rev. Mr. Richardson.
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Beach Street Museum.

This place of amusement lias become a favorite

resort of the Bostonians and the inhabitants of the

surrounding villages. It is a comfortable and well
j

arranged house, and the entertainments are of a

character calculated to please. The scenery and ap-
[

pointments of the establishment are indicative of taste

and skill, and the order such as the well disposed

visitors have a right to expect. Many excellent

pieces have been brought out in rapid succession, the

last of which is "Aladdin," and in point of rich

scenery, mechanical changes, and splendid drapery,

this surpasses anything of the kind ever presented in

Boston. This piece has been witnessed by thou-

r-ands who cannot but express one and the same

opinion. The " interior of Aladdin's palace," is

worth the price of a ticket, just to look at once.

—

The comfortable internal arrangements, the polite

and gentlemanly box keeper and attendants, the at-

tentive police officers employed at the establishment

to seat the people and preserve order ; and superadd-

ed to all these the excellent orchestra, make this in-

deed a " mudel Museum." h. c. b.

For the Philharmonic Journal.

The Musician's Funeral.

The funeral of Mr. Chas. Harbordt, a member

of the Musical Fund Society of Boston, took place

litis day (Tuesday 17th April), and as the services

were peculiarly appropriate, solemn and interesting,

1 have thought a short notice might be acceptable to

your readers. Mr. Harbordt was a German, a very

amiable man, a player on the Double Base, and an

excellent musician. He had resided in Boston for

many years, was well known, by the musical pub-

lic, and highly respected. He died- on the Ifith inst.

and was buried at Mount Auburn. A very large

concourse of people assembled at his late residence

in Pleasant street at half past 2, among whom were

most of the musical profession of the city. The

Saxonian Band headed the- very long procession,

playing a march in truly funeral style. Thecontrast

between this music and that which is usually heard

at military funerals was quite remarkable. Instead

of the little psalm-tune melodies, as Pleyel's Hymn,

Portugees Hymn, &c, a fine march in minor was

played, and what was in excellent good taste the 1

march was not changed hut the same piece was con-

tinued through the whole distance. The Musical

Fund-Society headed by Mr Comer their President,

and Mr Webb their Conductor, followed next to the

Band, and made of themselves a long procession.

—

All nations were represented in this train, united by

a musical influence, to do honor to the memory of one

of their number. Next in order came the corpse,

and immediately after came the German Society, and

then followed many coaches containing relatives and

friends, making a very long procession, such an one

as is rarely witnessed in our streets. The proces-

sion moved with measured and mournful step to the

Melodeon, which was crowded to its utmost capacity

on the occasion. The services were introduced by

an extempore organ voluntary by Mr. William Ma-

*on, who played in the true organ manner, music at

i'nc.e most solemn and grand.

Rev. Mr. Blayden then occupied about 15 or 20
':

minuten in the reading of scriptural passages, adding

some very excellent remarks on the important lesson

which we should learn from this providence. After

he closed, the Musical Fund Society played an Ada-

gio from one of Beethoven's celebrated Symphonies.

This piece, which occupied from 20 to 30 minutes,

was played with great precision and feeling. Mr.

Webb acted as conductor, and the orchestra number-

ed about thirty instruments. In front of the orches-

tra was the Double Base of the lamented Harbordt

trimmed in black. Indeed, the instruments were all

dressed in mourning. We have seldom listened to

music more deeply solemn and affecting than was

the performance of this Adagio, by the greatest of

all composers. This was followed by a funeral ora-

tion, pronounced in the German language, by Rev.

Mr. Swart. As we could not understand the lan-

guage, we can say no more of this performance than

that it was beautifully and most feelingly delivered.

Mr. S. then offered prayer, after which a band of

Brass instruments played a German choral. The
procession was then re-organized and moved to the

Cambridge bridge. The corpse was carried out to

Mount Auburn and there deposited in its last resting

place.

I observed that the coffin, which was made of

black Walnut, was not coveted with a black pall as

is customary in this country, but instead of it were

wreaths of beautiful flowers in accordance with Eu-

ropean custom.

The admirable music of the Saxonian Band, the

solemn and deep moving harmonies of the noble or-

gan, the massive symphony of Beethoven, and the

dark and sombre complainings of the Trumpets and

Trombones, have given a deep solemnity to the oc-

casion of this funeral, such as is but seldom witness-

ed. HARMONY.

Boston, 17th April, 1849.

is the effect of appropriate music more powerful than

that at a funeral ; and at this time the circumstances

were peculiarly favorable to this result, since the

whole town seemed to sympathize with the parents

of the lovely little child, and since the choir felt par-

ticularly and deeply because uf the connection be-

tween the father and the Association. We thought

as we witnessed this scene that one such occasion

may do more to give right ideas on the subject,

adaptation and appropriate style of performance than

'many lectures.

On the evening of the last day there was an exhi-

bition of church music in the church, which was ful-

,ly attended by the citizens, and which was highly

creditable to the choir. Mr. Mason made many re-

|

marks on the subject of church music during the

evening, and at the close of the performance the

choir sung a funeral chant, with the favorite Hymn,

" Sister thou wast mild and lovely"

—

thus bringing up again the feelings which had so ex-

tensively prevailed during the sessions of the Asso-

ciation.

The following is a list of the officers :

J. Bayard Hall, D. D., Newbury, President.

J. W. Warren, " Secretary.

Hugh Banks, " Treasurer.

Executive Committee.—P. Jewell, Newbury ; T.

S. Sutton, Peekskill ; W. M. Reid, Fishkill Land-

ing ; Mr. Bishop, Wappinger's Creek ; B. C. Van

Vleit, Poughkepsie.

For the Philharmonic Journal.

Hudson River Musical Association.

This Association met at Peekskill, N. Y., on

Tuesday, 10th April. Notwithstanding the weath-

er was most unfavorable, there being a severe east-

erly storm, quite a large number of ladies and gen-

tlemen assembled at the hour appointed in the sec-

ond Presbyterian church. The singing exercises

were conducted the first session by Mr. P. Jewell,

of Newbury, and in the afternoon by Mr. L. Mason,

of Boston, who had been invited to take charge of

the convention as music conductor, but who was un-

able to meet the association in the morning. Three

days were spent (three sessions each day) in the

practice of church music from the National Psalmist,

consisting of Chants, Tunes and Anthems. The

meetings were rendered peculiarly solemn and in-

teresting from the circumstance of the sudden death

of a charming little girl of three and a half years of

age, the daughter of Mr. T. S. Sutton, a leading

member of the Association, and a very decided

friend to the cause of church music. The large

choir numbering nearly one hundred voices, prepar-

ed appropriate music which was sung on the occa-

sion of the funeral exercises at the church with sol-

emn and excellent effect. On no occasion, perhaps,

Our first step out of business, says Addison, is

into vice and folly.

TYTEW and BeaHtiful Book for Juvenile Choirs,
•^™ Floral and other Concerts, Common Schools, &c.

JUVENILE ORATORIOS,
Comprising the FESTIVAL OF THE ROSE—
THE INDIAN SUMMER—and THE CHIL-
DREN OF JERUSALEM. By J. C. Johnson,
Conductor of the Original Floral Concerts.

The Oratorios of Cantatas contained in this Work
have each been performed, under the direction of the

author, beforo audiences sufficiently numerous to fill,

several times, the largest hall in Boston, where they

have been received with great favor. Most of the

songs are now for the first time published, and con-

tain many fine melodies from the great masters, sim-

plified, arranged in an attractive form, and adapted to

appropriate words. Care has been taken not to in-

sert one, which has not been tried and proved to be

pleasing.

To Teachers.

The Songs which, performed in a certain order,

make the Oratorios, form of themselves a Collection

for use in Common Schools, inferior to none that have

appeared ; and tlrey are respectfully recommended
to all who give instruction in Schools or Seminaries.

Just published by
WILKINS, CARTER & CO.,

No. 16 Water St. ^Boston.

For sale by the Booksellers generally.

May 1, 1849. 18—3«

MUSIC AND JOB

PRINTING,
Neatly Executed at this Office.

Corner of Broad and Washington Street.
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WILKINS, CARTER &CO.'s
PHP I I. II Ml SIC lillllkS,

MOKE UNIVERSALLY TTSED THAN
A til, OTHEHS COMBINED.

CARJUN \ SACRA, »r Boston Collection of Church Mu
*ic. Hy I, Md lly ndmired for its beauty.

nl sicrliii"; character of its music. Published
recommendation of, the Boston Academy of Mu-

ittk a pamphlet supplement of ;>9 select tunes added
i 1 i i i by another author, increasing the variety and excel-

lence of tne Collection without extra charge.
THE BOS IDEMY'S COLLECTION. Ed-

ited by L. Mason. This standard work is so well known
.ind used as to preclude the necessity of any recommenda-
tion.

THE PSALTERY. By L. Mason and G. J. Wcl.h.
One of the most com pie to works of the kind ever published.
It his received the sanction of the Boston Hundcl& Haydn
Society and the Boston Academy ofMusic. In style there

.-. a great diversity, it l.cin:» suited to every variety ol sub-

i-i. in. mill is especially adapted to cungregalion-

lery will make a valuable addition lu the

i Aca lemy's Collection and Cannula Sacra, atn

to be in every choir.

Now ready, n Net? I'liurcli Music Book for the Present

Season, namely:
THE NATIONAL LYKE ; A new collection bT psalm

aud hymn limes, comprising the best ancient anil

compositions of established merit, with a ohoice
1

selection of

. &c. designed for the use of choirs, congregations,

throughout the United Slates,

i'.irkiii ii Tuckerman, Silas A. Bancroft, and H. K.
Oliver. It is believed this will be one of the most beautiful

collections ever published. It consists of old. in wand orig-

in! limbic, all ol which is of a- strictly devotional character.

The old tunes have simple arrangements, and are within the

capacity of all performers. The new ones have been

cd with great .are from classic compositions, while it it

hoped that the original may be foi.inl of sufficient variety to

please all tastes All needless difficulties in the construc-

tion of the voial parts have been avoided ; and as far as pi is-

silde each separate tnirt has been made irrterebtingand easy

to the pnf.irmer. Another important feature ol this bonks

is the .substitution ol small notes lor figures in the organ
score. As comparatively few persons have the opportunity
to perfect themselves in Thorough Bass sufficiently to

play even plain psalmody correctly from figures, n

that tins arrangement will meet the cordial at pronation ol

an. The hook hi ing somewhat less in size (nan the othi rs

the price will not exceed six dollars per dozen, thus placing

it within the reach not only of choirs in special want ofnew
hooks, but of those which arc al eadv supplied.

I
liorus Book, ipcejaltj adapted to the use of

I Imirs;

THE CHOIR CHORUS BOOK ByA.N. Johnson,

tor in (he Boston Acadean of Music. A collection

nf Chornse's, from the works ol Handel, Haydn, Mozart,
in, and other distinguished composers. This

tion of choruses than has been
i lorin for tin- use ami improve -

:.nil it i- believed thai besid

i which its u«e imparts to choir meetin
i-tu ly of the pure compositions it con lain-, will "really im-

prove the la. to ami facilitate the power ol i \i i iilion. Al
II the summer, several editions have

<; ,".o per dozen.
' SCHOOL MUSIC BOOKS.

THE PttTM IRYSCHOOLSONG BOOK.intwc
!:. I. M ion ami tS. J. Webb, Professor in

II WHIT'S ORATORIO OV THE MESSIAH: Ar-
il ht Jobu Bishop, oj Cheltenham, England.

THE ODEON : a collection of secular melodies; arrang-
ed and harmonized lor four voices. Designed lor adult
slicing schools and social music parlies. By G. J. Webb

well Mason. As the title page sets forth, this work
is designed lor singing schools.

THE VOCALIST; .consisting of short and easy glees,

or tongs in parts; arranged for soprano, alto, tenor and
ncs. By Lowell Mason and George James Webb,

Professor in the Boston A< ademy of Music.
THE SOCIAL GLEE BOOK; a selection of Glees and

Part Sonus, by distinguished German composers, never be-

fore published in this country ; together with Original
Pieces; by William Mason and Silas A. Bancroft.

GENTLEMEN'S GLEE BOOK; selected from the
most admired German o BvL. Mason.

hers and others arc invited Do call and examine these
and other musical works, at No. 1 Water Street, Boston.

Oct. 31. 6:

New and Popular Music Book.

By B. F. Baker, Director of Music at Rev. Dr. Gannet's
Church, Boston, and 1. B. Woodbury, Organist at

Rev. Dr. Kreb'a Church, New York.

rpiIIS day published, Baker and Woodbury's new
J book of Church Music— TllC TimlMVl. This
work has been prepared with great care, and contains a

large amount ofmusic, selected from the best European
Composers, obtained by one of the authors, who visited

Europe expressly for this object. It has also a great va-

riety of original melodies, and a large and judicious se-

lection of the old standard tunes lis collection of

Chants, Anthems and select pieces is superior to any
book of Church music published in this country. An
unusually large variety of metres have been prepared,

adapted to the hymns of the different denominational
hymn books. The music will be found lobe eminently
devotional, and appropriate to the services of the Sanc-
tuary. The style is dignified . the harmonv simple and
pleasing and the whole work is believed to be of a high
order of merit. By C. 11. PIERCE, 3 CornhiU Bos-
ton.

To Purchasers of Cannula LSacnt.

JUST PUBLISHED, 1'nrv flTiss Sei.i-.ct I's.m.m am.
" Hymn Tuheb for public and private worship, issued by
the publishers of Oak mis a H gratuitous distnbu.
tion to all who may purchase that work, copy lor copy-

thereby furnishing to choirs, singin ind congrega-
tions, ad In al variety in iheir Sacred Music, without ex-

tra expi

'I'ne pamphlet nluy be obtained as above Stated, of the
publishers or any 61 their agi

WILKINS, C VRTER.& CO.,
l:tf No, 16 State Street, Boston.

PIANO POfiTES.
iriLKINS&NEWHALI, lime removed their

" Warerooms to the new Granite Block, No. 'ill, Wash-
> t. corner of Huj waul P

W. & .N.have receivi I for Piano Fortes

from the Mechanics' Fair, and won: public to

the Boston , ,|| and examine the instruments before purcl
thai any mother, or pri-

.. Iio can herself sue, althot

.-
1 1\ know so liule of musical characters as not to

t i re. 1 1 music herself, maj by the help of thii

, iipiln w nli good sncci prepare
. a more thorough aud i ilensivc course in highct

«clior>l«

THE SONG BOOK or Til!'. SCHOOL ROOM : Con
. iriely of songs, hymns, and sen pi ma I m

. with appropi iate music, arrnngi d to I e

o, the elementar)
tolhc in

zzian m iiio.1 oi learning, desi rm <l as -.,

ill lor common or -. I Is

.1.1,1,. Weill.. This woik
i >re I with nl • mnn

in I i« design. .! lo follow tbi

ATiSO PUBLISHES AS ABOVE,
THE BOB TO\ CHORUS BOOK i Const 'I'lll ippslaied Agent for tin

,, , .,!„• worksofHnn • W i '

Br^tratd Piano, winch isnowofTered for sale al the ma.i.i-

pjnrio forteor fnclurer « price. Any |iers..n who wis,..
,

,

:.„i U.-ll,. ,«,1 instrument, is rc.|iirMcd to call nn.Uer 11 hefoie pur-

I' I

'

i; JSI'ON \\| ;l:,M HOOK being I odleelion ell '
rchnsirs can be ne, nmrtiortuli'cl with inslru-

|,esi \ ,1'e n i.l other set pieces, for s lies and nlsol am price or qunlilt by giving a short notice.

, j Be,mu aiihis olive, or ai Ins residence, first door ensi

I!) »,< OF CIIVNTS," ennsiatin* of chanting ol i f Brewer's^
. lion* I'roro

where.
Boston, Vug. 1

1

HfiNRV TOIMAN,
PUBLISHER OF mUSIC,

M \M in i i r.li: AM) DEALER IN

h'nsinil lnslrinnriils, llnsit'iil Unvlnnilizf. I'uilirrl-

1 as, i'urasok Siiii-Slii'dfs, \V:i I K i nu (a ties, \f.

153 Washington Slrti t.

pTPOSlI E Til I
I I' i m R< H)

lies TON.

d discount made lo Deal I chers. Societies, otc

PIANO FORTES FOB SALE. •

The National Lyres

* NEW Church BflusicBook, bj S. P. Tuclterman S J

** liancrnfl and H.K.Oliver. "This, it

be one of ibe most beautiful collections ever published. I'

consists ol old, new and original n.usie. all ofwliii !.

sirictly dcMitional character The old times have .

arrangements, and are within the capacity of all pe.
er*

;
the new ones have been selected with great care Item

Classic compos lions, while His hope. 1 that IDeorigil
be found of sufficient merit and variety lo please all .

-
All needless difficult es in the construction of tin

en caicl'nllv avoided, and as far as )»

separate part has been made interesting and eas) lo the
performer. Another important feature ol this bonk, is the
substitution of small notes lor figures in the organ
As comparatively few persons have the opportunity to pi r

feci themselves in Thorough llass sufficiently to praj even
plain psalmody correctlj from figures, it is hoped that this

arrangement will meet the cordial approbation of all.

Tins booK beitip- somewhat less in size than some
other collections) the price will not exceed six dollars

per dozen ; thus placing it within the reach not only
of choirs and sineinj; schools in special want nf new
books, but of those which are already well supplied.

Teachers and all persons interested arc requested
to call and examine this work, and a variety of othei

Church .Music Books, Glee Hunks.

WILKINS, CARTER & CO.,
PUBLISHI

No. 1G Water street, Boston.
11.

The National Psalmist,

BT MASON & -WEBB
T"OW ready for delivery. " The National PsalmistN ]Jt

'.Willi Use. 11; L M Clare- 18-13.

i.^1 a new collection of Church lWusic, &c.
Lowell Mason and deorfre James Webb.M

This work, upon which more than three years of

labor have been expended, is now presented lo Chor-
•Iiits nf Music and others, as a most com-

plete Manual of Psalmody, adapted to the i

Choirs, Congregations, Singing Schools, and Musi-
cal Societies.

In addition to a large variety of entirely new mu-
sic, furnished hy distinguished foreign and native

contributors, the " National Psalmist" is believed to

contain a larger proportion than any other collection,

of the rich and standard tunes w Inch the church have
i ages, but many of which ate Revcrihelcfcs

new to tins country.

I contains most of the popular English Chants,
and Its Anthems, mostly new. are. well adapted both

(or church worship and choir practice.

Its indexes arc \erv complete ; embracing, 1"

il alphabetical and metrical indexes, an indi \

lo first linesof hymns, A.- .
« Descriptive Tables,"

in which the tunes are classified according lo their

ind character.

"The National Psalmist contains II!) tunes in

Long Metre; L<? in Common Mine ;

",' in Short
Metre ; and 99 of various Particular M( In S, embra-

cing all the varieties in use
;

also, :>T Anthems ami

Set Pieces, many ol" iheni furnished expressly for

ihiwoik by 'distinguished English Composers ; and

107 Chants, including the < 'an tides of the Protestant

Episcopal < liiir. h.

and others interested are invited lo call

and examine tins work.

Published bv TAPPAN, WHITTEMORE &
MASON, Nil 111. Washington-street. Boston. 1

PIANOS TO LET,

OLIYER DITS01T,

GUITARS, SEHaIhINES, PIANOS,

SHEET MUSIC,
115 '

WASHINGTON STREET,—BOSTON, M.
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THE PILGRIM. Quartette,

PIA. CRESS.
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Pains may rack thy wasting frame, Health desert thy couch for -ev - et : Forth still beams with deathless flame, God forsakes the righteous
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was lost, but now found, Was blind, but see.

SIqw and toft. EVENING IIYMN. 8's & 7's. W. N. White.
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Saviour breath the evening bleseing,
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E re repose our spirits seaal ; Sin and want we come confesbing, Thou canst save and thou canst heal.
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Come in thou blessed of the Lord, O, come in Jesus' precious name ; We welcome thee with one accord, And trust the Saviour does the Fame.WWg^^W^ dozmzm: :©r:
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ROMULUS. C. M. Dr. II. G. Barrm.
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See Israel's gentle shepherd stands, With all engaging charms ; Jlark, how he. calls the tender lambs, And folds them in his arms.
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Life's Sunny Spots.

BY THE LATE WILLIAM LECCETT.

Though Life's a dark and thorny path,

Its goal the silent tomb,

I; yet some spots of sunshine hath,

That smile a.nid the gloom
;

The friend, who weal and wo partakes.

Unchanged what e'er his lot,

Who kindly soothes the heart that aches,

Is sure a sunny spot.

The wife who half our burden bears,

And utters not a moan
;

Whose ready hand wipes off our tears,

linheeded all her own
;

Who treasures every kindly word,

Each harsher one forgot,

And carols blithely as a bird

—

She's too, a sunny spot.

The child who lifts, at morn and eve.

In prayer its tiny voice;

Who grieves whene'er its parents grievo

And joys when they rejoice,

In whose bright eye young genius glows,

Whose heart without a blot,

Is fresh and pure as summer's rose,

That child's a sunny spot.

There's yet upon life's weary road

One spot of bright sr glow,

Where sorrow half forgets its load

And tears no longer flow ;

Friendship may withar,love decline,

Our child his honor blot
;

But still undimm'd that spot will shine

—

Religion lights that spot.

Music hath a powerful charm ;

It can the fiercest rags disarm,

Calm passion in a human breast,

And lull e'en jealousy to rest.

From Bombet's Life of Haydn.

" In 1799, I was confined at Vienna by a fever.'

—

The bells announced a mass at a church not far from

my room : my ennui got the better of my prudence,

and I rose and went to console myself with a little

music. 1 inquired as I entered, and found it was the

festival of St Ann, and that they were going to per-

form a masn of Haydn's in B flat major, which I had

never heard. Scarcely had it begun before I felt

myself affected. I broke out into a perspiration, my
head- ache went away : I left the church with a

cheerfulness to which I had been long a stranger,

and the fever never returned.

I am of opinion that many of the complaints of

our nervous ladies might be cured bymyremody,
but not by that ineffectual jnusic which they go to

hear at a concert, after having put on a charming

bonnet. Women, never in their lives, nor do we
ourselves, while young, give a full attention to mu-
sic, except when we hear it in the dark. When at

liberty from the business of appearing charming

—

when we have no longer our part to act, we can give

ourselves up to the music; but in France we take

precisely the contrary dispositions with us to the con-

cert. I used to think myself obliged to be more bril-

liant than usual on such occasions. But if, during a

morning walk to Moneeaux, while seated in a ver-

dant grove, secluded from every eye, with a book in

your hand, your attention should be suddenly arrest-

ed by the sound of voices and instruments from a

neighboring habitation, and you should hear distinct-

ly a beautiful air, in vain will you attempt again and

again to resume your reading. You will, at length,

be entirely carried away ; you will fall into a reve-

rie : and when, after an hour or two, you return to

your carriage, you will feel yourself relieved from

that secret heaviness which often rendered you un-

happy without your being able clearly to explain the

nature of your uneasiness. You will be softened in-

to tears : you will begin to regret, ana" this is a feel-

ing never experienced by the really miserable ; to

them happiness seems no longer possible. The man
who feels regret, recollects a happiness he once en-

joyed, and he will gradually bring himself to hope

that he may again attain to it. Good music never

mistakes its aim, but goes at once to the heart in

search of the chagrin which consumes us.

In all cases of cures effected by music, I am of

opinion, to speak like a grave physician, that it is

the brain which re-acts powerfully on the rest of the

organization. The music must begin by bewildering

us, and by making us regard as possible*things which

we did not dare to hope. One of the most singular

instances of this transient insanity, of this for^etful-

ncss of ourselves, our vanity, and the part we arc

acting, is that of Senesino, who was to perform, on

a London theatre, the character of a tyrant, in I

know not what opera: the celebrated Farinelli sus-

tained that of an oppressed prince ; Farinelli, who

had been giving concerts in the country, arrived only

a few hours before the representation, and the unfor-

tunate hero, and the cruel tyrant, saw one another

for the first time, on the stage. When Farinelli

came to his first air, in which he supplicates for mer-

cy, he sung it with such sweetness and expression,

that the poor tyrant, totally forgetting himself, threw

himself upon his neck, and repeatedly embraced

him.

One more story. Tn my early youth, I went with

some other young people, equally devoid of care, one

day, during the extreme heats of summer, to seek

for coolness and fresh air on one of the lofty moun-

tains which surround the Lago Maggiorc in Lom-
bardy. Having reached by day-break the middle of

the ascent, we stopped to contemplate the Bono-
mean isles, which were displayed under our feet, in

the middle of the lake, when we were surrounded by

a large flock of sheep, which were leaving the fold

to go to their pasture. One of our party, who was

no bad performer on the flute, and who always car-

ried his instrument along with him, took it out of his

pocket. " I am going," said he, " to turnCorydon,

let us see whether Virgil's sheep will recogimc their

pastor."' lie began to play. The sheep and goats,

which were follow ing one another towards the moun-

tain, with their heads hanging down, raised them a:

the first sound of the flule ; and all, with a general

and hasty movement, turned to the side from whence

the agreeable noise proceeded. Gradually they

flocked round the musician, and listened with mo-

tionless attention. He ceased playing : still the

sheep did not stir. The shepherd, with his staff,

obliged those nearest to him to move on. They
obeyed

; but no sooner did the fhiter begin again to

play, than his innocent auditors again returned to

him. The shepherd, out of patience, pelted them

with clods of earth, but not one would move. The
fluter played with additional skill ; the shepherd fell

into a passion, whistled, swore, and pelted the poor

fleecy amateurs with stones. Such as were hit by

them began to march, but the others still refused to

stir. At last, the shepherd was obliged to entreat

our Orpheus to stop his magic sounds ; the sheep

then moved off, but continued to stop at a distance

as often as our friend resumed the agreeable instru-

ment. The tune he played was nothing more than

the favorite air of the opera at that time perrormini

at Milan.

As music was our continual employment, we were

delighted with our adventure ; we reasoned upon it

the whole day, and concluded that physical pleae kc

is the basis of ail music."

Virtue is so delightful, that" men have foi

their interest to cultivate manners which arc in far.

the appearance of certain virtues ; and now wc lov<

the sign better than the thing^significd, and prcft

.

manners without virtue to virtue without manners.
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Efforts to Reform (liurrh Musir in Ensland.

We have just received from London a work enti •

j

.

titled " A popular tract on church music, with re-

marks on its moral and political importance, and a

practical scheme for its reformation." The work is

written by Robert Druitt, Esq., and has on its title

page the following as its motto : "I much distrust

mmclry of their heads who declaim against

church music. There is something in it of divinity

more than the ear discovers."— [Sit T. Brown's

Religk) Medici.

Although church music in this country is bad

enough, in England it is worse. In most of the

churches the singing is performed by ignorant charity

children, or roguish boys, who go through their al-

lotted exercises, as^t trained monkey does his tricks,

f n many of the country churches they even use hand-

organs as the instrumental accompaniment. In fact,

few American christians can easily form an idea of

the utter heartlessness and unskillfulness in which
j

their singing is performed. There is therefore in

ihese writings on the reformation of their church

music, much which in detail will not apply to our

churches, and also much which is designed only for

churchmen. Indeed, in the works which we have

'-hanced to read, ridicule is not spared towards dis-

inters, although in the churches we happened to

-. isit while in England, the dissenters were decidedly

in advance of the establishment, while they too were

p. long ways distant from perfection. We find, nev-

ertheless, much in these works which is instructive

.1 principle, if not in detail. In one thing, at least,

..e heartily agree with them, and that is, in esteem-

ing church music to be worth all the pains and mo-

:.ey which can be expended on it.

The work in question treats of the following,

among other branches of the subject : "Miserable

".ate of churcli music in most parishes. Right and

vrong principles of reformation. Theory of chant-'

irig. Popular prejudices. Metrical versions of the

realms. Prose versions. Theory of music. Char-

tics of church music. Introduction of secular

'.om posit ions into the church. Scheme for parish

iiurch mu- nuns. Abuses of the organ.—
i

il education of the people," &c. &c. We
< opy the articles, " Characteristics of church nui-

•x," " Scheme for parish* church music associa-,

and f Abuses of the organ."

" Into the general nature of music, and of its

I of producing various impressions on our minds,

t our place now to enter. Yet we may ob-

thatit" list originally in an inula-

I those sounds which wc spontaneously make
r the in!' any kind of emotion

;

the eXpn >ion ol motion suffi •
( to excite it,

. musical sounds 1] iOWOI of exciting that

.rticular emotion whose natural modeol

imitate. Under the inllii rid des-

rtd plaintive,

I tonons ; in joy and

lion they arc loud and animated, and their ut-

id and emphatic. And , i 11 by

P a person'

. we may not and) i

"rd ol what lii o by music
|

alone we can be impressed with a particular senti-

ment of cheerfulness or melancholy, although it may

not let us understand the particular cause or subject

of the sentiment. -
i

Then, while certain great classes of musical

sounds are capable of representing certain broad and

well-marked kinds of emotion, joy or grief for ex-

ample—various modifications (orders we might tech-

nically say) of the same class of sounds are capable

—partly perhaps through their inherent nature and

propriety, partly through our constant associations

—

of raising in our rhinds the ideas of corresponding

modifications of the sentiment. Thus there is a dif-

ference between the military march and the dance

tune, the comic song and the drinking song ; though

all alike are cheerful, rapid, and animating ; and

jherc is a difference between the funeral march, the

religious hymn, and the plaintive Jove song, though

all alike slow and pathetic ; and we arc able to dis-

tinguish the various minor kinds of sentiment intend-

ed to be conveyed, and also to discern a kind of con-

gruity in the music to the sentiment with which it is

associated.

Then taking man as a civilized being, capable of

being swayed by many kinds and degrees of emotion,

there can be little doubt that each of these can be ex-

pressed, more or less accurately, in music ; and it

becomes our task to inquire what kind of music is

best adapted to the service of the church.

And here we may observe that a distinction should

always be drawn between sacred music as a whole,

and that variety of it which should be introduced in-

to churches ; because there arc many compositions

which, although good in themselves, and appropri-

ate vehicles for religious sentiment, and well suited

for the chamber or the oratorio, are ypt not sufficient-

ly reverential and solemn in their style for the wor-

ship of almighty God, in that house wjiere we more

immediately seek his presence.

For christians ought to feel love to their Lord, and

to rejoice in his holy name ; they ought also as sin-

ners to feel sorrow and shame for their transgres-

sions, and supplicate forgiveness with all humility

and lowliness
;
yet neither their joy nor their sorrow

can be expressed, with propriety, in quite the same

tones as if tjicy related to things of this world.

—

There should he a quality about them showing our

consciousness of the infinite distance between us and

our maker, and of the overwhelming consequence of

vice wc offer before him.

Difficult as it is to express one's ideas on such an

intangible subject, yet wc will endeavor to mention

a few particulars respecting church music, both of

what it ought to be, and of what it ought not to be;

considering il ns the vehicle and expression of our

sentiments when engaged in the most awful of our

In the fi»,l place, then, it ought, like every thing

else oflcred to almighty God, to be as good as possi-

ble : to be selected from the works of those compos-

ers who have exhibited intellect as well as piety in

iln a- inn ical productions. And we cannot possibly

i beiier test of what is excellent than the well

known canon of Longinus. It is not that which

somewhat pleases at first, hut soon by repetition be-

comes flat and wearisome ; but on the contrary, lhat

which, the more it is contemplated the grander docs

it appear; till at length it gains entire possession of

:he mind, fixing itself inseparably as part of n-

ing ; 'filling it with transport and an inward pride :

the soul delighting in it as though it were its own in-

vention.'

Such are the feelings with which every true lover

of music rejoices in the sterling productions of our

great church composers. Heard for the first time,

the mind can hardly, perhaps, comprehend them in

the full extent and depth of their beauty and gran-

deur. They appear, perhaps, intricate and confus-

ed, and the mind feels painfully its unsuccessful ef-

fort to grasp their noble ideas. Put repeated again

and again, light gradually breaks in upon the soul
;

the obscure and confused shows only a more won-

derful order
; intertwining harmonies arc found 'in

linked sweetness long drawn out ;' till at length they

fix themselves indelibly in the memory, where we
trust they will remain long after our mortal clay shall

have turned inloPkiiidred dust.

Take, onthe other hand, a modern popular psalm-

tune—how soon it becomes inexpressibly wearisome

and monotonous , what an absence of all intellect

does it generally exhibit— if plaintive, how dismal

;

if cheerful, how vulgarly boisterous.

A second point we would urge is, that church mu-

sic, in its phrases and modes of expression—in what

may be called its common-places, should have little

or no affinity with the secular or theatrical music of

the day. It should be felt thai there is as much dif-

ference between the style of church and profane mu-

sic, as between the language of the liturgy and the

flippant dialogue of a comedy.

In the next place, wc would contend that old mu-

sic, as a general rule, is better than new. Not, as

some bigoted people think, that nothing is good

which is not old ; for in all ages the proportion be-

tween good and bad is nearly alike. But the flimsy

and trivial soon vanish from the face of the earth,

whilst that only which is really good is handed down

to posterity. So lhat its having survived to be old.

is not the cause, but the effect, of the estimation in

which it is held.

Again, old music will have the advantage of being

at hast free from any resemblance to the convention-

al prettincsscs of the day. As in language, so in

music, i B has its set of mannerisms, w hieh

are heard uftcn enough in the secular music of the

day, but which ought never to find their way into the

church There always w ill be some popular com-

posers for the theatre, and they will be closely fol-

lowed by lire hand of flimsy song-wiiters about love

and beauty, whose trsah is spawned in abundance

daily, and perishes before it se.es the next year'

Their common phrases, will, as it were, be the mu-

mt of the day. If we hear these in church,

we feel lhat there is a" something less reverent than

thcre*should be. Put although wc cannot suppose

the old masters to have been entirely free from the

conventionalities of their day, yet the cotemporarv

fashions and frivolities, having vanished from the

earth, they now can bring to our rccolleciion none of

the pomps and vanities of the outer world, In the

music of Tallis or Tye may be found some passages
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which remind one of an ancient madrigal of their

day ; but tliis, even if known, would bring with it no

irreverent associations.

Besides this, there is something terse, quaint, and

to the purpose, in old music, which, like the cotem-

porary language, is well contrasted with the more

familiar and diffuse style of the present day. Take,

for instance, the doxology before the reading of the

holy gospel. Tallis gives it as one exulting accla-

mation :

I _ I I '_ l_

—e\-3—S— ej P-©—©Pg OM J-—o'« -»'—o—o~r, o ortT pi
i

x

-w

be
X5
to

o—O"
Thee, OGlo - ry

Not so a modern composer ; he spins it out

n—n~i^~rr:
/TV

Thee O Lord.

km.
Then we would urge that church music should be

chaste, severe, and simple in its style : that is to say,

that all superadded embellishment, any phrase intro-

duced for mere effect, should be rigidly excluded.

' In church music,' says Hooker, ' curiosity and

ostentation of art, wanton, or light, or unsuitable

harmony, such as only pleaseth the ear, and doth not i

naturally serve to the very kind and degree of those

impressions which the matter that goeth with it leav-
j

cth in men's minds, cloth rather blemish and dis-l

grace that we do, than add beauty or furtherance un-

to it.'
"

# # * # # * # !

"The scheme which .the writer would venture to

I

propose is as follows :

In every parish there are some persons who can

sing, in London parishes some members at least, in

almost every family which attends the church.

Let then some persons in any given parish, whose

hearts are in the cause, wait upon the clergy, and

request their countenance and assistance, in forming

a parochial association for the promotion of church

music. If the clergy make the first movement, so

much the better.

Such associations should consist of as many per-

sons as possible belonging to any respectable class

in society.

Each member should provide himself with the ne-

cessary music, (which wauld cost very little,) but no

subscription should be required. The wealthier

members would, no doubt, make such donations as

would defray the expenses of the association, and

provide music for tho.se who cannot afford to buy it.

The permission of the clergy and other authorities

should then be requested that the members should

meet, with the organist, and such of the children as

can sing decently,* to practice. The Sunday morn-

ing affords ample time, muth of which is commonly

wasted in bed ; everybody is then at leisure, and

they might sing for an hour before morning service,

in the church or school-room, according to circum-

stances.

As no man works well unless well paid, it is de-

sirable that the organist should be properly remuner-

ated for his extra trouble ; or else that some other

properly qualified person or persons be engaged to

superintend the singing at first.

There is such, liberality evinced in the building

and decorating of churches, and providing organs,

that it is confidently hoped that a little more money

would not be grudged in order that the service may

be made worthy of the church and of the congrega-

tion.

At first, it would be desirable to take pains to sing

better those things which are sung already, before

attempting any thing new ; but it may be confident-

ly predicted that this would soon lead to an univer-

sal demand for more. Whilst the singing is done

badly, people are careless about it ; let it be done

well, and the desire for still further improvement

would soon show itself.

Then pains should be taken to learn a harmonized

amen, so that this most important response may be

given with the heart and voice of the whole congre-

tion.

Afterwards, the versicles and responses might be

introduced by degrees, the melody being that of the

ancient plain chant, very slightly harmonized. In

the first instance, the versicles before the Psalms

should be sung ; and if that be done to Tallis' sub-

lime harmonies, he must be dull indeed, who could

bear to hear the Psalms prosaically read afterwards.

Tallis' entire responses and litany might be introduc-

ed afterwards, for festivals; but the responses should

always be unaccompanied by the organ.

In practicing for the purpose of chanting the

Psalms of the day, great care and pains are neces-

sary. In the first place, the Psalm itself must be

well understood ; and the clergyman would perhaps

be willing to expound any obscure passages, such as

many in the 68th Psalm, for instance. Then there

must be no gabbling : the words must be clearly and

distinctly enunciated in a solemn recitation, and all

the stops be kept. The Gregorian and other old

single chants are by far the best, the simplest, and

the most devotional.

The Te Deum and other canonical hymns should

be practiced at first to single chants, and then to

some of the simpler compositions of Boyce, Tallis,

&c. The practice of stringing together two or three

verses of the Te Deum in chanting, spoils the effect

of this noble hymn, and should always be avoided.

It is not contemplated that there should be a sep-

arate choir or orchestra of singers, the main body of

* For a child to sing well enough for the service

of the church, it ought to be able to read very well,

and to pronounce English correctly. It ought to be

old enough also to understand the sense of what is

sung, and to have received some instruction in the

scriptures. Without these qualifications, the attempt

to make children sing leads only to horrible discord.

the congregation being silent listeners ; but that the

singers should be dispersed over the whole church
;

every person in his own place audibly, but unosten-

tatiously, joining in the service: For a congregation

to turn their backs on the minister and stare up at

the organ gallery, listening to a solo, executed by a

female with all theatrical flourish and execution, is

anything but what becomes the service of the church

.

It would be desirable, nevertheless, to have some

boys who can sing well, and a few singers placed on

opposite sides, near the clergyman, so as to lead the

rest of the congregation.

A notice might be affixed to the church door, (aa

is the case at St. Paul's, Knightsbridge,) of the mu-

sic intended to be performed during the week, j-o

that such of the congregation as have not leisure or

opportunity for attending the public practicing, might

study their parts beforehand .at home.

Any attempt at fine music, or solos, should be sed-

ulously discouraged, till the grand object is attained

of a full choral response and chant ; and even then

it should be done seldom and very discreetly.

We most firmly hope and believe, that if in any

parish a few spirited individuals, under the guidance

of the clergyman, were to put this plan in execution,

and the service were found to be conducted with

greater solemnity and impressiveness, the music Be-

ing of a simple and easily-remembered kind ; th?.*.

many persons would join the association, that the ex-

ample would spread, and that our churches then

would present the cheering spectacle of a grand pub-

lic solemnity, celebrated in spirit and in form as it

ought to be.

As zeal on one side begets it on the other, so ihe

clergyman would soon find the comfort and proprie-

ty of using the musical intonation, as a means ot

giving impressiveness to his part of the service, a 1 ..!

of producing the feeling of hearty concurrence an'!

unity between himself and his flock.

It were to be wished that some of the most influ-

ential of the clergy and laity would form a ' Centra]

Association,' or society for the promotion of church

music ; whose object should be to publish and circu-

late tracts calculated to stir up the minds of the peo-

ple ; to publish good music at a very ciieap rate ; to

provide teachers for poor parishes ; and to be able to

organize a select choir of gentlemen who. on the oc-

casion of great religious festivals, or the consecra-

tion of churches, &c, might assemble and celebrate

a service really worthy of our church and nation.

—

How would the aisles of Westminster Abbey be

thronged with worshippers, if instead of fivc-cT.c-

twenty, there were a hundred well-trained voice?

singing the sublime music of Purcell, or Greene, (

r

Croft, or giving some reality to Blow's splendid ef-

fort to imitate the hallelujahs 6Hng by irrtiltituaV
•

heaven ; or, if instead of deserting the Lord's table

an augmented choir remained to give duo grandeur

to the sublimest of the christian mysteries !"**»*»»*
" The organ, too ; what benefits might be derived

from a little wholesome looking after both what i»

played and the style of performance? As tiling-

stand, we have no hesitation in saying that the organ

has contributed as much as any thing to the ilecayoi

congregational singing ; for in the first place, a(t» r
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ihe organ has been set up, and an organist appointed

with a salary, the parish authorities imagine that all

htt been done that there is any need for, and never

think of engaging a choir to sing for either love or

money ; and in the next place, fifteen or twenty

stops of the full organ render it a matter of perfect

indifference as to how people sing, or whether, in

fact, they sing at all. Often and often has the writ-

er been in a church where, with an overpowering

organ, not three people in the whole church opened

their mouths. But the surest method of all. to ex-

tinguish anything like Binging, is to set up a grind-

ing organ. Truly, if a foreigner entered some of

our- churches he might imagine that, as a great man-

ufacturing community, we employed machinery in

the service of God, as well as in other things.

How often, too. between the verses of some maw-

kish psalm-tuno, is the time of the congregation oc-

cupied by a long theatrical symphony—symphony

indeed it would be wrong to call it. for it has no con-

nection with the tune, and is merely intended to ex-

hibit the manual dexterity of the operator ; but worse

than any other abomination is that often exhibited

in the voluntary before the first lesson. After mean-

ly reading and muttering the psalms, down sit the

congregation with a self-satisfied air to listen to the

performance of a piece of music. If it be a devo-

tional composition, it seems the height of absurdity
-

.o offer to the deity the music of an organ, and re-

fuse that of our own voices ; but often enough itcon-

siats of some operatic air—Dovcsono, from Rossini's

Xozze di Figaro, or Ah perdona, or some piece of

'.he kind, overflowing with amatory tenderness, and

embellished with all the brilliancy and skill which

•.he player can put forth ; then comes the first les-

un, and flatly enough it falls upon the ear.

We must not be supposed, however, to throw the

dame of this on the organist only, but rather on the

modern system. Religious music of any kind is ve-

ry little cultivated, and church music almost entirely

unknown to the mass of the people. We might say

Jiat a very large body of the clergy seem quite un-

•onscious that there is a greater propriety in one

•lyle of music for church purposes than in another."

Concert.

" Oh if mirth might arrest the flight

Of Time through life's dominions,

W'c 1 h r r c awhile would now beguile

The greybeard of bis pinions."

On Thursday Eve, last, we attended a Concert,

•jiven by the celebrated Mr Dodge in the Lawrence

Hull, before a crowded audience.

As many of our readers probably missed -the rich

':rved up on the occasion, we cannot of course
•• dodge" the obligation we are under to give them

:in idea of this funny man, whoso bewitching power
< ausea his hearers to abandon ibomselvea to (he tor-

rent of mirth i!i through the soul, shaking

them up till they are like a bottle (if spruce beer,

r r a«ly to burst.

comic singer, his renown is too great to need

a desenptioe from us; nor could we give it if wc
would— for, like a certain kind of poetry, it "soars
above the power of language, and defies the reach of

Ascription." To form an opinion, you must sccliis

wire-like body—look upon that comical face—and

witness those curious actions ; and then, his voice

—

what shall wc say of that ? Why, anything from a

cracked tea-pot to the Falls of Niagara. We do not

mean by this that there is no music in that voice
;

go hear him, and you will say with us: it is music

that will stir the great depths of feeling—arouse the

holiest emotions of the soul—or lay a " silver spell"

on the air, which one is loth to have broken.

We cannot comment on the different pieces sung

in the course of the evening, but one—the ' Maniac'

—we will merely allude to, as in the performance of

this, particularly, Mr D. feels the part he is acting.

This piece, of itself, is well worth going to hear,

and it, together with the history (given by Mr. D.)

is nearly suflicient for an evening's entertainment,

—

to appreciate, you must witness the performance of

it by Mr Dodge—the piece would be nothing with-

out him. To sec the man on the verge of insanity

—his intellect glimmering, like the evening twilight

when it is lingering in the windows of the west as if

loth to depart, but the struggle is of no avail, it gives

way at last to madness and the great and God-like

intellect is laid in ruins. We can give no better idea

of it than to ask the reader to imagine a little boat

lying on the calm and placid waters of the sea, not

a swell or ripple on the broad expansive ocean, when

suddenly dark and lowering clouds appear in the ho-

rizen and the clear blue sky is quickly shutout from

view—the sleepmg winds wake up. old ocean begins

to foam, and the little bark rises on the crested

waves, as if struggling with the elements, but in

vain—the burden of the thunder-cloud bursts forth

in all its terrific fury, the floodgates of heaven are

opened, and while the elements, revel in their terri-

ble sport the little bark goes down.

And now we will draw to a close, (as the long-

winded preachers say to their sleepy congregation,

for the purpose of waking them up,) feeling very an-

gry with ourself for having: attended the concert, as

the song about drawing, together with many others,

has drawn this article out of ns after twelve o'clock,

and feeling a " drawing of the eye-lids," we will

now draw off to bed—hoping that you dear reader

may draw something out of this, and that Mr. D.

may continue to draw good houses.—[Lawrence

Vanguard-

Domestic Accomplishments.

In the domestic relationship there ought to be no

selfishness. The pleasure of one should he the hap-

piness of all. Whatever elegant acquirements we

may chance to have made, instead of being reserved

for rare occasions, should be Buffered to shed their

softening influence on our cvory-day existence. The

prints should not be carefully kept out of sight of the

children of the family, and turned over only for the

lien' fit of the stranger ; the pictures should not be

cuitained except when there is company ; or the

piano be dumb because thotc is " no one but our-

selves" to listen. There may be less triumph, but

there is surely equal if not greater happiness in Mur-

ing by the fireside than in warbling in the saloon
;

and though the thanks of father or brother be home-

ly in expression, there is more sweetness in them

than in all the studied commonplace of society. A
sadder sight can scarcely be conceived than that ol

the spirit of dullness taking possession of the family

circle. We see it in the husband, who, hour bv

hour gazes moodily by the fire ; in the wife who oc-

cupies herself with her mechanical employment,
without seeking to break the enchanted silence.

—

Neither entertains the intention of injuring the other

and yet they are mutually defrauded of the happiness

they ought to enjoy.

Tedesco, who has been exchanging her inimita-

ble notes at Havana the past winter for shining gold,

gave a brilliant concert at the Temple on Monday
evening last. She was assisted by Signers Pico-

Yietti and tSignor Vietti ; with Professor Baumaeh
on the Piano. The music was principally from Ros-

sini, Verdi and Mercadante, interluded by some

Spanish pieces, and the selection could not have

been better made. The duo from Masnadien was

given by Tedesco and Vietti with great effect, and

elicited the most enthusiastic applause. The house

was in raptures with " La Colassa," and we hardly

think any editor present can refrain from giving the

charmingly-dressed and naive cigar-girl arin —
The accompaniment was defective ; the piano was

very elegant, but no effott of the Professor, albeit a

master of his instrument, could inspire that particu-

lar one with life. A second concert will be given

on Saturday evening by Tedesco, at the same place.

—[Olive Branch.
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Claremont, Tuesday, May 13, IS 19.

m» Several of our subscribers are remided that

they promised to remit the amount due for ihe World

of Music and Philharmonic Journal on the. first of

April. The time is past and their promises remain

good. We hope the fundo will be forth coming.

—

Remember the printer must be paid, and the sub-

scribers must pay their bills if they would have a

good paper lo read. All who are in arrears would

do well to read this and heed the admonition

word to the wise is sufficient.

Conventions,

When and where is the next annual meeting of the

Sullivan County Musical Convention to be held ? Is

it not lime that arrangements were made, and due

notice given ! The committee arc probably aware

that it is their duty to make the ry arrange-

ments, such as to secure a place where to hold it, ami

engage professors to take charge of the singing ex-

ercises, and to give notice of the time and place of

meclingi

We have not seen the call for the meeting of the

N. Hampshire and Vermont Musical Convention,

which is soon to take place. Wc heard by the by,

that it is to take place on the first Tuesday of June,

at Kerne. N. II., how i his is we cannot say, our in-

formant was not sure that he was correctly informe!.

The time is fast approaching.

These commiitces need to be " looked after."
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The April number of the " Boy's and Girl's Mag-

azine" is just received, and our little family are made

very happy by its presence. The March number

was not received, and their regret could hardly be

expressed. It is one of the best publications for

children that we have had the pleasure of reading.

—

We hope its visits will be regular ; we are confident

they would be, if the publishers could see with what

eagerness its pages are perused by our little ones.

J. H. W's communication is received, but too late

to appear in this number. The letter to which he

alludes has not been received.

7

The Rix Family.

This justly celebrated family gave one of their ex-

cellent musical entertainments on Monday evening,

May 7th, in the Town Hall in this village, toalarge

and respectable audience. Their selection of music

was the best that we ever heard performed by an

itinerant company—it could not fail to please the

most fastidious. This family visited this place last

summer, and sung two evenings; the people were

highly delighted with their singing, and pronounced

them fully equal to the Hutchinsons. Since then

they have made evident improvement, and bid fair

take the lead of the numerous travelling Quartette

clubs, if they do not already. The " Grave of

Washington 1
' alone is worth the price of a ticket

—

so is almost any other piece on their bill. Their

Quartettes were performed in good time, and with an

accuracy seldom if ever surpassed. Their songs

were well sung, but they excell in their Quartettes.

The song—"Cloaks," is not such an one as we like,

neither is the " Irish Gentleman," (which was call-

ed for,) but they were well sung, and gave evident

satisfaction. " The Irish Mother's Lament," is a

fine song and was given with fine effect. For the

benefit of our readers we give their Programme at

length.

Quartette—Wearied ! we come with song to greet

you. Harmoneons.

Quartette—"There's a good time coming." Ar-

ranged by Rix.

" There's a good time coining, boys,

Wait a little longer."

Song—Cloaks. A new Comic Song, composed by

J. G. Saxe, Esq., of Ilighgate, Vt.

(flee—The morn unbars the gates of light.

Serenade—The young May Moon. Arranged by

Rix.

Quartette—The homeward bound Whaleman.
•' Blow on ! blow on ! wild gfcle, my heart is bound-

ing too
;

O, fill our spreading sail, while we dash thro' the

waters blue."

Solo and Quartette—The Stiff Cold Water Man.—
Words by John G. Saxe, Esq. Music by S. P.

Cheney.

" It was an humble fisherman,

I knew him passing well

—

And he lived by a little pond,

Within a little dell.

A grave and quiet man was he,

Who loved his hook and rod

—

So even ran his line of life,

His neighbors thought it .odd."

Quartette—The Grave of Washington.

' Disturb not his slumbers—let Washington sleep,

'Neath the boughs of the willow that over him weep.'

Quartette—Come where the violets blow. Arrang-

ed by Rix.

Song—The Irish Mother's Lament.
'—She cursed her sons for disobeying her orders,

^and they were drowned that night in the lake. She

:
prepared supper for them, but when she saw the

ghosts of her children at the table, she died mad,

singing this feeling Irish song.

Quarteite—The Death Song of Osceola. By B. F.-

Baker.

Quartette—The Mariner loves o'er the waters to

roam. J.Gibson.

jGlee—Come follow, follow me.

Quarteete—The Sailor Boy's last dream. Arrang-

ed by Rix.

" In slumbers of midnight the sailor boy lay,

His hammock swung loose at the sport of the wind.

/X
The Chippeway Indians.

The people of this village were highly entertained

on Friday and Saturday evenings, May 4th and 5th,

with the lectures of Maungwudaus, (in his native

costume,) illustrative of the manners and customs of

the Indians in their wild as well as civilized state.

—

Maungwudaus was assisted by his four sons who
were all dressed in clothes of wild animal's skins,

ornamented with colored Porcupine quills. Their

caps were made of the Golden Eagle's feathers

;

their necklaces of Grizzly Bear's claws. They were

armed with bows, arrows, war clubs, tomahawks and

scalping knives. Their faces were painted in their

native style, giving them a truly savage appearance,

more terrible than words can easily describe. They
performed the •' welcome dance,' 'dance for a de-

parted friend,' ' mystery dance,' &c. &c. We have

read of the manners and customs of the Redmen of

the forest, but never before saw them except as civ-

ilized or half civilized. These men are civilized, but

their lectures are designed to elucidate the Indian life

and character, and convey correct impressions in re-

lation to their manners, customs, costumes, &c.

—

We were more particularly interested in their sing-

ing and instruments of music.

Their dances were accompanied with singing or

chanting, which seemed to be mostlyon one note, as

high as D 4th line, treble staff, with occasional mod-
ulations to the 4th below and 2d above. It was
rather plaintive, except in the war dance. In this

dance the war cry was occasionally introduced, which

made it appear well adapted to that performance.

—

In the 'dance for a departed friend,' the singing is

ve*y plaintive and peculiarly appropriate, calculated

to fill the mind with a melancholy feeling rather than

otherwise. One of their instruments is used as an

accompaniment to the voice on those occasions". It

is a small bucket or tub with a parchment head, it is

beat upon with a little stick, and gives a very loud

musical tone on G 4th space, bass staff. Two other

instruments were exhibited, one a drum about the

size of a tamborine, with two heads of parchment.

This emits a very sharp and unpleasant sound, and is

used on some of their religious occasions where a

large company are engaged in acts of worship.

—

The other was a sort of Flageolett, made of a cane

stock. With a little improvement it might be made

to execute music written in the style of our old mar- .

tial music, with ease and facility ; but as it is now

constructed, it is not capable of performing the na-

tural diatonic scale.

They sung several verses of hymns in their own

language, in two parts, Bass and Soprano. Maun-

gwudaus sung the bass and two of his sons the. so-

prano. Before singing a verse M. would repeat it in

our language and then sing it in his own, which

seemed to be very favorable to the art. The lan-

guage seemed to be almost free from consonants, and

consist principally of vowel sounds, which made the

performance comparatively easy and rather pleasing.

They sung Old Hundred, New Jerusalem, and some

other tunes, names not familiar, in good time and

correct intonation. Maungwudaus has a fine bass

voice of good compass, and great strength, he sings

easy, and appears as though he had long practiced

the art. His sons have tolerably good tenor voices,

capable of great improvement under a judicious

course of instruction.

After these children of the forest had given us a

lively description of the character and habits of their

brethren, it was truly delightful to see them stand

before the audience civilized men, and sing the prais-

es of their Maker in their own language, a language

which we could not understand, but the music being

familiar, spoke. in a language not to be mistaken, a

language which speaks to the heart, and draws it out

in sympathy for the unfortunate, oremotions of praise

and gratitude to the creator of all things.

These lectures cannot fail of being interesting and

instructive to the christian and philanthropist.

Noah was the first ARK-itect of whom we have

any record.
/

MEW and Beautiful Book for Juvenile Choirs,
-*• * Floral and other Concerts, Common Schools, &c.

JUVENILE ORATORIOS,
Comprising the FESTIVAL OF THE ROSE—
THE INDIAN SUMMER—and THE CHIL-
DREN OF JERUSALEM. By J. C. Johnson,
Conductor of the Original Floral Concerts.

The Oratorios of Cantatas contained in this Work
have each been performed, under the direction of the

author, before audiences sufficiently numerous to fill,

several times, the largest hall in Boston, where they

have been received with great favor. Most of the

songs are now for the first time published, and con-

tain many fine melodies from the great masters, sim-

plified, arranged in an attractive form, and adapted to

appropriate words. Care has been taken not to in-

sert one, which has not been tried and proved to be

pleasing.

To Teachers.

The Songs which, performed in a certain order,

make the Oratorios, form of themselves a Collection

for use in Common Schools, inferior to none that have

appeared ; and they are respectfully recommended
to all who give instruction in Schools or Seminaries.

Just published by
WILKINS, CARTER & CO.,

No. 16 Water St., Boston.
For sale by the Booksellers generally.

May 1, 1849. 18—3t.
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WILKINS, CARTER & CO.'s

POP I FAR MT SIC HOOKS,
MORE UNIVERSALLY USED THAN

ALL OTHERS COMBINED.
CARMIN V SACRA, 01 Boston Collection of Church Mu

By L. ! catly admired fur its beauty,

xhasteness, and sterling character of us music. Published

under the recommendation of the Boston Academy of Mu-
mc, with a pampliK't supplement of

.

".9 -elect 1 cni> added
i i til, by another author, increasing the variety and excel-

lence of the Collection without extra charge.
THii BOSTON ACADEMY'S COLLECTION. Ed-

ited by L. Mason. This standard work is so well known
and u->el as to preclude the necessity of any recommenda-
tioa.

THE PSALTERY. IJy L. Mason and G. J. Webb.
One 6f the moM complete works of the kind ever published.

It has reeeired the sanction of the Boston Handel &. Haydn
Society and the Boston Academj ofMusic. In style there

h a great diversity, it being suited to every variety of sub-

ject and occasion, and is especially adapted to congregation-

al use. The Psaltery will make a valuable addition to the

Boston Academy's Collection and CarolinaSacra, and ooght
to be in every choir.

.Now ready, a New Church Music Book for t lie Present

Season, namely:
TIIF. NATIONAL LYRE; A new collection of psalm

and hymn tunes, comprising the best ancient and modern
compositions of established merit, with a choice selection of,

chants, &c. designed for the use of choirs, congregations,
• mjing schools and societies throughout the United States.

Parkman Tuckerman, Silas A. Bancroft, and H. K.
Oliver. It is believed this will be one of the most I eautilul

collections ever published. It consists of old, new and orig-

nal music, all of which is of a strictly devotional character,

Thftold tunes have simple arrangements, and arc within the

capacity of all performers. The new ones,havcbecn select-

oil with great care from classic compositions, while it it

hoped that the original may be (bend of sufficient variety to

please nil tastes. All needless difficulties in the construc-

tion of the vocal parts have been avoided ; and as far as pos-

sible each separate Dart has been made intereslingand easy

to the performer. Another important feature of this hooks

n the substitution of small notes for figures in the organ
score. As comparatively few persons have the opportunity

to perfect themselves in Thorough Bass sufficiently to

play even plain psalmody correctly from figure*, it is hoped
that this arrangement will meet the cordial approbation of
all. The book being somewhat less in size than the others

the price will not exceed six dollars per dozen, thus placing

it within the reach not only of choirs in special want of new
books, but of those which are al eady supplied.

Chorus Book, specially adapted to the use of

Choirs

:

THE CHOIR CHORUS BOOK'. By A.N. Johnson,
Bo ton Vcad : i» ofMusic. A collection

ruses, from the works of Handel, Haydn, M
Issohn.and other distinguished composers. This

work embraces a larger collection ol choru - than has been

before published arranged inn form for the use and Improve-

ment of choirs : an I it is believed that besides the addi-

st which its use imparls to choir meetings, the

study of the pure compositions it contains, will greatly im-

nrove the taste and facilitate the power of execution. Al-

ii o lly p i dished in the summer, several editions have
i already gold. P per dozen.

SCHOOL MUSIC BOOKS.
THE PIUM VRY SCHOOL SONG BOOK, in two-parts.

Mason audi;. J. Webb, Professor in the

It i-. -opposed that any mother, or pri-

m iry rsell sing, although she

i .
.

as not to I

the help of this book, be enn-
s, and thus prepare

md extensive i oursoio higher
'

IE THE SCHOOL ROOM
it tuns, ami scriptural -<

- il lO I C -UIILT ill

-. also, the elementary
i the in

'Plus work

; i follow t!

ALSO PUBLISHED AS ABOVE,

V\ I'll!'. M BOi

'l|\ N°T-\" con- .inling

! _ I M«on.

l!.A\l>i-I.> ORATORIO OE THE MESSIAH: Ar-
ranged by John Bishop, of Cheltenham, England.
THE ODEON : a collection of secular melodies; arrang-

ed and harmonized for four voices. Designed for adult
singing schools and social music parties. By ti. J. Webl
and Lowell Mason. As the title jiaijo sets forth, this work
is designed lor singing schools.

THE VOCALIST* consisting of short and easy glees.
-in parts; arranged for soprano, alto, tenor and
ices. By Lowell Mason and (Jeor^e James Webb,

Professor in the Boston Academy ofMm
THE SOCIAL GLEE BOOK; a s'electiou of Glees and

Part Songs, by distinguished German composers, never be-
fore published in this country j together with Original
Pieces; by William Mason nnd Sila- A. Bancroft.
GENTLEMEN'S GLEE BOOK; selected from the

most admired German I By L. Mason.
'l'i ai hers and others are invited to call and examine these

and other musical works, ai No. 10 Water street, Boston.
Oct. 31. :>:

The National L\ re i

New and Popular Music Book.

By B. F. Baker. Director ofMusic at Rev. Dr. (Jannet's

Cluirch, Boston, and I. li. Woodbury, Organist at

Rev. Dr. Kreb'a Church, New York.

r|MIIS day published. Baker and Woodbury's new
I book of Church Music—TIic Timbre). This
work has been prepared with great care, and contains at

large amount of music, selected from the best European.]
Composers, obtained by one of the authors, who visited

Europe expressly for this object. It lias also a great va-

riety of original melodies, and a large and judicious se-

lection of the old standard tunes. Its collection of

Chants, Anthems and select pieces is superior to any-

book of Church music published in this country. An
unusually largo variety of metres have been prepared,
adapted to the hymns of the different denominational
hymn books. The music, will be found to be eminently
devotional, and appropriate to the services oft lie Sanc-
tuary. The style m dignified ; the harmony simple and
pleasing and the whole work is believed to be of a high
order of merit. By C. H. PIERCE, 3 Cornhilt Bos-
ton.

To Purchasers o[ Carolina Sacra.

Il'sr PUBLISHED, Pitts N'isr. Select P«
" Hymn Tuses for public and private worship,
the publishers oI'Cahmina Sacra, for grntuitou

lion to all who may purchase thai work, copy
thereby furnishing to choirs, singing schrols and
lions, additional variety in their Sacred Music, w
tra exp'

The pamphlet may be obtained as above stated, of the

publishers or auy of their agents.

WILKINS, CARTER, & Co.,
l:lf No. 16 State Street, Boston.

ALM ANO
issued bj

s distnhu.
for copy-

congri ira-

illioul ex

PIANO FORTES.
IEILKIKS & NEWHALL have removed their
'* Warerooins to the new Granite Block, No. 314, Wash-

ing/ton. street, cornar of II i\ ward I'laee.

W. &. N.have received a Gobi Medal for Piano Fortes
nics* Fair, ami would unite the public

call and examine the instruments before purchasing else-

where.
Boston, Aug. l.

EBNRV TOLMAN,
|»1 BLKHEB OF IrllSIC,

M \M Fa( I KB. I It AND DEALER IN

i

Musical liisii'iiincnis, Musical Merchandize, Cmbrel-

his, Parasols, Siin-Sliiidis, Walking Caiet, kc.

153 Washington Street,

si 1 1: Tilt' OLD SOU r li ( 11 1' It i II,

BOSTON,

il discouM made to Dealers, ; ocieties,lu

PIANO FORTES FOR SALE.
Till-:

• en appointed Agent for thi

,and has n

j i ir v( rate P at the manu-
\ lies to irnri base a

i trument, is requested In cell and see i

With instru-

e or quality by giving a short notice*

ire at this office, or at bfi residence, tint door east

of J. P '

-riser.
CIar»mor.t, Ang I , I84S'

\ NEW Church Music Book, by S. P. Tuclteiman
and H.K.Oliver. This, it is believed, will

be one nl the most heuulilul collections ever published. Il
"insists ol old, new and original music .ill of wbi( h is of a
strictly devotional character. The old tunes have simple
arrangements, and are within the capacilj of all perform-
ers

; the new ones have tiecn selected with great care from
classic compositions, while ins hoped that the original may
be found ol sufficient merit and variety to please all

difficult es in the construction of the vocal parts
en carefully avoided, and as far as pos

separate part ha- i ,
,|, t,

performer. Another important feature ol I his book, is ihc
substitution of small uote- for figures in the i

As comparatively lew persons have the opportunity to pi r-
fect themselves in Thorough Bass sufficiently to plai
plain psalmody correctly from figures, it is hoped that this

meut will meet the cordial approbation of all.

'I lii.s booK being somewhat less in size than some,
other collections, the price will not exceed six dollars
per ilozen

; thus placing it within the reach not only
ol choirs and singing schools in special want of new
books, but of those which arc already well supplied.

Teachers and all persons interested aie reqi •

to call and examine this work, and a variety ol

Church Music Books, Glee Hooks. &c.
WILKINS, CARTEB A: CO.,

Pi blishebs,
No. 16 Water street, Boston.

11.

The National Psalmist.

B "S" MASOH & WEBB.
VOW ready for delivery, ,; The National Psalmist :

J.1 a new collection of Church Music, &c. liy

Lowell Mason ami George James Webb."
This work, upon which more than three years of

labor have been expended, is now presented to '

isters, Teachers of Music- and others, as a most com-
plete Manual of Psalmody, adapted lo the use of
Choirs, Congregations, Singing Schools, and Musi-
cal Societies.

In addition to a large variety of entirely new mu-
sic, furnished by distinguished foreign and native

contributors, the " National Psalmist" is believed to

contain a larger proportion than any other collection,

of the rich and standard tunes \t hich the church have
used for agee, but many of which are nevertheless
new to this country.

I contains most of the popular English Chants,
and lis Anthems, mostly new. are well adapted both

for church worship and choir practice.

Its indexes are very Complete ; embracing, b<

tliC4)sual alphabetical and metrical indexes, an index

to first linesof hymns, &c, " Descriptive Tal
in which the tunes are classified according to their

style and character.

"The National Psalmist contains 119 turn

Long Metre ; I'M in Common Metre ; 77 in S

, and '.)'J of various Particular Metres, embra-
cing all the in use : also. :t7 Anthems and

Set Pi -. many of them furnished expressly f«
the work by distinguished English Composers ; and
lt>7 Chants, including tin ( anticli s id" the Protestant

Episcopal < 'hurt li.

ihera and others interested arc invited to cell

and examine this wink.

Published by TAPPAN, WII1TTKMOHK vV

MASON, No til, Washington-street, Boston. 1

PIANOS TO LET,

OLITEE. DITSC1T,
DEALER IN

GUITARS. SERAPHINES, PIANOS,

SHEET MUSIC,
115 7

WASHINGTON STBBET,—BOSTW, MS.
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Slow and Soft. SOFTLY FADES THE TWILIGHT RAY. 7's. Quartette. J. Grigg, Jr.
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INVITATION. 6's & l's. 1 lines, O. Colleste?
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When is Summer?

From the new volume of Poetry, by Mrs. James

Hall, just published by Putnam of N. Y.

When, O, when is rosy summer?

When the heart is in its prime,

When all life is fair and blessed,

Then is rosy summer time.

When the days beam bright above,

Hearts untouched by pain or care,

And the mingling pains of love

Never gloomy shadows wear.

When, O, when is rosy summer?

When Love's flower breath fills the air,

And a sense, albeit, is dreaming1

,

That no change can meet us there?

Then, though Bureau snows are round us,

Though the winds howl loud and shrill,

Summer's magic spell has bound us,

And the heart can know no chill.

When, O, when is dreary winter?

When life darkens ray by ray,

And in loneliness and anguish,

Wo have watched it waste away.

When the glory has departed,

That o'erfilled the earth with bloom,

And we linger, weary hearted,

In the shadows of the tomb.

When we' leave the ground enchanted,

And the cloud peaks where we rdved,

• Bearing still our heart's homo haunted

By the shades of lost and loved
;

Bearing still the idnl broken,

In its closed and guarded fane,

Echoing with the words once spoken,

That we ne'er may hear again.

When, O, when is dreary winter?

When upon the shore we've stood,

And beheld the under current

Of life's dark and stormy flood.

Then, though bloom is spread before us,

As the rosy seasons roll,

Winter's iron chain is o'er us,

And the ice is in our soul.

From the "Lives of Haydn and Mozart."

The Power of Song.

I was disputing with a Venetian, who sat near me,

on the quantity of melody existing in music, towards

the middle of the eighteenth century. I remarked

that, at that time there was scarcely any thing that

could be called an air, and that the music was doubt-

less little else than an a'reeable noise.

My companion started from his seat at these

words, and related to me the adventures of one of

his countrymen, the singer Alcssandro Stradella,

who lived about the year 1650. .

He frequented the most distinguished houses in

Vienna, and ladies of the first rank disputed the ad

vantage of taking lessons from him. I»was in this I

way that he became acquainted with Hortensia, a

Roman lady, who was beloved by a noble Venetian.

Stradella fell in love with her, and had little difficulty

in supplanting his rival. He carried off Hortensia to

Rome, where they gave it out that they were marri-

ed. The furious'Venetian sent two assassins in

search of them, who after having vainly sought for

them in many towns of Italy, at length discovered

the place of their retreat, and arrived at Rome one

evening, when Stradella was giving an oratorio in

the handsome church of St. John Lateran. The
assassins determined to execute their commission

when the people came out of church, and went in lo

watGh one of their victims, and to examine whether
Hortensia was among the spectators.

Scarcely had they listened, for a few moments, to

the delightful voice of Stradella, when they began to

soften. They were seized with remorse, they melt-

ed into tears, and their last consideration «3S how to

save the lovers, whose destruction they had sworn.

They waited for Stradella at the door of the church,

and saw him coming out with Hortensia. They ap-

proached, thanked him for the pleasure they had just

received, and informed him that he owed his life to

the impression which his voice had made upon them.

They then explained to him the horrible object of

their journey, and advised him to leave Rome im-

mediately, in order to give them an opportunity to

make the Venetian believe that they had arrived too

late.

Stradella and Hortensia lost no time in profiting

by the advice, and repaired to Turin! The noble

Venetion, on receiving the report of his agent?, be-

eime only the more furious. He went to Romp, for

the purpose of concerting hie nvjusmee with Hotcn*

sia's own father. He succeeded in persuading tin-

old man that his dishonor could only be washed away

in the blood of his daughter and her ravisher ; and

the unnatural father set out for Turin, with two as-

sassins, after having procured letters of recommenda-

tion to the marquis Villars, who was then the French

ambassador at that court.

In the rn^an time, the duchess regent of Savoy,

having heard of the adventures of the two lovers ar

Rome, was desirous of saving them. She put Hor-

tensia into a convent, and gave Stradella the title »(

her first musician, as well as apartments in her pal-

ace. These precautions appeared to be effectual, and

the lovers enjoyed, for some months, a perfect tran-

quility, when, one evening, as he was taking the air.

upon the ramparts of the town, Stradella was attack-

ed by three men, who stabbed him in the breast and

left him for dead. They were the father of Horten-

sia, and his two companions, who immediately took

refuge in the palace of the French ambassador. M.

da Villars, unwilling to afford them protection after

the commission of a crime so notorious, or to surren-

der them to justice after having granted them an asy-

lum, gave them an opportunity of escaping a few

days afterwards.

Nevertheless, contrary to all expectation, Stradei';..

recovered from his wounds, and the Venetian behci.i

his project a second time frustrated, but without

abandoning his plans of revenge. Rendered onl'

more wary by his former failures, he sought to ta'tu

his measures with greater certainty, and contented

himself, for the present, with setting spies over Hor-

tensia and her lover. A year passed in this way.

—

The duchess, more and more interested in their fate

wa9 desirous of marrying them, and rendering the;,

union legitimate. After the ceremony, Hortensia

tired of the confinement of a convent, wa3 desirous

of seeing the port of Genoa. Stradella conducted

her thither, and the very day after their arrival tkey

were found poniarded in their bed.

This melancholy adventure is said to have take

place in the year 1G70. Stradella was a poet, a

composer, and the first singer of his time.

I replied to the compatriot of Stradella, that me

s\veetnen6 of sound, though destitute of all tnc!o<!>

.

gives a very considerable pleasure, even to the moei

savage minds. When Murad IV. after having taker

Bagdad by assault, in 1637, ordered a general ma:

sucre of the inhabitants, one Persian alone dared to

raise his voice ; he demanded to bs conducted to the

emperor, as having something of i:r:;:ortancc lo ci n

municate to him before he died.

Having prostrated himself at the feet of Murad

Scakeuli, such was the Persian's name, cried, wit

his face to the earth, " Destroy not. O Sultan, witi

me, an art of more value than thy whole empire .

listen to my song, and then thou shalt cvomina'id m
death." Murad having signified his assent, Scakci

drew from under his robe a little barp, and pouTPvi
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V Musical Id.ot. There is at present, in the ter will be pressed in a manner proportionate to .he M, lhe Science of Music, for ns soothing influence

saltpetricro (hospital at Paris) agirl idiotic loan ex- demands of the case. We cannot for oor life see over lhe passions, and its power lo awaken pleasur-

tteme degree, who does not speak, and cannot even how reasonable men can ask. us to wait on them any able emotions and devotional aspirations, stands above

dress herself' However, her keeper has recently Longer. We have a large list of accounts of four or ll,c sciences pre-eminent; and whereas, we decrn it

discovered in her a decided taste for music. She of- five years standing, which must be collected in the for ,hc besl inlere?l of *ncie, >' *« P rca,cr Mention

ten can repeat faithfully a whole passage of music course of a few weeks. If our accounts have not tlian » as J^ been bested upon this subject should

played or sung to her only once ; even if the passage remained unsettled long enough, we would ask how

is left incomplete, in repeating it she will terminate long they ought to remain unsettled ? We have

it in the right key and tone. A first-rate performer' come to the conclusion lo collect what is now our

r, 11 the piano was brought to. play to her, and her due, let the consequences be what they may, rather

transports amounted almost to frenzy. At certain than wait two or three years longer and then lose the

passages of rapid transition from flats to sharps, she account. To many this will prove the last call be-

uttered cries of transport, and commenced eating her fore applying the :-cn ws

lingers to calm her emotions. She is an immense

eater and greedily snatches at fruit ; but at the mo-

ment she hears the instrument, she stops until the

music has ceased. An able phrenologist has found

the rnimp of music developed.

Deacon Hunt was naturally a high-tempered man,

and used to beat his oxen over their heads, as all his

neighbors did. It was observed that when he be-

came a Christian, his cattle were remarkably docile.

A friend inquired into the secret. " Why,'" said

the deacon, " formerly, when my oxen were a little

contrary, I flew into a passion and beat them unmer-

cifully ; this made the matter worse. Now, when

tliey do not behave well, 1 go behind the load, sit

down, and sing Old Hundred. I don't know how it

is, but the psalm tune has a surprising effect upon

my oxen."

We have published several notices of Mr. 0. E.
#

Dodge, the comic singer. In this number wc copy

an amusing sketch of him from the " Chronotype,

which may not be uninteresting to many of our read-

ers.

Compassion. The most tender-hearted man we

"-ver saw was a shoemaker, who always shut his

eyes apd whistled when he ran his awl into a sole.

" Bring me that pie,-Anna," said Mrs. Jones to

r verdant help. "This is the nearest thing to a

'•i-ano I can find," said the domestic as she brought

a a big fiddle belonging to the leader of the village

Novel Proposition. One of the members of the

Massachusetts Legislature offered a bill that " no

iady shall be married except in the town where she

resides." It didn't go down, another member knock-

ing it in the head by offering an amendment requir-

ing people to " die in the town where they are born."

PHILHARMONIC JOURNAL

Clarcntont,
-

Tuesday, May 29, 1S49.

In our last number wo called on those of our sub-

<:ribcrs who arc indebted to this office for tjic World

"f Music and tho Philharmonic Journal to pay their

Wills immediately, and but few have responded to the*

Mil. Now the case is urgent, if the needful is not

forth coming, wo shall be under the necessity ol try-

ing what virtue there is in the law. Wc have been

delaying the use of forcible means, for fear that we

'io'.iI I be considered too hasty. Wc are now oblig-

i d to make an effort lo '-ollcct our dues, and the mat-

Below wc give the business proceedings of the

Rock-River Musical Association, an association re-

cently organized in Rockford, Illinois. We shall feel

an interest in this association, and hope they will

make an effort to circulate the Philharmonic Journal

in that part of the State.

From the Rockford Forum.

The members of the choirs from Rockton, Byron
j

and Rockford, me,t at the Court House in Rockford,

Wednesday, May 2d, 1840, and organized by choos-

ing Doct. Coe Van'Brunt, Chairman, and Woodhull

Helm, Secretary.

The object of the meeting having been staled by

Mr. William Silsby : On motion the following nam-

ed persons were chosen to Teport resolutions expres-

sive of the sense of this convention, viz; Cyrus F.

Miller, John B. Peterson, and W. A. Manning.

On motion adjourned to the 3d inst.

Thursday, May 3d,—Convention met pursuant lo

adjournment. In the absence of the Secretary, Cy-

rus F. Miller was chosen Secretary pro tern.

The Convention proceeded to organize an associa-

tion to be called " The Rock River Musical Asso-!

ciation," having for its officers a President, Secreta-I

iy, and an Executive Committee consisting of three.

On motion the following named persons were chosen

officers for the ensuing year, viz: •

JASON MARSH, President.

Cyrus F. Miller, Secretary.

John B. Peterson,

be awakened, therefore

Resolved, That instruction in the theory and prac-

tice of Music should be one of the duties required of

the Teachers of our schools and Principals in the

higher Institutions of Learning.

Resolved. That we will use cur best efforts to di-

rect public attention to this subject, and to the im-

portance of introducing a system of practical educa-

tion of which the study of iliusic shall form an e.-st n-

tial part.

Resolved, That (or the furtherance of the objects

indicated in the foregoing preamble and resolution.'-,

it is the duty of this Convention to form a Musical

Association, embracing as its territory lhe Rock-

River Valley.

Resolved, That Mr. William W. Silsby has prov-

ed himself well qualified to discharge the important

duties incumbent on a teacher of music, that he hns

thus far been eminently and deservedly successful,

and that our thanks are due and cheerfully tendered

to him for his steady and persevering efforts in dif-

fusing the knowledge of music, and developing mu-

sical talent, and that our best wishes will accompa-

ny him in his future efforts, in so laudable a pursuit.

On motion,

Resolved, That the proceedings of this convention

be published in all papers friendly to this cause.

COE VAN BRUNT, President.

Cvrvs F. Millkr, Secretary.

John H. Peterson,
)

Woodhull Helm, \

W, A. Manning, )

Executive Committee.

On motion, a committee sf six were chosen to

draft a Constitution and. By-Laws for the govern-

ment of this Association, viz: Messrs. Van Brunt

and Hadley of Rockton, Fisher and Miller of Byron,

and Silsby and Miller of Rockford.

The Committee on Resolutions returned and re-

ported the following, which were unanimously adopt-

ed, viz :

Whereas, Tho diffusion of knowledge of the Arts

and Sciences as promotive of Morality, Religion and

Virtue, and society's best and highest interest, has

over engaged the attention and enlisted the sympa-

thies of the Philanthropist and Christian ; and wherc-

Thc Confert.

Notwithstanding the unfavorable slate of the

weather, and a pretty strong assurance from a blus-

tering North Easter and a cloudy sky that we should

have another of those drenching rains that have

poured down upon us with so little cessation through .

the present season, there was a strong and numer-

ous turn out from Rockton and Byron, on Wednes-

day last, and lhe Concert " went off" at the Con-

gregational Church to the entire satisfaction of the

performers and of a crowded audience. There was

no failing or short-coming op the one side, or disap-

pointment or complaint on the other. The effect will

be favorable in divers ways, and permanently good.

The several communities will become more intimate-

ly connected and better acquainted, and their inter-

ests as well as the pleasures of social intercourse

will thereby tc promoted and increased. It is well

demonstrated, too, that each has in its midst a good

amount of musical talent which should and can, and

doubtless will be aroused and more thoroughly culti-

vated and actively employed. Without music, vocal

and instrumental, the world would lose most of its

pleasures and seem lo be robbed of nearly all its at-

tractions. It is an indispensable luxury of life.

—

The wildest savage acknowledges its power, and be-

comes submissive under its witching influence. <i\

ilized man is largely indebted to it, too, as a soother

of his sorrows and a promoter of his joys.

The good work thus beguu is not to end here.

—
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These meetings will be continued, and every place
(

represented in them will be visited in turn. This is

;is it should be, and may they be repeated annually or

oftener in one unceasing round. An association hasj

already been formed, which will effect much, and ,

within its sphere of operations the standard of musi-,

cal taste will be elevated, and the knowledge of the

theory and practice will be generally diffused.

It is proper here to remark, in justice to those pop-

1

ular musical authors, Messrs. Hastings & Bradbury,

that all of the excellent choruses which were sung,

were obtained from their new publication entitled

"The Choralist."

We cannot close without a word of commendation

for Mr. Silsby, upon whom, as the originator, and

director of the movement, the larger share of the la-

bor and responsibility 'has devolved. It has been

highly creditable to him as a teacher of music, and

proved that his constant efforts have been well di-

rected and will bring their sure reward. He has on-

ly to continue them, and that reward will be abun-

dant and speedy.

For the Philharmonic Journal.

Church Music and Musical Composers. -

The power of music, how sublime her sway !

To iter Religion owes her holiest flame,

Her eye looks heavenward for from heaven she came,

And where Religion's mild and genial ray

Around the frozen heart begins to play,

—

Music's soft breath falls on the quivering light,

The fire is kindled and the flame is bright

;

Then that cold mass by either power assailed,

Is warmed—made liquid—and to Heaven exhaled.

[Pierpont.

Among the hindrances to the advance of Church

Music in our country which I noticed in my last es-

say, was the dissolution of music from her ancient

powerful partner, Iteligion, whose influence when
combined is so admirably portrayed in the lines above.

The grand subserviency of music in the conversion

of the world during the apostolic era, its power then

as a lever in God's moral machinery, was far more

sublime and effective than in this cold, self-exalting

age.

For a moment let us enquire why music with its

present wide dissemination is not attended by this

pristine power in the modern churches.

One necessary, and almost unavoidable reason, is

the selfish, less enlarged and disinterested, love of

the whole christian world, more especially, the mod-
ern churches, for the increase ofGod's heritage, and

the conversion of the whole heathen world. This is

the essential difference between primitive and mod-
ern Christianity.

But as members of individual societies, I shall

name as the fir3t avoidable reason why the present

•tyle of music does not add to Religion's holy flame,

the Prayerlessness of Christians.

We are told that the disciple3 arose early before

day to pray and sing together, exhorting one anoth-

er to diligence. There is nothing that tends to en-

courage fidelity and earnest piety in the soul as'a

good religious song. But the performances of our

ehoire in general are like Latin prayers to the igno-

rant Roman Catholics, an unmeaning ceremony ; in-

deed, less valuable, for this part of our worship is

neither respected or prayed for by the priest or peo-

ple. The minister prays foi every member of his

own flock, the watchmen on mount Zion's walls, and

the perishing souls about him, but unlike Harlow,

Page and others, he usually utters not a breath of

supplication for the needy assistants of his choir.

—

And how seldom, if ever, does the congregation, as

if sacreligious, pray for the choir, though even their

own children sustain its duties. Nevertheless they

feel it a duty to build an orchestra, " raise a singing

school," and purchase instruments, with all necessa-

ry appurtenances ; but for what purpose if not to

gaze at and support forms variety and antiquity?

—

How can we expect harmony and loving kindness in

!thc choir, while the church itself manifest so little

regard and sympathy for them? The choir will be

sensitive when religion is absent.

In a village not many miles distant from your

place, sir, the society of each the churches are ac-

customed to make a large party every year for the

especial benefit of their own choir and the choirs

united. They also invite them into their drawing

rooms weekly during the winter, which affords en-

tertainment not only to the family, but practice to

the choir.

I am happy to mention, as a result of this custom,

the choirs bf this place are. among the best in the

State. Many congregations suppose that by hiring

good singers they must of course have good music.

It is not true. Singers and musicians require more
sympathy and encouragement than any other class of

public worshippers. Money alone will not obtain

good music, or add to the devotions of the sanctua-

ry. The choir need the sympathies and interests of

the pastor and church at the throne of grace. Should

they frankly and sincerely say to us, we cannot sing,

but if you will sing God's praises to us, we will pray

for you, and in our hearts sing with you ; there

would then, I think, be a tangible soul to the music,

and an ornament to the church. Then might we
hear "sweet singers in Israel," and with blind

Milton,

" No voice exempt, no voice but well could join

Melodious part, such concord is in Heaven."

J. II. w.

No. II. Dart. Coif.

MASON & WEBB'S
LATEST AND MOST FOFULAQ
MTJSIGAI^WOJtZS.

The National Psalmist;
A new Collection of Church Music, &c.

By Lowell Mason and George James Weeb.
TN addition to a large variety of entirely new mu-
-*• sic, furnished by distinguished native and foreign
contributors, the " National Psalmist" is believed to
contain a larger proportion than any other collection,
of the rich and standard tunes which the church has
used for ages, thus rendering the work a most com-
plete Manual of Psalmody, for Choirs, Congrega-
tions, Singing Schools, and Music Societies. It con-
tains most of the popular English Chants ; and its

Anthems, mostly new, are well adapted both for
Church worship and Choir practice.

For the convenience of MuSic Teachers and Sing-

ing Schools, and for Choir practice, sixteen pages ot

Vocal Exercises, including Lessons on the Scale,

Solfeggios, &c. have been added.

The National Psalmist has been largely in use

during the past winter, and the large number of re-

commendations received by the publishers, are a suf-

ficient guarantee of i:s excellence. It is safe to say

that no previous collection has met with so much fa-

vor and approval from professors of music, teachers,

choristers, &e.

The Congregational Tune Book.

Messrs. Mason and Webb have compiled the above
book, in answer to numerous and repeated requests.

The seJection is mostly from the National Psalmist,

and idcludes the best Congregational Tunes; the

harmony and arrangement in botli books are the

same ; so that while the larger book is used by the

choir the smaller one may be used by the congrega-
tion generally. The Congregational Tune Book will

also he found appropriate and nseful for Sunday
Schools, Social and Vestry Meetings, and the Fam-
ily Circle.

Fireside Harmony.
A new collection of Glees and Part Song?, either

original or adapted from the German, and never
before published in this country.

By WILLIAM MASON.
The rapid sale, in less than two months, of the first

edition of this new Glee Book, is the best recom-
mendation that can be offered. The music contained

in it is highly classical, being mostly selected from
well known German authors ; and at the same time

is not generally so difficult in its melody or harmony
as to place it beyond the reach of ordinary Musical
associations.

The above books are for sale by booksellers gen-
erally.

Published by TAPPAN, WHITTEMORE &,

MASON, Publishers, Booksellers and Stationers,

No. 114, Washington-street, Boston. 20.

TVTEW and Beautiful Book for Juvenile Choirs,
-1-* Floral and other Concerts, Common Schools, &e.

JUVENILE ORATORIOS,
Comprising the FESTIVAL OF THE ROSE—
THE INDIAN SUMMER—and THE CHIL-
DREN OF JERUSALEM. By J. C. Johnson,
Conductor of the Original Floral Concerts.

The Oratorios of Cantatas contained in this Work
have each been performed, under the direction of the

author, before audiences sufficiently numerous to fill,

several times, the largest hal! in Boston, where thev
have been received with great favor. Most of the
songs are now for the first time published, and con-
tain many fine melodies from the great masters, sim-

plified, arranged in an attractive form, and adapted to

appropriate words. Care has been taken not to in-

sert one, which has not been tried and proved to be

pleasing.

To Teacher*.

The Songs which, performed in a certain order,

make the Oratorios, form of themselves a Collection

for use in Common Schools, inferior to none that have
appeared ; and they are respectfully recommended
to all who give instruction in Schools or Seminaries.
Just published by

WILKINS, CARTER & CO.,
No. 16 Water St.. Boston.

For sale by the Booksellers generally.

May 4, 1849. 18—3t.

MUSIC AND JOB

PRINTING
Neatly Executed at this Office.

Confer of Broad and Washington Street,
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AVILKINS, CARTER & CO.'s

POPULAR .111 SIC HOOKS,
KOBE UNIVERSALLY USED THAN

ALL OTHERS COMBINED,
CABMUN V SACRA, or Boston Collection of Church Mu-
sic. By L. Mason: greatly admired for its beauty.

haateness, and sterling character of its mu.-n

under the recommendation of the Boston Academy of Mu-
sic, with a pamphlet supplement .1 sa added

ia 1848 by another author, increasing the variety and exeel-

ofthe Collection without extra charge.

THE BOSTON ACADEMY'S COLLECTION. Ed-

ited by L. Mason. This standard work is so well known

and used as to preclude the necessity of any recommenda-

tion. .

THE PSALTERY. By L. Mason and G. J. \\ «!,!,.

line of the most complete works of the kind ever published.

It has received the SBnctiou of the Boston Handel&Haydn
Society and the Boston Academy ofMusic. In style there

is a great diversity, it being suited to every variety of sub-

ject and occasion, and is especially adapted lo congtegaUon-

.al use. The Psaltery will make a valuable addition lo the

Boston Academy's Collection and Carmina Sacra, and ought

to be in every choir.

.Now ready, a New Church flfnsic Book for the Present

Season, namely

r

THE NATIONAL LYRE; A new collection of psalm

and hymn tunes, comprising I lie best ancient and modern

compositions of established merit, with a choice selection oi

chants, &x. designed for the use of choirs, congregations,

singing schools and societies throughout the United Stales.

By 9. Parkman Tuckerman, Silas A. Bancroft, and H. K.

Oliver. It is believed this will beoneol the most beautiiul

collections ever published. It consists ofold, new and ong-

nal music, all of which is of a strictly devotional character.

The old tunes have simple arrangements, and are within the

ity of all performers. The new 01.es have been select-

ed with great care from classic compositions, while 11 it

hoped that the original may be found of sufficient vanetj to

please all tastes All needless difficulties in the construc-

tion of the vocal parts have been avoided ,
and as far as pos-

sible each separate cart has been made intcrcstingand easy

to the performer. Another important feature ot ibis books

u the substitution of small notes for figures in the organ

score. As comparatively few persons have the opportunity

to perfect themselves in Thorough Bass sufficiently to

play even plain psalmody correctly from figures, it is hoped

that this arrangement will meet the cordial ai probation ol

all. The book being somewhat less 111 size than the others

the price will not exceed six dollars per dozen, thus placing

it within the reach not only of choirs in special wantoi new

books, but of those which are al eady supplied.

New Chorus Book, specially adapted to the use of

Choirs;

THE CHOIR CHORUS BOOK. By A.N. Johnson,

Professor in the Boston Academy ol Music. A collection

rf Choruses, from the works of Handel, Haydn, Mozart,

Mendelssohn, and other distinguished composers. 1 his

work embraces a larger collection of choruses than has been

Nfore publishcl arranged in a form for the use and improve-

ment of choirs : and 11 is believed that, besides the addi-

tional interest which us use imparts to choir meetings, the

study of the pure compositions it contains, will greatly im-

p-ove the tasto and facilitate the power of execution. Al-

only puldished in the summer, several editions have

/already sold. Price $7,50 per dozen.

'SCHOOL MUSIC HOOKS.
THB PRIMARY SCHOOL SONG BOOK, fhhro parts.

Ky L. Mason and O. J. Webb, Professor 111 the Boston

my of Music. It is supposed that any mother, or pri-

mal-. ^ her. who can herself siosr, although she

may know so little of musical characters as not to he able

! music herself, may by the help of this book, heena-

! 10 leach her pupils with good success, and t mis prepare

the. way for a more thorough aud extensivecourse 111 higher

|

ON'} BOOK OF THE SCHOOL ROOM 1 Con-

tUttftgofa great Variety ofSOOgS, hymns, and scriptural se-

eesions, with appropriate mu»ie, arranged to he sung in

or three parts; containing, also, the elementary

prepared with reference to the in-

tahizzinn method of teaching, designed as a

•al manual for common or grammar schools,

Cowall Mason and George James Wehb. 1 his work

I f, heco prepared with refercn »nt» of common
designed to follow the above

WO
'.ft.LSO PUBLISHED AS ABOVE,
THE BOSTON CHORUS BOO "' ',',""'

,11 of the
rk

j ,"{,

In, and nth '

"'"

vocal were;| w;
r,e " r

THE U "* * C '>U '

r.f the b'si A.ithems and other set pieces, for societies ana

!,oirs. By L Ms
, . , ,•

T;t , CHANTS," consisting of chsntng

[wi
hymns ami n»from the

u,e. By L. Mason.

HANDEL'S ORATORIO OK THE MESSIAH: A.- 'PI,,, \T ntinml T vvi> .

ranged by John Bishop, of Cheltenham, England. J- »t i>dllVilill L\1L.
THE ODEON: a collection of secular melodies; arrang-

; ,.„.„ r,. , M . „ . „ .

ed Ud harmonized for four voices. I s V "p
MV

"tV""^ u'Tnl' **& P< W!5R!!b& 'V.

singtag schools and social music parties. I:

A l.am-ro
1 ^ » k P'1™:, T1"S > l >8 ^"^l *» 1 '

a ,fLoVell Mason. As the title page sets forth, Ibis *01 <* '";
™ sl beautiful collections aver published. It

„ designed lor s I
8ols.

-new and original music, all ot yhtch is of a

THJE VOCALIST; consisting of short and easy glees,

or songs in parts; arranged for soprano, alto, tenor ami

baas voices. By Lowell Mason and George James Webb,

Professor in the Boston A< adcrrvy of Music.

THE SOCIAL (il.l'.K BOOS ; B selectee, ol Glees and

Part Soncs. bv distincuished German composers, never be-

fore millishel ii In. country; together with Original l-ave keen carefnll, and as far aspossibb

lVcel .|,v William Mnv.... and
-

SilnsA.Banerolt. '
separate nart basbeen made latereatme and easvtothe

GENTLEMEN'S GLEE BOOK; selected from the

most admired German composers. ByL. Mason.

Teachers and others are invited tocallaml exan.i

and other musical works, at No. If. Water street, Boston.

Oct. 31. 5:

strictly devotional character. The old tunes have simple
arrangements, and are within the capacity of all perform-
ers : ihe new ones have been selected with great care from

compositions, while itis hoped that the originalmay
be found ol sufficient merit and variety to please all tastes,

difficult es in the construction of the vocal parts

New and Popular Music Book.

By B. F. Baker, Director ofMusic at Rev. Dr. Conner's

Church, Boston, and I. B. Woodbury, Organist at

Rev. Dr. Kreb's Church, New York.

THIS day published, Baker and Woodbury's new

1 book of Church Music—The Timbrel. Tins

work has been prepared with great care, and contains a

large amount of music, selected from the best European

Composers, obtained by one of the authors, who visited

Europe expressly for this object. It has also a great va-

riety of original melodic:;, and a large and judicious se-

lection of the old standard tunes. Its collection of

Chants, Anthems and select pieces is superior to any

book of Church music published in this country. An
unusually large variety of metres have been prepared

adapted to the hvmns of the different denominational

hymn books. The music will be found to be eminently

devotional, and appropriate to the services of the Sanc-

tuary. The style is dignified ; the harmony simple and

pleasing and tbc whole'work is believed to be of a high

order of merit. By C. II. PIERCE, 3 Cornhill Bos-

ton.

To Purchasers of Carmina Sacra.

TiJST PUBLISHED, Kitty Nine Select Psai.m and
J Hymn Tunes for public and private worship, issued by

the publishers of Carmisa Sacra, lor gratuitous distribu.

tion to all who may purchase that work, copy lor copy-

thereby furnishing lo choirs, singing schcols and congrega-

tions, additional variety in their Sacred Music, without ex-

tra expense.

The pamphlet may be obtained as above stated, of the

publishers or anv of their agents.
P •

WILKINS, CARTER, & CO.,

, ;l f No. 16 Stale Street, Boston.

PIANO FORTES.
WILKINS fit NEWHALL have removed their

Warerooms to the new Granite Block, No. 344, Wash-

ington. street, corner of Hayward Place

W & N have received a Gold Medal lor Pianofortes

from'thc Mechanics' Eair, and would invite the public to

call and examine the instruments before purchasing else-

where.
Boston, Aug. 1, 1843.

H£NBT TOLMAN,
PI It MS II FK OF Irll'SIC,

MANUFACTURER AND DEALKH IN

Hnsieal Instruments, Musical Merchandize, Umbrel-

las, Parasols. Siin-Shiulcs, Walking Canes, kt.

163 Washington Street.

OPPOSITE THE OLD SOUTH CIIUUCil,

BOSTON.

d discount madeto Dealers, Teachers, Socie tn s, &c

PIANO FORTES FOR SALE.

THE Subscriber has been appointed Agent for the sale of

WiiKisx& Nbwhm.l's Piano KonTSU, and has n

a first r lie Piano, which is now offered for sale at the manu-

re,,,,,,, \ny person wlm wish, s to purchase a

ehuiog.

Hirers price. .»oj ,...—

,d instrument.. Ilooll and aw ll be

Purchaser- can be aecommodoted with instru-

, any price or quality by givine a short notice.

at'lhis office, or at bit residence, first door cast
Inquire 1

of J. P. Brewer's stove.

Clsrcmont, Aug r
,

l84B '

S. SILSBY.

separate ]>arl has been made interesting and easy 10 the .

performer. Another important feature ol this 1 00k, is ihe
litution of small notes for figures in the organ score.
nparativelv few persons have the opportunity to p' 1

feet themselves in Thorough Bass sufficiently to play even
plum psalmody correctly from GgUIVS, it is hoped thai tl.is

ient will meet the cordial approbation of all.

This boon being somewhat less in size than some
oilier collections, the price will not exceed six dollar*

per dozen ; thus placing it within the reach not only
ot" choirs and sinking schools in special want of new-

hooks, but of those which are already well supplied.

Teachers and all persons interested are requested
to call and examine this work, and a variety of other

Church Music Books. Glee Books, &c.
WILKINS, CARTER & CO.,

Publishers,
No. 1G Water street, Boston.

11.-

The National Psalmist.

BY MASON & WEBB.
VTOW ready for delivery, " The National Psahviist :

.^1 a new collection of Church Music, &c. By
Lowell Mason and George James Webb."

This work, upon which more than three years of

labor have been expended, is now presented to Chor-

isters, Teachers of Music and others, as a most com-
plete Manual of Psalmody, adapted to the use nl

Choirs, Congregations, Singing Schools, and Musi-

cal Societies.

In addition to a large variety of entirely new mu-
sic, furnished by distinguished foreign and name
contributors, the " National Psalmist" is believed to

contain a larger proportion than any other collection,

of the rich and standard tunes which the church have

used for ages, but many of which are ncverlhiler-k

new to this country.

I contains most of the popular English Chants,

and its Anthems, mostly new. are well adapted both

for church worship and choir practice.

Its indexes are very complete ; embracing, besides

the usual alphabetical ami metrical indexes, an index

lo first lines of hymns, Sec., " Descriptive Tables-.
"

in which the tunes are classified according to thsit

style and diameter.

"The National Psalmist contains 119 tunes in

Lang Metre ; 137 in Common Metre ; 77 in Short

Metre ; and 99 of various Particular Metres, ernbra-

cing all the varieties in use ; also, 37 Anthems and

Set Pieces, many of them furnished expressly lot

the work by distinguished English CwnpoBOTB ; and

107 Quanta, including the Canticles of the Protestant

.«pal < 'burch.

Teachers and others interested arc invited to etll

and examine ibis work.

Published by TAPPAN, WII1TTEMOHE &
MASON, No 111, Washington-streat, Boston. 1.

PIANOS TO LET,

OLIVER. DITSOH,
lM'.U.Kli IN

GUITARS, SEKAP1IINES, PIANOS,

SHEET MUSIC,
115

WASHINGTON STREET,—BOSTON, MS.
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Andante Afleluoso.

"#-
i

L— «-

"'TIS MIDNIGHT." L. M. To Mrs. Almeda Sherwood of T., N. Y., this music is respectfully inscribed, by E. C.Howe.
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1. 'Tis rnid - night

—

and on 01 ive's brow, The star is dimm'd that late - - ly shone ;
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'Tis mid - night-
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Tis mid - night
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'Tis mid - night

—

and from e - ther plains, Is borne the song that an - gels know

;
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den now The suf - - 'ring Sa - - viour prays
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ci pie that
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he loved, Heeds not his
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ter's grief
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knelt,
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guish knelt, Is not for - - sak -
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TJn - heard by mor - - tals are the strains, That sweet - ly sooth

1"

_q:

by

m
the Sa -

1

I

and

mm
- - lone.

mm
tears.
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his God.

1- --P- I
viour s wo.

For male voices.

1st TENOR.
THORNTON HALL. L. M. J. H. >V.
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1st BASS. To God the Father, God the Son, And God the Spirit three in one
I— I— I r~"

Be honor, praise and glory given, By all on earth and all in Heaven.

^mm^mmm^m^mmm^m^mm^^
2d BASS.

:L^^M-4-r-Fg-a-F^ ~£~
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AV'ExNDELL. C. M, O. Civ
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The God who reigns a - lone, 0*er earth, and tea, and sk)T
, Let man with prais - cs own, And sound his lion - - ors high.
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The winter is over and gone, The tlirusli whistles sweet on the spray ; The turtle breathes forth her soft moan, The lark mounts and warbles away

5

1 .
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GILEAD. L. M.

r~>
—

Why droops my so

Music by J. K. Andtnoa.

i?:!>4*

ul with grief oppress'd ? Why these wild tuinuhs in my breast? Is there no balm to heal mp wounds, No kind physician to be found?

gpgJP^Wf^l^Pigr^^Fr^P.^^H

MUNROE. S. M. VV. N. W.

H': lends me to il.o

r3

I

sj s|
i i-F:rfn :-s;j :*;4:i:EriS£Fi"8:j3^A-l^l«.:_i:i^

ids me to iho place, Where heavenly pasture, grows; Where living waters gently pans, And full sal - va - lion flout.
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From the Orphan's Advocate.

I do not Love.

BY DR. H. G. BARRUS.

I do not love a tearless eye

That never weeps at pain
;

Not drops the sympathetic tear

While sorrowing scenes remain.

I do not love to clasp that hand

That's never stretched in need ;

A hand that's closed in time of want

And proves no friend indeed.

1 do not love a hardened heart,

That never feels for wo
;

A heart that is not good and kind,

Nor willing to bestow.

I love to count that one as friend,

Who has a mind refined :

A heart which prompts his every act,

To be sincere and kind.

A Musical Compliment. A young lady .in a

boarding-house, very vain of her musical talent, was

one day entertaining the company with a song, when

a crusty old bachelor came out of his room on the

next floor and bawled from the top of the stairs,

' What are you doing with that pig ? Do turn that

pig into the street !'

' What pig?' cried several.

The old bachelor descended the stairs, looked in-

to the room, and said— ' I thought I heard a pig

squealing in this room !'

The girl never sung afterwards without first as-

certaining that the old bachelor was absent.

Men are like bugles ; the more brass they contain

the further you can hear them. Ladies are like vio-

lets
; the more modest and retiring they appear, the

better you love them.

The Music of our Neighborhood.

MORNING.

INSCRIBED TO MRS. E. F. ELLET.

BY MISS AUGUSTA BROWNE.

" Our isle is full of noises,

Sounds, and sweet airs that give delight, and hurt not.

Sometimes a thousand twanghng instruments

Will hum about mine ears : and sometimes voices,

That, if I then had waked after long sleep,

Will make me sleep again."

This harmonious description by Shakspeare of his

ideal island, is somewhat suitable to our neighbor-

hood, for so fully are we possessed by the spirit of

music, that one might think the soft enchantress had

taken up her favorite abode among us. We are ac-

tually haunted (vinegar-souled misanthropists would

call it infested) by the votaries of Apollo. Although

we cannot boast quite a thousand twangling instru-

ments, yet can we muster a goodly number. First,

the cares and sorrows of another day on this sublu-

nary sphere, are ushered in by a sweet morceau on

the horn, which duly opens the programme; this

finished, a congregation of pianos carry the day and

flourish mightily, with occasional echoes of flutes,

guitars, violins, &c. &c. Then, by way of variety,

an accordeon in the rear insists on being heard, in

company with a musical box of dulcet tone : Now it

is their turn for a bevy of fair vocalists down -the

street to chime in, a couple of feathered warblers,

one of whom has taken up his summer residence in

a tree close by, responding cheerily with all their

little hearts, in antiphonal style. This grand com-

bination of talent continue their mutual exertions,

with all kinds of voluntary and involuntary varia-

tions, until they are peremptorily silenced by the ob-

streperous notes of an overgrown trumpet in the next

block, which wildly pours forth tocsin calls for din-

ner-battle. These are a few of our local musicians;

but let it not be supposed, for a moment, that we are

restricted to these alone, that we have no visiting

brethren ; no, indeed ! On the contrary, we have

lots through the day ; nor is that sufficient, we have

lots through the night also ; for our slumbers must

be disturbed by a set of marauding musical cavaliers

who frequent our bewildered precincts, charming the

dull ear of sleep, and awaking every dozing echo far

and near. One instrument, I blush to own, we lack

sadly—a bass-drum, to beat a reveille, and fill up the

chance pauses. When the military drill in our

neighborhood, they bring, to be sure, half a dozen

with them ; but as their stay is but temporary, and

they don't come every day, it avails us little ; so I

would just hint that a good enterprising drummist

might win golden opinions and reap unfading laurels

among us. In lieu of a drum, a gong of the first

magnitude might suffice.

I know not what the opinions of other persons on

the subject may be, but for me there is always a

tinge of romance about every itinerant musician.

—

Wanderers from far climes, how many a tale of sun-

ny Italy or the heaven-touching Alps could some of

them tell, ir questioned by the voice of sympathy

and kindness ; but, poor fellows ! they are stranger3

in a strange land, and so keep their budgets of hopes

and fears pent up within their own bosoms. And in

spite of the efforts of scoffers to laugh to scorn, and

depreciate it, the itinerating profession is a very old,

and a very respectable one.

The first professor I think of was Orpheus, a mu-

sician of high standing among the ancients, and cel-

ebrated for his unequalled skill in making trees dance

by the power of music alone. This gentleman -set

out with his lyre on an itinerating excursion through

Pluto's dominions, in order to collect money where-

with to ransom his beloved wife Eurydice, who wac

there forcibly detained. By unexampled persever-

ance and assiduity, he at length effected his cherish-

ed purpose, and she was released by Pluto, hut only

on the express stipulation that she should not look

round until arriving at the boundary line of his ter-

ritory. But as they walked away together, Orpheus

played so exquisitely, that she, poor weak woman,

unable to control her vanity in his prowess, took one

little peep behind, just to mark the effect he produc-

ed, and was instantly remanded by the arch tyrant,

Pluto, and made captive forever.

Apollo, I name him with due deference, was anoth-

er illustrious itinerant. He assisted Neptune mate-

rially in the building of Troy, and raised the entire

walls thereof by the music of his harp ; and another

was Goldsmith, who made the tour of Europe by

the single aid of his flute, and made it in very com

fortable style tno. And, not many years since, a

lion, bearing the soubriquet Wandering Piper, made

a visitation of his country, and received vast sums of

money for his performances, the principal part of

which he devoted to charitable purposes on the spot.

Here was a bit of superb mystery most refreshing to

gossips, who revelled in the wonderful phenomenon

of a musician making money to give away, while the

majority of the craft can scarcely make enough to

keep. But they were doomed to disappointment

:

their curiosity was not to be gratified— for lie d< < ;nt-

ed the country without, alas ! leaving the least clue

to his history, origin, or motive, and so throwing

several inquisitive Yankees into the profound! st

depths of despair. It has since been ascertai I,

however, that he was a Highland Chief, \>

'

'I

made a very large bet with a number of gentlertu .:,

boon companions, that he could make the I

America without betraying his incognito, ;- rt

himself during his travels by his performances on the

bagpipe, and give away large sums beside. All this

he did : every one may remember the fun>

ated. A friend of his at the same time ent id into

a similar engagement, only the scene of hi:
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age was to be France. This version of the story

may not be quite correct in all its particulais, for such

things are apt to gel confused.

Prince Demetrius Casimir, in his history of the

Osmans, relates a thrilling romantic incident, in'

which a public musician figures largely. Sultan

Murad the Fourth, at the capture of Bagdad, gave
|

the cruel command to massacre all the inhabitants.

During the horrible carnage, an itinerant Persian

v. insirel obtained from the officers oi the Sultan,

permission to appear in the prince's presence once

before his death Murad having commanded him to

give a proof of his abilities in his art, the musician

look a scheschta to accompany a plaintive song on

the taking of the ciiy; in which he adroitly introduc-

ed the praises of Murad. lie performed it with so

delightful a voice, and with so much pathos, that the

Sultan could not restrain his tears, and issued orders

to pardon the rest of the Bagdadians.

Ah, here comes my favorite organist, Pierre, with

his organ. His patois proclaims him a son of Swit-

zerland. Pierre is a fine looking youth, with adark

glowing complexion, large lustrous black eyes, curl-,

ing locks of jet, and the whitest teeth in the world.

With your graceful, winning manners, and noble;

figure, my craft-brother, you only lack, among us

equalilarians, the accident of high birth, to be liken-;

ed unto Apollo Belvidere. His story, although un-

adorned by any extraordinary incidents, is interest-

ing, as being one case out of a thousand similar ones.

Upon an almost inaccessible peak of the Alps, is

perched a very little cottage, nearly covered with

clustering vines, which arc kept in a slate of the

most delicious verdure by the dancing spray of a

silver cascade, which precipitates itself from a neigh-

boring mountain. This little collage is the birth-

place of Pierre, and the home of his parents and tribe

of brothers and sisters, who arc not a few. Pover-

ty dwells with them as a constant guest ; but so ac-

customed have they become, through long subjection

to it, to her espionage, that her presence is borne un-

repiningly. Poor though this family are, for their

only properly is a few cows and goats, which find

scant pasturage on the mountains, yet are they hap-

py through mutual affection and content. If their

resources are few, one comfort is, their wants are

few also
; and although they could get along very

well, if it were not for the cold dreary winter,—but

that causes many a hard tug for life.

Perched on just such another mountain-peak, is

just such another cot, and in il dwells Annette, (how
my friend Pierre's eyes sparkle at that magic name !)

—Annette, the prettiest Bhepherdeae in the whole
'•, whose morning-carol is the sweetest,

and whose step 11 the blithest, <,f all the gay maid-

ho lead their flocks, at dawn, to pasture. And
lid azure eyes beam a brighter welcome than

do those of Annette to I' ,,], morning
appear*, while yet the mists cap the mountain*, ami
ere Sol has arisen lo drink (thirsty rogue thai he is!)

the dew-drops from every floweret's cop, to conduct
her charge to the bhudicsl spots and coolest spring!
of water

; and, also, at sunset, as that electri.

word, " Praise vt tjik Lord," resounding from
peak to peak, recalls the •hepherda and vine dress-

ers to their hornets, he re-appears, to assist her in

driving them homewards.

Sunset amongthe Alps, among the eternai hills—

what a train of gorgeous imagery docs it present 10

the mind—imagery which even the glowing pencil

of a Claude were inadequate to picture ! We seem

to hear the evening song of the peasants, so beauti-

fully sung by that poetess of heaven, Mrs. Hemans,

and faintly mingling with the rich human voices, the

tinkling of numberless silvery cattle-bells. From

the unapproachable sublimity of their heights, which

are illumed by the first sunbeam, and where the last

lingers, as if loth to say farewedl, to the lowliest

flower blooming in their fertile valleys, the scenery

of the Alps is a wilderness of unequalled magnifi-

cence and loveliness.

" Yon torrent, foaming down the granite steep,

Sparkles all brilliance in the setting beam .

Dark glens beneath in shadowy beauty sleep,

Where pipes the goatherd by his mountain-stream."

" If ever my earthly spirit has been roused to a more

worthy contemplation of the Almighty Author of

creation, it has been in such moments as these, when

I have looked around on a vast amphitheatre of rocks,

torn by ten thousand storms, and of Alps clothed

with the spotless mantle of everlasting snow. Above

me, was the clear blue vault of heaven, which, at

such elevations, seems so perceptibly nearer and

more azure ; far below me, the vast glacier, from

whose chill bosom isslies the future river, which is

there commencing its long course to the ocean ; high

overhead, those icy pinnacles, on which countless

winter.", have spread their dazzling honors ! Who is

there, that could see himself surrounded by effects

such as these, and not feel his soul elevated from na-

ture to nature's God ? Yes, land of the mountain

and the torrent !—land of the glacier and the ava-

lanche !—who—who could wander amidst thy soli-

tudes of unrivalled magnificence, without catching a

portion, at least, of the inspiration they are so calcu

lated to excite? I wonder not that thy sons, cradled

amongst thy ever-matchless scenery, should cling

with such filial affection to the mountain-breast that

nursed them, and yearn for their native cot amid the

luxuries of foreign cities."

Bui to return to my story : This kind of life, pleas-

ant as it is, cannot last forever. Eighteen winters

have invigorated and perfected the form of Pierre
;

anil upon the fair head of gentle Annette have been

showered the roses of sixteen summers. Pierre is

almost a man, with no earthly mode of making a

future livelihood ; and then, as to Annette, a big

clumsy fellow (for so Pierre calls him, although, in

the opinion of the damsels in general, he is .1 re-

markably fine-looking man) begins to make himself

very plenty—too much so— at her father's cottage ;

and, worse than all, the old man evidently favors his

suit—and why? Just because he owns a snug little

farm in the valley beneath, and makes large promi-

ses—promises so huge thai one may easily be sure

that he meancth not to keep the half of them. To
be sure. A noetic almost always manages to make

cape from him, to wander with Pierre to fa-

vonte spots; sometimes lo watch the daring bounds

of the chamois, at a vast height above them ; and

sometimes to the boundaries of deep, mysterious

glens, the haunts of fairies, whom they often dis-

tinc'ly hear singing; but still oftener to gather fra-

grant bouquets of the campaaella, violet, and other

delicate flowers, indigenous to the soil, with which

he wreathes her hair, and with which she bedecks

his button-holes, much to the discontent of Orliffe,

who has the aggravation of witnessing said decora-

tions on their return. But, as I have said before,

this kind of life could not last forever ; the presence

of the big clumsy rival made Pierre uneasy, and he

bethought himself of a multitude of plans, by the

which he might become master of a little dross ; but,

after long racking his brain, none appeared so v
feasi-

ble as the example of a speculative neighbor, who
had realized quite a small independence by travelling

through England with a hand-organ. Perhaps, as

his fortune was made, he could be persuaded to lend

the alchemic instrument. Brilliant idea! Full of

the project, Pierre flew to Annette, to disclose his

plan. She joyfully concurred with him in its practi-

cability—the thought was splendid ; could he but ob-

tain a loan of the organ, he would go to America, a

country which was literally paved with gold. Only

one thing toimented Pierre : if he went, would she

promise to be true to him?—would she favor the big

ugly Orliffe ? No ! how could he ask such a ques-

tion ; he* knew that she hated Orliffe, and true as the
1

tieedle to the pole would she be to him. Together

then, hand in hand, they trotted off to the abode of

.the retired musical tourist, at which they safely ar-

rived, by dint of sca'.ing a few long, dilapidaled lad-

ders, and crossing narrow natural bridges, over deep

I

roaring abysses. Melted by the pleading of An-

nett's blue eyes, and welLknowing Pierre's honesty

and carefulness, old Fritz lent the cherished organ,

though not without very many strict injunctions for

its preservation ami safe return. Annelt's father, at

her earnest entreaty, consented to give her two years'

grace (for that was the length of time to which Pier-

re limited his minstrclic aberrations) from the impor-

tunities of Orliffe.

And now the sad moment of parting has arrived.

It is early day, and never has the eye dwell on a lov-

lier scene than is here presented. The sun's rays

gild the leaves of the towering pines ; every flower-

et looks as il re-touched by the pencil of heaven ; the

birds are singing gaily their welcome to light ; and

the majestic lammer-gcyer, the kingly eagle of the

Alps, is proudly skimming his path through ether,

the mountains arc echoing with the winding calls of

the Senn's horn ; and the deep torrents, as they im-

petuously rush on in their never ajading course, lift

up their voices in concert with the universal chorus

of holy thanksgiving! A flock of lambs are bleating

for their mistress; hutshe, poor little. Annette, heeds

them not, but is sitting disconsolate on a high ledge,

rig as if her heart would break. On the con-

trary. Pierre hears himself manfully ; for why should

he not? Is he not going out into the world to make

a fortune—out into the great and happy world of

which he has heard so much, and seen so little?—
And 60 he tells Annette ; and tells her, also, of ira-

le feats which he is to perform, and of incalcu-

lable riches which he is to bring back. Poor boy !

with thy warm, sanguine, heart, thou art about to
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combat with a world the very opposite to thy imag-

inings ; and fall many a bitter pang art thou doomed

to feel, eie thy task is accomplished. The usual

quantity of tears were shed at parting, and the ap-

proved number of promises reciprocated. Simple

creatures! they had no fears for the future; Hope's

beacon-star shone bright above them ; the only pain

felt by their innocent hearts, was that of separation
;

but that pain was keen enough : two long years.

—

Their tokens were exchanged—most expressive ones

—the most so of any : a lock of either's hair, to be

religiously worn until they meet again.

Pierre starts off, the organ firmly strapped on his

back, a bundle suspended from a stick his only bag-

gage, and Carlo, his dog, who obstinately refuses to

be separated from him, after licking Annette"s hand,

and whining farewell, bounds after him. Pierre

pauses not until at a safe distance from Annett's

eyes, when he lays down his little bundle, and, rest-

ing the organ, plays the " Rans des Vaches," that

Alpine touchstone. It is too much, his lip quivers,

tears rush to his eyes, and poor Annette sobs aloud
;

but this will never do—" Faint heart never won fair

lady :" so, with a final wave of his cap, (the very

same that he wears this minute, a little green one,

without any front, and encircled by a red band,) a

signal which she answers with a nutter of her apron,

he disappears from her sight.

And now, after a long and weary voyage, a prey

to those sorest distempers of the heart, home-sickness

and loneliness, he is among us. Many a privation

he feels, many a time he lays his aching head on the

cold earth, and many an unkind taunt, and cruel

word, he bears patiently, for the thought of Annette

warms his heart, and he is sure that her prayers fol-

low him. Carlo, has grown as thin as a rail, and

his once flourishing tail, poor brute ! now droops de-

spondingly, as he eyes askance a well -conditioned

brother, munching daintily a choice bone—hopeless-

ly he sneaks along,

" Carlo's occupation 's gone ;"

but cheer up, old fellow, the hour before day is al-

ways the darkest ; and, if that rule staods good in

your case, the best of times are certainly about

dawning on you. There'now, Pierre, said I not

true? Look you, there is a window opened, up the

street, and a nice old gentleman beckons you to ap-

proach. Ran quick, and be sure you grind your very

best ! Bravo ! what has he given you ?—a quarter ?

May he live forever ! My dear craft-brother, you

make a bow that would do honor to a prince, and

display your white teeth charmingly. I am not at

all inquisitive, you know, but what does the dear old

soul say 1 " Come in, and get your dinner ; and 1

wish you to come here and play for me every day."

Ah ! Pierre can. understand so much English—he

learnt it on the way over ;—anyhow, tho heart is

quick to interpret the language of kindness, be it in

Kamtgchadalian or Hindostanee. Here he comes

out again, smiling heartfelt thanks to his benefactor -

and Carlo licks his chops with a well-satisfied air
;

success has added fresh fuel to the hope glowing*in

the bosom of Pierre. Goon !—go.on !—the fortune

will soon be won, and then, hurrah! for home and

Annette

!

Here comes another musician—not a bit of ro-

mance is there about him—nay, that lackadaisical air

is badly put on ; it will not impose on any one here.

My friend, if you were only aware that performing

in our neighborhood is like bringing coals to New-

castle, perhaps you would discontinue your inflic-

tions. Ough ! if you will play, choose something

else than that abhorred "Thou, thou, reign'st in

this bosom!'' Now a penny-is thrown, and he

drops the crank precipitately in the middle of a bar,

to dive at it. That wicked boy has heated it red hot,

and the poor man, with burnt fingers, which he has-

tily blows, resumes the bar at which he snapped off.

Misericordia ! an air from Norma : the miserable

individual knows of no step between the ridiculous

and the sublime ! Away ! away ! will nought do

you to murder but that enchanting Deh Conte 1 Our

ears are distracted with your din,—begone ! and for-

ever! Now there is a short respite from open-air

music—a few moments which are ably filled up by a

little local episode : a few doors off somebody is tak-

ing a singing lesson :—
" Sol, la, si, doo-o-o-o!"

" Brava, bellesima ! brava, Signorina!" vocifer-

ates II Maestro, " si, that is very much nice. Bra-

va!"

" So-o-o-o-o-l !" continues the pupil, who sings

away zealously until thrown into the shade by a

fresh attraction.

Room for a whole troupe—an Italian, monkey,

wife, and other crying evils, in the shape of two

small children. Their complexions tell, sure enough,

of the sunny south, and its vine-clad hills ; but, as

to the poetry of Italy, not a speck of it have they

about them. I fear me much, their motives soar not

above the acquisition of sordid gold ; and that they

are no more than a party of Neapolitan lazaroni, on

a concertizing spec. A fine notion they must have

of the American musical taste, to be sure, if they

think to succeed. The man turns the crank of his

instrument; but the enthusiasm which constitutes

the chief charm of our friend Pierre's performances

is wanting; the woman plays the tambourine, and

sings. O, shade of Catalani, she sings ! The chil-

dren yell, and the only one of the party who enters

with relish into the spirit of the entertainment, is the

monkey, who dances and leaps, in the bright hope of

making his teeth meet in the finger which a mis-

chievous urchin is poking tantalizingly at him.

—

Dance on, tempted pug, thou art not the only one

getting a living by cutting capers ; nor are thy mo-

tives less pure than those of many of thy human
brethren.

They are off! Au revoir !

Now we are treated to a gleam of sunshine from

a local amateur flute, acting as an emollient on our

ruffled feelings.

Every profession has its technicalities and profes-

sional secrets. One secret, and a very important one.

too, in the itinerating musical profession, is, that it

is not always the best organ, or other instrument,

that acquires the most mammon, by no manner of

means. Two organists meet

:

" How moosh moonish you make do tay, Hans ?

" I ish not make noting ad all."

" So ! vy I ish make more as do tollar."

" Veil, vat for dat 1 mine ish de pest organ in de

cidy, and plays de most dunes."

" Ha ! ha ! and mine ish de vorst—dat ish de rea-

son I makes de moonish ; de beoples bay me for go

vay!"

For a short space now there is silence ; but a very

short space, however, for in the next street is heard

the voice of a particularly shrill clarionet, apparently

struggling in a paroxysm of the highest excitement.

His embellishments to even the simplest air are so

extremely florid, that it is well nigh impossible, amid

the extraneous ornaments, for one to recognise the

most familiar old friend. Fortunately he has turned

down another street, and comes not this way.

A noon-day call from the trumpet—a very few

notes though, for this gentleman is very chary of his

execution, not caring to " waste his sweetness on the

desert air," but barely yielding enough to call forth

ebullitions of joy from every rheumatic patient in our

neighborhood. Perhaps some persons may yet be

ignorant of the fact, that the trumpet is an effectual

exorciser of rheumatism. Asclepiades, a noted phy-

sician of antiquity, whom, of course, no sensible per-

son would presume to contradict, has proven, beyond

a doubt, that the obstreperous music of this instru-

ment is of incalculable value in the cure of afflicted

joints; and not only that, but that it is a sovereign

remedy for many other diseases likewise. It must

have acted on the homoeopathic principal in th« case

of Mozart, who would turn pale, and nearly fall into

convulsions, whenever the trumpet was sounded in

his presence, nor, in spite of its great usefulness in

the orchestra, were his prejudices ever entirely re-

moved. A similar antipathy existed in Haydn

against the serpent, a newly-invented bass instru-

ment, which he first saw on his visit to England.

—

When it was played for him, he manifested great

horror and dislike, and, at the conclusion of the per-

formance, for he had that due couitesy, so seldom

practiced, to reserve his remarks till the conclusion,

inquired the name of the formidable monster. On
being told that it was named the serpent, he exclaim-

ed, with great naivete, " Ah, dat not de serpent dat

dempted Eve." An anecdote of Corelli, the illustri-

ous composer and violinist, may not be inappropriate

here. He was once performing a solo on the violin,

at the mansion ol his great friend, Cardidal Ottohoni,

when he observed the cardinal and another person

talking. Corelli immediately laid down his instru-

ment, and, being asked the reason, replied, that " he

feared the music disturbed the conversation." If

this example were to be much followed now, it is to

be feared that very little beyond the first bars of any

piece would be heard. On another occasion he was

interrupted in the execution of. one of his grand

concertos in public, by the entrance of one of the

royal family, who, for some time, so engrossed the

attention of tho audience, that lie was nearly un-

heeded : so he quietly placed his fiddle under his

arm, and marched out of the house.

Even our very meals are accompanied by mftsie :

and thus, unwittingly, we ape the Hospodar of Tur-

key, who, the moment he seats himself at table, is

greeted by the screeches of an orchestra of thirty or

I forty unseen musicians, who strike up with their vi-
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o'.ins, and pan-pipes of fourteen reeds, called mis-

hais. These musicians are the people known in

England by the -name of gipsies, and in France as

Bohemians. Immense numbers of them inhabit Mol-

davia and Wallachia, and are called Tringans ; some

loading a settled life, and some, as elsewhere, wan-

dering from place to place, and not a few of

them finding their way to us, to bless our ears with

their music, and amuse our eyes with their fantastic

ai.d outre gear. Well, we bid them welcome ; there

i^ plenty of room on this glorious continent for them,

and myriads more of their well disposed brethren.

—

Among the ancients, and even in the middle ages, it

was customary to employ professed carvers at table,

who were bouud to keep time to the music of a band.

ng a huge chine of beef was, of course, accom-

panied by a grave minuet; but a nimbly-moving jig

Hew after the (lying turkey. Mozart composed a

Turkey Waltz, and Haydn the telebrated Ox Min-

uet : if they had lived a couple of centuries earlier,

we would think that they had dedicated these pieces

to the service of the banquet. It must have been

dioll in those days to hear one guest ask another how

ho liked the corn-beef minuet, and what he thought

of the turtle-strathspey, or the roast-veal hornpipe.

Hut those good old days are gone for aye and aye.

—

We, too, are favored with music at meal time ; but,

through carelessness, have never availed ourselves

of the opportunity to practice carving according to

i lie laws of musical expression.

yet, even then, thou shall be the object of my fond- Jehovah in the public assembly. Their principal rc-

est retrospection. Wherever my lot may be cast, deeming feature is, that interspersed with so mucli

under whatever circumstances I may be placed, ray that is comparatively worthless, arc a few of the old

,

heart shall be solaced by the recollection of home.

l. n. s.

From the Hoston Rambler.

Home.

What thrilling emotions are excited in the bosom

by the remembrance of home ! When cast upon the

mercies of an unfeeling world, and compelled to the

dreariness of seclusion, or the society of uncongenial

spfrits, how vividly will memory present to the mind

past scenes and associations. Among these, how
endearing the recollections of home. With every

incident of early life is connected the remembrance

of some member of that circle of which we formed a

tart ; some instance of parental 01 fraternal affection,

which, though the event which gave it birth may be

rated from the records of memory, has left an

impression so deeply engraved on the heart that no

lade can efface it. We lookback through the

lapse of years to those happy seasons when fond pa-

affectionate brothers and kind sisters partici-

: in all our joys and sorrows. Among that

group of cherished ones, memory fixes its most te-

nacious grasp upon one whose unceasing anxiety for

Hare and constant self-denial for its promotion

m influence to her lessons of wisdom which

ill be felt wlon lime shall be no more. Who can
• the warm kiss of maternal love' Who forget

-truclions which have fallen from the lips of a

mother '

l> home! thou art the paradise of earth. Thou
~rt not a stream flowing from the eternal fountain of

Happiness ; thou art thyself the source of innumera-

ijej mint. ( are may wither the rose

bal dow blooms upon my cheek ; age may write his

I
upon my brow and scatter his frosts around

ny head, and d east may mark mc for the tomb ;

fliiirrli Music.

Singing, as a part of the devotions of the sanctu-

ary, is a very important thing. Bad singing is like

spoiled meat in a pie ; it vitiates, and renders dis-

tasteful, the whole. Indeed, scarcelv anything is so

much calculated to destroy all the harmony of relig-

ious feeling in the soul, when a person is attending

on the public ministrations of the Sabbath, as discord

in this important department of sanctuary services.

And yet, it is no uncommon thing to see a person,

whose taste and sensibilities are at all acute, who has

any capacity to discriminate between melody and

jargon, lay down his hymn book with impatience and

disgust at the horrible havoc made with this matter

by those who are "up stairs." Even in our city

churches, where very large salaries are sometimes

paid to male and female choristers, and often to every

individual composing the choir, the performances are

frequently such as to promote any other kind of fenj-

|

ing than that of spirituality. The difficulty does not,

'

as a general thing, consist so much in the want of

ability on the part of those who officiate in this ca-

pacity, but in the selection of tunes with which they

and the congregation are not familiar,—tunes una-

dapted to the spirit of the stanzas; and besides this,

there is not that interest taken in the exercises, nor :

that effort, made, which is so essential to ensure the

proper effect. The form of music is nothing with-

out its life and spirit. It should not be mechanical, i

Rather sacrifice some ot the technicalities of 'lhesci-i

ence, than give to the performance a cold, stiff,

heartless character. In some of our country church-

es we have often heard music far superior to that

which has been inflicted on us in our metropolitan

churches. In the former, we have discovered more

real interest in the thing,' on the part of those who
lead in the exercise ; more animation, more distinct-

ness ; and the tunes, although " old-fashioned," are

certainly more pleasing to the car, and far more ele-

vating to the feelings, than the majority of those

which arc new, or those by the old masters which

have been revised, or " modernized/' and introduc

ed into every city church. Nothing of modern struc-

ture, in the musical line, can at all compare in sub-

limity and perfection with the compositions of the

" old school ;" and it is a pity that the vandal hand

of innovation has gone so far in this matter as to sub-

stitute the puerile productions of a later day for those

of the " gudc auld time," merely because they were

old.

The multiplication of musical works, dining the

past few years, is, we are inclined to believe, one

great cause of the difficulty which wc complain of.

There aie now in use, in our different churches,

some two score of musical text-books, by as many

different authors. In a majority of these hooks, in-

vm mi^ht sav in three-fourths of them, not one

thud of the matter which they contain is adapted 10

the purpose to which it is applied, vrz: the praise of

substantial pieces, and nothing, we may venture to

say, is more grateful to those who love to attend

—

and who is there who does not!—on the services of

the sanctuary, nothing is more grateful to the ear

and the heart, than these inspiring melodies.

We wish that there might be an improvement in

the matter upon which we have spoken. There is

no doubt but that, in addition to the gratification

which would accrue to those who steadily attend on

the religious devotions of the Sabbath, by such im-

provement, multitudes might be brought within the

sound of the preacher"s voice, were there some such

innocent attraction as pure, cultivated mclcfdy. This

has long been chief among the agencies or the Cath-

olic church, in bringing strangers within her fold.

—

Everything is done that money and talent can do, to

oive efficiency to this department of her devotions.

—

The young, particularly, become fascinated by the

grandeur and solemnity of the Gloria in Excelsia,

Venile Exullemus Domino, and other pieces of that

description, in the performance of wh'oh so much

skill and power are displayed. It is no wonder that

the ear becomes captivated, and the heart enamored,

by such an overpowering influence ; and the fact that

the heart may be so affected, through medium of tho

senses, furnishes an instructive lesson to the Protec-

tant churches.—[Rambler.

Help Yoursrlvrs.

In the parable of the talents, is very clearly shown,

that they who are disposed 1o help themselves, will

receive assistance from others, while they who will

not use the means already in their power, will not

only be refused further assistance, but will also be

deprived of what they already have. This is a truth

not only in morals and Teligion, but in all business

transactions ; for it is a fact that lie who docs the

best he can to help himself will always find friends.

He will be active in looking them up, and they will

siand ready with a helping hand. Hut the lazy or

inefficient drone, who expects to be carried along by

others without any trouble of his own, will be left in

the mud, where Jupiter left the cartman who cried to

him for help without pulling his own shoulder to the

wheel.

Let a young man start in the world with small

means, or even no means at all, except his intellect

and hands, and if he is determined to succeed, and

spares no effort in Ihc prosecution of his object, the

work is accomplished; in ninety-nine cases in a hun-

dred he will gain the point at which he aims. Every

effort he makes brings a new friend to his'assislance,

and thus the hall increases as it rolls. Hut if he will

never move except when " both wind and tide are

fair,'" he will make as little progress as Hilly Dorson

did who used to run a packet between Nantucket

and New York. After his vessel was loaded housed

to wait till the wind came fair; and then he waited

to see how long it would continue fair before he dar-

ed In set sail. Of course he made but few trips.

—

But his course was like that of a thousand others

who seem to have no idea of stemming the current

'or working against the wind. We like to see a
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young man select for his motto Excelsior, and write

it far above him, and then labor till he gain his mark.

Such men will rule the State, the church and the

world. We say to all, help yourselves.—[Rambler.

Conscious Reetitude.

If a man has correct principles, he can never be

laughed out of them. The shrug of the shoulder,

the biting remark, the contemptuous look and the

scorning air, may cause a slight pain in his bosom,

but the pain is produced by a consciousness of his

own virtue. It is from pity to those who err He

sees the tendency of unbridled passion, and this

knowledge oftentimes causes a tear to fill his eye.

—

The principles he has embraced— to influence and

govern his whole life—he knows are founded on

truth ; and though cast out from the pale of society

—turned away from as the off-scouring of the earth

—he feels a consciousness of doing right, that buoys

him up under every trial. Such are the principles

which are based on Bible truth. Let them be yours

young man, as you commence your career in life.

—

Be not seduced by evil counsel—by unprincipled as-

sociates. With virtuous desires—with a deep anx-

ity to know what is right—and a jealous watch over

the natural heart, you cannot but overcome any un-

hallowed propensity, and final])
- triumph over every

sinful desire.

A Singular Request. Conrad Vintner, who is

under sentence of death in Baltimore county, Md.,

fox the murder of Mrs Cooper, passes most of his

leisure hours in performing on the accordeon. He
is composing a dirge, which he asks permission to

perform on his way from the cell to the place of ex-

ecution. His request will probably be complied

with.

Brother Beard, of the Nashua, N. H. Telegraph,

has had a beautiful silver pitcher presented to him

by the ladies of the Unitarian Society of that place,

as a mark of their esteem, and in appreciation of his

services in improving their sacred music.
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Clarcmont, Tuesday, Jnne 12, 1849.

English Opera.

The " Howard Ajheneum,'' under W. L. Ayling,

Esq. as Manager, and C. F. Davenport, Esq. as

Treasurer, has been opened for the purpose of giving

us Bostonians a taste of the pure English Opera, and
a rare treat we have enjoyed. The Seguin Troupe
consists of Mr Seguin, Mr W. H.Reeves, Mr Leach,

Mr Holman and Mr Gohr, in the male department;

and of Mrs Seguin, Mrs Philips, and Mrs Groves,
in the female department,—assisted by a very good
band of chorus singers.

Mr and Mrs Seguin have long been favorites of

the Boston public, and are highly respected, both in

public and in private. Mr Seguin's bass is round,

full and distinct, and in the execution of his solo parts

he is always prompt and effective. Mr Reeves as a

tenor singer is charming, and so well has he culti-

vated his musical gift, and having obtained so per-

fect a mastery over his voice, that his gliding into

the Falsetto is imperceptible, and yet at the same

time perfectly pleasing to the most highly cultivated

ear. The impressions which Mr Reeves has made

with the musical public are such as are highly flat-

tering to the artist. Mr Leach is a good singer, ex-

ecuting his parts with promptness and decision.

—

His voice is small compared with the two gentlemen

above noticed, but he manages it with true artistic

skill, and makes his powers tell where many other

singers would fail to do so. Mrs Seguin is the

" queen of nightingales ;" a charming woman and a

most delightful vocalist. It is almost a work of su-

percrrogation to add anything to what has already

been accorded her by the unanimous voice of a mu-

sic-loving public. The most difficult operatic music

is executed by her in a style which at once commands
the admiration of the listener, and when her work is

accomplished you can find nothing that you would

wish to alter or amend. The same charm hangs

around her, and the same interest felt in her, as when

in by-gone days she entranced us with her delightful

melodies. Mrs Phillips is a singer of great merit

;

her voice is clear and full, and she executes the most

rapid passages with an ease and grace which is at

once captivating. Mrs Seguin is fortunate in being

supported by so good an assistant. Mrs Groves is a

Boston lady, and but temporarily attached to the

troupe. She has but little singing to do, but that

little is done well. Her voice is small but very

sweet. Her acting, (and here she has considerable

to Jo) is always good, and in dressing the character

which she sustains, all acknowledge that she mani-

fests a taste and propriety highly commendable. As
in public life Mrs Groves is highly respected as an

artist, so also in private life is she esteemed for her

moral virtues. The chorus connected with the

troupe, as also the orchestra, are prompt and effi-

cient.

Several operas of the most eminent composers

have been presented to the public in a style which

has elicited universal commendation. " La Son-

nambula," " The Bohemian Girl," "TheElixerof
Love," and " The child of the Regiment," have

followed each other in rapid succession, and not-

withstanding the unusual bad state of the weather,

the troupe have been greeted by discerning and high-

ly respectable auditories.

Miss Virginia Whiting.

This young lady was honored en Monday evening,

May 28th, with a complimentary concert which was
given in the spacious saloon of the United States

Hotel in Boston. The concert being a private one

of course was not advertised in the usual way ; but a

large number of tickets were disposed of among her

friends and acquaintance. Miss Whiting was assist-

ed on the occasion by the masters Elena, one of whom
is an excellent performer on the violin, and the other

upon the piano forte. Mr Buumbacli also lent his

valuable assistance as an accompanist upon the piano.

We would not attempt any fulsome compliments

upon Miss Whiting's singing, but rather speak of

her as she is. Her voice is rich and musical, and

she executes her pieces with good taste and feeling,

never offending the ear by doing violence to lime,

tune, or expression. The personal attractions of

this young songstress, added to her superior musi-

cal performances, will establish her as one of the fa-

vorites of the public, and we are glad that her friends

have given her this solid testimonial of their respect

for her musical talent, which must be gratifying to

her personal feelings. We trust Miss Whiting wijl

be encouraged in the pursuit of her musical studies,

and that the way may be opened for her to visit Ita-

ly where she may enjoy the best advantages for the

cultivation of the divine art.

New Music.

Mr E. H. Wade, 197 Washington street, Boston,

has just issued " The Anna Polka," a fine compo-

sition from the pen of Lenschon,the celebrated vio-

linist and leader of the " Germanians." Also a

beautiful song by Linley, entitled " Thou art gone

from my gaze," and another fine ballad by " Block-

ley," called " Hearts and Homes," who was also

the author of the celebrated " Love not."

These compositions are presented to the public in

a style unsurpassed for mechanical execution, and

the beauty of the compositions will doubtless ensure

them a rapid sale.

Musical.

Since our last report of the doings in the musical

world, we have had a brilliant succession of charm-

ing concerts. " Tedesco" has been almost nightly

warbling her sweet notes, and the " Germanias"

have assisted by a " concord of sweet sounds."

—

Mr Collins, the Irish vocalist, has also been delight-

ing the Bostonians with his irresistably funny irish.

illustrations of wit and song.

With the opera, concerts, and other amusement?,

the Boston public cannot be troubled with ennui.

H. G. B.

The National Lyre

:

A NEW Church Music Book, by S. P. Tuckerman, S. A.
-ft- Bancroft and H. K. Oliver. This, it is believed, -will

be one of the most beautiful collections ever published. It

consists of old, new and original music, all of which is of a
strictly devotional character. The old lunes have simp'e
arrangements, and are within the capacity of all perforrr.-

ers ; the new ones have been selected with great care from
classic compositions, whde it is hoped that tlie original mr.y
be found of sufficient merit and variety to please all taste?,

All needless difficult cs in the construction of the vocal part*
have 1-iccn carefully avoided, and as far as possible, each
separate part has been made interesting and easy to the
performer. Another important feature of ibis book, is the
substitution of small notes for figures in the organ scorp.

As comparatively few persons have the opportunity to per-

fect themselves in Thorough Bass sufficiently to play even
plain psalmody correctly from figures, it is hoped that this

arrangement will meet "the cordial approbation of all.

This booK being somewhat less in size than some
other collections, the price will not exceed six dollars

per dozen ; thus placing it within the reach not only
of choirs and singing schools in special want of new-

books, but of those which are already well supplied.

Teachers and all persons interested are requested

to call and examine this work, and a variety of other

Church Music Books, Glee Books, &c.
W1LKLN3, CARTER & CO.,

Publishers,
No. 16 Water street, Boston,

11.
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WILKINS, CARTER & CO.'s

POP I"LAR 111 SIC BOOKV
MORS UNIVERSALLY USED THAN

ALL OTHERS COMBINED.
CARMINA SACRA, or Boston. Collection of Church Ma-*
sic. By L. Mason: greatly admired for its beauty.
chaUene'ss, and sterling diameter of it* music. Published
under the recommendation of the Boston Academy of Mu-
sic, with a pamphlet supplement of 59 select tunes added
in 1348 by another author, increasing the variety and excel-
lence of the Collection without extra charge.
THE BOSTON ACADEMY'S COLLECTION. Ed-

lied by L. Mason. Tins Standard work is so well known
used as to preclude the* necessity of any recommenda-

tion.

THE PSALTERY. By L. Mason and G. J. Webb.
One of tlie most complete works of the kind over published.
It has received the sanction of the Boston Handel & Haydn
Society and ihe Boston Academy of .Music. In style there
is a great diversity, it being suited to every variety of sub-
ject and occasion, and is especiallf adapted to congregation-
al use. The Psaltery will make a valuable addition to the
Boston Academy's Collection and Carmina Sacra, and ought
to be in every choir.

Wow ready, a Hew Church Music Book for the Present

Season, namely:
THE NATIONAL LYRE ; A new collection of psalm

and hymn tunes, comprising the best ancient and modern
compositions of established merit, with a choice selection of
chants, &c. designed for the use of choirs, congregations,
singing schools and societies throughout the United Slates.

By S. Parkman Tuckerman, Silas A. Bancroft, and H. K.
Oliver. It is believed this will be one of the most beautiful

collections ever published. It consists of old, new and orig-

nal music, all of which is of a strictly devotional character.

Tim old tunes have simple arrangements, and are within the
capacity of all performers. The new ones have been select-

ed with great care from classic compositions, while it it

hoped that the original may be found of sufficient variety to

please all tastes. All needless difficulties in the construc-

tion of the vocal parts have been avoided ; and as far as pos-
sible each separate part has been made interestingand easy
to the performer. Another important feature of this books
is the substitution of small notes for figures in the organ
score. As comparatively few persons have the opportunity
to perfect themselves in Thorough Bass sufficiently to

play even plain psalmody correctly from figures, it is hoped
that this arrangement will meet the cordial approbation of
all. The book being somewhat less in size than the others
the price will not exceed six dollars per dozen, thus placing
it within the reach not only of choirs in special wantof new
books, but of those which are al eady supplied.

ivcw Chorus Book, specially adapted to the use of

Choirs;
THE CHOIR CHORUS BOOK. By A.N. Johnson,

Professor in the Boston Academy of Music. A collection

of Choruses, from the works of Handel, Haydn, Mozart,
Usohn, and other distinguished composers. This

work embraces a larger collection of choruses than has been
before published arranged in a form for the use and improve-
ment of choirs: and it is believed that, besides the addi-
tional interest which its use imparts to choir meetings, the

study of the pure compositions it contains, will greatly im-
prove the lasie and facilitate the power oi execution. Al-
though only published in the summer, several editions have
been already sold. Price iS7.."ii per dozen.

SCHOOL MUSIC BOOKS.
THE PRIMARY SCHOOL SONG BOOK, in two parts.

I!y L. Mason and G. J. Webb, Professor in the Boston
Academy of Music. It is supposed that any mother, or pri-

mary school teacher, who can herself sing, although she
may know so little of musical characters as not to be able

I
music herself, may by the help of this book, be ena-

bled to leach her pupils with good success, and ihus prepare

th» way for a more thorough aud extensive course in higher
ds.

THE SO.tQ BOOK OF THE SCHOOL ROOM : Con-
MStiag "f" great variety of songs, hymns, and scriptural sc-

, with appropriate music, arranged to be sung in

ro, or three parts ; containing, also, the elementary
1 music, prepared with reference to the in-

Sjuctive or Pi italozz method of teaching, designed as a

fi'nii'.cte musical manual for common or grammar schools.

Hy Lowell Mason and George James Webb. Tins work
•a prepared with reference to the wants of common

. I and academies, and is designed to follow the above

'Also published as above,
BOSTON CHORUS BOOK Consisting of a se-

! . (ion of the moat popular choruses (torn the works of Han
.In, and other eminent composers, arranged in lull

will an accompaniment for the piano forte or

omul Compiled by Mason and Webb.
Till', a >-l'ON ANTHEM BOOK, being a collection

..f the best Anthems and other set pieces, for societies and

choirs. Br L. Ms
THK "BOOK OF CHANTS," consisting of chanting

adapted 10 regulsr hymns and to selections from the

ksjeripturet, for congregational use. By L. Masoo.

HANDEL'S ORATORIO OF THE MESSIAH: Ar-
ranged by John Rishop, of Cheltenham, England.
THE ODEON ; a collection of secular melodies : arrang-

ed and harmonized for four voices. Designed for adult
singing schools and social music parties. By G. .1 Webb
and Lowell Mason. As the title page sets forth, this work
is designed lor singing schools.
THK VOCALIST; consisting at short and easy glees,

! or songs in parts; arranged for soprano, alto, tenor and

I

bass voices. Bv Lowell Mason ana George James Webb,
! Professor in the Boston Academy of Music.
THE SOCIAL GLEE ROOK; a selection of Glees and

Part Songs, by distinguished German composers, never be-
'fore published in this country ; together with Original

; by William Mason and Silas A. Bancroft.

GENTLEMEN'S GLEE BOOK; selected from the
j
most admired German composers. By L. Mass*.
Teachers and others are invited to call and examine these

and other musical works, at No. 16 Water street, Roston.
Oct 31. 5:

MASON & WEBB'S
LATEST AND MOST POPULAR
MUSICAL WORZS.

The National Psalmist

New and Popular Music Book.
By B. F. Baker,'Director of Music at Rev. Dr. Gannet's
Church, Boston, and I. B. Woodbury, Organist at

Rev. Dr. Kreb's Church, New York.

'IMIIS day published, Baker and Woodbury's new
J book of Church Music—The Timbrel. This
work lias been prepared with great care, and contains a

large amount of music, selected from the best European
Composers, obtained by one of the authors, who visited

Europe expressly for this object. It has also a great va-
riety of original melodies, and a large and judicious se-

lection of the old standard tunes. Its collection of
Chants, Anthems and select pieces is superior to any
book of Church music published in this country. An
unusually large variety of metres have been prepared,
adapted to the hymns of the different denominational
hymn books. The music will be found to be eminently
devotional, and appropriate to the services of the Sanc-
tuary. The style is dignified ; the harmony simple and
pleasing and the whole work is believed to be of a high
order of merit. By C. H. PIERCE, 3 Cornhill Bos-
ton.

To Purchasers of Carmina Sacra,

JUST PUBLISHED, Fifty Nine Select Psalm and
" Hymn Tunes for public and private worship, issued by
the publishers of Cahmina Sacka, for gratuitous distnbu.
tion to all who may purchase that work, copy for copy-
thereby furnishing lo choirs, singing scluols and congrega-
tions, additional variety in their Sacred Music, without ex-
tra expense.

The pamphlet may be obtained as above stated, of the
publishers or any of their agents.

WILKINS, CARTER, & CO.,
l:tf No. 16 State Street, Boston.

PIANO FORTES FOR SALE.
THE Subscriber has been appointed Agent for the sale of

Wii.Kisx & Newhali.'s Piano Fortes, and has received
a first rate Piano, which is now offered for sale at the manu-
facturer's price. Any person who wishes to purchase a
good instrument, is requested to call and see it befoie pur-

chasing. Purchasers can be accommodated with instru

incuts of any price of quality by giving a short notice.

Inquire al this office, or at his residence, first door east

of J. P. Brewer's store.

S. SILSBY.
Claremont, Au g. 5, IS48'

jelenbTy tolmah,
publisher of music,

MANl.'FACTt.ltKR AND DEALIR IN

Musical Instruments, Haileal Merchandize, I'rabrcl-

las, Parasols. Sun-Shades, Walking Canes, kt.

153 Washington Street,

opposite Tin: oi.n south CBCRCH,
BOSTON.

A liberal discount made 10 Dealers, Teachers, Societies, &c

PIANOS TO LET,
BY

OLITBR DITS01T,

GUITARS, SE^RAPfllNES, PIANOS;

SHEET MUSIC,
115 7

WASHINGTON STRKET.—BOSTON, MS.

\ new Collection of Church Music cVc.

By Lowell Mason and George James Webb.

I N addition to a large variety of entirely new nui-
j-*- sic, furnished by distinguished native and foreign
contributors, the " National Paalmist" is believed to
contain a larger proportion than any other collection,

of the rich and standard tunes which the chuu-h has
used for ages, thus rendering the woik a most com-
plete Manual of Psalmody, for Choirs, Congrega-
tions, Singing Schools, and Music Societies. Jl con-
tains most of the popular English Chants ; and its

Anthems, mostly new, are well adapted both for

I Church worship and Choir practice.

For the convenience of Music Teachers and Sing-
ling Schools, and for Choir practice, sixteen pages ol

J

Vocal Exercises, including Lessons on the Scale,

j

Solfeggios, &c. have been added.
The National Psalmist has been largely in use

during the past winter, and the large number of re-

commendations received by the publishers, are a suf-

ficient guarantee of its excellence. It is safe to say
that no previous collection has met with so much fa-

vor and approval from professors of music, teachers,

choristers, &c.

The Congregational Tune Book.

Messrs. Mason and Webb have compiled the above
book, in answer to numerous and repeated requests.

The selection is mostly from the National Psalmist,

and idcludes the best Cougregational Tunes ; the

harmony and arrangement in both books are the

same ; so that while the larger book is used by the

choir the smaller one may be used by the congrega-

tion generally. The Congregational Tune Book will

also he found appropriate and useful for Sunday
Schools, Social and Vestry Meetings, and the Fam-
ily Circle.

Fireside Harmony.

A new collection of Glees and Part Songs, either

original or adapted from the German, and never

before published in this country.

By WILLIAM MASON.

The rapid sale, in less than two months, of the first

edition of this new Glee Book, is the best recom-
mendation that can he offered. The music contained

in it is highly classical, being mostly selected from

well known German authors ; and at the same time

is not generally so difficult in its melody or harmony
as to place it beyond the reach of ordinary Musical

associations.

The above books are for 6alo by booksellers gen-

erally.

Published by TAI'IWN, WHITTEMORE &
MASON, Publishers, Booksellers and Stain

No. Ill, Washington-street, Boston. 20.

PIANO FORTES.
WXTjKINS & NEWHALL have removed then

Warerooms to the new Oranite I?lncU,No. 344, Wash-
itreet, corner of Hayward Place.

N.have received (Sold Medal for Piano Fortes

from the Mechanics' Fair, nnd would invite the public to

call and examine the instruments before purchasing else"

wbere
Boston, An?. 1, 1R4R.

MUSIC AND JO» •

PRINTING
Neatly Executed at this Office.

Corner of Broad and Washington Street.
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Spring Time. •

All smiling with beauty the spring-time has come,

Again are we heaving the merry bee's hum :

Now nature's full glory is breaking,

Now rural delights are awaking

—

The hills and the vallies are cheered with the songs

That warble from thousands ofspring's happy throng.

We wander through meadows along the clear brook,

And fish from its banks with the little barb hook,

Or muse on the lights silvery beaming,

That over its surface are gleaming,

Or silent and motionless stand on the shore,

Or list with delight to its soft gentle roar.

JIow sweet the enchantment that everywhere reigns !

How mild are the breezes that sigh o'er the plains!

What beauty the flowrets are sheding !

IIow widely their fragrance is spreading !

All nature seems clad in her lovliest hue,

Bedecked and adorned to enravish our view.

0, cities, how dreary and dark are your walls,

The thought of your gloom every feeling appalls,

No sweet rural spring-time regains you,

Nor May scene of lovliness hails you
;

0, givo me the spot where in nature's own dress,

Springs visions of glory my feelings may bless.

From the Flag of our Union.

Remembrance.

BY U. N.

O, sing to me that song again
;

'Tis one my mother used to sing,

When I a blithsome boy at home,

My arms around her neck would fling,

And say, my mother dear, I know
Thy love on me thou dost bestow.

But many, years have fled,

And many changes since that time ;

I would that I might be where then

I was, in home's bright, happy clime,

Basking in a fond mother's smile,

And sporting gaily all the while.

Not then by dark and bitter strife

My heart was steeled to wo and pain ;

Not then a beggar sought the door,

Who ever sought relief in vain
;

For one dear hand was ever there,

To answer to the beggar's prayer.

O, sing to me that song again,

To calm my withered, broken heart

;

Those thrilling words were my delight

:

O, sing it once before we part

;

And I will pray to God above,

Thou e'er mayst know a mother's love.

From the Odd Fellow.

Scotchmen and Scotch Music.

The following instance shows that Scotch music

will make a Scotchman do anything when out of his

own country :

A gentleman who was a 'first rale performer of

Scotch music on the violin, spent a winter in Exeter,

and of course soon became acquainted with the mu-
sical dilletanti of the place. During one day With a

professor, the conversation turned upon Scotch mu-
sic, and a strong argument arose as to its bearing

competition with foreign music: the Scotchman,

whom we shall for the present designate the Fiddler,

insisting that, when properly played, nothing could

excel it; the Professor, on the other hand, insisting

that it was only fit for the barn-yard.

' I'll tell you what,' says the Fiddler, ' I'll lay you

a wager of £5 that if a party of Scotchmen can be'

got together, I'll make them shed tears one minute,

sing the next, and dance the third.'

' Done,' says the Professor; ' and if your music

is capable of that, I will not only pay you the £5
with pleasure, but will be convinced that it is the

most enlivening, pathetic, and best music in the

world.'

The difficulty arose as to getting an opportunity

for a trial. But this was soon obviated, by a third

party informing thern that a number of young Scotch-

men dined annually at the Old London Hotel, on the

anniversary of Burns' birthday. This was a capital

opportunity for the Fiddler ; for these young men
being principally iawboned, over-grown Scotch lads,

who had recently left their own country to carry tea

iu the neighborhood, were the very ones upon whom
he was sure to make a hit.

All being now arranged, and the utmost secrecy-

being agreed upon, the eventful day was anxiously

looked for. At length it came ; and the Fiddler and

Professor, by an introduction to one of the party, got.

an invitation to the dinner. There were twelve al-

together sat down ; and a right merry party they

soon became, for the whiskey toddy was not spare,'

when the memory of any of Scotia's bards was toast-

ed. The Fiddler was not long in perceiving that he

had got among a right musical set, and he waited

patiently till they were fit for anything. At length

he gave a wink to the Professor, who at once pro-

posed thai his friend should favor them with a Scotch

tune on the violin.

' Capital, capital !' cried the whole party.

Tho violin was brought, and all were in breath i: -•

anxiety. The Fiddler chose*for his first tune.

' Here's a health to them that's awa,' and played ii

in the most solemn and pathetic manner.

' That's a waefu' tune,' said a great, big, rib-

boned youth to his next neighbor.

' It is that Sandy. There's meikle in that tunc

man. It reminds me o' ane that's gane,' Jamie a!

the same time giving a deep sigh, and drawing (iii

hand over his long, gaunt face to hide the tears

which were trickling down his cheeks.

The Fiddler with his keen eye soon perceived

that before he got through the second part of thf'

tune, he would have them all in the same mood.

—

He therefore threw his whole soul into the instru

tnent, played the tune as fie had never done before

and as the last four bars of the tune died away like a

distant echo, there was not a dry cheek amongst th<

company. Now is the time, thought the Fiddler .

and without stopping a moment struck up, in a bold,

vigorous style, ' Willie Brew'd a Peek o' Maut.'

—

Out went the handkerchiefs, away went the tears

' Chorus !' cried the Fiddler, and in an instant all

struck up,

" For we are nae fou', we're na that fou\

But just a drappie in oiir e'e ;

The cock may craw, the day may daw.

But aye we'll taste the harley bree !"

The song ended, up struck the Fiddler in hie t is:

style, the reel of " Jenny dang the Weaver."
' Hey, ye devils !' cried Sandy.

' Scotland forever !' cried Jamie; and in an i

stant tables, chairs, and glasses were scattered

directions, and the whole' party dancing and jubjj

ing like madmen.

Out ran the affrighted Professor, (for he did i

know what might come next,) up came the Ian,

with her terrified train of inmates. But none dun-:

enter the room, the hurras and thumps on the

being so boisterous, and it was only upon the entr;-

of a Scotch traveller, who had jus! arrived, and wm
crisd to the Fiddler for any sake to stop, that erdt -

was restored.

It is needless to s;

bet cheerfully, and was fully cs n

of Scotch music when played ; and thai

lady took care that the Fiddler nevei

house again on Burns' anniversafy dinn
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n ihe Vermont Agriculturist.

Thoughts for the Young.

The Garden of Kden was undoubtedly, a plaee ol

surpassing loveliness. 1's beautiful groves, its fra-

grant flower*, the melting richness of its fruits, its

cool streams and limpid rivers, ihe choral strains of

its feathered songsters, and i lie soft and balmy at

mosphere, must all have conspired lo reuder it u

most delightful abode. We wonder that Adam and

Eve could not have been contented, and let the for-

bidden fruit alone, so that we their posterity, could

have had access to the Garden also.

But instead of mourning pver the loss, we may as

well look around us, and see whether there is mil

something yet left worth possessing. There is, after

all, much that is lovely and beautiful in the earth,

•-•.oiwithstandiiig the dazzling glories of Kden have de-

parted. The glowing beauties of (lie maiden have

faded, but traces ol ihat beauty sii'l beam in the face

of the matron. That man must have a morbid dis

position, who can look out upon the face of the earth,

on a bright morning in spring, when vegetation is

bursting its fetters and unfolding its beauties, when

the feathered tube is filling the air with rich melody,

md when ihe balmy fragrance of the atmosphere is

courting into life the buds and blossoms of a thousand

different plants, and discover no beauty, no loveli-

ness. The mind endued wiih a right spirit willper-

eeive much to admire, and will look through all these

clustering beauties of nature up lo nature's God, and

discover his handy- work in the development of life,

md all the various arrangements for Ihe growth and

maturity of the vegetable and animal world.

It is interesting to notice the perfect system and

order that nature exhibits in all her works. She
seems like a chemist in a vast laboratory, nicely

weighing and measuring out various simple elements,

tod compounding them in such exact proportions, as

to produce ihe most beautiful experiments in count-

less numbers. Man can only faintly imitate her, and

wholly fails in the ability to give the life-inspiring

principle, winch fills the earth with joy and glad-

ness.

But nature, or more properly nature's God, .folds

up this principle in the seed, where it may lay for a

hundred or a thousand years, and then place it in

circumstances to call it forth, and it will readily an-

av.er to the summons. In the hand of an Egyptian

mommy, embalmed 3000 years ago. was founds
small bulb. On being placed in the earth and expos-

is! lo moisture, it germinated, sent forth its leaves

tnd produced a beautiful (lower. The seeds ofoth-

Utta and grains have Sometimes been found pre

I ustfor somewhat similar circumstances, which
tfould readily germinate when placed m ihe ground.

unieal examination of seeds will show that they

*ro composed principally of March, which if kepi

4ry, will undergo no change in any lenglh of tunc ;

but if placed in the ground under circumstances fa-

vorable for germination, the starch disappears and is

replaced by sugar and gum.

As illustrating the process of germination, take a

love the outer covering and the two lobes

will bo perfectly insipid and amylaceous, while be-

tween them will be found a minute germ, the em- circle, and the hands of the Most High bended it.'

bryo ol the future plant. IMacc it in the ground and
i

Agkicola.

soon the moisture will penetrate the outer covering,

lite lobes will swell and burst their envelope, the

germ will send down a little radicle, and upward t

Music of Inserts.

A sound like the humming of bees is often heard

imperfect form of leaves. If tasted now the lobe"\s in lonely rural retreats, among mossy dells and leafy

no longer insipid, hut sweet and mucilaginous, bd- solitudes; the poet heard this music of the groves

cause the starch is changed into sugar and gum
At the same time, numerous vessels run through the

lobes for the purpose as is snppcsed, of conveying

iliese principles, as generous nutriment lo the new-

ly born plant, until it has acquired sufficient maturi-

ty to procure other support for its welfare from the

us he penned the following couplet:

" Not iindclightful is the ceaseless hum,

To him who, musing, walks at noun."

Sounds like the humming of bees are frequent'

heard, though not a single insect is to be seen.

—

The existence of these diminutive creatures,—who

fy

air and the earth; and when this happens, the sugar
j

jonly appear in the evening,—is said to terminate be-

and gum entirely disappears fiom ihe lobes; the* fore the dawn of day; though short, it is a life of

decay and the plant is entirely dependent on the incessant pleasure. By naturalists they are now
leaves and the root for its future support.

The silent and almost miraculous process of ge'|

mutation will only take place under certain condl

tit ns. In ihe first place darkness is essential, and

plants will not sprout if exposed lo constant lighfl;

and yet no sooner have the leaves appeared than

li<zlit becomes absolutely essential to a healthy and

vigorops growth. In the second place, a due tem-

perature is essential, which must always exceed 32

classed as coral flies, "who congregate in millions, as

Gardner supposes, for the pleasure of music and tho

dance.

It is related of Beethoven that those imitative

sounds in his celebrated Pastoral Sinfony were

caugrrt from nature ; that he employed the violin, in

that extraordinary composition, to represent the soft

fluttering stir of ihe insects,— the hum in a noontide

ivarmlh of a summer's day. He used to sit upon a

degrees, and never exceed 100 degrees Fahrenheit. 1

, liIe in , he envirmis of Vienna, a lovely, sequestered

It also requires a liberal supply of moisture, and per-

fect access of air; and all ihese agenis, light, heat,

moisture, and air, must operate conjointly, or at the

same time. Bury the seed deep in the earth, and so

situated it will not germinate nor decay, but remove

it near the s.-.rface, so as lo be subjected to the influ-

ence of air. moisture and h~at. and it will quickly

start into life, and iis emerging plumula or leaf, be-

come verdant under the influence of the solar light.

Seeds of the raspberry which have been buried 1000

years, 30 feet deep, have been known to germinate

and grow.

How mysterious is the agency of light, at first

serving to keep the vital principal dormant, but when

it has once burst into activity, becoming so essential

to the growth and beauty of the plant. The power

and goodness of God are magnificently displayed in

this element. As we look out on the landscape,

lighted up by the glorious orb of day, and relieved by

the various shades of verdure ; as the eye wanders

over hill and val.ey, mountain and plain, streamlet

and lake, or as we gav.3 with ad.niralion on ihe blue

valt above,—the summer clouds, or the stupendous

arch of varied light which so frequenlly spans the

heavens as the rainbow,—how can we refrain from

bowing down with grateful adoration before the Be

ing, who has,.by the creation of this one simple ele-

ment, contributed so wonderfully to the happiness of

his creatines, and saved litem from the horror of

groping in perpetual darkness. And how excel"

lenlly does the divine goodness and wisdom shine

out, in constituting 'his light, of seven different col-

ors, as it is exhibited in the rainbow, or separated by

a prism. Different objects absorbing different rays,

and reflecting others, produce an endless diversity of

shades, and we are charmed with the varied and gu-

geous hues of creation.

" Look upon Die rainbow and praise him that

made it ; very beaut'ful it is in ihe brightness there-

of; itcompasseth the heavens about with a glorious

spot, and listen lo the ceaseless sound of unnumber-

ed winged insects dancing in the air.

Plutarch tells us that when Terpander was play-

ing upon the lyre, at the Olympic games, and had

enraptured his audience to the highest pitch of en-

thusiasm, a string of his lyre broke, and a grasshop-

per immediately perched on the bridge, and by its

voice supplied the loss of the siring, and saved the

fame of the musician.

The Athenians kept those delicate creatures in

cages for the sake of their song, and called them tho

nightingales of the nymphs. As in the case of birds,

the males only sing.

Curiosiiy Sitlisfitd.

Lady Jckyll asked William Whiston, of eccentric

memory, one day at h »r husband's table, to resolve a

difficulty which occurred to her in the Mosaic ac-

count of the creation.— ' Since it pleased God, sir,'

said she, 'to create the woman out of the man, why

did he form her out of the rib rather than any other

part'' Whiaten scratched his head thoughtfully a

moment, and replied, 'Indeed, madam, 1 do not

know, unless it be that the rib is the most crooked

part of the body.' ' There,' said the husband, ' you

have it now ; I hope you are satisfied.'

The expiring words of Lord Tenderden, the cele-

brated Judge, are said lo have been, " Gentlemen of

the jury, you will now consider your verdict."

—

Those, of Lord Ilermand, a Scottish Judge, were

equally professional. '' Guilly. but recommended to

the mercy of the Court."

Indkcision. Thus he dallied with his thoughts,

and wiih all things, and wasted his strength on tri-

fles ; like the lazy sea, that plays with ihe pebbles oa

its beach, but under the inspiration of the wind might

lift great navies on its outstretched palms, and toss

them into the air as playthings.
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Metrical Psalmody—Origin.

The leading feature of the Reformation was the

rendering the expressions of devotion in a language

the people could understand. Luther, who was en-

thusiastically fond of sacred music, and who com-

posed both hymns and tunes, appears to have enter-

tained the notion of the metrical translation of the

Psalms into the vernacular language of his country-

men. The credit, however, of taking the first de-

cided steps in intioducing metrical Psalmody, belongs

to a widely different character. About the year

1540, Clement Marot, a valet of the bed-chamber to

Francis I, and the favorite poet of France, tired of

the vanities of profane poetry, and probably private-

ly tinctured with Lutheranism, attempted a version

of David's Psalms in French rhymes. The author

had no design of obtruding his translation into public

worship, and even the ecclesiastical censors go little

suspected what followed, that they readily sanction-

ed the work, as containing nothing contrary to sound

doctrine. Marot, thus encouraged, dedicated his

psalms to his royal master, and to_ the ladies of

France. After a sort of apology to the latter, for

the surprise he was prepared to expect they would

evince on receiving the "sacred songs'' from one

who had heretofore delighted them with " love

songs," the poet adds in fluent verse, " that the

golden age would now be restored, when we should

see the peasant at his plough, the carman in the

streets, and the mechanic in his shop, solacing their

toils with psalms and canticles; ami the shepherd

and shepherdess reposing in the shade, and teaching

the rocks to echo the name of the Creator."

There was much more prophecy in these lines of

Marot than he probably intended—certainly much

more than those who first read them anticipated.—
In short, Marot's psalms soon eclipsed the populari-

ty of his madrigals and sonnets. Not suspecting

how prejudicial the predominant rage, of psalm sing-

ing might prove to the ancient religion of Europe,

the Catholics themselves adopted these.sacred songs

as serious ballads, and as a rational species of do-

mestic merriment. They were in such demand that

the printers could scarcely supply copies fast cnongn.

In the festive and splendid court of Francis, of a

euddon nothing was heard but the psalms of Clement

Marot ; and with a characteristic liveliness ol fancy,

by each of the royal family and the principal nobili-

ty of the court, a psalm was chosen and fitted to the

ballad tune which each liked best. Prince Henry.

who delighted in hunting, was fond of " Like as the

"hart desireth the water brook;"' the king sang

"Stand up, O Lord, to revenge my quarrel ;" the

queen's favorite was, ".Rebuke ine not in thine in-

dignation," which she always sung to a fashionable

Meanwhile, Luther was proceeding in Germany
with his opposition to the discipline and doctrines ol

Rome ; and Calvin was laying, at Geneva, the foun-

dation of a system of nhurch policy more rigid and

unadorned even than that contemplated by his illus-

trious fellow-reformer. Both appear to have been

disposed to supercede the old papistic hymns, which

were superstitious and unedifying, with some kind

of 6inging in which the congregation would bear a

part The publication of Marot's psalms laking

place at the precise juncture when contemplating the

introduction of some kind of hymns in the vernacu-

hr language, in connection with plain melodies easy

to be learned by the common people, the French be-

ing the language of the Canton, the reformer forth-

with commenced the use of the French Psalm book

in his congregation at Geneva. Being set to simple

and almost monotonous music, by Guillaume de

France, they were presently established as a con-

spicuous and popular branch of the reformed wor-j

ship. Nor were i hey only sung in Geneva emigre-:

gallons. They exhilarated the convivial assemblies

of the Calvinists, were comonly heard in the streets,'

and accompanied the labors of the artificer. The

weavers and the woolen manufacturers of Flanders,

many of whom left the loom and entered into the

ministry, are said to have been the capital perform-

ers of this science. Thus was the poetical predic-'

tion of Clement Marot, relative to the popularity of

liis psalms, literally realized. By this time, too, the

catholics had become painfully sensible of the dan-

ger of allowling the people to indulge in the sweet-

ness of religious themes taken from the Scriptures,

to be sung in the vulgar tongue. At length the use

or rejection of Marot's psalms became a sort of test

between Catholics and Protestants. Those who used

them were considered heretics ; those who rejected

them were esteemed faithful.—[Holland.

gate, in our families, and everywhere. We can

make the wretched happy, the discontented cheer

ful, the afflicted resigned, at an exceedingly cheap

rate. Who will refuse to do it?

Cheap Pleasures.

Did you ever study the cheapness of some plea-

sures? asks some excellent writer. Do you know
how little it takes to make a multitude happy ?

—

Such trifles as a penny, a word, or a smile, do the

work. There are two or three boys passing along

—give them each a chestnut, and how smiling they

look ! they will not be cross for sometime. A poor

widow lives in the neighborhood, who is the mother

of half a dozen children : send them half a peck of

sweet apples, and they will all be happy. A child

has lost his arrow—the world to him—and he mourns

sadly; help him find it, or make him another, and

how quickly will the sunshine play upon his sober

face A boy has as mut h as he can do to pile up a

load of wood ; assist him a few moments, or speak

a pleasant word to him. and he forgets Fiis toil, and

works away without minding it. Vonr apprentice

has broken a mug, or cut the vest too large, or

slightly injured a piece of work. Say, 'Yon scoun-

drel,' and he feels miserably; but remark, 'I am
sorry." and he will try to do better. You employ a

man— pay him cheerfully, and speak a pleasant word

to him, and he leaves your house with a contented

heart, to light up hisown hearth with smiles of glad-

ness. As you pass along the street, yon meet a fa-

miliar face—say ' Good morning,' as though you

fell happy, and it will work admirably in the heart

of your neighbor. Pleasure is cheap—who will not

bestow it liberally? If i here are smiles and sunshine

and flowers all about t s, 1 :t us not grrsp them with

a miser's fist and lock them up in our hearts. No.
Rather let us take them and scatter them about its, in

the cot of the window, among the groups of children

in the crowded mart, where men of business congre-

Tliat's his Own.

The Rev. Dr. is what is commonly denomi-

nated " a celebrated preacher." His reputation,

however, has not been acquired by his drawing' larg-

ly upon his own siores of knowledge and eloquence,

but the skill with which he appropriates the thoughts

and language of the great divines who have gone be-

fore hirn. Fortunately for him, those who compose

a fashionable audience, are not deeply read in the

pulpit lore, and accordingly, with such hearers, he

passes for a wonder of erudition and pathos. It did,

nevertheless, happen that the doctor was once de-

leted in his plagiarisms. One Sunday as he was

beginning to delight the sprightly beaux and belle3

belonging to his congregation, a grave old gentleman

seated himself close to the pulpit, and listened with

profound attention. The doctor had scarcely finish-

ed his third sentence before the grave old gentleman

muttered, loud enough to be heard by those near

him, " That's Sherlock !" The doctor frowned, but

went on. He had not proceeded much farther, when

his tormenting interrupter broke out with " That's

Tillotson !" The doctor bit his lips and paused, but

again turned to his discourse. A third exclamation

of "That's Blair's !" was, however, too mnch, and

completely exhausted all his patience. Leaning

over the pulpit, " Follow," he cried, "if you do not

hold your tongne you shall go out." Without alter-

ing a muscle of his countenance, the grave old gen-

tleman lifted up his head, and looking the doctor in

.the face, retorted, '' That's his own !"

Example and Precept.

To give good advice is one of the easiest things in

the world. VeTy few are so ignorant as not to know

the right from the wrong, and the bigest rascal on

earth, if he were to give his serious counsel to oth-

ers, would advise them to a very different course

from that which he chooses for himself. The world

is full of precept ; every body can tell you what is

riglM. but very few are found to show what is right,

by their own example. A man can easily make a

high profession, and boast of his virtues and excel-

lencies, when all manner of wickedness is in his

heart, and when deeds of darkness stain his life.-—

There is much force, then, in the old remark, that

" an ou. ice of example will go much further than a

pound of precept." Those, therefore, who would

be successful in teaching others, should exhibit ex-

amples of what they would have. I'his is a day in

which no one thinks of doing much in teaching the

sciences or the arts without diagrams, pictures, illus-

trations, experiments, <fce. . to show the truth of his

reasonings and positions. This rule is equally true

in morals and religion. It is useless to preach «p

morality unless examples can be shown. " We do

not want precepts so much as patterns," says Pliny.

That is the thing ;
patterns of morality, and of pie-

ty, are what is needed to give force to all the good

preaching and good advice with which our country

now abounds.—[Olive Branch.
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From tho London Parish Choir.

Church Music in Sheffield.

riiuse who arc intimately acquainted with this

town and its inhabitants, are well aware that in the

ordinary transactions of life, Sheffield is considered

• >ne of the last places of any note in feeling the ef-

\t circumstances which have already begun to

operate in most places. So it is with regard to the

.1 of information. The rays of light penetrate

with difficulty the dense and smoky atmosphere of

ulcanian forge. The revival of chuch music

• iheiefore made but little progress as yet.

The parish church (St. Peter's) presents an indif-

I example to the other churches. It is neces-

10 give a brief description of this edifice.

—

tl v it possessed a north and south transept, but

iiave been shaven off, and the building now

r resents the form of a complete parallelogram, with

.. tower and spire in the centre. The organ is plac-

ed beneath the tower. The chancel and body of the

church are completely divided from each other, and

tie communication is by means of folding doors ; so

lie anti-communion service is of necessity al-

read from the desk. Over these doors there is

[!aced a massive organ. In front of the organ is a

of seals, in tlic centre of which are stationed

i our singers ; and on each side of them the eye of a

pectator from the centre of the middle aisle, may
• iiscern three and a half charity children ; the out-

.no of the fourth child on each side being vertically

i isectcd by one of four massive pillars supporting

war. Immediately—that is to say, about two

-rds in front of this row of seats, denominated the

s.oging gallery—rises the pulpit, in thecentreof the

so that the preacher at all events has the full

lit of the performances of the choir. The pulpit

.ild reading-desks for the minister and clerk are of

.ormous size, and must be a perpetual eyesore to

'-.very person of taste. This then is the interior of

hurch. Now for the mode of conducting the

• ; rviee. The responses are read ad libitum, in any

in any lime, and without the slightest attempt

nuty. In reading the psalms, the clerk tries to

el tho start of the congregation, and habitually bo-

1 verse before the minister has articulated, the

words of the verse preceding. This is a speci-

men of the primitive simplicity of protestant worship!

i'omc of the canticles are chanted, but the Yenite

I To Deurb are invariably read. Those which

anted are for the most part so, to the very

It and mu3t iuanc of chants. It is worthy of

I; that the choir of four have liberty to sing any

Jral burner:?, the Magnificat, Sic, while all an-

aro most rigidly and uncompro-

igly abjarod. Again, 'the psalrn tunes are sc-

aoy refereuce to the standard of gen-

ieM or propriety, and the playing of the

s'. (a musician of no ordinary ability) partakes more

character of violin playing, than of perform-

on the organ. Tho V. day evening ser-

ia performed in the chancel, where a dozen un-

ed charity children are stationed to lead tho

'. The organist meanwhile bits in the body of

'ojrch, which, as before mentioned, iscomplete-

• from the chancel, and wbetc he cannot

hear or.e sound issuing from the voices of those en- ings of those participating in the exercise— that this

gaged in worship. The consequences are indescrib- was undoubtedly the custom of the primitive Chri>-

able, but may easily enough be imagined liana, in nil their assemblies for public worship, and

This is the state of things at the mother church of that the churches should adopt this custom as soon as

a parish containing nearly 150,000 inhabitants.—
all could join in this delightful exercise—that ii would

Thus it exists, and thus it has existed, without one

earnest effort from the reverend, the vicar, down-

wards to the humblest of the congregation, made in

a right direction to purify and improve. Domine

usqucquo

We purpose noticing the subject in relation to

some other of the Sheffield churches in a future

number.

London Statistics. London has about 2,500,-

000 inhabitants. There are 3,98 hotels, 8,000 board-

ing-houses, 770 wine-merchants, and 790 beer-shops;

137 hospitals, 1,795 surgeons, and 718 chemists;

3,795 attorneis, 1,692. barristers, and 127 special

pleaders;' 851 private academies, 55 teachers of

dancing, and 251 music teachers, 431 master print-

ers, and 750 publishers.

Matkimonial. ' My dear,' said an affectionate

spouse to her husband, ' am I not your only treas-

ure?'

' O, yes,' was the cool reply
;

ingly lay it up in heaven.'

What an ' insinuating" wretch.

and 1 would will-
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Clarcmoni, Tuesday, July 10, IS 19.

Mnsical Convention.

According to previous notice a Musical Convention

was held on the 20th and 21st ult. at the Chapel on

Slanstead Plain, (this place having been substituted

for St. John'sChurch, Derby line, on account of con-

venience.) There were not so many present as we

hoped to see, although there was a general attend-

ance of the singers comprising three large choirs, two

at Stanstead and one from the Line, which formed,

aside from the singers from a distance, a very re-

spectable gathering. Owing to some mistake in a

proper circulation of the notice, and a large meeting

at Derby Centre, and another at St. Johnshury, there

were not so many strangers present as was anlici-i

patcd
. The exercises of the convention were open-

ed with prayer by the Rev. Mr Borland, after which

Mr Mason was introduced to the Convention by Dr.

ltichmond, and entered on the business of the day,

in an interesting and conversational lecture upon the

" object, end and aim of Church Music," intrrspers-

ed with occasional singing, criticisms, &c.

Mr Mason's views in relation to Church Music

seemed to be altogether new to the convention, and

elicited the undivided attention of all present,^" com-

ing as they did from a venerable old man, with a

calm and pleasant countenance lit up with the en-

thusiasm of a soul that sympathized, to the fullest

extent, with the matter of which he treated.'
-

lie

spoke at some length on congrcgayonal singing, as

capable of more fully enlisting the devotional fccl-

be impracticable so long as the singing should be

confined to a few,—and that " Artistical singing

was, as a general thing, anti-religious; but our

choirs must be sustained until the Church as a body

could perform this service.

The morning session having been occupied in this

manner until 12 o'clock, was then adjourned to 3

o'clock, P. M., at which time the convention met

and spent the afternoon in a manner similai to the

morning exercises, with the addition of a piano forte

accompaniment by Mr Mason. The afternoon ses-

sion was more interesting, if possible, to both sinjr

and spectators than the morning.

At about 7 o"cloek the evening exercises com-

menced, with an increasing interest, on account of a

more general participation by many who we:

present through the day. As ihe meeting advanced

ilic interest became more general, and a large num-

ber of the citizens who bad fi It very little interest in

the cause of music availed themselves of the privil-

ege of this session, and seemed to listen with enthu-

siastic delight to the singing and remarks which

were peculiarly adapted to the occasion. At '.'

o'clock the convention adjourned over to 8 o'clock

the next morning.

The convention melon the second dn\;at 8 o'clock

accoiding to adjournment. After commencing the

exercises Mr Mason was obliged to retire for one

mur. The fatigue of a journey of nearly 300 miles

together with the labors of the preceding day, and

the extremely hot weather, so aflected his health that

he was unable to proceed. Before retiring he pro-

posed that Mr Prouty who had accompanied him from

Lebanon, should conduct the exercises during his

short absence. Mr Prouty was accordingly called

upon by the convention to take charge of the sing-

ing, lie conducted the performances with much

credit to himself and to the gratification of all pres-

ent. Mr Mason again took charge of the meeting,

and conducted it with his usual energy and ability,

although his health was unequal to the task. The

exrrciscs of the clay were confined to tiic morning

session, at the close of which Mr Mason made some

remarks, stating the position in which he was plac-

ed, and begged to be excused from remaining long-

er, stating also that his health would not ndmit of

his meeting with the convention in the afternoon.

—

After some interesting remarks by Rev. Mr Bor-

land, Mr Hubbard and others, expressing the inter-

est they felt in the convention, and their regret that

it should closo so soon. But they wore willing that

Mr. Mason should be released from further obliga-

tions to the convention. A vote of thanks was pro-

posed by Dr. Cowlea, which was unanimously re-

sponded to by rising, and the convention adjourned

sine die.

We had the pleasure of attending the convention,

aiid were much delighted with the excursion, as well

as the meeting. Wc formed some new and pleas-

ing acquaintances which wc hope to renew at some

future time. It is, we believe, a general complaint
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lliat music is at a " low ebb" ' in that region. How

that may be we cannot say, but we can surely say

that we found some very fine singers there, who seem

to take a lively interest in our good cause, and this

meeting will, we doubt not, be an essential aid to

them in their efforts to improve Church Music, and

make a lasting impression on all who enjoyed its ben-

efits. This has opened the way for another similar

gathering at some time not far distant, which may

crown their efforts, which appear to have just com-

menced, with the most signal success. We express

our grateful acknowledgements to those with whom

we associated, for their kind attentions to us during

our short stay among them.

From the Boston Editor.

Dumbolton's Sercnadcrs. ,

We had become somewhat disgusted with every

thing in the s]iape of Etheopian singing, there were

so many bands started who could lay no just claim

to distinction either as singers and performers ;
but

when Dumbolton's successful band again visited us

in Boston, we expected to hear something worthy

the name Etheopian singing, and we were not dis-

appointed. This company is now composed, of

Mussis. German, White, Parker, 'Stanwood, How-

ard, Wells, Lynch and Bryant, and they are all

good musicians. They sing in good tune, and in

perfect time, and their voices blend most sweetly,

enabling them to produce most excellent and scienti-

fic harmony. They are gentlemen into the bargain,

and introduce into their entertainments nothing vul-

gar or low, by which the refined taste is shocked.

—

Whatever they do is done well and the auditor re-

tires from the concert room satisfied, having no er-

rors to correct, and seeing no room to improve the

performance. During a four weeks series of con-

certs at the Melodeon, the concert room of Boston,

they have been nightly visited by the most respecta-

ble assemblies of the city, and notwithstanding their

Raftering reception and success in Europe, from a

second tour to which they have just returned, these

gentlemen cannot but be pleased with the attentions

of a Boston public. Mr Dumbolton, the manager, is

a liberal minded man, and gentleman, and we would

most cordially commend him and his worthy troupe

to the attention of the musical communities in which

for a time they may sojourn.

Auiusemcnls.

Of these Boston is full. The Boston Museum,
-

under Kimball, is still going ahead with its usual

success. The Beach street Museum has been open-

ed by Mr Phillips for the purpose of bringing out

Ballet Opera, the performers being children who
have been trained for the purpose. Their title is the

" Americanoise children.". Madam Wiss has open-

ed the Howard Atheneum, for the purpose of giving

some farewell representations by the Vennoise chil-

dren, previous to their departure from the city.

—

Van Amburgh & Co's Caravan is attracting great

attention among the lovers of the works of nature,

and he who views this Managerie will witness the

most splendid collection of animals that have ever

visited Boston. Among Panoramas we have two

additional ones, viz: ''A voyage to Ireland," and

"A walk with Adam and Eve in the Garden of

Eden.*' These arc both good productions, and com-

mand a fair share of public attention.

Tltc Dirty Mechanics.

IiV DR. H. G. BARRUS.

Scene—A parlor,—Mr Fop and Miss Flirt in confab.

These mechanics, dear, what a nuisance they are,

Remark'd Mr Fop to Miss Flirt

:

On the common, or street, they are sure to-be there,

All cover'd with sweat and "with dirt.

Why don't they go live on a street by themselves,

And associate there with each other
1

?

I would not to one of them speak in the street,

No, not if that one were my brother.

'Tis surprising to me my dear Mr Fop,

(And I think it should straight be put down),

That these dirty mechanics presume' to converse

With the aristocratic of town.

Right out of the pews in our church Mr Fop

I every mechanic would rouse,

And they should be seated in pews hy themselves,

In the furthermost part of the house.

(Enter a working-man's defender.)

Pray stop your wild speech Mr Fop and Miss Flirt,

Pray make you no more such ado
;

Do you think, in the regions of bliss, you will find

A place parted off there for you ?

Then if for yourselves you have any respect,

Cease thus to traduce and deride !

For those whom you think of, and speak of, so light,

Are America's glory and pride.

(Exeunt Omnes.)

The Slop Woman's Lament.

BY DR. H. G. BARRUS.

Alas ! it is hard thus to labor and toil

Just to earn me a morsel of bread,

So dim are my eyes that I scarcely can see

To handle my needle and thread.

I would I were dead,— (for I'm tired of life)

—

For then I should have a release
;

I have made but two shirts in a day and a night,

And for these I have ninepence a-piece.

My children are ragged—no shoes to their feet

—

Nor money have I to renew ;

My wood is all burn'd, and my oil is consum'd,

And to-morrow the rent becomes due.

Last rent day the landlord did threaten me sore

And vow'd that I should not remain,

And. he since has declared he would turn me outdoor

If e'er I was tardy again.

pity mj»lot ye benevolent rich !

I'm a friendless, a hard working slave
;

By laboring constant by day and by night

I am fast going into my grave.

Ah ! who does not pity the slop woman's lot ?

Poor slave ! she knows no release !

Oh, think, when you purchase these shirts at the

store,

That I made them for ninepence a-piece.

A small portion of our report of the Convention

held at Stanstead, Lower Canada, we extracted from

a late number of the Stanstead Journal, which a

friend kindly sent to our office. He has our thanks

for the favor.
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The National Lyre

:

ANEW Church Music Book, by S. P. Tuckerman, S. A.
Bancroft and H.K.Oliver. This, it is believed, -will

be one of the most beautiful collections ever published. It

consists of old, new and original music, all of which is of a

strictly devotional character. The old tunes have simple
arrangements, and are within the capacity of all perform-
ers ; the new ones have been selected with great care frcrn

classic compositions, while it is hoped that the original may
be found of sufficient merit and variety to please all tastes,

All needless difficulties inthe construction of the vocal parts

have been carefully avoided, and as far as possible, each
separate part has been made interesting and easy to the
performer. Another important feature of this book, is the
substitution of small notes for figures in the organ score.

As comparatively few persons have the opportunity to per-

fect themselves in Thorough Bass sufficiently to play even
plain psalmody correctly from figures, it is hoped that this

arrangement will meet the cordial approbation of all.

This booK being somewhat less in size than some
other collections, the price will not exceed six dollars

per dozen ; thus placing it within the reach not onlv
of choirs and singing schools in special want of new
books, but of those which are already well supplied.

Teachers and all persons interested are requested
to call and examine this work, and a variety of othet
Church Music Books, Glee Books, &c.

WILKINS^ CARTER & CO.,
Publishers,

No. 16 Water street, Boston
11.
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POPl'LU Ml sir BOOKS.
MORE UNIVERSALLY USED THAN

ALL OTHERS COMBINED.
C A KM IN \ SACRA, or Bo- ton Collection of Church Wu
sic. By U. Mason: greatly admired tor its

ousteness, and sterling character of in music. Published

voder the recommendation of the Boston Academy "I Mu-
sic, with a pamphlet supplement ol

in 1843 ny another author, increasing the varielj and excel-

lence of the Collection without exlrii charge.

THE BOSTON ACADEMY'S COLLECTION. Ed-
lied by L. Mason. This standard work is SO well known
and Used as to preclude the necessity of any recommenda-
tion.

THE PSALTERY. By L. Mason and G. J. We! I..

One of the most complete works of the kind ever published.
It has received the sanction ul the Boston llanilt & Haydn
Society and the B lemy ofMusic. In style there

is a great diversity, it being suited to every variety of sub-

ject anil occasion, and is especially adapted to congregation-

al in'-. Taa I'saltary will make a valuable addition to the

Boston Academy's Collection and Carolina Sacra, and ought
to be in every choir.

Now ready, I New Chorch Music Book for the Present

Season, namely

:

THE NATIONAL LYKE ; A new collection ofpsalm
and hymn tunes, comprising the best ancient and modern
compositions of established merit, with a choice selection of

chants, Sic. designed for the u-e of choirs, congregations,

singing schools and societies throughout the United Slates.

By 3. Parkman Tuckerman, Silas A. Bancroft, and H. K.
Oliver. It is believed this will be oneof the most beautiful

collections ever published. It consists nfold, tie* and mi g-

ual music, all of which is of a strictly devotional character.

The old tunes have simple arrangements, and are within the

capacity of all performers. The new ones have I een select-

ed with great care from classic compositions, while it it

hoped that the original inav be locnd of sufficient variety to

please all taste*. All needless difficulties in the construe

lion of the vocal parts have heen avoided ; and as for as pos-

sible each separate part has been made interesting and easj

to.the performer. Another important feature of this hooks
is the substitution of small notes for figures in the organ
score. As comparatively few persons have the opportunity
to perfect themselves "in Thorough Bass sufficiently* to

play even plain psalmody correctly from figures, it is Imped
thai this arrangement will meet the t m-dial at prol ation ol

all. The book being somewhat less in size than the others
the price will not exceed six dollars per dozen, thti. placing
it within the reach not only of choirs in special want ol new
books. hi;t of those wiiich are al eady supplied.

New Chorus Book, specially adapted to the use of

Choirs;
THE CHOIR CHORUS BOOK. By A.N. Johnson,

Professor in the Boston Academy nf Music. A collection

of Choruses, from the works of Handel. Haydn, Mozart;
Mendelssohn, and other distinguished composers. This
work embraces a larger collection of choruses than has been
hefore published arranged in a form for the use and improve-
ment of choirs: and it is believed that, besides the addi-
tional interest which its n^e imparls to choir meetings, the

study of the pure compositions it contains, will .really im-
prove the taste and facilitate the power of execution. Al-

though only published in the BMinmer. several editions have
been already sold Trice B7.C0 per dozen.

SCHOOL MUSIC HOOKS.
THE PRIMARY SCHOOL SONG BOOK,in two parts.

By I.. M m i i I C. J. Webb, Professor in Hie Boston
Academy o I Music. It is suppose I that any mother, or pri-

mary school teacher, who can herself sing, although she
•nay kaow so little of musical characters as not to he abb;

i/i rea I mii-ic herself, may by the help of this book, he ena-
bled to teach her pupils with good SUCCeSS, and thus prepare

the way for a more thorough and extensive course in higher

THE SONO BOOK OF Till: SCHOOL ROOM : Con-
•• it v irn-lv ofsnngs, hymns, and scriptural -e-

,
with appropriate muxie, arranged to be rang in

one, two, or three parte; oo-itaining, also, the elementary
rocal music, prepared with reference tothe in-

.! n. i IV'- or Pi >i i I izzi 'a method of teaching, de»isrned as n

te musical manual lor common or grammar schools.

Bj Lowell Mwor e James Webb, Tins *nrk
i prepared with reference < ibe wonts of common

>w the above
work.

ALSO PUBLISHED AS ABOVE,
Til!'. BOSTON CHORUS HOOK : Consi.ling ofa *<•-

' popularcboruses I'rum the works of Han
iio-.T-. ana igcil in lull

vocal sc.ir.-, wi i an accomrranimenl for the piano fo.to or

and Webb.
1 > I' iN INTIIKM BOOK, being a coll ctirn

Vulb"ms ami otlieuet pieces, for so ictus and
By L. M

OP CHANT.-?," eonsistinjr ofchanting
"its from the

i4 By L. Mason.

ArHANDEL'S ORATORIO OP THE MESSIAH
nfaii Bishop I and.

THE ODEON ' n!ar melodies; a r rang
ed and harmonized for fi D ed inr adult

schools and social music panics By G J. Weld
and Lowell Mason. As the title page sets forth, ibis work
is designed for singing schools.

THE \ i"' \ LisT ;
. onsisling ofshort and cas\

or songs in parts; For soprano, alio, i< i

1 1 I

Professor in the Boston ol Music
THE SOf I W. QLF.E roeu.

; a selection ofGlee.sand
au's. by distinguished German composers, never be-

fore published in t ti i - country ;
together with Original

Pieces; bv William Mason and Silas A, Bancroft.

GENTLEMEN'S GLEE BOOK; selected from the

most admired German composers Bj I.. .Mason.
hers and others are invited to call and ex;. mine these

and other musical works, at No. 10 Water street, Boston.
Oct 31. 5:

New and Popular Music Book.

By B. F. Baker, Director ol* .Music at Rev, Or Cannet's
Church, Boston, and I. B Woodbury, Organist at

Rev. Dr Kreb's Church, New York.

'I'lllS day published, Baker and Woodbury's npw
J book of Church Music—Tlltt Timbrel. This
work has been prepared with great care, and contains a

large amount of music selected from the best European
'Composers, obtained bv one oftlie authors, who visited

'Europe expressly for this object, It has also a ureal va-

riety of original melodies and a large and judicious »e-

j

lection of the old standard tunes. lis collection of
Chants, Anthems and select pieces is superior to any;
book of Church music published in this country. An
unusually large variety of metres have been prepared,

adapted to the hymns of the different denomination! I

hymn books. The music will be found to be eminently
devotional, and appropriate to the services of the Sane- I

luary. The style is dignified ; the harmony simple and
]

pleasing and the whole woik is believed to be ofa high I

order of merit. By C. II. PIERCE, 3 Corn bill Bos
j

ton.

To Purchasers of Carolina Sacra.

JUST PUBLISHED, Fifty Nine Select Psalm an:.
" Hymn Tunes for public and private worship, issued by

the publishers of Cab m in a Sacra, lor gratuitous distnbu.
lion to all who may purchase that work, copy for copy-

thereby furnishing to choirs, singing scln o!s and congrega-
tions, .i 1 litional variety in their Sacred Music, without ex
ira expense

The pamphlet may he obtained as above stated, of the

publishers or any of their agents

WILKINS, CHARTER. & CO.,
!:tf No Ifi State Street. Post en.

PIANO FORTES FOR SALE.
THE Subscriber has been appointed Agent for the sale of

VVilkins & Nbwh all's I' i \so Po'ifBs.und has received
a (irsi rate Piano, which is hnw offered for sale at the manu-
facturer s price. Any person who wishes to purchase i

good instrument, is requested to call ami see itbefoie pur-

chasing. Purchasers can be accommodated with instill

incnls of any price or quality by giving a short notice.

Inquire at this office, or. at Ins residence, first door easl

of J. P. Brewer's store.

S. S1LSBV.
Claremnnt. Aug. 5. I 3-13"

HGKET TOLMAN,
PUBLISHER O F 1?HJ S I C ,

MANUFACTUBtJR AND DEALER IN

Musical lnsiniiiinils, .llnsinil Vrnli;iiidizc. Umbrel-

las, Parasols. Sun-Shade*. Walking Cuiics, &c.

153 IVush'voinu Street.

OPPOSI1K T1IK OI,l> SOUTH CHURCH,
BOSTON.

• discount made iq Dealers, Teai hers, Societies, &c

PIANOS TO LIST,

OLITB»DITS01?r,

GUITARS, SERAPHJNES, PIANOS,

sheeTmusic,
WASHINGTON STREET,—B3ST0N, MS.

M.\so\ & WEBB'S
LATEST AND MOST POPTJXAXl

MTJSICALTrCJLZS.
The National Psalmist;

A new Collection of Church Music etc.

By Lowell Mason and George Jamba Webb.

I
N addition to a large variety of entirely new ran-

furnished by distinguished native and foreign
contributors, the '• National P&almtei" is believed to

contain ,i larger proportion than any oilier collection,

of the rich and standard nines « Inch the church has
used for agee, thus rendering tin- woik a must com-
plete Manual ol Psaln.ody. for Choirs, Congrega-
tions, Singing Schools, and Mi sir Societies, it con-

tains most til the popular English Chants ; and it*

I

Anthems, mostly new, are well adapted both for

Church worship and Choir pra<

For the convenience ol Music Teachers and Sing-
ing Schools, and for Choir practice, sixteen pages of.

Vocal Exercises, including Lessons on the Scale,
Solfeggios. Sic. have been added.
The National Psalmist has been largely in use

during the past winter, and the large number of re-

commendations received by the publishers, are a suf-

ficient guarantee of its excellence. It is safe to say

that no previous collection has met with so much fa-

vor and approval Irutn professors of music, teachers,

choristers, &c.

The Congregational Tune Book.

Messrs. Mason and Webb have compiled the abovn
book, in answer to numerous and repeated requests.

The selection is mostly from the Naiioi al Psalmist,

and idcludes the best Congregational Tunes; tho

harmony ami arrangement in both hooks are the

same; so that while the larger bock is used oy tho

choir the smaller one may be used by l lie mngreg?-
lion generally. The ( 'ougregaiioiial Tune Book will

also be found appropriate and useful for Sunday
Schools. Social and Vestry Meetings, and the Fam-
ily Circle.

Fireside Harmony.

A new collection of Glees and Part Songs, eiihor

original or adapted from the German, end never

before published in this country.

By WILLIAM MASON.
The rapid sale, in less than I wo months, of the first

edition nf this new Glee Hook, is the best recom-
mendation that can he offered. The music contained

in it is highly classical, being mostly selected from

well known Gkrma.u authors ; and at the same time

is not generally so difficult in its melody or harmony
as to place it be\ond the reach of ordinary Musical

associations.

The above books are for sale by booksellers gen-

Published bv TAPPAN, WH1TTEM0RE A
MASON, Publishers, Booksellers and Stationers,

'

No. III. Washington-street. Boston. "0.

IMAM) FORTES,
WI^.KIKS & NEWHALIi have removed their

Warerooms to the new Oranite Block, No. 3t4, Wash-
ington street corner of II. i\ ward Place.

W St N have received i bold Medal for Piano Forlea

from the Mechanics' Fair*, and would invite the public to

call and examine the instruments before purchasing else

where.
Boston, An? t.

MUSIC AJVD JOB

PRINT I N G
,

Neatly Executed nt this Office.

Corner of Broad and Washington Street.
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GRTSI, ALBONI AND JENNY LIND.

I saw Mdlle. Albino before I saw her great rival

the " Sweedish nightingale," Jenny Lind. Mad-

ame Grisi sang with licr upon the occasion, and to

my unsophisticated ear, sang very onehantingly too.

But she is no longer the rage of the fashionable

world—her brightest days are past and gone. Mak-

ing no pretensions to musical skill, of course I ven-

ture upon no criticisms, yet I can relate my impres-

sions. It was my first visit to an opera, and I should

not perhaps have then made the visit except at the

invitation of a kind friend who urged me to share his

box with him for the evening at the Royal Italian

Opera. We stepped into our box (which cost for the

night twenty-five dollars) a few minutes before eight,

the time for the curtain to rise, and the sight, of it-

self, was worth the trouble of a visit. Imagine a

vast interior lighted by a mammoth chandelier-
emitting light like the sun—between two and three

hundred boxes filled with the nobility, and aristocra-

cy of England, blood, wealth and talent—a vast pit,

a stall gallery and an amphitheatre, and you have
tho inside of the Royal Italian Opera. The dress-

etiquette of the boxes, pit and stalls, is ludicrously
rigid, even to white kid gloves and a certain colored

waistcoat—but " where a man is among Romans"
or fools "he must do as the Romans" or fools

"do." The opera for the evening was Scott's de-
licious Lady of the Lake, Italianized. The band of
performers was immense in numbers, and the effect

of their music, when combined with the voices of the

singers, was almost miraculous. An idea of the

power and sublimity of musical sounds stole over

me, such as I never felt before.

Madame Grisi was dressed in the iimplist manner

possible—in plain white, wjiTi a crimson sash tied

prettily about the waist. Her figure like her acting,

was good, especially where fire, enthusiasm, and

daring were in the lines she sung Her eyes flash-

ed forth the true Italian fire, and her hair was dark

and beautiful. Her voice, to mot was surprisingly

sweet and thrilling, and while sh.e sung, I could but

recollect the anecdote of her, which is said to be

true—how that once being inviled by some haughty

noblemen in London to an evening party, when the

supper was announced, an official politely informed

her that supper was provided in a distinct room for

the musicians ! The proud nobleman, in the inso-

lence of his haughtiness, forgot decency in his treat-

ment of an invited guest! How Grist stormed

—

how her black eyes shot lightning and her step grew

haughty! A half-dozen of the ' pink' of the nobil-

ity and literary aristocracy followed her into her se-

cluded supper-room, and there, with her associate-

singers, she sung such songs of marvellous beauty,

that the outsiders would have fallen upon their knees

for admissioiAo the selectest'supper-table ! There

was yet left the magnificent, passionate acting of the

stormy qualities, and that sweet dignity that wss her

glory in the days when she was^he morning star.

—

Vow she is the evening star, for her zenith days are

gone.

Mdlle. Alboni sung the part of Malcolm the same

evening, and her voice was the softest, clearest, that

I had ever heard. She was dressed with simplicity

and the charm 'of her acting was in a certain naivete

that appeared in every gesture. She is fat, and with

a beautiful complexion, auburn hair, and a low,

broad forehead. When she-<ame out upon the

stage, she was greeted with great applause, and her

first notes were like a bird's—so soft, gushing and

artless. Although so far away from her, in a dis-

tant box, each note came to us clearly and distinctly.

At length she seemed to gather courage, or passion,

and grew more fitful and declamatory in her style

and voice. Then the mighty orchestra broke in vv>-

on her, and yet above its tempest, her sweet voice

warbied, fainter, yet almost as clear as ever. Then
the orchestra's thunder died away and she was alone,

soaring step by step to her climax. Every moment
added to the intense passion of her manner, and the

wonderful compass and depth of her voice. Up and
up, farther and farther into the deep blue, went her
voice, until an idea seized me that a certain note—so

high that I could only imagine it—should be her rest-

ing-place, should complete the harmony. And by
one beautiful effort she reached it, and poised there

like a lark, filling the capacious theatre with the

reached and finished, but then such a clapping of

delicate hands, such a waving of kerchiefs, I never

saw before. Lord Morpeth (now Earl of Carlisle)

arose in his box, and threw to her a splendid bou-

quet, which, with admirable perception, she thrcv.

into the hands of her rival, Grisi. The two sons of

old despotic Louis Philippe (now Count de Neuillv)

were there, and " followed suit" with their bou-

quets. There were many other thrilling scenes and

passages, but none equalling in wonderful compass

of voice and almost sublimity of passion, this scene.

The next night Jenny Lind, pure-hearted Jennv

Lind, sung as Lucie, in Lucie di Lammer moor.

—

The price of boxes rose from twenty-five dollors to

eighty, and were all eagerly bought up at that pTic( .

I will say nothing of her voice, it has so often beet

justly praised by the greatest of crirics. But of h< :

manner, appearance and actions, I will speak.

—

There was a free-hearted, almost school-girl-ishnesv

in her manner, that captivated all that saw her, ana

would have done so had she not sung a note. With
a full, round, merry face, rich, ripe lips, and m:l

;

eyes, and a frank, simple bearing, she was the beau-

ideal of a poet—add to this, consummate acting, and

a voice whose marvellous powers "alone would cap"..-

vate any musical audience in the world—and yo .

have the incomparable Jenny Lind. I confess that

my chiefest pride in her lies in the fact that with all

her miraculous powers, notwithstanding all herspi-. -

did temptations from the luxurious noblemen

threw bouquets to her, she temains as pure, as sweet,

as free, and generous, as when she graced (he I

ble home of that simple manufacturer at Stockholm
—her father. Amid the applauses and flatteries o~

the Berliners, the Parisians and the Londoners, she

preserves her original simplicity and pureness 01

heart. One of her most intimate friends is Mrs S

C. Hall, the fine-hearted authoress of "The White
Boy," and "Tales of Woman's Trials," and other

works, whose " Rosery" at Old Brompton is clo*.

by Jenny Lind's London home. The various reports

of her marriage with a Mr Harris, of Bath, are falsi

and I have serious doubts whether she ever knt

any Harris, though it is barely possible that sh<

engaged to him and the reports are only premat-.in

She deserves as fine a husband as there is in

England.

Madame Catalani, the once celebrated woes

died suddenly in Paris of cholera. Siie I.

tained her seventieth year, but appeared

younger, and enjoyed excellent health. .

The Messrs. Richardson are giving concci !
i

Glasgow with their celebrated aitd wonderful ,'r:?(r -

meats, fabricated out of rock and steel.

thrilling note, and then sank back exhausted. All Mr Wilson the Scotch singer, died in Quebec
had been still, painfully still, until her climax war' 1 tor throe hours sickness.
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Adilrm of Mr. Southard,

Before the Vt. and N. H. Musical Convention, at

Keene, N. H.

Ladies and Gentlemen :

—

Having been requested to address you at this time,

I have chosen for my theme a subject upon which

there exists many different and conflicting opinions,

snd upon which might be written volumes, nay.

whole libraries; a subject inexhaustible, and of ab-

sorbing interest, yet is unfortunately but too little

understood and appreciated. I mean that of Sacred

Music. Had I the lime, I should like to consider

the following relations, viz: Ihe peculiar character

of Sacred Music, as distinguished from secular, the

different styles of Church Music used by the Roman

Catholic, the Greek, the Lutheran, the English and

American Protestant Churches, the propriety and

feasibility of introducing Congregational Singing,

the persons most proper and fit to conduct the music

in our churches. I should also wish to take a retro-

spective view of Church Music in America, from the

time of its settlement to the present day, and ascer-

tain whether is reality, there, has been such a mark-

ed and decided change for the better, within twenty

years, as some people would have us think. I could

also compare the state of musical taste and knowl-

edge in the different sections of our widely-spread

Republic, and could dilate upon the different opin-

ions rife in New England, and the various styles in

favor among opposing denominations,— for it is cer-

tain that the Church Music of every sect differs as

widely as their theological belief, and their systems

of church government. But each of these divisions

seems to demand a patient and thorough investiga-

tion by itself, and to require one or more lectures de-

voted to that subject alone. I am obliged, there-

fore, to give you merely some detached and discon-

nected thoughts upon the more general matters, and

confine myself rather to these considerations : wheth-

er more congruity of opinion cannot be cultivated,

rind more unity of action promoted.

It is often remarked with regret, that truly pious,

estimable and honest men, should differ so widely

upon the subject of Church Music,—these diffcren-

1 causing so many troubles and bickerings frequent

in choirs and societies, and giving rise to quarrels

hioti are but loo often carried home from the church

ind vestry room, and cause so many scenes of mis-

understanding and ill-will, which disturb the peace

if churches, and afford the enemies of Religion such

idy opportunities for triumph and exultation at the

i fallings of the professed followers

Him who taught peace on earth and good will to

: ion ; who enjoined upon all men to love their enc-

d I n good for evil.

Now I think that all will agree with me in saying

f music is more appropriate and more

uitable lur public worship, and better adapted to ex-

otiona in t lie minds of listeners, than

any other; (hat of the many kinds and vari

. must he more proper,

•i l-i iter than it It ia true, thai

. another one is attached lo

. while a third agrees with neither

I,—but 111

not all be right; there are not three best methods of

conducting church singing ; one of the three must

be more devotional and better calculated for the ex-

pression of penitential awe and solemn fervour, than

either of its rivals ; and one of my objects at this

time, is to determine, as far as possible, which is

best, in order that more uniformity of style may he

cultivated, less occasion given for unfortunate differ-

ences of opinion, and more harmony of feelins and

evenness of effort, without which no considerable

success in any undertaking, can be expected may

take the place of the present unhappy disputes and

angry debates, which have a direct tendency to lead

the minds of honest but uncultivated people farther

and farther from the truth, and cause them to form

equally erroneous and unjust ideas, both of teachers

of music and of ftiis interesting and delightful branch

of public worship.

In making these remarks, my aim is not to assert

dogmatically that this style or the other style is the

best ; but simply to present you with my opinions,

and the reasons which have led me to form them, and

you can take ihem for what they are worth ; if they

seem to you just and reasonable, very well ; but if I

fail in convincing you, why then preserve your hon-

est and sincere belief, and suppose me only actuated

ature, lest men should forget the truth of their teach-

ings in their admiration of the teacher. Let us car-

ry out this idea. Why not then, on Sunday, put on

our meanest apparel, lest we should be led to make
an undue exhibition of our wardrobe, and allow our

minds to wander from the prayer or sermon, to

rueighbor A— 's new coat, or Mis B— 's bonnet of the

latest fashion, or Miss C— 's new style of silk ?

—

You would say at once, that it would seem like

downright disrespect to our maker, to attend his pab-

lic worship attired in habiliments which we should

be ashamed to wear on a visit to a friend. Are we
not commanded and enjoined to devote our best tal-

ents to worship our Father in heaven,— to do all to

his honor and glory ; and is it to his honor and glory

that we praise his holy name in notes that we have

taken care to render as lame and insipid as possible '

Ought we not to render our sacred music more re-

fined and more sublime than our secular?—lo devote

our highest and most cultivated abilities to sing his

praises, as well as to preach his word ? Does not

his gospel, the record of his will and laws, stand

pre-eminent above all human productions for gran-

deur of imagery, boldness of diction, poetry Of

thought, and sublimity of expression, and ought the

musie which we apply to these divinely inspired"

thoughts, to correspond as closely as possible to the
by a desire to add to your stock ol facts and to pro-

... "

c .- . '. „
i

character of the sacred words. Is it proper to unite
mote the advancement of a discriminating musical r v

the most sublime and thrilling sentiments to the most
taste. "

There exis.sa large and influential class of people,
unme!»"Bg ™* i,lsi Pld music

'
Let c"mmo» sense

who think that Church Music should be divested of
a,,swcr this l^stion. 1 do not think that church

every quality which renders music in general pleas-
i:

m,,sic should be "ndered as simple and inartificial

ing to the ear and gratifying to the mind ; thev cr-
ln construction as possible, any more than I think

roneously imagine that it must become wholly unin- 1

,hat Poaching should be made to resemble as close

teresting, tame, and spiritless, before it can be legit-

imately called Sacred Music ; that any appearance

of refined melody or elegant harmony, must be stu-*

diously avoided, lest we make the choir a place for

the display of vocal excellence, and listen to the

singing on the Sabbath, with the feelings of critics

examining a fine work of art, rather than with the

emotions of christians seeking to have our minds el-

evated, and thoughts directed towards that Great Be-

ing whom we had assembled to honor. Now what

can possibly be more grand, more eloquent of deep

religious feeling, than the writings of Handel, Haydn.

Cherubim, and Mendelssohn? One seems, while

listening to their immortal compositions, to hear a

spirit-like voice whispering of hope, faith, eternal

and undying love : and mingling with these come

crowding upon us indefinable sympathies and yearn-

ings after something brighter and belter than this

world ian give, and then rise visions of unearthly

beauty and angelic sweetness, that linger in our

thoughts, and haunt our dreams, long afier the ma-

terial sounds have ceased to breathe their mysterious

warnings to our souls.

Ministers, in their sermons, strive with what pow-

er of argument, and force of expression and beauty

of diction they possess, to win men from the paths

of sin to the knowledge and practice of virtue ; they

Mi with all the eloquence they are masters of,

i in beauty of holiness, the joys prepared for those

who walk uprightly here on earth, and would think

inge should ycfh forbid them from cxercis-

Iy as may be, the lessons in words of one syllable,

placed in the spelling-books. On the other hand, I

would no more advocate a light, or operatic style of

church music, any more than I would recommend a

theatrical or jesting mode of preaching ; but I can-

not too strongly insist that it is not necessary to be

very silly in order to be very solemn, or that we
ought to imitate the stupidity of the owl, lest we ap-

pear to have the chattering levity of the magpie.

There seems to me, to be a striking analogy be-

tween pulpit oratory and ecclesiastical music. Both,

in my opinion, ought alike to possess dignity without

stillness, gravity without stupidity, earnestness with-

out rant, animation without levity, learning without

pedantry, elegance without foppishness, and refine-

ment without affectation.

Melody is to psalmody, what subject is to preach-

ing ; while harmony has the same relation to melo-

dy that style or the manner of expression has to the

subject in a sermon ; the melody in after all the prin-

cipal thing, hut if it be not well and tastefully har-

monized, it loses much of its effect ; so in preach-

ing, it is first important to select a subject, the dis-

cussion of which shall be interesting and useful,

—

but however new the thoughts may be, however

striking and impressing, if they are not clothed in

grammatical and appropriate language, they will fall

lifeless on the ear, and fail to arrest the attention.

To continue the parallel, if in church music there

be no well-defined melody, howevor faultless the

construction of the harmony may be, but very little

ing the graces of oratory, and the elegances of liter- agTccable feeling is aroused in the mind of the hear-
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ef ; it is like a sermon made up of odds and ends,

bearing upon no particular point, elucidating nogreal

fact, and consequently producing only a dull and

wearisome impression. I might dwell much longer

on this branch of my design, but I wish rather to

give some hints as materials for future reflection,

than to present a series of well-digested plans.

—

Should circumstances seem to call for it, I may pos-

sibly at a coming session of this convention, advance

some ideas in a more connected and -detailed form,

than is possible for me to do at present.

It is frequently asserted that church music should

he extremely simple in its construction, so that per-

sons who have had but few opportunities for prac-

tice, may be enabled to assist in raising the song of

sacred praise. On this principal, all our literary

works should be of thai inartificial style and manner

which would allow the rude and uncultivated to read

and understand ; they should present no difficulties

of orthography, no refinement of style, contain no

classic allusions or poetical descriptions, because

those who have had but few leisure hours to spend

in reading could not understand or appreciate them
;

following this idea, the world would never have been

gladdened and enobled by the overwhelming sublim-

ity of Milton, the gorgeous magnificence of Shaks-

peare, or the quaint philosophy of Burton ; Mozart

would have thrown his wonderful Bequiem in the

fire, and the glorious symphonies of Beethoven had

never awoke in us those strange mystic glimpses of

t lie spirit-land, cheered our sadness and soothed our

regretful lingerings o'er the past. The level of the

meanest capacity would be the standard for all, th»

Ultima Thule beyond which lay the heavenly but un-

attainable gardens of intellectual refinement and pro-

gress.

Those who from want of cultivation, or lack of

ability have fallen behind the age, have no right to

demand that others, who with better facilities or

greater talents have outstripped them, should be for-

ever chained to their own station. And here let me
say a word on a subject which is now being agitated

with some vehemence among acertain portion of the

community. I mean the subject of Congregational,

singing.

Permit me seriously to ask any one whether he

conceives that the strange and horrible medley that

would greet our ears, should the custom be now sud-

denly introduced, would be likely to excite emotions

of religions awe and fervor ; laughter at the incon-

gruous and tumultuous din,—or if his musical ar-

ganization was delicate and susceptible, the noise

would not produce sensations more nearly resemb-

ling the sufferings of an unhappy soul, than the joys

of heaven? I am not, of course, speaking of the

simultaneous effort of large choruses carefully and

thoroughly drilled from infancy, and accustomed to

the music from the time when they first began to

notice any thing ; but of what we might reasonably

expect, were Congregational singing to come into

use immediately.

But, say the advocates of this style of sacred mu-
sic, it is practised in Germany, why not here ? Be-
cause there is no similarity between the cases, or re-

semblance between the people. Every German
child is taught, from the moment when its lispings

first assume the form of articulate sounds, to sing

those majestic melodies,—is as perfectly conversant

with them and their proper expression, as it is fa-

miliar with the face of its mother, and from the day

when the infant is carried to the church in swad-

dling-clothes, to the day when the gray-haired elder

is carried from it in his coffin, are those grand chor-

lals part and parcel of his weekly worship. Be-

sides, the Germans as a people, are fondur of music,

and have a more correct, because a more cultivated

ear, in distinguishing melody than the Americans,

and after all, unprejudiced travellers declare with

scarcely a dissenting voice, that even in the musical

laod of Germany, the singing is disagreeable and un-

pleasing tu the ear—see, here and there, Dr. Bur-

ney's Musical tour in Germany, Austria, and the

Dutch States ; and H. F. Charley's " Music and

Manners in France, England and Germany."

If there was no other argument against this sys-

tem, the fact that all progressive improvement in ec-

clesiastical music would be put an end to, would be

enough. These very Germans sing at this day, the

self-same chorals which were introduced by Luther,

Luingle, and others, and however dignified and grand

they may be, it must be admitted that they fail en-

tirely in expressing any sentiment but that of thanks-

giving and praise. Now church music ought espe-

cially to aim at giving effect to the words of the

Psalm or Hymn to be sung—the music is written for

the poetry, not the poetry for the music; and unless

the music be such as shall, so to speak, intensify

and increase the emotions expressed in the words, it

is faulty and improper. The various collections ef

Hymns used by the different denominations, abound

in pieces expressing intense and varied emotion, and

unless the music changes with the changing words,

land always strictly in keeping with their character

they lose all their power of exciting the feelings, and

are smothered by the very sounds which ought to

afford them increased vitality.

In congregational singing no variety of expression

can be expected ; as I have said, nothing but noisy

thanksgiving and clamorous joy can be expressed;

but many, very many hymns, are intended as declar-

ations of penitence, supplications for mercy and for

giveness, and longings for a belter life, more noble

aspirations, and appeals to the unconverted to turn

from the error of their ways, arid walk in the peace-

ful palhs of religion, and congregational singing

would be highly inappropriate ainl absurd in case of

such poetry. What would you say, on hearing that

beautiful verse, commencing " He dies ! the friend

of sinners dies !" shouted fortissimo by the robust

throats and leathern lungs of two thousand sturdy

peasants accompanied by the thundering blasts of an

immense organ ?

Again, it is said that as singing is a part of public

worship, it is the duty of every one to join. And
why not then let every one pray aloud? No
one can know your wants and feelings as well as

yourself, it is your duty to pray for what you need

most, and why should the minister direct your sup-

plications ? or, if you do take the matter into your

own hands, why should he pray aloud at all ? He
only by so doing disturbs the meditations of others.

If I mistake not, the Bible says something about

" singing praises with understanding," and does not

as far as I can see, encourage the efforts of presump-

tuous ignorance, or conceited imbecility, but recom-

mends that " every thing be done decently and witli

order," lest scandal be occasioned by the mistaken

ardour of some adventurous and innovating spirit,

possessing more zeal than judgment, and more arro-

gance than either.

In my opinion, the best, most dignified and appro-

priate church music is to be produced by a choir of

from eight to twenty-four voices, thoroughly and

systematically trained by a practical and able musi-

cian, who is not only familiar with the technicalities

of his profession, but is also profoundly versed in

the genius of sacred lyrics, and perfectly acquainted

with the construction and pronunciation of the Eng-

lish language. In addition to these qualifications,

the conductor should be able to command respect,

both, for his talents and acquirements ; he should as

far as possible, be a person of refined manners and

cultivated tastes,—for there is a strong family re-

semblance running through literature and the arts

and sciences, and it is very rare indeed that a man of

coarse and uncouth appearance, will be found to pos-

sess other than a vulgar and uneducated taste, or

that a musician who habitually makes use of rough

provincialisms, and cant phrases in conversation, will

not display the same characteristic bias in his per-

formance. No one, whatever may be his other ad-

vantages, can ever hope to become a truly great ar-

tist, (whether painter, poet, or musician,) without at

least a tolerable proficiency in, and acquaintance

with what is commonly termed "polite literature."

It is to the artist what the rudder is to the ship,

—

what the wheels are to the carriage : in short, edu-

cation alone can give that delicacy of taste and nice-

ty of discernment so necessary to the formation of a

pure and classic style, and which so beautyfy and

dignify their possessor.

I am far from requiring, or wishing others to re-

quire that the conductor of public singing should be-

long to any sect or party of christians,—although no

man of improper habits, or who does not acknow-

ledge the truth of the great fundamental doctrines

of Christianity, ought to be employed ; for the sing-

ing of " Psalms and Hymns, and Spiritual Songs''

is as much a part of public worship as prayer or

preaching, and neither ought to be profaned and des-

ecrated by the introduction of any thing or person

out of place or out of keeping. Yet I think if a man

walk uprightly and honorably towards his fellows,

and do nothing to scandalize his office or profession,

no one has the least right to judge him for his creed,

be it what it may,—Catholic or Protestant, Puritan

or Episcopalian, Baptist or Unitarian, he ought, hav-

ing all other qualifications, to receive the same con-

sideration and respect from every one.

Finally, permit me to urge upon you, the cultiva-

tion of more good will and kind feeling towards

brother musicians, and towards all who love our di-

vine art. In this way alone, can unanimity of feel-

ing and sympathetic effort be produced, and music,

particularly church music, be brought lo the highest

perfection,—and this so desirable object can be pro-

moted in no other manner so well as by attendance

on conventions of teachers of music, like the present

,
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and those which meet annually in Boston, every Au-

gust. These yearly assemblies do more to foster

unity of action, good feeling among teachers, and

cultivate friendly rotations, than all other means

whatsoever. During the sessions of the meeting, all

the teachers are shown the method which experience

has pointed out as the best way of teaching others,

—they hear lectures and essays upon various inter-

esting subjects connected with the profession,—lis-

lea to the candid and faithful discussions of vexed

iuestions, obtain new and enlarged views of the

ii:iugs appertaining to musical advancement, and re-

turn to their homes with their (acuities strength-

ened by the practice of difficult and complicat-

'1 compositions, and witli their tastes raised and

ennobled by frequently hearing the most splendid ef-

fort* of the great masters performed. But more im-

portant than even this, a similarity of method in

teaching is produced, and thus consistent and ration-

al views arc disseminated far and wide.

It is well known that there is a large and some-

what influential party that opposes the improvement

of our church music in«ny respect, and seek rather

to put it back where it stood twenty years since.

Some forty years ago a dreadful storm took place

upon the coast of England ; the tide rose higher than

it had ever risen before, and many houses that stood

near the beach were submerged, and the occupants

had to run for their live3. In one of the cottages

lived a widowed dame by the name of Partington,

—

when the water reached her threshold, Mrs Parting-

ton took her mop and slop pail, and commenced a

vigorous attack on the rising waves ; in spile of all

her efforts, the storm continued to rage, the sea rose

higher and higher, and at last off floated the hut,

with the good old lady and all. Now dame Parting-

ton'* conflict with the Atlantic Ocean was not more

fruitless and unavailing than the efforts of any party

or eiique to stop the rising tide of advancing knowl-

edge and good taste. People will no longer put up

with senseless, soulless patchwork, manufactured

from odds and ends, taken a bit heie, and a hit there;

they will have sound, dignified, and pleasing melo-

dy, united with appropriate and ecclesiastical har-

mony,—the lime has at last arrived for a marked and

Striking improvement in the music of our churches,

tnd any attempt to confine us to the present insipid,

lukewarm. Dawlush, inexpressive style, will only

bring down scorn and contempt upon the heads of

who make it. Let us then, one and all, do our

t tu assist the progress of our divine art

;

throwing aside every selfish motive, let evcrv one

disinterestedly urge onward this righteous cause, un-

deterred and undismayed by any opposition, howev-

er unjustly aroused or unfairly sustained. Let not

ignorant mi -i-mou or slanderous enmity cause

us to to quail ; but rising above every obstacle and

overcoming cunning malice and knavish trickery by

tho power of truth and honesty of porposi . we shall

cause the clouds of ignorance and coarseness to fly

before the bream of education ami refinement, and

tho mists of envious detraction and wicked mierep-

aeotalion to disperse before the in of candour and

/islicc. Then at last, shall come the millcnium of

r profession, when universal brotherly love and

listrust change to confidence and good-will. Then, Btrument*. His gloomy and dejected countenance

tnd not till then, will the teacher of music be prop- was gradually lighted op with an expression of iu-

erly estimated and honored, and our divine art be- tense happiness, and a sublime strain ascended

come the source from whence shall spring forth plcn- towards h:aven, a fitting hymn of praise to the Al-

tifully many social pleasures and unadulterated de- mighty.

lights, and instead of too often being the cause of \s he plunged Into these regions of harmony, it

jealous bickerings and envious apprehensions, shall SCemed as if his spirit had bid adieu to earth, and

be an overflowiug inexhaustible fount of joys scarce- *„arc d l0 the realms above in search of consolation,

ly less pure and holy, than the raptures of heaven Hut soon all was agam silent; the old man wept
;

itself, he heaved a deep sigh, and exclaimed
—

''And to

"
think that I can hear nothing!" Alas! he was

Tke Deaf Musician. deaf

It was the 20ih of March, 1827. In the poorly The pocr pilgrim again took up his staff, and set

furnished apartment of a small house in Baden, in forth on his journey. At the tinning of the street,

Austria, an old man was making preparations for a he once more looked round on the humble dwelling

journey. He hastily folded within a knapsack a few where he had passed the last ten years of his life,

changes of linen. The weather was cold, the win- shut out bv his infirmity from the sounds of the ex-

dows were covered with hoarfrost, and yet only a ternal world. Music for him only existed without

few dying embers burned upon the hearth. Either the soul. He walked on into the country ; for, by

the old man's mind was loo deeply engrossed to think way of husbanding his small store, he was going on

of feeding the flame, or perhaps his scanty resour- foot from Baden to Vienna. The eveningclosed in

ces needed careful husbanding to meet the expenses

of his approaching journey.

the old man stopped before a peasant's collage, He

had presumed loo much on his strength, having ex-

In truth, the aspect of the room bespoke a state of peeled, before night closed in, to reach Vienna, from

want rather than that of aflluance. A bed with cur- which the village of Baden is only ten leagues de-

tains of faded green, a few antique arm chairs of lant ]i e knocked at the door ; a young girl open-

varnished wood, covered with well-worn ta.pes.trj, a
t(1 ;t) as |illlg ilim w„at he wanted. The old man,

walnut table, and a harpsichord, composed its entire vvho guessed her ques iiOD from the movement of hci

furniture. Th'e harpsichord was strewed with mu-
,ip8j replied, ' Hospitality, my good girl.' ' Come

sic, partly in manuscript
;

and a flying sheet cover; L
t h el, ; there is always a welcome at my father's

ed with nearly illegible notes, and disfigured by nuJ hearth for the benighted traveller.' Thus cordially

merous erasures, showed what had been the old invited, he entered a large room, where the frugal

man's recent employment. The occupier of this de- Lining repast was smoking upon a homely table.—

solate abode was between fifty and sixty years of age.
jj
A cover wa.s quickly laid for him near the father ol

His lofty forehead, encircled by locks of silver gray, I

l!ic fami i v? and he sal down at table with the friend-

beamed with intelligence, although he appeared'

bowed down beneath the weight of some preal affiic-,

lion. A dark fire kindled in his hazel eyes, and his

checks, glowing wilh one bright feverish spot ofi

hectic color, contrasted strangely with ihe deadly

!

paleness which overspread the rest of his counten-

ance. When the knapsack was made up, (he old

man approached the table, on which lay an open let-

ter, stamped wilh the Vienna post-mark. He took

il up. and stood awhile with his eyes fixed on its

contents, though it only contained these few words :

My Dear Uncle,—Pardon me Ihe grief which I am

occasioning you ; but implicated in an unhappy trans-

action. I have just received an order to quit Vienna,

whence I am' commanded for the future to absent

myself. I beseech you to come to my aid ; you

alone can save me. Adieu, Jons.

This -letter camo from a nephew whom he had

brought up, and whose disorderly conduct had ren-

dered necessary tho rigorous mandate which now

banished him from the capitol.

When the old man had perused it once more, he

appeared confirmed in his resolution, and with his

knapsack in one hand, and his walking stick in the

other he prepared to set out. But on reaching the

threshold, he turned hack, and casting a look of deep

regret on this modest asylum, where ho had long

and happily dwelt, ho sighed ; then, as if attracted

by a magic charm, he returned to his harpsichord,

and quickly laying down what he held in his hands,

kindness shall tn'c: the pUcc of malevolence, and
} be ran hi* fingers over tho discolored notes of iho in-

ly household group. After sapper, he seated him-

self in an old leathern arm chair by the chimney cor-

ner; a cheerful fire blazed upon the hearth. The

mother and daughter cleared the table, whilst the

father opened an old harpsichord, and the three sons

took down their instruments which hung against the

wall. They consisted of an alto, a violoncello, and

a hautboy.

The performers attuned their instruments, the

mother and daughter seated themselves with their

work near the fire, where a single lamp afforded the

needful light. The father gave the signal, and the

four musicians began a piece with that ensemble,

wilh that knowledge of measnro, which the Germans

possess beyond all other nations. By degrees their

ey*cs kindled, divers emotions were depicted on their

countenances, they abandoned themselves to the ar-

dor of the sentiment with which they were trans-

porled. The iwo women listened whilst ihcy almost

held in their breaths. Their work fell from their

hands. The music ceased—they exchanged looks

of delight—the young girl kissed her father's gray

hairs with emotion : they forgot the presence of their

gucsl. He had followed all their movements with a

longing eye; for his deafness prevented his hearing

a single note of ihe music which had so deeply af-

fected them.

' Oil, how happy you are,' ho sard with a faltering

voice, ' to be able to enjoy this delicious pleasure !

Alas! it is long since 1 have been able to hear eith-

er the human, voice, or music which is the voice of
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Coil. When I go out to meditate in the forest, I, danger, and flew to attend him in his last moments;

feel indeed the wind which hlows around me, but I, but he was almost insensible. The words besought

hear not his mighty voice, while it shakes the trees,
1

to utter expired on his pallid lips. Still be recog-

or murmurs among the leaves, mingling with the nized his early friend and thanked him with a mourn-

general harmony of nature. When I return from i, fill smile. Hummel pressed the icy-cold hand with-

my walk at the close of a fine summer's day, I can in his own with deep emotion.

indeed see the young shepherdess as she leads her. When the dying man felt the pressure, his glazed

flock to be watered at the fountain, but I cannot hear > eye kindled with a momentary consciousness,

either her joyous song or the tingling sound of the i He sunk back upon the pillow. With a gentle

sheep-bells. I can see the lark fly swiftly to the' sigh the spirit had fled !

valley where her nest lies hidden, but I hear not her.

I

—
melodious voice mingling with the whisper of the

;

!

breeze. Oh, music! it is my life ; but, alas! its

vocal expression is lost to me forever. Let me, T

pray you, read the pages which have so deeply stir-

red you.' He rose took the sheet in his hand, a sud-

den paleness overspread his features ; he sunk upon

his scat overwhelmed with emotion.

He had just read upon the cover, ' Allegretto,

from the Pastorial Symphony of Beethoven." All

gathered around him, and enquired the cause of his

agitation. When he was able at length to command

his voice, he arose from his seat and said, ' I am

Beethoven !' At the sound of this name the father

lifted his woolen cap from his head, and the sons

bowed with the deepest reverence. Beethoven

pressed their hands in his and wept for joy. The

good peasants kissed these venerated hands; for this

man they felt was the genius who had lightened for

them the daily burthen of life—the genius so honor-

ed in Vienna, that when he took his daily walk, the

pa csers-by exclaimed, 'There is Beethoverr!' and

silently made way for him, lest they should inter-

rupt his meditations. The peasants looked with un-

wearied delight on that-noble brow where grief had

indeed stamped its fatalmarks, but which still was

encircled with the halo of genius.

Beethoven then seated himself at the harpsichord

aud desiring the young people to take up their in-

struments, he played for them his own symphony.

It was a moment of unspeakable happiness.

When they had finished, Beethoven improvised

sublime melodies ; his spirit, breaking through the

bonds which enchained him to earth, seemed to rise

triumphantly towards Heaven.

The poor harpsichord under his arm gave forth un-

wonted sounds—sometimes majestic as the voice of

thunder, sometimes as mysterious as the sighs of the

tlying.

Alas! ;t was the song of the swan ! A part of

the night thus glided on. The bed usually occupi-

ed by the father of the family was prepared for Bee-

thoven, and he was constrained to accept it.

During the night he became feverish, and to cool

his burning brow, he arose and went out into the

open air too slightly clad. The air was bitterly

cold : the wind groaned in the branches of the trees,

and penetrating rain drifted over the country.

—

When the old man returned, he was benumbed.

—

The dropsy which he had long suffered mounted to

his chest, and too soon it became apparent that all

remedies were useless. He was with difficulty

transported to Vienna, where he was visited by a

physician, who pronounced his case a hopeless one.

Hummel, his dearest and truest friend, heard of his

From the Saturday Rambler.

The Orisons.

'I

BY 0. S. SENTER.

How sweetly breaks the early morn,

And cheerful falls its light

On those whose grateful hearts ariso

To him who keeps the night.

Swift as the lark the soul mounts up,

Each thought is full of love,

As silently its orisons,

Ascend to God above.

With such the day glides smoothly on,

And light is every care,

For heaven preserves and blesses him

Whose heart goes forth in prayer.

And are there those so hardened grown

So insensible and dull,

Whose breasts nee'r feel one grateful throb,

With no emotions swell ?

! tell me, thoughtless, careless ones,

Have you no debt to pay-

To him, who every blessing gives,

Who keeps you night and day?

How sweetly breaks the early morn.

And cheerful falls its light

On those whose grateful hearts ariso

To God who keeps the night.

A student of Yale, being confined to his room by

sickness, was called upon by a friend. " What,

John," said the visitor, "sick eh?" " Yes," an-

swered John, "sic sunt!" [1 am so.]
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Clarcmont, Tuesday, July U, 1849.

Musical Entertainment.

Mr H. B. Squires and Mr. J. Adams Smith, gave

one of their vocal and instrumental entertainments,

on Monday evening the 16th inst. to a large and dis-

criminating audience.

Mr Squires is a very good singer. He sung the

parody on " A life on the Ocean wave" with fine ef-

fect, also the " Patriotic song, Columbia the land of

the Brave."

Mr Smith plays the Harp admirably. Hi3 Span-

ish Retreat was given in fine style and taste, and

seldom if ever surpassed by any one.

Concert by the Bell Ringers.

The Germania Campanologians or Band of Bell

Ringers, gave one of their fine entertainments on

Tuesday evening the 10th inst., in the Town Hall to

a respectable and delighted audience. This per-

formance being new to our people was received with

a degree of interest nearly approaching enthusiasm.

We were very much pleased with the evening's per-

formance. The Bell Ringers are entitled to much

credit for the state of perfection to which they have

attained. The music of the bells is beautiful beyond

description, and it is interesting to witness the ease

and precision with which they strike them. The

Quartette Band, which consisted of four artists, Herr

Freebertshyser and his three sons, gained themselves

much credit by their performances, which gave a

pleasing variety to the evenings's entertainment.

—

We should be glad to see them here again at some

time not far distant, and hope, if possible, that they

would have a better house. For the benefit of our

readers, we pubjjsh their programme.

PART I.

1. March from La Norma—Bell Ringers. Intro-

duction with a Grand Finale of the Marseilles

Hymn. Arranged expressly for the Campanolo-

gians, by Heer Freebertshvser.

2. Grand Galopade—Bell Hingers. Composed and

arranged by Herr Freebertshyser, expressly for

the Campanologians.

3. Aurora Waltzes, by Labitzky ; with an Andante

Introduction, combining great beauty and skill

—

Bell Ringers. Arranged for the Bell Ringers, by

Herr Freebertshyser.

4. Ethiopian Medley—Bell Ringers. Introducing

the much admired and popular Airs of " Carry

me back to Old Virginia," " Stop dat Knocking,"

" Oh ! Susanna," and " Old Virginia never Tire."

PART II.

Performance by the Quartette Band :

1. A selection from the Opera of Massaniello ; In-

struments— 1st and 2d Violins, Violincello and

Trumpet.

2. Grand California Galopade, Arranged by Herr

Freebertshyser ; Instruments— 1st and 2d Vio-

lins, Violincello and Trumpet.

PART HI.

1. Grand Overture, by Teiger—Bell Ringers.

2. German RevolHtionary Polka—Bell Ringers.

3. Warrior's Joy, or Fest March, by Gung'l—Bell

Ringers. With the Finale of the " Bould Soldier

Boy." Arranged for the Bell Ringers, by fler:

Freebertshyser.

4. Finale—National Airs of Ameriea—Bell Ring-

_ ers. Introducing the Airs of Hail Columbia an 1

Yankee Doodle. Arranged by Herr Freeber'.-

shyer, for the Campanologians.

" Father, what does the printer live on ?"

"Why, my child?"

" Because you said you had'nt paid him for »* j

years, and you still take the paper ?"

" Wife, put that child to bed, h«'e an over!a«ti. ^

talker.
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From the Boston Post.

Proud and Poor.

The family of Mrs Brown, a good widow, con-

sisting of six daughters, had the misfortune to be

poor and proud. A bove the gross vulgarity of man-

ual labor, though not above its necessity, they lived

in " stuck-up" idleness, and depended mainly on the

hard earnings of the mother for support. Finally,

Maria, who was the youngest and rather pretty, man-

aged to win the heart and hand of the village phy-

sician, and got married. The alliance being consid-

ered as a decided step " up in the world*' by all the

lamily, the single sisters grew prouder and lazier

than ever, while the doctor's wife look a new and

improved set of airs to match her advancement in

the scale of "good society.'' Being comfortably

bestowed in her new house, she began to feel the

need of somebody to mind the pots and kettles; and

seeing a neighbor (a thrifty mechanic who used to bd

" boss" to her father in the same shop,) going past

the door, she called out to him, in *> affected man-

ner, to know " where she should find a servant?"

expecting to get an offer of one of his daughters.

—

" Well I do not know," said the carpenter, " help

ia a little hard to be got just now, but there is the

widow Brown's girls, who 1 should think you might

get, as they are dreadful poor, and seem to be al-

ways out of work." Some neighbors who over-

heard the colloquy say that madam retreated into her

house with a precipitancy that was quite alarming to

behold, and never spoke of the carpenter afterwards

but as " a vulgar fellow who knew nothing of the

proper distinctions of society."

PIANO FORJES.
Wir,KIPTS & NEWHALL have removed their

Wan-rooms to the new Granite Block, No. 314, Wash-
i lgton. street, corner of llaywanl Place.

W. & N.have received* a Gold Medal for Piano Fortes

from the Mechanics' Fair, ami would invite*ihe public io

call ami examine the instruments hefore purchasing else

where.
Boston, Aug. 1, !

The National Lyre.

\ NEW church Music Book, by S. P. Tuckerrnae, S. A.A Bancroft aod H.K.Oliver. This, it is believed, will

be one of the moil beautiful collections ever published. Ii

• of old, new ami original music, all of which is of a

strictly devot al character The old tunes have
is.and arc within (he capacity of all p

•re ; the new on< - have been it h gr< at < axe from
lule i! r- hoped lint the original m iv

• nt merit and va/ietv to please all tastes,

in the i onstrui lionol the »« al pai Is

have bi oided, and as lar as possil ll

id easy lo the

ncr. Another important feature of this hook, is tin-

substitution of small m urci in tbc organ score.
have ill. opportunity lo p r-

\' cl lie iently lo plnj even
res, it

i hop< d that tins

arrangement will m< • i the cordial approbation of all, •

Thisi boi/K being aomewhaf U bb in size than si-me

other collections, the pnee will not exceed aix dollars

per dozen ; thus placing it within Ihe reach not only

of choirs and sin; ing achoola in special w ant of new
books, but of those which arc already well supplied.

and all persons interest! d are rci]ii( at) d

to call and examine ihia work, and n variety ol other
:h Music Books, Glee Books,

W1LKINS, CARTER & CO.,
I't i:i.IRHKltS,

No. 1C Water street, Boston,

ll

WILKINS, CARTER & CO.'s
POP l LAR MUSIC HOOKS,

MORE UNIVERSALLY USED THAN
ALL OTHERS COMBINED.

CARMINA SACRA, or Boston Collection of Church Mu
sic. By L. Mason : greatly admired for its beauty,
chasteness, and sterling character of its music. Published
under the recommendation of the Boston Academy of Mu-
sic, with a pamphlet supplement of 59 select tunes added
in 1S43 by another author, increasing the variety and excel-
lence of the Collection without extra charge.
THE BOSTON AC tDEMY'S COLLECTION. Fo-

iled by L. Mason. This standard work is so well known
and used as to preclude the necessity of any recommenda-
tion.

THE PSALTERY. By L. Mason and O. J. Webb.
One of the most complete works of the kind ever published.
It has reeeived the sanction of the Boston Handel& Haydn
Society and ihe Boston Academy of.Music. In style ill, re

is a great diversity, it being suited to every variety of sub-
ject and occasion, and is especially adapted to < ungregalibn-
al use. The Psaltery will make a valuable addition to the
Boston Academy's Collection and Carmina Sacra, and ought
to he in every choir.

.\u\v ready, a New Chun h Music Cook for t lie Present

Season, namely:
THE NATIONAL LYRE ; A new collection of psalm

and hymn tunes, comprising the best ancient and modern
compositions of established merit, with a choice selection of
chants, &c. designed for the use of choirs, congregations,
staging schools and societies throughout the United States.

By S. Parkman Tuekerman, Silas A. Bancroft, and 11. K
Oliver. It is believed this will be one of the most beautiful

collection's ever published. It consists ofold, new and orig-

nul music, all of which is of a strictly devotional character.
The old tunes have simple arrangements, and arc within the

capacity of al! performers. The new ones have beep select-

ad with great care from classic compositions, while it it

hoped that the original mav he found of sufficient variety to

please all tastes. AH needless difficulties in the construe
lion of the vocal parts have been avoided

; aqd as far as pos-

sible each separate part has been made interestingand easy
lo the performer. Another important feature of this books
is ihe substitution of small notes for figures in the organ
score. As comparatively lew persons have the opportunity
to perfect themselves in Thorough Bass sufficiently lo

play even plain psalmodv correctly from figures, it is hoped
that this arrangement will meet the cordial at probation of
all. The book being somewhat less in size than the others

ihe price will not exceed six dollars per dozen, thus placing
it within the reach not only of choirs in special want of new
books, hut of those which are al cady supplied.

New Chorus Book, specially adapted to the use of

Choirs;
THE CHOIR CHORUS BOOK. By A.N. Johnson,

Professor in the Boston Academy of Music. A collection

of Choruses, from the worlis of Handel, Haydn, Mozart,
Mendelssohn, and other distinguished composers. This
work embraces a larger collection of choruses than has been
before published arranged in a form for tile use and improve-
ment of choirs: and n is believed that, besides the addi-

tional interest which its use imparls to choir meetings, the

study of the pure compositions it contains, will greatly im-
prove the taste and facilitate the power of execution. Al-
though only published ill the summer, several editions have
been already sold Trice S7T50 per dozen.

' SCHOOL MUSIC BOOKS.
THE PRIMARY SCHOOL SONG BOOK, ia two parts.

By L. .Mason and ii. .1. Webb, Professor in the Bo ion

Academy of Music. It is suppos^! that any mother, or pri-

mal) school teacher, •• rself siug, although she

may know so little of musical characters as not to !

to read music herself ly .-by the help of this book, bo ena-

bled to teaeh her pupils with good success, and ibiis prepare

y for a more thorough and extcnsiveconrse in higher

schools.

THE SONG BOOK OF THE SCHOOL ROOM: Con-
of a great variety ofsongs, hymns, and scriptural se-

ections, with appropriate music, arranged to be Bung in

one, two, or three parts j containing, also, the elementary
principles of vocal music, prepared with reference to the in*

auctive or Pestalozzian method of teaching, designed as

complete musical manual foroommonor grammar schools,

r. Lowell Mason and George James Webb. This work
U:is I n prepared with reference to the wants of common
schools and academies, and is designed to follow ihe above
work.

ALSO PUBLISHED AS ABOVE,
THE BOSTON CHOI! US BOOK: Consisting ol a so

lection of the most popularchoruses from the works ol Han
del, I lavdn, aod other eminent composers, arranged in full

vocal score, wi Han accompaniment for the piano forte or
< ll moiled by Mason and Webb.

THE BOSTON WI'III'.M BOOK, being a collection

of ihe best Anthems and other set pieces, for societies and
By I. Mason.

THE "BOOK OP CHANTS," consisting ofchanting
mus c, adapted to regular hymns and to selections from the

scriptures, for congregational use. By L. Mason.

HANDEL'S ORATORIO OF THE MESSIAH: Ar-
ranged by John Bishop, of Cheltenham, England.
THE ODEON ; a collection of secular melodies; arrang-

ed and harmonized for four voices. Designed for adult
ing schools and social music parlies. Bv G. J. Webb

and Lowell Mason. As the title page sets forth, this work
signed lor singing tchoi

THE VOCALIST; consisting of short and easy glees.
or songs in parts; arranged lor soprano, alto, tenor and

I' . s. Bj Lowell .Mason ana George James Webb,
Professor in the Boston Academy of Music.
THE SOCIAL GLEE BOOK; a selection of Glees and

Part SongSj by distinguished German composers, never be-
fore published ill this country; together with Original
Pieces; by William Mason and Silas A. Bancroft.
GENTLEMEN'S GLEE BOOK; selected from the

most admired German composers. Bv L. Mason.
Teachers and others arc invited to call and examine these

and other musical works, al No. IC Water street, Boston.
Oct :u.

New and' Popular Music Book.
By B. F. Baker/Director of Music at Rev. Dr. Gannet's
Church, Boston, and I. B. Woodbury, Organist at

Rev. Dr. Kreb's Church, New York.
r

|

1 HIS day published, Baker and Woodbury's new
1 book of Church Music—TllC Timbrel. This
work has been prepared with great care, and contains a
large amount of music, selected from the best European
Composers, obtained by one of the authors, who visited

Europe expressly for this object. It has also a great va-

riety of original melodies, and a larjre and judicious se-

lection of the old standard tunes. Its collection of
Chants, Anthems and select pieces is superior lo any
book of Church music published in this country. An
unusually large variety of metres have been prepared,
adapted to the hymns of the different denominational
hymn books. The music will be found to be eminently
devotional, and appropriate to the services of the Sanc-
tuary. The style is dignified ; the harmony simple and
pleasing and the whole work is believed to be of a high
order of merit. By C. II. PIERCE, 3 Cornhill Bos-
ton.

To Purchasers of Carmina Sacra.

JIST PUBLISHED, Fif-tv Ni b Select I

•' Hv.m Te Ks for public and private worship, issi

the publishers of Cabmin a Sacra, for gratuitous dtstribu.

ticm lo all who may purchase that work, copy for cony-
thereb] Garnishing lo choirs, singing schi ols and con
tions, additional variety in their Sacred Music, without ex-
tra expense.

The pamphlet may be obtained as above staled, of the
publishers or any of their agents.

WII.KINS. CARTER. & CO.,
l:tf No 16 State Street. Boston.

PIANO FORTES FOR SALE.
THE Subscriber has been appointed Agent for the sale of

VV n kins &. New ii all's Piano l-'oin cs.and has reoeivi d

a lirst rate Piano, which is now offered for sale al the manu-
facturer's price. Any person who wishes to purchase i

good instrument, is requested to call and see it befoie pur-
chasing, Purchasers can be accommodated with inslru
menls of any price or quail t) by giving a short notice.

Inquire at this ofBce, or at bis residence, fusi door east

of J. P. Brewer's slorc.

S. SILSBY.
Clareraont, Aug. ."., i

H£NRV TOLMAJXr,
r i it . i m i i: it of music,

MANUFACTURER AM) DEALER IN

Musical 1 list rituiriils. Musical Merchandize I'mbrrl-

las, Parasols, Snii-Sliadrs, Walking Canes, \c.

i >:; Washington Street,

OPI'OSll'i: TllK OLD sot ill CHI RCH,
BOSTON.

A liberal discount made to Dealers, Teachers, Societies, \«

PIANOS TO LET,

OLITEH DITSON,
DEALER IN

GUITARB, SBRAPHJNES, PIANOS,

SHEET MUSIC,
115 7

WASHINGTON STREET,—BOSTON, MS.
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DEDICATION HYMN, 7's.
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Composed and sung at the Dedication of the Baptist Chucb,
North Bennington, Vt., December 31, 1845. By A. Doty.
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Alegretto. BEAUT1ES OF NATURE. Mu k by O. CiJlester.
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THE MUSICAL CRITIC.
" Why, John, what in the world makes you look so

glum ? Are you unwell ?
"

"
"Yes."

" Indeed ? I'm very sorry to hear it. What 's your

complaint >
"

"Nausea. I have just been forced to swallow a

dose of folly and affectation, and it has made me sick.

Arc you acquainted with a young gentleman who styles

himself P. Paganini Puffington ?
"

" No."
l: Then you need not wish to he ; not that he is much

worse than a host of others, but he is one of a tribe with

which I have no patience—I mean the would-be connois-

seurs in music. The name given him by his parents is

Peter Nehemiah Puffington, the expunging of the Ne-

hemiah and the interpolation of the Paganini being an

afterthought of his own, and one of which he is very

proud. The Spectator, Uncle Toby, or somebody else,

has said that of all species of cant the cant of criticism

is the most intolerable. Whoever said so, I agree with

him perfectly, while I would add, that of all canting crit-

ics, the musical one is the least bearable. I once sat

beside Mr. Puffington at a concert, and before it was

over I felt as if' I could have threshed him soundly.

The singing was in Italian. While Signora was

on the stage, he rolled up his eyes like an expiring

donkey, and seemed about to evaporate in a cloud of

etherial rapture. A celebrated violinist was one of the

performers, and while he was playing, Peter's head

nodded and vibrated as if the fiddle-bow had been made

fast, by some invisible cord, to his top-knot. Know-
ing, as I did, that he was wholly unacquainted with the

Italian language, and did not know a common chord

from a tomb-stone, this scene so thoroughly disgusted

me, that I never see the fellow without feeling a strong

inclination to box his ears."

'• Do you suppose that he really believes himself to

be a judge of music ?
"

" No indeed, not he. He is like hundreds of others.

who, because music is fashionable, profess to be enrap-

tured with that which they cannot comprehend, and

which they would not care two straws for if they could.

Such persons will sit for hours at a concert, or during

|thc representation of a popular opera, and exhibit

every appearance of the most extravagant, delight,

while they are in reality tired to death of the whole af-

fair, and wish, like Swift, that the brilliant passages

which the performers find so difficult, were really im-

possible."

I

" And is there no remedy, think you, for such a state

,of things 1"

I

" I know of but one, and that is, a more universal dif-

fusion of intelligence on the subject of music. It would

hardly reach such incorrigible coxcombs as Paganini

Puffington, but it might be made to reach others, who

would thus be enabled to detect the false pretensions of

isuch a charlatan. It is the apathy and ignorance of

Ithose who ought to know better, which enable these

'musical fops to be what they are.—of such chaps as

'vourself, for example—fellows who live in Boston, and

don't even subscribe for the 'Musical Gazette.'
"

"Thank you for the compliment, Johnny ; I believe:

you are right; but it has just occurred to me that I

could devise a plan for the radical cure of Mr. Puffing-,

jton, provided you give me your assistance."

j

" With all my heart. Anything within the bounds

of propriety."

" Well, then, do you contrive to have it whispered in

his car that a distinguished Italian singer, a late impor-

tation, is to be at your house, incog., to-morrow even-

ing, and that he is expected to sing. Mr. P. will be

sure to drop in, and will doubtless be rejoiced to have

an opportunity of showing his discernment by applaud-

; the great musician while under the cloud of con-

cealment. You are so well known as an amateur that

there will be no difficulty about the matter."

" But what do you intend to do"!
"

" Oh ! that is a secret ;
you will know when the time

comes. All revoir!"

The above conversation took place in Chcsnut street,

Philadelphia, between Mr. John Warner and his friend,

Mr. Charles Stewart, of Boston. On the appointed

evening, four or five gentlemen were assembled at the

house of Mr. Warner, and among them was his friend

Stewart, hardly recognizable under the shadow of an

enormous false moustache.

" Will Puffington come ? " said Mr. W. to one of his

guests.

" Not. a doubt of it," replied the other ;
" he would

not. for the world, lose such an opportunity of making

himself ridiculous."

These words were hardly spoken, when the door bell

was heard to ring, aud in walked the gentleman in

question, who immediately began to make vigorous ef-

forts to persuade the company that his visit was wholly

accidental, at the same time eyeing the mammoth mous-

tache with a ludicrous mixture of curiosity and rever-

ence.

After some desultory conversation, the subject of;

music was introduced
; and soon afterwards, Mr. War

ncr was seen to whisper earnestly with our friend, of the

moustache, who was addressed merely by the title of

[xi'l/nor. This whispered colloquy was watched by P
Paganini with an appearance of the most intense in-

terest, which received an additional impulse when the

signor at length began to clear his throat and to ex-

hibit other unequivocal signs of i-aiitatorv intentions.

Peter thought himself a made man. Here was a glori-

ous opportunity of distinguishing himself—an opportu-

nity of proving himself to be a genuine connoiseur, by

paying a tribute of spontaneous admiration to a distin-

guished musical genius in disguise; for he fondly be-

lieved that he knew the merits of the signor, while all

the company supposed him to be profoundly ignorant

of them ; which, indeed, was the fact, though not in the

sense that he imagined.

After pulling out of his pocket a sheet of music,

which bore a marvelous resemblance to two leaves of

an overture, the signor commenced what purported to

be an Italian aria, and P. Paganini was soon, to all ap-

pearance, in Elysium. The music of this exquisite

morccau has unfortunately not been preserved, as it was

an impromptu performance, improvised for the occa-

sion ; to say the very least of it, however, it was fullv

equal to the words, which were as follows i

Con gusto una voce poco fa,

E pluribus unumque tanto qua ;

Ne plus ultra, moderato questa,

Con spirito assai non piu mesta.

Poco andante, presto ma non troppo,

10 son gran' signore and a foppo

;

Un bel mustachio supra '1 labbro porto,

Con whiskerandos aussi that 's your sorto I

Rossini, Grisi, Mario c Rubini,

11 gran maestro Bull, c Paganini.

Nel cor non piu mi sento, veramente,

10 amo ben il dolce far niente.

11 mio canto allegro o penseroso,

Si non c buono, still 't will have to go so.

Per P. P. P., il orgoglioso sciocco,

lo canto qucsto maraviglioso tocco!

Thus far the object of the conspirators was fully ac-

complished. Peter Paganini, confidently believing that

'he was applauding a great artist, poured forth the most

extravagant encomiums upon the performance, and

professed to wonder exceedingly at the apathy exhibited

by the others. He declared that he was at a loss which

to admire most, the words, the music, or the execution ;

and finally went home, vowing that his nerves had been

strung up to such a pitch of rapture that he would not

be able to sleep a wink.

The following evening there was a concert at the

Musical Fund Hall. Mr. Puffington was there, of

course. Soon after entering, he was observed to in-

cline his lips to the car of an individual who sat near

him, whom he addressed as follows:

" Do you see that tall, foreign-looking gentleman,

with the fine black eyes, sitting next to Miss M ?

"

" Why, yes, I sec the man sitting by Miss M .

what then ?
"

"I'll tell you, if you promise not to mention it.

That, sir, is a great Italian vocalist, the mosi brilliant

singer I ever heard. He sang last night, to a favored

few, the most heavenly morccau that human car was

< \ er entranced with. It was from an opera by Tutti

—

I saw his name on the music. He wore a magnificent

moustache last night, but I see he has shaved it oft'

since, so that he may the more effectually conceal him-
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-i If. for you must know that it is his intention to pte-

serve the strictest incognito, so strict, indeed, thai I am

not at liberty to divulge his name. He lias acquired a

huge fortune in Europe, and is traveling here merely

for tin' purpose ofst < tug the < ountry, so that
"

Tin- features of the person whom Peter was address-

ing had been Blowly relaxing themselves into a broad

grin, which became broader and broader as the latter

proceeded with his Btory, until at last it broke out into

a long, loud, and uncontrollable tit of laughter. Tims

unceremoniously interrupted in tin middle of his story,

Peter could do nothing but gaze with open-raouth'

tonishment upon his companion, who, as soon as he

could And words, exclaimed

:

W'liv. Puffy, «hat on earth are youdrivjag at. with

your Italian and vonr Tutti ' That's Charlej I

Bostonian, and to my certain know l< dge be never

sang a note or wore a moustache in liis Life, You've

Puffy, beyond a doubt. Charley is a

Well known joker, and he lias been bamboozling you,

yon may depend upon it. I saw him yesterday, and he

had no moustache then, I can assure you."

The whole u.ith Hashed upon Peter's mind in an in-

stant lie made- mimic excuse to leave the concert. and

was off the very next morning, on a tour to the south.

for the benefit of his health. He was absent several

mouths, and after his return was never again known to

aspire to the character of a "•fanaticoper In w

.V . I hi. J. B. n.

Mi:ssr>. EniTor.s—If, in the heart of"A Traveler,"

Same of devotion was enkindled" by skillful per-

formance, is he Mire the failure was not in part owing

to the state of his own mind, independent <>f the music,

v.li.n he heard the choirs sing! Did he listen

traveler in New England, as a hearer merely—then, is

it not quite probable that his opinions of the stylt should

be received with some caution. If he li>u ned ;i- a trav-

eler to eternity, as a worshiper in the best sense, and if

iii his remarks he has made due allowance for prt \i..u-

habits of hearing, or former impressions, not to saj

dices, then we singers in New England churches,

or the music in use here or both, are in Berioua fault

I think, however, we shall agree in the opinion, that

the art ofhtaring is by no means an unimportant art,

and an article which should always be taken into the

account when we sum up the evidence for a verdict in

le like the one under discussion.

Without
i anj - rise, I will say.

ever has been, and i^. a feeling among the most

youthful— the very children—that he who reads, or

preaches, or prays, in a fluent and eloquent manner. I- a

proud man. The I kiidren, in many parts of our couutrv

.

who have not l» en an ost< I peakei

will be heard to say of the eloquent Btraoger, "he is

mi aning the same thing by both •

By what right do christian rcccivi the impression,

l !..it was well done.'' while listening to the perform-

am c of a skillful choir merely? Bj skillfully I mean

not only <• Ling of tin- music itself, but a jnsl

application al " •> the • ton to the sentiment of tin

hymn.

A 'Pi..', i

I
i
n at pi

find all tin' staging in vnut i htui In • onfined to so few

In ni\ yOUT let so, I. lit the

ion, old and _M.ni peCtl d tO

i-ding to the testimony n, and

that respecting hi- own choir, the people an not al-

lowed to sing. The choir alluded to was a very small

One, Consisting of not more than six or -even persons

—

and yet the people were not allmped to sing; thoeaDtr

would not permit Oiepeoplt to sing. (> shame! Can

it he that an assemblage of people, and that a choir of

singers, in New England, the land ofJohn Sogers—no.

of Roger Williams, (before he removed to Rhode Isl-

and.) can such a choir, consistingof at most m •• n ladies

and gentlemen, triflt with such a congregation ' in such

a manner! Do congregations ginger be silent at the

command of a septenary choir ' (if it may he so called.)

Did Polk receive his first leSSOU in some small choir of

singers ! Did he learn in New England choirs, bow

the t'. \\ govern the many i And have We now the key

to that sin i mifnl. but perhaps true expression, so com-

mon of late, to wit. ' /
', /... icm/"

Rut in respect to the fact, (if it be a fact,) that the

choirs in New England churches are composed of from

"ten to twenty persons,'
1

I reply, there is no reason

why our evangelical choirs, or choirs in our evangeli-

cal churches, arc not larger, than the (act, that the con-

itions will not more generally qualify themselves

for that important service. Choristers and conductors

ind enough Of leading large choirs, and we should,

1 am sure, be glad to have our galleries filled with per-

sons competent to sing with acceptable correctness the

hymns assigned the cAoiV. We do. indeed, labor to

gather as huge a choir as the singing seats will a

modate: but in doing this, we feel bound to regard the

ability, a~ well as the moral character of those who shall

be invited to join us. The introduction of so mm
music renders it the more difficult for the congregation

to join the choir in the songs of praise; and I believe

with "A Traveler." that too much new music is iurro-

d into oar churches. And yet. if the people would

Spend one hour each week in tin- careful practice of

what i- called new music, they would soon he able to

sing with the choir much more than they now do-

Sinh meetings would, ifproperly conducted, contribute

much to the interest and profit of sacred song: but.

v, bile the members of dor churches rolj solelj upon the

km.w ledge of tuiu s they learned while they were scarce-

ly more than infants—the tunes of the cradle, which their

good mothers taught them, for ability to sing with tin

choir, every member of which is expected to .meet at

least once in the week for the rehearsal of church mu-

sic, they will of necessity often find themselves unpre-

pared to sing with the choir; for those who compose it

do not at their rehearsals contine their practice to the

few tunes which the congregations sing. but. rationally

enough desire more. and. having learned more, they

are not satisfied if requested to limit their songs on the

sabbath to those tew tunes which they (the people) who

have given almost no attention to the subject, arc able

to sin-. Are not our churches in fault tor not giving

more encouragement to the well conducted singing

!
' Ami i- not the fault more serious than even

singers are wont to imagine '

Persons somewhat advanced in age, even, who have

so much of a musical car as to be able intelligently to

findfault w ith the music of the ch..ir. might caslU learn

..nc of "in' "' "' music, and SO be better qalified to dis-

criminate bet an tii the bad and the good . might exert a

more healthful influence upon church music generally,

lithe retention of the good, and in easting

the had awa\

Who will not respond to the remark of " A Travel

hen he says of us in New England, " You are in-

deed a patient people, if you can l>ear such a yoke as

this quietly." The " yoke " to which he refers, is a New
England yoke; the materials which compose it imiv Ik)

perceived in the following quotation, "
1 do not speak

at random on this subject," says he ;
" 1 worshiped! one

day with one of your leading New England churches,

which enjoys something more than a provincial reputa-

tion. The choir consisted of four or five males, and
two females, neither of the latter, as 1 had reason to

believe, a professing christian. Yd that choir did all

the singing. What docs ihi, mean ' 1 said to the pas-

tor, as we left the sanctuary; how is it. that in this

great C -nigs except that handful of

in your choir? It moans,' said he. ' that the

choir will have it so. They feel that it belongs to them

I., .lo the singing, and would be offended if the congre-

gation should attempt to unite with them.' 1 think,"

says -A Traveler. ' your choirs have but one more
step to take, let them assume the prerogative of dictat-

ing to the pastors what hymns and psalms they shall

give out, and the bondage will be complete.''

Well. Messrs. Editors, it may seem to be true in par-

ticular instance-, as - A Traveler" states, but it is said

to be darkest just before day. and the enforcing that

"tea act" by the British parliament, was the Lasl 'pre-

rogative* which they saw tit to assume, just then. Per-

haps our churches do not feel the pressure of such a

"yoke"' so much as our kind visitor foals it for them.

Hut if any of our churches have been so indifferent to

the movements of their choirs, as to permit them thus

to "yoke" the people, who are most faulty ill the mat-

ter, the few. who put on the "yoke,'' or the many, who
bear it

>

If the children at the present day have concluded to

rule themselves, how came they to such a conclusion ?

1 answer, by necessity, and. in a measure, unconscious-

ly. Their parents refuse to control and train them,

and in accordance with a law of nature, peculiar to hu-

manity, the children undertake to govern themselves,

according to their success in that branch of government,

they seem to be extending their authority over the pa-

rent stock.

It is so of choirs and congregations, wherever the

remark applies. ' they will have it so." " foolish (Ja-

latians, who hath angered you?" Why complain thai

the choirs rut;- you ! Why not. rather, take cure of

your own affairs ! Is not the choir yours ! Is not the

pastor yours, in a respect which enables you to dismiss

him if he prove recreant to his professions, or if in any

other respect you are dissatisfied with him' Is tin

choir necessarily less under the control of the chrtreh

than the pastor ' If the choir has become a monarch,

a tyrant too, and the congregation, p i all.

slaves—"tell it not in d. nli." nor Gotham merely, but

let the people of New England hear it. that they may
rouse themselves before it is too late, and regain their

ancient freedom. Let the people have time to rally

before that last step of •• dictation " (to which ' A Trav-

eler" alludes.) It taken, peradventure it may yet be

avoided. Hut, let me say. it is high time we under-

stood each other, in New England, as pastor, congrega-

tion, and choir, if we do not already. And. from oc-

casional hints, and direct attacks, and some little com-

plaints, by way of New England, and now a severe

push from ' A Traveler." I infer that the thru are in a

wrong sense, separate organizations. We have not

vet solved the beautiful moral problem, that three can

exist in one, and em in three; that though we arc thrt*
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in a necessary sense, we are, or ought to be, one in an-

other, and just as necessary sense.

One cause of the misunderstanding, or disagreement

will appear, if you will give the matter a little serious

thought. For the purpose of aiding those who choose

to think of the subject for one moment, in quickly pcr-

between choir and people, which does sometimes exist, reiving the design of the conductor in this annoyance,

is the fact that the churches are not sufficiently careful' I will ask a single question, which may throw light

in the choice of a conductor of the choir. I have known!(upon the subject—What is the propriety of a minister's

conductors of choirs to he tolerated as such, by the

churches who employed them, whom that same people

"would have disdained to have set with the dogs of

their flocks," so exceptionable was their moral character.

But even in churches where this gross inconsistency does

not exist, where, on the contrary, Christianity is the com

Dion bond of pastor, church, and choir, there is evidence

that the " f/iree-one" principle is not fully recognized in

practice. What is the object of church music ? Is it

not to promote the worship of God? Is it anything

less? Can it be anything more? What, then, is the

aim of a suitable conductor of a choir ? In order to

promote the end for which church music is ordained,

his aim is to present acceptable music to those who

worship God. The good man knows he cannot pro-

mote worship by means of his music, unless that music

be agreeable to those who hear and sing it. Hence, he

endeavors to present such music as is calculated to in-

terest the mind, and devotionally affect the heart And

here let me say, that a conductor who has no true re-

ligious sympathies, cannot be expected to have refer-

ence to the highest object of church music in all he

does as a leader of the choir. How is it that our

churches arc so careful in the selection of their pastors,

and often so remiss in the choice of a conductor of mu-

sic? Why do they leave this matter to their choirs, as

is the case in many places. I am sure, even where only

a few of the choir are members of the church ?

But let us return to the subject of the want of ''good

neighborhood," which is felt in some churches where

the conductor of the choir is, according to man's judg-

ment, a real christian. Such conductors are sometimes

seriously pained, by the strange conduct of some of out-

most esteemed ministers of the gospel. The strange

ness to which I allude, arises, I am bound to think, not

originally from bad intentions, or a wish merely to

check the designs of the conductor, and thwart his plans,

but, it is very plain, often from a total misapprehension

of his purposes, and sometimes from a want of confi-

dence in the judgment of the conductor, though he may
understand and appreciate his motives.

Let me state a case or two of common occurrence,

where the minister and conductor are comparatively

strangers; the conductor is known to be a professing

christian, however, and that is the most the minister

knows of him. An exchange has been effected by the

regular pastor and the minister spoken of. The con-

ductor of the choir supposed, cither in person, or by

proxy, politely requests the minister to furnish the

hymns he intends to give out for the morning service.

He replies, " I have not yet selected any, but shall prob-

ably read no peculiar metres, and there will be no diffi-

culty." In the afternoon, the same kind of request is

made, the answer to which is, "I will attend to that

matter in due time." The " due time " is, when the

hymns are announced from the pulpit. The minister

was annoyed. In both of these instances the object of

the request was unnoticed, or ho would have appreciat-

ed the design of the conductor. He did not deem the

matter of any consequence ; hence gave it no consider-

ation. Let me say to such ministers, the object of

these requests is a laudable one, and its importance

knowing his text some little time previous to preaching

his sermon from it?

Again, there are churches in which the pastor and

conductor of the choir so understand each other, that

the conductor is permitted to select (not " dictate") the

first hymn for each service; that hymn is handed to

the pastor in due season, in return for which, the pastor

sends the hymns of his choice iu season for the choir to

select music suitable for them. If the pastor for any

reason prefers some other hymn, instead of that one se-

lected by the conductor, he feels at liberty to make his

choice accordingly. When he does this, he is kind

enough to notify the conductor of the fact, by sending

the substitute in as good season as convenient. This

is "harmony" though "not understood " by everybody,

and from which proceeds unanimous, if not "universal "

good. Some pastors may start at the idea, that the con-

ductor of a choir should he trusted thus far in the se-

lection of the first hymn, deeming it essential to pulpit

symmetry, and good order, to have the subject of the

sermon as plainly hinted in the first hymn, as can be

conveniently done without announcing the actual text;

as much of the sermon preached in the second hymn
as possible; and the whole " improvement of the sub-

ject" summed up in the third.

May not the question here be asked with propriety,

whether church music is not doing its most appropriate

work, when used as a medium to affect the heart, mov-

ing the soul to adoration and praise, rather than when

used as a vehicle of instruction. In the language of

another, " Shall the hymns preach, or shall they wor-

ship ? " They may do both, and with propriety, but in

very unequal degrees. They may preach a little, but

must worship a great deal more.

I will relate one more story in reference to unhappy

refusals on the part of some clergymen. The sexton,

by the request, of the choir, hands to the minister (who

officiates in the regular pastor's pulpit to-day,) a strip

of paper, on which is written the number of the hymn
selected by the conductor as aforesaid. The clergy-

man, especially if he happen to be a man of "weight"

and influence in the ecclesiastical councils of his church,

says to the sextou, (after hearing the explanation of

the mystery at the top of the said paper.) " Well, well. I

prefer to select my own hymns. I shall not send any

to the choir." The sexton returns to the conductor

with that beautiful message, the result of effort for the

promotion of worship in the songs of praise. The con

duetor is tempted to rebel ; hut he asks himself, What

can such a good man mean ?—Why will he not render

that aid, which can cost him hut little, and which is

very valuable to me, so useful to all who worship, so

valuable even to the minister himself, if he wishes to

promote the worship of God in the songs of praise

Why will he not send his hymns, in time for me to se

lect suitable tunes for them before singing • The con

ductor's faith in the good man's profession is shaken for

a moment, but he finally concludes the minister does not

understand the matter. In this case the minister did

not. perhaps, even look at the hymn which had been

selected, and inadvertently gives out from his pulpit

the very hymn which, but a few minutes before, he so

indignantly rejected. I have witnessed instances so

nearly akin to the above, in all respects, that you may

as well be satisfied that the description answers to facts

which happen in my own experience far too often for

one's pleasure, to say the least. To say that the min-

ister, in such a case, has no other object in view, than

simply to inform us that he is master and he is not to

be dictated, would savor of harshness, and to say of a

man of eminence, that he knows no better, is scareeh

less grievous to the feelings of the man himself. Still,

charity says, the minister does not understand the object

of that selection; he supposes the choir wish to display,

&c, and he will not contribute to such a wicked in-

tent.

The stated pastor and his choir understand the mat-

ter on this wise—we are both aiming at the same

thing—the conductor in the selection of his hymn, the

ipastor in accepting that hymn and in selecting others

independent of the conductor of the choir—we togeth-

er, in this, strive to promote public worship ; we cher-

ish 110 fear of each other; we sec no room for jealousy;

suspicion finds no place in our cabinet. The conductor

believes in the right of the pastor to select all the hymns,

if he chooses to exercise it. As for dictation, he wil-

lingly accords to the pastor all he claims. He does not,

however, willingly yield to the false and unnecessary

dictation which some of our "best men " seem to feel it

is fitting to exercise when away from their own pul-

ipits.

Harmony should always exist between the pastor and

his choir, and it would be so without fail, (if the con-

ductor be a suitable man for his office,) if minister

and conductor perfectly understood each other. We
wish that more of our ministers would make it a point,

;whcn they visit their neighbor's pulpits, to find out the

general character of the conductor of the choir with

whom they arc to come in contact, in a certain sense,

land not " conclude them all in unbelief," and hence, in-

stead of showing mercy, or kindness, expose us to such

unnecessary and unwarranted grievances, which do so

exceedingly pain us, and, more than that, do tend di-

rectly to mar the worship of God in His house. Let

strange clergymen ask the deacons a question or two,

in relation to the conductor of their choir; they are

willing to communicate, and if the conductor pleases

them, they will give as long answers as the interrogator

desires ; and if he be a man of whom they have reason

:to be ashamed, methinks the minister will at least re-

ceive hints sufficient to put him upon a safe guard; in

either case he will arrive at the truth in a moment after

he has made the inquiry.

In respect to the fact, (if it be a fact,) that female

singers uncover their heads in our churches, during

public worship, I can say it is not common, and I think

it is not very proper.

If congregations stand during the singing, I beseech

them, in the name of many, not to face the choir, if they

can as conveniently avoid it—unless they all sing ; and

if they sing, do not stare at us, for " A Traveler" -

i"
they stare "—that is not good manners. But, soberly,

I believe the practice of facing the choir while they

ising, where the minister and choir are in opposite parts

of the house especially, is a bad practice, calculated to

dissipate the mind, to drive away good impres

which may have been previously made upon the hearts

[of those that do this wrong thing, and exerts a sad in-

fluence also upon the choir.

A CITIZEN OF NEW ENGLAND
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EXTRACTS FROM OUR JOURNAL—NO. III.

On Monday our ministerial friend called and aecom-

A broken table and a wooden bench was all the furni- choir regularly meet for practice on Friday evenings,

turc it contained. For this miserable hovel she told the yearround Two hundred dollars are annnally ap-

inc she paid £3 (Slf>) per annum. We arrived at Dab- propriated for mu-ic. Candidates for admission to the
panicd u- to several placet of interest in the City, final- ,.
* '

,

lin on the afternoon ot the davafterwc letttork. Dur- choir are examined by a committee, and if approved by
Iv conducting us on hoard of a steamboat bound for the

, l-i- ji_» T 1 _i .1. :_._:_ .i._ _, _J|j 1 j i_ ,-., ,

cove of Cork, which place he advised us to visit, al-
ing the whole distance 1 heard nothing in the ahape of iliem. are received by a vote of the choir.

music, if I except the performances of the coach guard,
though he could not go with us. We took passage in . . . , . , , ,

,'- »
_____

wno entertained us with a tin horn solo, just before ap-
tlie steamer, and bade the kind-hearted clergyman a

Baal adieu. He was a very intelligent, and. apparent-

ly, a very learned man. but seemed to have anything but

correct views of our country, which, indeed, was the case

with most learned Europeans with whom 1 chanced to

meet. Upon his dinner table were decanters of wine,

Ac. from which circumstance 1 judged that although

Cork i- the residence of Father Mathew, the temperance

reform had not reached the higher classes. Cork is sit-

uated at the bead of an arm of the sea, which extends

some fifteen miles inland. The cove, or harbor of

Cork, is nine miles below the city, and is celebrated for

the beauty of its scenery. It is stronghj fortified Some

thousands of British "redcoats" are stationed at the

cove and city.

After returning from our excursion, we booked our

names for Dublin, which is 162 miles distant from

( ork. The road was macadamized the whole distance.

We traveled in a mail coach, which had formerly run

between London and Liverpool, before the railroad

turned it out of office. The coachman also had driven

on the great English roads, and be bitterly mourned

tor the days that -hall never return. Whoever b

traveled in a British mail coach, on a British macad-

amized road, knows not what delightful traveling is.

Wc had delightful weather for our journey. 1 secured

.1 scat at the driver's side, and from hint learned all of;

interest that lay in our route. Wc changed horses

much more frequently than i< customary in America,

and the horses were much better animal- than are used

tor coach horsi V.^ ery step of the distance

performed at the top of their speed, never relaxing

j instant, until we came to the place for changing

horses, which was frequently in the road, out of sight
\

fresh horses wen- always ready

harnessed, in waiting. Not more than two minutes

were occupied in the change, and then we were oil'

at full gallop, a- before. I never enjoyed a ride

so much in my life, A man, called the mail guard, oc-

.it behind the coach. Be was dressed in a

carlet uniform, w.i- armed with a pair of pistols

and 11 musket, and wore a clock suspended around lii.-

•..hicli he would occasionally admonish the

driver that he must apply the whip more freely, or he

passing through one of the coun

d additional

preaching each Stopping place.

THE MUSIC OF HEAVEN.
BT OOOBWYN B kBHBI

The holy prophet* sty that heaven will he a ringing choir;

I reverance the prophet* : their tongues arc lit with fire:

Ami wlun they say th«t heaven will be an halleluiah wide,

I fed a song within tny heart, mid strike my lyre with pride;

For. oh! I ever pray the prayer, by ! w>n—
" Thy will he done, our Father, <>i. earth a* 't i* in heaven."

'flu- earth will be hooanna; this eutfa will hv a psalm.

When all the discords of our hearts are hurinm.ized in calm ;

Thil earth will be a concert as of myriad un_v! tin

When Love, the great musician, plays on willing human DOtH ;

When lift- is music—then the truth that prophets forth have given,

Will he; for earth will then become a harmony, a heave u.

Not that, <> lyre ! thy tones can rise no higher than the earth,

But that the port-child mult ling tirst at iL- place of birth.

Then travel forth as troubtulor, through countries and through years,

A^ thou, <> earth) doth mingle with the music of the spiv

Fof they must i i..*, to whom cold harps are gtreHi

And have deep music in their souls to join the choir ol heaven* FIRST UNIVERSALIST CHURCH.

Rev. Sebastian Streeter, \ - Levi Hawkes.chor-
CHURCHES IN BOSTON.— NO. [II.|ister.

This Commodious brick edifice was erected in 1839.

Previous to it- erection, a large wooden building be-

longing to the same society occupied its site. His
wooden hoe ad in 1741. by the society under

Rev. Samuel Mather, by whom it was occupied till

1785, when it was -old to the First Universalis! E

ctv. then under the pastoral care of Kcv. John Murray.

The performances of the choir arc accompanied by a

violin, a double base, a clarinet, and an ophclidc.

Mr. Kendall, the celebrated perform r, 1- the clarinet

player, and the other instrumental performers are equal-

ly celebrated professional niiisieians. The instrumental

mers and leading singers are paid Seven hundred

dollars arc annually appropriated for music The choir

numbers thirty members. The order ofservice is, l.sing-

_ reading of the scriptures: .'I. prayer; 4.

ing: fr, sermon; 6, prayer; 7. benediction; 8, volunta-

ry;—-P. v.. 1. -ometimes a voluntary by the choir; a,

prayer; '). sinking: 4. prayer; .">. singing; 6, sermon;

r; 8, singing; 9, prayer; 10. benediction.

Stnscttr's Hymn Book i- used in this church.

FIRST METHODIST CHURCH.

Rev. M. Raymond, pastor; C. B. Mason, chorister.

This house WBS erected in f828, and is a substantial

md spacious brick edifice. It is Bituated on Bennel
ii. ird tras placed upon the coach, street, a short distance easl from the Salem Street (OPTION OF THE ORGAN.-NO. III.

/ li ind-chest.—The wind-chest is a long, rectangu-

lar box, connected with the wind-trunk, by which it is

filled with wind. The wind-chest i- formed under the

the peasantr} In that county having been unusually tur- Church. Hanover and Salem streets are longstt

hulent during tl Prom running through the north end lengthwise. Ben

Cork to Dublin our routi laj through a much liner street is a Bhort cross Btreol running from Salem

lion of the countr, than from Crookhaveu to Cork. Hanover Btreets. Salem Street Chnrch stands at the fore part of the sound-board, and is of the same leu

d many fine country scats, and occasionally a cot em and Bennet streets, the First Univer- but deeper, though not so broad. It i- the reservoir

nobleman's palace ; but still the majority of the houses salist Church at the corner of Hanover and Bennet into which the wind passes from the. wind-trunk. The
wretched beyond on American's power to imag and the First Methodist Church stands on Ben- pallets which close the bottom of the grooves open into

inc. At one itoppii lao knitting net street, about opposite the end of the universalis) the wind-chest

at the door of a cabin, and use to enter tin church. Tht Movement.—The movement is a complex pi

hut, I purchased a pair of socks of her. The house The choir consists of thirty members. It is an or- machinery, consisting of a system of levers with their

built Of loo the chink- being tilled with ganized soei.lv, choosing its officers annually. The appendages, called tracker-, rollers, roller-board, _<_,

mud. It had no floor Imt mother earth, and thatwai officers are a president, who presides at all meetings for which serves to transmit the action of the keys to the

anything but dry. The house contained but one room, business, vice pn crctary, librarian and ehor- wind-chest, pallets, and sound-board.

h was positively not more than ten feel squan P r arc accompanied The tmcLm are tbin strips or sticks of some light

!ily in the centre, by a violin, double base, clarim t, and ophclidc. The wood, varying in length from one to tight or ten feet.
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At each end of the trackers is inserted a hook made of

wire. Trackers have also wire screws at their ends,

and, by leather buttons, can be lengthened or shortened

at pleasure. ,

Rollers are stout wooden or iron rods ; the former arc

generally of an hexagonal or octagonal form, the latter

round. The rollers lie horizontally over the keys, and

extend from each key to the groove belonging to it.

At each end of the roller is inserted a wire, which, be-

ing let into a stud, serves as an axis upon which it par-

tially revolves. Near to each extremity of the roller,

and projecting from it, is fastened a small piece of iron

perforated with an eye, called its arm ; in each of these

arms is inserted one of the hooks belonging to a track-

er. One arm of the roller lies directly over the key to

which it belongs; the other end directly under the

groove and pallet which it serves to govern.

The roll<r-!x,<iril is a large, irregularly-shaped board,

placed perpendicularly over the keys, of the same length

;is the sound-board, and having attached to it as main-

rollers as there are keys in the set to which it belongs.

There is a roller-board to each set of keys. The hook

at one end of a tracker is attached perpendicularly to

the middle of one of the keys ; the hook at its other

end lays hold of that arm of the roller which stands di-

rectly over the key. When we press a key down, the

roller partially revolves on its axis, and in so doing

draws down the second tracker attacked to the arm at

its other extremity. This second tracker, by means

of its hook and wire passing through the wind-chest,

opens the pallet, and thus admits the wind into the

groove belonging to that particular key.

The movement above explained is the simplest and

most usual, especially in foreign organs ; more complex

arrangements are often met with, but they coincide with

the above in all their essential parts. In England, for

example, a lever called a back-fall is connected with

each key; this lever, like the key itself, moves on a

centre ; but when the key is pressed down by the play-

er, a small pin of wood or wire attached to it, called a

sticker, throws up the near end of the back-fall, the far

end of which, as it descends, palls down the first track-

er, causing the roller to revolve, and thus, by means

the second tracker, opens the pallet as before.

Singing in Family Worship.—By very few,

cording to the observations made by us, is singing blend

ed in family worship. It is a great defect, and ought

to be removed with all proper haste. The present gen-

eration, who are soon going off the stage, cannot do

much towards it; but those in the meridian and morn
ing of life could do much to secure the general adop

tion of singing in family devotion. It would add to

the interest of the services greatly. Children would

engage in them with greater readiness, their attention

would be. better secured, a better impression would be

made upon them, and deeper devotion of heart would

be enjoyed. A sweeter influence would be left on the

whole family. A spirit of kindness and cheerfulness

would be sensibly realized: and the cultivation of the

voice in the family would be carried into the sanctuary

and materially improve the interest of the services there

We have thrown out these cursory thoughts for the

consideration of our brethren and sisters, hoping there

may be some whose experience on the subject may ena

ble them to furnish us something confirmatory of our

remarks, in the way of incident or illustration.

—

Evan-

gelist

MUSICAL INTELLIGENCE AN INCENTIVE TO

IMPROVEMENT.

Messrs. Editors—One of the very first requisites

to success in any pursuit, is to inspire one's self with

an interest in it, an interest approaching to enthusiasm.

This is particularly the case in commencing the study

of a new language, or science, or art; and one who is

|accustomcd to such studies will use every effort in his

power to scatter flowers about the path he designs to

pursue, in order to make it as inviting as possible. If

it is a new language, for instance, he will lead his mind

'to dwell upon the treasures of literature which the

tongue he is about to acquire will open to him. He

will pass in review before him its distinguished authors,!

he will read their lives, and endeavor to inspire himself

with an enthusiastic admiration of their beauties. If

he is about to study the art of painting, he will make

himself acquainted with the history of its great mas-

ters, familiarize himself with their productions, and use

(every effort in his power to create a fondness for the

Ipursuit in which he is about to engage. And so itj

should be with music. The individual who wishes to

cultivate this most delightful of the arts should sur-

round himself with all the influences calculated to ex-

cite an interest in the study; and in order to do this, it

is absolutely necessary to get as much information onj

the subject as possible. Those who have access to

large libraries will be at no loss for intelligence of this

kind ; but the number of such in our country is very

limited indeed. Where, then, is the great mass of mu-

sical students to look for the supplying of this import-

ant want"? The only thing to be depended upon for

such a purpose, by the great majority, is a well-con-

ducted musicaljournal. The advantages to be derived

from such a publication, arc too obvious to need a reca-

pitulation. If any one has a doubt about the matter,

let him make an experiment, by subscribing for the

'' Boston Musical Gazette," and our word for it, if he has

any taste for reading at all, he will be in no hurry to give

it up. He will find his interest in all musical matters

increased, his taste improved, and his whole moral and

intellectual man refreshed by the consciousness of a

dollar well spent. j. s. n.

THE PIANO-FORTE TEACHER.
CHAPTER NINE.

TRIPPING.—MODE OF STUDYING A LESSON.

There are a great many students of the piano who

retain for a very long while, sometimes always, a habit

of tripping, or stammering. At the commencement of

a piece, of a scale, or of any difficult passage, they arc

sure to strike the same key, nervously, several times,!

before getting fairly started. How this aids the correct

striking of other keys, we cannot imagine, and presume

those who have the habit do not hold to it from any con-

viction of its utility, but from thoughtlessness. That in i

good com* from it. is shown by the fact, that if a person

catches in a certain place, in going through a piece

once, he will be almost sure to bungle the same pas-

sage in his next attempt. The observance of several

simple maxims will prevent the formation of this habit,

or cure it, if formed. Let us think what is the general

cause of the stoppage. Suppose you, in playing, sud-

denly come to a fragment of the scale of G. You
involuntarily strike B several times, before touching C
with your thumb. After this stammering, and getting

the passage once right, you pass on, and of course stum-

ble in the next similar place. But think a moment.

The difficulty is, doubtless, that the joints of your

thumb are still', and will not allow it to pass under in

time. Try it again, and sec if this is not the c

Now take hold of your thumb with the left hand and

pull and twist the joint a moment: then trill B and C
with the second finger on B ami the thumb on C, until

you are tired. Now play the measure in which the dif-

ficulty occurs, first slowly, and then faster ami t;

until you arrive at the proper velocity. Next, com-

mence a measure or two back, and go on your way re

joicing, for you never will be so much troubled with this

particular difficulty.

Suppose, again, you arrive at a place where a curi-

ous fingering occurs. Do not go through it with any

sort of " finger-setting," because you will be sure to bob-

ble the next time. Stop a moment; think whether the

passage is a fragment of a scale, or of harmonica, or a

collection of sequences, or something which cannot well

be classified. Now study into the matter; put the

most convenient lingers in their order, play the m
ure or half measure over a dozen times, quite loudly. t.>

fix what you play on the memory, and then commence

a little ways back and proceed. That trouble will not

again stare 3*011 in the face.

But once more ; suppose that you arrive at a con-

glomeration of chords, or sharps and flats, such that it

cannot reasonably be expected of two eyes, that they

hould discover everything at onec. Stop a moment

:

study it out; play it over a number of times, slowly,

loudly, and distinctly'. Then commence a little ways

back, as before, and proceed, always following the rule

to remove every difficulty as soon as you encounti r it. Wait

until you " know a piece pretty well," before you smooth

over its rough places, and you will find the leveling

process hard enough.

In all cases, however, when your nerves begin to

tremble, and you fear that you shall play wrong, and

think vou must stop, play at least one note in advance.

The philosophy of this is, that a violent exertion of the

mind, a determination to do something, will often over-

come the rigidity of muscle, or want of ready thought,

which stands in the way, and one may proceed at once.

At any rate, such an exertion will satisfy you that you

do not stop unnecessarily.

Place a man upon some infernal machine, and satisfy

him that pulling twelve strings, one after the other, in

a certain complicated order, is the only means of saving

him from being blown sky high, and he will not miss

his problem for hours. It is astonishing how much the

mind will do when it must do it.

Although the practice of removing every stumbling

block as it occurs, may seem tedious, it is by far the

shortest way in the end, and certainly the most satis-

factory.

In some sections of our famous country, there are

numerous roads which lead through the woods, and

which astonish a stranger by their frequent deviations

from a straight line. The truth is. that they wire orig-

inally constructed on geometrical principles; but the

wind, or decay, causing many trees to lose their per-

pendicular, and incline or fall across the way, it was

thought the easiest method to go around, instead of re-

moving them. Every musical student, if he wishes to

win in the race towards perfection, must do a great

deal of hard hewing and rough dragging before his

course is clear. A schoolmaster would hardly think of

warning his pupil against committing a couple of pages
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of history to numorv, by reading the whole through once and marches , but never, on pain of his displeasure, to

and again. He must have an uncommonly opaque in- breathe Lochaber again. The piper obeyed; the eft'ect

tcllect. who docs not understand thai it is necessary to was magical ; the invalids revived, and in a very short

commit such a thing to memory line by line, or sen- time not one remained in the hospital."—./"

'v sentence. A very similar fault i-. however. The above, among hundreds of well-attested inci-

committcd by musical students. They very often play dents, proves the powerful influence of music over the

a page or two page*, through and through again, when heart. Why was such power givcji to this art. but that

common sense would seem to show that a portion must it might be used as an instrument for good?

be learned at a time. The following method of learn-

ing a piece i< ils good as any.

forming influence is but little understood. Experience

will yet show that it is far more potent for good than

most of the agencies that have hitherto been relied upon

lor the elevation of the fallen and the degraded.

—

I/uiiijtslitii Gazette.

The >, in the mu-ie of the last number, was. in som.

instances, incorrectly printed <.

JtjVENIl i. Ora.1 orio.—We have received a copy of

Play the first line uith the right hand five or six times a novel work, by W. B. Bradbury, ofNew York. It is

in succession, commencing so slow as to surmount a juvenile oratorio, entitled "Flora's Festival." It rcp-

everv difficulty (but that of speed.) and gradually in- resents in song a festival of flowers, and is divided into

fog in rapidity, being perfectly sure that every mo- three parts, via: morning, noon, and night. The word- -mis attended it. The. Boston Handel and Haydcn

tion, and the time, is exactly right. Pursue tin SOW* arc mostly original, and the music is mostly selected Society ha\c performed " Samson," three or four suc-

Concekts.—A concert was given by Mr. Edward
Walker, the pianist, in the Melodeon, Boston, February

13. Although a large committee undertook the man-

agement of the concert, but three or four hundred per*

qWIWwM '/"' hit hand, /'la;/ the same Inn inth lioth

hands layatfor. After every line on a page is thus pass-

ed over, play them again, each live or six times, with

the hand- together. Then play two lines at a time, then

three, and. lastly, all through. In this la-t case, be

careful not to stop, but if anything is wrong, go back

and examine it after you are through. After all this i-

done, some rough places wiil remain, which seem de-

termined not to be smoothed over, and they must be

left until the fingers become bo educated as to master

them. Such difficulties are uncsliotis of time as much

as of dili^>
*

Handel commenced the Messiah the 22d of August,

1741. and finished it the 12th of September following

from the best authors, consisting of choruses, gemi-ch< .- cessive Sunday evenings last past The Boston

ruses, duets, solos, «.<-c. We have not room to analyse Academy of Music gave their sixth nnd last concert

it- contents, but recommend teachers ofjuvenile classes Feb. 27 ; particulars in our next. The choir of the

to procure a copy and examine for themselves. If we

are not mistaken, its like was never seen before. We
predict for it an extensive sale.

I

Music is Prison.—The prisoners at the Sing Sing'

prison, New York, had an interesting time Thanksgiv-

ing. The llutchinsons were there and sung. Mr-.

Farnham, the matron of the institution, writes as fol-

lows of the effect of their music upon the prisoners:

I "In the male prison they sung several admirable

Church of the Holy Cross, (catholic,) assisted by the

children of the Blind Asylum, gave a concert for the

benefit of the Buffering Irish, in the Melodeon, Feb. 23.

The principal passages from Mozart's Requiem were

among the performances. A complimentary concert

to Miss Rose Garcia, was given in the Melodeon, Feb.

20. A full orchestra, under Mr. Mueller, performed

four oratorios. Miss C. Ciar.ia. Mr. J.Jones, Mr. G.

J. Webb, Sig. l)e Ribas, Mr. Ryan, and Mr. Garcia,

were the principal performers,

among which were ' The Seasons,' ' My Moth- A miscellaneous sacred concert, for the benefit of J.

er's Bible,' and There's a good time coming, boys.' <•-. n Stanbridge, was given in the unitarian church.
The first part was composed in six, the second m nine, ]loW plfi0fiandy ,hc t0Ilc f cheerful promise pervading Tenth street, Philadelphia, Feb. 17. The 1'l.ih.dcl-

latter lighted some of these gloomy heart-! You pbja s .„.ml Mu , j(
. s ,„. io ,_v performed the oratorio of

saw that it was sunshine to them. An affective and ColumbttB, Feb. 21. This was the third concert of this

touching piece, written for the occasion, and entitled

' The Lament of the Prisoner,' was also sung.

The exercises in the male prison closed with the glo-

Blmai'.kai'.i.i: Effect of Music.—The beautiful

and pathetic song of Locliaber is known to and admired

by all who have an ear for music; and its effect upon

the highkuders, when absent Com their homes, is well
riou

Shown in the following incident, winch occurred in Can- ^ ^^ ^ ^^^ {o ^ exprcssions of
reral war- ago. and which also proves howpow-

titudeiand ,.;lH , Bometbing of the heartfelt pleasure
erful is the sympathy between tins our tenement ol ^.^^ ^ ^^ ^ Binging of fo^ Ulinst„l s j„.

clay, and its celestial inmate, the soul

:

in ^ mh-^ community.
••

it was the fate of Dr. G to accompany a highland
, ^ ^ ^^ ^^ m faasrdsea wrc varicd , )V

n gi.nent across the Atlantic, to a ( 11 distant shore.
, ^ ^.^ of ^^ ^.^ ^.^ , m(1 th( . y(jry appn).

The Btation where the troops were encamped was very

healthy, the climate particularly good; judge, then, of

the surprise of the good doctor to find his soldiers fall-

1 ick daily, and his hospital tilled with invalid-:

whil-t. a- he could not discover the disease, he could

apply no remedy. ( hie evening the moon shone so un-

it 11 illy bright, the scene from bis window was so love-

Iv, as the beams played upon the rippling water, or

gave light and -badow to tie- magnificent forest-trees

near Ml abode, that he WBJ tempted to take a solitary

ramble

—

' Mli-ii'l' OD liny. I, np pnat.

Ami 1
' r liy '

—

the sound of the bagpipe struck upon his ear, and at

-

d him toward- the barracks, where the piper was

playing, in tie mot touching 1 iner,

I
May h*- to r< turn Ui I.'« IimIkt do more.'

priate and beautiful song. 'Never give up.'

Our little community caught the electric spark of

lines, and the chorus has since been frequently

quoted by those who have long felt the need of some-

thing to kindle and encourage hope. In the evening,

our prisoners bad one of their little social meetings in

the ball, and then the singer- went among them infor-

mally and sang some of their sweetest songs. This

WSJ the most delightful feature of the whole visit.

These sang their warm, heart-Mining pieces, and it

d as if they were addressed directly to the con-

victs, and were so fell by them,

Onlv those who know the prisoner's heart, can under-

Btdnd lb'' effect of such a visit—the bopel'iilue-s. the

,-. the effort at self redemption that will grow out

Of it ! The touching memories that are awakened b\

it linger in the SOU) like a glea I' its early sunlight.

society this sca-on. Mr. Bradbury's juvenile orato-

io, ' Flora's Festival," was performed by 500 young

masters and misses, under the direction of the author,

in the Tabernacle, New York, Feb. 17. The house was

decorated, and the children dressed in an appropriate

manner for the performance. A concert, consisting

mostly of selections from the Creation. Seasons, and

Moses in Egypt, was given in the Church of the Divine

Unity, New York, for the benefit of the sabbath school.

Signora Pico, Mr-, done-. Messrs, Paige and Andrews,

and the choir of the church, were the performers.

Madame Ablamowicz gave her last concert in New
York Feb. i;s. assisted by the principal performers at

the Italian opera, Herr Horn, and Mr. Kyle, flutist.

JEST PI HI.ISI1K1>,

By
ci 11 i- i;i 1 D, 17 Trcmsnt Row—Cape Ieland Gnllopaile. Hr

thcl-amb. Heroeaol Monterey, ftinr voteea,

Marshall. Blngcn en the Rhine. Mary Quadrillea, Hopkini
1,11 me not thai I" ie mad. reh. Blown. Newport Redo-
waWatt*. Merry Slelgh-rido Waltz. Lament Qi r morn-
ing light full over thci Jt. Daniel Glvomi myold oral, ther. Coma

M H.F.Gould. Childhood'! Dream,
.1,.. Silver Blrd'i \ :. boat tin. midnight prayer, ilo.

< .mi,' hlthor, bright b •!!• Hay, warn no
lovad one, aang by Julia Northall, BajronL BnowOropwaltc.

1!::

.M 6T PI llhlSIIKl),
idor

Marrh, do. Third part <<i C/erny*
v (i DIT80N, lta Washington itreal leadorWalU, piano duel,

in 1,. ,1,.. Third part • ) i .

..in Childhood, ballad, Bwe uinmcr li

,mc di Orphan Girl,

,i,. Orphan's Prayi Mountain Mald'a Invitation, qnniuttr.

Ilunter'a Glee, do. Uuriul .
- 1 ". Bridge of Slgbi, do.

Dr. C. approached tie- large room unobserved, and, and many an aspiration to be once again pure and good

in, found all hi- ue n a--., niblcd.and all in deep and happy, starts into bt ITU] under llie -weet chord that

V.Vl.t i BL B >lt BIC tli WORKS,
l- 1 1 1 11 I v I ROWN, \V! Wniiliington

,11 SCOT'I I
— 11 Ml su M Ml si t M,c«n>i>tl

,,l .,.1 u, ,1. forte.

• •motion—ome reeumbenl on the Hi reclined flowsfrom the hearts as. well as the lips ol this huppj "'
ilViViu.tratioiilnrftUeiytie'pc nund,

, ,, 1 II . 11 a ,
,• ddlUonal illu.ni na, t>

(.r'aiii-it the. wall, manv in Oar-, and one, burying hi- and excellent tail

In hi. hands, sobbed aloud. My friend retired to One of the prisoner, doubtless expressed the feeling
j

»
'

'

™«
i.ed .icular

t prlDtad
mil r.

following morning he sent for the of all when he said. 'If we had been devils, and Abb '

.; ",/;/:;', „;,'.;,; s

'

';.';,"

and.brilring hi .nmanded bin, in had come alone among „-. she would have mad,
, ^StW^Si

future to play nothing but .. I to bccomi 'the power of music as a n:- Rlratault Ilo. i.n. dok
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Allcretto. Scmpre Ugato.

nfc"

SUMMER EVENING.
GEO. J. WEBB.
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pp 1. Soft sinks the , summer

it

hues, O'er stream and for - est fair, pp And gen - tly fall the cool - ing dews Up -
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rise, And wave their proud, ma - jes - tic head, To evening's sym-pho - nies. p But soft a pass - ing zephyr wreathes Its
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loth to leave the scene ;pp So mild - ly yield to rest a - gain The trees and banks of green, The trees and banks of green.
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l'.IAN( III. 7s.

A. N. JOHNSON.

Sig^sfe:+ + +

l. On thy church, oh. Power divine, Cause thy glorious face toehine, Till the nations from afar Hail her as their guiding star, Till the nations from afar Hail her as their

^SJgBgpgpp^^vigip
2. Then shall God, with bounteous hand, Scatter blessings o'es the land

; And the world's remotest bound With the voice of praise resound, And the world's

JE^Ef^^gSfJ^ mimzm

praise resound.

. P

SYREN. S. M.
M C, .V«r York.

:\ H33 pg^^pf^p^g^g^ifgife^lgltas
1. How swift the torrent rolls, That bears us to the sea! The tide which hurries thoughtless souls To vast eter • ni - tv !^^^^^BteSi
2. Our lathers! where are they. With all they called their own? Their joys and griefs, and hopes and cares, And wealth and honor, gone.

PgSPI^g^^ggg^
Majts tir

NEWARK. L. M.
II., Delaware
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Till sun shall rise and no more
shall rise and BOt - - no more.

Till ran bIoI] rise aad no more.
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EXTRACTS PROM OUR JOURNAL.-NO. XV.

[These articles will be continued without interruption, during the

present volume, and will give a brief description of all of musical

terest, seen by the author during a twelve month's residence spent in

the study of music iu Germany.]

The day after the adventures recounted in my last,

(vol. 2, No. 20,) I took passage on board a small steam

er at Rotterdam, for Antwerp. This city is on the

Scheldt, contains about 60,000 inhabitants, and is a

fair specimen of a city where grass literally grows in

the streets. It was in the hands of the Dutch, a place

of great business, but since the separation of Belgium

from Holland, Dutch capitalists have withdrawn them

selves and their money, and from appearances I thought

the city was fast following in the footsteps of the de-

serted cities of the east. Antwerp seemed to me to be

the very hot-bed of popish priests and churches. The

streets, almost deserted by every other class of men

abounded with priests and popish processions. I at-

tended service in five churches, each of which was as

large as a dozen "New York Trinitys," and each of

which must have cost more than a million dollars, of

our money. These churches were filled with paintings,

the works of Rubens, Vandyk, and other famous Flem-

ish artists. Many strangers were present, who walked

around examining the paintings, sculptures, &c, with-

out appearing to notice the service, and I followed suit

There seems to be no objection to strangers walking

about, or doing what they please during service, in any

of the catholic churches of Europe. In some of the

churches I visited in Antwerp, several priests were of-

ficiating in different parts of the church, and so large

are the buildings, that the services at one altar can

scarce be heard at the next one. I hardly know how

to convey an idea of the immense cost of these church

es. I ascended the tower of one of them, which con

tained eighty-four bells, from the size of a locomotive

bell, up to one weighing several tons. These bells

played a tune, by machinery, every fifteen minutes. At

the hour they played one tune, at a quarter past, another,

at half past another, and at a quarter before, another,

so that the citizens know by the tune, the divisions ot

the hour. The tune played at a quarter past, was the

Duke of lleichstadt's waltz. The other tunes I did not

know. The tower containing these bells is of elabor-

ately carved stone, from bottom to top. These church-

es contain many curious monuments and ornaments.

I noticed in one, a set of some twenty confessional

chairs, carved full of small figures representing various

religious scenes. The sexton told me they were the

work of a life time of a man, who, after a half century

of tedious labor, presented them to the church, proba-

bly as the price of his admission to heaven. In anoth-

er church was a magnificent (?) carved representation

of a dozen men and woman, as large as life, in purga-

tory, with a couple of angels, just pulling one man out

of the fire, who had just been bought out by his earth-

ly friends. In front of this representation was a mon-

ey box, to receive the contributions of those who wish

to have any of their friends taken out of purgatory.

The music which I heard in these churches was per-

formed by a small number of trained voices, accom-

panied by the organ, and a small orchestra.

THE STEAM S_HIP-A DREAM.

CHAPTER FIVE.

The state of things described in the last chapter con-

tinued, and, indeed, kept growing worse, until at last

there remained so little knowledge of the management

of the engine, that it was not unfrcquently the case that

the united skill of the whole company
Knowledge of ~ . . . m,
singing almost was not sufficient to set it agoing. Ine

captain, however, still considered it his

duty, at the stated seasons, to give the accustomed or-

der, although it began to be more and more frequently

the case, that the order could not be executed. Those

who advocated the plan of setting apart a portion of

the ship's company, who had a natural fondness for

machinery, and giving to them the exclusive care of

the engine, had long since ceased from their hopeless

importunities, but now the question had to be agitated,

1 what shall be done with the engine 7 " for it was evi-

dent to every soul on board, that something must be

done, or the use of the engine must be entirely aban-

doned, for the simple reason that no one on board

could set it agoing. In this state of things the advo-

cates of a select company to manage the engine, ven-

tured once more to suggest their favorite plan, but they

were quickly voted down by the more numerous party,

who pertinaciously adhered to the idea

that all on board must have a hand in
Although con-
gregational sing- working the engine, although experience
ing has degen-

had proved, that making it everybody'serated into al-

most no sing-

ing, choirs meet
with no favor.

business to work the machine, was mak
ing it nobody's business to work it, and

was really synonymous with not using it

at all. Something, however, must be done, so at last

it was agreed to hire an engineer from one of the

steam ships which were always in sight from the deck,

and have him instruct the ship's company in the proper

manner of working the machine. An engineer was ac-

cordingly engaged, and at stated seasons gave his in-

structions in the engine room. And now a queer fact

came to light. The whole ship's com
pany admitted that they knew nothing

about managing the engine, and most of

them clamorously professed their belief

that every one ought to lend a hand

every time it was to be set in motion

;

and yet, of the whole ship's company,

not a tentli part ever came near the en-

gine room, when the engineer was giving his lessons.

At the regular seasons when the engine was to be set

in motion, they were always ready with their bungling

The great ma-
jority of the con-
gregation can-
not sing any
better than so
many crows, and
yet although
they believe it

.to be the duty
of the congrega-
tion to sing, they
will not learn.

hands to do all the injury to the machine, which igno-

rance could do, because, as they professed, they believed

it to be the duty of every one to have something to do

with working it; but as to spending time to learn how

to perform the duty properly, they could not think of

taking so much trouble. The engineer's lessons were

attended by those who had a love for machinery, and

they were deeply interested and profited by them ; but

as far as the great majority of the ship's company were

concerned, the engineer might as well have staid in his

own ship.

SPYINGS B_Y_A SPIDER.
NUMBER ONE.

I have about the snuggest little dwelling in spider-

dom. It is situated in one of the largest churches in

our county. Whether the sexton of the meeting house

has a particular regard for me ; or whether he is so

near-sighted as never to have discovered my abode ; or

whether the glasses which he uses, (and which he usual-

ly puts on before meeting on Sundays,) magnify or

change objects, so that he believes me to be one of the

congregation—is a matter for the speculation of the

reader. It is enough to know, that I have for a long

time occupied my present position, having never left

home since I came into existence, many years ago.

The place I occupy was my father's, and, for all I know,

'my grandfather's ; and as it is my birth place, you can

imagine how I am attached to it. But I speak of this,

to show how much opportunity I have had of observ-

ing the scenes and events which have occurred in this

house, and to assure all who may attend to what I say,

that I am no idle dreamer, but speak of things which I

do know, and testify to that which I have seen.

From the front windows of my nest, I have a full

view of the congregation, which, to the number of

several hundreds, have assembled in this meeting house

ever since my first recollection. I could tell many an

interesting incident of the history of these people, and

of this house. But from the position which I occupy,

which is directly over the singing seats, I am more ac-

quainted with those who occupy this part of the house.

Ah ! if the young people who sing here from time to

time had known that a little eye has been spying them,

week after week, and year after year, they would per-

haps have acted differently. And more than that, if

they had realized, what they must have known, that an

all-seeing eye is ever watching them, I could write dif-

ferently of what I have seen. But I must not speak

of this now.

From the nature of the case, the many favorable op-

portunities I have enjoyed of hearing preaching, and of

listening to many different ministers, have given mc
much valuable information concerning the nature of

public worship. This will explain to those who may
have wondered that one of my capacities should ven-

ture to say anything on such subjects, the reason of my
communicating my ideas to those who are generally

conceded to be above us in the scale of intellect. I need

not stop here to argue the question of the superiority
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of men over spiders. They say that we are inferior;' and melancholy wound their tones among the trees and

and we, if we said anything about it, might maintain over the fields, and so often as the maidens commenced

that they are below us. Man has painted the lion, singing, a little green bird, who sat upon a spray above,

chained, and submitting to him ; but if the lion could warbled aloud for joy. But at the end of the verse, when

paint, he might reverse the picture. So that when men

claim superiority over us, they merely express an opin-

ion, which may be weighed against any opinion to the

contrary, that we may entertain.

It bus occurred to me, within a short time, that a few

incidents of my recollection of what I have seen in

t!n sanctuary would be interesting to the public, not

only because the fact* which one so observing must

have noticed would be interesting, but also because

there would he a curiosity to know how some things

appear to our kind, and to see if our opinions agree

with those of mankind.

Within a few years past, a great change has gradu-

ally been made in that part of worship in which I have

been most interested—that of singing. If the singers

of the time when I Oral heard inu>ic could come and

their accustomed places beneath my little domi-

cil, they would be bewildered at the difference between

of the present day, and those of their time, and

still more would the congregation be astonished at the

singing of surh an ancient choir, if they should perform]

(no, not "perform"— they did not perform worship, in

old tiine<)— if they should lead in the public praise.

You must know that I have been a reader, as well as an

observer; and these advantages, added to the oppor-,

tunitics I have enjoyed of hearing a great many excel-

lent discourses, have given me very correct ideas of all

subject—and I probably know more about music, and

the way in which it should be performed, than many

rs, or even many "professors,' as they call theni-

of the science.

they were silent, or spoke softly one with another, his

chirp would suddenly cease. Thus the maidens sang:

"Schon's Bdmtxk (beautiful sweetheart) give me this I pray,

Stay now a year M'ith me,

And everything ycu pay away
That I will puy for thee.

An. I it you with to pay for all,

Still you must stay by me ;

1 'in going away to foreign lands,

Schou's Schatzlc, forget not inc."

2. From " Befcheleries." The children climbed up n

road, and entered the village. In their middle

walked, by some strange process or other, a green hat.

or arbor. Its motive power consisted in a sturdy urch-

in, over whose head was thrown a sort of large sheaf,

sugar-loaf shaped, and made of straw, this covered and

hidden under green twigs. This specimen of ani-

mated architecture, was attended by two boys, one car-

rying on his arm a basket filled with eggs and chaff.

They halted for awhile before each house door, while

the crowd of boys behind them, carrying green twigs

in their hands, sang

—

** Hoi ho! ho!

The May-mail is tho* (there.)

in ii basket u must douse,

Or a fox '11 get into your poultry house.

Gic us egg*, thut'll he wcller

Or we'll strew chair in your door and well-er.

IIo! ho! ho! &c."

(Nearly literal translation; the Black Forest d

has a sort of Yorkshire roll to it.)

3. From " The Talpatech." One evening Jargli

I propose to begin my reminiscences at the present] asked Marannele, the hailing treble in church, to sin

ii,,,,— (»-, are allowed to go backwards ! )—and to give " the dark brown maiden." She began without delay

a sketch of the various character.-' with whom I have.

become acquainted, in my spyillgs, before I say any-

thing of earlier times. But as I have woven enough

for once, I will rest here, for fear of your editorial

broom, which may sweep so large and worthless a web

into oblivion.

Two sang again,

" Up above the mountain

There stands a black man.

And Iii.-* mouth is wide open

To l* allow you if he can."

Both began,

SONGS OF THE BLACK FOREST.

The Black Forest is not, as its name seems to indi

cate, "an extensive wood," but a tract of country, as

large, perhaps, as Rhode [aland, comprising part of Ba-

den ant Wurtemburg, near the borders of Switzerland.

Within its bounds are lulls and mountains covered with

also many villages and open spaces suitable for

cultivation. Some specimens of the ballads or songs,

common in this region, may be interesting. We give

them in connection with several extracts from Ancr-

back'i " Bchwarzwaldor Dorfgeschichten," or "Tales

«.)' the villages in the Black Foi

l. / /...• with (h> bit l jion a

I

b.uil. at the junction of two paths, one leading

in Muln ingen, the other to Ahldarf, in the district call-

ed the Kirsckenbush, (Cherrywood) sat, on a certain

holiday, three maidens, under a blossoming cherry tree.

All was -tiil ; not a plow above the earth, not a .

rattled on its way— all was (ptict as a sabbath day.

The three maidens sat quietly together, their bands

laid upon their ch an white aprons, and sang Barbcle

took the air. Tonelc (Antonia) and Brigittln (Bridget)

npanicd her in a sort of natural second. Slow

and Jargli sang second so smoothly and powerfully,

that all others who had commenced with him stopped,

one after the other, and listened to the couple who sang

so finely.
"To-morrow early, we must march,

All away to Obervale,

O my wonder-fair, dark brown maiden,

All the wuy to Ober rate.

When 1 'in away on distant highw;iy\

Beautiful Schatz, forget not me, Ac."

4. From the same. Aloys, on his way to his for-

eign home, thought often of the melodies of his father

land. The voices of Jargli and Marannele rang in his

cars, and he sometimes caught himself singing,

" Oh how soon, oh how soon

Vanisli beauty and youthful bloom.

Be not proud of bright eyes shining,

Milk and purple hues combining

On thy cheek, O dark brown maid.

Oh, the roses soon will fade."

5. From" Trodcr I/airle." So chatted the children

Two suddenly began to sing the " song of the clouds

on the mountain top," (white or black clouds, takin

the appearance of horses, &c.)

" Up above the mountain

1 s. .- white horses seven.

And the brave (good) boys,

Coming all in heaven."

renz sang in reply,

•' And the brave boya

Cannot be alone.

Pretty white maidens

Shining iu the sun."

" Schat/le, see now,

There comet the Wauwau, (buy-a-boo,)

Knapsack on and marching rauth,

With a pipe in his mouth.

llear, how the birds are singing 4c."

6. From the same. Now came the day's field-labor,

which nevertheless was so easy, that Nazi sang mean-
while, but not of plowing or sowing.

" We are sisters three,

Liny, ami Katy, nod me,

The youngest she opened the door to him.

She placed him rudely behind the door.

Till father and mother a rieentng w ere,

Then led him into the room.

She hi! Mm ibove (o (he chamber door,

rOH the floor.

And threw him out of the window."

7. From the same. So ran Tro the whole night without

stopping to rest, and as the first rays of morning show-

ed the valley through which he passed to he other than

his own loved home, he stood Btill, and prayed a

while to God for his help. He did not kneel, but bis

oul lay humbly in the dust I Lord. Then as

lie walked on, cheered, quieted and comforted, the songs

of his childhood rose before him, and he sang:

" Up the ragged mountain climbing.

When the morning niys an- shining,

I this rerdeal

Sin; I
il."

8. From tli- Sam I
\ you," write- Aloys Bl

from America, " when one is away liom home in the

wide world, and sings to himself for company, then for

the first time he notices that he only knows the fust

- of a number of songs, and has always caught the

rest from others as he went along. I have almost twist-

d my head oil' with thinking, and yet they will not

come to my mind. Now I had a favor to ask, but was

afraid; but will yon please get the old schoolmaster to

write oil' all our old village songs, and then send them,

or bring them when you come. I will gladly pay him

l good price.''

9. From " Lautabachrr." The new teacher and his

friends seated themselves near the brook, and sang,

I.auterbaeher, meanwhile, regretting that he was not

better acquainted with the " songs of the people."

" Now mow I by Nechar,

Now mow I by Rhine,

New imvc I a Behntele,

Now is she not mine ?

What good is it mowing

Where there's no grass or hay ?

What use is a Sehut/lc

Whe never w ill stay ?

And when I 'in a mowing

Ity Nechar and Rhine,

I 'II throw to the river

Mj gold ring so fine.

It floats in the Nechar,

It floats down thr Rhine.

And swims to the ocean

My gold ring so fine.

And ns it is swimming

It 's swallowed by a flsh

The f.sh soon will aerve

King Karl for a dish.
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The King will imagine

Whoso ring this might be.

Then will my Schatz tell him

The ring came from me.

My Schatzle comes springing

On mountain and plain,

And brings me my gold ring

To Nechar again.

I '11 mow by the Nechar,

I'll mow by the Rhine,

And throw my gold ring

To the river again."

It will be seen the composers of these " common peo-

ple's songs "inherit much of the genius and spirit of

Mother Goose. It is probable that nothing but son

of this nature would please the rough peasants of the

Schwarzwald.

MUSIC OF EARTH AND HEAVEN.
1 Lord, what music hast thou provided for the saints

in heaven, when thou affordest bad men such music

on earth 1 "

—

Isaac Walton.

I heard a warbling lark,

On its upward flight it sprang

;

The very air around.

With its rich, clear music, rang.

And I fancied that the bird

That sang so close to heaven,

To give the very sounds

That reached it hence, had striven.

I heard a holy hymn,

The Lord of hosts it praised;

And it seemed as if the soul

Were with the voice upraised.

'T was but a boy that sang,

But methought an angel's tone

Must have echoed in his ear,

When he made those notes his own.

O God, if such on earth

Thy imperfect praise can be,

Poured by a soulless bird,

Or human minstrelsy,

What can mortal heart conceive

Of the golden harps above,

That are never, never strung

But by purity and love ?

CONCERT AT THE COURT OF QUEEN VICTORIA.

Towards eight o'clock the musicians and artists, who
are selected to perform, appear in St. James' Park,

pass through the gateways and spendid halls of Buck-

ingham palace, and enter the oval shaped concert sa-

loon, where the chapel musicians have already assem-

bled. The chapel, (this meaning here a collection of

singers and players, a choir, or choir and orchestra,)

consists partly of persons in constant employment by

the queen, and partly of those brought in for a time

to take part in the concerts, the regular orchestra not

having force enough for grand symphonies and the

like. The extras are dressed in black, like Mr. Ander-

son, royal music director. Her majesty's own, on the

contrary, wear peculiar vest buttons, and blue dickeys.

An Italian, wonderful homely, but elegantly dressed,

is walking up and down with a very self-satisfied air,

as if he was master of the house, glancing at every one

in a manner which seems to say, " Nobody, surely no-

body is as handsome as I." He looks often to the wel-

fare of his toilette, now stops to smooth down a fold,

now passes before a mirror to wonder at the beautiful

arrangement of his hair, in which, however, he is from

time to time making alterations. This is Herr Costa,

the favorite of the Haut-ton, because he accompanies

Italian misses so prettily when they sing.

Now the queen appears with Prince Albert, and oth-

er individuals of high rank ; her majesty sinks down

on a sofa. A master of ceremonies gives the perform-

ers a sign that they can be seated. The chapel musi-

cians remain standing, and the concert commences.

Prince Albert directs these concerts, and as he loves

good music, he takes care that some pieces of the best

nastcrs are performed. The playing is not extraor-

dinary. One would think that a royal orchestra, es-

pecially that appertaining to British royalty, would be

omposed exclusively of artists of the first rank. It is

not so. You hear, usually, in these concerts, a sym-

phony and an overture, one or two pieces by celebrated

players who happen to be in the city, and five or six Ital-

ian songs, accompanied very skillfully on the piano by

Mr. Costa, although his long nails, (for he follows the;

fashion.) make him hold his fingers almost straight. 1

He is now the humblest of the humble.

After the first part, the queen rises, and enters into

conversation with the invited, and says flattering-

things to the musicians. Prince Albert says little, but

that little shows a sound judgment and taste. After

the second part, the queen rises and retires, the orches-

tra playing " God save the Queen."

If a lady of rank gives a concert, it is of course quite

similar to the model at the court, the orchestra, and

' God save the Queen," being left out. There is anoth-

er point of difference
;
Queen Victoria invites but few,

and the ladies many, their saloons being crammed

with auditors. When Dragonetti was alive, he was

present at most of these entertainments. In songs he

would improvise an accompaniment to the piano forte,

and imitate wind instruments on his three great strings.

This power over the double base was not what pleased

the most, although in itself wonderful, and worthy of

praise. But when he brought out powerful tones in

tutti passages, people began to be astonished, and to

think that he earned his fee, (15 to 25 dollars per!

evening;) and when at the end, three mighty chords'

caused windows, walls and ceiling to rattle and shake;!

they would exclaim, " Very fine ! I never heard any

thing like it! beautiful! every note like a cannon ball!"

Such kind of applause reminds one of the judgment of

Midas.

Music in Schools.—A meeting of the " Somerset

County ( Me. ) Teachers' Association," was held at

Skowhegan, on the 17th and 18th of December. The

People's Press, published in that town, reports the pro

ceedings. The question was discussed, " would the in

troduction of music into common schools be benefi

cial q
.
" We extract the following from the report of

the discussion on this question :

'Dr. Marden urged in support of the affirmative,

that the introduction of music would relieve scholars,

both physically and mentally; and by furnishing an

innocent recreation, would keep scholars from many
temptations to evil, and render the government of

schools easier.

Col. Fletcher feared it would divert the attention

from more important things ; and that only the sensibili-

ty to melody would be cultivated ; and that there would

be a want of harmony which would be prejudicial to

the future acquisition of the true principles of music.

Mr. Jones, of Norridgewock, advocated the affirma-

tive from the soothing and elevating effects of music.''

ORGANS IN LONDON-NO. X.

St. Andrew's, llolborn.—The organ at this church was

originally built by Harris, and rebuilt by Russcl, with

a new swell added afterwards, and revoiced, and a set

of pedals added by Hill in 1840. It is now a fine or-

gan.

4 Principal

5 Doublette
6 Flageolet

7 Cornopean
8 Trumpet
9 Oboe

10 Clarion -

IC-feet pedal pipes, 2 oct'v's

choir organ.

GREAT ORGAN.

1 Bourdon
2 Tcnoroon
3 Open diapason

4 Stop diapason
5 Principal

6 Twelfth
7 Fifteenth

8 Sesquialtrea

9 Mixture
10 Trumpet
11 Clarion

SWELL ORGAN.

1 Tenoroon Dulcina
2 Open diapason

3 Stop diapason

St. John's, Westminster.—The organ at this church

is one built by the elder Hill.

1 Open diapason
2 Stop diapason
3 Principal

4 Flntc
5 Fifteenth

6 Cromorne

GREAT ORGAN.

1 Bourdon
2 Tenoroon
3 Open diapason

4 Stop diapason

5 Principal

6 Twelfth
7 Fifteenth

8 Sesquialtrea

9 Tierce

10 Furniture

11 Trumpet

CHOIR ORGAN.

1 Stop diapason

2 Principal

3 Flute

4 Fifteenth

SWELL ORGAN.

1 Open diapason
2 Stop diapason
3 Principal

4 Doublette
5 Cornopean
6 Trumpet
1 octave 16 ft. pipes, CCC

to CC.

Raphael made twenty sketches before he could draw,

at a certain time, a cardinal's hand to his satisfaction.

Buffan wrote a piece sixteen times. Beethoven com-

posed four different overtures to one of his operas, and

changed the parts to several after they were completed.

Such labor did these great spirits take on themselves,

ere they believed a work fit to be heard. Many com-

posers now-a-days cannot understand how so much

time could be spent in composition and revision, hence

the number of their incompetent, unfortunate produc-

tions. Long years toil masters, and cannot reach per-

fection. The genial spirit receives his, though in

dreams. Chcrubini began composing the opera, " Ali

Boba," in his sixtieth year, and finished it in his sev-

entieth.

—

Algemeine Zcitung.

People in these days, says the Norfolk Democrat, can

relish a piece of music in church, which, in years gone

by, was un-put-up-a-ble with. We recollect to have

heard some years since of a good old lady who abrupt-

ly left her pew when the choir were singing St. Martins,

declaring as she went from the church, she "couldn't

stay there to hear 'em sing dancing tunes." A deacon in

a country town, was exceedingly shocked, and as hasti-

ly left his meeting, upon the introduction of a violin

among the singers, declaring " if God could not be wor-

shipped without a fiddle, He might go unworshipped."
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We take the libeny to send the present number to

We have said that the principal design of this paper
j

is to be instrumental in the improvement of church

mil- i«-. "We know not how church music can be im-

ANCIENT PSALM TINES.
If anything can show the importance of sustaining

periodicals devoted to music, it is absurd articles like
proved, unless improvement is node in the science of

t] , c Wtewillg , Tlu; r^, Courk,

r b „ , ^^
^
music, and we consider everything tending to improve-

,iBhed] ilimil , llia , jour|lilIi wlli(h pmseaaee „ \,,QM in .

incut in the science of music, as directly tending to im- «.,„_„_ „,.„„ ,,,„ „,;„ , <• •• j
such persons who are not subscribers, as we presume . , .

, , ,

n««»ce over the minds of its readers, most of whom
, . . ,,..,. , provement in church music. More than anything else h>T. nndnnhhullii >.- >n, ,.„,i .i.„ •» « . .• i 1

to be interested in music. Within a doaen years sev-' ... . .
"

,

nave undoubtedly swallowed the ideas set forth m the
. , . , , .

",. do we consider improvement in the art ot teaching as ,,-.„„«„. „ s „~..,.,i ......i. ,„.i „. . ,.• .

eral musical periodicals have been started in this coon- .
'. ,.

, , , ,

areTument M gospel truth, and yet, it is self-evident
' _ important to our main object, and consequently the sub- ,,,.,. fll„ „j;,„r !.„„,„„ „„ „ , . .. .

try. which have survived but a few months. To most, i. ' ,. .„ . ,
."

that the editoi knows no more about music than he
.... , , , ectol teaching will receive particular attention at our j.-. „k,™» »v_ :„k,.i, ;,,.,, „ „< t w . . ,.

we believe all of these, we have been subscribers, and J b '. docs about the inhabitants of Le \ erners planet. If

queatlj hare had reason to note their rise and

fall. Some never got beyond the second or third

numbers, and probably expired from lack of persever-

ance on the part of their publishers. Others lingered!

through hall' or three quarters of a volume, and then

stopped, cheating those who had paid in advance, of]

their subscriptions. Others still, were published at all

sorts of times, sometimes coming out once a week, then

suddenly making their appearance once in two months,

anon, rousing themselves again into a weekly, or si mi-

monthly, for a short space, and then relapsing again,

until they finally disappeared for good and all. Some

of these journals were such miserable affairs that they

never ought to have been sustained, and it reflects hon-

or upon the musical community that they were not.

Others, however, were well conducted, instructive and

interesting, and before we became an editor oorself, i!

was always a puzzle why they were obliged to stop.

The principal design that we have in publishing the

' :te, is to contribute our mite towards improving

cliui eh music. Sadly does it need improvement, andj

wc sec no possible hope of its ever receiving the atten-

tion it deserves, or of its ever being conducted in the

manner it should be, unless the community can have

some such means for information upon the subji

they enjoy for information upon all other subjects.

Many methods have been advocated for improving this

department of public worship, but as far as our obser-

vation extends, they have never amounted to anything,

except that music may have been improved in :
!

.

ticular neighborhood of those who have been active for

the improvement. Wc have no hesitation in declaring

our opinion, that in almost all the churches in the coun-

try, the music is in a disgraceful condition, in a condi-

tion, which, if God regards the exercises of public wor-

ship, as we have every reason to believe h< does, cannot

but be unacceptable in his sight. As we have already

said, we do not see how there can be improvement in

this department, unless the public can be enlightened

upon the subject of music, and wc sec not how infor-

mation can be disseminated in any belter, indeed, in

any Other way, than through the same medium used

for disseminating inl on all other sul

ularly, it seems to us, do choristers and music

I
h n a ding BS is found in the columns

musical paper; Indeed,how thej can do without it,

i- more than we can divine. A chorister who nevei

reads anj thing relating to his duties, ;,, no more quali-

fied to perform them, than ymnn lo perform

with no assistance from the thoughts and

studies of others. A clergyman cannot be found who
. ly read a religion pap i . would thai

a choir leader could [lOI be found, who does not regu-

larly read I musical paper. Depend upon it, no man is

fit to conduct inch sacred and importai . as arc

the praises of the sanctuary, who docs not acquaint

himself with the improvement! and views of others.

hands. In short, the Gazette is a paper devoted to mu-
(he conlno .,ilions of IIamk., Moza ,., yu ,uU .u>lthn „,„,

sic, and musical intelligence generally, church music
„ u .

, iki . „„ Inu>i( .

,hc („ 1M1 ,OMtions n;mu .a jn thc fol .

being its principal subject.
, nn^ ;mu . k. m mil , )y &^^k

This paper has now been in existence two years.

During this time it has not, in a single instance, failed

of making its appearance punctually, at the appointed

time. It has thus far escaped the fate of the periodi-

cals we have mentioned, and we trust will escape it.

until musical periodicals are so far multiplied, that the

disappearance of one will not be felt. We feel confi-

dent no one will find fault with our paper maker, and

sun no one can bring ought against our printer : of the

editors, modesty forbids our speaking.

And now gentlemen and ladies to whom this number

may be sent, will you favor us with your patronage ?

Music is an art well worth the time and money of all the

human race. It is no frivolous amusement, hut a gilt

of God to man, for his glory and our benefit. You do

well to cultivate it; will you not understand it better

enjoy it more, and do more good through its instru

mentality, by becoming a regular reader of our col

limns !

At the commencement of our last volume we pub

li.shcd quite a column of commendations, which wc

picked up from our exchanges. We did not intend to

publish a single one this year, but just before our copj

was made up, wc happened to glance through the last

number of the New London Advocate, where we found

the following, which is so apropos, that we cannot help

reprinting it, and tendering our hearty thanks to the

editor for his flattering notice.

Boston Mi.sical Gazette.—This is the title of a

very handsome quarto paper of t published

by Messrs. A. X. & .1. C. Johnson, in Boston, once a

fortnight, at ?1 per year. It is devoted entirely to mu-

sical matters, and much judgment, tact, and talent. U

displayed by the editors in the discharge of their duties,

l'hcy are by no means advocates of any ultra notions,

and do not push their views either to one extreme or

ther, but earnestly endeavor to awaken a health-

ful and vigorous interest among all classes in relation

to the subject of music, and zealously advocate such a

reform in our church music as will tend to make it bet-

ter and I" in t from Near to year, to the end that it linn

become, as it was designed to do, an (dement ill the

means used for the regeneration of the world. We
commend the Gazette to all preachers of theg

ers of music, and all interested in this nobli ci

eliec.

It is now five v., eka Bince wc have received an

lib musical periodical. When our papers come it will

ibly be all at once, and wc will endi avor to make

up the deficiency in our foreign Intelligence,

The Boston Courier says nine-tenths of the fashiona-

ble church music is a libel on devotion, and ought to

be hooted from society.

Too true ; but what will be done about it ! If there

is one thing for which we arc willing to be taxed more
than another, it is for the support of music in com-

mon schools—for we hope another generation will be

able to make church music what it should be—devo-

tion, not noise.— Cambridge Chronicle.

Wc would be as public-spirited as our neighbor in

regard to taxation for the teaching of music in com-

mon schools, if the music taught there were not chiefly

of that sort that has no more vitality than the humming
of a dying locust. What improvement has been made
in thc singing in schools, within two or three years, we
cannot undertake to say, for we have not v entUred with-

in the hearing of it since we were obliged to visit

dally the schools in our good city of Cambridge. Its

Character then was much like that which IS heard, ill

the church or meeting house—namely, one continued

drawling of common chords: Sing—song— Ding

—

dong— String—strong—Ring—rong.

This is thc allegro style. The adagio is like unto it,

except that there is a slight prolongation of sound,

thus: Si—ng—so—ng—Di—ng—do—ng. Some sing-

ers, in order to give greater effect to their performance,

introduce a hitch and a jerk, as thus: Si'lii—ng

—

so' ho—ng—Di'hi—ng—do' ho—ng, and so on, through

six or eight stanzas, long metre.

This is generally done >ix times every Sunday. Be-

fore this fashionable murder of B hymn Is finished, those

of the audience who are not mentally cursing the stu-

pidity of thc choir, are asleep. It Is matter for wonder

that clergymen do not protest again.-t such profanation.

They must see that the general character of the sing-

ing neither inspires devotion nor aids piety. If choirs

WOUld sing some of the old American nines— the Com-

positions of Billings, Read, Swan, and Holden, inter-

mingled with Old Hundred, St. Martins. Bangor, and

Colchester, and the like— tunes which have a charac-

ter that Impresses Itself on the memory, and enables all

the congregation to join m the singing, they would not

be obliged to sing, nor would the minister be obliged

h, preach so often to empty pews or snoring veranippsrs.

A duet by a bumble-bee and a mosquito—the hum-

ming of the first being the BOSS, and thc buzzing of thc

other thc treble, would exhibit as much variety as the

greater part of the sacred music (sacred trash!) that

ha- been published (luring thc last thirty years.

Hut thc good old days of New Kngland music have

We are obliged to continue several articles from our passed away, and the singing-masters who compose

last volume into this. "Wc can, however, furnish hack

numbers of volume second to all who mav wish them.!

and teach it, arc known only in lii.-tory as an extinct

race. " Professors " have taken their place, and very
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properly liave assumed this more fashionable title ; they

profess what they have not taste to appreciate, power to

' teach, nor capacity to learn. It would be difficult to

find a pupil of a modern " professor"—or even a " pro-

fessor " himself—who could sing Billings's Majesty,

Read's Sherburne, or Epson's Lenox—pieces which once

had power to excite an audience, and which, if per-

formed now, would fill a meeting house quicker than

the most eloquent preacher in the country. Then,

three or four pages of Rules, that could be committed

to memory and reduced to practice in three or four

evenings, were all-sufficient to bring forward a choir of

singers. Now, fifty or a hundred pages of " elements,'

made ofjaw-breaking derivations from Greek and Lat

in, and all the musical terms to be found in the French

and Italian vocabularies, clumsily anglicized or yan

keefied, are to be studied ; and if the pupil, after six

month's or a year's beating of brains, should get a tol-

erable idea of what the " professor" would be at, ( though

many of the pupils get tired and disgusted in less than

half that time) he is probably qualified to join in the

Si' hing—so' hong

—

Di' hing—do' hong

—

that is so admirably adapted to excite the " spirituali-

ty-" of a congregation.

We believe it was the celebrated preacher, White-
field, who first adapted devotional poetry to the old

popular songs of the Scotch and English, because, as

he said, it was not right that the devil should have all

the good music. If the good old music could be re-

stored and once more form a part of public worship,

we should be willing that the devil should take the
" professors," and wish him much joy of his bargain.

—

Boston Courier.

For the Musical Gazette.

Messrs. Editors—In the Boston Courier of Janu-
ary 1, I have just read an apparently editorial article

on the subject of church music. Most decidedly on the

church music of the " moderns," is that article. He, the

author, is down on it as one might say—as if the art, as

at present taught, deserved the foot of all wise men and
their children. Fain would the Courier, respectable
as it is, forever crush the teacher, (at least in Cam-
bridge public schools) and the music (the " sing-hong")
he teaches. " If the good old music, says that paper,
could be restored and once more form a part of 'pub-
lie worship,

' we should be willing that the devil should
take the professors (of the present day) and wish
him much joy of his bargain." One might ask, what
kind of religion did that " old music promote, the pos
sessors of which cherish such sentiments, as are inculca
ted by the paragraph above quoted. My own opinion is,

that even the " old Lenox and Majesty " of which thi

Courier speaks so rapturously, never taught, in thei
palmiest days, such selfish principles as those alluded
to. And if the bringing that music back again into
the church should not have a tendency to remove such
unhallowed notions from the mind of the Courier, I
think the fault must be found in the stubborness of the
Courier, not in " old Lenox " even. But it seems to mc
the editor aforesaid need not feel it necessary to conJ
sign by a wish, all modern musicians and teachers of
music, to the hands of his chosen keeper. He may
have his ears gratified without so much expense per
haps. Let him wish nobody harm, and take his usual-

ly judicious course; put his wise cap on, or rather, take

it not off—and proceed as an editor of a public journal

should, and if the thing be feasible and proper, if his

plan of introducing old Billings and Swan &c, " befit

the public mind, he will speedily find those favorite

singers of his making " a loud noise " in his church and

in other churches. There is no music on earth so

much admired by those least acquainted with any kind

of music, as the music (some of it) specified by that

shrewd (as all men say) editor of the Courier. Only

let us sing the music such as Lenox and its kin, the

real fugus of American authors who flourished, be

fore, in, and just after the days of the Revolution; and
we will fill our singing seats with singers, and your

ears with sounds. But if that kind of music ivas good,

and is good, I am sure that the music of such tunes as

Hebron, Boylston, Downs, Marlow, Windham, (some-

what older) is good too. And the Courier would find

after a while, if the " old music of which he speaks,

were generally introduced, (that is, if he, the editor is

in the habit of going to church much,) that some of our
modern church music would be quite acceptable, now
and then, at least, as, says one near by—" to grease the

wheels " occasionally.

I am pretty certain, that if Billings and Swan were
omewhat in use, we should all value more than we
now do, our best modern church music. I have no spe

cial objection to the introduction of some of " Lenox "

kind of music if the people need it, but as a "modern,'
though not very young, I do not like to obtain it at

the cost of such a consignment as the Courier so wil

lingly assents to. And what reasonably selfish man
would ? The fact is, we have devoted a good deal of

good time to church music, and we believe that the

worship of the sanctuary, (we mean the worship of God
in the sanctuary,) is promoted by the use of some of

our modern church music. That it docs not fill our
houses with true worshippers as rapidly as Lenox-like
music would call together hearers, for a while, who
might " come in to be tickled, and go out to jeer," may-
he true, but that fact may not be a sufficient reason for

the condemnation and consignment which the Courier
holds necessary.

In respect to music, as taught in the public schools of
Cambridge, I have no reason from the Courier, to be-

ieve that it has not been taught well. If it has not been
well taught, whose business was it, when the editor

was an official among the school men, to see that good
teachers were provided ? Billings has left us, has he
not? as well as the lamented music, and he cannot
now be had as a school teacher. Swan is absent
also, but thero are pretty good teachers in our land
yet. Will the editor of the Courier try his hand?
At any rate find the best you can, and who is a

easier "committee man" than the editor of the far

renowned Boston Courier, a paper to which we look
with pleasure for editorials on many topics. As to the
musical article under inspection, we don't like the con-

signment part of it, neither do we perceive the pertinence
of the objections raised against the Cambridge music
teachers. A discription, made up of sing-hong, or si'-

hing, and so'-hong seems to be a dialect as unusual in

the Courier as it is indefinite to its readers.

If the editors of the Gazette shall admit the above
we shall be glad to offer an article or two on the gen-
eral subject of teaching music in public schools.

Respectfully, not Cambridge.'

From the LouUville Journal.

MUSJC.
BY MRS. AGNES S. COLEMAN.

Tlmt piece of BOnp,
That old and antique tune we heard last night.

SHAKSI'EASE.

'Twas sunset—softly round the heights

The darkening shadows lay,

And quietly day's golden light

In glory passed away.

A wanderer from that blessed land,

Where the old pilgrims prayed,

I stood where western zephyrs bland

O'er the blue waters played.

And lo, soft tones fell on my ear,

One of my mother's lays

That I had often sta}red to hear,

Amid my childhood's plays.

It came not now from that old cot,

Shaded by elms and vines,

That low, sweet song, still unforgot,

The lay of oilier times.

Ah no, from Bell Riviere's green shore.

Where banner floateth free,

That old tune greeted me once more.

In tones of melody.

Strange what a rush of feeling springs,

Sometimes, at music's flow
;

When visions o'er the heart it brings

Of scenes of long ago.

Yea, I have yielded to its spell,

And tears have fallen like rain,

As on my weary ear there fell,

An old familiar strain.

'Tis thus the sweet perfume of flowers

—

A rose-leaf or a song

—

Will waken thoughts of other hours.

Of friends ne'er worshipped long.

Again we dream they're by our side.

The cherished, dearly prized

;

We see once more the glance of pride.

The smile so idolized ;

—

The dark curls in their beauty lie

Above the pearless brow

;

The beaming radiance of that eye

Seems resting on me now.

Again that voice is on our ear,

In its own honied tone;

We list, the low, kind words to hear,

Alas ! we're but alone.

Aye, to the tones of melody

A magic spell is given,

To brighten gems of memory
That we shall bear to heaven.

In that serene and tuneful land,

Friends meet to part no more;

But joyously, and hand in hand,

They walk that blessed shore.

No pale cheek there shall ever know
The grief of heart opprest

By cold neglect, and crushed by woe,

For there the weary rest.
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HARMONY ANDJTHOROUGH BASE.

I 11 AFTER ONE.

In our first volume wc attempted to publish a series

of Instruction in Harmony, but after going through a

few articles, we found it impossible to do anything in

our contracted space, and gave it up. We propose now

to publish a few short chapters, describing the nature

of these sciences, but shall not attempt anything like an

explanation of their principles.

The musiral effect, or idea, which forms what arc

called tunes, is produced by the combination and sue-'

m of sounds. Each combination of sounds pro-

duces its own peculiar effect, and the same combination

will always produce the same effect. Three sounds

holding the relative position of a first, major third, and

perfect fifth with each other, will, in every sen-

cept in regard to pitch, always produce the same musi-

cal effect, let them be sung or played in any part of the

scale. So with all other combinations. The same Bu

sion of sounds will always produce the same effect. The

science of Harmony teaches the effect produced by all

possible combinations of sounds, and the effect pro-

duced by all possible successions of sounds. A thorough

harmonist knows precisely the effect which will be pro-

duced by any given combination of sounds, as well

without hearing them, as he would by hearing them

played.

SINGING.

There is nothing to which we are so warmly attach-

to good singing, and wc believe it is proverbially

true that in a community where this science is cultiva-

ted and cherished, crabbed, petulant, morose disposi-

tions are seldom found, nnd good cheer, friendly ami

affectionate intercourse will always be found to prevail

universally. Instrumental and vocal music, (when ap-

propriate words are breathed forth from a well cultiva-

ted voice,) kindles the imagination, and elevates and

purifies the affections. Mis. Child, if we mistake not,

lid, that love is the inmost univei of all

things. Music, being disembodied tone, is the expres-

lion of love, or the affections, in a general sense.

—

- like a pervading soul, into all things

of literature and art: giving painting its tone, archi-

tecture its harmony, and poetry its rythtn. "Music

(she continues) is die voice <<( God, and poetry his km-

I never come into the presence of music with-

out feeling inclined to uncover my head and put on a

ind, as the ancients did when they entered the

temples of their gods. This feeling does not arise

merely from the delight of hearing sweet sounds. It

i- bonded on the conviction that music represents the

motion of the universe, and expresses the infinite

ii. The mint/ of man cannol perceive

this j
but his heart beat lome of the mystic whisperings

and the ,-, lor the time, place him in harmonious rela-

tion with the All-pervading one." If all this is the re

suit of sweet, SOUl-inspiring music— if the rough cor

tiers of our nature Can be thus happily subdued, and

rendi tible of the finer impressions, thus sweet-

ening all the social relations of life, instruction in

inly ought to occupy a prominent place among
• her branches of popular education. Music is a

ace which i acquired without labor, and

qualification to teach—to present tie- rudiments in a

clear and comprehensive manner—to lead the pupil

along through all the technicalities of the staff, so as to

make him even a passable performer, requires the study

of years, and wc hold the man thus qualified as claim-

ing respect equal to any in the long catalogue of pro-

fessorships.

—

Northern Inti Uigencer.

Position of the mouth in ringing.—From tin

system of Bernacchi, of Bologna.—Without a proper posi-

tion of the mouth, it is impossible to produce a good

tone. The following rules must be carefully observed.

1. The under jaw must fall from the upper so far.

that one can see the tongue.

2. The under jaw and the lips must not twist to the

right or left, but fall perpendicularly.

3. The lips must not be brought into a round form,

or placed in nn unnatural position, but must be opened

easily and without constraint.

4. The tongue must be level, and lie so that its tip

just touches the under teeth. It should not stand up

or roll itself into a ball. The tongue is ''an unruly

member," and will not always take the proper position

without force. It may therefore he pushed down by

means of a stick cut in the right shape, or by the han-

dle of a silver spoon. This must be persevered in un-

til all traces of the evil habit have disappeared.

5. The lips must not be totally withdrawn from the

teeth, else a shrill, disagreeable sound will follow.

6. The proper position of the mouth must be taken

commencing a tone. The contrary will cause a

sort of howl.

7. The position of the mouth must not be changed

during the emission of a tone.

8. In repetition of the same word, the position of the

mouth must not he altered, else the same vowel will

have different pronunciations.

Ein feste ntJRG ist i nsek Gott.—(A good strong

is our Cod.)—When Frederick III., elector of the

Palatinate, was asked why he omitted building fortress-

es for the public security, he replied in the words of!

Luther's choral, "A good strong castle is our God.'
-

;

We have two subjects, well dispos< d neighbors, and in

case of need a respectable number of soldiers, who

tight not only with arms of steel and iron, hut with

prayer.

In the year 1547, after the battle of Muhlburg, the;

emperor Charles V. seized the pi of elector]

Wolfgang, and presented them to count Sigasmund of

Ladron, declaiming Wolfgang an outlaw. On the

approach of the emperor's soldiers to Bernburg, thej

nobleman was obliged to leave his palace and his city.

Ajshe rode through the market place he sang with a

loud voice, the above choral,

" A good strong castle is our God,

A trusty shield and weapon."

AVU,B SHORTLY- BE PUBLISHED,
THE CHOIR CHORUS BOOK, a collection of choruses adapted t»

the capacitiea of cholr», elected from the works of Handel, Hay-
den, Mozart, Mendelsohn, Spohr, Rossi ui.nnd other celebrated com-

posers, by A. N. JOHNSON. I hll work will contain a large number
of the most popular choruses w huh are found in (he oratorios, masses,
and other works of the great masters, arranged with parlieular rcfer-

< hoir practice. Leery leader of a choir has doubtless experi-
enced the want of a species of sacred music of a higher order than is to be
found in church music books, which will at once interest the numbers
of a choir. Improve: their tastes and utility foi jnfbimancc, and be to
them un atlditiunui inducement to attend with punctaalltj the nwes-

the choir fol practice, The Choii Chorus liook is intended
to supply Ihll want. The choruses contained, in it have been se-
lected with particulur reference to the cor: re, and arc of
that character which will never fail to interest iiml pleaar, however
much they may he practiced. Those who are familiar with the cho-
ruses of the- great raaatore, know that the v never loae their inti m st by
repetition. ft U believed that thie work wil t varic-

ueh choruses us will make It a nev, atereet
Although it will contain nearly or quite as much vocal music as the

chorus books published in this coiiutiy, the price Will
cced thai .t common church mueic hooka. The author has

shown the proof aheeta, and explained tnt dealgn of the wi
nl gentlemen who have had long cxperienci .ndhaa
liberty to publish the following

Mr. Geo. F. Root, organist of the Mercer St. Church, New York.

Mr:. Johnson.- Dear Sir- Having Been the copj of some of tiw che>
n your Intended publii r reqiieet I cheerfully expreaa

that such ii work will he of the higheet utility in the train-

l
in furnishing never '

it te-iest-

ing the members, and in affording them the opportunity tor practicing
the immortal compositions ot Ihoee whose namea will never die, an, t

•irks will never grow old. I am glad to learn from you that
the hook la to bl he e n charg-
ed for choral honks a price which a ill douhtli s, in- within the means
ol'all. I will only add, that ah your Inteution tome,
I have been impatient to introduce the work Into my choir—nnd sub-
scribe myeelf, Truly: GEO. F. ROOT.

I r. Sumner Bill, organiat at the Old South Chute!
11. F. Edmands, conductor of mi Haptist

Church in Host. in, and Mi. Josiah Osgood, organist at W innisimmet
Church, in Chelaea.

Having, nt Mr. Johnson's request, examined the proof sheets of his

entitled the " Choir Chorus Hook," we cheerfully express our
opinion that the work will be a valuable acquisition to tin choir music
of the day. No one ever yet became weeny • t practicing the choruaeai

of the great mastera. No oneeveryet practiced them without
taate, and improving hia ability for performance, ami we. rejoice

that cli' an opportunity to
i

\\ liirh I real they in the mselves inspire, will e xcrcise an
i Influence upon the perfoin simple

.he sanctuary. B. F. EDM wns.
IT! 1111.1.,

.1. OSGOOD.
The Choir Chorus Book will he published by Geo. 1'. Heed. No. ir

Trenton! Reiw, Boston, and be for sale at music and book store-s gener-
ally, throughout the eountiy. nl. Jan. 31.

MXGI.VG IH COMMON SCHOOLS.
mo SCHOOL COMMJ1 M.v "If yon wish to create and sus-

I tain kind Pei tthe pupils of the I :«hii
-*- the teacher and the pupil - ie> se.n, n and si.t due the te mpt i I

serve good order and chcerfulneaa, without the uee of ha id and •

D spina a taste- teir and a know ledge of an urt which may
he made nil innocent amusement ill after

thy "f acquisition than a knowledge Of the busi-

The means required forthe purpi hleh have till

within a I, w years bet n deficient, are now happih supplied in the fol-

lowing bnoka, with but moderate attainments in tin- teacher:
1. The Manuel of Inetructton of tfat demy.
l>. Tin i

i Mr. I.. Mason.
I or the other or all of the following beautiful little song books:

The I ol Song-hook, by 1m Mason.
luvenllc Singing School, by Messis. .Mason and Webb.

The Primary Bt I dk,
"

Dg lieiok of Hi ." " " "

arc all that are necessary in addition to the black-board.

Cam ill- I'll I

1

1 lie I e e ks : .

Boston i OLIVER DIT80M.

CONCERT MVSH .

mm: Boston leaden); Collection of Choruaea, edited by L.Mason.
I tin iuished in nianusciipt when order-

-1- eel, at the COSl Ofcopying mere ly.

A grand Chi put en thy strength, O arm of the Lord."

By .\, uk. mi i in, 111 page s, quarto.
concerts, by Hies,.'a pages.

iii. Powei ' Si ng, an interestli
|

tiaea, so-

il., rg - the- po

The Spring part of Haydcn's beautiful Oratorio ol

in ..i the si ben -. ;. • li.no I pagee.

i ,,l i , tale hy W1LKIN8, < M.I EBl 1

INsTRl CTION BOOK
Iii-i: i ...,i l play chnre h miisie- on Ihc milodron, acraphino, m

piano, The only difficulty I learning to

el Inatrumenl
cnlty eit plaj in;- 1 parts at once, i Jo

l in k at Hie same l

tuanuer that Ihemini the idcaoi tin' mhhmi. in tin

I I,, think ol lour .

. which last it is impoesibli lo do, tying In Un - I o

Hi.' work entitled "Ikbtbdctioki is Tuonouou Base, hy A N,

JoaittOM," the' sound tied into chords, in a periectij

. . m< (hod, ' a. Ii
•

e \| I inatinn " bcl

i *. the intelligent practice of which cannol fallta

play church muso- upon any kayad inatrumenl
,, itii accuracy ami fluancj

.

Published ' Band, No. 17 Treinont Row, Boston, ami for

sale by book and music dealers generally. nl. Jan. SI.

THE MAY F1M IV lis.

Ami -i, LL RECREATION FOR FLOWER TTHK By J. C.

JOHNSON. This tltUi i k eantiin, the elements of a floral con-
eeit iii contraction wllh the- coronation of u Queen of May, or

Queen of flowers. Teachers who have juvenile, elaaeee, we aid do well
i

ii, received large audiences, an mluma
. corating fcc. subjeiin-

llars per hundred.

Jan.SL Publiahcdby B. B. Ml SSI. V at CO.

QIsB.ES.
mil BOSTON GLE1 I C.bj I MASON. One of the most

I matenr of our country, which could
-*- reaeliU I .. del Ised, 's the " Ke.s i Maaon
.,,1 vYahb. 1 evinced in this collection, and the care

with which tin excluded everj nl there-

dmlratlon anil encout
„|. nl.l\ l.H III ISDN.

'I'

FOR CHORAL MX II III -.

iei\ AN till M BOOK, being a collection of the best

\eiiintiis and other set piecca of music, extant, for societies and
clioirs. nl. For sale by OLIVER D1TS0N.
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Music by S. CHAPPLK.
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DAUGHTER OF ZION, AWAKE. (CONTINUED.)
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EXTRACTS FROM OUR JOURNAL—NO. XVI

From Antwerp I went by railroad to Brussels, a

beautiful city, about the size of Boston. According to

my custom, I strolled to every part of the city, but

saw nothing musical, or rather saw but one thing of a

musical nature. Just after dark, I heard singing in a

church, and went in. A stageing was built in front of

the altar, and on it were about a hundred singers, and

about thirty instrumental players. They were prac

ticing oratorio music, but arrived at the end of a cho-

rus just about thirty seconds after I entered ;
conse-

quently I did not hear enough to know what tbe ora-

torio was, only I can testify that they sang magnifi-

cently. The conductor commenced an address to the

singers, in a lingo entirely unintelligible to me, when

the sexton stepped up and commenced an address to

me, in a lingo doubtless entirely unintelligible to them.

It consisted of an indifferent imitation of the English

•words, " Clear out." Now the closing strains of the

chorus made such an impression on me, that I might-

ily preferred " staying in,'' and hearing a little more of

the same sort ; and so I found it inconvenient to un-

derstand broken English, just then. His sextonship,

however, was great in philology, and he treated me

to an address embodying pretty much the same senti-

ments, in French; and finding I did'nt understand

that any better than I did English, he rehearsed the

matter in German. I still did not profit by his exhor-

tations ; and his patience and knowledge of languages

having become exhausted, he took me by the coat col-

lar and walked me out. I could find no excuse for

not understanding his meaning now, and so I depart

ed, inwardly grieved that I could neither hear anything

more of the music, nor learn what they were about.

Before pursuing my course towards Germany, I vis-

ited the battle field of Waterloo, which is about an

hour's ride from Brussels. I heard no music there,

but they say there was some there, once.

From Brussels I went to Liege, by railroad, and

from thence to Aix-la-Chapelle, by dilligence. Thi

latter place is a good-sized city, in which there are

numberless hot springs, which pour their waters from

fountains in various parts of the city. It is famous as

the birth-place of Charlemagne, who was buried sitting

on his throne, in a vault beneath the cathedral. I saw

the throne. The body has long since been manufac-

tured into relics. In this cathedral I saw a wonderful

collection of relics, namely : a piece of the true cross

;

the robe worn by the virgin Mary, when Christ was

circumcised ; the arm bone of Simeon, who blessed the

Saviour in the temple; a piece of the sponge from

which Christ drank on the cross ; a link of the chain

with which Paul and Silas were bound. A large com-

pany of us. from the hotel, visited the cathedral togeth-

er, and a priest showed and described to us the relics

Aix-la-Chapelle is in Prussia, a country whose citizens

are the best educated people on earth. I was amazing-

ly astonished at the descriptions of the priest, and after

the company had left the room in which the relics were

contained, I lingered behind, and said, " I am from

America, and I never saw any of these things before;

pray tell me, sir, have you any idea that what you have

told us is true?" He looked around, to be sure we

were alone, gave a most unmistakable shrug, and

disappeared.

THE STEAM SHIP-A DREAM.

CHAPTER SIX.

I saw in my dream that those who regularly attend-

ed the engineer's lessons, greatly profited by them, and

were soon able to manage the machine properly. The

engine itself soon exhibited signs of their skill, for as

their knowledge of its structure and use increased, the

more intolerable was it to them to see it kept in such a

wretched condition ; especially, to hear its dismal creak -

ings when in motion ; and so, as soon as the engineer's

ourse was finished, they set to work with a will to get

the machine in better order. In this they were greatly

troubled by the officious interferance of those of the

ship's company who had not attended the school. Al

though these latter did not know enough about the

engine to know how to open the valves and set it

in motion, yet, when the engineer's pupils commen

ced exercising their newly acquired knowledge, they

were always sure to interfere. It was strange in-

deed that they did so. They were always ready to

acknowledge that they knew nothing about managing

the machine ; nothing could induce them to attend the

school and learn how, and yet have a hand in manag-

ing it they would, at all hazards ; ay, among this class

were many of the influential among the ship's com-

pany, and they not only insisted upon helping manage

the engine, but they insisted upon having it managed

their own way, and still they allowed that they knew

nothing about it. Queer and strange did this all seem

to me. The ship's company seemed perfectly rational

upon all other matters connected with the ship, but in

matters relating to the engine they seemed like natural

fools.

I saw in my dream that I could not imagine why the

ship's company should be so anxious to use the engine.

Had they known of the existence of the submerged

'propeller, or of the sliding cogs, I should not have won-

dered at the pertinacity with which they insisted upon

the engine being set at motion at stated times, but not

a soul on board had the slightest idea of the hiddcD,

but mighty power which the engine possessed to pro-

pel the vessel towards the blissful harbor, and conse-

quently the whole machine was to them a silly play-

thing. There seemed to be some sort of superstition,

which impelled them to a punctilious observance of

set times for working the engine. The management of

the machine now became a matter of serious strife be-

tween the engineer's pupils and the rest of the ship's

company
;
yet, although it was clear to any reasoning

being, that the manner in which the machine was used

impeded rather than assisted the progress of the ship,

not a soul ever suggested the idea of locking up the en-

gine room and abandoning the whole subject ; but every

one seemed to feel in his inmost soul, that go the en-

gine must, although no one ever seemed to care how it

iwent, or for what purpose. The existence of this sen-

jtiment among the ship's company at length brought

matters to a crisis. All felt that the engine must be set

in motion at the stated seasons, at any hazard. The
engineer's pupils were the only ones on board that

eould start it, and they at length got so disgusted at the

unreasonableness and ignorance of the rest of the ship's

company, that they made an agreement among them-

selves, in which they bound themselves not to have any

thing to do with the engine, unless the rest of the ship's

company would let it alone. If the rest of the ship's

company laid a finger npon the engine, they would not

touch it. As the engine would not go unless the engi-

neer's pupils did touch it, and every one felt that it must

go at any rate, the pupils won the day, and from thence-

forth no one of the rest of the ship's company ever

touched the engine. It was a grievous deprivation for

many of the officious ones, but the pupils were inex-

orable, and those ignorant of the structure and use of

the engine had to submit.

HARMONY ANDJTjOROUGH BASE.

CHAPTER TWO.

In our last article we said " the same combination

always produces the same effect." It should have been

,

" the same relative combination always produces the

same effect;" that is, the musical effect, which is call-

ed " the tune," is produced by the relative distances of

the sounds from each other, and sounds placed at the

same relative distances from each other will always

produce the same effect, or " tune." For example, the

melody of Old Hundred is not produced, exclusively,

by the sounds G, G, F$, E, &c, but the same melody

will be produced by any sounds bearing the same rela-

tive relation to each other, that the above-named let-

ters do.

All important musical effects, (except dynamic ef-

fects,) are produced by the relative relations of the

sounds to each other ; and it is consequently absolute-

ly necessary that a harmonist should be able, at a

glance, to comprehend the relative distances of any
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given sounds from each other. The first exercise of and pans and whistling a tune, to lead a large andjjNapolcon seems to have understood the philosophy of

one engaged in acquiring a knowledge of harmony, venomous snake through the streets and fields, over this matter equally well with the bishop, for he forbid

must be to make himself fluently acquainted with the bogs and hills, until he had completely tired him out. the playing of certain airs in crossing the Alps, as his

interval-, so as to be able to till, with instant readiness, 'and prevented him from molesting the people of the, soldiers were perfectly subdued and overpowed by the

the distance between any two given sounds. The in- place upon which he had originally meditated an at- associations called up by them,

terrals are, prime, (or umson,) minor second, major mo- tack. Without intending any reflection on instrumental

ond,svperfl d, dinumshed third, minor tMrd. ma- Recently, in New England, an individual took a walk musicit maybe observed that the best music is the

jor third, perfect fourth, diminished fourth, superfluous to a neighboring wood, in order to spend an hour or two]Imusic of the human voice. The reason of this is, that

fonrth. psrfiet f\f<h, diminished fifth, superfluous fifth, in practicing some airs on bis flute. Having 6eated him- it always expresses the character of our emotions, and

minor sixth, major sixth, superfluous sixth, major seventh, Belfon an old log,he was struck with horrorby observing awakens in others a consciousness of the affection

minor seventh, dimimsht <l a r, nth, octave. In music writ-J just in front of him n huge black snake, erect, and dart-

ten by the best masters, sounds never occur which bear ing forth his tongue, preparatory to an attack. There

any other relations with each other than will form these

intervals. Whoever, therefore, becomes fluently ac-

quainted with these intervals, will be able to compre-

hend, with readiness, the relative distances of any

given sounds.

From the Musician.

INFLUENCE OF MUSIC.

The influence of music upon man and the inferior

animals has been the subject of considerable acrimoni

ous, not to say absurd, discus-ion. Some philosophers

have maintained that among the latter, that is, beasts

even the most ferocious have yielded to its sway. Tim-

Baron Cuvier was of the opinion that the lion, savage

and blood-thirsty a- he is, could be entirely controlled

by the notes of the flute or the guitar. Sir William

Jones entertained a similar opinion. In his remarks

before the Asiatic society, he advanced the position that

music operated upon the lower animals, by awakening

uncontrollable instincts and sympathies. He gave an

instance of a lutanist, playing before a large company

in a grove near Schiraz, in Persia; and while playing

the nightingales in the trees above vied with the musi

cian until they fell to the ground in ecstasy, from

which they were aroused by a change in the music

In opposition to these views, it has been said that

though music may operate to a certain extent upon the

nervous system, it gives rise to no sentimental associa

tions. This is very true; yet in what respect it invali

dates the position Of Messrs. Cuvier and Jones, I can

not conceive. One may talk at pleasure or at random.

about the folly of music affecting the animal Bystem
j

yet when we hare facts to sustain the point, that all are

more or less affected by it, why deny them f Every

reader of history, at least ever] one familiar with the

revolution in France, will doubtless recall Wilson's an-

ecdote of some officers confined in the Bastile, who

found themselves surrounded by scores and hundreds

of musical amateurs, in the forms of Spiders and mice.

whenever they played upon their instruments An of-

ficer in the English navj states a circumstance of like

nature. At the close Of the day he usually took down

his violin, and unused himself and companions with

his performances. Every evening a mouse came out

of his hole to enjov the luxury of music. The little fel-

low danced around from COl 111 r to COrnt r unmolested,

but hi- passion for mu-ieal % il .rations caused bis death

In the midst of a plaintive air he became overpowered,

fell down, and expired

It is only repelling what the reader already we

knows, that in the e.i .
are employed to charm

snakes from villages and boost I, aid thus to save tl

lives of the inhabitants. A modern traveller tells n

story to the effect, that while passing through a town

in North Africa, a charmer succeeded, by rattling sticks

was no retreat. This he at once saw. With a pres-

ence of mind truly remarkable, he placed his flute to

his mouth, and commenced a low and soothing strain.

Suddenly the fire went from the eye of his foe, and in

less than two minutes the snake was stretched quietly

upon the ground, as if dead. The effect had been elec-

tric ; and to render matters safe, and victory complete,

the musician as suddenly seized a stick and killed his

intagonist.

These instances I think amply sufficient to satisfy

the inquiries of any, in regard to the effect of modula-

ted sound, on the lower animals. In respect to the hu-

man mind, the effect of music upon it, though differ-

ent, is not the less powerful. The poor Indian and

Hottentot, will weep under the influence of music, and

iive indubitable proof of their susceptibility to the

milder passions and emotions. The victim of insani

ty has not unfrcqucntly been restored to the use of hi>

reason, by a right use of music, as the reports of cer-

tain lunatic asylums will abundantly testify. The vic-

tim of sorrow too, often feels and owns its magic pow-

er, and throws from mind and heart all gloomy doubts

and fears.

The exile listens to the song,

Once heard his native bowers among,

And straightway on his visions rise

Hope's sunny slopes and cloudless skies!

The warrior, from the strife retired,

By music's stirring strains inspired,

Turns him to deeds of glory done,

To dangers 'scaped, and battles won.

It may sound very much like ultraism to say that

certain diseases can be cured by music alone. Ultra-

ism or whatever else it may be, such however is the

feet. Medical authors account for it on the principle,

that any powerful vibration which may effect the brain.

through the car, will also influence the pulses of the

nervous current as it passes into the muscle, and thus

excite to a newly measured action. Hence the stories

related by that ancient physician, Aselcpiades, of his

in ing hypochondria by the melody of the Bute, and his

vnioval of SChttica, Or rheumatism in the thigh, by the

notes of the trumpet, are not to be ridiculed as absurd.

The influence of mii-ie on the moral nature of man

i- very decided, and cannot be better expressed than in

the wonls of Bishop Beveridgo, which are quoted and

endorsed by Dr. Moore, in his dissertation on the influ-

ence of modulated sound :

''
It ear,-, in my spirit, com-

poses my thought-, delights mj ear. recreates my mind.

and so not only lit- me for alter business, but fills in\

heart at the present with puie and u-el'ul thought-; so

thai when the tUUSiC sounds the sweclc-t in inv car-

truth commonly flows the clearest into my mind ;
and

hence it is, that I find my soul is become more har-

Imonious, by being accustomed so much to harmony."

which we feel. Our bodies are constructed on musical

principles, and from the cradle to the death-bed we are

disposed to express our feelings in measured cadences

of sound and action. Our intellectual and moral vig-

or depends greatly upon our love and cultivation of

music, and our social enjov ments arc enhanced or di-

minished, in proportion as the body and mind harmon-

ize, and are "timed and tuned in all their part-.' The
introduction of music into schools and seminaries of

learning, was not so much, it may be, for the happi-

ness it momentarily conveys, as for the very efficient

aid it affords in disciplining and governing the passions

of the pupils.

As in health and the sunlight of existence, our hearts

are influenced by the strain- of music, so in sickness

and the decline of life, those same strains strike deep

into the soul. The highest harmony belongs to heaven.

It leads the soul from the confused warfare of this

world, far away to another sphere and to another (lime.

It tells of a land where darkness never dwells; where

sickness never comes ; "no tongue can siknt be. but all

join sweet harmony.

'

" O, may we soon again renew that song,

And live in tunc with heaven."

e. house.

LETTERS TO MUSIC TEACHERS.
That veteran in the cause of church music, Thomas

Hastings is publishing a series of articles under the

above title, in the New York Evangelist The follow-

ing i- the sixth which has appeared. The sentiments

contained in it should receive the serious attention of

every one who has anything to do with church music.

The sentences, "Jbr when the Pharisees prayed in order

(obi seen of men, they hud tht very reward they coveted,

while those who in our time seek a similar benefit in the of-

rallyfind themselves engaged in u thank-

ployment" deserves to be printed in capitals, on

the title page of every church music book in the land.

To expose the prevailing abuses in sacred music,

will be comparatively of little avail, unless we can also

prescribe some efficient remedy. This is the next ob-

ject before us. But before enterii g upon it, let us con-

sider for a moment what responsibilities are involved

in the office of praise. The members of a choir too of-

ten entertain loose notions on this subject. They somc-

liincs seem to regard themselves in the light of wind

and stringed instruments,which need only to be skillfully

played and kept in tune; or, like an additional i

Icr to some grand organ whose varied powers must be

weekly exhibited for the gratification <>( the people.

The music engrosses their attention, and if they can so

far sustain it as to attract the notice of the worshippers

below, they imagine themselves entitled to the highest

commendation. In this respect, however, they arc less

fortunate than the Pharisees of old. For when the lat-

ter prayed in order to be seen of men, they had the very
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reward they coveted ;
while those who in our own time

seek a similar benefit in the office of praise, generally

find themselves engaged in a thankless employment.

It is only when the members of a choir are endeavor-

ing to worship the blessed God in their songs, that they

can hope for a hearty response from the worshippers in

the congregation.

in some measure co-operated
;
yet they would have

.been comparatively powerless, but for the omission of

which we speak. Would the members of a choir be

seen to strive for precedence, or to sing habitually with-

out relevant thoughts and emotions in the midst of our

solemn assemblies; or be found. to come over the in-

fluence of the church and the pastor, maintaining a

This low idea of responsibility is doubtless derived separate independence, regardless of all advice and di-

from frequent indulgence in misguided musical exhibi-Wtion—would they do all this, if they had ever been

tions. The bible lends no countenance to this idea. It trained to a constant realization of their religious re

requires of us who sustain the office of praise, to medi-

tate while we sing, as true worshippers. It makes us

individually responsible in praise as in prayer, for what

we are uttering in the divine presence. The spiritual

nature of our religion implies this, and the bible incul-

cates the same principle both by example and precept.

Was the sweet Psalmist of Israel merely singing a

solo, when upon Nathan's solemn admonition, he cried,

sponsibilities 1 Surely they would not. As soon might

we look for such things in a solemn meeting for prayer.

If singers who stand in the solemn presence of thej

heart-searching God, were brought to realize one half

:of the amount of responsibilities they arc assuming,

.they w^ould tremble at the first thought of evil. They

would humble themselves and seek divine assistance

[and direction. They would sympathize with the wor-

" Have mercy upon me, O God ? " Were Paul and Silas dippers below, and strive to promote their edification

giving a musical performance at midnight in the depths

of a dungeon, with their feet fast in the stocks 1 And on

that solemn, that thrilling occasion of the institution of

the sacramental supper, were the disciples with their

blessed Master merely sustaining the melody of some

favorite tune % Away with such an irreligious notion

The bible teaches us to " let the word of God dwell

richly" in our hearts, to "be filled with the spirit," ad-

monishing each other in "psalms, and hymns, and spir

itual songs," and not simply with music, but with grace

in our heaits to the Lord. Though here, just as in pul-

pit oratory, skill is to be employed and taste eonsirfted,

yet this must all be made subservient to the iiiilodij of

the heart. This implies some knowledge of'christian

experience, as well as acquaintance with musical ex-

pression ; and some mental associations hdve so much

to do with musical results, that the mind of the singer,

with respect to emotions, if possible, needs more training

than is usually devoted to the voice. This mental train-

ing is not forgotten in secular music ; but in respect to

the music of the church, it is extensively disregarded.

Here the mind is for the most part left without a guide.

Or rather it is pre-occupied with elemental and artisti-

cal observances, which arc allowed to become so habit-

ual as to prove a hindrance to devout meditation. The
necessity of mental training is allowed in theory, but

neglected in practice. Even where it is not wholly

neglected, it is rather of an artistical than of a religious

nature. The singers are not generally taught, in a

practical way, the important difference which exists

between imaginative emotions and the emotions which

are in accordance with the settled affections of the

heart. The difference, for example, between imagined

repentance, or faith, or hope, and a repentance, or faith.

or hope that is real, proceeding from the heart, and in-

fluencing the life, is often, to all practical purposes, an-

nihilated in song. Even in cases where religious sen-

timentalities are enlisted, how seldom have we seen

them subjected to any practical test, in the process of

self-examination. The thing is not thought of. No
one seems to imagine such a thing to be necessary.

In many cases the very idea would call forth expres-

sions of contempt.

Now, if the responsibilities of singers are as we have
represented them, it is easy to perceive that the exist-

ing abuses in church music may all be traced to one
single cause—that of the omission of the religious ele-

ment in our systems of training. Other causes have

Esteeming each other better than themselves, they

would waive all questions of precedence, and exhibit

the kindliness of an affectionate, well-regulated family.

Such things have been seen ; and they would be things

of common occurrence, if we who are teachers were

careful to do all our duty.

Here, then, is seen the remedy for all abuses. The
remedy is at once practical and efficacious. Rightly

administered, under the divine blessing, it will never

fail. Yes, let us restore this long neglected religious

'element in our training, and we shall soon witness a

different state of things.

OLD AMERICAN TUNES.

The article from the Boston Courier, published in

our last, has drawn from a down-east correspondent of

that paper, the following article:

Bangor, (Me.) January 22, 1848.

To the, editor of the Boston Courier.—I will venture to

say that there are very few places in the wide world

where a winter can be passed more pleasantly than in

this same little city of Bangor. The business season

having closed with the closing of the river, and the pro-

prietors of the lumbering concerns having got their

teams and supplies safely into the woods, and become

satisfied that everything is going on swimmingly there,

and that the unpropitious commencement of the lum

bering season is not, in fact, an index of an unfavora-

ble close, they can allow themselves, occasionally, a lit-

tle time for relaxation with their families and friends

A very little, however ; for these untiring men under-

stand full well that to insure complete success in their

business, their thoughts must be almost continually else

where, although their persons may be surrounded by

the endearments of home. There is a larger class of

the citizens who have not the same drawbacks, and can

safely indulge in the amusements that the long winter

evenings of a northern town afford.

But I am getting prolix in my preliminaries. My
purpose is, at this writing, to introduce to your notice

a society of elderly ladies and gentlemen, with whose
acquaintance, I have every reason to believe, I shall

make you delighted. If not, why

" Then, Buckingham, I do dismiss my powers."

They are " singers of the olden time," veritable anti-

quarian musicians, whose views accord with your own
in regard to the " sigh-ng sogh-ng " of their days, and

the majestic melodies of Luther, Playel, Tansur, Hol-

yoke, and the rich fugues of Billings, Holden, Edson,

and Reed, of by-gone days.

They organized a year ago, for the double purpose of

resuscitating the old tunes, and of living over again the

'days of their youth, under the name of the " Bangor
Killings and Iloldcn Society." Last year they gave

several public " sings," to the great delight of the peo-

ple ; and, last Thursday evening, they gave another

—

their first this winter. Oh, could you have been there

!

It was a glorious sight as well as sound. Those old

gentlemen, back again to thirty or forty years ago

!

But let me give you a discription of them.

The number of singers, I should judge, was nearly

a hundred—at any rate, they filled the singing gallery

and part of the side galleries of the first baptist church.

Among them were at least four deacons, four colonels,

several captains, judges, doctors, lawyers, esquires of

the old school, and last, though not least, the chief

Yoho of the "Bangor Antiquarian Society." All

classes were represented. An ancient colonel led off

the singers, with a white wand with blue ribbon. He is

a stout man, between fifty and sixty years of age, with

gray hair and a fed of considerable vigor, with a voice

commanding, and precisely adapted to the kind of mu-

sic sung that evening. On his right was an elderly

tenor deacon, who at times was evidently as near heav-

en as he could be and still be on earth. He is a tall

man, and not unfrcqucntly, during the performance of

some unique passage, you might have heard the whis-

per, " See him go up ! " as while beating the time he

would draw up his tall form to its full height, and ele-

vate his face towards the ceiling. On the left of the

leader was an ancient tenor judge, who prides himself

upon being able to sing all the " old tunes" without

looking at a note. He stood erect, looked straight for-

ward, preserving an astonishing equanimity during the

whole evening, although he beat time, as did all the

other singers, quite emphatically. At the extreme

right of the choir were the ladies—matronly person-

ages in caps, with strong voices and peculiar intona-

tions. Indeed, the style of singing was quite different

from that of the present day throughout ; and I was

happy to find that the rich nasal sound of forty years

ago is not yet forgotten, and that the practice of beat-

ing time with the hand still exists.

The number of tunes sung was about thirty. Some
were repeated. Among the tunes were Bridgewater,

Element, Tilden, Bristol, Portland, Buckingham, Lynn-

field, Montague, Rainbow, Sherburne, Victory, Ode on

Science, Heavenly Vision, Calvary, Invitation, &c. In-

vitation was encored. It was sung in magnificent style.

When the part beginning with

" Fly like a youthful hart or roc,"

was repeated, one could hardly help imagining himself

among a flock of young deer, scampering

" Over the hills where spices grow,"

so swiftly did the chorister lead off, and the singers fol-

low.

The singing commenced at seven, and continued

without cessation, excepting during a recess of a few

minutes to get breath, till nine o'clock. The audience

were delighted, not only with the music, but with the

evident enjoyment manifested by the venerable musi-

cians.

I trust you may succeed in awakening an interest in
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old music, and that" Billing! and Holden " societies]

may soon be generally established throughout New

England. Certainly they will be the means of afford-,

ing much pleasure to the old, and entertainment to the

young, if they shall not succeed in effecting reform in

modern music. Yours, G. I

THE MUSICAL GAZETTE.

BOSTON, MONDAY, FEBRUARY 14, 1848.

P. S. I should have said that the avails of the "sin-'

In our last number we said that the improvement of

church music was the principal object we had in view,

were appropriated to furnishing the poor with wood
;

which proves that the singers, with their remembrance

of old-fashioned music, retain the old-fashioned virtue,

beuevolence.

There is not more difference between iron pyrites

and pure gold, than there is between that which the

editor of the Courier calls good music and that which

modern musicians call good music. Most indubitably

"if one it, the other isn't.'' Now who is correct, the

in publishing this paper. It frequently looks as if this

was a hopeless task; as if nothing short of a supernat-

ural agency ever can effect any general improvement

in this department of public worship. If the bible, in

plain words, commanded that the best music earth af-

fords, and such only, should be offered in the sanctu-

ary, perhaps a sense of responsibility might be kept

alive in the hearts of the religious community; but as

it lib redly contains no such command, although no one

can doubt that such a duty is implied, it seems as if no

human agency can ever bring about a correct public

editor of the Courier, (who will doubtless admit that sentiment upon the subject. Wc have that pcculisi

he does not know enough about music to sing or play (urn of mind, that constantly seeks to satisfy itself with

simple tune at light,) or Handel, Hayden, Mozart, regard to the causes which produce given effects, and

Beethoven, Mendelssohn, Spohr, Rossini, and a thou-

sand others among European professors, or Mason,

Webb, Hastings, Zeuner, and a long list of other names

well known on this side the Atlantic? We doubt if

there is anything else in this queer world, which brings

out so much of absurdity and inconsistency, as does

music. What can be more absurd than to hear an old

man. who never studied music, and who knows not so

much about it as the children of our public schools,

most unhesitatingly condemning the judgment of all

those talented men who have made the art the sole

.study of long lives?

The style of music here spoken of was out of date

before we came on to the stage; and we never had the

slightest knowledge of it, until after we had a prettv

good knowledge of the principles of music. To our

cars it never had any merit or beauty. This, to us,

one argument against it. \( there is (my merit in it,

we certainly have spent time enough in the study of

music, to be able to appreciate it. Among the thou

sands of gentlemen and ladies, of our age and nndei

who understand music, we never were acquainted with

one who had any fondness for such music, or who, if;

left to their own taste, would ever sing a measure of it.

This is certainly another argument against it. This

style of music has gone out of date. This, it seems to
1

us, is a conclusive argument, which onght to set the

There arc thousands to appreciate mu-

sic now, where there was one, fifty years ago; and

yet t'.i much lauded in the Courier, is out of

date. Bach and Handel died before Billings was born,

but their music is not out of date, and never will be

The "abort" of the matter is, that these ancient au-l

sated for his time. Half the churches in our country

do not pay their pastors half what men who have to

spend so much time and money to qualify themselves

for the office of pastors, ought to receive. When
such churches will become liberal enough to pay a mu-
sic director, in addition to their other expenses, is a

calculation we know not how to make ; but one thing is

certain, until they do, their music will be acceptable

neither to God nor man. David, and the children of

Israel, according to most commentators, gave for the

erection and service of one temple, a sum equal to about

five thousand millions of dollars, of our money. How
mean and insignificant in the eyes of those ancient

church members, must be the paltry sum eked out to

support the service of many of our temples?

we have pondered not a little upon the reason why

church music is esteemed and treated as it is, but we

never yet have arrived at any satisfactory conclusion

If church members were, without exception, half-witted

persons, the mystery would be explained, but they arc

not. Every church in the world undoubtedly contains

a large proportion of those whose intellects are natu

rally of the first order, and yet every church (with here

and there an exception, perhaps,) esteems the music

as , no human being can tell what. Looking at

the subject in any point of view, church music is in a

most wretched condition everywhere. If the object of

having music in the services of the sanctuary is merely

to amuse the congregation, and serve as an allurement

to those who would not otherwise attend public wor-

ship, why in the name of wonder do so many chnrchec

have music that the audience of a six-penny circu-

wonld not put up with? If God designed music to

serve the purpose of alluring and pleasing the congre-

gation, then, surely it is the churches' duty to have the

best that can be obtained, at any expense. If music i-

the medium through which the congregation are to of-

fer their praises to God, then most assuredly it is tbeii

duty, at any expense of time and money, to qualify

themselves to perform that duty perfectly. We do not

sec how any reasoning being who has ever read his

bible can get away from such a conclusion. Under tin

old testament dispensation every sacrifice had to be

perfect,
l, a lamb without Wemuh," In Malachi, God

fearfully rebukes the Israclitish church for offering him

the lame, the torn, and the blind. " Offer it now to tin

governor; will he except thee''' What governor on

earth would not feel himself insulted by bavin- music

thors were almost entirely ignorant of the science of in his honor, performed as it is performed ill main

Nature might bave done something for them, churches? [f the object of church music is to awaken

but a.:, nothing. No true woik of art will ever g I

of date, be it a psalm tune or a "Messiah," nor can

BSa »* our fathers dignified with the;

of church ma li revived until true masi

ca] knowledge bi omi - extinct

divotrn d feilinga and enf: ire divine truth, then It it

certainly the duty of the church to have it performed

in the manner in which it id 1
1 — t In- perfoi med to ai

plish these ends. One great reason why church music

is so often left to take I are of itself, is, that it cannot be

prOpi t'.v managed without expense. This, perhaps, is

the prime cause of its condition. Music cannot be

properly conducted in a church, without the aid of some

person as conductor, who shall spend a portion of his

A-mcn should always be pronounced ahtnen, in

The "c" in "the," should !» pronounced

like "e" in the Uabli '' eternal, when the

word comes before a word which commence! with a time in instructing the choir or congregation in the

consonant. When it comes before a word which coin- proper performance of the music, and such a poison

menccs with a rowel, it should be pronounced " thee."
|
cannot fulfil his duties properly without being compen-

Thc following is from a western magazine. Its au-

thoress, probably, never "heard tell" of the New York

Choral Union, the American Musical Institute, the

Philadelphia Musical Fund Society, the Boston Acade-

my of Music, the Boston Musical Education Society,

the Boston Philharmonic Society, the Boston Musical

Fund Society, to say nothing of a goodly number in

other cities. " This country " is not quite so badly off

for " respectable associations,'* as she seems to think.

Wc also venture to differ with the lady in her estima-

tion of cobblers. We know of no reason why a shoe

maker may not be at the same time a good mechanic

and a good musician and teacher : at any rate, one of

the best singing school teachers we ever knew, taught

school in winter, and worked on the bench the rest of

the year.

THE MUSIC_0_F AMERICA.
BY MISS AKilSTA ISItOV.N.

It must be a matter of serious regret, to every lover

of music, and the fine arts generally, in this country,

that while such great and rapid improvements arc mak-

ing in other things, there should seem to be so little

national interest in them. Look at the institutions of

Europe, supported at the expense of government, for

the improvement and polish of society. That enough

native talent exists among us for music, if drawn out

and encouraged, to gain for Americans the title of a

musical people, no one can for a moment doubt
; but

even native talent must be cultivated by competent

teachers, or how shall its aspirations be directed aright.

Aii English paper, some time since, in reference to the

silly and degrading negro comic songs, originating in

this country, remarked that " If they were a sample of

American music, the national taste must be very eleva-

ted." A most cutting sarcasm; would that we could

say an undeserved one.

Wc know only two respectable associations in this

ountry, devoted to the public performance of music

:

Handel and Hayden," of Boston, and " The Sa-

ni| Music Bociety," of New York. Thanks to their

exertions, for the many oratorios, ami other Standard

works, with which the public have 1 been favored. The

former is of long Branding, and supports its high char-

acter to its own credit, and the pleasure and profit of

its manv friends; but it is a pity that both do not ex-

tend their aims, to promote a higher tone among the

community in general,

The most mortifj ing feature, and grand cause of the

low state of scientific music among BS, is the prevalence

of common yankee singing schools, so called. Wc of
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course can have no allusion to the educated professors

of vocal music, from New England, but to the genuine

yankec singing masters, who profess to make an ac-

complished amateur in one month, and a regular pro-

fessor of music (not in seven years, but) in one quarter,

and at the expense, to the initiated person, usually of

one dollar. Hundreds of country idlers, too lazy, or

too stupid for farmers or mechanics, " Go to singing

school for a spell," get diplomas from others scarcely

better qualified than themselves, and then with their

brethren, the far-famed " yankee pedlers," itinerate to

all parts of the land, to corrupt the taste and pervert

the judgment of the unfortunate people, who, for want

of better, have to put up with them. AVe have heard

of one of these cute geniuses, who "set up" in a town

away down east as cobbler! and what? professor of

music! On his sign, under the announcement of his

profession, as a provider for the wants of the bodily

understanding, was the following choice couplet, set-

ting forth that, as a musician, he did not neglect to pro-

vide also for the wants of the mental.

" Delightful task ! to mend the tender boot,

And teach the young idea how to flute !
"

Cobbling and music! We just ask how any musi-

cal nerve can stand that? But, jest or earnest, this is

a true specimen of that class of gentlemen who, in the

capacity of choristers and one-fingered organists, have

been allowed to mutilate (we humbly beg pardon, im-

prove) our church music, until scarcely a good old tune

can be heard in its purity, if heard at all. As for Han-

del, Hayden & Co., they are " not devotional." O no !

not good enough for us illuminati ; only fit for the

Goths and Vandals of Europe. ( We deeply regretted

hearing a distinguished clergyman, in a neighboring

city, publicly express these incautious sentiments; of

course it was without due consideration.) Not devo

tional ! many of whose strains might cause the heart!

of seraphs to glow, as they stoop to recognize in them,

the echoes to heaven's own music. " He was despised,'

" I know that my Redeemer liveth," " The heavens are

telling," " The hallelujah chorus," not devotional ! Ah !

but in spite of all efforts to persuade the public mind
to the contrary, these glorious names shall soar higher

and higher throughout time.

Now, as this musical heresy had its origin in New
England, the musical reformation should begin there

also ; she has produced illustrious men, in almost all

the arts and sciences; a host of luminaries, of whom
not only their birth place, but the whole world may be

proud.

" Thy sons ! what clime that knoweth not

The noble and the brave

;

The tamers of the stubborn earth,

The rovers of the wave ?
"

Even in music, has she not given us Billings and
Holden % a blessing be on their memories ! What
honest heart does not warm at the sound of " Majes-
ty," " Jordan," " Coronation ?

"—glorious airs.

We love and honor the land of the « pilgrims," our
full sympathies are with it, and we cannot bear to have
it ridiculed as it is, by scientific musicians, for the sake
of these " Christopher Crotchets," and their generalis-

simos, whose aim it is, so to depreciate true music, that

their own ignorance may not be apparent; in one
thing, however, they deserve unlimited eulogium

; and

that is, for the adroit manner in which they appropriate

and cement together, the various parts of different airs,

so that the unlucky authors could scarcely know their

own property. Indeed, in the present state of music,

in most of our churches, it might save the congregation

the trouble of rising, if the minister would preface the

reading of the hymn, with the following notice: " The

quire will sing to the praise and glory of God," &c. &c.

iThere is, for instance, Old Hundred; that the people

will join in singing. Now we should not wonder in

the least, if one of the jealous songsters should under-

take to ornament, or set variations to it, and its breth-

ren of holy memory. Just put a stop to such presump-

tion. If the community would employ only capable

persons for their organists, choristers, and teachers

|these aspiring gentlemen would soon be driven to the

[useful necessity of becoming what nature fitted them

,to be, and we might then be favored with a little con-

gregational singing, which is now very scarce, and with-

,out which there can be little devotion. Some persons

may be disposed to consider us too fastidious, but apro

'pos, we beg leave to refer them to specimens of the two

schools of poetry, as now acknowledged, viz : the "Jack

Horner," and the " Miltonian."

" Little Jack Horner, sat in the corner,

Eating his Christmas pie," &c. &c.

"Now glowed the firmament

With living sapphires. Hesperus, that led

The starry host, rode brightest, till the moon,

Rising in unclouded majesty, at length

Apparent queen, unveiled her peerless light,

And o'er the dark her silver mantle threw."

Now it is plain, if we never look beyond Jack Hor
tier, we can never understand or appreciate Milton

and the comparison is in the same ratio, in regard to

music. If we always remain at the do, re, mi, we can

never make any advancement in the heavenly art

whose watchword, as she upward points, is excelsior.

In thus expressing our own sentiments, we are confi

dent that we also express those of the more enlighten

ed and scientific portion of the community. If a few

of the d'ditanti would interest themselves on the sub

ject, a reform might soon be brought about, which we
most fervently hope may be the case.— Columbian Maga-

zine.

Three or four weeks since we published an account

of a large singing school in Claremont, N. H. The fol-

lowing, from the Northern Intelligencer, describes its

close,

" The Last Night."—On Sunday evening last Mr.

Dewey closed the singing school which he has held in

this town during the past fall and winter. The course

we trust will not be lost upon the large number of pu-

pils that attended, and we hope the result of the instruc-

tion imparted will be a visible and permanent improve-

ment in this interesting branch of devotional exercise

in all the churches in town. The accomplished and

tion in the elementary branches of the science. An
elegant tuning fork, manufactured by an ingenious me-

chanic of this town, was also presented to him by Bish-

op Chase, in behalf of the committee and of the school.

The bishop accompanied the appropriate and beauti-

fully wrought present, with a few pertinent and com-

plimentary remarks, to which Mr. Dewey, evidently

taken by surprise, handsomely responded. Mr. D. has

certainly left a favorable impression upon our people

generally, and his unusually large class of pupils, who
have attentively followed him through the elements of

.the beautiful science of music, and listened to his famil-

iar illustrations of the staff, do not part with him with-

out regret.

W. Newton, (Mass.) Jan. 24, 1848.

Messrs. Editors—I take up my pen to inform

you, and the public through your paper, of the death

of an estimable man, a thorough musician, and a

warm-hearted friend. Dr. Moses P. Grecnleaf, of this

village, died at his residence on Sunday, (yesterday,)

at two o'clock, a. m. A relation of some circum-

stances in connection with the event, will, doubtless,

interest your readers. He was chosen to lead our

choir, some two or three months since, and entered

heartily upon his duties as chorister, notwithstanding

the calls which professional and other duties made

upon his time and attention. He proposed that the

members of the choir should meet, alternately, at their

several abodes, for rehearsals, during the winter, in

order to the cultivation of social ana harmonious feel-

ing towards each other. The plan has been pursued
;

the house of each member has been visited ; his cheer-

ful smile has greeted us at our every meeting. But

on Saturday evening last, at which time the round of

visits was just completed, his presence was denied us.

In five short hours after the last visit was finished, his

soul left us forever. On last week sabbath he sang

with us, in as good health as he ever enjoyed. The

closing hymn of the afternoon service commenced with

these lines:

" Eternity is just at hand."

It was sung to the tune of Ashwell, from the Carmina

Sacra ; and whether a presentiment of the immediate

prophecy contained in the hymn inspired him, I am
unable to say ; but he sang with uncommon fervor

and earnestness, and when the hymn was concluded I

observed him to wipe tears from his eyes. Yesterday,

alas ! we were all doing so. His sudden death has

thrown almost our entire community into mourning,

so much was he beloved.

Yours, in heaviness of heart, m. o. n.

An Unjustifiable Consignment.—The editor of

the Boston Courier, who appears to have no respect

for the music used at the present time in our churches,

says :
'•' We should be willing that the devil should take

the ' professors,' and wish him much joy of his bargain."

Perhaps the said professors would be more out of the

efficient instructor has certainly " acted well his part » 'editor's way, if somebody else should take them.—Lynn
in every lesson ; and with continued study and applica- ]\

Tews ,

tion on the part of those who received the benefit of the
j

course, the school will prove a blessing to all our lovers] A musician has arrived in New York from Europe.

of good singins:. During the intermission on Sunday 1 who, it is said, possesses the astonishing faculty of

evening, the school gave Mr. Dewey a unanimous vote

of thanks for his gentlemanly deportment during the

term, and for his plain, practical, and thorough instruc-

playing the most difficult pieces on the flute with one

hand, while he accompanies himself on the piano with

the other.
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SACRED MUSIC IN SCOTLAND.

An association has recently been formed for the re-

vival of ucred music in Scotland. It appears that a

law of the Scottish parliament, enacted nearly three

hundred years ajjo, required the keeping up of sing-

by &/tte champetre in the grounds of the Duke of Buc-
j

Ebrata.—In the music in last number, the follow-
cleueh.at Dalkeith, where the oratorio was again sung, ing corrections should be made, on page 8: In the
and a numerous assemblage of company was equally last measure but one, second brace, the last alto note
astonished and delighted to find, in the vicinity ofmod- should be F. In the third measure, third brace, the
ern Athens, a scene which hitherto has been met with alto note should be sharp G, and in the sixth measure

,

only in more favored Germany, where such meetings of that brace, the tenor and base note* of the list AtaA
intr schools with eflieicnt masters; and that the plan ... „ , ,

" , ,, .
unui imu hum nous 01 uk ijm mora

. , .1 -.1 i ,v .i . .i
lor tllc enjoyment of the works of Mozart, Beethoven, should be raised a third and be B and ft In the 1 utwas prosecuted then with such effect, that, on then . u , r , ,

' »J»«mu. in int last

. L ._•_.._ , _:_: <•..- .u.l ndcl
»
arc a* Sequent as here they arc rare." measure of the third brace and the Mist measure of the

pflXTprrrpo
-

follr,h 1,r:lrc
>
thc "taned base notes should be F and 1),

LUJNtLltlb. . U1 ,i m t )ie SUCCCC(ii nK measure the base aotes should
In Holliston, Mass. A concert was given by the be eighths, corresponding with the alto. In the third

return of a banished minister not many years after, the

people of Kdinburg, to the number of two thousand,

accompanied him through the streets, singing with loud

YOices, in four parts, the 124th psalm, " till heaven and

earth resound it," as a cotemporarv says.

Thc objects of the association formed in Edinburg

in 1844 are—

1. The improvement of church psalmody.

2. To instruct teachers, precentors, and the children

of parish and district schools of all denominations, in

thc principles of vocal music.

3. To prepare and fit young people to impart these

principles, so that the pupils of those schools in which

vocal music is introduced may be able to read music

at sight.

To effect these objects, there were established

:

1. The normal music school.

1!. Classes for congregational psalmody.

•'!. Public evening classes.

Thc normal school has been most successful, and

promises the richest results. It was opened in March

1845, with one hundred and fifty pupils, assistant teach

crs in the parish and district schools, who were instruct-

ed gratuitously twice a week. .Such was their progress,

says thc Westminster Review, from which we derive

our information, " that, at thc end of four months, their

knowledge, tested by reading at si^ht, surpassed that

of many who have received instruction for years

When thc classes were resumed in the winter of 1845-

6, the scholars, of their own accord,- began to imparl

their knowledge to the younger at their respective

schools; and so thoroughly were they initiated in the

principles of music, and so simple is the plan of tuition,

that after a careful examination by thc director, the as-

sociation was agreeably surprised to find a new class

thus formed, already numbering two hundred and six

children, who were all as thoroughly acquainted with

the elementary exercises, in one or two parts, as their

young teachers. The children then and still continue

to form their own classes, teaching from two or three,

to thirty or sixty: a pupil of thc Lancasterian school

taught one hundred and ten; and sometimes girls of

eight or ten years old are found teaching sisters double

their age; thus carrying into the family and social cir-

cle an innocent and cheering amusement, conn

with moral and elevating sentiments.

"With this oew mode of multiplication, the classes

rapidly increa edj and al the end of 1840, numbered

oearlj one thousand and at the close of 1847, it was

Holliston singing class, under the direction of their

teacher, Mr. O. B. Bullard, Wednesday evening, Dec.

22. The following programme was performed : Part

first— 1, Chorus, The war drums are beating, temper-

lance glee ; 2, Chorus, When tempted to wander, inl

|answer, say no ; 3, Quartet and Chorus, O swift we
go, sleighing glee; 4, Chorus, 'Tis home where'er the

heart is
; 5, Chorus, In my pleasant native plains; C

measure, fifth brace, the tenor note should be C.

On page 7, fourth measure, third brace, thc two
eighths in thc tenor should be a third lower, F.

b. r. i:.

An article in thc style of the sermon on thc mount
is travelling the round of the newspapers, iu which oc-

curs the following :
" Blessed are the ignorant, for they

Semi-Chorus- Never look sad ; 7, Chorus, List ye to
tllink ,llc

-
v k,low everything." Every intelligent chor-

thc bells; 8, Solo and Chorus, Sweet evening bells:
is,or aml mu8'c teacher has doubtless had practical ex-

9, Solo, piano forte; 10, Quartet and Chorus, Away !
Perience, that those ignorant of music think they know

away, at break of day. Part second— 1, Chorus, The everything about il

water! the water! temperance glee; 2, Trio, The mes-

senger bird
; 3, Chorus, The old oaken bucket ; 4, Clio-

1

rus, O come to the pic-nic grove ; 5, Quartet and Cho-

ISSTRIXTIOS BOOK
FOR learning to play church music on the mclodcon, scraphinc, or-

gan or piano. The only difficulty t
I in learning to

play church the above named instrument*. U th<

rus 'Tis then wi>'rn nwiv • fi Cn„„ TI,o TtrwllWc' 1!°?^ °f rJaying tour parts at once. This can only be done by irus, .Lis. men were away, b, Song, llie Indian S fylng tl rtruckat the same time, iii'such a
Driver: 7 Sono- and Ouirtet The silver ninnn • 8 manner that the mind can receive the idea of the sound. In the fouriJinyei

,
i, oon aim vjuauti, inc smei moon . B, partl u ,„„, ldett>lnrt0id ,,,- ,„.:,„,, obUged to think of four distiact

Chorus, O! see how the red deer boundcth ; 9, Duet. -;""'''-• wnl
<*

J*** itis impossible to do. when playing i„ time, in
' > the work entitled " IKSTEDCTIOK6 in TbOBODOB IS., s, . by \. \.

piano forte; 10, Quartet and Chorus, Freedom calls 'ohksoh," the sounds arc classified into chords, in a
,

you, Polish war song

In Pittsfiei.d, Mass. A concert of sacred music

was given on Thursday evening, January 27, under
1

the direction of Col. Asa Ban*. Thc following, with

natural and progressive method, each "explanation " being attended
ttfa copious exercises, thc Intelligent practice of * bich cannot fail to

impart the ability to play church music upon any keyed instrument,
with accuracy and fluency.
Published by Geo. P. Seed, N"o. K Tremont Row, Boston, and for

sale by hook and music dealers generally. nl. Jan. RL

SINGING IN COMMON SCHOOLS.

and instruments ; Fixed in his everlasting seat ; Glory

to God on high, 12th mass : Now elevate thc sign of

bun kind feelings amongst the pupils of the school, and between
the teacher and the pupil to ooftcn and subdui and prc-

OOd order and cheerfulness, without the use of hard and Sevan
no a-

1

for and a knowledge of an art' which may
Iinl ill • llr- mvn tlir>m hailatrtTKua- Tl-illolniol, to th,. 1 '"' made a source of gratification ami innocent amusement in afterjuuan, lie gave tlicm naustones

,
Il.Ultlnjali to tin , j,,, worthy of acquisition than a knowledge of the busi-

jFathcr; Thc Lord is great ; Grand hallelujah chorus.

Principal solo singer, Miss Anna Stone, of Boston
;

double base, Mr. J. Collyer, of Albany ; organist. Mis-

Helen M. Dunham.

Ix Salem, Mass. A conceit was given on Friday

i lg, January 28, by the Salem Academy of Music,

assisted by Mrs. C. S. Lemon ; conductor, M. Emilio
;

leader of orchestra, M. Fenollosa. The following pro-!

gramme was performed: Part first— l, Sinfonia, No.

2.3, part 1st; 2, Chorus, Night's shade no longer, Mo-

ses in Egypt; 3, Quintet, Like a fairy creature, Turk

in Italy ; 4, Song, Can I my love resign ? Cindcrilla
;

5, Tercet, Gently fall thc dews of eve ; 6, Waltz, new

Part second— 1, Quartet and Chorus, Jubilate; 2, Song^ °' 1 he Spring pint ol 1 lay den s hcaulitul Oratorio < t th. Seasons.

On ! mighty pens, creation ; 3, Duet, piano and violin
;

4, Quartet, Spirits, advance! 5, Waltz, Luerctia di

Borgia ; C, Chorus, thc God of Israel.

A subscriber wishes to know how he can subscribe

catimated that three thousand had been instructed in for the New York Musical Times'? By addressing a

the elements of race] music All these were able toll letter to that paper, through the post office, we should

read pari music ;'t si^ht, and besides the SOngl suited think. The Times has not visited us for the past four

to their age, took part in the public meetings in the weeks. We notice that it erased the Bellows Falls

choruses of Handel and Beethoven
\
while about three Musical World from its exchange list, because its edi-

hundred of their Bomber, who bad ait. aded for two or tor" hooked " an article from thc columns of the Times,

ins, Wtn able in the month ofJune, 1*47, to without giving credit. We are conscious of no such

perform, with the assistance of the neceSMIJ bass voices, sin, but whether we have unwittingly Committed it, and

thc whole oratorio of Judas Meceabeus, and that with been erased on that account, or whether the trouble

a power, an expression, and a pathos, not unworthy of lies with Uncle Sam's express, in which we have not

a work of Handel's. This was followed shortly after unlimited confidence, we are unable to say.

I
life— then introduce music into your schools."

Tbemeajis required for the purpt med, which have till

within a few veers been deficient, are now happily supplied in the fol-
lowing 1mm. k.. will, toa moderate attainments in the teacher:

1. The Manuel ..t Instruct,' n ofthe] Lcadi my.
:.'. The Large " Musi HaaoiL
8. One or the other or all of the following beautiful little song books:
The Boston School Bong-1 k. by 1.. Mm
TheJuvenUt - Mason and Webb.
The Prl * SchoolSong Hook, " ••

The Song Book of the School Room," " ••

These works are all that are necessary in addition to the black-board,
Ing on the op. ration. The books are lor sale by

Ian. :i. "Ma nl. OUVEB 111 I sun.'

CONCERT Ml M< .

TIIK Boston academy's Collection of choruses, edited by I.. Mason.
1 Accompaniments published In manuscript when order-

ed, at til.- cosl oi - "I', in.- merely.
A grand Chorus—" Av, sice, put on thy strength, O arm of the Lord."

By V nkoinio, 1

The Ho til nl piece for conceit.. l.\ Hi. ..*:_' pages.
The Powei ol Song, an Intereeuna pit e, 1 nststins 1

t 1 Im-miscs, so-

,bj r
1

monj
Jan. .11. nl

ofthe spheres, a charming piece, to R 28 pages.

For sale by WILKIN*, c u; 1 1 1; 1 CO.

THE MAY FESTIVAL.
AKTJ8JCAX RKCR1 \ I 1"\ 1..1; FLOWEB TIME. By J. C.

JOHNSON. This little book contains the elements of a floral con-
I

in .onneciioii with the coronation of a Queen of May, or
t flowere. Teachers who have juvenile el a... .. would do w . 11

to procure 11 1 1. and prepare the 1; ii.nl at their leisure. Three rrp-

h 'IK oUlilllUS

. i>r. .. Music eaay, and directions for deooratlng Bets, suhjoin-

ed. 1'ii.e, one dollar per d . hundred.
nl. Published by B. B. MISsky a CO.

t.l.KES.
1: BOOK.b] 1.. UASON. One of the most

orofour country, which could
the • ltosios tii 1 1 Book,* dj Maasn.ll

ami Webb. '1 he grcal taste evinced in t] ,and the care

With which the editors have excluded every Improper sentiment thcre-

ti deserves admiration and encouragement." For sale by
nl. OLIVER DITSON.

Tin: BOSTON 01 El
acceptable gifts to the
rcadi!. bed)

KOll CHORAL SOCIETIES.
TIIK BOSTON ANTHEM BOOK, being > collection of the best

Anthems and other set pieces of music, extant, for societies snd
choirs. nl. For sale by OLIVER DITSON.
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THE JOY OF FRIENDSHIP.
KUNZEN.

SHfe|[
1. 'T is sweet, with hand fast locked in hand, To tread life's path to -geth-er; And only firmer twine the band, For "winter and rough weather." Guard
2 Keep out deceit, keep out distrust, Keep out ill will to others, And all who own the potent spell Are then a band of brothers. No
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3. The stron
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hand should support the weak, The rich impart to
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others ; The bounty which the Father sends, His sons should share, like
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well the cir - cle bright and whole. And storms without in vain may roll, Guard well the circle bright and whole, And storms without in vain may roll,

matter what their rank or name, Their Father, surely, is the same, No matter what their rank or name, Their Father, surely, is the same.
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fills the heart which loves to give, And gen'rous hearts with joy receive, Joy fills the heart which loves to give, And gen'rous hearts with joy receive.
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SALVATION, THE JOYFUL SOUND.
REV. W. H. HAVEGAL,

Rector of jlstley. Worcestershire, England, 1 842.
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Glory, honor, praise, and power, Be tin - to the Lamb for - ev - er; Jesus Christ is

fill
our Redeemer ; Hal - le - lu - jah, Praise the Lord.
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our Redeemer; Hal - le - lu -jah, Praise the Lord.
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Subjtctfrom NAGEL1.*
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BRADFORD. C. P. M.
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Arranged by B. F. EDMANDS, Boston.
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* The proper development of the subject requires the alto to be as full and prominent as the treble.

CLARINDON. C. M.
A. N. JOHNSON.

iS imsnnsii^: E=f=f=3=^^-J-h-S
1 Qroal i- tin- I, Did! our souls adore! We wonder while we praise

;

2. How huge thy tender mercies ore! How wide thy grace extends!
Thy power, God, who can explore, Or equal honor raise?

On thy be - ncf - i - ccncc and care The universe depends.

I' I,

I'
l,'

I

g^
:i Thy praise shall be my constant theme; How wondrous is thy power! I'll speak the honors of thy name, And bid the world a • dore.

i. Thy name shall dwell upon my tongue, While suns shall set and rise; And tunc my ev - er - last -ing song In realms beyond the skies.
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From the New York American Musical Times.

GRAND SOLEMNITY IN NEW YORK,

To the memory of Dr. Felix Mendelssohn Bartholdy,

When, on the receipt of the melancholy news of the

death of the great man, Mendelssohn—in the bitter

ness of our grief and the anguish of our mind, we pro

posed that the profession of the city should unite in a

solemn offering to his revered memory, we did not, in

our most sanguine hopes, expect so vast a demonstra

tion as was made on Saturday evening, February fifth,

at Castle Garden.

As this musical solemnity will form an era in the

musical history of America, we believe that our read

ers will be pleased to have and preserve a perfect and

minute account of the entire proceedings. It will be a

matter of pride and pleasure to those professors and

amateurs who assisted, to see their names associated

for a purpose so honorable to themselves and so justly

due to the memory of one who had the homage and

love of every heart and mind capable of appreciating

his glorious and immortal music.

The first public call to the general profession was

made in our columns. AVe spoke earnestly and feel-

ingly, although we could not write a tithe of our sor

row or our admiration ; but our appeal met with uni

versal approval, and a warm and noble response was

made us by the greater proportion of the musical

profession. Those who did not join in this lauda

ble and honorable labor of love, will be sufficiently

punished by the remarks which the omission of their

names will create among their friends and the musical

public at large.

The regular rehearsal day of the Philharmonic So

ciety occurred on Saturday following the arrival of

the steamer which brought the news of Mendelssohn's

death, and a motion was made which was carried unan

imously, that all business of the society should be

suspended for that day, as a mark of the deep feeling of

the society, and of their lively appreciation of the ir-

reparable loss which the art of music had sustained in

the death of Mendelssohn.

A motion was also made, and earned unanimously,

that the initiative steps be taken then and there, to

wards the giving of a grand musical performance, as a

solemn offering to the memory of the dead. A com-
mittee of three from the society was then formed, with

the power to invite the other musical societies of the

city, and also the various professors, to join them in

producing this solemn offering. The committee chosen

consisted of Mr. Henry C. Timm, president of the Phil-

harmonic Society, Mr. U. C. Hill, and Mr. George Lo-
der.

Invitations were then sent to the following societies.

The Sacred Music Society, the American Musical Insti-

tute, the Euterpean Society, the German Leider Kranz,

and the German Concordia. A committee of one was se-

lected from each, and these, with the before-mentioned

Philharmonic committee and a few additions from per-

sons not connected with any society, formed the fol-

lowing committee to transact the business of the sol-

emnity.

H. C. TIMM,
]

U. C. HILL, } Philharmonic Society.

GEOKGE LODEK. j

L. B. WYMAN, N. Y. S. M. S.

S. B. ROMAINE, Euterpean Society.

HENRY MEIGGS, American Musical Institute.

HERR HECHT, Leider Kranz.

PROFESSOR KRAUSKOPF, Concordia.

ADAM STODART.
WILLIAM SCHARFENBERG.
C. F. HOYER.
WILLIAM DUBOIS.
HENRY C. WATSON, Ed. Am. Mus. Times-

J. L. ENSIGN, Secretary.

At the first full meeting of this committee, all the

most important features of the affair were duly settled.

It was decided upon that the offering should be a free

gift from the profession to the citizens of New York.

That it should be held at Castle Garden, and that eight

thousand tickets should be printed, and that both the

tickets and the programmes should have a deep border

of black encircling them.

A committee was then appointed, consisting of Mr.

Loder, Mr. Timm and Mr. Meiggs, with power to carry

these, and other minor points of detail into execution.

A committee was then appointed, consisting of Mr.

U. C. Hill and Mr. L. B. Wyman, with power to se-

lect an orator to deliver an oration, (which Mr. H. C.

Watson had been previously requested to write,) upon

the life and writings of Dr. Mendelssohn Bartholdy.

Mr. George Loder was appointed to conduct the re-

hearsals and also the performance, but at his particular

request, Mr. G. A. Macfarren was associated with him
as conductor of the solemnity. This was a high com-
pliment to Mr. Macfarren, but Mr. Loder thought (and

the committee agreed) that it was due to him, not only

as being an intimate and loving friend of the great com-

poser, but as being a man of fine and acknowledged

talent, and a stranger in America.

Several rehearsals were held at the rooms of the

American Musical Institute in Broadway, which were

largely attended, and afforded sufficient evidence to

the committee, that their exertions would be nobly

seconded.

At the last meeting of the committee, previous to

the concert, the sub-committee reported the adjust-

ment of all necessary arrangements. The report was
satisfactory, and was received.

The chairman of the sub-committee then read a

communication from Mr. George Macfarren, stating,

that for certain reasons, therein set down, he must de-

cline the honor proffered him of conducting a portion

of the Mendelssohn solemnity. After a few remarks,

the resignation was unanimously accepted.

The secretary then received a communication from

the government of the Sacred Music Society, request-

ing that their name be withdrawn from the program-

mes, it having been placed there without their permis-

sion. This letter, as may well be supposed, created

much astonishment, for at that moment was sitting

among the committee a gentleman, who was appointed

by that society as its delegate to said committee. This

gentleman had not been withdrawn as delegate, by

the society which he represented, nor had the gener-

al committee been notified in any way to that effect

;

consequently the letter was laid upon the table, as no

notice could be taken of such an informal communica-

tion, while the gentleman appointed by the society sat

as a member of the general committee.

What could have suggested such a course of con-

duct, we are at a loss to understand. The interest and

standing of the Sacred Music Society were carefully

guarded through their representative—their name was
placed in advance of the other vocal societies on the

programme—in short, they could have had nothing to

complain of, unless it was that they were not supreme

and alone. Jealousy of the other musical society, the

American Musical Institute, might have been the cause,

for on other occasions when their name has appeared

in association with that of the Institute, they have in-

variably backed out. We cannot characterize such con-

duct by any other terms than petty and contemptible.

It gives us, however, much pleasure to state that the

members of the society did not support the government
in this act ; most of their best and efficient members,
to their honor be it said, attended the rehearsals and
were present at the performance of the solemnity.

The mayor and common council were invited to at-

tend, and Alderman Crolius made a motion at the board,

to accept the invitation, which was carried, and spoke

in a most eloquent and beautiful manner. His re-

marks were very pertinent to the subject, eulogistic to

the immortal dead, and kind and complimentary to

those concerned in the solemnity. The thanks of the

musical profession are justly due to Alderman Crolius.

The committee upon the " selection of an orator

"

did not report, as Mr. U. C. Hill took upon himself to

quash the whole affair, which, under the circumstan-

ces, was a most unjustifiable and unwarrantable pro-

ceeding. He had no power to act, but under the direc-

tion of the general committee.

Thus, by the irregular action of one person, this most

impressive and interesting featnre of the solemnity was

abandoned. Mr. Hill, though a member of the com-

mittee and also of the Philharmonic Society, did not

attend the rehearsals and was not present at the per-

formance.

For several days previous to the solemnity, the city

was in a state of excitement, altogether unequalled.

Every place where tickets were supposed to be had was

literally run down by applicants for admission. There

was much mismanagement in the department, and

much dissatisfaction was the consequence. Many in-
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MINISTERS AND CHURCH MUSIC.
dividual* succeeded b obtaining n most undue amount PROGRAMME,

of tickets, while others who subscribed were unable to Marcia Fuiubre, Beethoven,

procure one. Our otlice sccnicd particularly marked Chonu—(St. Paul) Mendcls-ohn. A fow desultory paragraphs concerning the connec

out for persecution by applicants, none of whom could .. Happy and blest arc they who have endured; for, tiou of christian ministers with church music, have re

though a member of the committee, though the body dies, the bou! shall live for, cently found their way into some of the religious papers

It is enough', O Lord : now take away my life

;

lor I am not better than my fathers.

I desire to live no longer: now let me die,

For my days are bat vanity.

MOLTO AI.I.F.CltO VITA* F

I have been very jealous for the Lord

;

did not receive one ticket until the morning of the

concert.

We believe that two thousand extra tickets were

printed, making the whole number issued amount to

tm thousand. Boys were selling tickets about the

hi on Saturday : how they procured them we leavC
|

those who were contemptible enough to dispose of n

free gift in that way. to answer.

As early as four o'clock in the afternoon, applica- For the Lord God of Hosts

tions were made at the gates of Castle Garden, for ad- For the children of Israel have hroken their covenant,

mission, and ai ladies were in the case, the request of And thrown down thine altars, and slain all thy proph

course was granted. By six o'clock the vast stream of Slain them with the sword, [cts,

people was fairly setting down Broadway. The side- And I, even I am only left,

walks were crowded by a moving mass, and every kind And they seek my life to take it away.

of vehicle bore its load to swell the mighty mass which It is enough : it is enough,

to crowd Castle Garden to overflow. I I Lord! take away my life,

ception and floor committee was appointed, con- For I am not better than my fathers,

sisting of the following gentlemen : Dr. J. II. Farrell, Now let me die ! Lord, take away my life

M 981 C. B. Burkhardt, S. Jolly, G. Sherwood, U.K.
Recitative—Mr. Johnson. "See! nowhesleepeth—

'

Sherwood, W. G.Jackman, W. A. Moore, G. C. Nixon,

Bolton, W. Armstrong, D. Bentunj A. Schwab,

E. Wolf-on, L. Bamberger, and some others whose

names we did not learn. These gentlemen formed the

most active committee that we ever remember to have

seen. Not an inch in the vast building but was appro-
|

priatcd. and it would have been impossible to have

Aria—(from Elijah) Mr. S. Leach. Mendelssohn, of our land. therein advanced were generally

correct, but were conveyed in language so loose and

that little if any good resulted from their publi-

cation.

The minister exerts always a strong and not unfrc-

quently a controlling influence over the views and ac-

tions of his congregation. As he is by profession a

man of more general information than hi- hearers, they

with propriety turn their eyes to him as a standard.

His actions are approved, his thoughts adopted by

them. Whatever measure he proposes, they give him

their hearty co-operation in effecting it. 'Whatever is

opposed by him meets with little encouragement from

them. If he feels indifferent towards any project, they

will not generally trouble themselves in the least about

it. In short, the influence of the minister is so great

that it is of the most momentous importance to their

churches, that it should be. in every sense of the word

seated another person. Their exertions were worthy

of all praise, and we are -ure that the assembled thou-
1

owed much to their untiring promptitude and

polite:

It i- hardly possible to form a correct estimate of the

i.umber of persons present, for hundreds who were Ml- I

able to procure tickets came down and on the Btrength

of the gratuitous admission requested to be passed in,

and considering the distance they had come, they were

admitted. Most of our contemporaries estimate the

number at fifteen thousand, but we think that from U n

to twelve thousand would be near to the correct num-

,••.• bo magnificent and imposing an

i
we believe that not one of those thou-

salntary. On most subjects I admit that their influ-

Terzetto—Miss Northall, Mrs. C. E. Horn, and Mrs. ence is wisely directed. But on the subject of church

Bevins. music it is not always what it should be. My remarks

!, IC—(From the Requiem) — Madame Otto, will be confined to the ministers em the 'Western Re-

Miss Dc Luce. Mr. Arthurson, and Mr. Great- serve. As a body they will all freely admit that good

orex . Mozart, church music is a great " disideratum " in a house of

ChoraU—(St. Paul) Mendelssohn, worship. But as a general thing they are lamentably

ant on this subject Perhaps half of them are

able to sing, in an indifferent manner, a few old-fash-

! nnes. A very small proportion of this half arc

able to sing acceptably common church tunes at sight.

While out of the whole body, there i- probably not one

who ha ,</ music as a science. Yet these same

ministers are considered liberally educated, and so they

To thee, Lord, I yield my spirit.

Who break'st in love thy mortal chain ;

My life I but from thee inherit,

And death becomes my chiefest gain.

In thee I live, in thee I die

Content—for thou art ever nigh.

liuittc <$• Chorus—" Dcr Lohgcsang"—Mrs. Edward,." ,„ , , , are, lnovided von will admit that a man can he hberal-
Loder, and Miss Watson. Mendelssohn.

. , ', ., ., , . ., .._ . _«

Quartet— (Elijah)— Mrs. Jones, Miss Pratt, Mr

Johnson, and Mr. Andrews. Mendelssohn

Grand ChoraU— (St. Faul) Mendelssohn.

Sleepers, awake ! a voice is calling;

It is the watchman on the walls,

Thou city of Jerusalem !

For lo, the Bridegroom comes '

Arise and lake your lamps,

Hallelujah!

Awake! His kingdom ifl at hand.

Go forth to meet your Lord !

At the end of the last chorale the people rose and

;„,,„]- rill ever for. aingof thi

i h 1, solemnity.

F], crowded by hundreds of perform

hardly decide which was the grandest

. that from the orchestra looking on the people, or

part, looking on the orchestra.

With the exception of a faint attempt at applause
1(

,,-
( mfl building In the same quiet and orderly manner

after the Ma I the duel from the Lobe-
;„ w ] ll( .], they entered, and una concluded one of the

. which was instantly hushed down, the vast
mogt important musical performances on record; a

till and attentive, that the performance which will add honor to the name of the

been heard.
musical profession of New York, throughout thi

rice commenced precisely at eight
try, and Europe will say that this demonstration was

o'clock, and we shall only say, for we shall not attempt WOrthy the gn to which it was dedicated; and

criticism, that from the first note to the U( . .„,'. ,„,.c t] .-led will feel proud discourse is rendered more visible by the performance

ilr.anda grandeur of effect was
: „„| happy B| having noblj performed a duty which of the choir, the effect isnol unfrequently ridiculi

,

i„ n r than we ,,„. necessity of the case demanded. and those unskilled in music matters will go awayfrom

Iwsard in thi- country. We are now compelled to close this article, through church, complaining bitterly thai the character of the

., ,„. ,„,,„.„„, „„,.., I be found to have the want of spa,e. but we hope to return to it next singing is so totally unlike thai of the sermon, that the

ud with infinite judgmen. and appropriate- week, , n we will give a Hal of the p,

.

Hftc. of th rmon .s al diss.pated h, .be sing-

B0,emn| v Tims the choir receive all the opprobrium which

lv educated, and vet know nothing about the science of

music There is something fundamentally wrong in

the education and training of young nun for the min-

istry in our theological seminaries. Tiny are there

taught everything essential for them to know, save the

theory and practice of music. A reform in this par-

ticular IB much needed. No man should be licensed

as a minister, until he has passed as strict and critical

an examination on the science of music, as he is now re-

quired to pass On other BCienceS. Were ibis the case, the

friends of church music would not have to labor so long

and so unsuccessfully in trying to elevate its standard.

Their ignorance of music causes ministers to inter-

pose many obstacles to the advancement of the science

This is seen in their selection of hymns. Many h\ inn-

are read from the pulpit which contain no sentiments

at all akin to thi rmon. Hut (he choir-lead-

er, in his selection of tunc-, is necessarily governed bj

the import and sense of the hymn; and as the adapt-

ion Or maladaplation ol'lbc hvnins to ihe BUhji I t of the

melancholy occasion. 1 I
li '•

tendalseohn's "dying ent in the orchestra would furnish u

of hi- musical inspirations, their nan

Ought to rest On the minister who selects his h\tnns at

random, or nt least without any reference to his for-
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mon. About a month since I heard an affecting and

impressive sermon on the atonement. After sermon,

the minister, instead of reading a hymn like the one

commencing " Did Christ o'er sinners weep," read " Oh

come loud anthems let us sing." The choir sang Sterl-

ing, a tune well adapted to the hymn, and produced an

effect which would have been desirable under some cir-

ing a choir rehearsal, and even if one does accidentally

attend, how chilling and disheartening are his words of

praise and encouragement. Now this indifference is

highly culpable. Music is an essential part of public

worship ; it is in fact an impressive and forcible style

of preaching, and should receive at the hands of the

minister that over-sight and fostering care, which are

cumstances, but in this instance it was downright 'necessary to make it in reality what it professes to be

—

mockery. Yet the choir received the censure that! 'a means of praise, and an aid in the worship of God

should have fallen on the minister.

Another indiscretion into which some ministers fall

is in selecting all their hymns from the same metre

Were I to give you some of the more glaring instances

of this kind, they would hardly be credited. A few

sabbaths since I heard the minister in a neighboring

church read, either through accident or by design, three

long-metre hymns in the forenoon, and three long-me-

tre hymns in the afternoon. The choir happened to

be poorly supplied with long-metre tunes, and were

compelled to sing two of the hymns to the same tune.

I know an itinerant minister who has a strong predi-

lection for the hallelujah metre. Happily for our

choirs he does not make his appearance oftener than

once in the year; and could he then see the great turn-

ing of leaves and hunting of books to supply his de-

mand for hallelujah-metre tunes, he would thenceforth

be careful and exercise some little common sense, not

to say musical discretion, in the selection of his hymns

Another bad habit into which some ministers fall, is

the omission of part of the verses of their hymns

They will preach long sermons, and make long prayers,

but seem to have an aversion to long hymns. Now I

am the last man who will say anything derogatory to

long sermons or long prayers; but I must confess that

I am unable to see the propriety of always curtailing

one portion of public worship, to make room for anoth-

er of immoderate length. Besides, the omission of a

verse almost always mars the sense of the hymn. One

would naturally suppose that the compilers of our

hymn-books were the best judges of the number of

verses requisite to convey a certain thought or feeling.

If the hymns now in use are too long, or contain excep-

tionable words or ideas, let us have an expurgated edi-

tion prepared. I would not be understood to say that

our hymns are faultless ; occasionally we find one that

could spare a verse or two without destroying the

sense. But the trouble is, they are expunged and dis-

severed almost at random.

Another trouble with ministers is, the majority of

them have never learned to read hymns. The nearest

they can get to it is to throw words, pauses grammati-

cal and rhetorical, accents, and all the other et ceteras

of good reading, in one indiscriminate mass on to the

auricular membranes of their hearers, and leave each

person to classify and arrange them to his own liking;

and woe to that member of his congregation who
unprovided with a hymn-book, when deluged with such

a compound. He might venture a general guess as to

the ideas contained in the hymn, but would not be able

to arrive at any certain knowledge. Those ministers

who spend all their time in studying the best delivery

of their sermons, and none in studying their hymns,
pay their hearers but a doubtful compliment.

Another obstacle ministers unwittingly interpose to

the advancement of the science of music, is their gen-

eral indifference to the performances of their own
choirs. How rarely do we hear of a minister attend-

Cleveland, Ohio, Feb. 1, 1848. AN AMATEUR.

From the London Atlas.

THE LATE FELIX MENDELSSOHN.

The intelligence received from Lcipsic of the un-

expected death of the celebrated Felix Mendels

sohn, has spread universal sorrow and commisera

tion throughout the musical community. It is on first

recovering from a blow like the present, when we are

enabled to contemplate the void which a man leaves

in his art, that we truly appreciate his position and in-

fluence. The hand of death is an unerring index to

service and desert; it settles all disputes and contro

versies with the questions—"Where shall we find this

man's successor? " " How will music now fare ?
"

Fortunately for the fame of Mendelssohn, snatch

ed away in the plenitude of his career, like Mozart,

we possess numerous models of the happiest attitudes

of his invention. His compositions form an era in the

music of the nineteenth century; they have gained for

im a permanent and honorable position in the history

of the art. In his symphonies, his oratorios, and his

piano-forte music, he has sufficiently stamped his own

character and individuality; and it is merely a ques-

tion whether, had it been permitted him to multiply

these productions in the course of a long life, we should

have had that complete transformation in the physio

nomy of his works which is essential in a genius of the

first class.

Variety, like that which distinguishes the composi-

tions of Beethoven and Mozart, as a series of crea-

tions, is a divine attribute of invention. The longer

an artist's course, the more severely is he tested by this

rigorous necessity, which neither himself nor his hear-

ers can for an instant remove. As age advances and

his animal spirits subside—in fact, when he most re

quires repose—he is constantly required to be more un-

like himself and all that have gone before him. This

is the formidable difficulty which interposes, at every

stage, a barrier between genius and pretension
; to pass

it during a life in a regular progression of arduous la-

bors at any time consummates the fame of a composer

The increasing pressure of these trying conditions in

the race of fame is so great to the aged composer and

artist, that he often either lays by his pen, or labors in

vain by deliberate efforts to contend against himself.

The calamity which we now deplore, abstracted from

its personal considerations, possesses at least one ele-

ment of consolation, and brings to Mendelssohn fa-

vorable prepossession of what he might have done, as

well as a tribute to what he has admirably accom-

plished.

But the personal influence of Mendelssohn on the

progress of music, especially in England, cannot be

replaced; and that we shall never see him, hear him,

or again partake in the enthusiasm which he excited,

is our deepest subject of regret. He was the adopted

son of England
; he repaid our hospitality and friend-

ship by good offices abroad ; and was probably the first

who opened a regular musical inter-communication be-

tween Germany and England. He introduced many
of our best singers into the concert rooms of the conti-

nent. He understood the genius of our old church

composers as well as the merits of our rising musi-

cians; and through him England and Germany were

fast amalgamating, and losing in their music the traces

of national distinction. His personal qualities and ac-

complishments gained him that ascendency in the Eng-

lish musical society which he employed, in the largest

sense, for the good of music.

In his playing and extemporising he combined all

the readiness of the artist of Bach and Handel's day,

with the accumulated wonders of execution of the

nineteenth century. His training from infancy under

Berger of Berlin, and under Zelter of the singing

school, had rendered marvels of execution and inven-

tion so familiar to him, that he was the sole attraction

of every musical society into which he entered. In

public concerts he put down all the show players ; he

triumphed over Thalberg and his followers with the

utmost bemhommie by the mere force of good music.

Never shall we forget the triumphant cadence with

which he concluded Bach's concerto for three harp-

sichords, following Moscheles and Thalberg. He
alone knew the style : it was the pedal solo of an or-

gan fugue in double octaves. What gigantic power he

put into these things ! The beauty of the exhibition,

and, indeed, of the numerous demonstrations made
by Mendelssohn in honor of Bach, was that he an-

nounced himself the disciple of a master contemned

by ignorance and prejudice. But with Mendelssohn

in the opposition, who would venture to speak against

Bach, even at the Philharmonic? Here was no un-

couth, obscure man— no vulgar enthusiast from the

plough, opposing the opinions of elegant society—but

a gentleman as cultivated in mind, as polished in man-

ners, as fashionably caressed, and fortunate as could

be desired. And yet this man placed all his advan-

tages in one stake for the truth—and whenever pro-

priety and the zeal of judicious advocacy permitted,

declared himself for Sebastian Bach. We are filled

with affectionate respect for his memory while we re-

cord these things. A popular master who sets public

opinion at hazard upon a sentiment, and who throws

all his trophies at the feet of the composer who realises

his ideal and has led him to the sublime, has great in-

fluence. Romance like this sways the destiny of the

art.

We lament more that Mendelssohn's presence, ex-

ample, opinion, and delightful execution will now be

withdrawn, than at the silence of his muse, charming

as that was and is. There was a warmth, a gusto, a

geniality, in his extemporaneous effusions, which we

may not soon hope to reach. In his extempore caden-

ces his countenance flushed with the passion of the

moment, and the powers of his hands redoubled with

every great occasion. Never since Beethoven took

the piano forte under his protection have such cadences

been heard. It was said by a great composer in our

hearing, that Mendelssohn was compounded of Bee-

thoven and Bach; and admitting a due coloring of

his own, the description is just. We could have wished

from him more oratorios, more symphonies, more of

his delightful choruses to the Greek drama; but most

we regret the musical head and prompt fingers that
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dealt unpremeditated delights on any genial opportuni- Thk Boston Musical Edccatiox Society are 'furnished us with two seraphine makers, very ingeni-

First and chiefest ire esteem his piano-forte play- rehearsing Home's oratorio, '-Daniel's Prediction.'' ous men. who will do well, 1 doubt not; but at Pres-

ing. with its amazing elasticity of touch, rapidity, and This society originated some ten years since, with a ton. a village twenty-six miles from here, settled l>y

po»er; next his scientific and vigorous organ playing, small number of young gentlemen, most of whom were Germans, two natives of Baden, Hager and Yogt. have

v«s the first to disabuse the public of the notion under the age of twenty-one, (no one much exceeding settled and have made several good instruments, one

that the arts of playing the organ and piano forte were that age,) who associated together for the purpose of put up in the episcopal church in this city last sum-

incompatible. He himself was a living instance of the "educating" themselves in vocal music. Hence the mcr, consisting of one row of keys, and the following

perfection of both. His triumphs on these instruments name of the society. These young gentlemen hired a stops : (4 3-4 octaves) open diapason, last octave wood
;

are fresh in public recollection. In private society he small room, invited enough of their female friends to last octave but one fine-grain tin pipes polished, form-

displayed more varied powers: he extemporised can- balance the parts, to join them, and engaged the senior ing the front pipes; stop diapason, through; dulciana,

ons with the learned; he played the tenor with quar- editor of this paper (himself not quite " twenty-one."
J wood, (very reedy ) 4 octaves; flute, metal-flue pipes,

tet players, or combined the songs of ladies at a party in to give them six months' instruction. So pleasant the head sliding so as to tune without bending the ears,

an effective piano-forte fantasia—often making the two were these meetings that the fame thereof soon spread, 4 octaves ; fifteenth. 1 octave of pedals, with coupler to

go together. The spectacle of such readiness as this and the number of the society soon increased so much 1. ing of double stop diapason to GGG; open

is absolutely necessary from time to time to support as to require the accommodations of a large hall, and it diapason to GG ; bassoon to GG; this last stop is very

the idea of genius which languishes under constantly has continued in active operations ever since, entirely powerful, but being too freely used byourorgani-

prepared composition. The poetic fire struck out by independent of any public patronage or favor. The almost a nuisance ; the bellows are quite detached and

collision in an unpremeditated effort has magical pow- expenses have always been paid by an assessment up- arc in the porch of the church, out of the way. They

er. and no musical performance equals the effect of im- on the members, no public exhibition for money ever are worked by the jut. as in Germany, and the works of

n which is at once enthusiastic and regular, having been given by the society. The society was the organ are very easily got at. The bellows also can

annot trust ourselves to speak of the memorv under the charge of the aforesaid editor until near the be got at without removing the pipes or disturbing the

I master which retained the stores of an ancient ™« of his vi ^ itinS Europe, since which, it has received organ otherv

and modern library—and pursued a symphony or an the instructions of Mr. Geo. J. Webb. When we in- These remarks are quite at your service, if they are

opera on the instant through its minuted details. The form our readcri that its members have enjoy,,! Mr. „f any use to you : they are merely to let you know the

elaborate concertos he has plaved in public give but a Webb's instructions for six or seven years
| state of our musical progress in our very young coun-

faint picture of his faculty of 'memorv. No" musician "'" r^adil
.
v »lfer that few

-
if an

.
v societies this side the try. Your ob't. serv't.

of the present century has equalled 'Mendelssohn in biS F°nd can c1ual if - in rnorus performances. For

the variety and perfection of his personal endowments ourselves we do not hesitate to declare that wc have F
as an artist. This was the active principle of his in- not heard its equal out of Germany. Most of the origin- m, „,..,. Emtom Ihaawajaat brought home from

fluence on music, and rendered him in some son the al members are still active members of the society
;
but the wnd( . rv the first and second volumes of your paper,

soul of the art. The respect inspired by such acqnire- !t sti11 numbers many who have not yet seen " twenty- bound in
'

onc and ,ake r,iea sure in giving it a place

-itch devotion to an ideal, snch intellectual 0Tie

power and modesty of demeanor, elevated the stand-

id was a constant lesson to the young,

ad yet speaketh '' may certainly be af-

firmed of Mendelssohn during the present genera-

tion. What the futuritv of music may be it were rasl;

Within the last month this society have effect-

ed an arrangement by which Mr. Lowell Mason is

hereafter to be associated with Mr. Webb, in the musi-

cal direction of the society, and we doubt not its

fulness will be materially increased, and its scale of op-

erations materially enlarged. Mr. Horn's oratorio is

to pre ant of an idol will not, however, dis destined to be very popular, and will be performed by

our public hastily to adopt the vagaries of the so- th e society, with a degree of perfection not often cx-

callcd romantic school. We are sccur that. <clIc(i Dv amateur performers. The meetings of this are verv j ndcnn j tc and inadequate to the importance

we trust, by a memorable example of fancy subservient ****% have always been held on Monday evenings. of lhc ;u |, jcc , i have been icd t0 tnink more f ,i liSi

to the strict canons of science.

among my valuables. I have read with pleasure and

profit, and, with the concurrent permission of your-

selves and the inclosed, shall continue to do so. I

have thought that it might be useful to as, your read-

ers, to receive a series of articles frotn you, relating to

what should be taught in our singing schools, and

what qualifications are necessary for the teachers. For

as far as my observation extends, the views of people

-din's private virtues and friendly quali-

ties are now but too well appreciated in England. He
was an earnest lover of nature, and drew inspirations

from her scenes. The Hebrides afforded him an over-

ture, and probably th M .t Chamouni. for

in that solirude we found his name inscribed. From
m

the excitement of perpetual Applause, and the tumult .

correct,
of congratulation, we can now imagine how gTateful to

The musical affairs of the association are left unrcscrv- from having seen articles in the New York Observer,

edly in the hands of the director. All other business on .. Aduh umgm* schools," two or three weeks past,

is entrusted to a board of directors elected annually by and of Mg T^ conndent . tnat there arc many tcac i,.

the members.

him must have l>ccn an occasional retreat into the si-

• -'-encs of nature. Great success has its dangers;

and it appesrs that Mendelssohn, during his late

summer residence at Interlachen. in Switzerland, had

- of hi* impending fate. The sudden dett

i an attack of
|

f the brain,

lim He

; on the fourth of Xo' itaik.

the same

lamity for nrt we in

ers and many schools, whose prmmt infiuenrt the church

7/
, Canada .">. 1848. docs not need, and happy would it be for her, could it

Gextlemkn-Xoi being sure when my years' sub-
never* fclt- Lgt a better idca ** obtained, if possible,

and at least onc of your objects in publishing a period -

cal will be attained.

A good degree of prosperity has attended my efforts

at teaching, this winter, in three of the churches here,

also at X and 1{ . C.

A- a native of the city of London. England, and the

son of a native of Amsterdam. Holland, and an ama-

teur of organs. I have been much gratified at the de-

scriptions of Dutch and English organs in your l

lent work. Some progress has been made in organ

building in Canada. Mr. Warren, of Montreal, who re-

It' . .Y. Y..J,n,. 22. 1848.

—1 renew my subscription to your

the knowledge Oi his- baameas in your city, has journal with pleasure, hoping that others will not fail

built some very fine in-truments. both at pow- to do the same. Though not a teacher, but a farmer,

er and quality of tone. On church in studying music as n pleasure during my moments of

that city. i« onc of tax instruments I evei leisure. 1 find a musical journal indispensable. How

beard, and that in the American prcetrjrterian church, teachers and so-called professors can get along with-

of the most powerful. Mr Warren has also con- out, I know not, unless upon the supposition that they

eaae.than
i. .,man catholic chuich at liave got to the top of the hill of musicl science. The

Honcherville, of three ranks—great, choir, and swell, general character of the Gazette I like. I however

and of very •
I nto thrre also are would like to WC you more severely exact with regard

Mr. Edward Kendall, of Boston, the celebrated the principal being Mr. Thomas, who to the music drained Irom contributors, MB 1 think, up-

gle
i'

: a band in
'

- put up some superior instruments. We have no on close examination, some of the harmony must be

rcnadc »ss lately given him iu that city. organ builders in this city, although your state has condemned, even by yourselves. 1 would wish to see
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nothing that is even questionable. Taking up the last

tune published, let us look at it. It is the Sailor's Cry.

In the third full measure we have the chords G, D, F,

F, which possibly is all very learned, but to my ear

sounds very repulsive, and is forbidden in every work

I ever studied
;
particularly in quick notes. -See Web-

er's Theory, page 703, $ 490, Querstand <jr. Allow me

the impudence to suggest the following succession, for

the above measure and the following; viz:
|
G,G,A,F,

|

C, &c. I think there may be found also typographical

errors unnoticed in the text, for the correction of which

an errata at the end of the volume would not be a bad

plan.

Music here is at a very low ebb, no school hav-

ing been taught for two or three years, worthy of the

name. We have three churches, with two choirs, so

called, in our village. They sing two parts, usually,

the leader singing the air for the ladies with all his

might, he who makes the most noise being considered

the best singer. For an example of adaptation, I have

only to say that I have heard them sing the words

" When overwhelmed with grief, My soul within me

dies," &c, to Silver Street, in the most exulting man-

ner. At a late church dedication, we were treated to

a " hash," something after this sort. Milton's version

of the 84th psalm, lately set to music by Spohr, was

found in a weekly paper. Thinking that this was just

the thing, which nobody disputes, they, after much prac-

tice, sung it as follows : first, the four or five verses sung

as a chorus, to old Majesty ; then three verses to Naomi,

as a solo, accompanied by the leader with a solitary

flute. Then four verses, originally sung as a quartet,

were sung in chorus to the tune "Jerusalem my happy

home," as in the " Carmina Sacra," without any alter-

ation of rhythm, or instrumental accompaniment; the

choir standing mute, waiting for the echo, while the

leader was most valiantly beating the air with his hand

to the no small amusement or vexation of all who knew

anything about music.

When I see the notices of your Boston classes, it

makes me think of the pleasure I once enjoyed while

attending them ; and it would not be strange, if at some

future period I should just happen down at the time

And now, with the best wishes for your success in

all your labors, I subscribe myself Yours, j. m. p.

singing was held last evening. The prospects are pro-

pitious, and augur well for the future. A similar soci-

ety formerly existed here, called the Rochester Acade-

my of Music. This society was incorporated and did

business on a large scale, paying the leader one thou-

sand dollars a year, and other expenses in accordance.

In consequence of the great sum of money necessary

to raise to defray the expenses, it was long since given

up. The present society was organized on an econom-

ical scale, and, it is earnestly hoped, will be productive

of good results. The object is to cultivate and im-

prove musical taste, and to develop skill in perform-

ing church music or sacred harmony ; also to cultivate

a greater uniformity of practice in the several choirs.

More anon. Yours, handel.

Rochester, N. Y., Feb. 8, 1848.

Messrs. Editors—About three weeks since, a pub

lie meeting of the several choirs in the city was called

to ascertain whether there was a desire to form a sacred

music society. The meeting was called to order by

Mr. Murray, and Mr. L, Wetherell was appointed chair-

man. After discussing the expediency of forming such

a society, it was unanimously voted that one be formed.

A committee was then appointed, to present a consti

tution for the consideration of a future meeting. The
committee reported to the adjourned meeting, the con-

stitution was adopted, and the society was declared to

be organized, and to be known by the name of the

Rochester Musical Institute. The following list of offi-

cers was chosen : Hon. P. G. Buchan, president; Dr. F.

F. Backus, Messrs. Scrantom and Wetherell, vice-pres-

idents; L. Ward Smith, Esq., corresponding secretary

:

Lorenzo Kelly, recording secretary; D. M. Dewey,
treasurer; Messrs. Baron, Wilson and Murray, leaders

:

the board of directors consists of Messrs. Baron, Fish.

Wilson, Smith, and Amsden. The first meeting for

ORGANS IN LONDON-NO. XI.

German Lutheran Church.—The organ at this church

is one of Snetzler's, and is perhaps the best of his now
remaining, except that at Botherham, which is quite

genuine.

GREAT ORGAN.

1 Stop diapason 2 Open diapason

2 Open diapason
3 Principal

4 Twelfth
5 Fifteenth

6 Sesquialtrea, 3 ranks
7 Trumpet swell organ
8 Cornet,mounted,5 ranks i Open diapason

2 Principal
choir organ. 3 Hautboy

1 Stop diapason 4 Trumpet

St. Mark's, Pentonville.—A fine organ, built by Gray,

Pedal pipes to CCC. Swell to C.

3 Flute
4 Principal

5 Fifteenth

6 Bassoon

GREAT ORGAN.

1 Stop diapason
2 Open diapason
3 Ditto ditto

4 Principal

5 Twelfth
6 Fifteenth

7 Sesquialtrea, 3 ranks
8 Mixture, 2 ranks
9 Trumpet
10 Clarion

1

1

Pedal pipes

CHOIR ORGAN.

1 Stop diapason
2 Open diapason

3 Dulciana
4 Principal

5 Flute
6 Fifteenth
7 Bassoon
8 Cromorne

SWELL ORGAN.

1 Open diapason
2 Stop diapason
3 Double dulciana
4 Principal

5 Dulciana
6 Hautboy
7 Trumpet

Hymns.—The Cambridge Chronicle, an excellent

paper, published in the neighboring city of Cambridge,

after copying an article from the Saturday Rambler,

entitled " Hymns," which wc published a few weeks
since, adds the following very just remarks:

"There is another point, which the writer of the

above should have touched upon—the utter want of

lyrical character to the hymns in many of our collec-

tions. Few individuals can know the exceeding diffi-

culty attending the selection of tunes which shall at all,

in many instances, correspond to the sentiment and

rhythm of the hymn given out. Some of our most
common hymn books, containing nothing but beautiful

poetry, have very little that is fit to be sung. The re-

sult is, that, in many cases, where the leader of the

choir has but a choice of evils, he lias the credit of hav-

ing chosen evil for its own sake; where there has been
no opportunity for the exercise of taste, he has been

accused of exhibiting bad taste. Every psalm tunc

which is worthy the name, is the offspring of an emo-

Ition, a feeling, and so every psalm or hymn, properly

so called, springs from the same source. Such a tune

[and such a hymn can be wedded, and when so wedded

|what a shock it gives us to have them separated. Sup-

Ipose wc should sing ' Be thou, O God, exalted high,' to

some other tunc than Old Hundred—imagine the sen-

sations of the audience! What we would urge, then,

is, that the various books used as manuals of psalmo

dy, by the different denominations of christians, should

be revised by committees consisting, in part, of experi-

enced leaders of choirs, so that in all our churches we
may have lyric poetry to sing, and none else. This

has been done by Messrs. Mason and Greene, for the

orthodox societies, and their ' Church Psalmody,' as a

' singable ' book, is utterly beyond comparison with at;

other that we know."

! Jenny Lind at Home.—This famous songstn -

creates quite as great a furore in her own native city of

Stockholm, as she has in foreign lands. On the 2d in-

stant, she performed at the royal opera, Stockholm,

land although tickets were to have been sold at the

theatre office from ten o'clock, at about four on the

jpreceding afternoon, the Adolphus place, where the

opera stands, was already nearly crowded. At eleven

jthe multitude was such that the police interfered, and

^ade the people form en queue, but a little after mid-

night a compact mass of persons made an irruption

from the neighboring streets, rushed on the queue, broke

it, and actually beseiged the theatre. Nevertheless, the

.first crowd returned and attacked their aggressors, and

in a few minutes a desperate fist and foot combat fol-

lowed. Several persons were severely bruised on the

ioceasion. Detachments of infantry at length, with

great trouble, succeeded in clearing the Adolphus

place, and only 2000 persons, or twice the number the

theatre could hold, were suffered to approach its office.

In the course of the day tickets were paid for as high

as fifty times what they had cost at the office. Some
of those for the amphitheatre first places were sold at

100 bank rix dollars, or $110. The reception given ti

Jenny within the theatre was most enthusiastic.

From a series of "Foreign Sketches," by Alexander

Campbell, published in the National Era, we extract,

the following, respecting " choral service." The writer

does not appear to entertain a particularly favorable

|opiuion of the " performance '' of which he speaks :

"Brother Henshall and myself heard one of these very

splendid choral services—an exquisitely splendid affair,

!in the most august, ancient, and venerable cathedral ii

the city of York—second only to Westminster Abbey,

in the kingdom—as we were on our way from Hue
dersfield to Sunderland. There were two parsons, ten

boys, and six men, in linen vestments, engaged som<

hour and a half in performing this service. The boy>

were selected of an age favorable to a peculiar voice,

[that the worship might be musically perfect. The or-

gan was elegant, the singing super-excellent, the ic-

ing rhetorical, the tones of the organ most pious

worship exquisitely carnal, and the whole affair i

Iperbly grand farce."

j

From our exchange papers we occasionally cut a pro-

gramme of a concert. In our paper to-day wc give an

(insertion to several, although some of them have been

'in our copy drawer for a tolerably long time.
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CONCERTS. tlrtJ li,t 'c vocalists, ill uniform, will assist. These

b Rostov The Boston Musical Fund Society Performances are unique, and, in many ..

•heir fourth concert on Saturday evening. The!
ceed.ngly interesting, as their unfunded popularity

following is a rerbatim copy of the programme: Part
*u«i™«tly proves. We do not doubt, that with the

first_,, Overture. William Tell ; 2. Cavatina, Se Ro-
eltt,,orate Preparations winch arc making for tins one,

_ _ ,.. . „ . t, T . ,_ ,_ „. I it will equal, in all respects, those before tnven.
meo; 3, Concerto, Violoncello; 4, Duo, Linda dc Cba-], H

' ' '
b

mounix; 5, Quartet, in E major, op. 40, pianoforte,
1 I» Bath, Me. The concert last evening, says the

violin, viola, and violoncello; 6, Overture, Der Ah- BMli Tribune, by Mr. Bakers juvenile school, we were

nenschatz. Bart second— 1, Grand Jubilee Overture;' KIai1 to see. was well attended, aud gave perfect -atis-

2, Hondo, Deh tu bel anima; 3, Solo, Clarinet; 4, *a- faction. Many of the songs and duets would have

lot a la France; 5, Overture, Baler of the Spirits. l,onc "'edit to older and experienced performers. The

Director. Mr. C. L. Meyer. - of the Snow Bird, sung by a little girl scarce

™, TI -n m /m i i i • _ i larger than the bird of which she sung, was listened to
The Ilauser Family (Tvrolese) have given six or e "

.

.

. r, . , . . , , i
a second time with much delight. The duct. " Float

eight concerts in Boston, but not with much success. c '

.,., u ,
• t- -i .1 on, sung by two little girls, was excellent Two other

The Hutchinson lamilv gave two concerts here, ' ° J
„ „,

, , . ,
" T^ , songs, " To our Mother.' and " The Swiss Toy Girl."

and have started on a southern tour. Dempster has
, . , „ „ .

.. e , • t> » ti- were well suns:. The little folks trotted their hobby
given another scries of performances in Boston. His °

, , , .
, ™ , , „, horse through in good time. The affair did credit to

concerts have been quite popular. The Astor Place ° °
„ r, r v ir i , T . ! \

ill concerned—the teacher, the scholars, and the au-
Opera Company, of .New 1 ork. (Italians) or a portion,.,.". . .... dicucc.
of them, have given a series of operas in this city.

Among their number was a young lady, a native of In Al "' m a
>
Mi;

-
The first public performance

Boston, whose father, (Mr. Ostinelli) being a native ° r ,he Augusta Glee Choir was had on Thursday

NEW MUSIC,
PUBLISHED BY C. HOLT, Jb., Music Publisher, 1M Fulton Street,Nm York city.

-

The Forsaken one, a B

BroS me, Quartet.
Nightingale Waltz.

1 Ulue Waltz.
Brooklyn Polka.
Broadway Polka.
University Quick B
Tin- Mariner, Jetinv Lind.
The Welcome, Quartet
Far from my Own native mountain*. Quartet
Dandy Broadway Swell. ( I

Darkey.' lift is always gay, Christy.
1 seen her at dc windi
W'ctc Left New England's Sunny Hills, Quartet.
When the Moon on tin' Lak.

•i* t '. Pmahnan
' >Jd Fellows' Grand March.

General Scotts' Mexican Quick Step.
Warlike 1). ad in Mexico, dedicated hy permission, to Henry Clay.

Indian Girl's Lament on the banks of the Kennebec
' A Bark has ored. Quart tings.

I'd like t I live ir.
,
l i.id.

D( al and Dumb Girl Dream, llullad.

The Babes in the Woods,
Think gently of the erring, Quartet.
Youth is the Season for Lite, Uullad, bv Greatorex.
Troubadour Waltz.
Isabella Polka.

Granite Songster, containing the songs of the Hutchinson
Family.
A new instruction book for the vioioneeUo, by S. A. Morely, A. M.
A large number of ( 1

- now on hand.

of Italy, had taken her to Italy and given her the ad-

vantage of the Italian schools. She has returned to

America an opera singer, and the wife of Signor Bis-

eaccianti, a talented violoncello player. During her

evening of last week, and notwithstanding the inclem-

ency of the weather, quite a large audience assembled

,to listen to the "concord of sweet sounds." The choir

consists of some of our best singers—ladies and gen-

engagement she had a benefit, which was so well pat-]
^emen—and they gave a most excellent entertainment

ronized by the citizens of her native city, that herpor-
1 —every way worthy of them as musicians, and which

tion of the profits of the evening was over $1300. Miss we hoPc wil1 bcfoic lonS be repeated under more favor-

OstLnelli's mother was an American lady. For many ablc circumstances.—A ugusta, (.1/..) Burner.

years she lived separate from her husband, and sup- Ix ( iiii.licothe, Ohio. A concert of vocal music

ported herself and daughter by teaching music, in Fort- was given, on Friday evening, by nearly one hundred

land. Me. The Boston Daily Advertiser has the fol- singers, under the direction of Mr. G. II. Barbour,

lowing notice of Miss Ostinelli's benefit :
" One of the

1 The following programme was performed . Fart first

largest and most brilliant audiences ever assembled at — 1, Duct, piano forte; 2, Opening Chorus, Our school;

the Howard Athenaeum, greeted Signora Biscaccianti .'), German Air. O come, come away; 4, Chorus. Try.

at her benefit last night. There was great competition by, try again; 5, Chorus, Bob o'Lmknm ; 6, Chorus,

in the morning, for seats and tickets, and the premiums There's much good cheer in youthful age;
"

for tickets amounted to more than S800. This, with and Chorus, Merry Sleigh Ride; 8. Anthem, Daughter

the regular price of seats and of tickets for persons who of Zion ; 9, Glee, Awake the song of merry meeting
j

contented themselves with a sight or two and a note or 10, Quartet, The guardian genius of the Swiss; 11,

two from the heroine of the evening, would bring up Quartet, Patriotic fire cry
;

12. Glee, 1 g may life and

the gross receipts to fifteen or sixteen hundred dollars, health be spared us; 13, Anthem. The Lord descend-

This enthusiasm for the fair and accomplished bench- i-.l from above. Fart second— 1, Song and Chorus,

clary is an honor both to her and her native city. Sig- The Mowers' Song; 2, Chorus, Lovely Uose; 3, Song,

nora Biscaccianti seemed to obtain new energy from The Boat Race; 4, Song, Escape from winter ; 5, Song,

the encouragement given to her by the huge, fashion- The Old Granite State; 6, Glee, The Schoolmaster.

INSTRUCTION BOOK
FOR. learning to play church mueic on the mclodcon, seraphinc, or-

pin or piano. The only ilitt iconic in learning to
church music upon the above named instruments, is the diffi-

culty oi i ,,n only be done by classi-

fy ing the sounds which are to be struck at the same time, in such a
that the mind can receive the idea of the sounds in the four

I 0> think oi tour disUnct
sounds, which last it i playing in ton,. In
the work entitled • 1 A. X.

ok," the sound
natural and progressive method, each " explanation " being a".

with cop . the intelligent practice ot which cannot fail to
impart the ability to play church music upon any keyed instrument,
with accuracy and fluency.
Published by . No.17 Trcmont Row, Boston, and for

sale by book and music dealers generally. nl. Jan. 8L

SUfCrlBG IX COMMON SCHOOLS.
mO SCHOOL COMMIT I I 1 s. -if you wish to create and sits-

I tain kind feelings amongst the pupils of the school,and between
-1- the teacher and thi Ften and subdue tin temper af

ood order and cheerfulness, without i si 'i ., \or<

of an art which may
be made I amusement in after

years, hardly leas worthy of acquisition than a know ledge of the busi-
then introduce music into yi

Then 1 for the put] mod, which hove till

within a few yi hanpllj supplied la the fal-

lowing books, with but modi late attainments ill the teacher:
1. Tne Manuel of Instruction of tl idem*.
•j. The Large ** Musii Mr. i.. Mason.

B <>r the other or all of the following beautiful little song books:

The Boston -
.

i i Meson.
The Juvenile singing School, bj Dleasre. Mason ond "Webb.
The Primary School Song Book, " " " "

The Song Hook of thi ." " "

These work, are all that art l
addition to the black-board,

for successfully carrying, on the operation. The books are for »h1c Iv
Huston, Jan. I nl. OLIV1 R D]

ablc, and brilliant array before her, and sustained her- (sung by ten children, representing a scene in a school

room;) 7, Anthem. How beautiful upon the moun-

tains; 8, Glee, The Harvest Time: '.l. Quartet, The
self, through her two difficult rofesof Lucia ami Amine,

with even greater spirit ami elegance than she has dis-

played in her former appearances here.'' Grave of Bonaparte; 10, Quartet, Hurrah for t

Is Bbookltx. We ham that some two hundred boys; 11, Patriotic Glee, For freedom, honor, and na-

the five or six hundred members live land : 13, Anthem, Not unto us, () Lord.

of the Brooklyn Female Academy, volunteered to give

bapel of the institution, on Tuesday
EiLXJian^The

,
)0Ct Corpani once asked his friend'

•vening. under the direction oi Professor Kingsley. |i. iV | (11

T*« " '
°n»«»endable "'"1 praiseworthy. ;, n\)sy

.

n |Kll , |u>m ,,
1 , |KU y, ,.,,„„.,, )m , si , w„ ; ,,mos ,

1

Tl,c availsof "" '"' 'M--1-1 i" 'he
;llwavso|

'

;u|a ,ulnal i u ,,,hcc.i,.l.a„d eve,
purchase of an o ie chapel oi the institution. .

Is Nlw ^'<)KK Tha juvenile ronoerti which be- To this, Haydon's answer was

under the auspicei "t Mr. Bradbury, l caanol make it otherwise, [write according to

ntra in (Jermanv. to in renewed by h the thoughts which I feel; when I think upon Gotl,my

/he has lucceeded bin in hi* music schools, and is heart is so full of joy that the notes dance and leap, as

imbued with the same characteristici and qualifies/- it were, from my pen ; and sinoi Qod has given mc a

tions. The lii-t of BflM ntaOtrM will be given at the cheerful heart, it will be easily forgiven me that I serve

Tabernacle, on the first of March, and about six bun- him with a cheerful spirit."

CONCERT BTO8IC.

Tin: Bolton Acaderaj 's Collection of Choruses, edited by L. Mason.
mpanlmenot published In manuecript when order-

ed, at the cost ofcopying merely.
us—* Awake, put on thy strength, O arm of the Lord."

,1 to.

The Morning, a beautiful
i

Hi pages.
The Power ot Song, ho inter, sting plel e, consisting of choruses, so-

lo., .in Schiller, w pages.

The Spring part ot llavdcn'. beaul ol tin Seasons.

Harmony of the Spheres, a charming piece, by 1: tes.

Jan. 81. nl. lor sale by wil.KI.NS, CARTES a CO

THE MAI II v'l iv \I,.

AUUSICAls RKCBEATIOK FOB FLOWBB TIME. By J. C.
Johnson. This little hook contains the i Doral con-

ii of a Qnci n of Msy, or
ijm en oi flowers. Ti M I rs a ho have jno nils cleeees, would do well

to procure it soon, and pre|>are the festival at their leisure. Three rep-

resentations in Bostoi audlencea, and high encomiums
from the press. Music easy, and direction fee subjoin-

ed. Price, one dollai six dollars per bund
Jan. SI. nl. Published by B. B. NT08BBT ft CO.

THE BOSTON GLEE BOOK, b] I. \l\si.\ .most
imateurofonr country, which could

Mason
and Webb. The great tasteevlnced In this collection, anil the care

with wlo have excluded every improper sentiment llicic-

erves admiration and cnconrnginunl." Korssleby
nl. oi l\ IK IHISON.

T

FOR CHORAIs SIH1KT1KS.
UK. litis ION ANTHLM BOOK, being a collection of the best

Anthems and other set pieces of music, extant, foi societies and
choirs. nl. for tale by OLIVER DITSON.
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THANKSGIVING ANTHEM.
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GEORGIA SCENES

Is the title of a book written many years since, by one

of the most distinguished men in Georgia, The work

had been for some time out of print, until the Harpers

of New York issued a new edition. The new edition

has been out but a few months, and has met with a

very rapid sale. The scenes are certainly among the

most mirth-provoking wc have ever read. We have

this week copied one of the chapters from the book, for

the benefit of our readers. It is as follows, and en-

titled—
THE SONG.

It is not to avoid the malediction of Shakspear upon

such '' as have not music in themselves, and are not

charmed with the concord of sweet sounds," that I pro-

fess to bo fond of music; but because I am in truth

extravagantly fond of it. But I am not fond of French

music ; and as for the Italian, I think that any one who

will dare to inflict it upon an American ear, ought to

be sent to the penitentiary without a trial. It is true

that some of the simple, national French airs are very

fine ; but there is not one in a thousand Italian tunes,

simple or compound, which is not manslaughter. The

German compositions are decidedly the best from the

continent of Europe; but even these are of late par-

taking so much of the vices of France and Italy, that

they have become scarcely sufferable. As yet. how-

ever, they may be safely admitted into a land of liberty

and sense. Scotland lias escaped the corruptions which

have crept into the empire of music, and consequently

her music recommends itself, with irresistible charms

to every ear which is not vitiated by the senseless rat-

tle of the continent. Ireland is a little more contami-

nated ; but still Iter compositions retain enough of their

primitive simplicity and sweetness to entitle them to

the patronage of all who would cultivate a correct

taste in this interesting department of the fine arts. I

would not be understood as speaking here without any

limitations or restrictions; but I do maintain that, with

some few exceptions, all of the soul of music which is

now left in the world, is to be found in Scotland and

Ireland.

But Germans, Frenchmen, and Italians, are decided-

ly the best, that is, ihe most expert performers in the

world. They perform all over the world, and in order

to exhibit themselves to the best advantage, they select

the most difficult and complicated pieces. The people

at large presume that the best performers must be the

best judges of music, and must make the best selec-

tions; they therefore forego the trouble of forming an

opinion of their own, and pin their faith upon the de-

cisions, or rather the practice, of the amateurs. It was
somehow in this way, I presume, that the fashionable

music of the day first obtained currency. I fin

come prevalent, it has become tolerable: just as lias

> and ardent spirits. And while

this head, 1 would earnestly recommend to the friends

of i form in our favored country, to establish an " An-

ti-mad -music-society," in order to suppress if possible

the cruelties of <>ur modern mush al

If the instrumental music of France and Italy be

bad, their vocal music is, if possible, a thousand time-

worse. Neither the English nor th Georgian languagt

furnishes me with a term expressive of the horrors of

a French or Italian song, as it is agonized forth by one

of their professed singers. The law should make it!

justifiable homicide in any man to kill an Italian in the

very act of inflicting an il penseroso upon a refined

American car.

And yet, with all the other European abominations

which have crept into our highly-favored country, the

French and Italian style of singing and playing has

made its way hither: and it is not uncommon to hear

our boarding-school misses piping away, not merely in

the style, but in the very language of these nations.

This I can bear very well if there happen to be a

Frenchman or Italian present, because 1 know that he

suffers more from the words than I do from the music;

for I confess that upon such occasions I feel something

of the savage malignity which visits the sins of a na-

tion upon any of its citizens. But it most frequently

happens that I am put to the tortures of which I have

been speaking without this mitigation. It was thus

with me a few evenings ago at Mrs. B 's party.

Tea had been disposed of, and the nonsensical chit-

chat of such occasions had begun to Hag, when I invi-

ted Miss Mary Williams to the piano. She rose very

promptly at my request, without any affected airs, and

with no other apology than that "she felt some diffi-

dence at playing in the presence of Miss Crump." The
piano was an admirable one, and its tones were ex-

quisitely fine. Mary seated herself at it, and after a

short but beautiful prelude, she commenced one of

Burns 1

plaintive songs to a tune which was new to me.

but which was obviously from the poet's own land, and

by one who felt the inspiration of his verse. The com-

poser and the poet were both honored by the perform-

er. Mary's voice was inimitably fine. Her enuncia-

tion was clear and distinct, with just emphasis enough

to give the verse its appropriate expression, without

interrupting the melody of the music ; and her modu-
lations were perfect.

She had closed, and was in the act of rising, before

I awoke from the delightful revery into which she had

lulled me. I arrested her, however, and insisted upon

her proceeding, when she gave me one of Allan Ram-
sey's best, to measure equally appropriate. This she

followed with Tannahill's " Gloomy Winter's now
awa!

," and was again retiring, when my friend Hall ob-

served. " Sec, Miss Mary, you 've brought a tear to Mr.

Baldwin's eye, and you must not cease until you chase

it away with some lively air." My friend was right.

The touching pathos of Mary's voice, conspiring with

a train of reflections which the song inspired, had real-

|ly broughl me to tears. 1 thought of poor Tannahill's

he was the victim of a bookseller's cupidity.

Wiih men of taste and letters, bis fugitive piei i . par-

ticularly bis lyrics, bud gained him

reputation; but he was nor exempt from the common
lot of authors, lie was attacked by the ignorant and

the invidious; and with the hopeless design of silenc-

ing these, he prepared a volume or more of his

poems with great care, and sent them to a bookseller

for publication. After the lapse of several weeks they

were returned without a compliment or an offer for

them. The mortification and disappointment were

too severe for his reason. It deserted him, and soon

after he was found dead in a tunnel of the burn which

had been the scene of one of his earliest songs. Un-

fortunately in his madness he destroyed his favorite

works.

Such was the train of reflection from which Mary
was kind enough, at the request of my friend, to re-

lieve me by a lively Irish air Had it not been admi-

rably selected, I could hardly have borne the transition.

But there was enough of softening melody, mingled

with the sprightliness of the air, to lead me gently to a

gayer mood, in which she left me.

In the meantime, most of the young ladies and gen-

tlemen had formed a circle round Miss Aurelia Emma
jTheodosia Augusta Crump, and were earnestly en-

gaged in pressing her to play. One young lady even

went so far as to drop on her knees before her, and in

this posture to beseech her ''dear Augusta just to play

the delightful overture of ," something that sound-

ed to me like "Blaze in the frets" This petition was

urged with such a melting sweetness of voice, such a

bewitching leer at the gentlemen, and such a theatric

heave of the bosom, that it threw the young gentlemen

into transports. Hall was rude enough to whisper in

mine ear, " that he thought it indelicate to expose an

unmantled bosom to a perpendicular view of a large

company;'' and he muttered something about 'repub-

lican simplicity," I know not exactly what. But I as-

sured him the fair petitioner was so overcome by her

solicitude for the overture, that she thought of nothing

else, and was wholly unconscious that there was a gen-

tleman in the room. As to his insinuation about

"points of view," I convinced him by an easy argu-

ment that it was wholly unfounded ; for that this was

the very point of view in which an exposed neck must

always be seen, while men continue taller than women :

and that, as the young lady must have been apprized

of this, she would hardly take so much trouble for

nothing. But to return.

Miss Crump was inexorable. She declared she was

entirely out of practice. " She scarcely ever touched

the piano;" mamma was always scolding her "for giv-

ing so much of her time to French and Italian, and

neglecting her music and painting; but she told mamma
the other day, that it really was so irksome to quit Ra-

cine and Dante, and go to thrumming upon the piano,

jthat but for the obligations of filial obedience, she did

jnot think she should ever touch it again."

1 Here Mrs. Crump was kind enough, by the merest
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accident in the world, to iutcrposc, and to relieve the of a dry cough, a grunt, a hic-eough, and a whisper;!

company from wither anxiety. "Augusta, my dear," and they were introduced, it appeared to me, as inter-!

said the, "go and play a tune or two; the company pretera between the right and left. Things

will excuse your hoarseness." Miss Crump rose im- in this way for about the space of fifteen seconds, when

mediately at her mother?! bidding, and moved to theljl happened to directmy attention to Mr. Jenkins, frora

piano, accompanied by a large group of smiling faces. Philadelphia, His eyes "ere closed, his head rolled

,,• child,'
-

said Mrs. Crump as she went forward, gracefully from Side to side; a beam of heavenly com-

"she is frightened to death. I wish Augusta could! Iplacency rested upon his countenance, and bis whole

overcome her diffideni
"'•"' V™ InwWbto demonstration that Miss Crump's

Mia Cramp was educated at Philadelphia; she had

been taught to sing by Madam Piggisqoerki, who was

a pupil of MVm'selle Crokifroggietta, who had sung

with Madam Catalani ; and she had taken lessons on

the piano from Beignor Buzzifutsi, wlio had played

with PaganinL

She seated herself at the piano, rocked to the right,

then to the left, leaned forward, then backward, and

D, She placed her right hand about midway the

ke\ -. and her left about two octaves below it. She now

put off to the right in a brisk canter up the treble notes,

and the left alter it. The left then led the way back.

and the right pursued in like manner. The right turn-

ed and repeated its first movement; but the left out

ran it this time, hopped over it, and flung it off the

track. It came in again, however, behind the left on

it- return, and passed it in the same style. They now

became highly incensed at each other, and met furious-

ly on the middle ground. Here a most awful conflict en

music made him feel good all over. I had just turned

from the contemplation of Mr. Jenkins' transport

ee whether I could extract from the performance any-

thing intelligible, when Miss (.'rum]) made a fly-catch-

ing grab at half a dozen keys in a row, and at the same

nstant she fetched a long, dunghill cock crow, at the

conclusion of which she grabbed as many keys with

the left. This came over Jenkins like a warm bath.

and over me like a rake of bamboo briars.

My nerves had not recovered from this shock before

Miss Augusta repeated the movement, and accompani-

ed it with a squall of B pinched cat. This threw me

into an ague fit ; but from respect to the performer,

maintained my position. She now made a third gtffs]

with the right, boxed the faces of six key- in a row

" Ten minutes after twelve," said he.

" And where have you been to this late hour ?
"

" I have just returned from the parly.''

" And what kept you so late ?
"

" Why. 1 disliked to retire while Miss Crump was

playing."

" In mercy's name!" said I, ' is she playing yet?"
" Yes," said he j

" I had to leave her playing at last."

' And where was Jenkins «
"

' He "as there, still in ecstasies, and urging her to

play on."

" And where was Truck !

"

" He was asleep."

"And what was she playing?"

'An Italian—"

Here I swooned, and heard no more.

foil

DR. CROTCH.
16 last steamer from England brought intelligence

the death of this truly wonderful musician. The
Owing sketch of his life may be interesting to some

of our readers :

" Dr. Crotch, the subject of the following sketch,

with the left, and at the same time raised one of the was bom at Norwich, (England,) July 5,1775. His

most unearthly howl-, that ever issued from the throat ""her, by trade a carpenter, an ingenious mechanic,

of a human being. This seemed the signal for univer- "" 1 "<' .-">"! reputation, having a passion for mneic, of

sal uproar and destruction. She now threw away all which, however, be had no knowledge, undertook to

reserve, and charged the piano with her whole force, build an organ, on which, as soon as it would speak,

ucd for about the space of ten seconds, when the rigbt||g
ne boxed it, she clawed it, she raked it, she scraped it. he learned to play two or three common tunes, such

whipped off all of a sudden, as I thought, fairly van

quished. But I was in the error against which Jack

Randolph cautions Us: " It had only fallen back to a

stronger position." It mounted upon two black keys,

and commenced the note of a rattlesnake. This had

a wonderful effect upon the left, and placed the doc-

trine of snake charming beyond dispute. The left

rushed furiously towards it repeatedly, but seemed in-

variably panto-struck when it came within six keys ofj

it, and as invariably retired with a tremendous roaring

down the base keys. It continued its assaults, some-

times by the way of the naturals, sometimes by the way

of the sharps, and sometimes by B zigzag through both

but all its attempts to dislodge the right from its strong-

hold proving ineffectual, it came close up to its adver-

and expired.

Any one, or rather no one, can imagine what kind

of noises the piano gave forth during the conflict Cer-

tain it is, no one can describe them, and therefore 1

shall not attempt it.

The battle ended. Mist Augusta moved as though

t-he would have arisen, but this was protested againsl

\y a number ol voices ;'t OBCe: "One song, my dear

A'lrcli.i." Said Miss Small; "you must sing that sweet

little French air yon used to sing in Philadelphia, and

which Madam Piggisqoerki was so fond of."

Mist Augusta looked pitifully at her mamma, and

her mamma looked "stag" at Mi*s Augusta; accord

ingly she squared bi rself for a song.

she brought her hands to the campus this time in

fine style, and they reetned now to be perfectly recon

. Hi d to each otbi r. Thej comm< rued a kind of collo

onv; the right whispering treble very softly, and the

left responding bast rerj loudly. The conference had

i kept up until I i
'

: " d«slre a change of the

subject, when mj ear carurht, indistinctly, some rerj

Ounds, Which appeared to proceed from the

Ileal „f M | . they seemed to he compounded

as ' God save the king, 'Let ambition fire the mind,"

and the ' Easter Hymn;' with which, and such chords

as were pleasing to his ear, he used to try the perfec-

tion of his instrument.

About Christmas, 1770. when Master Crotch was

only a year anil a half old. he discovered a great in-

clination tor music, by even leaving his food to attend

I heard a voice exclaim, "By heavens! she's the most 'o it, when the organ was playing; and about mid-

enchanting performer I ever heard in my life!" 1
summer, 1777, he would touch the keynote of such

turned to see who was the author of this ill-timed com- tones, in order to persuade his father to play them.

pliment, and who should it be but Nick Truck, from Soon after this, as he was unable to name these tunes.

Lincoln, who seven years before was dancing " Possum he would play the first two or three notes of them,

Her neck-vein swelled, her chin flew up, her face flush-

ed, her eye glared, her bosom heaved; she screamed,

she bowled, she yelled, cackelcd, and was in the act of

dwelling upon the note of the screech-owl, when I took

the St. Vitus' dance and rushed out of the room.'

" Good Lord." said a by-stander, "if this be her sing-\

ing, what must her crying be!" As 1 reached the door

up the gum-tree" in the chimney-corner of his father's

kitchen. Kick had entered the counting room of <

merchant in Charleston some five or six years before:

bad been sent out as supercargo of a vessel to Bor

when he thought the key note did not sufficiently ex-

plain what he wished to have played. Hut according

to hia mother's account, it seems to have been in con-

sequence of his having heard the superior performance

deaux, and, while the vessel was delivering one cargo of Mrs. Lulman, a musical lady who came to try his

and taking in another, had contracted a wonderful rel- father's organ, ami who not only played on it. but sang

ish for French music. '" her own accompaniment, that be first attempted to

As for myself. I went home in convulsions, took six play himself; foi the same evening, after her departure,

drops of laudanum, and fell asleep. I dreamed thai 1 the' child cried, and was so peevish that his mothei was

was in a beautiful city, the streets of which intersected wholly unable to appease him. At length, passing

each other at right angles ; and the birds of the air and through the dining room, he screamed and struggled

tsofthe forest bad gathered there for battle, violently to go to die organ, in which he was indn

the former led by a Frenchman, the' latter by an Hal- He eagerly bent down the keys with hia little lists, as

ian; thai I was looking on their movements towards they usually do, after finding themselves able to pro-

each either, when [heard the cry of '* Hecate is com- duce a noise, which pleases them more than the artifi-

ingl" I tunnel my eye to the northeast, and saw a cial performance of real melody or harmonj by others,

female flying through the air towards the city, and dis- The nexl day, however, being left while his mother

tinctly recognized in her the features of Miss ('rump wenl out, in the dining room with hia brother, a youth

I took the alarm and was making my escape, when she about fourteen years old, be would not let him rest

gave command for the beasts and birds to fall on me. until hi' blew the' bellows of the Organ, while he sat on

They elid so, anil, with all the noises of the animal his knee and bent down the keys, at fust promise rous-

world, were in the act of tearing me t«. pieces, when I ly, but presently, with eme hand, he played enough of

was waked by tie of Hall, my toom-mal 1 Save the kin-.' to awaken the curiosity of bis

i, ,1D bed. ' who being in a garret, which was his wink-shop,

"Oh, my dear sir," exclaimed I, "you have waked hastened down stabs to inform himself who was play-

me from a horrible dream. What o'clock is it ?" "ing this tune upon the organ. When he found it was
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the child, he could hardly believe what he heard and

saw. At this time he was exactly two years and three

weeks old, as appears by the register in the parish of

St. Colgate, Norwich. Although he showed such a

decided inclination for music, he could no more be

prevailed upon to play than a bird to sing.

When his mother returned, the father, with a look

that at once implied joy, wonder and mystery, desired

her to go up stairs with him, as he had something cu

rious to show her. She obeyed, and was as much sur

prised as the father, on hearing the child play the first

part of ' God save the king.' The next day he made

himself master of the treble of the second part; and

the day after, he attempted the base, which he per-

formed nearly correct in every particular, except the

note immediately before the close, which, being an oc-

tave below the preceding sound, was out of the reach

of his little hand. In the beginning of November

1777, he played both the treble and base of 'Let ambi

tion fire the mind,' an old tune now called ' Hope, thou

nurse of young desire.'

Upon the parents relating this extraordinary cireum

stance to their neighbors, they were laughed at, as

such a marvelous account would only expose them to

ridicule. However, a few days afterwards, Mr. Crotch

being ill and unable to go out to work, Mr. Paul, a

master weaver by whom he was employed, passing

accidentally by the door, and hearing the organ, fan

eied that he had been deceived, and that Crotch had

staid at home in order to divert himself on his favorite

instrument. Fully prepossessed with this idea, he en-

tered the house, and suddenly opening the dining-room

door, saw the child playing on the organ, while his

brother was blowing the bellows. Mr. Paul thought

the performance so extraordinary, that he immediately

brought two or three of the neighbors to hear it, who
propagating the news, a crowd of nearly a hundred

persons came the next day to hear the young perform-

er ; and on the following days, a still greater number

flocked to the house from all quarters of the city, till at

length the child's parents were obliged to limit his ex-

hibitions to certain days and hours, in order to lessen

his fatigue, and exempt themselves from the inconven-

ience of constant attendance on the curious multitude

At four years of age, his ear for music was so aston

ishing, that he could distinguish, at a great distance

from any instrument, and out of sight of the keys, any

note that was struck, whether A, B, C, &c. In this,

Dr. Burney used repeatedly to try him, and never knew
him to mistake, even in the half notes; a circumstance

the more extraordinary, as many practitioners and good

performers are unable to distinguish by the ear, at the

opera or elsewhere, in what key any piece or air is ex-

ecuted. At this early age, when he was tired of play-

ing on an instrument, and his musical faculties ap-

peared blunted, he could be provoked to attention, even

though engaged in any amusement, by a wrong note

being struck in any well-known tune ; and if he stood

by the instrument when such a note was designedly

struck, he would instantly put down the right, in what-

ever key the air was played.

The extraordinary musical talents exhibited by Dr.

Crotch in infancy, were matured by study and practice,

so that afterwards he was enabled to attain to the

highest rank in his profession, and as a professor in

music.

Among the numerous musical compositions publish-

ed by Dr. Crotch, we cannot help mentioning two,

which more particularly advanced his reputation
;

' Pal-

estine, a sacred oratorio,' and ' Specimens of various

kinds of music,' in three volumes, folio. He is also

the author of a very valuable work on the elements of

musical compositions."

Translated from a Lcip6ic paper for the Musical Gazette.

CONVENTION OF COMPOSERS AND MUSICIANS
Held in Leipsic, Saxony, August 13 aiuJAA, 1847.

This convention, the first of its kind,Tiad its rise in

the mind of Mr. Franz Brendel, editor of a musical

paper, who tried to bring about a meeting of music

teachers, for discussion and action with respect to vari-

ous abuses of the day. Through his exertions a com-

mittee was formed, and an invitation was extended,

not only to teachers, but to composers, organists, and

strong friends of the cause. In consequence of thi

call, about one hundred and twenty persons, either pro-

fessors in music seminaries, music directors, organists,

members of orchestras, teachers of singing, piano, &c.,

or amateurs of high standing, came together at Leip-

sic, on the thirteenth of August last. Among them

were Moscheles, Fr. Schneider, and many others of the

first rank in their country and the world.

At nine o'clock the members of the assembly took

their places, receiving each a number of Brendel's mu-

sical paper, containing a poetical welcome. Instead

of allowing debate on whatever was offered at any mo-

ment, the committee had appointed persons to speak

in a certain order on various subjects, their addresses

being carefully prepared. After each lecture there

was an opportunity for discussion and resolutions.

Mr. Brendel opened the meeting by a few remarks

on the need of such an assemblage as the present, and

the objects to be attained.

Organist Becker followed, with a few words expres-

sive of his joy at the sight of so many good friends of

good music, coming together to protect it from need-

less innovation, and to remove old hindrances to its

progress.

Now came some remarks from Dr. Schuman, on the

use of French titles to German compositions, recom-

mending their abolition, and also the change of such

Italian words as are now used for dynamic expression

and admit of the substitution of more intelligible Ger-

man terms. Dr. Schuman had not reference to com-

mon technical terms, as Adagio, Allegro, Cantata, ff-c,

but to the crowd of new Italian words lately becoming

fashionable, and also to such nonsense as " compose

pour le pianoforte et dedie," &c., which would be just

as polite and complimentary if written in the compo-
ser's native language. During the debate on this sub-

ject, some one inquired whether " it would not be well

to place the date of every composition on its title page."

Most of those present expressed themselves in favor of

German titles and signs.

Organist H. Sattler, of Blandenburg, submitted a

proposition, "that this assembly appoint a commission,

which shall take measures to found something perma-
nent, by which the titles of good compositions, unpub-

lished, may be made known, also making it possible to

obtain copies of such compositions." There are many
good pieces of music designed, for instance, to be used

in church service, which will not pay, (pecuniarily,) for

publishing. Nevertheless, many leaders and organists

would gladly pay for transcription. A commission

like the one above mentioned might receive from the

authors the titles of such works, accompanied with

plain descriptions of their character and intent, and

form, from time to time, catalogues which may be pub-

lished and generally circulated. The meeting conclu-

ded that such a commission was desirable, and that the

ties and descriptions mentioned should be published

without accompanying criticisms.

Mr. Gollmick made a few remarks in reference to

various articles in the new musical paper, and espec-

ially to one :
" Is it not discouraging, when we see the

most respectable publishers giving out so much child-

ish stuff, while time, genius and talent, try in vain to

bring their productions before the world ? " Mr. Goll-

mick proposed "that a commission be appointed to

Iprove all compositions sent for its inspection, and to

separate and announce those which are worthy, and

exhibit signs of diligence and careful construction.''

Mr. G. painted the low standard of the musical press,

in strong colors. " While the mighty ones of the press

notice only those who have already a high standing, or

are general favorites, and to these only award praise

for a consideration ; while the public decides in con-

formity to what it reads; while soft, luxurious strains,

and mean, careless arrangements (poisonous as snakes

and hornets) live, if they do not flourish
;
many fruits of

lofty inspiration are condemned to dust and forgetful-

ness. No one inquires after the noble and rich artist

hearts who are passing the time when they be bloom-

ing, in stillness and solitude, wanting the capacity to

drive through the world, and in neglect and abuse al-

most doubting their own heaven-born gifts." This

proposition involved something of so difficult a nature,

that it was decided to be inexpedient to act upon it at

present, and it was allowed to remain as a subject for

thought. The only objection to its being carried out,

jconsisted in the fact that thereby a sort of censorship

!would be established, capable of doing either good or

harm.

Mr. Darffel wished the meeting to express its opin-

ion with reference to the extensive use of " transcribed
"

copies of published works. The members of associa-

tions have sometimes written off their part, in order to

save the expense of a book* This is hardly fair, as

interfering with the rights and emoluments, generally

scanty, of composers. The majority were of Mr. Darf-

fel's opinion.

Organist Becker now submitted a plan with refer-

ence to the proving of new organs. The afternoon of

this day, (the 13th,) was spent in singing and playing.

On the forenoon of the 14th Mr. Darffel made some

remarks on " the policy of avoiding poor compositions

in music lessons." " Bad music is more famous than

good," may be almost taken as a proverb. Every

teacher should enter into an agreement not to use any-

thing calculated to create or feed a perverse taste.

There is a vast difference in the worth, even of easy

pieces. So much care should be taken in the selection

of themes for study, that no composer, without both

talent and diligence, could win either money or repu-

tation. The debate on this subject was very interest-

ing, and at its end every one must have been firm in

While in Germany, we attended the rehearsals of several musical

societies, whose members had each a blank book, in which they copied

their own part of all tiic music used by the society. Thus if the socie-

ty introduced a new glee book, only one copy of the book would be

purchased by the society, but from that each member would copy hit

own part of each piece, Thie is the practice we presume, here spoken

against.
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his resolution to shot oat, as far as possible, from the many pUuwant things were said, and much hilarity pre- impregnable until gunpowder was invented. The

field of lii- instruction, whatever was bad in taste or vailed, forming an agreeable ending to the convention, country scat of which 1 have spoken i- on the opposite .

construe! which bad been projected in hope, and conducted with l>:uik of the river from Bonn, the birth place of Bee-

Mr. Schefter proposed that a catalogue of con d feeling, lis effects connot be otherwise than thbvcn, which town 1 ol risited. During the

in teaching, be brought together, and put beneficial. time that I remained with tliis family, many visits were

in circulation. He, with others, had been troubled to .

'

, , ,
exchanged between the occupants of the various villas

..
,

Many ol ( .ur exchange papers have adopted the . ., -,,, ,, , .,

find compositions which were at once good, pleasant
, . , ',.,., in the vicinity. On tin ing a garrulous old

,
ohm of itiil> is imi: the names ol subscribers who order . . ., .

,
. .

and suited to the decree of progress of a recent begin- v v e
,

lady called on my In i entertained me with
, , , their papers di-eontinued without paung arrcarau .

, , , , ,,
He thought that Italian compositions, and ' ,,,,.,„ T>-

numerous rapidly spoken stories, of which I could un-
, ., , ,

or who leave them uncalled tor m the post office. \\ i . ,
, , . , ,. ,, ,

like, were suitable lor childi I
. ,., . ,.., , , ,. ,

dcrstand about as much as . could ol a Hebrew dts- •

, propose domtr likewise. I m l> ncral adoption ol such ..

.

,
. . . ,

sure that imbecile thing, a modem! ' '
B .'.,.',, scrtation Lowards the close of her visit, she accident-,.,,,, , a custom, hv publishers ol periodicals, would save ,, ,

, , . , , , ,

man, cannot stand upright, should no rht to 1 ally learned that I had con many to study mu-

too heavily upon children. Thi I a ta-

ble of good, useful compositions, was decided upon.

:i the importan

book i- le to teachers on the piano.

Mr. Damme, of Biogcn on the Rhine, sent a word

about clefts, and the necessity of altering the same.

This was laid aside as unimportant, and Mr. Nauen-

burg made some remarks with reference to teaching

ig in schools. He thought that instructors for-

te chief thing, to give their pupils rich, strong

d taught too much tl tnnding and

hitting of intervals with correctness. Many grow up

with harsh voices, from a neglect of this point.

'"""•v ;l(iolh "•• m e upon my
Doubtless all ol our subscribers, without the slight- . , ..

studies as heretofore pttn>u« d, and wound u\> n die

e<t inconvenience to themselves can forward us the
on the best seminaries and teachers, by going to the

amount of their subscriptions in advance. If they
1

• piano and selecting from a cord ol sheet music, a very
will all do so. without delay, tlicv will save US a deal ..,,. ,. .. .. .. , ., .,

' • dilhcult composition ol Ferdinand Ries, who si

ot trouble. ^^^ wag | o ,.n | n t])ftt neighborhood. There n

EXTRACTS PRl JOURNAL.-NO. XVII.
Iadie8 in * '"'""' :"" 1 J reatIilJ Mrferetpod that the

old grand-mam wanted to make an examination ol in v
From Aix-la-Chapel le, I went by diligence to Ci .

1

I at the piece and saw amazingly
inomeiit the coach reached the hotel in . .

.

ouick that with a months hard practice on it. 1 could
this famed city, the passengers were beset by boys, who

scarcely have played it, and the idea ol being request-
had the genuine cologne-water to sell, toe vocifer ,',-..',

, ,
.,

',ed to play it at siejit was overwhelming. 1 he i

oiis little fellows forcibly reminded me of btate stri
dv never condescended to a.-k me whether 1 had

in Boston, where a similar set of urchins aie always

Mr. Brendel now suggested to those music-directors||on hand with their newspapers. I was intrusted by
before or not. but continued coolly disennting on the

merits and peculiarities of the piece, the cold Bweat
that they should introduce old music, especial- an t

. x iu. (i Get nth-man. a professor m one of . .H
' meanwhile beginning to start From my forehead, as 1

our colleges, with a daguerreotpve for his sister, the wif< .

'

'. ... , .i. awaited the dread request to perform it. She phucd
of a wealthy merchant, resident in Cologne. On the

-icce on the piano, adjusted the music rack, alter
evening of my arrival, I called and left the miniature.

lv church music, into their concerts. This caused con-

ible debate. It was held, that while old instru-

mental music has only the antiquity, the sa-

ntuic of our fathers' days was much better than

ours. r as modern secular music

Is the old. K was remarked, in opposition, thai

. mal tastes of the present day are quite different

from those of our pious, sedate ancestors; and music

like that proposed would not create sufficient interest

to be used in public performances. This, ho

• ell answered by Mr. W.u hsmann, who referred

to B series of performances of old church music in the

cathedral at Madgeburg. Considerable interest was

awakened in the outset, and it did not diminish. On

the contrary, more and more musicians came forward

to assist in singing or playing, and larger audien

h repetition. Old church music has some

tiling consoling, soothing in it, which does us good in

thi-i day of busy passions. The example of Madge

burg shows that mir tastes are not altogether perverted.

The meeting resolved, at the close of this debate.

!

that efforts to procure and preserve for old classical

works an honorable place, are desirable and praise-

worthy.

On the afternoon of the 14th it was resolved to hold

the next n iewhcrc about the end of July, or

first of August, i to found an

of m '

il those present inline-

olh d lie n

Bi ckcr, M red tin

•i to prepi itution, and n p

the m

I rang the door bell, and was ushered by the servant

into a room near the door. 1 had been seated a few

moments when a little girl, say nine years old, entered

ihe room and sauntered towards the window, casting

-beep's eyes at me. Thinking to amuse her by the

words of (to her) an outlandish tongue, 1 said to her,

Can you speak English?" "Oh yes sir" saii

1 can speak English as well as I can German, ami

ma sent me to ask you out to tea." I went out to tea.

md found the table set under a large tree In tin

ten, under which tree sundry lounges and a

chairs gave indications that the garden was the mosl

frequented sitting room " in the house.'' I received al

pressing invitation which would accept no denial, tol

accompany the family to their country seat, on the

hanks of the Rhine, about twenty miles f

whither they intended removing for thi ; on the

next morning. 1 accordingly embarked early thi

norning with them, and spent three days amid the

nost charming scenery on earth. The country seal

ed the stool, took her scat on it, to sec if it was fixed

right for me. smoothed the piece out very carefully,

and

—

played il her.

THE STEAM SjUP-A DREAM.

Cll VI' I 1 K -I \

The engineer's pupils now held undisturbed posses-

ion of the engine room, and forthwith proceeded to

divide the duties among themselves. I saw in my
dream that a new series of troubles now arose, in rela-

tion to the engine, for unfortunately all could not stand

at the controlling valves, and have the office of setting

the machine in motion, but some had to officiate as

firemen, some had to shovel fuel, and some had to per-

form oilier subordinate duties, while all wished to till

the office of regulating the motion of the engine. Af-

ter a season spent in contention, the engine men at last

i to chose one of their number as chief engineer,

and submit to him all questions relating to the duty

i ought to perform. A chief engineer was according-

was at the foot of a mountain which rises abruptly to lv chosen, and he always took his station at the valves

the height of perhaps twelve hundred feet, called the to handle the engine, but as ho really did not know

Drachen-fels. This mountain i> the first elevation of any more about machinery than the other.-, he bad no

any kind which can be seen in ascending the Rli the diffcren their stations and

from the ocean. Between its base and the North Sea. duties about the engine, than those to whom were as-

a distance nearly four hundred miles, the country i-

ily level. The prospect from the top of tin

' the lower oflh < - hi {ran to ennui le. and lo com-

i of bis want of appreciation of their abililn - I

i's Rock) is then extensive was indeed true that be had assigned some to the of-

walls or hedges in German} Bee of shovelling fuel, who well understood the most

Tin. ed for examination, and the fields of grain entending as far as the eye could

imented upon by Mu
i irch, read out a living landscape, the like of which

fore. The Drachen-fels i- the firs I of a

of mountains and hills h, tween which the Rhine

ior a bundled mile. ; . \ei v mountain and

on its lop, ahoui which many

of olden time i told. On the top of the Drachen-felsJ

urch music, the s. < ond tin

md the third a new tl

At fix o'clock in the evening began an organ con

il of the members of the new n

intricate movi m< nts of muChim ry, and ibis with some

other errors in judgment caused so much dissatisfac-

ion among the occupants of the engine room, that the

, hief engineer was -lad to resign his sitnation, and re-

turn to hi- old station on deck, sick, as he

it, of the very name of engine room. Another was

chosen in his stead, who had no greatci qualifications

persons ry closed with Ipper, at which! it the remnant of a strong hoW of some robber-chief,! Itbjn himself, end who coneeqiiently met with no great-
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cr success, and was obliged to follow in the footsteps

of his predecessor. Another chief engineer was chosen

with no better success, and the engine room at last be-

- came such a place of anarchy and confusion, that most

of the engineer's old pupils returned on deck, and re-

solved never to have anything more to do witli engines

as long as they lived. I saw in my dream that llie en-

gine got to be in great disrepute, and it became the

current belief on board, that no set of men could at-

tempt the management of the engine without quarrel-

ling and contention. The poor engine had to bear all

the blame which properly belonged to the ignorance

of those who attempted to manage it.

, N. Y., Fib. 11, 1848.

Micssrs. Editors—I can but congratulate myself on

a subscriber to one musical paper that never fails

of reaching me in due time. Allow me to congratulate

as ilie proprietors of that paper. An exemplifica-

tion of such unwonted honesty, through a space of more

than two years, p. laces you far above and beyond all

predecessors and cotemporaries in the line of musical

editors and publishers. Some time since, actuated by

a laudable desire to do all in my power to give support

to every enterprise designed to piomote the interests

of music, in general and particular, I gave my name ai

one of our news offices, as a subscriber to a journal

1 in the empire city, which, from the array of

"professional names " as subscribers, I judged to be of

t sound constitution, and not predisposed to an early

decay. On calling for my paper the second time, I

was told, "It has not come; " third and fourth times,

ditto The agent said he had " written more letters

ab. mt that one paper, than any other two in his office:

and finally got for answer, an announcement that the

funds were short!

1 might, had I time and space, give you quite an in

Structive account of the state of church musir in this

place; how difficult to please the fastidious tastes of

some congregations, and how others swallow at a gulp

the refuse of the town. At a venture, I will give a feu

incidents in the history of musical matters in the

church. Some two years since, a Mr. was
" lured" to teach a school once a week, and " take the

lead "on Sunday. It soon appeared that he was with

out moral character, and without musical capability

If his life had not been the most regular, it was all cov-

ered with the mantle of charity, when he professed

reformation and joined the church. As to his teaching.

if he could make no other use of a blackboard, than to

take it home and copy a tunc or two upon it, for tin

scholars to look at, that, with all other detects in the

same direction, was overlooked, since he fulfilled so to

the letter his agreement to " take the lead on Sunday,"

which thing he literally did. Planting himself as far

in trout cf the aa/crs as possible, he won't ! t hie vcuc
go to its utmost tension, much to his own edification,

apparently, and those of the people who thought "our

Chorister" had such a " beautiful voice.'' I draw a veil

over the scene which transpired, on th fact being made
known, that ho was on terms of intimacy with one of

the female singers, rather undue for a married man.

How he came to be employed by that church, can be

ace.muted lor, only from the fact of his being nearest

at hand, when one of those blind, neck-or-nothing leaps

was made, which "singing committees,"" trustees" and

"official hoards" sometimes make, when they arrive at

the desperate conclusion that "something must be done

to keep up the sinking."

In a short time, the singing, such as it was, nearly

ran out. Thus matters went on, with no very pleasant

state of feeling on the part of some, for months; when,

by the sacrifices of a conscientious few, another man
was employed, in the face of the evil protestations of

the many, that " these musicians were all alike, unprin-

cipled.'' The result, after six or eight months, proved

highly satisfactory to some, the reverse to others. The

ground of di satisfaction was simply that the "new

choir" did not " sing hud enough." They granted that

"a better behaved company of singers never was seen

in that church; and if they would only sing livelier

and nick.', more noise," nothing would be lack-

ing. To shorten the story, when the school closed, the

" officials,'' in their sovereign wisdom, chose a leader

for the choir, without consulting them ; one who would.

iey said, "give the scientific singing some life.'

The choir and some others, on the other hand, said

they had had enough of this ranting singing ; and so

long as their neighbors said the singing was the best

ever heard in that church, and the choir the best be

hayed in the place, they ought to be satisfied, consider-

ing all their past troubles. But no; "Br. " must

be had to " lead." The choir took the unheard-of vio-

lation of their wishes, quietly, and as quietly resigned

their scats, and to this day have not returned: the

most were in standing as church members, and some

were even officers in the church. " Br. " came to

assume his duties, hut a choir must first be formed;

and, Messrs. Editors, what kind of a choir could either

of you, even, make from the raw material, (with the

exception, perhaps, of three individuals,) in a single

evening ? Such was his choir, until after two or three

months, when their conduct in church, writing billets,

whispering, laughing, &c., became intolerable. Not'

withstanding the ' leader " sometimes wore the minis

terial robes, he could not control them ; and to cure

the evil thus brought upon them by their own folly, the

rulers in Israel " in solemn assembly voted to have

CONGREGATIONAL sincing. Thus matters now re-

main. If the facts above narrated show one thi

more clearly than another, it is the folly and presump-

tion (to use no severer terms) of those who assume to

control that of which they know nothing. Notwith

standing the frequent complaint that singers are diffi-

cult to please, a well-instructed choir will never, ofthem

selves, make or cause trouble; or at least but seldom.

Let me give you an incident which transpired in a

village not far Com here, not long since, which we

illustrates the importance of an understanding between

the minister and choir leader. The pastor of a certain

church was to be installed The leader of the choir

made his arrangements, (two hymns and an anthem,

the latter for a grand wind up,) seemingly without

knowing the probable order of exercises, first came
in . ocation and reading tin- scriptures, next hymn, next

prayer, next hymn, next sermon, next anthem. The
leader here m ide signs to the base-viol player, o give

the pitch close upon the "Amen" to the sermon; and

ere the preacher was fairly in his seat, the ''anthem"

was under way; which being finished, some of the

singers resumed their seats, while others remained

standing, waiting, apparently, for the " benediction ;

"

when another clergyman aio.se and commenced giving

the " charge," upon which those who were yet standing

became seated, and the leader turning to one, enquired,

" How many men sermons are we to haw ' " It then for

the first time flashed upon his mind, that the services

were not like an ordinary, sabbath-day occasion : and,

the "cruise" seeming likely to be somewhat longer

than was expected, his " Stores " were fearfully short.

During the delivery of the " charge," he turned two

singing looks through and through, to find a set piece

which they could sing, He had i
I upon one,

when, the charge being finished another clergyman

arose and gave out a hymn in some " particular me-

tre" which the choir could not sing; so, disregarding

the hymn, clergymen and all. lie \ wag the chosen

"set piece," which the singers seemed to think was

certainly the close. But no; still another " sermon,"

in the shape of a "charge to the congregation," follow-

ed, and the leader and choir, like cast-away mariners

when the last crumb was gone, resigned themselves to

their fate, with the best grace they could. But then-

sufferings were soon ended, by the presiding clergy-

man's call for the " doxology in long metre.'' My
sheet is full; so I will not attempt any -variations''

upon the "themes" here given out, but allow each one

to indulge his own " fancy." Yours.

Ignorant persons sometimes strive to appear learned

in presence of their superiors, and this causes their

very ignorance to appear in a more pitiable light.

A man thought to be of some musical importance in

his native village, from the fact of his being the succes-

sor of his father as " leader of the singing " in the only

church there, once said to a small company of persons,

within the hearing of a musician of some note, and

whose good impressions he evidently wished to secure,

that the bellows of an organ is blown by means of a

•• crank, like a grindstone" He knew it was so, because

his "father was in when they sung Handel's ora-

torio of the Creation, in Dr. 's church ; and they

played on organs, and had two stout fellows behind

there, turning away with their coats off."

Wonder if his " father " told him that the " Creation "

was composed by Handel

!

T.

From the New York Evangelist.

THE MENDELSSOHN SOLEMNITY.

The death of this distinguished composer has al-

ready been noticed in our columns. Those who have

heard his "Elijah," his "St. Paul," or his "Lobge-

sang," will need no commendation from us to place

him among the first composers of this or of any age.

( >ur principal musical societies, together with the pro-

fessional and amateur talent of the city generally, com-

bined to render appropriate honor to his mi mory. The
• Solemnity " took place at Castle Garden on Satur-

day evening, and was performed by a choir and orches-

tra numbering from three to four hundred, in the pres-

ence of eight thousand hearers. The whole affair was

conducted with a propriety befitting the occasion. Ri-

val societies and their leaders united in a harmonious

tribute of respect to the great master. The tickets

were gratuitous, and were distributed by "the artists

and amateurs assisting at the solemnity." '1 his was

the most satisfactory mode of distribution that could

have been devised. The audience thus secured was

highly respectable, while it represented a wide circle

in society.

The pieces were selected and arranged with admiru-
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ble taste. They were chiefly from the productions of

III i. i, lasotu himself. The solemnity was opened with

nnoltiOTon'i Ma Then followed the cho-

rus from tlit- oratorio of St. Paul, '• Happy and blest

are thev who have endured; for though the body dies,

. ul (ball live bran I
N> \t came the Aria from

Elijah," '• It is enough, O Lord ! now take away my

life;" and tin- Recitative, "See now he sleepcth."

Thau wew lucceeded by that exquisite ftrttfo, the

gem of "Klijah: "

Lift, lift thine eyes to the mountains,

Whence OOmeth help, whence cometh help

!

Thy help cometh from the Lord,

The Maker of heaven and earth.

He hath said, Thy foot shall not be moved.

Thy keeper will never slumber.

Lift. () lift thine eyes to the mountains,

Whence cometh help, whence cometh help !

The Beoordare, from Mozart's "Requiem," was now

introduced. This was followed by the noble chorale

from " St. Paul,"

To thee, O Lord, I yield my spirit.

Who hraak'at in love thy mortal chain
;

My life I but from thee inherit,

And death becomes my chiefest gain.

In thee I live, in thee 1 die

Content—for thou art ever nigh.

Next came a duct and chorus from " Dcr Lobgesang ;

"

•' I waited for the Lord," and next the quartet from

Klijah," " O come, every one that thirstcth." The

solemnity concluded with the chorale from " St. Paul :

"

Sleepers, awake ! a voice is calling;

It is the watchman on the walls,

Thou city of Jerusalem

!

For lo, the Bridegroom,comes!

Arise and take your lamps,

Hallelujah!

Awake ! His kingdom is at hand,

Go forth to meet your Lord

!

We do not propose to criticise the performance. It

was not intended to be criticised, and it would be un-

becoming for guests to comment publicly upon their

entertainment. Moreover, it would be invidious to

compliment individual lingers, when all were contribut-

ing their part to the common interest of the occasion.

Sullioe it to say that the parts throughout were well

limed, and the duet and terzetto were never better

sung.

The final chorale was truly " grand." It was mas

i>ive and sublime. The blast of trumpets at the close

of each majestic strain was fitted to awake every sleep-

er. It seemed for a moment to come from the walls

of Jerusalem

The ' solemn!; for an hour, and to a medi-

tative mind was a fit preparation for the sabbath. It

was requested that the audience would 'keep a strict

silence " during the performance, and the request was

wry generally observed, The effect of the music was

greatly (lightened bj 1 1 • i — circumstance. Wo hope to

see the same propriety observed hereafter at the per

fonaance of oratorios. What can be mow shocking

than the applause which sometimes followi tl-

Mens in " the Mount of Olh

But one thing was wanting to complete our I

ment, such a knowledge of Mendelssohn's religious

character as should assure us of his good estate! and with the understanding also, and I will sing with

Where is now the mighty enchanter who thus sways the spirit and understanding also," says the inspired

thousand of minds ? Is he with Elijah, with Paul, writer; and why then should it be regarded as a light

|" forever with the Lord?" Has he who was so cmi- thing when the praises of the church arc made a mere

time, gave his first concert in New York, Feb. 1 7.

The New York Sacred Music Society performed the

oratorio of David, Feb. 23. A concert in aid of the

New York Holland Protective Charity, was given

nently gifted gone to mingle his tuneful spirit in tin-

praises of the Seraphim

—

Awake ! His kingdom is at hand.

Go forth to meet your Lord !

matter of form, and yet so grave a thing to pray in a

careless manner. There is something wrong in the

mode of our public worship, when the ungodly have

the rule of choirs, lor the singers should feci their re-

sponsibility as well as the picaehers. Under the old

covenant, much has been said about the singers in the

CONCERTS. temple
j
and if (Jsza was struck dead for touching the

Is New York. Signor Accostro, tbe man who M* with an irreverent hand, and Korah. Dathan and

performs on the flute and piano at one and the same Ahiram were destroyed for irreverently aspiring to the

priesthood, what would not have happened, had the

singers and trumpeters behaved themselves unseemly

in their divinely appointed offices. Our Saviour, we
read, drove out the money changers from the temple,

Feb. 24. A juvenile festival, under the direction of •n " 1 w« ,na
.
v imagine therefore what he would do with

Messrs. Bradbury and Nash, was given in the Tabcr- *« laugher.-, whisperers and scribblers in a church

nacle, March 1 : six hundred children in uniform took choir. Why should a minister, obliged to face the

part in the performance. A concert, with the aid of] choir, be so much annoyed by inattention and irrevcr-

the principal professors in New York, was given March cnec, and a whole congregation often be scandalized

2, for the benefit of the Rev. Moses Marcus, rector of

St. George the Martyr, anil missionary among the im-

migrants. The Philharmonic Society gave their

third concert Feb. 24. The Hutchiusons are per-

forming to full houses.

In Boston. The Handel and Hayden Society

have performed "Elijah" several times, with great

success. The Musical Fund Society gave their fifth

concert Mar. 4. The Ethiopian Serenaders have

performed every evening for some time past, to full

houses.

In Salem, Mass. Wc experienced a great deal of

pleasure, says the Salem Advertiser, in listening to

the performances of the Union Singing Society, on

Tuesday evening. We know not when we have heard

such excellent vocal and instrumental music as on the

above occasion. The high moral, urbane and polite

character of the members of this society, adds much to

the charms of its attainments and exquisite profession-

al excellence. The sublime and heavenly effect of

music on the soul was never more sensibly and effect-

ually felt, than at the time named above. This society

by iniquity in these high pla

Why should not tunes be selected and the whole

routine of choirs be arranged before service, JOSt as the

minister prepares before he enters the desk, to perform

the particular services of the day. without bustle and

confusion during the time of worship > A minister is

inexcusable, if he has time, when he does not look over

the lessons and select the collect for the day; and a

choir is inexcusable, if the leader does not do his duty

at the proper time, and all its members remember the

law, " Do all things decently and in order."

—

WtMtm
alian.

LIST OP NEW AND POPtLAU MUSIC
PUBLISHED AT REED'S MUSIC WAREHOUSE, in Januarv,

ls|s
;

Happy arc we, hunters bo free, words by Alfred B. Sweet, Esq.,

Lwl at Sea, words ley Mina Helton, musi, bj 1. \ H Mner.
Lilly, nr the lost child, words by the Cottager, music by Woodbury.
Oh Smile und Cheer my heart, words by L II. Brown, music by

Woodbury.
In l Ptogres des Jeuncs Elcws.by Fred. Beyer, in 6 numbers, each 26

cents:
No. 1, La Norma.
No. i'. Air Tyrolean*

1 l'liritLiiii.

No. 4. I.u Fillc du Regiment.
Valse.

I heme All, maud. " An Al< \i-.'

.lust publish, ,1, a new edition of the New England Glee Book, 1-y I.

bury, reviaed and corrected by the author. Also, a new edi-

tion oi Burrow's Piano-forte Primer, from the lust London edition. i

Iuri.\ i i:ian I —How painful to the mind disposed

io in- devout, is Irreverence in 'be house of God; and

next to irreverence in the pulpit or desk, irreverence

in the <"""• "in church is least excusable.

How solemn and important a part of public worship

is praise, and how naturally then should we look for

sohinn reverence on the part of the conductors of the Family.
1 .. I a now Instruction book for the \iolonccll.., by 8. A. Merely, A. M

BS Of the Sanctuary. " I Will pray With tllC spintil A large number of Christy's Songs, now on hand. Jt»

PUT
N
w

The above are very pleasing and agreeable pieces, both for pupil and
is fully prepared for the execution of the most difficult [teacher, and whan known win be much used

pieces, and with its sweet sounds does so enhance the

mind, as to make it leave, as it were, its day tenement

and soar away into the regions of delight among the

angels : so did it ours on Tuesday night. The Union

Singing Society is possessed of a power and willing-

ness to please, which commend it to the notice and

favorable consideration of a music loving community.

Its assiduous and unceasing efforts to become perfect-

ed in the heavenly art. and its great success in these

endeavors, render its claims to public commendation

and favor second to none in this vicinity.

The Ilauser Family have been singing, with consid-

erable success, in Providence, It. I

NEW MUSIC,
UBLISHED BY C. HOLT, J it., Music Publisher, \X Fulton Street,

ew Vu '

ho is s]

The lor-akcil "lie, a s

Brother, Come llnine, Quartet.

Nightingale Walts.
Jcrsej Him Waltz.

Brooklyn Polka.
Broadway I

University Quick Step.

The Mariner, Jinny l.ind.

The Welcome, Quartet
Far from m\ own native mountains, Quartet

Darkeys' lift Is always gay, Christy,

1 .en In r at di- v iiider,

\\ . I ;i \ ! n d'. Sunny Hills', Quartet.

When the Moon on tin- Lake i» beaming. Quartet
ns of the Rhine, a Walt/, bj I', l'erabeau.

and March.
VI, si, .in Qull

. dedicated by permission, to Henry Clsy.

\, „ Fork March.
Indian Girl's Lament on the banks of the Kennel
A Hark has i red, Qui I

1 d like to live in \ ond, r star, Ballad.
mi, Uallad.

hi W -.

Think gentl) "t the erring, Quartet.

Vouth i. Hi. Season lor Life, llallad, by Grentorcl.
I.iiii Waltz.

Isabella Polka.
The (.ramie Sr.np.tcr, containing the songs of the Hutchinson
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REMEMBRANCE OF MENDELSSOHN.

-=t=M=
W. SCHUBERT AND F. SCHNEIDER.

*^fe
j

=E§=j
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theu-res Haupt und schied.neigh-te sanft das Haupt zu ihren Lied; Er, der uner-reichte Sanger heil-ger Lieder neigh-te sanft sein

master heard entranced the spirit lay; He, the mighty singer burned to join their choirs, Gently bowed his head, and passed from earth away.
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* Sung at the Dresden railroad depot, on the arrival (at midnight) of the special train, containing the body of Mendelssohn.
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Come with thy heart's de vo - tion ; Calm every wild com - mo - tion ; And with re tir-ing day, bend thee in prayer.
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This is the day the Lord hath made ; He calls the hours his own ; Let heav'n rejoice, let earth be glad. And praise sur- round the throne.
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From the New York Evangelist

CONGREGATIONAL SINGING.

BT LOWELL MASON.

Some time since, a short piece, purporting to be a

report of an address delivered by myself on congrega-

tional singing, appeared in several papers, and among

others, I believe, in the Evangelist, which I think has

been to some extent misunderstood. I have been rep-

resented in some places as in favor of congregational

singing in public worship exclusively, as opposed to a

choir, and to an organ, and even as recommending the

disbanding of choirs, and the disuse of that noble in-

strument, without which church music in its best form

cannot exist. Now surely I have never advanced any

opinions like these, and if I had, I ought not to be be-

lieved to be sincere, since so much of my time is, and

has been for many years, devoted to the building up

and improvement of choir music.

In a large collection of singers and others, recently

assembled in Rochester, New York, where Mr. Webb
and myself were attending a Music Teacher's Insti-

tute, the subject was brought up, and I was requested

to present my views upon it. I did this in part by

reading to the Institute an extract from an address

which was originally written for the New York Lyce

urn, and delivered before it in 1841. The explanation

thus given seemed to give general satisfaction, and I

was requested by an unanimous vote of the Institute

to furnish a copy of the extract read on that occasion

for publication in some of the religious papers. As it

was impossible for me to comply with the request of

the Institute at that time, I promised I would em
brace the earliest opportunity to do so, after my return

home. Will you be so kind, under these circumstan

ces, as to give the following a place in your paper? It

exhibits the views I have long entertained on the sub-

ject ; and on this point, at least, I think I have been

enabled to maintain a tolerable consistency for many
years.

EXTRACT FROM AN ADDRESS DELIVERED BE
TORE THE NEW YORK LYCEUM IN 1841.

" The third and last form of church music which wc
shall notice, is that of the psalm or hymn tune; and

this perhaps, is at present the most important depart

ment, since metrical psalmody is in use by almost all

denominations of christians. This form of church mu-
sic had its origin at the time of the reformation, when
psalms and hymns, in connection with the plainest

tunes, in notes of equal length, and in one part only,

were introduced and sung by all the people. The Old

Hundredth is one of these reformation tunes, and al-

most the only one now in common use. In adopting

this style of psalmody the reformers were undoubtedly

influenced by the consideration that all the people

could unite in the singing. In some parts of Ger-

many, and other countries, this custom has always

been continued ; but while we continue the form of

metrical psalmody, congregational singing has been, to

a great extent, exchanged for that of a select choir. It

would be easy to bring arguments in favor of the one

or the other. The great advantage of congregational

singing appears to be this; it is quite sure to prevent

the church from becoming a concert-room, and to keep

the music subordinate to devotion. Its principal dis-

advantage seems to be that it affords no opportunity

for musical expression. On the other hand, the prin-

cipal advantage of singing by a choir is that it affords

an opportunity for an adaptation of sense to sound,

and an appropriate performance of music and words.

A principal disadvantage of singing by a choir is that

there is a constant tendency to introduce the concert

principle, and make the whole matter of singing a

mere musical show.

If we must be confined to the one or the other ex-

clusively, it might, perhaps, be difficult to decide which

to choose. The question would probably be determin-

ed according to habits, customs, circumstances, &c.

But there seems to be no good reason why both con-

gregational and choir singing should not be united.

Let there be, then, in every congregation, a well-trained

and well-regulated choir. Let it be under the direc

tion of a man of sufficient moral and religious charac

ter to command the respect and confidence of the peo

pie, and let it be so conducted that parents shall feel it

a privilege to have their sons and daughters become

members of it, and receive their musical education with

reference to it. In such a choir there is great moral

influence, good feeling is promoted, and the members

may often be prepared to give early attention to the

things of religion. But if there are great advantages

resulting from a well-regulated choir, there are also

great disadvantages resulting from the want of proper

instruction and good regulations in these associations,

But this side of the picture I need not exhibit. Every

one has seen it, and experience is a schoolmaster from

whom clergymen, singing-committees, and congrega-

tions have received many lessons not to be forgotten.

Where congregations are furnished with good choirs,

the principal responsibility of the singing may rest up-

on them. They should be able to sing in solo, anti-

phonally, and in chorus, according to the subject, oc-

casion and circumstances. But let the choir be ever

so well trained, there are occasions, and certain psalms

and hymns, in which the want of the full chorus of the

whole congregation cannot be compensated for by any

degree of perfection which the choir may have attain-

ed. If, on these occasions, we could only prevail on

the whole people to unite every one with heart and

voice, and sing aloud to the praise and glory of God,

what scenes of the power and efficacy of music should

wc not witness. It would come to pass ' that the house

of the Lord would be filled with a cloud, even the house

of the Lord ; so that the priests could not stand to min-

ister by reason of the cloud ; for the glory of the Lord

would fill the house of God.'

There is a vastness and grandeur about congrega-

tional singing that a thousand times compensates us

for the absence of many other qualities. ' As a mighty

rock, rising from the waves and braving their fury, is

a more noble object than the most finished piece of

statuary ; so the grand chorus of congregational sing-

ing may often fill the imagination and melt the heart,

more than the most accomplished style of the select

few.' Congregational singing has also a tendency to

bind the whole people together with the silken cords

of love ; for however the heads of a congregation may

differ, their hearts will all unite the moment they truly

engage in the general song of praise.

Let me, however, guard against being misunder-

stood. By congregational singing is meant literally

that all and every one shall join, and not merely, as is

often the case, that there should be here and there

about the house an individual singing—for this, while

it is not congregational singing on the one hand, is

sure to spoil the singing of the choir, on the other.

Let it be understood whether the congregation are to

join or not; if they are, let every one do his part, and

let no one excuse himself on the ground of incapacity
;

and let the tunes be of the plainest kind, and such as

are well known. But if it is understood that the per-

formance for the time being depends upon the choir,

or is to be a choir exercise, let it be confined to the

choir, and not be marred by here and there a straggling

voice about the congregation, usually out of time and

tune, and always out of place. When the whole con-

gregation sing we may expect the effects of the sub-

lime in music ; but when the choir sing without the

congregation, we look for nothing higher than the beau-

tiful. The success of congregational singing depends

upon power, vastness, greatness—but the success of

choir singing depends upon unity, varied and appro-

priate expression, adapted to the words and to the cir-

cumstances. A seat in the choir is, therefore, absolutely

indispensable to any one who would so join as to add

to the true excellence of the performance. The sweet-

est voice and the most accomplished singer will mar

the performance if seated at a distance.

' I saw,' says the author of the young christian, ' the

picture of Christ rejected, at the gallery of the Athenae-

um at Boston. The gallery is a long and lofty apart-

ment, lighted by windows above, and containing seats

for hundreds. As I came up the stairs which lead in-

to the room, and stepped from them upon the floor of

the apartment, I found a large company assembled.

The picture, which was, as I should suppose, ten or

fifteen feet long, stood against one side of the apart-

ment, and before it arranged, upon the scats, were the

assembled spectators, who were gazing with intense in-

terest, and almost in perfect silence, upon the scene.

As we came forward before the canvass, we felt the

same solemn impression which had silenced the others,

and it was interesting and affecting to observe, as
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party aftei
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ty came up |he stairs, talking with usual obnoxious words, contented himself with the following] hal terrier, which might not be justified from the actu-

thcir voices gradually died away, and sarcastic addition, which remains to the present time: al practices of those who for the last three centuries

>od silent and subdued before the picture of the " Vu el approuve par uous, Commandant Russe, da la have been opposed to it. But now that we find earn-

8 m.' ville do Coblenco, Janvier ler, 1814." jest and active-minded dissenters openly giving their

Suppose, now. thai amidst the silence of this inter- The next morning, I re-embarked for Mayence, [support to most of the more important arguments
eating and impressive scene, some one, from a desire where I arrived the same night; and the next morn- in favor of church music, which heretofore have hem
of showing his skill, or for the purpose of improving ing I took the cats for Frankfort on the Main, twenty 'maintained by high churchmen alone, we cannot doubt
the picture, or if you please, for his own edification, miles distant, which was to be the scene of my future thai a material change is likely to be wrought in the
should advance towards it and commence daubing it studies. At Frankfort I arrived, without any other minds of many of those " members of the establish-

with his unskillful hand' He would resemble the adventure than the tun of listening to of re- ment " who take their tone from the dissenters in most
man who, during the successful performance of a marks made by a couple of pert young English ladies, points, and oppose all improvement if dissenters do but
choir, and when the deep and tender feeling of the who supposed it impossible anybody in their vicinity raise the cry of popery.

congregation was abundant!} manifested by the breath- could understand what they said. AVe are pretty certain that if a churchman had U-
not long ago. that pleaching, highly as it oughtsilence of the house, should interrupt and destroy,

or greatly diminish the effect, by an attempt to mingle

his own dissonant voice with the mellow and appro-

priate tones of the performers.

importance of the singing in public
worship.

The more one directs his attention to the subject of

With a proper attention to this subject, there seems
( .i nirt.i, mn8ic, the more will the conviction fasten upon

to be no good reason why we should not have the ad- his mind, that its importance cannot be overrated, and"

vantages of a choir on the one hand, and of congrega-

tional singing on the other : and avoid the disadvan-

tages and dangers of both. To such a result a proper

attention to the cultivation of music would ultimately

lead, nor need there be any difficulty in determining

when the choir should sing exclusively, and when the

congregation should unite with them."

To this extract 1 will add a few remarks bearing

on the subject, next week.

the more keenly will be feel the neglected condition in

which this portion of divine service is allowed to re-

main. It is passing strange that ministers, and learn-

ed and influential men in the church are so blind, so

dead to the dictates of even plain common sense in re-

to be esteemed, was not the very highest object for

christian assemblies, he would have been stigmatized

as a traetarian. But bear Mr. Binney:

—

• Preaching is not worship. The preacher is not

worshipping when he speaks, nor the hearers when
they hear. More especially, 'preaching the gospel,' in

the strict and proper acceptation of the phrase, is not

worship; for this may he addressed, With perfect a)-

propriatcness, to an assembly of persons, not one of

whom may be in a condition qualifying him to unite

EXTRACTS FROM Ol'R JOURNAL- NO. XVIII.

From the country scat which has been mentioned, 1

took passage in the steamboat for Maycucc, a city on

the Rhine, about five hundred miles from its mouth.

The current of the Rhine is very rapid, and the steam-

er made not more than five miles an hour, headway;

which I did not regret much, as the whole distance

from Cologne to Mayence, is through the most roman-

tic and interesting region in the world. As I have

before remarked, every hill is crowned with the re-

mains of some ancient castle, and every town is fa-

mous as the scene of some renowned event of antiquity.

My guide book contained an account of each castle

and town which was visible from the river, giving all

the traditions which have come down, respecting each!

place, arranged in such order, that, seated at the hows

of the boat, I leisurely read each story, as its scene

Opened before me. The first night, the steamer laid

Up at Coblenty, opposite which is the famous fortifica-

tion ' Ehrenbreitstein," said to be the strongest inland

- in the world. It was originally a Roman
Structure, bat has been captured and recaptured, pulled

down, blown up and rebuilt, so many times, that prob-

ably little, of the original remains. It was taken and

blown up by the French, in I7!I9; but since 1814,

la, in which kingdom it stands, has spared 00

expense in making it impri gnahlc.

I wai so tired that I did not walk about Coblenty

much, indeed, tits only thing I particularly noticed.

monument near my hotel, erected by the French

commandant, to commemorate the conquest of Russia

lation to the matter. We firmly believe, that if an an-, with the speaker in any christian act at all

gel should appear among us and portray the manner'

in which Cod expects this service to be conducted, a

terrific thunder-clap from a cloudless sky would not

Startle the elders of the church more, than would his

description of the duly of churches in relation to this

part of their services, accompanied with a clear convic-

tion of the real estimation in which the subject is now-

held, among the religious community. The London

"Parish Choir" contains a brief notice of a work just

published by a "dissenter," upon the estimation in

which music is held in the dissenting churches in Eng-

land. AVe should judge, that the work is admirably

calculated for non-episcopal churches in this country

tlso. Sober reflection will convince any one that the

author is not insane when he places singing above both'

preaching and prayer, although it will take more than

a generation to convince American churches that such

is truly its rank. In all our churches, preaching is all

in all. The sermon is the thing of all things for which

people go to church. Prayer is a necessary form which

must be submitted with patience and becoming rever-

ence. Singing is a silly toy, a sort of nondescript ex-

ercise which the fathers introduced into the churches,

for which purpose nobody knows or cares.

AVe copy from the periodical before named, its re-

marks upon the work in question. It may be well to

remark, for the benefit of new subscribers, that the Par-

ish Choir is a high church paper.

The st trier of tOttff Wl tht house of the Lord—an oration

and argument by Trohab Binhzt. London: Jack-

BOM and WaLFOBD.

Although we know that some of our readers have

been scandalized at certain remarks which have np-

Mr. Binney proceeds with what looks extremely like.

a paraphrase of part of Dr. Bisse's famous sermon on

the choral service, which we have quoted in Parish

Choir, p. 27, vol. I.:
—

" AA'e may measure," says Dr.

Bisse, " the excellency of praise above prayer and sup-

plications, with the same argument as St. Paul doth

the excellency of charity above faith and hope; not

only from its properties, hut from its duration, because

it tu ii r faileth."

" The three excretes just referred to," says Mr. Bin-

ney, " viz.. preaching, prayer, and praise, may without

impropriety or irrevcrcr.ee he spoken of in the same

manner in which the Apostle speaks of the three great

elements of the christian life; faith, hope, and love.

# * # The harmony with angelic natures in the

house of the Cord on earth—this embodiment of holy

love in the 'service of song' there, is but the prophetic

anticipation of what is to come and to continue )

er, in that world where love and praise will be alike

eternal. 'Love never faileth; but whether there be

prophecies they shall fail; whether there be tongues

they shall cease; whether there be knowledge it shall

vanish away.' lu consistency with this, preaching will

be unnecessary where all are saved and none ignorant

they shall know even as they are known.' Prayer

will be supersede el. where nothing is left to bewail or

fear : deprecate or hope. ' There shall be no more

i nrse.
1 Praise alone of the services of the church

irfaileth; nothing can supersede it : it cannot die."

To say the least, the coincidence between the chan-

, , Uor of Hereford and the minister of Wcigh-Ilon

curious.

If we may judge from the next passage, dissenters

.,,],.,,, [twai erected toon after Napoleon set yei we cannot refrain from noticing the very able-

out on his expedition, at which the said commandant pamphlet before us, if only to show how fast some of

considered the conqui olutely certain. The the prejudices and misapprehensions respecting church

In commemoration of the conquest music which were prevalent amongst dissenters not

«.f Russia by Napoleon." Not long after it> eomple- long ago, are now melting away nnder the Influence

tion, the: Rnttrwni arrived at Coblenty, in pursuit ol of common sense and charity. We believe that there

Napoleon. Their commander, instead of erasing the is no one portion of what is commonly called the eho-

peared in our pages, in commendation of dissenters, are not likely to adhere much longer to their objec-

and of their proceedings in the matter of sacred music, tioiss Bgainsl the " kist ftl'o whistles."

"There is nothing wrong in principle indeed in the

il an organ, employed with simplicity, as a mere

substratum, guide, and support, fbr the volume of voice

rising from the people; or for filling the place with

tuooestt'iN Intonations, with hallowed, soothing, prepara-

tory utterances of penitential, grateful, adorative sym-

phonies as the congregation is assembling. There is
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nothing wrong in this. There is much that may be use-

ful. But we do not want it. We neither advocate nor

need the instrumental accompaniment if the grand hu-

man and spiritual organ, composed of hundreds ofminds

and hearts.with its fullness ofpower, and niceties of mod-

ulations, and varieties of pipes, and its conscious life, in-

telligence, and love, will only send forth what is in it."

AVe heartily wish churchmen would cease to em-

ploy organs for the purpose of hiding their own si-

lence and neglect.

We may gather further from Mr. Binney's senti-

ments that we are not likely to hear any further objec-

tions to antiphonal singing ;
" the tossing of the psalms

from side to side like a tennis-ball, " as it used to be

styled by the puritans. Speaking of Paul and Silas

in prison, (Acts xvi. 25)

—

"'At midnight they sang praises unto God.'" They

sang words prompted at the moment—or some re

membered christian psalm, or a 'song of Zion,' learnt

in their youth, and rich, at once, in its new sense and

old associations ; and they sang, it is likely, as they

had 'heard and seen' in their former worship, as was

practiced probably, in ' the churches of the saints,' and

involved in the directions just recited—they sang 're

sponsively' ' speaking to themselves,' and 'admonish-

ing each other,' by addresses and answers of encour-

agement and hope, and with blended expressions of

faith and praise."

Still less are we likely to hear further of the objec-

tions which the puritans so pertinaciously urged

against the chanting of the canticles :

—

" And to this day," says Mr. Binney, " these heaven-

descended hymns, technically denominated benedictus

and magnificat, regularly recur in the morning and

evening services of large portions of the church.

Whatever may be the errors, which render it a duty

and a necessity to stand separate from those churches,

it is impossible for us, if possessed of any depth of de-

votion or richness of sentiment, not to be effected by

the idea of thus hailing, as it were, the spiritual com-

ing of the Lord into his temple, in the very words

which welcomed his appearance in the flesh—words

prompted by the spirit of inspiration, and first flung

from the lips, in sacred rapture, of the most favored of

men and women !

"

Is there any churchman ignorant of the origin of

the hymn Te Denm, or scrutinizing the traditions of

catholic antiquity with cold rationalistic eye ? Then

let him learn from Mr. Binney :

—

" The divine gift, filling the heart and guiding the

tongue of the christian prophet, came forth in the form

of ' a psalm,' as well as of ' a doctrine,' a tongue or an

interpretation; 'the individual 'speaking by the spirit,'

spake ' in song; '—and the rest of the church, first edi-

fied by the official act, learnt, while it listened, the

words and melody, joined in the exercise, and retained

the gift for its own future congregational use. One

account of the Te Deum is, that, ' when Austin was

baptized by Ambrose, while they were at the font, they

sang this hymn by inspiration, as the spirit gave them

utterance, and so published it in the sight and audi-

ence of the people.' Now this story, which the learned

reject as fabulous, is precisely what Paul teaches, as

having occurred in the primitive church. It had psalms

and psalmody direct from heaven ! The apostle himself

had all manner of gifts, and ' spake with tongues ' more

than others, and, among the rest of his accomplish

ments, he spake in song; and he places the gift on al

level with other spiritual exercises. 'I will pray with

the spirit, and I will pray with the understanding; 1

will sing with the spirit and J will sing with the mdi •

standing also ! '
"

Again, if any churchman thcr

singing aught but what maybe called direct praist ,

who objects to the singing of prayer, or creed, or didac

tir text, let him take a lesson from Mr. Binney:

—

"
' The service of song in the house of the Lord '

"

may include not only direct praise, to which some think

hymns should be confined, but all the exercises and

emotions of the heart. The varied vicissitudes of the

inward life may find fitting expression here ; the works

and ways of God—the wonders of his universe—the

mysteries and felicities of his providential administra-

tion; the GREAT FACTS OF OUR SPIRITUAL REDEMP-

TION (i.e. the creed;)—the advent of the Lord

—

his life, and death ; the previous delineation of pro-

phetic song; the subsequent discoveries of apostolic

light, revealing the invisible and foretelling the fu-

ture ; all that faith realizes of the existant, all that

hope desires and expects of the foretold ; these

things, and such as these, may all find, in the psalm-

ody of the church, some forms of appropriate, unit-

ed utterance."

Sometimes we hear the objection, that we ought not

to want any such incentive to the devotion as music

supplies; that it is a sign of carnality to employ it for

purposes of edification But hear Mr. Binney :

—

"We are to sing, not merel}' directly to praise God,

but to ' edify ' and ' admonish,' impress and excite, each

other and ourselves. Not merely because we feel, but

that we may feel ; not merely to present adoration, but

to profess truth—and so to profess it, that we may show

we 'glory 'in it—that 'the word of Christ dwells in

us richly;' and that, by repeated and exultant avowal,

its impression on ourselves, and its permanency among

men, may be respectively deepened and secured."

Finally, is there any one who, however justly he may
insist on the necessity of congregational music, is ad-

verse to the employment of anthems? If so, let him

learn that ("Paid being judge,") he that hath a psalm,

" as well as he that hath a doctrine, may have a gift to

be held and exercised for God
" There is no difference in principle, when exercised

thus by christian persons and with pure purpose, be-

tween the eloquence of song and the eloquence of

speech. True, the one may be abused—but so may

the other; both are alike liable to perversion, to be

turned from their object, and to be employed as in-

struments of voluptuous religionism? Where preach-

ing is disproportionately exalted—and especially when

the preacher is like a strolling star, tempting benevolenct

with the promise of pleasure—the man is to many only

' as one that hath a lovely song and a pleasant voice,

and can play well upon an instrument;' alas! some-

times he is gradually so affected by bad influences, as

to become, though perhaps unconsciously, as much a

mere performer, as his hearers are the mere admirers

of his song. The same thing of course might be done

with the other gift. But if there be truth in new-tes-

tament teaching, it need not be sd."

Here we must close our prolonged series of extracts,

merely remarking with pleasure on the generous tone

and catholic unprejudiced spirit with which the dis-

senting minister has treated his subject.

THE STEAM SHIP-A DREAM.

CHATTER EIGHT.

Things remained in this state, until the ship's com-

pany, after considerable consultation, concluded to hire

be who objects lo an engineer, and make the office of engineer, like that

of captain, a paid office. After this decision was made,

ja standing committee was appointed, denominated

" the engine committee," whose duty it was, to employ

an engineer and superitUend him .' A skillful engineer

was procured ; one whose knowledge and skill were so

;much above those of the former engineer's pupils, that

they at once willingly submitted to him, and there was

peace in the engine room at once : for the sole cause

of the former contentions was the fact that the chief

did not understand the engine any better than the

rest; and as none understood it perfectly, there was

often reason for discussion, which almost always ended

iircontention. But the present chief knew every part

of any-engine, as he knew his ABC. Not a disorder

|could occur, but he instantly knew where the fault was,

and could instantly point it out and correct it. Sneh

(perfect skill won the admiration of all who had to do

with the engine ; and henceforth no trouble could oc-

among them. But, alas, the troubles connected

with the engine were by no means ended : chapter on

chapter of them has yet to be recorded.

SPYINGS BJ_A SPIDER.
KUMBER TWO.

The person who occupies the most prominent place

in the choir which I have the honor to oversee, is the

"leader"— so called, I suppose, because he tries as

hard as he can to be about a half a second in advance

of all the rest, in singing. He appears to have no other

particular object, while the choir are singing, than thus

to take the lead of the music ; and he gives a very good

idea of an echo in advance. It is a very good plan,

however; and it shows that he knows a thing or two
;

for you may understand, this choir never meets for

practice, except on Sundays ; and as the members gen-

erally do not know much about music, they are much

pleased to have their leader sing in advance of them,

as they are sure then to get it about right.

You should see this leader, when the hymn is given

out. He can look through a greater number of sing-

ing books of different kinds, while the minister is read-

ing the hymn, probably, than any other person, occu-

pying his responsible station, in this country. It is to

me a very interesting part of the preparation for sing-

ing—this selection of a tune to be sung. It gives me

a greater opportunity to hear a variety of music, than

I enjoy at any other time. For, while the leader is

rapidly turning over the leaves of the different books,

he has a habit of hissing a part of each tunc that meets

his eye. I can think of no better word than " hissing,"

to give you an idea of this kind of " music." That

you may understand how it sounds, and the effect it

has, just set your teeth firmly together, press your

tongue against them, and sound the letter s. As there

is not much time, while the hymn is read, to " hiss
''

the tunes, they of course get curiously mixed np to-

gether. Thus we often have a medley, embracing

every variety of tune.

But the music of this kind which I hear while the

hymn is being read, is hardly worthy of mention, in

comparison with what comes after the singing is con-
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eluded, and the lingers are * settled," to hear the ser-

mon. You must know, that the members of the choir

are all masters of the seiencc of musie—in their own

opinion; (and who can better judge of their capabili-

ties than themselves ') and. to show their acquaintance

with the music of the times, some of thein come to

church armed and equipped to prove their musical at-

tainments It is the custom of several to devote ser-

mon time to the "huting" of such music as they bring

with them. Ah ! then is a musical festival ! One has

' Mot i
:" another. " Norma;'' another," Eli-

jah ;" another, a piece of his own composition ; and

thus, many of them are busy, sending out. in a sort of

half whisper, half hiss, the music they have brought to

church. To one in my situation, where all the tunes

come happily blended together, the effect is, as you

may well conceive, overpowering.

Who would imagine, from the occupation and the

conduct of the members of this choir, that they are the

portion of the congregation to whom is left almost en-

tirely that part of the public worship of God that con-

sist- in gongs '>t' praise I is it nut a strange sight, to

witness those who lead in this important and delightful

portion of the services of the sanctuary, so thoughtless

of their conduct, and so regardless of what is due to

the day, the place, and the services in which they en-

gage ? Oh that they might think that their conduct

though perhaps unseen by most of the people, i< all

open to the eye of Him who has said, " Ye shall keep

'.aths, and Kl \ I.KKM K. MV SANCTUARIES."

You will be surprised, perhaps, to hear me talk thus
;

but be kind enough to remember my position, and the

manv opportunities which my life has afforded one to

hear much truth and valuable information, of such a

nature as to lead mc to form an opinion on such sub-

I have other things to speak of, which must be left

for a future opportunity.

HABMONY ANDJTHOKOUGH BASE.

CHAPTER THREE.

Combination, Major Mope.— Three or more

sounds, sung or played together, form a chord. The
chords which most frequently occur in music, are those

composed of thru sounds, which form with each other

the intervals first, third, and fifth. The lowest sound

of a chord is called the fundamental sound, the root, or

the chief note of the chord. The chords which lunc-

heon mentioned, (i. e., those composed of a chief

third, and fifth,] are called triads, because composed of

three sounds and also frequently common chords, be-

cause they occur so much more frequently than other

chords. The following examples show all of the

triads which can occur in a major key. It is custom-

ary to name chords after the chief note, either by let-

ters or numerals. The chief note of the first chord in

the following example is C, and it is also one of the

scale. The chord therefore is called the triad, or com-

mon chord of C, if named by letter, or the triad of one,

if mimed by numerals. The numerals used to denote

chords are generally written with Roman characters.

C D E F G A B
I II III IV V VI VII

In every major key the triads of I, IV, and V, are

composed of a chief note, major third, ami /•> . /. 1 1 fifth
;

the triads of II, HI, and VI, of a chiefnote, minor third,

and perfect fifth : and the triad of VII, of a chief note,

minor third, and diminished fifth.

Triads composed of a chief note, minor third and

i fifth, are called major triads. Triads composed

of a chief note, minor third, and perfect fifth, are called

minor triads. Triads composed of a chief note, minor

third, and diminished fifth, arc called diminished triads.

Ki.'.ukkvi'.i.l INFLUENCE.—A remarkable effect

from a remol '.hi-, came un ler observation last week.

but whether it i; attributable to mesmeric, sympathet-

ic, neurohypnotic, or other subtle and occult influence,

we unit leave to the Bagacity of those learned in such

.Mr. Templeton, the popular

vocalist, arrived in Liverpool last week, and after ht

i his preliminary business at the Mechanics'

Institution, where lie was : ight for him

ing, deciding <m his location with the becoming

cautii i cious com-

modity to prof tsional singers, being in these days of

influenza easily impaired, he desired, in combination

with interior comfort and convenient position, salubri-

ty of situation. Thus it happened that he took up his

1

in a house wle re he had not before resided on

any of his former visits to Liverpool. Next morning

he was trying hii order to discover if he had,

by any misfortune lost his <;
t
or any of his oiler notes

during hi- il, No. not a note wa»

impaired, "
I am in capital voice thil morning.'' hi- re-

marked t < > hi-i fii nd. Blewitt, '' only bear! " and again

i from his lower note to th.- top of his compass and

back again. Juit then, the smiling mistress of the house

• in. " Your arc in capital voice this]

morning. Mr. Templeton, I hear." " Excelk D<

plied Templeton. "WelV'said she. 'It's easily ac-

counted for; you slept in Alboni's bed last night."

C Cromorne and Bassoon

ORGANS IN LONDON—NO. XII.

St. John's, Waterloo Road.—The organ at this church

a very line one. was built by ISishop, in 1S24.

I I ORG AN.

1 Stop diapason ~ * m,c
.

2 open diat
;t DuIciana

3 Ditto ditto 4 ] '""'>pal

4 Principal •> "fifteenth

:> Twelfth
G Fifteenth

7 Sesquialtrea.S ranks bweix oroan.

8 Mixture, 2 ranks
} Sl , )M ,ii il]i: , son

8 Trumpet L» Open diapason
10 < in ion -

Dnicittna
11 Pedal pipes, 16 feet. 4 principal

."> Horn
i hoik organ. ,-, Trumpet

I Stop diapason 7 Hautboy

St. Philip's, Wat,, loo /'/arc.—The organ at this

chapel was built bj l>a\ is.

I i ORG VN.

1 Stop diapason
J

Dulciuna

2 Open diapason
,!

'

.

'".
,

3 Ditto ditto
4 Principal

•I Principal
."> Twelfth su i i i hi.-.. ,s

6 Fifteenth

7 Sesquialtrea, 3 rants • Btop diapason

h Mixture-. 2 ranks 2 Open diapason

9 Trump, t S Principal

in pedal pipes » Cornet, 8 ranks

B Trumpet
CHOIR ORCiAN. fl H al ,,|,o V

1 Stop diapason

Messrs. Editors—Will you permit mc to say a
lew words in reference to music in our public schools?

And first, it can be useful to the scholars; (and, of

course, to their teachers,) in proportion to the attention

both parties bestow upon the musical exercise, allow-

ing the musie master to be a competent teacher. If

the school committee get the impression (or rather do
not get rid of the impression) that the musical exercise

is to be a recreation only, or a mere plaything, and if

such be the notion of the general teacher, or principal

of the school, the good derived from the introduction

of music into his school will be more than counterbal-

anced by the evil which will most certainly follow

from such a misapprehension of the true design of

inu-ie. Let music- be introduced under the convoy of

such a cloud, and the result will be anything but good.

It is not uncommon to find the principal of a common
school so far in the dark, in relation to the design of

music, as a branch of study in the public school, that,

at first, he seems to consider that the order and disci-

pline of the school may be laid aside during the musie

lesson—imagining that the music lesson is designed to

teach the scholars happiness or cheerfulness, at the

expense of true discipline—forgetting that true happi-

ness can exist only where a love of and attention to

order arc to be found. Such an impression on the

part of the r/emm/ teacher, or principal of a school, it

may seem superfluous to say. if made" practical, will

defeat, totally defeat, the object of the intelligent nnisie-

i
; and, of course, the true design of the intro-

duction of vocal musie into our public schools can

never be accomplished.

Again, let me say, the scholars should be made to

understand, previous to the Introduction of the musical

exercise, that musie is to be considered as a branch of

Study, a practical exercise, in which every pupil, with-

out an exception, is expected to engage: that the

principal of the school will require the same degree of

attention, as regards urdir. and effort to learn, that is

required in the other sttnlics of the school.

in, the principal must be wholly responsible for

the order of his school during the music lesson, as

really so as dining tin" hours given to those studies or

branches taught by himself. Rarely will it be found

possible for the music teacher, who is expected t" I

lie- school only twice during the week, to command
the necessary attention of his pupils, independent of

the sympathy and definite aid of the principal of the

school. The music lesson in the' city schools (I u.

in the public schools o( the city of Boston) is limited,

is 1 have been informed, to thirty minntes. This ex-

ample is followed in other places. It will at once be

perceived that in order to make any considerable prog-

i learning to sing, all the half hour ought sure ]v

to be devote el to the subject. The teacher, then, should

not be- obliged to spend any of his time in what is

called "governing the scholars." A full and recipro-

cal understanding should exist between the <jni<r<d

teacher, or principal, and the music master; and if

befitted fur bis respective station, the harmony

of their souls will be reflected in their Bcholars, and

useful progress will be tin- sun- result, in everj depart-

ment ofStudy. Yes. the school will Hourish under such

teachers: the grammar lesson will be better for the

aid of its musical coadjutor, the arithmetician will feel

that his calculatory pulse has been epiickened by the

practice of sweet sounds—" harmonious numbers ;

"
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the reader, too, will give credit, in a better and easier

delivery of words and phrases, for the careful practice

of the musical scale and its variations. The practice

of long and well-sustained sounds, does wonders in

the removal of those impediments to correct articula-

tion, more or less common to almost every scholar

who has not been under a long course of proper train-

ing. There is, perhaps, no single exercise of the voice

so useful to the inveterate stammerer, or the scholar

who, for want of right training, has acquired the habit

of suffering his ideas to come out of his mouth, as it

were, by handfuls of words, tumbling one over anoth-

er—as the practice of the musical scale, and well reg-

ulated tunes. These are only a moiety of the incident

al good effects which will surely follow in the " wake"

of proper musical training.

So much has been said of the direct moral influence

of judicious musical practice in public schools, that I

will add nothing on that point, just now.

Yours, respectfully, david.

CHURCH MUSIC IN CANADA.

Several articles have recently appeared in relation

to church music, in " The Church," an episcopal paper

published in Canada. The following remarks from

the pen of the editor will show what have been the

positions taken and the points discussed.

" We have endeavored to establish these points

:

That the church directs and requires the congrega

tion to unite in singing some portions of the devotion-

al language she puts into our mouths

;

That our so doing tends to mako public devotion

more pleasing, and therefore more general

;

That it therefore becomes the duty of every one who
aims at general edification, to promote congregational

singing;

That the hinderances to congregational singing arise

in part from indifference and false delicacy on the part

of our congregations-, and in part from the nature of

our present church music, and the arrangements con

nected with it

;

That the latter are hinderances even to those who
are not only willing, but anxious, to sing in the congre

gation; and consequently that until they arc removed,

it is impossible that we should have congregational

singing
;

That therefore we require a radical change in our

church music and the arrangements connected with it:

That the two principal changes required are, that

the tunes should be set at such a pitch as that the

greater proportion of men's voices shall be able to ex-

ecute them
;
and that those who lead the singing should

be placed on the floor of the church, and in immediate
contact with the congregation.

We are glad to find that these points have been
much talked of; that although we do not expect a very

general agreement with us at first, especially amongst
the professedly musical people—who will naturally be
afraid that the music of the church should lie too much
simplified, and thus rendered uninteresting to them—
we are not without hope that we shall in time obtain

their suffrage
;

first, because we professedly recognize

a portion of the service, namely, the anthem, in which
choirs may be generally left to the exercise of their

own taste
; and secondly, because we have observed

that both here and in England, the best qualified mu-
sical persons have come to the same conclusions at

which we ourselves have arrived, in regard to music

strictly congregational. We are likewise gratified to

find that in the new church of the Holy Trinity, on

Yonge-strcet, the choir is placed in its ancient and ap

propriate station, in front of the altar, near the clergy,

on the floor of the church, and in immediate proximity

to the congregation. We regard this change as the

most important movement yet made in the direction

of congregational singing.

The next step is for some of our musical people to

arrange and publish a set of chants and psalm tunes

the air of which shall run at such a pitch that the ma-

jority of men may sing them. This is both easier and

more necessary in chants than in psalm tunes ; but we
think that there are from twenty to thirty of the latter,

which are capable of this arrangement, and these arc

amply sufficient for the wants of any congregation

where devotion is the great object. In that casefamil

iarity does not breed contempt; for experience proves

that the hallowed associations of devotion or of loyalty

are sufficient, even to endear to us musical composi-

tions which in themselves have no claim whatever up-

on our attachment."

MENDELSSOHN'S FUNERAL.
Although we have already published several articles

relating to Mendelssohn's sickness and death, we can-

not forbear inserting the following from the Journal

des Dtbats, a Berlin paper.

" The obsequies of Mendelssohn Bartholdy were

celebrated on Saturday, November the sixth, at Leip

ic, with great pomp, in the church of the University

in which all the professors and students of that estab

lishment were assembled, together with the mem-
bers and scholars of the Conservatory of Music, all the

Philmarmonic Societies, and other distinguished bod-

ies at Leipsic. There were, besides, many artists from

Dresden and Berlin, who, as soon as the death of the

reat composer became known, repaired instantly to

Leipsic by railway. During the ceremony, in which

several morceaux of Handel and Sebastian Bach were

performed for the deceased, and whilst the reverend

pastor, M. Bcerwig, pronounced the funeral oration,

three professors of the Royal Academy of Fine Arts at

Dresden, Messrs. Bendcmann, Hobcrt, and Richard,

were occupied in taking a portrait of Mendelssohn,

whose body was placed in an open coffin, having the

brow bound with a crown of laurel.

At ten o'clock in the evening, the coffin was nailed

down, and was carried, by the students and pupils of

the conservatories of music of Leipsic and Berlin, to

the railway station. More than two thousand persons

followed the bier, all carrying flambeaux. This im

posing cortege traversed all the principal streets of Leip

sic, which were crowded to excess, everybody beinj

anxious to honor the deceased by his presence. No
disorder interfered to disturb these pious demonstra-

tions, in which, one may say, without fear of exaggera-

tion, all the inhabitants of the city took a part.

All along the ronte from Leipsic to Berlin the great-

est honors were paid to the last remains of Mendels-
sohn. In almost every town and village through which
they passed, the inhabitants had arranged themselves

in order, and received the dead body in silence, the

men taking off their hats, and the women throwing

themselves on their knees.

At the Coethcn station, a numerous band of men

executed, while the funeral retinue was passing, some

choral morceaux, under the direction of M. Thiele, the

director of music.

At Dessau, where the bier arrived at two o'clock in

the morning, the celebrated composer, M. Frederic

Schneider, (author of an oratorio, called The Last

Judgment,) in spite of his extreme age, repaired to the

ducal chapel at the station, and directed a funeral chant

which he had composed for the occasion.

Next morning, at eight o'clock the special train,

which conveyed the mortal remains of Felix Mendels-

sohn Bartholdy, entered Berlin, by the Fort dc Halle.

As early as five o'clock, the vast area of the Place de

Belle-Alliance was filled with equipages and people of

all ranks.

As soon as the train made its appearance, all who
were mounted in vehicles descended, and repaired on

foot to the station. Then the bier was ornamented

with large branches of oak and surmounted with a

crown of laurel ; it was then placed on a magnificent

funeral car, drawn by six horses, and immediately held

its way towards the cemetery of the holy trinity, fol-

lowed by the crowd, uncovered to a man. During the

procession, a military band executed the funeral march

from Beethoven's Sonata, in A flat minor.

At the cemetery two clergymen, and several friend*

of the deceased, pronounced various orations ; after

which the coffin was lowered into the grave, and a cho-

rus of six hundred young persons chanted M. Edouard

Grabber's hymn, ' Christ is the Resurrection ' with ac-

companiments of wind instruments.

Before retiring, those who assisted at the funeral

rites saluted, for the last time, the grave which waa

about to inclose the last remains of the great artiste,

whom the country had so lately last; the men throw-

ing over the coffin spades-full of earth ; the women and

children sprinkling it with flowers.

The King had addressed to Mendelssohn a letter, in

his own hand-writing, in which he expressed the lively

satisfaction which he had experienced in awaiting the

execution of his oratorio, Elijah. This letter arrived

at Leipsic the day following the death of the composer.

The unpublished compositions which Mendelssohn

lias left behind him, are: first, six leider for a soprano

voice; second, three motets in choir: third, the entire

of the first act of a grand opera entitled, Lorely; and.

fourth, a fragment of an oratorio, having for its ti-

tle, Christ."

Some time since, two articles on the subject of

congregational singing, from the pen of Mr. Lowell

Mason, appeared in the New York Evangelist. In

No. 23, Vol. 2, we published one of these articles, and

intended to have published the other: but some kind

friend borrowed the paper, and, not being able to pub-

lish them connectedly, we omitted one altogether. As

some of our subscribers have expressed a desire to see

the other article, we give it to-day, on our fir>t page

It should have preceded the article referred to above

It is worthy of remark, that in the year 1728, a first-

rate singer, according to play-house pay, which mean-;

the actual night's performance, could command no

more than .£45 annually; whilst we have it on record,

that a first-rate singer, (Mrs. Billington,) in the year

1801 , was deemed worthy of an arbitration between the

rival managers, who each contended for the privilege

of paying her £3,000 for the season.

—

London World.
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t English mcsic IB Spain.—The Lancashire bell-" Dr. Crotch on the old and modern styli -

ringers, who, when in Paris about two mouths ago, had of church music.—As long as the pure sublime

the honor of performing before the king and royal style, the style peculiarly suited to the church service

lamily at St. Cloud, made their appearance last week was cherished, which was only to about the middle of

at the grand theatre of Barcelona, and were received the seventeenth century, we consider the ecclesiastical

by a crowded audience with a warmth even exceeding style to be in a state worthy of study and imitation, in

that which they experienced at the Havannah. The' a 6tatc of perfection, but it has been gradually and im-

Spaniards appear to be delighted with this kind of inu- perceptibly losing its character ever since. Improve-

again
;
and so on, until by gradual approaches it came

to my feet, climbed upon my knee, and there sat until

I ceased playing
j
which I soon did, from wonder at

the boldness of my little audience. As soon as the

notes from the (lute ceased, he was off; and I have

never seen him since, to my knowledge. j. w. t.

sic, but they were near being disappointed by a curi-

ous circumstance. When the bell-ringers reached the

Spanish frontier from Paris, on their way to Barcelo-

na, all their bells were seized, 00 the ground that the

importation of bells is prohibited in Spain. In vain

did they observe that these were their musical instru-

ments, and not bells introduced for sale. They were

obliged to go on without them, and to await the decis-

ments have, indeed, been made in the contexture of

the score, in the flow of melody, in the accentuation and

expression of words, in the beauty of the solo, and the

delicacy of the accompaniment—but these are not in-

dications of the sublime; church music is therefore on

the decline. The remedy is obvious. Let the youny com-

poser study the productions of the su id seventeenth

centuries, m order to acquire the true church style,:

ion of the chief of the customs at Genora, to whom the which should always be sublime and scientific, and contain

bells were sent. This functionary was for many days

(juite as opposed to allow the bells to pass as were the

custom-house officers of the frontier, and it was not un-

til the British consul at Barcelona had sent an express

to Genora, with a strong remonstrance against the rig-

id interpretation of the law by the Spanish functiona-

ries, that the bells were released.— Galignams Miss.V
The (icrman musicians resident in Paris have for-

warded the following letter to the wife of Mendelssohn :

To 1 1 1 1 : WIDOW OF Fslix Mlndlkssohn Bar-

tholdy. The death of Felix Mendelssohn Barthol-

dy is an irreparable loss to the musical art, of which

he was the most worthy representative; for its young-

er followers, of whom he was the safest guide ; for Ger-

many, of which he was one of the most illustrious chil-

dren ; and for humanity itself, which he honored, by

his worth as by his genius. All his actions, in private

life as in artistic endeavor, were stamped with a rare

purity, a lofty aim, worthy of his admirable genius,

worthy of the sublime models which he found in his

beloved country generally, and in his own family in

particular. As his youth was nourished in a pious

veneration for the sanctity of art, so all his life was

consecrated to the worship of that which to him was

most dear, and all his efforts, all his creations were

dedicated to its glory.

It is for this that the tears which fall upon his tomb

arc not only the tears of a family in desolation, of

friends in despair! His memory lives and will live in

all hearts that beat, with holy rapture, for the beauti-

ful, the noble, and the true.

It is for this that the cry of mourning for hi

so immense, so irretrievable, is uttered with as much
•agniah, with Of mncfa sincerity, from the Thames to

I
i.tnubc, from the Seine to the Volga, in every part

of civilized Europe, as in the little town of Lcipsic

which he so often and so long honored and made hap-

py by his immediate
|

M;iv it, then, be permitted t<. ru (icrman artists, fat

from our own country, to offer to the much-beloved

muster the last acknowledgments of our gratitude and

our grief, and to place respectfully in your hand- (fad

amc, the expression of our sentiment for the illustri-

ous defunct."

In the name of the German musicians resident in

Paris.— J. Kosknhain. S. JIkller.

( i. K aii (
' IIai.i.i:.

11. Panokka K. P. Pixis.

raris, Nov. 28, 1847. E. Wolf*.

no modern harms dodies. There will still be

room for the exercise of genius without servile pla

ism. But I must caution him that he will probably be

disappointed at first hearing them. lie will meet with

critics and writers who assert "that whatever docs not

produce effect cannot be worthy of our admiration."

But the sublime in every art, though least attractive at

first, is most deserving of regard. For this quality

does not strike and surprise, dazzle and amuse, but it

ponds the mind, filling it with awe and

wonder, not always suddenly, but in proportion to the

length and quantity of study bestowed upon it. The

more it is known, the more it will be understood,;

approved, admired, venerated, I might almost say,

adored.

Dr. Bisse on church music.—In the composi-

tions for the sanctuary let care be taken that a theatrical

style be avoided, which is a subject of complaint and

caution in the ancient church ; but in our own is rather

a mod* in inul unlit ndescension to the relish of tin

world! For as sanctity becomcth God's house for ever

in the judgment of all times and persons, so doth a sol-

emnity, which should always appear in all the ofiiccs

thereof, and, above all, in the hymns which appear

most in and adorn these offices. Behold the composi-

tions of ancient masters ! What a statcliness, what a

gravity, what a studied majesty walks through their

airs! yea, their harmony is venerable, insomuch that,

beingfreefrom tin improper mixture of levity, thorn princi-

ples of decay, ynaich have buried many modern work>

in oblivion, these remain and return in the course of

our worship like so many standing services, thus re

scmbling the standing service of our liturgy, these be

ing established by usage as that by authority.

Midvmi. Haxxsel.— The German journals give

very interesting particulars relative to the death of the

celebrated Mendelssohn. The illustrious composer
was brought up with a sister, who married a painter

of the name of llaensel. He himself married, about
ten years ago, the daughter of a senator of Frankfort.

These two families were inseparable. Mendelssohn,

and his sister, Fanny Haemal, formed but one soul,

for this remarkable woman was herself a good compo-
ser, and directed the first steps of her brother in hid

rausical career. About nine months agoFannv llaen-

sel composed a symphony, the performance of which

she conducted herself. Just as she "reached the end of

the performance, Madame llaensel dropped dead of an

apoplectic fit. Since that time, of. Mendelssohn wan-

dered about like a shadow among the living. In a let-

ter, addressed to his wife, he says :
" Our common soul

has taken her flight to heaven. I greatly fear I shall

shortly go to meet her." Two months after, Mendels-

sohn died of an apoplectic fit.

There will be a Musical Festival at Oxford, on the

4th, 5th, and 6th of July, under the direction of Sir

Henry Bishop, who, it is expected, will succeed the

late Dr. Crotch as professor of music at the Universi-

ty. The worthy doctor occupied the chair from 1797

to the time of his death, just fifty years.

LIST OP NEW AND POPULAR MUSIC
.UBU8HED AX REED'S .Ml sic WAREHOUSE, ,,, J.nuarv.
' IStSi

ll.i]i]iy ore we, hunters so free, words by Alfred I;

music by L\ A. Hosroer.
Lost at Sea, words h.v Mina Marion, music by R A. Hosmcr.
Lilly, or tin- lost child, wordi !•: music by w oodbury.

die mid Cheer my heart, words l.y 1. 11. Brown, made bjW Iluiry.

f 'tires des Jem I red. li. yir, in 6 numbers, each 21
cents:

No. 1. Ln Norma.
\ir Tyrolean.

No. .1, I Puritani.
No. 4. l.a 1 Hii .hi Regiment

I
:

nilo Valse.
I'liime Allemand, " An Alexis."

The above an- eery pleasing and agreeable pieces, both for pupil and
teacher, and when known will be much used.

.Inst published, a new edition of the New Kngland Glee Book, by I.
'Iluiry. revised and corrected n) the author. Also, a new edi-

tion of Uurrow s Piano-forte I'i imcr, from the lasC London edition. 4

Messrs. Editors—In a late number of your excel-

lent paper, I noticed an article on the "Influence of

\1 ii ic," in which are related some incidents illustrating

its effects on animals of the lower order. I can readily

Vrcdit (be testimony to these effects, as I was once a

witness of the power of music on a mouse; and, with

your permission, will relate the incident to the numer-

ous readers of the Gazette.

,
About ten years since, 1 was residing in a wi

It] j
and on n warm summer's day, while sitting

alone in my office, playing the flute, I saw a mouse

enter the room and stop a few minutes near the door.

With its eyes fixed upon mc, and apparently much

interested in the performance, though it was of a simple

character. Soon it came a little nearer, and stopped

NEW MUSIC,
Prni.isnrn BY C. HOLT, Je., Music Publisher, 156 Fulton Street,

|l eity,

aken one, ii Song.
Brother, Come Home, (Quartet
Nightingale Walt?..

nine W:ilt/.

v ii Polka.
i i.lka.

ink Step.

Mi, M I ,ind.

The Web ami . Quart t.

Par from m v ow n natii e mountains. Quartet
,11, Christy.

Darkeys' Lift is always gay, Christy.
ner, "

W'evi !.! New England*! Sunny Hills, Quartet.
When the Moon on thi i ' Euartet
p. colli ctloni ol tl"

I I Pcrabcau.
. iMmia < Mil Felloe i' Grand - :

Is
1

Ml Mean Quick Sti p.
1 Deadln M< d at dicatcd hy permission, to Ilenry Clay.

.New York March.
Indian Girl's Lunenfton the banks of the Kennebec.

T. Hastings.
1 M like to In e in Vend, i Slur, Ballad,

mil Dumb Cirls' Dream, Ballad.
Banes in the Woods, "

Think gently of the crrii's:, Quartet.
Youth is the Beason for Life, Ballad, by Ureatorex.
Troubadour Waltr.
Isabella Polka.
Tin (i ran ilc Songster, containing the songs of the Ilutrhms a

A new instruction book for the violoncello, by 8. A. Merely, A. M.
A large number of Christy's Bongs, now on band. SU
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Composed by MULLER.
/ Moderato.
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Newly edited by V. NOVELLO.

1. Spring's delights are all re- viv - ing,
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Verdant leaflets clothe each spray, Hawthorn buds give jovful tiding, Welcome news. 'tis blithe May
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day, Hawthorn buds give joyful tiding, Welcome news, 'tis blithe May day, 'tis blithe May day. Rural pastimes, grateful off'ring, grateful off 'ring,

'tis blithe May day.
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cheer, Still these hours, it spent with reason, Surely bring us autumn cheer, Come, then, my pleading,

cheer, bring autumn cheer, bring autumn cheer. dearest, hear hear my pleading.
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Hail the promise for the year, Rural pastimes, grate - ful off'ring, Hail the prom - ise 'for the year, Village

Rural pastimes, grateful off'ring,
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Turn not from my suit away, Come, then, dearest, Come, then, dearest, hear my pleading, Turn not from my suit a - way. But my
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swains their pains disclosing, Maidens lend more willing ear,
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honest heart receiving, Make me bless this bright May day,
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Make me bless this bright May day, But my hone.-t
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But my honest heart receiving, Make me bless this bright May day, But my honest
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MAY-DAY. (CONTINUED.)
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lend ... more wil - - ling ear.
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heart receiving, Make me, make me bless this bright May day.
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Arranged for the Boston Musical Gazette.
Mo'leralo.

HAMILTON. 8s and 7s. Double.
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S. T. GORDON, Hartford, Com.
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1. Saviour, source of every blessing, Tune my heart to grateful lays ; Streams of mercy, never ceasing, Call for ceaseless songs of praise.

3. Thou didst seek me when a strange r, Wandering from the fold of God ; Thou, to save my soul from danger, Didst redeem me with thy blood.
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2. Teach me some melodious measure, Sung by raptured saints a - bove; Fill my soul with sacred pleasure While I sing redeeming love.
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By thy hand restored, defended, Safe through life, thus far, I 'm come ; Safe, O Lord, when life is ended. Bring mc to my heavenly home.
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OPPOSITION PSALMODY.

BY EZEKIEL JONES, ESQ.

Such commotions and heart-burnings and quarrels

and contentions as we have had down here to Jones-

ville would be hard to beat. One part of the parish

sot right again the other, and all the milk of human

kindness forgotten, just as if there was never such a

thing. It has been e'en a'most brother again brother.

and quite husband against wife. But I'll go back and

begin at the beginning.

Well, the fore part of last winter there was a roving

jour shoemaker came along with his kit. He got a job

of Guttridge, who sells shoes among the rest of his dry

goods, groceries and medicines—found a corner for his

work bench down to the shop that used to be Jo Glea-

son's, and went to shoe making and psalm singing in

right good earnest. The creature belongs to Connec-

ticut, and is just the most real, genuine specimen of

the yankee that ever happened to light upon our parts.

He isn't much beholden to anybody for good looks,

that 's a fact. He 's screwed base notes out of his wop-

per jaws till his mouth is askew, like a blighted apple.

He 's smoked a pipe till his cheeks are tanned and stuck

down to the bones of his face, like an old shoe to the

foot, and the color of his skin comes as near sole leath-

er as anything in creation.

It's a treat to sec old Gould work, and hear him sing.

He picks out leather and cuts out a sole to the tune of

Old Hundred, or Wells, or some such slow-moving

long metre. Hammering leather on his lap-stone is

an occasional performance that he always sets to an

occasional anthem, and if the leather had any feelings.

it would find Amen ! A-a-mcn ! Ah-ah-men ! a lec-

tio the most striking word with a shoe-hammer accom-

paniment that ever was set to music. He stitches to

Silver Street, or "As shepherds watched." This last

is a great favorite tune of his, as will be seen by and

by. He rubs off soles sometimes to one tune, and

sometimes to another, according as he's lazy or wide

awake ; and trees a boot generally to the Doxology.

I 've watched him considerable, for John Gould is an

original, and no mistake.

John Gould is a great stickler for scripture—but he

is like a great many others in the application of holy

writ to his own purposes and notions. He picks out

one text, and you 'd think to hear him talk that there

wan't anything else in the bible. You've seen such

people, I dare say. There 's some, for instance, make
a great handle of the command, "Be not righteous

over much," and precious good care they do take not

to hurt themselves with overmuch righteousness. Then

there 's the permission, " Take a little wine for thyl

stomach's sake, and thine often infirmities," has made

more invalids, and stomachs that have soaking sakes,

than ever will be known till the day of judgment.

Johnny Gould's text is what St. Paul says about being-

all things to all men ;
and whether he's got the apos-

tle's idea or not, he 's got one of his own, that he car-

ries out pretty considerably thorough.

John worked himself into everybody's mess before

he 'd been in town a month. There was nobody like

John Gould. Everybody found him the most enter-

taining and agreeable and intelligent man in conver-

sation that ever was. And what do you think he said

to please 'cm all that way % Only half a dozen words.

I've told you before about a'pothecarie's shop being

a great lounge in the country. So is a shoemaker's.

There always happens. I can't tell how it is so, to be

just one bench that nobody uses—for in a gang of

shoemakers, somebody is always sick, or gone down to

York or Boston for shoe findings, or leather, or to car-

ry home some work done to order, or something.

When that aint the case, somebody is gone to mill, or

to work on a farm, or mending a pig-sty, or trading

horses. Let it come about as it will, it is always an

established fact that there 's one bench in a shoemaker's

shop that nobody is working on. Did you ever set

down on a shoemaker's bench? If you didn't never,

you 've got a treat in store, I can tell you. It goes

ahead of stuffed mahogany chairs for real ease and

comfort, any day in the week.

Shining like a glass bottle, with polish that can't be

got at if you try a purchase, there it is, inviting and

coaxing the lounger. In be comes, first come, first

served. " Where 's Bill, or Jo T " he asks, as the case

may be, when he sees the empty seat. " O, he 's gone

to mill, or to York, or sick," or something, somebody

answers. Lounger then makes hitch after hitch to-

wards the bench, till down he squats into it, as easy as

rolling off a log. It's so low, and gives so nicely, lets

the whole body down into such a regular easy fix, that

a real loafer is made for the day when he gets squatted
;

then a fellow don 't want for amusement, neither

There 's plenty of bits of leather lying round to whittle,

sharp knives to cut your nails with, whet-stones to

sharp your own knife, wooden shoe pegs to chew up,

and a whole bench full of things that you can put out

of order in real comfort. If there 's any real happiness

in this world, it's in disturbing and disarranging anoth-

er man's tools. After all this preface, I '11 give you a

sample of one of John Gould's levees.

" A pleasant day," says the fellow that may be on

the stool.

John Gould is singing a hymn, of course. He just

keeps up the conversation, saying one of his two or

three words in parenthesis-like, always putting his an-

swer right in the middle of the line. " A pleasant

day," says lounger—John is singing:

" When I-a-israel ofc-jest so—the Lord beloved "

—

" Fine growing weather, too."

" Out from the land-:jest so—of bondage came "

—

Then may be there 's considerable of a pause. The
weather finished, politics come next. "President Ty-

ler's just the right sort of a man to take General Har-

rison's place," says the visitor.

" Hark from the tombs

—

exactly—a dolclul sound"

—

" Eight up and down, and plain as a pike staff."

" Mine cars attend—jest so—the cry "

—

By this time there's two or three more come in,

standing in regular order for their turns at the bench.

Number one, he gets up when he thinks he 's bothered

the others long enough keeping them waiting. Num-
ber two slides into the seat, and the weather is attend-

ed to first, of course. Then number two takes up the

newspaper—for there 's always a newspaper in a shoe-

maker's shop—" Well, I swan to man if old Tyler

haint made a fool of himself!
"

"Life is the time—do u //—to serve the Lord"

—

" Why he 's neither one thing nor another—he 's just

nothing at all
!

''

" The time to insure

—

-jest so—the great reward "

—

That's the way he does it. That'.- the way John

Gould understands St. Paul. He's all things to all

men sure enough, administration and opposition, or-

thodox and universalist— he agrees with them all.

He's just their opinion exactly. I never see him fair-

ly concerned but once, and then he wiggled out of it

just like an eel. He was "jest soing" to an out-and-

out democrat, while a whig was waiting for his scat,

and hearing every word ; and what does the fellow do

but winked to the whig, while he "jest soed"to the

democrat, as much as to say " we understand each oth-

er." And John Gould did understand them both

—

just as he does everybody else—but it takes a long bead

and pretty middling sharp eye to read him. I can tell

you.

Sam Baker, the leader of the choir, he's had pretty

much all to do with the singing here ever since I can

remember. Sam is kind of naturally set down as one

of our upper crust, along with Squire Smith and Par-

son Williams and the school master, and 1 might as

well say myself, between us, you know. He never

could be brought exactly to like John Gould's style of

singing, and I have seen him turn round as short as if

something bit him of a Sunday in the singing seats,

when John Gould let out all he knew, and made his

voice sound above cverbody's else. Bill Saxbury

plays the base viol, and some how or other, when John

Gould puts in so loud, Bill gets into the spirit too. and

makes the old viol tell its loudest story. Between 'em

both, they monopolize pretty much all the music, but

they 're getting me a-hcad of my story.

Sam never give John Gould the least shade of en-

couragement. He would n't so much as go down to

the singing meetings that Gould kept getting up. and

as to asking the interloper to his own house—gorry !

—

I guess he'd as soon sent an invite to Black Hawk.

But if he'd one grain of John's knack at managing he

would n't have been so uppish. Old Guttridge's boys

are too tarnal busy to clear the stones out of their till-
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age land, so they gather 'cm up in heaps, and say:

they 're good to draw the sun. That's the way Sam

Baker ought to have done with the singing Bhoemaker

but he was n't np to it. He buffed and slighted him,

got him angry and tricked, and now see what followed, before—and I guess there never will be again. Saml

Gould didn't -jest so" to everybody for nothing.

He did n't mate all that politeness for nothing, 1 can

tell you. 11'- bad a wheel within a wheel—a deep cal-

culation and Bcheme to cany oat He wanted to run

an opposition to Sam Baker, right in the very eyes of

the whole congregation, and the'eunning fellow work-

ed it so, that he did it too, as line as silk. It never

seemed to be his plan, neither, nor to conic out of his

head, any more than if he wasn't a party inter*

"John," Bays one of the loungers, one day,"yon

ought to get np a singing school."

u Lift up your loud roicw do ttU— in triumph on high."

" There hain 't hecn a regular singing school here

this live years, and there's a lot on us would go."

-all sunk in the wave

—

thirty, and to speak of folks of forty as young women. ||and having Bill's viol symphony they wan't quite so

Well, into the seats they come. There was never, [likely to make a bull as they were at the first off. The
such a thing seen before in Jonesville meeting house, hymn they took was Gould's favorite. " When Shep-

as am administration and an opposition Binging party herds watched." He always liked that, for the" fugn-
ing." If he did n't get •' fugued " himself this time,

" nil chariot*, his honemen

Fa sol, 6ol, sol, sol, sol, la sol
—

"

Bap. tap. tap tap, tittery hang ! went the lap-stone

into the door with a regular shoemaker's shy. "I

want to know—really—well—if I could get up one,"

said John, just as if he hadn't been cutting and con-

triving how it was to he done for the last three months.

Well, the long and short of it was that John did open,

three evenings in the week, puhlic nights, Sundays

down to the vestry.

lie did n't have a small school neither. Terms were

moderate, and John took up the new-fashioned notion

of telling everybody they have voices, and that every-

body can sing well enough if they will only open their

mouths.

He got in all the old hard cases that Sam Baker

had told they could n't sing, and as Sam is rather a

federalist, and strongly suspected of having an opin

ion of his own. and John Gould is a regular demo

crat who was never known to disagree with anybody.

he walked straight over the course, ne had lots of

scholars, and even some of the old choir undertook to

learn over again. We have fashions up here as well

as down to York. John's singing school became all

the fashion. Fellows went to go home with the girls

and girls went because they were sure the fellows

would be there to go home with them. He "jest

ions good humor with

him, and through tb< np a Gould party in the

triuJe ition. Sam Baker, be only look

and silt "I'd to find folks could be taken in so, but he

said BOtfail

I. John Gould rnan-

.oo.l old Parson William

bolara had bet* r take places in "the

' and help out the, choir. The dear old gentle

in.m ie . i hai bis ( yes open to more than half what is

going on, and really thought he was rccomni'

Something that would delight all hands, and the old

choir in particular. As soon as the thing was pro-

posed, it was as good as sure. I do wish you could

have heard Aunt Sally run on, when she heard of it

' Lord!" says she, ' I bop.- tie Ir parents will come np

and take, care of their children." The youngest of

these children is fourteen years old, and thinks herself

considerable of a young woman. But Aunt Sally i he

begins now to count everybody a child that's under

Baker stood up still' and tall, just like some fellow you

may have seen before now, that feels he's in a kind of

an awkward fix, that was none of his own seeking, and

that he aim a bit to blame for. "When the hymn was

named, he gave out the tunc, and told the page, and

the way the "children," as Aunt Sally calls them, rat-

ad rustled ,; wifind their places, was new

in a quiet place. The first hymn begun the si'

race—three verse heals. The old choir started off cool

and in good order, only Aunt Sally seemed a little

louder than common. She was determined to be

heard. The old singers had the first verse pretty much

all to themselves, for nigh upon all the new beginners

were afraid to open their mouths. John Gould a

noise, enough for all his tribe, though.

Next came verse number two. Some of the new

singers begun it while Bill was drawing the symphony

of verse number one out on his base. John Gould

blushed behind his ears; Sam Baker just give him one

very composed look, which was worse than an;

else he could have done or said. It meant as much as

"No more than I expected," and made John Gould

feel cheap once, I guess. The whole of his school

broke out into a titter, and the congregation stared

and sec something or other was out of the way

could n't justly tell what. On verse number three the}

all started together middling fair, and made a good

deal of noise, if they did n't much music. Sam B

he liked all this, and kind a flattered himself that it

would open people's eyes. If he could a taken the

sense of the congregation that minute, though, he'd a

found that the music he thought disgraceful, they con-

sidered first rate. That's the way all over the world

as well as in Jonesville. Noise and impudem
the real standards of merit. If a fellow can make a

great hurrah and plenty of bustle and racket, all the

rest is taken for granted.

When the sermon was through, Parson Williams

gave notice that after the benediction the school would

perform a piece extra, just to show what could be

in the way of vocal music. I sec Sam Baker's jaw fail.

when this come, and he leaned back, and folded his

arms, as much as to hint " I 'm clear of this—it's none

of my doings." When the benediction was pronounced.

I watched the singing scats. John Gould looked bard

at Baker, as if he thought the old set would clear out

and leave them the field. But there's no back out in

our singers, I can tell you. The old choir they kept

their standing, juBt as if they'd been plaster it:

John Gould hemmed and hawed, and hinted, but tbe\

were too obstinate to take, or understand a word, and

Aunt Sally in particular, she showed real spite, and

tOSted her head, and stuck to her place like a blister.

This put John in rather a bad fix. He did calculate

to show off his school to considerable advantage, and

to show off himself as leader, right in the place where

Sam Baker had stood for so many years. The people

were all waiting for the mm ic, and he had to make a be-

ginning. The old choir they turned right to the same

piece, and when they all begun, I guess you VI a opened

your cars. The scholars had had it drilled into 'em

so that they did n't need any looking over the books,

1 m no judge.

The first verse went off very well—very well in-

deed, considering. So in fact did the whole. Gould

would been right glad to clear out then, but Sam Ba-

ker, he gets up with a grin, and looking so everlasting

pleasant, that everybody knew he was going to say

something. He complimented the way that hymn was
sung, in such right down strong lai that I

couldn't tell whet was coming. I knew the critter

had something under all this politeness. Sure enough,

he wound off by saying he had no doubt, if it was

liool would favor the congrega-

tion with another
j

Gould he'd watched him clear through. I never

see a man so tickled as the singing shoemaker. His

lard face split up into grins, just like a sun-crat k< d

apple. But when he came to the conclusion Gould
was done up. He knew, and he saw now that Sam
Baker knew, that there wan't another piece in the

whole collection that he dared to show off his school

in. They'd learnt that by rote, and there were a good

many in his school who didn't know a crotchet from a

demi-semiquavcr.

" Suppose I select a piece," says Sam, says he.

" Jcs so—ah—eh—I guess we'll sing the same over

again."

Sam Baker crammed his handkerchief into his

mouth, to keep from snorting right out. John Gould

looked daggers a minute, then he gave the pitch, and

away they started again. The first three lines:

"While shepherd? wntehed their flocks by night,

All sealed on the ground,

The angel of the Lord came down,

All went off very well. Then comes what they call

thefuguing.

And glo- o-o-o

—

pipes Aunt Sally's treble

—

And glo-o-o

—

comes in the second treble

;

And glo-o

—

the tenor holds it out

;

And glory shown around

—

By the whole choir. Here 's where John Gould pri-

ded himself in doing what he called the thorough base.

His voice is fourteen octaves below the hull-frog, and

it really touched Bill's pride to have all the shine taken

right out of his big fiddle this way. as it was done in

the first performance. So he give his bow arm way, as

he calls it, and fairly made the floor shake under us.

lie did more than that, too.

John Gould was standing in the scat behind him,

right over his fiddle, 1 owing and stamping time for

dear life. Just as Bill gave bis low one severe pull,

snap went the string—right into John Gould's ( ye. It

d his glo-o-ry into Oh !-ry, mighty quick, and

from that into ky-ih.

There was an end of the singing for that day. Mr.

Gould he's gone down to New York to see some of

your city oculists—and has 'nl got lack yit.

P. S. If you sec anything of Gould, just tell him

Mi . Saxbury wants him to buy a new viol string, will

you?
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For the Musical Gazette.

CONGREGATIONAL SINGING.

This question seems to be agitated somewhat, at

present; and amongst the numerous efforts, I never

have heard of any being successful. Very few of those

who are strenuous advocates for it. trouble themselves

to think on both sides of the question. Yet, while de

nying the possibility of establishing it in churches of

the present day, I admit the beauty of it.

In by-gone days, when I was a boy, and attending

church with my parents in an unsophisticated village,

I do remember well some congregational singing; but

I have never heard any since. Fashion and indolence

have crept into the church, and there, as in the world

"what is everybody's business is nobody's." The rea-

sons against it are numerous. No new tunes can be

sung, and only few of the old ; this involves a repeti

tion, which to many hearers is disagreeable: true, they

may not be singers, and their throats may be unequal

to the task of forming sounds; yet their ears may

appreciate melody.

Again ; there are so few in any congregations, who

can do better than croak, that the attempt is not worth

the trouble. And when you cease to depend on a

choir for church music, they will cease to be punctual

in attendance. Congregations are not punctual at any

time. Then if choir and congregation should both be

"uncertain" on the same day, where is that mighty

shaking of the roof, so anxiously looked for by the

advocates of congregational singing?

Again: all choirs have some pride of performance,

call it worldly if you please, but so it is. I think the

spirit is commendable : no one giving a concert before

men, would er hi; reputation, by singing like

an automaton, and giving no evidence that he entered

into the spirit of the subject; or, in other words, he

would not sing without " the oratory of music," or.

trusting to the indulgent nature of those who were to

form his audience, know or care so little about his

probable success, as to be doubtful at the commence-

ment, whether he was to succeed or fail : then why do

so in God's house?

Again; some argue that the "performances" by the

choir arc so artistical as to destroy devotion. Does,

devotion escape destruction, when the psalm or hymn

stops from outrageous deacon or want of a leader?

Again ; one choir cannot be compelled to sing old

tunes, while other choirs progress: unless the system

become universal, no choir will possess the courage to

remain behind the age in church music.

Again; in the organ accompaniments, the melody is

so frequently obscured by the harmony, that ordinary-

ears cannot catch the air.

If the adoption of the system of congregational

singing were feasible, chanting would show it. Thi

music is so simple, that no impediments seem to be in

the way of any congregation joining; but the failure

here proves abundantly the futility of the attempt.

Now let me ask what benefit is to result, from leav-

ing a certainty' for an uncertainty. The fact of a choir

being tolerated, does not prevent the congregation

from singing, if they are so disposed. But it is argued,

the music is too difficult. Would they exert them

selves to sing, if. the tunes were more simple ? And
as I take it for granted, discord must be endured in

congregational singing, it may as well come in difficult

as in simple music. But the existence of a choir does

music: few choirs can perform from Zeuncr's, or Bos-

ton Academy's collection; and whenever you find

either of those books in the organ loft, you arc sure to

find a congregation too aristocratic to sing.

I have tried, faithfully, to introduce the system, and

nearly lost my choir and musical reputation, in the

ittempt. A few persevering, pious worshipers " raise

their voices high," as of old, and join indiscriminately,

n all duets and solos; but no more. I am satisfied.

that if the effort be persisted in, here or anywhere

unless the church is possessed of extra musical gifts,

the result will he the same, as in a log-cabin meeting

in the West, where the Indian gunsmith was the

preacher: finding no singers in his congregation, he

remarked, " We will omit the singing." g. d

C , Illinois.

LEAVES FROM THE DIARY OF A MUSICIAN.

Some gentleman well acquainted with European

musical matters, has published a series of very inter

esting articles, in the American Musical Times, under

the above title. The following is the second of the

series

:

The musical festivals form one of the most delightful

features of the German musical world. Not that th<

music itself is so much better in character than that of

other countries ; on the contrary, I think that with the

means of Germany, they stand comparatively far be

hid those of cither England or Belgium ; but the

preparations connected therewith, lend them a charm,

hich England, with all its world-renowned liberality,

and Belgium, with all its acknowledged musical cxeel-

ence, cannot procure them. I am speaking of that

cheerful bustle of preparation, which generally pre-

cedes, throughout all Germany, these festivals.

There arc several festival-unions in Germany, of

which the North German Union is perhaps the most

extensive. An appointed committee selects the local-

ity of the performance, and arranges the programm.

Invitations arc then sent out to all the different socie-

ties, accompanied by a copy of the programm; and

nstanfly the vocal societies begin to practice the cho-

ruses, while the orchestral societies rehearse such sym-

phonies or overtures as arc announced in the pro-

ramm. About a week previous to the festival, all

the participators announce themselves as ready, at the

rendezvous. A second committee provides board and

lodgings for the artists, which are always given gratu-

itously, on the part of the citizens in whose city the

festival is to take place. Indeed, they consider them-

selves highly honored, if they succeed in enticing one

or two of these wandering minstrels to their hearth.

New acquaintances are formed, old ones resumed ; and

by the time the musicians are fairly domesticated in

their temporary abode, the rehearsals begin. These

take up nearly the whole morning, and the afternoon

is generally appropriated to pic-nic parties, regattas,

and other pastimes. The director of the festival is

always the lion of the day; and ladies and gentlemen,

from far and near, make it their first business to scrape

acquaintance, in some way or other, with that worthy

dignitary. Next in importance is the " concert meis-

ter," who most frequently leads the secular part of the

music. The festival lasts generally from two to three

days, though sometimes they have lasted a whole week.

At one place a church is tendered to the committee,

not necessarily involve the performance of difficult 'while at others large halls have been expressly built

for the purpose. The festival always opens with an

oratorio of some celebrated master; and one can easily

imagine, that the utmost care is taken by leader and

performer, to do justice to the composition. If I have

before stated that the performances in Germany are

inferior to those in other countries, it refers only to the

secular concerts. The oratorio leaves generally noth-

ing to wish for. One soul and one spirit seems to

animate the hundreds of performers pre: i nl ; and none

of that trivial jealousy scans to exist among the as-

sistants of the oratorio, which generally mars the pleas-

ure which otherwise the secular concerts would afford.

Another reason for the inferiority of the secular con-

certs is, that England and Belgium generally pay

liberally for the assistance of virtuosi at their festivals,

while Germany has scanty means to induce one of

these musical stars to lend their aid for the occasion
;

and if great care is taken in performing the oratorio,

such is not the case with the other parts of the festival.

Here, as I have already stated, jealousy, envy, and

intrigues of every kind arc at work, to undermine the

reputation of one artist, or to elevate that of another.

To the mere casual observer these things pass unno-

ticed, while more deeply interested persons cannot but

look with the deepest regret on these machinations,

which threaten to put a final stop to these most de-

lightful of all musical entertainments.

The first festival I ever witnessed, was at Coethen,

in 1839. I was always very fond of music, but just

then I had embraced it as a profession. I had just

seen the immortal Mendelssohn at Leipsic, who very

kindly encouraged me to persevere in my profession,

a profession which to him had always been a source of

the greatest happiness. Elated with the hopes of suc-

cess which the lamented composer had held out to me,

md building Spanish castles, I wended my way home-

wards, when my attention was attracted by one of the

large placards of the above mentioned festival. I

must acknowledge that at that time I knew little or

nothing about music, though Mendelssohn thought he

could discover sufficient predisposition to music in me,

to induce me to make it my profession : the more

welcome, perhaps, will the description of the impres-

sion which the musical festival made upon me, he to

the reader.

The oratorio of St. Paulus, under Frederic Schnei-

der's direction, was announced for the first day. I

entered the church at which the festival took [dace,

and the reader can imagine my wonder and astonish-

ment, when I beheld, for the first time, such an enor-

mous mass of people assembled. I had not even at-

tended a concert before; and of all the musical instru-

ments, I had seen only the piano and the violin.

Sometimes I had seen and heard the military band of

our little city perform on brass instruments, but none

of them could I recognize among the confused mass of

instruments I then saw on the large platform. The

double-base first of all attracted my attention. It

seemed to me that a giant only could win a musical

sound from such a huge mass ;
and when the musician

raised the bow to begin the overture to 1'aulus, I ac-

tually held my hands to my ears, lest the gigantic

sound of that instrument should burst my tympanum.

But I perceived that other people were not such cow-

ards, and as I gradually gained more courage, I ex-

amined the other instruments at leisure, and watched
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raent of the ancient*, made its reappearance about the

same time. It was about this time, also, (hat the ad-

venturous Italian bands recovered the usage of mili-

Uic different sounds which were called into existence, ready, that symphony alone would have been enough

a> it sdfemed, by the men moving of the leader's baton, to have enlisted me under music's standard.

That leader himself seemed to me a magician, who That day I was present at the Large dinner party,

with his wand charmed the attentive listeners. The given by the government of the festival. 1 saw how tnrymusic, which soon expanded itself among the oth-

r will excuse me from giving an analysis of the Schneider was crowned with a huuel wreath by some cr nations of Europe. To the drums and trumpets

oratorio indeed, at that time I only felt the influence fair hand—I participated in the musical toasts brought they joined the flute, life, and pandean pipe. The

of the music, without being able to trace the different out, and thanked my fate that it led me into such good drum was played with a single stick. At the end of

motives, or to follow the plot of the oratorio. Instead company. the fifteenth century they began using regular bands

of that I indulged in wild and strange fantasies. Al- About a week after I commenced the study of mn- of music in the army. The bagpipe, invented in the

ways listening to the music, I forgot that it was music, >ic under Frederic Schneider, and up to the present mo- thirteenth century, and the violin, were added about the

and forgot that there were thousands of people around ment I gratefully look back upon the interview with commencement of the sixteenth. The invention of

me. Only occasionally a plaintive strain of the oboe. Mendelssohn Bartholdy, to whose good advice I owe, this first instrument belongs to the Alps or Piedmon-

or the joyous notes of the flutes would arouse me from in a great measure, the encouragement which led me tese inhabitants. In 1585 the Swiss introduced into

this lethargy ; and I do not know how long I should

have continued in these Sights of fancy, but some one

shook me by the arm. I looked around, and to ray

tonishment the church was empty. I

the very instruments had, unknown to me, and w

to persevere in the study of music.

MILITARY MUSIC.

France the fife, which served to accompany the drums,

and the usage of which is preserved to thi> day among
the armies of Europe. In the seventeenth ccntur] we

™, • • r .,-. • . , , „ i. »„ ,i meet with the hautboy, an instrument of German origin,The origin of military music takes us back to the
. . . * ,

„„«., ...,.>..„.... ,~ ...v., „ . * . . . given to the dragoons and musketeers of the guard.
r , ' , most remote antiquity. Every nation in ancient luucs •,,,,,,

but few exceptions, disappeared from the platform. J .. . r . ... We are indebted to the Hungarians, and through them1 l li-wl ilc iw.fiiliMi- iiKriiimniik m ihikic am is 11:1-

took one last look at the church where I had had such

hours of serene happiness, and followed the sexton,

who had come to close the door.

This was in the morning; and though in the after

iad its peculiar instruments of music, and its na-
. to the cistern nations, for the kettle-drum, the '•

tional songs. These songs invariably refer to the
,..,'. . , , , , , , ,

the true (lute; for the tambourine lo the Italians; tiie
splendid victories gamed, memorable battles fought..... . , , . . modern horn to the Hanoverians: for the cymbals and
celebrated sieges earned on, or the eminent servi-

.

- of some individual hero. The name of the sol-
'"«

'

dn,,n ,0 ,,,c r " ,ks
'

J ,,c iulo '" ion of ,hc?c last

noon I formed one of a picnic party which held its
dier aml the officer who effected „ ,,, ,, of , lumu

'«<> '"Stru kettle-drums gave the name

levee in a beautiful village near Coethen, I could not jstooJ ;,, glol.

y
.
s celebration beside that of the general

"' 'J Urkis!l mUS,C " '' ll"" ,;"-v mnsic
- '' '"

obliterate the impression the mornings performance Lho commanded. With the Spartans, the song of
b,natIon ol their instruments with the cavalry trumpet

had made on my mind, and my friends kindly left „ Oastor was tllc si nal u „. combat; the Romans took
c°»st,tnted ;lt »»* beginning of .he eighteenth century

to the enjoyment of my dreams, and made themselves ,. a ici to the sound of the trumpet and the horn; the
the entire musical scheme of our troops. Then each

as agreeable to the ladies of the party as best they

could.

On the next morning I was tiie first one at the door

of the church, and the moment the sexton had opened

it I rnshed in and took my station near the orchestra.

The 1) major symphony of Beethoven formed the first

part of the concert, and though I missed the silver-

locked leader of the previous day, I found instead a

face, with golden curls and beaming eyes, on the

I shall never forget the effect thai

ihony produced on me; and ever after it ha

my favorite symphony. I took good care to enjoy the

mnsic this time, and not to indulge again in

wild fancies of the previous day. The first chord of]

the symphony aroused my attention, and the beautiful

[ice Of inverted chords, played by the wind in-

struments, filled me with delight; and as the same

strains returned I could discover every time an addi-

tional beautiful feature. The first motive of the alle-

gro struck me most with its serious character

had already learnt to follow it throughout the whole

movement I was delighted, when, after havin

it for an instant, I could trace it again, performed by

other Instruments; and if the so-called cantilene (oi

second motif) charmed mo for an In taut with its beau-

ty, I returned with only more delight to my first favor-

ite. The adagio in A major reminded me, I don't

know why. of the introduction; and wire I not afraid

my Ideas would seem ridiculous to the reader, who

must have seen much more ably written descriptions

of that symphony, I should try to relate them to th<

b i of in-, recollection. Buffice ii, therefore, to tie

, . battalion, each company, had its particular and distinc-
Egyptians, Arabians, and ancient Germans combatted ; ...

, ,, , , „ , a ,
live music. 1 he drum, the fife, the horn, the bassoon,

to the noise of drums, the sound of the flute, the cvm-
, , , , , . „,, ,-, , , , ,

,' the hi;/ drum, the cvnibals, belonged particularly to the
bal. and the clarion. I lie Greeks borrowed the four - - ' •

... „ ., - ,. „, -,->, • , infantry; the trumpet, t lie hautboy, the bagpipe, the
principal tones of their music Irom the Phrygians and '

' ' '
' ' '

, ,. „., _ . , ., ' kettle-drum, to the cavalry. The bassoon, the hautboy,
Lydians. I lie first of these tones or notes was very •"

.,.,., , , • ,*, the horn, and Ihc trumpet, were indifferently employed
"rave; it was that which was used m war and m all

by either troops.

An ordinance in France, of the 10th of April. 17C6,

tppointed a band of music to each regiment. It was

composed of all the instruments which just then be-

i d to the companies or sections of the corps. The
clarinet, invented in the commencement of the last

public ceremonies. In the ancient times, and anion;:

different people, each instrument had its peculia

tination or intention. The Chinese, in their wnr-inu-

I

loyed bells and triangles. With the Roman
the cornet called the time of decampment ; the

announced the coming of the general ; the trumpet in-
,. , , ,

,- ' c ., , , , ,
centurv. the eighteenth, by an inhabitant of Nurem-

dieated the 8SS( mb ling of the troops: and the hum the '
i _ : i :..... .1 :t:. i i . i- i-

glial of retreat. It was to the noise of these instru-

incuts combined, discordant, shrill, and deafening, they

threw themselves into the ranks of theenemy. Among
the Egyptians, bells, in conjunction with timbrels, serv-

ed to form a species of military harmony. The Ile-

oldiery employed the horn, the trumpet, tin tim-

brel, the tympanum, and the sackbut, an instrument

the trombone. The music at-

i to the Roman legions had made much progress

lime of the conquest of the Gauls
; but to date

from this epoch we find it becoming more and more

The soldiery of France received and preserved

the clarion and trumpet of Caesar's armies, but the cus-

tom of making use of music was insensibly lost.. Al

iln commencement of the middle ages, the instru-

ments handed down and preserved were useful mi relj

in rallying the soldiers, calling them to bailie, and

making them endure with gaiety the fatigues of a

march At this time, the method of the Romans had

reader, that the effect of the first allegro was onlj entirely disappeared. About this period the French

toned by the subsequent adagio, scherzo and ' ;an occasionally to accompany die troops

finale, and only at the last note of the latter I began to to battle. Their instruments wore the rtbeck,a little

breathe again freely. trinj ed violin, bagpipe, andflute, or pipe. Aboul

The solos, vocal and instrumental, did not Intcn ii the year 1330 they began to use the clarion, an instru-

cts much, after having heard the symphony; and bad ment derived from the Moors, who transmitted it into

not my resolution to become a musician been fixed al Portugal from Africa. The cornil, another war-instru-

berg, was not r< ceivi d into the military band
i

the year 1755. The serpent invented in 152

the triangle, which was the cymbal of the middle .

and the trombone, entered successively into the different

corps of the army. But it is only since 170J. that the

military music of the continent and Great Britain has

been truly developed. The recent introduction of

many improvements has made a revolution in military

harmony, by angmenting the resources and adding

power of effect to our brass instruments. The utility

of military music has been a frequent theme of di

sion. Wo may refer to its employment by the Greeks

and Romans; more recent examples will serve to

prove its importance. Who docs not know the pro-

digious effect of n national air played by a military

band previous lo or pending an engagement? The

very coward is fired inlo enthusiasm by the dulcet

strains of some homely or national melody. Tin

ling implanted in man's nature, and which so

veritably deserves the name of instinct, as a hive of

mnsic. To the soldier, especially in time of war, it is

Ful beyond measure. <>n his weary march it

lakes from his fatigue; in distant clinics it snatches

him back to his home; and in the hour of battle it in-

ches him to courage and ambition. In point of utility

music is one of the most beneficial addenda to military

improvement.
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EXTRACTS FROM OUR JOURNAL- NO. XIX.

After a fine night's rest, my first business was to

hunt up my instructor. I soon found him, X. Schny-

der Von Wartensea, a Swiss gentleman, one of Pes-

tallozzi's friends and coadjutors, and reputed a superior

instructor in the brand] I wished to study. Under his

direction, I hired a fine large room, looking out upon

the great cathedral square, procured a grand piano

and the necessary books, and went to work, with a

firm determination to go through the ordinary three

years' course of study in one year.

Frankfort contains about sixty thousand inhabitants.

It is one of the free cities of Germany, i. c. its mayor

and common council, all of whom are chosen for life,

are free to govern the people in such a manner as will

not offend the emperor, kings and dukes who rule the

rest of Germany. I roomed as above described, but got

my meals at the Hotel d'Angleterre. about a quarter

of a mile distant. It is frequently said that whoever

can find his way through the crooked streets of Bos-

ton, need not fear being lost in any other city; but as

a fish-hook excels a knitting needle in crookedness, so

do the streets of Frankfort excel those of Boston in

the same respect. It was all of three weeks, before I

could make anything of a bee line from my room to

the hotel, or vice versa. And O, suck dinners as they

did have at this same Hotel d' Angleterre ! If I ever

forget thee, glorious old dinner table, may I never

more see a disli of sour krout, or a tempting plate of

schnitnoodle! But, alas, such was the length of time

required to eat a dinner, owing to the German custom

of putting only one thing on the table at a time, that

after a month's enjoyment of these same dinners, 1

was forced to beg my landlady to give me a bowl of

bread and milk at home, as I found I could not afford

the time it took to eat a hotel dinner; besides which,

it made me so sleepy all the afternoon, that my studies

often had to be prolonged till midnight.

T^ie following, from the Liverpool Chronicle, will

convey some idea of an all-important item in the year-

ly operations of all English musical associations:

\ ANNUAL DINNER
OF THE LIVERPOOL PHILHARMONIC SOCIETY.

On Monday last the members and friends of this

society dined together at the Adelphi Hotel. The

chair and vice-chair were respectively occupied by

Win. Hetherington, Esq., president of the society, and

Richard Toulmin, Esq., vice-president. There were

present, amongst others, Thos. Todd, Jas. Holme, Ar-

thur Holme, J. Z. Herrmann, William Sudlow, and H
F. Aldridge, Esqrs.

The dinner was in Mr. Radley's best style, and was

evidently appreciated by the consumers.

After the cloth was drawn, the usual loyal toasts

were drank with enthusiasm.

The chairman then in an eulogistic speech proposed

the " Committee of the General Society," and called

upon the president, Thomas Todd, Esq., to respond

Glee—" Mynheer Vandunck."

Mr. TocTd replied with considerable humor and ef-

fect, avowing the deep interest he felt in the progress

of the Philharmonic Society, and paying a just tribute

to the value and efficiency of the practical members.

He concluded by proposing the health of the chair

man, who briefly returned thanks.

The chairman then called for a bumper. " Prosperi-

ty to the Philharmonic Society," was the next toast on

his list, and he was quite sure he need not use any ar-

gument to commend it to his hearers. (A tremendous

burst of applause.) They were evidently interested in

'the welfare of the society. He judged so, not only

from the manifestation they had that moment witness-

ed, but from long experience of the zeal, ardor, and

assiduity with which the great majority of them had

devoted themselves to its service. The cause of the

society was the cause of music. On this account alone,

independently of other considerations, might they all

feel proud to be identified with the Liverpool Philhar-

monic Society. And if the public, or the general body

of subscribers, require some proof of the interest felt

by the amateur members, they could appeal with high

satisfaction to their laborious and unremitting exer-

tions in the preparation of Elijah, for public perform-

ance. (Hear, hear.) After some further excellent re-

marks, the chairman concluded by proposing the toast

which was drank with immense enthusiasm.

Glee—" Glorious Apollo," sung by all the company.

Robert Clay, Esq., as an old member of the society,

acknowledged the toast with great earnestness and fe-

licity.

The chairman next proposed the health of Wm.
Sudlow, Esq , conductor of the vocal rehearsals, which

was received with more uproarious demonstrations

than any other toast of the evening, and was beautiful-

ly responded to by Mr Sudlow.

"J. Z. Herrmann, Esq., the director," followed, and

the toast was greeted with rapturous applause.

The vice-chairman, in rising to propose the health

of Mr. Aldridge, the leader of the Philharmonic band,

took the liberty of referring to a subject already refer-

red to by the chairman, namely, the grand concerts of

the past season. (Cheers.) He begged to thank the

committee, in the name of practical members, and of

the public at large, for the magnanimous treats- the}

had afforded, particularly in what they might call the

•' monster" concerts given in September last. (Hear.

hear.) It was, indeed, a magnanimous conception to

bring out Grisi and Alboni at once before a Liverpool

audience. (Hear, hear.) And he congratulated the

society upon having a committee capable of doing such

great things. (Loud applause.) But in vain would

these stars have shone, had not the band, under the

leadership of Mr. Aldridge nobly supported them. To
that gentleman was to be attributed the unanimity, the

coherence, the tone, which formed the distinguishing

feature of the band, unrivalled as it was out of Lon-

don, and mainly contributed to the success of those ef-

forts which, he repeated, were truly magnanimous.

(Hear, hear.) He begged to propose the health of

Mr. Aldridge. (Cheers.)

Glee—"Hark! Apollo strikes the lyre."

Mr. Aldridge returned thanks in a brief but ven

appropriate speech, and concluded by proposing the

health of the vice-chairman, on the principle that ''one

good turn deserved another."

The vice-chairman responded in a neat and feeling

address.

Several other toasts were ably proposed and respond-

ed to, the last on the list " The ladies of the orchestra,"

being introduced by the vice-chairman, with an abun-

dance of point, energy, and wit, which elicited roars of

laughter from the mirth-loving portion of the assem-

bly in his immediate vicinity. These gentlemen greet-

ed every telling word with so many and so loud de-

monstrations of applause, that the otherwise excellent

speech was almost entirely lost to the less favored but

more dignified listeners at the other end of the table.

We regret not being able to give an outline of a speech

which, we arc assured by those who were privileged to

hear it, was brimful of piquancy and sparkling allu-

sion.

After the glee " Here's a health to all good lasses,"

some of the principal guests retired, and immediately

afterwards the company broke up, at the early hour of

half past ten.

/EXPLANATION OF THE WORD SELAH.

Every reader of the bible feels a strong desire to

know the meaning of this word, as used in the scrip-

tures. In a late number of the Bibliotheca Sacra, this

desire is fully met, in an explanation, to us, at least,

perfectly satisfactory, of this hitherto unexplained and

apparently inexplicable term. For the gratification

and benefit of our readers, we will present them, in as

few words as possible, with the substance of what is

written upon the subject in the work referred to.

1. This word appears only in poetry, and in poetry

designed only as temple songs, which for the most

part are still provided with musical notes.

2. The word appears only in connection with some

:ery great and strong religious sentiment, such as the

most earnest supplication, confession, or thanksgiving,

sentiment attended with a most intense desire to

have it borne up directly as a memorial before God.

3. The real meaning of all the passages in which

t is found, may be fully expressed, with the omission

of the word, its omission not at all impairing the

thought. Of the truth of the above statements, the

reader of the bible can inform himself, by an examin-

ation of the passages where the word is found.

4. It is hence concluded, that the word does not

•'properly belong to the context, but must stand inde-

pendently, and is consequently an inserted, or interca-

lary note." Its use as such a note may now be readily

explained, by a reference to what obtained in the tem-

ple service, at the time when the songs in which the

word is found were sung—together with a certain

usage instituted by Moses.

(1.) Moses required that the trumpets should be

blown on occasions when an earnest appeal was made

to Jehovah ; as, for example, in connection with the

offering of sacrifices; (Num. 10 : 10;) on the first day

of the month in which that great act of God's mercy,

the yearly atonement for Israel's sin, was expected :

( Lev. 23 : 24 ;) and when the people went forth to war.

(Num. 10:9.) The express design of this ordinance

was, to bear up the offerings and requests of the peo-

ple, for a memorial before God. This was the peculiar

design of the blowing of trumpets.

(2.)
" Whenever those who performed the psalmo-

dy were introduced, the priests with the trumpets were

mentioned along with the Levitcs, but always distinct

from them
;

(1 Chron. 15 : 18—24 ;
16 : 4—6 ; 2 Chron.

5:12; 29:20—28; Ezra 3: 10; Nch. 12 : 34—36;)

and these two musical choirs, different in nature, re-

mained separate in the performance of the psalm.

The Levites stood in the singers' gallery, opposite to

the priests with trumpets, (2 Chron. 7:6.) The in-
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strumcnts of Lcvites served to praise and thank the

Jehovah
;
those of the priests, for intercession."

(3 ) The use of the trumpets in the temple service
|

venience, to play a favorite selection of fashionable airs,

the only accepted time which now offers, cheerfully en-

treat those to calm their fears by bis plan and original,

is manifest. Whenever the choir of singers had given in the first course already done here, as abundant of

utterance to very great and strong sentiments, which signatures will corroborate."

the people desired to have borne directly up to the

ears ofJehovah, then, in the interlude, the priests blew,

the trumpets for this purpose. In their bein

Concerts.—The Boston Handel and Haydcn So-

ciety continue to perform " Elijah" on each Sunday
evening. Signora Valtcllina and Signor Vietti gavo
a concert consisting of " Gems from Verdi's Operas,"

March 20. Miss Anna Stone's annual concert took

place at the Melodeon, March is. The Ethiopian

iders hare done a large business since our last

, Bradbury's juvenile oratorio, " Flora's Festival,"

was performed with beautiful decorations and with

Toning Forks.—Variations in the pitch of tuning

blown, forks have been noticed by different persons. A niim-

thc design was a direct appeal to Jehovah, as " Hear, bar of forks were examined by a German musician,

Jehovah." or " Awake, Jehovah." .who recorded the number of vibrations from each i
by .1 ('. Johnson's juvenile choir, on March

(4.) La just such connections Sclah always appears, per second. A variation of fifty vibrations in a second 6, and repeated, March 16. On both evenings, the

[I _n. then, was this : to indicate the interlude, in 'causes a difference of half a Step in pitch. The in- spacious hall of the Trcmont Temple was crowd) d to

which the priests should blow with trumpets, to carry struments examined were standards in Vienna, Berlin, its utmost capacity. On the last-named evening, the

up the sentiments expressed, for a memorial before Hamburg, London, Paris, Milan and St. Petersburg; governor of Massachusetts was present: and towards

God. The; lion Selah indicates the sound the following being their number of vibrations: 886.51 :
the close of the evening, the queen of the fairies, with

890,07; 876,54; 878,38; 894,82; 890,42; 864,05;

871,34; 893,88; 888,84; 898.

of ti ! instruments used by the Lcvites, in

connection with the blowing of the trumpets on the

part of the priests. Such is the meaning of Sclah.

To read it with profit, we should pause a moment

when WO come to it, letting our hearts ascend directly

to/God, in the sentiment, Lord hear, Lord remember,

^ord help, &c.

—

Oberlin Ev

/ MUSICAL Bl LLS FOB Cows.—An accomplished and

/ somewhat romantic French lady, on visiting the chat-

From the Boston Journal.

Mr. Editor—The article in your paper of yestcry

ay, headed "Evl ." called to my nii#<u

an interesting and touching allusion to the memorXpfj

two of her attendants, created quite a sensation, by

Iking out and gracefully presenting his excellency

with a boquet from fairy land, taking his excellency

and the audience completely by surprise.

1m i in Fiddles.—We learn from the

tltific American, that Mr. John Holmes, of Holmes'

the late John Quincy Adams, by one of the choil Martha's Vineyard, has made some valuable

this city, last sabbath. The leader of the choir had

sent to the preacher a request that the morning service
cau of adi tinguished nobleman, says, " I have heard

might commence with the following livinn. which is

for tin- first time, an admirable sound, which, if gener- I

, , .._
the 105/

ally established, would add an inexpressible charm to

the other beauties of a rural life. This was i

than an inconsiderable herd of shining cows, each with

a musical bell attached to her neck, attuned with the

greatest nicety, of several octaves, high and low

—

forming a delicious, yea, a kind of celestial music, the

sweetness of which has a powerful effect on the imagi

nation, and cannot be listened to without causing a

sensible emotion."

Mr. Editor, the farmers may say, is all gam

mon, and will produce no butler and cheese; but allow

roc to tell you it is practicable, and I have but little

doubt, that many a gentlewoman, after reading this.

will have musical bells attached to her cows, and that

the milk maids will employ them in tuning their voices

to many a glee over their well-filled pails. A beauti-

ful herd of cows, with these harmonic bells attuned

with art. grazing on their sunny green slopes, inter-

spersed with copses of wood and sylvan clumps, could

never be observed by a lady of refined taste, without

tions full of interest and of the highest

gratification.— America wist.

;hesl \

The following is from an exchange. It is a fair

specimen of a class of advertisements we frequently

sec put forth by a pn It is such ridiculous

ignorance on the pari of those who have the impudence

to du the art, that has given

the musical profession such a rank in theestims ii

,ii". If e . ic anion;; us

was as well edie i the professors of mn
my, the profession would he esteemed one of the

table in which a person CM
"MUSK/ taught, or an Introduction to the arl <,(

plnvin:' on various in: truiii' nl -, illu tral . d with exam-

ples calcnlated to promote me progress of the student,

with appropriate music for the same, by a prominent

and experienced orchestra mu i' ian for a number of

i :ii Franklin Hotel, for a lime Ii

to i . e lectares and lessons on any peculiar one of his

nkolns and individually at any hour to 6uit his con-

th hymn in the Psalmist, and was written by

the departed sage

:

How swift, alas, the moments fly !

How rush the years along!

Scarce here, yet gone already by

—

The burden of a song.

See childhood, youth and manhood pass,

And age, with furrowed brow;

Time was—time shall be—but, alas!

Where, where in time is now ?

Time is the measure but of change;

No present hour is found
;

The past, the future, fill the range

Of time's unceasing round.

Where, then, is now ? In realms above,

With God's atoning Lamb;

In regions of eternal love,

Where sits enthroned 1 am.

Then, pilgrim, let thy joys and fears

On time no longer lean

;

But henceforth all thy hopes and fears

From earth's affections wean.

To God let grateful accents rise;

With truth and virtue live;

So, all the bliss that time denies,

Eternity shall give.

The minister, after reading the hymn, briefly alluded

to its appropriateness as s memento of, and a voice

from, the departed author. The choir gave the hymn
with i

I
with well-adapted musical accompani-

ment, and in the third stanza gave the second line thus

"The last of earth is found."

Which introduction of the last words of the deceased,

seemed to give actual echo to the voice now hushed

forever.

The whole matter was conceived and executed with

'
i' additional evidence that nil, whether in

an individual or collective capac ii \, feel no common in-

terest in the event which has caused nations to mourn.

improvements in the mode of constructing fiddles,

whereby the volume of sound is concentrated, and

made far more powerful than by the present manner
in which they are made. The invention docs not

to additional strings— the outside is unaltered

—

but by the combination of steel wires, brought to an

extraordinary degree of tension, and fitted in the inte-

rior of the instrument, a poor and indifferent violin

can he suddenly made equal to the finest, at least in

ic depth and fullness of the tone. )
Carols.—In former years most of the churches in

Wales used to be lighted up, about three o'clock, on

Christmas day. in the morning, when carols were sung

by several persons, some of them accompanied on tho

i harp; but the old custom is fast falling into de-

cay. On tin '-ns the churches were crowded

who seldom entered them save on that day,

so attractive was the singing of carols. In the earliest

times the tunes sung by persons for dancing were call-

ed carols; and the old Italian carola was a BOngofa

|
ular melody, to be sung to a dance

;

the Welsh exalted the character of the carol by writ-

red words to a simple melody, and singing it in

the churches.

The music, of "C." will appear, but not so soon as

bes; for we I to follow the rule. " First

rved." Contributors of music need a great

deal of patience, for we arc constantly receiving more

than our paper will hold.

As we have received many letters respecting the

which was advertised in our first

number, we take this opportunity to say, that soon

after the publication of that advertisement, we received

B quantity of new music from Germany, and could not

captation to add nearly a hundred pages of

beautiful choruses to the book, more than we at first

contemplated. Although so much enlarged, it will

till, we presume, be sold at a price not exceeding that

of common singing books.

1Iim:v RuBSBLL has concluded a successful tour

through the north of England, having attracted crowd-

ed audiences to his vocal entertainments.
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A STRANGE CUSTOM.

A TALE FOUNDED ON FACTS.

In a town which shall be nameless, situated no

matter where, a queer custom had prevailed, since a

time farther back than the memory of the oldest inhab-

itant could reach. The custom was absurd, strange,

ridiculous, impudent, impertinent, and an outrage to

common sense and good manners ; but the good people

of the town, although sensible and well-bred in other

respects, having been familiar with the custom from

earliest childhood, were utterly unconscious that there

was anything peculiar or improper in it. There was

only one church in the town, and that worshiped in a

fine large " meeting house," which was an ornament to

the village. From time immemorial, the choir had

been under the charge of hired choristers ; that is, of

gentlemen who were expected to spend a considerable

portion of their time in taking charge of the music of

the church, and were consequently paid for their ser-

vices.

The custom alluded to was this. It had always

been the practice of the members of the church and

congregation, to kick the chorister, pull his nose, box

his ears, and perform any other act of assault and

battery upon his person, whenever they chose. It

frequently happened that the choristers ventured to

complain of this mode of treatment; but the good

people of the congregation never could see any impro-

priety in it, and as they paid a good salary, they always

thought it decidedly ill-natured in the chorister to find;

any fault with their kicks and cuffs. This custom had

prevailed for a half century or more, and seemed

likely alwaj's to prevail. It had the effect, of course

to destroy everything like decent music in the church

for in the first place, no chorister could perform his

duty properly, when every member of the church was

kicking and cuffing him ; and in the second place, no

man who had any self respect, would take an office

which subjected him to so much impertinence. Con-

sequently, for many years, the place was held by men
of that class, who arc willing to be kicked and cuffed,

so they get their pay ; and such men never possess any

other talent than that which renders them insensible

to any kind of insults.

The church in which this custom prevailed, took it

into their heads, once upon a time, to procure an organ.

After purchasing a fine instrument, and having it

properly placed in their house of worship, they decided

to procure a good organist from a distant city, and

give him both the situations of organist and chorister.

Their first organist was a German; a fine musician,

and one who was a prize for any society. The sabbath

after the organ was placed in the house, he entered

upon the performance of his duties, and played the

organ in a style that would have enchanted a better

educated audience. After service, as mine Herr was

closing the organ, one of the good old deacons of the

'church stepped up and gave him a good sound kick.

Before the astounded German had recovered from his

amazement, 'Squire Brown, the wealthiest man in the

soeiet}', entered the singers' seats, and cuffed the mod-

est foreigner's ears most unmercifully, leaving him

almost stupefied at such strange conduct- Scarcely

had the poor organist recovered the use of his senses,

before a prominent member of the singing committee

entered, took him by the nose, and led him from one

side of the organ loft to the other, till the said nose

seemed almost ready to leave the face divine, which it

had so long adorned. The poor German could stand

no more. He seized his hat and " sloped," no one

knew whither, for he was never seen again.

Now the queerest thing appertaining to this strange

custom, was the fact that every man, woman and child

in the congregation, was utterly ignorant that there

was anything improper in this conduct. They knew

it to be awfully wicked to kick the minister, the

sabbath-school superintendent, or the deacons ; but the

chorister—nobody ever dreamed there could be any

harm in kicking him. Had the good people viewed

their conduct in its true light, they would as soon have

'kicked the governor as the chorister; but, as has been

Jalready remarked, they had received the strange custom

from their ancestors, and had never thought whether

it was right or wrong. This being the state of their

own feelings upon the subject, as may be supposed,

there was a great hubbub in the afternoon, to know
what had become of the German. No one knew where

he was, nor had any one seen him after his nose had

been pulled. Not the slightest notion that lie could

by any possibility have been displeased on account of

his peculiar treatment, ever entered the head of a

solitary member of the society.

On the ensuing week, another deputation was sent

to the city, and the services of an organist recently

from England were engaged. He was subjected to

the same treatment as the German received, and fol

lowed in the footsteps of his predecessor in all things,

except that he took the liberty to let the good people

know his sentiments upon the subject of their conduct.

He told them that lie had always been accustomed to

tolerably decent society, and to. being treated with

reasonable respect ; but he now verily believed he had

fallen among a tribe of North American savages. It

was now the good people's turn to be amazed ; and

truly, the worthy German himself was not more taken

aback, when the good deacon gave him that kick, than

were these same good folks, at the strange doctrine of

the Englishman. Ill-mannered to kick a chorister!

Improper to pull an organist's nose ! Who ever heard

such talk before ?

The Englishman, however, went his way, and for

two or three sabbaths, the organ remained silent.

The gossips of the village, however, had abundant

material for their peculiar occupation. The new and

strange ground taken by the Englishman and German,
(for it was now generally believed that the kicks and

cuffs were the cause of the Deutscher's disappearance.)

filled every mind with astonishment; and "them for-

eigners" received many wholesome scraps of advice,

as to what sort of a living they might expect in this

country. " Why, good old chorister Fasola was many
a time knocked half way across the gallery, besides

being kicked and cuffed times without number; and

singing master Dorame had his ears pulled, until they

were as long as the ears of a celebrated animal : and

they never complained : yet these foreigners would n't

put up even with one kicking !
" Popular opinion set

decidedly against foreigners
; and native organists, who

were not above being kicked and cuffed, were thence-

forth sought for.

For several years, things went on in the old way

;

the organist submitting to all manner of abuse, and

the music being about as bad as music well could be.

At length, the congregation were awakened to a sense

of the duty incumbent upon them, to have good singing

in the house of God. An extraordinary effort was

'made, and, as the result of it. a distinguished organist

iwas obtained to take charge of the music. The whole

jtown were on the alert, to see him on his arrival ; and

from his previous reputation, none doubted that they

should now have good singing, although many were

curious to know how he would produce it. The
gentleman was a tall, well-proportioned, good-looking

man, with muscular strength enough to shoulder an

ox. He met the choir on Saturday evening, and fairly

took their hearts by storm, by the masterly and easy

manner in which he performed his duties. On sabbath

morn, every member of the choir was in his place,

delighted to feel that they had now a leader, who was

I in every respect competent to direct them. The morn-

ing exercises passed off in a very satisfactory and

edifying manner, and many hearts rejoiced to know
that their singing difficulties were over. The new
;organist was a man of fine address and easy manners,

;and soon won his way to the affections of all. Matters

iwent on finely for two or three sabbaths, but soon the

inew organist began to receive an occasional kick and

cuff. Once, while playing his voluntary, he was

knocked entirely off the organ seat; bnt, never having

heard of the rude manner in which this people were

accustomed to treat their organists and choristers, he

for some time considered his treatment accidental

;

but as the kicks and cuffs began to multiply, he began

to open his eyes, although it was long before he could

believe the evidence of his senses, and come to the

conclusion, that such sensible people, who treated every

one else with politeness and courtesy, could be so

outrageously ill-mannered towards the organist. He
was at length convinced, however, that everybody in

the congregation firmly believed, that however im-

proper such treatment might be towards anybody else,

it was perfectly proper towards an organist. His first

impulse on coming to this conclusion was, to leave the

situation at once ; for, having been brought up in good
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society, his very soul loathed the indignity so freely and bumped their beads together, until unnumbcrcdjiing that music ? If he has the capacity of singing and

heaped npon the highly honorable office he held, strange phrenological developments appeared on the enjoying music, who can estimate the pleasure he may
Reflection, however, convinced him, that the people cranium of each. It is almost unnecessary to say. find in even four or five tunes only, through a whole

were utterlv insensible of the impropriety of their that in a very few months after the organist began 1 1 1 i
— life !

conduct, and would always remain insensible, nnlesfl course, the strange custom which has been the theme A. Music gives pleasure to others. Why should not

taught better by some competent person. Believing of this story, entirely disappeared from the church in music, that is pleasant to the ear, be truly worth as

himself to be in every way qualified to give them the question; and men would now as soon think of kicking much as honey which is pleasant to the taste? Half

necessary lessons, severe although they must be, he

felt it to be his duty to remain.

Soon after the talented organist had come to this

conclusion, he was standing before his choir, in their

practicing room, engaged in writing an illustration on

the black board; when the good deacon who admin-

istered the first kick to the German, quietly entered

the door, walked up to the organist, and served him as

he had done the former organist. The organist quietly

turned around, and asked, "Did you kick me, Deacon

Smith?" " Certainly I did," replied the deacon. "Is

a lion, as of kicking the organist. Whether, howv\ Bf

there is a feeling in the society, that the office is one

whose incumbent is entitled to respect and deference,

or whether it is merely respect for the broad shoulders

and muscular arms of the present organist, will not be

known, until he is dead and gone, and one who has no

muscular strength to enforce respect, shall have suc-

ceeded him.
MORAL.

There is no situation, in which a person of common
feelings meets with more to wound his feelings than in

there anything surprising in the fact?" " Were you the situation of chorister. In most churches, the office

ever told of the impropriety of such conduct ?" said P held in no esteem
;
and its incumbent, although not

the organist. -What upon earth has got into organ- exposed to literal kicks and cutis, has to encounter

pettishly replied the deacon. "What arc wc impudence and impertinence in a thousand forms:

coming to. when they have got to complaining about an

occasional kick ' Why, ever since my remembrance, 1

it lias been customary to kick and cuff them, whenever

of the expense of families for food is to make it pleas-

ant. But how transient is the pleasure of eating com-

pared with that of hearing good music! Why, then,

arc people willing to be at so much expense for what

is pleasant in food, when they are willing to pay little

or nothing for what is pleasant in sounds ? Surely it

is not yet known that music gives pleasure.

5. Music is a very cheap gratification. Suppose

that a musical instrument will last fifty years without

repair, and will afford entertainment, profit and pleas-

ure, an hour a day, on an average, for all that time, not

to one person only, but to a whole family ; who could

estimate its value in comparison with some other

things ? Will a splendid dress compare with it ? Will

a few rich and fashionable articles of furniture com-

pare with it ? O how many of these things are costly,

unsatisfying and unprofitable

!

and, strange to say, the idea that they are thus treating

him, never enters the minds of the congregation.

Members of such congregations should be taught

"I simply asked] *»« ^ officc is as sacred as any other office in the

if vou had ever been taught the impropriety of such church, and must be properly respected. Organists

conduct," quietly returned' the organist. "No sir," and choristers themselves must realize the sacredness

responded the deacon; "and, what's more, I never '">«" dignity of their office; for if they do not, no one

will be. I pay my proportion towards the organist's ,"'" Tll( '.v should insist on their office being properly

salary, and I 'shall kick him whenever I choose." respected
;
and although they would hot be justified in

With that, the worthy deacon administered another! following literally the course of the organist in the

kick, and turned to go away ; but had hardly got history, they arc verily to be blamed, if they do nod

h» «n»i<l> th> dnar before he measured bis lenetfa uianfully contend for the deference and respect due to '

,"

tare towards me aoor, oerore ne measured iiib lengui ^ _,,_„_ ,,..,_ _^„ ., , ,,
'

should not be taught in common schools. Now I af-

firm that the true and principal reason why all the

vouth of our country arc to be taught to read is that

A PROPER BRANCH OF PUBLIC they may read the bible for themselves. I affirm that

LDlLAllOiY the reading of no other book can enable a people to

" Let me be dressed fine as I w ill,

Flies, worms and flowers exceed me still."

6. Music is to be employed in the service of God.

The will of God is repeatedly and distinctly declared.

• Make a joyful noise unto the Lord, all the earth."

" Let everything that hath breath praise the Lord."

Some may think that this very fact, that music is to be

employed in the service of God is a reason why it

on the floor, propelled by a by no means gentle kick tne sacredneas of the office they hold.

from the powerful foot of the organist. Petrified with

horror, the good deacon picked himself up; but, by

another kick, he was immediately landed outside the

door; and thence the Organist continued to kick him,
1

until, about an eighth of a mile from the meeting

house, they came to a horse pond filled with half watci

and half mire ; when, terrible to relate, the relentless

organist kicked him in, and leaving him to wallow his

way out as best he might, quietly returned to his

blackboard lesson, ns though nothing had happened.

The poor deacon got safely out of the pond, and has

never been known to kick an organist since, whether

because he has been convinced that the office is one

whose incumbent should be treated with respect, or

whether from some other cause, deponent knowcth not.

Many, very many, were the operations of a similar

nature, which the organist had to perform; and, sooth

iy, notwithstanding his powerful frame and great

The elements of vocal music should be taught in our maintain republican institutions. I affirm, moreover,

common schools for several reasons. that, without the public worship of God according to

l. God has generally endowed men with organs for the scriptures, the scriptures themselves will not be

singing. As well might men neglect to nee their hands, read, and republican principles of government cannot

as their natural organs of music. Did God create men be happily carried out in practice. I am not extrava-

witli these wonderful powers of song without imposing! gant therefore, in affirming that the first and most im-

on them an obligation to cultivate them? "Awake portent object in the education of the young, is to fit

up, my glory ; awake psaltry and harp." them for the rational, skillful and true Worship of God,

by a knowledge of his revealed word, and an ability
" Awake my tongue to sound his praise :

My tongue, the glory of my frame."
to sing his praise with the spirit and with the under-

standing. We are educating the young. To edtieatt

2. Music is a science, and the study of it is fitted to is to draw mil. Wc are drawing out, then, the faculties

improve, the mind, as much as the study of some other of the young. What faculties nre we drawing out?

sciences. Do we sec method, order, harmony, beauty Why, we arc drawing out their mental and not their

.Hid fitness in other studies? We see the same in mil- 'moral faculties. Hence it Is that wc sec at the prcs-

mnsonlar strength, he greatly disliked to administer sic.
;
cut day the young possessed of bright intellects, but

inch harsh lessons ; but a strong feeling that his office .".. Music is asource of pleasure. Whydomenlaboi very dull consciences. They can see minute objects

WU a -.lord one, and our which people RID 1 bl for property ' 1 it not tO enjoy it ? The pleasures with the microscope; and they can penetrate far, far

taught to respect, forced him to follow out h t some are indeed brutish, in calculation, al least, offintostarrj space with the telescope ; but God is not

Such an admirable musician was lie, that the society

could not think of discharging him
; but loud wore tin

complaints at his rude behavior, Man; of the prom-

Thoy calculate to be warm, to have enough to eat, as in all their thoughts. Their education is not based

long as they live, and a home to dwell in. If they en- enough on the bible. Their faculties arc not drawn

joy true pleasure, it is not so mm i they calcu- out to know, far, scric. ami praise God And. so far

men I members of the church, he had served as hi late on it, but because it happens to their lot, without has an evil spirit prevailed in our country, that in the

served the deacon. One man, who knocked him head, their calculating on it. Hence the fundamentals of middle states, some of onr presbyterian brethren

• hi-, organ scat while playing, he deliberately common school education an then to read, write and to be giving up the idea of having a christian common
took up in his arms, ami, notwithstanding all his cipher, just to do ordinary worldly business. 0, where school education; that each denomination or church

struggles, quietly dropped him ovci the galli ry. Two
Ben, who walked in to his rehearsal, and began, both

to pull his cars, he took up, one in each hand

il the soul ' Where Is man's capacity of enjoying in-

tellectual and spiritual bap] --
I Where is thai won-

derful faculty of making music for himself, and enjoy-

may support a christian Bcbool of its own. Have wc
i to the Idea thai the bible and Christianity

arc too denominational for our schools?

—

Chr. Mirror.
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A correspondent of the London Musical World thus

describes a new organ, recently built in London :

NEW ORGAN.
On Friday evening the capabilities of a grand or-

gan, built by Messrs. Kobson, the eminent organ build-

ers of St. Martin's Lane, were tested by Mr. E. J.

Hopkins, the talented organist of the Temple Church.

The organ has been designed with a special object to

embody as many of the finest features of the conti-

nental and English instruments as could conveniently

be introduced. There are two complete manual or-

gans, and an independent pedal organ. The compass

of both the former is from CC to C in altissimmo, (six-

ty-one notes.) The great organ contains sixteen

stops ; among which may be noticed a double open

diapason in metal throughout, this being the first com-

plete stop of the kind that has been made in London.

The largest pipes stand in the side towers of the

case, and give to the instrument a most majestic ap-

pearance. The diapasons in the great organ, of which

there are five, are full, sonorous, and of a particularly

even quality ; the mixtures (altogether eight ranks,) are

bright and ringing, without being cutting or steely,

while the double open diapason is weighty, dignified,

and impressive. Its pure and smooth sounds could be

distinctly traced through the weight of the unison work

and the brilliance of the superstructure. The swell

department of this instrument (containing twelve stops)

is unusually successful. Subdued, yet broad and mas

sive, as its tone is when perfectly closed, the flood of

musical sound augments gradually, but very percepti

bly, as the shades of the swell-box are opened, or sub

sides by equally corresponding degrees as they close

again. In the swell we again meet with a feature of

which the like has not before been erected in London

—namely, a double trumpet in metal, down to the six-

teen-feet note. This produces a most gorgeous effect

when combined with the " full swell." The solos on

both manuals very closely resemble their prototypes,

particularly the hautboy, clarinet, and flute, which

forcibly reminded us of the corresponding stops of the

apollonicon.

The pedal gam, however, is perhaps to be consider-

ed the feature of this instrument. This division (to

quote from the printed account) " is too often limited,

and consequently defective either in range, number
of stops, or both." In this instance, however, there are

no less than nine stops disposed on this department,

including reed stops of sixteen, eight, and four feet, as

in the celebrated organ at Dresden. In addition to

this there is an octave coupler (the pedal organ being

extended to forty-two notes,) through the instrumen-

tality of which an equivalent to eighteen pedal stops is

gained. The effect of this in the pedal fugues of Bach
and the " Polypheme" chorus of Handel, was prodi-

gious. In a word, the tout ensemble of the instrument

is particularly grand, filling the ear with a rich, volu-

minous, and equally balanced volume of tone, free

alike from all metallic, woody, and harsh effects; and
it may safely be pronounced to be one of the finest in-

struments produced, even in the present very advanced

state of the art, and fully sustains the reputation of the

Messrs. Robsou's establishment. The selection chosen

by Mr. C. Hopkins for displaying the varied powers of;

this noble organ, consisted of selections from the works

of the great masters. We regret that want of spacej

[prevents our giving a detailed analysis of the perform-

ance ; we cannot, however, refrain from noticing the

interpretation of the two elaborate and florid pedal

fugues of Sebastain Bach, particularly as the instru-

ment at which Mr. Hopkins usually presides (that in

Temple Church) is so very deficient in the two impor-

tant particulars of pedals and pedal organ. The ren-

dering of the symphonies of Mozart and Weber's glori-

ous overture to Obcron (considered to be the gem of

the evening, and which narrowly escaped an encore,)

is worthy of note. In the performance of these Mr.

iHopkins did not merely exercise a perfect mastery

over the executive difficulties of these compositions,

but also an intimate acquaintance with the instrument-

al scores of the works, as was evinced by the faithful

portraiture of the leading features as they occurred.

Handel's three charming songs — " Husli ye pretty

warbling choir," " Verti Prati," and " Who layeth the

beams," &c, gave good scope for the display of the

stops. At the conclusion of the performance, Han-

del's " St. March " was called for, with which request

Mr. Hopkins readily complied. Indeed, the whole

performance clearly indicates Mr. Hopkins to be not

only one of our first organists, but a true lover of the

poetry of his art, and a musician of no ordinary stamp.

The rooms were densely crowded by a highly respec-

table audience, who separated evidently much gratified

with the evening's entertainment.

For the Musical Gazette.

MINISTERS AND CHURCH MUSIC.

The remarks of "An Amateur," in the Gazette of

February 28, seem to me to be just and proper, with

the exception, perhaps, of the idea that the minister

must always read hymns for the people to sing, which

relate directly to his sermon. He says, " Many hymns
are read from the pulpit, which contain no sentiments

at all akin to those of the sermon." Are there not

wrong notions in respect to the kind of hymns which

ought to be read from the pulpit "? Let this question

be answered by asking another. Do our hymn books

contain any hymns not at all akin to any and every

ood bible sermon ?

There is often a lamentable want of propriety, in

reading hymns so very like the sermon. Often the

singers are obliged to repeat in verse a perfect abstract

of the sermon. For instance, a sermon has been di

rectly addressed to the impenitent : all the hymns have

done the same thing: God has not been directly ad-

dressed, or worshiped, in either. There may have

been worship in the prayers. If the great object of

singing in the house of God be worship, then, as a

general rule, ought we not to sing such words as are

directly adapted to express sentiments of adoration

and praise t In other words, ought not the hymns to

worship ? Paul says we may properly use hymns and

spiritual songs, for the admonition and general edifica-

tion of the church. But praise and prayer should

doubtless be found in most of our hymns designed for

church services.

I would kindly ask "An Amateur," Was there any

special or necessary impropriety, in the clergyman's

reading the hymn beginning with " O come, loud

anthems," after an affecting sermon on the atonement?

What christian would not feci ready, at the close of a

good sermon on the atonement, to call upon his soul

and all within him, to offer anthems of thanksgiving

and praise, to God, the author of such a plan for the

salvation of the penitent sinner. If the audience had

been impressed by the sermon spoken of, the chief

danger to be apprehended from the hymn which fol-

lowed, would be in the music which was selected for the

hymn
;
or rather in the manner of performing it. Can

the true christian find no fellowship in that hymn, at

the close of a sermon (however affecting) like the one
referred to by " An Amateur ? " If the impenitent part

of the congregation are chiefly to be consulted, however,

then a hymn like the one suggested, beginning with

"Did Christ o'er sinners weep?" might be better.

For surely, an impenitent heart cannot truly, that is

intentionally, praise God.

A just view of the great atonement does not neces-

sarily produce sorrow and only sorrow, in the heart of

'the christian; but gladness: sorrow, indeed, that man
should have been so sinful, and that Jesus suffered so

imuch ; but joy and thanksgiving, that the redemption

is so complete. Is the sentiment anti-catholic, that

the predominating emotion of the faithful follower of

Christ should be thankfulness ? I think not. I do

not say that the latter hymn, or the one proposed by

'Amateur "as a substitute for the hymn selected by

his clergyman, would have been an improper one at

that time ; but ask rather, why the hymn which was

read, is in his opinion so objectionable. He calls it

' mockery ;

" but can it be true ? I cannot see any

mockery in that hymn, calling as it does upon all men,

to praise the God of our salvation, who had been

represented as merciful and gracious towards men.

The sermon on the atonement of Christ, however af-

fecting, or effective in showing the hearers their obli-

gations to him who died for them, could not, it seems

to me, necessarily render the proper presentation of

the hymn of thanksgiving which followed it, mockerv.

O no ! Let the chorister be careful in the selection of

the music ; let the choir understand the nature of the

occasion; and if they ever did praise God, they can do

it at the close of such a sermon, and in the language

of such a hymn. That there is room, however, for

great improvement in the selection of hymns, no per-

son at all conversant with church music can doubt.

In our part of the country, I think the hymns are too

often required to preach : and it seems to me that

ministers manifest a want of faith in the quantity of

truth they utter; else they would not call upon the

songs to preach so much. Let us worship God more.

and his truth will not fail nor return void. It seems

also to me, that the impenitent part of our audiences

on the sabbath may receive an undue share of consid-

eration, when contrasted with the homage ever due to

God. Hence the great number of preaching hymn?.

Hence, too, the disposition to forget that God alone

convcris men. Hence that painful anxiety which it is

aid by some that every christian should feel, growing

out of the belief, that somehow, the salvation of all

men rests upon his shoulders and depends upon hi<

effort. This idea, perhaps perverted, induces the se-

lection of the class of hymns spoken of, and inclines

us, it may be, to place too little importance in the

simplest and single act of praise.

Pastors would do well to give their choristers a

readier reception than in some instances they choose

to do, when solicited for the simple purpose of render-

ing the songs of praise more useful. How many

honest solicitations of the kind suggested have been
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treated with the utmost do-n't-mctldle-with-me kind of es. I frequently play from twenty-three to twenty-five

coldness, from the paster, OX officiating clergyman, minutes without requiring a fresh supply. The wind

And many nn elder in authority would deem an c.r- is. of course, very steady, aud my feet are at liberty to

I desire of the chorister, that the minister or use the two octaves of pedals, as well as the four com-

bishop would let him know, a little lime before the position and two swell pedals, at pleasure. Part of my
service, what hymns he intended to read—an innova- plan 1 have not yet carried out. viz : to carry a (fa all

tion almost equal U) marr\ i. Md wile's sister, along the ceiling of the basement story, with a crank

But after all, we, as choristers, have much, very

much, to learn from the pa-tor- and we hope they

may be willing to teach us in reaped to our duty as

singers; and if there is anything to be learnt from us,

they shall be welcome to all we can communicate.

Respectfully yours, david.

A correspondent of the London Musical World thus

describes a contrivance which some of our readers

mav wish to imitate :

ORGAN WINDOMETER.
The inconvenience of supplying a chamber organ

with wind, by a small pair of bellows, has been so

great that many plans have been adopted to remedy

the evil—but so far as I am informed they have been

failures. One plan with which I happen to be particu-

larly acquainted, besides the enormous cost (nearly as

much, I believe, as the highly finished organ to which

it is attached) docs not act effectually, and the pon-

derous weight requires winding up by an able-bodied

man; then there is the danger of the cord breaking

and the weight following, the machinery coming out

of order, or not working silently, &c. I believe this

very expensive plan will not supply the organ more

than from three quarters to one hour.

Having given an order for a chamber organ, I adopt-

ed a plan to secure this object, which, I hoped, would

be successful. In the first place, all the stops (seven

in the great organ and five in the swell,) I ordered to

be made on a small scale, suited to a room 33 by 18

feet I had two reasons for this
;
first, to economise the

room; and second, to economise wind. I then calcula-

ted, from another chamber organ, what length of time,

when the bellows were filled, they would supply cer-

tain stops of the instrument, and found it to be near

one minute. Having ascertained the number of cubic

feet of wind consumed to be seven, I then thought if

I

I could scheme a reservoir to hold 30 times 7 cubic

feet of wind, I should possess a supply for near half an

hour. The idea of a gasometer immediately present-

ed it-elf to inc. I ordered a reservoir, in the form of a

at one end to work the feeder, and a handle at the oth-

er, in the I utler's pantry, together with a tell-tale; so

that my servant could keep the windometer full, with-

out coming into the room at all. Had I a very small

running stream, 1 should make use of a small water-

wheel for ibis purpose. Great care was given by the

builder (the leprese illative of the late Mr. Keun. of this

town) to the construction of the windometer; it risi ss

very steady, and the glue is so prepared as to resist tin

damp of the cellar. It has been tested by three of the

dampest winter months, without giving way in the

slightest degree. I should now suggest several improve-

ments as the result of experience. Instead of a pair

of bellows in the organ. I would order a large feeder

so as to fill the windometer in a shorter period than one

minute and a half, which is now occupied in filling it

1 would also have two trunks on opposite sides of the

windometer—one to supply it from the feeder, and the

other to convey the air to the wind chest. I should

now order the windometer larger, so as to supply the

whole of the stops a full half hour; I could even do

that now by ordering another windometer to be placed

alongside of the present one, to be connected by a

trunk.

I have little doubt that other improvements will

be suggested by those whose attention may be din cted

to the subject ; and if an objection to those beautiful

instruments [especially to ladies,) of working the bel-

lows pedal with the toot whilst playing, or of having

the annoyance of a servant in the room to blow, be re-

moved, 1 shall be more than satisfied in freely com-

municating this, my lust attempt, to the public.

Lutiiek's Love of Music.—" I always," says Lu-

ther, "loved music. Whoso has skill in this art is of

a good temperament, fitted for all things. Wc musi

teach music in schools ; a schoolmaster ought to have

skill in music, or 1 would not regard him; neither

should we ordain young men as preachers, unless 1 1 1
<

• \

have been well exercised in music. Music is one of the

best arts; the notes give life to the text ; it expels mcl-

pair of bellows, ( but" without "a "feeder, j's'bv 9
m "' ll "'-v

-

:,s NVr " "' Km - S;ml Kl "- S imd prince8

to raise 3 fed, and to be placed in the basement!
otight to maintain music,forgreat potentates and rulers

storv. and under the organ. This reservoir would
*onld protect good and liberal arts and laws; though

...
i

• <• , r • i ii. i .i . .i private people have desire thereunto and love it. \et
contain 216 CUD1C feet Ol wind 1 determined that then' ' '

•

, ,, <• •„ i
i ill . t r .1 their ability is not adequate. Wc read in the bible, that

supply ol wind should I taken from the room mil
'

,"..
i i <• .i i the good and goillv kings maintained and paid singers.

which the organ is to stand, and from the under story. e >-
.'

i- i

,,,, r .. , .. , , . . ,, ', Music is the best solace for a sad and sorrowful mind

:

I !i< air from the latter would be: very variable, and >

,,
, , ., , , r . , • by it the heart is refreshed and settled again in peace."would certainly put the, reeds out ol tune, and injure J '

if all the other pipe when as the wind

from the room in which the Organ ll I, would be Of
' TlK' «»«* I""**" " f B*>*OVen recently died at

the same temperaturi as tho pipes. \ thoplanofthe v """ :1
-

:[- v,] wenty-two, leaving the bulk of his

rb was an experiment,] wa compelled to ordoi
property to his nephew, the scapi goat who embittered

iced hello . rnctcd inside the
""' *» " f ^ i"'""" 11 ' 1 ,""' 1 '' ''> llis reckless and

of failure in the Other plan. 1 bad a

ti i« nk made through the floor, to conned the bellowi

with the reservoir.

abandoned conduct

Although many practical persons doubted, and otb>

Tbalbbro.—Thalberg, the pianist, who [g at Mad

rid, has been presented .by ibe queen of Spain, with

.lain failure, yet I am happy to seven solitaires, get with brilliants, in token of her sat-

'ii the plan li.n succeeded to my utmo -i wish-l Isfaction at a concert he gave for the benefit of the poor.

THE INSTITUTE OMNIBUS.

We have received several numbers of a very pretty

paper with the above title, edited by the young ladies

of the Fittsfield (Mass.) Institute. In a recent number
we find the following musical items:

Tiie Oiigax.—Who does not love the organ, for its

sweet, but deep and solemn tones ? Sacred music on
the organ has a delightful effect on the mind; but
what might be mentioned as one defect of this instru-

ment, is that it is not at all adapted to lively music.

It is hard to decide whether the learner meets with

the most difficulties on the organ or the piano. The
;:nd mind are closely engaged in following the

written music of the organ, and the harmony which is

not written out is to be played. The feet also are well

employed, as there arc a number of pedals to be used.

The Institute is furnished with one of these grand

instruments, and one which surpasses many others in

sweetness. The most Interesting part of the day is

when we meet and sing with our organ at family

prayers; and perhaps the organ is almost too soft for

the number of voices then united together, as we are

very often directed by our singing teacher, when he is

present, to ''listen for the organ."

The Eolian attachment has taken the place of the

organ, in some measure; and it has one advantage

over the latter, that the music can be accented ; but it

cannot be expected to supersede the organ generally.

I i vumiei.m.

BaAsnra music is. in my estimation, almost as

hard as interpreting algebra. To be sure, there are

not roots and powers to contend with, but there is a

dot here, and a rest there, with so many other mystified

signs, that it is difficult to attend to all. to say nothing

of keeping time, and calling the notes by their right

names. Well do I remember my first attempt at

reading music. How I have pondered, hour after hour,

over a single strain, earnestly endeavoring to call each

note by its proper name, and strike a corresponding

chord on the piano. In some of my "practice hours,"

I am afraid that my piano received but few gentle

blows, for my stock of patience was not large enough

to enable me to sit contentedly and hear such continual

discords. And then came the teacher, with his monot-

onous '«'

—

two and tltm —-four and one" drummed
into my ears, until it seemed that the very sound of

his voico confounded ine, and made all go wrong.

But " patience and perseverance conquer all things;''

and I will persevere, until difficulties vanish, and I am
in reality an accomplished player. Clementina.

Snranra Schools.—The New England singing

schools, as everyone knows, an- regarded with much
interest. You can scarcely find a village in the New
England states, thai has nol ii- singing school. The

beautiful village of Pittsfield can boast of its regular

New England singing Bchools, one of which is found

at the Institute. We could not get along without it.

In the back parlor, wc all meet with our respected

r, Col. B , one evening everj week. These

i
\ , nings are generally anticipated with pleasure by the

fOUng ladies, though there are sonic who would rather

be Otherwise employed. After the necessary changes

of location have been made, we begin ; and after sing-

ing one tune, comes the reproof. " Softer, Softer, young

ladies, listen for the organ, BO not sing the tunc to
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death, always remember to mark your time, and do

not drag." The next time we are ordered to sing,

perhaps it will be with our mouths closed.

It is indeed a delightful thing to meet together and

learn to sing music, as well as the songs which arc

contained in our " Musical Album." And if we have

a voice for singing, should we not use it to praise Him

who gave it to us, as well as for our own pleasure "?

CLARENCE.

ELEMENTS OF MUSIC.

How are the keys of the piano-forte named ?

From the first seven letters of the alphabet—as A.

B, C, D, E, F, G. But when little children learn their

A, B, C's we are not to infer that they have thereby

mastered the first rudiments of music.

How are the letters applied to the keys ?

First, by observing that the black keys are divided

iuto groups of two and three—but the blackeys on our

street-corners are generally divided into groups of six

and eight.

What is a staff?

A staff consists of five lines and four spaces, upon

which the notes are placed—while it takes about thirty

lines in the shape of a mittimus, to have any effect

over a constable's staff.

What is a clef?

A clef is a key to the notes, which is placed at the

beginning of the notes, and unlocks them. There are

two, the G, or treble clef, in which key women's voices

generally are, when they scold their husbands
; and the

F, or base clef, which men mostly adopt when they re-

fuse their wives market money.

How are the notes written ?

Notes of hand are written on foolscap, and notes of

invitation on scented post.

Name the degrees above and below the staff.

A Major-General, Brigadier-General, and Colonel

are above the staff, while full privates are below.

How many different sorts of notes are there in general

use ?

Almost every kind except Plainfield, and New Hope,

and Delaware Bridge.

What proportion do they bear to each other ?

From 1 1-2 to 60 per cent.

How many sorts of time are there?

Two, in music — common time and triple time.

These combined, form a pastime.

What is an interval ?

An interval is the difference or distance between two

sounds. Thus the space of time which elapses between

the sound made by A, in calling B a liar, and the

sound made by B, in knocking down A therefor, is an

interval.

—

Mm Donkey.

Music in Cork.—(Extract of a Utter.) —Ancient
concerts have been established here, with no small suc-

cess, attended by the principal gentry of the city and
county, including the Earl of Bandon, president of

the society. The first vocalists in Dublin are engaged

Mr. Geo. P. Bccd has just issued a catalogue of mu-
sic for sale by him, which comprises no less than one

hundred and forty large octavo pages. It must prove

an invaluable work for all who have to purchase mu-
sical works of any kind.

ORGANS IN LONDON -NO. XIII.

St. John's, Horsleydown.—The organ at this church

was built by Cranz.

GREAT ORGAN.

1 Stop diapason
2 Open diapason
3 Ditto ditto

4 Principal

5 Twelfth
6 Fifteenth

7 Sesquialtrca, 3 ranks
8 Mixture, 2 ranks
9 Trumpet
10 Clarion
1

1

Cornet, 5 ranks

CHOIR ORGAN.

1 Stop diapason

St. Peter's, Cornhill.—This organ was originally built

by Father Schmidt, about 1681, at a cost of .£210, in-

clusive of painting and gilding. Upon the erection

of the present new organ by Hill, it was found to con-

tain many wooden pipes of Schmidt's construction

which the mellowing hand of time had rendered of

more than ordinary value, which still remain ; but the

whole of the rest is entirely re-constructed, and is con

sidcred one of the finest instruments in London, as

many and very large additions have been made to it

2 Flute

3 Principal

4 Fifteenth

5 Vox-humana

SWELL ORGAN.

1 Stop diapason
2 Open diapason
3 Principal

4 Trumpet
5 Hautboy
6 Cornet, 3 ranks

GREAT ORGAN. SWELL ORGAN.

Compass, 54 notes, CC Compass, 54 notes, CC
1 Bourdon. CCC 1 Bourdon, CCC
2 Tenoroon diapason, CC 2 Tenoroon dulciana, CC
3 Stop diapason, base 3 Stop diapason, base
4 Stop diapason, treble 4 Stop diapason, treble

5 Open diapason 5 Open diapason
6 Principal 6 Principal
7 Twelfth 7 Suabe-flute
8 Fifteenth 8 Flageolet
9 Tierce 9 Twelfth
10 Sesquialtrea, 2 ranks 10 Fifteenth
1

1

Mixture, 2 ranks 1

1

Piccolo
12 Doublette, 2 ranks 12 Sesquialtrea, 3 ranks
13 Corno-trombone 13 Mixture, 2 ranks
14 Corno clarion 14 Cornopean
15 Clarible-ttute 15 Tromba
16 Oboe-flute 16 Oboe
17 Wald-flute 17 Clarion
18 Stopped-flute 18 Echo dulciana cornet, 5
19 Dulciana ranks
20 Cromorne 19 Dulciana

PEDAL ORGAN. COPULA STOPS.

1 Principal diapason 16 1 Swell to great
feet CCC 2 Great to pedal

2 Contra-trombone 16 ft. 3 Swell to pedal
CCC 4 Octave pedal

Br. Alcott, in his " Young Woman's Guide," makes
the following remarks on the importance of musical

education:

Music.—Attention to music—vocal music, especial-

ly—should always form a part of female education.

The day is gone by, as I trust, when it was customary

to say that none but the gifted could acquire this

accomplishment. It is now, I believe, pretty well

understood, that all persons may learn to sing, as well

as to read. Not, of course, equally well, in cither

case ; but all can make a degree of progress.

I have called singing an accomplishment ; but it

seems to me to be much more. Its bearing upon the

health, and even upon the intellect, is very great.

Even its moral tendency is by no means to be over-

looked.

The value of music, to soothe the feelings and cast

out the evil spirits which haunt the path of human life,

has never yet received that measure of attention which

it deserves. Even in those parts of continental Eu-

rope, where all the peasants sing, and are accustomed

to fill the air with their cheerful and harmonious

voices, as they go forth to prosecute their daily tasks,

no less than in their families—even there, I say, the

full power and value of music are not understood.

They make it, by far too much, a sort of sensual

gratification. Let it be redeemed, for a better and a

nobler purpose. Let it become a companion of science

and literature, as well as of industry and virtue ; and

of religion, still more than all.

Sir Walter Scott a Judge of Violins.—Sir

Walter Scott's ignorance of musical matters is well

known ; he had once been employed as counsel upon a

case where a purchaser of a fiddle had been imposed

upon as to its value. He found it necessary, accord-

ingly, to prepare himself by reading all about fiddles

and fiddlers that he could find in the Encyclopedia.

&.c, and having got the names of Straduarius, Amati,

and such like, glibly upon his tongue, he got swim-

mingly through his cause. Not long after this, dining

at , he found himself left alone after dinner with

the duke, who had but two subjects he could talk up-

on—hunting and music. Having exhausted hunting,

Scott thought he could bring forward his lately acquir-

ed learning in violins—upon which his grace became

quite animated, and immediately whispered some or-

ders to the butler, in consequence of which there soon

entered into the room about half a dozen tall footmen,

each bearing a fiddle case : and Sir Walter now found

his musical knowledge brought to no less trying a test

than that of telling, by the tone of each instrument, as

the Duke played it, by what artist it had been made.

''By guessing and management," he said, " I got on

pretty well, till we were, to my great relief, summoned

to coffee."

Musical Taste.—We find the following anecdotes

in the Musical Times:

A music-seller in this city received, not long ago, a

letter from a person in the country, the contents of

which were as follows :
' Please to send me, as soon

as convenient, two dozen of new pieces for the piano,

which, however, must not be too difficult. The music

must be Boston music, as my piano is a Boston piano,

one of Chickering's make."

A German family in Brooklyn wanting a cook, put

an advertisement in the German paper, in consequence

of which they were called upon by a rather good look-

ing young woman, who professed to be a cook. They

very soon agreed upon the wages, and the young

woman was just on the point of going away, when sud-

denly she turned round and addressed the lady of the

house—''I hope, madam, you have a piano, for 1 lik<

to amuse myself in my leisure hours, with playing and

singing. If you have not, I cannot agree to come to

you!"

The Lcipsic Zeltung contains a card from the church

in Bocrnersdorf, thanking organ-builder Schrocder. of

Pirna, for an excellent new organ which he had just

erected for them, containing two rows of keys, seven-

teen stops, and a sub-base to sixteen feet C, for the

whole of which he charged only seven hundred thaler;,,

about five hundred dollars, United States currency.

/
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HARMONY ANDJTHOROUGH BASE.

CHAPTER FOUR.

In the last chapter the remark was made, that " triads

composed of a chief note, minor third and perfect fifth,

are called major triads " It should have read, " triads

composed of a chief note, major third and perfect fifth,

are called major triads.''

As has been already remarked, " triads." or as they

arc often called " common chords," arc the chords most

frequently used in music. The kind of chords most fre-

quently used next to triads, are termed chords of the

seventh. A chord of the seventh is composed of four

sounds, which form with each other the intervals, chief

note, third, fifth, and seventh ; that is, a chord of the sev-

enth is composed of a triad with a seventh added to it

so a thing worth noticing ; for, to our judgment, it is al-

most as desirable to please the eye, in such a perform-

ance, as to please the ear. The oratorio is a very pleas-

ing composition, to a general audience perhaps more

so than a majority of the oratorios which are com-

monly brought before the public. One of the pianos

'was played by Mr. Geo. J. Webb, the other by Mr.

L. Homer. Mr. Win. Mason presided at the organ.

Mr. Lowell Mason was the conductor for the evening.

In accordance with the custom of the society, no tick-

ets were sold, but the admission was gratuitous to all

who were so fortunate as to receive cards of admis-

17 117 III7 IV7 V7 VI7 VII7

The chords of 17 and IV 7, are each composed of a

major triad, and a major seventh ; they are called ma-

jor chords of the seventh. The chords of 117 III 7 and

VI 7 arc each composed of a minor triad, and a minor

seventh ; they arc called minor chords of the seventh)

The chord of V 7, is composed of a major triad, and a

small seventh ; it is called by some the dominant chord,

of die seventh, or the chord of the dominant seventh. By
others it is called the chief chord of the seventh. It is

the best sounding of all the chords of the seventh, and

is consequently very much more frequently used than

any of the others Almost every piece of music con-

tains more or less of this kind of chords, while the oth-

er chords of the seventh are comparatively seldom met

with in common music. The chord of VII 7 is com-

posed of a diminished triad and a minor seventh. It

is called the diminished chord of the seventh.

Concerts.—The New York Musical Institute per-

formed " Paradise and the Peri," April 11. At the

same concert, they performed an ode to liberty, by full

chorus and orchestra, and also the Marseilles hymn.

The Astor Place Opera Company have given sev-

eral interesting concerts in the Tabernacle. The

Boston Handel and Ilaydcn Society continue to per-

form • Elijah " every week On Thursday evening,

April 13, the Boston Musical Education Society gave

one of the most delightful concerts it ever fell to our

lot to attend. Tin v bavi pi Dl nearly the whole win-

ter in practii ing I E. Bora's oratorio, "Daniel's Pre-

diction," and on the evening referred to, they performed

it at the Melodeon, h ith the accompaniment of the or-

gan, and twoofChicI ind pianos. The
l in the oratorio, were " Daniel

the Jewish prophet, Mr, L Marshall, " Isra

ilm-ii woman," song l>\- Miss U. Garcia, "Jewish

woman," sung bj Mi-- C. Garcia I raelitish man,''

sung by Mi- T. B II B ting b_\ Mr. Ii. F.

B ris, the king's mother," sung bj Mi

Chaldean woman," sung by Miss Cammett,

"Chaldean man," Ming by Mr. T. Ball. The olo

were all admirably performed— those long by Mi

Cammetl and M Frost, superbly. The chi

i .ii i .i i o they seemed to our limited

'J liu appearance of the locietj

Edinburgh.—The music hall, on Saturday aftcr-

ternoon, was the scene of a great demonstration. No
less than thirteen hundred children, of both sexes,

crowded the benches of the orchestra and of a tempo-

rary platform erected in front of it. This immense as-

semblage, composed of juveniles from all quarters of

the city, is under the tuition of the association for the

revival of sacred music, of which Dr. Mainzer is the

instructor. The extreme youth of most of the child-

ren, and the rapidity with which they master their ex-

ercises, are remarkable. Children scarcely able to lisp

their own name, sing both parts of a duet with care

and correctness. We were glad to see so numerous

and influential an audience, and to observe the enthu-

siasm which prevailed, &c. At the conclusion, a song

inscribed by a Mr. A. M' Lagan to Dr. Mainzer, was

presented to that gentleman amid much applause, and

immediately sung by the senior pupils, who evidently

adopted its language as the expression of their own

feelings.

" Come, let us sing a song of praise,

Our grateful feeling show;

Mainzer, who taught each youthful voice

In harmony to flow.

Our little breasts will ope like flowers,

When morning's sunny song

Thrills sweet within their dewy hearts,

Or sighs their leaves along.

Lo ! when our prayers break forth in song

For nil the human race,

—

Mainzer! within our youthful hearts

Shall have a loving place.

We '11 bless him when we lift our voice

In harmony to Him
Who touched the strings of David's harp,

And wing'd the seraphim."

The whole proceedings passed off with spirit, and

the memory of the day will long remain in the breasts

of those who were present

—

Edinburgh Adv. Jan. 18th

Sound Visini.E.— In this age of wonders, what

will the world think when we assure it that a meth

od has been discovered and matured, by which sound

Will In mail, ri\ilh to tin- human i <i< . its various forms

and waves demonstrated to sight, and the power to

discriminate between the tones of one musical in-

iiimient and another, be as complete as to observi

the action of water when di turbed by anj m
The experiments, we believe, are likely t<>

be ere long repeated in the roj The ex

bibition of effects on fine probably led to

astonishing issue.— I.itumi/ tlaniu.

Music in Schools and Families.— Music, as

well as the reading of our own language, should be

taught in our common schools ; then, whoever becomes

a christian will be prepared for the delightful work of

singing the praises of God. Sacred music should also

be cultivated in christian families, and used in the ex-

ercises of morning and evening devotion. A more de-

lightful scene cannot be presented on this side of

heaven, than when parents with their sons and daugh-

ters surround the family altar, and devoutly unite

their voices in sacred song. Such services will great-

ly promote domestic happiness. We knew a little girl

but seven years old, who was recovering from sick-

ness; as her strength increased, she said, 'Father,

won't you attend family worship up here, (meaning

her bed chamber,) and sing, 'Yes, my native land I

love thee ?
'
" Sweet, heavenly sight, to behold a feeble,

emaciated child, as she sat in her bed, supported by

pillows, with her little hymn-book before her, exerting

her exhausted powers to sing the praises of God.

From the New England I*uritan.

"HE DOETH ALL THINGS WELL."

Writli n on the deati. of Miss Louis. Adams Fitz, thmijhtir of fin: Dan-

ii I Fitz, of ijtswich, at Uie. age offourteen years and five months—and
UB& to her parents.

BY J. F. KIMBALL.

Ye mourn that one to dearly loved is laid within the tomb-
Gone like a flower cut down while in the morning of its bloom ;

Yet from the skies ye hear a voice, that mingles with her knelt

:

It is the 1 .onl ! O trust Him yet 1 He doeth all things well I

Ye miss her from the fireside, when ye raise your morning prayer;

At .'veiling loved ones gather, and ye see a vacant chair;

A voice is hushed from out that band* whose songs in chorus swell;

No more on earth she sings His praise who doeth all things well.

Yc weep in sadness, yet your hearts look up in hope and trust

;

The spirit goes to God who gave, while dust returns to dust;

And faith discerns a brighter world, where sorrow may not dwell.

Where angel bands adore His name who doeth all things wett.

O may you, in affliction's hour, draw comfort from above;

Rsmembe! that your Heavenly father DheStni but in love;

And may His "present help" nil anxious doubts and fears dispel;

He hath hut taken back His own—He doeth all things well.

* The deceased wai a member of the choir of the South Church in

Ipswich.

Stafford.—Henry Russell is giving his vocal en-

tertainment at several of the institutions in and out of

the metropolis. This gentleman having, in the most

praiseworthy manner, consented to give his entertain-

meiit gratuitmtah) for the benefit of the poor Stafford-

shire potters, who are in a starving condition, the com-

mittee have made arrangements for covering in the

market place of Stafford, in order to afford accommo-

dation to the numerous applicants for places. Already

one hundred pounds worth of tickets have been dis-

posed of.

The ladies of the first congregational society in

Camden, Maine, under the pastoral charge of Rev. N.

Chapman, have purchased and placed in their church,

an elegant organ, <>f fine tone and sufficient power.

It should be added, injustice, that the gentlemen of

the society had long wished for one. and talked about

the matter, and eoncluded the I hopeless;

but (he ladies talked about one, and acted in the mat-

ter, and procured one in less than a year from tin first

iceting of their association, organized for that object.
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spective excellencies, which led to the happiest results, taken to teach the groom some of the more popular

Indeed, what with his singing and flute playing and airs of the day, when a circumstance occurred that put

my laughing and joking, we rolled oft' five successive a stop to our surgery practice, and turned us into the

years of our existence, much more pleasantly than lields to continue our harmonious exercises. 1 was

FIRST AND LAST LESSONS IN MUSIC.

BY CHARLES JOHNSTON.

Abundantly as nature has endowed me with excel-

lent abilities, She has omitted to give me a good car

for music. A great opinion, however, of my discrim-

inating taste and sound judgment upon all and every-

thing connected with the production and marshalling

of sweet sounds, makes some amends ; and, as far as

regards being -biased by enjoyment, I flatter myself;

that no one is better qualified to be an impartial

umpire in settling the claims of rival Pans and Apollos.

Perhaps it would be as well to observe, that if I

have any prepossession at all, it is in favor of the

louder instruments of the orchestra. I acknowledge

that the fife and drum of a recruiting party are apt to

excite quite a. furor in my blood; and there is no endi

to the excitement produced by the martial notes of a

coach-guard, as he summons on his French horn some

drowsy turnpikeman to hasten and open his gate.

But I am apt to nod at the opera. I confess it, even

Sweden's sweet nightingale failed to afford me more

gratification than I could dt^ e from a German hedge-

sparrow, in the shape of a short-coated broom-girl,

singing the airs of her fatherland.

This is owing to no blunted sensibility of age. It

was ever so : for, though I strove manfully at the

beginning of my career to be as musical as my fellows,

bad luck attended all my endeavors ; and if fate had

been hard enough to condemn me to a mendicant life,

and sent mo on to the town with anything else than a

hand organ, I should certainly have received, in popu

Iar language, more kicks than halfpence, in return for

my well-meant endeavors to enliven a dull neighbor-

hood, or to remove the false impressions so apt to be

suggested by the appearance of a retired street.

It is now nearly twenty years since I was first fully

convinced that I was much better adapted to be a

critical judge of music than the mere playing machine.

I was then a medical student in the last year of my
probationary apprenticeship. With me was associated

another embryo pharmacopolist, a young gentleman

who. if Ante playing had been a recommendation at

the Apothecaries' Hall, or the College of Surgeons,

seemed destined for the highest honors of the profes-

sion. The only evil was, that his admiring friends

and myself differed very considerably in the value we
assigned to my companion's gift, the glory of which,

by their extravagant praises, quite threw my humble

virtues into the shade. But in spite of all that was

done to spoil him, Joseph Stevens respected my talent

with the boxing gloves and singlestick ; and thus a

mutual regard was established, based upon our re-

any other five I could select out of the twenty since.

Now, it was written that Joseph Stevens should fall

in love ; and, accordingly, when his fate was accom-

plished, he came to me for assistance and advice.

|

" Anything," said I, " in reason, Joe ; but the thing is

impossible. If, now, you had but a double flageolet,

and could play a duet yourself, why, I should not so

much mind going as a dummy, to make the serenade

respectable in numbers." " All nonsense, Charlie,"

just in the middle of a difficult passage in that sweet

old-fashioned tune, " In my Cottage near a Wood,"
when but I will not dwell, at this distance of time,

upon the circumstances connected with our ejectment

from the surgery, further than to observe that it arose

from a testy old hypochondriac, who, though living at

(the other end of the village, pretended he could get

no sleep for the noise we made with our instruments.

Knowing also his value as a good patient, he had the

replied my companion; "only give up those everlast-l assurance to send his valet to our governor, inquiring

ing foils, and I undertake to teach you ' The Wood-
:

if he kept a calf; and intimated, if such was the case,

pecker Tapping' in a day, and half a dozen other that a butcher's knife would be a real blessing to the

respectable tunes in a week." " On the key bugle,"! neighborhood, as likely to restore the place to its

said I, " and it 's a bargain."

The preliminaries being thus settled, we soon com-

menced a rehearsal. Joe was an indefatigable tutor,

and I a most persevering pupil. Fortunately, the

surgery, which constituted our music hall, adjoined the

original propriety.

Undismayed by the petty persecution, that thus

raised effectual, but very unreasonable objection to

our quiet possession of the surgery, we sought the

woods that skirt the classic grounds of Shenstoue's

stable and was quite detached from the house; so, famed retreat, the Leasowes, and there maintained our

.beyond the chance of frightening the horses or disturb-! ground for one whole week, though repeatedly warned

ing the neighborhood, there was nothing particular to off by the gardener, cheering with our melody the

call on the governor to put a stop to our interesting declining hours of each dying day's decay. At the

studies. [end of this time, finding that I was a proficient in

!
Learning the notes was a serious business to con-h" Isle of Beauty, fare thec well," and also in " Oh, no,

template ; and it was not long before we came to thel Iwe never mention her," my companion pronounced me
conclusion, that the sooner that was got over, the

better: so we at once cleared the ground for higher

studies, by voting the gamut a vile invention to keep

the enjoyment of music to a favored few, and a most

unnecessary difficulty in the way of a beginner.

equal to assist him in a musical treat he had most deli-

cately designed for the gratification of his lady-love.

The Leasowes occupy the slope of a steep hill, look-

ing towards the town of Halesowen and Hagley, the

seat of Lord Lyttelton. The main road between Bir-

In producing the notes on wind instruments, myllmingham and Stourbridge, for a mile or so, forms the

reader, perhaps, is unaware how easy is the task, by northern boundary of these celebrated grounds. On
dint of counting fingers. In this manner, if the learner] Ithe other side of this road, half way up the hill, in a

has only a good memory, be will manage a tune in a small modern-built brick house, of the ordinary up-and-

very short time; and much to his own satisfaction too,
, down style of English architecture, with green shutters

if, like myself, he should be deficient in what is termed

" a correct musical ear."

Counting time was another difficulty which necessi-

ty also, in my case, taxed my ingenuity to surmount.

What it meant I never could perfectly understand

;

and to this day it is as much a mystery, as when my
companion, in despair of enlightening me, proposed

that I should follow him one or two notes behind, as I

could keep up; and actually, after some practice, thus and remaining all night in silent contemplation on the

hanging on, as it were, by the tails of the tune, I

managed to become a halting, but honajide second,

whose playing it was quite impossible to confound

with that of my leader.

For two days, my studies proceeded without inter-

mission ; and, as my friend's impatience equaled my
ardor, our instrumentation was most incessant. The

progress made was proportionately satisfactory ; and I

began to think seriously upon the probable cost of a

superb silver bugle, upon which I might do all just-

ice and honor to the numerous pic-nic parties, the

favored guest of which I of course expected to become.

Flushed with my success, in fact I had already under-

and Venetian blinds to match, lived Joseph Stephens'

goddess.

She was a handsome little widow of eight-and-twen-

ty, who, with her sister, a year or two older, constitu-

ted the committee of person in charge of their failic:-.

a harmless lunatic, on whom no restraint was imposed,

and who only required looking after towards the even-

ing, as he had an inconvenient humor of strolling out

stars.

Mrs. Campbell used frequently to visit our govern-

or. She was exceedingly affable, and very fond of

music, which accounted for her taking particular no-

tice of my poor friend Joseph, without thinking of

aught else than the pleasure he afforded her by his

able flute accompaniments to her own performances

on the piano. Slight, however, as her acknowledg-

ments and attentions really were, they quite bewilder-

ed Joe, and in a very short time he was irretrievably

in love.

The difficulty now was how to declare himself. He

dare not do it. A hundred reasons opposed them-
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selves to such a confession; not the least being the first appearance in public, and began to enjoy a feeling! Tj»nii*ted from the German, for the New York Mu«ic»i Timci.

possibility of Mrs Campbell laughing in his face. or. of conscious success, when, by a malicious coincidence. MOZART
as I urged, perhaps can-ing her to absent herself from just as we had arrived at the bar corresponding to Wh(?n am] wherc Mozan was

'

born . how he ,ivcd
our house, and so cut off his present opportunities of

p
who shall fill our vacant places," my companion was

.md Btroggled . wha , and how he wro(e . how fce wag
seeing and hearing her, at least twice a week. Still I .suddenly hoisted into the air. and with a loud yell honored and aggrieved ; how foreign countries did him
doubt not, if the idea of the serenade had not suggest- went flying head foremost over the hedge, and into the^ and ,)ow ,)U fatllcr.laml nffl red him to want
cd itself, he would have been foolish enough to have ditch on the other side. The effect upon me was an ^ jonmeyi ,Q p^ Lom,on g^j ^ f|

. ^
made other advances; so I really undertook to assist instant deprivation of breath, but no time was allowed

( .,VlH .

t am , illflucncc of hjs ar( ^ ^ (
.M1,UlI.;lillurv

him in that, which teemed so little l.kely to bring me to reflect upon the astonishing phenomenon. Be-
sensation which he produced in his childhood by his

either himself or me into trouble.
!

fore I could well say " Hallo
!

something applied be- wonderfn] performances ; his admission, "
inter' magis-

The evening at length came in which we had deter- hind— m fact, a vigorous kick-sent me tumbling
,, (W am^ositans » at ]!<jlo , n;l ilI1(1 ycroua at thc car, v

mined to give the inmates of Beauchamphouse the
1 dwough the fence with as little ceremony as my friend. ^ of fourtecn .

,lis a]most ineredible mem a8

benefit of our late studies. Everj thing seemed propi- with "horn I found myself immediately struggling in
(

. vinml in rcfcrence t0 tlie Misc.rcrc at Rorn on
'

one
tious. There was no awkward case requiring the afr the ditch, settling a disputed point of precedence as to Lj

dfl , )|C flk. ni]>]tip of IIaydcn) GclIert Gcssncr> and of
tendance of cither artiste at thc bedside of a patient, "»«> should be first up and away from thc dreadful U

e ]nost (1Utill„uishc(1 mcn of his tirnC] and on the

and a concocted engagement gave us sufficient excuse spectacle that presented .(self to our astonished eyes,
j ot]lcl. ^ yain imiigucs of t)ic IlalianS) thc mvstcrious

to be absent from home until a late hour.

" Night's noon " found us on the scene of our eon

templated musical entertainment How Mill all na

turc lav ! High In her course thc bright full moon

Standing in thc gap made by our sudden exit throng]

thc fence, there was thc maniac father, tugging with all

his might at one of thc long strong stakes, and hor-j

ribly threatening us in incoherent language with in-

shed a soft yellow light over thc silent prospect, whilst stant death, and something as bad as eternal perdition.

a gentle breeze promised to waft the liberated music .How he had escaped thc surveillance of his friends on

from the position we had selected, in thc right direr- 'this unlucky night was never fully explained to us, and Ifolio books. M'c will therefore attempt to lav before
tion, so as to fall on thc chamber windows of the fair will ever, perhaps, remain a mystery. There he was,

j t | 10 reader thc quintessence of matters relative to his

ouc we were bent upon honoring.
i
however, and, his excited powers having already given intellectual development and efficacy.

Thc front of thc house, I should have observed, was him possession of thc stake, he followed up his oathf

not turned towards thc road, but at a right angle with and imprecations with a vicious blow that would ed-

it, looking over a large garden that was separated by tainly have killed one of us, but that his weapon broke

origin of thc Requiem; and finally, what he was as a

man, husband, father, and friend : all that has been

told us by a hundred different biographers; all that is

written in the hearts of every musician who is not en-

tirely ignorant in the history of music. To pursue

Mozart's life and opinions in all directions would fill

ft deep ditch, and a low, thick, quickset hedge, from a

meadow of which it had originally been a part. Hav-

ing clambered over thc garden-gate from thc road, we

crept stealthily along this hedge until we had placed

ourselves exactly in a line with the front door. We
then prepared for action, fixing the mouth-pieces on

our bugles as we gave an inquiring look over our

shoulders at thc windows, for, on the presumption that

thc music would fall with sweeter effect, we had turn-

ed our backs to the house. I was, as might be expect-

ed, rather nervous on thc occasion; so my companion,

to give me confidence, I suppose, commenced with a

flourish, running down from the top notes to thc very

lowest, and back again, in a most effective manner, for

it awakened every living thing in the neighborhood.

Dogs barked, cocks crowed, birds burst from every

bush, and a startled hare, rushing from among the

cabbages, communicated the general panic to our-

selves, and down we dropped together in the dark

shadow of thc hedge protected by the brightly shining

moon.

After a short time, no one appearing, and quiet hav-

ing been ones more restored, we re-produced ourselves,'

and. again turning our backs to thc house, commenced

in admirable style, the air of "Isle of Beauty, fare thee

well." By my advice, we threw a soft piano expres-

sion into our efforts, though we now felt secure enough

from any interruption ;
for, if the late terrific blast had

in two pieces by the force with which one end struck

the ground on the other side of us. For all that, my
love-sick friend, Joe, got a severe contusion, happily

in a situation best adapted to receive such a rude salu-

tation. By a mercy he was upper-most as we lay, so I

escaped ; but the imminent danger there was of anoth-

er application of the same kind made us jump to our

feet instanter. And not much time was lost in useless

expostulation. AVe stayed but one moment on the

spot ; that was quite enough.

My last look at our fearful assailant, before I was

off down thc meadow like a bird, saw him still main

taining the breach, armed with another huge stake he

had torn up to carry out his desperate intentions as re-

garded our unhappy carcasses. By way of commenc-

ing, and to test the quality of his Orson-like club, he.

with one tremendous blow, made old copper in no time

of our two bugles that lay on the ground, and for which

we had stayed one moment in thc vain hope of being

able to carry away. This was a most afflicting sight

:

but all valorous re-action vanished before such a furi-

ous demonstration. Besides, Joe, by this time, had

got a good way ahead, leaving me to bring up the rear

and cover his retreat, an order of march I was far from

approving of, and very soon reversed by overtaking

and pasting him in his flight.

Moznrt was not one of those suddenly grown favor-

ites of fortune who give themselves up to their genius

without form or rule ; nor one of so many hundreds of

those wild inspired priests of Rhea, who want to lift

the veil of Isis, uncalled for.

Mozart was born and died in poverty, but was edu-

cated in the wealth of his intelligence. He resembles

the rice which is planted in a wild climate, and nursed

by careful hands. It belongs to the history of ingrati-

tude of all ages that one forgets ever thc gift, thc do-

ner—ever thc fruit, thc gardener.

Mozart's father was, next to the Creator, the sculp-

tor of hi- son's genius; which, by thc pliability of his

disposition, would, if not have perished, have taken

one of those ruinous directions to which so many of

brilliant talents have been subjected. Mozart being

convinced of this, said often in his youthful days, " Im-

mediately after God comes pa." To him (the father)

are therefore, next to God, the thanks due of all be-

ings to whom his sounds have found their way.

Mozart has been reproached that he remained a child

in all other sciences ami principles of life. But this

childlike heart is solely what is glittering through all

his works—what gained him thc expectancy of heaven.

His whole inner being was given up to music, and on-

ly through it did he exist. Music was thc means by

which his soul made itself known; and therefore were

all the properties of his mind and intellect concentra-

ted in music, as if in a focus. Resembling the ocean,

In a quarter of an hour I was safe enough in bed thai receives all rivers which arc flowing together in

Whither Joe went I know not. That night he did not one element, and take its character, so all sciences with
failed to bring out any one to disturb us, it was not to ,,.„„•„, and I passed some sleepless hours under the bin, became music, Any one who savs that Mozart

cted that the plaintive strains of a then most impression thai his absence could be attributed only bad remained a layman In the knowledge of life, has
popular ballad could be at all exceptionable. to murder, or the equally uncomfortable alternative of n< v, r understood his divine language. Mozart was.

Bat we wen destined to be soon nndeceived. doe suicide. The next morning he came home to break- in the first place, a psychologer, How could he oth

sounded the key-note, and I struck up Immediately, in fast . but what had he done with himself I never asked,

thc trail of thc tunc, as before advised, to ensure time Since then, however, many a long talk have we had

and guidance, laudably endeavoring, at thc same time, Upon thc Subject
|
and frequent bursts of loud laugh-

to throw in as much lugubrious pathos as possible, to tet always told of our subsequent enjoyment of an ad*

Indicate a proper sympathy with my companion'i renture that quite cured my companion of a hopeless

hopeless condition, ion, and sufficiently enlightened me an to the ah-

1 wai just getting over the perturbation naturul to absurdity of my musical pretensions.

erwise have entered so deeply into the hearts of bis

characters—how conceive and describe every situation

of thc soul so truly? How could he find and mix nil

the different colors of sounds from the childish, merry

Papageno to the heroic Idamonea; from thc electric

Figaro to thc very feminine Anna; from the fanciful

Bclmontc to the blustering Lcporello; from Giovanni,
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the boisterous son of sensuality, to the ethereal Cher-

ubim ; from the proud Vitellia to the light-breathed

Despina. He poured out over all, nature, truth, and

beauty.

Mozart was not only a man deeply skilled in human

nature, but he was also a philanthropist. Even when

his ever fresh humor was mingling with low grounds

of human characters—did not Orpheus himself descend

to the subterranean world ? even then, he only gave

noble, never hurtful sounds to his psychological out

casts, his Monostatos and Osmin, and even when he

called up the demons from the lower regions, he was

even here true to his native noble impulses.

Mozart was a poet. As we have his works, the

most magnificent which ever a mortal being created, it

would be madness to waste any time to prove it. He
was the Schiller in blooming imagination, the Goethe

in penetrating intellect, the Shakspeare in power and

bubbling humor.

That Mozart was a mathematician, who can doubt 3

Not only because he solved in his childhood very diffi-

cult mathematical propositions, but we see this in the

theory of his strict works, in the construction of his

figures, in his counterpoint writings, and in the finale

of his symphony in C major. We perceive it in the

systematic, quiet, and logical progression of his works

which belong only to deep thinking spirits.

Mozart was also an architect. What buildings of

the old or new school, surpass his in taste, firmness,

grandeur, grace, and splendor? He built pyramids

and palaces, huts, cathedrals, and monuments, and

each separate edifice is an original, a model of style

and character. He combines in his buildings, simplici

ty with majestical grandeur, to which one looks up

with astonishment and delight. He is greater than

Phidias and Kallikrates ; what they built, we only

know from history. His works become renovated in

every new generation.

Mozart was the greatest philologist of all ages, and

he would even have been victorious in a contest with

Mezzofanti. It was he who invented the universal

language for all men ; he spoke to all nations in all

climates, and all understood him. He never thought

or wrote a note, which did not wander from pole to

pole ; and who has not been carried away by his elo

quence ?

If philosophy is the science of the divine and hu

man, then was Mozart also a philosopher ; then he uni

ted in his musical creations the heaven with the earth.

They do not call him wrongly, the divine Mozart!

We see this philosophy embodied in his Sarastro. And
if humility, poverty, and patriotism are the companions

of philosophy, who was more entitled to the appella-

tion on this account, than he ? And who was poorer

than he with his small salary and his extravagant dis-

position ? And who was more patriotic than he, when
he refused the offers from the court at Berlin, and

when Joseph II asked him, " will you leave your em-

peror 1 " replied, " I remain." And the German artist

remained and suffered in the service of the powerful

monarch. And Mozart was also an alchymist—he was

able to make gold. Did he not change ignoble and

loose materials into noble and firm ones f Did he not

compose on Schikaneders and Bretzners texts, and

some of his golden songs on words which do not de-

serve the name of poetry ? And if alchemy pretends

to remove sickness and to make the old young again,

who could not forget his sufferings when Mozart's mu-

sic is heard, and who does not feel himself younger

when listening to it?

Mozart was also a theologian. Where is a more

genuine piety, a deeper conviction of the existence of

a Creator, and a more ardent adoration testified, than

in his revelation, the " Requiem."

Then again, he was a victorious general, whom not

Bellona, but Euterpe bedecked with laurels. Then he

conquered the prejudices against the German music,

when the Italian school was celebrating its so-called

golden times ; he eclipsed the glory of his mortal ene-

mies headed by Salieri and Paisiello, who used to call

him and Hayden, " il perchero tcdesco." He illumined

the darkness in which the musical taste was still absorb-

ed, with the light of his creations, and the writer of the

text to the magic flute, seemed to be guided by a fore-

boding feeling when he wrote " the rays of the sun

drive away the night, and destroy the hypocrite's

might."

Mozart's music is the true voice of God and the

people. It will be an everlasting school for the world,

an artistical sun, which will always shine triumphantly

through the clouds which are passing by.

Mozart was, finally, a necromancer. He knew like

Homer who called up the shadow of Ulysses, the lan-

guage of the spirits. It speaks to us in the grave-yard

through the trombones of the " Commander," and in

'the affecting finale, full of forbodings of the awful days

,of judgment. There we stand full of sadness and de-

light on the door of half a century which has robbed

us of the excellent one. Full of sadness, because he

had to part so soon without being able to finish his

mission ; full of delight that his name will live for all

coming generations.

'ence. At the conclusion of the hvmn, the minister

arose and made a short exhortation, at the conclusion

of which another hymn commenced, of what length my
journal docs not state, and I have forgotten. After

this hymn followed the sermon, which was followed

j

by a prayer. Immediately after the prayer, the minis-

ter pronounced the benediction, and left the house.

Just as he closed the door, the organ commenced
another choral, and the congregation joined in another

hymn. After finishing the hymn, they all arose and

bowed their heads for about a minute, in perfect si-

lence, remaining in this position until the organ com-

menced a concluding voluntary, during which they

quietly left the house. The church, I should think,

would contain a congregation of about three thousand.

About one thousand were present on this occasion.

The singing was by the whole congregation, all sing-

ing the melody at the very top of their voices, accom-

panied by the ever varying harmony of the full or-

gan. The organ playing was widely different from

what is commonly heard in America. The style was

grave and severe, precisely like that of Bach. The
organist never changed the stops, but closed every vol-

untary, and every hymn, with the same combination

with which he commenced the performance.

EXTRACTS FROM OUR JOURNAL.-NO. XX.

FranJ.Jbrt A. M., Sunday, July 17. This forenoon I

attended the Katrina's Kirche, a large old-fashioned

church in the Zeile. It has two galleries around two

ends and one side. The remaining side is filled with

the coats of arms of big folks innumerable, who in

centuries long past have been buried beneath the

church. The organ is in the upper gallery, as near

the roof as it can be. I sat where I could see the keys

and stops distinctly. It has three banks of keys, two

octaves of pedals, but no swell. The white keys are

black, and the black keys are white ! The panels on

the front of the galleries are covered with splendid

paintings, representing scripture scenes. The services

commenced with a voluntary five minutes long, fol-

lowed by a hymn, which it took fifteen minutes to sing

through, to the tune " Nuremburg." The hymn was

followed by another voluntary five minutes long, and

this second voluntary by another hymn which occupied

ten minutes. The minister did not enter until the con-

clusion of this last-named hymn, that is, thirty-five

minutes had been occupied in musical services before

the entrance of the clergyman. Hymns are not an-

nounced or read by the ministers in Germany, but arc

indicated on changeable signs, which are placed in con-

spicuous positions in various parts of the church. In-

deed in these churches, the minister has nothing to do

with the hymns or singing in any respect, that depart-

ment being exclusively in the hands of the Kapclle

Meister, or chorister ; consequently the service above

referred to could proceed without the minister's pres-

The New York Musical Times thus predicts the ad-

vent of another musical paper. Some of the New
York city musical societies are queer concerns

:

We understand that there is a new musical paper to

be published next week. The information we have

received is at present of a very mysterious nature, but

rumor resolves it into a general puffer of a certain mu-
sical society. The idea is a good one, and we have no

doubt that the affair will pay one way or the other.

Rumor also states that there are to be four editors.

Three of these being of no consequence, their names

may be known to the public, but the fourth ! his name
is to be shrouded in impenetrable darkness ! an awful

mystery is to cover him up like the lion's skin which

covered the ass of the Courier, to use his own words,

and if by chance he should be discovered by his ears,

or other asinine qualifications, he is to be discharged,

and another " impenetrable mystery " substituted. This

is a capital plan, for it gives every tom-noddy a chance

of foisting his ill-digested twaddle upon the public, and

also of walking about the city, visiting concerts &c.

&c, as the great unknown—the musical mystery, the

something in the skin of something else.

Competition, however, is the soul of business, and

the more of the same sort of papers, we say, the mer-

rier.

Princely Beneficence.—So sincere and munifi-

cent a friend was the Prince of Esterhazy to the cele-

brated Hayden, that the great musician being so un-

fortunate as to have his house, at Eissenstadt, twice

destroyed by fire, his highness, each time, caused it to

be rebuilt solely at his own expense. Hayden, but for

the bounty of his generous benefactor, would not only

have been houseless, but without a particle of furniture.

The prince's benevolence was not satisfied with twice

providing him with a newly-raised dwelling; he also

replaced the lost furniture, linen, utensils, and every-

thing which the flames had consumed; and Pleyel,

Hayden's pupil and friend, was charged with attend-

ing to their entire reinstatement. The affectionate

disciple was as active as zealous in the execution of
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the priaoe'i liberal order; and it happening at the 'at the commencement of another term. It maybe the a screw or some other method. Add to this an octave

time of the - nflagretien, that Hayden was at teacher pnranaa a little mure tliorough course in rela- of pedals to work on the last octave of either organ, a

a distance, on a particular mission, when he returned. lion to the principles of the science: but whether he coupler to unite both organs, and a coupler to unite

except lor the new appearance of his house, he would does, or does not. very few have the patience to inves- the great organ to the swell in octaves; and it -ems

DO! have known that it had been burnt down, and re- tigate, what to them, on a former occasion, Set med in- to me that a powerful instrument of great varietv could

built. Feelings of gratitude, hov ed comprehensible. Consequently their musical educe- be made, at a reasonable cost and moderate balk.

to those of surprise, and the joy he experienced had no lion is essentially defective. For a small church, or chamber organ : Stop diapa-

other alloy, than that arising from the loss of the only Now, Messrs. Editors, can yon, or any of you cor- mid. 4 octaves; Open diapason, a octaves; Principal,

he had of his Armida, which he secretly lamen- respondents, help us out of this dilemma

ted, as one of the greatest he could have suffered, till ..v., .1,^,7

l'leycl relieved his sorrow by confessing that he had

lostinely made a copy for his own private use. an

which now he would have the honor and happincsj^f

; to its rightful owner.

II , Canada Wt .>r, ftft

ts. Editors— Being lately in conversation

with a manufacturer of seraphin 1 ity, 1 was

led to inquire why that instrument had not been used

l octaves: Fifteenth, 4 ;!-4 octaves; all wood, with the

deficiency of each, in the base, made up with serapliinc

plates, would seem effective and cheap. Yours, t

Mebsbs. Editoes—It maybe somewhat inten

ortion of your readers, to hear from this remote

1. on the subject of music. And though my com-

munication may contain nothing of special or particu-

lar interest, it may lay claims to those of a common
neral character.

MONTHLY CONCERT IX F01 B LANGUAGES.
A letter published in the Day Spring, dated Con-

in combination with organ pipes, flue or reed, [was stantinoplc, January 4, 1848, says:

' Yesterday was the great monthly concert—the first

Monday of the year; and a glorious day it was at

tantinople. Think of a great union prayer meet-

of Armenians, Jews, Americans, '<

lish, Scotch, Germans, catholics, and Greeks; and all

informed that they did nol agree in tone— the seraphim

notes remaining neatly stationary in all weathers,

while the metal organ pipes change continually ; that

whenever put into organs, they were taken out again.

This last, I take it. arises from the same cause as often

militates against all reed stops; namely, the organist sitting dow„ ,,,,,.,1,,.,. at the teble f tne I.„,d| congrc-

nalists, presbyterians, episcopalians, Liu)
si/.e, (nine hundred inhabitants,) we find a difficulty companiment of a fiue stop to cover defects. The baptists, methodists, baptized Jews, and protestant Ar-
not easily overcome, in getting up g school, great expense of the lowest notes of an organ, however, Lenians. The elements were distributed by a Jew, a

would make the employment of a scraphinc stop, for German, and the two deacons of the protestant Armen-
a double diapason, of the greatest importance, could it

ians. Prayers were offered in three languages, Turk-

The establishment is generally based on very liberal

principles—the doors are thrown open, and all cl

-. and ages, have an equal right to attend and re- be introduced.

ceivc its benefits. And it is no uncommon thing, al
1

the opening of the school, to see the man of thirty year's

experience in the study of music, meet the child of uo|

experience at all, on an equal footing, and for the sane

purpose. Here is a dilemma. It is not for the man

The faults of the scraphinc arc: weakness of the

metal in the upper notes, which play themselves out

oftnne, and eventually break; not answering quickly

to the touch, all reeds taking some time to get into

vibration. Now, these faults are not applicable to the

to say the lessons shall be adapted to his age and ca- base: first, the metal is strong enough to keep in tune.

parity, or the child to his; nor yet for one holding an and last for years : and second, quickness of touch is

intermediate rank, to press hit claims. Equally diili- of little moment, comparatively. And it is in 1!

cult is it for the teacher to decide this important ques-!

lion. And yet the question must be decided. On this

subject, the committee no instructions, as no 1

authority is vested in them. The teacher is soon aware

of the embarrassments under which he must labor. Not

wishing to offend any, and not able to satisfy all, he

hits, may be, upon a very unhappy expedient—that of

a middle course, which, in reality, is really beneficial

to none. lie commences with the first lessons, which

contain some of the fundamental principles of the , I

A thorough and intimate acquaintance with

principles, as a basis, is absolutely necessary, in

order to subsequent attainments in musical education. 1

fully aware that its, in the cars of some

of his pupils. Pave liccn reiterated again and again.

Hi- remarks ami illustration- savor much of antiquity.

and may be, even in his own cars, they sound a little \y

For these, among other reasons, he gives them but a

try examination, and n —takes up other

u disposes of them. In a few c\ 1

ish, English, and Armenian. Remarks and exhorta-

tions were made in four languages, German, English,

Armenian, and Turkish. And hymns were sung

to the same tune, and at tb Moment, in three

different mngni gi - Armenian, German, and English.

The first tune was Old Hundred— the same that will

be sung in the Millennium : and the second was Mar-

ten. There was no confusion, no discord. No one

Was out of time or out of tunc. The harmony was

perfect; while each with the spirit and the understand-

ing, ami with the greatest power ami might, was

ing in his own tongue, wherein he was born, or with

that the organ is expensive, and especially in the

double diapason.

I would not use the scraphinc in the great organ,

but only in the swell, to let the effect of the Bwell [which he is femiliar, ' tfo hi The
partly cover its defects; and also use wood pi

; was overpowering. It was ' the voice of a great

alone in the swell, which agree much better than

metal ones, with the scraphinc—not varying in tone|

with the weather.

I have also inquired respecting new stops, from'

some German organ builders. They informed mc of

two. One, a diapason Bute, with the flue mouth at an'

angle of forty-five degrees, instead of right an

this gives exactly the tans of the German flute; a

multitude,' redeemed out of many nations, kindreds

and tongues; and it rose on high like WAc Bound of

many waters' Our chapel was crowded with com-

municants: and our hearts were filled with emotions

too big for utterance. Had Fisk and Parsons lived 10

sec this day, like the aged Simeon, when his eyes had

seen God's great salvation, they would have bowed

down their heads and said with the greatest joy and

slight reedincss and breathing tone, of fine quality. It thankfulness, 'Now lettest thou thj servants depart iu

is an open pipe, except the last octave, which may bell peace.'"

stopped if short of room. The other is a dia]

metal flue pipe, voiced in the same way, but with a Liszt, flic great pianist, has spent the past six

trumpet mouth; giving a very good trumpet stop mouths in Turkey and the south of Russia. A few

without the faults of reed pip' S. days since, he passed through this city, on his way to

Now, as it seems quite an error to repeat the same Weimar, whose art-loving court have loaded him with

he thus passes through the whole—neither fo his own -tops in the swell as already exist in the great organ, 1

! honors. ^c wl" rc,n:, ' n '" Weimar until the middle

sati-faction, nor that of hi- I li how would an Instrument like the following prove i of April, in order to direct the court concerts: alter

At the elOU of the f l m then i- evidently prefix 'i Two rOWS of keys, great and swell organs. 4 .')-

1

wliich.be will make a short visit to l'aris. and then

•ion. The older scholars have been ostaves; Great Organ, 1, ('pen diapason, metal all return to the east, from whence he came

kept beck—the yonnger portion pressed forward, alto- through, base pipes in front: 2, Clartbella, wood, base The All .'urine Deutsche Saengerfert (Universal

gether beyond their utmost power of comprehension, stop diapason j S, Trumpet-mouthed transverse diapa- German singer-' Festival) was appointed to be held

Many, very many of tie not even pretend to son, metal through; 4, Principal, metal through; •">. the present year, in Frankfort on the Main: but the

chnreh ma they have pre- Fifteenth, metal through; SwsU Organ, all wood, 6, Stop authorities of that city have signified to the musical

iwed attention to it. ami for the obvioa diapason, through; 7, Diapason, German (lute, sto] there, their wish that the festival shall be

that they an ruLmeqmmttd with ti" ekmentaryjlbj Duloiana, rerapaine base; 9, Clarlbel flutej postponed until next year, on account of the de]

through : in. Double diapason, scraphinc. or opheeleidc. State of buskteSB throughout the country.

—

Ltijuic All-

milac difficulties, present themselves iThis should have some easy means of being tuned, by \gtmeim Ztitxmg.
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Filching a Good Name.—Our state legislative

report of yesterday mentioned the fact, that the com-

mittee of the house on change of names have reported

a bill, to repeal the act of last year authorizing Joseph

Burrell Coy to take the name of Joseph Coy dicker-

ing. We have already given our readers some account

of this case. Mr. Coy, being concerned in the manu-

facture of pianofortes, found that throughout the United

States, and indeed in many places in India and South

America, the pianofortes most highly prized were those

of our fellow-citizen, Mr. Chickering. What docs Mr.

Coy do, under this state of things ? Strive, by the

perfection of his workmanship and steady attention to

business, to acquire for his own wares a similar repu-

tation 1 Not a bit of it. He thought he saw a shorter

cut to success. All that was necessary, in his view of

the matter, was to avail himself of the reputation,

which, by years of assiduity and the exercise of his

skill, Mr. Chickering had acquired; in short, to "filch

a good name." Slyly and quietly, Mr. Coy gets a bill

through the legislature, changing his name to Chicker-

ing. Now the road is clear. The "swindle" is legal-

ized ; and he puts " Chickering" on his pianos, in bold

and faithful imitation of the letters used by the genuine

Mr. C. But the way of the transgressor is hard, and

sure to be interrupted. Mr. Coy's motives, "gross

and palpable " as they were, have been duly considered :

and he will have to sink back into plain Mr. Coy—Mr.

De Coy would perhaps suit him better. Probably the

repeal of the legislative sanction will not operate as a

check upon Mr. Coy's persistence in attaching the

name of "Chickering" to his pianofortes. But the

deception will be made notorious. The press through-

out the country will make jI familiar; and people, in

buying Chickering's pianofortes, will be careful to sat

isfy themselves that the}- are the veritable productions

of Mr. Chickering of 334 Washington street, Boston.

—Boston Transcript.

near him, who hummed the air which an accomplished

lady was singing, turned to him and said, " I wish that

woman would not spoil your fine singing by her mis-

erable accompaniment." The would-be amateur had

sense enough to perceive the rebuke, and was silent,

There can hardly be any good reason why an individ-

ual who cannot enjoy music, should go to a concert.

But if he does go, he is bound, by every consideration

which should influence a gentleman, to keep himself

still, and not by his impertinent annoyances destroy all

the pleasure of his neighbors.

Abuse of Music.—A London critic, speaking of

Thalberg's execution in instrumental performance,

says :
—

" He puts on a twenty-finger power, flies over

the keys like lightning, and produces a complication

of sounds which were never before heard from a single

instrument, and straightway the room is in a tumult

of applause. This, we have often said, and we say it

again, is the abuse of music. It is the perversion of

the most captivating of the arts into an exhibition of

equal value to that of tight-rope dancing." So much
for English criticism in matters of music. When Dr
Johnson was asked how he liked the performance, af-

ter listening to a very rapid execution on the violin.

" Sir," he replied, " I wish it were impossible."

The Boston Journal, in the course of a long article

on annoyances at public meetings, makes the follow-

ing remarks in relation to concerts :

At concerts, who has not been driven almost to the

verge of madness by the fumbling of opera-glasses ; by

the whispering and talking of those who go there to

see and to be seen, not to hear; by the various endeav-

ors of those who have not music enough in their souls

to be silent while sweet sounds are enchanting the air.

to mark time by waving their skulls, or thumping with

their feet, or sometimes even by humming the tune in

your ears ? A gentleman who was upon a certain oc-

casion very much annoyed by an affected coxcomb

Scene—Sanctum of the editor of the Boston Musical,

Gazette. The editor, while rummaging in some drawers,

accidentally pulls out the drawer containing music

which has been received for publication in the Gazette.

As his eye rests on the fathom -deep layer of manu-

script, sudden trepidation seizes him. His heart sinks,

and his hair rises, " like quills of the fretful porcupine."

He nervously pulls out the drawer, and upsetting its

contents on the floor, finds it contains as much manu-

script music as the Gazette will hold for the next three

years. Stands like a statue, with his hands in his

pockets, silently gazing at the huge pile for the space of

two hours, after which he replaces the drawer and the

manuscripts, sits down to his desk, and weeps bitterly.

Several weeks ago, a correspondent asked the price

of seraphines and melodeons, in Boston. Melodeons

cost from $25 to $45. Seraphines, and reed organs,

rom 145 up to #350.

A New Musical Aspirant.—The Pcnnsylvanian

tells a capital story of a yankee named Smith Spald

ng, applying to Bochsa for an engagement in the bish

on troupe of vocalists. He said in reply to the ques

Concbp.ts.—The school, which, during the past win-

ter, was instructed by Mr. Francis Hazelton, gave a

concert at Deny, N. H, March 9, nnd at Chester, N.

H, March 20. Although the weather was unfavora-

ble, the house was crowded on each occasion ; and al-

though the request was made that there should be no

applause, the audience could not refrain from occasion-

ally giving a peal. The Musical Class Book was the

text book used in this school. Mr. Hazelton states

that he never was acquainted with a class who seemed

more interested. Every one gave bis undivided atten-

tion to the exercises. Miss Ostinelli (SignoraBis-

caccianti,) gave two concerts in Boston, week before

hist, which were so well attended that it is said she

cleared $1,500. The Boston Musical Education So-

ciety repeated the oratorio, " Daniel's Prediction," Apr.

27, and this time sold tickets, appropriating the proceeds

for the benefit of the composer. At a vocal and in-

strumental concert, recently given by the Beverly

(Mass.) Union Singing Society, the following pieces

were performed. Part first— 1, Overture, Lc serment,

orchestra; 2, Chorus, Victoria ! Victoria! 3, Duet and

Chorus, The hunt; 4, Chorus, Come where the glad

wave ; 5, Flute variations ; G, Duet and Chorus, Now
the wind is blowing ; 7, Quartet, Will you come to my
mountain home; 8, Duet, (piano, four hands; ) 9, So-

lo and Chorus, Come to the old oak tree. Part second

1, Overture, (orchestra; ) 2, Chorus, To the moun-

tain; 3, Duet, Thoughts of home; 4, Solo and Cho-

rfis, The landing of Columbus; 5, Fantasia, (flute va-

lations
; ) 6, Solo and Chorus, A rosy crown ; 7, So-

lo and Chorus, We roam through forest shades ; 8,

Quartet, When thy bosom heaves a sigh ; 9, Chorus,

Life its joys bestowing.

The Harmoneons.— These charming vocalists,

says the Dedham (Mass.) Democrat, have given two

if their unique entertainments at the Temperance

lall, in this village, the present week, and their per-

' rmances were received with much approbation by

nlightencd audiences. We have seldom, if ever, heard

, better quartet club than are the Harmoneons.

Inscription, by his royal highness Prince Albert,

n the book of the words of the oratorio, Elijah, used

>y his royal highness at its performance, by the Sacred

Harmonic Society, under the direction of the compo-

er, Dr. Felix Mendelssohn Barthokly, at Exeter Hall,

>n the 23d of April, 1847:

Translated by his Excellency the Chevalier Bunsen.

To the noble artist, who, surrounded by the Baal-

worship of corrupted art, has been able, by his genius

and science, to preserve faithfully, like another Elijah,

the worship of true art, and once more to accustom our

ear, lost in the whirl of an empty play of sounds, to the

pure notes of expressive composition and legitimate

harmony ; to the great master, who makes us con-

scious of the unity of his conception, through the

whole maze of his creation, from the soft whispering

to the mighty raging of the elements ; written in token

of grateful remembrance by albert.

Bvrminghaan I'uhi-x, April 4, 184/.

*^OtiR First Conundrum.— If a four foot organ

pipe were to speak, what state in the union would it

name ?

Answer.—Tennessee.

sical Times,

(Tenor C.)—Xew York 3fu-
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Newbcrtpobt Sacred Music Society.— Elias

Nason, president ; Edward Burrill, vice president ; R. S.

Curtis, stcrttan/; E. C. Pcabody, treasurer; M. D. Ran-

dall, 1st vocal conductor ; G. W. ilalc, 2d vocal conduc-

tor ; A. W. Bayley, XM on/anist ; J. W. Cheney, 2d or-

ganist; Dr. Weder, leader oforcht.tfni.

The formation of a society for improvement in sa-

cred music, composed of individuals from the several

choirs in town, cannot but meet with general approba-

tion. An association of this character has long been

needed, not merely in furtherance of the nominal ob-

ject for which it has been instituted, but for other pur-

poses, equally important. Union in feeling and ac-

tion, among those who lead, or engage in the delight-

ful exercise of praising God in the sanctuary, is scarce-

ly less a desideratum, than harmony in sounds. In

this organization, we think we can see the cohesive cle-

ment which will bind the lovers of the "divine art"

more closely together, and give stability and concert

to effort for its promotion.

Article third of the b3--la\vs, adopted by the society,

we are informed, is in the following language:

" All persons admitted, must sign the constitution,

and pay into the treasury whatever amounts arc assess-

ed upon the original members for the first six months.

Honorary members may be admitted by paying into

the treasury, S3 per year."

—

Watchtoiver.

[

Mendelssohn, the Composer.—He is a grandson

of the celebrated Rabbi Mendelssohn, whose " New
Phitdon," and other works, are highly esteemed by the

philosophers and literati of Germany. The father of

Dr. Mendelssohn was wont to make the following re-

mark :
" When I was a young man, I was distinguish-,

ed as the son of the great Mendelssohn—now that I

am an old man, I am distinguished as the father of the

great Mendelssohn."

Mr. Bochsa, the celebrated harpist, and equally cele-

brated as the tutor of Madame Anna Bishop, has met

with a severe accident. In descending the steps of the

Mansion house, Mobile, he slipped, fell, and broke his

arm. The physicians fear he will never regain the use

of it, for it is no light matter for a man at the advanced

age of Mr. Bochsa, to meet with an accident so severe

and trying.

|rcrersed or exhaustion bellows, and It it thil in a measure which pro-
duces the peculiar tone. The instrument can be immediately m ai.b
portable without detaching any part, the bellows receding into tho

the instrument, and the legs folding under, and springing to
their places, leaving the whole in a compact form as represented in the
cut below. Each instrument has a packing case secured by lock and
key. and the whole when packed and ready for transportation weighs
hut forty-Arc pounds. The rolumc of tone is equal to that of a small
organ, and by means of the swell maybe increased or diminished at
the pleasure of the performer—it is sufficiently loud for small churches,
and is well calculated for a parlor instrument Hundreds have exam-
ined them, and all hare been loud in their praise, but the best evidence
<>f their merit is the rapid sale. But it is a mh instrument, a new in-
rention, and as yet but little known in the musical world, and it is
for this reason that I call to it the attention of all lovers of music, be-
licrlng that there axe thousands who would lose no time in securing
.tie. were they aware of the existence of such an instrument, and the
low price at which it could be obtained.

A Libel.—Jean Paul, that wicked satirist of wo-

mankind, thus closes a paragraph :
" Even in church,

the women sing an octave higher than the men, in or-

der not to agree with them in anything."

A correspondent of the Oberlin Evangelist, describ

ing the services in one of the Brooklyn (N. Y.) church-!

cs, says

:

The music was not at all above mediocrity. The

organ, with its thundering notes, drowned the voices of]

the choir so that I heard nothing of the words. My,

car was filled with a medley of confused sounds, farj

less melodious, and far less devout than the hum of the
1

city or the music of winds and waves that has oftetj

filled my ear. When will our musicians learn thai

true devotion and true taste harmonize in this, that

both aim to impress with most power and pathos, the

meaning of the psalm or hymn on the heart of the

hearers ? Measured by this standard, most of oui

church music is worse than nothing.

JUST PUBLISHED.
WOODBURY'S YOCTITS SONG BOOK, designed for school

classes and the social circle, containing about 100 son^s, selected

from the best foreign and American authors, to which is prefixed a pro-

gressire course of elementary instruction in music, by L B. Woodbury.
Price *2,'io per dozen. Teachers furnished with copies for exam-

ination without charge. WM.J. REYNOLDS &- Co.,
20 Cornhill, Boston.

Also, in press, a sacred music book, by B. F. Baker and I. IS. Wood-
bury. 6t8

Dimensions, open.—Height 2 feet 7 inches; length 2 feet r, inches

:

depth 13 3-4 inches. Dimensions, closed.—Height 6 inches; lengths
feet 5 inches | deptli U W inches.
All orders from a distance will be promptly attended to, and a writ-

'ten guaranty of their durability will be given ifrcaneeted.
GEORGE P. REED,

8 Sole agent for the New England States.

JUST PUBLISHED
i ND for sale by C. HOLT, JR., 156 Fulton Street, noxt door to the
L comer of Broadway.

SONGS OF THE CHRISTY MINSTRELS.

A. PRESCOTT &. SON,

AT CONCORD, N. II., still continue to manufacture Seraphinesand
Mclo.lcons, 01 various sizes, and prices, of superior qiniltt'i, for

church and parlor use, and would respectfully solicit orders by mail or
otherwise, from teachers and those interested in the science of music.
with the assurance that if the instrument in any case that may be sent,

docs not prove equal to the recommendation, it may be returned and
exchanged, or the money refunded.

Prices as low for the quality, as can be bought in the city or country
and a discount made to those who buy to sell again.

Concord, April 17, 1848. <Jm8

Uncle Gabriel,
Stop that knocking,
Way down South in Alabama,
Cvnthia Sue,
Lucy Neal,
Dandy Broadway Swell,
Phanton Chorus,
A Darkie's life is alwa3Ts gay,
Gal with the blue dress on,

Darkies our master's gone to town,
I wish I was in old Virginia,
Poor Dinah, or who stole the turkey,
Fancy colored ball,

Oh, Mr. Coon,
Picayune Butler,

Susannah,
We '11 hare a little dance to-night,
1 're seen her at the window.

JENNY LCD'S SONGS, 3S cents each. The Dream : Farewell my
Father-land; The Mariner; I've left my snow-dad hills; Winter
warmed into showers ; Songs from " Child of the Regiment ;

" My
home, my happy home.

CARHAR^S I'iYi^ED MEIaOD-
Trice $4S. Manufactured hy^EO^PRINCE, Bt^jO ^ „

Professorship of Music.— The professor at

Cambridge has a salary of about £200, for which he

has to qualify for a regular degree, to play at two chap-

els twice each on Sunday, besides saints' days, impart

a musical education to ten boys, whose voices break at

the age of fifteen, for which a constant succession of

trained boys is required. A man, such as a professor

at Cambridge is required to be, having also the degree

of M. A., being compelled to instil a musical knowl-

edge into the minds of boys at the age of six years, and

requiring two hours a day for practice, enjoying only

kucIi a salary, can surely be said to hold no sinecure.

—London Musical World.

We sec, by the Ogdcnsburgh papers, that the Baker

family were singing to crowded audiences in that vil-

lage a few days ago. This pleasant family of broth-

ers and sisters, certainly " dwell together in har-

mony," and, we believe, arc warmly entitled to the

popularity they bare acquired, on account both of the

excellence of their musical performances, and the en-

tire respectability and propriety of their characters and

deportment.
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THE GHOST.
HEEZVVARTZOWSKY.

Allegro.
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1. Rouse up, rouse up, my comrade good ! Before us lies the way,

2. What were the sounds, and what the sights, Beneath the shadows dim?
And we must pass the haunted wood Before the close of

And why did stout John Armstrong quake 1 And what could frighten

And still at each retreating step Bowed lowly to the

— ! V—V-
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day; For sounds were heard, and sights appeared, Beneath its shadows dim, Which made the stout John Armstrong quake, In every giant limb,

him ? The sound was fetters' iron clank, Most horrible to hear; And lo ! a ghost, long, white, and lank, Did beck John Armstrong near.
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see ! see the walking corse, And well the form I know ; It is the old white fettered horse I
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Now from the altar of our hearts Let flames of love a - rise ; Assist us, Lord, to ofifer
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J. L. T., Newbury, Mass.
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The Lord our God is clothed with might; The winds obey his will ; He speaks, and ia his heavenly height The rolling sun stands still.
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The Lord our God is clothed with might; The winds obey his will ; He speaks, and in his heavenly height The rolling sun stands still.
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NESTORIA. L. M.
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1. My soul, with bumble fervor raise To God the voice of grateful praise ; Let every mental power combine To bless his at
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2. Deep on my heart let mem'ry trace His acts of mercy and of grace ; Wbo, with a father's tender care, Saved me when sink
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God of mercy ! God of grace

!

Hear our sad, re - pent-ant songs ; ^
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Oh re - store thy suppliant race, \Omit ] ) Thou, to whom our praise be - longs
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EDMANDS. S. M.
WJI. R. BRADFORD, organist of Baldwin Place Church, Boston.
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1. Our days arc ns the grass, Or like the morning flower; When bloating winds sweep o'er the field, It withers in an hour.
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2. I5ut thy compassions, Lord, To endless years endure; And children's children ever find Thy words of promise sure
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A VISIT TO BERLIN.

A correspondent of the New York Musical Times

thus describes a visit to Berlin

:

Business carried me, in the winter of 1841, to Berlin.

Franz Liszt was then all the rage, and I certainly could

not leave Berlin without having made the acquaint-

ance of that lion. I went first to one of his concerts,

which took place at the old opera house, and I must

confess there were attractions enough in that house, to

account for the numerous crowd of people assembled

there.

First of all was the king of Prussia with his whole

suite, the duke of Dessau, the duke of Brunswick, and

the grand duke of Mecklenburg; then the queen of

Prussia, with the duchess of Dessau, and a host of

princesses and court ladies.

Among the performers were Signorina Laura Assan-

dri, Theodor Doehler, the brothers Ganz, Eubini, and

the immortal Liszt himself. Royalty seemed to dwin-

dle into nothing at the side of this tyrant of the piano;

and the moment he stepped upon the platform thou-

sands of opera-glasses, which before had been directed

towards the royal box, were turned towards the artist;

and of the enthusiasm with which hoth the king and the

artist were received, I should judge that of the artist to

have been the most sincere. Liszt played his fantasie

on "La Somnambula," two songs of Franz Schubert,

the world-renowned Galop Chromatique, and a trio of

Beethoven with the brothers Ganz. I had heard sev-

eral eminent pianists before, but really I had never

thought it possible that such a volume of sound, such

a mass of tones, could be got out of any instrument.

While at one moment the piano would fairly sing, at

other times it would groan under the hands of the re-

lentless tyrant, who threatened to crush the whole fab-

ric to atoms. He is generally acknowledged to be one

of the few who understand Beethoven's trios ; but 1

must confess it seemed to me that Liszt could not, even

for a moment, deny his own characteristics. The trio

seemed to be torn into a thousand pieces, and the vio-

loncello, and violin had hard work to follow him.

Schubert's songs he played as he only can play them

;

and the Galop Chromatique drew down thunders of

applause. Besides these pieces, he played an hexam-
eron with Doehler; and here I had a capital oppor-

tunity to compare their different styles. A minute
examination of their personal appearance could easilv

serve as a key to their different styles. Liszt, with his

classic features and bold countenance, seemed to awe
one into submission, and Doehler, with his gentle ex-

pression, won the hearts of all, the ladies in particular.

Laura Assandri, a member of the Italian opera at

Berlin, sang beautifully, and fully justified the expec-

tations I had of her. Only with Rubini I was some-

what disappointed. I could indeed discover a beautiful

falsetto, a delightful mezzo voice, and a perfect school

;

but his voice certainly could at that time do very little

to sustain the reputation he had won in former years.

However, the audience seemed to be delighted with his

singing; and I came to the conclusion that tastes

sometimes strangely differ, and that my own was pro-

bably not refined enough to appreciate the merit of

that artist.

The next morning a friend of mine volunteered to

introduce me to Franz Liszt, and I eagerly accepted

the offer. A crowd was already assembled in the ante-

room when we arrived at the lodgings of Liszt, and

jonly owing to my friend's intimacy witli the former,

we were enabled to pay our respects to him. He was

(dressed in what I should judge an Hungarian costume,

land his room was filled with all kinds of little curiosi-

jties. A cabinet piano, of highly finished exterior, oc-

cupied the place near the chimney, and an elegant writ-

ing desk filled the place opposite. I had opportunity

to examine Liszt's features while he was conversing

Iwith my friend. The wild expression which the even-

ing before had startled me so mu?h, had entirely dis-

appeared, and had given place to gsod humored smile,

which did not fail to decrease the fear which had

taken possession of me. I was intioduced to him, and,

after conversing for several minutes on different topics,

he sat down to the piano and played several pieces for

me. I had with me some compositions of my own,

and he very kindly played one of them. I watched

him very particularly ; he did not introduce one single

note of his own, and still he played it so exquisitely

—

gave it such a variety of shades, that, had I not seen

the manuscript before him, I should never have recog-

nized my own composition. During this performance

Doehler had entered the room, and when Liszt perceiv-

ed him, he introduced me to him. Doehler in his con-

versation only confirmed the opinion I had formed of

him the evening before. Out of every word he said I

could almost trace his graceful melodies and exquis-

jite harmonies. The room began gradually to fill up.

and much as I would have liked to remain, I had other

(engagements which drew me away. Franz Liszt gave

jme a ticket in his own handwriting, which he said

would admit me to all his concerts in Berlin; and.

highly gratified with this visit, I returned to my quar-

ters.

Until then I had only read of the enthusiasm, almost

bordering on madness, which Liszt had called forth

;

but I was now destined to experience a proof of it. I

stayed, while in Berlin, with some friends of mine, and
jl had hardly entered the house that morning, when I

was received with " Have you seen him ? " " What did

he say to you?" "And have you actually been so

fortunate as to be introduced to him!" "Oh, what
would I not give just to have one word from his own
mouth addressed to me ! the dear little creature."

Such were the remarks and questions made hy the la-

dies of the house, and I was so much astonished by

this outbreak of enthusiasm, that I could hardly find

words to answer any one of the hundred questions,

much less to give them a satisfactory account of my
interview. But their enthusiasm ran to the highest

pitch, when I told them that Liszt had favored me
with a card in his own hand-writing. Every one of

them thought that she had particular claims to it; and

to settle the dispute, I tore the card in pieces, and di-

vided the spoils among them.

The reader may think this perhaps exaggerated, but

J can assure him that this is only a faint specimen of

the Liszt-mania which at that time reigned predomi-

nant at Berlin. Nor were the ladies the only ones who
manifested such a high degree of interest in behalf of

their favorite. The students at the university, the mu-
sicians of the different orchestras, singers and dancers,

they all brought their share to immortalize the artist

;

and when Liszt left Berlin, a cavalcade of more than

'two hundred carriages accompanied him to the nearest

village, were a superb dinner was given to him by his

numerous admirers.

We have frequently spoken of the Parish Choir, an

English high church musical periodical. We contin-

ue to receive it monthly, and shall occasionally make
an extract from it to show what it is doing. The fol-

lowing we find in one of the last numbers

:

VILLAGE LECTURES ON PSALMODY.
It would give us very great pleasure, if the limits of

the Parish Choir would allow us, to narrate the vast

improvements which have taken place in the parish of

Winterton, since our excellent friend, the Rev. Joseph

[Earnest, took possession of the rectory-house about

itwelve years ago. And truly there was need enough

jof improvement. His predecessor, a kind-hearted old

man, had been rector for nearly half a century, and

iwas not gathered to his fathers till long after the rou-

tine of pastoral superintendence, which sufficed in his

lyounger days, had become quite inadequate to the

wants of a greatly-increased population. Hence, on

his arrival, the new rector had to contrast with pain

ithe few drowsy occupants of the half-decayed pews in

the church, with the crowds who thronged the new

smart brick Ebenezer meeting-house, lately built as

near as could be to the church, as if in defiance ;
and not

less sad was it to see the self-satisfied band of old men
who occupied the singing-gallery in church, and per-

formed tedious and unimaginable psalm tunes, to a

scanty congregation sitting in silent patience; whilst

the deafening roar which echoed from the conventicle

could ever and anon be heard even in the church. But

Mr. Earnest was not a man to be dismayed at difficul-

ties, though if the truth must be told, difficulties for the

first six years seemed to multiply around him. The

fanners and old people resisted all change whatever,

and said things always used to be very well till he

came, and so they might still, if he would leave them

alone. Some called him a methodist, because he at-

tended daily prayer, and displayed a heart-felt piety in

all his actions. Some called him a papist, because he

ibcautined and repaired the church, and insisted on the

greatest reverence in the mode of celebrating divine
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worship. However, in the end he triumphed. The'

serious part of his parishioners found that if he loved

the church, he also preached the gospel faithfully, and

that thev could lift up their voices ns fervently in the,

solemn old church chants, as in the dissenting hymn

tunes, and a good deal molt decorously inio the bargain

The farmers found, that though the boys, and girls were

taught to read and write, ay and to sing too, yet

they did their work as well, and did not plunder (he

bedget quite so much. Bat, as we have not time for

along Btory, we most have our readers to imagine for

themselves the various changes that occurred in the

parochial affairs of Winlcrtou from the date of Mr.

Earnc-t's Oral arrival, till the month of November,

1847, when we (if a contributor to this humble periodi-

cal may assume so grand a tide) happened to be on a

visit to our reverend friend, and accompanied him one

evening to what was once the Ebenezer chapel, but
(

was now (its trustees having incurred a considerable!

debt, and mortgaged and sold it) converted into a large

and commodious national school-room. Here wc found a

numerous assemblage. There were the families of one

or two of the resident gentry; the sons and daughters

of the farmers and of the shopkeepers, and the choir of

the church, which consisted of the best boys of the na-

tional school, headed by their master, a gentleman who

had been trained at St. Mark's, and who added consid-

erably to bis usefulness by playing on Sundays a small

organ, which had recently been placed in the church.

Once a week it was the rector's custom to hold such a

meeting, for the practice of church music; and in the

COOne of the evening to give a short lecture on the

prayer book, or on some subject connected with the

choral service. What he said on this occasion, wc!

took notes of, and hold ourselves responsible for the

accuracy of the report. The succeeding lectures, with

the rector's permission, will be transmitted by a friend

in the village, who has been a warm supporter of the

Parish Choir from its commencement.

In the last few years, said the rector, we have made,

I hope, no small advance in the knowledge of church

music, and in the practice of it. By means of our class

lessons, we have most of us acquired a considerable fa-

cility in the art of reading music. 15y aid of the vari-

ous essays which I have read to you out of the Chris-

tian Remembrancer, the Parish Choir, and other books,

wc now know something of the theory of chanting, and

of what the choral service ought to be. Now, I wish.

before we pursue our studies any further, to take up n

subject which has not hitherto occupied our thoughts,

tut which I sec it will be necessary to attend to, if wc

wish for good practical results to our labors; I menti

the urt ofsinging.

J
1

' i haps some of you have never considered thai

there is ao i connection between learning the

science of music, end learning bow to King. Vet the.

two things arc perfectly distinct. In learning musicJ

in the. manner in which It i- taught In the clftSS li

yon learn the relations of musical sounds onetoanoth

IT, and yon learn tfl lend the written language by

which musical sounds are represented; whether they

follow each other in melody, or are combined together

in harmony. lint all this may be Warned wilhout

learning to sing, or to play U instrument
; and when

learned, it may be u purely mental MMUM
ment; for you cun appreciate melody or enjoy the

i 'nliinations of harmony hy looking at the mufcicj

without ever having heard it ; and without uttering a

sound.

On the other hand you may learn to sing by ear, or

by rote; you may sing admirably
;
you may have the

purest tone and most just expression, but yet may be

unable to read a note of music. What you know 1>\

heart you can sing; what you hear you can recoiled

and imitate
;
but written music is an unknown lan-

guage
;
you cannot read it, nor sing any one interval

correctly, unless you had learned it before.

I believe that I sec around mc some of my friends

who possess one of these accomplishments singly. La-

dies and others who learn singing from private mas-

ters, learn, in general, to sing well. But they learn too

much by ear, by imitation; their master shows them

how to sing such and such passages, and they sing af-

ter him ; or they find out the melody by means of the

piano. But they very seldom learn to read music, or

have any definite idea of the nature of the various in-

tervals. Their ideas of time, too, are often very defec-

tive; so that however pleasingly they may sing b\

themselves what they know already, they are quite un-

prepared to sing part-music, or to sing at sight.

On the other hand, they who learn only in classes,

learn their time and their intervals very correctly, and

can generally read music at sight, with more or less

facility. But I hope I shall be pardoned for saying

that I hardly ever met with a person who had learned

in class only, without private tuition, who could sing a

isolo with any satisfaction to himself, or to the listen-

ers. The tone is generally coarse, or nasal, the pro-

nunciation and deltrery mechanical and lifeless.

I would, thereA>re| cordially advise all persons who
have had the advantage of a private singing master, to

study for a time also, in a class, according to Mr. Hnl-I

lah's or some analogous method, in order to learn time

and to sing at siyht. And I would urge all who haw
learned in class, to avail themselves if they can of the

services of a master, in order that they may acquire a
(

pure tone and correct pronunciation and delivery. But

as 1 know very well that most of you cannot afford a

master, I will do what I can to supply the place of

one; and will give you hints by which any person of

common sense may learn to avoid, in a great measure,

the leading faults which untutored singers are apt to

commit.

For what is singing? It is the use of, the playing

upon (if I may say so,) the most exquisite musical in-

strument that can be conceived. And see how much

superior the organ of the voice is to all other musical

instruments. You cannot only produce a pleasing

tone, and melody to charm the car, but, more than

that, you can coin the musical sounds into articulate

speech, that may be appreciated by the understanding;

nil more than this, you can throw into your per

formancc feeling, that will reach the heart, and make

others feel as you feel.

Mark me then— in singing} on have not only to pro-

ducc a pleasing tone and melody, but also to utter

words that ran be understood; and in a way that ex-

tin- leering or Btndmeni which the word

Iain. And I shall, I hope, be pardoned for saying, that

linging-clasi pupils often produce an unpleasant tone,

often Blng unintelligibly; and often (I maj say always)

sing mechanically, and without feeling
;
and this bc-

they do not thoroughly know bow to use that no-

iblc musical instrument with which they are gifted.

Let me give you an example: last Sunday morning
the anthem was " Teach me O Lord," Rogers. Now if

J
I asked one of our base friends to read me this pas-
sage of scripture, I make no doubt it would be done
dearly and intelligibly

; but let me read it as you sang
it. " T,-,, chmi (> Lord the WOg of Thy sta-atute, son di
shall bee pit unto the en, dan di shall bee pit unto tht 'ii,

dan di ahull bee eepit m-to tha ,nd" The tone I con-
!. SB was good; and the time irreproachable; so they
are in the performance of a barrel-organ

; but where
were the sense and feeling? Inequalities that show
soul? sacrificed; and why? because, so as you kept
time and tune, you did not regard distinct articulation,

or emphasis, but ran one word into another
;
you did

not use your instrument as it ought to have been used.

Again, last Sunday week, at Ripley Church, they

sang a very tedious drawling version of the Old Hun-
dredth. You know the line, " Far, it is seemly so to do."

This was sung as follows " Fan rit is seem ; ly so to

do." Had the singers been asked to read this line, they

would have felt that the words it is seemly, belong to

each other, and that if necessary to take breath, it must
be done either after " For," or else after "it is sandy."

But in singing it they made a dead pause for breath,

in the middle of the word 'seemly." "For it is sum.
Ly so to do." This makes you laugh as I speak it. Is

it less laughable to sing it ? Is it right to sing laugh-

ably in church, if with a little trouble and common
sense it can be otherwise '.

In this very same line moreover wc had a pretty ex-

ample of what is often most unjustly complained of as

a defect in the English language, viz: the hissing

sound caused by the number of ss. And at the end
of the word "<'s" as they slowly drawled it, I confess

the hissing from forty children was intolerable. But
they might have beeu told never to hold out the tone

on consonants, but to do so on vowels only ; then there

would have been no hissing. The language is not to

blame; but the fault is in those who cannot sing it.

Just so in the word Amen. Supposing that you
want to hold out the syllabic "nan" whilst you count

four, I think I know some of my young friends who
12 3 4 l s s i

would sing it thus: .1
| m n--; instead ofA |

me--sj.

That is to say, instead of holding out the vowel dur-

ing the four beats, and closing quickly with the conso-

nant n, they would utter the whole syllabic men in the

first beat, and continue to hum the n through their

noses for the period of the remaining three beats. Thus

they would produce a flat feeble bumming through the

nose, instead of an open sonorous tone from the mouth

—merely because they do not know the use of the mu-

sical instrument that God has given them.

I went into the national school-room at Ripley, to

i chat with my friend Mr. Alley, about the boys;

and he boasted with great justice of the progress they

were making in psalmody. Hut, said he, they sing so

flat, sir; I cannot keep their voices up ; and I am sure

I cannot tell the reason. let me see. I said. Come
to me, I said to one of the little boys, and sing mc a

verse of" God save the Queen," and you shall have six-

pence. There " ;| s nothing verj unusual in his physi-

ognomy whilst singing; it was the same as that of

many Untaught boy8 Who try bard to sing, and arc a

little frightened ; but I could not refrain from taking a

ski teh of him, and here it is. Look at it, and then say

if you should not wonder if he did not sing flat. Mark

the contracted brow ; the features drawn down ; the
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cheeks loose; the lips unbraced, and curtaining the

teeth, which are close shut; the head hung down; the

look of agony. Could he help singing flat with those

loose flabby cheeks and closed mouth 1 certainly not

No more than a string could help getting flat if you

slacken it, or a pipe, if you were to substitute flabby

leather for elastic wood or metal in part of its length.

"Whether then we want a pure and pleasing tone, or in

telligible articulation, so that we may (as Milton says)

*' Span

Words with just note and accent, and not scan

With Midas' ears, committing short and long,"

or whether we would express our own feelings, or ex-

cite the feelings of others, by our song, let us learn

how to use our musical instrument. And, as I said be-

fore, I will endeavor to give you such hints, and we

will go through such exercises as may enable you to

avoid the leading characteristics of bad singing, and

to comprehend at least, the rationale of good singing.

We will first inquire as briefly as possible into the

nature of musical sound, and its differences in pitch

and quality; then glance at musical instruments in

general, in order to inquire what kind of musical in

strument it is that produces the voice; and what the

causes are that render its sound pure and pleasing, or

the reverse. So much for tone. Then we must look

at the subject of articulation, the correct pronunciation

of the different vowels and consonants which form syl

lables Next we must speak of emphasis and expres

sion ; the way of delivering words and phrasing sen

tences, so' that they may be imbued with the feeling

they are intended to convey. And constantly, in our

way, we shall endeavor to apply what we say, to the

practical improvement of psalmody. x. & h

The following communication is from the pen of an

old gentleman, who more than a quarter of a century

ago conducted the music in Park-Street Church in

this city

:

REMINISCENCES-PARK STREET CHURCH.

Messrs. Editors—Seldom do we take up a news

paper, without finding some communication to the edi-

tor, from some traveller, at the time of writing located

in this or some other country ; describing the mount-

ains, hills, valleys, trees, plants, lakes, rivers, springs

—

in short, everything seen and heard, painted in the

most vivid language that the imagination can devise

You will permit me to describe what I have lately

seen on a small spot of ground, a part of which you

occupy. The name of this spot is known by every

father in the city and neighborhood, as being called

by way of reproach, " Brimstone Corner." There

stands that noble edifice, whose tower is one of the

principal landmarks to the sailor—built some thirty-

five years ago, for the express purpose of accommodat-

ing a few individuals, who, tired and sickened with

the cold and heartless preaching that too generally

prevailed in that day, resolved to separate themselves

from what they conceived to be lax doctrine, or at

least a departure from the pure doctrines of the pil-

grims. They of course had to bear the reproaches of

a wicked world, and even of nominal professors of

Christianity; so that by common consent, the inten-

tional odious name before mentioned became a by-

word. I will not stop to describe the beautiful location,

the pure air, and the beautiful scenery that surrounds

it ; I only ask you with me to walk into the interior,

rtnd let me, in a familiar manner, relate to you some

reminiscences of past years and the changes that have

taken place. I know your paper is designed for

musical information and instruction; but as my story

is not entirely disconnected with the subject, but with

other things presents the changes of singing choirs

—

every one conversant with them will participate in the

picture.

Having a short time since, by your politeness, been

placed among those who sang the praises of God in

this house, and also having about the same time at-

tended services connected with the death of some of

its members, also of a beloved missionary—I have been

led to reflect on scenes past and present within these

walls. We will pass up the steps to the front door;

the same stone steps are there to tread upon : when
we enter the door, all is changed : instead of a door to

lead into the body of the house, all is closed; (you sec

the word school on the door;) and everything around

seems to say, " Go up higher." But the different

direction of the staircase seems to make it doubtful

whether it is the same house. Ascending, I find first

an entrance to the first floor of the church, where

formerly I found a vestry and the galleries ; so that I

am constrained to believe, that contrary to the common
course of putting one story over another, they have

indeed put one story under another. We go still high-

er: there find the seats appropriated for the singers,

enlarged ; and everything below, above, and on either

side, in the house, changed. Although the hand of

man had altered entirely the interior, still I had evi-

dence that I was over the same spot of earth. I looked

to the right, and through the window I saw the same

graveyard: this, like all other graveyards, the restless

hand of improvement meddles not; the remains of the

dead are deposited, and the living seem to say, " Rest

there; by and by, we shall be laid by your side."

Looking to the left, there stand the same elms : grown,

indeed, from small to great, and their branches ex-

tending wider and farther; still their form is the same:

they grow on, and man cannot dictate how they shall

grow. Where I am now sitting, I can distinctly see,

in my imagination, the s> lf-same individuals that were

there soon after the church was built, when I occasion-

illy visited Boston. On this spot, for the first time, in

the performance of sacred music, was I so surrounded

and overwhelmed, with the combination of voices and

instruments, harmony and expression of sentiment, as

to be unconscious whether I was standing or sitting,

moving upwards or downwards, in the body or out of

it. But, alas, where is that company of singers now
Two or three remain in the congregation to tell of

those bygone days ; the remainder—their history would

be but a picture of misfortune and death. God only

knows how many of those voices will unite in heaven

in singing, " Behold the glories of the Lamb." We
will now pass over a few years, till, in the providence

of God, I was called, some twenty-five years ago, to

take charge of this part of public worship. At this

time, but few of those I had formerly seen here were

present; and in the course of a few years, removals

and deaths were continually taking place ; and after

the lapse of fifteen years, all gone: I now see before

me a company of singers, all strangers and unknown
to me. Nothing gives a more striking picture of this

changing world, than the changes in choirs of singers.

I am sensible I have detained you too long on this

subject ; but associations dear to me have prolonged

jmy story. I will now ask you to look down and

around on the congregation. If you have ever passed

a spot where a mighty rushing wind has laid low a

'stately forest and but here and there a sturdy tree has

withstood the blast, you have seen the young trees

growing up thick and fast You there sec a striking

picture of this congregation : here and there one whose

head was gray years ago, grown grayer still; the step

of many, that used to be strong and elastic, now slow

and soft. But the multitude that were, are not : death

.with its cruel scythe has cut down the greatest number

The first founders of the church, where are they *

Thanks be to God, they are not all gone yet : but they

that remain are few; and we think of Tyler, Evarts,

Holmes, Homer, and now ringing in our cars is the

name of Odiorne—gone to their reward in heaven

;

and soon the last pioneers of the original church will

disappear and leave their seats for others. Once more

I cast my eye, and there stands the pulpit. There I

have seen the noble form and gigantic mind and heard

the eloquence of a Griffin, proclaiming without fear

the way of salvation through a crucified Redeemer,

and by his energy waking up the sleeping graces of

individuals, and exciting the enmity of the sinner and

nominal professor, and leading the thoughtless to in-

quire what they should do to be saved : but he too is

gone to his rest. The changes which have taken place

in that desk are known to many; but as the occupants

since Griffin still live, it is no time nor place to speak

of them. But from that hallowed spot services of the

deepest interest rush upon the mind. In and about it,

within these sacred walls, were gathered some of the

first meetings for missionary purposes. The object,

motives, and rewards of faithful missionary labors,

have been here, more than on any other spot in the

Union, and perhaps I may say, in the world, developed.

Within these walls, and from that sacred desk, have

been heard the voices of Evarts, Worcester, Cornelius

Wisner, and Armstrong—the grand instruments of

evangelization—pleading the cause of the heathen:

they too all rest from their labors, but their works and

their words will never rest; they are with us, and

speak in thunder tones to the living, "Be ye also

faithful." Within these walls we have seen some of

the first to relinquish home and friends to go to pagan

lands : here they received their messages to go and

preach the gospel far away; here friends and relatives

beheld their faces for the last time, and the friends of

Zion wished them God-speed. Think you, that after

witnessing all these scenes, I can view this spot without

deep emotion ?

JonN Sebastian Bacii once entered a parlor where

a large party were assembled, while an amateur was

extemporizing upon the piano. The performer had

just struck a dissonant chord, as he caught a sight of

the great master; and he immediately sprang from

the piano, without touching another note. The host

was advancing to greet Bach, when, to the surprise of

the whole company, the latter, unable to endure such

a painful termination, ran past him, and reaching the

piano before the keys had ceased vibrating, resolved

the discord, closed with a popular cadence, and then

turned and made to the host his entrance compliments.

It is proposed to commemorate the death of Rink,

which took place August 7, 1846, by endowing an

institution in Darmstadt, to be called " Rink's Stiftung."
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CONCERTS.
Signora Biscaccianti (Miss Ostinelli) has given two

vary sneeaaafaJ concert* in Boston since our U
! by her husband, who is a celebrated \i" o

player, Signor Ferclli, Signor Novelli, Thomas Ryan.

a flute player, and Mr. Maedcr, who presided a!

uno. The Boston Handel and Ilavdcn Society

farmed Rossini's • Staliat Mater," May 7, assisted i \

Signora Biscaceianti, Signori Perelli and Novelli

A company, said to be composed of some of tin

foreign and American musicians, who call tliemsi 1ms
'• The Lombard] Company," have given several instru-

mental concerts in Boston. They are said to be even

.superior to the Steycrmark company. The Boston

Journal thus speaks of their first concert :

• The concert of the Lombardi Company, at the Ue
lodeon, on Monday evening, was received with most

rapturous applause by an audience which, although

not >o numerous as could have been desired, was char

aoteriaad by its just appreciation of the merits of the

Sevan! artists composing the corps. Bach and every

'in- of them are finished musicians, and more correct

or delicious harmony we have seldom listened to.

They came here unheralded, but if they arc heard here

once, they will assuredly not have to complain that the

Boston public are slow to patronize such talent as they

possess, whether it come stamped with a reputation

from any other city, or displays itself unannounced in

their own."

A family called the " Derwort Family "are giving

concerts in New York. The family consists of Miss

Marian Derwort. nged twelve, voice, violin and piano

forte; Miss Elba Derwort, aged ten, voice and violin :

Mis, Caroline Derwort. aged 8, voice and violin; Mas-

ter William Derwort, aged 5, voice and violoncello

Biscaceianti cave a concert in the Tabernacle.

New York, on Wednesdav evening. It was verv thin-

ly attended. The New York Musical Times says of!

it, •' What a contrast to the extraordinary success with

which this lady met in Boston. There she was cntlin-

vl!\ greeted by thousands, her concerts were

crowded, and hundreds were disappointed at not being

nble to obtain admission. The New Yorkers are cold

to all who do not come puffed and heralded, and it is

fortunate for artists, that there are other places where

money, as well as fame, is to made."

A juvenile concert was given at the congregational

church, Marietta, Ohio, March 24. The exercises were

performed by sixty young misses, G. II. Barbour, con-

ductor, C N. Briggs, pianist. The following pieces

comprised the programme: Part first— 1, Introdnc

tor* upon the. piano forte; 2, Opening Chorus and So

to, ' T is night
. 3, Chorus, There 's much good cheer in

youthful »->
: 4, Air, Come from the glen; 5, (limit-

ahoy; 6, Duct, Music at nightfall; 7, Semi I !ho

ma and Chorus, The aephvre. Part second—] I bo

rus. Coma, listen come, ii. Song, Escape from winter;

iniv The sunbeams arc glancing. 4. Duet, Ma-
t , laal mrds; .">, Clce, The reapers; 6, Solo and Cho
r i- The bridemaid'ssong

; 7, Chorus The echo Pat I

-I. < bonis and Solo, Spring has coin' 2, Olec

Tin- v.nv of the world; 3, Round, Day is gone ; 4, Cho-
rus, Haste to the mountain; B, Chorus-, The woodland

call; 6, Song and Chorus, Will you come to tl,

when the moon's shining bright; 7, Finale, Doable
Chorus, The moonlight dances on the lake.

Wednesday evening May 10, wc attended a concert

given in the congregational church, at Newton Corner,,

(about seven miles from Boston,) on the occasion of

the opening of a new organ. The performance is thus

described in the Boston Traveller:

' The people at Newton Corner had quite a pleasant

nsical occasion, last evening, by means of a concert

on the opening of a new organ, at the Eliot church.

organ was built for that church by Messrs. Sim-

mons and Mclntire, Causeway street, Boston, who
have recently built several highly approved organs for,

churches it) this vicinity, and is in all respects a finish-

ed instrument. The case, grained as rosewood, is of

an original pattern, tasteful and appropriate. The
front pipes are richly gilt, and contrast finely with the

dark wood. It is sixteen feet high, ten wide, and sev-

en deep. The organ has two banks of keys, besiib s I

row of pedals ; the number of stops is twenty-four, and

[the number of pipes about seven hundred, of which the

largest is twelve feet in length, and about one foot in

diameter—the smallest is one inch in length and in di-

ameter the size of a quill. It was purchased chiefly by

subscription among members of the congregation, and

presented to the Eliot society.

The concert was attended by about three hundred

visitors, who united in unqualified admiration of the

tones and combinations of the instrument, as well as of

the skill of Mr. Bancroft, organist of Mount Vernon

Church, who presided on the occasion, assisted by a

( led choir from the Mount Vernon and Central

Churches. The whole entertainment was eminently

gratifying. The pastor, Rev. William S Lcavitt, de-

livered an appropriate and ingenious address. Every-

thing went off pleasantly, and the delightful village of

Newton Corner has added one more to the many at-

tractions which give it such a rapid growth, and sur-

round this recently built sanctuary with such an intel-

ligent and cultivated population."

The organ contains the following stops: Stop dia-

pason, treble and base, claribella : 1st open diapason;

2d open diapason, flute; dulciana, principal, twelfth.

fifteenth, trumpet, coupel great organ and swell, couple

great organ and pedals, couple pedals and swell organ,

pedal diapason. In the swell, open and stop diapason.

dulciana, principal, piccolo, hautboy, trcmblant, flutc-

>ase, stop diapason base. The programme of the con-

cert consisted of the following pieces: Part first— 1,

Voluntary on the organ; 2, Psalm 150th, (Church

Psalmody : )

Praise the Lord—his glory bless-—

Praise him in his holiness;

Praise him as the theme inspires,

Praise him as his fame requires.

Let the organ join to bless

God, the Lord of righteousness
;

Tunc your voice to spread the fame

Of the great Jehovah's name.

All who dwell beneath his light,

In his praise your hearts unite
;

While the stream of song is poured,

Praise and magnify the Lord.

•'J, Chant Praise the Lord ; 4, Quartet, God of Israel

;

5, Song, from the Creation, With verdure clad ; 6, Trio

from Elijah Lifl thine eyes unto the hills; 7, Addn M
by the pastor

; 8, Chorus, Prayer for peace. Part I

!— 1, Chorus, And the glory of the Lord; 2, Quartet.

Night's shade no longer; 3, Chorus, O thou that tcllcst

;

4, Trio, Fallen is thy throne ; 5, Song, Let the bright

reraphtmj 8, Hallelujah Chorus. A brief report of

the admirable address of the pastor, we will endeavor
to give in our next.

Floral Concert—The following is the programme
of a floral concert, recently given by the pupils of the

high and primary schools, West Cambridge, under the

direction of Mr. J. C. Johnson. Part first— 1, The
bright rosy morning; 2, Song, The summer days are

coming; 3, Pilgrims and wanderers; 4, Song, Sweet
is our humble lot; 5, Song, Are we almost there?

6, Come and see the ripe fruit falling: 7, Kittv in the

basket; 8, The silver nest; 9, The fishermen, (words

by J. C. Johnson:)

I I Vr the sea, o'er the sea.

Swells the sound of melody
;

Where the lay floats away,

Fairy echoes play.

'T is the fishers of the main.

Sailing to their homes again;

Hope and cheer wait them here,

Welcome warm and dear.

Soft and low. soft and low,

From afar their voices flow

;

Now more near, loud and clear,

Swelling on the car:

While across the wave they sweep,

Bearing treasures from the deep,

Joyously shout reply,

O'er the swelling sea.

From the main, safe again,

Welcome to the fishermen !

Friends most dear banish fear,

Winn their barks arc near.

Prayer went with them o'er the brine;

Grateful thoughts with tears entwine:

Cease to roam, cease to roam
;

Welcome, welcome home !

in. The silver lake; 11,0, sweet the spring; (words

by Jesse Hutchinson :) 12, Wc arc a' noddin'

:

We are a' noddin', nid, nid, noddin'.

Wc arc a' noddin'. and droppin' off to sleep:

To keep us awake wc have all done our best

:

So now, if you '11 excuse us, we '11 take a little rest.

For we arc a' noddin', &&

Part second— 1, Emancipation, (altered from Hutchin-

son by J. C. Johnson
:

) *

Ho! the car, Emancipation,

Proudly rides through every nation,

Bearing in its train the story,

Liberty, a nation's glory!

Roll it along, every nation
;

Freedom's car. Emancipation.

Hark I our shores shake to its motion,

As it dashes to the ocean ;

Clear the track, ye whales and fishes !

On. the car of Freedom rushes !

Vain to withstand, waves of ocean:

Nought on earth can chick its motion.

At its mighty, piercing whistle,

Rouse the Shamrock and the Thistle.

England shakes to its foundation.

" Down with the lords, and up with the nation !
"

• The imuic will appear in our next No.
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Northward, to Museovian regions
;

Southward, through Mahomet's legions
;

Eastward, by the Indian ocean

—

Nought on earth can stay its motion !

Light in the east ! the day is breaking
;

Persian, Hindoo, hail its waking !

Drinking at the Ganges' fountains,

Tearing through the Himmelah mountains,

Tsouw-Chong, Lo-ko, San-pan, Lin-kin,

" Chin-chin, car of freedom, chin-chin !"

Chin-chin again, Canton, Pekin,

Liberty 's well worth the seeking..

Eastward still, through tribe and nation,

Back to freedom's rail-road station
\.

Round the earth they 've learned the story,

Liberty, a nation's glory.

Shout it aloud—the noble St»ry-»

Liberty, a nation's glcry !

2, 1 would I were a fairy ; 3, Be kind to thy father ; 4,

Peace, (words by J. C. Johnson:)

The sound of the trumpet, o'er valley and hill,

Say, what may the blast betoken ?

5. There is a flower ; 6, Song of the months, (by twelve

small scholars, representing the months; ) 7, All hail

the glorious autumn time, (by J. C. Johnson:
)

All hail the glorious autumn time,

The autumn time;

We '11 sing its praise in merry chime,

The pleasant autumn time.

Ha, ha, ha!

We'll sing, &c.

We've gathered fruits of the choicest kind.

Of color rare, and taste refined
;

We '11 spread a feast for us alone,

Ay, for no other one.

You and-T

!

We '11 spread, &c.

" Give us a share ? " "No!"
" 0, what is the use of the autumn time,

If we cannot enjoy the fruits of her growing,

That taste so deliciously ; smile, ah ! so lusciously

It is not fair."

" Say, shall we share with every drone,

The feast we 've spread for us alone ?

Go forth, and gather; there's plenteous share

For you and many more.

Run along !

" " Yes, we '11 run."

Go forth, &c.

" And as we go to the fields we will merrily sing,

And autumn shall give us as well as you
Of all the good things, the fruits of her growing,

That taste so deliciously ; smile, ah, so lusciously

!

With right good will."

All hail the glorious, &c.

Dutch song; 9, The zephyrs; 10, Ha, ha! I am a
iry king; 11, Closing hymn.

The Salem (Mass.) Academy of Music gave a con
:rt, April 28, assisted by Mrs. C. S. Lemon. The fol-

g (wing comprised the programme : Part first— 1, Over-
^re, from Italiana in Algeria; 2, Chorus, from L'El-
ere d'Amore ; 3. Quartet, When day light 's going ; 4
ong, from Lucia de Lammermoor ; 5, Glee, Daugh-
r of error; 6, Waltz, from Lucrezia Borgia. Part
cond— 1, Chorus, from Masaniello; 2, Trio, Gently

11 the dews of eve ; 3, Quadrilles, The pearls ; 4, Trio
id Chorus, Ne'er let the heart; 5, Song, Ava Maria
Chorus, The God of Israel.

ORGANS IN LONDON-NO. XIV.
Chanel Royal. St. James's Pahre.—This nro-nn

'Pronounced, Fry-hitc foor oons. t Iloondert tousand.

The Late Archbisuop of York.—The vener-

able prelate was a great admirer of music, and was to

be found in every place where the best compositions

of the great masters were played. He hardly ever

missed being present at the Philharmonic meetings,

and those of the ancient concerts. He has been on
several occasions director of the latter, and his pro-

grammes evidenced considerable taste and judgment.

He was fond of applauding, not so boisterously as a
certain noble duke ; and seldom his applause was ill-

directed. He loved the fugues of Bach and Handel,
and would listen to them played for hours with great

delight. Hayden, Beethoven, and Mozart, too, came
in for no small share of his affections. Among the

operatic writers, Weber was in extraordinary favor

with the venerable archbishop. He disliked the mod-
ern French operatic school, and still more the Italian.

The former he denominated " small," the latter " vap-

id." "Auber," he used to say, "was very well for

Frenchmen, and Donizetti very well for schoolmistres-

ses." He was a lover of the good old school, of which

he understood but very little.

—

London World.

The American Musical Times has just completed

its first volume, and is entering upon its second. This

paper is published weekly, at the price of S3 per an-

num, each number containing sixteen pages. A great

amount of very valuable musical information and in-

struction is contained in its columns, and the enterprise

of the talented editor is worthy of all praise. We
heartily commend it to our readers, as a musical peri-

odical not excelled, so far as our knowledge goes, in

the world. For a short time, owing to circumstances

satisfactorily explained by the editor, the Times was

issued somewhat irregularly; but for the last half of

the volume it has appeared with unfailing punctuality.

We heartily hope the Times will be sustained, and

that the editor may receive the pecuniary reward his

arduous labors so richly merit.

The London Musical World contains the following

communication

:

Having long noticed the imperfections of orchestras

with regard to the difficulty of retaining the stringed

instruments in perfect tune, and the degree of awk-

wardness and painful contorsions attendant in tuning

;

I have, after many years of study, been enabled to in-

vent a peg with the power of self-regulation, by which

instruments can be tuned with the greatest ease and

nicety; its motion is prompt, steady, easy, and equal,

and what is still more desirable, there is no possibility

of its drawing back. It is permanent, and in perfect

character with the instrument to which it is fixed, even

forming an ornament as De Beriot and Offenbach ob-

served. It can be attached to any instrument without

causing any material change or alteration. I have re-

ceived the unanimous approbation of the following

eminent professors, who have investigated the princi-

ple and its operation, and declared it authentically,

viz: Messrs. De Beriot, Sivori, Emiliani, Sainton, T.

Cooke, Lindley, Offenbach, Piatti, H. Hill, Tolbecque.

Blagrove, H. C. Cooper, and other distinguished pro-

fessors and amateurs. I now propose, for the good of

professors, amateurs, and the public in general, to dis-

pose of the invention, and if you have it in your power

to inform me, through the medium of your journal, of

any speculator whom you think likely to buy the right

of the invention, you will oblige me.
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Glancing over our German papers per last steamer,

we came across the following three items

:

" Herr Hentschel, music teacher in the Wciszcnfels

seminary, celebrated the twenty-fifth anniversary of his

appointment to that office, October 10, 1847. Over

three hundred of his former pupils, gathered from all

parts of Europe, were present, and took part in the

celebration."

"On the 27th of October, 1847, H. W. Stolze,

organist at the church in Celle, celebrated the twenty

fifth anniversary of his appointment to that office."

"Jan. 1, 1848, died in Berlin, Johan Friedrich Wil

helm Knehnan, organist to Trinity Church in that city.

At the time of his death, he had held the office thirty-

three years."

One can scarcely take up a German musical paper,

without reading a number of such notices. How the

trustees of an American seminary, or the congregation

of an American church, would squirm at the idea of a

music teacher or an organist holding his place so long.

Particularly does it seem to be the fate of organists, to

be always changing; and yet it is doubtless true, that

an organist must be in a place a half a dozen years,

before he can train a choir—especially a volunteer

one—to anything like perfect efficacy.

[long since supplied. We copy a list of the registers i

a small organ, described in the paper before us, i

having just been finished for a church near Erfur

We don't pretend to know what the names of th

stops mean : the figures indicate the length of the pipes

There is one peculiarity in German organs: the

always have two octaves of pedals, and the pedal

always have several stops.

12 Mixture, 2, 5 & 6 rank

In a German country church, where the organist

heretofore had had only a small organ without pedals

to play, a large organ with a full complement of pedals

was procured. The organist was totally unacquainted

with the use of pedals ; but, after a deal of trouble, he

managed to play them after a fashion, with his left

foot. Having acquired this ability, he addressed a

note to the church authorities, requesting a sufficient

addition to his small salary, to buy annually a pair of

boots and a pair of pantaloons, on the ground that, as

he now had to play the pedals, he would wear out at

least that additional amount of clothing per annum
The church officers took the matter into grave consid-

eration, and finally voted to pay for one left boot, and

the left leg of a pair of pantaloons, per annum ; at the

same time informing the petitioner, that if he ever

learned to use the other foot, his whole petition would
be granted.

1st manual.

1 Principal, 8
2 Principal, 16

3 Untersatz, 32, from
or G down

4 Hohlfloete, 8

5 Gemshorn, 8
6 Gamba, 8
7 Bordun, 8

8 Cornet, 8, 5 ranks
9 Octave, 4
10 Hohlfloete, 4
1

1

Octave, 2

1 Principal, 16
2 Violon, 16

3 Sub-base, 16

2d manual.

1 Geigen principal, 8
ten- 2 Quintaton, 1G 6

3 Fugara, 8

4 Flauto travcrso, 8

5 Lciblichgcdackt, (r~

ally, " lovely diapason
6 Octave, 4 »•

7 Fugara, 4 .„!

8 Sesquialtrea, 3, 2 py-

9 Octave, 2
m -

10 Mixture, 2, 5 ranks.

4 Posanne, (trumpet,) 1

5 Violoncello, 8
6 Octaven-base, 8

A
JUST PUBLISHED

NT) for sale by C. II0LT, JR., 1«J Fulton Street, next door to th«
corner of Broadway.

SONGS OF THE CIIIUSTY MINSTRELS.

JUST PUBLISHED,
WOODBURY'S YOUTH'S SONG BOOK, designed for sch<

classes end the social circle, containing about 100 songs, select
from the best foreign and American authors, to which is prefixed a pi
gressive course of elementary instruction in music, by L B. Woodbu

Price $2,00 per dozen. Teachers furnished with copies for exa;
ination without charge, WM. J. REYNOLDS & Co.,

20 Cornhill, Boston
Also, in press, a sacred music book, by B. F. Baker and L B. Wo<

Mendelssohn.—Two performances upon a grand

scale arc announced to take place in the town hall,

Birmingham, in Easter week, for the purpose of erect-

ing a testimonial to the eminent composer, Mendels-
sohn, in this town. Caradori, Miss Dolby, Miss Wil-
liams, Machin, Lockcy, and Phillips, arc announced
among the vocalists, and the oratorio of Elijah and the

First Walpurgis Niyht are to be performed entire

Darkies our master's gone to town,
I wish I was in old Virginia,
Poor Dinah, or who stole the turkey,
Fancy colored ball,

Oh, Mr. Coon,
Picayune Butler,

Susannah,
We '11 have a little dance to-night,
1 *ve seen her at the window.

Uncle Gabriel,
Stop that knocking.
Way down South in Alabama,
Cynthia Sue,
Lucy Nr:il,

Dandy Broadway Swell,
Phanton Chorus,
A Darkte'fl life is always gay,
Gal with the blue dress on,

JENNY LINOS SONGS, S8 cents each. The Dream; Farewell my
Father-land; The Mariner; I've left my enow-clad hills; Winter
warmed into showers; Songs from "Child of the Regiment;" My
home, my happy home.

SONGS, QUARTETS, &c.

The Welcome, quartet, 38 * Tis sweet at night, 2A
Columbia's Freedom Song, quar- Thanksgiving Anthem, '2b

38 Wreath of Orange Flowere, 2*
25 When the moon on the lake is

2/) beaming, quartet, 2*
W Dear hither, drink no more, 18
25 First Gift, guitar, 18

Old house at home, guitar, 13

f.t.

Babes in the Wood,
I 'd die 'mid soft music,
Old Granite State,

The Seasons, quartet,

Pauper's Funeral, eong and quar-
tet. 25 Yankee Maid

Farewell, the ship is ready, •>.'. Summer Horn.
nails of Mexico, SB Brother, come home, duet,
Mexican War Song, 25 Major General Zachary Taylor,
We've left New England's sun- quartet,

ny hills, quartet, 50 The last sod scene,
The hours we dedicate to thee, 25 Joys that we have seen,

Hebrew Maiden's Lament, 38 Wreck of the Atlantic, quartet.
Shepherd's Cottage, 25 I 'd like to live in vender star,

Spider and the Fly, 25 A bark has moored, quartet,

Drink from the mountain spring, Indian Girl's Lament,
quartet, 25 WTho is she,

The music we love most, 80 Let me go once again, guitar,

Fairest flower so palely drooping, 25 New England Factory Girl, 26

Song of the shirt, quartet, 38 Tacit Language, 2*

Lbnnl Soldier, 25 March," Man gocth to his long
DomeBtic Asides, 25 home, 38
Think gently of the erring, song I come from silvery streams of

and quartet, 25 light, guitar, 18

Washington crossing the Dela- Deaf and Dumb Girl's Dream, 38
ware, quartet, 25 The owl sat on the old yew tree, 21

SINGING BOOKS FOR SCHOOLS,
By Lowell Mason and G. J. Webb.

THE PRIMARY SCHOOL SONG BOOK, in two parts; the first

part consisting of songs suitable for primary or juvenile singing
schools; and the second part consisting of an explanation of the in-

ductive or Pestalozzian method of teaching music in such schools, by
L. Mason and G. J. Webb, professors in the Boston academy of inutie
— 15 cents.

THE SONG BOOK OF THE SCHOOL ROOM, convicting of a
great variety of songs, hymns, and scriptural selections, with appropri-

ate music, arranged to be sung in one, two, or three parts ; containing,

also, the elementary principles of vocal music, prepared with reference

to the inductive or jPeataloectan method of teaching) designed as a
complete musical manual for common or grammar schools, by Lowell
Mason and Geo. J. Webb—30 cents.

Teachers and school committees ore requested to examine the above
works, winch have been pronounced, by eminent teachers, the best

books for juvenile schools that tin \ have ever lifted. They are exten-
sively intt ^ilisr!-lK- Boaton.New York, Albany, Providence, and
Hartford schools, qt,\H.«1/J flfififinV °ther leading places; and are in

use in the state normal schooirolQtS. stn u \"
t

-
' ""' N«* Fork.

published by wilki* Jrom iiri/£L*i °°*
BU No. 10 Water street, Lw.. .. '

We have received the first number of IJalstcad's

Journal, a monthly journal devoted to physiology, ex-

ercise, health, education, and moral development, pub-
lished in Rochester, New York, at Si per annum.

\N FOR SALE.
' in a mahogany Cite, IS fret in

i p. Said organ contains, in

baae, stop
Btnona ; swell con-

diapason tre. ' Mitboy. It has
wo banks of keys, and | del baae t<> GGO. Saul organ i*. in every

eipect, a first-rate instrument, and will be sold low, if applied for

oon. GEORGE 8 N \ KN8,
9 Organ manufacturer, Last Cambridge.

CHURCH
A FIRST RATE ORC.A...
M height, 9 hel In width. n<

•real organ, 14 stops, open dlfl *
liupason treble, dulciaua, Hut*', t

ains open diapason, prtnel|

We have long been subscribers to several German
musical periodic&U, Those which arc published week-
ly, we now receive weekly, by the weekly Cunanl
steamers, which makes us feci almost as if we were in

Germany again Kvcry two or three weeks, in one or
another of these papers, we find an account of a new
efcorcfa organ; although one would suppose that, in

that old country, all the churches would have been
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j, 4±_ Slow and solemn
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MEDITATION. L. M.
W. W. PARTRIDGE, Potsdam, JV. r.

pSpS_^g^S^gg
r#

to 1. That day of wrath ! When earth shall pass away ! What be the sinner's stay ? How shall that dreadful day, How
that dreadful day, heaven and mf power shall he meet
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DIAPASON. C. M.
. 11 jt Con spirito.
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shall he meet that dread - ful day?

shall he

-«T«-

:s=;:

meet that dread - ful day?
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B. F. EDMANDS, BosUm.
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praise the Lord in joy - ful strains ; Let earth his
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praise the Lord ia joy - ful strains ; Let earth his
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aise re - sound

;

Let all the cheerfu'
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praise re sound; Let
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the cheerful nations join, To

353

spread - - - - his glory
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all the
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cheer - ful

1

nations join, To spread
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:t^B^F fife

his glory

S
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Cres.,.
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3H3
round, mf To spread /" his lo - ry

us
round.
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round, to/" To
-

M-p-?0
spread /his glo - ry

1ST

mm^m "r.

round.
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2. Thou city of the Loid, begin

The universal song

;

And let the scattered villages

The cheerful notes prolong ;

—

3. Till midst the strains of distant lands

The islands sound his praise

;

And all, combined, with one accord,

Jehovah's glories raise.

* Or last line thus ; or both, using this as a second ending for the second verse.
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i i
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MILFORD. fc
THOMAS HALIFAX, Lockport, JV. Y.

'

I- 3

Come, said Je - sua'

3
sa - cred voice, Come, and make my paths your choice; I will guide you to your home;
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Come, said Je - sus' sa - cred voice, Come, and make my paths your choice ; I will guide you
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to your home
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Weary pilgrims, hith - er come.

r
Weary pilgrims, hith - er come.
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JUDGMENT. 7s. (Double.

Adagio. Soslenuto.
MOSES D. RANDALL, Jfewburyyort, Mast.

SfeSS 5 rj-
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When thy mor - tal life has fled,
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When, the death shades
I
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hen thy mor - tal life has fled, When, the death shades
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o'er thee spread, Thou hast finished earth's career, Where, oh where wilt thou appear ? What shall soothe thy
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pain - cd heart, When the Judge and thou must part? When the good with joy arc crown'd, Where, oh where wilt thou be found ?
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pain - cd heart, When the Judge and tliou must part ? When the good with joy are crown'd, Where, oh where wilt thou bo found?
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LETTERS TO MUSIC TEACHERS.

We have already noticed the series of letters to mu

sic teachers, published by Mr. Thomas Hastings, of

New York. The following is the eighth of the series

:

Having fully shown the necessity of restoring the

religious element to our systems of training with re-

spect to church music, it remains for us to consider

some of the ways in which this can be done. As

things now are, much of musical improvement will be

expected from the teacher in a short period of time.

His labors, therefore, should be well directed, and well

economized. The mind and the affections, we have

seen, should be disciplined, as well as the voice and the

memorv. Under such circumstances, the training will

be imperfect, but it should not be partial. Its two-fold

character should be sustained. We should not think

to atone for the neglect of any one essential property,

by insuring a greater perfection of some other. The

right balance of traits and influences is here indispen-

sable. How shall it be achieved? This is the ques-

tion now before us.

In juvenile training, unless the time is very lim-

ited, the existing methods may require but little modi-

fication. Secular songs, of a suitable character, may be

connected with artistic exercises without any serious

inconvenience. In the case of sacred songs, however,

the music should be well drilled before the words are

applied ; and the necessary verbal criticisms should be

separated from all lightness of deportment. Their

signification and solemn import should afterwards be

explained in few words, and their true devotional use

illustrated by suitable remarks and comparisons drawn

from the nature of religion as revealed in the bible.

Hymns should never be treated as common, familiar

lessons, especially in connection with exhilarating

school exercises. To close such exercises with a hymn

has often a good tendency : and if the hymn were to

be followed by a few words of prayer, the result in

many cases might be still better. Children are more

versatile in their feelings than adults, and may there-

fore be turned more abruptly from secular to sacred

subjects. Still such sudden changes require great care

in management, as well as sound judgment and dis-

crimination. Here the foundation should be laid for

right influences in riper years 5 and children should

see, by our examples as well as precepts, that a wide

distinction exists between sacred and secular subjects,

no less in song than in speech.

I have intimated that songs for children should be

of a suitable character. This topic deserves some-

thing more than a passing notice.

Poetry and music exercise a powerful instrument-

ality upon the young ; for the juvenile mind is easily

susceptible of impressions in favor of virtue or vice,!

religion or irreligion. If a distinguished modem phi-

losopher could say, "Let me make the ballads for a tui-

tion, and I care not who makes her laws;" cannot

even more than this be said of those songs which arc

to be strongly associated with the earliest recollections,

of children, and which are to be retained in memory!

through life, for good or for evil ' The multitude of

jsuch productions as are now issuing from the press, will;

[soon be forgotten like the idle chit-chat of a passing!

Ihour. Yet songs which are characteristic, especially

those of evil tendency, will make indelible impressions, 1

and exert no small measure of influence.

A father, for instance, takes his little son to a con-

cert where nothing is to be heard but the mimicry of;

negro minstrels, which, though exceedingly low and

vulgar, is nevertheless so " true to nature," as to excite

peals of laughter and deafening cries of " encore." The

child, in his simplicity, has now received a powerful

lesson in vulgarity, if not in profaneness and indelica-

cy. But as such songs soon become famous among

classes who are fond of sport, the child learns to de-

light in them ; and then the book-makers, who must

please everybody, will stereotype them for the use oil

schools—not with the original words, perhaps, but of

such as are adapted to keep them fresh in memory.

This is one example of thousands which continually

occur, especially in our large cities; and who can tell

the amount of their influence in leading the pathway

to vice and ruin !

And thus in regard to hymns. Many seem to sup-

pose that almost anything in the shape of music and

poetry will answer for children. We ought, however,

|to give them only such hymns and strains of melody

as are worthy of being treasured up in the memory, to

exert a correct and abiding influence. But this princi-

ple seems of late to be laid aside. Look at the music

for sabbath schools. See hymns of a standard charac

ter torn asunder to frame materials for a new com

pound, bringing, perhaps, Steele and Cowper and New
ton together in the compass of as many different stan

zas ! Standard tunes, also, are treated with as little

ceremony, so that the very identity cannot be ascer

tained. And worse than this, we see doggrel stanzas

applied to melodies which are vulgar and profane ; the

stanzas framed by some poetaster scarcely acquainted

with the simplest rules of prosody, and the music pick

ed up from the refuse of the theatre or some worse

place. And examples of this kind are to be met with

where we ought to expect better things. Children in

the city, for instance, hear while passing along the

streets, the low songs of loafers and rowdies and bac

chanals, the words and the music equally vile ; and

yet, perhaps, they may subsequently meet the same

melodies, a little changed, set to "prose run mad," in

the shape of hymns

!

This is truly sufficient to make one sick at heart

But let us not be discouraged ; common sense is begin

ning to operate and will ultimately prevail. We shall

yet see in circulation songs for children which are full

of good sentiment and good music ; and good hymns

adapted to strains of pure melody, which may be safe-

ly engraven upon the minds of the rising generation.

With a view to such a result, let us now use only the

good, and "cast the bad away." This is our duty.

No man can compel us to teach nonsense and vulgarity

to children, in the shape of songs or hymns. Let us be

firm and united in this thing, and a reformation is sure.

EARLY RECORDS OF MUSIC.

The first mention we have of music or musical in-

struments, is in the most ancient and most authentic

of all records—the bible. We are told by the sacred

penman, when he is enumerating the posterity of Cain,

that Jubal, the sixth in descent from him, was "the

father of all such as handle the harp and organ "

—

(Genesis, iv. 21.) The translators of the sacred book

were evidently at a loss to determine the exact nature

of the instruments intended : for while our own au-

thorized version gives the passage " harp and organ,"

the French have rendered it " violin and organ "

—

agreeing in the most material point, namely, that they

were stringed and wind instruments, yet proving the

uncertainty as to the identical form. Taking our owti

translation as our guide, we must, in estimating the

power of these antideluvian productions, banish from

(

our recollection the modern magnificent pieces of

mechanism known as harps and organs ; for even

|among the Greeks, more than a thousand years after

the time of Jubal, the harp or lyre consisted of only

four strings, afterwards increased to seven ; it was con-

isidered a dangerous innovation when Timotheus in-

troduced eleven, and he was punished for encroaching

on the simplicity of seven. This primitive harp was

doubtless of the most simple construction, yet capable

of imparting as great delight to the unsophisticated

ihearers of those less fastidious days as the finished in-

jstruments of our own. The organ did not burst, in

rich and varied combination, upon the ear, with its

surpassing grandeur, as at present, but was simply a

.bundle of reeds, of various lengths, joined together,

.called by the Greeks syrinx, or pipe of pan ;
by us the

pandean pipes, or in simpler phraseology, the mouth-

organ. The next mention of music is— (Genesis,

jxxxi. 26, 27.) "And Laban said to Jacob, what hast

thou done, that thou hast stolen away, unawares to me,

and carried away my daughters, as captives taken with

the sword 1 Wherefore didst thou flee away secretly,

.and steal away from me, and didst not tell me, that I

might have sent thee away with mirth and with songs,

with tabret and with harp 1 " Here we have mention

made of another instrument, the tabret, or, as it is

sometimes called, timbrel, which has ever been an in-

strument of constant use in all oriental countries, es-

pecially played upon by women, and known to us as the

^tambourine. We have, from the above passage, a

proof that the art was progressing ; for we ascertain

|the fact that music had advanced so far as to be culti-

vated as a means of social enjoyment. The next men-

tion made is in Exodus—(xv. 1.) " Then sang Moses

'and the children of Israel this song." Then follows

'the earliest specimen of epic poetry extant ; in which
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is extolled the greatness of God's power in bringing the five"— (1 Kings, vi. 32; ) and he himself says, " I gat||for the most part so, to the very frothiest and most

children of Israel out of Egypt I" the 20th verse we me men-singers and women-singers, and the delights inane of chants. It is worthy of remark that the choir

read. • And Miriam, the prophetess, the si-nr of Aaron, of the sons of men, as musical instruments, and that of four have liberty to sing any cathedra] erctcec, the

took a timbrel in her hand; and all the women went of all sorts"—(Ecclcs. ii. S.) Females us well as Magnificat, &c, while nil miliums. to nomine, are most

out after her with timbrels and with dances. And males, it appears, sang in the temple. They were gen- rigidly and Uncompromisingly abjured. Again, the

Miriam answered them, sing ye to the Lord, for hellerally the daughters of Levites ; and the eighth Psalm psalm tunes are selected without any reference to the

hath triumphed gloriously; the horse and his rider is addressed to Benaiah, the chief of the band of young standard of genuineness or propriety, and the playing

hath he thrown into the sea.'' This statement con-l[women who officiated in the services of religion. Jo- of the organist (a musician of no ordinary ability) par-

tains two (acta, namely, that women were thus early sephua informs us that the number of musicians em- takes more of the character of violin playing, than of

.ted In aets of religious worship; nor could it| 'ployed at the dedication of the temple was two bun-

have been an innovation upon ordinary custom, for all died thousand
; but this must be looked upon ns one

the women could not have gone out after Miriam with of the historian's inaccuracies. That the service was

performance on the organ. The Wednesday evening

service is performed in the chancel, where a dozen un-

trained charity children are stationed to had the psalm.

instruments, unless they had been previously instruct- of the grandest character is beyond a doubt, and that The organist meanwhile sits in the body of the church,

6d in the use of them ; and the second fact is, that mn- all the abundant resources of the monarch were cm- which, as before mentioned, is completely separate

sic had so far improved as to combine instrumental ployed upon this most memorable occasion is certain, from the chancel, and where lie cannot hear one sound

with vocal, a very important advance. Trumpets and

the timbrel arc the only instruments mentioned during

the life of Moses. God commanded him to make

(Numbers, x,) two trumpets of silver, of a whole piece,

for the purpose of calling the assembly, and for the

journeying of the camps. The next mention is in

Joshua—(vi. 4,) the ram's horns; but we incline to

suppose that these ought to be regarded as military

signals, rather than as musical instruments. The next

musical incident recorded is purely vocal—the exquis-

ite song of Deborah and Barak—(Judges, v. 1.) Jep-

tha's return from the contest with the children of Am-
nion, crowned with victory, is the next period. We
arc told that his daughter went out to meet him with

timbrels and with dances—(Judges, xi. 34.) From

this date, until the time when Saul was chosen king.

we hear no more of music, except the trumpet in mili-

tary expeditions ; although, perhaps, it may be inferred

from the mention of dances in the last chapter of the

l>ook of Judges. It is frequently mentioned during

Saul's reign, and its influence and effect illustrated by

the successful efforts of David when Saul was troubled

with an evil spirit from the Lord— (1 Samuel xvi. 15,

xnj.) During the prosperous reign of David, the tem-

ple service was established and supported with much

magnificence, and almost every instrument known in

scripture history, is mentioned somewhere in the book

of Psalms ; and vocal performances arc also clearly

defined in all their varieties; choruses, chief, or solo

singers, &c. &c. Both vocal and instrumental music

were greatly improved by David, " whose genius for

that science," as Dr. Burney observes, " and his attach-

ment to the study and practice of it, as well as the

great number of musicians employed by him for the

performance of religious rites and ceremonies, could

not fail to extend its influence and augment its perfec-

tions." We arc informed that " David and all the

house of Israel played before the Lord on all manner

of instruments, made of fir wood; even on harps, and

on psalteries, and on timbrels, and on comets, and on

cymbals" — (2 Samuel, vi. 5.) He appointed four

thousand Levites to praise the Lord with instruments

which be made to praise therewith— (1 Chron. xxiii.

5;) and the Dumber of such as were instructed andj

cunning in song, was two hundred fourscore and eight.

leaving an immense instrumental majority. The harp

used by David was portable; for we read that he

"danced and played before the ark"—(2 Samuel vi

1 I
) During the reign df Solomon, which may JUStlj

be termed magnificent, we gather very little musical

information. We are told that M he spake three thou-

sand proverbs, and his songs were a thousand and

hut the highest number given by any historian, during issuing from the voices of those engaged in worship,

this reign, the most glorious of any in the Jewish an- The consequences arc indescribable, but may easily

nuls, does not exceed fifty thousand.

—

Englishpaper.

From the London Parish Choir.

CHURCH MUSIC IN SHEFFIELD.

Those who are intimately acquainted with this town

and its inhabitants, are well aware that in the ordinary

transactions of life, Sheffield is considered one of the

last places of any note in feeling the effect of circum-

stances which have already begun to operate in most

places. So it is with regard to the spread of informa-

tion. The rays of light penetrate with difficulty the

dense and smoky atmosphere of this vulcunian forge.

The revival of church music has therefore made but

little progress as yet.

The parish church (St. Tctcr's) presents an indiffer-

ent example to the other churches. It is necessary to

give a brief description of this edifice. Formerly it

possessed a north and south transept, hut these have

>ecn shaven off, and the building now presents the

form of a complete parallelogram, with a tower and

spire in the centre. The organ is placed beneath the

tower. The chancel and body of the church nrc com-

pletely divided from each other, and the communica-

tion is by means of folding doors; so that the ante-

enough he imagined.

This is the state of things at the mother church of a

parish containing nearly 150.000 inhabitants. Thus it

exists, and thus it has existed, without one earnest effort

from the reverend, the vicar, downwards to the hum-
blest of the congregation, made in a right direction

to purify and improve. Domim usquequot

We purpose noticing the subject in relation to some

other of the Sheffield churches in a future number.

ADVICE GRAMS.
To the Conductor of a Concert, during the performance,

of a Symphony—Always, upon the commencement of

any extremely beautiful passage, over which the com-

poser has marked " pp dolec pos>ibile," and with which

the audience arc in such an ecstasy of subdued delight

that you may hear a pin fall,—announce your own
importance, by a tolerably long, and, to a certain

degree, powerful " Hush ! "directed towards the orches-

tra, and driven through the teeth thus : H—I—S—H !

!

you may, by this means, certainly annoy a few fastid-

ious ears, and rouse a few drowsv old ladies: hut

never mind that. You will most likely earn the

haractcr of an extremely careful and clever conductor,

communion service is of necessity always read fromllAfem,—Do not make the noise any more like a goose

the desk. Over these doors there is placed a massive! than you can help, lest some wag take it into his head

organ. In front of the organ is a row of seats, in the

centre of which are stationed four sinners ; and on each

side of them the eye of a spectator from the centre of

the middle aisle, may discern three and a half charity-

children; the outline of the fourth child on each side

being vertically bisected by one of four massive pillars

supporting the tower. Immediately—that is to say,

about two yards in front of this row of scats, denom-

inated the singing-gallery—rises the pulpit, in the ecu

to roast you.

To the header— Stand up in the middle of the orches-

tra, and flourish your how right and left Never mind

your part: there will be plenty of fiddlers without you,

and the occasional weakness of the hading melody

will scarcely be felt among so many; besides, it would

be B pity to let the conductor have all the flourishing

to himself. I know it Is supposed by many addle-

headed old fools, that the conductor ought to give nnd

ire of the aisle; so that the preacher at all events has keep the time; but that's nothing. Flourish your

the full benefit of the performances of the choir, bow as enthusiastically as he does his " baton of har-

I'he pulpit and reading-desks for the minister nnd monie command ;" and the odds nrc, you arc noticed

clerk arc of enormous size, and must be a perpetual more than he is. By the by, do not on any account

ryeeare to every person of taste. This then is the In- let the first Mute leave off and flourish his instrument

terior of the church. Now for the mode of conducting too. I dare say he will think he has as much right as

the service. The responses are read ml libitum, in any yourself: but never mind that : do n't let him do it. I me

key, in any time, and without the slightest attempt at of the joints of his flute might fly off, and he would

unity. In reading tho psalms, the clerk trie- to gel create endless confusion by scrambling down after it.

the start of the congregation, And habitually begins his 7b the Orchestra—Take your time from the first

rene before the minister has articulated the final words fiddle; never mind the conductor.— he's nobody!

of the verse preceding. This is a specimen of the] I Start off "con spirito," and keep it up welt Ton may
primitive simplicity of protestnut worship! Borne of

the canticles arc chanted, but the Vmili and '/'. Ilaw

arc invariably read. Those which arc (banted are.

bring OUt B little stronger, if yt>U can, upon ihc fortis-

-tin..- but never mind tin- pianos and pi.inissimos
;

run over them. An Englishman scorns to have his
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tongue tied ; why should he have his fiddle strings ?

Besides, what 's the use of writing notes that are

scarcely to be heard? Fetch them out; and if they

are good, the more they are heard, the better :
it is

only the thief that hides his face; so fiddle away, and

if the people say you " rasp," tell 'em they know noth-

ing about it ! I heard the horn player in the opening-

movement to the overture to Oberon, some time ago,

most heroically defy and set at naught the " il tutto

pianissimo possibile," with which Weber deemed it!

necessary to preface the performance. What was that

to him 1 He was in possession of a fine-toned instru-

ment; and who was to know it, if he did not let it be

heard? so he "gave tongue" right manfully. To be

sure, it did astonish the natives, who had rather pre-

maturely prepared their ears for the soft and distant

singing of the fairy horn; but that could not be

helped: it's all very well for the gentleman of "hon-

orable house " to talk about sacrificing the interests of

one for the welfare of the many ;
but let me tell them

it wont do. With you, every man must be heard

:

and I consider the horn player perfectly justified in

seizing upon the first three notes of the overture; they

were written for him, and "why should he not do as

he likes with his own?" If people do not like to hear

it, let them stop their ears until he has finished.

A student at the University of Cambridge, in Eng-

land, gives to the Parish Choir the following descrip-

tion of the University music

:

CHURCH MUSIC AT CAMBRIDGE.

Thinking that a short account of the present state

of church music in the college choirs of the University

of Cambridge, may not be unacceptable to some of

your readers. I inclose a few remarks on the subject,

which are the result of my own observations, having

been in residence in Trinity college during the greater

part of the last four years, and devoted a considerable

portion of my time to the study of church music.

At the present time there are five college-chapels,

where choral service is kept up, viz.: King's, Trinity.

St. John's, Peter-house, and Jesus' ; at which last it has

been just revived.

That choral service has been more general in past

times than at present is evident by the fact of several

large organs remaining, in more or less dilapidated

states, as at Pembroke, where it was dropped in 1760

;

Christ's in 1780; and Emmanuel, as late as 1820. An
organ which used to belong to Jesus' chapel, is now in

All-Saints' church, and an organ in Caius' chapel was

sold some time since ; several other college chapels

have organ-lofts, which could boast of organs in by-

gone days.

Of the choirs that remain, that of King's college is

the best. It consists of sixteen boys and eight men

;

here is a fine old organ by Renatus Harris, as is sup-

posed, but it has been added to at various times since.

The present organist is Mr. J. Pratt. The style of

music, particularly on week days, is more correct than

in any other college. The chants, however, are an ex-

ception
; at least the evening ones, which are fixed for

the days of the month, (with the exception of the twen-

ty-eighth evening, when we have a single chant by

Percell,) are all double. The morning chants are gen-

erally single, most of those published in the Parish

Choir being used. Here on week days may be heard

in perfection the sublime services of Farrant, Gibbons,

Rogers, Child, Aldrich, &c. The anthems arc gener-

ally short full ones of the same school. On Sunday

afternoons, however, the order of things is different;

usually a noisy service, such as Jackson, Hudson.

Nares, &c. ; the anthem generally an adaptation of

Mozart, Hummel, Handel, or Hayden, with occasion-

ally one from Boyce, or Greene, or Hayes. The litany

and creeds arc sung in unison, the vcrsicles, &c, har-

monized ;
sanctuses are sung on Sunday and holy-day

mornings. The priest's part is read. It is customary

in all the college-chapels to have a voluntaiy imme-

diately before the anthem in the evening service, while

the choir are turning over their books. The service of

Creighton in Efj, mentioned in the Parish Choir as

being in use at Durham cathedral, is also in use here.

It has, I believe, never been printed ; would that it

were.

We come next to Trinity college. Here is a splen-

did organ, Dr. Walmisley, professor of music to the

University, being the organist. The choir was en-

dowed in 1560 for a music-master, twelve boys, and

six men. The salary of the music-master is now de-

voted to the organist. Three supernumeraries have

been lately added ; these, however, only attend on

Sundays and Saturday evenings, and some of the great

festivals. The style of music prevailing here is very-

showy, and particularly good of its kind, though it is

one which churchmen would be sorry to see generally

prevalent. The chants used are mostly those of Goss,

Turle, Walmisley, Crotch, &c. The worthy professor

it seems is not even satisfied with double chants, for he

lias manufactured a piece of music which he is pleased

to call a quadruple chant, that is, one that goes to four

verses, and this is inflicted upon us every fifteenth

evening of the month. Single chants are now never

heard in Trinity, except for the atlianasian creed. I

had almost forgotten to mention that this gentleman has

been compiling some double chants, to which he has af-

fixed the name Gregorian. This new and amusing ver-

sion of the chants of S. Gregory, may be seen in " The

Cambridge collection of chants," lately published by No-

vello. The services used on Sundays are mostly those

of Kent, Attwood, Hayes, Boyce, King, &c. The an-

thems similar to those at King's. On week days the

style of music used is much the same, with the excep-

tion of the Efj service, and several anthems by Purcell

and Croft, only there is not quite so much display in

the performance of it. It is not unusual on Sundays

for chant, anthem, and service, to be Walmisley's own.

The versicles, &c, are the same as at King's. The

litany is harmonized. The priest's part of the service

is now read, but will in the course of a month or two

be intoned.

Peter-house.—Here is an old organ, and indeed a very

good one, the maker's name unknown
; the organist is

Mr. J. H. Robson. The choir consists of boys only.

The arrangements here are very slovenly. The boys

stand in a row in front of the organ, and do not wear

surplices. The chanting, moreover, is not antiphonal

The psalms and canticles are chanted to every variety

of chant, ancient and modern, single and double. Ser-

vices and anthems arc not used.

St. John's.—Here is a large modern organ by Hill,

much too powerful for the chapel. The organist and

choir are the same as at Trinity, so that the remarks

made on that choir will hold good also for this. A
sanctus is sung as an introit on Sunday mornings,

while at Trinity there is a grave organ voluntary,

which is perhaps the more correct of the two.

I

Jesus'.—The choir here is quite in its infancy, not

having existed a year. The chapel, which was form-

erly the Priory church of St. Rhadagund, is a large

cruciform structure, in the early English style, and its

now undergoing a thorough restoration. There has

been no service in it for the last two years ; now, how-

ever, a portion of the nave is temporarily fitted up. as

the choir will not be ready for at least a year. The re-

founding of this choir is entirely due to the pains and
liberality of a fellow commoner, who teaches the boys

himself, and who is at present organist. A fine organ

by Bishop has been just built, and will be placed on

the ground in the north aisle of the choir. The choir

at present consists only of boys, eight in number, who
are dressed in very quaint-looking surplices, and have

large silver buckles on their shoes. The psalms and

canticles are chanted antiphonally, services not being

used. The chants are of all kinds, except real Greg-

orians, which appear to be unknown at Cambridge.

jThe versicles, litany, &.c, are harmonized for two

trebles, and have a very good effect. The prayers,

!&c., are intoned by two of the fellows. Anthems are

sung on all surplice days, but, of course, these are con-

fined to simple ones at present.

Christ's College.—There is some talk of reviving the

choral service in this chapel, but I do not think any

steps have been taken at present. Of the organ, very

little more than the case remains. There is an en-

dowment for a choir, but it is at present perverted to

other uses, which is the case also at Emmanuel.

I must not forget to mention, that our choirs are

very regular in their attendance on week-days as well

as on Sundays; we never have to complain of their at-

tendance even on the early morning services at seven

o'clock in winter ; and their behavior is, on the whole,

very orderly and devout.

I regret, however, to be obliged to add, that there is

very little prospect of amendment in the style of mu-

sic. The modern school of Mozart, Hayden, Mendels-

sohn, &c, has far too many admirers for us to be sur-

prised at its prevalence. A more correct taste, how-

ever, is spreading among the junior members of the

University, which is much encouraged by your invalu-

able publication, which is well read and appreciated

hy most of us, and in due time we shall hope to see the

fruits.

Orchestral Practical Jokes.— It was directed

at the commemoration in Westminster Abbey, that,

during the choruses, no one should desist from playing,

or sit down. An Italian, of the name of Turin,

disobeyed this command ; and one of those precious

youths, the Ashleys, in a loud chorus, nailed down his

coat to the seat ; and on his getting up he tore off the

lap. Pachiorotti was singing at the time; when the

Italian in a great rage called out " Got dem. Got dem"

so loud, that it rang through the abbey, and attracted

the attention of the king, who dispatched Lord Sand-

wich into the orchestra to learn the cause of the

disturbance; but no one dared to hint at the offender.

The next day, these lawless gentlemen put twenty

pennyworth of halfpence into the inside of his fiddle,

the rattle of which at first enraged him; but lie

contentedly sat down and pocketed the affront.— Gar-

diner's Music and Friends.
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LONDON ROYAL ACADEMY OF MUSIC.

The first concert of the season, hy the pupils of this

in~tituiti>it. took place on Saturday morning, in the

nee of a very full audience, among whom were

tlie countess "i Mansfield, the Marquis of Aylesbury,

ladies Murray, Frccmantlc. Clarke, Campbell, Sir

George Clarke. Sir John Campbell, ivc. i<r. The

coniuieneenient nt' the programme was devoted to

parts of Mendelssohn's lilijah; the remainder consist-

ad of a miscellaneous vocal and instrumental selection.

The band and chorus were on the scale to which we

have been accustomed for some years—not exactly

what ought to he looked for at the hands of the Royal

Academy of Mania, but in number and efficiency, deci-

dedly respectable, Mr. Lucas, the conductor, and M.

Sainton, principal violin, filled their respective offices

as well as they could he filled, and lent increased

weight to the orchestral arrangements. The selection

from Elijah was made with a strange disregard for the

composer's plan. The overture, and seven or eight

pieces from the first part, were succeeded by a trio for

violin, violoncello, and contra-basso, by Handel, which

in its turn was followed by an unconnected series of

pieces from the second part. In the first part the fine

choruses of me Baallte priests were cut down to the

single one in F. " Baal, we cry to thee,'' followed bj

the air, " Woe unto them," in E minor, and afterwards

by the grand final chorus, "Thanks be to God," in E
li.it, and F, K minor, and E flat, in alternate succes-

sion : a violation of the relative conditions of keys

which would have shocked the ears of the fastidious

Mendelssohn, and proceeding from an academical in-

stitution, calls for severe reprehension. If the masters

set such an example in (ace of the rules set down

iii authorized books and canons, what can he expected

from the pupils ' The second pari was equally to be

noted for indifference to the composer's design. The

execution of the fragments was, however, creditable on

the whole, although the soloists, with one or two cx-

i .piions. were scarcely equal to the tasks imposed upon

them. The unaccompanied terzetto, " Lift thine eyes,"

for Misses Holroyd, Ransford, and Salmon, was per-

haps the most satisfactory performance among thosi

which did not depend upon the orchestra and chorus

for their principal effects. It was encored warmly,

and repeated. Another time it is to he hoped that the

pupils of the academy may find a more appropriate

means of paying respect to the memory of Mendels-

sohn than that of offering a curtailed and mutilated

m of bis greatest work.

The trio ot Handel mentioned above, its ill-advised

po-i;ion forgotton, was very ably executed by Mr. Hill,

intOO'l ''ever pupil (violin ) M. Horatio Chipp

(violoncello,) and Mr. Mount (double-base.)

The miscellaneous part of the concert had consider-

able inten il brongbt forward performei

'it little known. The largo and rondo from Bee

thoven's pianoforte concerto ta C minor, were cleverli

played by Mr. Alfred Gilbert, a young artist of consid-

erable promise. Still better was the performance of

another youthful pianist, Mr. Whitehead Smith, (a pu

pi] of Mr. W. Dorrell,) who in the BarcaroL and first

movement from Stemdale Bennett's beautiful concei

to in F minor, exhibited a sine finger and a large

amount of unaffected expression. Bui here again we
have to find fault. In-tead of fragments I'i two

concerto", why not have gi concerto entire 1

No conscientious composer writes a work on a grand jthe nightingales. Here, I heard the first one I ever
scale; a symphony or concerto for example, without had the happiness to hear. The trees in these public
.inning at unity of design

;
the curtailment of such walks were always filled with them, for German hovs

works, therefore, as those of Beethoven and Stemdale do not take the delight in stoneing birds, which char-

Bennett, is injurious to their etl'eet, and renders them aeterises the juvenile community in vankee cities,

in a great degree unintelligible. This is unjust to the On the second sabbath of my residence in this citv

authors, and docs little good to the tyros who arc to I attended St. Paul's church. This is a very lar<*e new
display their executive capabilities. It is also a bad building, built of red stone. In form, it was perfectly

example to be set by an institution where none but round, both inside and out; so much so, that the first

liealtbly and uncompromising principles should be in- few times I attended it, I got completely lost, bv eom-
culcated. In the vocal part of the selection we have! ling out at what I supposed was the door I went in at

again to remark with pleasure the rapid advance of but which turned out to he on another side of the

Miss Ransford, who sung l'crgolcsi's air, " Oh Lord house. The echo in this building was worse than I

have mercy," in a style that would have done no dis- ever heard before. The dome of the New York ex-

credit to a vocalist of the ripest experience, Mr. T. II. change could not compare with it. The consequence

Baylis, in Callcott's dreary snwi, '' Tlic last man.'' was, that each word of the preacher was repeated, and

showed a base voice of fine quality, which as yet, how- re-echoed ever so many times, and made German, to

ever, wants cultivation. The lovely duet and chorus, my cars, rather a confused language. The organ was
the finest in the city ; it was new. and contained a
swell, but I wont try to describe how it sounded in

" I waited for the Lord," from Mendelssohn's Luinjr-\

sunt/, was well performed. Misses A. Lincoln and

Owen taking the vocal solos; and Haydcn's "With this dome: and if I don't try to describe that. I am
verdure clad," evidenced good intentions, at least, on sure I had better not the great chorus of the whole

the part of Miss Taylor. A grand chorus of Mozart's, congregation.

"Gloria in excelsis," was rendered with great spirit, \/ "

,,,,., Jf Extraordinary Musical Mechanism. — We
and concluded the conceit. M. . „ . , _ .

,

. . _ _JT\ P"eflv noticed, on Friday, the wonderful and truly
In our notices ot these concerts last year, we wife .... .,,,," . ,

}

, . . ,. . •
i

• i aV. useful invention called the Antiphone, introduced to
constantly inveighing against a certain glaring defeat

, ,,.
y

, J ..

',

»)•• ,...,. ,i„.
*e public attention by Mr. James Smith of Lord street,

in the construction of the programmes; this was the
. ,, , r ••• i i „c enabling any person to plav anv kind of music, grave

almost invariable absence ot compositions by pupils ol

the institution. The programme of last Saturday did

not contain a single work, large or small, from the pen

of a single pupil, old or new. It is necessary once

more to remind the authorities that this is a direct in-

fringement of the most important object for which the

Royal Academy of Music was instituted.

i:\TRACTS FROM OUR JOURNAL-NO. XXI.

At the time of mv arrival it was mid- summer, and. 1

in the latitude of Frankfort, not dark until nearly ten

o'clock. All concerts, theatres, operas, &c, neverthe-

less, commence at half past six o'clock, P. M., and

close at nine. During the first three or four weeks I

attended several conceits and operas, which were giv-

en in lighted halls, and was quite surprised on coming

out, at half past eight or nine o'clock, to find it. invaria-

or gay, on the organ, piano, seaphine, &c , to which

the new article is affixed. It cannot he well described

in words
: it must be seen to be appreciated : and vet

the following, from the Standard, is an excellent sketch

of the pleasing and surprising contrivance: "The
"hole machine is but two feet long and four indies

K Ide. On the top is a flat metal surface, pierced across

its width in the centre with a Series of small openings,

which admit through them a small number of metal

points, arising a little above the metal plate. These

points arc the extremities of small levers encased be-

low, and communicate with the keys, so that any point

pressed down, presses down the corresponding

key, and produces the desired note. The music

books, if W0 may so call them, are a succession of

small block-- of wood, which are forced onward along

the metal plate. ( hi the under side of these bloc ks arc

inserted steel pins, resembling those on the barrel of alily, broad daylight. Frankfort contains 60,000 in

habitants. Entirely around the city a beautiful public hand organ; and these, as they come in contact with

garden, or Wall is laid out, on the site of the ancient the metal points, produce the tune. The blocks are

fortifications. An American can form little idea of moved along in lively music by a small crank handle.

the beauty of the public walks around these continent-

al cities. The Frankfort public garden, (promenades.)

are about four miles long, averaging, pel baps, from

In -low or -.acred music, another small handle. nio\ ing

like that of a pump, i- used, by which the notes may

be maintained, when required, tO any length When
three hundred to five hundred feet in breadth. Thci one block has passed over the plate, another, contain-

are idled with the most beautiful flowers and trees of ing the continuation of the piece, or succeeding parts

all descriptions, fountains, ponds, filled with goldfish of a mne,maybe introduced, and repetitions may as

.ind covered with swans and other beautiful water- readily be accomplished. The blocks may be had set

fowls, arbors, and everything else pleasant to the eye. to any given tunc or piece of DlUsic, and an

I seldom missed making a daily walk through thes. much per foot, SO thai any one ma\ now Order a mile

promenades during the whole Mar of my stay in of music! Mr. Smith, for our gratification, played on

Frankfort; and such walks 1 fear I never shall take the harmonium a variety of airs, quadrilles, hymns,

again. The flowers were so arranged, that in lilac Xc, with great effect, by merely Using one or Ofher

time it seemed as if there was nothing but lilac bush- of the handles, and pulling the wooden blocks under B

In the garden. In rose time it seemed as if all wen small roller, w Inch presses them against the polished

and io with all other Bowers ; vai lety ever sue metal plate before alluded to The machine itself pass-

CCCdlng variety, so thai the floral scenery changed with

almost every changing week. Km the aweetesl thing

about the promenades, to my sore, was 'he music of

es the blocks along by means of a small COg-whcel,

working on a thin rack attachi d to eai h block.
n-

lith paper.
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where display and musical effect are expected. Ther

is truth in both ; and would the friends of music am

of religious culture endeavor to meet each other in th

spirit of concession and compromise, something migh

be done, it seems to me, for the healthy growth of al

the good things which congregational worship is de

signed to foster. If the choir is to be retained, brinj

to bear upon its members influences which shall mak<

that body more spiritual and pure; and when, by its

more correct deportment, true taste with regard to the

choice and performance of music, &c, the congregation

shall discover its sympathy in divine things,—think

you not, that a devotion worthy of the unfeigned

disciple of our blessed master will be in the assembly,

even if the singing of, his praises be done by a choir'?

At all events, let true devotion be kindled to a sacred

flame, even if music itself, as an instrumentality, must

be abandoned. Yours in sincerity, C. e. c.

2'
, R. I., March 1, 1848.

Dean Comber on Chanting the Psalms.—The

music which these sacred songs were first set to is still

continued in the church, (as it was among the Jews

and first christians,) which ought to mind us of the

music of the celestial choir, and will calm our souls

and gently raise our affections, putting us into a fit

posture to glorify our Father which is in heaven, and

sweetening those pious lessons that will take deeper

root when the heart is first mollified and prepared to

receive them. For sure he is of a rugged temper, and

hath an ill-composed soul who feels not these effects of

that grave and pleasant harmony which doth accom-

pany this office
; :

and we may fear he is not of David's

spirit, whose ears are offended, whose spirit is disturb-

ed, or his devotion hindered by vocal or instrumental

music. But ye prudent and pious christians, whoj

bring no prejudices against these things, ye know how

oft your souls have been wrapt up with ecstacies

of devotion, and your mind filled with ideas of the

celestial glory, and your hearts inflamed with strong

affections by these sweet strains. Wherefore do you

endeavor (when yon are so disposed by the church

music) with fervency and' holy ardor, to. bless the name

of God, and be sure you never omit to bear a part in

heart or voice, or both
;
for so. the church requires, and

so the people of God in all ages have sung their hymns

by turns and responses, supposing by this means they

might best stir up each other's affections and come

earest to the heavenly pattern, where the seraphim
ry, one to another, "Holy, holy, holy, Lord God of

osts." And Socrates relates that Ignatius learned
lis way of singing from the angels, and he first dcliv-

ed it to the christian church, which ever since doth
alously imitate them here, hoping to bear a part with
em in their eternal hallelujahs.

One of our readers, writing from a neighboring city,

s speaks of a prominent church : " The society is

i to none in the country for respectability ; and
" been as remarkable for its attachment to its

' for its caprice with regard to its organists

:

\e former having been removed, except by

e church was first constituted; while,
> latter remain with them over two or

->ne feels as though some strange

In the former case, the people

'n the latter, they delegate the
fee; the majority of whom
\ music, and are in their

'^as for some years past

1 of the music, and

who will not in

las possible,) and which has spread unaccountably
^amongst the better classes of society. Foreigners,
(who cannot but marvel that we have substituted such
ia miserable sound for the open and musical a,) have
,a theory that the English climate is so cold and wet,
'and the natives afflicted in consequence with such pcr-
Ipetual toothache, that they cannot venture to open
their mouths in speaking. However, it is a comfort
that though many persons pronounce the word as if

Aimen, everybody who sings it, sings it as Amen.

management

'^ave origin-

>t cannot

'ere is

'ely

The Bath Band.—We were awakened on Tues-
day night, by a serenade by the Bath Brass Band,
which " discoursed most eloquent music." We believe

it is the first time they have given the public an
opportunity to listen to their performances; but we
trust that hereafter we shall be gratified by a frequent

repetition of them. This band was formed less than a
year ago

;
but we should judge that, even now, they

equal any band in the state, not excepting the Portland
Band. As it necessarily takes much time for them to

practice, and has already cost them a large amount for

instruments, music, room, &c, we should hope that

some opportunity may be given for the citizens gener-

ally to bear their part. We hope that the band will

be induced to give a concert, and that every citizen

will attend
; for we are satisfied that he will get twice

his money's worth, besides encouraging the cultivation

of music in our midst. Another thing we would
recommend, is that a sufficient sum should be voted by
the city or raised by subscription, to employ the band
to play one evening a week, in the open air, for the

amusement of the citizens. We need some public

amusement ; and what would be more pleasing, and
beneficial, in fact, than this ?

The names of the members of the band are as

follows: Solomon Reed, Samuel W. Wilson, Zina H.
Trufant, Jenks Crawford, John Cook, Abial Mayers,

Charles Alexander, Oren Moores, Washington Blake,

and Joseph Bcrtancue.

—

Bath (Me.) Tribune.

Dr. Crotch.—This able musician was born at Nor-

wich in 1775. His talents were very precocious ; he

may be said to have devoted himself to music from his

cradle. At the early age of three years he performed

several pieces on the organ with extraordinary precis-

ion for a child. Even in his infancy he possessed a

most acnte ear, and could name any particular note

struck on the pianoforte without seeing it. This, how-

ever, is one of those unaccountable gifts of nature we
find daily exemplified in the merest tyros, and is en-

tirely independent of talent or genius. Dr. Crotch

labored hard in his musical studies, and became an ac-

knowledged theorist in his art. At the age of twenty-

two the University of Oxford conferred on him the

>rofessorship of music. Subsequently he obtained the

lcgree of doctor of music in the same university. In

822 he was appointed principal of the Royal Acade-

ny of Music in London. Dr. Crotch's compositions

nibraee a vast number of pieces for the organ and

lianoforte, various songs and odes, several of which

lave obtained some degree of popularity. He also

.omposed two grand oratorios, which, whatever praise

„hcy have obtained as work of art, were not sufficiently

is infused with the inspirations of genius to endue

uhem with lasting fame. He wrote several elementary

works on musical composition and thorough base. In
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18.34 Dr. Crotch performed in public for the last time,

at the Royal Festival, Westminster Abbey. He died

on the 2'Jtb of December last, at the residence of his

gon, Rev. W. EL Crotch, master of the grammar school

at Taunton, where he had been living for some time

previously- His dissolution was sudden, having taken

place while surrounded by the family at dinner. He^

formerly resided in Kensington, and had executed his

will iu 1844. bequeathing to his son, above named, all

his manuscript and other inusie. and the copyright of

his musical compositions, as well published as unpub-

lished. He also left him, for his own use, all his pa-

pers, music-books, his organ, pianoforte, violin, &c,

&.C., and a legacy of £500, as also the residue of Ins

personal property on the decease of his wile. To Mrs,

Crotch he bequeathed £2,000 for her own use, and all

the household furniture, plate, and framed painting.

pictures, and drawings. His son is appointed residu-

ary legatee. His personal and funded property is es

tiraatcd at £18,000.—London World.

What is Music ?—I would fain know what mus

is. I seek it as man seeks eternal wisdom. Ycstcnla

evening I walked late in the moonlight in the beam

ful avenue of lime trees on the banks of the Rhine, Bl

I heard a lapping noise and soft singing. At the do'

of a cottage, under the blossoming lime tree, sat

mother with her twin babes; the one lay at her 1

the other in the cradle, which she rocked with her foi

keeping time to her singing. In the very germ, the

when the lirst trace of life scarce begins to stir, nv

is the nurse of the soul; it murmurs in the ea -

the child sleeps; the tones are the companion

dreams; they are the world in which he '

ha- nothing ; the babe, although cradled in

arms, is alone in the spirit ; but tone?

into this half conscious soul, and n<"

nourishes the life of plants.

—

Btltiv

Rev. W. Romaine on- Abuses in Psalmody.—

I

will only mention one thing more, which is a great im-

propriety, and to me very offensive ; that is, the pos-

ture generally used among us in singing. Suppose

there had been nothing at all said about it in scripture,

judge ye with yourselves, men and brethren, whether

it be respectful and becoming to sit down to sing.

When subjects go upon any joyful occasion to address

their sovereign, is it a custom in any nation of the

world to do it sitting ? Does the person who pays

homage sit, or he who receives it ? But it is not left to

ourselves or to what we may think right or wrong.

The case is determined in scripture, and there arc pre

cedents to go upon. The singers and musicians stood,

when they performed in the temple service; and so

did all the people : 1 Chron. xxiii. 28, &c. This was

their appointment ; and wc read of their fulfilling it,

2 Chron. v. 12, where it is said: "They stood at the

east end of the altar," and we are certain that all the

congregation of Israel stood at the same time, for it is

expressly mentioned. Standing to sing is recommend-
ed in scripture, Psalm exxiv. and Psalm exxxv., and
was accordingly practiced by both clergy and laity:

when they thanked the Lord, morning and evening, in

the words of David, the man of God, they sung His

pnunt standing. It is a decent posture. People of

fashion think it so
; for they stand up, even in the play-

house at the hallelujah in the oratorio of the Hessiah,

Our vary good church-people think it so; for rf they

sit down at the psalm, they arc sure to stand up at the

Gloria Patri. The venerable practice of antiquity has

something more to enforce it than mere propriety; at

.t t all- upon me to try to keep up an uniformity

with the church of Christ in this particular.

CHOIR CHOR'
TUTS work, which wan advertise

ready for delivery this week.
TER * Co., No. IU Water Street

Row, Boston, aii-l will be for >.

the country.

jrj

WOODBURY'S V
classes and the

from the best foreig

gnsfjive course of
Priofl *-,0u pe'

inatiou withor

Also, in •

bury.

For the benefit of the eonteinplateil I.eipsie Pcsta-

l'j/.zian Institute, the OipheuJ Singing Association in

that eiiv recently gave a concert in connection with

the three upper nlaases of the second ward public

1. The profitl Were tWO hundred and forty-three

thalcrn.

Thomas Appleton, the celebrated organ-builder, has

splendid organ for the new unitarian

church, ju-t erected <>n Harrison Avenue, in this city,

Mr, Appleton has receive. i
-> immm thachurchet

in this city, for organs irhil b he has built for them.

We II have a little dance to-night
I vc seen her at the window.
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EMANCIPATION.
Altered from Hutchinson, by J. C. JOHNSON.

sissisiiisi W&s---
1. Ho! the car E - man-cipa-tion Proudly rides through every nation,

Bearing in its train the story, Liberty, a nation's glory ! Koll it along! Roll it along!

»_*z#z#z_:

Roll it along,

Clear the track, ye whales and fishes ! On the car of Freedom rushes ! j Vain to withstand Vain to withstand,

255

—

arnrwwr rwz9_9_ 9-9-9—
"i— i—mr

1 g~^~£g :P=£= -0-0-0-1

£

Vain to withstand,

t»^ ^ —

#
£«£:*-*-&-*- f-f-rf-

every nation, Freedom's car, Emancipation.

f £*=£
-i^-^-^-^- i

i s ja~T
5S«3S53£

W~9~0~ r̂

I3l3l-
-p-#- P

waves of ocean; Nought on earth can check its motion

0~9~0-0
I I I

V~9*f
'WW

JE2L
W-0-0-0-
rj~•g~yk^:I

Through the ^lrc rfe triomphe leaping,

Down the fields Elysian sweeping,

Straightly at the palace aiming,

Furnace red and chimney flaming
;

" Last of the kings ! "—too late the warning,

Your throne is in the engine burning.

Now along the Rhine 'tis bounding,

Danube, Elbe, the rally sounding

;

Prussia, Bayern, Hesse Cassel,

Burst your chains, each cringing vassal

!

" Freiheitfur uns"* by the hundred thousand,

And echo answers, " hundmi, tausend ! " t

7. Northward, to Muscovian regions
;

Southward, through Mahomet's legions;

Eastward, by the Indian Ocean

—

Nought on earth can stay its motion

!

Light in the east ! the day is breaking

;

Persian, Hindoo, hail its waking!

8. Drinking at the Ganges' fountains,

Tearing through the Himmelah mountains,

Tsouw-Chong, Lo-ko, San-pan, Lin-kin,

" Chin-chin, car of freedom, chin-chin !"

Chin-chin again, Canton, Pekin,

Liberty 's well worth the seeking.

At its mighty, piercing whistle,

Rouse the Shamrock and the Thistle.

England shakes to its foundation,

" Down with the lords, and up with the natron !

"

Bread for the poor, to each good measure
;

Liberty !s a nation's treasure..

6. Now the iron crown 's too galling

—

Italia 's up, her fo.es appalling.

Shout ! the ear and engine steaming,

On the Appian way are gleaming !

Roll it along, like crashing thunder
;

Austrian despots, stand from under !

&, Eastward still, through tribe and nation,

Back to freedom's rail-road station
;

Round the earth they 've learned the story,

Liberty, a nation's glory.

Shout it aloud—the noble story

—

Liberty, a nation's glory !

? Pronounced, Fry-hite foor oons. t Iloondert tousand.

DRAKE. 8s and 7s.
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1. Cease, ye mourners, cease to languish o'er the grave of those you love; Pain, and death, and night, and anguish. Enter not the world a - bove.
•

t>
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2. While our silent steps are straying, Lonel
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y, thro' night's deepening shade, Glory's brightest beams are playing Round th' immortal spir - head
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Soft. Moderate lime.
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PRAY FOR THE PEACE.
VINCENT NOVELLO.
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Pray for the peace of Je - ru - sa - lem; they shall
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prosper, Bball prosper that love thee
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prosper, shall prosper that love thee. Peace
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Peace, Peace be with - in thy walls, and pros - per - i - ty with - in thy
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be with - in thy walls, with - in thy walls, and pros - per - i - ty with - in thy pal - a - ces.
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joy ; Loud through the land let tri - umph
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ring; Hj8 )10n - ors should your songs cm - ploy; Let glo - rious praii - cs hail the king.
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EFFORTS TO REFORM CHURCH MUSIC IN

ENGLAND.

For christians ought to feel love to their Lord, and
to rejoice in his holy name; they ought also as sinners

to feel sorrow and shame for their transgressions, and
supplicate forgiveness with all humility and lowliness;

yet neither their jo; nor their sorrow can he expressed,

with propriety, in quite the same tones as if they rela-

ted to things of this world. There should he a quality

music. Introduction of secular compositions into the

church. Scheme for parish church music associations,

Abuses of the organ. Musical education of the peo-

ple," &c. &c. We copy the articles, "Characteristics

of church music,"' " Scheme for parish church music

associations,'' and " Ahuses of the organ."

'•Into the general nature of music, and of its power] about them showing our consciousness of the infinite

of producing various impressions on our minds, il is distance between us and our maker, and of the over-

not our place now to enter. Yet wc may observe, that whelming consequence of the service wc offer before

A good work seems to be in progress among a por-
j t seerns ; consist originally in an imitation of those him.

tion of the established church in England, in relation SOunds which we spontaneousljlmake when under the Difficult as it is to express one's ideas on each an

to church music. Our readers are aware of the exist-j influence of any kind of emotion ;
and as the expres- intangible subject, yet we will endeavor to mention a

sion of emotion suffices to excite it, so musical sounds few particulars respecting church music, both of whatence of the " National society for promoting church

music," which was established a year or two since.

This society publishes the Parish Choir, and has also

published and circulated tracts and other publications

calling attention to the sin of neglecting this portion

of public worship. Members of churches in all parts

of the kingdom seem to be awakening to a realizing

ihave the power of exciting that particular emotion

whose natural mode of expression they imitate. Un-

der the influence of grief and despondency the tones

it ought to be, and of what it ought not to be; consid-

ering it as the vehicle and expression of our senti-

ments when engaged in the most awful nf our • ntics.

of voice arc low and plaintive, and their utterance
j

In the first place, then, it ought, like everything else

slow and monotonous; in joy and exultation they are offered to almighty God, to be as good as possible; to

loud and animated, and their utterance rapid and em-| be selected from the works of those composers who

sense of the remissness of the churches. As one re-l phatic. And as we can tell by, the tones of a person's have exhibited intellect as well as piety in their musi-

sult of these efforts, able men have had their attention

directed to the subject, and are beginning to use their

pens in its behalf.

We have just received from London a work enti-

tled " A popular tract on church music, with remarks

voice, whether he is sorrowing or joyful, even though cal productions. And we cannot possibly have a bet-

we may not understand one word of what he actually ter test of what is excellent than the well known canon

says; so by music alone we ran be impressed with a of Longinus. It is not that which somewhat pleases

'particular sentiment of cheerfulness or melancholy, al-' at first, but soon by repetition becomes flat and weari-

though it may not let us understand the particular some; but on the contrary, that which, the more it is

on its moral and political importance, and a practical] cause or subject of the sentiment.
|

contemplated the grander does it appear; till at length

scheme for its reformation." The work is written by Then, whilst certain great classes of musical sounds it gains entire possession of the mind, fixing itself in-

Robert Druitt, Esq., and has on its title page the fol-

lowing as a motto. " I much distrust the symmetry

of their heads who declaim against church music.

There is something in it of divinity more than the ear

discovers."

—

Sir T Brown's II ligio Medici.

Although church music in this country is bad enough.

are capable of representing certain broad and well-

marked kinds of emotion, joy or grief for example-

various modifications (orders we might technically say]

of the same class of sounds are capable—partly per-

separably as part of its being; 'filling it with trans-

port and an inward pride; the soul delighting in it as

though it were its own invention/

Such are the feelings with which every true lover of

haps through their inherent nature and propriety, part- music rejoices in the sterling productions of our great

ly through our constant associations—of raising in our, church composers. Heard for the first time, the mind

in England it is worse. In most of the churches the minds the ideas of corresponding modifications of the, can hardly, perhaps, comprehend them in the full ex-

singing is performed by ignorant charity children, or sentiment. Thus there is a difference between the

roguish bovs, who go through their allotted exercises,
1

military march and the dance tune, the comic song

as a trained monkey does his tricks. In many of the

country churches they even use hand-organs as the in-

strumental accompaniment. In fact, few American

christians can easily form an idea of the utter heartless-

ness and unskillfulncss in which their singing is per-

formed. There is therefore in these writings on the

reformation of their church music, much which in de-

tail will not apply to our churches, and also much

which is designed only for churchmen. Indeed, in the

works which we have chanced to read, ridicule is not

spared towards dissenters, although in the churches

we happened to visit while in England, the dissenters

were decidedly in advance of the establishment, while

they too were a long ways distant from perfection.

Wc find, nevertheless, much in these works which is

instructive in principle, if not in detail. In one thing.

at least, we heartily agree with thjjm, and that is, in

esteeming church music to be worth all the pains and

money which can be expended on it.

The work in question treats of the following, among
other branches of the subject: "Miserable state of

church music in most parishes. Eight and wrong

principles of reformation. Theory of chanting. Popu-

lar prejudices. Metrical versions of the Psalms. Prose his presence.

and the drinking song ; though all alike are cheerful,

rapid, and animating; and there is a difference be-

tween the funeral march, the religious hymn, and the

plaintive love song, though all alike slow and pathetic;

and we are able to distinguish the various minor kinds

of sentiment intended to be conveyed, and also to dis-

cern a kind of congruity in the music to the sentiment

'with which it is associated.

Then taking man as a civilized being, capable of be-

ing swayed by many kinds and degrees of emotion,

there can be little doubt that each of these can be ex-

pressed, more or less accurately, in music; and it be-

comes our task to inquire what kind of music is best

adapted for the service of the church.

And here we may observe, that a distinction should

always be drawn between sacred music as a whole, and

that variety of it which should be introduced into

churches ; because there are many compositions which,

although good in themselves, ami appropriate vehicles

for religious sentiment, and well suited for the cham-

ber or the oratorio, are yet not sufficiently reverential

and solemn in their style for the worship of almighty

God, in that house where we more immediately seek

tent and depth of their beauty and grandeur. They
appear, perhaps, intricate and confused, and the mind

feels painfully its unsuccessful effort to grasp their no-

ble ideas. But repeated again and again, light gradu-

ally breaks in upon the soul ; the obscure and confused

shows only a more wonderful order ; intertwining har-

monies are found ' in linked sweetness long drawn

out;' till at length they fix themselves indelibly in the

'memory, where we trust they will remain long after

our mortal clay shall have been turned into kindred

dust.

Take, on the other hand, a modern popular pslam-

tune—how soon it becomes inexpressibly wearisome

and monotonous; what an absence of all intellect does

it generally exhibit—if plaintive, how dismal ; if cheer-

ful, how vulgarly boisterous.

]

A second point we would urge is. that church music,

in its phrases and modes of expression— in what may

be called its common-places, should have little or no af-

finity with the secular or theatrical music of the day.

It should be felt that there is as much difference be-

tween the style of church and of profane music, as be-

tween the language of the liturgj ami the flippant dia-

logue of a comedy.

In the next place, we would contend that old music,

as a general rule, is better than new. Not, as some
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l>i Mad people tliink, that notliin^ is good which is not ' In even- parish there arc some persons who can 'pound any obscure passages, such as many in the 68th

oM for in all ajres the proportion between good and sing, in London parishes some memben at least, in al- Psalm, for instance. Then there must be no (/alibiing

:

bad is nearly alike. But the flimsy and trivial soon most every family which attends the church, the words must be clearly and distinctly enunciated in

v ini-h from the face of the earth, whilst that only Let then some persons in any given parish, whose B solemn recitation, and all the stops be kept. The

which is r.allv good is handed down to posterity. So hearts are in the cause, wait upon the clergy, and re- Gregorian and other old single chants are by far the

that its bavin- survived to be old, is not the CMiae, but quest their countenance and nasistance, in forming a beat, the simplest, and the most devotional,

the effect, of the estimation in which it is held, parochial association for il" promotion of church music. The Te Deum and other canonical lnmns should

Again, old music will have the advantage of being If the clergy make the first movement, so much the be practiced at first to single chants, and then to some

at least free from any resemblance to the conventional better. of the simpler compositions of Boyce, Tallis. &c. The

prettinesscs of the daw As in language, so in music. Such association should ((insist of as many persons practice of stringing together two or three verses of

every age has its set of mannerisms, which are heard as possible belonging to any respectable class in so-

often enough in the secular music of the day. but which ciety,

OOght never to find their way into the church. There Each member should provide himself with the ne-

nlwavs will be some popular composers for the theatre, cessary music, (which would cost very little,) but no

and they will be closely followed by the band of Aim- subscription should be required. The wealthier mem-

Ay song-writers about love and beauty, whose tra-h i< hers would, no doubt, make such donations as would

spawned in abundance daily, and perishes before it defray the expenses of the association, and provide

sees the next year's snn. Their common phrases, will, music for those who cannot afford to buy it.

it were, be the musical amt of the day. If we hear
i

The permission of the clergy and other authorities ,„,.„ ,| lc j r baefcg on ,]ie minister and stare

these in church, we feel that there is a something less Bhonld then be requested that the members should organ gallery, listening to a solo, executed by a female

reverent than there should be. But although we can- meet, with the organist, and snch of the children as can with all theatrical flourish and execution is anything
not suppose the old masters to have been entirely free sing decently, * to practice. The Sunday morning af-

imt w hat becomes the service of the church. It would
from the conventionalities of their day, yet the cotem- fords ample time, much of which is commonly wasted

| )c desirable, nevertheless, to have some boys who can
porary fashions and frivolities, having vanished from in bed ;

everybody is then at leisure, and they might Ling wall and a few singers placed on opposite sides,

the earth, they now can bring to our recollection none sing for an hour before morning service, in the church IK..lr ,;,,, clergyman so as to lead the rest of the cou-

of the pomps and vanities of the outer world. In the or school-room, according to circumstances. gregataon.

music of Tallis or Tve may be found some passages I

As no man works well unless well paid, it is desira- A IK)t ice might be aflixcd to the church door, (as is

which remind one of an ancient madrigal of their day; ble that the organist should be properly remunerated
t ),c rnse nt st Paul's, Knightsbridge,) of the music in-

but this, even if known, would bring with it no irrev- for bis extra trouble; or else that some other properly tended to be performed daring the week, so that such

erent association-. qualified person or persons be engaged to superintend f ,|K. congregation as have not leisure or opportunity

Besides this there is something terse, quaint, and to the singing at first. for attending the public practicing, might study their

the purpose, in old music, which, like the eotemporary
|

There is such liberality evinced in the building and parts beforehand at home,

language, is well contrasted with the more familiar and decorating of churches, and providing organs, that it is
j

Any attempt at Jim music, or solos, should be sedu-

the Te Deum in chanting, spoils the effect of this no-

ble hymn, and .should always be avoided.

It is not contemplated that there should be a sep-

arate choir or orchestra of singers, the main body of

the congregation being silent listeners : but that the

singers should be dispersed over the whole church;

every person in his own place audibly, but unosh nta-

tiously, joining in the service. For a congregation to

diffuse style of the present day. Take, for instance,

the doxology before the rending of the holy gospel,

Tallis gives it as one exulting acclamation :

I I

j
I ,

-cg|-^i e^~&A
IS & l?f

confidently hoped that a little more money would not lously discouraged, till the grand object is attained of

be grudged in order that the service may be made a full choral response and chant; and even then it

worthy of the church and of the congregation. should be done seldom and very discreetly.

At first, it would be desirable to take pains to sing W(1 m8g, flrmlv hope .„„, ,, (
, |k. v(,

, h;l , |f in mj ]mr .

better those things winch are sung already, before at- ^ fl fcw ^-^ ilu!ivi(hlaN „,„,,, ,,„. ...glance of

*«5

Thee,

-<5>

H i

'

Lord.

wmm
Not so a modem composer; he spins it out:

=pf
—

I

—
rr i . I

;

Olo

!

be

tempting anything new ; but it may be confidently pre-

dicted that this would soon lead to an universal de-

mand for more. Whilst the singing is done badly,

people arc careless about it ; let it be done well, and

the desire for still further improvement would soon

show itself.

Then pains should be taken to learn a harmonized

the clergyman, were to put this plan in execution, and

the service were found to be conducted with greater

solemnity and impresslveness the music being of a

simple and easily-remembered kind; that many per-

sons would join the association, that the example

would spread, and that our churches then would pre-

sent the cheering spectacle of a grand public solrmni-
amen.60 that this most important response maybe

tv ceU,,„ .,„.,, in spirit and in form as it onght to be.

given with the heart and voice of the whole CQngrega- '

A< „,,,, ,,„ ,„„. sill(1 bcfcet8 it on „„. otl|( . r so t ,,e

clergrman wonld soon find the comfort and propriety of
Afterwards, the vcr-icles and responses might be m-

nri„g ,,„. mu8ica | intonation, as a means of giving Vm-
trodueed by degrees, the melody being that of the an- pIwivene88 to bis pari of the service, and of produe-
cienl plain chant, wry slightly harmonized. In the

ing tt]( . (,,,,,;„,, f hearty concurrence and unity he-

rn -I instance, the vcr-icles before the Psalms should he
,„,.,.,, |,ini-.]l' and bis flock

-ling; and if that be done to Tallis's sublime harmon- . . , , ,
. , . „,,,..., , , , , ,

It were to be wished that some of the mo-t inllncn-
ii'-, be niu-l be dull indeed, who could hear to hear the . . . ... , - ,. ,.

tial of the clergy and laity would form s 'Central As-

sociation,' or society for tht promotion of church music;

whose object should be to publish and circulate tracts

calculated to stir up the Blinds of the people: to pub-

Then wc would urge that church music should be Psalms prosaically read afterwnrds. Tallis's entire re-

chaste, severe, and simple in its style: thai Is to say, sponses and litany might be introduced afterwards, for

that all superadded embellishment, any phrase intro- festivals; but the responses should always he unue-

duceil for mere i Beet, should be rigidly excluded. companied bv the organ.

'I" church mn Hooker, 'curiosity and o» [n practicing for the purpose of chanting the Psalms
testation of art, wanton, or light, or unsuitable bar-

t)( tin- day, great care and pains are necessary. In the

mony, such as only pleaseth the car, and dotl nut-
flra, ,,i„,,.. ,i„. |'.ai„, |uelf musl be well understood;

and the clergyman would perhaps be willing to e\

li-b good music at a very cheap rate : to provide teach-

ers for poOT parishes; and to be able to organise a

-elect choir of gentlemen who, on the occasion of great

religious festivals, or the eon-ci i alion of chimin |, & c
,

might assemble, and celebrates service really worthy

of our church and nation Dow would the aisles of

nrallv serve to the very kind and degree of those im

piMSSloni which the mnttcr that goetb with it leavclh

in men's minds, doth rather blemish and disgrace thai Tor* child hi ring will i ..ri> ftn thi Mrrlst ..f |hf oh<uth,ll

we do. than add beaulv .,, furtherance „„.„ it.'' ~S*l«ob.«W I w] ».n. Ito, I .,,.,.!,, ,.., Westminster Abbey be thronged with wor-hippcr-. if

# . . « # #
' '" '" "'' , •'i'" 1 '.

-1 ' "'-" ,n iMni.T«tnii.t il..- in >r what !• rang, instead of five-and-twenty, there were a hundred well-
""'"'•""••• wtthontthM.

„,,;„,,,„„,,.. Sjngins thesnbUme mtwicof rurcell.or" The scheme which the writer would venture to pro

) i a- f.,ll...

'lu'illll. Liti.nip, the ntt. 1 1. j.l to i.mk. children *iiiK Uttdl »'iil> 1.' li.'iiil.l.

< Ireene. or ( Jroft, or gi\ ing some n elitj to Blow's Bplen-
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did effort to imitate the hallelujahs sung by multitudes

in heaven ; or if, instead of deserting the Lord's table,

an augmented choir remained to give due grandeur to

the sublimest of the christian mysteries !

"

" The organ, too ; what benefits might be derived from

a little wholesome looking after both what is played

and the style of the performance ! As things stand,

we have no hesitation in saying that the organ has

contributed as much as anything to the decay of con-

gregational singing ; for in the first place, after the or-

gan has been set up, and an organist appointed with a

salary, the parish authorities imagine that all has been

done that there is any need for, and never think of en-

gaging a choir to sing for either love or money ; and in

the next place, fifteen or twenty stops of the full organ

render it a matter of perfect indifference as to how

people sing, or whether, in fact, they sing at all. Of-

ten and often has the writer been in a church where,

with an overpowering organ, not three people in the

whole church opened their mouths. But the surest

method of all, to extinguish anything like singing, is

to set up a grinding organ. Truly, if a foreigner en-

tered some of our churches he might imagine that, as

a great manufacturing community, we employed ma-

chinery in the service of God, as well as in other things.

How often, too, between the verses of some mawkish

psalm-tune, is the time of the congregation occupied

by a long theatrical symphony—symphony indeed it

would be wrong to call it, for it has no connection with

the tune, and is merely intended to exhibit the manual

dexterity of the operator ; but worse than any other

abomination is that often exhibited in the voluntary

before the first lesson. After meanly reading and

muttering the psalms, down sit the congregation with

a self-satisfied air to listen to the performance of a

piece of music. If it be a devotional composition, it

seems the height of absurdity to offer to the deity the

music of an organ, and refuse that of our own voices
;

but often enough it consists of some operatic air

—

Dovel

sono, from Rossini's Nozze di Figaro, or Ah perdona, or

some piece of the kind, overflowing with amatory ten-

derness, and embellished with all the brilliancy and

skill which the player can put forth ; then comes the!

first lesson, and flatly enough it falls upon the ear.

We must not be supposed, however, to throw the,

blame of this on the organist only, but rather on the

modern system. Religious music of any kind is very;

little cultivated, and church music almost entirely un-

known to the mass of the people. We might say that

a very large body of the clergy seem quite unconscious

that there is a greater propriety in one style of music

for church purposes than in another."

Mr. Andrews, who for many years has been the

conductor and teacher of sacred music in the Taberna-

cle church, New York city, and whose taste and skill

have been much admired, has recently been engaged

to take charge of the music in the Plymouth church,

Brooklyn. Mr. Andrews has also been appointed, we
understand, by the authorities of Brooklyn, to have the

entire supervision of the music of the co nmon schools.

—New York Express.

Music hath a powerful charm

;

It can the fiercest rage disarm,

Calm passions in a human breast,

And lull e'en jealousy to rest.

From the Illustrated London News.

DEATH OF DONIZETTI.
Donizetti is no more : the minstrel of the southern

sky has ceased to exist; his lute is silent, and its ex

quisitc melodies are heard no more, for the strings are

snapt asunder. The decease of such a composer, whose

works, for nearly a quarter of a century, have so pow-

erfully contributed to the interests of the lyric drama, is

of too serious import, in the present dearth of talent in

Italy, not to require an especial record of his career.

Our artist presents the portrait of the man, such as he

was in the vivacity of early life, with his countenance

beaming with intelligence—it is our duty to describe

the career of the musician, to point out the position he

held in the domain of art, and to deplore the gap left in

the world of music by a premature decay of his powers.

Gaetano Donizetti was born at Bergamo in 1798.

He was destined by his father for the study of law, but.

having devoted himself to painting, there was a com-

promise made, by his following a musical career. He
became the pupil of the celebrated Simon Mayer, and

then at the Bologna Conservatory of Mattei, the suc-

cessor of Martini. Donizetti studied for nearly three

lyeats at this institute. His first essay in dramatic

[composition was an opera called Enrico di Borgoyna,'

Iproduced at Venice in 1818, supported by Mdme. Cata-

iani, Mdlle. Eckerlin, Fosconi, Verni, Fioravanti, and
i

' ' '

jSpech. From that year, up to 1827, he composed the

following operas, for various places: 11 Falegname

di Livonia, Le Nozze in Villa, Zoraide di Granata, La
Zingara, La Lettera anonima Chiara e Serafina, II

Fortunato Inganno, Aristea, Una Follia, Alfredo il

Grande, L'Ajo nell' Imbarazzo, Emelia o l'Eremi, tag-

gio di Liverpool, Alahor in Granata, 11 Castello degli

Invalidc, Elvido, Olivo e Pasquale, II Borgamastro di

Saardam, Le Convenienze Teatrali, Otto Mesi in Due
Ore. Of these operas, Zoraide, written for Rome in

1822, in which Donzelli and the sisters Monbelli sang,

was the only decided success. His form and inspira-:

tions were so closely modelled on those of Rossini,|

that the star of the latter, which was then in the ascen-

dant, afforded Donizetti little chance of fame and dis-

tinction. But the moment arrived when the real geni-

us of Donizetti was to assert its supremacy. This

was in 1828, at the San Carlo, at Naples, when his

Esule di Roma was brought out, sustained by Mdlle.

Tosi, the tenor Winter, and the Titan of basses, La-i

blache. It was a transcendant triumph. There was a

trio of surpassing beauty in this work, the fame of

which established Donzetti's reputation. With won-

derful facility he continued to write in the same year

La Regina di Golconda, and Gianni da Calais, for

Madame Comelli-Rubini, Rulmii, Tamburini, and Gio-

vedi Grasso for Lablache and Rubini. In the Carni-

val, 1829, for the San Carlo, he wrote II Paria for Tosi,

Lablache, and Rubini ; and II Castello di Kenilworth

for Tosi, Madame Boccabadati, Madame Carraro, Da- 1

vid, Winter, and Lablache. In 1830, Donizetti com-i

posed an oratorio for Naples, II Diluvio Universale. 1

for Madame Boccabadati, Lablache, and Winter, which

was afterwards done at Genoa. In the same year he'

produced I Pazzi per Progretto, Francesca di Foix, 1

Imelda de LambertazzL, and La Romanziera, for Na- 1

pies. For the Carnival of 1831, at the Carcano, Mi-

lan, he composed his great lyric gem, Anna Bolena,

sustained by Mesdames Pasta, Orlandi, and Laroche,

Rubini, and F. Galli. This splendid production, so!

replete with tragic grandeur and flowing melody, raised

Donizetti's name to the highest pinnacle of glory, and
every European impresario became desirious of obtain-

ing a work from such a composer. His thirty-third

opera was Fausta, for Naples, sung by Madame Ronzi
de Begnis, Bassadonna, and Tamburini For the

Scala, in Milan, in 1832, he composed Ugo Conte di

Parigi, in which Pasta and our grand artiste, Grisi,

;

sang with Donzelli and NegrinL In the same year
came a signal success for Donizetti in comic opera, by
the production of his Elisir d'Amore, for Madame
Heinefctter, Frczzolini, Debadie. In the same year for

[San Carlo, he wrote Sancia di Castiglia, for Madame

(

Ronzi, Santolini, Lablache, and Bassadonna. In 1833,

for the Carnival at Rome, he composed II Furioso for

Madlle. Orlandi, Ronconi, and Salvi, the tenor. In

the same year Parisina for Madlle. Unger and Duprez,

was produced at Florence ; and Torquato Tasso at

'Rome, expressly for Eonconi. At the Scala, in the

carnival, 1834, appeared another master-piece, viz.:

JLucrezia Borgia, written for Madame Meric Lalande,

the contralto Monetta Brambilla, Pedrazzi, and Marini.

At the Pergola in Florence, in the same year, he com-

posed Rosmonda d'Ingheltirra, for Madlle. Taechinardi

(now Madame Persiani,) Duprez, and Porto the basso;

and for San Carlo, Maria Stuarda, for Madame Ronzi.

Donizetti seems to have been particularly attached

to English history for his libretti. In 1835, his Gem-
ma di Vergy was written for the Scala, for Mad. Ron-
zi, Reina the tenor, Cartagcnova the baritone, the first

husband of Adelaide Kemble, and Marini the basso.

,In the same year, Donizetti composed expressly for the

Italian Opera in Paris, Marino Faliero, for Grisi, Ru-
bini, Lablache, Tamburini. and Santini. This opera,

which is one of Donizetti's finest works, was subse-

quently produced in London, and has had a great run

in Italy, with Marini as the Doge. In the autumn of

1835, for the San Carlo at Naples, Donizetti produced

his master-piece, Lucia di Lammermoor, expressly

composed for Madame Persiani, and M. Duprez, the

French tenor, Cosselli and Porto. For the Carnival,

1836, he wrote Belisario for Venice, for Mdlles. Un-

ger, Vial, Salvatori, and Pasini. In the same year he

produced II Campanello and Betly, for Ronconi and

Salvi; and L'Assedio di Calais for Barroilhet and

jFrcderick Lablache. His fiftieth work was the Pia de

Tolomci, for the Apollo at Venice, at the Carnival of

11837, for Mesd. Persiani and Ronconi ; and in the au-

tumn, at Naples, he wrote Roberto Devereaux, for

Ronzi and Barroilhet.

In the Carnival of 1838, he composed Maria di Ru-

denz, for the Fenice, at Venice, for Mdlle. Unger, Mo-

riani, and Ronconi. In the autumn of 1839, he wrote

Gianni di Parigi, for the Scala, which he re-wrote for

Paris, but it was never produced. In February, 1840,

he composed for the opera Comique, in Paris, his cele-

brated opera, La Fille du Regiment, for Mdlle Borg-

hese, Marie, and Henri. It was in this opera that

Mdlle. Jenny Lind had such enormous success last

season at her Majesty's theatre. Donizetti arranged it

for Mdlle. Zoja, in Italy; and in the mention of these

artistes let it be recorded that our own charming Miss

Poole has achieved deserved popularity. The labors

of Donizetti in this year (1840) were immense. In

April he produced a five-act opera at the Acadcmie

Royal de Musique (now the Theatre de la National.)

called Lcs Martyrs, for Mad. Dorus Gras, MM. Du-
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I t .i Deri** Wanrl.an.l Bend*. Tin- opera, journey, bnt lingered only Borne months, and on die THE CHOIR CHORUS BOOK.

M8W «ha title of Polyeute. em. originally intended for Btb of April the spirit departed from one of the great- rp|^ ^ ^ ^ to^ ^
Naples, for Nonrrit, the uirfbrtwmte Lionel, tenor, who est operatic com, :rs Italy has ever Placed. He

pMrance fof >o|m . „ M „.„ , ic^
„-,, . i „„;,.;. i,. I,, iimt ciiv but the censorship uro died "' tin- house ol Signora Basini, a ncn lady of]

• , ."
,committed sou me in inatciij, »'»'» ull "Ml

i I
•

advertisement, is now oul \\ e <!o not intend, in the
ii, i Um nmdnrtinn •mil Scribe adaDted it for the Bergamo, alter live days mortal struggle, surrounded

.
liibitcd ii- production, ana ocnoi nuapwu " i publication of our paper, to putl anyhook; in ueh less
.. „ ,, , ........i < ).„.,. .. ],, December fwe still refer to bv his early friends and most ardent admirers. •

.

ch i.i.uiu upera in j«wmner jm nm ™« . . ourown: but as the design of the work in question is

nun iri.r.miie is niiieais the ta-k I Donizetti eompo>eil Doin/.ctti was passionately devoted to ine fair sex,
i , ,,I840,gi_.miii as appears ineuuK^ 170UIWMU wuipu i peculiar, we take the liberty to explain the end it

one of the mo-t inperb operas be has given to the bnt was married bnl once. His wife, \ trginio > i
•

|g
^ . ^^ ^ Bngwcr

world; we allude ... La Favorite, written for Mad. Ii, the daughter of an advocate at Rome, died
I

in Na-
; hers of mnsicinEurope.it isrope, it i- considered

of the first importance, thai singers should be familiar

with the productions of the great masters, as a means
of giving a right direction to musical taste, and as the

Stoltx, Duprea, Barroilhet, and Levasseur; and in the pies, in 1835, of the cholera, being enctintt at the ratal

Lugli-h version of which, at Drnry Lane Theatre, moment Donizetti succeeded Zingarelli in tbc direc-

Miss Romer .-u distinguished herself, Brsi with Bl l»u- lion of the Conservatoire at Naples; and was also ap-

or,/ and afterwards with Mr. Trovers. This opera pointed, after Lei Ida. chapel-master to the imperial
priz, ami .incrw.nu i i „ ,

...... ,
''est method for voeal vulture. 1 here, particularly on

n given in fact, in every lyric theatre in the court id Vienna. He has composed, in addition to the

world wiili signal success, and will be one of the nov- operas we have named, some cantatas, and various de-

eltiesof this season at the Boyal Italian Opera, with tached vocal pieces for the chamber and for albums,

ml Mario.

I Of the carnival of 1841. at Rome, Donizetti wrotl

Adelia, for Mdme. Strepponi, Salvi, and Marini. In

1842, he composed Maria Padilla, for the 8cala,foi

Mdlle. Lowe. Mdlle. Abhadia, Ronconi, and Donzelli.

In the same year Donizetti was invited by the Aus-

trian court to compose expressly an opera, and he pro-

duced Linda di ('hainoiini, for Mad Tadolini, liram-

btlla, Moriani. Verc.-i. Dcrivis, and Rovere, the buffo-

oomico. In January, 1 S4'i, another perfect comic
, ,

"
, . , , ., . , ,. ,, the faults or beauties of the composition.

opera was produced to take its place by the side of the '

., . . ,i m . ^ , ,i i7ii • ii ».,,, After he had emancipated himself from the Kossin
Barbiere, the Matrimomo ocgreto, the blisir d Amore;

,, ,..,,. ,, , , , ian influence, his style became his own: and although
we allude to the Don Pasqualc, expressly composed

for the Italian opera in Paris, for Grisi, Mario, Tan,.'
trom thc l»W»P»«lon with which he wrote, many fee-

burinLand Lablache. four incomparable artistes, whose l

b,e °Pcras have been P'oduced, the elevation of Ins

masses and vespers b Sliscrere for Vienna, some quar-

tets for two violins, tenor, and viollonccllo, divers over

turcs, variations for the pianoforte, a monodv for the.
„ . ,, singers, who arc not well supplied with [he comuosi-
Doiuzetii was an excellent .',,,, .,

nous of Handel. Ilavdcn, Mozart, i<e. &.e., for practice

the continent, collections of choruses and other species

ofmusic, selected from the work- ofclassical com p.

abound, in form- as to be within the means
of the poorcsl singer; and it is rare, indeed impossible,

to find a choir or any other organized company of

death of Malibran, ..<•.

poet, and took especial pains with his own libretti, some

of which he wrote himself In rapidity of composition

he rivalled ltossini. He has heen know n to carry on

an animated conversation on politics, whilst some per-

son was playing over a piece of music, and, lo the
"

, ,,,,!• i i n "hich is not too expensive to allow of general use.
amazement of the plavcr, would tell htm at the end, all ,

, ,... . . Il has seemed to US very important in the training'

In this country, so far as our knowledge extends, no

collection of choruses is published, except at a price

far beyond the means of common choirs: nor i- such

music accessible to singi rs among; us, iii any form

Combination in one opera we can never hope lo sim
idea-, the i iehncss of his orchestral and choral writings,

again rivalled, certainly not excelled. In June in the "" 1 ''"' spontaneity and freshness of his melodies

have been proved fn divers lyrical gems He has heen

known to score an opera in twenty-four hours, a period

scarcely sufficient for the mere manual labor of writing

down the notes. He fell into the hands of Barhnju,

the sordid operatic speculator, who made him write so

many operas in one year, pav ing him barely llie nCCCS-

garies of life for his tremendous labors.

same year, bo composed for Vienna, for Mad. Tadoli-

ni, Ronconi, and Guasco, the lj ric nag' d) of Maria di

Rohan. We now approach the melancholy epoch

which was to terminate the musical career of this ex-

traordinary genius. In the autumn of 1843 he com-

i Don Sebastian <le Portugal, for the Academie

Rovale in Paris, for Mad. Stoltz, Duprez, Barroilhet,

M.i --ol. and Levasseur
i
and at the same time he adap-

Maria di Rohan for (iii-i and Ronconi in Paris,

adding a contralto part for Lramhilla, in which Alhoni

created such a sensation last year in London.

On the Monday, in the month of November, he ac-

tually produced Don Sebastian at the French opera

and on the following day ('rue-day) Maria di RohanJT Misumi. I > — i : i M8NT8.- We lc from the Scien

at the Italians. During the rehearsals at both DOUSCm lilic American, that Mr. ('• B. Clap, of Gardiner, Me.,

be had two distinct abuses of artittet to prepare and ha- invented a new musical instrument, which is a

y important in the training

of choirs, that the compositions of the great masters

should he used: not mutilated, abridged, and yankce-

ized, but just as their authors wrote them; so ii- to

familiarize the members with the pure model- of com-

position which these immortal composers have left

In hind them. We do not, like many writers, object to

alterations and Abridgments from the works of the

best composers, where the object of the alteration i-

better to adapt the piece to the American church

service: but still there is no reason why choirs should

not have access to the fountain head, and have their

tastes formed by direct contact with the original com-

positions of the great mnstcrs. Were a pari of the

training of all c]li irs 1" con isl of practice U| on the
Donizetti's debut was during the Rossiniun ascenden-

choruses ol Handel, Hoyden, Mozart, and other class-
ev, after the school- of ( imarosil, 1 ac-icllo. Sacehmi, ...

, , ,
'

,.

. . . ,, teal writers, we should not often find choirs who would
Meyer. &c., hud had their day; hut his genius linallv ,. . ,

, , ,, , .
•

. . . ,
,~ relish the crooked and harsh tunes of ancient American

inumphcd, and Marcadantc, Pacini, \ aceai, the lueci-.
, ,

. .
, ,,, ,

psalmody, nor choirs who would be taken with anv ol

Sue., had little chame against bis deserved popularity.

Com iliate. Naturally of a very excitable temperament,

hi- leisure hours were not devoted lo repose, and a

brain fi n r was the result. At the carnival at Naples,

in 1844, Catarina Comoro, his sixty-third and last

opera was produced, with Madlli ' g, Fraschini,

combination of the harp and guitar. Ii has string- on

each -idc, with a sounding board between. The in-

ventor has one of these instruments completed., which

i- most melodious, having great volume and -weetne.--

of sound, and any person who can play upon the harp

And Coletti. Gabriclla di Wcrgy, and Le Due d'Alba, can readily learn to play upon this, This instrument

Ms operas uncompleted, remain in his pa dies entirely the only, and off repeated objection

and he wa- preparing another comic opera for Gl'isi

Ronconi, and I. in Paris, when his men-

to the harp, " tbc want of a sounding-board to rever-

berate the vibration of the siring-."' Mr. ('.also pro

tnl faculties became quite prostrated. Hi was removed loscsan improvement in pianos, Instead of strings

to a Maison di Sante, at Vitry, near Paris, and subse- like those in use, he uses metall i
teeth math

• puntlv by hi- nephew, the ion of his brother, at Con-

nopic, the director of music of the sultan, was

taken to a house in the Cliampi Elysces, Somi

upon the same principle as those now used in mush
boxes. The) an i" be operated with similar action

keys to those used in the pi.mo. The object of this

• words referring to Linda, suggested the idea improvement is to prevent the liability of losing tune

that if restored to the place of his birth, under hi- own and getting oul of order, so common to a suing instrti

innny -ky, (here mighl be hope Be was careful I; mem, the strings being jto easily aflFocted with atmos
uno, life nearly failing him on the p,. ii changes.

the thousan 1 and one trashy productions which are

so rapidly making their appearance among ns. Ever

since our return from Germany, where for a year wo
practiced regularly with a singing association who

-pent a good portion of each evening iii drilling upon

-ueh chpi'USCS ;
we have longed to

|
ossess a Killed ion

of choruses to use in training ourown choir, hut the

lowest price at which we could obtain a Bet of any de-

cent collection, (-cine ISO per dozen i considering it

takes four dozen to go round in onr choir, has always

prevented us. About yi n ago, while meditating

upon the subject, the idea suggest! d itself of making a

collection in a form which would be adapted lo the use

above-mentioned. We accordingly -el ourselves to

work, and collected all the oratorios, ma - ale, extant,

OS for a- we could beg, hey. or hoi row them, and fioin

them we hava selected those choruses which arc now
Hied In the Choir Chorus Look. '1 hese choruses

are taken from oratorios, masses, 6tc, and are publish-

ed without the slig'nlcsl alteration, excepting an i

nional < bnnge in the rtiythm, to adapt it to the English

words. We have designed the work for use in the

naming of ihoirs, and have consequently made the
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selections best adapted to this end. All of the chorus-

es, however, are suitable for sacred concerts, and pub,

lie exhibitions, and some of the pieces for particular

occasions in public worship. It is our belief that chor-

isters will find this work very useful, both in cultivat-

ing the taste and improving the execution of the choirs

under their charge, and in greatly increasing the inter-

est of their meetings for practice. Although, as near

as we can calculate, this Chorus Book contains more

vocal music than even those collections which have

heretofore cost 5?27 a dozen, it will be sold at a price

less than that of common church music books. It

will be for sale at all book and music stores through-

out the country, which keep for sale the publications

of Messrs. Wilkins, Carter & Co., and Geo. P. Reed

EXTRACTS FROM OUR JOURNAL—NO. XXII

One day I fell into conversation with an old teacher

of music, who had bad some forty years' experience in

teaching in this region. When a youth, lie had tried

to induce Beethoven to give him lessons in harmony;

but Beethoven would never give lesions. lie however

consented to look over a composition now and then.

Accordingly, he took a great deal of pains, wrote a

composition, atid carried it to Beethoven for criticism

"Beethoven took it, and gave him the following sensible

suggestions in relation to it. Crossing his pencil

through a passage,—''You stupid goose! Do n't 3011

know any better than to make that so?" Erasing

another passage,

—

l: Blockhead ! Do n't have that so;

make it some other way." Dashing his crayon through

yet another strain,—" I should think any ass woidd

know better than that," &cj fee. From this, it is

evident that Beethoven never studied the inductive

method of imparting instruction. The old gentleman

thought, as the result of his long experience as a

teacher, that those who study the piano, who do not

intend to become teachers, ought to take three lessons

a week, and practice two hours a day, for four years;

after which time, they would be able to play the most

difficult piece which deserves the name of music. He
thought that among musical composers there were

seven st;irs of the first magnitude; viz, Sebastian

Bach, Handel, Emmanuel Bach, Haydcn, Mozart,

Beethoven, and Cherubini He said there was a great

distance between stars of the first and stars of the

second magnitude. He liked Mendelssohn's works,

hut would not allow him a place in the above consteL

lation.

When I left America, I purchased a letter of credit,

and had it sent to Paris, whence it was to be forwarded

to me at a particular time at Frankfort. As a month

had passed since the time I ought to have received it

and it had not come, I began to feel rather uneasy

especially as my funds had got so low that I found it

comparatively easy to carry them in my pocket. At

length, however, 1 received a letter, stating that my
letter had been sent to the care of the Rothschilds, the

celebrated bankers, whose head quarters are in tin

city. I accordingly paid a visit to their banking
house, and feasted my eyes on the huge piles of gold

and silver which arc always heaped up (in bulk) in

their cash rooms; for paper currency is no go in this

part of the world. About a hundred clerks were

huddled together in one room, perched upon higl

stools, scratching away in huge ledgers for dear life.

while the silence of the room was disturbed by nothing

but the scratch, scratch, scratch, of the pens. I daily

had occasion to feel how I had been spoiled by my
yankee training; for, notwithstanding most desperate

attempts to feel awe-struck when in the presence of

the big bugs of Europe, I never could see anything

but mere men, in any of the personifications of great-

ness which daily fell under my notice. And as now I

presumed I stood in the presence of the dread money
king of this lower world, I could not repress my
curiosity to know which of the multitudinous ledger-

scratchers now before me the critter was. According-!

ly, after I had received my letter, I remained staring!

around unable to decide which he was ; until a clerk

came and asked me what I wanted. I told him I had

a great curiosity to see Mr. Rothschild. Whether

thunderstruck at my audacity or not, I can't say; but

jhe described the place where Mr. R. was sitting, and

quickly bolted to his seat again. I looked at the old

gentleman a moment or two, and then retired, trying

to fancy how it must feel to be worth a few hundred

millions.

Messrs. Editors—The Elijah of Mendelssohn has

been done some four or five times here within a few

weeks, to the world-wide credit of our several societies

that have vied with each other in the effort as to which

and who should produce it with the greatest eclat.

Still, if I am rightly informed, the people of this goodly

village of Gotham have not yet decided that it is much
of an affair. The attendance has not been at all

crowded, at either performance; and there is no en-

thusiasm concerning it anywhere. Unhappy, stupid

inhabitants of Gotham! Why till this apathy'? Yet

there is one redeeming feature in all this. The genu-

ine musicians here, men who stand for oracles to us

clodhoppers on musical subjects, assure us, that the

London Musical Times, (or some such outlandish

paper that perhaps you have never seen, working itsell

up into the semblance of the frog in the fable, thai

would have passed for something besides the constel-

lation Taurus,) in its ecstasy at the grandeur of

.Mendelssohn, and to give some bookseller a good puff'

has had the intolerable and incredible assurance, to

nit this oratorio by the side of the Messiah, and I

scarce know what other of Handel, and even perhaps

beyond them in point of merit, because it infreefrom (hi.

shackles offugue. They, " i' faith," can affirm to the

amc point. True, some few crusty organ blowers

complain that it wants the grandeur of conception so

manifest iu the ' Paulas ;'' hut who cares a straw for

-uch growlers? A few stray cobblers and wooden-

nutmeg grinders from our yankec-doodledom, will

overdo the world full of them in less than no time at all.

As to oiirself, we had always been verdant enough to

suppose that the grandest effects in music were re-

-eiveil for the fugue. We may be pardoned most

readily, when it is considered that all others (with the

one exception perhaps of M. P. King.) have had the

•amc opinion. Handel and Bach scarcely wrote any-

thing else. Harden and Mozart laid out the highest

fl'orts of their genius upon fugues; and Beethoven

called in fugue for the " everlasting choir" to "praise

the Lord in holy songs of joy " when he laid out his

whole soul upon the finale to his " Mount of Olives."

All theorists, from Guido to Cherubini, assert that mu-
sic cannot be truly good and capable of enduring, un-

less it be constructed in the spirit, (if not in the exact

form,) of fugue. With such examples before us.

[we gave way in evil hour, and constructed almost a

whole mortal oratorio in fugue. Nor could the mis-

chiefend here. The example took effect, and already

had we succeeded in training one of our pupils to write

fugues, that some of our severest organists were stupid

enough to admire, and to compare favorably with the

best European models ! Unhappy personality ! Thus
following an antiquated custom we have wasted our

time, corrupted our pupils, and sunk down to the level

of all such as pertinaciously wear broad-brimmed hats,

because they were the fashion in the days of William

Penn ;
and our " St. John" must find a drier place be-

hind the bars of a grate, than was accorded him, if fame
be true, by Roman executioners. Alas! the misfor-

tune of living behind the times! But there is one
remedy. We trust we are not yet too old to learn ; and if

we ever live to complete another oratorio it shall show
by its expurgation from all the corruptions of the old

gothic times, that it was written in an age that can

boast of making enormous progress towards the year

1

1900, if nothing more.

We have on foot, in the Musical Institute, a series

of miscellaneous concerts, that promise to go off" well,

[besides the regular oratorios of the season; of which

Ithe " St. John in Patmos " is to be one, if it can be pre-

pared at a sufficiently early day. The Sacred Music
Society also are doing their utmost to keep up their

ancient and well-earned reputation.

As to smaller matters, such as the Italian Operas,

&C, there is scarcely anything worth recording. No
one expects them to pay; and hence there will be no
long faces among creditors when they take up their

line of absquatulation towards the head of Salt River.

Yours truly, Asahel Abbot.
48 Ticelfth Street, X, V.

At one of the anniversary meetings recently held in

this city, while the congregation were singing the hymn
commencing

" Assembled at thy great command,

Before thy face, dread king, we stand,"

we heard two of the clergymen who were on the plat-

form, conversing in an audible voice. We maintain

that while singing this hymn the congregation were as

really engaged in prayer as if a minister had been lead-

ing, ay, and more so. for here all professed to unite

vocally in the hymn. If engaging in common conver-

sation in the pulpit, while the assembly were engaged

in prayer, would have been considered wrong, we see

not how engaging in conversation while the congrega-

tion were singing such words, can be right. Not long

since, we saw a clergyman in a vestry meeting, read

the hymn, " Come holy spirit, heavenly dove," and im-

mediately, as the congregation began to sing, lay aside

his hook, and beckon one of the church officers up to

the desk, with whom he remained in conversation dur-

ing most of the exercise. Is not such conduct utterly

wrong ? Does not the estimation put upon the exer-

cise of singing on the part of many ministers and

churches, do more to lower the standard of church

music than anything else !

The Question Settled.—Worcester's improved

dictionary, which has recently been introduced into the

Boston and other schools as the standard for pronun-

ciation, in giving the pronunciation of "'Amen," says,

"Iu singing, it is pronounced ' Ah-men.'"
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On Tuesday evening, May 30, we attended the last Messrs. Editors—I saw in one of your papers— 1

1

the BOSTON musical, gazette,

meeting of the Boston Musical Education Society, for I think, in No. 6-a notice of an improvement made DSSffSA^JTSSdSSitai?2£l£Z£2&^£
the season. This societv, as our readers probably in violins, by a Mr. Holmes, by inserting steel wires in tcihgcmc s^narall*, ha. i""«» enured upon it* third >«r.

" „„ __ , „T i, .1 .. c »t i. ii t ..l.l :..„» -.* „«..„ To Vfiorifili rr.~The publication of Ibis periodical wii commenced,
know is under the charge ot Messrs. Mason and Webb, the inside of the shell. 1 would just intorm your „,„,,., „„

. i M1| , r,.„„i OI1 ,ha , , ,,„„ . a ,„, u| ,,, r
, print* styl. ..i church mu-

After'the al»ove-named meeting, the societv adjourned readers, that Mr. C. E. Clark, of Dansville, New York, ?JeffiJ!X^SffX&^™™\2^'£!&
until October. An hour or two at the commencement invented that improvement some fourteen years ago. g»viet. £flm£c%^ts^eETiS".^ odngMu"^^
of the evening, was spent in social singing, solos, and applied it to violoncellos,-so constructed as to be

:

i;:.:^ !:"\r7«»^S^,^^,^^
I

^r«n^««w!:r iV^JV^V, "; "^ ^ i\T7.y

duets, choruses, pianoforte pieces, fa.; after which, tuned by a turn-key at pleasure. Those in use in thi S| ™
t$£^?%Xi%^U &%£rftoJw^trt

the ladies and gentlemen present adjourned to an vieinity and Michigan, are not surpassed by any im- j^**** •£*%£^TS^t^^.nceVcnn^ mu*e
adjoining room where abundance of refreshments were ported instruments, (as can be fully shown by those then are none, <nd other means of instruction in relation to the sub-

J e> .,.,1. ,-i-rn ci ject are exceedingly rue. The Bc^n Musical Uatrtte Is respeetfollv

in waiting. When these had been duly discussed, the who have them in use.) either in fullness ot volume commended to choristers as a periodical of a due, » hich ought to be
. .. , . , , it r* vr i .. »1 r i

regularly read by every one who takes upon himself the chare, of k>

company returned to the large hall, and closed the or richness ot tone, lie has them now tor sale, nt »[, .,„i i nl |K,rtant apart ..fti.c services of tin- sanctuary.

7b Jnartc leaoharft—Hedletne excepted) there is perhaps no profes-
sion in which there is so much <|uncliery, as in music teaching. Scarce-
ly u week passes in which some ignoramus docs not promulgate a new
method which promises to teach everybody to sing, in an incrcdiblv
short space of time, and with no sort of trouble to the student. The
above-mentioned periodical is respectfully recommended to teachers,
as a source from which all really valuable improvements may be learn-
ed und through which all fallacious systems can be exposed.

T>> Ainntrurt.—The editors of the Musical Gazette receive most of
the imi.i. :il periodicals published in the world. All of musical inter-
est w hich transpires in this country or Europe hj noticed in its columns.

T" I '<
\haical nun am an

evening's exonsea with the following original hymn, Dansville, N. Y., at $22 to ISO each: any one can sec^

the principle of their construction, by calling at the

patent office at Washington, and examining the speci-

fication of his double-toned civloncellos. exio.

which was right heartily sung to Auld Lang Syne

Shall we each other soon forget,

And parting thoughts be all ?

Or shall not memory linger yet

O'er auld lang sync ?

For auld lang syne, sweet friends,

For auld lang syne,

—

We 11 cherish pleasant, cheerful thoughts,

For auld lang syne.

For Webb and Mason, ere we part,

The voice of cheer we give

;

Their names, engraven on each heart,

In grateful song shall live.

For auld lang syne, sweet friends,

For auld lang syne,

—

We '11 cherish pleasant, cheerful thoughts,

For auld lang syne.

Farewell! farewell! may life and health

And joy and peace be given

;

Richer, far richer boon than wealth,

Or aught this side of heaven.

For auld lang syne, sweet friends,

For auld lang syne,

—

We 11 cherish happy thoughts for aye,

And hope to meet again.

Our own views nre very decidedly in favor of sustain-

ing first-rate choirs in all our churches, yet it will be'

Derceived that we insert many articles which condemn ""' Boston Musical Gazette hai an extensive circulation among chor-
lsters und teachers in all parts of the t nit, il States. Musical adiertise-

We arc desirous that all sides of the menu are respectfully solicited.
Trustees of seminaries in want of music teachers can generally ob-

tain a supply by inserting an advertisement in the Qaxette.

F . ('<.,„,.

Messrs. Johnson.—Dear Sirs :— Herewith you have one dollar for vol-
ume three ol your valuable Gazette. Having taken your paper since
its e mencement, 1 have received and perused it with increasing in-

choir singing.

question shall be heard. Still our own decided im-

pression is, that all who speak so decidedly against

choirs, arc putting serious obstacles in the way of the

improvement of church music If all would strive to

make choirs better, and to teach congregations to es-

teem the singing aright, joining in it themselves when

proper, but always joining in it in spirit, the cause in

our opinion would be helped forward far better. The

tcrest, and do not feci at all willing to do w Ithoul it.

S. W , chorister of
1st congregational chuirh.

IB.
Messrs. Johnson.—Gentlemen : At the close of another, (the 2d)

volume, permit me to enrol myself again among the number who wish
to add their testimony to the value of the Gazette, by stating how grati-
fied I have been by the perusal of its pages. • • * As a meant of
giving publicity to the views of individuals on the method of perform-

incontrovertiblc tact that very many persons an/not [£, acred innate, (ta my mind but one,)Jt Is valuable, and from my
«;,,/, • , ., ; ,,, -, fooio nvirlonoo tn ns thnr it i< nnt tlm wpeHence that method may be repeated in each number, and leave
Sing, is prima I.tUC CWUtnce to Us, that It is not tllC imuiy still unprodtod by it, from the fact, ao many alog with the mouth

while the heart is t.ir othenriie engaged, I have a word also on the
i l music which have appeared in your columns. 7'lmj have

tw> n irorth it*,r<- titan Me nvau of*tAe paper. * • * *

G. D , organist at church.

duty of all to sin^

Xmcsical Stones.—About three miles from 1'otts-

town, in the United States, says an English paper,

valley " is given. There is in this valley a large mass

of ill-shaped stones, which appear to have been thrown

together by some terrible convulsion of nature. From
the appearance of the stones, it is judged that at some

former time a volcanic eruption must have occurred

ORGANS IN LONDON.—NO. XV. &xen. By striking on these stones the most nuied
St. Mary's Chapel, Chelsea.—The organ at this chapel sounds imaginable are produced; the chime of the

was built by Mr. Bishop, in 1839, and is a very good finest bells in the world does not exceed in variety the

one, well suited to the size of the place, which is ad- sounds produced, from a sonorous base to the most

inirablc calculated for sound.

The Boston Musical Gazette Is published once a fortnight by A. N.
ft J. C. JOHNSON, editors end proprietors. No. 7 Atlston Place, Boa-

there IS a place to wlneli the name ot the singing ton. Each number contains alx pages of letter press, and tiro pages
ofnew choir music. Terms (1 per annum. Six copies for t& Twelve

w addn at, ?'.'. .'It I I

GREAT ORGAN. 8 Sesquialtrca

1 Open diapason
> Stop diapason
3 Claribclla

4 Dulciuna
."> Principal

o Twelfth
7 Fifteen ill

St. John's, Hackney.—The original organ, built by

Snetzler, is all gone. The present one was built by-

England, and improved and enlarged by Gray.

8WELL ORGAN TO F.

l ( 'pen diapason
^ ^i"|i diapason
.'I Principal
4 Ilautlwy

delicate treble, the gradations of which are exquisitely

fine. No such phenomenon is to be fou

cr part of the world.

GREAT ORGAN.

1 Btop diapason

I i mm diapason
.') Ditto ditto

4 Principal
'i Twelfth
i. Fifteenth

7 Tierce

piialtrca,3 ranks
i MiMinr. | ranks

in Tnunpel
1 1 t 'hiri'pti

1

2

Cornet, B ranks
13 Pedal pi]" i

CHOIR ORGAN.

1 Btop diapason
1 Flute
'i Prim ipal

* mli

5 Ba <>oii

fi Dulciana

HWKi.I. ORGAN.

i Btop diapason
2 Open diapason
3 Principal

4 Cornet, 1 ranks
5 Trumpet

Hautboy.

The highly interesting articles written by a former

resident in Germany, which we have recently copied

from the New York Musical Times, were written for

that paper by Ilcrrman S. Saroni, Esq.

Jl'ST PIBLISHKI)

AND for salcby C. HOLT, JR., lit) Fulton Street, next door to the
cor. corner of Broadway, New York city.

WALTZES, *c.
Sun Beam Waltz,
I. r . Bias x\ "it/.

Nightlngali Waltz,
Spring Morning, gullopado,
Amends l'olka,

JJ IsalM-lln l'olka,
. Brosdsmy l'olka,

lil La Belle Bavoyardc,
2A i Irpheui Harp 1'olkn,

. 1.. Souvonlr l'olka.

Jenny Llnd Morning Star Waltr, 86 l.e Proi ads Danr, le Garden
Diamond

" Walts,
Swccdish Nightingale Waltz,
Clara Pi

Ehrlna Walt*,
Amalic Walt*.
Willceebarra Waits,

dtz,

Child's Walt/ and Polka,
I

'

' l'olka,

Adl line Walt/,
lour l'olka,

lllrookljn Polka,

d. I lean,
i

I • Depart,
25 Chi look Gallop,
J, N. » York Polk*,
U New German Dances,
»! Anvtliing. wait/,

Wall/,
v> It Is better to laugh than to cry',

I : „altr,
a rot, waltr, l.'l

i eta] -.in. iiom Bssat and SchU'
1.1 b. rt.

l.'l Paganinls ('ampnmilo, i.i

[lections oi the Rhine, 1:1

BUI

NEW HOOK FOR CHURCH CHOIRS.
Tin: CHOIR CHORDS BOOK, a collection of choruses from the

works of distinguished composers. Compiled, adapted to English
words, and arranged with particular reference to choir practice, and for
the use of musical societies,

Bv A. N. JOHNSON.
The design ot this work will he easily anprecratad by every one who

has had experience in training choirs, and who knows the difficulty of
maintaining such an Interest in the meetings ftu pimctlea as to insnti
the regular and punctual attendaneeaf member*. It presents rbr the
practice of choirs a large collection ofchoruses selected from oratorios,

ol iio i".t Bomposers who have ever li*cd, ar-
ranged in a term adapted to choir use and Improvement, The chi

VI

Book will mill to the im itinps of ehotn •'"" pneCtlce. tlu- studv of the
DsA oomposltkmi contained in it, will exercw a highly beaienetm] in-
flix nit' upon nil tlicir jn'tfunnanccn.

1 ivt- nl tin- chonini Contained in this work on' bjf llainlrl, thirteen
iirc Ipv 1I:i\ <l« ii, .< \ . nt. en bj M"7nrt. ^i^ b" MendclHOhn, nntl (he re-
mainder by Charublnl, Bpohr, ivtukointn, Zingnrclli, WebbOi Rom-
bOTA Niiiiiiimin, King, 8teymann> fcr.

^though ilii- w ,.ik containi more ^^>pal muiic tlinn the most expen-
si\

«
i borui i»«'Vs wliidi haw been pabllahed in this ooontiy,.! w ill bo

sold at a price leas thnn that of OOmtnOO < hurch Diualo hottks..

JuM pnbUahed by WII.KINS, CAHTH; W.tcr Street,

tnd GEO. r km i>. No. 17 Trenton. Bow( Boaton, und for *alc by
bookaallan and moaic dealeni pencrally. ;:til

TO TEACHERS OF MUSIC.
E Fhnhannonlc Invtitvitf and the Teflcher'sClnM connected thcrr-

with will bold their next anniinl ftefeinn at the Mehnleon, will eon-
it <»f leetnr-- combined with example* nntl practice on the heft mcth-

od§ of teaching clnnsen, on itngtng, chanting, ton hannonv, cOOWOll*
t ion, and the Cultivation "1 the rolca, by Me^^^*^. H. V. linker ami I. H.

^\ Huirv, and Lnrtructlon in Inatrnmenlal ond orchestral muvic by
,i.-. ph \ Ki Her und A. ltond.

The oniiiip m ill be, derotad to the practice of oratorio and fecular
muiic.
The new-ion » ill loxt ten da>», and due notice will hereafter be given

of the day of meeting.
ta 03 gentlemen five dollars. Ladloi arc renpectfully invited

I

irge, ami nUti memberf of former cIuj-hcii. -It 1

1

A FLORA!. CONCERT,

IN which lour handled and fifty children anil youth wilt take part,

vill be given at the Tremonl Tempi* in thla elty, In Ihe oonm of
n« \t week, under the direction of Mr. J. <. Joavsov. The evening
uill he tl« "ik-mii. tl, and ttthcr jtarticulari pivtn, in the BottOO dally
erening papert. RU
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Andante.

CHARITY HYMN. Bright source of everlasting love.
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CHARITY HYMN. (Continued.
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BEETHOVEN.

BY GEORGE CAUNTER.

To the genius of Beethoven is instrumental music

indebted for the high and intellectual character which

it has assumed in Germany during the present century, :

tw ;ce ;n succession, without some other interval inter-

more pleasing to the eye than agreeable to the ear, de-

rive their origin from a cause purely physical. They

were in principle intended to apply only to the voice, be-

cause on the revival of musioin Europe during the mid-

dle ages, there were no instrumental accompaniments.

From the untutored state of! the ear at those periods,

much care was reqnisite'in qbmposing for two or more

voices in conjunction, because it was found very diffi-

cult for the human voice to produce certain intervals

perfectly in tune, whenever the chant or melody pro-

ceeded in skips, or the performers were taken by sur-i

prise. Some intervals in consecution were found in-

tolerable to the ear, and could not therefore be sung

and especially within the last fifteen years. Hayden

and after him, Mozart, were the founders of modern

concerted instrumental music, both chamber and or-

chestral, but neither ever looked to the immense range

of power and effect, to the imposing sublimity and

poetic grandeur subsequently imparted to this beauti-

ful art by the immortal composer whom I have select-

ed as the subject of the present sketch.

When Hayden first began these noble productions

which gave the impetus to modern instrumentation,

the powers of his mind were cramped by the severe

and unmeaning rules of composition laid down by the

vening; whilst others, abstractly disagreeable, but

which, under certain combinations, produced a beau-

tiful effect, could only be obtained in tune by the note

forming them being prepared, that is to say, previous-

ly sounded in some agreeable interval and retained for

the disagreeable one through the next chord ;
by which

means, the voice, having first sounded the note in time,

!was able to keep it to the same pitch through the suc-

ceeding harmonic combination. Hence the rules that

consecutive fifths must be avoided, that a fourth must

,be prepared, as likewise all the intervals which musi-

ians so improperly and paradoxically term discords.

contrapuntists of preceding ages, and adopted by their Those primitive elements of composition were ration-

successors. By a strict adherence to these rules he] aj^ because founded upon experience—the ear natural-

was unable to give to his conceptions the warmth of

life and poetry. But the stimulating energy of his

genius gave him strength to break the fetters imposed

by ignorance in the early stages of the art, and after-

ward maintained by a mistaken prejudice in favor of

things gone by. The rules to which musical composi-

tion was then strictly confined, and which, even to the

present day, form the subject of scientific study in the

theorist, were in general arbitrary, deduced from no

consistent premises, and founded upon no philosophi-

cal principles. As the infancy of music merged into

imperfect adolescence, its early lispings, ere it had yet

left the cradle, were mistaken for the matured voice of

manhood, and, under an assumption that the art had

reached its culminating point, were made the basis of

a defective system, which was to impede the progress

of future ages, but which had fortunately no power to

enslave minds like those of Hayden, and his two great

successors, Mozart and Beethoven.

These rules of composition, though the only ones

taught in all the schools of our own times, are unsatis-

factory, because all musicians know that nothing good

can be produced without violating them. But no one

has ever thought of inquiring into their origin ; no at

tempt has ever been made to relieve the art from a

thraldom, the effects of which tend to stigmatise as

faults the brightest coruscations of genius, and to term

licenses those marvellous combinations which impart

to sound its most exalted powers, of imaginative poe

try and high intellectul character.

The truth is, that the elements of musical composi

tion which we have received from the contrapuntion

its, and the application of which produces effects much

ly indicated them. But as the principles upon which

they rest, in a theoretical sense, were then unknown,

and indeed are so still, except to a few men of science

and research, these rules were followed up by the ab-[

surd theory which has prevailed from that time, and

which, as music has progressed since the first success

of Hayden, is studied only to be violated and forgot-

ten.

I shall adduce a single example to show how much

dependence is to be placed upon the theory. One of

its fundamental maxims, borrowed indeed from the

mathematicians, and erroneously applied to music, es-

tablishes, that intervals form perfect consonants in pro-

portion to the smallness of their ratios ; that therefore

an octave is the most perfect consonance, because it is,

with regard to its fundamental note, as two are to one

;

that the fifth is the perfect, because it is in the ratio of

three to two; and that the major third is an imperfect

consonance, because its vibrations are as five are to

four. Now the octave is nothing more than a unison,

or repetition of the same note, one degree higher or

lower; and fifths are pleasing to the ear in certain

positions, and cannot be tolerated in consecution.

How, then, can either of these intervals be termed per-

fect, in contradiction to the third, so flattering to the

ear, so beautiful in consecution, and so exquisitely har-

monious, but which is termed imperfect ?

Is the maxim itself correct ? Are consonances in

music really perfect in proportion to the smallness of

their ratios ? In the diatonic scale are to be found six

perfect fifths, but all do not bear the same ratios ; for

only three of them, namely, that upon the tonic, that

upon the mediant or third note of the scale, and that

upon the dominant, give the ratio of three to two. The
fifth upon the supertonic or second note of the scale, is

in the rotio of thirteen to nine, that upon the subdomi-

nant or fourth note, in the ratio of sixteen to eleven
;

and that upon the submediant or sixth note, in the ratio

of twenty to thirteen. In the same scale there are only

three major thirds, two of which, that upon the tonic

and that upon the dominant, give the ratio of five to

four, whilst the third upon the subdominant, is as thir-

teen are to eleven. Now, if the smallness of the ratios

be the test of perfection, it necessarily follows, that the

major thirds upon the tonic and dominant arc more
perfect consonances than the fifths upon the subdomi-

nant and submediant; and the third upon the sub-

dominant, a more perfect consonance than the last of

these fifths. There is something still stronger: sec-

onds, sevenths, and ninths, are termed discords. But
the ratio of the minor seventh upon the tonic, is as

seven are to four ; that of the ninth upon the tonic, as

nine to four, and that of the second upon the tonic, as

nine to eight. Therefore if consonances be perfect in

proportion to the smallness of their ratios, the second,

seventh and ninth, upon the tonic, must be more per-

fect consonances than those of the perfect fifths above

enumerated, and one of the major thirds—which is

absurd.

This maxim, however, has been taken for granted,

and a host of inferences drawn from it, which serve

with it, and some other maxims equally fallacious, as

the ground-work of a superstructure, termed the theory

of music, forming the only scientific study for musi-

cians during the last three centuries. The rules of

composition deduced from such palpable errors are, as

may naturally be supposed, fallacies in principle, and

hostile to the attainment of excellence in the art. A
non-observance of them is now considered so lawful,

that many composers of the present day, trusting en-

tirely to instinctive tact and perception, neglect to

study them, and for want of a fixed principle of guid-

ance, leave spots, and blemishes upon the brightest

emanations of genius.

Let it not however be imagined, that I am here con-

demning the study of counterpoint
;
quite the reverse

—

I consider its study, even under its severest forms, ab-

solutely necessary for the attainment of excellence in

musical composition. It accustoms the mind to classic

purity and correctness, and gives wonderful facility in

the construction of compact and flowing melodies, in

the intermediate parts of harmony; thus imparting

great powers of imitation, which, blended with broad

masses of effect—with all the beauty of light, shade

and color—forms one of the most imaginative and

powerful resources of modern composition. It is,

however, desirable that counterpoint should be divest-

ed of those difficult and uncertain rules which dis-

courage the young artist, and deter him from its

study. It might, and I say so with certainty, be re-

duced to its natural elements ; each of its rules might

rest upon a simple and self-evident principle, and the

road to its attainment be considerably abridged.

But in recommending the practice of counterpoint,
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graceful, and displeasing la refined taste, than the

performance of those elaborate specimens of science,

wonderfnl in the ingenuity and knowledge they dis-

I am bound to add. that its intricacies ought to be"counterpoint ; but without being subjected to the tram- rake up the pangs of the conscience-stricken wretch,

more objects of study. Nothing is more heavy, nn- mels which, before Hayden's time, were the forced con- and hurl upon him the shafts of hopeless despair. In

comitantsof all musical composition. With this study his other moods, he was mild and gentle, though al-

hc combined that of instrumentation, both chamber ways forcible and energetic in the utterance of his feel'

and orchestral, from the works of Hayden and Mozart ; ings. He would then contemplate the sunny and

play bnl devoid of life and poetry. Double, triple, and so that at the very outset of his musical career, he was glowing landscape in nature's loveliest forms ; the rer-

Quadruple counterpoints, as the octave, the tenth and enabled to obtain a glimpse of those beauties which he dant hill, and dell, and lawn, and coppice, reflecting

the twelfth double, triple, and Inverted fugues, and afterwards so wonderfully developed. But even at this the streamy rays of light in a thousand colors—ever

the vast family of canons, may be compared with the early period of life, the results of bis an were not suffi vivid, yet ever changing; the murmur of the rippling

elaborate studies of the painter, whereby he gradually ciently perfect to meet his ideas of excellence, and this brook, the humming of insects, the chirping of bin

acquires excellence in drawing and beauty of form, naturally led his mind to seek for new and more pow- the lowing of cattle, and the village bell, the sun when

They are the car upon which genius rides triumphant; erful effects. Already bursting with its mighty con- lie washes bis disc in the western ocean, sending forth

but they constitute only the car they partake not of ceptions, it looked forward to an increase of power to fiery streams of gold and purple, which recede into in-

the triumph give them utterance ; and when that power was foond, distinctness as they gradually mingle with the colder

When the progress in the mechanical powers ofmu- those marvellous productions which, until they were azure of the evening sky: and the broad, pale moon,

sieal instruments led Hayden to burst through the properly executed, excited surprise, and even ridicule, shedding her beams of gentle light over the repose of

bonds with which the theory of the contrapuntists had and then admiration and surpassing delight, burst sue- the world. It was such contemplations as these which

cramped and confined his earlier inspirations, the new cessively forth, like the wonder of nature's creation. led to his beautiful pastorale symphony—a work we

ts be produced were as little under-mod and It has been thought by some that Beethoven was a ll;1V1 ' "ever yet heard executed, even by the l'hilhar-

bed, as, at the present day, are the posthumous man of other ages, not of his own. He was of this monic band, in a manner perfectly corresponding with

quart is ol Beethoven. The mind being warped by opinion himself, as he has often stated to the writer of the highly wrought notions, perhaps fastidious and un-

the stitV. hard, and cold melodies, formal modulations. ,j 1(
. present -ketch. He used to say, in the confident reasonable, with which our enthusiasm for the master

and dry, monotonous counterpoint of the old com- of friendship, that he was born two centuries before his has inspired us. In our humble judgment, there still

posers, was unprepared for that fullness of effect, that time. Great as are the works he has left to posterity, "-mains much to study—much to understand and de-

force of coloring, those intellectual beauties which sud- hi- grandest conceptions are forever lost, because, con- "elope in this noble production,

denly burst upon it. Thus some time elapsed ere it sistently with his feme, he found it impossible to put It was conceived and composed at a secluded village

could resume its natural bias, and appreciate the new them into a shape so as to preserve them. In the near Vienna, to which Beethoven was accustomed to

tions of Hayden's genius. present state of instrumental mechanism, and the pres- walk by a winding snd unfrequented path. Here he

Much more merit is due to that great composer than ent constitution of orchestras, even with all the power- would sit upon a side, and enjoy the landscape before

the mere excellence of his compositions, for had he ol the brass harmony, he knew that their execution him, and it was on this scat that he imagined the cx-

not possessed enough of energy and firm determine- was impossible, Future generations alone could bring traordinary work, in which he has attempt* d to describe

ion to trample under foot the prejudices of bis age. instrumental performance to a sufficient degree of per- by sonnd all that !)< saw. beard or felt. The music

and rai-e a noble edifice upon their ruins, the world lection for the attainment ofeffects incomprehensible to eonveys a wonderful picture of a beautiful and living

would perhaps never have possessed a Mozart, nor a the present race of men. In bis day-dreams^ Beetho- landscape, acting upon an imagination imbued with

Beethoven. Certain it is, that had not Hayden led the "en had dived into the thoughts and feelings of foture the most powerful perception of poetry, Amid the

Way Mozart would not have thrown off the trammels ages—he bad anticipated the improvements of time to tranquil beauty of the scenery before him, he could not

of the old school, It is true, that the whole organize?- come, and his inspirations corresponded with such im- resist the delineation of a thunder-storm, with which

tion of Mozart vibrated to music— to beautiful and in- provements. His favorite speculation was an orches he was one day overtaken in returning from this favor-

tellectual music—full of melting pathos and exquisite tra composed entirely of such men BS I'aganini— all of its spot.

tenderness—am!, at the -aim time, teeming with the surpassing excellence in mechanism, in accentuation, With a mind which harmonized so closely with the

noblest elevation and dignity. But his mind was not in conception, and in the poetry of execution. The darkest kmd of sublimity—gloomy, powerful, ererget-

formed of materials stent enough to make him an in- lamentable deafness which embittered the latter years
ir .,,„) terrible—the heart of Beethoven yearned with

OOVatOr—ij Soared not lo the creation of a new art. If of his life, and shut him out. not only from commun-
tl](

. gentlest ami rbosl lovely feelings, lie was formed

Hayden had not lived, Mozart would have been a mere ion with his fellow men, hut from the enjoyment of his
f
-,„. Bffection, friendship, and philanthropy; and the

trapuntist, but the lit-t of contrapuntists; he would art, gave a permanent character to these creations ol Mn . a ,„ v ancj bright melodies which pervade hi- works,

have excelled Palestrinn, and Leo, and Pergelese,and his fancy ; and, under the terrible visitation which cast depict a nature flowing with kindness. They are

in some points, have surpass* ,i even Handi l. hut find- s darkness over hi- existence, he was happy in the im g]earne ,,r sunshine bursting through the murky dark-

ing the ice already broken, and with Hayden's innova- aginative enjoyment of that sublime and wonderful ness of the prison house, and bringing relief and con-

is and orchestral effects before him from his ven harmony—of those highly wrought and astounding ef solatibn to it- suffering occupants. In the poetrj -i

iufaney, his mind was naturally directed to the use and feCtS—of those darkly tragic and terrific association Beethoven's mind, a feeling of tenderness was mixed

up with the wildest and most terrific of his imaginings,

and it bursts fot th in melting strain- of exquisite mclo-

study of those new beauties. Thus, besides the eh- and of those melting strains of tenderness and love,

gam e and ela--ic purity of his compositions, he brought which he alone could conceive, bill which, had he cm

instrumentation and orchestra] power to a degree,,!' bodied them in a form to some before his contempora- dy, even in the midst of his most sobrous modulations,

perfection which surpassed even the wonderful result- ries, would have encountered the scorn and ridicule of , n t|u , ,, r]u |( h|
.

rf h)
.

g ronceptiong Bcctnoven may
of Hayden's Labors, men unable to comprehend the workings of his great

he compared with Michael Angelo ; but with the

But it was reserved for* still i > powerful mind to mind, or to catch a single spark ol that enthusiasm
loftiness of imagination, the same vastness of thought,

give Life and being to those high and energetic power- which imparted a prophetic instinct to his genius. 'I he
hig )mn( , W(1 mor(J picturcsqile_he presented h,

which constitute the beaut) of the modern German —I- he ha- left show what lie could have done, bad
in a roorc a„ractive form , though with equal vigor and

school of music. It w
| i

i: thoven to
!l " l

'""'"
1 '"""' '""' mechanical powers to represent bis

( Qcrgy , n (|||
. sim , rf Michae] Ai) „

(
. |n |m . iv WM ;i

i r, and bring forth thai i ndlcss vuriet) of effects thoughts. They will ever remain as the most power-
harghncg8 ,,,„„ whlch Beetho-

and resources, which render modern excellence in rau l " 1 Pr """"- "' »1C ; "'- 1"" 1 «< such lk-'"" 1 "' "" „en was exempt ; and in the terrifically sublime sub-

. thing of the mind, not of sound or matter. He it
'''"' '" ''"' remotest come.

jeets of the latter, his most powerful effects are associat-

i-. who bei opened a boundless field for future genera- The peculiar organization of Beethoven's mind led ed with kindly and amiable feelings. In the develop-

tion- to explore, exliau-tlcs, ev< u beyond t! him to the dark and the terrible. In hi- loftier in-pira- ment of hi- thou hts he Calls to hi- aid the most stiik-

II which he has him-i If cultivated. tions, he wa- the spirit of tin- air: he could u ride On ing sound- of the animated world

—

the most pictur-

oven was early Initiated by hi- neater Ab the whirlwind and dirndl the storm"—roam through esqne associations of nature's loveliest, as well as her

r. into the m_\ it I free the gloom] recesses of ne haunted glen and forest—I Igraudest forms: and there breathes throughout his
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great master pieces a loftiness of virtue and philan-

thropy, which tramples the spirit of evil in the dust.

With powers so constituted, and a genius struggling

to give utterance to things hitherto unutterable, and

beyond the conception of his contemporaries, it is not'

surprising that Beethoven should have found the or-

chestras which had served to express the thoughts of

Hayden and Mozart inadequate to convey his mighty

imaginings. This led to his employment of the brass'

instruments, and gave birth to those marvellous effects

of his creation which have since had so strong an in-

fluence upon modern instrumentation.

Beethoven has tried every branch of bis art, and in

each has been equally successful. Instrumental music

was evidently the bent of bis mind, for to it be applied

his greatest energies, and by the effects which he im-

parts to it, he conveys sentiments more powerful than

words could express. Words he considered an ob-

struction, because they necessarily restricted the utter-

ance of his thoughts to the compass and power of the

human voice.

His church music, consisting chiefly of masses, and

motets, is cast in the loftiest mould ; it raises the soul

above all earthly tilings, and brings it into communion

with its Creator. His oratorio of the Mount of Olives'

is one of the most magnificent creations in the art; it

bears down everything of the kind that has preceded it,

even the sublime works of Handel. The chorus,

"Hallelujah to the Son God," contains an elevation of

thought, a power and dignity of design, a full and flow-

ing majesty of effect, which places it incomparably

above every chorus by Handel ; and if this oratorio

were performed as Beethoven conceived it, which has

certainly never been the case in this country, it would

throw every other composition of the same nature at

an immeasurable distance.

Words always acted as a damper upon the genius of

Beethoven, for they checked the flights of his exuberant

fancy, which be found it somewhat difficult, at first, to so-

ber down to the compass of vocal music. Thus, when he

attempted the musical drama, and produced the beauti-

ful opera of Fidelio, his sole dramatic work, he was at a

loss from the beginning to adapt words to his concep-

tions, or rather to make his melodies correspond with the

words of his libretto. Before he began, he examined

the dramatic works of Mozart, and other writers, to see

how they managed their vocal effects, and in the first

act of Fidelio may be found palpable imitations of

Mozart in this particular. But in the first finale, and

throughout the last act, Beethoven is again himself

—

original, wonderful, and surpassing all his competitors

in beauty and vigor of thought, and in power of ex-

pression. Though this is the only opera he ever wrote,

it will remain one of the standard dramatic composi-

tions of his country; and it has laid open those mar-

velous powers of dramatic instrumentation, of which

Weber, Meyerbeer, and Spohr, have since so success-

fully availed themselves.

Beethoven's earliest inspirations were directed to

chamber music. The first work which he brought be-

fore the public was a set of three trios for the piano

forte, violin, and violoncello. The new aud striking

effects contained in these trios, and the sweetly flowing

melodies which pervade them, have preserved their hi"-h

pre-eminence over all subsequent compositions of the

same description. Those of Hummel and Anslow,

which stand next in rank, with equal claims in point

of merit, remain at an immense distance below those of 1

Beethoven.

The next publication of this great composer was his

three sonatas for the piano fortcj dedicated to Hayden,

containing effects equally novel and splendid, and such

as had never before been imagined on that instrument.

He afterwards produced several sonatas for violin and

piano forte, and three or four for piano forte and viol-

oncello, one of which, in G minor, he afterwards exe-

cuted with Dragonetfi, who played the violoncello

part on the double base. This was the first contact of

these two great artists ; and it was this performance

that gave Beethoven a first conception of those mag-

nificent effects of base, by which he imparts such ex-

traordinary power to his symphonies.

Mozart might have been supposed to have exhaust-

ed, before Beethoven appeared, all that was intellectu-

al in quartet and quintet writing ; and Hayden's quar-

tets contained such endless variety in the same branch

of art, that nothing original seemed left to be done.

But Beethoven, who had before tried his skill upon a

set of trios for violin, viola and violoncello, and upon

a grand trio for the same instruments, in imitation of

Mozart's grand trio, next appeared as a quartet and

afterwards a quintet writer. His quartets, so original,

dissimilar from those of Boceherim, Hayden, Mozart,

or any preceding composer, burst upon the world as a

new light, and raised emotions never before experienc-

ed. There is a vividness of thought and energy of ex-

pression, which excites in the mind sensations of a

novel and delightful kind. The three quartets, dedica-

ted to Prince Rosamouffsky, teem with intellectual

beauties, and would alone be sufficient, as would any

single one of Beethoven's works, to transmit bis fame

to the remotest generations of man.

His quintets are of a more gloomy and penitential

cast. They express the workings of dark and super-

stitious minds, acting under the impulses of remorse

and fanaticism, and yet yielding, in spite of them-

selves, to the most amiable feelings of human nature.

There is a prodigious power of mind in these quartets
;

but to hear them to our heart's content, they must be

performed by five professors, possessing not only the

talent of mechanical execution, but gifted with poetry

and enthusiasm. Such music as this was not com-

posed for vulgar minds
;
to feel it as it ought to be felt

the soul must be warmed by the fire of genius. They

|who are insensible to the creeping thrill which vibrates

upon all the nerves at once, in a shudder of delight

are not formed to understand those master pieces.

The most magnificent efforts of Beethoven's im-

agination have been applied to his grand symphonies

When the first of them appeared, it excited as much
surprise and opposition as did those of Hayden, thirty

years before. The author was called a madman—the

execution of the music was said to be impossible; but

by dint of rehearsals and perseverance, its beauties

were at length understood, and its performance became

much less difficult than was at first imagined. All

these symphonies are master pieces, but there are

bright and sunny effects about them in A, and an ex

pression of plaintive and dignified tenderness in its an-

dante in A minor, which, in our estimation, places it

jabove those of C, D, and B flat.

No orchestra in Europe has succeeded better in per-

jforming those symphonies, than the Philharmonic band
lof this country, if we except only the pastorale, in

which, as we have before ventured to observe, there is

yet much to improve.

The grand battle symphony, requiring the power of

two distinct orchestras, is not calculated for a concert

room, where its effect would be lost for want of space.

I have been present at several performances of this sym-

phony on the continent, but never beard it so well exe-

cuted, as some ten or twelve years ago, at one of our

own theatres, under the direction of Sir George Smart.

On Beethoven's posthumous works I shall offer but

very few observations. They are evidently conceived

and written down in that spirit in which he indulged

during the latter years of his life, and which, however

well it may be understood in after ages, i* at present

incomprehensible, except to a chosen few, who cannot

now bring such productions forward, because their ef-

fects are so wild and singular, that they bewilder the

performers. The real truth is, that there is no pro-

duction of the human mind so magnificent, so sublime,

'so truly and awfully religious, as his grand posthu-

mous "mass." The more we study it, the greater the

beauties—and beauties of a kind almost miraculous

—

that open upon our mind ; but some years must elapse,

and the present generation of composers be swept from.

the face of the earth, before it will be executed so as

;to be generally understood.

The same might be said of his posthumous quartets,

which I have heard tried by some of the greatest per-

formers in Europe, who certainly cannot comprehend

them. The one in C sharp minor is the most severely

criticised, though with deference, I venture to assert

that it teems with beautiful poetry and intense feeling;

and I have no hesitation in predicting that, twenty or

thirty years hence, it will stand as the highest and

most intellectual ch'Jrmber composition ever penned.

As a performer on the piano forte, Beethoven was

superior to most; but as an improvisatore on that in-

strument he was unrivalled. In this branch of the art,

Hummel and Mendelssohn will strive in vain to equal

him. The strains which he elicited from the piano

forte, even after a veil of darkness had been interposed

between him and the art he loved, were more than

earthly. But he was seldom heard, because he never

played to anybody, seldom even to himself; and it was

only when some accidental circumstance of very rare

occurrence brought him into contact with an instru-

ment, that be instinctively poured forth, through its

medium, the ardent workings of his imagination.

Beethoven died very poor. He received not in his

own country, during his life, that high patronage and

encouragement to which his transcendent talents gave

him so just a claim. He was too often neglected in

favor of individuals, between whom and Beethoven

there was as great a distance as between Raphael and

a sign painter. But he lived and died a philosopher,

little moved by the jealousy of his contemporaries,

and leaving the care of his fame to posterity. His

death occurred in 1827. during a thunder storm—an

incident so congenial to the dark sublimity of his im-

agination; and in the midst of its terrors, his soul was

wafted to heaven, his name remaining on earth, with

his immortal works, as an eternal monument of his

glory-

The North German Music Association has offered a

prize for the composition of a German national song.

The object of the association is stated to be, to furnish

Germany with a " Marseillaise."
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i^i kstions.—In descending the minor scnle (first arrives nt this conclusion. We do not believe there is with his voice. They had not arrived at the conclu-

form two sharp,) whv are not the sharps used as in anything in scripture or reason to warrant it. sion by rending on the subject, neither by meditation

and form one sharp '

It has become exceedingly fashionable of hue to de- 'hereon, but the sole reason for their opinion was, that

The only form of the minor which is recognized in c\t\n Bga]nB| choirs, but we can truly say thai we 1:l *' vcar t^mill Mason Esq. pitched the tunc in that

tin- >ti in rules of harmony i< an , ye, Ul ),,..„. ,|u,
,ir ., truthful argument against U;l

.
v; "'.''" 'ha* is the way tnnes ought to be song.

n
I

«- them. Even in Boston, a number of churches have we declare ourselves to be strong advocates for

JT~ ~~\~
1

I '

I
I

i
I" abolished choir singing, and substituted a most ridi-

l, '" ir «u>g«ng,«nd uncompromisingly opposed to the

^ ) | , | | j &$* §*~~Q~J I I

1

j

"|" ,'culous mode instead. We attended one of these

•* ..A.A-9 m J churches not long since, where the congregation were
pasSBEJ^ substitution of oongregational for choir singing. When

we say this, we bj no means advocate placing the sing-

-*»- w "**
supplied with singing books, and the tune was an- '»g of the eanctoary in the hands of the ignorant, dia-

Tliis is the same ascending or Descending, and in nounced by a man who sat in front of the organ, but, cordant, snarling, quarrelsome companies of men and

our humble opinion is the only proper minor scale, as far as we could hear, the man in front of the organ won,en, who occupy the singers seats in many churches.

All other forms are fanciful alterations, for which no ,ij,i Inost f t i 10 singing, and the church had reallj
n," Ik1 ' are we opposed to congregational, in connec-

sadsfaciory reasons can be assigned. We have often abolished cboh- singing and almost substituted solo t>«n witli choir singing. But perhaps this chat is long'

wondered why teachers and staging-book, authors ever singing in its place, It seems to us that those who are enough for to-day.

mention the other form, it lias no existence in bar
j n authority in such matters, exorcise very little of

mony, and only serves exceedingly to confuse the stn- their own judgment on the subject In most instances EXTRACTS FROM OUR JOURNAL.—NO. XXIII.

dent where congregational singing has been adopted, ii On a Saturday evening, by invitation from my
b it advisable t* do away with the seven syllables, seems to have been done because somebody has heard teacher,] attended a concert given by the Sacbsen-

and use only one? that some competent person has said that it is the right hausen Leider-krana. Sachsenhansen is a town which
vTe should say decidedly, no! Syllables, however, way. rather than from any self-conviction on the Sub- bears the same relation to Frankfort, that Chailestoun

arc of much less real importance than many are die- jeet. We have been perfectly astonished, many times, does to Boston, or Brooklyn to New York. Jsitltr

posed to consider them. Provided the pupils learn to at the utter want of judgment and knowledge display- means songs, or -lees; Krone means wreath B very
produce the right sounds, it is of little importance what L] „„ the subject of singing by prominent men in our pletty name for a glee society.

syllables they use. churches; and not less astonished at the disposition to «„.,...,...•. .i
• c „ , •

1 JSnt was nt tins a lunnv concert ! It was given in
adopt, without examination, whatever may be reported , »,„»_, , ,, , ', , ,

. ' .11
' a hotel some half a dozen times larger than (lie Astor

to he the opinion of distinguished musical men, indeed a. ti : . i, , i „, . , „ „i.i ,1 House, l ins hotel contained the most popuuir concert
without examining to see if the report is true. How ,„„.„ , , , ,, . ,, „ f „ , ,6

' hall in town, a hall capable of accommodating perhaps
many hundreds there are who are fully convinced thai

, „U1U , :111(1 |H ,rsons . Xllis, with sonic dozen adjoining
choirs should not be tolerated because one of the pa-

,,„„„_ , foan(J fi|M uhh , ;ilik . s npm „,,„,.,,^ moyfm
pers incorrectly reported Mr. Mason to have embraced

wIlittf t;l | )lcc.,oths , knJws8) fork8] S|10(>11!S ,,„„• „ ,,„.,.„

that opinion. A curious instance of this disposition to
, , j ,lv roI1 t-si z < .1 wine-glasses.-in sho,,. everything but

adopt, without examination, what is supposed ... be eutobles and drinkables,which were nowhere to be seen,
the opinion of competent men, occurred under our own

, gnonW ,„,,,„,.,. „ u ,

t
., IlK . s tti)llM .„.,.„„„,„„,„„. „

burst upon us. and induce us also to change our opin eve
<

;lt onc of oul ' nm,iw !rearJ ""'' ""-" >UM P"8*" '' thousand or fifteen hundred persons. Thcv were soon

ion. We have patiently listened to all that has been waa meeting at which last year Mr. Mason conduct- . ilu .,, .,,„, M ,„„. M „,,. s of whrte-jacket waiters so,.,,

said, and read what has been written in the various ed the singing, hut this year, being unwell, he asked
snppHed eatables and drinkables in abundance; and

EDITORIAL CHAT ABOUT CHOIR SINGING.

As wc intimated in our last number, we have had no

sympathy with those who advocate congregational

singing to the exclusion of choirs. We have not said

much on the subject, because the idea that choirs should

be dispensed with, seemed to be suddenly adopted by

many who had before been strong advocates of choirs,

and we did not know hut thai some new light might

religious papers upon the subject, ami as yet wc see
us to do it As it is not convenient in the ball when

the music of living corks and pent-up gas from cham-

nothing to induce US to alter our opinion, that in evei
J

these """"'^ «« held to have a choir, the singing is
pagn(, ,,„,„,., ,;„,,,, ,,„, ;m . „„ rverv si( , c , M m, vo ,.

church now, as in king David's time, there should be congregational. We wett and took our scat at the
behind, when eaUng or diroking is tiw snl«(Jot«i hand

;

those " who have skill in tony and upon must al inslru-
" y^ n

- prepared to accompany three thousand voices in aml , r;n .

]v „„.,„.,„, , ,;,.,,.,.,,, s ,. :lti ;nu , ,,.,,.,.,„, from

Im," SB! Arua, "to gin H..U*. and sing praises "nt,,
;< K™nd choral -

Just , "' ," ,v rommencing, one of the
the m (|f ,. m% „^ ^ qaOTjdty of^ Magii

i « To produce good vocal music requires much ctorgymea in .barge of the meeting came up to us and
, h(M, M (,„ u,.

|

„ io„ ol
- „. llilt tlu, w ,,oU, Mjlg I1U ,

:111I
.

practice and study, an4«ten.wijth study and practice ii
bbW they should prefer to have us pitch the tunc with ^ j m BTcryhedy eating and drinking and my

. anno, he prodm-ed bv anv Others than those to whom '""' V°icC
-

: ""' "'" USC ,lu ' 0, - ; '"- :,< " K> s '"-"'- W0U,d knowledge of German was extensive in this depart-

nature has giren the requisite gifts. That natare .Iocs
bemnch more devotional witl instrumental accom- mont Thc mheT h|

.

0(1; , |lt what , )iiU , onl( ,.,,(K aml

tione upon all,even I'
1'" 1 """'- We were considerably taken abackatthie |m | iu ,| v hdl , ,„„ )lis i,nn ,,fo r something. » Wevid9n

of those who call themselves singers, every leader of a ""»«P<!cted improvement in devotional singing, and
[«. How ranch?"] said I tavoluntarilv; having bv long

large choir can testify. If all of a congregation consequently assured them that the use of the organ tMvm ^ i|i(o Hk , ]yxhh of ,,, 1H ,.uin;: t |u, st, wonls

should assemble weekly for practice upon even thc
WM a mnaquatm to^ur conducting the singing at all. „,u .,u , V( . r anybody held out his hand. The waiter

simplest tunes, nol a tenth part of the congregation Wl ' u '"' w """ h intcre%ted in thc novel idea pro
goon Mtigfle| me that the "fced" was not included in

would be found to possess the ability to perform the Posed >
,hl" "'' subsequentlj investigated it. and found

,, K , |ivi(
.

(
, „,- ,,,,, „„ 11V ,.

| lUkvl nill , , ,,.„, ,„ fork ovcr

tunes in a strictly unexceptionable manner. Now we >* arose in this wise. TUeorgnn in this hall, (the Tre .,,„„„ 7:, ,.,.„, s udditional After a grand feast, and a

believe it to be ib<' duty of churches to have thc
mont Temple,) is one of jmmensc size, and has two ^t dealof merry ungistm, touching ^fwine^aaBei,

music earth affords, offered within its walls; a
seta of bc,low*< so ,hilt "° 0,u ' , "" a "professional

l

..
ltI | JII!: „,- klllx ,,. :u „i ,„lks (

.„. .,
|ittta bell rang, and

sacrifice, in every point of view without blemish; mu- b«H»ws blower" can kecpil sup,. lied with wind. The
gBjWen|j 0Mrx „, IMlll ^bsided.and all fixed their gase

ic, in which the mosl reined cannothi i a dis- place wlierc it is blo\vcd,is a down cellar" from where
o|i ||u . ,',,,,„.,.',.,„,,„ ,|ic room. The bell reug again;

cord. If such literally pure harmony should he heard
'' :

-' M "' M "its, and in a arowded house it w not pos-
.,,„, ,-,„„ every part of the room files of taon took up

in the sanctuary, il can be otTcrcd onl^ bj s choi
"ible ''"' tho org»nisl '" getdown to where the blower

I , |i
,

il
.

)il|( , ()f |n .u.

t
. h f()1

.

,, |(
, ,,].,„•„,.,„ . „|u ,,.

(
, Mtentfng

..I' those who have natural vocal powers, and »t«nde. Last year Mr. Mason scaled himself at the
,lieaMelveS in platoons, they sang four glees, ih, n

who me willing to devote time to th.- preparation foi organ to start the tune as u»al, but there was no wind sloped" to their taWaa, and set the example far

their sabbath dun,- We are aw., re that thc strong in the organ and no possibility of getting anybody to the eating and drinking to re-commence. Everybody

- of congregational ilnging uj thai it is no blow, and so with characteristic readiness, he arose seemed to order another grand "eat;" and I did the

matter bow harsh the rounds arc, no matter bow un- and sinned the tunc with his voice. These worthy cler- same, having cometoths conclusion thai I was on a

tide, no in. iii< i bow roach out of time, no mattci ttymeu it seems forthwith became fully convinced that

bow much out of i . |f ,;// :.,,„! noil, I, the true waj to hove devotional singing, is for a man
I We cannot appreciate the reasoning which to itand up in front of the organ and pitch the tuna

the like of which I ne'er should sec again, and

therefore I would not stand for expense. This second

feed ' last, <1 n, art} an hour, after which the company
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assembled again on the platform, sung four more glees,

and then adjourned to take part in supper number

three. Before this third "eat" was finished, I noticed

that the sabbath drew nigh, and so I left the hall, leav-

ing two more sets of glees to be sung, and at least one

more supper to be eaten, before the performance was

finished. I presume it did not break up till nearly

morning. I pocketed one of the programmes and

brought it to America with me. Here it is.

Klein.

Maurer.

Speier.

Marschncr.

Fischer.

Mendelssohn.

Ochlschlager.

Speier.

PART I.

Hor' uns Allmachtiger,

Erhebt in jubelnden Accorden,

Tone du Feierlied,

Frei wie des Adlers,

(Supper.)

PART II.

Mein Arm ist stark,

AVer hat dich, du schoner Wald,

Es vereint zur guten Stunde,

Das deutsche Vaterland,

(Supper.)

PART III.

Heil, Morgen dir, (Hail smiling morn,) Spoflfbrth.

Du starker Waltender, Webb.

Wo mocht1

icli sein, Zollner.

Mein Lebenslauf, Mangold.
(Supper.)

PART IV.

Wir Sanger sind ein muntres Volk, Speier.

Fruhlingsmusikanten, Zclter.

Wenn durch die Stadt Soldaten, Zollner.

ABC, Zollner.

Musical Convention.—Pursuant to notice, the

convention met in the first babtist church in Chicago,

on Tuesday, May 9th, 1848, at half past ten, A. K.

The purposes for which the convention met, were

explained by Mr. George Davis; when, on motion of

Dr. L. D. Boone, the convention organized, by electing

President—George Davis,

Vice-presidents—L. P. Warner and L. D. Boone,

Secretary—B. W. Thomas.

On motion of Mr. Ilillis, a committee of five was

chosen to report resolutions for discussion, consisting

of George Brown, L D. Boone. S. D. Breed, C. B.

Nelson, D. S. Lockwood. On motion, the president

was added to the committee. After singing, under the

direction of Messrs Hillis, Lumbard, and Johnson, the

convention adjourned till half past two, p. m.

At half past two, the committee on resolutions,

through Dr. L. D. Boone, reported as follows :

—

1. Resolved, That music is naturally in the soul, and

if properly exercised is one of the most powerful of all

means used for the elevation—spiritually—of mankind.

2. That instruction in vocal music should be given

in public and private schools, and it is the duty of:

those who have the management of tliem to provide

for said instruction.

3. That exercise in vocal music is conducive to

health
;
and all who have at heart the physical as well

as the spiritual welfare of mankind, will advocate it>

study.

4. That, like all choice blessings which are bestowed

on mankind through the beneficence of God, music, as

well as other gifts, must be cultivated to insure the

benefits resulting therefrom.

i 5. That the " musical ear," when possessed to any

jdegree, may be improved by study; but cannot be

produced, where originally deficient.

I

6. That it is the duty of choirs, to study sacred

music, and assist in imparting to religious services

that spirit of devotion, which their duty, properly per-

formed, enables them to do.

After an animated and interesting debate, the reso-

lutions were unanimously adopted.

On motion of Dr. L. D. Boone,

—

Resolved, That the congregational method is the true

method of singing God's praise; and that the present

plan of leaving the performance of music to choirs

'exclusively, is not only an error in principle, but leads

many to the impression that they have neither part]

nor lot in the matter: we therefore urge upon congre-

gations the importance of cultivating the masses, inl

order that all may engage in this delightful part of the

worship of God.

Which elicited many remarks from members of the

convention, and was finally unanimously adopted.

After singing, the convention adjourned till half

past seven.

At -half past seven, the convention opened with

singing, and prayer by Rev. Mr. Stuart ; after which,]

it was addressed by the president, on the cultivation of

music, and some anthems were sung.

On motion of B. W. Raymond, it was resolved that

this convention invite Messrs. Mason, Webb, Johnson,

and Root, or as many of them as can attend, to be

present at the next convention, to be held in this city

in September.

On motion, the thanks of this convention are ten-

dered to the baptist society, for the use of their com-

modious building, so kindly offered.

After singing Old Hundred by all present, and

a benediction by Rev. R. W. Patterson, the convention,

on motion, adjourned sine die.

GEORGE DAVIS, pres.

L. P. Warner, ) .

L. D. Boone, \

v,ce Pres -

B. W. Thomas, sec.— Chicago (VI.) Advertiser.

the manner of singing psalms became infectious. It

was calculated to kindle the flame of fanticism, and

frequently served as the trumpet of rebellion. These

energetic hymns of Geneva excited and supported a

variety of popular insurrections in the most flourishing

cities of the low countries, and defaced many of the

most beautiful and venerable churches of Flanders.

Pope has laughed at poor Stcrnhold and Hopkins,

and psalm-singing in country churches:

—

" The boys ami girls whom chanty maintains,

Implore your help in those pathetic strains;

How could devotion touch the country pews,

Unless the gods bestowed a proper muse?

The silenced preacher yields to potent strain,

And feels that grace his prayer besought in vain ;

The blessing thrills through all the laboring throng.

And heaven is won by violence of 6ong."

This sarcasm is leveled at parochial psalms, as

were sung in the villages in our poet's day. An able

judge of music has remarked, that in great towns

where a good organ is well played, the union of this

instrument with the voices of a well-instructed congre-

gation, forms one of the grandest scenes of unaffected

piety that human nature can afford. The reverse of

this appears, when a company of illiterate people form

themselves into a choir distinct from the congregation.

Here devotion is lost, between the impotent vanity of

those who sing, and the ignorant wonder of those who

listen.

—

Alliance and Visitor.

Psalm Singing.—Perhaps it is not known that the

history of singing psalms forms a portion of the history.

of the reformation, that mighty religious revolution

which, as a late writer remarks, separated forever, ic/6

two unequal divisions, the great establishment of!

Christianity. The metrical psalms of Stemhold were

never admitted by lawful authority; though the title

page of the ojd copy gravely asserts, that the sacred

chimes are " set forth, and allowed to be sung in all

churches." They were first introduced by the purkans,

and afterwards by connivance. Modern metrical psal-

mody was unexpectedly adopted by the austere Calvin,

and introduced into the Geneva discipline. It is

indeed strange, that while he was stripping religion

not merely of its pageantry, but even of its decent'

ceremonies, this reform*! should have introduced this

taste for singing psalms in opposition to reading them.

He expelled pictures from the church, mutilated the

statues, and dashed the painted glass in pieces; but

the congregation were allowed to sing! To have

made men sing in concert, in the street or at their

work, and—merry or sad—on all occasions to tickle

the ear with rhymes and touch the heart with emotion,

was betraying no deficient knowledge of human nature.

I In the early days of the reformation, says Warton,

The following card is published in the Ohio Observ-

er. Who ever heard of a donation party to a chorister ?

To the wish expressed in the closing sentence of the

card, we add our hearty Amen

:

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Clark desire gratefully to

acknowledge the reception of a visit fiom their friends

of the congregational church and society of Cuyahoga

Falls, on the 10th inst., accompanied with a donation

of about fifty-five dollars in money or its equivalent,

designed as an expression of their regard for efforts

put forth in the cause of sacred music. May the day

soon come in all our congregations, when the chorister

shall deserve and receive such unequivocal testimony

that his services in conducting the most heavenly part

of divine worship are not unappreciated.

alioffci Falls, Man 12, 1848.

A Curious Old Organ.—In the year 1697, Cos-

parini. an old Italian of considerable celebrity in his

art, received, from the emperor of Germany, a com-

mission to build an organ, for the churches of St. Peter

and St. Paul, in GorliUh His task occupied him six

years. The organ, which still stands, contains fifty-

seven sounding stops, and three manuals. Besides

the stops usual in large organs, piccolo flute, vox

humana, cymbals, Sec. and a sort of mixture,—con-

nected with the pedals, operating partly through carved

figures which ornament the front, there are six o-/r<i\

with the following names: 1. Revolving Sun, playing

four small bells; 2, Nightingale; 3, Bird-call; 4,

Drum; 5, Cuckoo; 6, valves to various parts of the

organ. The carved angels on the front, who hold

trumpets in their hands, are so arranged that their

instruments actually sound: the trumpets of two of

(these figures emit each eight distinct tones. The

apparatus for supplying wind was prepared with great

care, four persons being occupied for more than a year

in its construction : there are seven pairs of bellows

placed in the immediate neighborhood of the organ.
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Barrel Organs.—So far as our knowledge ox- and bear it aloft to the throne of God. Those Who "nunlcale their own views and improvements, »nd be Instructed by
the views and Improvement t.f cithers. As a pcneral thine the sincin'cr

liarrel organs have not yet obtained admission have heard it, describe it as tar exceeding even the Inourpublie worship is In a deplorable condition, both m ii rcpiirds

to our American churches. They are used in many of miraculous warblings of Paganini's violin. The em- M^ok^^^^iTl^^TSVi^^^t.
the poorer churches in England, a use whit* the editor poror of Austria heard it, and forthwith took .he Polish SartmXwl 7Z^rfSSLlW^U
Of the Pariah Choir reprobates in no measured terms. peasant i„ to his ovvn especiaJ service. In some of the oflnelmtSnTreuJ.™ to

One of the correspondents, however, dunks they are large cities he now and then gives a concert by royal '.''''"i'v'T''
,, " ,l,

1

"
,'V

n ',,,.,.,,.. •_],
wimraeng« n cnonsicrs :,. a periodical ol :i class, which oughttobe

' bj everj one who takes upon himsell the ehmq
jHTtani n perl ofttu Kiricei .1 the sanctuary.

ine excepted, there is perhaps no
i

ston in which Ihere ia so much quackery, as In musli
let in which tome Ignoramus
h promises to ti [j I,, hin).-. in mi Incredibly

short ipace of time, ami with no sort of trouble t

not so very bad, and writes the following instance, in permission; and on such an occasion he was heard by ''T!!",',
1

^","''

T

* ' « BUlKMin 1111(1 llllJHirtQ

which one is used with success : a friend of mine at Hamburg

St i;.—In one of your numbers. I observe you make The countenance of the musician was very pale and

use of this expression, "that horriblt makeshift, the haggard, and his large dark eyes wildly expressive. He

show that it is possible that a </, lading organ may make but the small cap of velvet was not to be distinguished

a lass horrible makeshift than you seem to suppose. in color, from the jet black hair that fell from under it.

In the church of St. John Baptist, Sonthover, near and flowed over his shoulders in glossy natural ringlets. 1

ll>Tcwithycul. 'Tvc.l-
Having token your paper tinea

... nt. I have received and perused it with Increasing iu-
1 do not feel at all willing to do without it » « »

B. W . chorister of
1st congregational church.

grinding organ." The object of this brief note is to covered bis head, according to the custom of the Je* s (STW^J*&S2S£ \^l
i through which all hUlacioui tytti mi can be

7 " '""'
• -The editon of the Musical Gazette receive most of

the music:,) periodicals published in the world. All ol n
eat which tran

, ountry or Europe is ni columns.

there is a barrel organ, of five stops, the tone He wore the costume of his people,-an ample robe.
l

JSSS^S^
of which is remarkably good (the open diapason in thatfell about him in graceful folds. From head to "Tr&SZttSSSXIk* « ** , lfl,milvob.

particular is magnifici nt.) There are three barrels of foot, all was black, as his own hair and eyes ; relieved
,al " " s "'''''-v ,,J ' " ,M""'f '" advarUacmenl in the Gazette.

twelve times each; or rather some tunes and some only by the burning brilliancy of a diamond on his

chants, && The chants an nearly all taken from the breast The butterflies of fashion were of course

"Westminster Abby collection, published by you; there attracted by the unusual and poetic beauty of his

are besides, Eyrie Eleisons, short anthems, and volun- appearance; and ringlets a la Gitzikoff were the order

taries. The hymn-tunes are principally of a solid and of the day.

church-like character.
I Before this singularly gifted being, stood a common

In our morning and evening services, we chant all wooden table, on which reposed his rude-looking in-

the canticles and " Gloria Patris ;" on great feast days vention. He touched it with the ebony sticks. At
we have it in contemplation to chant the Psalms

;
we first, you heard a sound as of wood ; the orchestra rose

used to chant the "TeDeum" till you discountenanced higher and higher, till it drowned its voice; then

the practice; after the third collect, we occasionally gradually subsiding, the wonderful instrument rose

Sing a short anthem, such as Underwood's " Lord above other sounds, clear, warbling, like a nightingale;

correct me, sec. the orchestra rose higher, like the coming of the

Thus you will sec that it is possible to do with a breeze,—hut above them all, swelled the sweet tones

organ, better than is often done with a finger of the magic instrument, rich, liquid, and strong, like a

/(7.

Yours, etc.

THE MUSIC OF THE TREES.

Mrs. Child, in the Standard • following:

skylark piercing the heavens. Those who heard it,

tftcned in delighted wonder, that the trees could be

made to speak thus under the touch of genius.

There is something pleasant to my imagination in

Cuzikow, or Guzikoff, (one never knows how to
the fact, that every tree has its own peculiar note, and

is a performer in the great concert of the universe,

which forever rises before the throne of Jehovah

re. .T.il.iiM.,1. - 1;,, n, „„. n : At the cl.isc of another, ithc 2d)
1 "innc

.
permit me to enrol mj self again among the number «

I

to add their ti stimony to the value of the Gazette, by stating how grati-
fied I have been bj the 1 1 iii-nl of its page*. • » • |

:

tn the views of individuals on the method of perform-
ing sacred music, (in mj mind but one,) II is valuable, and from tnj

i number, and leava
manystulunpi

i met, ao many sing with the month
while the otherwise eng ,i also on the
piece i i music which have appeared in your columns.

rthmort than the prict (if the paper. * » » .

<> 1J
, organist at church.

Mi. Boston Musical Gazette is published once a fortnight by A. K.
tOHNSON, ci

I ach number contains six pages of letter press, and t« i

ofnew choir i ic. Terms SI per annum. Six copies for •& Twelve

JIST Pi lil.lslll l>

AM) forsnte hy C. IIot.T. .in., TSC Full t door to the
corner of Broadway, New York city.

MABCHE8, Ql ICKSTEPS, ie.

New York March, 25 I Fellows' March, IS
i [...! ColuflCol. Mansfield's Native Home)

March,
|

Mexican Volunteers' Quicki
Ferrj Quickstep. L'.">

(Tuivcrslty Quickstep, SB
JrT-n. Wi March, IS

Ben. Worth's Quickstep, IS
Gov, S oung*s Grand March, 18

TO TEACHERS OP MUSIC.

TI i .n te anil the Teacher's Class connect.. I tin i,

-

a ith \c ill bold their nt \t annual session ! the Melodt on, a I

slal of lectures combined with examples and practice the beat moth-
odsoft* singing, chanting, .\c. harmt
tion, and the cultivation of the voice, by Messrs. B. K. Baker and I B.
VI Unity, inni instruction In instrumental and orchestra] music by

Jo ill A. Keller ami A. Bond.
The evenings will be devoted to the practice of oratorio and secular

ill hist ten dins, iiml due notice will hereafter he given
of the day of meeting.

Tickets t.. gentlemen five dollars, Ladies arc respectfully invited
free ofcharge, and also membei '

::tn

spell these outlandish names.) was a popish Jew—a

shepherd in the service of a nobleman. From earliest

Childhood, music secmctl to pervade his whole being.

As he tended his Bocks in the loneliness of the fields,
A subscriber wishes to know if the signature iS

he was forever fashioning flutes and reeds from the wa
J'
s a gui°c fo the key of a tunc. It is, or at least, ii

that grew around him. lie soon observed that OOgkttO be. Sometimes the printer makes a mistake

the tone of the flute varied according to the wood he and I"'""* lhc signatWB wrong, and sometimes an au-

uscd; by d came to know every tree by its ^or understands harmony so imperfectly that he do n't

sound; and the forests stood around him, an oratorio,
know himself what key his composition is in. Strictly

kill with which he played on his rustic Antes speaking, there are very few tunes in which the key

attracted attention The nobility invited him to their does not change one oj more times in the conrse of the

houses, and he became a favorite of fortune. Men tum-'> '"" ''

'

u " nv that the singer should no-

never grew weary of hearing him. But soon it was ticc "" '

lia "'J '' :"" 1 imk'

c(,
>
no onc ian u" whera '< is

perceived, that be was pouring forth the fountains of unless familiar with the science of harmony. Thi i Big-

his life in song. Phj id he mast abjure the " :lll "'c sll0,1,,i alwavs 1(
'H ""' principal key in which a

Bote cm die tl was a dreadful sacrifice, for music to
"""' is written, and as tar as singing is concerned, the

him was life. His old ftuniliarity with the tones of the whole tane should be ''cgardetl as in the key indicated

i came to his aid. He took four round sticks of by the signature.

wood, and bound them closely together with band

straw; aero-- these, ha arranged numerous piecesof '1'hc New Xork Astor Place Opera Company have

round, smooth wood, of din, nut kinds. They were been performing in Boston for two or three weeks past,

arranged irregularly to the eye, though harmoniously On two sabbath evenings they performed Verdi'sora-

to the ear: for some jutted beyond the straw-bound torio, "Nebuchadnezzar," and Rossini's " Stabal Ma-

foundation al one end, and tome al the other; in and tcr -

out, in apparent confusion. The whole he lashed
~~"~"""~""™"^"~™"—"^

together with twine, as men v...tii.i rasti n a raft. This

was laid CD B COnraMB table, and struck with two i,,.,,

small ebony stick-. Bade as the instrument appeared,
u,v" ' ' '"' '" ''" tl,inl v,'" r -

., " , _ . . . The publication of this periodical waa commenced,
UUZIKOW Drought from it such rich and litpml melody undortheli ssion Uiat a nnre and appropriate style of church mu-
-,.,-,

i . . i .i i c wov\A bo greatly pi tad by the establishment of a paper, through and GEO. r. Iti:i.l>, Wo. 17 Tremonlmat It seemed to take tllC la art 01 man on its Wings, wliich those who have in charge Hie music of the sanctuary can coin- booksellers and music dealers generally

/.. phip ii.-h,

Etude von J. X. Schclbe, IS
i in t hopin et Allcan, IS

Gen. Sett's Mexican Quit kstep, '.'.•

ll.\ Ins Quiukstep, l'.s

Institute Qutckatep.
Irving Quickatap, 81

JVEAV ItOOK FOR CHURCH CHOIRS.
Till CHOIR < HOR1 s BOOK, collection of choruses from the

saorka of distinguished composers. Compiled, adapted t.< Bngliah
oged with piirticulnr reference to ciii Lnamr

tile Use Of inn I, ;il BOOll lies,

By A. N. JOHNSON.
:rk win be e .1 by . very om

1 1 i."ii s. i.ii.i who knows the dlttculty of
irs l.i practii

the regular and punctual attendant i
it presents roi Uta

elected I rom oratorloii
t ti.. bejsi oomposers who have ever ii\nl.nr-

tn adapted to choir use and improvement, 1 bet h
sstcri arc nnlverssJIy esteemed tlie best existing i< ti

musi i lie highly lx m « hlch the tt"

: tti.i\ of smii classical compositions Ims in Improving the tn - 1»- and
Ion of those who pracuco tlicm, Is well understood. It i- i

cd, that apart from tht t which tho use of tin CholrChorns
BOOk V. ill n.l.l to tli. ii

|

I mc. tl.i sli.il

ial In-
lluenee II] 11 tl.eir )teil..i in

i i ti.. . horuses contained In this wcrk are by Btandal, thirteen
me l.i 1 1

i

.

.ii
. icvel ]

%! art, si bn, and the ra-D, . maindcr oy Cherublni, sin.hr, Kcukomm, Zingaxclli, Webbe, Rom-
nthesuh.,..!

ami, King, Steymann, ftc.
11 '"" , " led«« ugh this wwk contains m vooal mnsle than the most am.

slva eh. .1 ns iH„.ks whtofa hnvc 1..TH published In this oountry, it will be
si. l.i nt ii

i
i. [in.ii th nt of c ion dun eii music t ks.

Just published bj u li.MNs, itiinii .v. t .... No, Hi Wnter Street,
and GEO. r HE1 1). No. li' Tremont linw, Uoslon, and for sale by

3tll

TIIK BOSTOJt Ml -1< tl. (iAZKTTE,
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MAURICE STRAKOSCH-THE NEW PIANIST.

On Saturday evening last, Niblo put forth an addi-

tional attraction over and above his usual amount.

This attraction was neither more nor less than the first

appearance in America of an artist, who, in our opin

ion, is destined to be one of the greatest in the world.

M. Strakosch stole in amongst us unannounced

there were no vague hints thrown ont—no deep mean

ing whispers heard about tcvn of an expected great

arrival ; there was in fact no note of preparation sound-

ed, and yet M. Strakosch is a great man—one who will

not be allowed to pass from New York to the next

place, without his whereabouts being duly chronicled.

We cannot say that we regret the silence which has

accompanied the presence of M. Strakosch to this

country, because it will give our citizens an opportuni-

ty of forming an unbiased opinion, and of proving that

they have an indopemlMtt juilgxaaat which needs no

European prompting to direct it in the right way.

We present our readers with a slight sketch of this

remarkable young man, but we beg our readers not to

overcharge themselves with expectation, for we cannot

promise them any hair-breadth escapes, no attempts at

suicide—in short, nothing Olc Bullish, but a simple

matter of fact history of a human being, who has the

divine spark of heavenly genius—still is not the half

horse—half aligator—gaping wonder of a few sublima-

ted visionaries who make a name by hanging on to the

skirts of so>ne popular idol.

'' Maurice Strakosch was born atLemberg in Poland

His father was a wealthy man, and a colonel in the

Polish army. The Polish nation is proverbial for its

love for music, and most of our great pianists were born

in that ill-fated land—Liszt, Chopin and Strakosch, for

instance.

He displayed great aptitude for music at a very early

age, and he had every opportunity of studying music

thoroughly, as his father emigrated to Germany in

1828.

When he became proficient in his art, he went to

Denmark and gave many concerts there, at which Jen-

ny Lind, then unknown and uncared for, assisted him.

From thence he went to St. Petersburg, where he re-

ceived much honor from the emperor, and was engaged

to instruct the princess Olga, one of the most beauti-

ful women in the world.

Shortly after, he visited Paris, where he was highly

praised, and from thence he went to Lyons, Marseilles,

and then made a three years tour through Spain and

Italy. Everywhere his efforts were crowned with

marked success, and he has now come to America,

where we think he will be thoroughly appreciated."

I His appearance is fine; he is tall, well formed, with

a noble head, a sparkling eve, and features which

levidencc intelligence and amiability of character. So

far, everything is in his favor, and say what we will to

the contrary, appearances are a good half of every

battle.

M. Strakosch has a hand cut out by nature for the

pianoforte
;
the fingers are long and nervous, affording

an enormous grasp of the compass of the instrument,

and giving power of articulating the most rapid pas-

jsages with wonderful accuracy and distinctness. He
can bring enormous power to bear upon any passage,

'but he has not the iron endurance of Do Meyer, nor the

solid, concentrated force which he could lavish upon, a

piece for fifteen minutes or half an hour, and then be

ready to repeat the dose. Still M. Strakosch has pow-

er sufficient for all the ends and aims of music, and it

is, we think, fortunate thai he has no more, or like De
Meyer, he might be induted to abuse it. At present

he uses it only as a meanSto produce grand effects by

contrast, and consequently he gains his end in a pure-

ly legitimate manner.

His touch is the most exquisitely delicate we ever

heard ; we might expendwhole heaps of poetry involv-

ing an endless number of comparisons such as the fall-

ing of the moon-beans jpon the water—the dews on

the flowers, the spray of the fountains, &c. &c.—but we
jdoubt if we should be any nearer conveying a true

idea of the exquisite delicacy of his touch. His execu-

tion is as rapid as thought, and remarkably brilliant

from his crisp touch and distinct articulation. His

fingers seem to be ubiquitous. Not content that his

hands should embrace two or three octaves, we con-

stantly find that by his wonderful rapidity of shifting,

four and even five octaves of chords will be sounding

at once. Our readers may imagine from this, how
grand must be the effects which it produces.

The rapidity and smoothness of his scale playing,

show him to be a thoroughly practiced master; his oc-

tave passages with either hand are very fine, particu-

larly the staccato octaves in the second piece. One of

the prominent beauties of his performance is his bril-

liant and perfect shake, accompanied above and below

with the same hand, which he introduces with marvel-

ous effect.

But were we to point out all the minute beauties of

his performance we should have to devote at least half

a dozen columns to the subject. His style is in a great

measure his own, although all the great pianists since

Thalberg, are imitators more or less of the king of the

piano. Still each of these great men has his peculiar

idiosyncracy, and we think that the distinguishing pe-

culiarity of M. Strakosch is the union of delicacy with

power; a union in which the last is entirely subservi-

ent to the first, being made the means and not the end.

This delicacy which is so admirable, is not only of the

fingers, but it seems to be a sentiment of the mind, and

displays itself in the compositions of the performer.

Delicacy, much expression, and fine sentiment, are the

intellectual beauties of the performance of M. Stra-

kosch, and if he has not the impetuous passion of a De

Meyer or a Liszt, he possesses qualities which capti-

vate, yet satisfy the judgment.

In short, Maurice Strakosch in style and execution

presents a splendid union of the respective peculiari-

ties of Leopold De Meyer, and Theodore Doliler, a
union which has produced a most happy result, as all

who have had the pleasure of listening to M. Strakosch

will bear witness.

Maurice Strakosch is a great performer, and we
firmly believe that a tour through the states will give

him what he most needs, additional confidence and self

reliance. When he shall have gained these, he will

have nothing more to acquire.

Having spoken thus at length of his capabilities and
acquirements, it would be needless for us to describe

minutely his various performances; suffice it to say,

that they were executed in a manner every way worthy

of the character we have given him. Both his pieces

were encored, and lie was called out twice amid tumult-

uous applause and shouts of bravo—bravo, beautiful

—great.

We presume after a triumph so decided he will give

a concert. If he does, we trust our readers will not

lose any opportunity of hearing him.

THE SEVEREST CRITIC ON RECORD.
Many of the citizens of Boston no doubt remember,

and with much pleasure too, old Ostinelli the charm-

ing violinist, father of the present Miss Ostinelli, at-

tached to the Italian opera. Poor Ostinelli, he met
with a severe accident on one of our railroads, secured

several thousand dollars damages, and returned to

Italy, his native country, to live upon his damages, and

educate his daughter in vocal music. Ostinelli, before

the advent of such a shower of Vieux Temps, Artots,

Ole Bulls, &c, came about with their highfelootin

Paganinni touches, was considered the greatest cat-gut

agitator in New England ! His fame as a violinist

spread far and near, and the old gentleman was a great

" card " wherever he was induced to draw his bow.

During a rather slack musical season in Boston, Os-

tinelli and several others of our first musicians, took a

tour of pleasure and prolit to the neighboring towns

in Massachusetts and New Hampshire, and every-

where did the tall fiddling of Ostinelli elicit satisfac-

tion and great applause. Just as they were about to

return to Boston, some gentlemen in New Hampshire

were very anxious they should visit a small town, not

forty miles from Boston, where the gentlemen assured

Ostinelli that his violin would not only amaze the peo-

ple, who were excellent critics and judges of sweet

music, but they would crowd the house up jam full.

The musicians deeming this a propitious hint, thanked

the gentlemen and posted off to ,
where the bills

were soon out, and the concert room thrown open.

To the great astonishment of the performers, hut a

slim audience collected, and those looking like anything

else than connoisseurs in music. The musicians, never-

theless, spread themselves clean out, determined not

only to win golden opinions, but astonish the folks, if

nothing else. But all indeed seemed in vain, the crit-
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ic» were deaf or mute, and the rich music could not the lips which pour forth her inspiration are as a sacred II The full orchestra at Leipsic consists of about sixty

draw them out. " Wait a leetle," said Ostinelli, " 1 censer, breathing out the sweet incense of gratitude to performers, each of whom, I need not say, is perfect

Eire dem de grand solo, ha ! ha! I guess den day will God, then—then it is that music kindles the sublimcst master of his own instrument. One can feel, but it is

i
.1 raptures in the soul. And here I cannot forbear re- utterly impossible to describe, the sensations produced

Ostinelli violin in hand, came out, all was quiet, be marking, how much it is to be deplored that any. whom by such exactitude of performance as is here heard.

a few professional twitches and flourishes, then God has gifted with this talent, should ever refuse to The delicate pianissimos, and powerful fortissimos
gave

walked square into one of his soul-touching solos, that

had always, in Boston, brought down the house ! Osti-

nelli sawed away, getting more and more excited in

employ it in the public services of the sanctuary, by with the gradual and perfect swell, I never beard equal-

taking part in singing his praise. That any, who really ed; and they certainly cannot be excelled. 1 have

love him, and are capacitated for thus expressing their frequently heard English musicians, who have been

the ardor of his efforts to wake up the spirit of criti- gratitude, should remain silent in the sanctuary, when present at the great Birmingham festivals, remark to

dam and cutbusiam so essential to the life and being his praises are sung, cannot but excite our sorrow and the same effect. While listening to the sublime sym-

of a performer, but not a pig's whisper of satisfaction snrpriBe. Why are they guilty of such inconsistency ? phonies of Beethoven, one fancies that written lan-

guage is no longer needful to express sentiment, or

deep and impassioned feeling. The performance and
or delight manifested itself among the statue-like au-j Why do they refuse to join in that part of the service

ditors, to the complete chagrin of poor Ostinelli and which most assimilates the worship of the earthly to

the no small glee of his fellow performers. The solo
1

that of the heavenly sanctuary 1 Why will they refuse performers are for the time entirely lost sight of. while

ended with the softest and most scientific finale that to praise the Giver of all they enjoy 1 Can they recon-J the soul is left free to drink in full and satisfying

ever enchanted the luminous brain of a penny-a-liner, cile this with gratitude to him who has, by his own draughts of such delicious harmony as the choir of

and Ostinelli was in the act of bowing himself off, blood, bought for them a place where there arc praises heaven alone can excel. What a musical wonder was

when he was interrupted by one of the audience bawl- for ever. Bi etboven 1 No man ever wrote like him
;
and the

I would also suggest to all christian heads of fami- nearest approach, I believe, that was ever made to him

lies, how much the combining a hymn with prayer and in instrumentation, though in a still different style of

reading of the scriptures, in family worship, conduces {originality, was by the beloved and lamented Men-

to its pleasure and profit. It imparts a character of] delssohn, so prematurely called away from the scene

saored joy. And never, perhaps, does a christian mm- of his earthly labors.

ily on earth exhibit more of a resemblance to the fam- Mendelssohn was for several years conductor of the

ily of God in heaven, than when the hearts and voices concerts at the " Gewand-house," and so universally

of all its members are thus blended together, while as- was he beloved and respected by the whole band, for

sembled around the family altar, in some of those his great musical knowledge and for his affectionate

sweet songs of praise, which are still, as it were, linger- and amiable temper, that it is said his mere presence

ing on the harp of David
; or which the piety of gifted in an orchestra inspired every member to more than

saints, in latter times, or in our own day, has supplied, ordinary exertion and skill. What must have been

Then, indeed, does that little band of rejoicing wor- the effect produced by the performance of his own fa-

shipers here below participate in the high and holy vorite oratorios, "Paul" and " Elijah," when conducted

thus the believer, even while sojourning in this vale of, happiness of those worshipers before the throne on by himself, with such an orchestra at his entire com-
tears, is enabled to take part with the choir of heaven, high, who rest not day or night, singing praises unto mand A little anecdote related to me by one who
and join in the hallelujahs of the skies; surely it is llim wn0 sitteth on the throne, and to to the Lamb— often sat under his instructions, will show something

ing out

—

" Look a-hcrc, yeou, now ycou 've been choonin you

darn 'd old fiddle 'bout long enough, can H you give us a

good choon f
"

Poor Ostinelli rushed out, fell almost lifeless into a

chair, and it was really believed he never fully recov-

ered from (hat critique to the day of his death.

—

Boston

Rambler.

MUSIC.
When this delightful art is employed as the channel

for expressing devotional feeling, when the voice and

heart are together attuned to the praise of God, and

then, that the highest degree of enjoyment which music

can impart, is poured into the soul. I do not mean to

deny that there is much, yea. exquisite enjoyment to!

the lovers of music connected with the expression of

purified earthly feeling, when clothed in tho combined

charms of poetry and song. Bnt this I will assert,

without fear of contradiction, that the sincere christian

when engaged in singing, or in listening to. the praises

of his beloved Savior, when sung by those who love his

name, derives from music the very purest, sweetest,

and most exalted enjoyment that can flow through this

channel into the heart—and that the most exquisite

pleasure which the finest music of an alogcther earthly

character can inspire, will not bear a moment's com-

parison with that which the simplest strains of melody,

when wafting the incense of gratitude from a believer's

heart up to the throne of God, will impart. Conceive

a large congregation of christians assembled in th(

forever and ever.

—

Pies. Ilemlii of bis character as a teacher, as also the great secret of

. his success in his public performances. At rehearsals,

Foreign Correspondence of the N. Y. Evangelist. hi I ould bear with the mistakes inevitably made upon

ifiTcin .Mr, lrnciTmiXTCi nn mmrmn the introduction of new pieces
;
he could patiently re-

MUSIC AND MUSICIANS OF EUROPE.
h( ,„ :U1(1 r,.,,.

I
„ :U ,-„. [llc twcIfth timc if iim>i .

s; ary>

Now that the "Gewand-house concerts," the most B new composition ; he could bear an instrument out
celebrated and perhaps best scries of concerts given in Lf t jn, C) or a voice out of tune ; he could bear jargon
Germany, have closed, I think I cannot do better titan even for t ],c ,jmc? whether caused by the composer or

to write of them and my impressions, with what else [performers; all this and more he could endure, and

latiently, because he knew it was in his power by un-of interest seems to be connected therewith.

wearied perseverance to set all right again. But there

was one thing that Mendelssohn could not bear, and

The whole series consists of twenty concerts of in-

strumental and vocal music, but chiefly the former

They are sustained by the goverment of the Musical Wat was (hat a member of his choir or orchestra should
Conscrvatorlum at Leipsic, and the citizens and resi- i„. /„,,. :lt t i K. rehearsal. This would put him out of

dents generally, who subscribe for the season, or course
ptttience when nothing else would, and he has been

They were originally designed for the benefit, chiefly, known to descend from his stand, take member who
of the musical students at she Conservatortum, who happened thus to ofl'cnd by the arm. and without a
have the privilege of attending them free of expense. „.ord being spoken, unceremoniously lead him to the

sanctuary—or even a little band of fellow-disciples, thus enjoying the opportunity of studying the produc-l Moor, show him out, and then return to his instruc-

met together to enjoy, in tweet I ommunlon, a few hours tions of all the great German composers, both ancient tions !

of Social intercom-si—and. with hearts glowing with a and modem, given by the very hist of artists. The Mendelsohn's place as conductor of the great con-

Savior's love, uniting together and singing his praise; price of Subscription to the course, to all others, i- certs here is now supplied by professor N. W Gade, a

and on it be for a moment doubted, thai music, whin eight Russian t balers, (about five American dollars.) oi young man not at all known in the American musical

thai consecrated to the service of God, is employed in twenty-five cents each concert. They arc given in s world, and little as yet in England, but in Germany
its legitimate occupation—is fulfilling the design of it- concert room built expressly for the purpose, which, already and most deservedly popular. While Men-

author, and consequently is imparting the hallowed though not large, is most excellently constructed foi delssohn was yel living, professor G. shared with him

happiness which he graciously intended it should com- sound, li i- considered the best in < lermany, and in the honors of leadership, and was a peculiar fevoi ite of

municate, and which it cannot, when employed in any it the Orchestra is -o arranged that the brass instill- the great master. And it would almost seem, that as

meaner service, supply. ments, instead of continually predominating over the the mantle of Elijah was given to Elisha, so the spirit

I would therefore maintain, that it is when music la stringed, and stunning you with noise, as i Mendelssohn has been infused into Gade. lie is

employed as the handmaid of piety—when her high monly the case In orchestras, arc kepi under proper yel quite young—not more than three or tour and

and holy purpose is to fen the flame of devotion—when subjection. twenty yean ofage,bnl has already given buI
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proofs of extraordinary talent. He has composed three:

great symphonies, several overtures, besides sonatas,

quartets, and many vocal pieces. A thorough musician|

and a perfect little gentleman, he is a universal favorite,

and his ever happy and radiant countenance is always

greeted with joy; yet what is better than all, though a

musical prodigy as he is, he appears—and I really

believe is—entirely unconscious of his talents, and as

free from anything like ostentation or vanity as an

infant. He is a Dane, and has now returned to his at

present disturbed country, to share its fate with his

kinsmen. He is expected to return hither next fall.

That he is destined to become a great musical star, is

now past conjecture, should his life be spared. His

compositions have thus far been mostly instrumental,

and like his own sprightly countenance, full or origin-

ality, novelty, and beauty.

The following description of a floral concert is from

the Syracuse (New York,) Journal. Although we are

the author of the festival, we never could write so good

a description of it as is here given, and have therefore

concluded to copy it, notwithstanding its length :

FLORAL FESTIVAL.

Among the many interesting concerts given at this

place, none have given as general satisfaction, or af-

forded more pleasure to those in attendance than the

floral festival, under the direction of Mr. J. A. Allen,

assisted by Mrs. Allen and Mr. Adams, at Malcolm

Hall on Wednesday evening. At an early hour, the hall,

spacious as it is, was crowded to its utmost capacity.

The room was tastefully decorated with flowers, whose

fragrance and rich variety of colors presented a fine

appearance ; but the galaxy of beauty was not com-

plete until the troupe of little songsters, decorated with

wreaths of flowers, and carrying their fine boquets,

passed through the room, and marched in full view of

the admiring audience, over the stage. The brilliant

light from the chandelier, could not have shed its rays

upon a more beautiful scene or more gladsome coun-

tenances than on this occasion.

The exercises were commenced with a song, intro-

ductory to the ceremonies, by Miss Basset, accom-

panied upon the piano by Mrs. Allen. It was Demp-

ster's " May day Queen,'" sung with a degree of accura-

cy and skill that would have delighted and somewhat

eclipsed this popular ballad singer himself.

The happy group were properly divided into her-

alds, attendants, and seasons, by whom the parts were

sustained with a regularity and gracefulness that would

have given brilliancy to the coronation of a queen to

wield her sceptre over empires. Not all the gilt and

tinsel, and well trained courtiers and maids of honor

of the old world, could have excelled the precision and

eloquence of those who personified "joyous May" and

" sunny June" in crowning the brightest flower queen

of Flora's realm ; and what is still better than all, it

was " a rosy crown " and a " floral sceptre "—both ofl i^nd alas

which Americans love, while they would not endure

those that sovereigns claim.

After the queen had ascended the throne, all the

children united in a glee, followed by a song to the

" rosy crown," when the floral chaplet was presented,

by Miss Charlotte May, with the following address:

Fair queen, thy loving subjects true

Have twined this flowery crown for you

;

Its mingled colors, rich and rare,

May well adorn a sovereign's hair.

Your eye, amid its bloom, may find

Meet image of a virtuous mind
;

For garlands, it will never do

To mix too much of gaudy hue.

Thus be thy heart no tinseled thing,

For such beseems no queen or king.

Blest be for thee each sunny hour;

A sky where tempests seldom lower

—

The bliss that springs from love sincere,

The bliss that comes from lips most dear.

Bow, gracious queen, thy head full low,

Receive this chaplet on thy brow !

Let other queens their crowns resign,

While we unite to give thee thine.

Powers usurped, should be o'erthrown,.

We bow to thee in love alone.

At the close of this address, " A maid of honor," her-

self twice honored in the execution of her part, sung a

beautiful " Song to the queen." The sceptre was then

presented by Miss Ellen Babbett, with the following

address :

Fair queen, thy subjects good and true,

Have twined for thee a sceptre too

;

Take it, and with it in thy hand,

Bear regal sway o'er all the land,

And let thy gentle| peaceful reign

Extend while flowers adorn the plain.

From thy wide retlrn be banished far

All strife and disoord, noise and war,

Let every royal tlought be bent

To farther quiet and content.

As zephyrs come to greet the good,

In village, garden and the wood
;

Refresh each cheek and smooth each brow;

So shall our love around thee flow,

It e'er shall shield when foes alarm

The people'sfriend from care and harm.

This ended, the full chorus broke out in rapturous

strains, "Hail to thee, O queen of May," carrying all

parts of that exquisite song in the most accurate time,

and with a degree of youthful enthusiasm that thrilled

upon every heart. All felt as if they would give a

world could the spring-time of life return, and with it I

the privileges and pleasures of youth.

Several songs, all parts of the play, were sung in an

impressive manner, when in came spring, summer, au-'

tumn, and winter, in the persons of Misses Hillis, But-

ler, Colvin and Robinson, each bearing a flowery trib-i

ute to their queen, assisted in their chants by the her-

alds and the chorus. This ended, the flowers told'

'their tale of gladness, and right gracefully did Master

White execute their mandate in the following address

to the queen :

The flowers once grew all lonely and wild,

And though their faces seemed good and mild,

Too often they thought each other wrong

there was strife 'mid the painted throng.

While daisies sprang up by the dusty road,

Or faded and pined in the gloomy wood

;

The sun flower spread o'er the violet,

And nettles appeared 'mong sweet mignionette.

Hence came sad repinings, and discord and war,

And nothing went on " according to law; "

At least so a flaunting old poppy once said,

And he, if not learned, was surely well red.

Now it's strange how a thought once started will grow,

For it was but a week or a fortnight or so,

When each pretty flower that the humming bird saw

Was muttering " law, law "—according to law.

Ho, ho, what a blast Brogmantia gave,

And the flowers came on like a bright sparkling wave,

Hustling and rushing to Merillo green

To make them laws and choose them a queen.

And why not a king? well the how and the why
I never could learn, so we'll pass it by.

But never, O never, such brilliant throng

Paced court and palace in pomp along.

There were lilies and daffodils, lupins, blue-bells,

Orange flowers, violets fresh from their dells,

Tulips, magnolias, crocus, and vine,

Sweet honey-suckles and climbing woodbine.

Daisies, chrysanthenums, larkspurs, sweet peas,

Then all the blossoms came down from the trees

;

It seemed the proccsssion would ne'er have a close,

And bright 'mid the concourse, walked beautiful rose.

Spuraxii and aloes escorted the throng,

And the birds on the trees sang loudly and strong,

A queen, a queen, a queen for the May

!

Say, which of the flowers is queen to-day ?

So they talked and debated and came to no end,

With much of those uproars which such scenes attend,

Until beautiful rose with great acclamation,

Was chosen the queen of the " flowery nation."

0, no '. cried the flower so wise and so fair,

My head was not made for this turmoil and care,

It's as much as I can to be fragrant and grow,

With my lot I 'm contented, although it be low.

But have you not seen how the maidens so young,

Love dearly to ramble us flowers among ?

Come friends, if we wish to be happy and gay,

We must choose a sweet maiden to rule us in May.

So the flowers consented and crowned them a queen,

And she ruled them right well and wisely, I ween

;

She chose of her the fairest and best,

And set them in border and garden to rest.

The strong and the hearty were sent to the wood,

While thistles and brambles were left by the road
;

And some plants she stationed to bloom in the field,

'And thus all disorder and discord she healed.

So when it was autumn, she sent them away

To sleep in the ground through winter's long day

;

And there, covered over so nice and so warm.

They never felt chilly, and dreamed of no harm.

| So the custom arose, and it lasts till this day,

To have chosen a queen on each merry May day;

But we cannot afford such a great convocation

lAs when first a queen ruled our wide-spreading nation.

So we leave to the lads and the lassies the task,

And if they 're contented 'tis all that we ask,

And now, fairest queen, we pay homage to you,

And a present we'll bring ere we bid you adieu.

Rule wisely and well, fairest queen of the May;

We flowers will every precept obey

:

A blessing to all and a joy to the year

—

Rule wisely and well, for brown autumn is near.
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Mi S8B8. EDITORS—Wo often hear it said, that all

After another tribute of flowers, whose waving pe- would unite in creating impressions that older—often'

taU put on new charms as music lent enchantment to more heartless—singers can never create.

fresh colored cluster, the queen of May. Miss We hope this is not the last May-day festival to be

Clary, came forward from among the rich boquets and given in this city, and that this exhibition will inspire

garlands with which the throne had been decora- a taste for the cultivation of music and flowers—twin

ted, and made her official communication as follows : sisters for refining and elevating society.

Beloved subjects ! You have given me reason

To bless this genial hour and pleasant season;

And vet the time hath much that speaks to me

Of self-distrust and sweet humility.

This royal lot must fall on one alone

—

A throne divided is no more a throne :

But would that one, with heart all good and fair,

Mv toils might aid, and all my honors share !

I fear, my friends, you 've made an erring choice

;

But since I 'm queen, and by united voice,

List to my mandates, and in love obey

—

So shall bright pleasure crown each rising day.

My first decree

Severe shall be

—

That you all love each other;

And not a word

Be ever heard

To grieve and pain another.

M\ second law

The sword shall draw

'Gainst falsehood and untruth;

For never lie

With shame should dye

The brow of lovely youth.

And finally,

A bane 1 '11 be

To every idle drone
;

From my domain

lb nee ! and again

Ne'er dare approach the throne.

To these, my gentle subjects, I will add

Nought proud or stern to make the weak afraid;

But in affection hear this last request,

—

Beawmber, love your queen among the rest.

Thus will sw« t friendship every hour entwine:

And when the summer leaves to earth incline,

And all this regal pageantry depart,

—

No dreary memory will pre-- the heart;

The autumn time as joyous May shall be,

And every soul from sorrow shall be free.

The management of this impressive festival deserves

the highest commendation. Everything was well

singing. And pray tell me, is it possible to have
congregational singing, where a few only of the people
who compose the congregation can sing ! There is

another question to be asked of those who insist, that a

choir of Singers mock God in their songs, while the

great congregation (who meet with the above choir)

would, if they should sing along with the choir, most
certainly present acceptable worship. The question

the people (the congregatiun) ought to «..o the psalms
js_C;m t|u)>c who ^ ^ ,oyc ^ a ^ ^

read from the pulpit, which are now sung audibly by al
I e asscmllh, vnfeM i,allowed praisc whi|e the

few persons only. Well, suppose they ought: what Mxm(. mdividnal8|m^ in smal , partics or choirs
then ? If they ought, they can, or could have sung had

they improved the opportunities afforded for fitting

themselves to praise God in song. Or if they, or a

large portion of them, have never been privileged with

the necessary opportunities of learning to sing, they

ought still to sing, by reason of the facilities which

should have been afforded by those who had power to

bestow them.

But let us take the world as it is; and make it what

it is not hut ought to be, as expeditiously as we can.

If you and I have a part to perform in the grand

drama of life, (and, inasmuch as it is an acknowledged

truth that all have something assigned them as duty

In this world, of course we come in with all for our

share.) be it greater or less, let us ascertain what that

part is, and what is the best way to accomplish it, and

proceed accordingly: God is on the side of those who

try to do his will.

Now, then : arc you interested in the cause of church

music; and do you perceive a want of interest in the

subject on the part of the church) and do you believe

that your thoughts in relation to the matter are worthy

of being considered by others, who do not at present

consider at all, or if they do, it is a consideration of no|

value;—then you have an evidence that a portion of

your act is already before you and in sight What is

the best method of causing the people to attend to the

expression of your opinions on the subject of church

music?

Are lectures on the subject, delivered by musical

men, very useful ? Do we reap much fruit from such

seed, especially when that seed—though good in itself—
is sown on an unsclctcd soil? And again: is it of

much use to insist upon congregational singing in a

mixed assembly, where we shall find so many persons

who cannot at this moment sing one tune nor any part

of a tunc—even if their lives depend on it ! Is it not

better to encourage the training of all in the art—and

and as far as may be the science— of song? And will

would only mock their maker in their choir pcrform-

Clergymen will tell us that praise—or singing devo-

tional hymns— is legitimately worship; that it is as

really SO as prayer: but in the one case, they hesitate

not to invite a singer— be he an infidel it matters not

—

to lead in singing in the sanctuary; but did you ever

hear an evangelical minister call upon a known un-

believer, or a nominal Christian even—if known also

to have never made any religious pretensions, to lead

in prayer ?

Is congregational singing, in the best estate in which

we can obtain it at this moment, in our country or in

any other country, of more value to the congregation

than plain good choir - [f it be desirable that

all should sing, can we promote this end most effectu-

ally, by keeping and cherishing the choirs we have,

adding singer* to them as fast as we can train them,

and training them in as great numbers as they can be

persuaded to present themselves for training; or by

disbanding the choirs, and at once insisting that all the

Mi.ssrs. Editors—Nothing of particular interest

has come to my notice during the few weeks of my
traveling, except what I saw and heard in a church in

the town of D— . Vt. I had previously visited that

place and knew they had. for a country village or town,

a very respectable amount of musical talent : and that

talent according to my views, had. to some extent, been

properly developed and cultivated. I therefore enter-

ed church on sabbath morning expecting to witness a

pleasant, and I desired a profitable exercise in the

house of God. As i- natural for me, (I know not as it

is so with others.) I cast my eve- towards the choir

and saw, I should think, about thirty healthy, fresh

looking young ladies and gentlemen, seated ready to

discharge the important part of the services devolving

person—especially "godly parsons"—refuse to sing upon them, as goon as called upon so to do.

arranged and well carried out. The singing war- 'in the great congregation, if they feel conscious of] All things passed along in • most quiet and solemn

excellent and effective. The language of song, made ability thus to worship Jehovah; Our teachers of manner; the scriptures read, prayer offered, and the

niorc eloquent by the language of flowers, i- well music throughout the country, need to hear good hymn to bo sung was announced, which commenced

pi ople must sing?
". 1848.

Respectfully, qubbt.

h the heart; and most touchingly did lectures upon the whole .subject in which—:b nun and

it awaken the is of the soul. All rs—they are especially engaged. 1 say they

present must have felt, that music from the lips and ought to hear; for I conclude we may all bo ben

of youth, rails like enchantment on the ear. if we choose, by listening to and by reading good

There I In it It comes like the out- lectures on the subject under consideration.

with these words viz: '• Safely through another week,"

&C. As the pastor look his Beat 1 wished they might

sing Merom, to which those words arc applied in the

Psaltery. Soon I heard from among the singers a

med to be compounded of a grunt, a

gushings of a full fountain, more pure because it flows I doubl not we desire that all men and all women groan a -nail, ami a howl. Not being sensible that

from nature. How appropriate that children should shall be able to sing. Ho who desires the welfare any one animal in existence had organs withwhichit

bt to sing larn d music, and thus bring back of man in the best sense, earnestly desires also, thai could produce such a noise. 1 of course was in a quan-

the pure and pristine worship of the church ! Those along with the ability to sing, there may be a dis- dary. The choir soon, however, came to my relief,

who heard the dosing piece—" Father. s ( ,, lrr( . f every position to praise—that is to worship— God in the song (c\ eilasting thanks to them.) by sounding the pitch as

re"—mutt unite with Oftln the opinion, that our I. it us then train lliv children, and teach as far as they term it. of the tunc they were about to sing, and

churches would
I • illy attended, and cleat, may be possible the adults, losing intelligently ; and in Merom it was; as the choir rose in their seats the con-

r and more lasting devotional feelings, ooald Zi

on's songs be chanted byyouth, wl andheartl

propoi lion as we succeed In this, just in that proportion givgation also ro-e and faced the choir, gi\ ing me an

—almost—maj we expect to promote oongrcgational opportunity of looking for the source of that inde-
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scribable noise, I a moment before heard from that part

of the house. I acknowledge that what had already

transpired in that direction had not a little disturbed

my before quiet state of mind.

I therefore waited in breathless silence for the calm-

ing and cheering influence of music, to bring back to

me a feeling so desirable in the house of worship. But

oh ! the next moment all my fond desires and hopes

were forever gone, for another of those, what shall I

call it? broke forth, and I gave up in despair. What

took place during the remainder of the time we were

in church deponent saith not. Upon inquiry after I

returned from church, I was informed that what had

so disturbed and almost annihilated me was the per-

formance of their chorister. But to be a little more

serious (for I really should consider it a serious affair)

if I were condemned to pass through another such a

scene, I should at once get my life assured before I

ventured one step. In the choir there were many good

voices and they require only proper training to make

them excellent singers ; but their performances now

are a disgrace to them, and to the whole congregation,

and the fault lies wholly in the leader.

Let that choir but be under the direction of some

competent conductor six months, and they could then

begin to do themselves justice. But as it now is they

have a man for their leader who probably never has

been beyond the hearing of his father's tin horn that

calls him to dinner, and his knowledge of the science

of music and of the true style of church music is as limit-

ed as it is of the inhabitants of the moon ; and yet could

you but see him in that choir you would suppose him

saying to you in every motion, this is the way to do it.

And more than that, I am satisfied that he is a Miller-

itc, from the fact that he is constantly making efforts to

ascend.

His noise is heard on the treble, and on no other part,

and he leads his choir by speaking every word a little

in advance of them. This is the first choir I heard

after leaving the city, and I do most earnestly hope I

may not be so unfortunate as to meet another such

a one ; if I should it would almost lead me to for-

sake places of worship during the remainder of my
journeyings, which are to continue some three months.

Respectfully yours,

Messrs. Editors—I will pen you a very brief ac

count of musical operations in this quarter, for I can

not give you the details, as I have not the notes. The
New Hampshire and Vermont Musical Convention

came off at Windsor, Vt., last week, under the direc-

tion of Messrs. Baker and Woodbury of Boston, and

Mr. Hastings of New York. It took our Windsor

friends some time to get their doors open, owing to a

bit of dissension which grew out of appointment of

committee of arrangements, or something of that kind

However, they were opened, and all went well. Mi-

ll, was not known in this vicinity prior to this meet-

ing, and many were very desirous of seeing and hear-

ing him. He is more advanced in years than was gen

erally supposed, and so much so, as to give an air of

sincerity and truthfulness to all he said, more than

would attach to the sayings of one less experienced.

Mr. II. spoke once or twice each day, and led the as-

sembly in a few very fine pieces from the "New York
Choralist." His manner of leading, beating &c., is

very interesting, mainly on account of his being so very

near-sighted. His style similar to most of our mas-

ters. His views on the subject of concert-giving, glee

and song singing, were very sound, I think, and must

meet with a response from all who view the matter in

its true light. He is of opinion that song-singing is

the best practice for the voice ; not that he would have

a pupil sing bacchanalian songs, hut those songs and

glees which tend to elevate and refine, while they af-

ford a greater variety of vocal exercise He would,

however, always claim only a subordinate plan for this

jelass of exercises, and give sacred music the first place

in the affections. But I must not enlarge here. I think

we may expect a full report of all the proceedings

Our concerts were well attended and the receipts were

sufficient to meet the expenditures. As Mr. Wood-
bury had a few days of leisure, we engaged his ser-

vices for one day and evening at this place; accord-

ingly we sent our notices to the adjoining towns, which

favored us with good delegations. The day passed

finely and all seemed to enjoy it We sang from the

" Timbrel," a new sacred music book, by Messrs. Baker

and Woodbury, and a very good work ; in the course

of the day, Dr. Hasford was called to the chair, and

|amongst other matters of business, pertaining to the

present meeting, the subject of the formation of a Sa-

cred Music Society was introduced ; all seemed to feel

interested in this movemeut, and after a slight prelim-

inary arrangement, a constitution was drawn—officers

'chosen, and on the last Thursday in August, at two

o'clock, P.M., "The Mendelssohn Society" will meet,

for the first time, at Orford. You will hear from us

from time to time. We have several instrumental per-

formers of unusually advanced attainments for a town

so remote from musical masters of Boston or New
York; and these gentlemen promise us their hearty

co-operation. My prayer is, that the society may pros-

per and do much towards enabling us to understand

more clearly our duties as musical men and women,

and in advancing us to a degree of attainment far be

yond what we now can boast of.

All of our friends, both ladies and gentlemen,

musical or otherwise, seem to feel a deep interest in

the success of this society. I said " all," but I would

so far amend that as to say, there was one, or a, piece of

one who didn't happen to be honored with office, who

busied himself with taking some of our out of town

friends by the button-hole, and trying to dissuade them

from having anything to do with it, and my object in

speaking of this matter, is only to ask this "one," if

this communication comes under his eye, to consider

himself candidly and most thoroughly rebuked.

Please send me a copy of your " Choir Chorus

Book," and if it shall be found answerable, we shall

adopt it as the text book of our society for the first

year. In haste, segno.
Orford, X~. If., June 28, 1848.

'annoyed, but cannot help himself; and immediately

commences treasuring up all ludicrous incidents and

appearances, which may be connected with Mr. P 's

personal appearance or history. His family, like the

first, prepare to stand by their head, with heart, voice,

and drumsticks.

The day of the trial arrived, the two parties arrange

themselves opposite each other, within a circle of

spectators, who are, in the end, to be jurors in this

singular strife. Mr. P commences. He, perhaps,

gives a short account of the personal appearance of

the gentleman opposite, describing, in not very flatter-

ing terms, his breadth of mouth, and general unlovely

contour ; alludes to various unlucky hunting excur-

sions, presenting their hero in various awkward and

ludicrous predicaments; expatiates on the opaqueness

of intellect and many foolish sayings of the defendant:

in short, brings up everything which, without offending

delicacy, will raise a laugh at his fellow's expense.

All this time, he is borne out by stentorian ' Ana ajahs,'

from his better half and the children, who also ply the

drum vigorously. Now comes the turn of the defend-

ant; who replies in a similar vein, and very likely has

as much to say as the first speaker, or rather the first

singer. After Mr. D^ is done, Mr. P resumes,

and adds what he can to demolish Mr. D 's argu-

ment ; the latter, in his turn, adding to it as much as

possible. When both parties are fairly "sung out,"

the bystanders decide who has gained the suit ; where-

upon the parties, having fully let out all the spleen

of their hearts, shake hands, and are as good friends as

ever.

This curious custom has been the means of prevent-

much serious strife and ill feeling; and has, not un-

likely, in some cases saved the effusion of blood.

" In Greenland," says a certain writer, " they have

no lawsuits. If a person feels himself injured by

another, and wishes to obtain public reparation, he

straightway devotes his leisure time and his wits, to

the production of a humorous sarcastic essay, in which

he uses up his adversary as much as possible. This

composed, he sets about singing and chanting it, and

teaches it to his family, drilling them until they come
in at the right moment and with proper vigor. All

being ready, notice is given to all in the neighborhood.

that on such a day, in such a place, Mr. P will

sing at Mr. D . Mr. D of course is somewhat

MUSIC OF THE ROMANS.
In the time of Numa, who reigned 715 years before

Christ, we find mention of Sabii, who were dancers

and singers of hymns in honor of the god of war, and

in which ceremonies they kept time to a flute. The
Roman flute-players, in the time of Livy, were incor-

porated into a college; and Ovid expressly mentions

their importance. Yet music had not arrived at any

very great degree of perfection, till after the conquest

of Antiochus, king of Syria. None of the musical

instruments amongst the Romans were invented by

themselves, but were rather borrowed from the Greeks

and Etruscans ; but during the latter end of the

Roman republic, music was in very high estimation at

Rome and among the most voluptous of the emperors.

According to Apuleius, who was an excellent judge of

music, and who lived in the second century, music

must have been in a high state of cultivation at that

time amongst the Romans ; though certainly there is

every reason to believe, that the melody or harmony

of the ancient music was much inferior to the modern
;

but music in all times has been a delight to its hearers.

Nero, in the sixteenth year after Christ, instituted

musical exercises; and in the sixty-third year, he

exhibited himself on the stage at Naples as a public

singer. He entered also the list with common musi-

cians at the Olympic games, and acquired the prize of

music, though it is asserted that this success was more

owing to his corrupting the judges by bribery. Every-

where Nero was accustomed to challenge the best

'performers ; and was always declared victor, perhaps
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GREAT ORGAN.

I Stop diapason
•1 ( (pen <li:ipason

.i J)itio ditto

i Principal

:» Twelfth
6 Fifteenth

7 Sesquialtrea, 3 ranks

8 Mixture, 2 ranks
'.i Trumpet
10 Clarion

CHOIR ORGAX.

1 Stop diapason
2 Open diapason

;l Principal

4 Flute
."> Principal

(J Fifteenth
7 Bassoon
8 Cromornc

SWELL ORGAN.

1 Stop diapason
1 Open diapason
.3 Principal
4 ScM|iii;iltcra, 5 ranks
5 Trumpet
Horn

7 Hautboy.

by the same means; for so tenacious was this emperor
|

ORGANS IN LONDON.—NO. XYI.

of music al f.unc, that, according to Suetonius, ha <s , ,/„wra -

Si Bermoiuhey.—This church has a fine in-

commanded the statues of all other victors to l.e pulled gtrument, which was built by Bishop in 1829. It has

down, dragged throngs the Streets, and then broken to four SC(S1 of keySi grcatj choirj swel)) and tllc fourth se ,

..,,,1 east into the common sewer. The solici- connected to the pedal pipes. Pedals to G G G.

tude with which Nero attended to his voice, is very

curious, and throws some light on the practices of

vocal performers of antiquity. Suetonius assures us,

that he always used to lie upon his back, with a thin

plate of lead on his stomach, and often took cathar-

tics and emetics, abstaining carefully from all kinds of

fruits or such aliments as were thought prejudicial to

singers. At length, fearful of injuring his voice as a

singer, he forbore to harangue his soldiery, or to

speak in the senate; issuing his orders in writing, or!

by the mouth of friends. When returned from Greece,

he kept about his person an officer for the express

purpose of taking care of his voice; and would never

speak but in the presence of this vocal governor, who

was charged to admonish him when he strained his

voice to too high a pitch; and if the emperor did not

attend to his advice, he was ordered to stop his mouth

with a napkin. The voice of Nero, however, was both

thin and husky; but whoever pretended to be in

raptures with his singing, and to intreat him to gratify

them that way, was sure of winning favor. Thus

encouraged, he appeased almost every day on the

stage,—where he frequently detained the audience, not

only the whole day, but all night; for, till himself was

weary, no one was suffered to depart. Vespasian,

afterwards emperor, greatly offended him, by making

his escape from the theatre during Nero's performance.

He returned to make amends ; but unluckily fell asleep,

while the imperial harmonist, as he fancied himself, was

singing. This had nearly cost Vespasian his life.

The Romans never advanced half so far as the

modern Italians, who have greatly surpassed their

ancestors the Romans, in several arts, but in that of

music mo-t particularly.

A

Christ Church, St. George's in the East.—The organ

in this church was erected by Messrs. Gray and Da-

vison last year. It is built upon the German plan,

and contains all the mechanical improvements invent-

ed by them and others. There are six composition

pedals, four to shift the stops in the great organ, and

two for the swell.
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broom i Austrian Walt* I Lerblle Welle; Dl tanii palpIHi Alt I dont
mingle I t//irn«y'a ilrvanii Hark! along the Ueflllne dell; School-
maiter; Troy Waltz. DUmi kl a valuable Collection of

edited by & O. liver: price S8 cents. N. v. Instruction Hook
tor tin- Violoncello I containing the el» nu'titarv principle* of music In
(.•eneral, a natural and eusy method of angering, rules f,„ b,,»inp,
explanation of the harmonica, he. *u n,, whole •abject logical!;
arranged, and made nrectieeble without a teacher: by s. n. Hortey,
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BOSTON At ADEMV OF BfTJSIO.

Till l> IN- I 111 l'i:.-The fifteenth annual meeting of the
'leuehers' Institute ,,t the Huston Aiiulelny of -Music, will I.

et the Tremont Temple, Boston, commencing on I Ithda*
of uguet, at 10 o'clock* A. M. The lectun -. end \< •-

cieei vv ill be similar t.. tii. "i ot previous y» .U-. end w ill be under the
direction of Messrs. Muson. Webb, Johneon and Boot No I ffbrtf will
be spared to render the meetlngl as interesting and useful as iiossible
to teachers, choristers, end Ol

Terms of admission. ,54)0. Such members of former classes as wish
to engage in 1 1 , . Wing a part in the singing, are Invited to

attend, with thi pr] ool introducing a lady who sings, freeof
charge.
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OHEAT OKGAN.

1 Bourdon, CCC
2 Double dulciana

3 Open diapason
4 Dulciana

Stop diapason, base

SWELL ORGAN.

1 Double diapason
^ < pen diapason
3 Stop diapason
4 Principal

5 Fifteenth

6 Chiribella(claribelHute) 6 Sesquialtcra, 3 ranks
7 Principal

8 Flute (wald flute)

9 Twelfth
io Fifteenth
11 Scsquialtera, 4 ranks
12 Cornet, 4 ranks

13 Trumpet
14 Cromornc

X Lrl Swell to grc

„\p 2 Pedals to di

Hautboy
8 Trumpet

PEDAL OKGAN.

1 Double open diapason
li ( ("pen diapason
3 Principal
4 Trombone
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MASON •&, WEBB'S NEW SINGING BOOK.
THE tubicrlbeii will pubDah.li] few wueka, H THE Nation \i.

i's m,m 1ST: " n new and extensive collection of church muslci
coufliting of psalm and by mn tunes, anthems, chants, end set pieces,—
I,,, the use or choirs, congregations, and singing schools: by Lowell
Mason and G. J. Webb, 'i lu i li on, upon which much time and
loboi have been bestowed, will contain (beside a large proportion of

those old and standard tunea which have met with li

Mi mij "N iin Commoh,—This is the pleasan

time of the year for evening promenades; and we

hope that the city authorities will not let the season

go by. without giving us music on the Common twice

or thrice a week after twilight We have some excel-

lent bands among us; and it is a stigma on our

musical character, that they are not oftener and more lilV("> "W f"*ety of now and original matter, ran
Ungulshed foreign and native oontributors ; mnkniff the work perhaps

liberally employed. The taste for music should be the moat complete collection of psalmody ever published.

encouraged^ and the faculty exercised, for reasons as

obvious as those which sanction the teaching of certain

branches of education In our public schools. What a

cc it is ! What a mollifier of manners, and

what a recreation, at once blameless and exhilarating !

u music, < > our municipal legislators ; and you

•will mayhap Withhold many from petty crimes and

indulgences, that eventually cost the city far more

than the trilling sum you would have to pay for the

M also, almost all the popular English ehants; and a rich i

Hi an! lu ins and choruses, adapted both to choir practice and to church
rervlce. TAPPAN, WUITTEMOIU ft MASON,

8(18 N«>. II l Washington strict.

JNKW BOOK FOB CHURCH CHOIRS.
Tim ( nun: i ii.iKi s hook, „ collection ol choruses from the

works of distinguished composers. Compiled, adapted to I
i

words, and arranged with pariloular refl n ace to cholx practice, and fbi

the use "i inn
li

.i 1

1

By A. N. JOHNSON.
The design of this work wlllbeeasilj appreciated by every one who
had experience in training choirs, and who knows the ditth u

EVOTED to the dissemination of correct views on the subject of
iJ-J church matte, and to the diffusion of mueieal knowledge and ba-

rn e gi nenallyj hai recently enterad upon it>- tliir<i j

!> t publication of tl.is periodical wn? rrommnnnoS.
under the im predion tlmt a pure nnd appropriate Style Of ehorch mil-
Mr w mi iii be l.ti

.

l 1
1 > promoted by the eatabUahment of a paper, through

which those who have In charge the music of the sanctim- \ can com-
montoate their own views and Improvenienta. and be Inatmeted by
the eiewi and ImprovemenU ofothers. As MnetcJ thing the singing
in our public worship is in ;i deplorable condition, both a* it regards
Ithe style of ita pejfcrmanne, and the eatfmntton in which it u held by
both choir and congregation, and it is not to he denied that a promi-
nent cause of Its low condition is tin- want of Information with re-

gard to the whole Bubjc* t on the part of cnoiisten and finper*. Books
bi Ing Lnatniction in regard to the right performance of church music

re none, and oil
I
instruction In relation to the sub-

- exceedingly rare. The Boston Muaical Oaxette i»> raanacntuUy
commended to cnoriston as a periodical . I

regularly read by every one who tmkea upon hlmarilf the charge of so
sob inn and important a part of the services of the sanctuary.

In u .Mi.iuin.. txt-ptid. there Is pernans no profes-

ston in * bich there i* so much quackery, as in music teaching. Boarce-
i\ a week paates In whl oramni doea not promulgate a new
method which i teach everybody to sin/, in anincrcdibly
short space of time, and with no sort of trouble to the student. The
above-mentioned periodical is reapectfuUj ended to teachers,
as a source from ^ hlch all really vnluuhle improvi out it* may Ik- learn-
ed and through which all faUacious si sti in> can be i cpoeed.

i

. ..f tin Muaical Gmcetta receive most of
the musical periodicals puhlislu-d in the world. All of musical inter-
est which transpires En this country <>r Europe is noticed In its columns.

m eta,

—

Tin- Boston Musical Oexette has an « atensive circulation among chor-
i

i United Slates. .Mueieal a-(

mm nts are respei tfullj soUcitad<
Trustees ot seminaries in want of moatfl teachers can generally ob-

tain a supply h\ inserting tin advertisement in the QaxettC.
/'

, Conn.
MestTS. Johnson.— Dear Sirs : Herewith you have one dollar for vol-

ume three ot your valuable Gazette. Having taken your paper since

Ita commencement, I have receli ed and perused it * ith increaetng in-

terest, nnd do nol reel at uil willing to do without it. • * *

S. W . chorister of
eregmtlonn] church.

III.

maintaining such an Interest in ii" 1 mectingi fbi procl
the regular and punctual attendance of i bi rs. it presents foi the
practice of choirs a huge oolleotion of choruses selected from oratorios,

performancei Ol B lii-I rate band. GlVO us miUlC, that masses, cantatas, &c„ of the beat composers who have ever lived, ar-

i lapti 'i i" choti use and Improvement
I

ire univcrsuUv < ih • mi d the tw I existing model*
-I music. The hi III cffecl nhlch the th

i such classical compi the taste and
; hi of those who

i
u. It Is believ-

ed, thai I " hlch the useof tin Choir <

Book will add i" tin meetings of choln for practice, the study of the
• ootatm 'i in It, w ill < \. m Um a blghlj ben

upon all their performances.
i

: inad In this work are by Handel. thirteen

may forget OUr fares, and refresh our Spirits after the *«hy lUyden, seventeen h M ohn, and the re-
1 malndcr b> Cherublnl, Spohr, Neukomm, Zlngareul, Webbo, Rom

vresj1 and tear of t 1m- day. <>i\<- d mn Ic; and yon berg, Neumann, Kini
Uthough tills work contalna more vocal music than the moat expert-

Snail bud thai it N momy and a narrou ' ^« which bavs been published in this country, II win be
. ,,.,.,,./. •, i prici less than that ofeomn hurch music books.

policy, tli.it ueiiM witfiliold it fioiii QJ a&d our Cnil" J«»t published by WILKrNS.CAHTKRat Co., No. 16 Wab

d n . and OKO 1' Itllli, No II rremont K<>w, lloaton, nnd fur sale try
|, "- / ' I CnpL ' booksellers and music dealers generally. 1

1

1

our working classes—Chose of ua who cannot afford to

remove into the COnntrj during the hot weather—may.

with our families, enjoy n recompense for tli<' depriva-

tion, in listening to enlivening or ]>:n ins on

our old Boston Common. Give us music, thai \\<

M.i-srs. Johnson.—Gentlemen: At the close of another, (the Bd)
. ni-'i niyself again among the number who wian

to odd their testlt y to the value ol the Gazette, by stating how grail

-

Bed I have 1 by the neniaal of Ita pagee. * • * A* a meant of
giving publicity to the viewaof Individuals on the method of i>»-rform-

mj mind but one.) it i- valuable, and from my
experience that method may be repeated In each number, end
monj still unproflted i>> It, rrom the net, ao manj sing with, the month
while the heaj i is for othere lae « ngageeL 1 have « word also on the

i music "ln-1 •! in your columns. //,.'/ fann
been worth mon than r/n />><< <>< tt.< paper. e • • e

t.. D——-. orgnniat at church.

The Boston Muaical Geaette is published once a fbrtnlghl by A. N*.

j . JOHN8GN, edttara and proprietors. No. 7 allaton Plac<
i letter nrcee, and two paces

•t new choir music. Terms |1 per annum. Biz coplee for ••'• Twelve
, ,.|.n i to <> atldi • --, I'A ."Uil

TO TK.K IIKlts OF Ml BIO.

Till PI lb I I Institute and the Teacher's Chun connectrd therc-
« iili will hold tholi next snnual seaaion at the Melodeon. will con-

tiat "i lectures combined w itli exomplee and practice on tna beet meth-
ods of teaching classes, i Lunnonj . > <

tlon, and the cultivation of the volc< B. F. Baker and t. B.
ii ii. oi in Instrumental and ovejusftnl mualcby

m j
,

h \ Kellei and \. BondL
renings «ill be devoted t<> the prnettos) of oratorio and trnlaj

srIU lost ten daya. eommenelng on Tneadoy Augusta
Ticket* 1.

1 gentlemen Bve dollars. Ladles are respectfully Invited
ttarge, and also members of former classes. .1111
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A GLORIOUS HIGH THRONE FROM THE BEGINNING.
From the forth-coming cantata of " The Waldenses." ASAHEL ABBOT.
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From the Weekly Messenger.

MUSIC.
In a former communication we laid down, and en-

deavored briefly to establish the principle, that music

is an original constituent in the creation of the world.

Occupying this position in the vast organism of na-

ture, it must undergo a development, pari passu, with

that of the general life in which it is found to exist.

This we find to be the case in its actual history. Refer

to whatever nation of the world you please, and you

will find that the unfolding of her life has been attend-

ed by a corresponding change in the character of her

music; and we may here venture to say that in many

cases the former has been conditioned and modified by

the nature of the latter. Many a country has marched

in the path of civilization to the music of her native

airs. Plato felt the force of this sentiment when he

said " a change in the science of music must affect ma-

terially the constitution of any state." No less forcible

is the language of Sir Walter Scott, when he says:

"Let me make a nation's ballads, and I care not who

makes her laws." This intimate relation existing be-

tween law and music grounds itself in the constitution

of our human life. The former is the expression of

will in a certain direction ; the latter is the outgoing

of feeling. These two distinct activities of our being

are so internally related that the particular form and

character of the one is dependent upon the state of the

other. If this art, then, be based upon our general

human life, it cannot be conceived of as belonging to a

part, and not to the whole human race : just as inad-

missible is the conception, that under its true normal

character it should be the birthright of only a part of

the church of Christ. In this latter view, viz: its litur-

gical aspect, we will contemplate the subject for a

moment.

Music, like every other fine art, has its end in itself.

To make it subservient, as a means to the accomplish

ment of some purpose foreign to its nature, would be

to divest it of its true dignity and worth, and bring it

down to a level with the mechanical arts. That end

is the expression of its inmost life and substance. As

in sculpture and painting ideas are embodied and set

forth in a sensible form, so by music our emotions are

susceptible of representation ; not under the same ob-

jective form that the images of the imagination are

made to assume by the pencil or brush, but rythmetical

sounds, which like the feelings they represent, exist

only in time. Harmonies and melodies being the ex-

pression of internal states of the soul having their ex-

istence only in time, must live and move in the same

element. Time, then, is the first great principle of,

music; hence we see why it is that the sounds of the!

lower forms of creation cannot be said to be musical in

the full and complete sense of the word. They only

assert this character when they are brought to stand

in a proper relation to the human world. What is it

that interests us in the nightingale that sends forth,

from its solitary retreat, plaintive notes, which swelling

through the valley touch and move the human breast?

nothing, but the fact that there is in our being a state!

or feeling that corresponds to those doleful sounds.

From this, we come to the conclusion rather assumed

than proved in our last, that music finds its only

proper home in the human voice, where it comes to

assume an important character. It has elements in

common with our nature. In it the soul hears itself,

just as if the light in its purity could see itself. All!

this holds primarily in reference to its natural charac-

ter. But man was created for a higher position than

the simply natural. He bears upon him the impress

of a divine hand ;
and though marred by sin, he is only

true to his creation and being when he moves in the

christian element—when, rising on the pinions of faith

above the sphere of the sensuous, he comes at length

to stand in the world of spirit. Then he enters upon

the course which leads to the goal of his creation.

Music being inseparably connected with his natural

life, must with its transition into the spiritual, undergo

a corresponding change. It too will be raised with the

elevated nature of man into that higher sphere. Now
it becomes devotional, and is necessarily included in

the spiritual life of the subject, as it was before in his

natural life. It enters into the very conception of life

that it should manifest itself under manifold forms.

All difference rests in its ultimate ground upon the

idea of unity. These varied manifestations are not

the result of external combination, but the product of,

its inherent power. They are comprehended in, and

spring out of the bosom of life, and as such are as es-

sential to the full conception of life as the original ac-

tivity itself. Without these all life would be nothing

more than was the ghost of Hamlet's father,

" as the air invulnerable,

And all attempts to grasp it malicious mockery."

In accordance with this general principle we must

expect to find the christian life, wherever it exists, go-

ing out into various devotional exercises, which will

of course be modulated by the intensity of that internal

force. Among these music occupies a prominent place.

It cannot be said to be a less direct evidence of the

christian life than prayer itself. It includes in our hu-

man nature the very starting point of all religion. It

grounds itself in feeling, which contains the embryo of

the second birth, which gradually becomes matured,

ending in a complete delivery of the entire being. But
music, like religion, though it commence in feeling,

docs not terminate there. It struggles by virtue of its

own immanent power, to the attainment of a still higher

point. This is reached, when the life of music is ex-

pressed in words. By the power of imagination these

words are made to embody conceptions. They then

become living words, or as the immortal Coleridge has

termed them, the "wheels of the intellect; such as

Ezekiel beheld in the visions of God as he sat among
the captives by the river of Chebar. Whithersoever the

spirit teas to go, the wheels went, and thither was their spirit

to go; for the spirit of the living creature teas in the wheels

also.'' We have then the mind and heart, the intellect

and feeling, concentred in the life of Christianity to give

us a complete conception of music. Until it reaches

this glorious height, upon which stood the sweet singer

of Israel, it will always be found more or less defective.

Now, we do not wish to be understood as saying that

every christian must necessarily realize in his experi-

ence this full and complete conception of music. But

we think we can safely affirm, that he who is not pos-

sessed of the spirit of music " in his soul," may have

reason to stop and at least inquire into the reality and

nature of his christian character. He may ask himself

the question, Has Christianity laid hold of the centre of

my being, and transformed my nature into the likeness

and image of God. aleph.

JOHN HENRY PESTALOZZI.

This personage, one of the most distinguished men
of the modern times for his efforts in the cause of

education, was born January 12, 1746, at Zurich, in

Switzerland, and was educated by pious relations, after

the death of his father, who had been a physician.

iEven when very young, he manifested strong religious

feelings, a quick sense of right, compassion towards

the poor, and a fondness for young children. He had

a great inclination for the study of the languages and

theology ; but, after an unsuccessful attempt to preach,

he studied law. Some treatises of his, on preparation

for a profession, and on Spartan legislation, and the

translation of some speeches of Demosthenes, which

he published, were proofs of his diligence and talents.

But Rousseau's Emile filled him with a dislike for the

habits of a learned life, and for the general system of

education in Europe ; and a dangerous illness, occa-

sioned by excessive study, induced him immediately

after his recovery, to burn the greater part of the

extracts and collections which he had made during his

(study of the history of his country and of law, and to

become a farmer. He studied agriculture with a

.farmer near Berne, and then bought a piece of land in

the neighborhood, built a house which he called Netihof

|and began the life of a farmer when he was twenty-two

years old. He was soon married, and became concerned

[through his wife in a calico manufactory. In these

situations, he became acquainted with the moral wretch-
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cdness of the lowest classes; and in 1775, began his' and depth of feeling, full of the spirit of self-sacrifice,!

career of instruction, bv the admission of the children devoted to the noble purpose of aiding mankind in

of paupers into his house. He soon saw himself the most effectual way, by the instruction of the poor

surrounded bv more than fifty children, to whom he and abandoned, in which he was warmly engaged

was a teacher and father. He had no aid from oihers

;

until his death. He loved liberty, and believed that

and though he worked with the children when he was its cause would be most promoted by the education of

not employed in teaching them or in his private affairs, the most neglected. His genius, moreover, enabled

he had not the practical talent necessary to turn the him to devise the most effectual plans for obtaining

labor of bis little workmen to account. His philan- this end. But he was not sufficiently practical, properly

thropic and noble self-denial was derided, bis confi- to divest the economy of a large establisment for

was abused, his own affairs declined, and he was instruction, and to employ to the most advantage the

generally considered as a well-meaning enthusiast talents of many teachers. He was void of worldly

Hut he had formed his purpose, and was not to be prudence; and this want was an abundant source of

diverted from it; and amidst Btraitcned circumstances, vexation to him and others, throughout his life. The;

he collected that knowledge of the state of the lower idea of communicating all instruction by immediate

c 1. 1--. s which i- set forth so admirably in his novel address to the sensations or conceptions, and effecting

LiatAardi md < 1781,4 vols)—a work which the formation of the child by constantly calling all its

has exerted a remarkable influence.
i
powers into exercise, instead of making it a mere

The description in this work of the school at Hannal, passive recipient, selecting the subjects of study in

contains many characteristic traits of Pestalozzi's life such away that each step shall best aid the further

at that time at Neiiliof. To illustrate this novel, he progress of the pupil, is oiiginalwith him. It is not

wrote in 17t<2 Ckristoph wd Else, besides Abendstunden the acquisition of skill, in reckoning, reading, writing,

i ims l in Helm's Ephemeriden, in which he drawing, singing, &c, but the exercise of the powers of

gives tin- first account of his method; a Schweizerblatl the child by means of these subjects, which Pcstalozzi

Jar dot I'*//., in 1782 and 1783; a Treatise on Lcgisla- makes the object of elementary education The prin-

tion and Infanticide, and Inquiries into the Course of eiples of his method are clearly developed in his

Nature in the Development of Mankind, in 1797: Wochcncschrift fur Mcns'chenbildnng, 3rd and 4th vols,

which arc full of thought, (all in German.) The latter ( 1810 and 1812.) This publication, with the reply of

work was written at a time when Pestalozzi had his assailant Nicderer, to the Report on Pestalozzi's

suffered many vexations and misfortunes. The want Institution at Yverdun, (addressed to the diet in 1810.)

of all support at last obliged him to give up an Gruncr's letters from Burgdorf, (in German, in 1806,)

undertaking which was too great for the means of an and Johannsen's Criticism of Pestalozzi's Method, (in

individual. In 1798, the discovery of Switzerland German, 1804.) affords a satisfactory view of his sys

invited him to establish a house of education at Stanz

for poor children, lie became here the teacher, father,

and—we most add—servant, to eighty children of the

lowe.-t classes. But war, and the efforts of a party

unfriendly to bis scheme, destroyed this establishment

tern, lie himself did not consider his system entirely

complete.

Prom Spain, Prance, Prussia, and many other

countries, testimonies of honor and regard were sent

to him from the governments; and his pupils have

after a year. Pcstaloz/.i now took charge of a school! spread as far as European civilization extends. His

at Burgdorf, where he also received pupils, who paid i exterior was extremely simple; his negligent blackj

for their instruction, so that he was enabled to employ dress, his broad Swiss dialect, and blunt manners with-

nblc assistance. A publication on the application of out any ceremony, showed the honest Swiss. In 1818,

his method by mothers, which appeared in 1801, under

the title—How Gertrude teached her children, (in Ger-

man,) and the elementary books— Hook of Mothers

(in German) and the Atuchouvmgstchn tic jSahlenver-

haUniua, (the Doctrine of Numerical Relations con-

ation- of Form,*)fonnd well-disposed

is. Hut Pestalozzi brought new vexations upon

himself by mingling in polities, lie was a decided

democrat, and man of the people, who in 1802 sent

him as their delegate to the first council; and in 1802,

he published hi- " Views on subjects to which the.

legislature of Helvetia should chiefly direct its atten

tion," which made the higher classes unfriendly to him.

Hi- institution in the meantime flourished. In I ' I

lie removed with his school to Munchcn Bui

where he enter. , i into a nearer connection with I

he undertook a new edition of his complete works, the

proceeds of which he destined for a new school for

poor children. He died February 17, 1827, at Brugg,

in Aargan: sec his autobiography—The Scenes of my
Life while at the Head of my Institution of Education

at Burgdorf Yferdun
;
(Leipsic, 1820;) also Ed.Biber's

memoirs on Pestalozzi, and his plan of education

London, 1 h:; I )

—

Teachers' Advocate.

Among the effects of the French revolution and the

disturbances in Austria and Italy, is the clo-ing of

theatres and the consequent disbanding of opera com-

panii .-. People who arc. revolutionizing have no time

foi any music save tin- Marseille! i or kindred songs

;

and Paris, Florence, Milan. Naples and Vienna, are

full oi' in
I rtists. The prospect is, that they

burg; and In the same year to JTvcrdud, (q. v.) where uin ,,.„„;„ onengagcd for a little whde; for London
he occupied the castle given to him by government. .„„, St , r:m|i(4 ,,„„„, ongngemenU for a
I', italozzi'i method ha- become the subject of animated

liU ^, ()f ,)„.,„

Mm since the beginning of the nineteenth cen-

tury ; partly owing to the opposition which new schcmi s

always meet with, and partly to the cxtravagan

hi- admirer-. Pestalozzi was a man of gnat gentUI

l that two tenor singers have died premature-

ly at Venice, from the over-exertion required i

r'crdi'i compositions, ami that prima donnas now

bntasMaraivteuclr,
ll " ,! " ln

'
""'> ,hn11 "«'« '"-' required toalngin Vc-

v<n» p«r.|.i,r... i di'i operas,

EXTRACTS FROM OUR JOURNAL-NO. XXIV.
Soon after I arrived at Frankfort I joined a musical

society called the " Caecilien Verein," that is, ' Cecilian

Association." St. Cecilia the catholics call the patron
saint of church music; for what reason I never could

understand. As its name indicates, this society de-

votes its time to the practice of sacred music exclu-

sively. Its meetings were held uninterruptedly every

Wednesday evening, both summer and winter; and
for a year I failed but once or t\\ ice in am ndant e upon
it. The meetings were held in a beautiful dancing
saloon, hung with mirrors and splendid curtains.

In those parts of Europe which I visited, it seemed
a very unusual occurrence for ladies to take part in

musical performances. In England I saw not e single

instance in which the treble and alto parts were sus-

tained by females, excepting, if I recollect aright, a

funeral performance, at which the base and tenor were

sung by sixty or seventy gentlemen, (amateurs.) and

the treble and alto by four female opera singers. The
treble and alto parts, in vmix other performance which

I heard, were sung by boys. In Germany I never knew
these parts sung by boys

; but in ninety nine out of a

hundred of the musical associations which fell under

my notice in that country the treble and alto parts

were omitted entirely, and all the parts were sung by

men's voices. Whoever has examined much German
choir music has undoubtedly found that by far the

greater part of it is arranged for men's voices only.

The Cacilicn Verein was the only society which I met

with abroad which was constituted like American mu-
sical associations. It consisted of about a hundred

members, all amateurs, all. nit an equal number of ladies

and gentlemen. When I first took my s. at ami

them, a gentleman next me apologized for what he

said he supposed would to me appear rudeness on the

part of the ladies, as he presumed I had never before

seen ladies take part in a public musical performance.

I have forgotten what his apology was. but he seemed
much relieved to learn that I was not an Englishman,
but an American, who never had been used to "any
thing else," in musical societies.

At all the meetings and public performances of this

society the parts were arranged as follows: the base

sat with their backs against the side of the hall, witli

the alio iu front of them ; the tenor sat with their backs

against the Opposite side, with the treble in front of

the in. That is, the treble and tenor faced the alio and

base. The hall, a- usual, was much longer than it was
wide. The leader, who always accompanied on the

piano, sat in the middle, between the two lines of sing-

ers. At public performances, which were given in a

large hall, ami with an orchestra, the same arrange-

ment was observed; the treble and tenor facing the

alto and base, the on l.c-tra Occupying the space bc-

tween. The singers therefore sat sideways to the au-

dience.

Most of the music practiced during the year I vva- a

member of the (a. ilien Ycrcin. was by Bach. Men-

delssohn's Lcoi. nd bis 97th Psalm, with one

or two oratorios i i Haydn, and one of Handel's, were

practiced ; but the principal pari of the time was Bpenl

upon Bach's music—music, I presume, whit h was never

seen outside ol Germany. The singers all sang from

single pari-. HIOSl of which were written with a pen—
many of them scrawl- which sadly puzzled poor in. to

read; so that I was frequently obliged tO keep my
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thshut, from actual inability to read either notes or When one ceases to be an active member his owner-
moat

words.

The members of this society all seemed to have

powerful voices, and they read music with a facility

perfectly astonishing The tones of the men's voices,

however, were to my ears exceedingly harsh and rough

ship in the property of the association ceases. If an

active member is unworthy, he may be turned out, but

only by a vote of the whole society.

§ 7. The government can elect as honorary mem- two months

hers, persons who have rendered extraordinary service

§ 22. The choice of pieces to be sung is to be en-

tirely at the disposal of the director.

§ 23. In the course of the summer, if the director

wishes, the singing exercises may be discontinued for

PUBLIC CONCERTS.

The association shall, if possible, in the com U— much more so than any I ever heard in America, to the cause of music, and also such from among the $ 04.

The leader was alwavs scolding about expression, and members as have taken particular interest in further- f each winter give a number of public concerts ; -partly

particularly about pronunciation; but never said any ling the object of the society. The government also to awaken a taste for classical music in the public,

have the right to discharge from the list of honorary 'and partly to cause the members themselves to strive

members such as give evidence of having lost their in- towards the utmost possible perfection,

terest in the cause of music.

GOVERNMENT.

thing about what we call the cultivation of the voice.

Frankfort is in a situation which makes it necessary

to travel through it, to get almost any where. Conse-

quently, many great musical men passed through it.

and this Cocci lian Vercin seemed to be so celebrated

that when in town they always visited it. Consequently, § 3. The goverment is the board who are to take

on almost evcrv evening I had an opportunity to see charge of the business of the association

and frequently to hear some great musician. Mendels- § 9. The government consists of five persons, elect-

sohn was very often present, and several times played! ed from the general assembly of the members. These,

pieces on the piano ; always, however, extempore. Onjjwboare elected for a year, must choose from their,

one evening, I recollect, at recess he sat down to the number a secretary, a treasurer, and a librarian
5
which!

piano and requested some one to give him a theme.) last is to have exclusive charge of all the property of

A gentleman chose the prominent melody in one of the society,

the choruses we had been singing. Mendelssohn ex-

temporized upon it for half an hour, and worked the

§ 25. Besides these, from time to time, small con-

certs will be given in the hall of the association.

§ 26. To the great as well as to the small concerts,

the members are entitled to a free ticket.

FINANCES.

§ 27. The government has the entire disposal of the

money, giving a yearly report thereof to the general

assembly.

§ 28. No debts contracted in a previous year can be

paid without a vote of the general assembly.

,
10. The government is to attend to the admission

|

§ 29 - The government are not allowed to contract

of new members, who must be nominated by the mu-> deht which cannot he Paid out of the ordinary re-

audience up to a " perfect ecstacy," which, as he finished

the last chord, gave vent to itself in a simultaneous

lusty "Sehr Scham," (very fine.) Liszt, Thsslberg, 1

Dreyschock, Neukomm, Meyerbeer, and a host of other

distinguished musical men, visited the rehearsals whilst

I was there, and many of them performed or sang for

our edification.

The society gave several public concerts during my

connection with it ; once or twice with piano, double

base and clarinet accompaniment, and the rest of the

time with full orchestra.

When I joined the society I paid twenty florins, (S8,)

the yearly assessment, and received a book entitled

" Statutes of the Cecilian Association of Frankfort on

the Main." These "statutes," being translated, read

as follows:

OBJECT OF THE CECILIAN ASSOCIATION.

§ I. The Csecilien Vercin has for its object the culti-

vation of a taste for strictly classical music, particularly

for so called oratorio music. To this end it seeks,

through the study of good compositions among the

members themselves, the love of music and the knowl-

edge of the same, stronger and stronger to ground ; as

also through the public performance of thoroughly

studied works, to exert an influence upon the wider

circle of the great public.

MEMBERS.

§ 2. The association consists of active, passive, and

honorary members.

§ 3. Whoever wishes to become a member must

make application to the government of the society,

through the director.

§ 4. The active members must take part in the reg-

ular singing exercises and public concerts of the asso-

ciation, and must pay to the treasurer yearly twenty

florins. ($8.)

§ 5. The passive members are entitled to free ad

mittance to all singing exercises and rehearsals, as well

as public concerts, but are not allowed to sing. They
must pay eleven florins ($4.40) yearly.

§ 6. The active members only have a right to vote,

and to them belongs all the property of the association

sical director.

§11. On the 1st of October of each year, must al

tcrnately two and three of the government go out of

office, and not be eligible for a re-election for two years

MUSICAL DIRECTOR.

§12. The Caicilian Verein employs a paid musical

director, chosen by the general assembly of the mem-

bers, and nominated to them by the government.

§ 13. The director is to have entire charge of all

musical exercises and performances.

GENERAL ASSEMBLY.

§ 14. The active members constitute the general

assembly. In this body, on recommendation of the

government, or upon motion of private members, can

the arrangements of the society be discussed and

altered.

§ 15. The general assembly can be called together

by the government ; and must meet at least once a

year, in the month of September, to hear a yearly report

from the government.

§ 16. The government are to preside at all meet

ings of the general assembly.

§ 17. The decisions of the general assembly are to

jbe decided by the votes of the members present at the

'meeting. In a tie vote, the member of the government

who presides is to decide the question.

§ 18. For the election of the government, the gov-

ernment are to nominate twice as many members as

are needed to fill the vacancies ; and the general as-

sembly, without being bound by this nomination, are

to decide by secret written ballots. Should a tie vote

occur, the ballot is to be void.

§ 19. If a person elected to the government declines

serving, the one who had the next largest vote is to be

considered elected.

SINGING EXERCISES.

§ 20. Regular singing exercises are to be held each

week, on a particular evening.

§ 21. All exercises, either of the whole association

or of parts of it, are to be entirely under the direction

of the musical director.

ceipts of the year, without authority from the general

assembly.

§ 30. At the annual meeting of the general assem-

bly, in September, the government must give a detailed

account of all receipts and expenditures during the

year.

ALTERING THE STATUTES.

These statutes may be altered at the annual meeting,

by a vote of two thirds of the members present at that

meeting.

Talents always worth a Price.—No men are

more justly entitled to fair prices, than truly qualified

and competent teachers. And this, not barely because

of the value of what they give in return, but because

of the great outlay of time and money necessary to

prepare for their profession. Some teachers have

spent a dozen years in preparation, and have laid out

many thousand dollars; a capital of time and money,

sufficient to have made them rich in merchandise or at

any mechanical art. Few persons can estimate the

value of things, where results are produced with ease

ind in a moment: they must see the labor performed.

Most can readily believe, that a railroad, a canal, or a

ship, is worth all the money asked for it; but they can

not understand, why a painting or a statue should be

held at many thousand dollars. Nor can they but be

amazed, that Paganini should expect twenty guineas

for a single " tune" performed on the violin.

A plain, but frank-hearted and sensible farmer, once

called at the office of a celebrated chief justice in the

South, and asked him a very important question, that

could be answerered in an instant, categorically—Yes

or No ''No," was promptly returned. The farmer

was well satisfied ; the decision was worth to him

many thousand dollars. And now the client, about to

retire, asked the lawyer the charge for the information.

" Ten dollars," replied he. " Ten dollars," ejaculated

the astonished farmer, " ten dollars for saying 'No!'"
" Do you see those rows of books, my friend ? " rejoined

the chief justice: "I have spent many years in reading

them and studying their contents, to answer 'No.'"

•' Right ! right !
" responded the honest farmer, " right '.

I cheerfully pay the ten dollars."

—

Mass. Observer,
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THE MINNESINGERS.

Messrs. Editors—In the course of my Germnn
effusions cannot be otherwise than admired. The strong

roRilini' 1 have often met with passages from the songsrcaamg i mnconm i b
touches of nature, the power with which they picture

of tlie bflnnesin -eis, (or loct-stngers, as the word sigm- r
; '

.OIl,e B
, ;, . . , ali natural objects, and the ease and grace of diction

tiim ) and it is nrobab e that vour readers mav be pleas- J _nes.j anu n pro
. , , | e ,lleir tlcsire(i effect on the heart.

ed with a short account of them. Everybody has • ...... „ D ,.,,„.. . . . . Tlie following is from Von Buwenburg

:

heard of the Troubadours, a word which possesses an °

almost irresistible charm. The Troubadours were " Say, what is the sparkling light before us

minstrels more peculiar to Italy, Spain, and in fact all O'er the grassy mead, all bright and fair,

the south of Europe, while the Minnesingers were eon- As the spirit of mirth did wanton o'er us?—
lined to Germany, and differed from their cotempora- Well, well, I see that summer is there;

rics. the Troubadours, in some essential particulars. By the flowers upspringing, and birds sweet singing,

These minstrels appeared in Germany as early as the And animals playing—and lo! the hand

year 1100, and flourished about two centuries. They Of nature, her beautiful offspring bringing

were held in so high estimation, that even emperors All ranged in their seasons at her command I

sometimes belonged to their number. The Trouba- May heaven complete thee, tliou fair creation,

dours always used the same metre, while the Minne- For such pleasures as these arc joy's true foundation."

singers employed a most charming variety, which of , _„ . ... _ „<• ir, , „i.„„:.i„ i ...,,,,A Minnesinger by the name ol Vogclweide became

teenth century, which contained the best efforts of each, from city to city. This was said to have been the life

with some incidents of his Life. Many of these spirited of Homer himself. The ancient Britons, too. had their

bards, but of these we have no time to speak.

Yours as ever, c. l. f.

Oak Dale, 1S48.

OUR BEAU IDEAL OF CHURCH MUSIC.

Wc mean—of the manner of performing church

music. We would have in every church a choir.

composed, as nearly as may be, of four treble, two

tenor, two alto, and four base singers, or of tw ice,

thrice, four times, five times, six times, seven times, or

eight times that number. The larger the number, the

better we should like it. Perhaps the proportion of

parts is not exactly right ; but it approximates to it.

If our choir consisted of eight times the number

mentioned above, we should like just about that pro-

portion; namely, thirty two treble, thirty-two base,

course obliged them to use an almost endless variety
( , i>iti ishcd and

'

nci. Sili ,i,
« Forty years and more (sixteen tenor, sixteen alto. Whatever the number of

of tunes and melodies. The former dwelt much upon ^ 1 q{ 1q^„ Hc ^ ^ & pJace ^^
the pathetic and mournful, while the latter always . ,, , u .•<• i

• -a „» :- „i.,„,i „fr " Birdmeadow," and a beautiful incident is related ot

breathed the spirit of cheerfulness. The former were '

. , , , .. , . ., . . f,
'

. „ ,,.,,, , him, that when he died, m extreme old age, he lett a

more cold and intellectual, while the latter always

aimed to touch the heart, and rarely failed to do it.

In 1270, one of the Minnesingers laments the de-

cline of his art, and its want of power to please, in

words like these :

" Unwilling stays the throng

To hear the minstrel's song;

Yet cease I not to sing,

Though small the praise it bring;

Even if on desert waste

My lonely lot be cast,

Unto my heart the same,

My numbers would I frame
;

Though never car were found

To hear the lonely sound ;

Slill should it echo round,

As the lone nightingale

Her tuneful strain sings on

To her sweet self alone,

Whiling away the hour

[>< in In i leafy bower,

Where night by night she lores

Hit music to prolong,

And makes the hills and groves

Bc-ccho to her song."

It was the CUStOm Of theSS hauls to travel about

from place to plai e, like ill" bards and songsters in the

early ages of Greece, or the minstrels of the early Sax-

ons, and the Scott, WUO Often united the harp and the

Ij re with the musical tour- of 1 1
»

>

- voice, us ihey recited

the praises of kings and heroes. In the early pari of the

fourteenth century, owing to the inefficiency of the

romenl for
|

the country became infest-

ed with robbers, so that the Minnesingers, prevented

from wandering about with safety gradually b

extinct

ran hard! I he power whi< h the) had

public mind. In foci the) were look.

ed upon with > than the priests them-

and ii i- probable thai they did more than any

other els ol men, to fix the German language, and

to lay a foundation for its literature.

l!ui Im fore they fi II into disrepute, and became ex

clause in his last will, directing that the birds should

be regularly fed upon bis grave. He takes leave of

the world in the following words :

" Too well thy weakness have I proved
;

Now would I leave thee;— it is time

—

Good night! to thee, oh world, good night;

I haste me to my home."

The following pretty verses arc from Earl Conrad,

a Minnesinger of the twelfth century :

SONG.
May. sweet May, again is come,

Mav. that frees the land from gloom;

Children, children, up and see

All her stores of jollity !

On the laughing hedge-row's side

She hath spread her treasures wide;

She is in the greenwood shade.

Where the nightingale has made

Every branch and every tree

King with her sweet melody ;

Hill and dale are May's own treasures;

Youths rejoice! in sportive measures

Sing ye, join the chorus gay!

Hail this merry, merry May.

Up, then, children ! we will go

Where the blooming roses grow;

In a joyful company

We the bursting Rowers will see.

Up, your festal dress prepare!

Where gay hearts are meeting, there

May hath pleasures mosl inviting,

Heart, and sight, and car delighting
;

Listen to the birds' sweet song
;

Hark ' how soft it floats along !

( '..in il\ dame i ! our pi i 'are—
Never s;iw I May SO fair:

Therefore dancing \\ ill wo

Youths rejoice, the How rets blow!

.sing ye, join the chl

Hail this men \ . merrj May !

the members of the choir, wc should wish them to

possess these two qualifications:—first, good voices;

not so much loud voices, as voices without unpleasant

peculiarities; and above all, voices which will keep in

tune : second, willingness to attend regularly a weekly

meeting for practice. Such a choir we should wish, as

of more importance than anything else, to have under

i good leader—a person who knows how to instruct,

mid who perfectly understands the whole subject of

church music, besides being himself a thorough mu-

sician. Wc should wish a large number of the mem-
bers of a choir to be members of the church or society

for which they sing; and should also wish to have all

the members interested in everything pertaining to the

welfare of that particular church, whether connected

with it or not. We should wish the chorister to be as

much a recognized officer of the church as the minister

is; and should above all things wish him to be person-

ally and deeply interested in the welfare of the society,

BS much so as any of the other church officers. We
would have the music of the church entirely in the

hands of the leader; quite as much SO, as we would

have the preaching in the hands of the minister. We
would have no Bingiqg-COmmittee, nor anything akin to

one; and we would have public opinion esteem it

quite as impudent to dictate to the leader in musical

matters, as they esteem it to dictate to the minister in

theological matters. We should expect thai a choir

i n-iii utiil anil trained as we have BUggOSted would

always sing simple church music perfectly, both in

skillfulness and in spirit With such a choir and such

a leader, we would always have hymns, Buch as

—

'Praise God) from whom all blessings flow," "Be

thou, God, exalted high," &a, sung by both choir

and congregation; and all hymns requiring varied ex-

pression, in feci all hymns other than hymns of gen-

eral praise, we would have sung by choir alone.

A shorter exposition of the manner in which wc

would have church music performed, maj be found in

the following winds-—We would have every church

, man who is
]
roperly educated with regard to

lature of church music, one who thej are sine

perfectly understands the subject; we would ban

i hem place the entire charge of the music unresi rvedl)

in his hands, and settle him for life, On 8 salary that

Man\ Interesting facts might be given in regard to will enable him to make the charge ol the music of

nun, they had left much that would do honor to any ihe early I'.ardie Hellenic Age of Greece, wlun the ihat church the mosl prominent pari of his business

age. A book of tlcn jioetry was collected ill the four, wandering minstrels sang from house to house, and if this were done, nothing further would be required.
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THE AMERICAN SCHOOL OF MUSIC-NO. II.

Messrs. Editors—Having some time since fully

demonstrated the possibility of such a thing as a

school of music in this "Bel Kairie Eden" of ours, I

am next to show that such a school actually exists and

is flourishing in the midst of us. For some of my

positions, I expect little else than an explosion of

laughter; while others will stand like shrubs in a

desert, weak in substance and dry in sap: but upon

the whole, if I fail to make out a case, it will be rightly

and at once imputed, by the more knowing, more to

my fault than to any failure in the subject.

In these days of " cloth-worship," " rose-water phi

lanthropy," and "money-digging," it may cause a

draught upon the muscles of risibility, to be told that

to the psalm-singing of the puritans we owe everything

that is truly excellent in our musical taste; yet no

more truly do we owe to them the whole earthly debt

of our civil and religious liberties, than the capacity to

appreciate and use the deepest and strongest elements

of musical sensibility. Much as it is customary with

sciolists to ridicule the music produced among the

New England authors of the last century, and defective

as they certainly were in their knowledge of harmony

and counterpoint,—yet I most fearlessly assert, that in

good hands, no small number of those singular old

airs may be made to stand among the first productions

of the musical world. I myself have done something

in that way already, and shall do more if spared ; nor

need any be told with what success Mr. Mason has

re-produced several others in his publications. In

rcveiwing those old tunes for a work to be soon issued

here, I have become more than ever satisfied, that

what our countrymen needed was not an elevated

genius, but a proper musical education. Several of

their favorite phrases and turns, and much of their

style, are to be met with in the best works of Handel;

while the New England musical mind is a world by

itself, and must grow to its perfection as unlike that of

other nations, as our institutions and modes of thought

are fundamentally different from those of any other|

cated as I have been from childhood with the best

works of the best masters, "as with sweet wine," I still

find no sacred music that fills my soul with such

emotions as that of my fatherland : and having been

used to hear many of our most impressive hymns sung

to those solemn old airs, I have no desire to hear them

sung to any others. Innbridge, Poland, North Salem,

and others like them, possess a solemnity and pa-

thos found nowhere else, except in some of Handel's

most pathetic choruses, such for instance as " Mourn,

ye afflicted children, mourn," or " Ah wretched Isra

el
!

" in Judas Maccabaeus.

Still it is not to be expected that those tunes will

for the most part ever become popular, though ar

ranged in a new and appropriate style. They belong

to a state of intellectual and social life now nearly

obsolete, and express emotions but little adapted to

the present state of the world. The ancient forests

with their gloom have disappeared ; and the still more

ancient belief in spiritual familiarity, witchcraft, and

haunted grounds, that threw an air of sadness and

solemn reserve over the characters and countenances

of the early settlers, and wrought up their minds to a

pitch of excitement little understood at present, has

become greatly modified since the breaking up and

mingling together of our social elements in the war of

the revolution and the events that have followed, the

invention of the steam-engine, the cotton gin, and the

magnetic telegraph. IK, in our wisdom, have judged

the minor key worthy of going where all minorities

are adjudged to go, by the salt creek rail road ; and

the age where majorities rule in church and state, is

distinguished by the more universal use of the major

key in music : whence any twopenny screamer, that

was good in them will be retained and put in its

proper place. In my next, I will show of what ele-

ments our higher styles of musical composition are

likeliest to consist ; and before I am through, it will be

necessary to mention the leading characteristics of the

two men who have thus far done most to give a right

direction to the popular taste, by their own composi-

tions and their editions of the best old pieces, with

which they have literally filled the whole land. Who
these arc, it is not necessary to mention ; as no others

at all comparable to Lowell Mason and Thomas

Hastings, have come before the public with their pro-

ductions during the present century.

Yours truly, asahel abbott.

people upon the globe.

Let us examine samples. Where shall we look farjjeharmcrs at Fiddler's Green. Time was, when many

the most tender and solemn airs wherewith to make of the most splendid services for the church were set

appropriate music about the bier of our departed
j

in thc minor key; but now no cathedral will endure

friends? Whose eyes have not filled often, whose! tlie intrusion of such a thing. Time was also, when

bosom has not swelled, as the notes of old Windham or' jtt'C people went to hear well-elaborated music and

China have been breathed in the house of mourning? solemn lofty fugues upon the organ; but now we are

What have men ever invented as a substitute for

them ? Or if we will take some for the ordinary

music of the sanctuary, where shall we find pieces at

once more simple, sweet, and impressive, than Winter,

Lisbon, and others with them 7 Or for solemn grand

forbidden to use the least repetition or proper fugue

even in the stateliest cathedral service, as the people

will not stay to hear it: so we have come to crushing

nois\r things, with scarce any melody, and with very

commonplace harmony ; such, for example, as Jackson

BIBLE AUTHORITY FOR CHOIR SINGING.

While searching for a particular passage in the bible,

the other day, our eyes fell upon the following sentence,

among the subjects noted at the beginning of the chap-

ter, as contained in it. " David commandeth a choir to

sing a psalm of praise unto the Lord." Having repeat-

edly seen and heard assertions that choir singing was

contrary to the bible, our curiosity was at once excited,

and we relinquished the object of our search to sec if it

was true that David actually did approve of this method

of offering praise in public worship. The chapter was

1 Chronicles xvi. In the chapter previous the follow-

ing account of the appointment of the musicians is

given.

"And David spake to the chief of the Levites to ap-

point their brethren to be the singers with instruments

of music, psalteries and harps and cymbals, sounding,

by lifting up the voice with joy.
" So the Levites appointed Heman the son of Joel

;

.
', J L"j I and of his brethren, Asaph the son of Berechiah ; and

stands up in the place of a first soprano, to lead oft the! ,. ., ,. ,, • ,l„;„ v. „.u ,.« t?.i .u „<•
of the sons of Meran then' brethren, Lthan the son or

Kushaiah
;

" And with them their brethren of the second degree,

Zechariah, Ben, and Jaaziel, and Shemiramoth, and
Jehicl. and Unni, Eliab, and Benaiah, and Maaseiah,
and Mattithiah, and Elipheleh, and Mikneiah, and
Obed-edom, and Jeiel, the porters.

"So the singers, Heman, Asaph, and Ethan, were
appointed to sound with cymbals of brass

;

And Zechariah, and Aziel, and Shemiramoth, and
Jehiel, and Unni. and Eliab, and Maaseiah, and Be-
naiah, with psalteries on Alamoth

;

" And Mattithiah. and Elipheleh, and Mikneiah, and
Obed-edom, and Jeiel, and Azaziah, with harps on the

Sheminith to excel.
" And Chenaniah, chief of the Levites, was for song

:

he instructed about the song, because he was skillful."

In the 16th chapter, the command mentioned above

is thus given, in the 7th verse. " Then on that day

David delivered first this psalm, to thank the Lord,

into the hand of Asaph and his brethren." Asaph was

the leader of the choir, his brethren the singers and in-

r, where shall we meet with anything finer than 1 ,'™ E flat, and Boyce in A major,—or in secular music, strumental performers. The psalm which they were

Arnheim, or more awful than the "Ninctv-seventhl'the Carnival de Venise, and the Marche Marocaine. commanded to sing is contained in the 8th to the 36th

Psalm Tune," that for a century has stood competitor Still this physical, sensual, heartless, soulless stvlel

!

verscs
-

At ,he close k is said
'

" And a11 ,he PC0P,e
''

with the "Judgment Hymn," and none has dared cannot last forever, nor retain its supremacy long, ,(
who had hecn devoutly listening to tl

decide which to place in the first rank? Or whercj 'where better things are presented to the popular taste.

shall we look for such pieces of fancy measure, as The whole thing is the offspring of shallow and nn-

Coronation, Lenox, Ocean, or Majesty ? Where shall schooled pretence; and when a true genius appears,

penitential sorrows or joys, where shall any of the he will put to route the whole crew and rabblcment;

great leading thoughts and emotions of religious life of noise-mongers, as Samson did the worshipers of

find ampler or truer expression, than in those old Dagcn with a single ridiculous jaw bone. And when-
familiar airs, that originated in the days of the great ever the American School of Music becomes fully es-|

religious awakening under the sermons of Whitefield tablished, it will be found based in the very elements!

and Edwards? It may be weakness, it may be the [that we see in the best writers that have grown up in

effect of early impressions ; but I confess that, intoxi-'lNew England. Their faults will be avoided, but what 1

air in a country church, can control all the authorities'

of the congregation, and laugh the old people out of

countenance, for desiring occasionally to hear some of

the good old airs of their early days, instead of frag-

ments of polonaises, opera reels, German waltzes,

Scotch jigs, and the everlasting trumpery elbowed out

jof all rhyme and reason by Italian tarantula-bite-

choir) "said Amen.'' This is precisely our idea of the

way church music should be performed. Those who

arc skillful in song and upon musical instruments,

should be set apart and instructed to perform their

music skillfully ;
and when the choir sing, the congre

gation should devoutly listen and say Amen. The 41st

and 42d verses of the same chapter again mention the

appointment of a choir, and tell us the members were

expressed by name.

"And with them Heman and Jeduthun, and the rest
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that wm» chosen who were expressed bv name, to give' [ Pleasant Meetings.—Two or three weeks since f,vor
>
J

lar
f
e »"<<>- of new .n<i original matter, furnished by dis-

uini wcic: liiu^cii, wa»
i A \ C

tinguishcd foreign and native contributor* ; making the work iierhep*

thanks to the Lord, because nis mercy enduretntorever; nD0U t two hundred singers, meml)ers of the different •>'» ' complete collection or •mimodj .v.r published, it <i!i
' Lad With them Heman anil JcdlllllUll with trilin- ,

. . „ ,.., . .
contain, also, almost all the popular English chants, and a rich v. rlety.vim hiiii ii"

u 1 11 l „„ . I
choirs 111 Boston. Ilii-t 011 a I hursdav evening at the of snthenu and choruses, adapted both to choir practice and t.. church

pets ami cvmbals for those who should make a sound. *
, aerr'

•

and with musical instrnmeota of God. And the sons vestry ot Park street church, and spent the evening in _
of Jeduthun were porters.'' singing from the " Choir Chorus Book." It was rather

am
TAFPAN, WHITTEMORJt M ISON,

No. in Washington street.

BOSTOX aCADBHT OF .Ml SIC.

Mi S8BS. Editors
a hazardous experiment to attempt to perform such rpr.At nr.its' institute, The fifteenth annual meeting of the

T}ecmiti<* that it mio-ht he of - i i i r i , » i JL Teachers' Institute of the Boston Academy of Music, will be heldi;ecmili
rt

mat u migDl ne 01 m usic with so large a number, most ol whom never had ., the Tremont Temple, Boat c menclng on Tuesday, th.

lectures, insl d eater-
of previous years, and will bi under the

tha
h

tor

interest to the readers of your paper, and promotive of
practicor] chorus g,^ an ,, au of w)lom had never cf.eaTifbS'imiui'toi

the cause of music gcnerallv, I herewith send vou a - n ,1 „ mlIS :,. pnr, t .,inn ,l in this honl- The oxiicri- direeBon ol b, Johnson and Root No 1 Sorts will

, . , . , , c ,,
, ,, • ,

music conidiuiu in mis uook. 1 tic cxptri
,„. ,,,„„.,,,„ r ,.,„, >r „„„„,.,;„,... u , i,,,^,,,,,,,.. „„a „„,,,, „.

hasty sketch of the meeting of the feouthbridgc .Musical
t sllcceca C(] however, and showed an ability to "teacher. !* olh

a
m

1__.,,,... * • I Ofadimaton, $5-00. >uth numbers of former clu.M s an wish
Lnion lately licUl here. rcn(] mus ic on tJlc part of our choirs, whieh would to cnmge in the exercises, taking a i»rt In th« ringing, are invited bo

, .. ,. 1 m^ 1 .v„ TT-:— «„. ittend, with the privilege also ol intrvduLing u liuly who tin;:*, free of
Agreeably to a notice before issued, the Union met

scarce,y have been believed, even bv one familiar with charge,

at Southbridge, on Monday eve. May 29, and continued
, hcir condition . Thc evcning pa88ed so pleasantly, Nlmagtr*"^"1'^"^ * *"*"' •

in session until Friday eve following. Thc exercises
t)l .u a Btrong desirc wag expressiJa t0 spcnd another in

;
NEW BOOK FOR CHURCH CHOIRS.

were similar to the exercises of thc musical classes
the same manncr Accordingly, a fortnight later, an rn„,.

: CH0IB CHOR1 - BOOK, • eoUeetlon of choruses from ti,

that meet in thc city annually
;
consisting of cxplana- iuvitation from Mr . S . A . Bancroft, organist at BitJ ,*SMS«^^

tions in thc rudiments of music, remarks and criticisms Vernon church, (Rev. Mr. Kirk's,) was extended to the
" K u ' u uf music *' 'od«t,e,

in Stvlc of singing, singing by the class. &C—thc whole different rhnirc. to meet in the rlnnel of rhnt church
By A. N. JOHNSON.

" =
' „ *

, ,

amcrcnt cnoirs to meet in mc enapci 01 mat cnurcn. Tna deatan ofOua wnrk will 1m enaUy a»pt«elal«d by «»««T ona who
conducted by Mr. B.F.Baker of Boston, wiio lias a Ab t tl hundred attended on this occasion ; and '»»••><! <;*pcri,nce in trainingchciin .and «uii. aityof

, r 1 r • • A ' *A '

I

maintuining such an Intereel in tlu- meetings for praetiee a* to insure
very happy faculty tor imparting instruction ami unci-

a ] t i10U „l, most of the pieces which were sun" were per- ""' regular and punctual attendance 1 f mi mbers. it press not for the

, 1 1 1 • _ _.i _t„ J..„* ,„:..,. .1,.
4

praetiee of choira a large collection of choruses selected from oratorios,
csting a class, while his gentlemanly conduct wins tnc

fonnej at sight and "one throu"h with only once, all masses, cantatae, *c, ol ihe betl composers who have ever n*ed, «-
-.„<.»«„* «f «il Tk. £mi .1.,,. .*.. »„/,. f d,o T-iiooiino 1

.1"
' In aftMrmadapted to choir uaa and improrement, 'I tieehorusea

respect Ot ail. lliciirst aayortwooi me met-wnj, 01
prCPcnt sccmcd to enjoy the exercises right heartily, ofthe great matter* are universally eateemed the bert eilrtiiii modeli

the Union the weather wts nnite storm v and onlv few . < .• e-r. ia- tt- 1 v • / • of choral mnalo. The highly beneflcial eftct whleh 0>e thoroughme union, me weatnerwaa tpiitc sioiiuy.auu oiuj "-"j At the suggestion of Rev. Mr. Kirk, who is a fine Sing- itody of iuch classical compositions has In Improelng the t.st, and
frr.m .,),,. . - , . 1 ott.n,',,! hnf flip lost three dnvs the .... • , execution of thoee who practlca them, it well understood. It is helier-trom abroad attciutiu, out tnc last mrce aa\s, tnc

cr and seemed to enjoy the exercises as much as any ed. that apart from the great interest which the use or the Choir Chorus
weather bcin" nleasant. a lar"e number from the .1 • . , . .1 Hook win add to the meetings of choirs for practice, the study of theHtnuiLr olih jut .i.iiii, u iiii,,c nun uc, iw ~

one present, another meeting was appointed at the ,,,m . comnoailiona containedln U, wUl ezerch* a highly beneBcial la-

ad joining towns came in, and the meetings were well _._._ .^ nr.„ „„ ty.~ sviina>;n» t„o^«» o.p,,;,!^ Suence upon uii tiuir perftrrmances.
J

rr.i
I same place on the following lucsday e\cning. Oea of tha choruae* contained in tbU work ar« by Handel, thtrtam

attended and vcrv interesting. The meetings closed! T , m„ t ;. pnn t..i,,o fl in *he Phnir Plioins T?ool- is "• »? HayO*". aeventeen by Mocart, six by Mendelesohn, and the re-

„., :, . . . .
1 lie music contained ill .lie unoir Ulioius uook i?

BlrjIldijr b_ cherublni, 8pohr, Neukomm, ZingarelU, Weblx
on triday eve, with a concert by the whole company, ,,

f st
..:

ct ] v c la„i ca ] character much of it having ber?> Neumann. King, Steymann,**.
... „ • 1 , .1 r 11 . 1 .1.1

suiciiy classical 1 11.11.im.i, inueii ui u utiviiig
although this work contains more vocal music than the moat expen-

which was well received by the fullest house that has
s(ooJ thetest of a ccnturv's criticism. Thc beneficial -l™ cho™ books which have been published in »"• country, 11 will be

11 ,. •_ -!• _i^ r _ i„— „ *•„.- M.Id at a iirifc 1i-h tluin tliat i'( cniiiinoi. rhurt-n musu' lunik-
attended any concert in this place for a long time.

; effcct wnicn tnc prac tiee of such music will have upon Just published by wilkins. carter a Co.. No. is Water Street,

Tim mneie ennsisted of ns'ilm tunes 'lnd select tiicris ,.,,,, .
and GEO. 1". REKI). No. 17 Tretnout Kuw, Boston, and lor sale byme music consisted 01 psaim tunes ana scictt pieces

a v}w -

n.

t
can hardly be overrated.

|

booksellers and mutic dealers gc n. i stn

from thc Choral ; an overture, by the orchestra of the

music association of Southbridge, assisted by some Floral Concert—The young misses' class, about

gentlemen attending the meetings of the Union from one hundred in number, under the direction of Mr. J.

THE BOSTON HT78ICAX (i.UETTE,
DEVOTED to the dissemination of correcl views on tha subject of

church music, and to the diffusion ol inusieiii knowledge and In-

telligence generally, lias recenth entered upon it' third year.

abroad: a fantasia on the pianoforte; and songs, by I. Croft, gave a concert at the town hall, on Thursday / . r/„ rhe publication ol cal was commenced,.*.-»•«.. .1 , n>\ t ii t .*e ,, , , • i under the impression that a pure and appropriate etyle of church mu-
Mr. Baker and other gentlemen present. evening last. The hall was beautifully decorated with sic would be grcauj promoted bj the establishment of a paper, through

This union was formed a year ago this last May, to flowers and evergreen, and brilliantly illuminated; m»nlc.*" &ttto££^JZttZ£*S*
meet semi-annually, embracing this and the towns ad- and graced by a large and highly respectable audience. Kr

e™
M
n
e
d £ SfiJnWS S

joining. This meeting of the Union was much more among whom were several good jndges of music, .1- tlaW^SSSSSS&^H'uS^VVStJut^S-
fullv attended than either of the previous meetings, most all ofwhom expressed themselves highly delight »«nteauseof in low c in, on is the want or Information wlUi re-

r * * o ^ e- gard to the whole subject on the part of choristers and sinjsers. Hooks

and a larger circle of towns was represented than here- ed with the evening's entertainment. Much credit is &»'•>« Instruction in regard to ihe right performance of church music
,

there are none, and other moans of instruction in relation to the suh*

toforc; giving a gratifying evidence, that the interests due Mr. Croft, for his untiring efforts to elevate the ject are exceedingly rare, The Boston Musical Osaette Is respectfully

. ,, .
, , e i 1 • i ,1 commended to choristers as » periodical of n el.iss. which ought to he

of the 1'nion and of music generally arc rapidly in- standard ot vocal music in this place, as well as to the regularly read by erery one who takes upon himself the charge of so
, . m > , •-,.»*.- • ii i i y. • solemn and important a part ofthe oerviees of the eanetuary.

creasing in this section. Much praise is due to Mr. fc>. Ivoung misses who have made such great proficiency m /„.»„*„ reoSera. Medicine excepted, there ! perhaps no profea-

11 Bice, a teacher of music and leader of a choir in that science; thus evincing that their teacher's efforts ftMleMw*. Xi.'.Tw
this place, for his industrious and persevering efforts, have been duly appreciated by them.-ZW (N. II.) tSti^tSStSt 5thn^; MaStaTnS
in thc forming of this Union, and the promotion of the Gazette.

•

''
'

" J~chara,
15 ' »

p__ mrce from which all really valuoble improeements may be learn-

ts of music generally in this town and vicinity. I „
. ., **[through which all fallacious systems can be expi

.,,,., '
,,
_ ' Thc scmi-ccntcnnial anniversary of the ordination l "," l ";

,;;'' t", 1 ''i"';"'"'™ ;»"i'f
I iiion will hold its next session, at North .___.._ " the mualcal periodicals pubUshed In thc world. All of musical Inter-

of Hcv. lhoinas Sncll, I). I), as pastor Of the COngl^ ^'hUhtiansplTOinthtocounbj ticed in ita column*.
lock, Ct., in October. It would be a matter of

|

* ^ / / Uoaco/ Astnonennk—
... ,.,.,, gational church in North Brookfield, was celebrated r** Boston Musical Oacetta has an extensive circulation among chor-

rcjoicing.it these Unions could be multiplied a nun- , listersand teachers In all parts of the United States. Musioaladi
,,,.,, t j i. . .l -ii i t. i

on 1 uesdav, June 27. A sermon was nrenched bv ments are respectfully solicited.
drcd fold. a> I doubt not they will be, when people • .«.«„„ , , .

' Trusteea of seminaries In want of music teaehars can generally ob-
. ., l)r Sncll, from Acts 26:22,23. At the close of it, tain a supply i>v inserting an adeertiaemenlln tha Oacette.

come to appreciate music aright
'

• •

a- (•„„„.

,,
- ..

. „ ,
B hymn, written by Wm. C. Bryant, a nephew Of Dr. Uaasra. Johnson. Dear 8lrs i—Herewith you have on liar for vol.Mspecunuj \ours, a. ii. 1.

. ume three of your valuable Qaaette. Having taken your paper since
Sncll, was sung. 1 he music was all old-fashioned,

lto commencement, I have received and perused it with increasing In-
flonfMrtifna. AJ» M. imh.

such as was in common use fifty veins ago.

A writer, dating Berlin, .lane 11, says that the

summer concert leason has commenced at that utv

.)i\isni COsTOZBT.—We had the pleasure of

attending s concert <m r7ednesday evening last, given ,„ r . ,, ( ,, t
, ,, .. ,. ,... , , , .. t„,..: i

Munn,OT (outtii season nils toinnumiu at mat citj
TO|nme, permit mo to enrol mj ell the number wl

by Mr. II. S. rhompSOl I hi. cla - [pswichj ^^ ^ rf 0) .,.
ll(

,Mnls ,„ imli . ;lt MX ipaddtheir te.tl., ytoth.i Oaeetla, by statin, how gratl-

and have rarely spent an hour more pleasantly. There .

, ,
. ,

'""' '

'
,, "

,
"'"" ,, """

,'"!'''' •*""" '

- '
' O clock in the

is nothing, in our estimation, more lit I v calculated to

tcrcst, and do not feel at all willing lo do without it.

9 w .chorister of
1st congregational church.

-, III.

only in Germany.
drive 'lull care away," than the warbling voices of n

ilmir of blight, happy, smiling children. There were

ang with good effect, and MASON * WEBB'I M-'.W BUfOISG BOOK.
it Dassed Off we Should lodge, to the entire satisfaction T 1 " l» puWUhta a Pew weeks," mi U \ i mn m

1 I l»fl \1.MISI':" i, low mid extensive eolleetion of church loosle;

i tunes, anthems, chants, and set pli

morning for the convenience of earlv -"'">' h,,u '" "" i ""-"' individniSs on the method ot i-m.,,
• Utgancrod musli nd loa one,) it is valuab1e,and rrom my

This, in the midst of a revolution, could OCCUr experlenci Ihol method may be repealed in each number, and leave

many atill unproflted by It, from the fact, so many sing with the mouth
while the heart ii rai others I havi nord alao on the

of music which have appeared in your columns. ITh

I
apt ' . * • * •

i;. I)—-— , organist at church.

The Boston Musical Graaatte is publlahad once a fortnight by A. N.
igreganons, and singing scboolsi by Lowell a J, G. JOHNSON, edltora and proprietors. No. f aUaton 1'lnce, Bos-

and full, and his Style is unexceptionable.— GeOTQetOWtl Mason and t;. J. Webb. This eolleetion, upon which much time and ton. Bach number contains alx pages of letter presa.and two pages
• 1. 1.... !._.._ !.„.... ^ - -

of all ii' ' 1 1. Mr. Thompson has a fine voice, cleai tingofpaaim and hymn (

1 in, tho use or choirs, congregations, and singing chools: M Lowell ft J. C. JOHNSON, editors and preprietora, No. I Allston I luce. Bos-
iiul ton. Kaeh number contains alx pages of letter press, and two pagea
of of new choir music. Terms 91 per annum. 8lx copies for $6. TwcNe

(Mom$.) Observer.
lalior have li. m D bl ItOWOd, will contain (beside a large pmpoito
Ihoac old and standard tunes which have met with long-continued copies to ont (ntdrrs*, s/.i.
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HARK ! THE SONG OF JUBILEE.
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[the rehearsal of those truths which tend to excite suchlj Singing shonkl be devout and earnest. What would

emotions in the heart. ,be thought of the individual, who, while offering a

I find what I wish to say on this point so admirably prayer, should gaze listlessly about him, or assume an
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a heaven-daring mockery. But wherein differs this
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From the Christian Mirror.

PUBLIC WORSHIP -SINGING.

passages :

—

j

a ncaver.-aanng mockery.

' The church secures human sanctification by two! from what is commonly observed in congregations and

means; teaching or preaching, and the worship of Cud. choirs during the performance of this exercise? Sing-

In both these exercises, the intellect and heart arejing is only another mode of addressing the Deity : and

emplovcd, and act together, but not equally. Preaching' should it be any the less devout than prayer ? is its

It remains that we consider the exercise of singing .

g (])
/

fly desigr)ed t0 en ijghten the understandings thoughtless and irreverent performance any the less a
as a part of public worship. Music has ever been '

whiIe ,he p ,.in(.;pa i a jm f worship is to warm and] 'mockery ? Even when the voice cannot be employed,

connected with the praise of Jehovah, since "the]
pin .

ify (he ,)eart) am] express its emotions. Though! the heart should silently but earnestly go out in the

morning stars sang together, and all the sons of God
(hese divisions shouId be kept distinct, yet it very often! [sentiments of the sacred song, "making melody unto

shouted for joy," at the birth of our world
;
and it will

happeng that exhortation or Reaching occupies a large' the Lord."

not cease to be thus employed, while the ransomed
p]a<;e |n the prayers and nymj, s . Modern hymns only'! The practice of employing for a compensation per-

ones shall continue to sing the "new song," unto him
pj

.each in rhyme . and thus they reach the headi but sons to sustain this part of worship, without regard to

who " was slain, and has redeemed us to God by his
nQt th(J he .m Tf. nQW) the sermon preaches, and the' their religious character, cannot be too deeply deplored,

blood." singing preaches, and the prayer preaches,—the mo- Think of it a moment. Hiring an unbeliever (some-
Singing is the natural expression of deep emotions,

notony of the service will occasion weariness; but if 'times an avowed infidel) to mock Jehovah by heartless

particularly those of a joyful character; and is not
thc sermon preaches, and the hymn sings, and the 'praises! to extol that Redeemer whose blood they

only appropriate to the outpouring of emotions already
praycr pray s —there w;u be a beautiful variety, to! daily trample under foot ! could anything be more in-

existing in the heart, but also adapted to awaken and
exercise aml interest all the faculties of the soul."

enkindle devotion where it is wanting.
|

As s inging is the natural expression ofjoyful feel-

This method of addressing worship to the Deity is 'j

ngSj j t ;s specially adapted to the more exalted asedp-
specially adapted to the public assembly, from the fact

tions of thanksgiving and adoration. It seems partic-

that in it all can unite, with voice as well as heart. ulm.,y appropriate that the first exercises of public
Such is the influence of the physical upon the spiritual, w0r8nip s ilou id be of this character. The first impulse
that the employment of our own tongues in repeating of one who with a dev0ut heart goes up to the house
the language of devotion, necessarily tends to deepen f God, under ordinary circumstances is—
the interest of the mind, and awaken the feelings of the

heart While in the public prayer, which is framed for

the occasion and the circumstances, only one voice can

be employed,— in singing, every tongue may be,! And his experience will coincide with that of the

unloosed and made vocal with its creator's praise It psalmist, who declares

—

is not, then, with the heathenish idea of propitiating i "it is good to sing praises unto our God;

the Deity with the sweet sounds of music, nor for the
J

it is pleasant, and praise is comely."

not less reprehensible purpose of amusing and gratify-! How abundant are such sentiments in the psalmody

ing our own ears, or attracting to the house of God a of the ancient church ! and were the same spirit infused

" Let us enter into his gates with thanksgiving,

And into his courts with praise;

Let us make a joyful noise unto him with psalms."

crowd of thoughtless pleasure-seekers,—that this "di-

vine art" should be cultivated and practiced in the

worship of our religious assemblies ; but simply because

into the devotions of our worshiping assemblies, how
would they resemble that in the upper temple! But

alas! too often is the earnest worshiper disappointed,

it is, in the nature of things, peculiarly adapted to the and his ardor extinguished, by an utter neglect of

purposes of that worship, and an effective means of appropriateness in this respect. Too often are congre-

diviue grace to thc human heart.
j

gations called upon to "worship God in the use of"

It is however to be deplored, that this part of hymns which contain not a single sentiment of worship

worship, even to a greater degree than is true of public from beginning to end.

prayer, is performed without due regard to the dictates'
!

Secondly, as to manner. Singing, as an act of divine

of propriety, and the requirements of true devotion worship, should be a rational, devout, earnest, and
Indeed, it is no uncommon thing to witness its per-

formance in a manner that can scarcely be recognized

as an act of worship, either in spirit or in form.

That I am not chargeable here with either exagger-

ation orjndue severity, I think will be evident on a

comparison of what is appropriate to this exercise with

unostentatious address to Jehovah, by the united voices

of the worshiping assembly.

It should be rational and intelligible, embracing words

which convey ideas that can be understood and ap-

preciated. Nothing can be more out of place, than the

performance by choirs of new and difficult compositions

practices which are prevalent within the cognizance of merely for musical effect. These arc generally unin
everyone. telligible to thc mass of the worshipers; and however

First, as regards matter. Poetry is the language ofl much they may minister to (lie gratification of the

emotion; consequently thc first and most appropriate cultivated ear, such "uncertain sounds" can never
use of its recitation in the worship of God, would seem promote the edification of the church, nor be a channel
to be—for the expression of deep religious emotions, orl'for the offering of its rational worship,

consistent—more offensive to heaven ? What stronger

evidence could be given to scoffers at Christianity, that

its professors are insincere, and their worship a form-

ality'? Better that this exercise be omitted altogether,

than that it be sustained by such questionable means.

The habit of regarding singing as an unimportant

part of public worship, or as a mere entertainment,

though so nearly universal in this section of country,

is most obviously wrong and pernicious. And the

same is true of all customs which tend to perpetuate so

gross a perversion : as sitting listlessly through the

exercise, or standing with faces turned towards the

performers—as in an opera concert—the use of a book

just enough to know when the exercise is ended, and

closing it just as the last line is commenced
;

(which

seems to be an essential part of church etiquette in

some congregations;) all of which, though they may
.be deemed small matters in themselves, yet give

painful evidence that the heart is not engaged. A
devout and christian earnestness in praising God, it is

believed, would permit none of these practices. Stand-

ing is the natural posture for the expression ofjoy and

praise ; and indeed for an address of any kind, except

where humiliation and self-abasement arc the burden

of the heart. God is addressed in this exercise, else it

is not worship. And if we address him. we should rise

with the choir: not to gaze at them, as if their

performance were the object of attention ; this practice

cannot be defended, except upon the admission that

music is employed in the house of God only for the same

purpose as in thc opera house or the concert room

—

viz. for amusement and recreation; who will admit

this : I trust—no one; then let no one conduct as if it

were true. O that our worship were in the fervent

'and earnest spirit of Montgomery's beautiful hymn,

eommcncing-
Stand up and Mess the Lord,

Yc people of his choice;

Stand up and bless trw Lord your God,

With heart and soul and voice.
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DEATH OF BEETHOVEN.

Bl MltS. E. F. ELI.ET.

just published. Surprise mingled with their vexation.

as they followed the capricious turns of this whimsical

production of a genius then exhausted. They found

not in it tli'- mind and graeiou harmony, the style so

they executed my quatuoi ; they fancy my genius is on| would fain compose, but my head grows hcaw again
;

the decline, whereas it is only now that I have become my ideas are confused
; a thick mist seems before mv

a truly great musician. On the way. just now. I ryes. 1 have been compared to Michael Angelo ; and

. ,

~~
. . . . f

composed a symphony, \\liich shall set the seal to my properly: in hit moments of ecstasy, he Struck great
in the spring of the vear 182,, in a house in one of, . ,,,,,,,.. 6«™»

,
'

. , glory, or rather immonalize mv name. I will write it blow- with the chisel on the cold marble and caused
the faubourgs of \ icnna, some amateurs of music were

, , , , ,,,,,,,,
. , . , . . , , rr»u down, and Imru all mv others. I have changed the the hidden thought to cap to life under the COverinc

occupied mdecyphering the last ouoruor of Beethoven. . .,-,<• , , , , ,

cowing
laws of harmony; 1 have found effects ot which of stone; I do the same, for I can do nothing with

nobody till now Inis thought. My symphony shall deliberation. When my genius inspires me, the whole
have for a base a chromatic melody of twenty kettle- universe is transformed for me into one harmony; all

drums: 1 «ill introduce the concert of an hundred sentiment, all thought, becomes music; my blood revels

bells; for," added he. bending his head towards Louise, in my veins, a tremor pervades mv members mv hair
*' " I will tell thee a secret The other day, when you Stands on end ;-but hark I what do I hear |

» '

look mc to the lop of St. Stephen's steeple. I Blade Beethoven sprang up and rushed to the window,

a discovery; I perceived that the bell is the most and threw it open; and sounds of music from the

melodious of instruments, and can be employed with house near were plainly audible.

greatest success in the adagio. There shall be, in my "1 hear!" he cried, with deep emotion, falling on

finale, drum'- and fusil-shots ;—and I shall hear thai bis knees and stretching his hands towards the open

symphony, Louise ! Yes!" cried he with enthusiasm; window: "I hear! "I'is my overture of EgmonL
"1 shall hear it! Do you remember," he resumed Fes! I know it. Hark! the savage battle-cries; the

after a pause,"my Battle of Waterloo, and the day tempest of passion. It swells; it towers; it threatens.

when I directed the performance in presence of all the Now all is calm again. But lo ! the trumpets sound

crowned heads of Europe? So many musicians afresh : the clamor fills the world
; it cannot be stifled."

following my signal, eleven masters of the chapel *##**#
superintending, a firing of guns, pealing of cannon! T"° ,,;,

.
vs far tllis ni

f>
lu of delirium, a crowd of

It was glorious; was it not"? Well; what I shall pe«ons were passing in and out of the salon ofW
,

'compose, will surpass even that sublime work. 1
,hc counsellor of state and prime minister of Austria,

cannot deny myself the pleasure of giving you an idea w"° f-
r;,vc a gr«ld dinner.

'

f i t
I" " What a pity!"' said one of the guests: "Beethoven,

[

At these words, Beethoven rose from the bed, seated director of the Theatre Imperials, is just dead; and

himself at the piano—in which a number of keys were ' ,K '.V BaJ >'-' lla» not left enough for the expense of his

wanting—and touched the instrument with a grave and funeral

imposing air. After playing awhile, he struck his 1Iis words passed unnoticed. The rest of the

hand suddenly on die keys, and ceased. company were absorbed in listening to the discourse

"Do you hear?" said he to Louise, "there is an of ,wa diplomatists, who were talking of a controversy

'accord nobody else has attempted. Yes, I will write wmcn uad taken P,ace between certain persons at the

all the tones of the gamut in a single sound; and I
palace of a certain German prince.

will prove this the true and perfect accord. But 1
'

hear it not, Louise; I hear it not! Think of the A writer in the Parish Choir says it is wicked for

anguish of him who cannot hear his own music! females to sing is church—and particularly improper

beautiful

—

which had marked former pieces, and had

rendered the author the first of composers. The taste

once so perfect, was now only the pedantry of an

ordinary countcrpointi>t ; the fire which burned of old

in his rapid allegri, swilling to the close, and overflow-

ing like lava billows in magnificent harmonics, was

only unintelligible dissonance
; his pretty minuets,

once so full of gayety and originailty, were changed

into irregular gambols and impracticable cadences.

I- this the work of Beethoven ?" asked the musi-

cians, disappointed and laving down their instruments.

' Is this the work of our renowned composer, whose

name till now we pronounced only with pride and

veueration 1 Is it not rather a parody upon the

master-pieces of the immortal rival of Hayden and

Mozart !

"

Some attributed this falling off, to the deafness with

which Beethoven had been afflicted for some years:

others, to a derangement of his mental faculties: but

resuming their instruments, out of respect to the

ancient fame of the Bymphonist, they imposed upon

themselves the ta-k of going through the work.

Suddenly the door opened; and a man entered,

wearing a black great-coat, without cravat, and his

hair in disorder. His ayes sparkled, but no longer

with the fire of genius; his forehead alone, by its

remarkable development, revealed the seat of intellect.

He entered softly, his hands behind him; all gave

place respectfully. He approached the musicians,

bending his head on one Bide and the other, to hear

better, but in vain; not a sound readied him. Tears

And yet it seems to inc. when I shall have blended all for them to play the organ. His article was something

these sounds in a single sound, they will ring in mine of a sweeping one, and drew forth the following reply

ears. But enough; I have perhaps wearied you: I in a subsequeut number.

also am weary of everything. As a reward for mv dcuh d , nnnramraa »vn nnn i inn™
"Ttedfrotn ,ricd his Ihce in his hands, .„,,„„„. ^J^ T ^k I ought to baveagla* of

PE
1
ALE CH0R lSTE«S AND ORGANISTS.

retired to a distance from the performers, and seated, ,„• „., 1# ,,
• . ,. ._ T rt „; Crt -i

Sir—lour correspondent II O. lias undertaken towine, wnat mink >ou 1
IjOuisc ;

himself at the lower end of the apartment. All at The „.;ns ,..,„ down , h(J chfcU of |)|C ])0or „;,.,
show that the employment of female choristers and or-

once the first v.oloncello sounded a note, which »:,- g^ ;l , f)n^ of „„ Beethov#n.
fl pupi,8i lmil „ ot forgake|1

B«»Wtt is wrong, and contrary to, / , ,,,/,, 1 con-

caught up by all the other instruments. The poor him; ,„„ „„,,,„„.„„, 1|im , lv „ u . lillm ,. of „„ , lilM ,|.
hss I am extremely anxious that this question should

man leaped to his feet, crying-«l hear! 1 hear!"
,„„,,,,.,„„„„.,. of lilKill , ,,.;„.„,. The produce of her

1,° ~'»lj *»««"*, and if possible settled. And al-

then abandoned himself to tumultuous Joy, applauding workwaj addcU t0 the slender income yielded bv.be
t,,ou8h "' Prcsent J <:" 1 "* no force whatever in the

with all his strength.
positions of the master. There was mi wine in

arguments of your correspondent, 1 am well aware that

" Louis," said a young girl who that moment entered, ,i „ . „, . , • , r , ,
the practice in question is condemned by many whose

* " r
tilt- bouse: there scarcely rcmaincil a row peine to bin •

i mnst come back you must retire ; we are , ,, u ,, „ , „„ . , • , , ,. ,, ' principles entitle their opinions to respect All these
bread] one turned away to hide her emotion, then _ '

too mam ben . , , r " , ,,. , ,, ,
questions must however have a right and a wrong side.

ired out a glass of water and offered it to Beethoven
He east a look at her, understood, and followed her ,, ,. ,, . .,, , • „ , , , , , The. are noi in be settled hv dogmatic assertions, or

I'.xceilent Khcnish wine, said he. as he tasted the •

in silence, with the docility of a child accustomed to

I, bed,

111 the fourth store of an old brick house situated :it

pure beverage ; "'tis wine good enough for an emperor.

'Twas drawn from m\ father's cellar; I know it; it

grows l» iii i every day !"

determined by popular clamor, much less by modern

prejudices. " Ancient custom '' and the "dark B

are terms which maybe conveniently applied to any

i.d of the citv, a small chamber, which had for its ,, , , , , , , practice which happens from local causes to havi
lie then began losing, with hoarse voice bat with ' "

furniture only a bed with ragged coverlet, an old pi
, , , w u . . , , , , me cither distasteful or agreeable to the writer. The

/ true tone, the words of Mcpbistopheles in the Faust oi
practice in question, however, cannot be said to be con-

trary to the ti.nsl ancient customs; noi are there an\

bo dark, as not to have Banctioi nc or

sadlv out of tune, and n few bundles of music, was the , . ,,
<

the nniverse—of the immortal Beethoven.

He had noi spoken daring the walk; but when he
K,„,i„.ierhau,,i„,„ ...-,„ k.„i, -

entered, ha placed himself on the bed, took the young but returned, from time to time, to the mystic melody other excellent custom. The first account we have in

girl by the band, and said—" My good I.oui-e ' you he li.nl composed formerly for the charming song of scripture, of the music of public u orsbip, intioduccs to

:>re (he only om: who understands me. Von thinl If our notice a female solo singer, Miriam
;
(Exodus xv.

jntlomu who parfom nj music comprehend ' Listen, L I he, returning her the gla l f)
and in the fifth chapter of Judges il i> said.

not sj ail i obserrod I Mnile on their lip I he wine
I : me; I feel better. 1 ' Then sang Deborah, and Barak the son of Abinoam.'
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The first objection of your correspondent therefore] canon was issued, directing that none but the canons [tlcman
;
" last Babbath, especially, it could scarcely be

falls to the ground: it is not true that the practice he! which ascend the amho (or reading desk) and sing out heard." " Lablachc not heard!" returned the leader,

condemns is contrary to ancient custom l|of the parchment, should presume losing in the church.''.," His voice alone makes base enough for a hundred

The second objection surely must fall with the first There arc circumstances in the present day, (princi- ordinary singers."

If God has sanctioned the employment of female talent pally the habits of society, and prejudices arising out The leader never made another attempt to please Hie

in nublic worship it is little less than blasphemy to of them,) which may justify,** a general rule, a decided congregation, hut soon after resigned bis situation, and
r , I • .... / II ,.\ ...1 .1 l_.l •- .1.. ••__._ .! !.l • •

say that it is "destructive of modesty and shame

faccdness."

The third objection is without foundation in fact.

Female voices do not become " painfully strong and

harsh" "in such a position." On the contrary, the

practice of church music properly conducted, tends to

improve the voice.

The fourth objection is startling indeed, but equally

devoid of truth. When and where, allow me to ask,

does St. Paul forbid women to take " such prominent

part in the public service of the church ?

"

The objections to female organists are equally un-

sound. It is true indeed that " not one woman in a hun-

dred can play the organ properly ;" and it is equally

true that not one man in a thousand can play the organ

at all. But is it true that the management of the choir

is sure to rest with the organist if it be a female ? Is

it fair to say that when women are employed, we are

offering to God that which costs us less, and therefore

that it is contrary to good principle ? First, it gen-

erally happens that where women officiate, there would

otherwise be no music at all: and secondly, where ladies

enlist themselves in the service of the church, to supply

that-homage which would otherwise le lacking, it gen-

erally costs them more, (infinitely more!) than gold

can ever buy: I say ladies, because I am not advocat-

ing the engagement cither of dress-makers, or of female

servants, or even of female professors of music in the

public service of the sanctuary; but there are scores

of well-educated ladies, who, actuated by the highest

principles, steadily and faithfully, but modestly, through

evil report and through good report, devote their talents

to God ; to the purpose in short, for which, as it appears

to me, those talents were given : to glorify God and

enunciate his praise.

Allow me to add, that the music of the church as a

whole, will always be low and beggarly, or if not beg

garly, mercenary and vulgar, until the gentry of the

parish, with their wives and daughters, begin to think

it an honor to take a part in that which is in fact the

most dignified employment of mortals in this lower

world

—

praising God in his sanctuary.

Prohibit female assistance, and call it indelicate, or

indecorous, or unbecoming, and you at once stop the

music oj hundreds of churches : a result not to be has-

tily or thoughtlessly risked. Let every thing be done

decently and in order, let female performers be screen-

ed or protected from observation, let female solos be

shyly encouraged; hut shut not out from the highest

services of religion, except for reasons more substan

tial than those furnished by your correspondent, tin

sex which has always been foremost in devotion.

There is, I admit, authority less ancient, against the

custom; but it includes a sweeping interdiction of all

congregational music. Philo says, speaking of the as

preference for male singers (men and boys) when they recommended to the society to dispense with singing

can be procured in sufficient numbers for the decent in future, assuring them that none but a choir of angels

and correct performance of choral harmony; hut he it could give them satisfaction,

remembered, the clergy arc no longer musical, (as a MORAL NO. I.

body.) and if female assistance is to be proscribed, alas

for the prospect of a general reform of church music !

I am, Sir, yours respectfully, theta. woula commit less sin if they shouk, stay at )l0me

Those who to the church repair,

Not for the doctrine, but the music there.

MORAL NO. II.

Those choristers who make it their exclusive aim to

amuse the congregation, fall far short of performing their

venture to insert again,

did not see that number; the truths taught in them ren

dering them, in our opinion, worthy of a re-insertion.

MORAL no. in.

Those congregations who encourage and expect their

choirs to please and amuse them, would do well if they

were to inquire if such services in the sanctuary are

pleasing in the sight of that God who will only be wor-

shiped in spirit and in truth.

Very many of our present readers have never seen

the first numbers of our first volume. In No. 1. Vol.j

1, the two following fables were published, which we
. , , |

duty in such a manner as to make their service accept-
for the benefit of those who.] ,, . , . , ... , , „ , ,. ,

able in the sight of him whom they profess publicly to

worship ; and are, besides, spending their strength to

accomplish a thing which never can be accomplished

A FABLE.
|

[in this world.

The leader of a choir in London, having tried his;

utmost to please the congregation, without success,

determined that for once he would have such singing

that they could not find fault with it. It being the court

season, a period when the metropolis is thronged with

the best musicians in the world, he hit upon the fol-

lowing plan. The organ loft was hidden from the view

of the audience by curtains, so that the members of the

choir were never visible; of course, whatever changes;

were made, they would not be noticed by the congre-

gation, unless by the difference in the singing. He
requested his choir to leave their scats vacant on a cer-

tain Sunday, and for that day supplied their places with

an equal number of the most celebrated singers living.!

Mendelssohn played the organ ; Caridora Allan, Clara

Novello, Adelaide Kemhle and several other equally

talented ladies sang the treble and alto ; Rubini, Tem-

pleton and others, the tenor; Lablache, Phillips, and

others, the base. This remarkable chorus having prac-

ticed together for two or three hours on the previous

evening, the leader felt sure the singing on the sab-

jbath would be as perfect as mortal singing can he; and,

when the day arrived, the performances exceeded his
.

I

highest anticipations. As his secret bad been carefully

kept, he felt sure that for once in his life he should re-

ceive compliments in abundance from those whom he

so much desired to please. But, alas,

** The best laid schemes o* mice an' men
Gang aft a-gley."

The very first man the poor leader met, accosted him

with, " How miserably the organ was played last Sun-j

day ; it sounds bad enough all of the time, but last!

sabbath in particular, it was not fit to be heard."

" Why," exclaimed the astounded leader, " it was play-

ed by Felix Mendelssohn, the best organist in the

world ; if he cannot please you, I do n't know who can."

Soon after, another influential member of the congre-

gation informed him that the society could not endure

such treble and alto. "Last sabbath they were dread-

fully out of tune all the time." " They are the best

semblies of the ancient christians upon the vigils of this world affords," meekly replied the leader. "What
their saints: "Two choirs, one of men and one of miserable tenor we have in our choir," said another to

women, were selected; and from each of these a person

of majestic form, and well skilled in music, was

chosen to lead the hand " Afterwards, corruption be-

gan its work : " By a council of Laodicea, 360—70, a

him, a day or two later; "it seems to me they were

.unusually flat last Sunday." "I never dreamed that

such singers could flat," said the leader. " What a

faint, weak base you have," remarked still another gen-

ANOTHER FABLE.

In a small town situated among the Alleghany moun-

tains, is a church in which the inhabitants, (who are

mostly poor German peasants,) assemble with each re-

turning sabbath,

** To praise his name, give thanks and sing."

The organ, in this church, is a worn-out base viol

;

and the organist, a man who has not yet made sufficient

progress in music to be even able to tune the said viol

correctly. The choir consists of some dozen or twenty

men and women, whose voices are about as harsh and

unpleasant as ever human voices were, although they

are, notwithstanding, the best singers in the society.

They do not know enough to keep time when they sing

together, and such voices could not blend into anything

that can be called tune, if they should try ever so hard.

The base viol player, also, though he exerted himself

to the utmost to perform well, produced many more

squeaks than tones. Altogether, perhaps, such noises

would he dignified with the name of singing, in no other

church in the world. In company with a friend, I once

spent a sabbath in this town, and attended divine ser-

vice in the church. To my friend I am indebted for

the description which I have given ;
for to my own

mind it seemed as perfect a performance as I had ever

heard. I was forced to admit all that my friend said,

but, while in the sanctuary I never thought of it; for

every one of the singers and all of the congregation

seemed so much engrossed in the sublime subjects ex-«

pressed in the hymns which they sang, that ere I was

aware of it, I too became so deeply interested in the

words, that I forgot to criticise the choir. After hear-

ing my friend's remarks, happening to fall in with a

man whom I had noticed in the singing seats, I asked

him how the congregation were pleased with the per-

formances of the choir. " The congregation do not ex-

pect us to come to church to worship them, or to try to

please them," was his answer. " Wc come to worship
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God. We have had few advantages, we know; but own name, sing both parts of a duet with care and cor- Mr. Done, of the Cathedral, conducted. Worcester is

we have improved what we have had, and as we en- rcctness. We were glad to see so numerous and in- the city where the meeting of the choirs takes place

dcavor to dag with the heart, wc have reason to be- rluential an audience, and to observe the enthusiasm this year in September.

lieve our Mfrfcc h acceptable in the sight of God. whieh prevailed. The whole proceedings passed off
|

Why should it not be equally pleasing to our fellow with spirit, and the memory of the day will long remain

creatures, whose devotions we are merely leading? " in the breasts of those who were present

MORAL.

Substitute for Maelzel's Metronome.—A cor-When such sentiments shall pervade every congre-

gation and choir, with regard to choirs and church respondent has pointed out a simple contrivance—

a

music, it mav well be said,

" Then thall strife and diword cruc,

Then be buiiithed grief and peiln ;

Htrniuny, and joy and peace.

Undisturbed nhull ever reign."

To the Patrons of the Musical Gazette.—
We send to-dav a bill to ea

pendulum formed of a length of thread, with a leaden

Dr. Mainzer in Edinburgh.—On the 23d of June

an examination concert was given by the Association

for the Revival of Sacred Music in Scotland. The pro-

gramme will best explain the object of the meeting.

TART FIRST.

I.—Psalm CXXIY. " Now Israel mav sav," from

bullet at the end of it—by whieh those who do not pos- " John Knox's Psalms and Liturgy."

sess a Maelzel's metronome may readily ascertain the
i

2.—Short examination of the pupils by Dr. Mainzer.

corresponding time. The measure is to be taken from
]

3.—Hymn in three parts, composed for this occasion

the point of suspension to the centre of the bullet, by Chevalier Neukomm. This composition, totally

The time occupied in the swinging of the bullet from unknown to the pupils, will he placed into their hands

for the first time at the moment of performance ; it will

thus form part of the examination, and its more or less

accurate interpretation will be a practical demonstra-

, , . .. , one side to the other, whieh is called " one vibration."
ch of our subscribers, who '

. , . . . is that intended to he shown. It would perhaps lie

according to our books has not paid his subscription to
j , ., , ."

. u ell, when it is required to act with a low metronomic
vol. 3. Jiotwithstanding our terms are in advance, we ,„,.,.
__, , , ,

'.

,, , i-i number—for which, it would appear, an inconvenient
find nearlv a thousand dollars due us on this volume.

, , , , , , . , , - » .
length of thread must lie used—to look tor double such at Sight

number, take the length of thread standing against it. 4 —Short duets and fugues, sung by some very

and reckon the time of two vibrations instead of one. young children, from live to seven years.

This plan of proceeding will render it unnecessary to 3.—Trio " Ti prego" (by desire.) Curschman.

'tion of the degree the pupils have attained in singing

We most earnestly request every one to inclose us the

money immediately. This is a tremendous deficiency

for us, and it is utterly impossible for us to get along

unless we can immediately receive what is due. The

amount due from each subscriber is very small, and if

each will inclose us the amount forthwith, it will con-

fer upon us a very great favor. Wc hope to be ex-

cused for the earnestness of this " dun ; " but our print-

ers will starve if wc do not receive what is due us, very

quickly. Probably a hill will by mistake be sent to

some who have paid. Please recollect that such mis-

takes arc unavoidable among the numerous small ac-

counts of a newspaper. We sincerely hope that our

patrons will respond to this call at once.

ITEMS FROM LONDON PAPERS.
Musical Taste IB Germany and England.—In

a recent letter from Joseph Fiscbof to the Musical

World, he says,—'" The musical press is but poorly

represented at Vienna. What do you think of the fol-

lowing remarks of a musical critic ? ' If two thirds of

Mendelssohn's " Elijah " were cut out, the oratorio

might then have been acceptable to the public, and

would not have bored them.' Wc have thus before us

the legitimate descendants of that accursed race, whose

forefathers hissed the Don Giovanni, and scoffed at

use thread longer than twenty inches. The plan is not

new, as several of Dr. Crotch's pieces are so marked :

but it will probably be so to many of our readers, and

the scale is useful.

Metronome. Thread. Metronome. Thread.
No. Inches lone;. No. Indies long

42 . . . .
"'./.;• 4 96 . . . . 15 1-4

44 . .
*. . 72 5-8 100 . . . . 14

46 . . . . 661-2 104 . . . . 13

48 . . . . 61 108 . . . . 12

50 . . . . 56 1-4 112 . . . . 111-4
. . 52 116 . . . . 10 1 2

54 . . . . 48 1-4 120 . . 9 3-4

56 . . . . 44 7-8 126 . . . . 8 7-8

58 . . . . 41 3 4 132 . . . . 8

60 . . . . 39 1-8 138 . . . . 7 3-8

63 . . . . 35 1 -2 144 . . . . 6 3-4

66 . . . . 32 1-4 152 . . . . 6 1-8

69 . . . . 29 1-2 160 . . . . 5 1-2

72 . . . . 27 1-8 . . 5

76 . . . . 24 3-8 176 . . . . 4 1-2

80 . . . . 22 184 . . . . 4 1-8

84 . . . . 19 7-8 192 . . . . 3 7-8

88 . . . . 18 1-8 200 . . . . 3 1-2

92 . . . . 16 5-8

I'AUT SECOND.

6—Improvisation on the organ, by Chevalier Neu-

komm.
I" UtT THIRD.

Selections from Handel's "Judas Maccabueus."

7.— Hail, Judca, happy land. 8.—From mighty kings.

9.—Oh! never, never, bow we down. 10.—Father of

Heaven. 11.—Sing unto God.

CONCLUSION.

12.—Improvisation on the organ, by Chevalier Neu-

komm.

Mr. Hri.nn's new music hall, for singing class-

es, is now fast rising in Long Acre, and it is hoped that

the roof will be on before the end of the autumn. The

progress of this work is good evidence of the interest

still felt in class tuition, notwithstanding the difficulties

of bad trade and little money.

Dundee.—Music seems to be taking root in North

Britain, and producing goodly fruit. On the 20th of

June a concert was given in the Watt Institution Hall

The Royal Society of Musicians.—This use-

FuUUo." In the same journal, under the head provin-j ful society and important charity, by whose means a

rial news, there is an account of an interesting concert sum considerably above X2000 is annually distributed. I, v the members of the Dundee Choral Society. More

ut Guildford, which was well attended, although op- in the best possible manner, amongst the indigent than 500 persons were present to hear a well-selected

posed by " the original scrcnadcrs" at the theatre the members of the society and other poor musicians, gave programme: the Brat part sacred, from the works of

same evening. It appears the hitter had only two vu-\ to their honorary subscribers the usual treat of Handel'sl Handel, Mozart, and Haydn, followed byamiscella-

to whom the money was returned, thus sparing "Messiah," on the 12th and 14th of June; on which

their Ethiopian performance. This is as it should be. occasion tiny were assisted by the principal member-

It is time that trumpery with u black face should no \o( the profession, both vocal and instrumental, An
longer usurp the place of talent and respectability. annual subscriber of one guinea to this charity, or a life

i.' criber, (costing only ten guineas,) is entitled to

both their concerts, morning aad evening.
bLaikzbb at Kdisboroh.— I he Music Hall, on!)

.Saturday afternoon, VII the scene of a great demon-

itsattoa. No fewer than 1800 chlldn n, of both sexes, Wow sen ll ibmonic §»< 11 rY.— We are glad

< rtwded the hem ins of lbs orchestra and of a tempo- 10 see mention of the frequent meeting of this and (lib-

rary platform creeled in front of it 'I hi* iuimc n K a*- 6T niti-iral societies in llie three cilies where the trien-

semblag*, composed of juveniles from all quarters of nial meetings of the choirs take place, because we have

thi < itv, is nadet tin: tuition of th< don for tin' always considered the cultivation of local chorus sing-

Revival of Sacred Music, of which Dr. Mainzer i- the ers as the most probable means of maintaining these

iusinotor. The extreme vonth of mo~t ofihe children, plea.ml ft llvals. < hi liidavlhc 9tll of June, the

and the rapidity with which they Blast* r tin ii eXOTI Isei Above-named loclety performed u selection from Men-

arc remarkable. Children scarcely al.le io li.-p tin ii dclssohn, Handel's ''Messiah," and Haydn's "Creation "

neons second part

A Lecture <<k Sacbi d Mi bio was given by Mr.

John Herberts at the great room of the Eyre Arms,

St. John's Wood, on the 29th of June, whieh are pre-

liminary to classes being established in that neighbor-

hood.

The sixth series of sacred concerts at Crosby Hall

terminated on the 28th of June. The principal fea-

tures of the last concert were a quartet by Mendels-

sohn (fust time of performance,) sung by Misses Rain-

forth and Steele Messrs Brandt and Machin ; a clever

duel by Miss Mounsoy . and an organ duet, the subject

being a German Qymn, With variations, brilliantly

developed bj Miss Mounsey and Miss Collier.
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THE OLDEST ORGAN IN THE UNITED STATES.
|

In an article in the Boston Transcript reference is

made to the first foreign organ introduced into Boston. 1

The history of that organ is of some interest. It was

imported in August, 1713, and presented to the Queen's

Chapel, in Boston, by Thomas Brattle, Esq. So great

were the public prejudices then existing that it remain-

ed seven months in the porch of the church before it

was unpacked. At length however it was put up and

was regularly used in that church (which after the close

of the reign of Queen Anne took the name of King's

Chapel) until 1756, when it was sold to St. Paul's

Church, Newburyport. There it remained in use 80

years. In 1836 this aged organ was purchased for the

beautiful chapel of St. John's Church in this town, for

about $450, was put up in a new case, and has been in

use ever since. The original pipes and wind chest re-

main in perfect order; and this time-honored instru-

ment, which was certainly the first introduced into New
England, and probably the first erected in the colonies,

bids fair to last another century.

Could it speak its history and describe the scenes

with which it has been surrounded, in as sweet, as har-

monious and as audible tones as it sends forth in obe-

dience to the touch, how full of interest would be its

narrative.

It could tell of its requiem for Queen Anne, and of

the interesting events in the reigns of five kings on the

British throne, before Victoria ascended. It could tell

you that when it commenced its notes in Boston but

one newspaper was published in the colonies to pro-

claim its arrival ; it could tell you of a little boy who
came to listen to the wonder—that same individual

who afterwards harnessed the lightning. It could tell

you of all the stirring events of the revolution, and of

its mournful duty, at the age of 84, to sound the dirge

for Washington Sacred, however, to the holy purpose

for which it was erected, it has been a looker on rather

than a participator in the secular events of the world.

—Portsmouth Journal.

Messrs. Editors—You doubtless observed the fol-

lowing editorial notice in the New York Musical Times
of July 8. "He [Mr. Ives] is utterly opposed to the

method of sol-faing practiced by the Boston teachers

and their disciples. With him, the syllables remain

stationary—the only true way ; while with them, they

are constantly shifting— every tonic in its turn being

Do. This is manifestly the most ridiculous and ab-

surd system imaginable, and will surely explode very

shortly."

I have not introduced this extract with the intention

of entering into an argument thereupon. Had the

editor done something more than merely assert that the

stationary system is the " only true way," and that the

contrary system is " ridiculous and absurd," one might
say more hi reply than now seems necessary. I wish

1

simply to enter my humble protest against this uncalled

for and ungenerous thrust at an honest, laborious and,

successful class of teachers : and against the prostitu-

tion, by an editor, of the influence of his position, to the)

building up of a favorite idea, by a vile pandering to

local prejudices.

What motive induced the penning of the article, I:

leave to be divined by those New York " teachers and!

their disciples" (in number not a few, I opine) who
practice upon this same " ridiculous and absurd " system.!

Allow me to " show mine opinion " on what is the

real difficulty with all these "inventors" of new sys-

tems. It is either that the defects they so blindly at-

tach to "existing systems," are defects in their own
capabilities ; or, an undue desire for notoriety ; more,

commonly both combined.

Mr. Ives, on page 7 of his " Beethoven Collection "

condemns " the practice of changing the vowel for the)

name of a sharp or flat." Such change "so deceives

the ear, that the pupil often thinks when he has pro-|

nouncedyee, that he has raised the pitch, when in fact"

[he has not. I shall not dispute with Mr. Ives nor any

.one else on this point. What I wish to draw from that,

is simply this; whoever brings about that result in his!

instructions, (deceiving the ear,) with one set or "sys-

tem" of syllables, will be quite sure of producing thej

same result with any other set or system of syllables:!

which renders it quite certain, as above intimated, that

a " system " may be less at fault than those who decry

it. But enough of this.

Your traveling correspondent, writing of what he

heard in the way of " singin " in a certain place in Ver-

mont, lam afraid will find himself quite heathenized

by the time he completes his three months' tour. If

he has a dread of such intolerable inflictions as he must
have there suffered, he will not stay long enough in

most churches to get the benefit of the sermon. Did
you know, Messrs. Editors, that just such " leaders "|

and just such choirs as your correspondent describes

are lamentably prevalent, both in the country and in

some cities ? Do you know the reason ? It is because

ministers and people will have them.

I have known people, and sometimes a whole "board"|

or " committee," with whom lay the appointing power,
1

who thought a leader just no leader at all, unless he'

habitually performed a variety of 'James Crow" antics,'

both vocally and bodily, when in the choir. When
will ministers and people be redeemed from this state'

of barbarism ? That it may be soon, is the fervent

prayer of t.

Messrs. Editors—I think it is high time that the

third volume of your Musical Gazette was paid for.'

and therefore inclose you the amount of my subscript

tion. I think that one engaged as you are in the

almost Herculean task (as it seems to me) of elevating

the character and standard of our church music, needs!

and is entitled to the prompt and hearty cooperation
1

of all those who love the sacred art, both by money!

and by influence. I think your paper is well calculated

to accomplish the so much desired reform which it

advocates, as far as the most talented effort and human
agency can go towards such a desired result.

I have been connected with a choir in this town, as

its conductor, (except temporary absence.) for the last

ten or twelve years; and have always endeavored to

perform my duty as common sense and my best

judgment taught me, in regard to what should be the

character and style of music for the worship of the

sanctuary. And although we have always had the

somewhat pleasing satisfaction of being acknowledged

as among the best if not the best choir in the region,!

still, when you commenced the publication of your

paper, I felt that a most welcome friend had come to

my aid ; and I have ever tried to be guided by the

teachings and instructions it has contained, so far as

practicable; and it is not without a degree of interest

that I anticipate its periodical return. I

A year or two ago I was engaged to take charge of

a choir for one year in a neighboring town. Although

it was in a wealthy and flourishing village, church

music was, as at most other places, at a very low

standard. What they pleased to call sacred music, wat-

gone through with (if indeed it was got through with

at all, without "perishing in the attempt") mechan-

ically, monotonously, without any interest manifested

or expression regarded. The idea of church music

seemed to be nothing more, than just to labor through

with a hymn to some tune—no matter if the expression

and sentiment of both were as wide as the polcs

asunder. It was performed without meaning, without

ife or animation; and, what is stranger to tell, those

who composed the choir, or at least a large portion of

them, imagined themselves as scarcely deficient in any

respect; and were even doing themselves credit, and

church music an honor, by their sabbath-day perform-

ances. I hardly know how to account for such an

impression—especially with choir members, as to the

design—the meaning—of sacred music, and the most

happy and salutary influence which it is calculated to

produce on the mind, when it can be brought to bear

upon it in all its beauty, loveliness, and grandeur .

unless it is in that spirit of egotism which seems to

prevail to some extent among them, and also in a

want of the knowledge which all might possess if they

would. Many congregations seem to endure it as a

sort of necessary evil, thrown into the worship of the

sanctuary, merely to fill a vacancy and produce a little

variety ; and the way many choirs produce it, it

amounts to not much more. It ought not so to be ; it

need not so to be ; such is not the design and end of

sacred music.

When I first went to the place above spoken of, I

commenced according to my ideas of sacred music,

guided by the suggestions I had received from your

paper—which accord exactly with what have always

been my sentiments. At first. I met with some

opposition : some said it was an innovation upon their

established customs, &c. ; and so it was, as I intended

it should be. But I persevered; and very soon the

change was noticed and acknowledged, by choir and

people, with evident satisfaction.

But when I sat down to write, it was merely to

inclose you a dollar for the Gazette ; but I have been

led along, until my sheet is full.

Yours very respectfully, .

— , N. II, July 22, 1848.

We beg leave to repeat our earnest request that our

subscribers who have not paid their bills for this year

iwould do so before our next number. Eight hundred

dollars are due us on this volume: the expenses of

publishing the Gazette, we have to pay in cash as they

[accrue. We have spent every cent we have received,

and positively cannot get along unless those who have

not paid forward us the money immediately ; for one

might almost as well try to squeeze money out of

granite, as try to borrow it in Boston at the present

time. We trust that this call will be immediately

complied with; for we feel that the end for which we

issue the Gazette, gives us a stronger claim upon our

patrons, than publishers of periodicals generally pos-

sess. We again ask the indulgence of those who may

receive bills that have already been paid: it is impos-

sible to avoid such errors, among so many small

accounts.
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Mcsic—It is a fact not generally known that the We call attention to the advertisement of Messrs.

Bngtisfa national air, " God sare the lumj," and mora Wilkins, Carter &. Co. in to-day's paper. Messrs. W.,

familiarly known among our Western backwoodsmen. C. & Co. iuvite teachers, choristers, and all others

thrown the agency of on Bacred music books, by the interested in music, to call and examine their rateable

name "America,1' i< of great antiquity, and actually of publications.

French origin, having been used for centuries as a vin- Thc eommunicntion copied from the New York
tagc hymn in the south of France. I have a copy of Evangelist in our last number, was written for that

the poetry itself, which is characterised by great beauty paper\y Mr. Wm. B. Bradbury, of New York, who is

and simplicity, on my files. It commences, " Dien noy studying mus j t
. j„ Germany.

j
(i)

The Boston Musical Conventions arc in full blast at

'ont Us bienfuiti."

<>,! Hundred, popularly but inaccurately ascribe^

Martin Luther, also owes its origin to France yjtltvin
thc present time. Full particulars of their doings will

been composed by (Saudi Gondemar, chapel master at
bc t-'"' 1'" '» our next

Lyons, who perished in the St. Bartholomew massacre

The original key is G.

A share of our popular musical airs, even of e

composers, has been suggested by the banjo

MTJ8IC HOOKS.

outside layers only have been thus far laid bare.

^11,KINS, CARTEK ft CO. No. 16 Water street, Boston, publish
the following populur books.

•ARMINA SACRA, or BOSTOA COLLECTION OF CHURCH
SIC. By 1- Masun ; being a work in ultno.t universal use, and

greatly admired for the beauty, chastenesa and sterling character ofiti

music. Published under the recommendation of the Hoston Academy
whistle of our southern and western slaves, and many , , m...... .. .„ ' nil: BOSTON ACADBMTS COLLECTION. Edited by L. Ma-
S beautiful and favorite Composition Will yet Owe ltSj SON . This standard work is so extensively known and used as to pre-

. . J ., . /• . , ,, c — i • i .1 ~ elude the itio-.iiv w any recommendation.
origin to this mine of humor and pathos ot which the nlr psaltbrt. By L. m»son and G. J. Wsbb. consisting of

psalm and h) mn tanes, anthems, &c. designed for singing schools and
choirs, and being one of the most complete works of the kind ever puli-

,. lished. The Psaltery being worthy of all commendation, has received
One Of the most Charming pieces Ot VOCal mUSIC Ol the sanction of the Boston llandel'and Haydn Society, and the Boston

, , .tjij .1 Academy of Music. It contain! much that is entirely new in tins
the humorous cast 1 have heard, was a negro song, the count ry, including many tunes, by Mr. Chisli a Zci in <.. now first

subject and chorus being as follows. The hero of the S;;f s ,,!M^in^ .'

tale had gone off on foot ten or twelve miles to a dance,
1 "£-5- 3&X&*EZmm^i&w*m%FS£

Starting after his day's work was over, and having his chou^
y /7mv |£ ; r/ ,

/
.. A ^ cM^hm of^ ^ hymn

return walk as well as a tlav ot" hard labor before him in tunes, comprising the best ancient ana modem compositions of . -uh-
h I*

I merit, with a choice selection of chants, Ac. designed tor the use

of all choirs, congregations, singing schools uu<l societies throughout
the United States. Compiled and arranged by S. I'akkman Tl i

HAS and Silas AJBakcroft. In press.

/J//:' CHOIR CHORUS liooK; A collection of choruses, from the

frocks Of Handel, Haydn, Mo/.urt, Cherubini, Mendelssohn, Sphor,'

Romberg, Ncukoinn.," Rossini, and other distinguished composers.

1 ismal prospect, breaks out,

M Oh dcah, wish I had not come here,

Dealt ! deah ! wish I had not come here
;

If I had not COmc here, ffueSS I should not been here : Compiled', adapted to English words and arranged with particular

reference to choir practice, and for the use of musical societies, Hy
Next time I come here—guess I know what for.

Deah! deah! &c."

Another song was sung at thc same time with great

<*omic effect, of which I recollect but one stanza:

" I go to my massa,

I ax him for my freedom,

He go to the meadow,

He cut a bunch of switches,

I'll give you freedom,

Yon black sons of bitches."

N. John so>\ All choirs in want of new music will find this a vi-ry

desirable work.
i THE BOSTON. OHORUS BOOK; Consisting of a selection of the
moot popular choruses, from the works of Handel, Haydn, and other
eminent composers, arranged in full vocal score, with an BCCOTO
tiuMit for the piano forte OT organ. Compiled bv M 180H ft Wi nn.

THE BOSTON ANTHEM BOOK, being a collection of tin best

anthems, and other let pieces, for societies and choirs. Uy L. Mason.
THE " BOOK OF CHANTS" consisting of chanting music.

|

ed to regular hymns and to selections from the scriptures, tor congre-
gational use. iiv L. M iSOK.
HANDEL'S OR ITORJO OF THE MESSIAH; Arranged bv John

Bishop, of Cheltenham, England.
THE PRIMARY SCHOOL SONG BOOK, in two parts; tin- fir>t

part consisting ofsongs suitable for primary orjuvenile singing schools ;

and the second part consisting of an explanation Of the inductive or
1

Pestalozziao method of teaching music in such schools. Bj 1

and G. J. Webb, Professon In the Boston Academy of Music. It is

I that any mother, or primary school teacher, who can herself

sing, although she mas know o little of musical characl
be able to read music bflnalf, maj . by the help of these direct

Arrnrrlinrrlv nnr r»nmnn?pr? havo tlrnwn liro-rlvnn enabled to teach her pupUs with and thus prepare theAccordingly our compo>crs na\c drawn urgeij on wâ for a more thorough and extensive course hi higher schools.

this source. Thc negro melody "Coal Black Itosc" with THE SONO BOOK OF THE SCHOOL ROOM; Consisting of a,

i
i , In inns, and .riptural selections, with nrpropri-

slight modifications, has been transmuted into " Earl " d
' J*

" '' two.orthree parts i[containing,
" also, the elementary principles of vocal mi

the vesper sonn is stealing." and thc once popular " On to the inductive or pestalozzian method of teaching,

, . .
complete musicaJ manual tot common or grammar schools, By Low-

the lake where drooped thc willow," by Morris and i ll M .son md Qi >ai i Jam s Wean. This work has to

pared with reference to the wants of common schools and academies,
Horn, is stolen from u

.1 / was gwtru down shinbom "/- and i- designed to folloe the above work, to it «iii be (bun I

i ,1 rwM -. »r i r „ i i
rs, adapted to tin cum tancesofchlldrenandyoothfrom

ley. I he North' m refrain^ by the same verse and g or 10 to 14 or 16 years of age. n thought to bi

_ , , i »• .i x' than In moat similar works, including thc sprightly and enlivening.
music composers, was based upon a carol of the New tIl , ,,,,,,, .i,.,,,,,,.

York chimney sweeps. Rossini's " Di tanti palpiti"

, icked up by him of a fishwoman who was singing

it at her stall in market. In " Sanbury" a well-known

psalm tunc in Mason's Sacred Harp, we can recognize

fVe*r€ a1 nodding and the " Evdine*$ bower n of

,, is nothing else than thc " Landlady of Franc*

slower time. Manv of the finest Bpecimena of

S< otch and Irish music arc of extremely \ nlgar oi igio.

In all those cases tii iations of ideas toon

wear away, and the m ly assumes and in. tin-

tains in public estimation the rank it d< serves. When
Mrs. Horn commenced sinsine "how I'm

\ \

IM Mason.
n n ' THE MUSIC OF \ I//7.7. with curious and Intel

New York audience, there al smile, every '" '- By willmm i-in \t/ \ rs <>r mi sn t/ l/i rin i \ttoa i

one having heard thc or ginal negro BOngj but, by the ti applied to vooal music.
.

, , . .. . _ , . By Wn id L. Mason. 18m o.

be was through, the audience was left with tears i msrou\ of music ia w h i voi iyAwithbiographioai|
. ,, ,i a i *• sketches of reformers and psalmists. It-, Q. Hood.

in IIB cyC8.— tvtiiS AaVCrt , , ((.,„>„,.,! to call and examiucthu above works.
1

THE ODEO \

.

• n collet nd har-
monized fbi lour volt i ' d tor adult iloglng schools and social

lt\ <; ,l. Wi BD and I om i i i MaSOH. As thc titlc-

r - forth, this work Is designed tor singing schools. It c n

the rudiments, arran ian plan, and an appendix,
contain! I training the voice. ih<

table of i
|

oanj of the Rni si and
most poi A for it cs.

THE VOCALIST: consisting ol short ings In
parts i arranged f->> soprano, nit", tenor and base voices. By Low • i i

THE SOt IAL oi } / BOOE i selection I part

Ingul hed t an connose i . never before publialied In this

: together with original plei - ) by Wim iah MaSOW and Si i. \s

A. Ban i i

TLEMEX'.S (././:/: BOOK; Selected from the most admired
German i

I '

BQSTOS oil I itOOK; Edited bv I.. Ma son and O.J WeOB,
I Ot if I W /.' /s/ \ I \/> $IH i i (JUlOSt with

ni-iit to, Uie piano forte. Adapted lo the wants of private pupils, or
I

THE NATIONAL, PSALMIST i

By MASON AND WEBB.
V I

>W ready for delivery, " The National Psalmist: a New Collection
1 l ot church Music, fee. 11 v Lou iu BKaSOJI and George James
WUH."

1 hin work, upon which more than three yean of labor have been
expended, is now presented to Choristers, Tteehen of Husle and oth-
ers, as a most complete Masmal >•> Psalmody, adapted t.. the ute of
Choirs, Congregations, Singing Schools, and .Mum-

In addition to n large Variety of entirely new music, furnished by
distlngulahed foreign and native contributor!", the " National Psalmist"

d to contain a larger proportion than SOJ Other collection, of
the rich and standard tunes which the church have used for ages, but
many of which are nevertheless new to this country.

It contains most of the popular English Chants, and its Anthems,
mostly new, are well adapted both for church worship and choir

Its iudexes are very complete ; embracing, besides the usual alpha-
bettcal and metrical indexes, an index to tirst lin. i fee. and
•• Descriptive Table."," iu which the tunes are claj-siticd according to
their style and character.

" The National Psalmist" contains 119 tunes in Long Metre i ISf in
Common Metre; 77 in Short Metre; and 89 ot various Paiticular Me*

i racing all the varieties in use ; also, V Anthems and Set Piece*,
man; of them furnished expressly lor the work by dlsttngi
li-h (.omposcrs; and 1"7 Chants, Including thc Canticles of the Pro-
testant Episcopal Church.
Teachers and others interested arc invited to call and examine this

work.
Published by TAPPAN, WH1TTEMORE «. MASON, No. 114

Washington street, Boston. ytio

\KAV J1 V i:\II.K BUIOIJMU KOOK.
TU8T PUBLISHED by CKo. P. REED. No. 17 Tremont Row.Bos-
tt ton, THE YOUNG MINSTI?EI., a collection of Music for the use
of Conn - v A. N. Johnson of Boston, and Jason White,
Teacher of Music in the Public Schools in Pto\idence, R I. This
work contains a large variety of popular juvenile tunes, and a complete
sj Btem of the elementary principles of Music. It has been introduced
"• tl"- text book in the Public Schoola in Providence, R I. and in
many other Schools. It is believed thit it will favorably compare with
any other work of the kind, while it contains many pieces of a highly
popular character, not to be found in any similar existing work. ^tl5

NEW SINQINC BOOK.
WILKIN'S, CARTER, A CO. have in prcsB and will shortlv pub-

llah, Till VATIONAZ LYRE; a new collection of psalm and
hymn tunes, comprising the best ancient and modern compositions of
i stabliahod merit ; with a choice select inn of chants, anthems, ace, de-
signed for the use of all choirs, congregations, singing schools and soci-

eties, throughout the United States. Complied aud arranged by S.
PaRKMAN IU KERUAN and SiLA3 A. RaRCROI l.

This collection consists of old, new and original music. The old
tunes will he found w itli simple arrangeno- in the capacity
of all performers, and the new ones have been selected w ith great care
from the most distinguished composers of the ancient and modern

whfe it rs hoped the original music will be found of sufficient
variety to jJease all tastes. A portion of the tunes in this collection

ciaUy designed for quartette choirs, and for use In th<

and domestic circle, and of course will require more care in their per-
those written for large choirs or congregationiil singing.

But the far greater portion of the music is within the oapaclry of all

choirs, nee, and oi a strictly devotional character. All
difficulties in the construction of the vocal parts bav- linn
avoided, and as far SI possible each part has been made not

-.
, hut interesting to the performer. Another Important fea-

ture of the hook is the easy arrangement of the oigan score. I n
in wmks of this class, n figure base is given ; but it is presumed that

e the opportunity ol pi rfeeling themselves in the study
•". sufficiently to play the harmony ofeven plain psalm

s correctly, and this may be considered a difficulty iu
the way of the performer, arbich it has been the endeavor to n

Substitution Of small notes between the treble and base; and
we feel sure that this arrangemenl of the organ part will meet with

dial approbation of all. hTo. 10" Water street, Boston.

NEW BOOK FOR CHURCH CHOIRS.
Till! CHOIR CHORUS HOOK, a collection of choruses from the

works of distinguished composers. Compiled, adapted to Kngluh
a Ith particular n rerence to choir practice, aud for

the use of musical societies,

By A. N. JOHNSON.
The design of this srork will be easily ai ; ne who

b experience In training choirs, and who knows the difficulty of
i

.
. | in the meetings tor practice as ti insun

i punctual attendance of members. It presents for the
i <>,i, . Uon ol i hoi iitorioe,

..('the besl composers who have ever lived, ar-
ranged in a foi m adapted to choir use and improvement. The choruses
Of the great masters are universally esteemed the best existing models

Hie highly beneficial effect which the thorough
study of such positions has in Improving the taste and
execution of those whi in, la well understood, it is believ-

ed, that apart from thi i bonis
Itook w ill add to the < » . tin itudi
pure composition d In it, will cx< i ill in-

[ mi ill their performance*!
1 i\. lined in this woik are bj Handel, thirteen

nr. bj Hayden, scvei I f Mendelssohn, and the re-
i I h nil InL Spi br, Neukonun, ZlngarelU, Wetrbe, Bona-

i Btl J
iu. inn, A.c.

Although this work contains nnue vocal music than the most expen-
sive i horui books which have be* ii published In Uila country, II will tic

sold at a price b ;' than that ofcommon church music hooks.
Jusi published bj WILKINS, CART1 R I l fl . No, |,

and 1. 1 ' i . i: i i.l>. No, ir Tremnnl Row, Boeton, and tor ^nlc by
rally. ;stit

n\ ,^ VVEBU'S M \Y SINGING BOOK.
Iben will publish, In i "ill' N v iiovm.

PSALMIST:" n new and extei n of church i

aim and hymn tunee, anthems, chants, and set pi

for the u i lOwell
1 ( .. J. Webb, i i much lime and

i

eh hav« net with long-continued
i ptj of new and original mstter, furnisned by dls-

i:n and native contrlbulois i making the work
i

C illectlon «»f psalmody ever published, It will

contain, id o, aimoat all the popular Englieh chant-; and a rich variety

of anthems and choruses, adapted both to choir practice and to church
TAPPAN, Willi! I MORE ft MASON,

MIS No. 1 14 Washington street.

I
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1st Treble.

2d Treble.

Alto.

Tenor.
(8ve lower.)

Base.

BLESSED IS HE THAT CONSIDERETH THE POOR.
Anthem for five voices.
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BLESSED IS HE THAT CONSIDERETH THE POOR. (Continued.)
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U Dthron'd l'p- on the Saviour's brow; His head with radiant glory crown'd, His lips withgrace o'erflow, His lips withgrace o'erflow.
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TEACHERS' CLASS OF THE BOSTON ACADEMY

OF MUSIC.

The class for 1848 assembled on (he 8th hist, at 10

o'clock, under favorable auspices, the number present

at the opening session exceeding that of any preceding

year. In our report of the lectures we shall take the

liberty to follow the plan adopted on a former occasion
;

i. e. we shall give prominent points, without entering

into details Mr. Mason's lectures on the inductive

method of teaching cannot easily be transferred to pa-

per, as they are interspersed with numerous illustra-

tions which must be heard and seen to he understood.

The same thing may be said of the lectures on other

subjects.

Mr. Mason commenced his course by giving a gen-

eral history of the commencement and growth of the

institute, which meets this summer for the 15th time.

It was intended at first merely to diffuse a knowledge

of the new, or inductive mode of teaching. Lectures

on this subject were afterwards coupled with the prac-

tice of church music, and to this have been added, at

various times, practice and instruction in harmony,

in the singing of glees, of choruses, and in the art of

cultivating the voice. For several years past, there

has been a general desire to prepare music for public

exhibitions; accordingly, last year, three concerts were

given, one with orchestral accompaniment.

Mr. Mason wished it perfectly understood that per

sons cannot go through a complete course in a few

weeks The conductors of the classes have never pre

tended this. Those who attend, it is believed, receive

many useful hints, and find the practice they obtain

verv beneficial ; but if any, on returning home, pretend

that they have become, in ten days, good and complete

teachers, they are either deceived themselves, or inten

tionally commit fraud upon others.

Not every one can become a good teacher. The

gift of teaching comes from God. Good players may

be very poor teachers ; excellent composers may not

be able to communicate a thorough knowledge of har-

mony. The best of singers may be the poorest of in-

structors. Teaching is an art by itself, and not often

coupled with extraordinary talent in execution. It is

not easy to teach. We wonder at the triumphs of the

painter and sculptor. The latter sits down, alone, in

his study, and, with a model in his mind, fashions a

block of marble to imitate it. But one who conducts

a class or choir must control a number of minds ; must

mould them into one ; must cause a number of ration-

al creatures to do a certain thing at the same time.

The inductive method of teaching is not the most

rapid, nor the easiest to the teacher ; but is the most

interesting to the learner, and also the most thorough.

Suppose one should try to teach grammar by the

common or didactic method. He would say, perhaps,

in one lesson, '' There are several purls of speech; as.

for instance, the substantives or nouns, the names of

things; and adjectives, referring to the qualities of

things." Suppose another person, pursuing the induc-

tive plan, should endeavor to illustrate the same sci-

ence. He would at the commencement ask, " What is

this ? " " A stick." " And this ? " "A table." " And

this?" "Aboard." "And this?" "A piano." Af-

ter putting questions respecting the names of a number

of things, he would say, "What are all these words?"

The pupils would all answer, "Names." " Yes, names,

or we may call them nouns. But are all sticks

alike?" "No; some arc long, some short, some hard,

ome soft, some limber, some brittle, some black, some

white." "Are all tables alike?" "No; some are

wide, some narrow, some soft, some hard, some high,

some low. some elegant, some ugly." " Here we have

another class of words." Thus the teacher proceeds

—

persuading, or rather allowing, the learners to discover

every thing, except, perhaps, a few technical terras.

.Johnson. 9 1-4 o'clock; lecture on the inductive

method of teaching, by Lowell Mason. 11 o'clock;

lecture on the cultivation of the voice, by Mr. Hoot.

12 o'clock; singing of church, music, under the direc-

tion of L. Mason. 3 o'clock, p. M.
;
glee singing, under

the direction of G. J. Webb. 7 1-2 o'clock; chorus

singing under Mr. Mason. The choruses arc accom-

panied by the organ and three pianos, played respect-

ively by Messrs. Webb, S A. Bancroft. Win. Mason,

J. E. Sweetser, (of New York,) and L. P. Homer.

The class this year may be safely estimated as con-

sisting of 800 members.

Friday morning, at half past nine, Mr. Mason's lec-

ture He prefaced by answering a few questions which

had been handed him.

" Is a note at the close of a tune, followed by a rest,

to be sung shorter ?
"

In energetic choruses, the last note is generally short.

In psalm tunes which proceed moderately and smooth-

ly, the tone at the close reaches its full length In

some choruses it must be prolonged; in some psalm

tunes broken oft" short, like a pipe stem. There is no

Mr. Mason now proceeded to apply the inductive ruIe which wil1 generally apply,

method to music, proceeding as if those before him
I

Is the general time slower or quicker than in 1845

were learners instead of teachers, :.nd requiring them

to give prompt answers to all quest ons proposed.

At about 12 o'clock. Mr. Root, commenced his re-

marks on the best means of refining and strengthening

the voice. He described the structure of those organs

by which we sing, and the way in which they should

operate to produce good tones. He illustrated, in nu-

merous examples, the best and the worst ways of pro-

ducing tones—imitating, with great accuracy, the voices

of some who vocalize with the throat, instead of through

it, and comparing these with others who produce per-

fect intonations.

That these lectures have been of great benefit is evi

dent to all who compare the pure and full harmonies

brought forth from the present choir, to those uncouth

noises which used, in 1839, '40 in the hailstone chorus

to " run along the ground " not without danger to all

who encountered their jagged protuberances.

There are, however, a few persons in the choir who

adhere to the old style, and carry it out in style, too,

judging from the handsome solos which occasionally

run through small note passages in the base, and "out

at the end " of the long notes which finish tunes.

In the afternoon, a couple of hours were very pleas

antly spent in singing glees from Mr. William Mason's

" Fireside Harmony" and the " Social Glee Book, " un-

der the direction of Mr. Webb.

In the evening some six hundred singers filled the

side galleries of the Temple, and brought out, with

tremendous power, choruses from several of the great

masters, closing at nine o'clock, with Old Hundred in

unison.

Of Wednesday and Thursday, the 9th and 10th of

August, we cannot give a proper report, being neces-

sarily absent. The regular course for each day is as

follows : 8 o'clock ; lecture on harmony, by A. N.

and 184G?"

That is, should we sing the same tunes slower or

quicker now than at that time 1 The same principles

apply now as then. Mr. M. thought that he had re-

ceived new light with respect to the original time of

York, Canterbury, and other old tunes. This light

had come from the east, from England, and in con-

sequence we can now use those ancient gems as their

first possessors intended.

" Should those that sing sit like so many empty

sacks ?
"

Certainly not. Go to the birds, the dogs, to any

animal. The cock braces himself up when he crows,

and the dog throws his head aloft to bark. Man, en-

dowed with reason, must learn from these creatures the

natural way of singing.

' In repeating passages, should they be sung with

the same force ?

"

Generally, in repetitions, we sing louder or softer, to

insure variety. We must throw intense feeling into

our singing.

In reply to some question respecting " minding the

stops," it was remarked that we should not always, or

even generally, stop at every comma. For example,

take the following:

" In thy temple, Lord, assembling,

We, thy servants, humbly bow.

Hoping, fearing, loving, trembling,

May we come before thee now."

Sing this in some tunes, and observe every pause, and

the effect will be very bad. Properly, not more than

half the commas should cause a pause. While singing

in long, even tones, however, where breath must be fre-

quently taken, it may be perfectly proper to breathe at

all the stops.

" Will you give the definite meaning of the word
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rhythm, as some teachers deny that it has any thing to and in the evening a concert, which might justly lay
|

'son occupied a few moments in answering several

do with time
" claim 10 the appellation of " Grand." The perform- questions, and correcting the pronunciation of a few

With the derivation of the word we have little to do. ances consisted of several overtures by the orchestra, words, which a number of the class were accustomed

1 ,rned men may settle that. The technical meaning several solos, and four or five glorious choruses, with to render wrong: as. shell for shall, air or ar-r-r for

of the term is, according to all nsage, "thai depart- full orchestral accompaniment In these latter there are, Jernsaelem for Jerusalem, palisiz for palaces. &c.

ment which relates to the proportions of the length ofjlwas some deficiency In time, more than we nsnally hear It is important to speak words plain. There are

sound-." .
in the class concerts. There was. however, a richness, however, many eases where a proper musical effect

lY-talozzi, some thirty years since, proposed to two fullness, and power of tone which has hardly been cannol be obtained without obscuring the word- In

Swiss, Nagcli unci Pfeiffer, that they should apply his equaled hitherto. There is really a luxury In being in a church, for instance, in certain hymns which require

newly invented inductive method to music. They ac- the midst of such a sea of song. "The heavens are very expressive music, the words may be quite lost to

oordingly set themselves down to examining the fun- telling," "When round ahout the starry throne,'" and those persons who have not hooks, they meanwhile
flsumental construction of tones, and taking a single one, kindred compositions, never appear in their proper, being impressed with the sentiment, that is toacer-
found and numbered its elements. They found it had majestic beauty, except when thus brought out as with tain degree. Those who have word- I.rime them

:h. and they framed a department having reference " the voice of many waters."
,

and who cannot, in New England churches !—can per-

tB the length of tones. They found it had Strength, and Mr. Hoot. Mr. Ball, and the Misses Garcia sang very feetly understand what the choir are trying to bring

straightway framed a department relating to strength of pleasing solos, followed by Miss Stone, with "Tibi

tones. So of its other property, height. The first depart- propter magnum," a duct, voice and clarinet. Of the

ment was called rhythm, and the name which has been singing of this lady, not too much can easily be said in

handed down to us we -till preserve and use. There praise. We have never heard it excelled any where,

may lie music without rhythm. An organ voluntary, for or by any body. The duet, which contains great and

instance, need not have any detinite proportion between fatiguing difficulties of execution, had to be repeated,

the tones. The old chorals have not much rhythm in and good enough for the performers. The next time

their construction. Consequently we have to hear them they do not wish to have to go through with apiece

n number of times before appreciating their style. On more than once, let them abate a little from the beauty

the contrary, light, quick tunes, as Yankee Doodle, for of the music they produce, else they will surely meet

instance, would be nothing without a defined measure, with as enthusiastic a reception.

The inductive system does not consist in adopting a
As a closinS Pief>

camc 0ltl Hundred, in unison, iThus it will he seen that a knowledge of the words is

certain set of terms. It is strange how many persons
not Buffering at all in comparison with the intricate always useful, often necessary, and often essential.

Of good education and general information do not an-
choruses which preceded it.

deretand in what .hi- method consists. A nnmber yet
Mondfty. morninl and afternoon, was passed in the

absolutely believe that it is only "using the black-
B8Bal exercises, thj members seeming somewhat re-

00ar(l
i n freshed by the sabnth day's rest. The weather has

Several tunes were now sung, after which some re-
been "nuWmly vertwarm, causing considerable snf- to inculcate de necessityof an erect position, the chest

marks were introduced respecting the peculiar adapta- 'enn6 ,0 :l " diligentsmgers.
j

thrown out and expanded, the shoulders thrown hack

tion of large choirs to the performance of devotional On the morning of Tuesday, Mr. Mason spent some and down, everything ahout the lungs being made firm

music. The voices of a quartet cannot blend per- time in explaining and illustrating congregational and and hard. Could the walls of a building be made flex-

fectly. We can distinguish every individual performer, choir singing. lie wished it perfectly understood, that ihle and soft, like india-rubber, it i- evident that there

This is harder where two or three or four are on a part ; his views do not extend to the abolition of choirs Could he little resonance inside. Thus it will not do

and where a hundred sustain the base, another hundred These should he continued, and made as perfect as to relax the muscles of speaking,

the treble, and so on, we no longer think of individ- possible. When choirs and congregations too can The first step is to insure a full, even inspiration and
nala—the music rises above mere human art, and our sing, much variety may be introduced into the church expiration of the breath. For this Mr. B. recommended
mind- become elevated above the world through its service. This was agreeabl} illustrated by the per- drawing in as much breath as possible, and retaining

influence. formance of a small, select choir, stationed on the plat- it for some time; also throwing out, expelling, all the

It is advisable alwayt to commenoa s school with the form of the hall, and responded to by the full chorus, breath in the lungs, and doing it very suddenly

practice of the scale. A class, particularly a juvenile A portion of the time in the morning was occupied /' /'"/'"." il Such exercises, being very violent, should

one, will tire of this in a few weeks; but persevere, and in singing from the Choir Chorus Book. One of he continued but for a lew moments, and may he rc-

thc scale will after a whfle be considered an essential the solos was very finely sustained by Miss Frost- peated several times a day. Afterward, words may be

and pleasant portion of the lesson, jusl a- one's break- and a portion of the hase and tenor of " Praise the introduced, and such one- as ftenci .' accompanying the

Ufl i- an essentia] and pleasant portion of every day's Lord, forever holy." also " very well sung" by Messrs. exploding tone..

proceedings. Persons will often come to gain admis- ];oot and Pratt ''"he 1U ' N| 8tcP 's '" llum ,Ik ' smaller organ- ofSpeech,

out; therefore it is not necessary for their assistance

or accommodation, that the singers make every sylla-

ble sharp and distinct. In the beautiful solo by Miss
Stone, the other evening, not many could tell what the

words meant; still, we all enjoyed it and admired its

man} turns and shake-, its swells and diininuendocs,

its long tones and its rapid vocalizing passages. The
words were not necessary for our pleasure; still, if we
knew what they were, we should understand what par-

ticular sentiments the composer wished to illustrate,

and in every grace and turn observe a new beauty.

Mr. Mason now introduced to the class Mr Russel,

the elocutionist, who occupied an hour or more in de-

scribing and llu-trating the science of oratory. Mr.

K. said that in his course of lessons the first thing was

and practice (he vowels and consonants, being careful

to give the former their pure tones. One must be

careful about the vanish of vowels, or words. Thus:

sion to choirs, who on trial arc perfectly competent to In the evening there was a concert, mo-tl\ of Ba-

ling a nnmber of tune-, but who are quite unable to cred character, In which the choir sang several chorus
sing the scale, in long tone-, correctly. No one can ,. s . and a lew psalm tunes. Among the latter was old

sing from 1 to 8 in long tones, carefully, once everj Majesty. Mr. Root sang, by request, " Flee as a bird "-*'• n '-v
- ' ,, -' il - "mM "'" '"' pronounced fly ee, cry-ee,

day for six month-, without making manifest Improve- t,, the mountain." in his usual perfect style combining '"''''• ha-eel. The last portion, or vanish, must be veri

ment Professional understand this, and do purity of tone with distinct enunciation, and a nice re-
>l ""' t ' Tne

l'
,ll:lst>

>
' ' lli( ' daily," will sound ridicu-

not relax in their practice. An hour was now spent „.„.,] 1() ,| u , ghades of expression. There was not a lously, if improperly pronounced. All vowel sounds

In singing tunes in varioni styles.
syllable nor a letter which could not he heard with musl be prolonged as much a. possible. Our lan-

In the afternoon ing ler Mr. Webb, the perfccl ease. The Misses Garcia sang a very prettj
-""-''• unfortunately, has many words which arc too

singer- occupying thi In tli- evening, cho- duet, and Miss Some, " lieturn. < i l..,rd of Hosts," by
~' 1 "" ,

'°
1 ' »woothneja. But, back, track, are examples,

iging, as usual, Handel, of course most beautifully. There are three Btyles in declamation, arising from
Saturday morning, lecture on harmony at 8 o'clock, Wednesday morning, lecture- on thorough base and the different ways of breathing. These maj be famil-

Mr. Mason's lecture at 9, Mr. M. explained, at con harmony, interspersed with singing from the Choir iarly illustrated in the following manner : A person is

ilderable length, the distinguishing traits of the ecclc- Chorus Book. Messrs. Mason, Webb and Boot occu- dining a horse and wagon, and. wishing to stop,

liastical and the secul inging, by wayof illus- pied the rest of the day,, which was finished by a con- chooses to use bis voice instead of the reins, to check

tration, many tunes in each style I cert of secular music in the evening. hi- animal lie says, iu a soothing manner, "Hoi"
In the afternoon was held u rehearsal with OTChl -n. i Thin -da\ —harmony lesson at 8 o'clock. Mr. Ma- lie u-e- the effuriw style; he is appealing to the feel-
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ino-s of Dobbin, who, nevertheless, keeps on. His; jmusic, and wc doubt not the subject is well understood' us,) composed the music. This eight-voice anthem

master now calls, "Ho!" louder and stronger, using by the class. was, perhaps, the only thing which did not thoroughly

the expulsive style. Dobbin still cannot, or will not, Mr. Root next closed his course of lectures, upon the' satisfy in the performance
;

the rest of the music was

comprehend. Out of temper, the driver shouts "Ho!" cultivation of the voice. These lectures are upon a full of beauties. The style of the responses, the

a"-ain, this time at the top of his voice, and very short, subject of the very first importance, and we regret our chanting—accompanied with an exquisite variety of

He uses the explosive style.

After some farther remarks about the three styles,

inability to put the substance of them upon paper. effects by Mr. Turle, the solos sung by Macbiu. Hobbs,

At the close of the forenoon exercises, Mr. Mason Lockey, &c, the full and fine combination of the choir

s son gave an illustration of the fi t, in a nliul « sol» c closing remarks to the class, and congratu- with the judicious contrasts of the organ—which an-

most beautiful manner. This was followed by Mrs. hUed *em upon the harmony and good feeling which swers its object as an accompanying instrument most

Hemans's comparison between elysium and heaven, had pervaded the present session of the Institute. In perfectly,—altogether raised the cathedral service to a

spoken by the elder Mr. R. whose speaking, it seems former years there had sometimes been slight jars
;
but dignify and beauty which it never yet reached in our

to us, hardly comes up to his most excellent theory, the present year every thing seemed to move harmo- experience. The alterations in the abbey—the re-

niously.
|

inoval of the wainscot partitions between the choir and

In the afternoon Mr. Webb concluded the course of Poet's-corner—are all greatly in favor of music, and
As we could not understand the words, perhaps we

could not judge so perfectly. It might not have been

the intention of the orator to speak plain. A dialogue] exercises in the practice of glees. It continued to rain

hard all the afternoon, and few ladies were present.

Yet the exercise was one of the pleasantest during the

whole course. From the inclemency of the weather

from Shakspeare—Hamlet and the ghost—closed the

lecture.

In the afternoon came a " grand concert," with or-
, . . , , , „ during the day, rather a dull concert tor the final close

chestra; and in the evening a pleasant assemblage for °
. .

" T
. .

„ . . , . , , - I was anticipated. Just at dark, however, it ceased rain-
the purpose of singing glees—a great deal ot extra I

'

, , . . , , , 11 • "ii-r
,
(althou

alee being occasioned by the calls on various persons °\
". m, „ • c i

ot all, a full complement of singers not quite so many we ever heard. No foreign organ can vie with it in
for songs. These calls were, in some cases, finely re- ' .V° v ^

: I

„ ,. , ,,.,
1 of course as on former evenings) and a crowded audi- weight and richness ot quality; though that in the

make the minutest sounds tell. Then the organ. It

is absolutely impossible to make a noise with so

beautiful an instrument. When the whole of the

stops, trumpets, and all, are drawn, the effect is only

what Shakspeare calls " sweet thunder." Now that

this organ is thoroughly tuned and rendered smooth,

it did not clear off.) and to the surprise it surpasses in volume and combination anything that

sponded to; in others, dexterously set aside.

On Friday, the last day of the institute, it rained
Royal Catholic Church at Dresden, certainly speaks a

more well-defined C of thirty-two feet. For the

ence, attended the farewell concert. At the concert

about a dozen glees were sung in full chorus, accom-
furiously all day; consequently but few ladies attend-;

panie(1 by threc pigno fortes Mr Wm MasQn pkyed '

accompanying of VQiceSj however, this instrument is

ed. Most of the gentlemen, also, who reside a a dis-,

|

a golo upon the pian^ and Si&wr Ribas one upon admirafciy designed; from the minutest and most

delicate tones of the diapasons in the swell, to its

grandest combination, it forms one immense engine of

perpetual variety. Mr. Turle employed it with the

greatest taste and address ; without overdoing his part,

tance, left for home on Friday morning. Still there
the hautboy with piano-forte accompaniment. Four

was a good attendance of those for whom the institute
Misses Garda gung a beautiful quartet accornpan iel]

is designed, namely, teachers and choristers, through-, upon the piano by their father An exqoisite]y beau .

out the day.
[tlful song, composed by Geo. F. Root, was exquisitely

The first exercise was as usual, on harmony and sung by Mrs. Jameson of Hartford; and "As I view] interfering with or covering the choir, he found an

thorough base, by Mr. Johnson. In this lecture the 'these scenes so charming," from La Somnambula—in opportunity to let all the finest effects of his instrument

chords of the minor mode were explained; also the. fine taste, by Mr. Draper of Boston. Most of our be heard; and a noble illustration of Purcell it afforded,

resolution of discords, and the progression of chords, readers may recollect the enthusiasm created here

The whole subject was reviewed, and this series of lec-jilast year by an Italian opera company from Havana,

tures closed with appropriate remarks.

teaching, with appropriate remarks. Afterwards, some|

time was spent in practicing psalm tunes, chants, an-l

thems, and other varieties of church music, accompa-

nied with remarks upon the various subjects. In each

dav's exercise, in this department, the class was ac-

Such majestic and extraordinary tones might almost

have drawn the mighty master from his tomb. We
The primo tenor of this company, Signor Perelli, was seemed to realize his presence, as the soft sounds of

i

Mr Mason next closed his course of lectures on
!

so wel ' pleased with Boston, that having concluded] the cathedral clock mingled with the anthem, and the

bis engagement with that company, he has revisited

this city, and has resided here for some time past. He
has attended most of the meetings of the class, and al-

though he docs not understand English, he has been

much interested in the meetings. On this, the last

companied upon the large organ which stands in the| jevening, he consented to sing, and favored the class

hall of the Tremont Temple, played by Mr. G. J.
1 (and audience with a song in Italian, sung as a finished

Webb, Geo. F. Root, Wm. Mason, S. A. Bancroft, or

A. N. Johnson. During one of the daily exercises in

this department, Mr. Connell, the talented young or-

ganist of St. John's church, New York, presided at the!

organ, and accompanied the class in chanting, in a pe-

culiarly appropriate style. Mr. Connell also favored

the class with a voluntary upon the organ, which was

very highly spoken of, but we, unfortunately, did not

hear it. We came in just at its close, in time to hear (charming air from Somnambula, " Still so gently o'er

some remarks from Mr. Mason upon organ playing.
1 |me stealing." The concert and the meetings of the

Mr. M. said the class had just been listening to the or-| institute closed with Rhigini's chorus, " The Lord is

gan played in its own appropriate style. It is very;

often the case that organists try to make the organ im-

itatc flutes, trumpets, hautbois and other instruments,!

but in so doing they degrade. It has a style peculiarly

its own ; a style that is sacred to the church ; a kind of

music that is holy, and to be used nowhere out of the

sanctuary. On another occasion, a long voluntary in

a different style, but yet appropriate to the organ, was

played by Mr. Wm. Mason.

During the course of lectures in this department, Mr.

Mason has dwelt much on the different styles of church

sunlight fell on the columns of the choir. Sounds and

sights like these must have been the familiar things of

the life of Purcell; and by the aid of sympathy and

the strong vitality of his music, the composer may again

be conjured into existence.

But what we remark with the greatest pleasure, is

the strong and growing passion of the public for his

works. The immense crowd of hearers, which filled

all the open avenues of the cathedral, exhibiting the

deepest interest in the music, afforded testimony to the

progress of a composer who has not yet assumed his

true position. The latest in this respect is always the

greatest. Every year's experience tends to show that

Handel must ultimately make way for Purcell, and

that the German history of vocal music—sacred and

secular—needs certain corrections in favor of Eng-

land. Meanwhile we may thank the Purcell Society,

for their efforts in behalf of early English art, in

declamation, in expression, in melody and counterpoint.

Nor must Mr. Vincent Novello, who arranged the

COMMEMORATION OF PURCELL. whole of Purcell's church music, he overlooked in the

On Thursday, the choral cathedral service was ,list of those to whose enthusiasm English art is indebt-

revived in its splendor at Westminster Abbey, in |ed. Great things have been done in the present

honor of Henry Purcell ; on which occasion, an entire! century for Purcell, in the preservation of works that

morning service of his composition was performed.' would probably have been lost beyond recovery. The

including three anthems. The Te Deum in B flat, the! next thing is to preserve the tradition of his style by

Jubilate belonging to the orchestral Te Deum in D,l 'stated performances. As for the musical public, they

the anthems " Out of the deep," " O give thanks," andj'arc well disposed in this respect, and ready to be led

another for eight voices, (the title of which has escaped) !wherever experience and taste may guide.—Land. Atlas,

Italian artist only can sing. We have heard Rubini,

and many of the most distinguished tenors of Europe,

but it seems to us we have heard none that much sur-

passed Signor Perelli. We doubt not many of our

country friends, who left before this concert, would

cheerfully have given the price of a member's ticket

to have heard him. Signor Perelli was of course

encored, whereupon he favored the company with the

great," accompanied by the organ and three pianos.
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VIW'liliT PARCIA at that time director of the Italian Opera, who on his terized by its invariable adherence to and identity with
* A *

...I(marriage resigned that post. M. Viardot is a distin- the pervading aentimeat
The following (ketch of the rival of Jenny VO» m ^^ )iU ,, lK.

j>t in j.. llis iiml Wils recently offered , !u . i„ ,. V( ..v relation of private life. Madame Pauline

doubtless interest our readers:
^. f

., ^ dAffaires at Madrid, by the Provisional Garcia Yiardot is endeared to her family and friends.

Pauline Garcia is born of a musical family, which fur
Q ,ernn,en, f ,| lt. Republic. In every circle she shines by the brilliancy of her varied

three centuries has illustrated the lyric stage Her ^
ncfi of p^,^ Viajigt Garcia was in . talents ; and ion ally . rank, and fashion have in turn in

father was the famous tenor, Emanuel Garcia, and he. ^ . ^ ^ BnK)^ managers eT«J country, whilst acknowledging the supremacy of
'CsS. I

11 i

'

uric eager to offer her engagements. Her last ap-

pearance ill London was in the season 1841, when -he
s ""' World.

sister of Pauline was the lamented Malibran, and her
S1 '"

, , sane in Cimarosa'6 Urozi et Cunazt, with Mario. Her
; Manuel Garcia now the Professor ol -muni.

mother, Joaquina Bitches, was a celebrated actress,

under the name of Briancs. on the Madrid stage. The
the artiste, admired the character of the woman.—Mh-

Mi --i:v Editors— Little did I reck, when penning

e health was not in the best stale, and her physical „iv last communication to von, that so soon would the
„t tiip Ctmxervalmrt in Paris, who has written one ot , ., ,

•

atl,ie
, ,

. strength not sufficient to answer to the calls upon her "American Musical Times"be "numbered among the
the best standard work- on the an was mas- ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^^ ^.^ nndoabted author^
ter to Jenny Lind 1 he school of Garcia in vocal,,,,- ^ rf ^ ^ ^ . ^ ^ ^^ ^^..^.j^. „,

tion is in fact European,
Garcia i-, that her stage abstraction is >o perfect that

Pauline Garcia was born in Paris, on the I8tb ol MtnemmkMld ^ artiste in the character she is

July.1821. At four years of age, she spoke with fluen-
80 vivid, nting< uwasforthis reason that she

,. v four languages ; Spanish, (her maternal tongue.) ^^ w 1

.

i.,.,. lvl, (lu, „„,.,, ni;l(ll. lo ,,,,. ,, v „,, Acad.

French, that of the country in which -he was
^ pari& ghe ^^ (o

English, which she acquired in the family travels, and *
. . . . . .J,Mt

- '
' •

travel, and visited Spain, singing in Madrid and tire-

Italian, destined to be the study ol her future art. At •

nada, and then passed another season in Pans, singing
a later period, when invited to appear on the great .,,,..,,, ,,1

,
',' ,. , ., with (him and Pcr-iam. Her next engagement was

lyric stages o Germany, she made herself tnorougnlj ." •

. , ,, . for two seasons, m Vienna, where her triumph was
conver-ant with the I eiilonic language. Her genu-

, , , , immense, singing every school of music, so as to satisf)

in painting and drawing was as soon developed as ner ,..,.,', ,, ,
1 B B ._ , . . . .. the exigencies of the most classic musician, as well as

faculty for languages, and her aptitude for music. Her B ,,,.., ,
,

, ,.

-
.

, iii to astonish and delight the general bodv ot amateurs
surpassing talents lor sweet sound- were developed ° ° '„,,.., . ,. , of Italian music. When Kuluni formed the troupe at

from her earliest infancy At seven years of age she ,,,,,,, , .. •

,, A
. ,

,
,. , , ,•,.,.. , „, ;i St. Petersburgh, Madame Viardot Garcia was the se- conductor had one presented him m tin dressing room.

npanied, on the piano forte, her lathers pupils. iii- t i .... , .... ....... lected prima donna; and thereby the side of Madame\\betweenthe parts ! Doubtless it was from the fair hand
when he gave his singing lessons Buch was ner man- ' .,,..,

, ,
.. ., .. ,

• „, ,„„„i, .1,.,, Castellan and Mdlle Alhoni, she had three triumphal of some wan'/ laiy, who had caught a spar* from his
ual dexterity, facile fingering, and poetical touch that "-

,,- i

"

, , , „,. ,i ,,,,.,,( seasons, the rigor ol (he climate alone compelling ber expressive eves, which were observed to play among
at first it was proposed she should pursue tne career 01 *

>
* , i .

a pianist and she became one bf the most accomplished ,0 u > ;> more <*>»&>*¥ atmosphere. Finally she ap- the audience occasionally the while his lingers played

scholars of Lis*. Curiously enough, she never re- l— 1 ;,t *• Itttlia» Pver*> BerHn
-

1"" 1 when Md'le "I""' hie vi,,lin -

, .
".

. ,. .• ,, ,.
.- , Limi quitted the German opera. Madame Viardot Barring the huge whiskers of Mynheer Contra

ceived any regular lessons in singing, tier tatner aiea ,

;> before bervoioewaslxed, and her gifted sister,
"'" k her place in the r.,» ,i„,r,. player, (and they are excusable considering the huge

Maria Malibran, was wandering unceasingly through-
|

Hainburgh, Dresden, Frankfort, Leipsic, &c were
instrument their owner play-

that it is defunct. You are ere this, doubtless, aware of

the fact. Yes, it appears to have made an "abrupt"

without a cadence or even the usual " preparatory

-link.-." so far a- I am informed. The atmosphere of

New York city, somehow, does not favor loiiiiirily ill

musical periodicals. I suspect the profession there

need something equivalent to a Boston ' east wind' 1

to keep the temper cool, huddled together as they arc,

so iimiiij to the square inch.

The Steyermarkers made us a call last week, en

westward, and gave three concerts to good audiences

Their splendid performances seemed to excite the same

enthusiasm here as elsewhere. There were no bou-

quets thrown ni them, it is true; but the genteel younf.

;, complacent-looking set of fellows; and on the whole

I do not wonder that susceptible young ladies do yield
out Europe, so that Pauline never heard her but twice

c j t
:es jn which she created unparalleled enthusiasm,

on the stage. Her brother, Manuel, resided in Paris, (jer ]ast engagements were al Berlin and Hambui

whilst her education was going on in Brussels; so that German Opera ; completing her career in March last,
somewhat to their susceptibilities and send them bon-

what she acquired in vocalisation was the result of her
in „ K . fonner capitai.

""^ :""' 0,hc
';

'"^ lv^ "' "« »«>ould transpire that

.

, . , , ,i i
eai I, memiK',- ol the companv has alrcadv a wife of his

spontaneous stud.es-gu.ded, however by the good
Thefollowlngaretheop«a. htehMad, Via,

(IiMnu .lion ; J „ oul(1 <„„ t, ;,,„„„,, ,.,
lt

U^te and counsel- o. her nio.lu-r. A, -,- haMng ac-
,,,„ q^ li;_ 1, nim( „ 1 clwracters : peademona, in ^ unMS„ming mannere of the com-

compamed the famfly migrations, first to England, then
lu><>illl

-

s ()ll!in . Rossini's Cenerentola, Roskia, in h ' J1

to New York, and afterward- to Mexico. Pauline re- ., , < ',,i,illi in Pimnrnsii'n Gran ,1 OurinxL ^
" l

._„ , ,,, i

boarweie; I amilla, in v im,„o-..- < . ,.
, . I:ljlllv „ ith which lh ,. v accomplish the diversified ef

turned to Europe In 1*28, and completed be- educa-
Ar8jMJ0] in Semiranide . Norma; Ninette, in La G

tion in she Belgium capital, drawing and painting occu-
/m//</ . Aniin;] 1U /w Somnambula , Borneo, in the

pying her earnest attention as much even as music and ,.
//i( ,,-„ (

-

,, Monteodii of Bellini and Vaccaj; Lucia;

singing. At sixteen years of age her voice became
Maiia , tl ,.„,„„. Leonora, in Donizetti's Favoritd. In

fixed Like the organ of her sister, in quality it com-

bined the two registers of the soprano and contralto,

having that -oul-tii i ing lone, which cxcrci-cd such a

t'eets of the various compositions, Bt once charms the

venomous critic, delights the connoisseur, and tills with

wonder the un practiced tyro.

h should be expected of a company, not a member
Mozart's Don Giovanni she has been equally successful

f which but can play with facility from five to twenty

as Zerlina and Donna Anna. In Meyerbeer's Robert
|n( .

,,m -.ml| jnstrumcnts, and thai numbers among
;,. /;,, doubh d, In one night, the pari- of the

pot „. spell on her hearer-. I„ compass her voice
priBCe88 all(1 Alic0i ,lic |attec being one of her best as

had three oetavea 1„ the month of May. 1839. before
80mption8 ,,, v>l . rUu ,„„.,.,,, Bhe „„., ,,,.. amateurs

l attained her 18th yea,- Nhe made her first ap.
bj Mn|m m );ii|(

. ks l}lhigmiam , .,,, .„„, in Hale-
"

• " ""' Kin8's '" l " Ml "' "' this
vy'sJuive. In the last mentioned work, the sensation

1 in the d>arecter of Desdc na.theso season ^ prodnccd , l:iniiUi(> „ in ,,„. [asl s ,,,„..

Mario fin! made bis debul i„ this country. Her ^^ |; |h , ;> ^ ^^ ^ Mng unuH>Uu.^ ,,„,'

succei mi t brilliant Shi sang an aria comi ,, ,
,, , , .. , ,,

..
, ,

• ,
1 says to Llcazor, father. « fear death, w,

ia. introduced in On Uo .- he was recalled several

them sons of Strauss and Lai mer, thai they play

well. We had here sixteen only of the original nine-

teen; three of them (the bassoon, cornet-a-piston and

one (lute player) having formed a company w ill, Arditi

ml Botesini (violinist andcontra-bnssist) in New Fork.

So we were deprived of some solo playing which the

New York and Boston press described as being so fine.

Messrs. Editoi - were vi a ever bored to the death at

... ,. ,,,,. the end of the opera As a tragedian her powers tVe transcendant-cverj a concert, by the bussing of a t hshhna

In the month of October, follow

i

i the action, every gest, evi rj expression, arc i„ accordance

Italian Opera in Park, the* ploying at the Od«w, she with the dramatic situation. Her Valentine in Meyep

d equal enthusiasm, by her debut in the same beer's JSuouenccs, has been also the admiration of the

llerliiic.se connoisseurs, among whom we ,u;i\ me, , lion.

as enthusiastic admirers of her vocal and histrionic

•
i ii i repertoire was confined, however, to

iii ;
(

'i in a nil,/. i I /.
. , iii Semiramid : and

• n/l /;.,,,.., In the month of April, ism. (renins, the distinguished composer of that opera, and

irried to M. Louis Vktrdot, oomsni tli-l<it,:s, the Earl of Westmorland. ' Bat vocalisation is charac-l

blest I u^'\ to think that tickets at a dollar, or fifty

cents, would keep the rabble out: however it might

have been once in that respect, it now only keeps out

that part that l/n-dreSS only in POOS The Othet

niiiL' I was completely surrounded by a whole perse-

cuting (lew (d tin m, of all ages and genders. 'I here

was one, apparently of the middle gender, whose lo-
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quacity was as superabundant and unceasing as a clack-

ing mill. She seemed particularly anxious to have it

known that she once was young. I confess it needed

some showing up to make it apparent ; and if it was to

be of any benefit to her, it must be now or never. By

the way, did you ever notice what a singular way of

biting offtUe words with their teeth these steam-double-

refined female dandies have in their speech ? The lips

seem instinctively to refuse assistance in the manufac-

ture of such heartless words ; or else their owners deem

them quite too delicate for such vulgar use as that of

speech—proper to be used only in kissing or being

kissed, or some such (to them) delectable business. A
tourist writing in a late New York paper says of a dan-

dy he saw, that nature must have tried a whole day to

make a man of him, and finally threw him under the

bench at night, as not worth putting brains to. I think

nature, in that moment of ill temper, could not have

originated the saying, now so common, that "it takes

every tiling to make a world," and so afterward threw

him out of the shop : for a dandy does not come so

high up in the scale of being as a "tiling." Moreover,

nature would prosecute me for a libel were I to accuse

her of having had a baud tiny way in the production of!

some specimens of that genus I have seen. But enough

in this vein. If your readers are unable to discover,

presently, any traces of the original "theme" in this

"variation," I shall advise them to wait till, like the

eagle, they can look at the sun without winking.

A word about church music, if it is not improper in

this connexion. I have ceased to wonder that church

members so " put darkness for light and light for dark-

ness " on the subject of music. A contemplation of the

blindness of mind so common, used to vex me sorely.

Indeed that effect is sometimes produced upon me now.j

Not unfrequentlv my nsibles are excited in hearing

" good brethren " tell what they like, and what they like

to hear. Sometimes, in the simplicity of their souls,

they will tell vou to your face of some tasteless, tune-

less, brainless hawlcr, " Well, there is Mr. So-and-so:

I do n't know as you would call him a sci< ntific singer,

but he sings to suit me " Now if the printer has a little

space empty for a few extra touches on Old Hundred,

I will give—note for note, word for word—a specimen

of one of these singers that "sing to suit me" whom 1

heard not long since :

and lions and tigers that any one man ever heard. Has

it not appeared to you passing strange that people of a'

common appreciation of decency should be thus de-

PIANO IMPROVEMENT-SOMETHING NEW.
The piano fortes manufactured by our friends Board-

man & Gray, of this city, have always held a high place
luded ; Ministers will pray with great gravity that

in thc cstimat jon f thc publiC) with regard alikc t0
" our songs of praise maybe acceptable, and that those beauty and stability of workmanship, and superiority
who sing may sing to thy glory," and yet directly coun- and brinjBncy of tone ; but wc reckon they are now to

tenancc such ridiculous, farcical bathos, by some self- earn for themselves a more wide spread celebrity, in
Bbmbastes Furioso" in the very house of consequence of the discovery by Messrs. B. & G. of a

most valuable improvement. Within a few years the

inflated

God. And then "it suits me!" If any one opposes

such nonsense, why the poor souls, like all other luna-

tics, think all the world crazy but themselves.

But here is the end of my sheet, and of my scrib-

blings for the present T.

T , If. r. Juhj 31, 1848.

Interesting to Church Choirs.—Mr. A. N
Johnson, editor of the Boston Musical Gazette, has

recently published a work of a new character, which

can hardly fail to elevate thc standard of the musical

performances of those choirs that shall make use of it.

It is called the " Choir Chorus Book;" and consists

of selections from the oratorios, cantatas, &c, of the

great masters, arranged in a form adapted for the

practice and improvement of church choirs. The

choruses are taken literally from the works of the

great composers, and presented in the form in which

their authors wrote them; the object of the work being

—to afford choirs an opportunity of practicing music

of thc highest existing style, as a means for musical

mprovement.

Last week Mr Johnson was in Portland, and spent

an evening in singing from this work, in company

with a number of ladies and gentlemen connected)

with several of our city choirs.

The pieces contained in this work are of the first!

character, and cannot fail to interest all who are!

engaged in the practice of church music.

—

Portland,

(Me.) Minor.

Poo rr-a-eze heem may, hove ye
f£f^_ l__P*_

hea,-venlyee ho-oost.

Send the Money.—We are gratified with the

promptness in which many responded to the call in

our last ; still our books show same one-sided accounts,;

which somehow don't look exactly to suit us Our

printers are anxious to examine our books, to see who 1

our best subsribers are; with the view, perhaps, of:

sending each of them a half dollar. We will makei

them wait a little longer, anil give all in arrears onej

more opportunity; and we sincerely hope to be able to

say in our next issue, that not one of our subscribers

owes us a cent.

piano has been enhanced in value as an instrument,

by the combination with it of the aolian, harmonic,

and harp attachments. The two former have fallen

into partial disrepute, but thc harp attachment, which

is a very sweet one, and highly prized, is in great repu-

tation with those who purchase and use piano fortes,

and will doubtless maintain its popularity. Thc im-

provement of which we speak wc cannot well describe,

except in general terms. It is called by its inventors

the dulce campana attachment—because the tones pro-

duced by it, which are of the most enchanting charac-

ter, resemble those of chimes of sweet bells—infinitely

finer and softer, however, than were ever produced by

the Swiss bell ringers. This beautiful attachment,

which Messrs. B. & G. have patented, and have just

now applied to several of their largest pianos, is simple,

and yet mechanically ornamental. It is not expensive,

may be applied to any piano, and adds very much to

the value and variety of the instrument; for, at the

will of the player, it is a full-toned piano forte, a finely

strung and highly tuned "harp of solemn sound," or

an instrument giving forth a world of sweet tones like

the music of silver hells.

As this beautiful invention is the result of the ex-

periments and ingenuity of an Albany mechanic, we
feel a little proud of it on our own hook, and are there-

fore anxious that our friends should step in at Board-

man & Gray's rooms, corner of N. Pearl and State sts.

and examine two of the pianos which are provided with

the dulce campana stop, and which Mr. Gray will be

pleased to cause to chime their delicious melody for

the benefit or pleasure of all who may wish to listen or

purchase.

—

Albany Express.

Teachers' Institute in Cleveland, Ohio.—The

teachers' institute, under the auspices of the Boston

Academy of Music, will commence in Cleveland, Ohio,

on Thursday Sept. 7. The exercises will be substan-

tially the same as those of the institute just closed in

Boston

Poo-n-a-eze Fa, -titer Sa, nand Ho-oo,-ly-ee Ghooost

* The commas mark the places for breathing.

There it is; and it beats Ole Bull, and all thc bulls,

Teachers' Institute in Bochester, N Y.—The
teachers' institute, under the auspices of the Boston

Academy of Music, will commence in Rochester, N. Y.

on Tuesday, Sept. 19. The exercises will be substan-

tially the same as those of thc institute just closed in

Boston.

Thc teacher's institute in Augusta, Me. will com

mencc on Tuesday, Oct. 3.

Bound copies of volume two of thc Musical Gazette

for $1.00 each.

From the Gospel Banner.

THE BELFAST ORGAN.

Since our notice of the organ given to Br. N. C.

Fletcher's society, in Belfast, he has written us on the

subject as follows

:

Br. Drew—From the Banner of thc 22d inst. I learn

that you have received information in relation to thc

movement of affairs connected with my society, and 1

am happy in the reflection that you have not been mis-

informed in regard to the zeal which has prompted my
people in thc faithful discharge of every duty connect-

ed with their religious interests. We have no schisms

to distract our peace—no discords to mar our harmony

—no divisions to impair our efforts or subvert the

cause in which we are engaged. "Our faith is one,

our cause is one, our hearts are one. Wc are one in

zeal, one in purpose, and one in soul ;" and if by labor-

ing unceasingly for their good—if by unshrinking cour-

age in exposing the follies and vices, the evils and cor-

ruptions of the world—if by "pointing to heaven and

leading the way," thc state of things can remain as it

is, we shall continue in " the unity of the spirit and in

thc bonds of peace," firm as thc everlasting hills and

immovable as mountains of granite.
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An organ has been placed in our church at a cost of

near one thousand dollars. It was built by George

iq, of Cambridge, Mas-;, expressly for us,

and a more perfect [nstrnment could not be made. It

is of beautiful finish, finely toned, and of great power.

I will describe it more minutely, as some of our socie-

ties in other parts of the state may be desirous of avail-

ing themselves of the liberality of some choice spirits <j

among their numbers as has the society in Belfast.

It- height is thirteen feet eight inches—nine feet in

width and five feet six inches in depth.

Great Oih.w Bwblx. Organ.
Open Diapason, 50 Pipes Open Diapason 37 Pipes

Stop Bass
Trcb.

Stop
Principal "

Hautboy "

Couplet "

Tremulant"
Choir B

Principal "

ttli

Fifteenth "

Flute 47
Dulciana 33
Pedals

It has two banks of keys ; and it has proved to be of

great service in the worship of the sanctuary.

Yours truly, BT. c. fletciieu
£<lf<ut, Me. July 24, 184S.

bring all the books in which you must be learning.

From lovely homes, be quick and come

—

O come aid the cause

;

O come with willing minds to learn.

And let your hearts for science burn

—

Its chords, never spurn :

O come aid the cause,

sweet is the air where music soft is ringing,

It cheers the soul, where troubles roll

—

O come aid the cause
;

Rejoice with one accord to see,

All nature sing the jubilee,

And christian graces free:

O come aid the cause,

sound the sweet notes when vesper is reclining,

In native woods, on foaming floods

—

O come aid the cause;

There 's music in the gentle breeze

That fans the highest hills and trees

—

That skims o'er billowy seas :

come aid the cause

ORGANS IN LONDON-NO. XVII

St. Luke's, Cltelsea.— This organ was erected by

Nicholls, son-in-law of England, and finished by Gray

It is a large and powerful instrument.

GREAT ORGAN.

1 Stop diapason
2 Ditto ditto

3 Open diapason
4 Ditto ditto

5 Ditto ditto

6 Principal
7 Ditto

8 Twelfth
9 Fifteenth

10 Ditto

11 Tierce
12 Scsquialtrca, 4 ranks

13 Trumpet
14 Clarion

15 Pedal pipes

cnoiR ori. vk.

l Stop diapason

'.-, GimbenoetL—This church has a fine or-

gan, built by Lincoln. Pedal pipes to C C C.

2 Dulciana
3 Flute
4 Principal

5 Fifteenth

6 Bassoon and Cromorne

SWELL ORGAN TO F.

1 Stop diapason
2 Open diapason
•'! Ditto ditto

4 Dulciana
5 Ditto

6 Flute
7 Principal

8 Ditto

9 Cornet, 3 ranks
10 Trumpet
1 1 Hautboy
12 Clarion

Teach tour Children Music.—" You will stare

at a strange notion of mine: if it appears even a mad

one, do not wonder. Had I children, ray utmost en-

deavors should be to breed them musicians. Consid-

ering I have no ear, nor ever thought of music, the

preference seems odd; and yet it is embraced on fre-

quent reflection. In short, madam, as mv aim would

be to make them happy, I think it the most probable

method. It is a resource which will last them their

lives, unless they grow deaf; it depends on them

not on others; always amuses and soothes, if not con-

soles; and of all fashionable pleasures, is the cheapest.

It is capable of fame without the danger of criticism, is

susceptible of enthusiasm, without being priest-ridden
;

and, unlike other mortal passions, is sure of being grat-

ified even in heaven."—HORACE WaLPOLE.

•nd G. J. W,li|), Professors in the Boston Academy of Music. It la
apposed Qui any mother, nr primary ichool teacher, who can hcrsilf
log, although aba iniiy knew so little of mualcaJ chanon n j<* di i to
be able to read mualc heraelf, may, !>y the help <>f theae directions, be
enabled to teach her pnplls with pu»\ roeceaa, ami thus prepare the
wav for a more thorough *nd extensive conrae in higher sell, ,1.1-.

////. SONG BOOK OF THB SCHOOL ROOM. Consisting of a
great rarietr of aonga, hymne, and scriptural eelccttona, with a] proprl-
ate music, arranged to Ik- lung in one, two, or three parts ; containing,
iils... the elementary prinelplei <>i roeal muaie, prepared with r. i.

to the iinliietivc or lVstalozzian method of leaching, designed as a
e plete musical manual for common or grammar reboot*, Bj Low-
ed M\-u\an<l Qi i James n/sBB. This work has lain pre-
pared with reference to the wantaof common tchoole and acadi
and Is designed to follow the above work. In ir will be (bund many
songa, adapted t>> the various circumstancei ol children and youth from
B or 10 to M or 18 yeara of age. Tin variety la thought to to greater
than in most similar works, including the Sprightly and enlivening,
tin calm and soothing, ami the sober and devout,
THE ODBON; a collection of secular in. l<Hii,-> arranged and har-

monised rar four voices. Designed for adull singli i social
music parlies. It, (J. J. Wi nil and I.owhl.i. Mason, a- the titlc-

' forth, this work is designed for singing schools- li contains
the rudiments, arranged on the lYslalozzian pun, and an appendix,
containing instruction- for developing and training the
table of contents emtii many of the finest and

st popular airs, harmonised for four oleee,
THE VOCALIST: consisting of short and easy glees, or songs in

, alto, tenor and base volcea. By Lowell
M IBOH and Geokqk J ami s Wi nn, Professors in the Boston Academy
of Music
THB SOCIAL GLBB BOOK: a selection of glees and part songs,

by dlatingulehed German compoaera, never before published in this
country : together with original pieces; tiy Wn, mam HABOB and Sila-
A. If \MROFT.

i.l \ III \l! \ - r.i i l HOOK; Selected from the most admired
German composers. lt\ 1. MaSOBT.
BOSTON 1. 1 I I BOOK, Edited by I* Mason and G.J. Webb.
VOCAL I

' >// SOLFEGGIOS, with an accompani-
melil for the piano forte. Adapted to the wants of private pupils, or

in vocal music. IK LOWBLL Ma-on.
rill MUSIC 'if WATUltB: wiih curious and interesting illustra-

Bv WiLLIAH U IBDI* 1 u.

Ill Ml VTS OF MPSIt I/- Al:ri< I1.MIOX; ConsisUng of a
i rudimental exe clscs in enunciation, applied to vocal music.

!!v Wm. Hi -si ij. and I.. M isro. ISmo.
.1 HISTOR V "I- Ml s/, / \ \ /; || i Mil. t \ /,, w illi biographical

sketches of reformers tml psalmists. By (i. Moon.
Teachers and others are invited to call and examine the above works.

GREAT ORGAN.

I Stop diapason
_' Open diapason
8 Ditto ditto

4 Principal

5 Twelfth
r> Fifteenth

ranks
- Mi [tore, I i.inks
'i Trampel

10 Clarion

1

1

Double diapason

> HOIB OBO ^
1 Dulciana.

'2 Stop diapason
•"> Principal

4 Flute
"' Fifteenth

6 ( 'romome and Bassoon

M\ 1.1. 1. <>l;., \N

1 Dulciana
2 Slop diapason
.'!

< Ipen diapason
4 Principal
•"> Trumpet
6 Hautboy.

I'rom the Cincinnati Musician.

SO Mi.
Tl M i.—a ''"»"

1

.liit ill*- cause of music so endearing,

Lei ftocenti break, ofiongi partake

—

O come aid the can

me, your frtendi will love to hear

You mingle in the long*, so dear

—

For no one; have a fear:

come aid the cause*

HTJ8I0 BOOKS.
WILKINS. CABTER& CO. No. n; Water street. Bottom, publish

tin- following popular books,
CARMINA SACRAtOr BOSTOA COLLECTION OF CHURCH

MUSIC. By 1-. MaSOXT; being a work in almost universal use, mid
greatly admired for the beauty, cheateneei and tterliiu characb i

music- Published under the recommendation of the Boston Aaadamj
'.1' HUaslOs

THE BOSTOA ACADEMY'S COLI ECTTON. Edited by I,. Ma-
mis. Thii standard work is so extensively known and used es to pre-
clude the nec< Bilty ofany reeoramend

i ill PSALTERY, n\ U Mason and G, J. Webb, consisting of
and hymn tunes, anthems, too. designed for elngin
i nd beta] <t the tnotl complete vrorkiof the kind avei pub*

i
i in in: worthy or all commendation, hai reci Lved

tli. sanction of the Boston tiandsl and Haydn Society, and the Boston
ii\ of Mti^ii-. It contain! much that i^ entirely new in this

country, Lncludlna many tui Zbi rtbr, now tir^t

publiaheda In style there Is a great)
variety of subject and i cially adapted
Honal use. The Psaltery v. ill make a valuable addition t" Uv I

Academy's Collection and Carmlna Sacra, and ought to be in

////' NATIONAL I Yi:i
. \ dbb coll f psalm and hymn

tunes* comprising the best ancient and mod* in compositions of estab-
lished merit, with s choice selection ofchantu, &c. designed tur tin- nee
of all riii.ii i, congregal inghout
the United States. Compiled and u Pabkm \> 'l!

man and sii x-. ,\. Bakcboi i fa

//// CHOIR CHORUS BOOK; i*
works of Handel. Haydn, Mozart, Cherub! nl, Mendelssohn, Bphor,
R berg, Neukomm, Rossini, and other distinguished composers.

!:-h wordf) unci arranged -uitli partlculai
reference to choir practice, and for ttio use >! m I

A. N. Jo \n r h.,ir> in wtin t of new muMc will find this

Is work. Although it contain! more vocal music than the raotl

okl » hich have been publtihcd in this country, it

« ill ' ti church ii,

//// BOSTOA CHORl t the
:. l laydn, and other

BTrangcd in fall ti i ompani-
I ODptlcd bj M \ -"V .\ W i BB.

////; BOSTOA ANTHEM BOOK, being n collection of the beat

I

By L. Masox,
////. " BOOR OP ( // l \ /v eonititl U :«d»i>t-

ed to n jjuhir hymna ami to m i. ctionn from tlie scriptui
I. I.. M .aoir.

ii win us OR \TORIO or 77//; Ml SSIAH; Arranged bj John
"i Cheltenham, England.

//// VMMA II) ><!!>> OA', In two parts ) the Aral
• i iu\ * t. ill- siN^:iIu

and n< ting of an explanation ol the Endui
PsataloiKlan method nj teaching music In *uch schools. By L. Mason :

THE NATIONAL PSALMIST t

By MASON AND WEBB.
NOW ready for delivery, •* The National Psaltnltt : a New Collection

ot Church Music, \e. By LOWBLI \I\s t ,\ and GtORc.E Jambs
Whiul"

Tiii> work, upon wiiicii more than three yean ol labor have been
expended, is now presented to Choristers, Teachers ol Music and oth-
ers, as a most complete Manual <•' Pud fp, adapted t" the use of
Choirs, Congn I g Schools, and Uuslcal Bot h

In tidilition to n Largl I ntircly new mnslc, fuinished by
distinguished t. ttive contributors, the •' National C^ilmist"
is Ik lleved to contain a larger proportion than any other collection, of
the rich and standard tnnes which the church have need far agea, but
many of which are nevertheless new m this country.

It contains most of the popular Knplish Chants," and its Anthem*,
mostly new, arc well adapted both for church WOmhlp nnd choir
practice.

Itv indexes are very complete; einbrach, una] alpha-
betical and metrical indexes, an index to tir-l Un. ^ of |ii mns, BjC. and
y Descriptive Tables." in which tattt 1 according to
their style and character.
"The National Psalmurt" contains Ufl t .

|

Metre; 1ST III

Common Metre; 7T in BhOli Metre ; and OB <>t Vartoni Particul
tres, embracing all the varieties in an themeand Set i

Of them furnished expressly tor the work by distinguished F.np-

I
and II I < uaiits. includin.f the Canticles Of the I'i.-

testant i
i

Cl urcha
1 cat hers ami others interested are invited to call and examine this

work.
Published by TUM'AN, WHITTEMORE a &CABON, No. 114

ton street, lloston. tl
'

NEAV SINGING BOOK.
WILKIN'S. CARTER ft CO. have In pres and "ill shortlv pub-

lish, THE NATIONAL LYRE; a new collection of psalm and
hymn tunes, comprising the best ancient nnd modern compositions of
established merit ; With a choice Selection Oi chant*, antli. ins. fee. de-

ll chotre, congregatioi li and soci-

eties, throughout tin ; . Compiled and arranged by s.

PADKUAN Ti i M inuv and 8lLA8 A. BaNCROI i.

'this collection consists <-i old, new end i I he old
t inn i will be found with simple arrangements, nnd within the capacity

the new on is have been selected with great care

from the moat distin the ancient and modern
original mualc « ill be found of nfflctent

i
iii tastes. A portion of the tunes In this collection

areespei choirs, and for use in the social
and dome -tic , 11. i.

. . and of COUTSS w ill require rj
I
ir per-

formance than tliosc « ritten tor large choirs inmna>
But the far greater portion of the music is within of all

md of i -tiii Qj dei ! ter. All
occdleas duBcultics In the construction of the vocal parts have been
carefully a\ aided, and as fai '!' not

Ling to the perlbrmer. Inother Important fca-
i)ie book i- the easy vrangi i

; -nally,

in work : but it is presumed that

inltj i>t perfecting themselves In the study
of thorough base, sufficiently to play the harmonj ofeven plain psalm*
<>d\ from figures corrcctly.aud this maj be considered a difficulty In

ot the performer, irfalch it has been the endeavor to remove
by the substitution "i small ei and
ue fbel '•lire lln.t tllll a 1 1 aiifeim lit Of the OTgaJ) part « ill nicet With
the cordial appl [ No. 10 Water street, Bl

NBW J1 VKMisi: BINGCNG BOOK.
Tl PTJBLISHED by GEO. P. REED.No,17Tremoni llow.Bos-

i in \ ->\ \i, fttTNSI R.1 i
, nib i tlori ol Me 1< fbi ti

of Common BchooU, by A. \. Johnion •! Boston, nnd Jason White,
Teacher of Music In the Publ in Providence, l(. L Thli
work contains s large variety ofpopular juvenile tunes, and a complete

I lary
i

taxi book in the Public Schools in P R. I. »n«l in

manj other sett It I believed that It will tavorablj comps
tier work of the kind, while It con tali ces of a highly

jtopuhir character, not t<> be found In any simllai i Stlfl
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PSALM. "Loud Hallelujahs to the Lord."
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PSALM. (Continued.)
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MUSIC IN HARTFORD.

A correspondent of the New York Evangelist has

contributed to that paper two letters from Hartford,

Conn, which we take the liberty to publish for the

benefit of our Hartford readers. With regard to the

writer of the letters, the editor of the Evangelist says :

" The two letters on the music of Hartford, are from

the pen, of a practiced and accomplished musician.

whose criticisms and commendations are never lightb

bestowed. His sentiments are his own; but in the

judgment which has dictated them, wc have great con-

fidence."

LETTER NUMBER ONK.

To seek a short relief from business, I started a few

weeks ago on a trip to the interior of Connecticut.

After a pleasant and exceedingly rapid passage, (the

" Connecticut" making her passagi to New Haven in

three hours and thirty eight minutes. and the ears mak-

ing their trip to Hartford in one horn,) I stopped at the

last-mentioned delightful city. I say " city " with re-

gret; for it is so beautiful a place and has so much of

country resemblance, that it seems a pity to remove it

from the more quiet and beautiful class of towns which

we entitle " villages." Hartford abounds with delight-

ful scenery, and its environs arc truly beautiful. The

public institutions in and about it are objects of the

deepest interest to every visiter. To me, as one who

practices and loves the art of music, the progress ami

cultivation of music in all its branches was the object

of first and most imposing interest. I was delighted

to find the extent to which the beautiful art is cultivat-

ed here. It always has done, and now does, a great

deal to secure good music for its churches. The or-

gans I found to be generally of a superior cast. The

organs of the unitarian church and St. John's church.

built by the Messrs Hook, and that of the centre

church, (Rev. Dr. Hawcs") built by Messrs. Appleton,

both Boston makers, deserve especially to be mention

ed. I was assured, however, by a friend there, that

the organ lately erected by the Messrs. Hook at Wa-
terbury, Conn, exceeds any instrument at present in

that section of the country. The organs in Hartford

are also supplied with organists who do credit to them-

selves and the art. I might mention their names, but

as some of the best often are amateur performers, an

allusion of this kind is the most that would be proper.

They are generally sound men—a term which compre-

hends a great deal. They do not seem to be afflicted

with those prejudices, and narrow and conceited views,

which appear to be the besetting sins of musical char-

acters. Having the interests of no musical clique to

promote, and attached to the train of no psalm-book

publishers, they are liberal, as befits the art they culti-

vate. If il seem strange that I speak of organists anil

say nothing of choristers, it should be remembered

that the absurd and entirely behind-the-age system of

having a pompous chorister placed in front of the sing-

er,' gallery is, I believe, entirely abolished here, as it

should be everywhere. The whole charge of the mu-

sic of the church is left in the hands of the organist,

where it should be. The organist generally is more

competent for such a service than a mere chorister can

be : although I am sorry to say that there are some eases,

and too many altogether, where neither the one nor

the other is fitted for the station, either in a moral or

musical point of view. I have heard it said by some,

that in large cities the management of the choir cannot

be left to the organist alone All that I can reply is,

go to Hartford, (and I expect there are other places)

where this system is practiced, and sec how it works

Some twenty and thirty years ego, when organs were

not known in presbyterian or congregational churches,

it might have been necessary to have a conspicuous

personage leading, with all self-conceited ignorance

ami grave looks, cither in front of the pulpit or in the

gallery. And in such cases where the whole congre-

gation sings, without the organ or choir of singers,

there is also a necessity of bavin-- some one to lead the

singing with a good strong vohe. For my own part

I am glad to know that the system of choristers is rap-

idly falling into disuse in our churches, and that there

are at least some churches in New York, as well as

elsewhere, which employ organists who are competent

jto discharge the combined duties with acceptance to

the congregation, and I trust in a truly edifying man-

ner. In another number I shall speak more of the

singing in the churches, as well as about music gener-

ally, in Hartford.

LETTER NUMBER TWO.

In my last letter, I expressed a wish to say some-

thing of the singing in the churches, and of music in

general in Hartford. In respect to the church singing,

Hartford is somewhat of an example. The singing in

each of the congregational churches is good. At the

centre church (Dr. Hawes) on a previous visit to Hart-

ford, I heard on a particular occasion some very diffi-

cult choruses performed very well indeed. The choir

sung creditably, on that occasion, some choruses from

Spohr's Last Judgment, and a chorus from Graun's

Tod Jesu (the death of Christ.) I have since heard

the choir, on a funeral occasion, chant a psalm and

sing plain church music, in an excellence and purity

of style, which is far above the average of churches

even in cities, and ibis is by no means inconsidi

praise. The performances of choirs generally at funer-

al solemnities, are painfully unworthy of the occasion.

I have been actually shocked and disgusted at hearing

at such a lime, first the insipid prelude of the organist,

then the murdering of a hymn or an anthem by the

choir. Much more might be said on this point.

The singing at the North church, (Rev. Dr. Bush-

nell's,) I did not hear during my present visit. But I

am assured on good authority that it is unusually

good. And knowing the talent employed there, I do
not sec how it could well he otherwise. The sin.

in the Fourth church (Rev. Mr. Patton's) deserves cer-

tainly not a small share of notice in this description.

The south congregational (licv. Mr, (lark's) I had
not time to vi^it. The singing in the two episcopal

churches, I am told, is also very good Of that in St.

John's, I do not speak from hearsay; I have heard

that choir perform very creditably indeed.

I regretted much my inability, on account of indis-

position, to hear some glee singing. I have been told

that the glee clubs in Hartford are as good as anything

of the kind in the country. Considering the talent

and cultivation of the city, I wonder that the musical

people of Hartford have not formed themselves into a

general vocal society. There must be ample material,

if I may judge from what I heard at one or two re-

hearsals. Of instrumental music in Hartford, I am
unable to speak

;
but have the impression that it is not

so well cultivated as vocal music. I fear that instead

of finding among piano pupils the good classical works

of Hummel, Mosehelles and Mendelssohn, we should

find a greater abundance of Ethiopian melodies. I

might write a great long letter to music teachers in re-

gard to the responsibility of giving to their pupils the

right kind of music for practice. Too much cannot be

said against the abuse which the divine art receives at

the hands of many of its professors. The influence of

imusic upon the best interests of society, and the best

qualities of the human character, is too great to be

overlooked. And as I can conceive of scarcely any

other mode of elevating the minds of men, and leading

them to the best and purest sources of happiness, it

gives me unspeakable pleasure to witness the proper

cultivation of the art. This has constituted a pleasing

feature of the rcflectioss to which my short and agreea-

ble trip to the east has given rise.

CHURCH MUSI(f-AN IMPORTANT IDEA.

Binney, an English writer, says: "The service of

song in the house of the Lord may include not only

dir< ct praise, to which some think hymns should be con-

fined, but all the exercises and emotions of the heart.

Wc arc to sing, not merely din etly to praise God, but

to 'edify and admonish,' impress and excite, each oth-

er and ourselves. Not merely because we feel, but that

we may feel; not merely to present adoration, but to

profess truth; and so to profess it. that we may show

we 'glory 'in it; that 'the word of Christ dwells in

us richly,' and that, by repeated and exultant avowal,

its impression on ourselves, and its permanency among

men, may be respectively deepen ored."

This idea is taught in Col. 3: 16. "Teaching and

admonishing one another in psalms and hymns, and

spiritual songs.'' We should not fully appreciate the

I

hi o er of music, if we never made use of it for the pur-

pose of impressing one another fl itii the importance of

isome truth, some opinion, or even some historical

'event. The psalms of David abound in a great varie-
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tv of passages, to be Bet to music; some for impress-

ing the minds of me Jews with doctrinal truths, and

with the wonders of nature and grace, and some re-

hearsing important incidents in Jewish history, su< h

as the exodus from Egypt, and the journey to the land

of Canaan. See Psalm 68. Many passages employ

the language of exhortation, as well as prayer. Sec

Psalm -'1
i

and many times the psalmist addresses the

people, aud even his own soul. Psalm 103.

All the different sentiments and emotions connected

with christian experience may find utterance in song;

and where more acceptably than in the public worship-

ing assembly ? It is not proper, therefore, to limit the

themes of song to those which directly address praise

to God, although perhaps these should constitute the

chief part in church music; but it i- perfectly scriptural

and rcasonblc to sing of any Bubjeet connected with

the religion of Christ, provided it be lyrical, that will

tend to edify and comfort believers, or impress sinners

with their need of a hope in the Saviour. Man;

themes of song, moreover, except those of adoration,

may more appropriately be performed by B select and

well-trained choir, since a higher degree of musical ex-

pression is often needed to Illustrate and enforce the

sense, and thai expression can never be attained by B

large and promiscuous assemblage, who cannot be

brought sufficiently under the control of a musical di-

rector. And this is a most important reason why

good choirs Ought to be encouraged and improved;

besides the necessity of their becoming leaders to the

congregation in those hymns more peculiarly adapted

to general use.

While, however, the didactic and the hortatory may

properly be admitted in song, it is essential that it be

always lyrical. As music Is (he language of feeling, it

is inconsistent to associate it with words which are not

calculated to excite or express emotion. A table of

contents, or the synopsis of in argument, would be

equally improper. So with a doctrine, if so stated as

not to call for emotion. For instance,

" Prayer was appointed to convey

The blessings God designs to give." &c.

The following lines and many others arc better.

"Prayer ia the christian's vital breath

—

The christian's native air;

His tratchward at the f:atc of death

—

He enters heaven with prayer,"

Now this is not direct pmtM, and yet no christian

would wish, we presume, to exclude from our hymn
books such subjects as this, and a great variety of

This point has not received notice enough by man]

who have written on the subject of church music and

hence the Idea is often entertained, that no method is

proper except congregational Binging. The recent ar-

ticles in the Mirror, although in general they receive

our hearty concurrence, seem to be at fault in this par-

ticular. The writer says, "Singing is but another

mode ofaddressing the Deity. Thevcrj nature of this

rise indicates that it was intended for all.'
1 Buch

i. marks apply more especially to subjects of direct ad-

oration. He bhei also thai " our worship " might be

'in fervent and earnest spirit of Montgomery's hymn.

commencing, 'Stand up and bless the Lord;'" but

this ia unfortunately addressed to the people! Andl

then as to congregational singing, it is indeed a point!

to which we should aim in our songs on earth ; nnd to

this end instruction m vocal music ought Cob toon gener-

ally diffused, but the time never was in history, when

the exercise of praise was universally performed by all

the people. Although the psalmist wrote ' Let all the

people praise thee," the singing in the temple service

was performed by trained bands of Levites. Payson

thought that " congregational singing was probably re-

served for the celestial world." We hope it may yet

be attained on earth; but if there lie music in heaven,

no doubt its highest strains will be the rapturous songs

of myriads of redeemed spirits in the adoration and

praise to the Lamb that was slain !

—

Christian Mirror

LETTER FROM CONNECTICUT.

Mi s-i-s. Editors—An association of amateur mu-
sicians has been formed in this place, under the name

of the '• Choral Union." It is composed principally

of members of the different choirs in the city, and ofl

others sufficiently advanced. It is proposed to pay the

expenses of the society b_\ a scries of public rehearsals.

to which an audience is admitted by the payment of

an admission fee. By this means the citizens have an

opportunity of attending the performances and of tes-

tifying their interest in t lie society. The following is a

programme of our last public rehearsal, which was at-

tended by quite a large audience for this place.

PART I.

l. Romance— (piana and flute,) Pleyel.

2 Chorus—Let us with a joyful mind, (from

the Choir Chorus Book,) Mozart.

.3. Duet—Meet agaii

,

II. K. Bishop.

4. Choral, from the oratorio of St. Paul

—

Sleepers, awake, (from the Choir Chorus

Book,) Mendelssohn.

5. While sunbeams are glancing — (piano,

flute, and violoncello,) llossini.

6. Chorus—How beautiful upon the moun-

tains, Mozart.

7. Romanes—(piano and flute,) Hummel
8. Chorus—Glory to God in the highest, (from

the Choir Chorus /look,) Haydn.

9. Quartet—Tread lightly, J. P. Webster,

10. Chorus—Glorious things of thee are spoken,

(from the Choir Chorus Book,) Haydn.

PAET II.

1. Overture—from I.a Soinnambula, Aubcr.

2. Chorus—Threatening death to traitor slave, Balfe.

.'!. Song—The friar of the olden time.

4. Quartet—Oh! give me music, T. Comer.

,

r
>. Solo and Chorus— All by the shady green-

wood tree, Rossini.

t">. Trio—The witches' glee—When shall we

three meet again, King.

7. Chorus— In light tripping measure, (from

CinderiUa,) Rossini.

8. Solo and Chorus— Come, tome with me,

(from Massaniello,) Aubcr.

9. Quartet—To the mountains away, W. M. Rooke,

10. Chorus—Away! away! the morning flesh-

ly breaking, Aubcr.

It will be noticed that with the exception of one 01

two instrumental pieces, the first part is composed en

tirely of sacred pieces, aud the second part of secular

This we considered a better arrangement than that of

mingling together the.sacred and profane.

Yours respectfully, o. w. p.

MUdlttovn, ft. Aug. 1848.

LETTER FROM VERMONT.

Messrs. Editors—Since writing you I have been
constantly traveling, and of course met many of our
old musical friends, and listened to the performances
of several choirs, as you know I am famous for attend-
in- el, nich wherever I think I can hear any music, to

say nothing of other motives I may have for frequent-

ing places of worship. In my former communication
I mentioned a choir I heard perform in the town of
D—

. The next sabbath I spent in A—-, N, II and
have but little to say of the ringing I heard in the

church in that village. The choir consisted of
I

fifteen members, most of the females being quite voting,

but possessing very excellent voices ; and had the v

been fortunate enough to have a decent collection of

music, I think the singing in that church would have
been good. But their leader had introduced the

,

and most of the music it contains, is, in my humble
opinion, unfit to use in connection with divine service.

The next choir I heard was in the preebyterian

church in II—. N. Y. The chorister being an old ac-

quaintance of mine, he invited me to take a seat iu the

choir, saying that his principal tenor was absent that

day. and he would like to have me take his place, and

without hesitation I consented so to do. I noticed as

I took my seat in the choir, an old violoncello in one

corner, having bin three- BtringS, the- I) string being

defunct With the exception of a flute, that was the

only instrument In the choir.

After the services had commenced that oki viol by

the aid of quite an elderly gen I raised itself up and be-

gan to manifest bjits grumbling, a desire to take some

[part in the exercises as on former occasions it bad

been wont to do, and therefore commenced repairing

its broken string. Alter sundry snappings and twist

ings the said Mr. D. (string) began to manifest symp-

toms of life again, and to make some, attempts at con-

versing with its neighbors, Mr. A. Mr. ('• &c. Por

some little time they did not seem to recognize his

voice, and consequently were silent, but in due time as

he, (Mr. D.) gained strength so as to speak more fully,

they replied Occasionally, though their reply was quite

brief, and not very much in accordance with the tone

of their neighbors' expressions.

There was, however, a strong effort soon made by

all, to come to some more perfect union of their ex-

pressions, but all to no effect as far as the true object

of their efforts was concerned ; yet there was an effect

produced, for all this business that heathenish old vied

had been doing while the pastor had been reading the

scriptures, praying, &c. and it was evident that he did

not like to be assisted in that manner. The congrega-

tion and choir seemed (notwithstanding the appearance

of the minister.) to think that the old veteran of a viol

had a right to do business on his own book, and at a

time- suiting bis own convenience-. The hymn being

read for the choir to sing, the Mute being much young-

er than the viol, was, in its giving the key-note of the

tunc, much in advance, and the choir were disposed to

unite with the first that came to their aid, or at hast a

pari of them, others feeling no doubt a sympathy for

the old gent, were decidedly in his favor; consequently

there was as great a difference between the two parties

BS there ia between the barnburners and old hunkers,

yet, notwithstanding all difference they attempted to

engage in the same exercise You will understand

thai the tint i- and viol had made no previous effort to
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unite in assisting the choir, but were much like Cass; I Professor Hauptman, teacher of counterpoint and jjwhatever contributed to bodily health in general, con-

and Van Burcn attempting to draw after them all they composition in the conservatory, with whom I have tributed also to the ability to produce good vocal

could, and if possible gain the ascendency; and of, been studying 'during my Stay here, is now quite indis- sounds
j
and in all practice for the purpose of strength-

course each had zealous and powerful friends. Arc posed. He has not been able to attend to the duties cning the vocal organs, an essential requisite is the prop-

you yankee enough Mr. Editor to guess what sort of a of his profession for several weeks past. His complaint er position of the body. The true resonance of tin;

performance I witnessed on that occasion ? If so, you' seems to be pulmonary. He is a most thorough con-

trapuntist atul a most lovely man, and his loss would

be deeply felt throughout Germany. He retains the

situation (so long held by the immortal Bach, and many

other musical brilliants before and since bis time) of

music director to the Thomas school of this citv—an

will excuse me from making any attempt at describing

such a scene to you or the numerous readers of the

" Gazette," for I could not give even a shadow of the,

reality. I have almost been inclined to envy those

their happiness who cannot tell any difference in tunes,

or rather that are satisfied with anything from the institution first established in the thirteenth century,

choir, that is noise; but when I hear a well-trained It is truly wonderful to hear with what ease ami pie-

choir sing I then think that nothing could purchase; jcision these boys perform the fugues of Handel, Bach

voice, he said, cannot be obtained without a free, erect,

linn posture of the whole frame, and especially of the

chest. The head should be kept erect, the neck unem-

barrassed, the shoulders thrown back, tin- chest fully

expanded and well projected; no drooping of the head,

no stooping of the body, nor backward inclination,

(perhaps he had seen persons in America who were

disposed at times to he too straight.) The various

modes of breathing for the production of the several

the pleasure I feel in listening to their performances. 1 and others, without the slightest instrumental accom-; dynamic tones were spoken of, and fine examples prc-

In my future communications I shall, I trust, have

some more gratifying accounts to give you of the

choirs I have met.

Very respectfully yours, .

Sharon, Vt. Aug. 9, 184S.

LETTER FROM EUROPE.

By the last steamer we received the following com

paniment; sudden modulatipns that it would seem dif- sented of the same. Several specimens of recitation

ficult for instruments, even, to perform smoothly, these were given in the usual style of Mr. R. which is always

boys will sing without instrumental aid in a manner

to satisfy the nicest car. It is really a treat to hear

them. Two motettes are sjmg every Saturday in the

Thomas church, which frequently attracts a much larg-

er audience than the "prediger" can do on Sunday.

"Little Gade"as he is familiarly called, leader of

the Gewand-house concerts, successor to Mendelssohn,

and teacher in the conservatory, a Dane—has now re-
munication from "Win. B. Bradbury Esq. together with

the beautiful quartet on page 135. If Mr. Bradbury

receives this number of the Gazette, we take this op-:
j

tulncd t0 h,s nat,ve countlT- He is expected here

portunity to solicit a few more favors of the same sort.
1

,

next autnmn
- " He 1S a fine llttlc fcllow " as we s»°uld

|

say at home, and a beautiful composer and performer.
Friend Johnson—I send, accompanying this, a . .

, • , .„. , Everybody loves him, not onlv tor the -'music in his
quartet composed last spring, which, if it pleases you,

.H ' * '. . soul, but also for bis modest, unobtrusive and amia-
is quite at your service for publication.

! .
1 J „,„,,, ,. . , ' blc disposition and manner. He is a ''genius, but
You are of course informed of all the political move

ments here, through the foreign papers. I had no idea

of ever seeing such " sights " or hearing such " sounds "j

in Europe, as are daily here to be seen and heard. Po-

litical meetings as exciting as almost any of ours in

America are quite common ; and all seem rejoiced that

they have the liberty of thought, speech, and the pen.

Of course, it must not be wondered at if such liberty is

sometimes abused, but good will follow. In Leipsic

admirable. Mr. Russell was assisted by his son, who
seems to be following closely in the steps of his father-

ble disposition and manner, lie is a "genius

seems perfectly unconscious of the fact.

I receive your " Gazette " " over here," though not

quite so regular as I should like. I sent a special re-

quest home for it always to be sent me here in com-

pany with the limited few papers I can afford to pay

the postage of from New York. I count much upon

its perusal. It only has ono bad effect upon me, and

that is, to make me dreadfully home-sick. I am gener

. ally good for nothing for the first day or two after the
we have had all sorts of church meetings, (not in the

- Counselors.

American sense of the term though ) Republican

meetings, servant girls' meetings, " demokratische

"

meetings, emigration meetings, and city protection

meetings, which are open to all, and which all, (without

distinction of sect or sex, or color, I was going to say,

but there is but one color here,) arc invited to attend.

Several notices have been left at my residence, " No 1

King street, two pair of stairs high," outside the city

proper, for me to attend some of the protection meet-

ings which are on the plan of " every man his own sol-

dier." But I have not yet found time. The truth is,

that there arc now so many citizen soldiers, that there
!

arc not "people" enough left to make a row if they

would.

In musical matters all is now quite still. The dread-

ful dull times have cast a gloom over everything. One

or two operas are given during each week, but to al-

most empty boxes. The singers are all under half-

pay, and you can easily guess how much of a sum that

must he here. We have a beautiful orchestra led by

Herr David, the same that performs at the " Gewand-

house concerts " during the winter.

Moschelles is still here giving piano-forte lessons,

both in private, and also in the conservatory. He is

said to be very rich ; and as a piano-forte teacher, I

presume Germany has not bis equal. He is a man of;

great private worth.

receipt of my American package of papers and letters.

But I hope to cast in my lot among you next fall. I

am now very busy visiting schools, and have already

got so far along in the business that the children begin

to know me. I have been so accustomed to hear every

" chick and child " of New York whisper my name on

passing in the street, that I really began to feel quite

out of my element here to be so " passed by," and not

observed. But it is now so no longer. At a future

time, if agreeable to you, I will give you some account

of my school visitations.

Very respectfully,.

Leipsic, July 11,1848. Wji. B. BRADBURY

CATALOGUE OF THE TEACHERS' INSTITUTE.

In our notice of the meetings of this class, we omit-

ted to mention the catalogue. This contains 36 pages,

and is really quite a book. It commences with the fol-

lowing list of names, constituting the " Government of

t/ie Boston Academy ofMusic."

GEORGE E. HEAD, President.

GEORGE W. CROCKETT, Vice President.

GEO. WM. GORDON, Recording Sec.

JOSIAH F. FLAGG, Corresponding Sec.

BENJAMIN PERKINS, Treasurer.
BENJAMIN F. EDMANDS, Librarian.

SAMUEL A. ELIOT,
LUTHER S. GUSHING,
DANIEL NOYES,
MOSES GRANT,
BELA HUNTING.
JULIUS A. PALMER,
HENRY EDWARDS.
WILLIAM W. STONE,
JONAS CHICKERING,
WILLIAM C. BROWN.

,

MOSES L. HALfy Auditor.
LOWELL MASOJN, )

GEORGE J. WEBB, I .

A. N. JOHNSON,
[

G. F. ROOT,
j

After these comrrjences the list of the " Teachers'

Class for 1848."

Teachers.—Lowtll Mason, George J. Webb. A. N.

Johnson, and George F. Root.

Organists and Pianists.—L. P. Homer, William

Mason, S. A. Bancroft, and J. A. Sweetser.

Orchestra.—4 first violins ; 4 second violins
;

2

tenors ; 4 basses ; 2 flutes ; 2 clarinets ; 1 oboe; 2 fag-

gottos ; 2 trumpets ; 4 horns ; 2 trombones ; 2 drums.

Then commences an alphabetical list of members,

amounting to 1071 names. A list of 100 names of

those who were present at the commencement of the

class was accidentally omitted. The catalogue was

'put to press on the fifth day of the convention. Many

of the members of former classes do not attend until

the second week. The door keeper informed us on the

[last day of the session that 1400 names had been regis-

The first meeting of

Professors.

The following memorandum of Mr. Russell's lecture

before the Teachers' Institute was omitted in our miu

utes of the meetings of the class

:

Thursday, A. M. 17. Agreeably to previous notice,

Mr. Russell, the elocutionist, was introduced to the

class. Mr. R. remarked that as he should occupy only

the time usually given to one short lecture, he could of

course present but a few ideas, comparatively, and

those of a general character, rather than specific and

in detail. Mr. Russell said he would first speak of the

necessity of exercising much care (on the part of the! |tered as members of this class

singer, as well as the public speaker,) in regard to his'W class was held in August, 1833, and was attended

physical health ; he would urge all to remember that! by twelve persons.
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PXTRACT8 PROM I
1

' R •'"' RNAL—NO. XXV ed at this concert were quite easy, mostly Beethoven's think. If. at the time of writing, we bad any society

, , i, •,,,,, i and Mozart's sonata-, hut tliey were played with such particularly in our mind, in the commendations we be-
Mendelssohn married in rianktoit, aim cuiun. ...

vear of mr residence there, he resided during the sum- expression, such pun* of tone, and ... such peifec- stowed upon choral music, it was the Beadfeld society

mer andfall with his father-in-law, so tl.at I I al-
,i"" hl evcr? re8nec«

[

tal
'
"- l-'ectl-. enchanted, where we preach every other sabbath. In that house

.... . . ,. I have frcquentlv heard l.i-xl. Drcyschock, Hers, we arc (It-lighted with the music of a laree and accom-
niost dailr opportunities ol BeeiUg and bearing him. '

; ,.,,,,,,,.,.... DeMeyer, and a host of others of the lightmng-Snger ,phshed choir, led by Mr. Fillebrown, which has some
f often met him in company or at places of musical re- • '

. . ... school, Imt they never? yet reached my soul. When- of the best voices in it we hear m the state, and which
M)rt iUld frequently improved the opportunity of draw- ,',,',. ,'

,
, ,.,, , , . ...

' ..." . , ,. ever 1 have heard the* performers they have always (ills the house with high and sweet nraises to God in
ins ont his opinion on various musical subjei

, ,. ' ..." . . . L . .
, , ... '

On the evening of September 10th. the various ,„„.
sat so that the and.encefcould see their fingers, and ,. has the substantial tones by which our fathers were wont

sicalsocietiea in Frankfort gave Mendelssohn a sen- always seemed to me that s g theirfingers was the to express their devotional gratitnde to Him who rales

. , i i i . i most interesting part ol their performance Halle, the world. Our admiration of that sin-dii" is what

however, played with his face to the audience. None suggested our commendations of choral music nnd our

conld see his fingers, no one thought of them; his per- well-meant strictures upon it- opposite— the would-be-

formance « id to the soul, not to the eyes, more-fashionable, but less appropriate, performances

Mendelssohn also took part in this concert, and played of quartet clubs—in the church, we mean. If our re-

Ilis father-in-law was on the hanks of the river.

or rather on a street, one side of which bordered on the

river. This street was inclosed by gates which are

always shut in the evening. When I arrived all ad-

joining streets were tilled with people, awaiting the
, . i, i i i i

with Mr Halle and another admirable pianist, a Mr. marks had the point of truth in them, and that truth
opening of the gates. By and by they were opened. ,.,.,,, ui ,.

,, Hi cr, a trio on three pianos, by Sebastian Bach. belonged to any persons in our denomination or out of
n\er street as far as the ' ' '

A day or two after this concert, I attended a music- It, at home or abroad, we beg them to understand that

al party given by Andre, the great music dealer of they have a perfect liberty from us to make as close an

Frankfort, at his residence on the i

application of it to themselvi s as they may think their

river. This party assembled at 12 o'clock at noon. It circumstances require.

was attended by all the resident musical folks

Frankfort and vicinity, including Mendelssohn, Halle.

the editor of the Boston Musical Gazette, and a host of

other equally distinguished non-residents. Most of

and it was not long before the

eye COnld reach, was crowded with citizens of every

tnd sex, all anxious to honor the greatest eon,

of the age. About ten o'clock the singers arrived

They consisted of the members of the " men's singing

Itions," of which there are some twenty in the

citv. The singers marched in procession, each one

carrying a small paper balloon attached to a
|

yard long, over his head. Each balloon was painted

in fancy colors, nnd contained a lamp, so that the lit-

tle forest of balloons made the street quite light. Ar-

rived tinder Mendelssohn's window, the leader, who

was distinguished from the rest by a pole two yards

long on which were five balloons, mounted a stand,

and the singers formed in circles around him. Each

I had a book, which the light in his baloon en-

nabled him to sing from. They sung in glorious style

for three quarters of an hour, mostly Mendelssohn's com-

positions. At the conclusion. the leader made a com-

plimentary address to Mendelssohn who was seated al

the window with his family, after which a voice called

for
" drei mal drei" (three times three,) a piece which

was performed in the congregational style all present

taking part in it, producing fl real yankee hurrah.

The singer- then again formed in procession and dis-

appeared. Report the next morning said they were

headed on their retreat by ei t from Mendels-

sohn, who brought them back t> his house, and paid

them with interest for their performance, in good things

for the inner man- enjoyment.

On the next day, Mendelssohn performed for a

couple of hours on the organ in S-. Catharine's church

It was generally known that he intended to plaj

the church was filled with listeners, He played ex-

clusively the composition! i -(,„„! all of the

time at his side, and noticed his lingering and mat

CHURCH MUSIC.

In the preface to the National Psalmist, a valuable

historical account of church music, with much other
those present played of sung. The last piece perform- UM .

|

-

1 , raformatSoi respecting it. is given. With the
edwasa piano sonata, by Halle. After him no one (permission f thettoublishers,we propose reprinting this

would play. His performance was BO clear, distinct,
preftcc hl succeJye numbers f the Gazette:—

ind expressive, that I concluded the piano must be of <

surpassing workmanship, in respect to touch and tone:

and such was my curiosity with regard to it that I lin-

gered behind after tlio party had broken up. for the

sake of trying it. Judge of my surprise on finding it

to be an unusually poor German grand piano, not bet-

ter than many that are frequently seen in our auction

It may seem strange that different pla;

can produce different tones from the same piano bu1

Halle certainly demonstrated that this is as much the

ease with the piano as with the violin.

Church music nay be divided into two classes, eon-

gregational and choral. By congregational music, we

mean Buch as is designed to be sung congregationally
;

and by choral music, we mean such as depends for its

rmance upon a properly organized and trained

within the vocal capacity of all classes of people, must

necessarily he mostly confined to the plainest and easi-

est tunes and chants ; while choral music, which may
he comparatively complicated and difficult, may in-

clude more elaborate hymn tun s
:
services

and anthems. Both of these classes of music may,
The Augusta (Me.) Banner, the editor of which is a according to chenm- employed with pro-

universalist clergyman, recently published a pungent pricty in public worship : both have been thus employ-
article against quartet singing in church, and in favor ,„] from the beginning, or certainly from the time
of the performance of church music by huge choirs, when "sang Moses and the children of Israel " their

The article seems to have offended some in the neigh- triumphal responsive chorus on the shores of the lied

borhood, which called forth the following article in s Sea.

i. rut paper. We are decidedly of the opinion When the church has been apparently weak nnd
that a large choir is best for the performance of devo- feeble, the congregational style has prevailed; while,

tionalmnsic. The ho devotion- [„ times of greater outward prosperity, choirs have
ill the effect, to our mind : been trained to lead the people in the service of song,

Choral Mi sic.— If any persons have i carrying the music of the church to a degree of excel-

nr article, la.-t week, on " Choral Music.'' was lence that it could otherwise never attain. When, just

incut of the stop-. He ni 1 1 hanged the stops after dictated by any considerations of a personal nature, ot before the crucifixion, our Lord and his disciples cli

commencing a piece. Some,;;.. designed to apply to am particular society their lasl mi cmn and interesting interview by

with full o o e than another, either of onr own or different dc singing a hymn, :

d that thej all ti

he ne-, er ( hanged tie imencing : minalions, they h misjudged our motivt a part, and the voice of the Saviour himself, which had

neither did he cl kcj lioard to an dour object. Nothing
I

could author- !

> en heard in chanting the psalms of

The best German ts in organ ize such a narks were general

—

playing must be produced 1 general truths : wo pointed out no plai

1 1 variations of stops, luded to no society, nor did we i

"n •iiliiir to any denomination not to ours.

Charles 1 f the We did and do believe that charm music is tin

charitable societies in town. II: lie v.
i te for the house of God and that such as world, reaching the thrones of kit

Issohn and others of the leading musicians of would make quartet, trio, duet i erformances and causing them, with the rich, the great, and the

ny, as the fine t living pianist. Vet he did not fashionable in public worship, are poor jut] d honorable, to do homage to the " Kb "learn

the Jewi-li si n ice, mingled with the voil I
- of his di~.

eiplcs in tin hip. '1 he singii

that occasion was tionnl. But whci

time al apostles went out on their hig]

Bful mis-ion. and tic ;iito all the

•

' cation, but bar! di voted all his life to

the study of expression. All the pieces which he play

ind of what ought to be good fashion. Believing ing, science and art were amoi s that

Iso, of course we shall say so : (br i m w< were brought and consecrated to the service of religioni
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The talent in music that God had given was brought

back to him again in songs of holy gratitude and joy.

At the early dawn of the reformation metrical psalm-

ody made its appearance in the form of unisonous con-

gregational singing. The singing of psalms was an

exercise for the people, one in which they were accus-

tomed to take a part, not only in spirit, but also in its

outward form, with voice making melody unto the

Lord. This style of singing appear! then to have re-

ceived a direction and an impulse which have influ

enced it ever since, for even now it generally prevails

in the protestant churches of France, Switzerland,

Germany and Scotland. In England early provision

was made, not only for congregational singing in the

plain psalmody of the parochial chinch, but also foi

choral service in cathedral worship. Both styles were

carried to great perfection in the reign of Elizabeth,

and " so aptly arranged," says an English writer, "a!

to furnish a model for after ages." In the choral mu

sic of the old English masters " there is somewhat,"

says Rev. Mr. Havergal, " so spiritually majestic, so

serenely noble, and so warmly devout, that few com

posers of the present day can produce a tolerable imi-

tation." " The Elizabethan composers were men ofj

profound erudition and excellent judgment. They

clearly discerned the requisites of divine worship, and

self-denyingly aimed to fulfil them. Instead of indulg-

ing in a wanton fancy, or allowing their genius such

scope as would fire passions, captivate imaginations,

or turn auditors into applauders, they confined them-

selves to a style, which of all styles contains the most

art with the least ostentation ;

" one which accords with

the solemnities of religious worship, and tends to in-

spire feelings of " awe, reverence, tenderness and de-

votion." The parochial tunes too, of that age, contain-

ed in the early psalters, and collected, "composed into

parts," and published by Ravenscroft in his " Whole

book of Psalms," in 1G21, (a work which has with-

great truth been called the "fount and standard "of

English psalmody,) have certainly not been excelled,

if they have been equaled, by modern composers.

" Simple and easy as they are," says the writer above

quoted, "they arc never vulgar, insipid', or boisterous.

Grave, but cheerful, dignified and chaste, they are ad-

mirably adapted to meet a great variety of language,

and to foster a calm and earnest devotion."

the town in 1839, I learned from an acquaintance of

good authority that the place was indeed changed.

The dram-shop was forsaken, churches and academies

erected. Music and singing schools are common, and

so great has been the change effected, that many who

once felt indifferent to the sound of the gospel and

morality, to industry and temperance, now rejoice to

think that they have been made the happy partakers

of such blessings. And, gentlemen, I wish you pros-

perity in all your endeavors to promote this cause.

May providence smile upon you, and the subscriptions

for your musical paper meet your expectations, that

you may hence know,

How pleasant it is to see

People dwell in harmony.

—

Mus. Visitor.

s.-fWi

Utility and Influence of Music.—About the

year 1830, I resided in a country town, some distance

from this city, and during my stay there, I perceived

that there was little.or no attention paid to the subject

of music. And what was the effect ? Why, there were

more than one hundred young men, loitering about

grog-shops. In this way they sought to divert them-

selves
;
and many had Beady been ruined. In 1835,

a music school was opened in the vicinity of the dram-
shop. It was something new, their attention was ex-

cited to the subject, and many who before had been al-

most abandoned, who were far gone in the paths of

vice, ga,ye fcheir immediate attention to the study of

music. And by this means they were diverted, and so

much so, that the dram-seller almost despaired of pur-

suing business. Yes, by the introduction of music in

a vicinity where hardly nothing but immorality, vice,

and intemperance could be perceived, the scene was
changed. The rumseller failed, was thrown out of

business and left the place. And as I passed through

To our country friends.—IWe have usually, at

the commencement of each volume, made what effort

we could to extend the circulationiof the Gazette. All

our efforts have led us to the conclusion that we must

depend solely upon the good offices of our friends for

all our new subscribers. Jn the hundreds of musical

meetings which are constantly taking place, it seems

to us that those who are interested in our object, will

not find it difficult to speak to two or three who never

heard of our paper before. To all who will do us the

favor to do so, we shall feel particularly obliged.

Many of our readers have expressed to us their won-

der that any teacher of music, or chorister, can get

along without a musical paper, and we do not think it

egotistical to express our opinion that they cannot.

What branch of science in the world has so many stu

pid, ignorant, snarling, quarrelling professors as the

science of music? and what causes all this ignorance,

but the fact that so many take no measures to improve

themselves in the art they pretend to teach or direct?

We feel confident that whoever extends the circulation

of our paper, will do something towards dispelling tins

ignorance.

cinity ; nine thousand tickets at about twenty-five cents

each, were sold.

The German musical papers are full of notices of

concerts given in various places, for the purpose of

raising funds to found a German navy. Edward Breu-

nig, the inventor of the celebrated harmonica piano,

intends traveling all over Germany, giving concerts

on his instrument, and devoting half the proceeds to

the above-named object. Many of the music festivals

which annually assemble, will devote their receipts to

the same end.

A wonderful violinist named Tkdheimer, has created

a great sensation in Paris.

The provisional government at Paris offered a large

prize for a new national song. Eight hundred com-

positions were offered for the prize. Among these,

three hundred were so good that the committee were

unable to decide which was the best, and so decreed

another trial.

From the last German papers. — The Allgc-

meine Zeitung, published at Leipsic, says that Professor

Sulzt r, and the composer 'Schachner, have opened a mu-

sical academy in Vienna, in which musical instruction

is given on a new system invented by Sulzer. The

academy numbers one thousand members, says the

above-named gazette, and such is the admirable sys-

tem pursued by the professors, that those who know
nothing about music, are enabled to sing easy melo-

dies at sight after six or seven lessons.

A Vienna paper strongly advocates that, among oth-

er measures taken by the new government for the ele-

vation of the working classes, free singing schools

should he opened.

The house of Arneman & Son. bankers in Altona,

have tailed. By this failure Jenny Lind loses most of

her property.

Charles Halle, one of the greatest living pianists, is

giving concerts in London. His excellence does not

consist of great execution, but in the expression and

feeling which he throws into the performance of easy

compositions. He seldom plays anything more diffi-

cult than Beethoven's and Mozart's sonatas : but into

these he throws expression which those who have not

heard him would deem impossible on the piano.

A concert was recently given in Dresden, for the

benefit of the suffering mountain peasantry in that vi-

A Good Anecdote.—A correspondent of the Troy

Budget tells the following "good un :
"

It seems that a person who blows the bellows of

the organ at St. Luke's church, also attends to the fur-

nace for warming the building, and having occasion

during the service to "mind the fires" he left the bel-

lows in charge of a coachman lately imported, and

"green " as the Emerald Isle of his nativity before the

appearance of the potatoe rot. During his absence,

the " Gloria in Excelsis " came in order of the exercises

to be chanted, and Patrick was directed to furnish the

organic element. A short time elapsed, but no music

followed the touch of the lady who presided at the

instrument. "Blow!" -whispered the fair organist.

"Blow!" replied the leader, and "Blow! blast you,

blow !
" echoed the entire choir, but not a puff found

its way into the vacant pipes, to wake the slumbering

harmony. An investigation now took place, and Pat-

rick was found behind the organ—with both hands

tightly clinched around the bellows handle, (some five

feet long and two inches thick,) the end stuck in his

mouth, his cheeks swelled to the utmost expansion, his

eyes distended, and the perspiration streaming from

his face—engaged in the vigorous but vain attempt to

force his breath through the pores of the wood into the

bod}' of the instrument.

It is perhaps unnecessary-Jo say that some little time

passed before the choir wcre)able to screw their mouths

into that serious pucker requisite to the proper per-

formance of the musical exorcises.

Criticism.—The following quiet hit at the wouM-

be amateurs and connoisseurs of the arts, from the

Boston Post, is quite equal to Phasdrus'S well-known,

fable of the pig that was hissed for squealing so un-

piggishly: "A crowd gathered before a window, re-

cently, to admire the figure of a cat, which was there

for public inspection. Neafay every one was delighted

with its likeness to life. '/But still,' said Augustus,

' there arc faults in it : it is far from perfect; observe

the defect in the foreshortening of that paw, now ; and

the expression of the eye. too, is bad : besides the

mouth is too fur down under the chin, while the whisk-

ers look as if they were coming out of her ears. It is

too short, too '—but, as if to obviate this defect, the

figure stretching itself out, rolled over in the sun. 'It

is a cat, I vow,' said a bystander. 'It is alive!'—'

shouted an urchin, clapping his hands. ' Why, it's on-
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Novel Musical Instrument.—A patent was be able to read music herself, may, by the help of these directions, t>*

enabled to teach her pupil* with good success, and thus prepare the]y a cat arter all,' said Mrs. Partington as she survey

it through her spec* Brt Augustus moved on, dis

_„;n ,.,l t i,„, nature had fallen *o far short of liis idea- novel instrument which the report of the commission- -. hymns, ud nriptural .elections, with approprl-poiiuiuiiuiiii.il" ... , , , . e ,
talc, arranged to be song In one, two, or three part* ; containing,

also, the elementary principle* of vocal music, prepared with reference
to the inductive or Pcstalozzian method of teacnlng.

1 he sound ot the tuning lork by Itsell 1- leeble ; but complete mimical manual tor mi n or grammar re£ nit. By Low-

uiiarurs of the criticisms of professed critics on musi- if, while vibrating, it he held over the mouth of a ves- par,,i wi,h , , common schoolsud aoadfrnleai
ami i> designed to follow the above work, in it will be round many

of perfection in the manufacture ol

The above i< a fair example of the truth of three

irrantcd last year, savs the Scientific American, for a uty for a more thorough and eitcnelve courae In 1b J ' THE SONO BOOK 01 I III SCHOOL BOOM
novel instrument which the report of the commiss

er of patents states produces tones by tuning forks

cal performances.

ORGANS IN LONDON-NO. .Will.

- /',/.,< Walworth.—A One organ, built by Lin-

coln in 1825. Swell to C.

OBJ \ 1 ORG \n

1 Stop diapason
2 Open dis

:; Ditto ditto

4 Principal

elfth

c Fifteenth

: Tierce
- B squialtrea, .'5 ranks

9 Mixture. 2 ranks

10 Trumpet
11 Clarion

IS Pedal ]
ipes, 16 feet.

a Open ditto

3 Dulciana
4 Flute
5 Principal

t> Fifteenth

7

sel, to give the vibration in unison with the note of tin
lldren and youth from

fork, the sound is. vci v much increase. 1. Tins feet bus ^'' '';''[''
V'

] ' ; >""' "''''"'•
,"," 7$?" '-."/V,"-'

1" !" ';j man in raosi slimier works, including the sprightly and enlti

been long known, but the inventor has availed himself ""'
'';','•'"

,,
,'!',' /":'"''"- /,""! .

'"' K"'" r ","' "'V","-° ''I- center melodies i arranged and har-
of it in ;i peculiar manner, in the production of this in- "."

1 music parties, By O. J. Webb and Lowkli Masoh. a- the titlc-

Btrument Bv means Of keys, like those Of a piano- P»ge seta forth; this work is designed for alt - It contain!

, , , „ .. therudli
< Ian, and an a]

torte, the lorks arc struck with a hammer Ol a peculiar containing Inatnic is tbr developing and training the v. The
I-, -i i

•„• 1 • i • I I 1
"" "!' Ilu '•

kind—an essential difference being made in the hard- moat popular aire, harmonised for four voice*.
THE VOCALIST: constating of short ami easy glee*, or songs in

tenor and base voice*. Bj ]
i

ncss of the hammer for the high tones. The resonance parts-,'

, Mason and Geokok Jambs Wuna, Professors in the Bosl
ound is obtained by means of boxes of thin wood, ,,,

..,
"'

imm, ..liitolv bnbiml tlio riminir fnrlrs Tbo lower tones THE S0CIA1 '.III BOOK: a (election of glee*

Cromorne and Bassoon
immulu,(»J i»mna tne tuning torus. ine lower tones

,,y , li;ti „„„M „ ;
, ,, pubii«hed in tffi

BW l'.I.L ORGAN.

1 Stop diapason
2 Open diapason
3 Double ditto

4 Principal

5 Trumpet
6 Hautboy
7 Clarion

are produced by Spiral wires, similar to those used as country: togethcr»ltliorigin*litoce*i by Wii^iajiM*sob«jmI
l J l A. DAKCROFT.

CHOI B OEQ i K.

1 Stop diapason

St Dututan's, 1 —This organ was built by

Mr. Bobson in 1834, win pedal pipes to G G G.

. P Reed, No. 17 Tn mont Row ; and by the publishers ol the
St. Edmund, Lombard Street— lms organ, built by

fi ,.a i (; „ Z ,.U( ., ot No. r Aiistm, Piece. Thi
musical information, besides. .'._' page* o:

8ttJ

TO LEARN TO PLAY CHURCH MUSIC

Mr. Bishop, is very line, with four rows of keys, and ae-loftie most valr^bl

pedal pipes to (1 (J G; swell to E E in the base.

Christ Church, Stamford Street, Paddingtan.—An ex

ccllent organ by Bishop, Swell to C.

i ephen, Walbrook.—A line organ, built by Eng

land, containing thirty-two

St Man. Rotherhithe.—This organ was built by Bv- theitudentto play church musiciwith focllity.

Reed, No. 17 Tremont Row, Boston, and n

field in 1764. It contains three rows of keys; an oc- dealers general!;

tave and a half of pedals. Compass of the great ami

choir organs from G G 10 F in alt

substitutes for bells in common clocks. Some of the GENTLEMEN'S GLEE BOOB m the most admired
German < L. Masox.

OOh : Edited bj I.. M >so» and Q.J. w
I

roc. if. BXEBCISl S AND SOLFEGGIOS, with an accompani-
ablc volume. Thcrij appears, however, some dilncul- mentfi le. Adapted to the want* ol private pupils, or

By Lowell Mason.
tics to he overcome: such as the want of volume ol THE MUSIC OF \ I rc^A£; with curious and Interesting ulu*tr*>

. . . , , ,. • j, i
tions. is% William (iABDiitEB.

tone in extremities of the scale—limited range—and ELEMEXTi Consisting of a
a in enunciation, applied to vocal music.

i.i. and I.. Mason, i

OF UUSIC Ifi NEK BNGLA \l>, will, biographical
psalmists. By (i. Hoop.

HKY WEBER'S THEORY OF MUSK IX COMPOBI-
translated by J. V- Warner. mplete.

i
.1 others an- invited to call ami examine tlji- alio* e works.

THE NATIONAL PSALMIST «

By MASON AND WEBB.
Vow readyjfbr deli'

notes in this instrument arc very sweet, and of con-id-

the different character of sound from the wires; but By Wn. Ryisi

which the inventor believes to be surmountable.

MUSICAL GAZETTE, BOUND VOLUMES
VOLUME II. of the Boston Musical Qazette, handsomely hound, for

Boleal - IVilkins, Carter & Co. No. 16 wate

ry, "The National Psalmist: a New Collection
of Church Music, .vc. Jtv i.i.w i n \i , s,.\ *nd G i Jambs

This work, upon which more than three years of labor have bean
ti d, is now presented to Choristers, Teachers of Music and oth-

u n most eonplete Afonual
rjPON keyed instruments. To play this musi.. properlyjiponue choirs,!

organ, piano, seraphine, melodeon, or other similar Instruments,

to bi bwi to read four separate parts al our.. ii

e done by a familiarity witli the chordsof which the music is

composed. In the work entitled " Instructions In ii ugh Base,b3
Johnson,*' thetw chords arc explained upon a perfectly simple

I
method. Longexpericrico has shown that this metliod never

falls to Impart a thorough knowledge of those principles which enabl
... ...... ... .. ..,..,- ..I.1I...I. .....si,, uiili .'.ii-ilii.. I '. . 1 .1 1 . 1 1 . 1 1 I.,- ,:...Published bj Geo. P. practice

In addition to a targe variety of entirely new musi.-. Furnished by
distinguished I tive contributors, the M National Psalmist"

red to contain s larger proportion than any other collection, of
the rich tunes which the church have used for ages, hut
many ofwhich are ssnewtothlsro

the popular English Chante/and it- Anthems,
mostly new, arc well adapted both for church worship and choir

MM

MUSIC BOOKS.
betical and metrical indexes, an Index bo fin mns, tbc, and

I''
i . in which the tunes i according to

i
1

1 character.
•* The National Psalmist" contains ]i;i tunes in Long Hetrei l".r in

S, CARTER & < 0. No. 10 V\ uter street, Boston, publish Common Metre l
" in short Metre; and SB of various Particular He-

following popular books, ties, embracing all the varieties in use i also, 7 Anthems and Sel I

,, . . ' .. , ,„i,;,.i, |,„ h.«n nnrlae CABtUNA SACEA, COLLECTIOA OF CBVBCR many of them furnished expressly for the work by distini
,—A juvenile ClaSS which lias been nndei MUSIC ByLlUSOB i almost universal use, endjjlish Composer*; and 1 I Including the i the Pro-

tcstanl AUrch.
Teachers and others interested are invited to cull and examine this

, . c **- t ...: r, .. ^„.,„„si ,.,«„t.^ ...:n ereatly admired for the beauty, chastcness and sterling character of it
the instruction ol Mr. Irving for several weeks, will g*™* PuDU,hed under &e „C i lendationoftl Lcadcmy

give a public concert on next Friday evening at the 1

, j" «g^osro^ ,,,„,:,, , ,. Edited by l.ma-11"

preshyterian church,

vited to attend.

Published hv TAPPAN, WH1TTEMORE .«. MASON. No. in
Tic citizens arc rcsnectfullv in- s ""- This standard worlds known and used as to pre- Washington street, Boston. 8tl«

i - elude the m v recommendation.
THE PSALTEBY. By L. Mason and O. J. Wsbi i ting of NEW SINGING ROOK

psalm i
t.i cdesignedfl ilsand

-»•-»» I1"""" """"•
[f we are not musical here it is no! for want of the choirs, and b f the most c lete works ofthe kind ever nuh i\ n hi' - CO. have In press and will shortly pub-

lished. The Psaltery being worthy of all commendation, has received '» lish, THE NATIONAL LYRE; a new collection of psalm and
. il ' there are nefil twenty pianos, ;unl accordeons the sanction of the Boston Handel clety, and the Boston hymn tunes, c prising the best ancient and modern compo

. '. - „ Academy of Musi I
1

1 uch that is cut it, ly new in this established merit ; with a ch ithems, to. de-
eqnal to the number ol tnts, ntlulcs not a lew, nutes

, iding many tunes, bj Mr. Chables Zei rignedforth andsocl-
. , ., -. „ „ i . .i published. In style there is a great diversity, It being suited to ever) ctiea, throughout the United Stal d and arranged by 8.
ineraole, clanonei esc.— out tne assessor ,,,,,,.,, ,,t abject and ocoi i parkhan iickehmax and Silas lbakoi

,
... . , , Uonal use. The Psaltery will mske a valuable addition to the Bo

enumerate tb''tn il lie can—and Singers, a gootl Ion and Cannlua Sacra, and onghl to

many.—New Lisbon I
•'. national less* \

This ..I original music. The old
tunes will he found with simple an and within the capacity
of all performers, and the new ones havt I with great care

collection of psalm and hymn from the mosl distinguished comi ancient and modern
1

. while it is I, nal music will be found of sufficient
ii .in .1 merit, with a cl rarietj to please all taste* \ p< of the tunes in this collection
i.i all choirs, congregations, deslgnt il for quart, tl i ftn use In thi

!

' « ill require more care in il

formance than those written for Is alional singing,
/;/;. CHOIR CHOBUS BOOK, i f choruses, from the Hutu ,. rtlonofthi mm - is within the capacity of all

work* of Handel, Haydn, Hoxart, Cherubinl, Mendelssohn, Sphot

nil musical instnimenl maker in the hope Of being Romberg, Ncukomm, Rossini, anil other distinguished - Hi, s [n the construction of the vocal puts havi

J Coi h words, and arranged with particular carefully avoided d u b pari i,.,s been made not
enabled to make a violin thai slmll equal the tones of reference to choir pra, le*. )f\ only easy, hut interesting to the

i
Important fea-

A.N.J rsoK. Ill choir* In wanl w music will fi the easy arrai Usiully,
i.i,b- b) the Celebral il StradlvariUS, ol < remona, ,|, sirable work. Vlth ns more vocal music than the most In works or this class, a figure has. Is riven i ,,„, ,, \, presumed that

, . , . , , , , . v . . exfaensh ibllsbed iu thi ave tile opportunity of perfecting themselves in tit

and for this purpose he litis brought from .Norway wood ^iiiS, plaj the ha nj of even plain psalm-
IJ/f: BOSTON CHOBUS BOOR

iiLSftt popular ohonisca, from Hi* worki of Uandcl, Haydn, and other

jrtniin compasi-

hi Dim i i i. mii I i, in. i, Mtiii.ii.—This cclc-

smted Norwegian violinist is now working as a jour- |j" x i'jI''','

1

,'!

nevman in the manufactory of M. Vnillaume, a Pari-

ihan two hundred years old.

hi il cription nys

—

Will you do me the favor and Mr. Stevens the

mention the organ built by him for the

,tb Uaptist Church, Baltimore, a year ago 1 Ii is

an admirable instrumi at, nncqualed by any othei i

size in this city ;
and reflet dil on him

as a builder."

. ii ii i . .i i r i ,, ^rment for the piano I Compiled by Maso
ertber in Baltimorc,al the elose or a letter the boston asthembook, < the best

, Mason.
THE " BOOE hi CIIAA I

, .I to • to select

gatlonal use. Hv I.. M ,s,,-,.

II. \ Mil i i o/ //;/ VESSIAH; An
Bishop, of Cheltenham, Knjrland.

I III I'RIM l/.l SCHOOL SONG 1,'iuK. in (wo pait«: the first

primary ,,i Juvenile singing
and the second pari i in explanation <>i the i,,,lu

uch scl I-. By I '

ml tins nia> i la difficulty in

the waj oi tie

by the substitution of small notes i

I base i and
M feel sin , that tin - of I H 'il me, t with

i.il approbation OfalL No. 10 Water street, Uostou. ell.'.

MOW .III i-.mi.K BINQUVG BOOK.JKO P. ill i D. Ni I .Bos-
i il I VOONO MINSTREL, a coll, etl

W liite,

rol Music In the Public schools in Providence, It. I. This
i eliile tunes, ami B COOipU t,"

i ih, elein, ntai\ principles of Musli

a* the text I k In the Public Schools In Providence, 1!. 1. and in

end O. J. Webb, Professors la the U myol Music. It ta many othor scl l~. It Is believed that It wttl fai swith
supposed that any mother, or

|
ol teacher, wh any othor work of the kind, while It > highly

sing, altl h tie may know so little of musical characters al not to p found In any similar existing wort
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HYMN. " Though the heart that sorrow chideth."

Slow and expressive.

-bp-

W. B. BRADBURY.
Letptric, March , 1 848.

Though the heart that sorrow chideth Sink in anguish and in care. Yet, if pa - tiencc still a - - bid -eth,/Hope shall paint her
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Though the heart that sorrow chideth Sink in anguish and in care, Yet, if pa - tience still a - - hid - eth, /Hope shall paint her
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HYMN. (Continued.)
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Mr. W. B. Bradbury has been a regular correspond-

ent of the New York Evangelist, since his residence

in Europe. The following is his ninth letter:

THE LEIPSIC FAIR-ITS MUSIC.

As the first and best of the musical entertainments

which occur during the great fair, I shall place the' means and opportunities, that they play so well.

Garden Concerts. There are many public gardens have really heard such performances by them as would

just upon the outskirts of the city, but the most beau- delight any audience at a fashionable concert, whether

tiful is the " Rosenthal," literally valley of roses. This 'American or German. The music is generally of al

is a large open meadow, of about fifty or sixty acres, simple and pleasing character, consisting chiefly of

in oblong form, perfectly level, and intersected by popular airs, which they themselves arrange, serenades,
1

twice a year, as a sort of perquisite from their employ-

ers. They arc honest, hardy, farmer-like-looking men

and boys, and make their money by playing in the

streets, under the windows, and also in the yards of

dwelling-houses. A band is playing under my win-

dow while I am now writing. They receive but a very

small pittance from each tenant of a large dwelling-

house. It is astonishing, considering their limited

I

gravel walks, with a pool of water in its centre. With

the exception of the entrance from Leipsic, it is com-

pletely surrounded by a thick forest of trees. This

forest is also cut up by walks, leading to adjoining lit-

gallopes, waltzes, etc. You would be more than de-

lighted to see their honest, sunburnt faces turned up to

your windows while warbling forth from their horns,

clarionets, trombones and bugles, a sweet melody,

tie villages and country seats. In different parts of richly and delicately harmonized, and played with a

this forest are placed these pleasure gardens. The 'taste true to nature and nature's music,

largest of them will accommodate seven or eight hun- The third and last class of musical performances I

dred persons at a time. They cover a space of about, 'shall speak of, given during the fair, is by female mu-

two or three acres of ground, and in the centre is erect- sicians. They are usually harp and guitar players,

ed a very neat arbor for the orchestra, open on all

sides, and elevated about three feet, and will accom-

modate a band of thirty or forty musicians. The

guests are seated at tables surrounding the musicians

in companies of four, six, eight, or ten each, and crowds

of people as thick, and almost as varied as you meet

in Broadway on a fine afternoon, form immense col-

umns of " moving humanity " to and from the gardens

on all public or concert afternoons.

In some of these gardens concerts are generally giv-

en two or three times per week, many of which are by

the best musicians, and j'ou can enjoy for one and a

half new groschen (about sixpence,) a delicious music-

ibut not unfrequently violinists also, and very rarely a

jfemale flutist may be seen. I believe, however, that

since the time that Minerva—observing that she was

laughed at by Juno and Venus whenever she played

the flute in their presence— examined herself in a

fountain, (looking-glasses, probably, had not yet come

in fashion,) and seeing how much her beauty was

marred by the wry faces she must necessarily make up

in blowing, discarded that beautiful instrument, and it
i

to) l

has never been a favorite with the sex. There are,

generally, three or four of these " lady musicians " to-

gether, and they are also, for the most part, not resi-

dents of the place. Many are from Bohemia, and sing

al treat in the open air, under the thick shade of mapleiiand play very sweetly. Some are Italians, and some

and sycamore trees. Besides the light music, such as

•waltzes, gallopes, etc. overtures, and even symphonies

from the great masters are frequently here given.

There is now a famous band here under the direction

of Lumley, which plays most exquisitely. Strauss,

the renowned and everywhere admired waltz composer,

is leader of a similar, though much more celebrated

band in Vienna. It is said to afford him great pleas-

ure and amusement to witness the effect of his own

beautiful waltzes upon the vast crowds of children and

common people who flock around him dming his per-

formances. The Strauss waltzes are popular every-

where, and he is constantly composing and playing

new ones. I shall take particular pains to hear him

when I visit Vienna, and in my " Sketches of Musi-

cians " will try to give some idea of the man whose

lively strains have delighted me so often.

As second rate in the fair, I should mention the

bands of wandering musicians, though many of them

Swiss and Tyrolese. Many, also, are from the im-

mediate neighborhood of Leipsic. I have been in-

formed that they are, generally, well educated and re-

spectable, being many of them daughters of country

school teachers, who are permitted to visit the fairs in

order to earn a little spending money, and they often

'obtain more for their singing during these three weeks

than their fathers and brothers can earn at home in as

many months. There is generally a company of them

in each refreshment room or booth. Sometimes they

visit from one booth to another, but the best are per-

manent during the fair. Those proprietors who suc-

ceed in obtaining the best are sure to have the greatest

run of custom. After performing a number of pieces,

one of the party takes a sheet of music, either written

or printed, and passing around the room with this sin-

gular but characteristic contribution box in her hand,

receives in it or on it the contributions of the guests

;

and as all give something, and generally not less than

half a new groschen, and frequently much more, she

obtains quite a handsome sum. This done, she re-

turns to her place and resumes the duties of her voca-

tion with a cheerful smile, while the merry guests con-

tinue to enjoy their " Bairisches bier" and cigars, with

their " Swartz-brodword-kasc," or whatever else they

may fancy. The same operation is repeated many
times during the day and evening, perhaps once in a half

hour, or at any rate as often as the company changes.

As to personal appearance, these lady performers

are neat and simple in their attire, and modest in their

behavior. They arc also, many of them, good look-

ing; but as to beauty, I cannot say much in favor of

the German women generally, at least of such as I

have met with. Indeed, it is so long since I have seen

any truly handsome ladies, that I have almost forgot-

ten how such beings look ; and, as for the children,

though they appear active and intelligent, I cannot

make them look like the American children. Occa-

sionally I fancy I can discover some one of my little

singers, with sparkling eyes, cheerful bound and merry

laugh ; but unfortunately I am near-sighted, and upon

a closer inspection invariably pass on with a feeling of

disappointment. I have spoken of some of the princi-

pal and most rational amusements of the fair, and of

this great and joyous country. In all their amuse-

ments, good music always predominates. At your

hotel, in the booth, the restaurant, the garden, or the

[street, it is always welcome, and meets everywhere

with smiles and friends. How many times I have

been led to exclaim, that American mothers, with all

their other most excellent accomplishments and quali-

fications, were not singers also ; and like the mother of

the great Mendelssohn, could give their own children

their first lessons in music. Were this the case, we
should not be so far behind our German neighbors.

All would love, honor, and encourage good music, be-

cause all would know how to appreciate it, and it

would occupy an honorable position in our institu-

tions of learning. It would find its place as well

'at the family altar and domestic fireside, as at the

concert-room and the sanctuary. Parents would love

jand cherish it, because they would see that by it their

families were bound together with cords not easily

sundered. The people would find it a never-failing

'source of happiness, pure and ever sacred. Yes, and

|we should have our own native " Swedish nightin-

gales," and " birds of Italy," with our Handels, Bachs,

Mozarts, and Mendelssohns. But we must wait a lit-

Itle, and have patience. Teachers must be willing to

labor hard, and often without much remuneration, or

thanks, even. But whatever you do, or neglect to do

in this matter, whatever trials and discouragements be-

set your way in your efforts to create a love and taste

for music, by all manner of means do not forget the

children. Keep them singing in their day schools, in

their sabbath schools, at home, and with their play-

mates; for the church, and for the concert or school

exhibition, let them always have music appropriate to

[the occasion ; as simple as their own nature, and as

' 'sweet as you would have their own tempers and dis-
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positions; music that will both interest nnd instruct' may very often; and where any real difficulty docs of fifths after C with its fifth, are received by the ear as

them, combinwl with sentiments of virtue, morality exist in similar motion, it is not avoided by contrary a chord in the same relation j that is—D as tonic, with

and religion, that wfll lend to make them happier and motion, but still remains, although this is universally A as its fifth:—and as they arc to be found in this

more useful to their fellow-creatures. Create thus a given as a sure means' of overcoming the difficulty relation only in the major mode in the key of D major,

love, a true teste for music, while it is in your power which is really felt in some cases in passing from one the ear at once feels it is a transition to the kev of D:
to do so; sow your seed faithfully and not sparingly, fifth to another. We may go from an imperfect to a and although not generallv acknowledged as a fact it

nnd though you may not live to witness the results, perfect concord by similar motion, in some cases, not is none the less so, ami ma\ easily be demonstrated :

you shall have the blessed satisfaction of knowing that merely " because well covered up by the other parts," the sixth in no scale being in the true proportion of a

you have added your mite to make the world happiei but because there is no real difficulty in the case to fifth to the second of the same scale; and if it were so

nnd better. And when you have gone to your rest, cover up
: the same may be truly said, in regard to the the character of tonic and fifth given in this case to D

others shall reap the fruits of your faithfulness. progression from the dominant to the tonic harmony, with A, fixes it as being in D major—the only kev in

July, IMS.

}V>r the Musical Qi

OH THE MOVEMENT OF CONCORDS.
Bfosical intervals are generally distinguished as

concords or discords ; concords, as perfect or imperfect.

The first rule usually given for the movemen.

concords Is—"that there must not be two perfect
I* having been Been and felt as a general rule

&C. although it has been attempted by one author, to

explain these seeming inconsistencies or contradictions

of the principal rule,—by asserting that where such a

progression evidently may be allowcd.it Is "because

one of the chordi is a discord, from which the discord has

t
,,)• been removed!" Could anything rival this in absurdity 1

that

which they stand in that relation and proportion to

each other in the major mode:—and this change of
key. being a transition to a key out of the circle of

related keys, without preparation is unpleasant and
harsh to the ear: and therein lies the whole difficulty,

when there is any in the case.

It has seemingly been taken for granted—that in

concords in succession, between the same parts, bj
l]t[h< " in

.

v ,K" fo,lOT !nca 5sive,J '" similar motion, following Dp a succession of fifths upon the organ or

similar motion." The second— '• that you may not go :""1 tl "' "»'• reason being overlooked—the difficulty

from an imperfect to a perfect concord,by similar motion" arises-of assigning something else as a reason: and it

—such passages containing hidden octaves or fifths. would sei m to be considered as so difficult a task, mat

These rules are given, and insisted upon as being of f^v cv,» attempt it. and none since,
1 even it. satisfying

the utmost Importance, by all autbon upon the subject; themselves; and the matter remains as ever, in the

and they all agree in cautioning the young student, language of some writers upon the subject, "aseeming

that one cannot he too careful in avoiding what are

technically termed "consecutive fifths and octaves,"

both open and hidden, in similar motion, lint not-

withstanding what is considered as the great importance

of these rules, no reason is given why they arc thus

considered. And then, again.—many rules arc given,

my-ten " and a "man el." -beyond our comprchcu

sion," and ' for which no reason can be assigned." A
reason or a rule is given, that "two perfect concords"

may not BUCCeed eaeh other by similar motion. Concords

include oetaves, fifths, thirds, sixths, &C ;
and as this

reason or rule cannot be applied in the case of thirds,

varying these, and making exceptions to their applies- sixths, &c—concords are divided, though without any

tion in certain cases: such as— "the third may reason in nature, into perfect and Imperfect concords,

proceed to the octave, by similar motion, when well As octaves arc at least as perfect concords as fifths, the

covered by the other part- ;

" " a third may be followed rule must be left to apply to them : although no other

by a fifth in similar motion, when the upper part fall- necessity is felt for its application to octaves, than that

one degree;" "two fifths may be allowed In succession, no reason could be given that would not include oc-

proceedlng from the tonic to the dominant harmony.
1

taves ; and consecutive fifths and octaves are forbidden.

piano, more especially if keeping within the limits of

the white keys of the instrument, you were not going
out of the key of C with which you commence; though

every successive fifth is to its predecessor, a complete
change of key several removes distant.

There is no more real difficulty or impropriety in

fifths or octaves," perfect concords "as they are called,

as such, succeeding each other in similar motion, than

there is in any other succession of chords : and it is

only where so succeeding they become a part of

another scale in a new ami distant key, that any
difficulty is felt, and they arc to be avoided ; and when
no such change is the result, they may be and are as

freely used as any other succession of chords whether

perfect or imperfect : and a single rule, capable of

universal application, a rule always sure, true in all

cases, and which never need to he departed from,

varied, or excepted to, this Simple rule—that in a

progression of chords, whether classed as discords or

nnd from the dominant to the tonic harmony;" "the The same difficulty is sometimes seen in going from concords, perfect or imperfect, an abrupt change to a

tonic of the relative minor may succeed the dominant

of the major mode:" Sfcc. These and many Others are

given as rules governing the movement of concords,

i ie contradictory rules, with the rules varying these

and making exceptions to them—sometimes correctly

nnd sometimes not—all tend to throw around the

subject much of mystery and perplexity to a new

beginner, which it would seem desirable to have

removed if practicable.

In attempting to remove some of this mystery and

perplexity, it will be necessary to refer to the rules

which have been considered as governing the movement

bow their incorrectness, the confusion

arising from them, and their uncertainty in any ease.

thirds to fifths, or from imperfect to perfect concords— I

new and distant key without modulation or preparation

|as is seen in going from one fifth to another, or from

one perfect concord to another, in immediate succession

;

and it is referred to their being in feet fifths or octaves

—though covered or /ridden, and such progression is

therefore forbidden.

All these varied, complicated, and conflicting rules,

overning the movement of concords, consecutive fifths

and octaves, open or hidden, perfect or imperfect

concords, &c. may be superseded and dispensed with,

and the whole subject made clear and simple, by the

knowledge or recognition of a single fact, "Inch seems

to have been overlooked (or not mentioned) by all

writers upon the subject, and to have given rise to the

The Classification of musical intervals into concords necessity of pages of arbitrary rules, mysterious and

nnd discords—consonant and dissonant intervals— is perplexing to the new beginner, and clothing the

not a necessary one, and not strictly correct: as all whole subject In inextricable confusion. This fact is

—

Inn musical intervals arc concordant : some more so [that the second and sixth of the scale arc not in them-

than other-, it i- true,—but all of them concordant, and

in proportion to the coincidence of their vibration-

< ing as perfect and imperfect concords, has no other

foundation, and SCCmS to have been made neees-arx

is to be avoided—will include all that need be said,

and may supersede all the various and contradictory

rull S which have been made upon this point.

Messrs. Kditous—The few thoughts somewhat
crudely and imperfectly developed and herein presented

for your consideration, are such as have recently been

-ted upon a point of some interest in the mind of

the writer; and which may be so likewise to some who
may be induced to read them, if you should consider

them as worthy of an introduction into your valuable

journal. I am aware that they may be met with the

remark—that in the facts here spoken of there is

nothing new, that this was all well known before, and

[so on; but if so, I would simply be allowed to ask—
Why then arc they not at least alluded to by writers

upon the subject, and a reason and a rule given for the

guidance of the young student in this particular, which

mould be true and simple, and thus render a difficultselves a fifth in any key : and that the sen,ml and sixth

ifa irn, ji/ili, cannot be received and recognized in the subject clear and plain, easily comprehended and

relation of tonic and fillh, in the same scale in which understood ? It may also be said— that what is here

they appear as the second and sixth; bat are in fact presented is untrue: only the absurd ideas of some

only by the rule which forbid- two perfect eoncordl in when used, (as they are felt to be used in a succession ignorant pretender, Inning no foundation in fact; and

Succession by similar motion : a rub-, it would seem, of perfect fifths,) as a tonic with its fifth, in a key so on: if SO, and it can be made evident nnd will be so

given only to be violated ;— as octaves, the mo-t removed by several degrees from the preo ding tonic bj any one possessing superior knowledge In the case,

f concords, unless prevented by some attending and its fifth. In the. key of C, for example,—the next by no one will the information be more gratefully

harmony, may and do succeed each other without succeeding fifth after C with its fifth G, is D with A as received and cheerfully acknowledged, than by tho

offence, at any time and by any motion; and fifths[|itS fifth 1 which, being sounded together in a succession! writer. d. w. n.
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From the Preface to the " National Psalmist."

CHURCH MUSIC-NO. II.

The first settlers of New England brought with them

the style of singing to which they had heen accustomed

in their native land, and which had probably been im-

proved during their residence in Holland. Their sing-

ing manual was " Ainsworth's Psalms," published in

Amsterdam in 1612; a book containing a translation

of the psalms, with a commentary; and also a versifi-

cation of the psalms, with tunes. Of the latter the au-

thor says in his preface, " Tunes for the psalmes, I find

none set of God ; so that ech people is to use the most

grave, decent, and comfortable manner of singing that

they know, according to the general rule. 1 Cor. 14:

26, 40. ' Let all things be done unto edyfying.' ' Let

all things be done decently, and in order.' The sing-

ing notes, therefore, I have most taken fro our former

Englished psalmes, when they wil fit the measure of

the verse ; and for the other long verses, I have also

taken (for the most part) the gravest and easiest of the

French and Dutch psalms (tunes.)"

For nearly a hundred years there seems to have been

no material change in the tunes. Other versifications

of the psalms took the place of Ainsworth, but the tunes

remained the same. They were handed down from

parents to children traditionally, with but little aid

from a written notation. Without the means of pre

serving purity of style, or identity of melody, it is not

surprising that errors crept in, that, by such crude at

tempts at embellishment as uncultivated singers always

delight in, the melodies received interpolations, and the

proper style of singing was lost, so that the voice of

praise had well nigh ceased in the land. At the be-

ginning of the eighteenth century, the singing in the

churches had so much depreciated that this part of

worship could be sustained with difficulty; and about

1720, when the evil had become too great to be borne

any longer, several clergymen and others set them-

selves seriously about the work of reform. One of the

first results of their efforts was the publication, in 1721,

of the first singing book of any considerable impor-

tance in New England, by Rev. Thomas Walter, of

Roxbury, Massachusetts. The tunes contained in

Walter's collection are in part from Ainsworth's psalms,

with others mostly from Ravenscroft's collection. The
work contains twenty-four tunes : 16 in C. M., 4 in L.

M., 2 in S. M., 1 in L. P. M. and 1 in H. M. They

are in three parts, cantus, medius, and base. Four

tunes are in treple measure, but syllabic ; the others

are in common or equal time. Something of the state

of church singing at that time may be gathered from

the following extracts from the preface to this work.

" Our tunes are, for want of a standard to appeal to in

all our singing, left to the mercy of every unskillful

throat to chop and alter, twist and change, according

to their infinitely diverse, and no less odd, humors and

fancies." " I have observed in many places, one man
is upon this note, while another is a note before him

;

which produces something so hideous and disorderly,

as is beyond expression bad." " I myself have twice

in one note paused to take breath." Again, on the

advantages of keeping together in singing, the editor

says, " The even, unaffected, and smooth sounding of

the notes, and the omission of those unnatural quaver-

ings and turnings, will serve to prevent all that discord

and lengthy tediousness, which is so much in fault in

singing of psalms. For much time is taken up in

shaking out these turns and quavers; and besides, no [chest itself. Hoarseness from swallowing very fat

two men In the congregation quaver alike, or together, meats or drinks will lose itself in a short time after this

which sounds, in the ears of a good judge, like five stimulus has ceased.

hundred different tunes roared out all at the same time."!

The efforts which were now made seem to have been

Sometimes it is the symptom of more serious indis-

position, especially of consumption. But upon this

successful in the promotion of musical knowledge and, we can only so far touch, as to give the following rules,

taste, and especially the publication of Walter's book,' jlf hoarseness comes often, and from every little cause,

.which, as it was in parts, led to the formation of choirs,' from every little exertion of the voice, there is reason

by which only those parts could be sustained. But all to be seriously alarmed for the chest, and carefully to

these efforts at improvement soon took an unfavorable javoid every thing that might hurt it ; for this often re-

direction, by the introduction of an inferior style of Ipcated and continued hoarseness is a certain sign, if

'tunes. Church music had gradually declined in Eng
-,
|not of decided consumption, at least of great weakness

land, and particularly so among those denominations

of christians whose influence was principally felt in this

country, and many books of comparatively poor tunes

had been published. The works of William Tansur

seem to have had a greater influence in this country

than any others. In 1734 he published in England

Jhis " Complete Melody," a book of original tunes ; and

about twenty years after, he prepared another work,

[inferior to the " Complete Melody," designed especially

for New England, called " The American Harmony,"

[and published it in Newburyport, Massachusetts. In

this work we find some of the earliest attempts at that

imitative or fugal style in psalmody, which afterwards

became so popular. The tunes St, Martin, Barby, and

Rothwell, date as far back as the "American Harmony

PRESERVATION^ THE VOICE.

TRANSLATED FROM THE GERMAN.

in the chest, and a tendency to all the ills connected

with it.

United to hoarseness is generally another defect of

the voice, roughness, which is caused by too much or

too little moisture in the breathing passages, or by a

natural unevenness of them, or arising from sickness.

It comes from the same causes as hoarseness, and is

remedied by the same means. Good domestic reme-

dies for it are the yolk of an egg, with sugar and a lit-

tle claret. To add alcohol to it is not good for every

organ ; it creates an unpleasant irritation and cough.

Honey and liquorice, taken in small quantities, are

useful ; but they easily produce a stopping of the pas-

sages of the chest and throat with phlegm. Tea with

sugar is beneficial to some organs, but very often pro-

duces greater roughness of voice. Gargling with warm
elder tea, and inhaling the vapor of tea, are recom-

mended in such cases. After applying these remedies

internally, it is very beneficial to wash the neck with

lukewarm water, and to rub it with flannel after it is

thoroughly dry. When the organ of the voice be-

comes dry by too much exercise of it, or the necessary

mucus is taken from the vocal cords, this mucus will

very seldom be fully restored by artificial means. The

best remedy in this case is, to chew a piece of hard

bread or cracker, until it makes a moist paste ; eat this

paste slowly, and drink a few swallows of moderately

cold water after it. This simple remedy is applied by

To take proper care of the voice is of so much im-

portance to every singer, that the greatest attention

should be paid to all the means for its preservation,

j

and to every species of indisposition that tends to in-

jure it. There are but few maladies that affect the

'organs of the voice alone, as the greater part of the

[troubles to which it is liable, are merely symptoms or,

parts of other complicated diseases. In every case of

this kind, a judicious singer will at once seek the ad-

vice of an experienced physician, without making the!
j

the best singers with good success. Strong spirituous

matter worse by trying to cure himself, or by resorting' drinks, such as brandy, rum, &c. are, by their astrin-

to quacks. We will therefore only touch upon the |g
ent effect

'
particularly apt to cause roughness of the

lighter diseases of the voice, and show how they must!
(

voice
>
^hich wiU be easilv observed. The only remedy

be treated. J

in this case is, to abstain from them altogether. The

One of the most common affections of the voice is'
j

sinSer has especially to be very careful in the selection

hoarseness, causing it to lose in volume of sound, and[|
of the beer he mav drink

'
lt is a verv commori but

in distinctness and precision of tone. The origin of,|
mistaken error

>
committed by base singers in particu-

hoarseness is often catarrhal, in which case it must be! i

lar
>
t0 think that beer is beneficial to the voice. The

treated as a catarrh. It is, however, frequently caused sound of the hiSh and middIe tones is alwavs endan -

by speaking or singing too much ; when it arises from |g
ered bv

'

lt
>
and though the lower tones may apparent-

the dryness of the larynx, and the consequent relaxa-jjty Sain in volume, they generally become rough and

tion of its muscles. In this case, singing must be post- \

hard- Where roughness is natural, or arises from cli-

poned for some time, to give room for those parts to'
(

mate
- (

in the north h is almost epidemical,) very little

recover the necessary power and humidity. They may
!also be assisted in it, by the application of gently soft-

ening and moistening remedies, such as gargling with

[lukewarm elder tea and honey. Hoarseness is very

'often the consequence of a faulty respiration; when
the vowel tone is not brought out with proper economy
of breath

;
when it is produced more by a forcible dis-j

can be done to amend it. Correct respiration, and

careful solfeggio singing, can alone aid, and this in a

limited measure.

Catarrh has its origin mostly in a cold, and there-

fore requires warmth, and remedies that excite perspi-

ration ; such as elder tea, balm tea, oftentimes made

stronger by elderberry jam, &c. The same is to be

charge from off the lungs, than by a quiet emission of 'observed of all those ills that are connected with, and

the breath. The necessary moisture is driven away are a consequence of, catarrhs; as cough, sore throat,

from the vocal cords; and an irritation is felt, which] I swelling of the external and internal glands of the

produces frequent coughing. This cough takes away ; neck, of the tonsils of the throat, of the glottis ; local

the flexibility of the voice, and may destroy its organs,

prematurely; nay, it may be very detrimental to the

remedies merely may be called in to aid these local

indispositions
;
gargling with elder tea, honey, &c. and
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if the evil is deeper down b the throat, inhaling the and the strength of his chest, belong to his voice, and recess was given, during which the lamps were lighted

vapor of tea. External applications of camomile bags must be preserved for it. Lastly, take great care for The solo parts were sung by celebrated solo-singers,

are advisable, especially for swellings of the glands, the preservation of the teeth. Their decay and loss and everything was performed with a perfection which

But above all things, the throat must be kept warm, will take away the chief instrument for the resonance perfectly astonished me. The house was beautifully

by day and night. To wrap the neck in flannel, and of the voice; and this loss will be felt the more, as it decorated with flowers and banners. Each singer had
to wash l«jth it and the cheat with lukewarm brandy, pn vents the perfect and clear articulation of the words, his own part only, and printed in a small book which

N useful for this purpose. Asthma, and want of The singer must therefore do nothing which would when not in use, was kept rolled np in his hand : this,

breath, if occasioned by weakness of the chest, require hurt the teeth

the treatment of a physician. Domestic remedies may

do much harm; but correct practice of singing, under

the direction of a teacher acquainted with physiology,

will most certainly contribute materially to the strength-

to my eye, added not a little to the occular beauty of

the performance.

EXTRACTS FROM OUR JOURNAL—NO. XXVI. Mayence was the birthplace of Guttemburg, the in-

Sept. 2.-I visited Mayence, a city at the confluence
i

ventor of printin« : A bronze sta,ue
'
tcn fcet in hcieht .

of the rivers Main and Rhine, about twenty miles from
0CCUP,es the Public S(

l
uarc

-
During thili ***"** a

cning of the organs of respiration, provided there be no
Fl .

ar|kfort] t0 aUend one of ^ cdebrated Gcrman
.dinner, in honor of his birthday or something else

natural defect in their construction. .,__, f„. : .„,„ ^u ,_ .....„, __., connected with him, was given by the printers' society,

From these rules, in cases of indisposition of die

throat, the reader may deduce for himself, for the most

part, what he has to do for the preservation of his voice,

and we will only add the following remarks. The

musical festivals. These festivals are constantly oc-
,

.airing in different parts of Germany; and afford as'
t0 Which an > bod -

v cou1 ' 1 0,,,1,in admi"a"™ "ho could

much of a holiday for the town in which they are held,
\

W & dollar 0r twa Printers are grcat folks in

as the fourth of July is in the United States. They!
|Mayence: wthout disParaSc™nt to yankec typos, we

are always conducted on a grand scale, and it is worth
",Ust Say Wc nevet saw 6ner *•*«» of typography

most important thing to be observed is, the condition a journey from America to attend one. The performers *" Wera ,lis
l
,la

-
vi'

,l Bt tins same Guttembnrg dinner.

e iU i , i , .. r n i r • i • •• j i_ This musical festival wound up with a grand ball in
of the bodv when singing, and the manner of singing, are usually members of musical societies and orchestras. y >
k- uii l- i i • -i .i i • u »v. r *• i i u j • .l the same building; which was so large, that I wasNever sing while indisposed, particularly in the organs in the town in which the festival is held and in the ."' fc '

r.u • • i- » i a . , , . ,, . A , . . ,, , . assured the dancing-floor measured a quarter of a mile
of the voice; never sing immediately after running fast, neighboring towns: these societies generally attend in .

° h«uwivj u uura

or after riding, lifting, or similar bodily exertion : when a body ; that is—either all or none of the society attend.

the voice is not at command, is wavering, incorrect, or I was much interested in seeing the various societies

panting ; which may have very bad consequences with-

al. Never sing immediately before or after meals, for

it hurts both the voice and the health together. Never

talk or sing too long; it will raise an irritation, a burn- Each boat-load was received with great ceremony

ing, a pricking in the throat or chest, which are always the Mayenccrs, and marched in state to the quart'

arrive. Most of them came in boats upon the river,

each adorned with evergreens and flowers, the members
of the society carrying banners and other insignia.

HORN TLAYING.
an account of a concert in London, the London
d thus mentions a celebrated horn player :

Another great feature among the novelties of this

nterestmg concert was the performance of M. Vivier,

signs of the approach of a state of indisposition. Dur- assigned them. Seven eighths of the ladies were under who has long enjoyed the reputation of being the most
ing singing, stand free and easy ; and do not hold any eighteen or twenty years of age, and many of tim extraordinary performer on the horn on the continent.

thing before the mouth, which might prevent the free gentlemen were quite young: I never saw a set of M. Vivier has a double claim to notice first as a very
flow of the breath, and thus weaken the chest and people in my life, who seemed to be more full of 'fine player, with a beautiful mellow tone execution re-

deaden the tone. The chest mnsl always be held free- unalloyed enjoyment. markable for finish and vigor, and a style of irrcproach-

ly erect, that the lungs may expand; strengthening! The performances were given in a building used as able elegance and correctness next as the inventor
the breath, and giving more case to the song. Never, a grain market, in shape exactly resembling the freight

()1
. „#,„ , he ( ij S(

,0VCrcr, of properties hitherto unknown
or at least very seldom, touch the extreme limits of house of the Western Depot in Boston. It would seat or unrecognised in the instrument. The unwieldy and
your power of voice. Frequent repetition of this over-) comfortably about seven thousand persons, and at the unmanageable nature of this fine orchestral instrument
singing might produce a sudden and entire loss of performances it was crowded. The performers were

| las evcr Decn tne stumbling block of professors and
voice. Do not sing in a place either too cold or too together for two days; the first day being devoted to thc puzzle of theorists. The peculiarity of its structure
warm, so as to lose the proper proportion of warmth rehearsals, to which anybody could obtain admittance limited its scale of open notes to the harmonics produci-
between the breath inhaled and exhaled. A singer by paying twenty-five cents. The performers conV|,]c U pon instruments of vibration For example the
must be more moderate than any body else, in eating] sisted, in round numbers, of 200 treble, 200 base,; gca ie f t ),c ]lorn suppose the kev of C N C G E
and drinking, for the sake of the preservation of his 150 alto, 150 tenor, 100 violins, 12 double bases, 12 an( i ]j flat q ]) g \.\ y sharp (i which notes onlv
voice; and this precious treasure is well worth inch a violoncellos, and 75 or 80 other instruments, In the oonld be produced without difficulty Skillful cornists

privation. This is particularly applicable to tenor, arrangement of scats, the treble occupied several of the however, brought the shut notes, as they are called so

sno, and alto voices; the base voice is not BO deli- front rows stretching entirely across the house: behind [much under command, that tbev have been generally

catc. As to the choice of meats and drinks, prefer the
1 the treble, the alto, base, and tenor were placed, divided available in melodies and passages hut never so much

lighter and milder articles, and avoid all that is very in mk-Ii wise as to admit the orchestra between them; so as to conceal the difference of tone. Composers
fat, ami even rich fruit, nuts, e&c all strong spirituous that is—these three parts were arranged in two choirs,

| mvt,
i lt, cll compelled to restrict their use of the horn to

drinks, &c. Tobacco-smoking does not hurt the voice, half on each tide, the orchestra filling the space between
1

suit this deficiency and till Weber and Spohr made
if Used moderately; nay, it may be of material USB, by them. In the Orchestra, the twelve double- bases were instrumentation more complicated, confined themselves

promoting the secretion and discharge of the phlegm| placed In B row in front, with the twelve violoncellos t0 , ne usc f tnc open notes. Hut by Yivicr's discov-

fiom the Organs of breathing, and thus making the in a line: behind tliein; behind these were the other lTV presuming it possible tO he brought into common
voice purer and clearer. Snuff-taking, however, stops stringed instruments, then the wind, and finally—as far „se. the scale of the born will be doubled, all the " shut

np the canals, Obstructing the resonance of the tone, out of the WUJ M possibll—the brass Instruments, notes" being producible with BS much case and with

and consequently making it weaker; and it should The singers were all seated during the performances, as full a tone as the open ones. Another property die*

fore be avoided by the singer, lie should be mi as was the case in all the- chorus performances 1 heard covered by M. Vivier is the possibility of playing two,

to keep the body as equally warm as possi- in Germany. The: ladies were all dressed in white', three, four, and even five notes in harmony: and thete

Me, to prevent being either heated or taking cold, both and nil dressed alike; each with her hair adorned with combinations are not merely confined to simple com-
of which necessarily bun the voice ;

but he- should also flowers, and cadi with a bouquet in her band I never nion chords and their inversions, bul to sevenths and
l>c dressed with case and comfort, particularly in those attended a more- beautiful performance

\
for the eye- was other lUwwdB, with the power of modulating from one

which nrc active in tinging, as the- throat and delighted equally with the ear. key to another. Last, ami most wonderful of all, is

in order t<> allow them a free and unmolested The performance commenced M (o'clock p m. on the- tact that VL Vivier e-.-m play a melody while he is

motion, otherwise, by being compressed in their ac- the second day ; and consisted of Mozart's symphony sustaining a harmony—a feat that, had we nel heard it

Hon, they would Injure the health. Practice on wind In C, and Handel's oratorio of BeUabazzar, The first with our own ears, we should have declared to be im-

instrumenta is not admissible for the singer; his breath, piece occupied about an hour; after which a long possible.
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All these discoveries were manifested with brilliant

success on Monday in the solo which M. Vivier per-

formed. The result was a mixture of astonishment

and delight, which for a while suspended breath, but,

ultimately exploded in a unanimous call for repetition.

The solo consisted of a simple romance, involving a

cadence, wherein the new effects were introduced. In

his execution of the melody, M. Vivier exhibited a fa-

cility in playing legato, which we had no notion was

compassable on the horn; he joined the successive

sounds together with as much ease as though he had

been playing on a clarinet or violin, and progressed

from one key to another with extraordinary and un-

erring aplomb. We have rarely been present at the

trial of an innovation, the result of which was more

entirely successful and gratifying. The bearing of this

new discovery on art generally we shall reserve for a

future occasion.

[ H.Berlioz.

HECTOR BERLIOZ,
A distinguished French composer, by some consid-

ered one of the best living writers, has recently paid a

visit to London, his first visit to that city. From the

Musical World we copy the following description of

one of his concerts

:

The second concert of this celebrated musician, which

has been anticipated with such general interest in the

world of art, took place on Thursday, in the Hanover

Square Rooms. The audience was crowded with well-

known amateurs and professors of music ; scarcely any

one eminent as a lover or practitioner of the art was

absent. We at once give the programme, which, as

will be seen, was chiefly composed of selections from

the compositions of Berlioz:

—

PART I,

Overture—"Carnaval de Rome," H. Berlioz.

Ballade—" Le Chasseur Danois," M. Bouche, do.

Symphony—"Harold," the three princi-

pal movements, with Viola Obligato,

Mr. Hill, ..,.',.
1st movement—" Harold in the moun-

tains," " Melancholy," " Happiness,

and " Joy," ....
2d movement—"Pilgrim's march,sing-

ing the evening hymn,"

3d movement—"The Abruzzian moun
taineer's serenade," . , .

Bolero-" Zuide," J Madame gabatier
Romance Francaise, >

Adagio et Rondo, piano forte, from Con-

certo, Madame Dulcken,

Choeur et Ballet des Sylphes—fragment

from "Faust," "Mephistophiles" Song,"

M. Bouche, .......
PART II.

Marche Hongroise—"Faust"

Reverie—"La Captive." Madame Garcia,

Air—de " Manon Lescaut," Mad. Garcia,

Solo, Violin—M. Molique.

Invitation a la Valse, Rondeau de Piano

de Weber, arranged for full orchestra,

The works of Berlioz must be viewed without refer-;

ence to those of other masters. They are things en-

tirely per se, and seem almost to belong to another art

than music. The element which predominates in them
is imagination, and considered from this point of view.

they are works of the very highest order. In character

H. Berlioz.

Mendelssohn

H. Berlioz.

H. Berloiz,

H. Berlioz,

Balfe.

H. Berlioz.

and plan they find no precedent anywhere ; the sys-j

tern of modulation upon which they are based is of

itself baseless in respect to all that has gone before.'

Indeed, their originality is so striking and entire, that

this alone constitutes their author one of the most re-

markable men in the history of the art.

The programme of Thursday's concert contained

enough of important matter from M. Berlioz's pen to

give a tolerable notion of his genius and style. The

Carnaval de Rome is a stirring and brilliant inspiration,

illustrating with singular power the exciting incidents

that accompany the Italian festivals. The first move-

ment, andante, is a serenade, the principal theme of;

which—a sentimental ditty enough—is given to thej

corno di bassetto ; the second is an allegro, vigorous, over-

powering, and carried on with a perpetual accumula-j

tion of climaxes that keeps the excitement continually!

on the stretch. The instrumentation is masterly and

splendid, and the general effect unprecedentedly bril-

liant. The execution of this overture was a triumph-

ant example of the power and quality of our orchestras,

when spurred on by energy and zeal. The popularity

of M. Berlioz, whose manners are as winning and gen-

tlemanly as his talents are remarkable, is unusually

great in this country, and every member of the orches-

tra put his shoulder to the wheel with as much good will

as though the overture had been of his own composing.

The result of such a unanimous determination to do

well may be easily imagined. The overture was en

cored with acclamations by the whole room.

The intention and merits of the great symphony of

Harold have been made familiar to our readers by re-

peated criticisms. It is unnecessary to reiterate ; suffice

it that M. Berlioz's design was to give a musical em-

bodiment to the impressions derived by the pilgrim of

Lord Byron from the various scenes through which the

poet's glowing fancy has conveyed him. Harold is

represented by a violin obligato, while the orchestra is

supposed to describe the objects and events that act'

upon his imagination and excite his feelings. The first

movement, " Harold among the mountains," embodies

successively the varying feelings of melancholy, hap-

piness, and joy, which the wild and rugged scenery is

supposed to create in the mind of the wandering Childe.

The conception of this movement is sublime, the devel-

opment magnificent; the whole bears the stamp of a

mind daring, original, and poetical. The two follow-

ing movements—the Marche des Pelerins (Pilgrim's

March) and the Serenade of the Abruzzian Mountaineer-*-

are more simple of construction, unlabored embodi-

ments of one idea, but not less original in style, and not

less masterly in their instrumental development. The
last movement of the symphony, which combines with

its own subjects recurrences to the themes of the three

preceding ones, was omitted, much to the disappoint-

ment of the audience. The performance of what was

given was highly satisfactory. Mr. Hill played the

tenor obligato part in a style equally noticeable for mas-
1

terly execution and poetical style, This was written

by Berlioz expressly for Paganini, who was a great

master of the viola ; but we agree with a contemporary,

who expresses a doubt whether Paganini or any one

else would have interpreted it more satisfactorily than

our own incomparable English tenor. The symphony

created the most intense interest, and was applauded

from beginning to end with vehement enthusiasm. The
Pilgrim's March was encored.

The fragments from Faust, one of the most dramatic

and fanciful compositions of Berlioz, were also received

with great favor. The wild and singular song of Me-

phistophilcs was declaimed by M. Bouche with great

vigor and less finish. The deliciously-instrumeuted

Danse des Sylphes was played with the utmost delicacy

and encored with great warmth ; M. Berlioz, however,

declined to accept the honor.

The Marche Hongraise, one of the most overwhelm-

ing pieces of instrumental scoring ever listened to, was

played with powerful effect, and encored enthusiastic-

ally. Previous to this, M. Berlioz made a verbal apol-

ogy to the audience for the absence of the drums and

other instruments of percussion, so necessary in this

march, which, he stated, were in the room, but of which

the proprietors had declined allowing him the use.

Owing to this barbarous example of English egotism,

selfishness, and dog-in-the-manger-ism, the march ma-

terially suffered, and the Invitation a la Valse was alto-

gether spoiled ; so much so that we are unable to offer

an opinion about its merits. We much regret this, as

we were very curious about the result of this orchestral

metamorphosis of Weber's charming piano-forte baga-

telle.

The vocal morceaux from the pen of M. Berlioz had

the advantage of being very ably interpreted. The

Danish hunter's song is a rugged conception, but there

is a certain melancholy wildness about it that has an

irresistible charm ;
M. Bouche sang it with energic dull-

ness. Madame Sabatier was charming in her romance,

and proved herself a musician to the finger's end. But

most of all we are pleased with " The Captive," a pa-

thetic and expressive song, which Madame Viardot

sang with intense feeling that went to every heart, and

insured a rapturous encore, to which the fair vocalist

responded by one of her delicious Spanish melodies,

interpreted with a coquettish archness that was thor-

oughly irresistible.

It must suffice to record the encore awarded to (and

richly deserved by) Madame Viardot and her very

pretty cousine, Mdlle. Molina di Mendi, in the last of

two of their unanswerable Spanish duets ; the renew-

ed success of M. Massol in the air from the Favorita

(sung in Italian ;) the applause so legitimately won by

Madame Dulcken in her classical interpretation of the

Andante and Rondo of Mendelssohn's first Concerto

;

and the thousand and first triumph of Molique in his

solo in Styrian airs, which was as captivating and wel-

come as ever.

Altogether the concert was one of the most interest-

ing and exciting we ever attended. M. Berlioz, who
conducted throughout, was received with tumults of

applause, a sign of the universal esteem in which he is

iheld in this country. His success was in every respect

brilliant and complete. We never had to record a

greater, and never recorded any with deeper gratifica-

tion. M. Berlioz is deserving of all the honors that

lean be heaped upon him, and of for more than he has

[encountered hitherto in this country. Let us trust,

however, that the day is not distant when England may

in some respect indemnify this extraordinary man for

the misappreciation he has mot with in his own coun-

try. Berlioz, though no longer a young man, has yet

to find his place among the great geniuses that have

shed lustre on the art of music.

A word is due to MM. Sainton and Tolbecque, and

M. Marelzek, who—the first two as leaders, and the
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last as director of the choruses—conferred infinite credit cheese which he had hrought along for his own bodilv be m
':
le

,

t0 remd music herself, may, by the help
i.. .».-> uiimv o o enabled to tench her pupils with good success,

of thcsi direction!, he
anil thus prepare the

unon themselves bv the zeal which, in conjunction, it comfort; this not satisfying his wolfship, he threw out way toamorotnoronghai in higher schoolsupon iiu in . j . . b i. ///; SONO BOOK OF THE SCHOOL ROOM: ConAttini

if bat ju>t to sav. with everv individual instrumental the remainder; yet Ins unwelcome companion seemed great variety of songs, hymns, and scriptural selections, with eppronrl-
. , .. , . , ,. , ... e *• / , ,,

ate music, arranged to be sung in one, two, or three parts ; containing,
and vocal performer, they manifested in the discharge in no wise desirous ot parting from such excellent also, tin- elementary principles of vocal music, prepared with refeti nee

j - a > «. .j to the inductive or Pestalozzian method of teaching, designed as acompany; and since the bread and cheese tasted so complete musical manual for common or grammar schools. By Low-
~~~A *.k«.u_al— i:.~. l « »««.« ~r .l.~ „ «l i" Mamjs snd Geohiie Ja«i:s Wi:mt. This work has been pre-
good, apparently meditated a taste of the corporeal p,««i with reference to the in. of common school, and academies.

of their several duties.

JENNY LIND.
Much has been written about this celebrated vocal

ilitv of the ScolchiT imself As a dernier resort °"d '" d?!PS *" reUow llu
'
"'"'vt *'" k

-
In " *''" '"' f"" ml man >'

U,,J OI ' niscn. .as autrnicr resort, aong^ adapted to the various circumstance* ofchildren and youthfrom

the Scotchman bethought himself of his bagpipe. So rS^^^i;':'^;^!:!';;'
ist, but one of the best descriptions we have seen is from he struck up a lively jig, and the wolf in a twinkling »•

,
, ^ ^_

the nen of ourdistin"uished literirv towns-woman Mrs made a streak of himself across the hills. Breaking monlaed for tour, .1 for adu it singing schools and social,me pen ui our iiisnii^uiMieu iiiei.ii > tovtiis iruuiau, luio. a music parties. By O. J. Wuiunul LowzLI Haioh. As the Otte-
n tainsMaude, who thai disconrsea on the personnel of the in- oft' his tunc and shaking his fist after him, he exclaimed peg*i-etiiforth. this work I » schools, it conui

' ' no- riKlitnents, arranged on the 1 i stalozruin plan, and an nppcmli

imitable Swede : " Her arms and hands lcs and feet —"En bed I ken'd ycr humor, vc should 'a' hed yer containing instructions for developing and training the voice. T
' fe . , . _ „

" "
table of contents embraces, besides new pieces, mauy of the finest axiu

arc not well turned, and she is too short in stature to moosic afore breakfast! mostmpubwalre, harmonized for four voices.
////. ( of Al.lsl : consisting of short and easy glees, or songs in

be impressive in the performance of heroic character. partsi ananged for aoprano, alto, tenor and base voices. By Lowell
_ , __ , _- . . c Mam.s and (iEoliiiE James Webb, l'n.fcssorsiu the Boston Academy
Look Here !— '» c are sorry to say that a few of of Music.The general expression of her countenance is agreea

Me and amiable ; but her command of countenance is
t • i i . _. ., . .v . ,„„ c THE SOCIAL QLKS BOOK: a selection of glees and part songs,

our friends have not sent the amount that is due from by distinguished German nmuween, new before published In this

too limited for the highly wrought and varied purposes
1 them. We sincerely hope that all such will forward TSZtiSZ*""

10' """"""' pta°"' * W,LLM " ***** "'< S,LiS

of the tragic or melo-dramatic stage. Madlle. Lind, the small balance in our favor IMMEDIATELY, and gSSSSSSt %*£ 82S& "^ tnm "" mort admire<l

however, never sins against taste—never deviates from not put us to the trouble of again making out their

propriety ; and if she does not equal the expectation, bills.

she never offends against the judgment. It is the want

of power, not the misuse of it, which leads the amateur

to feel occasional disappointment. Her voice is of great

sweetness, sometimes thin, and more suitable for the

concert room than the opera house. The execution of

lltisros i.ln HOOK; Edited hv I.. Mkm and O. J. WstB.
IX EXERCISES AND SOLFEGGIOS, with an accompani-

ment for the piano forte. Adapted to the wants of private pupils, or
classes in vocal music. By Lowei.i Hani
THE MUSIC HI NATUREi with curious and interesting illustre-

Thc last improvement we have heard of, is, for a Honi
.

Bj yv,. , , ,,, oARniwnB.
/ /; VENTS "I- UUSICAL ARTICULATION; Consisting of a

series of rudimental exercises in enunciation, applied to vocal music.
By Wm. RDSSKLL and I.. Masov. 1-mio.

.1 BISTORT OF MUSIC Li W.ii I VOl i\ D, w ith biographical
ketchl - of reformers and psalmists, It\ i,.lloon.
GODFREY WEBER'S THEORY OF MUSICAL I 'IMPOSI-

TION ; translated by J. F. "Warner. _' t .1- m o. sheep, cornph te.

Teachers and others are invited to call and examine the above works.

man to drink rain water in order to make his voice

more soft.

MUSICAL GAZETTE, BOUND VOLUMES.

THE NATIONAL PSALMIST x

By MASON AND WEBB.
NOW ready for delivery, M The National Psalmist : a New Collection

of Church Music, &c. By Lowi.i.l Mason and George James
Werii."
This work, upon which more than three years of labor have been

expended, is now presented to Choiietara, Teachers of Music and oth-
ers, us a most complete /'/, adapted to the use of

her shake, which has been SO much and SO deservedly i .TToLU.ME II. of the Boston Musical Gazette, handsomely bound, for

,, . . , . ,, , , , . . ., ! V sale at i 1 each, by Wilkins, Carter & Co. No. l(i Water street

;

extolled, IS admirable ; the Clearness and precision, the Geo. P. Heed, No. IT Tremont Row ; and by the publishers of the Mu-
j .. j ,,- ,„ „ i „„i„j i,„ „.i „_ sical Gazette, at No. 7 Allston Place. This volume contains a great
duration and warbling, have been equaled by other ,u a i „f the most valuable musical information, besides si pages of new

singers; but the vanishing part, or diminuendo, is sin-'
'" us 'c - ^

gularly beautiful, and produces a capital effect. The
|

TO LEARN TO PLAY CHURCH MUSIC
iiiilictHC strain cvirv lisfeninrr faculty to ascertain the. TTP0N keyed instruments. To play this music properly upon theauuieiice strain cvciy iistcnin tacuity 10 ascertain uie

jj organ< pion0ifieraphim.im(.,0<k.oni or othcr , illlilar instruments,! Cholra, Congregationa, Singing School^ and Mnaical Bodettea.

instant when the S\TCn shall CCaSC to prolong the Ca- it is necessary to be able to read four separate parts at once. This can In addition to a large variety of entirely new music, furnished by
|
only be done" by a familiarity with the chords of which the music is distinguished torcicn and native contributors, the " National Psalmist"

'" is believed to contain a larger proportion than any other collection, of
the rich und standard tunes which the church have used for ages, but
many of which are nevertheless new to this country.

It contains most of the popular English Chants, and its Anthems,
mostly mw, are well adapted both for church worship and choir
piacttcei

Its indexes are very complete; embracing, besides the usual alpha-
betical anil metrical indexes, on index to hist lines of hymns, &c. anil
" Descriptive Tables," in which the tunes are classified according to
their style and character.
"The National Psalmist" contains lilt tunes in T.ong Ifetni 157 in

Common Metre: 77 in Short Metre; and BO ot various Particular Me-

dcnCC. As a time-keeper, Madlle. Lind is faultless."— ,
composed. In "the work entitled "Instructions in Thorough lias.

,
b]

• ' 'A. N. Johnson," these chords arc explained upon a perfectly simple

Ll

t

'it'pool Chronicle. and eaay method. Long experience has shown that this method never

fails to impart a thorough knowledge of those principles which enables

the student to play church music with facility. Published l,y Qeo. P.... Bccd, No. 17 Tremont Row, Boston, and for sale by book and music
( MANGE KINGING —On luesday evening last, the dealers generally. 3tl7

MUSIC BOOKS.
"W'lI.KI.N-
\\ thefol

" St. Chad's Youths," Rochdale, ascended their tower,

and rung in excellent style a touch of 1848 changes,'

(the year of our Lord,) in one hour and one minute,!

stationed as follows :—Mr. S. Stott, treble ; Mr. Thom-I

.[- A-llWOrth, 2d ; Mr. John GHndrod, 3d ; Mr. Robert mSic. "published under the recommendation of the Boston Academy
Of Music.

Till: HH.STO.V ACADEifi - < <>1 I F.CTIOX. Edited by L. Ma-
son. This standard work is so extensively known and used as to pre

dude the neceeelty ofany recommendation.
//// PS ii ill:). By L. Mason and G. J.Wcbb. consisting ol

psalm and hymn tunes, anthems. Arc. designed for singing schools and
choirs, and being one of the most complete works of the kind ever, pub-
lished. The Psaltery being worthy of all commendation, bus received

J8, CARTER & CO. No. 10 Water street, Boston, publish

si,e following popular hooks.

CAMONA SACRA, or BOSTON COLLECTION OF CHURCH trcs. c,„l„aomg,illthcvarictics„, use ; ,,lso. ., Antbem.and SotPiecc.,
..... . • •> . • . I I . A 1 V III

Grindrod, 4th ; Mr. James Howarth, 5th ; Mr. Thomas

Bamford, 6th ; Mr. Robert Ilampson, 7th ; Mr. Joseph

Buttcrworth, tenor, which was ably conducted by Mr.

Samuel Stott. Weight of tenor, 17 cwt. The mem-
bers of the

supper, at the

l/r.s/, 1 By L. Mason l being a work in almost universal 'u«e, andj !!
,a

"i',"
f ""'"' "'"''' t

''l
CM"--!.,; tor the work by distinguished Eng-

greatly admired for the beauty"chasteness_and sterling character of its
J^^^SlSISSall"hai^fc^™

1^ ln,lu,1 '" p ,hc Canhclet of the Pro-

I Teachers and others interested are invited to call and examine this
work.
Published by TAPPAN, WHITTEMORE Si MASON, No. 114

\\ ajhington street, Boston. 3tl5

NEW SINGING BOOK.

W 11.KINS. CARTER, & CO. have in press and will shortly pub-
lish, ////; NATIONA1 LTRB: a mw collection of psalm and

society afterwards partook of an excellent r^'^^at^3^^?-*.^?^^!!^^"^'^?^ "J"™ *»«•. oomprieiiig the beet
Academy of Music. It contains much that is entirely new in this Sabliahed merit i with a choice i

lie house of Mr. James Bridge, the White' country, including many tunes, by Mr. CnaBLBa Zi i » i a now first M , r llu . . „ ,
.

.... .. . .
l l

PobUehed. Ill .tyle there !• a great dnersity. it being su.ed to every
,,1,.,. ,| lr„„,,„„„ thl, ,„;„,, st„„.,

Suan. Yorkshire-street, given them gratuitously by variety of subject and occasion, and .s MMclaJJy adapted tocongrega- ,.AKKMAN T , cuuul „„,, s „ is a. no, a<

». . , « , cr. ,, ^, tional use. The Psaltery will muke a valuable addition to the Boston
t'l,;, eollectioii consists of old new and on

Mr. Joseph Buttcrworth, of Belle Green, cotton-spinner,! Academy'i Collection and Ottmua Sacra, and ought to be in every
1im

'

c'J „ n ,„,:,;,,„, ; ,[,, InnrdVawangemento,

as a mark of good fcclino; for their perseverance in the I HE NATIONAL LTRB l A new collection of psalm and hymn
. comprising the best ancient and modern compositions of estab-

nrt of ringing, mil which he has been much gratified, uehed merit, with a choice telecUon ol chante, ta. designed for the nag

Mr I'liilins iioiiUfii.lor iwaairlad ns r-hnirmnn - Bn ,l' of all choirs, congr.j-n »Uj and societies throughout
i. I nnips, wooiM.ipitr, piesidCd as cnanman, ana Lj^ |-

lli(„, states. Complied and arranged by 8. Pabxkaj i

Mr. John Grindrod, music-seller, as vice-chairman.; '^rii^inu^w^'i'^ BOOK; \ .oiuctio,, of ci.oru.es, from the

After supper, they spent B very pleasant evening ;<»»; rf Hjnael, Haydn, Moaart,ChcruUnl,Mandalatohn," J ' J ' ° Romberg, Efeukomm, Rossini, and other distinguished composers.

ther in harmonv and conviviality, and at intervals Co lletl, adapted to EngUah words, und arranged with particular
•'

reference to choir practice, and for the use of musical societies. By
runt; chaogei ami lunes on their hand-bells.

—

Manchet A. N. John son. All i hoi is in waul Of
desirable work. Although it contains more Vocal lousic tlinii the most

lv« chorus books winch have been publlahed in Hiis oountry, it

w ill be sold at a price less than imon church music books.

J hi: BOSTON CHORUS BOOi I onaiiUnj of a selection of the
most popular chomses, iiom tlo works of Qandel, Haydn, and other

emlnenl poiers, arranged In full vocal score, with an aocompani-
in < ut I0r the piano forte or organ, font pi led by H k80M v Wl'lili.

//// BOSTOA A\llll V BOOK, being a collection of tlo bast

anthem and choirs. By 1.. M\-"\,
//// - BOOK in i ii i » />," consisting ofchanting music, adept-

regular hymns and to selections from the scriptures, fbi oongre1

atlonaJ use. By U H i«0K.
IIAM'I US OR ITORIO hi' THE KESSIAB; Arranged by John

Bishop, ol Cheltenham. England,
//// PRIM l/M SCHOOl SONO BOOK, In two pait>; the first

pari rioting ofsongs suitable for primary orjuvenUc singing eel is

ami the s nd pot , onsisthlg of an explanation ol the iiolncti

ancient ami modern compositions of
selection of chants, anthems, ftc. de-

cougicgatiuns, singing schools and foci-
States. Compiled and arranged by S.

:roft.
original music. The old
its, and within the capacity

of all performers, and the new ones have been selected with great care
from the most distinguished composers of the ancient and modern
Schools, while it is hoped the original music will bv found of sufficient

Variety to please all tastes. A portion of the tunes in this collection

an i - 1 .. , i ,i 1 1 \ •!, .igm il tor ituuriottc choirs, and for use in the social

and domestic circle, and of course will require more care in their per-
formance than those written tor large choirs or congregational singing.

Bui the far greater portion of the music is within the capacity of all

choirs.,., |, ..i |:. i r.irimincc, and of a strictly devotional character. All
c
""!Io!*!i

r
^ needless dlmculties In the construction ol the meal parts have been

carefully avoided, and ae far ai paaoibio esnh pari has been made not
only easy, but int. resting to the performer. Another important fea-

i
music win ti nil this a very

[||r ;, (i
,. |h|, |look ^ ||u,^ ajtangomenl of the organ score Usually,

in works of this class, a figure base te given i but it is presumed that

ns have tile OppOltUnltj Ol perfecting themselves ill the study
ofthorou Hi ientl\ toplaj thehannorrj ofeven plain psalm-

odj i figure! oonectly,and this may l>e eonaidered a difficulty In

the waj mar, which it has been the endeavor to

by the substitution of email notes between the treble and base: ami
-lire that this arrangement Of the organ part will meet with

th. e.odial approbation of all. No. 16 w at. i itrst t. Boston.

Am io.il —Ttu Scotchman, hisBagpipe,euid tht Wolf,

—A Scotchman, traveling in a lonely part of the

country, with no companion but his bagpipe, was met

by a haU-itarvcd wolf, that seemed right glad of an

opportunity to make amends for so long an abstinence.

lie manifested, in no equivocal terms, a determination

to make a mcnl at the BcOtchman'l expense. Where- end lh« nd part consisting of an explanation oi the inductive or
1 Prstali od of teaching music In such schools, Ity I.. Mason

upon the Scotchman, making a virtue of neit smIv, threw end a J.Webb, Prol n in th. Boston a.oademyof Music, it jsc ....

uppoaed that any mother, or primer; school tcoehcr, who can herself] |any other wort oi the kind, while It contains many piecesjif a highly

SKW .HVKM 1.10 SINGING HOOK.

J
1ST pi BUSHED by OEO. P. REED, No 17 Tremont Bow, Bol-

ton, Till: Vlll Nl. \11\s I 111 1., a collection of Music for the use

boole,bl l N. Johnson Ol Boston, and Jason White,

Teschor of Music In the Public Bel Is In Providence, It. I. This
work contains a lorge variety of popular juvenile tunes, and a complete
system "i the cli mental] principles of Music. It has been introduced

-i I k in tin Public Bchooll in Providence, R. I. and in

many oil It i« believed that it will favorably rnmparc with

him a part of the Contents Of U small Sack of bread and, ling, although she may know so little of musical cliaractcts as not to popular character, not to be found in any similar existing work. :itli
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FAIRY CHORUS.
Words and music by J. C. JOHNSON.
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E - o - lus sing - eth so lust - y and loud, When the moon looks out from her sil - vcr - yloud, When the looks out from her
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loud, When the moon looks out from her sil - ver - y
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cloud; And leap - ing, dash - ing, hur - ry - ing by, The night wind moans thro' the for - est tree; And mid-way between the
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earth and sky, The sprites of the storm ride vaunt - ing - ly : The sprites of the storm ride vaunt - ing - ly. Sprites of the
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FAIRY CHORUS. (Concluded.)

sb h"^ Su ^^a^^tes^
Fly tothc westwhilcour song we sing, Fly tothewestwliilcour song we sing ; No tempest shall sadden the elf

k b. k.
_

i—i—i
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t~mn t~m m i~m z
—m t-m k: —

r

king.

whilcour song we sing, Fly to the west while our song we sing ; No tempest shall sadden the elf - - in king.
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Fly to the west while our song we sing, Fly to the west while our song we sing ; No tempestshall sadden the elf - - - in king.

From a quartet by Beethoven.
. Andante quasi adagio.

CANTABILE. 7i Double

f-

B. F. E
Ritard.. Aoaanie quasi aaagio. i ^ ^ a ^ ^m , -^ XUtara. w

p— w p —p - - ^,

/> Father of our feeble race; Wise, be-nef- i -cent, and kind: Spread o'er nature's ample

gg^em
face, Flows thy goodness un - con-fined.

p Father of our feeble race; Wise, be-ncf- i- cent, and kind: Spread o'er nature's ample face, Flows thy goodness un

^^^^mm^^mmm
^
con-fined.

Cres . Ores. ^ .^ Ritard.

etc tkt r

r
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grove, /> Or the bus
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y walks ofinen,;; Still wc trace thy wondrous love, Claiminglarge re - turns again.Miis-ing in the silent grove, p Or the bus - y walks ofmen,/> Still we trace thy wondrous love, Claiminglarge re - turns again.
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Mus - ing in the silent grove, p Or the bus - y walks ofmen,/) Still we trace thy wondrous love, Claiminglarge re - turns again.

<v/^irf.rJf
pM r-
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i cr Juwicc r lecc c iCcjm i

CAMDEN. C. M.
THOS. HALIFAX, Lockport, N. Y.

£!>:* * P^Sfe ^feHP
W, love iliy ho-ly tem - pic, Lord, For there thou dcign'st to dwell ; And there the her - aids of thy word Of all thy mcr - cics tell
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EARLY INSTRUCTION IN MUSIC.

BY REV. JOHN TODD.

God has created the soul for music, and made pro-

vision to supply its desires. The most barbarous sav-

age has some way by which to create musical sounds,

and the savage who for the first time hears a well-

regulated band, will crouch down upon the ground,

entranced at hearing notes so far exceeding any thing

of which he has ever before conceived.

The band that passes through the street will draw

every family to the window; and the flute's soft notes,

floating over the still waters on a summer's evening,

will cause the Indian to lift his paddle from the water,

and let his canoe drift noiselessly down the stream.

The proudest monarch on earth will kneel and weep

during some of the strains of the mighty organ and the

choir as they perform " the Messiah."

War has laid his iron hand on music, and the notes

of the bugle, the clarion and the trumpet, have made

the heart thrill and leap upon the field of death. The

horse and his rider both feel its power, and rush into

the ranks of the destroyer. The charge is made, and

man is brought breast to breast, under the united in-

fluence of music and the war-shout. What notes, deep,

awful, and spirit-stirring, were those which rose over

the field of Waterloo, as death rode through the ranks

on his pale horse ! The roar of cannon, the groans of

death, and the murderous shout of battle, are drowned

or softened down by music.

Music has ever been the waiting-maid of pleasure.

The ball would be unknown and the theatre would

die, were it not that music gives her constant presence,

and pleads with a noise so sweet that the world cannot

resist it. Any price will be paid for exquisite music.

Eighty of our ordained missionaries could be support-

ed by what a man now living annually receives for the

music which he creates on the violin. A lady who
has earned great fame in the theatres of Europe as a

singer, has been offered, if she would come to this

country, at least an equal sum. She declined, as her

voice was more highly rewarded where she is. I do

not mention these facts to find fault, (for that is use-

less,) but to show the strong love we all have for music.

Almost all nations, perhaps all, have national airs,

by which the love of country is deepened, and a nation-

al feeling is created and maintained. The popular air

"Yankee doodle" will probably create an American

feeling as long as our nation exists ; and the airs " God

save the king," and "Rule Britannia," will never cease

to call the heart of the Briton to his own glorious isle.

The soldier from Switzerland, and from the highlands

of Scotland, will weep when they hear the national airs

which call their hearts home to the place of their birth

and childhood.

It is remarkable, too, that all people associate music

with the bliss which awaits the soul beyond the grave.

The Indian thinks lie shall sing the song which he

loves in the land of blue mountains beyond the grave;

and the christian associates the music of heaven with

his sweetest hopes. The dying pillow is softened by

music. I have seen the youth on his dying bed, rav-

ing with madness, soothed and hushed and made quiet

for hours by the flute which his weeping father played

at his bed-side. We almost feel that the ear of death

would be sensible to " the song of twilight," if sung by

a beloved sister. Who cannot feel the force of that

sweet song which one of our own daughters sang be-

fore she passed away, written in her fifteenth year?

" When evening spreads her shades around,

And darkness fills the arch of heaven;

When not a murmur, not a sound,

To fancy's sportive ear is given

;

' When the broad orb of heaven is bright,

And looks around with golden eye
;

When nature, softened by her light,

Seems calmly, solemnly, to lie ;

—

Then, when our thoughts are raised above

This world, and all this world can give,

O sister, sing the song I love,

And tears of gratitude receive.

The song which thrills my bosom's core,

And, hovering, trembles, half afraid,

O sister, sing the song once more,

Which ne'er for mortal ear was made.

'T were almost sacrilege to sing

Those notes amid the glare of day,

Notes borne by angels' purest wing,

And wafted by their breath away.

When sleeping in my grass-grown hed,

Should'st thou still linger here above,

Wilt thou not kneel beside my head,

And, sister, sing the song I love :
"

It is not a matter of surprise, that from the time that

man was driven out of Eden, to the present hour, as

we have every reason to believe, religion has made
great use of music to aid her disciples. It was early

taught in the schools of the prophets, and from them

went through the length and breadth of the land of

God's people. Not only so, but God made special pro-

vision for its use in giving to the church those inspired

songs which bear the name of David, and which will

be sung as long as the church exists on the earth.

From the time that David strung his harp down to the

third century of the christian era, music was exceed

ingly simple, touching and effective. It was, so to

speak, little else than the music of nature, consistin

in a fine delivery of the most beautiful and touching

poetry. Music, in the most ancient ages of the world,

was the parent of poetry. The prophetess Deborah

wrote her wonderfully sublime song, that it might be

committed to memory and carried home by the army
of Barak. Even the great poem of Homer, it is said,

is the daughter of music; a composition which hag

probably had more influence upon the character of

man than any other book, the bible alone excepted.
li From Homer," says l'ope, " the poets drew their in-

spiration, the critics their rules, and the philosophers

the defence of their opinions; every author was fond

to use his name, and every profession wrote books

upon him till they swelled to libraries. The warriors

formed themselves upon his heroes, and the oracles

delivered his verses for answer."

God has made the ear to love music; but this is not

all : He has created a most wonderful musical instru-

ment for the use of every one. Between the top of the

throat and the root of the tongue he has made an en-

largement, a cavity of two or three inches, and most

curiously lined it with delicate membranes, so stretch-

ed that the air passing through them makes a sound

as through the reed of a clarinet. This would be a

curious instrument, even if it admitted of no variation

of sound ; but it is furnished with fine cartilages which

contract and expand the cavity at pleasure, in different

ways, so as to give different vibrations, and, of course,

different tones. In this small space, then, in the throat

of every human being, is an instrument with a com-

pass of from two to three octaves, which has the com-

mand of every semi-tone and sub-division of note,

swell, trill, &c. and not necessarily exposed to the im-

perfections of artificial instruments, but so clear, so

rich, so sweet, when well used, as to be the highest

standard of comparison, in these points, for the flute,

clarinet, piano, and organ.

Now think of this wonderful instrument bestowed

upon every one by the hand of God ; think how the

ear is so created to delight in melody, that the highest

and sweetest emblem of heaven is the innumerable

company of saints and angels around the throne, sing-

ing, and praising God and the Lamb; and then tell

me if singing ought not to have a very prominent place

in teaching children—in forming their characters ? I

plead on this subject with the earnestness of one who
was himself neglected in this particular in childhood,

and who has, in consequence, suffered a loss which no

language can describe. The wrong is no less severe

or cruel because the child does not feel it at the time.

I plead for every child.

Till within a short time the opinion has been almost

universal, that but few could be taught to sing ; that

the talent for music was a peculiar gift of nature be-

stowed upon only a few; and they, favored ones, were

to have it to themselves. Parents have neglected their

children, and unless they took up singing of them-

selves, have decided that, unfortunately, i/trir children

lhad no ear for music. The opinion has become so

'common, that but a small part of our congregations

even pretend to sing or think they can. Nor can they,

'as they now are ; hut would it have been so if the pro-

Iper pains had been taken with their childhood ? How
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much pains do parents take to teach their children to to examine whether Hortcnsia was among the spec-ljvoice; he demanded to be conducted to the emperor,

speak correctly. Had children no better opportunity tutors. gj having something of importance to communicate to

to hear speaking, or of being taught to speak, than Scarcely had they listened, for a few moment*, to him before he died.

thev have to learn to sing, would any more be able to the delightful voice of Siradclla, when they began to Saving prostrated himself at the feet of Mured,

talk than are now able to sinj; ! I shall not say that

every child who can speak might sing; but I believe

the exceptions are very rare. Allow me to present a

few facta on this point:—
In an orphan asylum in Germany, containing two

hundred children, there arc only tw-o certainly who

have not learned to sing, and that too, correctly. These

Children arc probably taught early, and have great

pains taken with them ; whether this be or be not so,

this fact has great weight in deciding sin h a c|iicstion.

In all the common district schools in Germany, sing-

ing and music are taught ; and every child is as much

expected to read and write and perform music, as to

soften. They were seized with remorse, they melted Scakcoli, such was the Ionian's name, cried, with his

Into tears, and their last consideration was how to save

the lovers, whose destruction they had sworn. They

waited for Stradella at the door of the church, and

saw him coming out with Hortcnsia. They approach-

ed, thanked him for the pleasure they had just received,

and informed him that he owed his life to the impres-

sion which his voice had made upon them. The v tin n

explained to him the horrible object of tlieir journey,

and advi-cd him to leave Home immediately, in ordei

to give them an opportunity to make the Venetian be-

lieve that they had arrived too late.

Strndclla and Hortcnsia lost no time in profiting bj

read anil write and recite any other lesson. They arc the advice, and repaired to Turin. The noble Vene
all respectable performers, and many of them pro-

ficients.

'' The reading of musical notation is learned even in

the snow-covered huts of Iceland. In passing through

the continent of Europe the traveler finds every festi

val. whether national or religious, graced with music.

Serenades from the common people are heard every

night in the streets. Music echoes from the shops, the

boats, and the harvest fields. .Some of the best per-

formances of Mozart's difficult pieces arc said to pro-

ceed from the privates of Prussian regiments. As a

general thing, every house in Germany and Switzer-

land has some musical instrument."

" Parents ought to place a proper value on music,

both as a pleasure and a moral improvement. Their

boy may whistle, or sing, dance, or twang the Jew's

harp, if he choose ; but they no more think that music

is a thing demanding their attention, countenance, or

supervision, than thai they should cultivate the hoop,

the ball, or skating."

From tbc ' Lives of Haydn and Mozart."

THE POWER OF SONG.

I was disputing with a Venetian, who sat near me,

on the quantity of melody existing in music, towards

the middle of the eighteenth century. I remarked that,

nt that time there was scarcely any thing that could be

called an air, and that the music was doubtless little

ian an agreeable QOl B.

My companion started from his scat at these words,

and related to me the adventures of one of his coun-

trymen, the singer Alessandro Stradella, who lived

about the year 1650.

lb- frequented the most distinguished houses in

Vienna, and ladies of the first rank disputed the ad-

vantage of taking lessons from him. It was in this

WBJ that he became acquainted with Hortcnsia, a lio-

man lady, who was beloved by a noble Venetian, Stra-

dells fell In love with her, and had little difficulty in

supplanting his rival. Be carried off Hortcnsia to

fare to the earth, "Destroy not. <) Sultan, with me. an

art of more value than thy whole empire ; listen to my
song, and then thou shah command my death.'' Mu-
rad having signified his assent. Scakctili drew from

under his robe a little harp, and poured forth, extem-

pore, a sort of romance on the ruins of Bagdad The
stern iMurad. jn spite of the shame which a Turk (eels

on betraying the least emotion, was melted to tears

and commanded the massacre to be stopped Seakculi

followed him to Constantinople, loaded with riches,

and introduced there the music of Persia, in which no

European has ever been able to distinguish any kind

of air whatsoever.

tian, on receiving the report of his agents, became only

the more furious. He went to Home, for the purpose

of concerting his measures with Hortensia'- own father

He succeeded in persuading the old man that his dis-

honor could only be washed away in the blood of his

daughter and her ravisher ; and the unnatural fathei

set out for Turin, with two assassins, after having pro-

cured letters of recommendation to the marquis Vil-

lain who was then the French ambassador at that court.

In the mean time, the duchess regent of Savoy, hav-

ing heard of the adventures of the two lovers at Koine

was desirous of saving them. She put Hortcusia into

a convent, and gave Stradella the title of her first mil

sician, as well as apartments in her p lice. These

precautions appeared to be effectual, and the lovers

enjoyed, for some months, a perfect trai quility, when.

one evening, as he was taking the air upon the ram-

parts of the tow ii Stradella was attacked by three men,

who Stabbed him in the breast and left him for dead

They were the father of Hortcnsia, and his two com-

panions, who immediately took refuge in the palace of

the French ambassador. M. de Villars, unwilling to

afford them protection after the commission of a crimi

so notorious, or to surrender them to justice after hav-

ing granted them an asylum, gave them an opportunity

of escaping a few days afterwards.

Nevertheless, contrary to all expectation, Stradella

recovered from his wounds, and the Venetian beheld

his project a second time frustrated, but without aban-

doning his plans of revenge. Rendered only more

wary by his former failures, he sought to take his meas-

ures with greater certainty, and contented himself, for

the present, with setting spies over Hortcnsia and her

lover. A year passed in this way. The duchess, more

and more interested in their fate, was desirous of mar

rying them, and rendering their union legitimate. After

the Ceremony, Hortcnsia, tired of the confinement of a

Convent, was desirous of seeing the port of Genoa.

Stradella conducted her thither, and the very day after

their arrival they were found poniarded in their bed.

This melancholy adventure is said to have takenBorne, whcie they gave it oni thai they were married

The furious Venetian sent two assassini In search of place in. the year 1670. Stradella was a poet, a eom

them, who, after having vainly sought for them in man)

towns of Italy at length discovered the place of then

retreat, and arrived at Komi- one '« ning, when Stra

della was giving an oratorio In the handsome church

of St. John Lateran ins determined to cs

their commission whan the people came on I of

church, and went in to watch one of their victim

poser, and the first singer of bis time.

I replied to the compatriot of Stradella, that mere

sweetness of sound, though destitute of all melody,

nsidcrable pi v< n to the most

•avage minds. When Mured IV. after having taken

i!t, in io:!7, ordered a general massacre

of the Inhabitants, one l\ rsian alone dared to raise hi-

From the Preface to the "National PaalmUt"

CHURCH MUSIC-NO. III.

The style derived from Tansur and other inferior

English composers spread widely; superseding ill a

great measure the admirable old "church nines," and

preparing the way for the still lower character of tunes

which came up at about the time of the American

revolution, and which even now are heard in some parts

of the country. In 1770, was published u The New
England Psalm Singer," by William Killinjzs ; a book

eon-isting of original tunes, in a style of melody and of

harmony quite below any thing that had yet appeared.

The author, if we may judge by his book, was quite

ignorant of the pi rnclples of harmony and composition :

indeed he professed to be governed by no laws but

those of his own fancy; and he rejected all those rules

to which good taste and experience had led the best

composers, and in the observance of which they had been

successful. Other works followed, in which the peculiar

style of which Killings has sometimes been called the

American father, was more fully developed. This

consists in an easy and popular (though often low and

vulgar) flow of melody for tenor voices, with harmony

parts for a treble and alto above and a base below.

In many of these tunes, most indeed of those that

became favorites, imitative or fugal points were taken

up by the different parts, and treated often with

ingenuity of contrivance, but usually without reference

to proportion, symmetry, or analogy, and always with-

out regard to the commonly received laws of harmony,

canon and fugue. But as these laws were unknown,

and musical science wholly uncultivated, no one's taste

was offended by the lawless and awkward progression

of chords, or by the incongruous convolutions of the

parts; and the tunes were admired in proportion to the

popular taking character of the melodies, or to the

wonderment with which the different parts were intro-

duced, twisted about, entangled, bewildered, evolved,

and at length brought out in Bafcty. As this style

gained the aso ndi ney, and amusemenl took the place

of edification and worship, the Old hundredths, Wind-

sors, forks, and DundeCS, were, like the ejected

ministers in English and Scotch history, driven away

into the wilderness, ( longregational Binging, of com se,

went with them ; the voices of the people were hushed,

and their harps were hanged upon the willows. Devo-

tion, a ppa I led. t|. d from the presence ofsui b unhallowed

Istrains; and her place was occupied by admiration,
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wonder, and curiosity. The worship of God seems no! of reform was advanced and strengthened. We'

longer to have hecn regarded as the object of psalmody,

which had now become a matter of mere entertainment.

Our author says in justification of his tunes—" It is

need not attempt further to trace the progress of

improvement; sure it is, that not only church music,

but music in general, has advanced with rapid strides.

well known, that there is more variety in one piece of Music has recently been introduced into many of our

fuging music than in twenty pieces of plain song
;

"

to, was Beethoven's great Symphony No. 9, composed

to Schiller's celebrated " Ode to Joy." This constituted

the last part of the evening's entertainment. This

wonderful work is considered Beethoven's master-piece,

and it is very rarely that an orchestra can be found

and in describing the effects of his music, lie adds—

" While each part is straining for mastery and sweetly

contending for victory, the audience are most luxuriously

larger towns as a school study; so that now it is hardly {sufficiently well trained to do it anything like justice,

too much to say, that the children generally are taught lit had been partly promised during the subscription

the elements of singing. Instrumental music has also

made some progress : and in the churches of almost all

entertained zm\ exceedingly delighted ; in the meantime, [denominations, the organ has been extensively intro-

their minds are surprisingly agitated and extremely duced ; and purity of melody, correctness of harmony,

fluctuated, sometimes declaring in favor of one part andj and tastefulness and propriety of performance, (though

sometimes another. Now the solemn base demands this comes later and with more difficulty,) have a)'

their attention, now the manly tenor, now the lofty

counter, now the volatile treble; now here, now there,

now here again. O enchanting ! O ecstatic! Rush on,

ye sons of harmony." Billings was followed by a host

of composers; most of whom were as ignorant as

himself, while many of them were far inferior in

originality and genius: and the most silly and con-

temptible trash imaginable in the form of psalm tunes,

preposterous and profane, overspread the land like the

locusts of Egypt. The very height of the absurd seems

to have been reached about the close of the last century ;

when the abuses of psalmody again (though under very

different circumstances) loudly called for reformation,

made no little advance. - But while improvement has

concerts, but the directors did not seem to think it ju-

dicious to undertake it. Private enterprise, however,

accomplished what the deliberative body shrunk from;

and most splendidly did they carry it through, to the

satisfaction and delight of one of the largest audiences

ever assembled in the " Gewand House." Its perform-

ance occupied one hour and twenty minutes. This is

been made in musical knowledge and science generally, the only symphony I ever heard with a vocal chorus

and particularly in church music, it cannot be denied

that there has been a strong tendency in the latter to

depart from the true ecclesiastical style, and to substi-

This was performed by the "Thomas Schule," the

" Ia'ng Academie," and the " Manncrsangvereins " The
'• Signale fur die Musikalische Welt" a weekly paper,

tnte for it music of a secular character, tasteful and says of the above: " The performance was in all points

elegant it may be, but yet too often feeble, without most exquisite, and all engaged in this praiseworthy

dignity, and without religious associations, and which, work deserve and receive the most heartfelt thanks,

though it may musically interest and delight a people,' [The achievement of such a splendid effort merits the

is quite unable to awaken or sustain a spirit of worship, most extraordinary acknowledgments." 1 must give

Choral music too. or music depending upon choir you a list of the orchestra. There were fourteen first

(performance, has been almost exclusively cultivated

;

and the original form of metrical psalmody has been

intelligent men were induced to put forth efforts so long neglected that the practical knowledge of it has

violins, twelve second ditto, eight tenors, six violoncel-

los, five double-basses, two flutes, two hautboys, two

clarinets, two bassoons, four horns, two trumpets,

for improvement. Several comparative! v good books of been quite lost, nothing remaining of it but its name in three trombones, three drums, one orphoclide, cymbals,

tunes soon made their appearance ; among them we may history

mention, as a leading one, " The Salem Collection of

Classical Music." In the preface to this work, the

editors say—" It cannot be denied, that most of our

modern psalmody is not less offensive to a correct

musical taste than it is disgusting to the sincere friends

of public devotion ; " and in explanation of their object,

they add—" With the view of promoting a just taste in

psalmodv, as well as to further the purpose of public

devotion, it has been thought advisable to publish such

a collection of psalm tunes as are believed to be most

conducive to these two objects
"

"In 1769," says an English writer, "the Rev. M.

Madan published the Lock Collection of tunes; then

followed the Magdalen and Foundling Collections, and

that of the amiable Dr. Miller of Doncaster. These

collections were not destitute of merit; but the first,

and the next two especially, gave an unhappy impetus

to that taste for ballad-like hymn-tunes which has since

pervaded choirs and congregations." These works fell

into the hands of the editors of the " Salem Collection ;"

and unhappily for the cause of good taste and a pure

church style, were to a considerable degree made the

standard of taste in the compilation of a collection of

classical music. But nevertheless, the " Salem Col-

lection " was at the time an excellent book, such a one

as very few men then had the taste or ability to

prepare; and although it did but little towards the

revival of the pure church style, or of congregational

singing, it did as much as any one work, perhaps,

towards the restoration of common sense and religion

propriety in church choirs. It contained a few of the

best tunes, and others, from Tansur's and similar

collections; which, although inferior to the old tunes,

were far indeed above the prevailing style at the time

of its publication.

The - Salem Collection " was followed by the " Mid
dlesex Collection." "The Norfolk Collection" by

Amos Albee, and other books, by which the work

Correspondence of the New York Evangelist.

LETTER FROM EUROPE.

We have been favored with an unexpected musical en-

triangle, one piccolo flute, and a piano forte. The con-

cert was ably conducted by Prof. Rietz.

The summer having commenced in good earnest, I

frequently seek shelter in the cool church, which I visit

some three or four times per week for organ study.

tertainment by the united talent of the city, for the ben- I And such organs as you see here ! In size, a country

efit of the poor workingmen and mechanics who have meeting-house is scarcely a comparison to them. It

been long out of employment. Of the whole scries of seems as if it must require the organist's principal at-

twenty concerts given the past winter, which it seemed tention during the whole week to decide what stops to

as if nothing could possibly surpass, this has been in- use for the coming Sunday, so great is the variety. The
comparably the best. It was projected by Madame organ in the "Pauline Kirche," which I have the priv-

Frage, conductor Rietz, leader F David, and Mr. Hen- ilege of working—for it would be a contradiction of

ry Behr. The first of the above named, Madame facts to call it {/laying—has about sixty active stops,

Frage, is a private lady of fortune, and a most beauti- and two and a half octaves of pedals; and the space

ful soprano singer. She was one of Mendelssohn's occupied by the bellows alone, which here is always

most intimate friends, and was generally honored with used outside of the organ, is as large as that occupied

the first sight of his latest compositions. She was by our large class organs in America. It requires two

standing by his side, singing, 1 think, his last composi- men to blow ; and he who, working at the keys for half

tion, he sitting at the piano, accompanying her, when an hour, does not feel the need of an "extra hand"

—

he received the first of the three fatal shocks which re- not at the bellows, but to assist him in keeping the

moved him from the scene of his earthly labors. ,kevs down—must have ringers "all thumbs" How
I will not go through the programme of this con- 'these Germans can endure such a shocking hard touch,

cert, as all the pieces are known in our countrv only

by the musical few. The whole of the first part con-

sisted of miscellaneous pieces, and selections from

standard composers, old and new. Among the most

fascinating must be mentioned a "Rondo Brilliant"

for the piano forte, composed by Mendelssohn, and

played by Prof. Moschelles, of whom you have heard

much in America. It was a great treat to hear and

t

see this, the most celebrated living teacher of teachers

at the piano forte. Professor M. has of late years al-

together declined playing in public; but on this occa-

sion he most cheerfully tendered his services in aid of

the cause of humanity. Beautiful songs and voice pieces

were sung by Madame Frage, Fraulcins Schwartzback

and Stark, and Herrn Behr, Wideman and Stunner.

But the crowning glory of the evening, and what a

German audience rarely has the pleasure of listening

is to me quite inexplicable. The dip of the keys is

about three quarters of an inch; and when, by sum-

moning all the physical force at your command, you

do succeed in getting down one good handful of har-

mony, you feel that you have accomplished something

really praiseworthy. But if required to keep it there

for any considerable length of time, you instinctively

look around for something heavy to hang on the keys

while you are getting rested for the next chord. With

the exception of one " Silberman," I have not yet heard

the most celebrated organs of Germany ;
but those I

have heard do not seem to me to excel in point of tone

many of Appleton's, Erben's, or Firth & Hall's best.

The organ at Pauline Kirche is the largest in Lcipsie.

Silberman, many years since deceased, was the great

organ builder of Germany, and to sec a " real Silber-

man," is considered here worth making a long journey.
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.

He bnilt forty six organs during his life. The one in the gift of song.' Thus spoke the Eternal ; and to

Freiburg. Shxuiiv, (not Friburg, Switzerland—that thee, thon son of Lantech, I give the harp: and when

bousts quite another kind of notoriety, and I hope to thou touchest it with hallowed hand, then its sound

be able to write a few words about it when I see it,) will wonderfully move tine; and wherever thon may-

Mi one in the king's church, at Dresden, arc ecle- est be, thou wilt seem to stand under the tree of life."

brated. The latter cost about fourteen thousand dol- From this time did Jubal no longer mourn the loss

of Eden. In the hours of longing, he invoke the strains

of his harp; and immediately the tereliinihs rustled.

and the cedars waved, and the rivulets murmured along

APARABLE. the blossom -covered banks.

TRANSLATED FROM THE GERMAN.

Jubal, the son of Lantech, wandered about in the

land of Nod, beyond Eden, towards the east, and we] t.

lars.

Lnpmc, Mr. 1W8-

MADAME CATALANI.

Madame Catalani, the most splendid vocalist of the

For Adah, his mother, had told him of Eden, and age, made her appearance in London in the year 1806;

Fison, and Hiddckel, and of the tree of life. He was a and such was her extraordinary power of voice, that it

youth of deep and tender feeling; and he turned his

face away, when his father Lantech entered the narrow

tent with his bloody sword.

His mother saw him when he returned from the

fields, nnd she went to meet him, and said :
" Why do

you weep, Jubal, my son, my beloved ; and what makes

you so sad in your heart ?
"

"Alas! my mother !
" replied Jubal, "my soul thought

with the request, with increased effect, and with so

much good nature, that when she quitted the ship, they

cheered her until she reached the shore.

Nor was Madame Catalani confined to songs of this

deafening cart: the airof Paesiello, //o/v told afattir-

iiui tab, she muil' wiih great tenderness, off UnUano, in-

terposing occasionally a vowel to prevent the collision

of consonants.

Her origin, it is said, was that of a match girl, in

Rome; hot in her career she visited every court in Eu-
rope, where the most profuse presents were showered

upon her by kings and princes. Having amassed vast

treasures in money and jewels, her voice and beauty

gone, she has retired to her domain and pulazzo, in the

country that gave her birth.

was said, "Place her at the top of St Paul's, and she

will be heard at the opera house." In compass it ex-

tended from A in the base, to C in alt, every note of[

which was as firm as the tone of a trumpet. Her mid-

dle voice, when subdued, possessed B Quality of tone

that was delightful; the notes (',, A. and 15, being pro-

duced in B way similar to the tone we make in laugh-

ing. The force of her execution was extraordinary :

of Eden and the hallowed tree. See! upon this soil she would run through the scale of semi-tones with the

is the curse; Cain's curse is on this soil!"

" Not so, my son," said the mother.

" O my mother," continued the youth, " I wander

about and weep, for I find no trace of Eden. The

fiery sword of the cherub has withered the blossom of

rapidity of lightning, and jump hack again over two

octaves at once. Her soul was full of music, and her

energy so great dial she sustained the whole weight of

the opera throughout a season, driving every other

competitor from the stage. As a musician she was

the tree of life. Nowhere a refreshing shade in the below mediocrity, possessing scarcely the knowledge

burning sun; nowhere a hill, where terebinths rustle, of a third-rate performer; but by a quick perception

and playful fountains ripple. Alas! the country is and sensibility, she concealed these defects even from

desolate, and dry, and dreadful as Cain's sin. Mother, the learned.

I must leave my father's tents, that my heart be not Her figure was elegant and commanding, and her

consumed in constant longing. Give me your bless- face could assume a terrific aspect, or the most capti-

ing : I will seek a foreign country, where Cain's curse vating smiles. As an actress, she was eminent!) great;

is not on the soil." and, as a tragedian, full of grace and dignity. With

Thus spake Jubal
;
and when the evening came, he these splendid gifts, she debased the opera during her

went ont into the desert. And lo, a rustling, as of a reign to the lowest degree; for so intoxicated was the

soft wing, came around him ; and in the clearness of

heaven, a lofty divine messenger stood by his side. In

his hand he held a harp.

"Jubal," he said, '• take the harp and touch its golden'

string*"

Jubal obeyed, and when the golden strings sounded,

there arose in the depths below a murmuring as of un-

audience with her individual vocal powers, thai sin

was permitted to mangle and cut up the finest compo-

sitions to serve as mere vehicles to exhibit her extraor-

dinary powers. Soon after her arrival', she acquired

sufficient knowledge of our language lo repeat the

words of Rule Britannia, and God saw tht king, which

she sang in the English theatres, and at all the music

intelligible sounds. The clods of sand arose, and tow- meetings, with a power of voice that overwhelmed ev-

en d iij) into mighty rocks. But on the rocks yonng ery instrument in the orchestra.

lambs were pasturing in luxuriant verdure. Terebinths

rustled, cedars waved ; and through their shades rivu-

lets were murmuring along the blossom-covered hanks.

And the strings louuded softer and softer; and a

Silver stream was rolling in calm waves through the

fragrant fields ; and It seemed as though the fixed star-

were wandering from their seat, and plunging in silent

brightness Into the waves.

A strange, new feeling came over the. youth, ns i

life was paiting from the beating brea t.

i) leave me thv instrument, thou divine mi

he cried, " I foi I like one of the immortals."

" When the cherub had driven the lii-t sinner- from

Eden," this was the answer, "he broke down the tree

of life. We, the immortals, stood by and wept And

(he voice of God commanded me, andsaid 'Up and

form a tuneful instrument from the shattered tree, and

when \ i. among the fallen children of dost, you find

heavenly love, there present flu m your Instrumi at, and

When Captain Montague was w uising off Brighton,

Madame Catalani was invited, with other ladies, to a

brilliant fete on board his frigate. The captain went

in his launch on shore, manned by more than twenty

men, to escort the lair freight on board; and as the

boat was cutting through the Waves, Madame Catalani.

without any previous notice, commenced the air oil

Hull Britannia Had a voice from the great deep spok-

n. the effect could not have been more instantaneous

and sublime. The sailors, not knowing whom tiny

were lowing, were bo astonished and enchanted into

inactivity, that with one accord they rested upon their

oar-, while tears trembled in the ej I - of many of them.

" You | CC, Madame,'' said the captain, " tllC cll'cct thi-

favorite air has upon these brave men. when sung b\

the finest voice in the world. I have been in mam
Victorious battles, hut never fell nn\ ixiitelticlit like

this." On arriving on board, the Bailors, with his con

sent, entreated her to repeat the strain: she complied

MBS8RS. Editors—There is often, while reading

some pieces in your most valuable paper, a thought

that the writer has only set down to make a picture to

amuse the renders of it, especially when giving descrip-

tions of the performance of different choirs : but /, for

one, think the half is not told. Also in regard to lead-

en of choirs. Now the question is often asked among
t/ood people, what can lie done when Mich a leader as I

will describe has the charge of the mnsic, and has had,

for some years, until the singing is worst than ncm to

all except himself?

There is a man in a certain place who is of rc-;>. i t-

able parentage, grows up in society respected as far as

neighborly duties are concerned, and of good moral

standing in community, never goes from home to bo

absent any length of time. His education he gets in a

common district school. When grown np, he finds be

likes music, and he attends a singing school; (which

by the way you know all about, a- they wen inai

some twenty years since;) his friends soon Bud that

nature has given him a voice that will make a <ir<at

md perhaps a good one ; he is not long iii h ant-

ing the fact also, and be is already a singer, in his own
mind. At the close of the school he is chosen leader,

from the fact that h can mah tin most noise. Heocca-

pies this place for years, and the singing does not im-

The people wish a school, but he says, "I

think the singing is good—but Still, if you will pa\ me,

/ will meet with them ami learn them to sing." He
does; and the result is. they are not as well oil' as when

he began. The people again arouse, and they gel a

school— perhaps a first-rate one ; but he docs not at-

tend, only to find fault, and this he dot s in eari

Again he must had the singing— for he has led so long

that he will feel abused if now dropped. And so it

passes on from year lo year, until he is marly or quite

the pope of the music department. On the sabbath he

is at church, if pleasant ami < onv< nient, (for understand

he has no religious principle,] and he then*shows off

somewhat in the following manner, A hymn is read

perhaps 453 in the Church Psalmody, He sings

.mi (lie Psaltery, and sings it worse— far win s<

—

than End'. Mason docs j n giving the worsl examples

he gives in the class: it is jump ami catch. &C. and in

addition lo the jumping, gives such wolds as till -c, viz :

i ord for I.oid, So abbath lor Sabbath, e and for and,

the long o unless ii comes before a vowel, and then

sometimes it is short ; for rest he sin-s ro-ast, fo>- .i"y

j. woy. I could go through all the hymn in ibis way,

l.iil ii is tiresome and sickening. Often, wh. n solemn

hymns arc read from the pulpit, such turn as ( anan-
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daigua and Newfield in the " Psaltery," and Elthan in

" Carmina Sacra" are used, (not sung.)

Now I would ask you or some of your correspond

ents to tell us what to do with such people ; for they

will not leave of their own accord, and if the minister

or any of the good people wish an improvement, he

and all his family connections are ready for battle.

What can be done ? What is the duty of a church, un-

der such circumstances 1 What the duty of a people

who wish to have their children make some improve-

ment, and not grow up with no more knowledge than

was possessed by themselves twenty or thirty years

since ?

In this I have not given anything but what I have

experienced, nor even as bad ; it is not stated as bad

as is the reality ; and if you will give me a call I will

let you hear for yourselves—and not in one place only,

but in more than one.

Please give us answers to the above inquiries, so that

we may feel them and act them out. Yours, z.

EARLY HISTORY OF THE ORGAN.

The earliest notice of any instrument approximating!

to the organ is during the time of Ptolemy Euergetes.j

Ctesibius, a native of Alexandria, made an instrument

which was an improvement upon an invention of Plato.!

This he called the clepsydra, or water clock, which

played the hours of the night upon flutes ; but a Greek'

epigram, in the Anthologia, attributed to the apostate]

Julian, who lived in the fourth century, affords the

most ancient proof of an instrument resembling the

modern organ. " I see reeds of a new species, the

growth of another and a brazen soil, such as are not

agitated by our winds, but by a blast that rushes from

a leathern cavern beneath their roots ; while a robust

mortal, running with swift fingers over the concordant

keys, makes them smoothly dance and emit melodious

sounds." This is the translation of Dr. Burney. If

Mercennus may be depended upon, a portable pneu-

matic instrument was represented in the Mattei Gar-

dens at Rome. This represented a little cabinet, with

a few pipes ranged upon it, and an equal number of

keys, on which a female figure is in the act of playing,!

while, on the other side, a man blows into the cabinet'

with a small pair of bellows, exactly like those in

household use. In the sixth century, Cassiodorus de-

scribes a wind organ as " an instrument composed of

divers pipes, formed into a kind of tower." In the!

seventh century, the organ was introduced at Rome by

Pope Vitalian. It found its way into France in the

eighth century ; and in the tenth it had spread through

Germany and England. During the latter century,

there is a description, by Wolfgang, of an organ erect-

ed at Westminster. This formidable affair of four'

hundred pipes required twenty six pair of bellows,

worked by seventy men, to give it voice. The keys

were, at this period, six inches broad, and mnst have

been struck by the clenched hand, like the carillons at

present used in Holland. The organ was so far im-

proved, as to be capable of being played upon with

both hands, in the fifteenth century ; but registers, by

which alone a variety of stops could be formed, were

not invented till the close of the sixteenth century.'

The pipes must have produced a harsh sound, being

entirely of brass ; and, from all that can be ascertained,

thero was nothing deserving of the name of an organ,

"«• our acceptation of the term, until the reformation

From the Manche»ter (Eng.) Examiner.

VIVIER AT MANCHESTER.
M. Vivier's instrument possesses several peculiar!

ties previously unknown, one of the most extraordinary

of which is the capability of producing two notes simul

taneously. We could hardly trust our ears the first

time we heard this, and had to wait till the repetition,

which was enthusiastically called for, before we could

perfectly assure ourselves of the fact. The two notes

appeared to be the key note and the tenth above. At

times, too, the talented performer breathed forth the

most dcliciously soft tones, and anon rivaled the pedal

pipe of an organ in depth and power, while his expres-

sion of feeling was in the highest degree refined An-

other peculiarity we also observed ; viz. the gliding

from one note to another, which we have never heard

accomplished by any other artist. Indeed, till now,

we had always considered the French-horn an imper-

fect and somewhat unmanageable instrument, bearable

only in the hands of Puzzi; but with Vivier it possess-

es the accuracy and brilliancy of a violi». joined to the

exquisite tone, flexibility, and expression of the human

voice. He was encored in both performances, the first

of which was a concerto in cantabile style, composed

by himself, and the second the celebrated serenade of

Schubert's.

Curious.—In the Gazette of July 17 of the present

year, appeared a communication, that has created more

commotion than we could have anticipated. The arti-

cle purported to be from the pen of a traveler, who,

passing through a certain village, was not much edi-

fied with the music at church; and described the sing-

ing, especially that of the chorister, in a strain of pretty

strong satire. Now, we have heard such singing in

more than one place, and are perfectly willing that such

descriptions should be given, provided they tell the truth,

and do not point too particularly at certain persons or choirs

Ridicule, say the ministers, is a legitimate means of

opposing evil. The writer, in the case mentioned, gave:

a certain initial, and the name of a state. It would

perhaps have been better to have said " a town not a

thousand miles from Boston," or something of the kind;

but the initial may not be the true one ; and if it is,

may refer with equal propriety to each of a dozen dif-

ferent places. Such an ungainly "coat" would not

certainly fit any good chorister or choir, and none such

need certainly to have answered it. We find, however,!

to our surprise, that in several places the garment has

been very cleverly " put on." Yes, several choristers

think it " refers to them " We are very sorry that their

feelings have been wounded, and in future will be more

careful. In the meantime we do not know who was|

intended, and if we were to guess, might do so fifty

times without hitting the mark.

We have understood, by a clergyman visiting the!

city, that the article in question produced considerable;

trouble in his choir—where they really have very good

singing. It could not then with propriety have refer-

ence to that church and choir. If it did, the statements,

were incorrect, and should cause no trouble. We
would thank the chorister and singers to pass " the

coat" along. We are quite in the dark as to who is

the true owner, and in order to obtain more light, will

thank all leading musicians in the villages of the state

cntioned, who are anxious to obtain possession, to

d in communications

CONCERT.
Master Alexander Rancheraye gave a Matinee Mu-

sicale on Wednesday, at the residence of Dr Conneau,

No. 3 Folcy-place, Portland-place, under the patronage

of Lady Frcemantle. Master Alexander Rancheraye

is a mere child, being only in his ninth year, and is a

performer of considerable promise on the violin. His

appearance is prepossessing, and he has evidently an

instinctive feeling for music. It would be unfair to

criticise too minutely the performances of a mere child

on the most difficult of all instruments; but amidst all

the puerilities and errors of his playing, the youthful

candidate gave indications of great mechanical excel-

lence, while his taste and style were entitled to the

highest praise. He played Mayseder's " First diverti-

mento of the beauties," De Beriot's " Seventh air with

variations," and the famous " Le Tremolo." The air

with variations was excellently played, and elicited

much applause. The "Tremolo" involves difficulties

of mechanism which can only be compassed by such

masters of the violin as Ernst, Vieuxtemps, Sivori, &c.

and is as yet beyond the executive powers of Master

Alexander Rancheraye. Making allowance for his

years, and acknowledging the impracticability of a

child's hands to accomplish with accuracy the chords,

double stops, tenths, &c. comprised in the composition,

the performance must he considered surprising. The

bowing of the young violinist is excellent, and bis tone

is firm and true. In short, we have good hopes of

Master Raneheraye's future, and urge him on to pros-

ecute his studies undaunted by those failures which are

inevitable on the threshold of every art.

—

London paper.

Boardman & Grat'8 Pianos.—We learn with

much pleasure, that one of Messrs Boardman & Gray's

beautiful 7 octave piano fortes, having the Dolce Cam-

pana attachment recently invented by them, took the

first premium at the great fair at Buffalo last week.

This speaks well for Albany manufactures, and must

be to Messrs. B. & G. a most gratifying tribute to their

skill and success. It is one they eminently deserve,

however ; for their pianos are certainly splendid in-

struments.

—

Albany Express, Sept. 14, 1848.

A correspondent of the Argus gives the following

account of a singular accident which occurred in Board-

man & Gray's piano manufactory

:

As Mr. Gray, the junior partner of the firm, was ar-

ranging the sounding board of one of their grand action

pianos, he accidentally deposited an iron weight upon

the bridge of the instrument; and on his striking the

string communicating with that portion of the bridge,

the string gave back a tone of the most delicious mel-

ody. He listened and struck again : the fairy-like

sound was repeated. He placed other weights along

the bridge, and struck the corresponding strings. Eu-

reka ! The Dolce Campana attachment was invented

!

Of course, friend reader, you have heard the melo-

dies of the Swiss Bell Ringers. Well, just imagine

the Campanalogian band at a distance, whence their

notes hut faintly reach the ear—liquid, mellifluous.

etherial—and you get the effect of the Dolce Campana.

And when you hear the instrument itself, just shut

your eyes, and you'll think that Mr. Boardman has hid

the Bell Ringers down below, or in the other room,

while the performer is deluding you with a dumb show.

Perhaps you play, yourself? If so, take some plain-

tive symphony of Beethovcivs, or one of Aubcr's grace-
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ful airs, and when yon come to the dolei passages, sinkj

the soft pedal. If in three minutes your soul don't

float away as on a cloud-car into the land of dreams,

and revel in blessed visions and sweetly melancholy,

retrospections, and " all that," then must its motions be

" dull as night."

Wc consider this attachment as a real and most

notable improvement. It is better adapted to the piano

than Colman's. The Campana occupies a very small

space, and constructed with all that tasteful ness for

wbieh Messrs. B. & G.'s handiwork is so renowned.

forms a rich ornament to the interior of the instrument.

It is afforded, too, at an incredibly low price.

The Musical Library —Friend Moore, of the

World of Music, has substituted for that and the Ex-

celsior, a new publication, called the Musical Library,

with which he intends to eclipse almost every thing in

the musical periodical line. The first number contains

eight pages, of the size of sheet music ;
two pages con-

taining a song, which can be taken out and " stood up"

upon the piano with perfect convenience. The frontis-

piece of the paper is a view of the Haarlem organ ;
and

the letter press contains many interesting items. Issued

genii monthly, at two dollars a year, in advance. Suc-

cess to Mr. Moore and his enterprise.

Anecdote of Mademoiselle Grisi.—This lady-

was engaged in London, several years since, at a cer-

tain number of guineas for each appearance. Madame
Malibran came there, and stipulated for forty guineas

more a night. The year after, Mademoiselle Grisi,'

with the true pride of an artist, refused to engage at a.

less price than that which had been paid to her illus-

trious rival. She obtained it; but, to prove that her

disinterestedness equaled the sense she had of her own

merit, she sent each evening to the poor the forty ad-

ditional guineas. This deed, which we are happy to

add to so many others so honorable to artists, was

Touched for to us by a witness who was then in Eng-

land, and whose veracity we cannot suspect.— Gazette

Musical*, Paris.

successhfly, but I hear them, as it were, all at once.!

The delight this gives me I cannot express. All this

inventing, this producing, takes place as it were, in a

pleasing lively dream ; still the actual hearing of the'

lout ensemble (whole together) is, after all, the best.

What has been thus produced I do not easily forget

.

and this is. perhaps, the best gift I have my Divine

Maker to thank for.

When I proceed to write down my ideas. I take out

of the bag of my memory, if I may use that phrase,

what has previously been collected into it in the way 1

have mentioned: for this reason the committing to;

paper is done quickly enough; for every thing, as I

said before, is already finished ; and it rarely differs on
1

paper from what it was in my imagination. At this

occupation I can, therefore, suffer myself to be disturb-

ed ; for, whatever may be going on around me, still I

write, and even talk on trifling matters. But why pro-

ductions take from my hand that particular form and

style which makes them Mozartish, and different from

the works of other composers, is probably owing to

the same cause which renders my nose so-and-so, large,

or aquiline, or, in short, makes it Mozart's, and differ-

ent from those of other people; for I really do not

study to aim at any originality. I should, in fact, not

be able to describe in what mine consists ; though I

think it quite natural that persons who have really an

individual appearance of their own, are differently or

ganized from others, both externally and internally.

Let this suffice, and never, my best friend, never trouble

me again with such subjects. .

nd to constructed that it on be detached from the instrument in a
few momenta. It will not put the piano out of tune, or in any way
affect it except at the will of the performer, one of our pianotbrtea
with this attachment, received the premium at the late great Male fair
at Buffalo.
Those wishing to purchase a pianoforte will do well to coll and hear

this new lut.iitnui before they buy. A lurcc assortment ofpiaiinfortcs
at various prices, C, ami 7 octal ' *. w ith music and musical instrument*
of all kinds, constantly on hand. BOAKDMAN A GRAY,

19 Nos. 4 iO North Pearl, an. I
," State Mr.-ct. Albany.

NOTICE TO SINGING MASTERS.
Tlin publishers of the CAKMINA SACK.t. or Bottoil Collection of

Church Mu 1 bv the unprecedented sale which it baa
received throughout the United states, ana with Ox vl< » ot extending

pamphlet of fifty-nine select psalm
' ip, .1. signed for gratuitous

distribution toil] who^nay purchaae that work ; therebj famishing to
choirs, ringing schools, and congngaliona, additional variety in their
sacred music, without extra, expense.

nd Conductors of choirs, ore invited to call on the
b< i- or their sgents, and receive copies fbi examination ; or they

will be sent to order by mail, postage being prepaid.
19 WILKIN'S, CARTER * CO.

Ml SICAL GAZETTE, Hill M) VOU.MES.
VOLUME IL of the Boston Musical di/,. hr bound, for

M each, by Wilklns, Garter * Co. No. 16 vv.it' P Reed, No. 17 Tremoot Row i and by the publishers • t the \i„.
izette, al No. 7 Allaton l'laee. This volume contains a great

deal of the most valuable musical information, besides o_' pages of new
music. :!ti7

TO LEARN TO PLAY CIIL'RCH MISIC
UPON keyed instruments. To play this music properly upon the

organ, piano, seraphim-, meloueon, or other similar inatrumenta,
[t Ea neceeeerj to beabli lo read four aeparete parte al once, i his can
only bedone bj a familiarity with the chordaof which the music is

it I. in the work ent tied *• Instructions in Thorough Hose, by
\. \ Johnson." these chords arc explained upon a perfectly simple
sud easy metho rience has shown that this method nerer

nip. hi a thorough knowledge of those principles which enables
the student to play church music with facility. Published by i.

Seed, No. 17 Treniont How, Boston, and for sale by book and music
dealers generally. ::tl7

Concerts.—The fall season, just commencing, he

gins to bring concert givers from their summer hiding

places. The Ilutchinsons have favored our city with

a visit, and sang, as they always do, very well.

It is said the Distin family, very celebrated perform

ers on the saxhorn, arc on their way to this country.

On the first of September. Mr. O. 13. Billiard gave

the repetition of a floral concert, (they always have

to be repeated,) in the town ball at Holliston. A por-

tion of Flora's Festival, in connection with other pieces,

constituted the attraction of the evening.

Mozart's own account of his method of com

P08iN<;.—You 6ay you should like to know my way of

composing, and what method I follow in writing works

of some extent. I can really say no more upon this

subject than the following—for I myself know no more

about it, and cannot account for it. When I am, as it

were, completely myself, entirely alone, and of good

cheer—say traveling in a carriage, or walking, after a

good meal, or during the night when I cannot sleep

—

it is on such occasions that my ideas flow best and most

abundantly. Whence and how they come, I know not,

nor can I force them. Those ideas that please me, I

ntaii: in memory, and am accustomed, as I have been

told, to hum them to myself. If I continue in 1 1 1 i
—

way, it soon occurs to me bow I may turn this or that

morsel to account, so as to make a good disb of it—

j

that is to say, agreeably to the rules of counterpoint

the peculiarities of the different in-li iirtntil-
, ftc. All

tlii- Bret my soul, and, provided I am not disturbed,

my Bubject enlarges itself, becomes methodized and

defined, and the whole, though it be long, stands al-

Bnifhed and complete in my mind, so that 1 can

survey it, like a fine picture or a beautiful statue, at a

glance. Nor do I hear in my imagination the parts

Once more!—It is very surprising that ALL those

who arc in arrears for the Gazette do not forward the

amount due from them. Wc repeat what we have

often said, that our publication is no money making

concern ; on the contrary, it will not pay its expenses,

unless we receive every dollar that is due us.

PREMIUM <. I! \ M) ACTION PIANOFORTES,
Willi THE DOLCE CAMPANA ATTACHMENT, with or

without the metallic frame, a ml containing every real Improvement,
Warranted in all cases to prove

| factory, or pin- b

promptly refunded, together with all expenses.
i I,. Dolce Campana Attachment is a new invention, for which the

Ihen have secured letb n improvement which com-
bines in ad in .mi v of tone, before attained In

tin pianoforte. This Instr cut bus always been regarded as ofj

limited power, prior to those Improvements by way of attacbii

which lue but recent in\ cnlions. The s, II ,.r hup pedal has been the

principal one to varj the tunc, bnl alwaj i objectionable by its marring]
the < It srnesi of the vibrations of the strings i snd to oi ervome which
has hi en the great ile i.l, latum with the inventors of the Dolce
i smpana Attachment, and by which this

|
,11 , atta i

mtrolled by s pedal, and prod peculiar qualities and e\
i

known i and when
combined with the other two pedals, produces the 11

notes, alternating with !1 nd almueudo, and
ofhci in klodawhlch y In desired, In i

... |'hc particular nc
tow attachment, an neaa, brilliancy, snd del v of tone,
which fall, upon the • .ir with a surpassing soilness, like the ahimlnf

I. ells,

" As they roll their notes alonR
Bj bin ii.i- r burn i

"

ami herirc its pirulinr name, Ihilce Campana. sweet brlls. This
attachment increases the cost of Ibc piano only $.'W; is perfectly simple,

THE NATIONAL PSALMIST:
By MASON AND WEBB.

NOW ready for delivery, " The National l'salmist: a New Collection
of Church Music, Ac. By Lowell Mason and Georok James

Wr i.e.."

This work, upon which more than three yc.irs of labor have been
expended, is now presented to Choristers, Teat hers of Music and uth-

i most complete UatateS <"' PaaVnody, adapted to the use of
Choirs, Congregatlona, Binging SehooU.ai.il Muafeal Societies.

I
In addition to a large variety of entirely new music, furnished by

distinguished foreipn and native contributors, the •' National l'salmist"
i - in in v

.
,i to conl ii ii :, largi r proportion than any other collection, of

Use rich and standard tunes which the chinch have used lor ages, hut
ninny of which arc nevertheless new to this country.

It contains most of the popular English Chants, and its Anthems,
new, are well adapted both for church worship and choir

practice.
Its indexes arc very complete; embracing, besides the usual alpha-

nil metrical indexes, an index to rirsl lines of hymns, *c. and
" Descriptive Tables," in which the tunes ure classified according to
their srj le ami character.

I In National Psalmist" contains 118 tunes in I.one Metre; 1.17 in
Common Metre ; 77 in Short Metre; ond !*!! of various Particular Me-
tres, i mbmctng all the varieties in nee ; also, 87 Anthems and S. t Pieces,
many of them furnished expressly for the work by dieting uishi il Bng*>
llah Composers; and 107 Chants, including the Canticles of the Pro-
test nit Episcopal I lunch.

le ichcrs and others interested arc invited to call and examine this
work.
Published by TAPPAN, WIIITTEMORE A MASON. No. 114

VI i IuiilIiiii itiet '. Huston. 3tl6

new singing book.
WILKIN'S. CARTER, * CO. have in press and will shortly pub-

lish. THE NATIONAL LYRE; a m w collection oi psalm and
hymn tunes, comprising the In st ancient anil modern compositions of

shed merit | with a choice selection of chants, anthems, Ac. de-
si cneil lot the use of all choirs, congregations, singing schools and soci-
eties, throughout the United States Compiled nnd arranged by 8.
PaKKMAN Ii CKJ Hal \*> mul Sli as A. llAM'l.or I.

This collect! tonslsts of old, new and original mnato. The old
tunes a ill he found with simple arrangements, ami within the capacity
ol all performers, arid the new ones have been si luted v, ith gnat care
from the most distinguished composers of the ancient and modern
schools, while it is hoped the original music will be found of siith. Il nt
Variety to please all last, s, A pOftlOU Ol the turns in this colli

are especially designed for quartern choirs, ami tor use m the social
iiiii domestic Circle, and Of COOIta Will liquid more en re ill tin ir per-
formance than those written lor la is

-

' > hon s oi cona rgatlonal singing.
Hut the far creator portion of the music is within the capacity of all

nee, and ofa strictly devotional character. All
difficulties In the construction ol the vocal put. have hi an

carefully avt Ided, ami as far a* poesibls • sch part has been made not
oni\ ciisv. but Interesting to the peril mer. Another Important fea-
tiin ot do l k is the easy arrangement of the oigan score, l'sually.
In works of this class, a figure base Is given t but it is presumed that

us have the opportunity ot perfecting thcinsclvi s in the study
ofthorough base, sufficiently to play the harmony of even plain psalm
ii. i> from Bguroi coi roctfy, and this may be » onsldt rt <i n difficulty in
the way of Ho h it has been theendeevoi in remnva

i the treble and base; and
nre feel tin that this arrangement of the onynn i«irt will meet with

.i.il approbation of all. No. Hi Water street, Itoston. 31115

\IU .11 VIMI.K SINKINO HOOK.
fTJBT PUBLISHED by GEO. P. REED, No 17 Tromont Row, nos-

• ) ion. i ill VOUNG MINSTREL, s collection ot Muatt f"i the use
v A. N. Johnson of Itoston, and Jason V I it..

..I Music in the Public Schools in Providence, It. I. Thla
rltalns a large VafietJ of popular juvenile tunes, anil ii complete

system ofthc elementary principles of Music. It has baen Introdnccd
i in the Public School. 111 Providence, 11. I. and In

thai schools It Is believed thit it will favorably compare with
bet wmk of the kind, while il contains many pieces of a hiehly

popular character, out to be found in any similar existing work. 3116
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The Rochester (N. Y.) Democrat publishes the fol-

lowing report of the exercises at the Musical Institute

recently held in that city

:

SIXTH ANNUAL MEETING OF THE MUSICAL
INSTITUTE.

TEACHERS.
Lowell Mason, on teaching and church music.

Geo James Webb, on vocal culture and singing.

A. N. Johnson, on harmony and thorough base.

PIANISTS.

Miss McGregor, Miss Gifforl, Mr. Wm. Mason.

first DAT.

The sixth annual Teachers' Institute commenced

its session in Rochester on Tuesday, September 19, at

Blossom's Hall. A large number of ladies and gen-

tlemen were in attendance at the appointed hour— 10

o'clock, A. M. The meeting was opened by Mr Mason,

who, after some introductory remarks, in which he

gave a historical sketch of these institutes, and stated

their object, took up the subject of teaching. Teach-

ing may be of two kinds : 1st, didactic, or by dicta

tion, and 2d, inductive, or by induction These two

methods of teaching were explained and illustrated by

examples, at some length, so as to bring clearly before

the minds of the auditors a distinct idea of each. Mr.

M. preferred, in general, the latter, or the inductive

method ; it is only in this way that the pupil may he

said to acquire knowledge. The didactic method does

indeed communicate facts, but these facts must be, to

a great degree, received by faith; so that it is rather

faith than knowledge. But in the inductive process

Buch a knowledge of a thing is communicated as to

cause that thing to become a part of the pupil's nature

—he makes it practically his own, and it cannot be

wrested from him. The good teacher mostly employs

the inductive method of giving instruction, though he

often avails himself of the advantages that may be de-

rived from the dictatorial method. He so blends the

two methods as to render his instructions intelligible

and available to the pupil. Mr. M. gave illustrations

of the two methods, by an exhibition of each as applied

to the musical scale; teaching the scale first, according

to the dictatorial method, and afterwards according to

the inductive method.

In the afternoon, many new members having arrived,

the subject of the morning's lecture was reviewed, with

new illustrations and explanations, and an hour spent

in singing.

In the evening chorns singing was introduced, and

continued through the meeting. In the course of the

evening, Miss Stone, of Boston, sang, in a beautiful

and finished style, the song, " On mighty pens," from

Haydn's Creation. The advantage of hearing such a

singer is well worth the expense of an attendance at

the institute, for we know of no way by which style

can he acquired, except by listening to the perform-

ance of finished singers.

second day.

The exercises on Wednesday commenced with a

lecture by Mr. Johnson, on harmony. Not being fa-

miliar with terms, we dare not attempt a report. His

statements seemed to be clear, and he was listened to

by a class of more than two hundred ladies and gentle-

men, with apparent interest. Mr. Mason followed,

with further illustrations of the two methods of teach-

ing, giving a short specimen of both, the didactic and

the inductive, as applied to tie parts of speech in

English grammar.

After a recess the subject of church music was taken

up, and divided into two general classes—congrega-

tional and choral—the first of which was pretty fully,

and the latter partially explained. AVe were delighted
j

with the specimens of congregational psalmody, and,'

with the lecturer, we fully believe that this style of

singing is practicable, and within the reach of congre-

gations generally. We were particularly interested in

the tunes derived from the old Gregorian music.

After a recess Mr. Webb took up the subject of the

use and training of the voice. This subject he treated

in a most satisfactory manner, giving first a short but

clear view of the necessary condition of the organs,

considered physiologically. He closed an admirable

lecture on the subject, by an illustrative example from

Haydn's Creation.

In the afternoon the singing was introduced under

the direction of Mr. Webb Several beautiful glees

were sung from " The Fireside Harmony," a new glee

book by Wm Mason. The class seemed less familiar

with this kind of music than with psalmody, but it can-

not fail to yield to a few days' practice, under the di-

rection of so excellent a teacher.

third day.

Mr. Johnson commenced his instructions to a full

class of over two hundred ladies and gentlemen, at 8

o'clock, a. m. The plan of closing the door at ten

minutes past the hour, had the effect to produce a

punctual attendance.

At 9 o'clock Mr. Mason spoke for an hour on topics

suggested by members of the class, in written ques-

tions. We were particularly pleased with the remarks

made on the relative importance and connection be-

tween words and music, in singing. Mr. M. does not

hold to the opinion that it should be a leading aim in

a choir performance to speak the words so plainly as

to be understood ; but while he urged, in the strongest

terms, the importance of a just and proper delivery of

the words, he said that the music also required some

attention. The principal object of singing psalms is

to excite or to express emotion, and not to enlight-

en the understanding or to communicate knowledge.

IThe sentiment, as contained in the psalm, is the cause
of the emotion, or the feelings are excited in view of

certain truth; but that truth is already before the

mind
;

it must be thus before the mind, in order to

draw out the feelings with success. If the auditor is

obliged to listen, to find out what the words are, or

what the sentiment is, he cannot give up his heart to

the appropriate emotions; for it is not until after the

understanding is enlightened, that the affections are

drawn out. The sentiment is the cause, the emotions
are the effect, and the music is the action, or the out-

ward form of expression. Mr. M. illustrated his re-

marks on this subject by a reference to the reading of
didactic pieces, where the ideaj or thought, is the prin-

cipal thing to be brought out, and poetry where the

feelings are more conserved, and where, therefore, it

becomes more difficult to articulate words, in the pro-

longed tones required. Music carries this principle

still further, so that, in some styles, it is exceedingly

difficult to have the words understood. We wish we
could give the whole argument, which we think must
ihave been entirely satisfactory to all who heard it.

The remainder of the morning was taken up in a
teaching exercise, in which the intervals were taught,

first by the didactic, and second by the inductive meth-

od, and in chanting and psalmody.

In the afternoon Mr. Webb conducted glee singing,

with his usual close discrimination, and brought out,

from the large choir of over three fiundred voices,

strains delicate, beautiful, and expressive. Mr. Wm.
Mason this afternoon played a piece, a la Thalberg,

with very great execution, on the pianoforte.

The evening, from 7 to 9, was spent in chorus sing-

ing, accompanied by three pianofortes, by Miss Mc-
Gregor, Mr. W'm. Mason, and Mr. Johnson. Miss
Stone sang, in the course of the evening, in a very

brilliant style, the song •' Cast a Diva," from Norma,
by Bellini, and Mr Win. Mason again delighted the

institute by a splendid pianoforte performance.

FOURTH DAY.

After the lesson on harmony, by Mr. Johnson, Mr.
Webb gave an interesting and useful exercise on vocal

execution, in which the true principles of vocal deliv-

ery were happily illustrated before the class. The re-

mainder of the forenoon was spent in the practice of

church music, in which a deep interest was manifest

throughout the class, which was full, as usual, notwith-

standing a violent rain. The whole subject of church

music, as it relates to congregations and choirs, seems

to be receiving an unusual degree of attention, and ex-

citing an unusual interest this season. The majestic

tunes in congregational style, with a multitude of holy

associations clustering around them, are brought out

in strength and grandeur by this choir. Many beauti-

ful choir tunes were also sung this morning, in differ-

ent styles.

In the afternoon glee singing was continued under

Mr. Webb. Mr Kriessman, a beautiful and highly-

cultivated German singer, sang two songs before the

institute, which were received with great delight. Mr.
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K. has a pure tenor voice, of great sweetness, and he

has a chaste and elegant style of singing. His songs

were in his own language. Mr. Wm. Mason played a

waltz, difficult and beautiful, of his own composition.

The evening was mostly taken up in correcting the

catalogue ; a few choruses, however, were sung, and

M,., Stone sang a delightful cflvatina, from Rossini's

opera of Semiramide. The day was closed by the Old

Hundred, in unison.

FIFTH DAY.

The harmony lesson was attended, as usual, at Blos-

som's Hall. At 9 o'clock the members of the institute

assembled at the First Presbyterian Church, (which

had been kindly granted for the occasion by the

trustees,) and the whole morning was spent in various

exercises in church music, with the accompaniment of

the very fine organ recently erected in that building.

The singing was preceded by an organ voluntary, con-

sisting of introduction and fugue, in the minor key.

We have often observed that our organists choose,

most frequently, the soft chords of the minor scale, in

which to express their most poetic thoughts; and we

have as often wondered that choirs should so much

neglect to cultivate the minor, so appropriate to ex-

preas the emotions of religious worship. We admire

that manly playing of the organ which depends on

harmony, and in which soli 1 science is manifest; but

arc often obliged to listen tc a mere- exhibition of stops

or contrast of stops, or to a voluntary in operatic or

orchestral style, or, to what is'morc common, one «f-

tmijilnl in this style. But this is an abuse of the lofty

instrument. We remember some years ago to have

heard a distinguished organist play on the diapasons

and principal, or perhaps with the addition of 12tli htm!

15th, for three quarters of an hour without changing

the stops, lie depended not upon tricks for his effects,

hut upon harmony, modulation and counterpoint.

Wc believe that church music cannot exist, to any

great degree of perfection, where this instrument is

wanting; and wc arc happy to know that it is so fast

being introduced into churches .is an accompaniment

for choirs and congregations in their songs of praise.

The members of the institute were divided into two

choirs, the first choir occupying one gallery, and the

second the other, the entire galleries being filled with

singers. A select choir of four voices on a part occu-

pied the organ loft. The old Gregorian tones were

sung in a unison chorus, full and satisfactory, while

the harmony parts were heard softly to proceed from

the choir in the organ loft. Specimens of congrega-

tional tunes were also given—the lirst and second choir

singing the melody in unison, and the select choir of

sixteen voices singing the different parts Remarks

were made on style, and on various subjects connected

with music in worship, interesting and instructive, A
few of the old American tunes manifestly gave great

delight But wc cannot follow the exercises through.

They were so interesting to the class that they unan-

imously resolved to resume them in the afternoon, in

l>ii I ranee to their DSOnI glee singing.

The afternoon was mostly spent in singing choir

tones and anthems, under the direction of Mr. Webb,

Mr. Wm. Mason at the organ. A toothing and bean

tiful aria by Mend. dosobn, from the oratorio of Elijah

I I n ^1 in the Lord," was sung most chastely and feel-

ingly by Miss Stone.

Jn the evening several choruses were sung, accom-

panied on pianofortes by Mr. Webb, Mr. Wilson. Mr.

Johnson, Mr. Wm. Mason, and Miss McGregor. Mr
Kriessman sang, in a finished style, the recitative and

song, " In native worth," from the Creation. Mr K
has not great power or compass of voice, but sings in

an elegant style, and with great delicacy of execution.

It is an excellent school for the gentlemen of the insti-

tute, to listen to so fine a singer. We hope they will

endeavor to imitate his soft and delicate, swelling and

diminishing tones. Mr. Wm. Mason played a piece

by DeMeyer, and, on being encored, he elicited the

most rapturous applause by the highly ingenious and

wonderful manner in which he introduced and worked

up our national air. Fragments of the melody were

constantly being heard, scattered from one end of the

keyboard to the other, attended with the most difficult

forms of accompaniment, either in arpeggio, running

passages, or trills, requiring, one might suppose, six or

eight hands to execute, rather than two. To crown

the whole he introduced " Hail Columbia," and finally

united the two themes, giving the effect of two bands,

one playing " Bail Columbia," and the other " Yankee

Doodle." It is really astonishing that so large a bodj

of tone can be produced from a single pianoforte, as it

was our privilege to hear in this remarkable perform-

ance. We understand this highly-talented gentleman

is yet Only in his nineteenth year. What may wc not

expect from him, when further study and application

shall have perfected and developed his powers'! Miss

Stone sang the song, " With verdure clad." We regard

this lady as the best American vocalist to whom we

have ever listened ; her voice we have never heard sur-

passed. Mr. Webb sang, in a manner that did him

great credit, the popular song by Dr. Callcott, " Friend

of the brave." Mr. W. always sings with just taste

and feeling, and with appropriate expression. The

Hallelujah Chorus closed the evening's performances,

which seemed to partake of the nature of a concert,

rather than of a class exercise.

SIXTH DAY.

After the harmony lesson, the institute assembled at

the First Presbyterian Church, where a small but se-

lect audience had come together to listen to a practical

lecture on church music. The two galleries were oc

copied by two separate choirs, numbering about one

bundled and fifty each, and in the organ loft were

seated a smaller choir of twenty voices. After a vol-

untary on the organ by Mr. Win. Mason, and the ./»

biiati /'<"sung responsively to a Gregorian tone, Mr
Mason entered into an explanation of congregational

.in I choir singing, speaking of the properties or char

liCteristiCS of each, eontiasting the two anil showing

their mutual dependence. Congregational singing must

be perfectly simple; the tunes should be sung, as they

arc Usually in all countries where congregational sink-

ing prevails, in a single part, all the people singing the

melody in nni-nn and octaves. The only idea of time

in congregational singing is this, that all keep together.

Congregations have attempted to sing, and have fail-

ed, because they have attempted choif tunes. Ill con-

ing it is not to be e\] ccted that atten-

tion will be given to soft and loud— swelling and di-

minishing, or to any of tho«e things which tOJ

constitute what is commonly called > rpres$ion, but the

. (feci depends principally upon the one element of

. Remarks were made on the words of psalmody,

going to show that hymns of prayer and praise oaght
to be mostly used; and that the many merely didactic

hymns, or hymns of narration and description, were

obstacles to success in church music, or that in the use

of one of these it is impossible to draw out the feelings

m an act of adoration, praise or prayer. We only give

One or two of the leading thoughts contained in an ad-

dress of an hour, in which the need of improvement,

if not of reform in church music, was made apparent.

The remarks of Mr. M. were interspersed with exam-
ples or specimens of the congregational style, by the

whole choir. Further remarks on choir singing, and

on the relation of a choir to a congregation, and on the

offices and duties of a choir, were made; and many
specimens of beautiful choir tunes were sung, exhibit-

ing very great contrasts in style, from the most gentle

iand soothing to the most vigorous, animating and ex-

citing. The great choir having been - i l , ^ i r
i
^ together

for several days, nave niaiiiiesilv made improvement,

and sing with much more unity anil promptness

—

much Miller on the one hand and louder on the other,

than at first. The morning exercises continued three

hours, closing at 12 o'clock.

In the afternoon (he institute met at Minerva Hall.

Alter singing half an hour. Mr. Mason gave a short

lecture On teaching. and Mr. Webb gave a lecture on

the theory of the voice, or on the registers of the voice.

We understood it to be a new theory, having its foun-

dation in the doctrines of harmonics, or the well-known

facts of vibrating BOnoroua bodies. By this system, all

the tones of the voice are found to be either tonic or

fundamental, or the harmonics of these. But as wc

(lid not fully understand the system, we will attempt

no explanation of it.

In the evening a sai red concert was given at Minerva

Hall. Choruses were sung promptly and effectively)

and songs were sung by Mr. Webb and Mr Kriess-

man. Miss Stone, who has sung so charmingly during

the meetings of the institute, was prevented from sing-

ing by hoarseness. Mr. Kriessman gains upon us

every time we hear him. He is a finished tenor sing-

er. Most heartily do wc wish that choristers and lead-

ers could catch something of his soft, delicate, delight-

ful style of vocal delivery. Mr. Wm. Mason played a

very difficult pianoforte piece, by Thalberg.

SliVENTII DAY.

Mr. Johnson continued his instructions in harmony,

after which Mr. Webb gave a long lecture on the

voice, with various illustrations. He was listened to

with great attention and interest by a large class. Mr.

Mason spoke at some length and in very strong terms,

on the importance of a clear and correct articulation

and pronunciation in singing. There is no excuse for

9 singer who does not give full attention to this sub-

ject. The fact that it is often very difficult to articulate

words distinctly in connection with musical sounds,

renders it more important to make such efforts at all

ary to overcome the difficulty, as far as possible.

Glees were sung during the remainder of the morning

so- ion.

The afternoon was taken up mostly in preparation

for an evening concert.

In the evening an interesting concert of secular

music was given. The chorus glees were sung in fine

spirit, in good time, and with an appropriate expres-

sion. Miss Stone sang a canzonet by Haydn, " My
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mother bids me bind my hair;' and also a very diffi-

cult bravura song in Italian. Her singing evidently

gave great delight. Mr Kriessman sang in his pecu-

liarly sweet style two songs in German. Mr. Wm.

Mason played a pianoforte piece by De Meyer. He

also played, in a charming manner, an adagio, " The

last rose of summer," and by request extemporised on

the national airs. Misses Teryll played upon the mu-

sical glasses, producing tones so silvery and sweet as

no other instrument can produce. The concert closed

by the spirited air sung in Paris, during the revolu-

tionary days, in February last. The whole choir sung

this soul-stirring melody in unison, with the most ex-

citing and enlivening effect.

EIGHTH DAY.

Mr. Johnson continued his lessons on harmony.

Mr. Johnson is thoroughly versed in the science of

harmonica! sounds, and his lectures have been listened

to with great interest and substantial benefit. A short

exercise designed to explain the minor scale followed,

and the remainder of the time was spent, at the re-

quest of the class, in singing church music.

In the afternoon Mr. Webb reviewed his lessons on

the voice, and an hour was spent in glee singing.

Messrs. W«bb and Kriessman also sang several songs.

In the evening a free social concert was given, of

secular music. Minerva Hall was crowded to its ut-

most, and many were unable to gain even a place to

stand in the large room. The chorus glees were given

with more precision and spirit than at any previous

meeting, showing a marked (improvement since the

opening of the session. A quartette was sung softly

and sweetly by Mr. Bacon, and others whose names

we did not learn. " The Blind Girl" was very credit-

ably sung by Miss H. W. Nott, of Sardinia Mr.

Kriessman sang two songs in his usually excellent

style; and Miss Stone a very difficult Italian bravura

song, and also a simple ballad. The Misses Teryll

played several tunes upon the musical glasses, which

gave evident satisfaction to the audience. Mr. Wm.
Mason played on the melody " My lodging is on the

cold ground," and by request repeated his previous

wonderful performance on the national airs. All of

the exercises were listened to with satisfaction and de-

light, of which evidence was given by frequent rounds

of applause.

Throughout the eight days the utmost union and

good feeling existed, realizing the truth of Pope's

words, " By music minds an equal temper know " The

instructions at the institute this year have been list-

ened to by a larger number, and the subject of music

attracted more attention, than at any previous session.

Messrs. Mason, Webb and Johnson, by their perfect

and thorough system of instruction, and by their assid-

uous efforts to make the session pleasant as well as

useful, have secured the confidence of the class in their

ability and skill in the science of music, and the high

respect of its members for them as gentlemen. Not-

withstanding the length of the session, and the unre-

mitted exercises, there was evidently an increasing in

terest in the subject, not only in the class but with the

public generally.

At the close of the exercises, Mr. Mason addressed

the members in a few parting words, thanking them

for their patient and courteous attention, and express-

ing the hope of again meeting them.

RESOLUTIONS.

At a meeting of the members of the institute, the

following resolutions were unanimously adopted:

Resolved, That the various lectures delivered and in-

Resolved, That the thanks of the institute be present-

ed to Messrs. Mason and Webb, for the assiduous ef-

forts they have made to render the session interesting

and instructive; that it has fully met our highest ex-

pectations; and that they are earnestly solicited to
structions given at this institute are eminently ealcu-i ,

' ... ,,' „ ... . .°
. „ ,. . . Hcontmue the annual sessions of the institute established

lated to promote lust views of teaching, as an art in it- . .

I ,

'

„ li „ ,
. ,,i;in Rochester, as the best and most certain means of

self, and are therefore worthy of the attention of all!. . .

|

" insuring our own improvement, and of awakening a
persons who desire improvement in this most import

ant and difficult profession, whether as teachers of mu-

sic, or of the more common branches of school study.

Resolved, That not only a knowledge of music, and

an ability to sing, but that a knowledge of the art of

teaching, is an indispensable qualification in every good

music teacher

Resolved, That a tasteful and elegant style of per-

formance is of the greatest importance to any one who

teaches singing; and that in view of this subject, the

members of the institute express their gratitude for

the opportunities they have enjoyed during this ses-

sion, of listening to the performances of thoroughly-

educated and finished vocalists.

Resolved, That the distinctions and explanations

which have been made before the institute, in relation

to the congregational and choral styles in church mu-

sic, meet our most unqualified approbation ; and that

we regard it our duty to co-operate with such pastors

or committees as may desire to introduce congrega-

tional, in connection with choir singing, into public

worship.

Resolved, That the exercise of singing in public wor-

ship should ever be regarded as a religious exercise

—

one that requires not only an appropriate outward

form, but also the inward spirit and truth of an humble

and sincere christian heart.

Resolved, That we acknowledge and approve the,

more general interest with the public in regard to the

claims and advantages of a cultivation of musical tal-

ent and taste.

Resolved, finally, That in view of the privileges we
have enjoyed during the past eight days, we will go

forth with renewed determinations, first, to imj>rove our-

selves, and, second, to do all in our power to improve

others in musical knowledge; and that by all proper

means, we will exert ourselves to advance an art not

only so delightful, but fraught with so many benefits

to mankind. GEO. L. WHITNEY, ch'u.

Timothy Hough, sec.

ROCHESTER MUSICAL INSTITUTE ON SUNDAY.

On the forenoon of the sabbath which occurred dur-

ing the session of this institute, most of the members

attended as a part of the congregation, at the First

Presbyterian Church. In the afternoon, by invitation

from James Murray, Esq. the chorister, they perform-

ed the singing at the Brick Church, forming a choir of

three or four hundred—such a choir as is not often

seen in a regular church service. In the evening the

members of the institute sang at the First Presbyterian

Church, on the following occasion:

From the Rochester Democrat.

The Rev. Mr. Dagget, of Canandaigua, preached a

high religious claims of sacred music, not only upon discourse last sabbath evening, in the First Prcsbyte-

choirs, but upon congregations, and all connected with rian Church, on the subject of music, its influence

public worship, so constantly and decidedly set forth upon morals, and the propriety of its cultivation by all

and urged from day to day during these lectures.
I
'classes of people, and especially by christian communi-

Resolved, That we believe that religious edification is ties and congregations, among whom it is an nppoint-

lost, in a great degree, to worshiping assemblies, from 'ed part of religious worship. He took his text from

the want of a proper knowledge of the true design and 'the 115th Psalm: "Praise ye the Lord; let all the

end of music in worship; and that we regard the in- people praise Him," &c. It had been quoted as a wise

structions here given as eminently adapted to remove saying of some one, he said, "Let me make the ballads

the evil and to give light on this important subject.

Resolved, That we have listened with high satisfac

of a nation, and I care not who makes its laws." And
it is true that the cultivation of music and poetry

tion and benefit to the skillful and elegant vocal per-; among the masses of the common people has more in-

formnnces of Miss Anna Stone, and that we tender to fluence in forming the national character, than the

her our heartfelt thanks for the delight she has afford-

ed us; that Mr. Kriessman is entitled to our warmest

gratitude for the very finished style of singing with

which he has favored the institute from day to day;

that Mr. William Mason has established himself in

our estimation, both as a pianist and organist, of a'

very high order, and that our congratulations be pre-

sented to this young gentleman for his eminent suc-

cess, and that he receive assurance of our sincere

formal enactments of legislation. As an evidence, he

alluded to the fondness of the Italian peasantry for

music—they will lav aside their earnings to purchase a

seat at the opera, with more regularity than they would

to provide their daily bread. Poetry and music must

have great influence upon such a people. He also re-

ferred to the people in the northern part of England,

and to the German people, where music is cultivated

very generally. There was a difference between the

wishes that his professional course may add honor to' 'condition of those people and our own; the compara

the name, and be long useful and happy.

Resolved, That the thanks of the institute be present

ed to Mr. Johnson, for his able and satisfactory lessons

jin harmony and thorough base; that he receives as-

surance that we regard the mathematics of musical

science as no less important than the poesy of musical

art; and that, while we cultivate the latter as a matter

of taste, we will also give attention to the former as a

,matter of scientific knowledge.

live newness of the country rendered the cultivation of

music and poetry of less consequence to us than those

of the ruder arts; the character of our institutions,

also, was another reason for the comparative difference.

Our people were more inrcrested in hearing the ha-

rangue of the accomplished politician than the voice of

the sweetest singer. We, however, although possess-

ing advantages far above those possessed by the people

of Europe, should not fail to supply our deficiencies
;
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and he considered this to be one point in which the about, as by the word of command, and facing theMmostly unisonous
; the parts may and ought to I* sus-

American people failed, and in which we were encour- choir, when they rose to sing. The choir sings, not to! tamed by a choir, but the singing of the people most
aged to attempt almost any extent of improvement, the people, but to Cod. ami all should uuite devoutly be mostly confined to the leading air, or melodv in

Whatever might be its influence upou the moral char- with them, instead of gazing at the performers, as 'unison or in octaves. This is also, so fur as we know
the opinion of the most experienced musicians and
others who have examined the subject. " Surelv.'' savs
Dr. Gauntlett, 'it is not to be tolerated that this most

acter of the people, it would be still greater in religious though they were singing, as at a public concert, for

and social life. the amusement or gratification of the audience, lie

A great many good people had protested against closed his discourse by an eloquent peroration, incul-

trained choirs to assist in religious devotions, and a eating the necessity for the cultivation of an inward [primitive order of hymning the praises of the Eternal

still greater number had objected to the use of instru- melody, without which, all outward melody would be
(

shall be denounced and overturned; anil that before

ruents. Those who did so, however, were not sustained oncnsivc to God.

in their objections by the practice of any class of relig-
|

The church during the discourse, which was alike!

ions people, and went against the old testament. All eloquent and appropriate, was densely crowded, those

that might be sai.l in favor of the cultivation of vocal »bo could not obtain seats being content to stand in

music, would also sustain the use of instruments to aid *« aisles and every available spot within the walls.j

it or supply its want. If it were in his power he would The large class of Messrs. Mason and Webb occupied

enlist for divine worship and praise the most, perfect tl,e galleries, filling them completely, and performed

roiccs, aided by the most perfect instruments that
,

the musical part of the services. At the close, the

conld be procured. He spoke of the necessity on the
,

choir and congregation joined in singing the 1 17th

part of singers in a choir to cultivate a devout spirit,

in order to render the service more effective. Music is

Psalm and Doxology in Old Hundred. Probably a

thousand voices united to swell the grand chorus of

impressive ehieflv as it becomes expressive, as is seen
,

ll,is "'"Jcstic composition, and with the thunder of the

by the effect produced bv a song full of sad or mirthful',
orB"n '

at whith Mr Wln lMason prodded, made the

expression— it diffuses 'the sentiment among all who
|

ct,inte tremble to its foundation. The service-, alto-

listen to it. Those who sing, therefore, must be rightly! gcther -
wcrc ,he most Interesting and impressive that

affected, in order that others may be so. What can have been in manJ ?*** Perl,!, Ps cver
'
"Messed here.

contribute so much to the good influence of church

music, as a glow of piety in the breasts of those who

sing? The musicians whose avowed object is only to

amuse, aim to imbibe the spirit of their own pieces, in

order to render their effect the greater. How much

From the Preface to the " National Fialmitt."

CHURCH MUSIC— NO. IV.

Among the multitude of books of tunes which have

been in quick succession issuing from the press, we
more, then, should they do so who sing to the praise of know I10t of a singlc one „ )ut has bccn prcparc(] witl,

God, who will accept nothing less than the homage of L„
y i ntc |li^iiit view, either to the preservation of the

[church style in choral music, or to furnish available

Congregational tunes: they are filled almost entirely,

not merely with choir tunes, but with choir tunes which

.in melody or harmony—or both—are of a secular

character; and if, peradventurc, a genuine people's.

tunc is occasionally found, it is very probably spoiled

by transposition, or by a modern or secular harmony,

without suitableness or consistency. The old wine

has been put into new bottles. "The Old Hundredth,"

the heart.

The people should all participate in thiji part of di-

vine service. It was not only a matter of interest, but

of importance, that the congregation should bear a

part in common psalmody. If the people were assem-

bled to pay honor to a distinguished person, you would

not be silent while the air was tilled with shouts of ap-

plause, nor would you delegate the duty of paying this

homage to a select few. So a congregation of worship-

ers should not be silent while the choir were engaged! (for example, has been usually printed in A, (quite

in offering praise to God. A choir was designed asnnjibeyond the compass of men's voices,) and sometimes

aid to the. congregation, and not as its substitute; tolas high as B flat or C. "Let the Old Hundredth,''

conduct it, and not to supply its place. Every wor- Bays Dr. Gauntlett, " be sung in the key of F when the

shipcr should say not only by his prayers, but by his highest tone is C, or in the key of G when the highest

best endeavors, " O Lord ! open thou our lips, and our

mouths shall show forth thy praise." There is no good

reason who those who can sing for themselves, should

have it done for them by others. What would be lost

in delicacy, by this congregational method, would bej

more than compensated for in strength and majesty.!

being fitted for singing hymns, we must become half

instructed in the sailings of a contra-tenor part, or the
mysterious grumblings of the bass." But yet it has
been supposed by some who do not know the difficulty

of choral musii\ that it is not only practicable to sing

congregational); in parts, but also in the use of diffi-

cult choir tunes; such a state of musical cultivation

has beea urged on congregations as would enable

[hem to do this; and some congregations, driven by
the abuses which unhappily so oflcn find their why in-

to choral associations, have made the attempt. It is

hardly necessary to add, that a failure in such cases

has sooner or Inter been the result, and then, congre-

gational singing has been condemned as impracticable.

With almost as much propriety might a man be con-

demned for not flying when he has only the ability to

walk. On the other hand, members of choirs and such

persons as have made some progress in musical culti-

vation, hut who are not aware that there is such a
thing as a distinct «nd available congregational style,

say, in view of the difficulties of choral performance,

that it is quite impossible for a congregation to sing

with tolerable decency, ind that any attempt at this

style of psalmody is barbarous and horrid. Hut these

two parties are no less at variance with one another,

tlinii with the truth; they are equally in error; for,

while congregational singing can never succeed in the

use of choir tunes, it is certainly quite practicable and
comparatively easy, if it be confined to the right kind

of tunes, and these, for the most part, in unison. We
add with confidence, that it is not merely practicable

and easy, but is also eminently useful ; it is a most de-

lightful, appropriate and effective form of the service

of song in prayer and praise; it may be sublime and

devotional in the highest degree, enkindling or awake-

ning in the soul holy emotions of love, gratitude and

ioy, which can neither be reached or drawn out in any

tone is D, and the men will he" able to sing the melody) !

othcr wnv - Suth * congregational singing described

with the women and children; but change the key to

A, or B flat, and one half of the male congregation

present are foundered, and compelled to remain silent

unless they force their voices upon the E or F tones in

a way which is not very solemn in effect, and not

Church iiiu-ir would thus become the language of a often practicable." Most of the old tunes that have

wider Sympathy, a more comprehensive harmony.' been published have been similarly transposed, Add
Church music will never be what it ought to be, until

I

to this, that it has been supposed thai the air of a tune

it answers to the. inspired call, ' I. it the people praise

thee; yea, let all the people praise thee I" A <li^t in-

nished teacher of music had been asked if congre-

gations should join in singing, and he answered,

^'s, bat before they do SO, they ought to Irani
,

' >y no means so in reference to congregational singing.

bow." To this he folly assented, and with St. 1'nnl. Both the melody and the barntony of a congregation^

he would say, " l.ct all things be done decently and in ttl lane should be SO constructed as to admit mule

order." Then was testimony sufficient, iu the practice voices on the air; the melody should be within their

of the German people, to show that it was possible foi compass, and ihc harmony should be free from such

oongregntisms to become competent to join iu this pat i

of divine service.

He alluded to, and censored the practice of turning

by the poet

:

The multitude of angels with a shout

Loud as from numbers without number,

uttering joy :

Heaven rang with jubilee, and

Loud bosannas filled lb' eternal regions;

and such the singing of the " ten thousand times ten

should always be the upper part, and be sung bv re- thousand, and thousands of thousands " described in

males or boys, and the direction has often been given, the ApOCalypSS Ol John.

It maj be thought thai we are disposed to attach an

undue importance to congregational singing; but let

it be remembered that while we would urge this as an

essential form of church music, we would urge with

equal earnestness the importance of choirs and of the

choral style. Choirs are not only necessary to sustain

congregational singing, but the higher style or forms

of musical expression can never he reached without

then. We feel certain that delight and edification

may unitedly result from a well directed choral pcr-

" The ail must be invariably sung by treble voices."

Now while this is generally true in choral music, it is

progressions as produce forbidden consecuttves by in-

version. Indeed we are fully of the opinion that con-

gregational singing can never succeed unless it be
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formance in religious service. To reject a choir, then, 'poetry of worship, if such a terra he allowahle. The

is to reject the heauty and truth of musical art; it is to heart and the voice encourage each other in song,

reject the means of spiritual progress and happiness
;|
Hence, all who can sing should unite in this portion of

it is to reject one of the most effective means of music's

influence—to clip its wings, and limit its power over

the heart. While, therefore, we are decidedly friendly

to congregational singing, we are equally so to choir

singing; they are both legitimate forms of musical

truth, derived from the nature of the art, and sanction-

ed by common experience and by the word of God.

The history of psalmody in New England certainly

proves the two following things : 1st. If congregational

singing be left to itself, it will not only decline, lose its

interest and power, but become intolerable, a hinder-

ance and not a help to devotion. Such was the state

of things in New England at about the beginning of

the eighteenth century. See extracts from preface to

Walter's collection, previously quoted. 2. If choir

music be exclusively cultivated, and congregational be

neglected, the singing is in great danger of degenerat

ing to a mere matter of musical exhibition or amuse-

ment So it was in the time of Billings, as is clearly

evinced by previous extracts from his work; and so,

if we mistake not, it hag continued to be, and is now,

to a great extent, in the American churches. We may

add, also, as another lesson derived from the same

source, that the cultivation of church music in any

form leads naturally to the formation of choirs, and to

the choral style. These two forms of church music

are both necessary to the highest ends contemplated

:

they are interwoven with each other, and are mutually

dependent. Choral music, if it does not kindle the

fire of its devotions at the altar of the great congrega-

tional offering, may soon cease to burn, at least with a

heavenly flume; awl to, leave congregational sinking

unaided by the ministrations of a well regulated choir.

is " to leave it to be moulded into any shape that the

passions of a changing world may please to impress

it— is but to resign it to decrepitude and imbecility."

From the Southern Literary Gazette, Athens, Georgia.

SINGING IN OUR CHURCHES.
We shall offer no apology whatever for noticing this

subject in the columns of the Gazette, deeming it of

such importance as to deserve and demand attention

Accustomed, as we have ever been, to regard singing

as one of the most delightful and profitable of all the

services of the sanctuary, when it is judiciously per

formed, we cannot forbear lending the influence of our

journal, and of our pen, to urge upon our readers a

more earnest regard for this portion of divine worship.

It has been remarked, aud observation abundantly

attests the truth of this statement, that the most devo-

tional congregations generally pay the most attention

to church psalmody. By this, we are far from design-

ing to intimate that those congregations for whom all

the singing is done by a baud of hired vocalists and

instrumentalists—who have no heartfelt interest in

their performance—are devotional congregations. Far

from it : we utterly repudiate such singing—and if it

were not a contradiction of terms, should call it, per-

haps, operatic or theatrical psalmody! We are de-

cided advocates for singing by the congregation—by
which, of course, we mean all those in the congrega-

tion who have good voices and a tolerable knowledge
of the principles of music.

Singing is eminently a devotional act— it is the

the services of God's house. No duty is more frequent-

ly enjoined in the bible than that of praise. We are

commanded to "serve the Lord with gladness, and

come before his presence with singing :
" and the sweet

singer of Israel exclaims, " Let the people praise thee,

O God ; let all the people praise thee ! " The duty of

singing praises, then, is a clear and positive one ; but

how are we to sing praises 1 Here, too, the bible is

our instructor: " Sing ye praises with understanding."

Now, we shall endeavor to show that to "sing prais

es with the spirit and with the understanding also,"

requires a knowledge of music—not a perfect acquaint-

ance with its theory and science, but a knowledge of

its general rules—an idea of time, a correct ear and a

correct taste. These, added to a good voice, will ena-

ble their possessor to " sing with the understanding."

Let us now iuqiu're if such are the qualifications of

many who make great pretensions to efficiency in

church psalmody, and who aspire to lead the eongre

gation in this branch of devotion. We have known
men set up for choristers whose entire stock of musical

knowledge consisted of half a dozen antiquated tunes

—assorted, from long to short metre—and whose mu-

sical taste was as much more deficient than their knowl

edge, as a cipher is less than a unit—who never heard

of time, and who never conceived of melody. Their

singing is of the nasal genus, all their sounds being

forced out of their leading organs, as if there was not a

larger channel of exit just below them. Then, too,

they have a, curious habit of introducing—for euphony's

sake, we presume—certain favorite letters into words,

besides the usual complement, such as d and n. We
do not know that we can execute a specimen of their

singing, but as near as type will express it, let us at-

tempt, in their style, a popular stanza:

"Am I da sol-ndier dof the cross

—

Da follower dof the lab-m-d 1

Dan shall di fear to ow-d-n his cause

—

Dor blush to spea-d-k his name."

But it is not only the nasal execution that we object

to in such leaders of the public devotion. There are

other serious errors. It requires, we apprehend, good

taste to select tunes suitable to the hymns announced

The chpristers whom we describe—and but too truly

—have no idea at all of this, but would probably raise

a quick, lively and spirited air—if they knew such—to

a solemn, penitential hymn, and a slow, mournful mel-

ody, such as Dundee or Windham, to an exulting song

of gratitude and thanksgiving. They rush through

every stanza, moreover, with the same pitch of the

voice, and in tones of thunder that stun our ears, mar
the exquisite pathos and tenderness of such lines as

the following:

" Soft be the gently breathing notes

That sing the Savior's dying love
;

Soft as the evening zephyr floats

—

And soft as tuneful lyres above :

Soft as the morning dews descend,

While warbling birds exulting soar

—

So soft to our almighty friend

—

Be every sigh our bosoms pour."

We have heard ministers say that their freedom in

the pulpit was much promoted by the music services

preceding the sermon ; and we are very sure that any
educated and cultivated preacher must have his feel-

ings shocked by the wretched efforts at singing which

are frequently made in our churches. We should sup-

pose they would completely distract his mind, and unfit

him for the solemn duties of his station.

It seems to us— let us remark en passant—a great

hinderance to good and effective singing, to have the

hymns •' lined," as it is termed. Not unfrequently the

sense of the stanza is obscured, if not perverted, by the

suspension of the air: the melody is invariably mar-

red, and if there be no instrumental aid, the key is

usually depressed, to the great annoyance of the sing-

ers. And why must the lines be given out? Because,

forsooth, some of the congregation are too—parsimo-

nious—that's the word—to buy hymn books to follow

the singers. For the preacher's sake, this practice

should be abandoned ; he should be preparing his mind

for the solemnities of his message to the people. For

the singers' sake, and for the sake of sound and sense,

it should be abandoned.

A choir in a village church is, in onr opinion, a sine

qua non to the proper discharge of the duty of "prais-

ing God with the spirit and the understanding also."

A choir will prepare themselves, more or less, to sing,

and the minister will not be afraid to give out any

metre, beside long, short or common, lest there should

be no one able to " set a tune."

Opposition, at this day, to cultivated singing in our

temples of worship, is too preposterous to be treated

with respect or consideration. We should have as

much regard for the man who would object to a gram-

matical sermon or prayer, as to cultivated, scientific

singing. " Sing ye praises with the understanding."

Where, we ask, is the understanding of those vocaliz-

ers who, instead of executing music secundem artem,

choke it in their bungling attempts, and make that part

of the public worship of God, which ought to be a pure

delight, a failure and a farce to the refined and intelli-

gent worshiper.

There are in every community enough respectable

singers to form vocal choirs; and if they will only

meet for frequent practice, no congregation need be

without good singing on public and social occasions.

There is so much pleasure in sacred vocal music, that

there is rarely any serious difficulty in obtaining num-
bers to form and support a choir, where some one of

taste and energy will make the effort. It is indisputa-

bly true, moreover, that wherever there is a good choir

to lead the singing, there is always a more general par-

ticipation in it by the congregation than when there is

no choir. We earnestly recommend these suggestions

to our church-going and mnsic-loving readers.

Soliloquy.—I really wonder what ails me. Here

I have n't slept a wink for six months; and when I

wake up in the morning my head feels as if the night-

mare, or some other horse, had traveled over my body

rough-shod, without any shoes on. My appetite is fast

deserting me, and everything I eat makes me feel as

if something had been taken into the stomach. The

doctors have given mc over to corned beef and cat-

bage, and restricted me to twenty-five pounds of mut-

ton for breakfast, to be taken the day before. What
shall I do ? what is the matter f Ah ! now I see what

the trouble is, and the remedy. I have n't paid my
ubscription to the Boston Musical Gazette. I'll do it

now, and be a happy man again.
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I have been the more surprised at the mediocre COm-| desirable work. Although it contains more vocal music th«n the roost
1 expensive chorus book, which have been published in this country, it
will I..- sold at a price lew than that of common church music book'a.
THE BOSTON CHORUS BOOK; Consisting of. .election of the

most popular choruses, from the work, of llandi I, Haydn, and other
eminent composers, arranged in full vocal .core, with an accompani-
ment for the piun tn. Compiled by Mason * Wkiib.
THE BOSTON ANTHEM BOOK, being a collection of the beat

anthems and other n cleties and choirs, liv I.. MaBOV.
(<n lnrirp n titv tli if mv imnressinn in correct T?R " f00K or CHANTS," coodttlngofchanting inusic, sdapt-

llliy lll.ll, II my II IS COirt.tt,
,.,, ,,, r ,.pu |, r hymn, and ui .election, from the scripture., for congre-

LETTER FROM MARYLAND.

We very often receive original compositions, with P-exion of many of these original compositions, recol-

nrgcnt requests for insertion, which almost admit of lecting that not ver
.
v long "8° vour musital contribut-

no denial. Here is a communication on the other side
ors wcrc i"f«>™ed that you had a very large quantity

f the ouestion I

°f 9°°d music on hand, waiting its turn for publication,

Mlssrs Editors-—I have before mc your bill for

Tolume three of the Musical Gazette; but I must

e-uiltv to still deeper delinquency— I owe you for . sB
• .. . ," , , ,

pages of the Gazette
ume two, as well. I now send von a check on the , . . , .

•
I am quite ignorant of the manner in which the tie- Peeteloxrlen method of teaching mtuic In such schools. By i. atasoa

Granite Bank of your ciiv for three dollars: for the ., , ,. , , , , „, and G.J. w.bb, Profcsor. in the Boston Academy ,,f Mu*ir. it i.
•

tails of such an establishment as that ot tlie Gazette •uppoted that any mother, or primary school teacher, who can herself
balance of one dollar please semi me volume one, li it , , . ....... sing, although she nay know so little of musical character* as not to

arc performed, but can very easily imagine that it is be able to read music herself, may, by the help of th

Dlead
il wo,lld take several yottrs to publish.) and that none ^handBLsSkaTOKiSoF rm:

1 but compositions of the first order could appear on the B
'}!]££ p/WA^RT^SClioftL'soNG

KBSSIAJTi Arranged by John

BOOK, in two part.; the first
oisting ofsongs suitable tor primary orjuveoile singing school.;

d the second
|

ing of an explanation of the Inductive or

happen that you have the whole of the numbers on

hand , if you have not, please apply the dollar to the

pre-payment of volume four.

Though a stranger, I feel assured you will not deem

me obtruive if I avail myself of an opportunity so in-

viting to make a passing remark upon your useful

missive. 1 read every portion of it with lively interest

;

bnt, being the leader of a choir, those articles which

relate to music as part and parcel of the worship of

the sanctuary claim, very naturally, my more serious

attention. 1 cordially approve of your views upon this

application of the science, and have been much grati-

fied to see the ability with which those views are pre-

sented to your readers, not only editorially, but by

correspondents.

There are some churches in this part of our country

e.e directions, be
,

enabled to teach her pupil, with good lUccess, ornl thus prepare the
not practicable that the editors inspect every article Wiiv for a more thorough and extensive course in higher schools.
L „ t, . ., , t _ . it . . THE SONO BOOK OF THB SCHOOL BOOM. Consisting of a
"set up. But though I am not able to account satis

L, i(lt M1]ulv ...
,, elections, with appraprt-

fac.orily for the appearance in the Gazette of such mu- ik
m,jSyS^

sic as that pointed out, I am perfectly satisfied of this *£$£^irJ?£%^£££^^^iZZ
—that the opinion of the editors with regard to its Ei?i"£""»d Q" "°.; •>*«* w "»- This work ho. been pre-

1 °
i
pared with reference to the wants of common schools and academies,

wretched eharactcrwill harmonize exactly with that of 01,(l '• <> '»-' ,"- <l <• fellow llu »b0T« »°'fc '" ,","'" '" f"" n '' ,na"y
*

. adapted BO the various circumstances ol children and youth from
their present correspondent. ' K or n> to u or id years of age. The variety is thought to i>.

1 r
I
than in most similar works, including the sprightly and enlivening,

I repeat mv sinccrest wishes for the permanent sue-, th« calm and toothing, and the sober and devout.

„, , ,. . 3 , ,
|

THE ODBON;* collection of secular melodies t arranged and har-
monized for four voices. Designed for adult singing schools ami social

music partlea By t;. .1. Webb snd Low 1 1 1. m tSQH. A* the titlo-

page -' II forth, this work is designed for singing school.. It contains
the rudiments, arranged on the Pestalozzian plan, anil an appendix,
containing instructions for developing and training the Voice. The
table of contents embraces, besides new pieces, many of the finest and
mosl popular airs, harmonized for four voices.

THE VOCALIST: consisting of short and easy glees, or songs in
parts; arranged for soprano, alto, tenor and base voices, II, LowBLL
MASON and Gkukqs Jamks WEBB, Professors in the Boston Academy

THE SOCIAL lU.Ei: r.OOK: a telcction of glees snd part songs,
'i iruishcil G.-riiiu, , .nop. >.,-. n.i.r I..fore piililishid in this

country ; together with original pieces; by William Mason and Silas
A. It.NCftOFT.
QB \ TLBMB rS QLBB HOOK; Selected from the most admired

German composers. By I. MASON.
BOSTON GLEE BOOK; Edited bj 1. M < s„s, „ nd G.J. Webb.

|
VOCAL EXERCISES AND SOLFEGGIOS, with sn sccompant-

ment for the piano forte. Adapted to the wants of private pupil., or
'msses in vocal mnrie. Bj LOWELL Mason.
THE MUSIC Of V 1/77.7.. with curious and interesting illustra-

tions, Hv W'll.l.lAM LlABniKBB.
ELEMENTS OF MUSICAL ARTICULATION! Consisting of

series of rudiments! exercises En enunclstlon, spplled to rosal music.
By Wm. R.U8SBLL and L, Mason. rBmo.
A HISTOR Y OF MUSK ' / 1 VI II / \ 01 I \ /), » [th biographical

ketches "i .. formers I psalmists. Il\ <:. Hoob.
GODFREY WEBER'S nihiitv' HI MUSICAL (OMPOSI-

TION ; translated by J. r. Warner. '-' vast, Bvo. sheen, complete.
Teachers and others are uivitcd to call and examine the above works.

cess of your very useful publication, and hope that its

circulation may he speedily increased a hundred fold.

Very respectfully, J. m.

Ii , Jf<i. Sept. 5, lots.

Music Teachers' Institute.—The annual scs

sion of the Music Teachers' Institute for Western New

that have (very strangely, as it appears to me) imbibed York, was opened in this city on Tuesday last; and

the idea that "the singing ought not to cost the church any has brought together a larger number of persons inter-

ttttfj." Justus reasonable would it be to hold that the Wed in the science of music, than have assembled

prmddng ought not to cost the church any thing. No, 1'crc in any previous year. The high reputation of the ;;• _
gentlemen, on the contrary, that church should feel

1

gentlemen who have the tlirection of the institute, and

Terr happy and very grateful that is able to form a the manifest improvement of its members in the science,

good choir, at whatever pecuniary cost ; for it is an un- cannot fail to enlist an interest which will render it

questionable truth that good choirs nrc much more permanent and useful. Mr. Lowell Mason, long and

rare than good preachers. The truth is that our favorably known to the musical world as a professor

churches do not attach to this, branch of worship a' of great merit, gives instruction in church music; Mr.

tithe of the importance to which it is entitled. LGeorgc J. Webb, on the cultivation of the voice, and

If it be too much to affirm that good singing—I em-' glee singing; and Mr. A.N. Johnson on thorough base,

plov the word good in its most extensive signification,! ,They arc accompanied by Miss Stone of Boston, one
• li-ii 1 * * A * H/f IT ' iiiiiiiit in mu jut i iviiiuucui HMvuin « mi

Afl embracing not only all that is scicutijicalltj excellent; of the best native vocalists in America
;
Mr. Jlnessman

1 1,, Dalce Cumpunn Attachment u ... w invention, Ibr which the
^

<• /-t i *
*

i
rotocriberi have secured letters patent i an Improvement which com*

bat also thoSO higher excellences (without which all from ucrmany, unsurpassed as a icnor Binger, ami Mnet mon rfchneas and beauty «f »na, than %w tatae attained In

,. iln* 1X7 \M «f R .,,,_ Ana nf trio Wt , ; .. .. . ;., tin piiinoforU'. '1'his instrument him alwuys been regard rd ns of

the eracefl of art are but u as sounding brass and a Mr. V> in. Mason ot lioston, one 01 uic oesi pianists in 1mpii1 , d power, prloi to tbosi lmprovem< nti bj hments,
. - . . . ,, . . J' 4U--„.,«.«.. TkAs>a akaaIda in tKo nlaaa montr taa/iriara whit h in i luit i

.
r< nl inventione. The ^<'ft or harp pi il i\ haS been the

tinkling cvmbal ") the graces of the spirit, " the heart the country. I here are also in the class main teachers
|llh „ irm , „„, ,„ v „, ,,„, „,„, ,„ lt „,».„„ „i,Jvl n,',,,.,,,,. ,, v its msrriu

' the clearness of the vibrations ol thi il lAftsi and to overcome wlikii
ii Ihs frost desideratum with the inventors ">i Ihe Dolce

i .mi .mi Atim-liiiK nt, mill by which this great object is full) Qituimil.

ntroUed by a pnlal, mid pmducei Becalfar qnallUes snd ex-
presslons <ii tone, unlike anything heretufore known; and when
combined wiih the other two p Ls,prodoees the Uahtesl shadoof
sltissimo notes, slternstUig with the crescendo snd dtmuendo, and
oiii. i inn i. ni accents of anj kiml which ybs .i« sinii, in perfect

Imitation ofan orchestra performance. ' he parttoular qualities of this

it, in-' ii-' Hi ncy, rimi delicacy of tone,

which lulls upon 'he ear with s surpassing .ollne.., like the chiming

PREMIUM GRAND ACTION PIANOFORTES,
WITH THE DOLCE CAMPANA ATTACHMENT, with or

without the metallic fraiiie.aiHl contain ing every reat Improvement,
Warranted In all cases to prove pirltctlv >:iti*tu loiy, or purchase

13 1 11 "inpily refunded, together with ail expenses,

Mt SIC HOOKS.

and the understanding"— If it be, I was about to Bay, and amateurs from our own vicinity, of acknowlt dgi d

too much to affirm that good singing is as important as merit and skill in their profession.—Rochester (N.Y.)

good preaching—that bad singing will render good preach- paper.

mi/ comparatively ineffective— it will not be questioned "

bv any preacher of the gospel who has had the oppor

tunity to prove the fact, that good singing is at least a

valuable aid to the >xsl jrrai'hing. Doubtless, then, it

i- ;t branch of divine wonhip that is entitled to far

higher consideration on the part of church officers, than

(among us at least) it ia favored with.

Permit me to make one other remark, with refer

to the original music of the Gazette. I do it with

the kindest rtvlingl tOWardi yourselves, gentlemen,

penonally, and with the very best wishes for the sue

nf your paper. Hot it hits appeared to mc that

though initny of the COmpOtilione you publish arc good

and occasionally naTjf good, they are too often of thai

uninteresting character (If that which is without char

mil 1 can »iili propriety bf »o designated) that having

I
og then once, having noted their

ly, the harmonic arrangement of the parts, &c. one

foil BOt the slightest inclination to look at them again
;

and some of it is positively wretched.

W II.KINS, CARTER .V CO. No. 16 Water street, BOStOh, publish

the following popular hooks.

CARMINA SACRA, or BOSTON COLLECTION OF CHURCH l,e"uolu

MUSIC By I- Mason i
h.iiig a work in almost universal use, and

greatly admin d fbi the beaoty, ehasti m - snd sterling charach

music. Published under the rcco lendationuf the Uo.ton Acadaniy

Of Musii'.

rm BOSTON ACADEMTS COl ' 1 < rms. Edited by I-. Ma-
10a, This itandarO work i» so extensively known and used us to pre

elude the n issrty ofsny racommendstion.

THE PSALTERY. By L. HalOR and Q I. Wbbb, consisting of

psalm and hymn tunes, anthems, *c- designed for singing school! and

choirs, and being 1 the mosl eompb it worksol the kind sver pub-

lished. 1 he P sllery being worthy ol all enntmendstion, hsi received

th.- sancii. .0 ol ihe Boston Handel and Haydn Society 1 1 1 1

.
I

\, ,,,i, ,,, v 1.1 \iosi.'. n contains much thai Is entirely new In this

country. Including many tunes, try Mr. 1 11 iblbi Zeohbb, now first

published. 1" style there Is a great diversity, it being suited toeverj

d ii.ino. and Is especially adapted to ci -

1 1,. Psaltery will make • valuable addition to the Boston

a .demy's Collection and Carmlna Sacra, and ought to !» in svurj

choir.
1 in \ i//d\ 1/ LYRE; A new collection of psalm and hymn

time mprlslng the best ancient and 1 lorn compoi nsof estah

llshed merit, with a choice selection ol chunts, ftc designed lor tli. use

of all choirs, congregations, singing schools snd societies throughout
1 omplli .I and am by 8. I'ai;kman TOOKEB-

MAN ii ml SlI.AS A. lllM'KiIlT If
,

THE CHOIR CHORU& BOOK, t collection ofchoruses, from the

works of 11 hi. 1.1, Haydn, Moaart, Cherublnl, Mendelssohn, Bp

Bomberg, Neukomm, lto..ini, and other iliatingulslieil comi .-

Compiled, adapted to K.nglish wimls, and arranged with particular

referrnre to choir practice, and for the use of mu.ll ll I ties. B)

A. N. Juiinbom. All choirs In want of new niu.lcwill Bnd this a very

" A* they roll their notes along
By l.iac and In, ivy burn;"

and hence its peculiar name, Dolce Camnana. sweet bells. This
attachment Increases the cost of the plsnoonu |80< Isperfectlj ilmnla,

and so constructod thst Itoan be detached front the instrument in a

feu 11,. -1 1-. II will not put th. 1
1. inc. or in uny way

aflbcl .1 except al the will ..1 the performer One ot our pianofortes

wiih this attachment, received the premium al the late great slate fair

11I lluttaln.

Those a Ishlng to purchase a pianoforte will do well to cull and her
this new Invention befon thej buy b large assortment of nlanofortea

ndfoots - iih music and musicut Instrumenti
ofsll kinds, constantly on hand. BOARDMAN a (.'KAY,

11 Noj. 4 & G North Pearl, and TV State Street, Albany.

TIIK publishers of the CARMINA RACRA, or noston Collection of

Church Music, eneonreged bj thi

EfOTICB TO Sl\<;i\<; N VSTKR8.
<AI'ItA. or Huston Co
mp - Il which it ha.

d throughout the Dtilted Btates, and with the view ol . vim. ling

iiii.ss, lime just published a puoi| hi. t of fifty-nine letei I

mid hj mu tune,, for public or private worship, designed for grati

distribution to all who may purch.se that work; thereby furnishing tn

Choirs, Singing schools, and congregulioli", additional vaiiety in their

sn.ie.l mUSlC, a ith.int extra expense.

Teachers, and conductors of choirs, are invited to call on the
.... or their agents, and receive copies forexaailnstlon : or they

will be .cut to order by mail, postage being prepaid.

ID WII.KINS, CARTER «. CO.
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Choral from Bach
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1. How
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From the Juvenile Oratorio of the Children of Jerusalem,
by J . O, JOHNSON.
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SERENADE.
Word* by JOHN PATCH E»q. Music by DANA BROWNE, Boiton.

3^gg£gsiisii^ -JCJL
jEEE^^pE

/> 1. Breathe soft ye winds, ye watersgent-lv flow; Shield her ye trees, ye flow-ersgrowa - round .

u- I P"; » i r* L EL rn_J!T1_ rn P^i&ir^ifcii^LP' m_m^

. . . . . Pre - sid-ing o-verguard-ian an-gels hov'ring round the earth, . . . . Pre - sid-ing o-ver crr-ing mortals' birth

5*=

1 l 1 ! J I

Hhr-f
T"

-#T g s
her; Ye swains, I beg you pass in silence by: My love in yon - der vale asleep doth lie:

1 !___!___!__J J . > I I I Immmm3=HEfcEH^=
^svw= ?= £3 -mT-m L2-#-#

9t9- m

pass in silence bv,

frjk
=5

fe

Your soothing in-fluenceo'er her slumbers shed ; Pro - - tect my love be-neath yourshelt'ring wings, 'neathyourshclt'ring wings,

l| " UL_LI 1L

:«+=:P
i=£t&m 'ML. ah

i i , . Ii N I *
^Fgr-gB^zb a. EH

*t-,4m

pass in silence by, in silence by. Breathe soft, soft. Breathe softin silence by. Breathe soft

r rn

iiSipiiii§ss
'neathyourshelt'ring wings, p Protcctmy love. pp Breathe

Breathe soft

Breathe soft,

Breathe soft, breathe soft,

^^fe^^^^^^^^^E^^gj^E
in si - lence, in si - lence, yc winds breathe soft

still,

frr
till,

mi^EEai.«=r ££^ ~rc£rr ^
breathe •oft, breathe soft.

J I ] I j
—+hih :

»
P-
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both. To her cathedral worship a choir is indispcnsa-l must attain more of the old-fashioned piety with which

ble, while the singing is congregational in the metrical, they were formerly sung." This is a remark the spirit

psalmody and plain chanting of her parochial churches, of which wc may apply with equal force to the perform-

er invariably

01

!!! tdvamcT Sui'fcr'ip- 1 But in our own country where there is no provision for| ance of all the music of public worship. Wc consider

C. & H. J. Butterfield, Printers.

tions can be forwarded by mail, directed to a. n. & J. c. Johuson, at I

j n ;„i,cr or more so icmn st yic of service contemplat-
1

it a fundamental principle in relation to church music,rooms under rark st. church, Boston, Mass. o •> * , i j

'cd in cathedral worship, and even in those denomina-, that it should only be used as an aid to religion. The
tions of christians who adhere to the simple religious singing of psalms and hymns, whether congregational

forms derived from the puritan fathers of New Eng-J 'or choral, should ever be regarded by ministers, choirs,

land, there is abundant room for both, and a congre-j and congregations, as an act of religious worship, ro-

gation where the habits of the people have been trained, quiring the same sincerity and devotedncss of heart as

From the Preface to the "National Psalmist."

CHURCH MUSIC-NO. V.

That we may not be misunderstood, wc will again aright, may have their religious affections awakened, any other direct approach to the great and glorious

state what is meant by congregational singing, and and quickened now by the tasteful and appropriate God, or act of communion with him.

also what are the proper offices of a choir in public performance of a select choir, and again while uniting
\

The same writer says, (and we would prefer to cx-

worship. By congregational singing is not meant the' iu the grand chorus of universal song. Both these |tcnd his remarks so as to include in it every member

singing of here and there an individual who happens, styles have their advantages; the congregational, un- of a worshiping assembly,) "Were it the motto of

to know the tune, and who therefore joins iu it, though der right influences, leads to the choral ; and the cho-j every choir, ' Let the word of Christ dwell in you richly

it be a choir tunc, depending for its proper effect upon ral, properly controlled, sustains and guides the con-! in all wisdom,' our congregations would more efficient-

choral performance. This, though a great annoyance, gregational. Helps meet for each other, these two ly ' teach and admonish one another, in psalms and

is no uncommon thing. No knowledge or love of mu- forms of church music seem to have been intended for hymns and spiritual songs.' But if music be substitut-

sic, or ability to sing, or desire for edification, or to mutual companions. " What God has joined together, ed for religion, and singing for devotion, the best tunes

unite vocally in God's praises, can justify this; for we let no man put asunder."
J

and the best voices will neither increase religion nor

have no right to hinder or interrupt the devotions of

others. But by congregational singing is meant the

Iu the compilation of this book we have kept these
aid devotion. It is much to be regretted, that display

two forms of music, congregational and choral, con-|
|

bears lule where [t is out of
l
llace

-
Few c"oils arc cx "

united voices of the whole people in a well-known and'
stant] m vieW) anci navej as we tn ;n i<) furn ished a suf-|

cmP t fl
'om its withering influence; while it is generally

appropriate tune, and this mostly in unison, each onei
'fi c \cnt variety in each department. In the congrega-

1

(

found tlmt tnosc individuals who encourage it, by most

singing the melody. This last idea we think highly Lonaj department at least we feel certain, that we have' indulging in it, are the first to give trouble by their

important, for the voice of one who is musically weak, ;

se ]ccte(] some f the very best tunes that have ever! i

conccit and self-will. A good, but humble-minded

and feeble, may be completely thrown off the track and been written ; these are mostlj old tunes, such as were
1

,

s!nSer ,
is a singer of great value. By his good singing-

disabled, by coming in collision with a base or tenor,
|

sullg. at the time of the reformation, and by the pilgrim i

he ma^ edify and encourage others; while, by his be-

part. This, and this only, deserves the name of congre-j 'fathers of New England. AVe have not published these
|

Coming modesty, he can hardly fail to check, in his

gational singing. In connection with this, a choir has tunes, however, because they arc old, but because they!i
com

l
3anions

>
thosc risinSs of arrogance which spoil

three important offices to sustain: 1st, to lead along, Lregood) the very best; acknowledged to be so by all ,

man >' a choir - Sim
l
lIc as tUc lowing remedy may

guide, and carefully sustain the people in their song.
jwho haye made pi

.ogress in musiciu knowledge ancl
l appear, when proposed as- a panacea for all the ills of

2d, to sustain the harmony parts. These parts, which taste. These tuncs have cileCred the hearts of chris-
a11 chol'

al bodles in our P*ish churches," (and for all

add musical beauty and strength, and, of course, moral] l

tian9 of all denominations for ages, and we doubt not 1

,

11"2 ills
>
t00

'
connected with the singing in a congrega-

power.can only be properly sung by trained voices.;Ley will continue t0 be sung wherever good taste and!|
tion

')
" [t nevertheless is confidently prescribed—When

3d, to bring out, independently of the congregation, the! l

gound j U(] graent shall prevail, as long as metrical
thc clerk says, 'Let us sfeg to the prai.se and glory of

luster forms of musical expression. As thc minister '

psalmody anfi congregational singing shall endure.

rajHead thc devotions of a congregation, while they
Thc department of choral or choir tunes, also, is

io'. fiientallv, but not vocally, in the form of words;
I ..... . !J

, . , , , . „ ., , ,very extensive, including every variety, from the sim-
which he utters, so may the choir perform the same of- I

J
>

- , . ,.,
_ .. . , . T .,. , .

I pie, easy, and commonly-useful tuncs, in a st}-le which
fice in a musical service. In this way a choir may '

God'.' let all thc choir" (and all the people) "heartily

say, 'Amen.' "

bring out a power and influence of music that can

never be obtained by congregational singing; we do

not say a greater or more devotional effect may be pro-

duced in this way, but it is a form of church music

From Dr. Mainzer's " Music and Education."

MORAL INFLUENCE OF MUSIC.
,may be regarded as between the congregational and . ,

, , . , , , . , , ,
I hat music has a great power over man, and is ca-

ttle choral, or as partly belonging to both, to the more ,,»,.? . ,, ,

, , , ,._ , . . , , . .
- J pable of producing deep emotions, we all know, and

'elaborate and difficult or exclusively choir pieces ; and ... . ,.„ , . , ,

!„ „ , . ... * , , , we all have, once in ourhfe at least, experienced: how
from some of thc beautiful, tasteful, and elegant ...

' „ , . , , ,
sublime arc the effects of a simple tune plavcd on an

J thoughts of Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven, down the! .

having important advantages—it is another manner of °
. instrument, or the solemn peal of the organ ! and can

, . ^ ., z- , c • j.1 •
i ..

.long way to our own American authors. L, . ,. . . , , . ., .

drawing out the feelings, or of giving them musical ut-
|

it be believed that the human voice, the most impres-

terancc ; and sometimes one form, and sometimes the " 1S Wltn confidence, then, that wc present this book
s jve f ajj mnsical sounds, when joined to words, wliicii

other, may be the best. We may here remark, also, t0 the lovers of church music, feeling assured that they|lspeak at once t0 0U1. feelings and our reason, does nor,

that there are many didactic or descriptive hymns
j

wi11 nnd u what [t purports to be, a manual of church wben t]lus a(jorne<i au(i rendered more significant, ex -

(better indeed said than sung) which, if sung, seem,
,

m usic, or of psalm and hymn tunes, chants, and an-

much better adapted to choral declamation, or choir thems, worthy of the name of National Psalmist.

recitation, than to a congregational chorus.
|

Rev. Mr. Havergal (whose name often appears in

There is, then, on thc one hand, a style of psalmody the following pages, from whose publications we have

within the capabilities of thc people, and in which all derived much aid, who has furnished us in manu
may engage ; and there is also an artistic music, equal-

ly appropriate to religious worship, which can only be

properly performed by educated vocalists, or by a well

trained aud disciplined choir. The church of England

script a number of beautiful tuncs and anthems, com-

ert a greater and more beneficial influence upon out-

whole being than any other excitement
1

? and must not

this influence be materially increased, if we are ou;-

,selves the performers 1

It is useless, however, to adduce further proofs, when

thousands are ready to bear testimony to the vivid, the

iposed expressly for this work, and who has especially sublime, thc powerful sentiments which song has often

aided us by his valuable critical and historical remarks, awakened within them, and to the beneficial and endur-

.kindly communicated from time to time,) says of the' |ing impressions it has left behind. If such effects arc

has, as we have before remarked, made provision for 1 !ohl tunes, "If we would have them to perfection, wc 1

'felt by persons unprepared, perhaps, to receive high
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impressions, or in whom the gentler sensibilities have impress them with due respect for every object of the''and so identifying them with the very fibres of the

been blunted by the common drudgeries and troubles animate as well as the inanimate creation. This has heart

of life, how powerfully must the practice of singing, been overlooked in schools. Much is dono for the in- In all this wc do not prescribe only vagne theories,

carefully adapted to this end, act upon the hearts and tellect, but little for the heart, the main-spring of hu- the execution of which exists but in the brain of an

minds of children, whom the ills of existence have 1 man actions in the social intercourse of life. How enthusiast, or belongs to future ages : wc have seen

never reached, and whose soul is so innocently and de- often arc wc forced to witness, in grief and indignation, them practically applied to the fullest extent. Juvc-

fcncelcssly open and sensitive to impressions imparted the cruel pleasure that children (often intelligent and nilc compositions of that poetical and moral character

from without. It must, therefore, be of great import- clever children in all that concerns the usual branches which we recommend, already live in the mouths of

ancc to every friend of youth, and every promoter of of instruction,) take in persecuting and uselessly tor- thousands of children, and are heard in many a school,

the interests of society, to know exactly the poetical menting animals, even those upon whose daily labors and many a humble dwelling.

and moral character of the compositions in which the their own master's and tormentor's livelihood depends ! -\ye should never cease, were wc to tell of all the ef-

youth of a country, the future nation, and in whose General school instruction, as it is, is inadequate to dc- fccts which, to our knowledge, the songs of children

hearts the improsions received at such a tender age, velop the higher, better feelings, in children; and in produced; they act upon the little singers, and re-act

will undoubtedly never be effaced. In this point con- trying to make them more learned, has utterly failed „pOU ,i 1( .j r parents, AW know many families, in which

si?ts the touchstone of this question; here lie its public to mr.ko them more humane. Societies have been the children unite in the evening and sin" their little

usefulness and its importance. formed in all parts of Great Britain for the protection) j^ts, an(] through them charm and captivate those

Juvenile poetry is in form and thought, wc mean in K animals. Prizes have been awarded, punishments who hitherto sought recreation elsewhere than at their

the choice of the subject as well as that of the words!, '"» ictfc(l
-

If
>
on onc siue

>
tllis P''oves ,liat something own hearth, in the society of their wives and children.

mmiIomiI bimnnait nf n nrx-nlinr kiml As soon as

7

s wanted in the education of the people, on the other „ . . ., . , ,
. .cinpiovca tocxpress it, 01 a pccunai kinti. .as soon as

i

«. Music gives, as mav casilv be seen from this, to the

words are to be introduced into the exercises, too great; wc can see at a glance the insufficiency of such socle-'
home of ^ er^ an a(](litional attraction

care cannot be bestowed on their selection. Songs in- ties. Unless man has learned to respect the inferior lj .

g & ^ ^^^^ ^^
tended for children, should, in every respect, be adapt- beings in the scale of creation, and is moved by higher ^^.^^ for^ f ^ ^.^ ^ ^
cd to the narrow limits of their understanding. They

should present nothing abstract or inanimate, but

should be full of life and action. The words of chil-

dren's songs should treat of such innocent subjects as

arc suited to their years and feelings, if we desire that

their ctf'cet upon them should be permanent and salu-

tary. From songs of this character alone, the individ-

ual may derive benefit during his whole life, and may

considerations than those of reward or punishment,
„ .

i many families into ruin and destitution: and if what
such societies are of no avail, and however well intend- , , ..,.,. •• .v. , , <' has been stated before parliament be true, that the dis-
cd, do not attain the object of their foundation. h . . , , ... r ., , ,, , , , .,' J

! sipated habits ot the humbler classes have, for the most
The children of our schools will never forget the les- . ., . ... , ..." part, their source in the utter want of nnv rational en-

sons in songs, which charmed their years of infancy
;

'

J0ymcntiCSpcc!allv in the ,otal intellectual' destitution of
they ever will remember the songs on the Lark, the *e female p^t offl« popnlation, itmust become a mat-
Bird's Nest, the Butterfly, &c. &c. In showing to L, of consi(lcral)lc importance to see an innocent and
them, in a few touching lines, the wondrous instinct of

clcvating rccrcation ] ike vocal music, associated with

find in them aid to his moral and religious advancc-j the sparrow, the ant, the bee, &c. wc cultivate in them, saprcd an(] mora , p0etry,become a part of the education

ment. The child should receive from them such les-j that feeling of respect for all nature's children, which of thc pe0]lle . -\Ve pity those who know music only

SOUS as will add to the worthiness of the adult—lessons will follow them through life, and which will be their
as a \ uxxlry y

an(] wll0 ]ook witn a j C!,]ous cve upon t ),i*s

on all thc duties he will have to parfm, whether aa gnide of conduct in all circumstance?, when seen or art w]lcn isagm to children who arc not born in and

a man, a citizen, or a link of that mighty chain called "hen in solitude. Or can a song which delighted us
for ,hc flmwjng roonl) an(1 wh0j therefore, have no

.,, „ lv .
I

in our infancy, pass without leaving a trace behind?,
,.;„,,, t0 claim their share of drawing-room education.

The world appears to a child in a light totally dif- Children, after having learned by heart, and sung and Music is no inxnrT) but something far higher ; wc do

ferent from that in which a grown-up person beholds! enjoyed thc sweet little strains on thc fly, would they not recognirc it aeancb even among the wealthiest

il ; his vivid imagination invests every object with life; evcr forget thc lessons they contain?

in the buildings which bis little hands raise out of

-and, his creative fancy discovers cities, villages, and

How cry fields; cards are converted into a palace; a

ment of glass furnishes a sun ; a soap bubble is to

him a world. The man of riper yours, on thc contra-

es all his illusions vanish one by onc; nnd as his

feelings become hardened in thc school of suffering nnd

adversity, he gradually retires from thc sphere of ac-

tive existence, into a more abstract world of thought

and recollection, lie lives in the past, whilst the child,

My merry little fly play here,

And let me look at you
;

I will not touch you, though you 're near,

As naughty children do.

I'll near you stand to sec you play,

But do not be afraid
;

I would not lift my little hand,

To hurt the thing He made.

The education of the people has become the motto

of all parties ; if not from sympathy, humanity, and

justice, its necessity is felt as the only means of self-

defence against the daily growing stream of intemper-

ance, poverty, depravity, and crime. At the moment

when popular education begins to be thc all-engrossing

subject of the legislature, the warning lest mere intel-

lectual education should exclusively occupy public at-

tention, will neither be out of place nor out of season.

Through its influence upon the youth of all classes,

The same thought, only more sentcntiously express-] lm, s ic 1T)ust ag .,jn become a serious object to serious

a butterfly, courting every flower, sucks its honied cd. pervades thc little tunc of The Worm. We quote m inds to the educationist nnd thc promoter of thc

juice, and inhales [ti pel fumes—knows and enjoys thc it entire, because it illustrates distinctly our views and nul|;l i advancement of thc people. Herder says, " To
nt alone. In the. rules, by which our ehoiee of principles I

lined for children should be made, we shonld

tided by the nature of the infant mind itself, and

should remember that the science of the child extends

DOt further than its baud, and that the horizon of its

mind closes with that of its eye.

Though there Is a general dearth of songs for clill-

tbc materials for such songs arc by no mi

limited as may be supposed. All nature, as it lives

Bronx preads its charm: and wonders out be-

fore our eyes—nature, with its bills and dal<

Turn, turn thy hasty foot aside,

Nor crush this helpless worm;

The frame thy thoughtless looks deride,

i;. auired a God to form.

Let it enjoy its little day,

lis little blii s rot

oh I do not lightly take away

Thc life thou canst not give.

songs of this description, of whose import

. birds, butti lilies, and floWOW, affords a auec in schools no One I an doubt, there are also Kin's

varied choice of subject , fitted to attract and Interest intended to promote social and domestic virtues—order,

the young mind. obedience, unity, humanity, temperance, $

In thui calling the attention of the young to nature thus impressing, not the letter of the laws of charity on

)n all it- marvellous manifestations, wc cannot fail to. immature minds, bnt the spirit of them in thc memory, lof wisdom

till the whole soul of a child, to impart to him songs

which will leave an impression, salutary and eternal
;

thus to urge him on to great actions, to glory
;
to im-

plant in bis heart the love of virtue, and to afford him

consolation in that adversity which it may be his lot

to encounter—how noble an endeavor, bow great a

work!"

These few words of a profound thinker, a pious,

noble, and classical mind, show the great importance

of this question; and we may conclude by saying, that

music mii^t again become an agent ill the moral train-

in- of the people. Associated with poetry, simple and

true, as a lOUrce from which heart and memory will,

throughout life, draw lessons of virtue and morality, it

will again be called the friend of humanity, thc slstei
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Correspondence of the New York Evangelist.

LETTER FROM EUROPE.

I have lately spent considerable time in visiting the

schools of this vicinity. Through the politeness of the

obliging and gentlemanly Dr. Vogcl, school director

and overseer in Leipsic, I enjoyed advantages that I

have for many years looked forward to with hope and

expectation, and I may say, also, with no little anxiety.

That Germany has the most thorough system of edu-

cation, needs not to be here repeated. That vocal mu-

sic is here cherished, cultivated, and adopted, into the

school and into the family, both on account of its ten-

dency to enliven and quicken the sensibilities, thus pre-

paring the student for more tedious studies, and its sal-

utary influence upon the mind and the affections, is

also known. Through its influence the school-house is

made like a happy family circle, and the family circle

like a little heaven upon earth. It is here no uncertain

experiment ; neither is its tendency to good in after life

any longer a question. The history of the whole coun-

try will show that Germany is a happier and better na-

tion for being a musical one. True, like every other

gift of Providence, music is often abused and made to

subserve the purposes of wicked men, but that no one

would think of bringing as an argument against it. On
that principle a man might argue against almost every-

thing that is in itself good. As long as Satan is per-

mitted to exert an influence over the minds of men, he

is pretty certain to make use of every beautiful instru-

ment he can get hold of for the accomplishment of his

purposes ; especially if he sees any one such instrument

lying idle, or bunglingly used by his opponents. And
if the good and well disposed would keep all such

instruments as far out of his reach as possible, they

must themselves keep them bright with use in the

cause of truth and righteousness. But of the utility of

music, I believe argument is not what is so much need-

ed with you. We want it brought right before our

eyes—or ears rather—and home to our hearts. We
only need a little more real love for it, and a cultivated

taste to distinguish between the good, and the bad or

indifferent.

I came to Germany as to the fountain head of music.

My expectations were high. They have not been dis-

appointed. On the contrary, they have been met,'

doubly met. I have taken a few notes, and will trans-

fer what of interest to me I saw and heard at my first

and second visits.

Having been previously introduced to the music

teacher, Herr Gcistler, I called one day, according to

appointment, at the second "burger Schnll," (public,

school.) After an introduction to the gentlemanly as-

sistant director Lechncr, and some of the teachers, I

was invited into the music-room of the school. This

is in the third story of the immense building, and is

about twenty-five feet in breadth by forty-five in length.

This is set apart as a music-room, and also as a room
for lectures, school meetings. &c. &c. It is very neat-|

ly finished, and furnished with very plain seats, a good
pianoforte, and a speaker's desk. The music classes

of the school are made up of one, two, or at most three

regular classes, who enter at their appointed hour, ac
,

companied by their daily teacher or teachers, whosej

duty during this hour is to see that the pupils are in

perfect order, and attend to all the instructions of the

" musik-lehrer." The class now under consideration is

the highest music class, and formed of the first and

second female classes of the school. The exercises^

consisted entirely in singing choruses, operatic music,

and the higher style of songs, duets, &c. many of which

were quite difficult. Their voices seem matured, and

they sing in good time with perfect expression. No

elementary instruction, other than what is connected

with the practice of new music—a variety of which is

always on hand—is given in this class. Having gone

through the whole course of instruction from the age of

seven or eight to their present ages, (fourteen or fif-

teen,) they are able to sing plain music at sight, and

can study some of the more difficult works of the great

masters. I have not yet seen any music-board in the'

school. The exercises of this class seem to partake

more of the character of a rehearsal than a mere school

lesson.

The next day I called again at the hour appointed,

to witness the course of exercises in the third and fourth

classes. These average from about eleven years of age,

and are learning to read plain music, such as chorals

and easy juvenile songs. The classes came in, as those

of the day previous, from nine to ten, and from ten to

eleven ; male and female separate. At the entrance of,

these classes of young misses, an amusing scene oc-

curred, which I must note. I was in the room before

the pupils, and happened to occupy a position where

they could not see me till they had entered the room.

I could not resist a smile to see the happy, dancing!

fairies skipping into the room with a free bound of joy,

and a merry laugh such as school girls only utter when

freed from the confinement of study. Never dreaming

of meeting other eyes than those they had long been

accustomed to meet, the instantaneous change that

would come over their bright faces on seeing a stranger

in the room, was irresistibly amusing. The catching

of the breath, the sudden halt, the flushed countenance,

and instantly following the half-stifled burst of laugh-

ter, made it perfectly evident, that though I might be

never so welcome a visiter, I certainly was not an ex-

pected one just at that time. In comes a young miss

with a bound, and she is half-way across the room be

fore she looks up ; while the next, perhaps a little more
sedate and cautious, would catch my eye at the first en-

trance; and now trying to stifle her laughter at her

more bold and now abashed and blushing predecessor,

she would, perhaps, convey the hint to her next neigh

bor. But they all seemed to enjoy the sport too well

to inform those in the rear; so they continued to come,

till what with biting my lips, and screwing up my face

in my efforts to keep from a broad laugh, I must have
^presented rather a comical figure. At last the who!

!
class were in the room, and almost in convulsions, and

finally we all burst out into a good laugh, for we could

;

not help it, and it was not until the class all became
engaged in singing that they could restrain their mirth.

Upon inquiry, I learned that Mr. G. uses a music

board but seldom. He sometimes has one at the be-

ginning of a course, and then chiefly for illustration

The examples and exercises are in the printed books

The modus operandi in this class is as follows: 1st

each scholar is provided with a little " choral hook,"

containing upwards of a hundred of the chorals sung
in the Lutheran churches. The teacher gives out the

number of the choral to be studied, and questions the

pupil thus :
" What key is this ? " " What is the scale

of this key?" (pupils name the letters of the scale )

'Sing it;" (they sing by the letters.) "What is the,

chord of this key ? " (pupils answer in letters.) " Sing

it." " Where is the first note? " (pupils name the line

or space.) " What is the third line; second spacer"

&c., through four or five degrees of the staff, but not

dwelling so long upon one subject as to make it become

tedious—a very important precaution with children.

" Now," says the teacher, " we '11 read this choral." Pu-

pils read it by the letters in concert. During this pro-

cess the music teacher passes occasionally around the

room to hear if all read the time correctly. This done,

they arc ready to sing this choral, and proceed some-

times by separate classes, and sometimes in full cho-

rus, singing in good time (but not beating time) to the

letters. The syllables do, re, mi, frc., arc not used at

all, or at least very seldom. The chorals being mostly

in notes of but two rhythmical varieties, there is no dif-

ficulty in this department. Three or four chorals hav-

ing been thus twice or thrice sung, the mistakes shown

up—made plain to the pupils—and corrected, singing

both the right and also the wrong way, that they may
be the better able to distinguish the one from the other,

they are now requested to take their " gesangbuchs,"

(the hymn-book used in all the churches,) each pupil

having a copy. Placing the choral tune-book and the

hymn-book side by side, or the one upon the other, the

chorals they have just been singing to letters, they now

sing to their appropriate hymns, and here lies the prin-

cipal secret of the German congregational singing in

their churches. One feature in Herr G.'s method

pleased me much, viz : quite as much pains is taken to

cultivate the musical car, as the understanding or the

voice; and the teacher, in order to convince his pupils

that a certain note or progression is wrong, will sing or

play it himself wrong several times, calling their close

attention to it, and then appealing to themselves,

"Klingtdas gutf" (Docs that sound right?) Then,

singing it correctly, he asks, " Docs that sound better ?
*'

&c. The musical ear, and judgment also, are thus

continually under a course of cultivation and rigid

training, the results of which show themselves in after

life. A good elementary knowledge of the ground-

work of music is thoroughly incorporated into the edu-

cational system of the Germans, and a love and respect

for music is continually encouraged both by parents,

teachers, and friends, during the whole course of the

child's education. Would that it were so in America!

After the choral study and practice as above describ-

ed, comes the juvenile singing-book—the book of so-

cial, moral, and patriotic songs ; and as with the choral

and hymn-books, so also with this, each scholar has his

book. I must say it did my heart good to see their

young countenances beam up with a smile of approba-

tion amounting to " I thank you, sir," when the teacher

said " Now we '11 have something lively ;
" for it is nat-

ural to children and youth to love that music most

which is most like their own natures, light, joyous, and

free. Now they sing briskly, merrily, heartily, because

naturally. Like the little mill-stream that has long

:

been dammed up that it might accumulate strength to

drive the heavy wheel, but when it does get through,

goes leaping and dancing, singing and prancing, along

its sparkling way, rejoicing in the freedom of its na-

ture, so these little singers pass from the useful and

heavy, but not dull, choral practice and elementary

confinement, to the merry " Song of the Cuckoo" and

" the Lark ;
" to the " Singer's Song " and the " Song

of Father's Birth-day;" to the Songs of Spring, Sum-
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mer. Autumn, and Winter; to the Songs of the Sun. of teaching this and that tiling. Now you tench sing-'

'.o Stars, and of the beautiful world, and the ing schools, and wish, of course, to teach them as well

Bl --
I I Kver, God," with the ever dear and welcome or better than anybody else. Let us then sit down and

f
• Yak i land." talk together, and I will tell you of new things that the

The next lower classes which I listened to arc be- singing masters of Italy, Germany, France, and Eng-

re, and sing entirely by ear. (Those in the classes land, not to mention America, have introduced into

bove mentioned sing partly by ear, and partly by their practice. I will also make it plain to you what

note.) These, also, like the others, have their little old things have always been found best, and always

music-books, and some of the musical characters arc endured. If you ever run against a stump, I will nl-

generally explained to them during the lesson. No ways help you out of your difficulty. Also, if you will

children are allowed to study the elementary principles introduce me to a number in your community, I will

of music until they can sing well by car, and readily induce them to come and take lessons of you. You
distinguish musical intervals. arc leader of a choir. I will assist you in playing the

This thorough musical educational system being 'organ, in selecting music, in keeping order among the

supported and enforced by government, no wonder that singers, in making rehearsals interesting, in fighting

whole congregation " can and will sing, and love your battles with the congregation, and will talk to the

the employment. No wonder that good music is al- minister, and bring him round to take more interest in

trays acceptable, always attractive to the German, and the 'duty of praise,' than formerly. In talking with

that it is, in thousands of instances, made to usurp the some learned people, you are sadly put to it to remem-

place of demoralizing and exciting amusements. No ber various incidents in the history of your art and of

wonder that every German family is a little choir, and its great masters ; I will whisper all these things in your

that the evenings are spent so much at home in this ear. You teach the piano a little
; I will show you a great

delightful recreation, or in little parties with neighbors deal about that. I will select new music for you at the

and friends, in musical rehearsals and social soirees. |Store. You have a juvenile choir. I will show yon

No wonder that Germany contains so many superior how to managc.it best, and help at your concerts. I

ians. w. n. u. "ill amuse your leisure moments, and cheer you when
j.Ui »ic, Augii»t24, isis. discouraged. I will cause you, if you follow my direc-

tions, to make from &.">0 to $200 more in a year. I

will—"

T. " Hold ! My dear sir, I shall be overjoyed to

have such valuable service. But 1 am rather poor.

I cannot give a high salary, and what you have named
the commencement of an agreeable and permanent , , ,

" ,,., ... ,

;

deserves a large reward. \\ hat will vou charge me a

A WELCOME VISITOR.

We take the liberty of sending this number to a few

I
as interested in music who have not hitherto been

visited by the Gazette. We hope this "call " will be

acquaintance and friendship. We can imagine our

rr.odcst paper, (too modest sometimes to intrude where

it is really needed,) standing, hat in hand, at the door

of some leader or music-teacher, and will suppose

something like the following conversation to take place

:

Mas. (;<i-. '• Good morning, sir."

Teacher. " Good morning."

,'/. G. "I have heard that you were interested in

. and have called to have some conversation with

year?"

j

M. lr. c: One (tiAlai , in advance. I am forced to say

in advance, for I have to pay my printer and others in

the same way."

T. "One dollar! Gracious! You ought to have

fifty! Here it is; and now make yourself at home'

One dollar! I'll put you in the way of getting many
others before I am much older!"

Persons wishing to subscribe should send a dollar

.', bill in a letter to us. Tor this one dollar, we arc very
awakening and keeping alive an interest in the cause.

, . .

'/• u t , , ,> , i- , • , i ut • • ,. sure they will receive ten times its worth.
1 . "Indeed, rubbing his hands, "I am rejoiced to

i-cc you, sir. Walk in ;
take a seat : allow me to ask

nic and profession of one who must accomplish

at deal for our art."

G. '.My name is the Boston Musical Gazette:

profession, I have at present no really moncy-

you on the subject. I, too, spend all my life in

MUSICAL INSTITUTE IN AUGUSTA, ME.

Teachers—Lowell Masox, A. N. Johnson.

Pianist—Wm. Mason.

This class assembled in Winthrop Hall, in Angusta,

but am a mu ical missionary, or, as some on Wednesday morning, October 4. The order of cx-

I ityle me, a colporteur—this term meaning one erciscs throughout was much the same ns in the other

who works with B burden bung from his neck." classes, of whose doings we have given' so detailed an

V. "Did [understand you to say that you do not account. Bach day's exercises commenced with a lcc-

ir a profit ?

"

tine on harmony, followed by one on teaching, and ex-

M. G. " I receive at present but board and clothes, ercises in church music. The afternoon was devoted

I a< that. Bat I am satisfied, to practicing glees, and the evening generally to prac-

[cat ask you if yon Would like to ticing choruses and church music. The National

hire mc ns .-.

| for a year." Psalmist was used as a text book for the church-music

'/. "Well, I do not know as I have business enough i the Fireside Harmony for the glees, and the

\, (canyon do, "i how will yon help mcl'i Choir ( 'horns Book for the choruses.

G. "Why, sir, yo dcrstand that I have On Saturday evening the dass met in the gallery of

I < ition, and am al o intimate with the the Rev. Dr. Tappan's Church, and spent the evening

and musical writers in the world." in the practice of church music, accompanied with the

air a trifle farther off) " I also organ. On the sabbath, the members of the institute

•
I oing on in other countries, and in all who were not residents of Augusta, united with the

I

' thii country, and am constantly finding out, choir of the above mentioned church in the perform-

od that inStrnctCT, what is the best method nnce of the singing. Mr. Win. Mason presiding at the

organ in the morning, and Mr. A. N. Johnson in the af-

ternoon. Dr. Tappan's text in the afternoon was.
" Singing with grace in your hearts unto the Lord :

"

and ns may be supposed, the sermon was peculiarly

appropriate to the circumstances of the class. The ex-

ercises of the institute closed on Tuesday evening, with

a concert which was fully attended, and apparently

gave perfect satisfaction. The first part of the concert

consisted of selections from the National Psalmist and
Choir Chorus Book, and the second part of glees from
the Fireside Harmony. In the course of the concert

several solos, &c. were sung by members of the class,

and two pianoforte pieces were played by Mr. Wm.
Mason.

The members of this class as a whole, could not
read music with the facility of the members of the

Rochester and Boston classes, but to our cars the into-

nation was more perfect, or rather, perhaps, we should
say, the voices as a whole were richer and in better

tunc. The clear gush of harmony which issued from
the class in the performances of the last -evening, we
shall not soon forget.

This class is held under the auspices of the Maine
State Musical Association, of which the following is

the constitution and list of officers:

CONSTITUTION.

Art. 1. This society shall be known by the name of

the Maine State Musical Association.

Art. 2. The object of this association shall be to el-

evate the standard of musical education generally

throughout the state, by means of a teachers' class, for

the better qualification of teachers, by efforts to intro-

duce musical instruction into common schools and
families, by public addresses, and such other means as

may be deemed advisable.

Art. 3. Any person may become a member of this

association by putting his name to the constitution, and
paying into the treasury the sum of fifty cents and by

a vote of a majority of the members present.

Art. 4. The officers of this association shall consist

of a president, five vice presidents, a recording secreta-

ry, a corresponding secretary, a treasurer, and three

tntstccs.

Art. 5. The annual meetings shall be held at such

time as the trustees may direct, at which time, the offi-

cers shall be chosen.

Art, C>. It shall be the duly of the president to pre-

side at all meetings of the association
; in his absedce,

it shall be the duty of the vice presidents and ei cretary

to do the duties of this officer according to rank.

Art. 7. It shall be the duty of the recording secre-

tary to keep correct minutes of the doings of the asso-

ciation, and record them in a book provided for the

purpose. Ho shall carefully preserve all Utters of cor-

respondence and other papers belonging to the asso-

ciation, and place them on file, and by requi st of any

member of the association they shall be subject to in-

spection. The duly of the corresponding secretary

shall be to conduct all the correspondence, of the asso-

ciation, and shall make an animal report of his di

Art. 8. It shall be the duly of the recording secreta-

ry to make a report at each annual meeting of th

sociation, of its standing, progress, and future prospects,

Art. 0. It shall be the duty of the treasurer to re-

ceive all moneys belonging to the association and pay

them over to the order of the trustees whenever called
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for by them, and present a report of its financial con-j

cerns at each annual meeting.

Aft. 10. It shall be the duty of the hoard of trustees

to manage the prudential concerns of the association

generally, and report their doings to the treasurer pre-

vious to each annual meeting.

Art. 11. Any member of this association may be

expelled from the association for mal-conduct, at any

regular meeting, by a vote of two thirds of the mem-

bers present, and any member may leave the associa-

tion by notifying the secretary, and paying all arrear-

ages assessed against him.

Art. 12. It shall be the duty of the secretary to call

the meetings of the association, by publishing the call

in the papers in the state that are willing to publish the

same, at least four weeks previous to said meeting.

Art. 13. The constitution may be altered or amend-

ed at any annual meeting of the association, by a vote

of two thirds of the members present.

OFFICERS FOR THE CURRENT YEAR.

Wm. M.'Reed, of Phillips, president.

T. S. Robinson, of Augusta; L. F. Dinsmore, of

Dover; S. H. Chapman, of Jefferson ; C. Steward, o^

No. Anson, and S. W. Chase, of Fayette, vice presidents.

D. C. Stanwood, of Augusta, rec. and cor. secretary

and treasurer.

T. S. Robinson, of Augusta; M. B. Scars, of Win-

throp ; and O. R. Merrill, of Kennebunkport, trustees. '

Jenny Lind at Liverpool.—Perhaps one of the

best concerts ever given in this town took place at the

Collegiate Institution on Thursday evening last. Not-

withstanding the counter attraction in the person of

our greatest tragedian, Mr. Macready, at the Theatre

Royal, the large and spacious lecture hall of the insti-

tution was well filled, though not crowded, with a fash-"

ionable and elegant audience, consisting of the elite of

the town, who, while they formed a galaxy of beauty

and fashion seldom seen even within the walls of the

Collegiate, appeared to appreciate and enjoy the rich

musical treat provided for them. The great loadstone

of the evening was, of course, the famous Jenny Lind,

and it is almost superfluous to say that this accom-

plished singer has lost none of her attractions, and that

on this occasion she equaled and surpassed the expec-

tations of the most sanguine. Her voice is still re-

markable for its sweetness, purity, and compass, and it

is quite evident that the spell which she exercises over

the lovers of song is as potent as ever. We are unable

from want of space to insert a detailed critique of the

concert, but it is sufficient to observe that the pro-

gramme was of a varied and very recherche description,

containing, besides the Italian airs, selections from the

works of Rossini, Weber, Bellini, and other celebrated

composers. In addition to Jenny Lind there were M.
Roger, the tenor, and Signors F. Lablache and Belletti,

with an efficient orchestra, conducted by Mr. Balfe.

Mademoiselle Lind was received with the utmost en-

thusiasm and applause, was frequently encored, and

the cheerful and obliging manner in which she com-

plied with the wishes of the audience was the subject

of general remark. Nor arc the instrumental perform-

ers deserving of less praise. They, one and all, ac-!

quitted themselves admirably and to the satisfaction of

the audience. In the second part, Mademoiselle Jenny
Lind gave with great sweetness and effect her " Swed-

ish melodies," accompanying herself on the pianoforte

|Thcsc melodies arc of a very simple and beautiful de-j

scription, and were rapturously applauded. To those

who have had the good fortune to have seen this cele-

brated lady in an opera on the stage, and have witness-

ed the actress in conjunction with the vocalist, a con-

cert, however ably conducted and arranged, may ap-

pear tame and insipid, but it will be admitted by all

who were present on Thursday evening, that nothing

was wanting on the part of Mademoiselle Jenny Lind,

the chief, or any of the other performers, to infuse a

spirit into the entertainment, and that their efforts

were crowned with success.

—

Licirpool Chronicle.

many eyes unused to weep. The whole ceremony wa ;

conceived in the best taste, and performed with a skill,

feeling, and noble effect, which wc never before wit-

nessed. This spontaneous and most tasteful offering

of respect to a brother artist, with no motive but the

gcuerous affections which music is so well adapted to

foster, and the subsequent efforts which wc understand

were made for the support of the destitute family of

the deceased, strike us as a pleasant testimony to the

refining influences of art, and as highly creditable to

the large and talented musical profession of the city.

—

New York Evangelist.

In the report of the fair of the Berkshire (Mass.)
i Mr. Wilson.—This popular vocalist, after rusticat-

Agricultural Socict}', we find the following:
j

ing for some weeks in the highlands, has during the

The attention of your committee was called to a past week resumed his entertainments in the provinces,

splendid pianoforte, with the dolce campana attachment, On Thursday evening he gave his popular "Walter

recently invented by Messrs Boardman & Gray, of Al- Seott" entertainment in the Town Hall, Ramsgate,

bany, and sent for exhibition by Mr. Milton G. Good-;. which was crowded by a highly fashionable audience,

rich, of rittsfield. This attachment, involving a well 'who testified their delight with the singer's efforts by

known principle in the arts under a new application in hearty plaudits. " The Lady of the Lake" songs were

practice, simple, and at the same time wonderful in its 'much admired, and "Young Lochinvar" and the hit-

results, of comparatively small expense, and easily ap- morous ones in the miscellaneous part were unanimous-

plied by the inventors to all pianofortes of modern, ly encored. Mr. Wilson, we understand, purposes pay-

style, your committee consider to be the greatest im- ing a visit to the United States very shortly, but will

provement ever yet made in this instrument, rendering give a farewell night in Exeter Hall previously to his

, its tones liquid, mellifluous and plaintive beyond de- departure. Mr. Wilson will no doubt meet with suc-

scription. Occupying but small space within the piano,
!

cess in America, as great and as universal as that

and rather adding to its internal beauty than otherwise ; which has attended his efforts here, and wc doubt net

embracing a range of tone entirely new, and at the that many of his admirers will regret being deprived,

same time so easily applied, that a few moments' in-
1

for a season, of the pleasant evenings spent in the Mu-

sic Hall, Store street, under the spell of the songs of

Scotland.

—

London Musical World.

struction brings it within the control of the performer;

giving to an instrument, at this day within the reach of

nearly all families, a melody incomparably more sweet

than it lias ever possessed before, your committee very HamOkm, S ft 5, 1848.

cheerfully recommend ibis attachment to the pianoforte At a meeting of the several choirs of Hamilton

to the attention of all lovers of harmonious sounds, village, for the purpose of devising means for improvc-

Ilaving in their possession money, not drawn from our Iment in the science of sacred music, and of expressing

treasury, they award upon this improvement a premi- their views of the "patent system of numeral har-

umof$10. I'mony," Deacon A. Slocum being called to the chair,

[la committee was appointed, consisting of Messrs. M.

I

A Musician's Funeral.—An affecting and beanti- C. Wait, A. Lord, jr. and Win, N. Case, who drafted

ful exemplification of the refinement and generosity of the following preamble and resolutions, which were

feeling created by the love of music, occurred last adopted :

—

week, at a funeral of Mr. Carl Wochning, a poor and
I

"Whereas, sundry persons are reporting about the

obscure man, but a genuine lover of art, and a fine mu- country, that the churches of Hamilton have introduced

sician, and a member of the Philharmonic Society, and practice the patent system of numeral harmony,

Though in honor of a man but little known, we have of which Messrs. Day & Bcal arc the patentees ; and

seldom witnessed a more affecting sight. About two whereas, it was with only one exception wholly dis-

liundrcd fellow artists and friends of the deceased carded by the musical talent of our villages : therefore

gathered to pay their tribute of respect to his memory, :
we, the active members of the several choirs of the

of whom something like seventy, comprising many of 'village of Hamilton, feel it a duty wc owe to ourselves

the first musicians of the city, formed themselves into and to the community at large, to declare publicly our

a grand military band, composed of about ten ophe- views of the system, and to prevent further fraud and

eleides, ten trombones, four horns, five trumpets, twen- imposition upon the public, by false reports and mis-

ty-five clarinets, and other instruments. With these representation in regard to its being adopted by us,

the whole Philharmonic Society united in the proccs- also in regard to the expense and value of books

sion, with a large concourse of other citizens. The published in the above system of numeral harmony.

music of this extraordinary band, as may be imagined,

was grand and imposing beyond description. In going

to the grave, two or three funeral marches were given

forth with a massiveness and grandeur which produced

Therefore, resolved, by the said members of the

several choirs of Hamilton, That the above patent

system of numeral harmony is not worthy a moment's

consideration, and should be classed among the prova-

ran electric effect upon those who heard them. At the inent humbugs of the day.

Lutheran church, after the appropriate religious scr-
j

Resolved, That it is a waste of time and money, to

iviccs, two chorals, composed for the occasion, weie patronize the system any further than will enable

played by about ten brass instruments, which were ex- a discerning mind to detect its fallacy and its folly,

ceedingly plaintive and solemn, and drew tears from.] Resolved, That we approve of the long-established
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stem, in which the musical talent of THE CIIOIK CHORUS HOOK.
C<II.I.I"( TlilN . f (li..ni.. . Ir.iu Hi. v..rk« ..I (li<prf«t mittorJ,

both the old and new world have become deservedly 1\. compiled ami «rni..(;«i with particular rafttenea to the us* ,.i

choir* and musical aoclcrJea. Bj A. N. Jonvaow.
J>0])ular. In the Urge and varied collection which this work contain..

.,•—.-. I,- .1- f l the choruses are by llandel, thirteen by Ilaydn, aeventren by Mozart,
/.' a, I hat we bcllCVC this system Ot numeral

,ix by Mendelssohn, and the remainder by Cherublnl, Nouko Zln-
. -it i t . e *i i » i earelli, Romberg, Wcbbe, Naninon, Spohr, King, Stegmann, fee.

—

harmony will be a perfect failure wherever it may be \ ng the piecea are chonuea from Handel's Men from II

tried, BBee it lias been wherever it has been tried, so c

far as our knowledge extends.

sang, fion i Bpohr*a oratorio of 1 i Last Judgment, and from moat of fh
oflluydnand Mozaiti The work alsooontalns Zingarelli*a ccl-

b .1 laudato, aiiil rtomhkrg's celebrated " Transient and Eternal,"

/.' - ''. That the interest of the several churches b«h being here published cnUrc. with the exception ofa few of thi lew
Important lol vement*. rhe choruaea of thi - arc uni-

in this communitv, demands that the members of the vcraally admitted to be th. execution and
Improving the teste. The Canir Choruf Book la roapectl

several choirs hold a scries of schools, for the purpose choirs and choral societies as the largcat and cheapeat collection ol these

, , choruses ever published, and, It* use cannot flail to be of the highest in-
ol mutual improvement ill the science of sacred music, tercst to aU who are engaged In the culUvattonol

A' - That Messrs. Buell & Paddock be invited
| I consider the Choir Choms Book to be a valuable work, furnishing
choirs with b large amount of valuable music, ofa hi^li order, and in a

cheap form, li is in my lodgment, just such !»<... k as ill out

racticc. AS \ BAKU,
Teacher of music in the Pittsfleld (Moss.) Female institute.

to ;ive u- instructions in the above science.

M. A. 1'age, sec.

From the Philharmonic Journal.

Themusic in the ChoU Chorus Book is Hk- kind, after all, that
pleasca. 1: Is well calculated t.. interest singers, to . ndburagc them to

practice, to Impart an ability, to read muaic read L to cultivate a

I musical taste. I do think it is one of the best colli

BAB. QIL8BY—Dear Sir— 1 lie singers in this town ruses that has ever come blbrc tin- public i that is t.. say, 11

, r ., ,.
, nearest to the wants of ourconntrv choirs, because the choruses can

and some from the adjacent towns came together on be performed without the aU of Instrumental oo

Tuesday the 3d instant, at two o'clock. i>. M. Notwith- Teacher of imi.ie, Lebanon. K. u.

standing the severe easterly storm, the rain pouring rj,T,ngprocu^ CoPie.orti.cTh^CTu™aBrjokfcrth.Tiwofonr
down in torrents, about twenty-five singers assembled f"

''- • •a»*h« nbe*! °f ">>"''

'

h
,'

, ' t is
-1 "; 1 *« lbJ

fe--
•Jv-' ,v- vl

looking for these several years, chat the want ol somi

been strongly t' it i y
erhaps 1 have felt tlii

at the Town Hall, in this village, and commenced sing

ing from the National Psalmist, under the direction of my earlier years having be

_, . _,. _ . » masters " is appreciated, i

Mr. A. N. Johnson, from Boston.

In the evening. Mr. Johnson introduced his Choir

Chorus Book, which is just published. We song sev-
_„_i _• c ., . • • , -» r t i have and shall cordially recommend to leaders and teachers, to Intro-
cral pieces from that in a spirited manner. Mr. John- (]u ,.

(
. tlll , pi, 1(

. til .

(
. of sJch 1M1JMr ns i(1 contained ... the ( hoir chami

B< ok, confident they will era Long see tlic benefit iu the increased abil-

ity to perform the public eateftirjes more acceptably'
sii.as WARD,

Leader of th« 1st sodety'a choir, Farnilngton, Conn.

ii-. i- in the country, l am firmly persuaded'
want more than most others, from the fat t ol

on pushed in Europe, where the music ol the

and in much more common use. Be this as

it may, I am sura that ifleafen of choir « ill take roe trouble t<> Intro-

duce such music, they will Ami their rehearsals Increasingly tutcrest-

in L-, ti,. - '. and the rolce brought out and cul-

tivated. To be able to sing psal i> profitably to ourselves and oth-

must or ought to be Die to sing innate ofa higher character. I

son presided ;.t tlic pianoforte, ami played in liis usual

elegant style, which inspired the singers to sing with

energy and precision.
,

I have examined the ChoirChom* Rook and nm highly pleased with

We feel Under great Obligations to Mr. Johnson for, '*• Every good chuir should certainly have a supplj of such music. I

,

° ° hove purchased a bi t of this i foi the use tit the choir under
his able instruction, and also the two young ladies who ray charge, and such is my estimation of the beneficial effect of the

practice of such music In a cnoir, that I should have procured a set of
came with him. and rendered us so much assistance in them had the price been thret times what it is.

• • , , rt „ . , ,
0-0. ROBINSON,

singing the solos, &c, to manv of the choruses that

were performed on tlint occasion. < hi Wednesday,

the weather was a little more favorable, and more sing-

ers came in. and increased our numbers to about fifty.

In the evening, we gave a public performance to a

crowded house.

Mr. Johnson deserves much credit for the arduous

labor which he has bestowed upon his Choir Chorus

Leader of the ehoirii, the First Baptist Church-. Charleston, B. C.

Ihitve examined the I bo - I hoTbs Book, arranged by Mr. A.N.
Johnson. It contains a collection of fine choruses, whlah I can cheer-
fully recommend far the use ofcholn and musical associations.

JOSEPH i:. SWEETSEB,
1st and conductorofmusic nt Bcv. Dr. CheeTor1

* Church, x. v.

A. N. JOBVSOK, Ksq.— Jh-nr Sir—A work lias long been ncedl 1 bj

oholn and musical societies, which should contain selections from the
and oratorloc of the erect masters, and 3 el should not exceed in

the books of church music in common use. This want you
have will supplied by tli«- Choir Cnorui Book. Among the selection*

yon have made, the choruses by Mendelssohn, and those from Etom-
celi brat* ! ode, " The transient and the eternal," are alone worth

JJook. aUGOnsider this work a very valuable collection the price ofthe work. The practice ol sucli music, while II gives addi-
- . - . , , . , . tional interest to the rehearsals of a choir, elevates the taste and im-

of music. It is so arranged that our country choirs proves the executton of tliej

1;. 1
.t tfullj j ours,

SILAS A. BANCROFT,
Orgnnist and conductor of music at the ML Vernon Church,

[Rev. Mr. Ki.kv.i Boston.

Therefore I do not hesitate Pub
"i

llid 'W'^'T' f
u:

!

ton, and for sale by booksellers >;i'iKTali.v throughout the country. :M

r . __ .. A . .1 . . r - Vour book has been used by the choir of the Mt Vernon Church,
can perform the music without the aid of instrument?, M1!l hasgwen gnat aatisfacUon,u it undoubtedly wUI to ail lovers of

which are so difficult to be obtained. I do not know ltandard mua!c'

of any book that is so well calculated to meet the wants

of church choirs as this.

to recommend to our church choirs or singing societies

the ('hoir Chonu Book ;
it costs bat little, only

per dozen. The benefit that will lie derived from prac-

ticing such music, will doubly repay the expense.

In ha E. K. Peoctt,
|

inffldent variety to please all tantc*. All needles* dimcnlUea in the
eoii-trmtinn ofthe vocal part-» have been avuidt-d, and as far as possible
each separate part has been made Interesting and easy to the perform-
er* Another important feature of this book is the MihMiuitit.n of small

r flgurei in the oigan score. As comparatively fcw 1 1

have the opportunity to perfect themselves In thorough base, suf-
ficiently to play even plain psalmody correct!,) from figun
that t!(is arrangement will meet the cordial approbation of all. The
book being soim what less In size than the others, the price w in 1

ceed |0 per dozen, thna placing It within the reach notonlf of choirs
in Spaclal want of new books, but of those w hicli are sjioadj lUppUed.

New Chorus Book, specially adapted to the uso of choirs :

Tin: CBOIR CHOBUS BOOK; by a. N. Iooksov, Profeasot in
lli« Boston Academy of Music. A collection of choruses, from the

:•!, Mo/art. Meudclasobn, and other dlsUngnlsh-
ed composer*. This work cmbrac -

1 been before published, arranged In a form for the use and im-
provement of choirs 1 And it is believed that, besidt I the additional in-
terest which its us. imp.His to choir meetings, the study of the pure

itionS it contains, will

the power of execution. Although only published in the umiuer,
1 ditions hurt > .'. Pi Ice ^ 7JR per d

School Music Books.
TI/I-: PRIMARYSCBOOL SONO BOOK, in two porta i by T„ Ma-

so.v and (!- J. Webb, professors in the Boston Academy of Music. It

m 'l thai any rnother, or primary school teacher, w ho can her-
', ;. itiioiiL.il she msj know m little of mui 1

to he able to read music herself, may. by the help of these directions, he
enabled to teach he* pupil* with go» nd thus prepare the
w;i\ for a more thorough and extensive course In higher w

fill: SOXG BOOK OF THI SCHOOL BOOM. Consisting of a
great variety of songs, hymns, and scriptural selections, with a] proprf-
te music, arranged to be sung in one, two, or three ports i conl
also, the elementary principles ol vocal music, pn pared
to the inductive or Pestalozzian method of teaching;, design 1

complete musical manual for common orgrammai I .< w-
11.1. Mason and Oboboi James Webb. This worktnai been pre-
pared with reference to the « anti of common schools and academics,
and is designed to full i work.

Also published as above.

THE BOSTON CRORPS BOOK; Oonslsttnc ofa selection of the
must popular Chonises, from the works of llandel, Ilaydn, and other
eminent composer?, arranged iu full rocal score, with an nccompaui-
ment for the piano in. Compiled by Masov ft Wbbb.
THE BOSTON ANTHEM BOOK, being a collection of the beat

anthems, and other W I
• cil U< - and choirs. li\ 1.. M

THE " BOOK OF CHANTSC* consisting ofchanting music, adapt-
ed to regular h> mns and to selection? from the scripturesi ibx eongrc-
gattonal use. By L. Masox.
UANDBVS ORATORIO OF THE MESSIAH; Arranged by John

Bishop, of Cheltenham, England.
THE 0DEO2H : a collection of secular melodies! atranged and linr-

monlzed for four voices. Designed for adult linging schools sn
music parties. By G. J. WEBB ami Low 1 1 i. Mi SOB, As the title-

forth, tin- work is designed for Ringing schools.
THE VOCALIST: consia ind easy glees, or song* In

parts; arranged for soprano, alto, tenor and base voices. By]
m isos and Gboboe J a mis Wbbb, Pi

I icadcmy
of Music,

: THE SOCTAX, CLEF. BOOK; a selection ot glees and pari

by distinguished German composers, never before published In tliiu

country i together with origins William Masok ai
\. l; \ M ROI'T.

GENTLEMEN'S OLEB BOOK; Selected from the most admired
German composers. By L. M &SOK1
Teachers and others ore invited t.i call and examine these and 1 thai

musical works, at No. 16 Water stieet, Boston. SI

NEW GLEE BOOK.
FlHESrDE II \1!M-»\V; collection of-hes and pirt none--, cither

original or adapted from the German, and never before pul
in this country. By WILLIAM M ISOB. Second edition.

The editor has been eneoumped to undertake the present work, by
the unexpected favor with which up t nmllar ol

in which he was engaged [
M The Social Glee Book ") has been rcceii ed.

The present collection will be found to embrace music which. * bile it

• nultoas high artistic merit, is somewhat more simple Lj

and casicrofexecution than that In the wort above named.
i The rapid sale of the first edition in about six weeks, Is the best recom-
mendation wecan oner. Published by TAPPAN, WIIITTEM*
mason, booksellers, publishers, and stnt iomrs, 111 Washington St -1

PREMIUM GRAND ACTION PIANOFORTES,

WIL.KINS, CARTER <fc CO.'S

POPULAR MUSIC BOOKS,
More universally used than all others combined.

C\KMIN\ SACRA, or BOSTON COLLECTION OF CHURCH
&IUSIC l!\ L. Mason ; greatly admired foi the beauty, chaste-

i sterling character of its musle. Publl lied under the r

mendation of th< Bi ton .endemy of Music, with a pamphlet supple-

ment of 60 select tunes added In 1848 h> another nut hoc, incn

ond cxcellenci of tin 1
Lhoiii extrachai h

THE BOSTON ACADEMY'S COLl ' ' Via \. Edited by L. MA-
PI indard worl is so well known and used as to preclude

PSALTERY. n.\ L. Mason and a. J. XVbbb. One of the
works of the kind ever published. It has reci b

1
. n of the Boston llandel and Ilaydn 6

Thocltfverfa y are, we nnder-und, about to leave

'\.y<- T > i - r i 11 I-'uniily have been busy of late in the

jjtovincci, and ban ; ng fresh laurels. Tlic

liii-tolj,. ik very highly of their pcrforn

The lax.horna will mhiihI conRrci The l'saltcry *lll rnakc; a valuahli

to Bi ,,1
England for America

magnifleently in the dcptl aniatlantic forests. »v*rj choir.

/ II World,

I.i-zi i, about to Ik- married to the Princess Witt-

Now ready, a new Church Music Book for the present
season, namely .

'////: .v.i Tin \ 1/. i.)i:r : \ nro pollrctlon of pnlm and hymn
tunasi eomprialn, th. )••--' ancl.nl and mo

1 icnt, arlui n choice selection at ft" the

congregations, nls and soclctlM throughout
"AS A. 11(V

n, :i yOUnC widow villi an immense fortune, the United Btntcs. By S. I'ABniA. 1 mmas, Silas \. m>n
kt, and II. K. Ol.lvr.lt. It Is believed Hist this will be o rthi

at Weimar, but will proceed shortly 1 *' itin it consists or old. new jand

original rnuslc, all of which Is ofa Mrietly devotional character, rhi

tersburg to accomplish hlS miilmnoninl arrange- ..l.Ttun. « hare slmpl.arrang.in.Bts, and an within tin capsott] ofall

X/l/ITH Tin: DOLCE CAMPARA ATTACHMENT, with or
11 without the metallic fraroCtand containing everj reallmpn
Warranted In all cases to proT. perleel tiara lory, oi |

u itli all i'\|'< d

The Dolce Campan. Attachment b.i new Invention, for which Hie
Bubscrlbcra hove secured letters patent i an Improvement which oom>

and beaody of tone, than ever before attained in

the pianoforte. I til I trtunenl has si. as <it*

limited power, prior to those Improvements by way of attacl

which arr but recent invenUona The tofl or harp pedal has l>< .'n th.
principal one to vary the tour, bul alwaj i obJectlonablQ by Its nidrrlug

mess of the \ibrationa of thi ercomi a*hicu
11 ilic great desideratum with tin

Cam] ana Attachment, and by whiah this great ohjeel Isfullj otl

It is controlled by a pedal, and produces pccull ind eac-

,. loni oi tone, unlike anything heretonw knowni and when
1 ibincd "i'li the other twi duces Ihe lightest si

1 lu.t.-s. alternating with Lhi md dlmucndo, and
,,iii, r mi '- h blch may t" desired, in

i

Imitation i alar Qualities of this

ent, nrc its clearness, brilliancy, and dcUcacj <
which t":ilN upon the car with a ittrpaaatng sul'lucss, like the chiming
peuls of ili.-tani !

" Al they roll their notes nlong

By broc and breeay hum ;

"

and bence Its peculiar nam., Dolo. Ciun|»nn

attachment increases the cost ofthe imnm onh +<

constructed that it can I"- detaelu

fea momenta. It "ill not put tin plat ul

afltel it except ni th<- «ill of the performer.

n Hi,- In.tn

..lis. Th is

-iiuplc,

ll»illlTli. lit ill l\

1 iii nny wny
f mir plant

in. DU.
perlbrmers. The new ..n. h havabecn selected with great can from

.classic compositions, While it Is hoped the original may be fuuud of

On
th this attachment, received tin premium al the late great ,1111. lair

1,1 Buffalo.
1 boas a lahlng to pnrchaK n pianoforte will ilo well to call and heat

invention before they buy. A lnrce assortment ol

:it \ .mo ns pii.e-. 1; mui 7 octavca, with music and nmslcal instnirnenti

of ail kinds, eonstanUy on hand. BOARDMAN • <.lt\Y.

Ill Nos. 4 k ii North Pearl, and TV Mate Street, Albany.
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GLORY TO GOD IN THE HIGHEST.
From the Choir Chorus Book, by permission
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GLORY TO GOD IX THE HIGHEST. Concluded.
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we have neaca hundred such trebles, boys and girls

selected out of our Sunday schools, accurately taught,;

as are not to be found together in any chapel, cathe-
1

our seas. Besides, the

he beauty of many of

dral, or music room, within the

spirit in which they sing, and

them, so suits the melody, that I defy any to exceed it,

except the singing of angels in our Father's house."

There are two points to be insisted on in teaching

children to sing, viz

:

That the vowels he articulated clearly, fully, and dis-

tinctly, just as they are pronounced by a good speaker.

SINGING IN SABBATH SCHOOLS.

BT REV. JOHN TODD.

When a gentleman wishes to have his daughter!

tauo-ht to play on the piano, the question in these days. If this be overlooked, and if some of the vowels be

is not, " Has the child an ear for music ? " but if the, omitted, or if the vowels and consmants run together

father can afford the instrument and the tuition, her and into each other, the singing wi 1 be in an unknown

music teacher will engage to take care of the rest, andjtongue. It is hardly possible to hive the enunciation

to make her, if not a proficient, at least such a perform- too distinct. There are some large choirs which you

er as will be the delight of her parents. This could might hear sing the year round md never know one

not be so, if the power of being a musician must always word that was sung. This is ex-eedingly distracting

be innate. ! to one who wishes to worship witl the understanding.

The puritans of New England and the Moravians of The other point is, to have the children taught so to

Pennsylvania, almost without exception, were accus- place the emphasis as to have tie music correspond

tomed to have singing at their family devotions, in with the words. What is the objict of singing words ?

which all the members of the family soon learned to

take a part. So with the ' Scotch covenanters ; they

were called a " psalm-singing generation," in fact, be-

cause all, old and young, were accustomed to sing.

It has bean found at the. present day, that good

Is it not to give them more powe- and more interest?

How can this be effected except by giving the words!

their due emphasis'?

This suggests another inquiry : what hymns shall be

sung by children? On this ,,.>:.it I speak with great

teachers of music, can go into our common schools diffidence. Perhaps in most sabbath schools in the'

and take children as they rise and teach them all to
1

land, the hymns used ire such as have been selected

sing. There will be, to be sure, cases of organic de- !and arranged for the express purpose. The advan-

fect, (just as there arc cases in which the eye has been tages are thought to be two; that the variety from

known to mistake red for green,) in which singing which to select is great, and that the hymns are so al-

cannot be taught. These are exceptions ; hut were tered as to be simple and adapted to childhood. I am
the seasons of childhood faithfully improved, few would! |not sure that these two objects are not gained at too

be pronounced unqualified by nature to sing the songs

of Zion. Childhood, however, is the right time to form

right habits. Find the family where the parents are

singers, and the children are almost universally able to

sing from imitation.

In the few cases in which the attempt has been made'

to teach a school to sing, and it has failed, I would

great an expense. It seems to me that no hymns
should be sung in the sabbath school, as a general

thing, which are not to be found in the hymn book used

in the house of God. Ought any hymn book to be so

dear to the associations and the heart as that which is

used in the house of God on the sabbath ? Then as to

the simplicity of the hymns, I am aware of all that may
suggest whether it has not been because the music was! :be said on this point. But I ask if the simplicity is not

not sufficiently simple. A child may be taught even generally procured by altering some of the most beau-

mathematics, but you must begin with what is very

simple. The methodists seldom fail to get all their

children to sing their simple music. The following is

from the pen of Wesley :
" About three o'clock in the

afternoon of the Lord's day, I met between nine hun-

dred and a thousand of the children belonging to our

Sunday-schools in Bolton. I never saw such a sight

tiful hymns in the English language, such hymns as

we have in all our churches unaltered? Suppose the!

child in the sabbath school sings the coronation hymn,

I

All hail the power of Jesus' name," as he finds it al-

tered for the hymn book prepared for the sabbath

school, he goes to his father's pew and finds the same'

hymn sung just as the author wrote it, without altera-
before. They were all exactly clean, as well as plain tions; with which are his sweetest recollections to be
in their apparel. All were serious and well-behaved

; associated ? Let any man who has been accustomed
many, both boys and girls, had as beautiful faces as, I all his life to sing in the family pew the hymn just as

When they it came from the author, and then let him go into the
believe, England or Europe can afford.

all sung together, and none of them out of tune, the

melody was beyond that of any theatre. And, what is

best of all, many of them truly fear God, and some re-

joice in his salvation. These are a pattern to all the

town. And this I must avow, there is not such a set

of singers in any of the methodist congregations in the
three kingdoms as in this town. There cannot be ; for

sabbath school and take the altered hymn, and will he

enjoy it ?

In teaching children to sing, then, I would offer the

following hints, viz

:

When practicable, use the words of a hymn as it

reads in the book used in the churches, and which will

probably there be used through life.

Have the selection very limited, that the whole
school may soon learn them and have them at com-
mand.

Is it not a mistake to suppose that children need a
very great variety and number of hymns ? How is it

in our own experience; are we ever tired of singing,

"Come, Holy Spirit, heavenly dove?" or its sister

song, " Oh ! for a closer walk with God ? " Do we not,

in our sweetest singing, prefer the songs which we
know, and the tunes with which wc arc familiar—both

because they are familiar, and because also they recall

other and dearer times and seasons ? Is the band ever

tired with playing Washington's March, and is the lit-

tle boy ever weary in whistling the time which he

knows best ?

There is great advantage in always having, as far as

possible, the same tune and the same words go togeth-

er. Children can learn only by repetition, and tunes

and words thus connected always bring pleasing asso-

ciations to the mind.

I should prefer not to have the blackboard used in

the sabbath school, teaching the children to sing by

reading the music, as you would adults. It takes up

much time, turns off attention from things more ap-

propriate to the holy sabbath, and takes holy time for

'what might and ought to be taught during the week.

I would prefer to have the school taught to sing by the

ear on the sabbath a few simple tuuta, and to have

them thoroughly taught on some week-day to sing by

note.

If these remarks are not very profound, the reader

may be assured that they are offered with diffidence

;

they do not claim to be infallible.

There will be some teachers called to instruct chil-

dren who are not themselves singers
; what shall they

do ? How can they promote the interests of singing ?

I ask all such if they do not wish they could sing ?

Would they grudge any expense, if they could pur-

chase the power of singing? Do they not have bitter

regrets that no one taught them to sing during child-

hood ? Now let them recollect that this blessing, the

loss of which they so deeply mourn, may be commu-
nicated to the children committed to them. Let them

spare no pains to have all the children possess this high

enjoyment. They will soon love to sing, and through

life will be grateful to their teacher. Wc are made up

of affections and reason, and hardly anything can give

us higher enjoyment than music.

One thing more. Some seem to feel that it is be-

neath them and their children to sing God's praises

;

that this part of solemn worship may be left to any who

may feel so strong a desire to sing that no want of pop-

ularity can destroy it. I cannot but protest against this

feeling. Let the theatre and the opera be under the

control of fashion; but shall the christian, the redeem-

ed sinner, who hopes to sing the praises of redeeming

dove to all eternity in heaven, and who hopes to have

his children join in those sweet songs, shall he refuse

to sing here on earth or to have his child taught ?

The glorious multitude around the throne of God, even

ten thousand times ten thousand, sing his praises
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day and night forever ; and this too before the whole'

universe : and shall it be that we are too proud, or too

indolent, or too stupid, to sing those praises here !

Shame, shame to a love so cold, a gratitude so dum!>

!

So SWOeteT song did Cluist hear on earth, than that

which came from the silvery voices of the children in

the temple; and these arc the hosannahs which we

u i-h all the children of this land to sing.

THE INTERVIEW.

We will beg you in imagination to carry yourself

hack half a century, to about the year 1788. At that

time there lived in London a very amiable gentleman,

j

named Lord Exwcllsey, B great amateur of music, and

otherwise very eccentric in his disposition. The mu^

bical parties which he gave had always something un-

expected and singular, which gave them a particular

interest

Having one evening assembled in his saloon the

most brilliant society of London, Lord Exwcllsey

begged his guests to retire to the rooms entering upon

his concert saloon, which had a circular form. lie had

all the doors to the saloon closed, except that from the

entry, and expressly recommended to his party to keep

the most profound silence; watching himself that they

obeyed his injunction; not an unnecessary precaution

—a vaudeville writer would say—for he had there a

complement of yor.ng and pretty ladies.

After some moments an individual enters the saloon,

and, astonished to find himself alone and the saloon

scarcely lighted, begins to walk up and down the

room, with his hands behind his back, thinking he has

come too early. After a quarter of an hour another

person anion die «•!.•»••) o«i««iiy aotoniohed not to Snd

more company. After having saluted each other, our

two gentlemen begin again to walk up and down in si-

lence, each one on one side. Soon one of them, tired

of this exercise, sits down at a pianoforte and begins a

prelude at random ;
his ideas, taking a more distinct

and complete form, arrest the other promenader. He

is near another pianoforte, which stands opposite to the

first ; and sitting immediately down, he seizes the mu-

sical idea which he has heard, associates himself to it,

identifies himself with it, masters it, embellishes, en-

riches, and makes it so thoroughly his own, that the

one who created it, abandons it out of caprice or spite,

and attacks the subject of a grand, serious fugue, be-

ginning in the tonic and ending in the dominant. The

intruder i_'ivcs immediately tic answer with the intend-

ed alteration to return to the tonic; and his rival tak-

ing the theme up again in its first form, he inserts in

the theme another subject, which by its grace and light-

ness finely contra'-ts with the first; and each of them,

by an episode in character with tin- fugue, improvises,

modulates, and turn-, the two subjects together or alter-

nately through all the relative keys. Then come the

ng forward unexpectedly, and other

mathematical arts, of which Sebastian Bach himself

would have been jealous; now escaping from the

strong prison of the strict fugue, both emancipate into

i in the free Btyle, capricious, »cheraan-l

do, always, however, in fugue jtyle; they throw to ci

other the most bold and brilliant ideas, a- though tiny

ied peafll and diamonds by the handful; and,

the large proportion of the final cade nee not allowing

a Complete conclusion, one of these extraordinary im-

Prou Won uddenly breaking off his inspirations by

an interrupted cadence, and turning towards the other, a most disagreeable pause between each verse. The
exclaims, "You arc Clcmcnti!'' The other answers, chanting is wretched. There is a peculiarity here I
" You arc Mozart

!

" have not noticed elsewhere—a voluntary before the
So it was, Muzzio dementi and Wolfgang Amadcus first lesson.

Mozart knew each other, mutually loved and admired oT pIC ,,rvT. ,„ nll „ , . c . _J ot. elements.—A small and inferior organ. The
hv their works, but had never seen each other. " Oh ! ,;„„;„„ „mn„. „.„ii i,„ __ „ , .,- ' singing cannot well be worse, and the worst tunes that
my friend, how beautiful you have been ! said the an- can bo fouml in it are sdccted from ,hc //(1/Wa & .

thor of Don Juan. "How subline you have been !
»

,.,„, a vcrv cxtcnsive co ii e(.

tio „. ,,hu.,, ;llio ,,ls mogt am _

answered the celebrated pianist; and they threw them-
,
)lc materials for the display of had taste and which

selves into each other's arms, when suddenly the doors scems t0 be a grcat fayorh(. m „ Ic, Worcester churches.

gc organ just complete. The

go
leading to the saloon opened, and the two artists saw gT . Georges. A hi

themselves to their great surprise surrounded and ap-

plauded by the elite of the high society of London.

CHURCH MUSIC IN WORCESTER.
A traveling correspondent of the London Parish

Choir, is describing the (episcopal) church music in the

tunes hitherto used have been a wretched selection from
the Harmmia Sacra. Unless there be a great change
in the taste of those who select the tunes, the organ
cannot be productive of much good. Chants and
chanting very bad.

St. Helen has a large unfinished organ and a

different places widen lie visits! We copy his account wretched choir, of some half dozen voices, the majority

of the singing in the churches in Worcester, England :

The Cathedral contains a splendid organ by

Hill, and agood chdr consisting of ten men and twelve

boys, who all attend both daily and Sunday services.

jThe services generally are better performed than in

'most cathedrals, but «e selection of music is too much

in accordance with modern secular taste. An anthem

trebles, who seem to thiuk that the maximum of per-

fection is only to be attained by singing at the full

power of their voices. The tunes are tolerably good,

from, I think, Greatorex's arrangement, but are played

and sung much too loud, and miserably slow. The
selection of chants is in worse taste, and is a most het-

erogeneous mixture of good and bad, so that it is a very

the prope place in every service, as well
'.common occurrence to hear a Gregorian to the " Ve-

lav; aid some of them, particularly in
nite>" and a miserable double one to the " Tc Dcum."weekly as Sunday

the weekly services, a

service is too showy
;

of the school of Kent

while selections from

particularly

e excellent ; but on Sundays the
Thc Et

-vle of chanting is of course in good keeping with

ood full anthems arc rare ; those

Nares, &c. being the favorites.

the works of Handel, Mozart

Haydn, &e. are far t^o common. Thc selection of

chants is likewise vorjUruestionable, double ones being; Pcrmi cc •

thc selection. I cannot for a moment believe that it is

in the power of thc rector to interfere, (owing to fac-

tious church wardens, or some such cause,) or I am
fully convinced such a state of things would not be

almost always used; but the -performance of them re-

flects much credit on both orgatist and choir, there be-

ing a careful attention to thc vovcl-sounds in thc rc-

citing-notc, which is in most places utterly neglected.

As before observed, the cadeucc is in too strict time.

All Saints has a large organ and a numerous gra-

tuitous choir, which is not yet very effective, but with

care and good training may be made of grcat service

The congregation arc led in the responses and in the

antipbonal verse of the chant by six boys uniformly

dressed, but unfortunately not in surplices, who arc

stationed on the steps of thc reaeing-desk and pulpit.

Anthems have not yet been attempted, but doubtless

will he when the choir is better trained. Should the

indefatigable rector ever think lit to restore full choral

service, the boys and choir will he of thc greatest ser-

vice. Thc selection of tunes and chants is tolerably

good, but the singing not equal to what, it might easily

be made. Thc selections in use arc thc ILtimnniu Si-

en and Hacketfs National nalmist

St. Alhan.—This small church is connected with

the contiguous one of St Helen, and there is but one

St. John contains n good and large organ, the mu-
nificent gift of an excellent parishioner. Great efforts

are being made in this parish to establish a choral so-

ciety, for thc express purpose of improving thc church

music. But little taste is shown either in the selection

or performance of tunes or chants. There is reason to

ihopc that when the choir becomes more efficient, steps

will be taken for the restoration of the choral service
;

but even before that, the first infringement of the ru-

brie—thc omission of the anthem—ought to he rccti-

lied. The Harmonia Sacra is at present used.

St. Martin has a good organ, and a good but not

sufficient choir. Anthems are occasionally sung in thc

evening service, but in very had taste. Thc selection of

tunes is wretched, Samud, Religion, Shirland, Sicilian

Minimis, &C. being the favorites. Thc style of singing

is better than thc selection, and the tunes are played in

about the linn specified in thc Parish Choir. Chants

and chanting arc in bad taste. The rector is precentor

of our cathedral.

St. MlCHABL.—A small church, with no organ, but

a very good choir. Some lime since there was to be

Sunday service, attended by about twenty persons.] heard here thc best part singing in any church in Wor-

being no organ, the whole of the singing depart- cester, but lately the quality of the tunes and the style

men) falls to the share of thc parish clerk, whose per- of singing have fallen Off very much. Double chants

formances instinctively carry us back into thc middle arc in high favor, and the tunes arc selected from the

of the last century. It would not require a very large Barmana v

outlay of cither time or trouble to teach a few children St. Ni< HOLA8 has a large organ, and a choir of six

to help him in this arduous task. It is worthy of note, females and one base. Mr. Havergal, thc composer, is

that this is thc only parish church in this large city the rector, which circumstance, one would suppose, was

where daily prayer:- are said. a sullicient guarantee that the services were performed

Si . AjTDBBWShaS an organ and some passable sing-' in a lilting manner; but unfortunately that is iot the

lag. The selection of tunes and chants is respectable ease. Thc selection of tunes is almost as bad as it can

Tie tunes arc sung too loud, and much too slow, with, be, thc style of singing them indifferent, and thc chant-
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ing wretched. This is the more to be deplored, as^

many of the other clergy, relying on Mr. Havergal's

taste, are quite satisfied with any tune used here, and

consequently inflict on their congregations a vast dca^

of trashy and inferior music.

St. Paul contains a small organ, recently erected,

and a tolerable gratuitous choir. Tunes arc selected

from the Harmonia Sacra, and are of a rather mixed

description, standard ones preponderating. Less tastej

is shown in the selection of the chants, which, in ac-

cordancc with the prevalent taste in this particular,

are almost always double ones. Evening service al-

ways commences with an anthem, such as, " I will

arise," &c.

St. Peter, the largest church in the city, has no or-

gan, although the attempt to raise one has been re-

peatedly made. The singing is most wretched, being

in the hands of one tenor singer and four females.

How incompetent five voices must be for a very large
1

church, must be manifest; and the evil is increased by

the apathy of the congregation, who seem to be under

the impression, that an annual payment for the leader

of the singers entirely frees them, during the whole of

that year, from the trouble of singing the praises of their

Maker. However, the choir are nothing daunted by

their numerical insufficiency, and occasionally make

desperate efforts to do something grand, in the shape

of singing anthems—of the style of which one specimen

may suffice. The hymn taken from the communion

service, " Therefore with angels and archangels," is gen-
:

crally sung as an anthem on the Sundays when the

holy eucharist is administered, immediately before the

commencement of the communion service. There is one

redeeming point; the responses are made in unison by

the Sunday-school children, about two hundred and

fifty, and are tolerably well done.

St. Swithin contains a fine old organ, which is

played in excellent taste, and a good choir of trebles

only, the remainder having been dismissed more than

a year since, in order, I think, by introducing unison

singing, to induce the congregation to join in; but if

this was the cause, it has decidedly failed here. The,

metrical tunes are more carefully selected than in any

other church I know, and are sung in good style and

proper time. The chants are invariably sung antipho-

ually by the choir in the gallery and the children in

the chancel. I do not apprehend there would be much
difficulty in restoring, first, the anthem, and then the

full choral service here ; but the first step towards that

must obviously be, the getting together a few good

part-singers.

It only remains for me to express, in conclusion,'

how painful it must be to any member of our holy'

catholic church to make such remarks and strictures

on the apparent carelessness and apathy displayed by

her members (as well clergy as laity) in so important

a part of her public services as the quality and descrip-!

tion of the music ; and this feeling is painfully incrcas-,

ed by the fact that the dissenters, both Romish and

protestant, fully aware of the influence of music, are

straining every nerve to render their services as attrac-

tive as possible ; and it is a fact worth remarking, that,

excepting our cathedral organ, the finest-toned instru-)

ment in the city is that in the Romish chapel, and the

largest is that of the Countess of Huntingdon's con-

nection.

From the London Punch.

THE NATIONAL ANTHEM OUT OF TUNE.
fll/Han Fields, Sept, 11, l s is.

Mein Herr Punch—" What," I believe one of your

English proverbs asks, " docs it matter provided you

are in a state of felicity ? " That such is my agreeable

condition, you will perceive from the date of this epis-

tle; but although I do not trouble myself with the af-

fairs of your world, I have not ceased to take a kindly

interest in them. I now regain with a lofty compas-

sion the servility which moved my bile as long as I had

any. Whilst upon earth, there was nothing that I de-

spised or detested more than fJiunkeyism. At present

I only look with pity on that thorough base element in

the "still sad music of humanity." It was merely

with this mild feeling that I read a statement—which

I shall presently subjoin—in the Times newspaper this

morning at breakfast ; for the newspapers (especially

[Punch) are a portion of our beatitudes, and form a

regular addition to our matutinal nectar and ambrosia.

I perceive that yesterday a sympliony of mine was per-

formed at the Norwich Musical Festival, and that your

duke of Cambridge went to hear it. I find that:

J

" The symphony had already begun, the first move-

ment indeed was over, and the intermezzo in process of

performance, but at the entrance of the illustrious vis-

itor, Mr. Benedict stopped the land, and the national

anthem was immediately commenced."

Now, I am far above being personally offended at

the interruption of my symphoiy in order to compli-

ment a duke; but I must, quite lispassionately, remark

that the barbarity was gross, aid the motive contemp-

tible. It is merely with the aistract low-mindcdness

of the proceeding that I am dsgusted. I assure you

that I am not at all indignai.t—only scandalized. I

feci justified—not proud—in asserting that I nm amy

nobleman's betters. lioyal dukes used to take off their

hats to me, and very property. Kings have stopped

to speak to me. Genius is more worthy of honor than

rank.

Observe, that I care for nothing but the principle.

To me, had the symphony been Mozart's or Mendels-

sohn's, it would have been all one. If it is unmannerly

to interrupt a man while speaking, what a rudeness it

must be to arrest tic effusion of a master spirit, dis-

coursing sublime music ! Besides, any well constitut

ed mind—I speak it not vainly, but philosophically—

would have been so absorbed in my harmonics, as not

to have observed the entrance even of a monarch

But to proceed

:

" The duke was loudly cheered on his entry, and

after the anthem, acknowledged the compliment by re-

peated salutations. He then took his place on a chair

of state made for this special occasion, and the perform-

ance was resumed from the point at which it had been

interrupted."

The national anthem is all very well in its proper

place, as, for instance, in such a medley as the " Battle

of Prague," but what business, with all seraphic calm-

ness let me ask, had it in my symphony ? The honor

intended to be done to the duke of Cambridge would

have been rendered more effectually by giving him
credit for having samueh good taste as to be unwilling

to be noticed till my piece was over. The perform-

ance, of course, was spoiled. That is no annoyance to

me, who can no longer suffer from being murdered
;

but it must have greatly vexed all those present pos-

sessed of any soul for music. It would be awful to think

of the state of Mr. Benedict's
,
if the atrocity lay

at his door, and not that of the directors. Otherwise I

should be obliged to express the hope that in future he

would take a higher tone in conducting himself, and

any composition by Your humble servant,

Louis von Bei. i iiovi.v.

P. S. You have heard of "tears such as angels

weep " at anything that is very melancholy. You will

now have an opportunity of seeing what they are, for

I have been crying profusely over this letter, and it is

quite saturated with them. L. v B.

ViEUXTEMrs.—This celebrated violinist has been

making a glorious tour in the east since he left this

country. At Constantinople he became the wonder of

the day, w'as feted'by the sultan himself, and numbered

among his many admirers pachas with different tails,

Turkish dignitaries, Transylvania militants, with Rus-

sian, Prussian, and other ambassadors. The public

concerts Vieuxtemps gave at Constantinople were

crowded with the rank and fashion of the city of

mosques and minarets. Before his sublime highness

the sultan of all the Turkeys, he played a marche mili-

taire, which he had composed in honor of his coming

to Constantinople. The sultan was in raptures witli

the J\Iarchc Militaire of Mons. Vieuxtemps, but was still

more entranced by the performance of Mons. Vieux-

temps, which certainly must have opened his orient

eyes and ears with wonder and amaze. The Marche

Militaire has become the musical popularity of Con-

stantinople. The Byzantian youth sing it in the

streets, and the very shores of the Bosphorus are made

vocal with its echoes. The Turks aver that the great

violinist has infused the very soul and essence of the

national melody into his Marche Militaire. The sultan

has presented Mons. v;c.„^n,mp= with sterling tokens

of his favor, and has honored him with the decoration

of Nichan, the insignia of which is a collar of brilliants

worn round the neck. Mons. Vieuxtemps has left

Constantinople, and will reach St. Petcrsburgh by the

beginning of September, having to attend the imperial

concerts in his office of first violinist to his majesty the

emperor of all the Russias.

—

London Musical World.

JACKSON'S ORATORIO, "THE DELIVERANCE
'

OF ISRAEL."

There are several delightful valleys situated amongst

the high hills which separate Yorkshire from Lanca-

shire, where the inhabitants of the villages possess a

large share of traditional musical ability. These val-

leys are but rarely visited by strangers ; and the few

who are attracted there must make their way either on

foot, or be content with the humble conveyance of a

chandera or light cart, for public vehicles there are

none ; the trouble, however, which they may incur, in

arriving at these sequestered dales, is well repaid by

the glories of the scenery, and the heartiness of the

welcome from the simple inhabitants, should they be

fortunately known to them.

On the Sunday immediately following the 1 7th of

September, begins a series of wakes orfasts in the val-

ley of the Nidd, known by the name of the Niddersdalc

Rant, continuing nearly through the month, each vil-

lage being successively the head-quarters of the feast

for two or more days, when to abundant eating and

drinking is usually added the amusement of music. It
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cood fortune to be invited to assist at Pately, cessful musical execution, by the conversation of Mr.

1 UtPatelvBridge, (the capital, as it were, of the Clay. Before the dawn of day I had completed the sii

. ,. ....\ .- jL L~ in th. „nm.l oratorio to music to ' The Wind of the Winter Night," which was th(

Its style, I

The Boston Musical Fund Society purpose giving

six classical instrumental concerts ;his season, under

the direction of Mr. George J. Webb.

The Boston Philharmonic Society have also organiz-

ed, and propose giving a scries of instrumental concerts.

was our
|

fea-t.heldi

Niddanfek Ban*) to take part in the grand oratorio to music i

be held in the church, on which occasion the local music- the basis of my American reputation^

.1 folks were to enjoy the proud satisfaction of singing think, was then peculiar; if it was an imitation, it was

the composition of a man thev might almost call a fel- one of nature, in the mood in which she then appeared

low townsman, for, although residing in the next dale, to me; if it was suggested by aught I had heard, it was

„ Uasham. vet it was at Pa.ely Bridge he spent his what I have mentioned above the eloquent and me
fif

.^ ^ and ^
ty °f

instrument. Price J700 Societies in want of a'n or-

size, can* rarely do better. Address the ed-

paper.

The organ which formerly belonged to the Boston

. Handel and Elayden Society is for sale. It contain'

school-days, and here, too, he had his first musical in-

struction 'from neighbor W , an indefatigable a.na- my singing, it will be conceded, ,s its ,/,>„„,,,„.,, and
rf^ (

,

who is still the life and soul of music at Pately, for this style and peculiarity, if I may go term it, I am .^ ^^tcur,

teaching the boys and girls, encouraging the men, tun- solely indebted to the great Kcntuekian.

ing their fiddles, singing the hard bits of solo himself, Mr. Lowell Mason has spent several of the past

weeks in attendance upon common school teachers' in-and not the least amongst thoso proud in the compos- EDITORIAL CONFESSION.

cr*s triumphs. Several of the string and wind band ^yc are obliged to confess that we have been out of stitutes which have been held under the auspices of the

were friends from the larger towns of Yorkshire, and
toyen so mucn latterly, and have had so much to attend state, most of them under Hon. Horace Mann,

pleasant it was to see the ludicrous shifts to provide
t0 wncn wc ]mvc i,ecB ;n towni t ]uU we have not given

conveyance for such unusual numbers, their bustling
t]mt attcnt jon t0 ths Gazette which we '-ought to EXTRACTS FROM OUR JOURNAL.—NO. XXVII.

arrival, and their being billeted upon various hospita-
s i10U] ti" amj Wc fear its columns have been rather dry. During my residence in Frankfort, a series of lec-

ble committee-men ; but by far the larger portion of At any rate, our printers have scolded us for not fur- turcs and musical performances were given by a sort

players and singers were of the Dale, and judging Ljghing m0rc of the productions of our own valuable f lyecum society. For these performances, six in

from the few houses and the many musicians, every i

^ an(j as tucv are mcn f taste and erudition, wc number, I purchased a ticket for eleven florins ($4,40

roof appeared to render its tribute, and the excellent ^ ag jf wc arc ver;i guilty, and must reform forth- f our money) I have fortunately preserved a minute

method of their reading showed that the fame this part w j ()l jn5t prcY ious to issuing the last paper, our f the different lectures and performances. The or-

of the country enjoyed, even in Handel's time, is still
printers 'moved their office, and wc moved our resi- cncs tiaof the opera performed on these occasions. This

well deserved. di nee, and therefore, if the papers were somewhat dc- orchestra consisted of forty performers. As they were.

We have several times, during the last two years.
jayej ]

jt
»
8 no wondcil although wc believe wc were individually, fine performers, and as three operas were

had to speak of the great musical merit of Mr. Jack-
nQt mncn behindhand The papers came from the performed in each week the year round, for which they

son's work, when noticing its performance at Leeds,
, printing office one daytatc, because our printers say it,!were obliged to practice, it may be presumed that they

Bradford, Halifax, York, &c. in which districts it ap- L^
t )icm a $ ay t0 h ^ow money, and that the reason Were a different kind of a band from what one meets

pears to have taken a firm place in the estimation of] Ljjgy had to borrow itv U becausewo didn't pay them, with in this country. An orchestra who practice to-

mnsical men ; but it was especially interesting on the
| an(j tjic rcason why we do n't pay them is because we gether three hours a day year in and year out, can pro-

present occasion, performed by the school-fellows antl
l can 't, and the reason VI I can't is because there arc so dace a unity of effect not often beard in orchestras who

personal friends of the composer, and that with a pre- many one dollar bills owing us. O ye who haven't m ect but a dozen times a year,

cision which best marked their admiration of his work. pa ;j , nlav y0n an belpme newspaper editors, and The first " lecture " before H»" ••eccmthm consist

"The Deliverance of Israel" has been announced liav ,. ., ,h„us : n..i dollars owing to you in sums or one f 1st, Beethoven's symphony in A major; 2d. a 1

frT pprfni wnniin r" L*i«*puoi, MnlllSlCSteT, aM wake- ,i nar cacn . But to return to our confession. We turc on the life of Goethe, who was a native of Frank-

field, during the ensuing winter, and London will have got moved now. Henceforth wc shall transact fort; 3d, three glees by Mendelssohn, sung by two

doubtless follow their example, when the first heaita- all our business at rooms under Puk Street Church. m alc and two female voices, without intermission

tion has been got over, to allow merit to a composer -\yc ]iave ais0 got home, and don't intend to be out of tween; 4th, a lecture on Shakspeare, with recitations

;

not delighting in a foreign brcakjaw name.—£o»<fo» the city again at present, and if wc can only have all 5th, a tenor song; 6th, terzetto from Mozart ; 7th, vio-

thc money sent in that's owing us, so that our mind \\n concerto, with orchestral accompaniment, by Bcc-

l
1 ll.ssELL.-The following is nn extract from can he at ease, we will try and ta.«j more pains with thovcn. This whole lecture " occupied three I

a letter written by Mr Busscll in 1840 • our department than wc ever yet lave taken. The second lecture took place a fortnight after ti

''

When I first came to flriscountry, Ilocated m, pavptotcj tm nn^TfiV
"* "* T?"- °f !* *?*?* s^lll^' c ",lcd ,,,c

in the beautiful city of Rochester, in New York. My CONCERTS IN B0ol0&. • Weihc der Tone," (I don't know the English name

success was not commensurate with my expectations, The Stcycrmark Musical Com) any have just con- of it ;) 2d, a lecture on Goethe : 8, treble son-, with 01-

nntil the occurrence of a fortunate incident, which de- eluded a long scries of concerts in Boston. ehestral accompaniment
;

4th
:
a lecture on Shakspeare

tcrmincd my fortune, and gave rise to my peculiar style, Mr. Malone Raymond has given a concert here, as- 5th, recitation of a poem of Goethe, accompanied by thr

of singing and composition. I was one evening a sistcd by his wife, three daughters and Okah Tubbee

guest at a party which was graced by the presence of a son of a chief of the Clioctaws, who is represented as The third of the course of performances (a fortnight

the great v., tern statesman and orator, BJ ran Ci lt. possessing extraordinary muskal talents, and able to later still} consisted of, 1st, heroic symphony of Beetho-

The first tones of his voice attracted my. attention, and produce beautiful music even from a tomahawk or a yen; 2d, lecture on Goethe and his times; 3d,con-

1 listened to him, Whenever I CO lid without an appear- sauce-pan. certo, piano and orchestra, the piano
; 3 °J"E

ancc of intrusiveness, until the breaking up of the par- Mr. Dempster is giving a series of concerts in the man of eighteen, son of a Frankfort merchant. Ihc

tost eloquent music, and his Trcmont Temple in this city. inder of this evening's performances 1 did not

• sonorous and full of mclodv. I went Maurice Btrakosch gave a grand concert in Boston top to hear, being previously engaged. The fourth

to my home, and', I

niug.Nov. 14 I M Juliaj (performance consisted of a v by some new

night, in the winter time, and the sound of tl \ . B t to the emperor of Russia, composer. I could not remain on this evening longer

north wind came to my ear mingled with ti wellreceived Fork. than to hearnhls.

„f the rich ton I The! ton Handel 1 iety have per The fifth ">ncal

slcep-I could not! •

I

• Drthrcotim< on, symphony. present the

my
,

, a the sol., part by Miss Anna Bton of the times of Handel, 1725, Mo.

wnrl. tuaswai 11 I I Mr. A. Kriessman. '«">, and the present time. 2d, lecture on

lit to a melody which should bo true Abandof twenty-five German musicians arrived in < ,1 Ins tune

,., na.ur, and will tmtel through the country lady, with orchestral accompaniments ;
4th, two s<

Whi, ceasarytosw irader the tautonhip of Joseph GonglJIcompoaed and eccompanied by Ferdinand HUler, ana
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sun"- by his wife; 5th, lecture on Shakspcare; 6th, [land to ridicule the sound which occasioned it. Chil-

pianoforte piece by a pretty young lad)', who was so dren, at first, arc as much alarmed at the thunder of

frightened that she stumbled several times ;
7th, over-; the stage as at real thunder. Whenever they find that

ture full orchestra. >' ' 3 onb' a deception, they amuse themselves with

The sixth evening consisted of, 1st, symphony of mimicking it* * * The moment the mistake is dis-

Schnyder von Wartensea (my teacher.) The old fel- covered, the sound ceases to be sublime.' "

low was present himself, and his face beamed a most
i

— ~H
; ;

—
I

r
. . . „. , , r, ., „ j, ,• Fashionable Music.—What s that? It s music.

benignant satisfaction. 2d, lecture on Goethe and his
: ..,]..- , .

,

. , u ATn tr e k- . *i,„ i„0( rv,. '! Well, that s artificial, too—it a scientific—they sav its
times : 3d, song, by Mile. Hemerietter, the best Ger- I > > *

f
,. . ... , j c, , „„ ,.,. klone by rule. Just look at that ar gal at the piany

!

mau soprano living; 4th, lecture on Shakspcare: 5th,
I

>
f ,

, , , tvT _ i„i„„„i „ [Gosh tew snakes lirst cornes a little German thun-
conccrto, piano and orchestra, by Mendelssohn, per-

good airth and seas, what a crash ! It seems as[der

An article in the London Parish Choir contains the

formed by a music teacher of Frankfort; 6th, song, by i

.,„ „ . .„ »., t •. r . ii i-> l J if she d bang the instrument all tew slivers ! I rather
Mile. Hcinerfetter; "th, Invitation to the Dance, by

|

°
. ...

.... c , . . ,, , . guess she s vexed at somebody, and is pegging it into
Weber, performed by full orchestra. ,°

J'
f 6b °

the piany just out o' spite. How comes singing ; see|

what faces she makes—how she stretches her mouth

following, showing the difference, in the writer's opin-jjopen like a barn door, and turns up the white of her

ion, between the devotional effect produced by a small! eyes like a duck in thunder. She 's in a musical ecsta-

choir and that produced by a large choir, even if in the ;cy, is that gal ; she feels good all over: her soul is a

latter case the singers are not so well trained : [goin' out along with that music. 0, it's divine, and

" Regarding this point, the distinction must be made [she's an angel, aint she ? Yes, I guess she is—and,

between cathedral choirs and village or parish choirs, when I'm an angel, I'll fall in love with her; but, as

The former are composed of regularly-trained singers, I'm a man, at least what's left of me, I'd jist as soon

and we properly expect from them those effects of'mu- jfall in love with one that's a leetle, jist a leetlc more

sic which result from individual excellence, for the ex- 'of a woman, and a leetle, jist a leetle less of an angel.

pression, and meaning, and pathos, given by each voice But hallo! what under the sun is she about"? Why,
to its own part. But in a village choir these effects her voice is goin' down her own throat, to gain strength,'

are unattainable, and we aim at those only which arise and here it comes out as deep-ioncd as a man's, while 1

from the fullness and breadth of tone of numbers. An that dandy feller alongside of lcr is singin' what they

anthem sung by four or eight village singers, in all call falsetter. They 'vc actual!; changed voices! The
probability would not conduce to devotion. Let the gal sings like a man, and that screamer like a woman.1
same anthem be sung by forty, none of them better This is science; this is taste; tiis is fashion; but hang
singers than the former, and the effect will be good and mc if it 's uatur'.

—

Sam Slick.

devotional. This essential difference cannot be too I

strongly insisted on." I

Messrs. Editors—I have examined some numbers
. [of the Musical Gazette. I ;;avc before mc Oct. 23;

A writer in an English paper, describing the services
i

an(l have read, of course with much interest, the report;

in Westminster Abbey, adds the following, by way of
|

on the sixth annual meeting of the Musical Institute:!

postscript

:

it calls up my old musical associations at the cast.

" I had almost forgotten to mention the thunder. Do, Inclosed is one dollar ;
please send the Musical Gazette,

Mr. Editor, convey a hint on this subject to the accom-J [beginning with the next number,

plished musicians who preside at the Abbey organ.) It is perhaps needless to allude to the experience of

Perhaps you do not comprehend what I mean by t?ie a missionary twelve years in the west, in relation to

thunder. Let me tell you, then. At certain verses in church music. It has been a severe trial to be obliged

the Psalms, where thunder, lightning, wind, or hail- to submit to the present state of music in the churches:

stones, arc mentioned, (the awful instruments of God's .however, I have bectt so far able to overcome obstacles

wrath, or signs of his majesty,) as in Psalm xviii. 7, 8,',—prejudice and ignorance, as to form a choir in every

9, 10, or the roaring of lions, as in Psalm civ. 20, &cJ church where I have labored. In some parts of this

&c. ; it is the custom of the organist to clap his feet state you would find good church music; but we arc,

upon half a dozen pedals at once, and thus produce a in advance of the western states generally. It is almost

prodigious booming noise, reverberating through the
,

as necessary for gospel pioneers in the west to attend

to singing, as it is to preaching.

One of the best teachers in our state, Mr. Knowlton,

we lost last winter ; he died while teaching a class in

this congregation. Wc cannot find a musician to fill

his place : there is a great demand for one.

I must bid you adieu, in haste. e. s. s.

P , Mic/i., Oct. 81, ISIS.

\' ire president, S. N. Howard.

Secretary and Treasurer, E. F. Duren.

Directors, Joseph Forbes, A. P. Guild, Wm. Arnold-

of Bangor ; A. S. French, of Dexter ; L. Ilartwell, of

Milo; James Colum, of Novo; Ora Oakman, of Corinth.

The convention was small at first, but increased as

the lectures progressed. The session lasted three days

,

during which time the class were exercised in singing

sacred music ; with critical remarks from Mr. linker

tending to improve the style of singing. He also made
such remarks as the briefness of the time would allow,

on the subject of elementary teaching, and other matters

connected with a musical education.

On Thursday evening, the session closed with a

concert mostly of sacred music : consisting of solos,

duets, quartets, and choruses, which were very accept-

able to the audience. Especially would we notice the

solos of Miss Hill, of Lowell, Mass. and Mr. Baker

;

and the duct "Adam and Eve," from the Creation, as

sung by them. We predict for Miss Hill, who is a

pupil of Mr. Baker's, a brilliant career, if her future

advance in the art shall be as rapid as the beginning.

The association separated, mutually pleased, hoping

for a longer and larger meeting the coming season. *
Bangor, Mc, Oct. 10, 18-tS.

The Knickerbocker Magazine, wc believe, claims an

acquaintance with the lady mentioned below

:

"I have heard of a young lady ; down cast,' who
lhang 'alto' in one of the churches. She had been at

a boarding-school for half a quarter somewhere, and

came home perfectly amazed that her unfashionable

papa did not dine at ' chew ' o'clock. She always spoke

of her ' tschewty,' and made frequent allusions to an

obsolete old lady whom the ancients knew—dame
' Gratichude.' There was a favorite anthem, com-
mencing, ' Turn, O Lord, O turn away,' &c. much
performed by the choir. She always chanted it

—

1 Tschurn, O Lord, tschurn away !
' much to the ed-

ification of the congregation, most of whom were ac-

tivcly interested in the dairy business."

Abbey, and making a highly respectable imitation of
f

thunder, really quite startling to those who do not

know the trick, or who have heard it but seldom. To
those, however, who are used to it, it seems- neither

sublime nor yet simply ridiculous; and I would hum-
bly suggest, that the lessees of the different theatres in!

the metropolis be henceforward allowed the monopoly;
of this mimicry of heaven's artillery. Lest I should be

considered singular in my remarks, let me quote the
1

following passage from Alison's wcll-'known Essay on
Taste :

Messrs. Editors—It may interest some of your:

readers, to know that we are attempting something to

promote and sustain the cause of sacred music in this

part of New England. A convention was held on the
' There is nothing more common than for people who'

j

10th inst. under the direction of B. F. Baker, Esq. of
are afraid of thunder, to mistake some common and in-;;Boston

; which resulted in the organization of the
different sound for it

:
as the rumbling of a cart, or the| {Penobscot Musical Association, which made choice oJ

rattling of a carriage. While this mistake continues,

they feel the sound as sublime; the moment they are

undeceived they are the first to laugh at their error.

the 11th inst. of the following officers for the ensuing

year :

President, William II. Mills.

Liverpool Saturday Concerts.—The commit-

tee for conducting these concerts, so beneficial and re-

fining to the working classes in particular, commenced

their season on Saturday last. The artists on the oc-

casion were, Miss Emily Grant, Mrs. Newton, her sister,

Miss E. Ward, and Mr., Charles Graham. The hall

was crowded to suffocation, and amongst the ladies and

gentlemen noticed upon the platform, was John Smith,

Esq. who, after the firstj part of the concert, delivered

an appropriate and humorous address on the subject of

the new arrangements, by which the committee have

resolved to award prizes to such artizans as shall pro-

duce the best essays oi| the influence of cheap and ra-

tional amusements on the working classes, which was

warmly and heartily responded to. Mrs. Newton, wlic

is a pleasing and brilliant singer, gave much satisfac-

tion in Dr. Ame's favorite song, "Where the be^

sucks," but she appeared to lack power and energy.

Mr. Charles Graham was much applauded throughout

the evening, but his most successful effort was in the

pretty ballad, "I can never cease to love thee.'' which

he sung with great taste and feeling. Mi.-s Emily

Grant, whose first appearance at these concerts created

a eomplctc furore, was encored in all her pieces, and in

her song, " Sound the pibroch," the audience would

fain have required it a third time, but she modestly dc-
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clincd. The gem of the evening, however, was her

in;; of the pathetic Irish belled, ' .Savounieen

dhcclUli," which was listened to with breathless atten-

tion :i "John Anderson my Jo," which she

tnted for the encore, and sung with equal pathos

and effect : and the committee arc well entitled to the

thanks of the subscribers to these concerts, for thus af-

fording them an opportunity of hearing this young

led/, whose distinguished talents arc so well known

and appreciated. Mi-< Ward presided at the piano-

forte, and played one or two pieces with ability : and,

altogether, the concert was such as to have given the

most general and unmixed satisfaction.

—

Liverpool

Standard.

Embosses Music for the Blind.—Mr. Hu{

of Great Portland street, who is himself blind, has ptib-

lished a system of embossed music for the blind. The

volume contains all the musical lading fin-

geiing and every variety of chords, also fourteen sacred

for the organ in general use at our elm:

lj Stem is not only admirably adapted for teaching

those who arc deprived of sight, but for enabling such

of them as have a talent for composition to perpetuate

their ideas by means of intelligible signs. It thus sup-

to a very considerable extent the loss of sight.

Mr Hughes' system, both for/mnsic and writing, makes

use of raised dots, which are reed by the lingers. Mr.

Hughes has also invented a writing machine, which

embosses letters on writing paper, by means of which

the blind may correspond by posl with one another,

without the intervention of a third party to read the

letters. Mr. Hughes' inventions arc both ingenious

and useful. They serve to amuse and instruct the

blind, and to develop many natural faculties that would

thcrwisc be latent.—L M 11 arid.

(five octaves) stretched upon a horizontal frame, and

brought to the proper ten-ion by means of the same

apparatus as that employed in tuning the piano. At

right angles with these strings are four horse-hair im-

plements, each resembling that part of an ordinary vi-

olin bow which comes in contact with the string; these

are all attached to and stretched upon a frame, and b]

ingenious machinery are worked up and down with a

steady motion, each bow passing within a minute dis-j

of its corresponding string. As before stated.

the motion of the perpendicular frame and bows is

1 by the use of the pedal, and the music executed

in the same manner as upon the organ or piano. The

pressure upon a key causes a simultaneous pressure

against one of the bows, bringing it in contact with its

neighboring string, and tliti< producing a sound similar

to that made by bowing and fingering upon the violin

now in use.

Fbbb-Soix 1'u.i v.—A party where they feel free

soil the piano and thiigs by leaving lemonade glasses

on them.
i

NEW GLEE BOOK.

F[BESIDE HARMONY, rt longs, either
original or udnpted fromihe Gorman, and never J>

in tlii- fnuiitry. Ily WlLLlAB U vso.v. Second edition.
The editor i iraYed to undertake Uie present work, l»y

the unexpected favor with wli i n i t.-r,

I

The present collection will bonmnd to embrace music which, n
I il it

ite as high artiitic icrit. is somewhat more simple in style,

than tint

The rapid sole- of the Bj t edil

n the work above nam* d.

- can offer. Publkhedb) TAPPAN, WHITTEMO
MASON,! '

i men, 114 Washington at 81

A
THK CHOIR CHORUS BOOIC,

works of tii

Thirty Thoi band Florins for a Violix.— i/fie

master of the concerts of the grand ducal chapel of

Manheim. Mr. Fnenzcl, one of the first violinists of,

Germany, purchased a violin made by Jacob Stcincr,
1

at the enormous price of 30,000 florins (about $12,600.)

This instrument, remarkable for the sweetness of its

tone, and perhaps the only one which now exists of

this celebrated maker, was made in 1615, for a great

lord of the court of the cm]cror Charles VI. on the

following conditions. % The purchaser paid Stcincr!

down thirty-five louis d'or (abont 1150,) and entered

into an engagement, 1st, to give him a good dinner

every -lav; 2d, to pay him a pension of six florins

• <t) a month, which, in ca-e the seller should mar-

ry, should I-*- substituted by furnishing three hair

twelve baskets of fruit a 1. to deliver each

week the same quantity of fruit to Steiner'fl old nurse,

during her life. In short, it has been calculated that,

in the sixteen years that the execution of this contract

i the violin cost the pnrchs ilorins

30.)

'I'm. Ki.i bd VioUMs—1 "' ork Herald

that there is on exhibition at Atwell's magic

store in Broadway, the medal of a newly-invented mu-

instrument called tin- keyed violin. Ii is realty

an nniqne affair, and will, no doubt Hud a

prominent plaCfl in tin- world of musical iiiMn.T..< ol

The keyed violin is played like the parlor organ^by

means of a pedal keyboard, and n- structure maybe
simply described as follows: there arc forty String!

1th particular reference to the ate of
. \\ .I<lll VSON.

In tlu- \nrpr and \
i

v. Inch this work &
the choruses are by ii by Haydn, seventeen by Mozart,
m\ by Mendelssohn 4 and the n minder l>. I tn, Zin-
gareili, R berg, W< n, Spohr, Kii i, Ac—

the ph ess to U
... m. ...i. Uswhn'a orarort** .

•

9pohr*s oratorio ofthe Last Ju From most of the
i

brated landatc, and H i
I

'
' Pro at and ] Eternal**

1

both being here published entire, with the < the leu
important aolo movement*. The ch re uni-
versally admitted to i

improi ii The Choir Chorni Book is respectfully off
: [choral societies as the largi oi ofthese

choruses ever publish* d, and Itl D i

ogogedln the cultivation ol music.

I consider the Choir Chorus Hook to be a valuable work, fui i

choirs with a large amount of Taluable mu order, and In a
cheap form, it u, in my judgmentjjust such u bi.uk as all oui

need for practice. Asa BARB,
i i acher ofmusic In the Plttsfleli tale Institute.

The music In the Chob I a the kind, after all, that
pleases, it is w. ll calculate d to interest ringers, to encourage them to

practice) to impart an ability to read music readily* and to cull

good musical taste. I do think it is one of Lie best collections of cho-
ruses that has oi me before the publi tfa I Lb to I . II

nearest to the wants of our country
be performed without the aid of instrument; 1 accompaniment.

PROl i J .

Teacher of music, Lebanon, X. IL ,

Baring procured copies of the Choir Chorus Book for the use of our'
choir, I take the liberty ol saying that it i- jual the thing I ha'

looking for these several years. That the want of some such 1 k has

been strongly fell by singers in the tountry* I am firmly persu
i ii:n e fi it this waul more than i

my earlier yean having been passed In Europe, where the mnsfc of the
appreciated, and in much more common use. Be this as

it may, 1 am Mire that it" leaden of choirs will t:ik<

ii ii music, they will And theli

Ing, the taste purified and elevated, and Ihc coice brought out and cul-
i tody profitably to ourselves and oth-

muat or ought t«> be able to ring ffluslc ofa higher character. I

luK'e and ihall cordially recommend to Ifeaders and
La cob) dined In the I

nt they « ill ere long nee the I- nefit In the Increased abil-

ity to perform the pubii< . \. rcisee more acceptably
sii.as WARD,

Leader of the I it km i«-t\ 's choir, Farmlngton, Conn.

I have examined the Choir Chorus Bool; and am highly pleased with
it. Ever}

f L choir should certainly havt tich music. I

.
,i .

.
i ,( thl ch ru book for the uie of the choix under

my charge, and such li mj I effect ol the
i h music in acl

iii. in bad the price been three times a bat II

«. ROBIN80N,
Leader ol the ohoirln the First I ton,8.<

lb:.- the Choir Churui Book, arranged by Mr. A.N.
Johnson, it contain! » colli ctlon ot fine < hoi usi -. a hleh I can ehsajr-

inliv racommend foi tin* use ol choirs and musical associations.

JOS1 I'M i 81* i l rsr.it.

Organist and conductor of music at Bar. Dr. Cheevert Church, N. Y.

A. N. JoHwaoir, Esq.—Dear Sir—A work has long been needed by
choirs wrhl. h should contain selections rrom the

i the great masters* and yet should not . xcecd in
expcnn the I Its of church music In common use. This want rou
have well supplied by the Choir Chorus Book. Among the sel
von have made, the choruses bj Mendelssohn, and those from Rom-

and the eternal,*' arc alone worth
the price "i the irork. The practice ol rnch music, while it gives addi-
tional interest I elevates the lasts ami lui-

the execution of fine '
used by the choir «'f the lit Vernon Church

and haii given great Mtbifuen ubtedly will to nil lovers of
KUndard musie. Bespcctfuuy von,,.

sii, vs a. It w, BJOFT,
Organist and conductor of music at the Mr. Vernon Church,

wii.Kixs. c \i;i! ^Bos-
ton, and I rally throughout the country. :*l

AVII.KIXS, CARTER &, CO.'a
POPULAR MUSIC BOOKS,

More universally used than all others combined.

CARMINA SACRA, ; CBURCB
MUSH '. Bj L. Mason : greatly admired for the beauty, <

'

i Btcrling charaotar od p ibUshi «l on ler the recom-
tionofthe Boston Acadenu of Musio,with mpple-

ment <if .

r
'.» select tnnes added In 1848 by another author, Increasing the
nd excellence of the collection without extra chs

t: BOSTON ACADEMY S < OLD i Edited bj L. Ua-
Tbis standard work is so well known and used as to preclude

ii v recommendation.
TILE PSALTERY. By L. M «SOH and G. J. "Wp.nrt. One of the

i the kind ever published. I
. d the

it tin Boston Bun Qi Society, and the Boston
Academy of Musie. in style there it great diversity .it being suited

I
variety of subjects and is especially adapted to

raltery will moke a valuable addition to the
Boston Academy*! lolleclion and Carmine Sacra, and ought to be in
every choir.

Now ready, a new Church Music Book for the present
season, namely

:

77//; NATJO&AX LYRB; A new collection of psalm and by inn
best ancient and modern e.

liebed merit, «i;ii ch i of chants, fee, designed tor the

the United States. By >. Parkmjlk Tcckbbmav, Bilas a. Uax-
.

: ml ii. K. Oliver. It Is beueved that this will be one of the
autirul collections ever published, it consists of old, new and

original music, all of which is ofa strictly devotional characti r. The
. and are w itliin the capacity of all

pen selected with great can
classic e original maybe found of

in the
construction oi the vocal parts have been avi I ( r :i^ possible

been made interesting and easj to the perform-
er. Another important feature of this book is the substitution of small

A> comparative ly few pi

have the opportunity to perfect themselves tn thorough base, suf-
plain psalmod] hoped

I will meet the The
n g somewhat lees in rixe Qun^he others, the price will not ex-
per do/i n, iluis placing it « itliin the reach not only of choirs

.• hit li un- iilnn.li supplied*:

,
New Chorus Book, specially adapted to the use of choirs :

THE CHOIR CHORUS BOOK; by a , t In
the Boston Acaderaj oruses, tVora the
works of ohn, and other distinguish-
ed com]
than hi published, an an nd Im-
provement of choirs i and it i t, besides the additional In-
terest which Its nse Imparts to choir meetings, the study ol tin- pure

itions It contains, will groatiy improve the taste and facilitate

the powei of execution. Although only puhlinhed In the summer,
i ditioni hem eh Pi i

-
.

pert

School Music Books.
'///;; PRIMARYSCHOOl \. In two part-: by I.. Ua-

d O. J. Wbud, professors tn tl lie. It

i
. i mother, or prim er, who can her-

self finp. although sue may know *» little of mush as not
to be able to i> ad music herself, ma>', i>\ the belp-of these directions, be
enabled to teach her pupils wftfa goo ire the
« :iv for a more thorough and extensive c< urse in h

THE SOXQ BOOR OF llli 8CHOOI ROOM Consisting
great variety of tonga, hymns, I acriptun i th aj proprl-

j In one, two, or three parts i containing,
also, the elementary principles OfVOCSJ music, prCI BXCd »

to the Inductive oi Pestaloztian method of teaching, designed as a

complete mush monorgrammsurschoola Ity \.<-w -

mi mason and Gxoboi Jahbs *fl een pre -

pared with reference to the wants of common scnools nml academies,
and is designed to toll I ork.

Also published as above.

Till I TORUS BOOK; Consisting of« selection of the
opufar choruses, from I Handel, Haydn, aad other

mpanl-
mi nt for the piano 1 U • • on piled by Mason ^ ^ bbb.

////; BOST01\ i \ nn m BOOK bi in

anthem By L. Ma bok,
//// • BOOK OF (II. I * of chanting n

ed to regular hi mns and bo seh ction sngro*
gatioual uso. Bj L. M isov,

// .win VS ORATORIO OF THE MESSIAH; Arranged by John
land.

////' "/'/ Eon of secular melodies) arranged and bar-
monlaed for Ibu
music | is ' ran hasok. As tike title-

I
i*.

//// i ngi in
i tj Lowxt.1

m \>-'N nnd ubobob Jaiibs Wbob, 1

of Music.
/ ///

h\ distinguish) tished In thi*

country : together with origin* William Masou and E

A. It w<
ted from the most admired

Qerman eomposei s. By l. Masow,
i others arc im Itod to call sad i xainlni then and other

musical works, at No. LA Water street, Boston* vi
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TENOR.
(8ve lower.)

1st & 2d
TREBLE. )

BASE.

Glee.
u Moderately.

:?-e—f=

COME EOLLOW ME.
From the London Musical Times.

*E£
nez. Come fol-low,

3=£
IZ

Come fol-low, fol-low me fol-low

Come fol-low, fol - low

353:*-a|—2—«Far—3

—

-•-2-*-#-S-JL

1 £ C E> C I u ^
mc, Come follow, follow, fol-low

*—J—•— [-

me, Come fol - low me

-_

fol-low. fol-low
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-
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zfcl

Come fol-low, fol-low me, Come fol-low me, Come follow me, Come fol-low
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me, Ye
Ye fai - ry,

fai - ry elves that be Lightly trip - ping o'er
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1
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#
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green, Fol-low Mab your fai - ry
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fai - ry elves that
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green, Fol-low Mab your fai - ry

ijzzc^gzazzjriiq p=l-

fai olvca that be Lightly trip - ping o'er the green, Pol - low Mab your fai - ry

Ores.

-£W
Hand

o-

dance, we'll dance round,/For this

queen! Hand in hand,

Cres._
.

^#-

i r
:rT

Hand
r
9^

hand we'll dance a - round,_/"For this place is

m -F-
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queen! Hand hand we'll dance, we'll dance a - round,/For this place is fai ry

r#7 i—
Dim.
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ground: Hand in hand we'll
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ground: Hand in hand we'll dance, hand in
Dim
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hand we'll dance a-round,/For this place,
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this place is fai - ry

~m~ >—F fe=
r^-H-»-

-^-H-fe^
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ground
: we'll dance a - round,/For this place, this place is fai* - "y
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COME FOLLOW MB. Concluded.

J3 rr upMg=£

ground. O'er tops of dew -y grass

8

PS Do I.

fc

J5_fc_SL_fc

: l :jlj j j jljWd liddffl

So nim - bly do we pass,

T
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—
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O'er tops of dew -
j

ff-Jt

So nim-bly do we pass. do we pass, Theyoungand ten - der

ground O'er tops of dew-y grass So nim - bly do we pass, Tlic young and ten - der

tm Slower.

rSfe^l
With expression, bnt not too slow.

-
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Ne'er bends where wc do walk;
J ! w_JV ,

»t\ T =3 « 1§
Yet in

I

the morn - ing mav be seen,
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stalk Ne'crbcnds where we do walk,N'crbends where we do walk:
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morn - ing may be seen,

stalk Ne'er bcuds where wc do walk,N'erbends where \re do \salk Yet in the morn - ing may be seen, vrii- i
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Where wc the night

i
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^ Dim. Espres
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be - fore have been

:

Yet in the morn - • ing
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Where wc the night
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seen, Where wo the night be - - fore hnvc been, Where wc the night bo fore have been. ^
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seen, Where wc the night be fore have been, Where wc the night be • fore have bee;'-














